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OF

JUDGMENTS, ORDERS, REGULATIONS AND RULINGS
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A
Pack

Acadia Valley Branch from iiilgc. 0, at junction with Mantario Subd. at mlgc.
136-3 near Eyre, to x\cadia Valley—Carrying traffic over—C.N. Rys 113

Acids, etc.,—Transportation by express—Regulations—Express Traffic Assn.

—

Approval—5upp. No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. ET—694 53
Air brakes on tranjdfer trains or drags in movement between yards 226
Alix, Alta.,—Connection near—Mlge. 78-92;, Three Hills iSubd. and mlgc. 21-75

Brazeau Subd. of Canadian Northern West€m Ry Co.—^Opening for traffic

—

Grand Trunk Pacific Ry Co 225
Aigoma Eastern Ry. Co. and Dept. of Northern Development of Ontario—High-

way crossings—Twp. of Merritt, Dist. of Manitoulin, Ont., 1

Aigoma Steel Corp., Ltd., ei al,—Suspension C.P.R. and C.N.Rys. tariffs—Rates
—Iron and steel articles 202

Alternative routing via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Jet.—Bds. of Trade of Halifax.

N.S., and St. John and Sackville, N.B., et al, vs. CN\Rys 117.124
Amendment—G.O. 427 rc rates on pulpwood to U.S. destinations 4
Amulet to Dunkirk Branch, from Wallace, Mlge. to Cardross, Mlgo. 46.04

—

Opening for traffic—C.P.R 109

Atlantic, Quebec Western Rv. Co.—Approval—Standard Parlour Car Tariff

No. 18 94
Automobiles—Use of C.N.Rys. bridge at Fenton, Sask.,—R.M. of Prince Albert

No. 461, Sask Ill

B

Bell Telei)hone Company—Re\ ised tariff of toils—Local exchange ser\ ice. 229, 230. 257. 268a
Board of Trade. Moose Jaw, Sask. —Use by C.N.Rys. of Outlook Branch of C.P.R. 164, 173
Boards of Trade of Halifax. N.S., St. John and Sackville, N.B., ct al—Alternative

routing via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Jet.—C.N.Rys 117.124
Boland (Ellen) vs. C.N.Rvs.

—

Re exproi)ri'ation of land 7. 10. 19, 22
Boston & Maine R. Co.—Approval—S. Tariff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls

C.R.C. No. S—8 35
Brick (building), c.l..—Rate—Correcting enor—Scott's Jet. to Shawinigan Falls

—

Quebec Central Ry. Co 104
Bridge—Fenton, Sask.,—Use for automobiles bv R.M. of Prince Albert. Sask.,

No. 461 Ill
Bridge—Reconstruction—Citv of Windsor. Ont.. vs. C.P.R. Co. (Ontario C^iebec

Ry.) 151
Bridge (C.N.Rys.) across S. Saskatchewan River at St. Louis, Sask..—Use for

vehicular traffic—Dept. of Highways. Saskatchewan 162
Bridgetown and Port Wade, N.S..—Train service—C.N.Rys 49
Brilish Columbia Government—Prosecution—C.P.R. Co. and official.*—/?r Order

36769 157
British Columbia Tel. Co—In<'reased tolls—Point Grey Exchange 37. 45, 49
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British Empiro StocI CNiip., Ltd., ct nl,—Suspension—C.P.H. and (\X.Rys. tariffs

Rates—Iron and steel articles 202
Brownlee & Co., Gait, Ont.,—Refund—DcmuiTage charpes—Car oi coal—C.X.Rys.— . 127
Bulk export grain rate—Stoi)-ofT charge—Fort William to Atlantic seaboard—Domin-

ion Millors' A-sn , Toronto, v--. C.P.H. Co. ;ind C \ < 8."), 88, 89

Canadian Frt. Assn.—Approval—Supp. No. 1 to Freight Classification Xo. 17.. .. 32

Canadian Frt. Assn.—Approval—Supp. No. 2 to Canadian Freight Classification

>jo. 17—Reduction in L.C.L. rating on lard compounds or substitutes 63

Canadian Frt. Assn.—Approval—Supp. No. 3 to Canadian Freight Classification

No. 17 222

Canadian Lumbermen's Assn., et al.—Alternative routing via St. John and Ste.

Rosjilie Jet.—C.N. Rvs 117,124

Canadian Lumbennen's Assn.—Stop-off and reshippin^j arraageraents—Lumber, c.l. 93

C.N. Rys, —Carrying tratiic over Acadia Valley Br.—Mdge. at junction with

Mantario Subd. at mlge. 136-3 near Eyre to Acadia Valley 113

C.N. Rys. and Ellen Boland—Expropriation of land, Toronto 7, 10, 19, 22

C.N. Rys.—Installation and cost—Additional wig-wag signal—^Crossing of King-

ston Road near West Hill, Twp, of Sc'ar}:)oro 182

C.N. Rys.—Permission to cross Outlook Branch of C.P.R 164,173

C.N. Rys.—Train service—Brid^];etown and Port Wade, N.S 49

Canadian Northern Saskatchewan Ry. Co.—Extension of time for carrying traffic

over Turtleford Southeasterly Br. from mlge. 0, at junction ^vith Turtleford

Subd. of C.N. Rvs. at mlge. 56.2, to Fairholme. . 111,220

CPR. Co. and its officials—Prosecution—Failure to obey Order 36769—B.C. Govt. 157

C.P.R. Co. and Red Deer Valley Coal Co., Ltd.—Rebuilding spur 22. 26

Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau vs. C.N. Rys. re Supp. No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C.
No. E-1068 227

Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau—Rates—Carloads of wood-pulp from Bathurst,

N.B.. etc.. to Toronto—C.N. Rys 135,189

Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau—Ruling—Charges—Switching movement in

Toronto tenninals—Car of lumber ex Eganville, Ont., from siding of Neilson
Magann Lumber Co., Ltd., on C.P.R. to Moore Bros., Danforth, (C.N. Rys.). 131

Car Demurrage Penalties.. 64

Central Vermont Ry. Co.—Approval—S. Tariff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls
C.R.C. No. S-8 53

Century Coal Co., Ltd.,—Suspension—C.N. Rys. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1029—Rate-
Coal—Huntingdon, Que., to Isle Maligne, Que 35,97

Charge—Demurrage—Fertilizer materials—Lowell. Mass., to points in Quebec

—

C.N. Rys.—Consolidated Rendering Co., Boston, Mass 149

Charse (stop-off)—Bulk export grain rate—Fort William to Atlantic seaboard

—

Dominion Millers' Assn. vs. C.P-R. Co and C.N. Rys So. 88, 89
Charges—Switching movement in Toronto terminals—Car of lumber ex Eganville

from siding of Neilson Magann Lumber Co., Ltd., on C.P.R. to Moore Bros.,

Danforth (C.N. Rys.) 131
China Clav Br., C.N. Rys.—Opening for traffie-Mlge. 9.0 to 11.33—Mlge. 0-0

to 9.0 109,110

Circular No.—

209—Pilots on locomotives 5
210—Re form of consent given by municipalities or other corporate bodies upon

application to the Board 61
211—Air brakes on transfer trains or drags in movement between yards 226

Classification and marker lamps on all locomotive engines—Installation—Electric
lights 219

Coal—Car—Demurrage rharge.'5—Refund—Brownlee & Co.. Gait, Ont., vs. C.N. Rys. 127
Coal—Rate—Huntingdon, Que., to Isle Maligne. Que. —Centurv Coal Co., Ltd.,—

Sa^pension—C.N. Rvs. Tariff C.R.C. No. F.^1029 35, 97
Coal—Rates—Three Hills, Alta., to points in Alta. and Sa!=jk.—Alex. McCuUough A:

Sons. Ltd., Winnipeg, and the Pali.^ade Coal Company. Three Hills, vs. C.N. Rys. 193, 195
Cohen and Crowfard Sidings. Kingston. Ont.—CP. .ind C.X. Rys 9.5. 96, 97
Consolidated Rendering Co.. Boston. Mass..—Ruling—Demurrage charge—Fertilizer

materials—Ix)well, Mass., to points in Quebec—C-N. Rys 149
Consent form given by Municipalities or other corporate bodies upon application

to Board 61
Cost—Distribution—Northwest Grade Separation, Toronto .'. .* .* 205
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Cotton waists, etc. —Rate—Hull, Que., to New Westminster, KG.,-Retail Mer-
chants' Assn., Vancouver—Rulin{i -9

Crossing—Kingston Road near West Hill, Twp. of Scarboro—Additional wiK-wag

signal—Installation and cost—C.N. Rys 182

Crossing^Hitrhway—Twp. of Merritt. Dist. of Manitoulin, Ont.,—Dept. of North-

ern Development Ontario vs. Algoma Eastern Ry. Co 1

CrossinK—M.C.R.—Superior St., Sprinprfield, Ont. —Protection 187,188

Crus-hed stone—Rates from Hagersville—Gordon Crushed Stone Co., Ltd 4,103

Cutknife-Whitford Lake Br., from Unwin, Mlge. 45.65, to Lloydminster, Mlgc.

76.25—Opening for traffic—C.P.R 110

D

Dangerous practices of motoiists, etc., at railway crossings 67

Delivery (free wagon) service—Parish of Lancaster—Dominion and Canadian
National Express Companies 115

Demurrage charge—Fertilizer materials—Lowell, Mass., to points in Quebec—Con-
solidated Rendering Co., Boston, Mass., vs. C.N. Rys 149

Demurra^cc charges—Refund—Car of coal—Brownlee & Co., Gait, Ont.. vs. C.N. Rys. 127

Demurrage Penalties 64

Dept. of Highways for Saskatchewan—Use of C.N.R. bridge across S. Saskatchewan
River at St. Louis, Sask., for vehicular traffic 162

Dept. of Northern Development Ontario vs. Algoma Eastern Ry. Co.—H'way cross-

ings—Twp. of Merritt, Dist. of Manitoulin, Ont 1

Direct track connection—C.N. Rys. with industrial spurs and private sidings at

Moose Jaw, Sask.,—Moose Jaw Board of Trade, et al 164,173
Disallowance—Supp. No. 4 to C.N. Rys. Tarifif C.R.C. No. E-1068—Canadian Ship-

pers' Traffic Bureau, Toronto 227
Distribution of cost—Northwest Grade Separation, Toronto 205
Dominion Millers' Assn., Toronto vs. C.P.R. Co. and C.N. Rys.—Stop-off charge

—

Bulk export grain rate—Fort William to Atlantic seaboard 8.5, 88, 89
Dunlop Tire Rubber Goods Co., Ltd., Toronto.—Ruling—Proper rating—Vul-

canizer or tire press 128

E

Eastern Ave. ,andi Logan Ave., Toronto.—Temiporary track between—'Opening
for traffic—C.N.Rys 190

Electric lights—Installation in the Classification and Marker Lamps of all loco-

motive Engines 219
Elk Point, Alta., mlge. 140.4, from junction with Coronado Subd. of Canadian

Northern Western Ry. at mlge. 120-85, St. Paul, Alta.,—St. Paul South-
easterly Br.—Opening for traffic 221

Explosives, etc.,—Transportation by express—Regulations—Approval—^Supp. No. 5

to Tariff C.R.C. No. ET.—694—Express Traffic Assn 53
Explosives (High)—Rate—East of Winnipeg—National Explosives, Ltd., Ottawa— . 105, 107

Export grain rate—^Fort AVilliam Ont., to Atlantic seaboard—Stop-off charge

—

Dominion Millers' Assn. v.-^. C.P.R. Co. and C.N.Rys 85, 88, 89
Express Trafl&c Assn.—Approval—Supp. No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. ET.—694—Regu-

lations for transportation by express of acids, etc., 53
Express Traffic Assn.—Approval—Supp. "E" to t^xpress Classification No. 6 . . . . 93
Express Traffic Assn.—Approval—Supp. "F"' to Express Classification No. 6 .. 101
Express Traffic Assn.—Approval—Supp. No. 9 to Express Classific-ation No. 6 .... 190
Extension of time—CaiTying of traffic—Mlge. 0, Turtleford Southeasterly Branch

at junction with Turtleford Subd. of C.N.Rys., mlge. 56-2—Canadian Northern
Saskatchewan Ry. Co 111,220

F

Fairholme, mlge. 23.0, to Rabbit Lake, Mlge. 6^5 •.>—Turtleford Southeasterly

Br. of C.N.R>'^.—'Opening for temporary oi)eration 219

Fairholme, from mlge. 0, TuTtleford Southeasterly Branch of Canadian Northern
Saskatchewan Ry. at the junction with the Turtleford Subd. of C.N.Rys, at

mlge, 56. 2—Extension of time for carrying traffic over 220

Fenton, Sask.,—^Use for automobiles of C.N.R. bridge at—R.M. of Prince Albert

No. 461, Sask., Ill
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lerliliziT iiijiifnuls— Sliipinents—Lowt-ll. Ma.-s., to points iii C^u(>-boc—Denuirrage
charges—Conssolidiittd K(>iuk>rinj; Co., lioston, Mass., vs. C.X.Hys.—Riilinji . . 149

Fitzsiininons Fruit Co., Ltd.. Port Arthur, Ont., and Petei-s Duncan Ltd., Toronto,
—J^uspensioii— IttM!i 380-A of Supp. No. 45 to Canadian Freight Assn. Tariff

C.R.C. No. 110 53. 60
Form of fon.'^cnt gi\(Mi hy municipalities or othor c-ori)orate bodies upon api)lication

to tlie Board 61
Frankin^j privileges—Letters and telegrams 204
Free wagon deliver service—Parish of Lancaster, t^ue.,—Dominion and Canadian

National Express Companies 115

Fuel—U.S. domestic—luvportations into Manitoba— 1925 vs. 1924 193,195

G

Gasoline, etc.,—Location of loading racks and unloading points for—Regulations
governing - 214

Gates—Highway crossing of (louiii lihd., Montreal,—C.P.R 55, 58

Gbner.m. Orders No.—
429—Amending G.O. 427 tv rates on pulpwood to U.S. destinations .* 4
430—Canadian Freight Assn.—Approval—Supp. No. 1 to Canadian Freight

Cla^ssihcation No 17 32
431—Rc equipment of locomotives witli pilots 104
432—Freight rate—High explosives— East of Winnipeg— National Explosives . 107

433—Ameniling G. Orders 379 and 289 re equipment of locomotives with pilots.. 113
434—Jie amendment Rules Relative to Inspection of Locomotives and Tenders.. 191

435—Be regulations governing location of loading racks and unloading i)oints

for gasoline, etc 214
436—Installation electric lights in the classification and marker lamps of

all locomotive engines 219
437—Amendment Rules 19 and D-19 of General Train and Interlocking Rules

re use of unlighted marker lamps to indicate rear of train during daylight

instead of flags 222
438^—Rules and instructions for insi)ection and testing of locomotive boilers

and their appurtenances 227

General Train and Interlocking Rules—Amendment—Utilizing marker lamps not
lighted to indicate rear of trains during daylight instead of flags—Railway Asso-
ciation of Canada 222

Gordon Crushed Stone Co.. Ltd.. Rates—Cru^-hed stone from Hagersville 4,103
Gouin Blvd., Montreal,—Gates—City of Montreal vs. C.P.R. Co 55, 58
Ciovt. of Province of B.C.—Prosecu tJion—C.P.R. Co. and it^ officials re Order 36769. 157

Grain—Rate (bulk export)—Stop-off charge—Fort William to Atlantic seaboard

—

Dominion Millers' Assn. vs. C.P.R. Co. and C.N. Rj'^ 85, 89

Grain—Amended rates—Carloads, ex-lake, for milling at New Hamburg, Ont., and
resliipment—Woiverton Flour Mills Co., Ltd., St. Marv's, Ont.. vs. CP. and
C.N. Rv.< 124

Grand Piles, (^le.,—Relocation—Station—C.P.R. Co 99,100
Grand Trunk Pacific Ry. Co.—Opening for traffic—Connection near Alix. Alta., mige.

78.92. Three Hills. Subd.. and mlg(\ 21.75, Brazeau Subd., of Canadian Northern
W&>'tern Ry. Co.. 225

H

Hagersville, Ont.—Cru.shed stone from—Switching rate—Gordon Crushed Stone Co.
Ltd 4,103

Halifax Board of Trade, et a/—Alternative routing via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Jet.

--C.N. Rys 117,124
Hanna. west leg of wye at junction—0.23 miles—Opening for traffic—C.N.R. Co.. 125
Heater car service—St. John, N.B., to Edmundston, N.B.—J, A. Kelly, St. John vs.

C.P.R 90
Hereford Ry. Co.—Operation of r iilway—Minister of Railways & Canals 30
High explo.-ives—Rate—East of Winnii)eg—National Explosives. Ltd., Ottawa.. .. 105,107
Highways—Protection of—Warning signs 203
Hull Elec. C^.—Approval—Supp. No. 1 to S.P. Tariff C.R.C. No. P-16 54
Huntingdon, Que., to Isle Malijme, Que.—Freight rate—Coal—Centun- Coal Co..

Ltd., vs. C.N. Rys a5, 97
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Page
Import commodity rate—Tea—Vancouver to points in Western Canada—Moose Jaw

Board of Trade, et al, re suspension Item 250-A in Supp. No. 21 to Canadian
Freight Assn. Tariff C.R.C. No. 47 61

Importations into Manitoba of U.S. domestic fuel— 1925 vs. 1924 193,195
Inflammables, etc.—Transportation by e.xpress—Regulations—Express Traffic Assn.. 53
Inspection of locomotives and tenders 104, 113,191
Inspection and testing of locomotive boilers and their ni)purtenances 227
Iron and steel articles—'Rates—C.P.R. and C.X. Rys.—Aigoma Steel Corporation,

Ltd., et al
"

202
Item 380-A of Supp. No. 45 to Canadian Freight Assn. Tariff C.R.C. No. 110—

Suspension—Fitzsimmons Fruit Co., Port Arthur, Ont., and Peters Duncan,
Ltd., Toronto 53,

K

Kelly, J. A., St. John, N.B.—Heater car service—^St. John to Edmundston. N.B.,
—C.P.R

i 90
Kingston, Ont.—Cohen and Crawford Sidings-^.P.R. and C.N.Rys 95, 96, 97
Kingston Road—Crossing—West Hill, Twp. of Scarboro—Additional protection

—C.N.Rys 18i>

L

Lancaster (Parish), Que —Free \vagon delivery service—Dominion and Canadian
National Express Companies 115

Lard compounds or substitutes—Reduction in L.C.L. rating 63
Lauder Extension of C.P.R.—Train service at Tilston, Man.—U.F'. of Manitoba. 195,200
Lights (electric)—Installation in all classification and marker lamps on locomotive

engines 219
Locomotive boilers and their appurtenances—Inspection and testing 227
Locomotives equipped with pilots 104, 113,191
Logan Ave. and Eastern Ave.—Temporary track between —Opening for traffic

—

CN.Rys 190
Lumber, ex Eganville—Charges—Switching movements in Toronto Terminals—From

siding of Neilson Magann Lumber Co., Ltd., on C.P.R. to Moore Bros., Danforth,
(CN.Rys.) 131

Lumber, c.i.—Stop-off and re-shipping arrangements—Canadian Lumbermen's
Assn., vs. CP. and CN.Rys.. . 93

Lumber—Stop-off charge on—Publication on less than statutory notice of supple-

ments to tariffs—C.N. Rys 269

Lysaght Dominion Sheet Metal Corp., Ltd., et al—Rates—Iron and steel articles—

•

C.P.R. Co. and C. N. Rys 202

M

Maniwaki Subd., C.P.R.—Opening for traffic—Mlge. 8-12 to 12.67—13.26 to 14.6—
14.96 to 15.28 190, 192,203

Marker lamps of all locomotive engines—Installation—Electric lights 219

Marker lamps (unlighted)—^Use to indicate rear of train during day instead of

flags—Amendment Rules 19 and D-19 of General Train and Interlocking Rules
—Ry. Assn. of Canada 222

McCullough, Alex., & Son, Ltd., Winnipeg, and Palisade Coal Co., Three Hills,

Alta., vs. C.N. Rys.—Rates—Coal—Three Hills to points in Alberta and
Saskatchewan 193,195

M.C.R. Co.—Approval—S. Tariff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls C.R.C. No. S-11. 35

M.C.R. crossing—Superior St., 'Springfield. Ont.—Protection 187,188

Minister of Railways & Canals vs. Hereford Ry. Co.—Operation of railway.. .. 30

Montreal (City)—Installation—Gates—H'wav crossins:—Gouin Blvd.—C.P.R 5,5, 58

Moose Jaw, Sask., Board of Trade—Use by C.N.R. of Outlook Branch of C.P.R.. 164,173

Motorists, etc.—Dangerous practices at railway crossing 67

Movement of cars between yards at terminals or other large centres—Use of air

brakes 226

38182—2
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Nat>hllui, etc.—Uegulatioiid goveiniu^; loutlii4? ruckd and uulouding points 214
National Exi)losivt>, Ltd., Ottawa—Rate—High expltwivec)—East ol Winnipeg.. .. 105,107
Neilsjon Maganu J.umber Co., Ltd., Toixjuto—Ruling—Charges—^Switching inovement

in Toronto Ternunalfs—Lumber ex Eganvilie from applicantij' siding on C.P-R.
to xMoore Bros.. Dauforth (O.N. Rys.) 131

Xewaprint paper, c.l.—Proposed diange in rates to Tennessee 63
N.V.C.R. Co.—Aproval— S. Tanff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls C.R.C. No. S-13. 3
Nortiiwest CJrade reparation, Toronto—Distribution of cost 206

o

Ontario & Quebec Ry. (C.P.R.) and City of Windsor, Ont.—Reconstruction—Bridge. 151
Opening for traftic—Connection near Alix, Alta., mlge. 78.92, Three Hills Subd.,

and mlge. 21.75, lirazeau Subd. of Canadian Northern Western Ry.—Grand
Trunk Pacilic Branch Lines Company 225

Opening for traffic—Amulet to Dunkirk Br. from Wallace, Mlge. to Cardross
Mlge. 46.04—C.P.R. Co 109

Openmg for traflic—China Clay Br., C.N. Rys.—Mlge. 9.0 to 11.33—0.0 to 9.0. . 109,110
Opemng for traliic—Cutknife-Whitford Lake Br. from Unwin, Mlge. 45.65, to Lloyd-

minster, Mlge. 76.25—<^.P.R HO
Opening for traliic-Maniwaki Subd., C.P.R.—Mlge. 8.12 to 12.67—13.26 to 14-6

—14.96 to 15.28 190. 192,203
Opening for temporary service—St. Paul Southeasterly Branch from junction with

Coronado Subd. of Canadian Northern Western Ry. at mlge. 120-85, St. Paul,
Alta., to present end of steel at mlge. 140.4, Elk Point, Altii.—C.N.Rys 221

Opening for traffic—Temporary track between Logan Ave. and Eastern Ave., Toronto
—C.N. R>'s 190

Opening for traffic (temporary)—Turtleford Soutiheasterly Branch from mlge. 23.0
at Fairholrae, to mlge. 65.5 at Rabbit Lake—C.P.R 219

Opening for traffic—Warden-Hanna Branch from junction at Warden, mlge. 56.59
Stettler Subd.. to junction with Drumheller Subd., mlge. 0-77 at Hanna ; and
west leg of Wye at said junction at Hanna—C.N. Rys 125

Opening for traffic—WilloAvbunch Branch fi'om mlge. 43-22 at Bengough to Willow-
bunch at mJge 71.71—C.N. Rys 114

Outlook Branch of C.P.R.—Use by C.N. Rys.—Moo.se Jaw Board of Trade.. 164,173
Overalls, etc.—Rate—Hull. Que., to New Westminster, B.C.—.Retail Merchants'

Assn., Vancouver—Ruling 29
Oxidizing substances, etc.—Transportation by express—Regulations—Express Traffic

As-sn.—Aj>proval—Supp. No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. ET-694 53

P

Palisade Coal Co., Three Hills, Alta., and Alex. McCuUough & Sons, Ltd., W^iunipeg,
vs. C.N. Rys.—Rates—Coal—Three Hills to points in Alberta and Saskatche-
wan .... /. 193, 195

Pants (cotton), etc.—Rate—Hull, Que., to New Westminster, B.C.—Retail Merch-
ants' Assn.—^Ruling 29

Paper (new.sprint) , c.l.—Proposed change in rates to Tennessee 63
Parlour (Max.) Car Tolls—S. Tariff C.R.C. No. S-10—G.N.R. Co.—Approval. . .. 108
Parlour (S) Car Tariff, A.Q. & W. C.R.C. No. 18, and Q.O., C.R.C. No. 14—

Approval 94
Pedestrians, etc.—Dangerous i)ractices at milway crossings 67
Penal tie.s—Car Demurrage 64

Perfumes—Vancouver rate—Woodward's Ltd., and Retail Merchants' Assn 60

Peters Duncan, Ltd.. Toronto, and Fitzsimmons Fruit Co., Ltd., Port Arthur, Ont.

—Susi>ension—Item 380-A of Supp. No. 45 to Canadian Freight Assn. Tariff

C.R.C. No. 110 .. 53, 60

Petition—Minister of Railways Canals vs. Hereford Ry Co. re operation of railwxay. 30

Pilots on locomotives.. .. ! 5, 104, 113,191

Point Grey (Cx)rp.). B.C., v.^. B.C. Tel. Co.—Tolls 37. 45, 49

Port Wade and Bridgetown. N.S.—Train service-<^.N. Rys 49

Practices (dangerous)—Motorists, etc.—Railway crossing 67

Prince Albert R.M. No. 461, Sask.—Use for automobiles—O.N .R. bridge, Fenton,

Sask Ill
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Pagb
Privileges—Franking—Letters and telegram:?—^Riiling 204
Prosecution—C.P.R. Co. and its officials rc Order 36769—B.C. Government 157
Protection—Additional—Crossing of Kingston Road near West Hill. Twp. of Scar-

boro—C.N. Rys '

182
Protection of highways—Ins'tallation of warning signs 203
Protection—Sui)erior St., Springfield, V^illage, Ont.—M.C.R. Co 187,188
Province of B.C.—Prosecution—C.P.R. Co. and its officials re Order 36769 157
Pulpwoo<i—Amended rate—U.S. destinations 4

Q

Quebec Central R. Co.—Approval—S.P. Tariff C.R.C. No. 296 219
Quebec Central R. Co.—Approval—S. Tariff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls

CJl.C. No. S-9 3
Quebec Central R. Co.—Rate—Building brick, c.l.—Scotts Jet. to SJia/winigan

Falls, Que 104
Quebec Oriental R. Co—Approval—S. Parlour Car Tarilf C.R.r. No. 14 94

R

Railway Association of Canada—Amendment—Rules 19 and D-19 of General Train
and Interlocking Rules—Utilize unlighted marker lamps to indicate rear of trains

during daylight instead of flags 222
Rate—Building brick—^Scotts Jet. to Shawinigan Falls, (^ue.—Quebec Central R. Co. 104

Rate—Coal—Huntingdon, Que., to Isle Maligne, Que.—Century Coal Co., Ltd 35, 97
Rates—CoaJ—Three Hills, Alta., to -points in Alberta and Saskatchewan—Alex.

MoCullough & Sons, Ltd., Winnipeg, and Palisade Coal Company of Three
Hills vs. C.N. Rys 193, 195

Rates (switching)—^Crushed stone from Hagersville—Gordon Crushed Stone Co..

Ltd 4,103
Riite—Grain (bulk export)—Fort ^^'illiam to Atlantic seaboard—Stop-off charge

—Dominion Millers' Assn. vs. C.P.R. Co. and C.N. Rys 85, 88, 89

Rates (amended)—Grain, c.l.. ex-lake, for milling at New Hamburg, Ont.. and reship-
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Application of the Department of Northern Development, Province of Ontario,

for an Order directing the AlgomcLEiee^(l^-ffy U^if^ to provide
and construct a suitable highway^^^smrtg, at itS'''oiv7p^xpense, at a point
where the company's railway imersects the highway ori>hot 6, Concession

4, Township of Merritt, Distrmt of ^usdtowiin'f'ifit^tariiM
f WTK V - -^Tq 10844.38)

Application of the Department of iVorr>^^^j^^«Zo;>wr //^, Province of Ontario,
for an Order directing the Algoma E^^ui- iimhvaij Company, to provide
and construct a suitable highway crossing, at its own expense, at a point
where the company's railway intersects the highway on Lot 7, Concession
5, Township of Merritt, District of Manitoulin, Ontario;

(File No. 10844.39)
and

Application of the Department of Northern Development, Province of Ontario,
under Section 256, for an Order directing the Algoma Eastern Railway
Company to provide and construct a suitable highway crossing, at its own
expense, where the compam/s railway intersects the highway on Lot 2,
Concession 1, Township of Merritt, in the District of Manitoulin, Ontario.

(File No. 34185)

JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:

These applications were heard at a sitting of the Board held in Toronto on
January 14, 1926.

Three applications are made by the Department of Northern Development
of the Province of Ontario, through the deputy minister, for orders of the Board
under section 256 of the Railway Act, directing the Algoma Eastern Railway
Company to provide and construct suitable highway crossings, at its own
expense, at points indicated in the applications.

No question is raised as to the necessity or advisability of the crossings, but
only as to the incidence of the expense involved.

The property of the railway company in the right of way at the locations
set out in the applications is derived from a grant under the great seal of the

1
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Pruviiu-e of Ontario bearing date November 1, 1901, and in which the Crown
reserved

—

" five jier eent of the acreage hereby granted for roads and tlie right U)

lay out the same where tlie Crown or its officers may deem necessary,

etc."

The contention of the Department of Northern Development of the Province

of Ontario is that the province is senior to the railway, because in the grant by
the province to the Manitoulin and North Shore Railway Company, the prede-

cessor in title of the Algoma Eastern Railway Company, a reservation for roads

and the right to lay out the same, as above quoted, was made, and being senior,

it has the right t-o lay out the crossings at the expense of the railway company
whose j)rt)perty or right of way is crossed.

On the other hand, the contention of the railway company is that it is

actually senior to the highways, in the sense that the line of railway was con-

structed and in operation before tliese highway crossings were contemplated
and. tlicrefore, it should not be called upon to bear any expense in connection

with the construction of the crossings.

The Board is not without preceflent in this matter. In an application by
the municipality of the township of Caldwell, for a highway crossing over the

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, on the town line between two
townships, where no allowances had been reserved in the original survey, but
where a reservation of five per cent for the purpose of building roads was con-

tained in the patents, w^ith the right to the Crow^n to lay out same w^here neces-

sary or expedient, the Board held that, in view of such reservation by the Crown,
the railway company should be required to bear the expense of opening such

highway across its right of way.

Toumship of Caldwell vs. Canadian Pacific Railway Company—9 C.R.C.
497.

Following the authority in this case, the Board made Order No. 34842,

dated March 17, 1924, in connection with a like application by the Department
of Lands and Forests for the Province of Ontario, for authority to construct a

higliway over the Canadian Pacific Railway, District of Sudbury, and therein

directed that the cost of construction and maintenance thereof be borne and
paid by the railway company, for the same reason.

The above instances indicate) the practice of the Board in applications like

the present, and orders in the three cases named will be made to the like effect.

The applications directing the Algoma Eastern Railway Company to provide
the three crossings at tlie points above named will be allowed.

Ottawa, March 1, 1926.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.
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ORDER No. 37392

In the viattcr of the application of the Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway
Company, hereinafter called the ''Applicant Company", for approval of

its Standard Tariff of Maximum Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C,

No. S-13, on file with the Board under file No. 9451.17.

Thursday, the 10th day of March, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company's said Standard Tariff of

Maximum Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-13, on file with the

Board under file No. 9451.17, be, and it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with

a reference to this order, to be published in at least two consecutive weekly issues

of the Canada Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37393

In the matter of the application of the Quebec Central Railway Company, here-

inafter called the "Applicant Company", for approval of its Standard
Tariff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-9, on file with the

Board under file No. 9451.21.

MoND.w, the 15th day of March, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company's said Standard Tariff of

Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-9, on file with the Board under
file No. 9451.21, be, and it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference
to this order, to be published m at least two consecutive weekly issues of the
Canada Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37398

In the matter of the application of the New York Central Railroad Company,
hereinafter called the "Applicant Company", for approval of its Standard
Tariff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-13, on file with
the Board under

,
file No. 9451.19.

Monday, the 15th day of March, A.D. 1926.

H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLran, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recornmendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company's said Standard Tariff of
Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-13, on file with the Board under
file No. 9451.19, be, and it is herebv, approved; the said tariff, with a reference
to this order, to be published in at least two consecutive weekly issues of the
Canada Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 429

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. Ii27, dated January 28,

1926, directing railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of the Board
who publish tariffs namincj rotes on pulpwood, in carloads, in which the

following provision is co-ntained, namely: " Cars will not be considered

fully loaded unless containing 90 per cent of their cubical capacity, subject

to destination measurement," to amend the said tariff proi'ision to read,
" Cars will not be considered fully loaded unless containing 87 per cent of

their cubical capacity, subject to destination measurements the said

amendments to take effect not later than March 1-7, 1926.

File No. 19475.79.3

MoND.\Y, the loth day of March, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon reading!; what is file<l on belialf of the Canadian Freight Association ,--

The Board orders: That the said General Order No. 427, dated January 28,

1926, be [\mended to provide that amendments to the said tariffs applying to

United States destinations become effective April 22, 1926.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37396

In the matter of the application of the Gordon Crushed Stone Company, Limited,

for an Order suspending the provision of Note "B", page 2, of Supplement
No. 22 to the Canadian National Railways Tariff C.R.C. No. E-838,

effective March 22, 1926, which provides that the rates on crushed stone

from Hagersville will b,e exclusive of switching at the said point.

File No. 463.4

Saturday, the 20th day of March, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading the application and what is alleged in support thereof and on
behalf of the railwav companv; and upon the report and recommendation of its

Chief Traffic Officer—
The Board orders: That the provision of Note ''B", page 2, of Supplement

No. 22 to the Canadian Nationnl Railways Tariff C.R.C. No. E-838, effective

March 22, 1926. providing that the ratef? on crushed stone from Hagersville will

be exclusive of switching .at the said point, be, and it is hereby, suspended pend-
ing a hearing by the Board.

H. A. McKEOAVN,
Chief Commissioner.
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March 10, 1926.

CIRCULAR No. 209

Pilots on Locomotives
File No. 21351.1

Referring to the applieation of the Railway Association for an extension of

time for the completion of work required by General Order No. 379, please submit
for the information of the Board the total number of road locomotives^ on your
Jine, number at present equipped with the standard pilot required by General
Order No. 379, and number yet to be equipped.

By order of the Board,

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary.
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In the matter of the applciation of Ellen Boland for an Order setting aside the

approval of the plan by the Board's Chief Engineer; for an Order setting

aside the Order of the Board No. 36272, dated April 9, 1925; or, in the

alternative, for an Order declaring that the Bgsi^-^j'-'^^]^(^y Commis-
sioners did not authorize or make any Oz^^ y0iddAMiy iJV^^^
tion of any portion of the Plaintiff's landt.

'

\

I APR 21* ""'r''''-'
JUDGMENT '^^^ ^

Hon. H. A. McKecavn, K.C., Chief Commissih^j.^^

This application was heard in Ottawa on Febiniax}^

By Order of the Board No. 36272, dated the 9th day"of April, 1925, an appli-
cation made on behalf of the complainant in this case at a sitting of the Board
held in Toronto on the 19th day of March, 1925, was dismissed. The motion tlien

made was to invalidate the approval of plan No. C-829 for a proposed north-
west retaining wall for subway on Bloor street. The approval then sought to

be revoked is endorsed on the said plan, and reads as follows:

—

The Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada.

''Approved as provided in Order 35153, dated June 5, 1924.

T. L. Simmons,
"Board of Railway Commissioners.

" Ottaw^\, February 5, 1925."

In order that there may be no misapprehension as to the present motion,
the following is taken from the record, p. 1107:

—

'' The Chief Commissione:r: I would like to know just what this

application is, not that I want to cut you short in your statement. What
is this for?

''Mr. Boland: This is an application for a rehearing of the applica-
tion which was made on the 19th of March, 1925, to set aside the
approval by the Chief Engineer, or for an order restoring me to a position

in which I can appeal, if the Board is of opinion that that order is right,

or for a declaratory order that the Board did not authorize the taking
of any of the land of Ellen Boland for the building of a subway, or the

approval of the plan to which the Chief Engineer has affixed his signa-

ture."

7
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The sjx?cial reason which ))rin^s the applicant again before the Board is

because it is contended on her belialf tliat all the proceedings taken by the

Canadian National Railways in expropriation of her land have been mis-

conceived, and there is no legal justification for the action which the railway

Company is taking in that respect.

The claim of applicant is, that a part of her land is sought to be taken

for the purpose of minimizing damages wiiich the action of the company in

carrying out the Board's order has caused to adjoining proprietors, namely, to

The Loblaw CJrocerterias Company, Limited, and the Canadian Fairbanks-

iMorse Company, because their common access to Bloor street has been

destroyed; and to remedy this, applicant's property is sought to be taken by
the railway company in order that substituted access may be furnished them.

Applicant says that while the railway company is entitled to take land for its

own use, it cannot deprive plaintiff of her land in order to ease off or minimize

the damages payable to a neighbour by reason of an expropriation of the

latter's land.

This is a proposition with which the Board, in my opinion, is not called

upon to deal. By order of the Board, the railway company was directed to

construct a subway. Approval of the plans of such subway by the Board's

Engineer was directed by the order. The Board has nothing to say as to the

procedure proj>erly to be adopted by the railway company in order to carry

out the undertaking so ordered, and if in any way the company has misconceived

its legal rights, or has taken steps which it was not authorized to take, the

remedy is not by application to this Board, but must be souglit in the courts

having jurisdiction in that regard. But applicant says she already has had

recourse to the courts, and that she is there confronted by plan C-829 approved

by the Chief Engineer of the Board, and that the approval of such plan is a

bar to her recover^'. Plan C-829 is a detail plan dated January 30, 1925,

showing proposed entrance to Loblaw's warehouse and property of Canadian
Fairbanks-^lorse Company. The provisions of the Board's Order No. 35153

made it necessary that the plan of the railway company's works be approved

by the Board's Engineer, and having once given such approval, I do not think

it should be revoked. Although requested to do so, the applicant pointed out

no section of the Railway Act under which this procedure could be followed or

justified. If, as -seemed to be the conclusion drawn by the applicant, the

approval of the plan was necessary for the legal carrying on of the work by
the railway company, and in good faith the plan was approved for that purpose,

in order tliat the work might proceed, it seems to me the withdrawal of such

approval would leave the railway company in a position in which it would be

most unfair to place it.

The substance of this motion has already been dealt with by the Order
first above named, and I think the reasons which then induced tlie Board to

refuse that application should still prevail.

But the applicant goes on to say that if the Board is of opinion that the

order complained of is right, then a declaratory order is asked, that the Board
did not authorize the taking of any land of the applicant for the building of the

subway, nor authorize the approval of the plan to which the Chief Engineer

has affixed his signature.

With reference to the approval of plans under which works of this nature

are constructed, the Board is guided by the advice of its Chief Engineer in

these technical matters, and if it is here suggested that in some way, unknown
to the Board, the plan in question was approved by the Chief Engineer, I am
willing to say that before expressing the approval by his signature, the Chief
Engineer brought the plan in question to me; we went over it together, he gave
me all the explanation required, and obtained whatever authority I could give
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him, for the approval of this phiii. The Board itself docs not approve these

detail plans, apart from the approval indicated by its Chief Engineer.

As to the motion for a declartory order, it seems to me that the order in

question speaks for itself, and that upon a matter concerning wliich the Board
has spoken unambiguously, it is unnecessary and undesirable that further order

should be made. The difficulty under which the applicant represents herself a?

labouring, is, tiiat other courts have misconceived the Board's order. I do not
think it is open to us to comment upon, or criticize the view taken as to the

scope and meaning of this order by courts in which it has been cited or called

in question. And unless there is some ambiguity in the order, or some palpable

omission, or defect, which should be supplied or remedied, what is there to

declare? No such conditions prevail here. The burden of applicant's com-
plaint is that the order has been misconstrued in other courts, and that it has

therein been taken for granted that the order in some way ties up the procedure

of the railway company to the Railway Act, 1919. The order reads thus:

—

That the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National Railway
Companies be, and they are hereby, directed to construct, jointly, two
subways, one under the double tracks of the Gait Subdivision and the

Toronto, Grey and Bruce Subdivision of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and the Brampton Subdivision of the Canadian National Rail-

way Company on Bloor street, and one under the said tracks on Royce
avenue, in the city of Toronto, province of Ontario.

2. That the Canadian National Railway Company be, and it is

hereby, directed to construct a subway under the tracks of its New-
market Subdivision on Bloor street, in the said city of Toronto.

3. That plans showing the two subways on Bloor street be filed by"

the railway companies, for the approval of the Chief Engineer of the

Board, within thirty days from the date of this order; and that plans

showing the Royce Avenue Subway be filed, for the approval of the Chief
Engineer of the Board, not later than January 1, 1925; detail plans of

the said work also to be filed for the approval of the Chief Engineer of

the Board.
" 4. That the work on the two subways on Bloor street be commenced

not later than August 1, 1924, and completed not later than July 1, 1925.

5. That the work on the subway at Royce avenue be commenced
as early in the spring of 1925 as convenient, and completed not later than
January 1, 1926.

6. That all questions of distribution of costs, interest, or other
matter involved in the construction of the said work, he reserved for

further order of the Board."

It is very clear that the above order contains no directions whatever as to
the procedure which the railway company should adopt. It is left perfectly free

to take any course legally open to it to fulfil the order of the Board. Whether
it has taken the proper course is for otlicr courts to determine, and I am reluctant
to express any opinion which would seem to indicate that any other court has
misdirected itself as to the scope or intention of the order.

Comment upon a construction put upon the above order by another court
involves questioning the correctness of such interpretation, wdiich I do not think
this Board should assume to do.

I would refuse this motion.

Ottawa, March 1, 1926.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

18S9e-ii
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Heard at Toronto, Ontario, March 19, 1925.

Heard at Ottawa, Ontario, February 9, 192().

ToMMissiOxXER Boyce:

The application, as set forth in the Notice of Motion of February 2, and in

the petition of the applicant, dated November 12, 1925, asks, inter alia, " for

an order declarinfj; that the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada did

not authorize or make any order authorizing the expropriation of any portion

of the land of Ellen Boland, and in particular the land in question in this action,

etc., etc." The petition referred to sets out in detail the various steps in litiga-

tion and the complications that have arisen which this application, so far as this

l^oard is concerned, aims to remedy.
Under the provisions of an order of this Board, No. 35153, dated June 5,

1924, the Canadian National Railway Company, upon the application of the
Cor}H)nition of the City of Toronto, was directed to construct a subway under
the tracks of its Newmarket Subdivision, on Bloor street, Toronto. That plans
showing that subway were to be filed with this Board, for the approval of its

Chief Engineer, within thirty days from the date of order; detail plans " of the
said work " were also to be filed for the approval of the Chief Engineer of the
Board. This order was made, as it states, under the powers conferred upon the
Board under sections 257 and 259 of the Railway Act.

The railway company filed a plan, No. C--555, dated June 28, 1924, which
was approvcM^l by its Chief Engineer on July 10, 1924. This plan showed the

location and width of the street and railway lines, with the sidewalks and curves

on the street and the boundaries of the parcels of land adjoining.

Under date October 15, 1924, the railway company submitted for the

approval of the Chief Engineer of the Board, under the order, plans of a subway
as follows: C-724, profile through subway; C-706, showing details of main
abutments; C-775, showing southeast retaining wall. These plans were approved
by the Chief Engineer on October 17, 1924, and on that date counsel for the

lailway company was advised that these plans had been so approved. These
I)lans, so approved, constitute the working plans of the subway in accordance
v.'ith the order of the Board. Except as to th(.^ plans of detail, which might subse-

quently be filed, and which could only work out the details of the general scheme
of the subway, as shown on the plans so approved on October 17, 1924, these

plans constituted the general outline of the work proposed by the railway com-
pany and authorized by the Board's order.

In the view that I take, and except as to the working out, in detail, plans

of the subway scheme, as shown on the general plans above mentioned, the

Board had exhausted ills jurisdiction under the order. The acquirement of any
land, or easement, found to be necessary to the construction of the work was
no part, of the original order, nor could it be dealt with under section 257, but
would be the subject of an entirely independent application under different sec-

tions of the Railway Act, as I shall presently show.

The plans C-724, C-775, C-706 were submittefl by the railway company
to the Board, October 15, 1924. On October 16, 1924, the railway company
))rocceded under their expropriation powers, under the Special Act and (or) the

Expropriation Act, and entirely outside of the Railway Act, to expropriate two
parcels of land of Ellen Boland, the applicant and petitioner, by filing in the

Registry office of the city of Toronto, on that date, a plan and description

of the lands proposed to be taken. As a result of this proceeding, much litiga-

tion ensued in the civil courts regarding the regularity of those proceedings and
the powers of the railway company, under the Expropriation Act, or their

Special Act. to take the complainant's land as part of the subway scheme.
These proceedings are set forth in the petition of this Board upon wdiich the
Notice of Motion now before us is based. No proceedings had been taken at
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that time, or have been taken since, under the provisions of the Railway Act,

by the railway company to expropriate, take or use any of the complainant's

land as part of this subway scheme.

The complainant took action in the Supreme Court of Ontario against such

expropriation proceedings, asking that they be set aside as illegal and unauthor-

ized, and that case was heard in Toronto before Mr. Justice Orde, January 2G,

1925, and judgment was reserved, and was subsequently delivered on Marcli 12,

1925. While that action was pending for judgment, and under date January 27,

1925, solicitor for the complainant wrote to the Chief Engineer of the Boards
pointing out the diiTiculties with which his client was confronted in the civil

proceedings by the proposals of the raihvay company to take part of her lands

as part of the railway scheme, and, apparently, to attempt to justify such taking

in whole or in part under the Railway Act. There was no such application

before this Board, but as an expropriation plan, under the Expropriation Act,

had been filed in the registry office and was offered in evidence in the civil

action, the solicitor asked that before any such plan was approved by the Chief

Engineer of this Board the complainant should have an opportunity of stating:

her case before the Board. On the same date the solicitor for the complainant

wrote a letter to the Chief Commissioner of this Board, enclosing copy of the

letter to the Chief Engineer, just referred to, and asked for an opportunity of

presenting his client's case as and when any such plan should be submitted to

the Chief Engineer of the Board for approval. Under date, January 29, 1925,

the Chief Commissioner wrote to the complainant's solicitor, in reply to the last

mentioned letter and stated that such a plan had not yet been submitted for

the approval of the Chief Engineer, but that when this was done, and 'before

it was approved, the solicitor would be given an opportunity of presenting his

client's case as requested.

On January 30, 1925. counsel for the Canadian National Railways sul)-

mitted to the Board plan No. C-829, which was the plan used in the civil

proceedings, and which had not until then been submitted to the Board. This
plan was filed under the title of a detailed plan of the proposed southwest
retaining wall for subway Bloor street ". In the letter submitting this plan,

counsel for the railway company stated that " as provided for in the order
of the Board, No. 35153, dated June 5, 1924 (the original subway order), I am
enclosing for the approval of the Chief Engineer of the Board, three blueprint
copies of plan of proposed soutliw^est retaining wall for the subway at Bloor
street, under the Newmarket Subdivision. Will you please note that this plan
shews a highway 42 feet in w^idth to give acce3s to the Loblaw warehouse and
the property of the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, each of whose access
to Bloor street is being destroyed by the retaining wall."

This plan was not assented to by the city of Toronto, nor did the city assent
to or create the highway referred to, and, at the time that it was submitted
(January 30, 1925) judgment in the proceedings before Mr. Justice Orde had
been reserved.

The Chief Engineer of the Board visited Toronto and looked over the
situation on January 31 (the day after the plan was filed) after giving notice
on January 30 to the complainant's solicitor and the Commissioner of Works of

the city of Toronto, and, although dated February 5, 1925, on the copy of
the plan filed with the Board, the Chief Engineer of the Board wrote his

approval of the plan C-829, January 31, 1925, and the copy filed in the case
then pending before Mr. Justice Orde bore that date, January 31, as the date
of certificate of approval of the Chief Engineer.

Under date February 2, 1925. and after the plan just above mentioned had
been approved by the Chief Engineer of this Board, the Commissioner of Works
of the city of Toronto wrote to the Chief Engineer of tliis Board as follows:

—
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" De^vr Sir,— I a('kno\vledj2;e receipt of your telegram of the 30th

ultimo which reads as follows:

—

' Expeet to be in Toronto Saturday afternoon re approval of

plans shewing street at Bloor Street Subway, Newmarket Subdivision,

on Boland's property. Understand you have consented to approval

of plan. If you desire to have someone accompany me, have him
call me up at King Edward Hotel between eight and nine Saturday

morning, thirty-first instant.'

As my deputy, Mr. G. G. Powell, advised you at the site on Satur-

day, January 31, the city did not consent to nor has it approved the plan

of proposed entrance to the Loblaw warehouse and the property of the

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company. The city takes the position that

the entrance as proposed for these properties will prove dangerous to the

public, in as much as the traffic from such will come out on to Bloor

street on the approach of the subway and in a cut. Bloor street is a

through street and forms part of a provincial highway. The traffic for

many years has been very heavy and will markedly increase. We think,

therefore, that wherever such an approacli to Bloor street can be avoided

by other means, such provision should be made. The railway company's
profile was adopted to the benefit of Die railways and even if additional

cost be involved by providing property entrances on the level or to some
other street, it is reasonable and in the best interests of the public.

^' The city is a contributor to the cost of the improvement as well as

the railways, and we think that expense should not be the sole con-

sideration where the safety and convenience of street traffic is so vitally

concerned.

We feel that the Loblaw entrance sliould be so arranged as either

to meet Bloor street on the level or to find outlet to some other street."

Under date February 4, two days after the city's letter was wTitten, the

Chief Engineer of the Board wrote to Mr. Harris, the Commissioner of Works
(jf Toronto, in reply to his letter, and over-riding the city's contention as to

the dangerous nature of what was proposed in the shape of a cross street enter-

ing the subway, stated that he had approved the plan. (He had approved it

on January 31 previous.) This procedure was objected to by the solicitor for

the complainant, in a letter dated February 2, 1925, to the Chief Commissioner,
and he asked for a hearing. I extract the following from this letter:

—

I would ask that the Board of Railway Commissioners pennit a

hearing so as to enable us to give the necessary evidence so as to show
the facts. I am surprised at the haste on the part of Mr. Simmons
because he was aware of the fact that I intended communicating with

the Board in reference to the objections legal and otherwise and the

facts which should be placed before the Board of Railway Commission-
ers. Will you please consider this as an application on behalf of Ellen

Boland to disallow the approval or for a reconsideration of what !Mr.

Simmons apparently has tried to do pursuant to the belated approval
whicii he has now attached to the plan.

''It seems to me that this was and, is indecent haste having regard

to the fact that Mr. Simmons gave us a very few minutes of his time on
Saturday morning on the ground and when I explained to him that

there were legal objections and questions of fact which we wanted to

raise he said he had nothing to do icith it, but it does strike me that

proper consideration would have caused him to defer action until the

matter could be properly placed before the Board of Railway Com-
missioners."
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The provisions of section 19, subsection 2, providing that any complaint
made to the Board *' shall," on the application of any party to the complaint
be heard and determined in open court," as was requested by the solicitor's

letter,' seem to have been overlooked. It appears, however, to be a mandator}'

provision and to confer a right to a liearing in open court before the Board, to

which any approval by an officer of the Board was subject.

The Chief Commissioner replied to this request, under date February 4,

1925, in part as follows:

—

I gather from your late favours that in the suit now under con-

sideration by Mr. Justice Orde, the point is raised that as no part of the

subway in question is built on Mrs. Boland's property there is no power
in the railway company to expropriate her land, it not being needed for

the work but being taken in order to minimize damages to neighbouring

property caused by the railway company's expropriation. // that con-

tention is well jounded, there would seem to he no justification for the

railway company taking possession of this piece of land and the approval

of the plan could not validate it."

The way the matter presents itself to me is that, if under the cir-

cumstances it is within the power of the railway company to take Mrs.
Boland's land, the law will have to prevail, providing the procedure has
been regidarly taken. I gather that this point is now under considera-

tion by the Court, as well as the larger question, whether it is com-
petent that the railway company take the land of an adjoining pro-

]>rictor to minimize damages to property as in the present instance.

If you have it in mind to make any application to the Board, I

need hardly say that it will always be ready to hear you."

Aii^T the approval of the plan (January 31, 1925), and following a strong

telegraphic protest from Ward 6 Ratepayers' Association of the city of Toronto,

as to the dangerous condition that would be created by such an entrance to

the subway, the Board consented to a hearing, ex post facto, of the protests of

the complainant and other interested parties against the approval thereof. No
suspension of the operation of the plan so approved was directed pending such
hearing by this Board.

The plan, as approved by the Chief Engineer, was then used by the rail-

way company in evidence in the civil action then standing for judgment in the

Supreme Court of Ontario, and was relied upon there by the railway company
as a defence, and was admitted as exhibit No. 24 in that case. Judgment was
delivered by Mr. Justice Orde, March 12, 1925, in the course of which His
Lordship stated as follows :--

Counsel for the company did not attempt to rely upon any express

provision in the Railway Act, 1919 (9-10 Geo. V, Cap. 68 Dom.), and
so far as I am aware an ordinary private railway company incorporated
by the Parliament of Canada would probably not have the power to do
what the defendant company is doing here."

The judgment deals with the proposals of the railwav companv, as contained
in its plan C-829.

In dealing with Parcel " B "—the small wedged-shaped piece running
parallel to Bloor street—the learned judge says:

—

" I fail utterly to understand how the defendants justify the taking
and removal of part of the complainant's soil and the building upon her

land of a retaining wall, or a slope, upon any theory that the interest in

the land so taken or interfered with is an easement."
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llo further say.s:

—

Here it is proposed, I understand, to leave a ^^lope and build some
sort of retaining wall on the parcel in question. The complainant will

be left with the title in fee in the parcel itself, but without any power to

use it or build upon it by reason of the so-called ' I^asement ' of the

defendant company to maintain the strip as a slope. This, in my judg-

ment, the defendants cannot do under any guise."

And. tht' learned judge concluded that,

—

" Upon that branch of the case the plaintiif, the present complain-

ant, was entitled to a declaration that the defendant company was not

entitled to enter uj)on Parcel ' B,' or to erect any structure thereon."

Now, this retaining wall, or slope, which is shown as part of the southwest

retaining wall, constitutes an important part of plan C-829, submitted to the

13oard by the railway company in the manner I have mentioned. It was a plan

submitted by the railway company as a detail of the subway, but it is judi-

cially declared in the civil court that such a retaining wall, or slope, cannot be

built, or made, on the complainant's land as indicatecl, and it does seem t-o me,
therefore, that the proposal outlined by the plan C-829, though appro v^ed by
this Board's Engineer, has been, by judgment in civil proceedings, judicially

declared to be improper, and not permissible by law as regards that part of it,

shown on the plan in brown, which purports to effect the land ot Ellen Boland.
I cannot see. therefore, that the plan C-829 which shows such retaining wall,

or slope, could continue as a valid plan, an4 if only on that reason ought to

nave been disapproved before this. It is erroneous.

A hearing was allowed before the Board on March 19, 1925, and judgment
delivered April 7, 1925, dismissing the application upon the grounds set forth

in the judgment of the Chief Commis^ioner of that date. Reference to this

judgment will show that the learned Chief Commissioner, referring to the

expropriation proceedings commenced by the company, says:

—

In this (the expropriation proceedings of October, 1924) the rail-

way company acted, not by order of this Board, nor under tJie provisions

of the Railway Act, but by authority of the Act incorporating the Cana-
dian National Railway Company and the Expropriation Act."

He furtlier says:

—

" The expropriation jiroceedings were admittedly taken before the

j)lan (C-829 j was aj)provc(l, and if such approval be a condition prece-

tlent to the commencement of such proceedings, then, undoubtedly, all

that the railway company has done in the way of taking the land in

question is without legal foundation and the defence thereon must fall

to the ground and no action of the Board invalidating the plan is required

in order to entitle her to succeed."

The Board never has had any application before it, under the Railway Act,

which would give it any power or jurisdiction whatever to encroach upon or

authorize the encroaclmient upon the taking or interfering with any private or

proprietary^ rights in abutting lands.

But, it is alleged, ihat the approval of the plan C-829, constituted an asser-

tion by the Board of such a jurisdiction, and this is what has never been cleared

up by this Board.
What ]X)wers of expropriation ol adjoining lands there are in the Railway

Act applicable to the circumstances were never invoked by the railway com-
j)any, and have not yet been invoked. Those powers are contained in totally

different clauses of the Act and the procedure to be followed in invoking them
is specific and mandatory.
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It is one thing under that Act to get power to build a subway to carry a

street under a railway, under section 257, but quite another to authorize the

railway company in connection with that work, to enter upon, take, use, or

interfere with the rights of ownership of land, however necessary it may be.

The original or^ler of this Board only authorized the carrying of Bloor

street under the railway tracks, under section 257, and the doing of such work
as was necessary for that purpose, and the fding of such plans as would show-

that the work was to be properly done under the Board's order. If, in the

carrying out such work, the right of eminent domiiin is to be exercised, the

Railway Act, under wholly distinct procedure, specifies how that is to be done.

There is no such power under section 257 under which the original subway
order was made.

Section 200 of tiie Railway Act specifies this procedure in the following

language:

—

"(1) Should the company require, at any point on the railway,

more ample space than it possesses or may take under the preceding
section for .... the diversion of a highway, or the substitution

of one highway for another, or for the construction or taking of any
irorks or tneasurcs ordered by the Board under any of the proinsions of

this Act or the Special Act, etc., it may .... apply to the Board
for authority to take (he same for such purposes, irithout the consent of

the owner."
*^(2) The company shall give ten days' notice of such application

to the owner or possessor of such lands and shall, upon such application,

furnish to the Board copies of such notices with affidavits of the service

thereof."

"(3) (a) and (b) specifics the procedure which 'shall' be taken in

the application before it is before the Board, and
''(4) Sets forth that 'After the time stated in such notices, and the

hearincj of such parties interested as may appear, the Board may in its

discretion, etc., etc., authorize in writing the taking, for the said purposes
of the whole or any portion of the lands applied for."

''(5) and (6) provide for filing of authority with the Board, with
plan, profile, book or reference and notices with the Board, and delivery

thereof to the company—and (6) registration of such duplicate author-
ity, plan, profile, book of reference, and application, or copies thereof

certified by the Board with the Registrar of Deeds of the county in

which such lands arc situated."'

Under subsection (7) all the provisions of tlie Railway Act applicable to

the taking of lands w'ithout the consent of the owner shall apply to the lands

authorized under this section to be taken, etc."

This section (200) of the Railway Act (1919) , was section 178 in the pre-

vious Aet R.S.C., Cap. 37. From the plain wording of the section itself, it is

clear that the provisions of the section, now 200, must be strictly complied with,

as indeed is obvious where rights of private ownership are to be over-ridden in

the public interest and for the public benefit.

C.P.R. V. Coquitlam Landowners, 13 C.R.C., ]). 25.

The Burnt District Case, Toronto, 4 C.R.C. 290.

Vancouver V. & E. Ry. Co., v. Municipalitv of Delta, 8 C.R.C. 354.

Municipalitv of Delta v. Vancouver V. <fe E. Rv., etc., Co., 8 C.R.C,
'

p. 362.
^

No application, whatever, has been made by the railway company to this

Board under this section, or under any other section of the Railw^ay Act. to

expropriate, in whole or in part, or otherwise to in any way prejudicially affect

the lands of the complainant. This is a fact, the determination of which rests

18896-2
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solely with this Hoard, and in tlio determination of which " the Board shall not

be coneluded by the finding or judjinient of any other court in any suit, prose-

cution or proceedinj^ involving the determination of such fact," etc., etc

Section 44 of the Railway Act, 1919.

When api)li('ati()n was heard by this Board, March 19, 1925, to invalidate

the ai)proval by the Cliief Engineer of the Board, given under the circumstances

I have set forth, of plan C'-829, attention was drawn by applicant to the judg-

ment of ]\Ir. Justice Ordc in the civil action, delivered March 12, 1925, which,

while holding that the defendant railway company was justified under the

l^xpropriation Act in proceeding to expropriate the complainant's lands yet

referred to, plan C-829 wh.ich was admitted in evidence of the contention of

the company in that action that this Board, as part of the subway scheme, under

its Order No. 35153 of June 5, 1924. had, by its Chief Engineer, approved a

plan that purported to condemn, by this Board, for such purposes, the i>ortion-

of land shewn thereon in colours. This Board had not, and, as I have pointed

out, could not, do any such thing. Moreover, by the judgment in -the civil

court, then before this Board, it was shewn that the part of the retaining wall,

or slope, at southwest corner, on plan C-829 (referred to in the judgment as

" B ") was held not to be the subject of any expropriation under the Expropria-

tion Act, and, therefore, it was before the Board on that application, that the

plan, quoad that portion of the retaining w'all, was incorrect.

Having these facts before it at that time, it seems to me that it would
have been well within the Board's powers, and most desirable in removing any
doubts in the matter, and the complications that did follow through omitting

to do so, that the judgment and order of this Board should, in disposing of

that application, have plainly stated that no expropriation proceedings wdiatever

had been commenced before this Board under the Railway Act, and pointing

out the reasons therefor. So far from making such a situation plain the judg-

ment on that application (a) specifically approves the entrance to the subway
which involves an expropriation, although there was no application before the

Board w'ith reference to it, and, therefore, the Board was without jurisdiction

to approve it, and (6) declined to interfere with the approval of plan C-829
by its Chief Engineer, shewing the soutliwest retaining wall, when it had before

it the judgment of the learned judge in the civil action granting the conten-

tions of the complainant that, as to at least part of that plan, the rights of the
complainant could not be interfered with, and the proposals of the railway, as

shewn by the plan could not at law, be proceeded with, and therefore the plan
was incorrect in an important particular and should be disapproved.

It would, in my opinion, have considerably clarified the situation had such

a declaration been made.
The Board is now asked, in this application, to rectify a condition of things

which has grown up by reason of its approval of plan C-829 in the manner
I have referred to, and of its subsequent reaffirmation of the approval of that

plan in the face of judicial opinion that part, at least, of it was improper and
should not therefore stand as a detail plan which it purported to be. The
position heretofore taken by tiie Board in so doing has led to dicta in other
judicial courts entirely at variance with the facts as the Board determines them.

It is not my intention to discuss at length the various steps taken in the

intricate proceedings in the civil courts, all centering around and. in a large

measure caused by the approval of this plan. Those facts are set forth in full

in the petition and Notice of Motion, which is part of the record, but I tvould

shortly refer to some outstanding features made apparent to the Board by
judgments of judicial courts, the result of which, if nothing be done on this

application, is to place the complainant in a very embarrassing position.
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For example, the judgment of Mr. Justice Orde was appealed to the Second

Divisional Court of Ontario, and judgment was delivered determining tlie appeal.

The judgment being written by Mr. Justice Middleton, from whose judgment

the following paragraphs may be quoted:

—

The case is, I think, within the provisions of section 257 of the

Railway Act and the order of the Board made under the authority of

that section is sufficient to justify all that has been done by the

defendants."
What is to be done and how it is to be done is i)y the statute a

matter to be determined solely by the Railway Board and this court has

no jurisdiction to go behind the order of the Board in any respects."

The above is in direct conflict with the facts before this Board. I think

those facts should now be made plain, in order that the complainant may not

be further prejudiced in carrying her appeal to the Privy Council and that this

Board may make plain that it has made no such Order and could not have
made it upon what was before it.

If, what the railway company has done is, as affirmed by the Divisional

Court, in the language above stated, justified under section 257 of the Railway
Act, and is authority for the expropriation proceedings which this Board has

asserted are taken outside of the Board and outside of the Railway Act, and if.

as set forth in the second paragraph above quoted from the Divisional Court
judgment, relief is denied the complainant in the civil courts, because, in the

opinion of the civil court, it has no jurisdiction to go behind an order of this

Board, which is so interpreted, then I think it is the duty of this Board to make
plain, through the complications that beset it, that it did not and could not, on
what was before it, assert any jurisdiction which would be a bar to the com-
plainant in getting the relief sought for in the civil court.

The Supreme Court of Canada in delivering judgment remitting the expro-

priation proceedings to the Exchequer Court commented upon the judgment of

the Appellate tribunal of Ontario, in the following language:

—

" For the reasons stated by Mr. Justice Middleton in delivering the

judgment of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of Ontario,

affirming the judgment of Orde J., (56 Ont. L.R. 653) in Boland v.

C.N.R. (29 Ont. W.N. 41), wc agree with the conclusion of that court

that the impugned expropriation falls within the provisions of the Rail-

way Act, 1919, and that the order of the Board of Railway Commis-
sioners of Canada was sufficient to justify all that has been done by
the railway company."

When the complainant desired to appeal to the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council from the judgment of the Second Divisional Court, cited before,

her application was dismissed with costs, the learned judge who delivered the

judgment of the court, used the following language:

—

" In this matter the sole matter in controversy is the right of the

Railway Board to make an Order authorizing the expropriation of a

portion of the complainant's land."

This Board made no such order, and except for what is contained in the

approval of the plan. C-829, and in its affirmation, nothing in the shape of

expropriation proceedings was before this Board, and, as 1 have pointed out,

the plan C-829 purporting to shew the southwest retaining wall on the com-
plainant's land is rendered ineffective as a detail plan by the judgment of Mr.
Justice Orde.
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Upon tilt' hearing of this application, and in connection with the above, I

put this question to Mr. Frascr, K.C., counsel for the railway company. See

Volume 451, page 1128:

—

" Commissioner Boyce: Is this right, Mr. Fraser? In this case the

sole matter in controversy is the right of the Railway Board to make an
order authorizinir the expropriation of a portion of the complainant's

land?

^Ir. Fraser: No: it is not.''

Now the complainant sets forth in her petition that she was not aware that

she was prejudiced by reason of the judgment of the Board, written by the

Chief Commissioner, and concurred in by the Assistant Chief Commissioner,
which refused to set aside the approval of plan C-829, until on the argument of

the appeal on which the judgment of the Second Divisional Court was delivered

shewed that the railway company was relying and had argued that the Order of

the Railway Board and the approval of the plan, by the Board, ivas justification

for all that it had done.

I think that it is the manifest duty of this Board, in view of the complica-

tions which have arisen, as a result of the approval of plan C-829, and of the
affirmation of such approval, to make clear the facts which rest with the Board
alone to determine. The allowance of the plan, in the view that is pressed upon
us, supported by the judgment in the civil courts, is taken as justification for

interference with property and civil rights in the province of Ontario, and with
the control of the said Corporation of Toronto of its streets.

The Board, as is very clear, had no such intention, and I may add that,

in the circumstances it liad no such jurisdiction, and I think there is a question

of fact to be determined in view of the controversy and complications whicli

have arisen, and wdiich facts should be determined and expressed under section

44 of the Railway Act, free from anything that has been expressed in the

finding, or judgment, of any other court, and that is that in approving the

plan, C-829. by the Chief Engineer of this Board, this Board did not assume,

nor did it intend to assume any jurisdiction W'hich would, in any way, authorize

the railwa}' company to enter upon, take, or use, any of the lands of the com-
])lainant, or of any other person abutting on the area to which by the limits

of Bloor street the subw^ay w^ork was confined.

I think that it is not a sufficient answer to this application to say that the

order ma/le by the Board speaks for itself. The conclusion, which is irresist-

ible in the circumstances, especially in view of the comments of Mr. Justice

Orde, as to the proposal to erect the retaining wall on the complainant's land,

as shewn in plan C'-829, is that that plan should not have been approved, is

judicially condemned, at least in part, and is not now a feature of the subway,
and that in approving of it the Board did not, and upon what was, or is, before

it, had no power to authorize any expropriation of land of Ellen Boland, or any
other person, or to exercise any jurisdiction outside the limits of Bloor street,

and that by no action, or order of this Board has the complainant's proprietary

rights in her property been encroaclied upon; and the plan having become
defective and inaccurate as a detail plan, by reason of the judgment of Mr.
Justice Orde, relating to plot " B ", slope or retaining wall, I would now, in

order to remove doubts and to make the situation plain, disapprove of the

plan and cancel the approval thereof by the Chief Engineer, under date January
31 (or February 5, 1925 1, and would make order that the railway company
submit for the approval of the Board another detail plan of the southw^est

retaining wall, prepared in conformity with the original order, and limited to

what that order authorizes, and no more.
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To leave this matter in its present, position and to make no other order

upon this apphcation than to dismiss it would, I think, leave this Board in the

position of having approved, as part of a work authorized by it, the doing

of something (the construction of part of the slope of southwest retaining wall,

on the complainant's lands, and beyond the confines of Bloor street, as plan

C-829 shews), that a provincial court has declared must not be done, and of

having, subsequent to the judgment of the provincial court, and with the judg-

ment of that court before it, affirmed the approval of such plan in express terms,

and, by dismissing the application to cancel its approval. This would place

this Board in a position which it has ruled it has no jurisdiction to do, namely,

to supplant (not overlap) the jurisdiction of a provincial court.

See Judgment of Chief Commissioner Killam in Duthie v Grand Trunk
Ry. Co., 4 C.R.C. 304 at p. 315.

The complainant desires to prosecute her appeal from the provincial courts

to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, but has been denied leave to

appeal in the language of Mr. Justice Middleton, quoted above. I feel it to be

the duty of the Board to correct the error of fact which obstructs the com-
plainant in her efforts to assert her proprietary rights to the fullest extent, in

the judicial proceedings, and I would do so in the manner suggested.

I am, therefore, of opinion that a declaratory order should issue to the effect

that this Board never authorized the taking of any of the land of Ellen Boland
in connection ^dth the construction of this subway, and the approval of the plan

by the Chief Engineer, in the opinion of this Board, cannot be construed as

giving such authority.

Ottawa, March 11, 1926.

Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien, and Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver

concurred.

Heard at Toronto, Ontario, March 19, 1925.

Heard at Ottawa, Ontario, February 9, 1926.

Commissioner Oliver:

Mrs. Ellen Boland is the owner of property which fronts on Bloor street,

in the city of Toronto, near the point at which that street is crossed by the
Newmarket branch of the Canadian National Railway system.

On June 5, 1924, the Board ordered and thereby empowered the railway
company to construct a subway on Bloor street where it is crossed by the Cana-
dian National Newmarket Branch. Part of the cost was to be borne by the
city of Toronto. The order required the railway company to file a plan of the
proposed subway within thirty days. The plan was accordingly filed and duly
approved. This plan involved the lowering of the street level for some distance

on each side of the railway track. It thereby interfered with access from the

street level thus lowered to the buildings occupying the surface level on each
side. The order and plan did not, and was not intended by the Board, to apply
to any property outside the street line. It was fully understood in and through
the order of the Board that whatever damage was suffered by these properties

must be paid for jointly by the Canadian National Railways and the city.

The Loblaw Groceries occupied land fronting on the subway and adjoin-

ing the Boland property. The amount of damage suffered by properties front-

ing on the subway depended on the depth of the street depression and on the

measure and kind of use being made of the properties affected. As the Loblaw
building occupied all but twelve feet of the frontage of the property occupied;

as a large and increasing business was being done in and from it; and as the
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level of the subway at that point was considerably below the ordinary street
level, the Loblaw interests were entitled to very substantial danaages. The
iioland property was not used for business purposes, tind the frontage was not
fully occupied by buildings.

In arranging damage adjustments regarding the properties fronting on the
subway, the railway reached the conclusion that instead of settling with the
Loblaw interests for the full amount of damage suffered because of the con-
struction of the subway, it would be advantageous to lessen the damages by
giving the Loblaw interests access over an adjoining strip of the Boland pro-
perty, then unoccupied. Ai>parently i\ satisfactory adjustment between the
railway company and Loblaws was arrived at on that basis. But it was found
impossible to come to terms with the owner of the Boland property.

Section 200 of the Railway Act—the Act which defines the powers of the
Board of Railway Commissioners—makes j)rovision for dealing with cases in

which a railway company requires land outside its right of way. This section

governs all railways in Canada except the Canadian National, which by reason
of its being (lovernment owned, claims to be entitled to take proceedings for

acquiring land outside its right of way, under the Expropriation Act, a measure
that makes provision by which the Crown may take possession of land for

Crown purposes. Proceedings for the taking of private property under the
Railway Act are slow and cumbersome. Under the Expropriation Act they are

summary. In the Boland case they consisted in filing plans of the land to be
expropriated, in the Registry Office of the city of Toronto on October 16, 1924.

This was the formal assertion of possession, leaving the amount to be paid to be
settled later.

Mrs. Boland entered action in the Supreme Court of Ontario to have the

expropriation by the railway company annulled. Mr. Justice Orde heard the
case in January, 1925. The city of Toronto, which was paying part of the icost

of the subway, disapproved of the expropriation plan filed by the railway com-
pany because of the dangers which it created. After the evidence had been
.heard by Mr. .Justice Orde, but before a decision had been rendered, the expro-

priation plan was submitted to the Chief Engineer of the Board of Railway
Commissioners. After an examination of the ground this plan was approved
by him. as not creating a danger to the subway traffic, as the city had held.

The approved plan was accepted as an exhibit by the court.

In March, 1925, Mr. Justice Orde gave his decision that the railway com-

pany had the special right of expropriation claimed and that, therefore, the plan

should stand. He pointed out that the extraordinary procedure outside of the

terms of the Railway Act, and outside that of the authority of the Board of

Railway Commissioners, could not have been taken by an ordinary railway

company—could, in fact, only have been taken by the Canadian National

Railways, as acting in the right of the Crown.

A certificate that the subway had been completed in accordance with the

original plan was issued by the Board on August 21, 1925. No work had been

done at that time, and none has yet been done, on the Boland property taken

under the Expropriation Act.

Mrs. Boland appealed from the decision of Mr. Justice Orde to the Second

Divisional Court of Ontario. The judgment in that case was delivered by Mr.

Justice Middleton, who said in part:—
" The case is I think within the provisions of section 257 of the

Railway Act, and the order of the Board, made under the authority of

that section, is sufficient to justify all that has been done by the defend-

ants."

What is to be done and how it is to be done is by the statute a

matter to be determined solely by the Railway Board and this court has

no jurisdiction to go behind the order of the Board in any respect."
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Mrs. Boland then applied for leave to appeal to the Judicial Committee of

the Privy Council. This was refuse<l; the reasons for the refusal were stated

by Mr. Justice Middleton. They contained the following paragraph:

—

In this case the sole matter in controversy is the right of the Rail-

way Board to make an order authorizing the expropriation of a portion

of the plaintiff's land."

There is an obvious contradiction between the views of Mr. Justice Orde

and Mr. Justice Middleton, with his colleagues, in regard to the application of

the Railway Act and therefore of authority of the Board to the expropriation

proceedings taken by the railway company against the Boland property. Because

of this difference in understanding in regard to a question of fact concerning the

action of this Board, between the trial court and the Court, of Appeal, Mrs.

Boland is debarred from the right of appeal to the court of last resort for the

protection of her property rights. If the view of Mr. Justice Orde is correct,

Mrs. Boland might he given the right of appeal. If Mr. Justice Middleton is

correct in his view, there is no provision for such an appeal.

Mrs. Boland asks the Board, as the authority whose action is in question,

for a declaration of fact as to whether the expropriation proceedings taken

against her property were or were not by the order of the Board. To be the

more easily understood, it seems to me that this Cjuestion might fairly be divided

into two parts:—
(1) Did the Board's order for the construction of the subway authorize the

expropriation of Mrs. Boland's property?

(2) Has any action since been taken by the Board that would constitute

such authorization?

An order of the Board having been made, and the interpretation of that

order by the courts having shown a difference of opinion on the facts as to the

Board's action, with the result that the right of appeal to the court of last resort

is denied, the applicant desires a declaration by the Board wdiich will remove
the disability imposed upon her by the interpretation placed upon the order and
action of the Board by the Appeal Court of Ontario.

This is an extraordinary application; but the circumstances of the case are

extraordinary. As I unders-tand it, the prime purpose of the existence of this

Board is to decide on questions of fact rather than on those of law, and to deal

with situations, ordinary or extraordinary, as they arise. That is one of the out-

standing differences between this and other Courts of Record.
I am of opinion that the facts call for an official declaration by this Board:—
(1) That the expropriation of ^Irs. Boland's property by the Canadian

National Railways was not included in or contemplated by the original order
for the construction of the subway; and

(2) That the Board has not taken any subsequent action that brings it

under the expropriation proceedings taken by the railway company.

Ottawa, March 15, 1926.
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In the matter of the (ipplieation of ElUn Bolavd, of tJie City of Toronto, in the

Province of Ontario, hereinafter called the ApplieanV\ for an Order
setting aside the approval of the plan by the Chief Engineer of the Board
and the Order of the Board No. 36272, dated 9th Ajml, 1925; or, in the

alternative, for an Order declaring that the Board did not authorize or

make an Order authorizing the expropriation of any portion of the

Applicant's land.

File Xo. 32453.2

TiiiHSDAY, the 1st day of April, A.D. 1926.

8. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing tlie application at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,

Fcbruaiy 9, 1920, and Mareh 19, 1925. in the presence of counsel for the applicant

and the Canadian National Railways, and what was alleged,

—

The Board declares: That, in issuing its Order No. 35153, of the 5th of

June, 1924, it did not authorize the taking of any of the land of the applicant

in connection with the construction of the Bloor Street subway; and the approval

of plan No. C-829 by the Chief Engineer of the Board is not to be construed as

giving such authoritv.

THOMAS AaEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Application of the Red Deer Valley Coal Company, Limited, for an Order, under
Section So, interpreting and giving effect to certain agreements between
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the North American Col-

lieries, Limited, and the Red Deer Valley Coal Company, Limited, in

connection with the installation
,
maintenance, and operation of a spur

line serving the applicant.

File No. 27400.7
JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

The applicant sets out that an agreement was entered into between the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company, of the first part, and the North American
Collieries, Limited, and the Red Deer Valley Coal Company, Limited, of the

second pait, the stiid agreement being dated July 24, 1922. It is set out that
under the said agreement the Canadian Pacific Railway Company undertook
and agreed to rebuild a mine spur belonging to the applicant, and thereafter to

jnaintain and operate it in accordance with the terms of the said agreement.

It is further recited that by a subsequent agreement between tlie Red Deer
Valley Coal Company and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, dated the
13th day of August, 1923, " all the terms of the original agreement, save and
except as to the rock conveyor, were made applicable only to the applicant and
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the North American Collieries, Limited,
having lost all interest in the property by reason of the termination of a lease

under w^hich they had operated up to January 20, 1923."

The matter concerned, and in connection with wdiich an interpretation and
order based thereon is asked for, is set out in the application as follows:—
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" By order of the Board No. 32119, dated the 9th of February, 1922,

authority was granted to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to con-

struct, maintain, and operate a branch line of railway parallel to and

fourteen feet north of the spur of the applicant, and to connect with the

Canadian National Railways in section 9, town^hiji 29, range 20, we>t of

the 4th meridian.

''After a hearing at Calgary, in the year 1922, a judgment was ren-

dered by the Board, and Order No. 33001^, dated the 20th day of October,

1922, was issued approying of a plan showing a proposed connection

between the Canadian National and the Canadian Pacific Railways at

Drumheller, ' in lieu of the plan approyed under Order No. 32119'.

"A reference to the judgment shows that it was the intention of the

Board to grant certain rights to the Canadian Pacific Railway, subject to

the preseryation of the prior rights of the Canadian National. The
language used by the Chief Commissioner will be found on page 2 of the

judgment. He says:

—

' Mr. Walker, for the Canadian Pacific Railway, pointed out that

by a new agreement with the North American Collieries, they had
proyided for the reconstruction of this spur, which was in a yery

dilapidated condition, and had maintained all rights which the Cana-
dian National Railway possessed therein, stating positiyely that the

Canadian National had prior rights of user of the same wlieneyer

necessary to their purposes.'

^' It was the intention of the applicant and the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company that when reconstructed, and so long as properly main-
tained, the applicant's spur should be used by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company in accordance with the aboye recited agreements, in lieu of

the trackage which the Canadian Pacific proposed, as shown on the plan

approyed by Order No. 32119; but Order No. 33001 merely approyed of

the connection with the Canadian National Railway and made no pro-

vision for the operation of the applicant's spur.
" There was a plan attaclied to the agreement of the 24th of July,

1922, which showed the existing trackage of the applicant, and it was the

intent and purpose of the parties that all the trackage shown on the said

plan should be reconstructed and thereafter maintained by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company.

" Notwithstanding repeated requests from the applicant, the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company declines to admit its duty to maintain
the whole of the said trackage."

The application then continues by stating that the fact that the Board's
orders are not specific in fixing the terms governing the operation of the spur
may cause considerable embarrassment and danger to the applicant and to the

public, and it is essential that a proper order be issued by the Board defining in

definite terms what the situation is under the agreement and how the spur should
be operated by both railway companies. In sum, what is requested by the appli-

cant is as follows:

—

" That the Board examine the said agreements and the plan attached
thereto, and issue an order that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
rebuild and thereafter maintain and operate the whole of the trackage of

the applicant shown on the said plan, in accordance with the terms of the
said agreements.

" That provision be made by order of the Board for the operation of

the said spur by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the Cana-
dian National Railway Company, maintaining to the latter company its
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prior right>; as g;uarante(l bv the Calgary sittings and as set forth in tho
Board's judgniont of OctolK r 20. 1922.

" That the said operation by the railway companies shall include the

use of the spur for the movement of all classes of freight tratlic.

" That the Canadian Pacific Railway Company will be responsible

for the installation, maintenance, and operation of any necessary protec-

tion or protective appliances, if and when ordered by the Board.
That the Canadian Pacific Railway Company assume all liability

for damage arising out of or in connection with the operation and main-
tenance of the spur. In this connection it will be noted that the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company's main line runs through sections 7 and 8,

in which the applicant's mine is locatefl, and use part of the original mine
spur for such main line."

In its reply the Canadian Pacific Railway Company recites the various steps

in connection with the negotiations between the North American Collieries and
the railway company on the one hand, and the Red Deer Valley Coal Company
and the railway company on the other. The railway company says: " The Red
Deer Valley Coal Company now contend that the Canadian Pacific should recon-

struct and maintain certain trackage on which the railway company enjoys no
rights under the agreements, and which it was never contemplated the railway
company should maintain."

The railway company contends it has carried out all the terms of the two
agreements, and there is no necessity of an order being made by the Board.

As presented, it appears that, under the agreement, and in lieu of trackage
which the Canadian Pacific was authorized by Order No. 32119 to build, an
agreement was entered into whereunder rights were obtained in respect of the
use of trackage through the property of the applicant.

Section 35 of the Railway Act, under which the applicant moves, is one
which has been recognized as conferring an extraordinary jurisdiction, trenching

to a certain extent upon the jurisdiction of the courts, and the Board has recog-

nized that, that being so, it must be strictly construed.

Prior to the amending legislation of 1908, contained in section 8, chapter 61,

7-8 Edward VII, the Board had no jurisdiction in regard to the enforcement of

an agreement. The legislation aforesaid was repealed and replaced by section 1,

chapter 32, 8-9 Edward VII.

In dealing with the jurisdiction of the Board as it existed prior to the enact-

ment of the legislation in question, a decision rendered in 1905 by the late Chief
Commissioner Killam is verv pertinent. See Duthie v. Grand Trunk Rv. Co.,

4 Can. Ry. Cas. 304. At p. 311 it is stated:—
^' The Board is purely a creature of statute. The general principle

applicable to such a body is that its jurisdiction is only such as the statute

gives by its express terms, or by necessary implication therefrom.''

Again, at p. 315, it is set out:

—

" It (the Board) was not created to supplant or even to supplement
the provincial courts in the exercise of their ordinary jurisdiction, but to

exercise an entirely different jurisdiction, though perhaps occasional!}'

overlapping that of the provincial courts."

The position so laid down sets out the broad general principle to be followed.

Any departure therefrom, under section 35, must be confined to what is therein

set out; and this, it would appear, should interfere with the jurisdiction of the

provincial courts only in so far as is strictly necessary. If adequate remedy
exists within the jurisdiction of the provincial courts, action under section 35 is

precluded.

Aside from the provisions of the section, the Board has recognized, in

matters arising under other sections of the Act, that a public interest is neces-

sary to justify its intervention. In City Transfer Co. v. Canadian Northern
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company against the railw^ay company for breaches of a contract to which the

complainant and the railway company were parties. At p. 429 it is stat^l:

"There i?, however, no public interest involved which would justify the Board

interfering one w^ay or another on the mere question of contractual rights, involv-

ing as thev do no public interest;" and the matter was therefore considered as

one not within the Board's jurisdiction, but falling within the jurisdiction of the

regular courts.

The judgment does not refer to section 35.

In dealing with the subject-matter of section 35, and its predecessor, already

referred to, the Board has emphasized that the jurisdiction as to agreements is

I)urely statutory. It has said:

—

It Will be noted that agreements, although made by railway com-

panies, are not placed generally under the Board's jurisdiction, but only

agreements relating to the company's obligations having regard to its

railways and its operation and use, etc. The ordinary contractual obliga-

tions of railways are left 'vvith the appropriate courts."

City of Victoria and Attorney General for British Columbia v. Esquimalt

and Nanaimo Railway Co., 24 Can. Ry. Cas. 84, at pp. 90 and 91.

In Montreal v. Grand Trunk Co., 25 Can. Ry. Cas. 448, at p. 454, it was

pointed out that the functions of the Board were confined within the limits of

the Railway Act and for the administration thereof in adjusting and settling

rights and liabilities as between the raihvays under its jurisdiction and the public,

for the more effective carrying out of the transportation system of Canada, and,

therefore, its powers and its jurisdiction with regard to the enforcement of agree-

ments are distinctly limited by statute.

The same principle was follow'ed in Town of Leamington v. Windsor, Essex

and Lake Shore Rapid Ry. Co., 28 Can. Ry. Cas. 346.

What is asked for is specific performance. The decisions in the Montreal
case and in the Leamington case point out that section 35 does not bind the

Board to such action, but instead emphasizes its function to make such order

as to the Board may seem reasonable and expedient."

While a breach is complained of, it is not clear from the submissions made
that there is a specific breach existing. As presented it is at most an inferential

breach. The Board's jurisdiction under the section cannot be successfully

invoked where the breach alleged falls only inferentially w'ithin the scope of the

agreement. The breach must be of something specifically set out in the agree-

ment. City of Hamilton v. Grand Trunk Ry. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas. 211.

To have carried on the work under Order No. 32119, the railway company
would have had to acquire right of way. In this connection disputes might have
arisen as to cost; there might have been disputes as to other incidents of acquisi-

tion; there might have been questions as to the area involved. Into the matters

so arising, whether out of compulsory taking or out of contract, and the deter-

mination of the questions arising therefrom, the Board would not have been
empowered to enter; and the remedies afforded by the courts would have been
unimpaired.

Where for the landowner wdio would have been affected under the order
there is substituted the applicant company, is the situation varied? This substi-

tution, instead of dealing with the matter under the provisions of the Railway
Act in regard to compulsory taking, deals with the matter under contract. As
the matter presents itself to me, wdiat is involved is a question of construction
of a contract. Having in mind the wording of the section and the decisions there-

under, it appears to me that the applicant should be left to its remedy, if any,
in the courts.

March 5, 1926.

Commissioner Boyce concurred.
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Heard at Calgary, Alta., November 20, 1925.

Commissioner Oliver:

The applicant coal company com])lains tliat it is obliged to pay the Cana-
dian National Railways certain charges for rental and upkeep of certain railway

sidings and sj)m* tracks used in the operation of its coal mine, which the object-

ing railway company had agreed, but now refuses, to pay. The coal company
asks,

—

That the Board issue an order that the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company rebuild and thereafter maintain and operate the w^iole of the

trackage of the applicants shown on the said plan, in accordance with
the terms of the said agreement.''

The application of the coal company is made under section 35 of the Railway

Act, which provides as follows:

—

" Where it is complained by or on behalf of the Crown or any muni-
cipal or other corporation or any other person aggrieved, that the com-
pany has violated or committed a breach of an agreement between the

complainant and the company—or by the company that any such cor-

poration or person has violated or committed a breach of an agreement
between the company and such corporation or person—for the provision,

construction, reconstruction, altcratioUj installation, operation, use or

maintenance by the company, or by such corporation or person, of the

railway or of any line of railway intended to be operated in connection

with or as part of the railway, or of any structure, appliance, equipment,
w^orks, renewals or repairs upon or in connection with the railway, the

Board shall hear all matters relating to such alleged violation or breach,

and shall make such order as to the Board may seem reasonable and
expedient, and in such order may, in its discretion, direct the company or

such corporation or person, to do such things as are nece5sar>' for the

proper fulfilment of such agreement, or to refrain from doing such acts

as constitute a violation or breach thereof."

The mine of the KckI Deer Valley Coal Company is situated in the valley and
south of the Red Deer river, somewhat less than two miles w'est of the bridge

by which the Calgary-Saskatoon line of the Canadian National Railways crosses

the river above Drumheller.

On the Board's file is copy of an agreement dated July 22, 1919, for an
industrial siding connecting the mine in question with the then Canadian
Northern line just south of the Canadian National Railway bridge above men-
tioned. The agreement of the Canadian Northern Railway is with the North
American Collieries, Limited, which was then operating the mine of the Red
Deer Valley Company under lease.

On Juiy 24, 1922, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the North
American Collieries signed a ten-year agreement which set out the following, as

a part of its purpose:

—

''And whereas the parties have agreed that the railway company shall

during the term of this agreement have the right to reconstruct, maintain
and operate the mine spur of the coal companies upon the terms and
conditions hereinafter mentioned ";

In its second and tenth sections the agreement provides as follows:

—

(2) The railway company covenants and agrees to rebuild the said
mine spur so as to bring the same into conformity with the standard of
construction of its line of railway connected therewith, and to maintain
the said mine spur according to the said standard during the term of this

agreement.
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(10) " The covenants on the part of the railway company herein

contained and accepted by the coal companies, are in lieu of any com-

pensation to which they might otherwise be entitled under the provisions

of the Railway Act."

The circum^^tances under which the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
became the lessees of a spur track belonging to the Canadian National Railways

are as follows:

—

The Canadian Pacific Railway desired to share in the coal business which

had been developed in the Red Deer river valley, both east and west of Dnun-
heller. In order to reach the mining area a railway line beginning at Langdon
on the Canadian Pacific main line, 16 miles east of Calgary, had been con-

structed! by way of Acme from the plateau level down the valley of Knee Hill

creek to the flats along the Red Deer river on its south side. Thence it was
intended to follow along the flats easterly to a connection with the Canadian
National line at its crossing of the Red Deer river.

In reaching the Canadian National line at the Red Deer river bridge, the

Canadian Pacific had to pass the mine then being operated by the North American
Collieries and parallel throughout its whole length the spur wiiich wtis being

operated under the agreement with the Canadian Northern, already mentioned,

in connection with that mine, to its junction with the Canadian National, for-

merly the Canadian Northern, at the Red Deer river bridge.

instead of building their line to parallel the spur the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way came to an arrangement with the North American collieries, by wiiich they

were to use the spur instead of building another line parallel to it. The agree-

ment in pursuance of that arrangement, dated July 24, 1922, contains the para-

graph of the preamble, and sections two and ten of the original agreement which
have been already quoted.

It is signed for the railway company by E. W. Beatty, President, and H. C.

Oswald. Secretary, and for the coal company by H. A. Lovett, President, and
D. MacNeill, Secretary.

This agreement recognized the priority of right of the Canadian National
Railways and of the coal company over the Canadian Pacific Railway in the

use of the piece of track that was to replace the then existing spur.

The position would appear to be that the Canadian National Railways was
the owner of the spur, the coal company the lessee and the Canadian Pacific

Railway a sub-lessee from the coal company. The Canadian National looked
to the coal company for rental and upkeep and the coal company, under the

agreement of July 24, 1922, looked to the Canadian Pacific Railway for rental

and upkeep.
The lease of the mine was given up by the North American Collieries within

a year a'^'ter the agreement of July 24, 1922, and the Red Deer Valley Coal Com-
pany resumed possession and operation. This companv had not signed the agree-

ment of July 24, 1922, but on August 13, 1923, the Red Deer Valley Coal Com-
pany signed an agreement amending and confirming as so amended, the agree-

ment of July 24, 1922, between the North American Collieries, Limited, and the

Canadian Pacific Railway. The signors for the respective companies were: for

the Red Deer Valley Coal Company, Edith Rowland, President, and Violet B.
Christie. Secretary; for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, D. C. Coleman,
Vice-President, H. C. Oswald, Assistant Secretary. The amendments to the
original agreement were only such as were necessary to make it applicable to

the Red Deer Valley Coal Company instead of to the North American Collieries,

Limited.

The total length of the spur which was the subject of the agreement was
about 10.300 feet or slightly under two miles.

When the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in pursuance of the agree-
ment of 1922, as amended in 1923, actually made their T>angdon-Drumheller con-
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ncctioii, they did not enter upon llie coal mine spur at its extreme westerly end.

They paralleled the westerly 1,600 feet of the spur, passing; between the spur

and the river and entered upon the coal mine spur a short distance east of the

mine, some 8,700 feet from its junction with the Canadian National Railways
near Drumheller.

This east<?rly portion of the spur has been reconditioneil as agreed and is

being operated also in accordance with the agreement. Both railways serve the

mine, but the greater part of the output is handled ])y the Canadian Pacific

Railway.
The dispute between the Red Deer V^alley Coal Company and the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway is that the railway refuses to recondition the 1,600 foet of

tlie spur west of the point at which the Canadian Pacific Railway line from Acme
joins it. As lessee of the whole spur the coal company must pay the Canadian
National Railways the cost of upkeep, as well as rental for the whole spur.

When the Canadian Pacific Railway refuses to provide for the proper mainten-
ance of the westerly 1,600 feet of the spur, the Canadian National Railways
look to their tenants, the coal company, to do so. The coal company, resting

on tlie terms of their agreement with the Canadian Pacific Railway, appeal to

the Board, under section 35 of the Railway Act as above quoted, for the enforce-

ment of the agreement according to its terms, as the Board shall understand
them.

The railway company through its solicitor at Calgary, contended t}>at the

agreement was only intended to apply to that part of tl.ie spur that they required

to use in their through business between Drumheller and Acme, that is the mile

and a half east of the junction point, and, as they did not need the part of the

spur west of the junction point, they could not properly be required to pay for it.

I have been unal)le to find support for this contention of the railway, either

in the evidence given at the hearing, or in the documents on file. On the con-
trar^^, it appears to me that if the intention of the agreement was as now con-

tended by the railway company, it would have been so expressed, if not in the

original agreement made with the North American Collieries in 1922. then in

the amending and confirming agreement with the Red Deer Valley Coal Com-
pany, made in 1923. I have been unable to find any reference or indication that

the agreement applied to anything less than the whole of the spur.

If the Red Deer Valley Coal Compay had had notice in 1923 of the present

contention of the railway, they Avould have been in a position to protect them-
selves in the supplementary and confirming agreement which they then signed.

They had not been parties to and had not signed the agreement of 1922 made
between the railway company and the North American Collieries, although the
name of the coal company appears on the title, as one of the parties concerned,
they being the owners of the mine.

The solicitor for the Canadian Piicific Railway Company further argued
that as tliey did not use the westerly end of the spur track in their through traffic,

it was not to be inferred that they had any obligations regarding it. But on
being pressed, he admitted that the railway company did, and indeed must, use

it in handling their coal business from the mine, the coal company having no
locomotive to handle the mine output.

On the foregoing review^ of the facts, as I understand them, I am compelled
to find that the complaint of the applicants is well founded and that they are

entitled to an order of the Board, under the terms of section 35 of the Railway
Act, requiring the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to fulfil the terms of the

agreement of Julv 24, 1922, as amended and confirmed bv the agreemetit of

August 13, 1923.
'

Ottawa, March 21, 1926.
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Application of Retail Merchants' Association of Canada, Vancouver, B.C., for

a ruling of the Board as to the correct rate applicable on a shipment of

Cotton Waists, Overalls, and Cotton Pants, shipped on April 10, 1924,

from Hull, Que., to Neiv Westminster, B.C.
File 34431

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER

This Report is issuing as the

RULING

of the Board in this matter.

On April 10, 1924, Sparks-Harrison, Limited, Hull, Que., shipped to ]\1. J.

Phillips, New Westminster, B.C., a consignment described as one case clothing,
'

weight 310 pounds, which was assessed rate of $5.32 per 100 pounds, in accord-

ance with item 200, page 75, of Canadian Freight Association's Tariff 1-C,

C.R.C. No. 96, which was then in effect.

Claim was made upon the delivering carrier, the Great Northern Railwa}^

Company, supported by certified copy of invoice showing that the shipment con-

sisted of cotton waists, overalls, and cotton pants; and claimant requested thai

charges be reduced to $3.90| per 100 pounds, in accordance with item 205 of

tariff already mentioned.

Claim was declined by the Great Northern Railway and the Board is asked
by the Retail Merchants' Association for a ruling as to the rate properly

applicable on this shipment.

In connection with this tariff, in item 200 provision is made for a rate of

$5.32 per 100 pounds on "Clothing, N.O.S."; in item 205 rate of $3,904 per

100 pounds is provided for cotton waists; in item 215 a rate of $3.54-V is pub-
lished on overalls, and pants (cotton, denim, duck or jean).

The written submissions of the Great Northern Railway are on file, in

which they state:

—

We refused to entertain the claim because our understanding is

that the original rate as assessed, $5.32, is correct, as the item consisted

of clothing N.O.S., and it is our further understanding that you cannot

mix articles as shown in item 215, which takes a rate of $3.54-J per

cwt., with those that are shown in item 205, which is a higher rated

article. Our contention for this is based upon rules and regulations

found on page 63 of tariff, rule 10, as published.
" ' Rates on commodities specified on pages 69 to 137 inclusive,

are specific and must not be applied on analogous articles. Articles

for which commodity rates arc not specifically provided for herein

will be subject to class rates governed by current Canadian Freight

Classification.'
"

The tariff in question is governed (except as specified) by Canadian Freight

Classification 16 ajid applicant refers to rule 15 of Classification which stipulates

that any package containing articles of more than one class will be charged at

the rate for the highest classed article contained therein.

The fact that the shipment was described as " clothing " does not in itself

justify the railway company in charging the rate provided for clothing, N.O.S.,

and debar applicant from being entitled to a lower rate established on items
of clothing specifically described and where the shipment actually consists of

such specifically described articles provided with a lower rate. Under the pro-

visions of the till of lading (section 8) and of the Classification (rule 16) all

shipments are subject to inspection or examination as to correct description,
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the freiglit chargos to be paid upon the goods actually .shipped. The term
" Clothing, N.O.S." shown in item 200 means clothing not otherwise specified

in the tariff, and the type of clothing contained in this shipment was otherwise
specified in the tariff in items 205 and 215. As expressed in their letter, the
contention of the Great Northern Railway is based wholly upon the provisions

of rule 10 on page 03 of the tariff, which is above quoted. This particular rule

has no application to the shipment here in question, l)ecause the articles com-
prised therein arc specifically provided for, and there is not being dealt with

here the question of rates on articles not specifically provided for.

It will be noted that by rule 5, page 63, of Tariff 1-C a rule was inserted

making an exception from rule 2 of the Classification in connection with com-
modities which may be shipped in mixed carloads, and said rule 5 specifically

stipulates that the only commodities which can be shipped in mixed carloads

(unless otherwise specifically provided herein) are those included in each

separately numbered item No similar rule is in the tariff providing that

with respect to L.C.L. shipments commodities included in separately numbered
items cannot !)c mixed in one case and charged at the highest rating provided

in the tariff for any of the articles in the case; the tariff contains no mle
covering an exception from the principle of section (a) of rule 15 of the Classi-

fication. In the absence of a rule in the tariff to the contrary, I consider that

with respect to L.C.L. shipments all articles name in the tariff' could be mixed
in one case and charged at the highest rate provided in the tariff for any of

the articles in the case.

Aside from there being no rule in the tariff as above mentioned, the rule of

equity and reason would also suggest that if a case of waists can be shipped at

rate of $3.90^ and a case of overalls at $3.54-^, a case containing wais-ts and

overalls could not with propriety and equity be charged in excess of $3.90^.

In my opinion, rate of $3.90^ per 100 pounds was properly applicable at

the time Ihis shipment moved, and between the points in question, on a case

containing cotton waists, overalls, and cotton pants.

W. E. CAMPBELL,
Chief Traffic Officer.

Ottawa, March 11, 1926.

Petition of the Honourable the Minister of Railways and Canals for Canada,

for an Order directing the Hereford Raihray Company to safely and
efficiently operate its railway, and specifically to put up the necessary

equipment and locomotives, and to run regular train.'^ on its line, in order

to give an efficient and continuous service of trains for both passenger and
freight traffic.

File No. 33693

JUDGMENT
Thomas Vikx, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This is a petition on behalf of the Honourable the Minister of Railways and
Canals of Canada for an order directing the Hereford Railway Company to

safely and efficiently operate its railway, and to put up the necessar>' equip-
ment and to rim regular trains.

This matter came up before the Board at a hearing held at Ottawa on the
31st of March, 1926, before the Chief Commissioner, Mr. Commissioner Oliver
and myself. There appeared before us, on behalf of the petitioner, Mr. Wilfrid
Lazure, and on behalf of the respondent and of the trustees for the bondholders
of the Hereford Railway Company, Mr. Frederick S. Rugg, K.C.
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By 50-51 Victoria (1887), chapttr 93, a railway was incorporated under

the name of tlie Hereford Branch Railway Company, and was authorized to

construct a double or single line of railway from a point of connection with the

Atlantic and Northwest Railway witiiin the limits of the township of Eaton to

the international boundary line in the township of Hereford, or any point within

five miles of Hall's Stream.

By 51 Victoria (1888), chapter 51, the name was changed to the Hereford

Railway Company, and by section 5 of the said Act, the company was author-

ized to extend its line from the Atlantic and Northw'er^t Railway to a point of

connection with the Quebec Central Railway, either in the township of West-
burj^ county of Compton, or in the township of Dudswell, County of Wolfe.

Under section 9 of the said Act, the company was authorized to acquire

certain other railways, including the Quebec Central Railway and the railway
of the Dominion Lime Company.

By a deed of sale entered into on the 9th of November, 1889, which was
duly ratified by Order in Council P.C. 482, on the 12th of June, 1890, the Here-
ford Railway Company purchased from the Dominion Lime Company their line

extending from Dudswell Junction to Limeridge.

The following subsidies were authorized by Act of Parliament to be paid
for the construction of these railways:

—

1. Under the authority of 49 Victoria, chapter 10 $108,800
2. Under 50-51 Victoria, cha.pt^r 24 (to the Dominion Lime Co.).. 22.400

3. Under 52 Victoria, chapter 3 48,000

$179,200

Subsidy agreements were entered into between Her Majesty in respect of

the Dominion of Canada, and the respondent, for a total sum of $170,560, paid
up by the Dominion Government to the respondent as admitted by them in their

exhibits No. 5-6 filed in this case.

The said subsidy agreements, among other things, provided:

—

''Sec. 6: that the company would . . . truly and faithfully keep
the same and the rolling stock required therefor in good sufficient work-
ing and running order, and should continuously and faithfully operate the

same."
Under the authority of 53 Victoria (1890), chapter 73, when the line was

built, it was leased to the Maine Central Railroad, and such lease was ratified by
Order in Council P.C. 2190, of the 23rd of September, 1890.

The railway was then operated by the Maine Central Railroad Company,
who supplied the rolling stock and all the necessary equipment, and maintained
the road in working order.

As appears by exhibit No. 4, the operation was not profitable, and resulted

in net losses amounting up to the 31st of December, 1923, to $1,639,359.63.

By an agreement entered into between the Hereford Railway Company and
the Maine Central in September, 1925, a copy of which is filed as exhibit No. 2,

the lease between these two companies for the operation was cancelled to take
effect on the 1st of November, 1925.

On the 1st of November, 1925, the INIaine Central Railroad took away all

their rolling stock and other equipment, and ceased to operate the Hereford
Railway, which has been inoperated ever since.

It is of evidence that several industries are established along tlie line of the
respondent company, and they suffer heavy damages from the fact that the
railway is not being operated. It also appears by the subsidy agreements that
one of the conditions of the payment of the subsidies was the undertaking by
the respondent company to continuously and faithfully operate the said railway,
and to keep it fully equipped and in good sufficient working and running order.

It is also of evidence that the roadbed is unsafe, and in a bad state of repair.
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The petitioner, the Honourable tlie Minister of Railways and Canals of

Canada, now appears before this Board and requests that, under section 160 (p. 1)

of tho Railway Act, [in order should is^ue directing that the repairs and improve-

ments should be made to the said railway, and that sufficient equipment be put

on the railway, and that the railway be operated continuously and faithfully,

and that the time limit within which this order should be complied with should

be as short as possible, on account of the lar^e interests that are injuriously

affected through the absence of railway connections.

It was further represented at the hearing that very serious damages will be

inflicted to the roadbeil by the spring floods, unless the drainage of the road is

taken care of in due time.

The respondent company and the representatives of the trustees stated that

the time limit was immaterial to them, because they would be unable to comply
with the order on account of their financial situation.

The jx^titioner also urged that they should be put in the position to take
advantage of the provisions of section 160 (p. 2) of the Railway Act, by which,
on failure of the company to comply with the order of the Board, His Excellency
the Governor in Council may take the necessary steps to create a lien against

the railway, and to enforce it.

There is no serious legal difficulty concerning the application, and no opposi-
tion is offered on its merits. Tlie only reservation made by the trustees for the
bondholders and the respondent company is as regards the priority of tlie lien

over the mortgage securing the bondliolders. The Board is not called upon to

deal w'ith this aspect of the question. It will be a matter for the courts to decide
the question of priority as between the petitioner, the respondent and the trustees

for the bondholders.

I am therefore of opinion that the application should be granted, and that

an order should issue directing the respondent company, within eight days from
this dato, to put back the said railway in good sufficient working and running
order, to re-equip it with the necessary rolling stock, and to continuously and
faithfully operate it.

Ottawa, March 31, 1926.

Chief Commissioner McKeown and Commissioner Oliver concurred.

GENERAL ORDER No. 430

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Freight AssociatioTi, under

Section 322 of the Eailivay Act, 1919, for approval of Supplement No.' 1

to the Canadian Freight Classification No. 17, as submitted to the Board
vnder date oi December 11, 1925.

File No. 33365.60

Tuesday, the 23rd day of March, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C.^ Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Whereas notice has been given by the Canadian Freight Association in the

Canada Gazette, as required by section 322 of the Railway Act, 1919, and copies

of the said supplement were furnished to the mercantile organizations enumer-

ated in the (jeneral Orders of the Board Nos. 271, 348, and 353, with requei^t

that their objections, if any, be filed with the Board within thirty days;
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Upon consideration of the said objections; and upon the hearing of the

application at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa, February 16, 1926, in

the presence of representatives of the Canadian Freight Association, the Cana-
dian Manufacturers' Association, the Retail Merchants' Association, and the

Northern Electric Company, and what was alleged; and upon the report and
recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Supplement No. 1 to the Canadian Freight

Classification No. 17, on file with the Board under file No. 33365.60, be, and it is

hereby, approved, subject to the following changes and additions, namely:

—

Item Page L.C.L. C.L.

22-23 3 ChaTigc> to read:

Bo\vhri<: Alley Oiitfit.<:

Floors or Tracks, i)lain or with box end and sides, Back
Stop^^, Divis;ions, Kickbacks, Pin Setter Attachments,
Pin Spotters, Posts and lleturnway Racks, K.D.:

In boxes, bundles or crates 2
In packages named, straip:ht or mixed C.L., or an mixed

C.L. with Bmvlinjj Balls, lk)wlin<i; Pins, Score Boardts,

wooden, or Score Tablets, paper, in boxes or crates, min.
wt. 24,000 lbs., subject to Rule 7 5

Add 4 Change Item 12, ])age 61 of Cla.?sification to read:
Brick:
Fnamelled or Glazed:

In barrels, boxes or crates 3

Loo.se or in packages, C.L., min. wt. 30.000 lbs 5
10 .5 Change to read:

Chimney Flues or Chimney Pipe, clay

:

Loose

—

Weighing each less than 15 lbs 3

Weighing each 15 lbs. or over '4
In barrels, boxes or crates 4
Loose or in ipackages, C.L., min. wt. 30,000 lbs 10

12 5 Change to read:
Chimney or Flue Linings, clay:

Ix)ose

—

Weighing each less than 15 lbs 3
Weighing each 15 lbs. or over 4

In barrels, boxes or crates 4
Loose or in ])ackages, C.L., min. \vt. 30,000 lbs 10

Add 7 Add the following item:
Electrical Appliances and Supplies:
Wire Strand, iron and steel

:

In barrels, boxes or coils, or on reels 3
In packages named. C.L., min. wt. 36,000 lbs 5

6 10 Change to read:
Door Hangers, Door Hanger Stays or Stay Rollers, Riiil

Brackets or Holders, iron or steel, plain, japanned, or
brass, bronze or copper coated:

In barrels or boxes 3
In barrels, boxes or bundles,* C.L. , min. wt. 30,000 lbs.. ., 5

Add 10 Change Item 24, page 150 of the Classification, to read:
Hardware

:

Wire Fencing, with Steel Po5^;s and Tubular Railing (see
Note)

:

In bundles or rolls 3
Loose or in packages. C.L., min. w^t. 24,000 lbs., subject to
Rule 7 5
Note.—With shipments of Wire Fencing there may be

accepted at the rates :;,nd C.L. min. wt. applicable on the
Wire Fencing,' barbed wire, coiled spring wire, staples,
stretchers and brace wire, the combined weight not to exceed
20 per cent of the weight of the Wire Fencing.

Add 10 Change Item 52, page 154 of the Classification, to read:
Hardware :

*

Pipe. Lead

:

In wrapped coils 3
On slatted reels 3
In barrels, boxes or crates.." 3
In packages named. C.L., min. wt. 36.000 lbs 5
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Item l\iKC L.C.L. C.L
2 11 Change to vtiid:

Solder, X.O.I.B.X.:
In b;»^.s 3

111 biinels or boxes 3

111 i)ackagcs named, C.L., min. wt. 36,000 lbs 5
A(U1 14 Change Itdii 28. page 190 of the Classification, to read:

St<:»am or Oil Separatt>i"s, N.O.I.R.X.:
Loose or on skids 2
In barrels, boxt^ or crates 2

In ])ackage.s, loose or on skids, C.L., min. \vt. 24,000 lbs.,

subject to Rule 7 5

4 1")

Plates. Piano, iron or ste cl, O.K.B.:
o

Loose or in packages, C .L., min. wt. 30,000 lbs

Change to read:
Cuns. Machine (see Note

. .. 1

30 15

c;

In boxtv, C.L., min. wt. 30,000 lbs 3
17 Change to read:

10 Radio Receiving Sets and Radio Parts:

12 .. Radio Receiving Sets (see Note)

:

In boxes 1
'

In boxes, C.L., min. wt. 16,000 lbs., subject to Rule 7.. .. 2

13 . . Radio Receiving Sets and Desks or Tables combined
(see Note)

:

In boxes or crates D-1
In boxes or crates, C.L.. min. wt. 16,000 lbs., subject to
Rule 7 2

14 . . Radio Bulbs or Tubes:
Packed in boxes 2v
l^tcked in boxes, C.L., min. wt. 14.000 lbs., subject to

Rule 7.. 1

16 17 Radio Amplifying Horns, without bases:
In boxes 1 v

In boxes, C.L., min. wt. 12,000 lbs, subject to Rule 7.. 1

18 .. Radio Loop Aerials, in boxes Iv

20 . . Radio or telephone loud speakei-s or talkers, with or with-
out bases (see Note)

:

In boxes 1^.

In boxes. C.L., min. wt. 16,000 lbs., subject to Rule 7.. .. 2

22 .. Radio Sets and Talking Machines combined:
In boxes 1-'

In boxes, C.L., min. wt. 16.000 lbs., subject to Rule 7.. .. 2
Note.—A sufficient number of radio bulbs or tubes to

initially equi]) the article may be included at same ratings

(whether packed with the article or separately).

S-14 18 Change to read:
Silk, Artificial or Natural, when value is declared in

writing by the shipi)er in accordance with the following:

Artificial Silk Filaiments. spun or thrown, including Yarn
or Warp, subject to Rule 29:

When declared value does not exceed $1 per lb 1

When declared value exceeds SI ]ier lb 1:

Natural:
Raw. subject to Rule 29:
When declared value does not exceed $1 per lb.. .. 1

When declared value exceeds SI per pound ll-

Sjnin, Schappe, or Thrown, including Organzine, Singles,

Tram, Warp or Yams, subject to Rule 29:

When declared value does not exceed $1 per lb 1

When declared value exceeds $1 i)er lb U
Rule 3 1 Rule 3 to be amended by the addition of Section No. 6,

reading as follows:

Section 6. The progression above fir.^t-cla.ss is li, U, Dl, 2i\\, 3tl. 3U1,

4tl, 4itl, 5tl, 51,tl.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 37410

In the matter of the application of the Michigan Central Railroad Company,
hereinafter called the "Applicant Company'', for approval of its Standard

Tariff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-11, on file with the

Board under file No. 9451.20.

Tuesday, the 23rd day of March, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company's said Standard Tariff of

Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-11, on file with the Board mider file

No. 9451.20, be, and it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to

this order, to be published in at least two consecutive weekly issues of the Canada
Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37416

In the matter of the application of the Boston and Maine Railroad Company,
hereinafter called the "Applicant Company'', for approval of its Standard
Tariff of Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-8, on file with the

Board under file No. 9451.22.

Thursday, the 25th day of March, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company's said Standard Tariff of

Sleeping and Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-8, on file with the Board under file

No. 9451.22, be, and it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to

this order, to be published in at least two consecutive weekly issues of the Canada
Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37440

In the matter of the application of the Century Coal Company, Limited, for an
Order suspending the Canadian National Railways Tariff, C.R.C. No.
E-1029, which increases the freight rate on coal from Huntingdon,
Quebec, to Isle Maligne, Quebec.

File No. 27425.103

Wednesday, the 31st day of March, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is alleged in support of the application,

—

TAe Board orders: That the said Tariff C.R.C No. E-1029 of the Cana-
dian National Railways, increasing the freight rate on coal from Huntingdon,
Quebec, to Isle Maligne, Quebec, be, and it is hereby, suspended pending a hear-
ing by the Board.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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AppUcatmi of the Corporaion of Point Grey, B.C., and residents of that porttcn

of the said Municipality lying within the bo^indaries of the new exchange
of the British Columbia Telephone Covipany, known as the Point Grey
Exchange."

—AND

—

/// the matter of Order No. 35623, dated October 1, 1924, suspending the British
Columbia Telephone Company's Tariff C.R.C. No. 7, in so far as the
same provides for a change in the tolls of the Company's new exchange,
known as the Point Grey Exchange."

Fiic 32560.2

Heard at Vancouver, B.C., 16th and ITtli November, 1925.

JUDGMENT
Commissioner Boyce:

The t omphiint of the Municipal Corporation of Point Grey, B.C., is direet-ed
against the tolls proposed in British Columbia Telephone Company's Supplement
No. 1 to C.R.C. No. 7, dated January 15, 1924, tiled with the Board January 28,
1924, and proposed to be effective February 26, 1924.

The important features of the tariff involved are as follows:

Greater Vancouver Inter-exchange Service
Between

:

Collin^wood 1

Fra^-er
|

Glenbuni I

Kenisdalc
|

Muipole
.: Per call—4 cents each 5 mimitf V.

North Vancouver
|

Point Grey
|

Vancouver t

W est Vancouver
]

Glenburn, Point Grey

Unlimited E.xchange Service Ra{o ^j^r Month
Business Residence

Individual line within 1 nnle radius of Central office $4.00 $2 00
Two-party line within 1 mile radius of Central office 1.50
Party line beyond 1 mile and within 3 mile radius of Central office.. 2.rj0 1^50
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The rates proposed in the tariff attacked, and which, while effective as to

Glenburn area (in the absence of comphiint), would apply also to the proposed

new telephone exchange area of Point Grey, are the same as those already in

force in the exchange areas of (a) Gollingwood, {b} Fraser, (c) Kerrisdale, id)

Marpole, (e) West Vancouver, and (/) North Vancouver. Tlie interchange toll

rate of 4 cents, however, is a reduction of one cent per call between jill the

exchanges in the large telephone area of the company known as Greater Van-
couver, with the exception of the exchanges of North Vancouver and West Van-
couver, where, on account of the cost of cable connection, the interchange rate

was formerly 10 cents per call, and now being reduced to 4 cents per call, effects

a reduction in those two exchange areas of 6 cents per call.

The creation of the new telephone exchange areas of Point Grey and Glen-
burn made by the telephone company as a part of its internal arrangements
became necessar>^ by the growth of the company's business in all the exchange
areas making up the territory of Greater Vancouver." For the same reasons

the other six excliange areas before mentioned were created.

In the year 1906, it is shown, there was only one telephone exchange for the

city of Vancouver. All indications pointed to a great development and large

influx of population there, and, foreseeing the necessity for liberal provision to

meet the telephone requirements of that rapidly developing community, now
known as " Greater Vancouver," the telephone company formulated its plans to

provide for the very large demands for telephone service which, year by yeai\

might be expected to result from that development. The company took expert

advice. The potential growth of the then Vancouver area, as well as the outside,

and now suburban areas, was carefully studied, and, following the expert advice,

a policy was then inaugurated which was put into effect. As necessity arose by
the realization of the telephone company's estimates as to groAHh of population

and consequent telephone development, outside exchange areas were established

—and again as development required, those areas were subdivided. All the

suburban Vancouver exchange areas were thus created. For example, the Eburne
exchange area, one of the first outside exchanges, was subdivided into the Kerris-

dale and Marpole exchanges, and again, the Glenburn and Point Grey areas were
separated and created into separate exchange areas—in all cases the tariff of tolls

being submitted to the Bpard under the Act. All these divisions of areas were,

it appears, made in pursuance of the policy referred to and which was decided
upon in 1908, as a general policy to meet the growing requirements of a rapidly

growing area. This Board has no power under the Railway Act to review or

interfere with the discretion of a telephone company under its jurisdiction as

regards establishment, redivision or readjustment of exchange areas. It is a

matter of internal management of the company's business which is not subject

t-o this Board's supervision. The jurisdiction of the Board is confined to tariffs,

and tolls and rates thereunder. Therefore, with the policy decided upon by tlu-

company in 1908, and with all that the company has done, or is doing, or may
do, in furtherance thereof, or of any other such policy, this Board is not con-

cerned. Its jurisdiction is confined to determining the reasonableness of the

tolls and rates for the service and to any question of unjust discrimination
involved.

This principle as to jurisdiction has been long settled by the Board's judg-
ments; see,

—

Tinkcss V. Bell Telephone C^)., 20 C.R.C. 249;
Town of Dundas v. Bell Telephone Co., Vol. XI, Board's Judgments,

p. 83;

B.C. Municipalities' complaint re Kerrisdale Exchange, B.C. Telephone
Co., Board's Judgments, Vol. XI., p. 325 (Dec. 1, 1921 )

;

Corporation of Saanich v. B.C. Telephone Co., Board's Judgments,
Vol. XV. p. 63;
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Towns of Riverside, Tecumseh, et al, v. Bell Telephone Co. (l»t Sept.,

'25), Board's Judgments, Vol. XV, p. 263

and cases there referred to.

Particular reference may be made to the Kerrisdale case cited above, because

the conditions and circumstances therein bear strong resemblance to those in this

case, and its neighbouring exchange in the Orcater Vancouver exchange area;

and the tariffs are the same in each case. The same inter-exchange toll, then

5 cents, now 4 cents, was involve<l.

The following statement filed will show, approximately, the number of sub-

scribers in the respective exchanges in Greater Vancouver (Ex. 2) as of October

31, 1925:—
1. Vancouver eitv 45,555 subscribers

2. North Vancouver 2,227

3. West Vancouver 502

4. University 2
"

5. Po'int Grey 807

6. Kerrisdale 2,158
"

7. Marpole 872

8. Fram- 2.072

9. Collingwood 1,920

10. Glenburn 401

The University exchange was provided for during the time that the Point

Grey rates were under dispute and after the suspension, pending hearing, by
Order No. 35623, dated October 1, 1924, of the tariff now com.plained of (in so

far as it related to Point Grey excliange). Supplement No. 8 to C.R.C. No. 7,

dated June 18, 1925, effective August 1, 1925, provided for the University

exchange the same rates and tolls as those now in dispute, proposed for this and
Glenburn exchanges, and which while suspended as to Point Grey, became and
are effective in Glenburn exchange. Mr. R. L. Reid, K.C., appeared at the hear-

ing at Vancouver as counsel for the University of British Columbia and, up to a

certain point, joined with the corporation of Point Grey in opposing the tariff.

After a statement by counsel for the telephone company that the university,

while on the Vancouver rate, was paying $281.15 per month for thirty-five tele-

phones, the traffic over which was almost entirely with Vancouver city, while

for the same traffic, under its present arrangement of tolls, the university was
paying $218 per month, or a saving to the institution of $62.29 per month, and
after Mr. Reid had checked this witli accounts, he withdrew his opposition stat-

ing his clients, the university, were quite satisfied.

Prior to the establishment of the Point Grey exchange the subscribers there

resident were attached to the Bayview exchange of Vancouver. Before the

change went into effect the telephone company addressed a letter to its Point Grey
subscribers in terms following (see p. 9, Ex. 18) :

—
British Columbia Telephone Company,

General Commercial Superintendent's Office,

" E. F. Hellrvell

Vancouver, B.C., September 17, 1924.

Howard C. Green, Esq., 2775 Courtney St., City.

" Dear Sir,—Owing to the continued growth of that portion of Point
Grey west of Wallace street, we have been finding it increasingly difficult

to supply the residents of that district with telephone service, even at

Bayview rates plus mileage, as the distance from the Bayview exchange
is so great.

" In order to relieve the situation, therefore, we have built and intend
cutting over on or about October 1, our new Point Grey exchange, which

1979S—
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will take care of all present and future subscribers in the West Point Grey
district. Your service will, therefore, be changed from Bayview to Point

Grey at the time of the cutover, your new number which will be shown
in the October issue of the Directory, being Point Grey 199-L, and your
rate only $1.50 net per month instead of $2.70 net per month as at present.

" Furthermore, while as above noted, it is growing practically impos-
sible for us to supply even two-party service in West Point Grey at the

present time, we will with the opening of the Point Grey exchange, be in

a position to give you individual service should you desire it, the rate for

which is $2 net per month. Should you prefer this class of service, we
will appreciate your so advising us at your early convenience.

" Yours truly,

E. F. Helliwell,

General Commercial Superintendent.^'

The complaint of the municipality of Point Grey, representing the sub-

scribers, is largely directed to showing that this separation from Bayview
exchange imposed upon the subscribers the 4 cents toll per call involved in

calling the Bayview exchange, and that as the subscribers at Point Grey were
largely persons whose business was at Vancouver, having frequent occasion to

call Vancouver, the toll of 4 cents for the Vancouver calls substantially, as they
alleged, increased the telephone rates and tolls to the subscribers.

It is to be observed that this contention is precisely the same as that dealt

with by the Board in the Riverside and Tecumseh case, cited above, where the

same conditions substantially were created by creating the Tecumseh exchange

—

attaching the subscribers formerly on the Windsor exchange to that new exchange
and with the usual toll rate.

In a different and modified way—but involving the same principles, the

subscribers, formerly attached to Eburne exchange—who were, by change in

boundaries and establishment of the Kcrrisdale exchange area, attached to that

new area, and separated from Eburne exchange, complained that a 5 cents toll was
imposed upon them for calls to the Eburne area to which formerly they had
calling access without a toll call. The 5 cents toll has since been reduced to 4

cents for all inter-exchange calls within the Greater Vancouver exchange area.

That toll has been found by this Board to be not unreasonable. In deciding the

complaint in the Kerrisdale case, the Assistant Chief Commissioner, who pre-

sided at the hearing, and delivered the judgment of the Board, said, p. 329:

—

" The charge of 5 cents (now 4 cents) between Kerrisdale and Eburne
for a two-number call is in general accordance with the charge from one
exchange to another, no other exchange intervening, applying within the

territory in question."

It appears to me that it is only in the volume of the Vancouver calls in the

Point Grey case, and of the Eburne calls in the Kerrisdale case that the applica-

tion of the same principle to the whole of the outside exchanges in Greater Van-
couver telephone area seems to be complained of. A subscriber needing to call

the Eburne exchange, and having to pay an inter-exchange toll to do so, had
just as much a grievance, per subscriber, as will the Point Grey subscriber, per

subscriber, have in calling Vancouver^ if this tariff, now suspended pending hear-

ing of this complaint, is allowed to be effective. The burden upon the necessity

of the call to Vancouver, or the call to what was then the Eburne exchange,
from Point Grey and Kerrisdale respectively, is precisely the same, as it is the

same in the case of all the other exchanges—similarly situated which I have
enumerated. The difference in this complaint from that in the Kerrisdale case

seems to lie in the fact that in this case, the separation having taken place from
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a Vancouver exchange, the number of subscribers paying the inter-exchange toll

will be greater than in the case of Kcrrisdale subscribers separated from the

then Eburne exchange. This contention, if it were to prevail as an objection to

the tariff, would involve some nice computations. What percentage of sub-

scribers in one exchange called upon to pay the toll, in excess of those sub-

scribers in another exchange area paying the same toll, would constitute

the toll, per se, an unreasonable toll? In separating or subdividing exchange

areas, and creating new exchange areas, as a telephone company has a right

to do in the conduct of its business, and in consequence imposing an inter-

exchange toll, such as is common to all such conditions, is the telephone

company required to first make a careful calculation as to the number of

subscribers in the new area whose business is such as to require more

inter-exchange calls than others, and, by such computation, arrive at a con-

clusion as to the applicability of such a toll to that area? And is it required

to keep peg counts and readjust its tolls, or perchance, change or readjust its

boundaries from time to time, to conform to the result? If, as I have pointed

out, the company has, as an incident to the conduct of its internal business, the

right to create new exchanges, or readjust the boundaries of old ones, and the

rates generally approved in similar cases, are open to attack on the grounds

herein pressed upon us, such a duty would be cas-t upon the company, which

would create an anomalous condition in view of the decisions of the Board I

have referred to.

As I have ^pointed out, the situation as to Greater Vancouver is the result

of a well-considered policy settled long ago by the company, upon expert advice,

to deal with a potential development which subsequently eventuated, and is still

progressing, to an extent as great, if not much greater than was estimated when,
in 1908, the policy was adopted. Even though this Board has no supervisory

powers over such a policy it certainly does not appear from anything submitted

at the hearing, or in argument, that its wisdom and soundness is open to criti-

cism. The tolls and rates applicable to other subdivisions of telephone areas in

Greater Vancouver have been filed with this Board, from time to time, and the

tariff now attacked is the same as that in force, with the sanction of the Board,
in the other exchange areas. As the Board is precluded from considering the revi-

sion of the company's judgment in the establishment of the new areas of Glen-

burn and Point Grey, there must be found evidence of unreasonableness or

unjust discrimination in the tolls and rates themselves as proposed to be applied

to the Point Grey area, and which is eflective as to Glenburn, as well as in the

other exchange areas I have mentioned and the necessity for the separation of

which from the areas to which the telephone territory in question was formerly
a part arose, as a result of telephone development and growth, consequent upon
the extension of Greater Vancouver as to settlement and activity, in the same
way as all the other separate areas have been created, and therefore common
to all.

I cannot find any evidence or argument to support the suggestion of unjust
discrimination. I feel that none of the instances relied on to support that sug-
gestion come within the meaning of the term " unjust discrimination " as con-
tained in the Railway Act, and interpreted by the Board and judicial decisions
on appeal therefrom. The mere fact that any subscriber of the former area is

included within, and another is left out of the new area, by the establishment of

new exchange area, manifestly cannot, per se, support such a suggestion. If it

were so, no new boundaries could be established by the company without giving

occasion for such a charge. In the Tccumseh case (Board's Judgments, etc.. Vol.
XV, at p. 266) this situation was accentuated as regards the Town of Riverside,
one of the complainants. There Riverside complained that the new arrange-
ment cut the town into two areas with a toll charge between the westerly side
of the Lauzon road and the new telephone area established to the east of it,
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involving a toll charge between one side of the town street to the other. As was
said of that situation, in that ease, is I think applicable here, viz:

—

But, as has l)een pointed out, the Board's powers are limited as

regards telephone companies, to tolls, and no order it could make within

its jurisdiction could remedy this arrangement, and I am unable U.) find

that it can ha\ e any eflcct upon the reasonableness of the rates which wa<
the issue before us."

In every new telephone exchange area established there must inevitably be

similar situations. Some subscril)ers must suffer inconvenience, and some
according to the nature of their private business or social requirements, as dis-

tinguished from those of others, may be subjected to extra expense for inter-

exchange calls, but that inevitable situation, common to every change in boun-
daries such as this, and without which no such division of areas could be made,
does not support the suggestion that there is unjust discrimination thereby
created.

Reference was made to the situation of the Jericho Club, which by a ''jog'*

or irregularity in the boundary line was left in the Bayview exchange. The
Board cannot revise the boundaries, and the rates and tolls are applicable to

the boundaries as established, providing the Board is satisfied that such rates

are not unreasonable nor unjustly discriminatory. Discrimination there must be

by the drawing of the boundary line, but there is no unjust discrimination
"

because, no matter though the line of demarcation may be irregular one sub-

scriber is on one side under the old rate, and another on the other side on the

same rate though with different result as to extra exchange calls because of his

business or social telephone exigencies.

The Jericho Club is subject to the same tariff of tolls as any other sub-

scriber in the telephone exchange area in which it is now located, and no case

of unjust discrimination is supported by the boundary alignment of the new-

Point Grey area which this Board has no power to change, readjust or interfere

with.

The telephone company, as in the Tecumseh and Riverside cases {supra),

assumed the onus of showing, that the proposed rates and tolls were reasonable.

It sliowed that the Bayview exchange was rapidly filling up, and that another

exchange was necessar>^ This was not open to contradiction because it was not

relevant to the issue. It w^as, however, the subject of much evidence by the

applicants, whose expert witness, Mr. J. G. Wray, of Chicago, an expert tele-

phone engineer, while critical of the necessity at this time of a division of the

Bayview exchange, says (p. 2774) that he considers that what the company did

"may have been advisable, though not necessary". Mr. Wray's exhibit (15)

was referred to as showing that Bayview Central office capacity was sufficient

in equipment to carry the Point Grey area. The exhibit shows that, as of June

15, 1925, the Bayview exchange had floor space for A and B positions with

present capacity for 10,400 lines; that 6,760 subscribers' lines were equipped

(a difference of 35 per cent with wdiich Mr. Wray does not quarrel) and that

5,223 were in use: thus leaving a margin of lines eciuipped over lines in use of

23 per cent, which the witness admitted was good practice, or " all right Mr.
AVray said (p. 2779) that he approved of the company looking ahead. ''That

would be gocxl economic planning", and that the best he would say was that he

would not like to challenge the policy of separation from Bayview, but that tlie

business might have been better taken care of in the Bayview office until the

new area was developed.

In his evidence, upon cross-examination by counsel for the company, Mr.
Wray admitted that the proposed tariff charge of .$1.50 per month for two-party
line was not unreasonable, and the inter-exchange calling rate of 4 cents was not
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unfair. By statement, exhibit 13, prepared by Mr. Wray, it is worked out that

the present rates would average per station, $2.36, while the rates now proposed,

and in abeyance, would average $1.61, on basis of stations in service June 1,

1925, Point Grey exchange. This, outside of inter-exchange calls, effects a

saving to the subscriber on the exchange rates now in force and tliose proposed,

and now in dispute, of 75 cents per station per month, or $9 per station per

annum. On the business shown for month of December, 1924, by the same

exhibit, the present rat^s (taken as including mileage) would average $3.02 per

station, while the proposed rates would average $1.52 per station, a difference

on the basis of the exhibit of $1.50 per station per month in favour of the present

rates, or $18 per station per annum. But, by exhibit 14, also prepared by Mr.
Wray, who as an expert witness displayed every desire to asi?ist the Board in a

fair, impartial and efficient manner in dealing with the facts, he estimates, upon
the basis of 732 stations in Point (Irey, as of June 1, 1925 (there are now 838
or more), that the inter-exchange calling rate of 4 cents would, in the conditions

shown, result in an average increase to the Point ( irey subscriber of 93 cents per

station per month, or $11.16 per station per annum. This result is more or less

conjectural, and Mr. Wray very frankly stated, in submitting the exhibit (p.

2772), that as to the estimate of calls between large central points (Vancouver)
and sub-areas, which was the crux of the computation, that it was his best judg-

ment, based upon general experience, and added, in reply to a question from a

member of the Board, ''Jt is my best guess." As this exhibit contains at least

the substance of the complaint against the proposed rate schedule, I will quote
it, before further commenting from the evidence upon its reliability as a basis

for the complaint as to rate increase, in so far as that is a factor in this case

which the Board should deal with.

Mr. Wray's figures, then, are as follows:

—

Estimated Inckease in Service Charges Resulting from Proposed Rate Schedule,
Point Grey Exch.ange

(a) Average calls to Vancouver per day (June 2 and 5, 1925) 2,135

(6) Number of staitions 732

(r) Average Vancouver calls per station per day 2.92
(d) Average Vancouver messages per station per day at 75 per cent 2.19
(f) Average Vancouver messages per station per month 60.56
Cf) Vancouver toll charges per station per month—S0.04 $ 2 43

(g) Total rental December, 1924, at present rates $2,152 50

Ui) Total rental December, 1924, at proiposed rates $1,086 00

(/) Average number of stations 713

(;) Rental per station at present rates (including mileage) S 3 02

ik) Rental per station at proposed rates $ 1 52

H) Reduction in rental per station under proposed rates S 1 50

(m) Net increase in chargas per station per month $ 93

in) Total increase in chargets per month on basis of June, 1925, stations S 680 76

The item (a) is based upon a special peg count taken June 2 and 5, 1925.

The item {d) is computed upon an assumption that 75 per cent of originating

calls are completed. The item (e) is computed upon the assumption that the

total (average) month equals 27.7' times peg count day. Tlio item (m) of 93
cents is arrived at by deducting the net reduction ($1.50) estimated will be
effected by the new tariff, as confined to calls within the new exchange area, as

above referred to, from $2.43 the Vancouver toll charges of 4 cents per station

per month on the estimated number of Vancouver calls. Based upon this com-
putation Mr. Wrav estimates that the increase per month on the basis of June,
1925 stations (732) will be $680.76. The essential features of this computation
are the ones which Mr. Wray admits are based upon conjecture, namely (a) the

correctnes of the peg counts of 2nd and 5th June (and the proportion, estimated
at 75 per cent of completed calls) upon which the computation is based, as repre-

senting the average, in fact, of the Vancouver calls, and (6) the maintenance of
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tlie ratio of Vancouver calls, to local calls within the exchange, shown by Ex. 11

as follows:

—

Amount. Per cent olf total

Local calls per day (including information and long distance) . . . . 1,463 39.6

Vancouver calls per day 2,135 57.7

Interchange calls (per day (other) 99 2.7

Total originating calls per day 3,697 100.0

As to the first feature, the reliability of a two days' peg count, as the basis

of a monthly average, year by year, 1 think is, at any rate, too vague and
indefinite a factor upon which to !)ase a positive conclusion. As Mr. Wray
frankly said it was " his best guess doubtless the only method, and, therefore,

the best available for such a computation.

By the second feature, viz., that presented by the figures in exhibit 11,

quoted above, it is at least manifest that as the exchange stations increase in

number, local interest increases, and the ratio of local to outside calls must
cliange. Mr. Wray afTirms this and says that the ratio of inside to outside calls

depends on how the suburbs grow, and that he cannot form any opinion as to

Point Grey's future. He, however, files a statement, obtained from the com-
pany (exhibit 8), showing estimated increases in population in Greater Van-
couver areas, which estimates the increase in population of all the exchanges in

Greater Vancouver, as of January 30, 1930. This statement shows that of all

these areas Kerrisdale, with 81 per cent increase, and Point Grey, with 70 per

cent increase, have the highest expectations, four years hence, as to proportionate

increase estimated. Glenburn comes next with 37 per cent; West Vancouver,
33 per cent; Marpole, 24 per cent; North Vancouver, 21 per cent; Vancouver,
Fraser, and Collingwood, 17 per cent each. By exhibit 10 filed by Mr. Wray,
the Point Grey area is shown as the second highest in telephone development of

the whole of the exchanges in Greater Vancouver, as to residence main stations

per 100 population, Kerrisdale being the highest. The company's estimates as

to the future growth of this area, adopted by the applicants' engineer expert,

leave little room for doubt as to the correct foresight of the company in estab-

lishing the exchange. By exhibit 10, the total stations per 100 population in

Point Grey was 23-4 as of January 1, 1925.

On cross-examination by counsel for the company upon exhibit 11 (distri-

bution of originating calls at the Point Grey exchange), and Mr. Wray's com-
putations in exhibit 14 (copied herein), Mr. Wray admitted that if the tariffs

objected to were put in force there would be considerable reduction in the out-

going calls to Vancouver, and that such reduction might be as high as 50 per
cent. He further admitted that the result would be to change the percentage
of the local calls from 39-6 per cent to 68 per cent or 69 per cent of the whole,
which would closely approximate the ratio in the Kerrisdale exchange, where
(exhibit 12) the ratio is 66 per cent local, Vancouver 25 per cent, and other
office 7 per cent, and when this estimated reduction of outside (Vancouver) calls,

with the consequent increase of local calls, was applied to Mr. Wray's estimate
in exhibit 14, he admitted that if the calling rate were reduced one-half, the item
of increase of 93 cents shown in exhibit 14 would be more than wiped out.

It is, I think, clear that as a factor in deciding whether the rates are

unreasonable this computation, made by Mr. Wray in the utmost good faith,

but as an estimate only, cannot be definitely adopted as a basis, and no other

evidence to that end was submitted.

To those subscribers in the Point Grey area, whose calls to Vancouver
exchanges are so frequent as to greatly increase their rates, the measured
exchange service, applicable to this and seven other exchanges, covered by sup-

plement No. 6, to C.R.C. No. 7, of the telephone company, effective April 15,

1925, is available. This provides a rate of $4.40 per month (with 100 free out-
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going calls, all calls in excess of the first 100, 3 cents each), plus mileage from
nearest Vancouver city exchange to central office in area where service is desired

at rate of 75 cents per quarter mile air line or fraction thereof. This might be

suitable to meet the individual complaints of Dr. Harwood and others, who
possibly were not aware that such an arrangement was open to them.

To provide for the expansion of such an extensive and ever growing and
changing telephone area as Greater Vancouver, embracing, as it does, a territory

of 180 square miles, requires considerable foresight and judgment. The plans

of the company prepared in 1908, upon expert advice, and now being followed,

are not now quarrelled with by the expert witness called by the applicants who
attack the rates in Point Grey area. In any event such plan and consequent
development is not open to question here. Stage by stage, in pursuance of that

carefully planned development policy, new exchange areas have been created,

and again those have been extended, realigned or subdivided, and a scale of rates

has been applied to all, which I think is reasonable, of basic equality, and which,
so far as apj^ars, is not open to attack on the ground of unjust discrimination.

To disturb that basis, common to all exchange areas outside of Vancouver city

exchanges, if such were found necessary, would necessitate readjustments else-

where, and in this case I must conclude, upon the evidence, that there is no justi-

fication for such a change.

The complaint will be dismissed and the suspension order discharged.

February 10, 1926.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

Commissioner Oliver:

The application of the Corporation of Point Grey, British Columbia, and
of certain citizens of the municipality of that name resident within the proposed
boundaries of the Point Grey local exchange of the British Columbia Telephone
Company, for the disallowance of the telephone company's tariff, which had
been filed with the Board on January 28, 1924, was heard at Vancouver on
November 16 and 17. 1925.

The tariff had not gone into effect at the date of the hearing, it having been
held in suspense by order of the Board of date October 1, 1924.

The applicants complained that the tariff as filed decreased the value and //

increased the cost to them of their telephone service, without justifiable cause. //

The company asserted,

—

(1st) That the proposed tariff did not in fact increase the average cost of

telephone service to the complainants;

(2nd) That it was rendered necessar^^ in the proper adjustment of the com-
pany's operating conditions, because of present and prospective increase of tele-

phone business in and adjacent to the locality particularly affected.

The applicants contended that by the tariff filed January' 28, 1924, the
telephone subscribers in the westerly section of the region served by the Bay-
view station of the Vancouver city exchange area were excluded from the direct

communication with the city of Vancouver which they had formerly enjoyed at

a flat monthly rate, and instead were being charged a toll rate of four cents for

each city call, or for each period of five minutes occupied by a single call.

Single line house telephones within the Point Grey exchange area, when
connected with the Bayview station of the city exchange area, paid rates from
$2.95 to $3.80 per month, according to their distance from the Bayview station.

Beyond a mile, and a half from the station the rate was increased 25 cents for

each quarter mile. This rate save communication with subscribprs throughout
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tJjc iDcality proposed to be set apart as the Point Grey local exchange, as well

a? with the four exchanges within the city telephone exchange area, wliich

covered a considerably greater area than the city itself.

The company proposed to give a local rate within the proposal new
exchange of $2 per single phone, plus the extra mileage charge of 25 cents for

each quarter mile beyond a mile from the local exchange.

The applicants contended tiiat the lowereil exchange rate was of little prac-

tical value to them, because,

—

(1st) The presently occupied area within the proposed new exchange was
too small and too irregularly shaped to admit of community interest being estab-

lished, that would give value to a purely local telephone service;

(2nd) That the boundaries of occupation within the proposed district were

restricted by the existence of the Provincial Government reserve in which the

university is situatetl, and that there wa-s no present prospect of the reserve

being opened for residental occupation.

(3rd) That the subscribers within the area proposed to be cut off the Bay-
view exchange of the city telephone exchange area were, in large majority, per-

sons whose business and social relationships were centred primarily in Van-
couver city and in the various suburban areas surrounding it, rather than in the

section of Point Grey municipality in which they resided;

(4th) That there was no present prospect of existing conditions changing
materially within any definite period; and that,

Therefore, the tarifT complained of was merely an attempt by the British

Columbia Telephone Company to increase their revenue from that particular

section of Vancouver's suburban area, without due warrant.

The contention of the telephone company was that the new tariff did not

jnean an average increase in the cost of service to telephone users within the

area proposed to be set apart from the present Bayview city exchange and make
an outside local exchange, would seem to me to have been met very effectuall}^

by the representations made at the hearing. There is no question that all the
witnesses fully believed that they would suffer both in lessened value of service

and in greater cost. As they are the persons, besides the company, who would
be chiefly affected by a variation in the charges, it becomes a matter of opinion
as between the two. It appears to mc that the contentions of tliose who would
have to pay might fairly be given precedence over the contentions of those who
would get the money. On the question of average cost, as the municipality,
representing the average subscriber, took the same view as to comparative cost

as the subscribers who appeared on their own behalf, I am compelled to con-
clude that the average subscriber Was on the same side of the question as the
subscribers who appeared as complainants in the case. An expert witness for

the complainants estimated that on the number of calls of last year the increased
cost to Point Grey exchange subscribers at the new rates would be $30,000. He
further assumed that because of the higher cost per call the number of calls

would decrease. Estimating that the number of calls decreased one-half, the

extra cost to subscribers would be about $8,000. That is, the subscribers would
pay $8,000 more than at present for half the service they had hitherto received.

The contention of the company that the readjustment of the tariff, as affect-

ing the complainants, was necessary in the proper development of the service,

was very fully considered during the hearing. It was suggested by the company
tl:at the westward growth of the city towards Point Grey, at the extreme western
end of the peninsula, was overloading the Bayview exchange of the city area;

and that having due regard to the further development of the peninsula of Point
Grey, as a residential area, westward from the limits of Point Grey municipality.
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it became necessary to establish a new exchange westward of that of Bayview
to take care of conditions which if not then pressing were at least in early pros-

pect.

It does not appear to me that the suggestion of the company was sufficiently

supported by the weight of evidence submitted. An expert witness for the appli-

cants gave evidence, which was not challenged, that the Bayview office had 5,223

subscribers' lines in use, while they had room for 10,400 lines; and that increased

accommodation up to present requirements, including that of Point Grey
exchange, could have been provided at less cost by increase of equipment at Bay-
view than by establishing a new exchange. In reply to a question, the expert

witness said:

—

" Well, in this particular instance, because of the fact that it is a

restricted area, and because of the fact that the interest of the subscribers

is so markedly with Vancouver, my feeling is that the company may have
been a little premature in establishing this office (Point Orey exchange).

The mere establishing of an office however, need not involve rates at all".

The further argument was made for the company that the new Point Grey
exchange was necessary as a provident measure in preparation for future expan-

sion. It would appear to me that an examination of the conditions is very far

from supporting this view. The western part of the Point Grey peninsula is

covered by a Provincial Government reserve, within which reserve the Provincial

University is situated. This reserve forms the westerly boundary of Point Grey
municipality, and is entirely unoccupied except for the university. No evidence

was offered as to the probability, either early or remote, of this reserve being made
available for residential occupation.

That being the case, the need of preparation for future expansion is con-

fined to the part of the Point Grey exchange which is within Point Grey muni-
cipality. The actual service of the proposed Point Grey exchange is restricted to

this small and irregularly shaped area, lying between Wallace street (which is the

western boundary of the Bayview exchange) and the eastern boundary of the

Government, or university, reserve. In its central and widest part, this occupied

area is eight city blocks from east to west. This width extends nine blocks from
north to south. South of this area and between Wallace street, the west line of

the Bayview exchange area, and the Government reserve, is a strip two bloc*ks

wide from east to west and fourteen from north to south. North of the western

part of the central section first mentioned, and fronting on English bay, the

occupied area is four blocks from east to west and nine blocks from north to

southj or a total of 136 city blocks in all. This area already has something over
800 telephones. While residential occupation is increasing within that area, its

total extent being limited as it is, there is no visible prospect of any such large or

rapid increase of telephones within its boundaries as would require the company
to install a new exchange, and much less to warrant their placing an additional

charge of $30,000 a year on present subscribers within that area. It is to be kept
in mind that the Bayview exchange was only occupied to little more than half its

capacity, while taking care of all the present business of the Point Grey exchange.

Besides, the irregular shape of the proposed exchange area tends to prevent
the establishment of local community interest that would naturally increase the

number of telephones.

In opposing the contention of the company that the new exchange was being
set up only in conformity with sound business principles and forehanded tele-

phone administration, the complainants instanced the fact that by an arbitrary

adjustment of boundary, the Jericho Golf and Country Club was retained with-
in the Vancouver city exchange area, while several city blocks in residential

occupation situated considerably nearer the Bayview exchange, were excluded
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from the city exchange area. The grounds of the Jericho Golf and Country Club
front on English bay. The golf links are immediately behind the club house
grounds. The club house, with grounds is west of Wallace street, which further

south is the west boundary of the Vancouver city exchange area; but at the south-

east corner of the club grounds the boundary is jogged three iDlocks west, so as

to place the club house and grounds in the city exchange area, while the golf

links are in the Point Grey exchange. If circumstances and conditions as to dis-

tance and other matters did not call for the exclusion of the Jericho Golf and
Country Club from the city exchange area, there cannot be any good reason for

the exclusion of the row of city blocks lying west of Wallace street, which for a

considerable distance are nearer to the Bayview exchange than is the Jericho

Club.

In my opinion it was conclusively established by the evidence at the hearing

that the tariff filed in January, 1924, provided for a substantial increase in the

cost of their telephone service to the subscribers in the new Point Grey exchange
area, and at the same time decreased the value of the facilities proposed to be

yiven.

It was specifically stated at the hearing by the expert witness for the com-
plainants, J. G. Wray, that,

—

"The mere establishing of an office (exchange), however, need not
involve rates at all."

This statement stands without contradiction or qualification on the part of the

telephone company.
I have been unable to find in the record of the evidence submitted or on the

files of the Board, an indication of any change of conditions that would warrant
the imposition of the increased tolls provided for by the tariff as filed in January,
1924.

No evidence was offered in support of the presumed assumption that the

Provincial Government reserve lying immediately west of Point Grey muni-
cipality and of the occupied portion of the Point Grey telephone exchange area,

at present occupied only by the university, would at any time be made available

for residential occupation. In my opinion unless such occupation were in reason-

ably assured early prospect, there was no possible justification from an admin-
istrative point of view, why the limited and irregularly shaped occupied area

of the Point Grey exchange should have been cut off from the Bayview exchange
of the city telephone area.

Under these circumstances, if for any reason that might have seemed good
to them, the company saw fit to establish the Point Grey exchange, in my opinion

their doing so does not carry with it the right to increase the cost of service upon
their subscribers within that area, particularly in view of the statement by the

expert Wray that the establishment of the new exchange does not necessarily

involve the question of rates.

For these reasons I am unable to agree that the tariff of the British Colum-
bia Telephone Company, filed with the Board on January 28, 1924, should be
approved.

Ottawa, March 17, 1926.
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ORDER NO. 37490

In the flatter of the application of the Corporation of Point Grey, in the prov-r

ince of Bntish Columbia, and residents of that portion of the said Muni-
cipality lying within the boundaries of the new exchange of the British

Columbia Telephone Company, known as the ''Point Grey Exchange,'"
hereinafter called the " Applicants,'' for an Order cancelling and rescind-

ing, or delaying the coming into effect of, the tariff of the British Colum-
bia Telephone Company establishing a toll of four cents per call between
telephones on the Point Grey Exchange and the telephones connected with
the exchanges of the Telephone Company at Vancouver; and the Order

of the Board No.. 35623, dated October 1, 1924, suspending the British

Columbia Telephone Company's tariff C.R.C. No. 7 in so far as it pro-
vides for a change in the tolls in the Company's said Point Grey Exchange.

File No. 32560.2.

Wednesday, the 14th day of April, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Vancouver,
November 16, 1925, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of the

applicants, the University of British Columbia, the British Columbia Telephone

Company, and the city of Vancouver, the evidence offered, and what was alleged

;

and upon reading the further written submissions filed,

—

The Board Orders: That the complaint against the tolls proposed in the

British Columbia Telephone Company's Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No.

7, be, and it is hereby, dismissed; and that the said Order No. 35623, dated

'October 1, 1924, suspending such tariff be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

In the matter of Train Service on the line of the Canadian National Railways
between Bridgetown and Port Wade, N.S.

File No. 27563.26.

JUDGMENT

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner:

The Canadian National Railways, operating the Halifax and South Western
Railway, gave notice to the Board on the 14th day of June, 1924, of their inten-

tion to abandon the operation of that portion of the Halifax and South Western
Railway between Bridgetown and Port Wade, in the county of Annapolis, province
of Nova Scotia; and the Council of the Municipality of Annapolis County has
applied to the Board for an order directing the restoration of a train service over
the said portion of railway.

The application was very strongly supported by Dr. Lovett, former federal

member for Digby-Annapolis, by correspondence, personal interviews, and at the
public hearing held in Ottawa, March 17, 1925. It was pointed out by him, and
impressed upon the Board, that to secure this service and to ensure its con-
tinuation the ratepayers of the county of Annapolis incurred and assumed large
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financial obligations, which are still outstanding]; and lun'c to be met. It was
urged that, under an agieenient between the Halifax and South Western Railway
Company and the Provincial (lovernnient, the company undertook to furnish

good and sufficient accommodation for any traffic offering and such train service

as may be agreed upon between the })arties to the agreement; that a term of the

transfer of the undertaking, franchise, and property of the Middleton and
Victoria Beach Railway Company to the Halifax and South Western Railway
Company was that the obligation to afford suitable facilities and train service

applying to the Halifax and vSouth Western Railway Company should extend to

and apply to the Middleton and Victoria Beach Railway Company; that indus-

tries established at large expense along the line of railway, and because of the

existence of the railway, would be seriously crippled, if not actually destroyed,

and that great inconvenience, loss and hardship to the residents of the districts

through which the railway passed would result from the abandonment of the line.

That the abandonment of the railway would cause inconvenience to the

residents of the county, who have for years enjoyed railway accommodation
and service, there can be no doubt, and if the matter could be considered only

from the standpoint of the applicants, the Board's course would be made easy

had it the power to act.

The Board's jurisdiction to make the order applied for is not clear. In the

case of the Rossland Board of Trade v. Great Northern Railway Company, 28

C.R.C. 24, it was held that unless the Special Act of incorporation provides that

a railway should be continuously operated, the Board has no jurisdiction to com-
pel a railway company which has discontinued the operation of its railway owing
to a deficit, to resume such operation, even though the public interest is seriously

affected by reason of the discontinuance.

It may be that the circumstances here are distinguishable from that case.

By chapter 1 of the Statutes of the Province of Nova Scotia, 1905, being ''An Act
Relating to the Halifax and South Western Railway Company, and the Halifax
and Yarmouth Railway Company, Limited, and the Middleton and Victoria

Beach Railway Company, Limited," the Halifax and Yarmouth Railway Com-
pany is authorized to sell and transfer to the Halifax and South W^estern Railway
Company, and the Halifax and South Western Railway Company is authorized

to purchase and acquire all the undertaking, franchises, and real and personal

property of whatsoever kind or description, and wheresoever situate, of the said

Halifax and Yarmouth Railway Company (sec. 1.) and the Middleton and
Victoria Beach Railway Company, Limited, is authorized to sell and transfer to

the Halifax and South Western Railway Company, and the said Halifax and

South Western Railway Company is authorized to purchase and acquire all the

undertaking, franchises, and real and personal property of whatsoever kind or

description, and wheresoever situate, of the said Middleton and Victoria Beach
Railway Company, Limited (sec. 4).

Section 8 of this Act provides as follows:

—

The said undertaking, franchises and real and personal property of

the Halifax and Yarmouth Railway Company, Limited, and of the Middle-
ton and Victoria Beach Railway Company, Limited, shall, upon the com-
pletion of the respective sales and transfers thereof to the Halifax and
South Western Railway Company as hereinbefore provided for respec-

tively, be and become a part of the railway system of the Halifax and
South Western Railway Company, and shall be subject to all enactments
and regulations applicable to the Halifax and South Western Railway."

The Halifax and South Western Railway Company entered into an agree-

ment with the (iovernment of the province of Nova Scotia, dated August 20,

1901, which was ratified and confirmed by Act of the provincial legislature, chap-
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tcr 1 of the Statutes of 1902, by which the Company covenanted and agreed to

and with the Government, inter alia, as follows :(

—

^'(6) That the company will upon and after the completion and equip-

ment of the said lines of railway and works appertaining thereto, main-

tain, and keep the same and the e(iuipment required therefor in good and
sufficient repair and in working and running order, and will continuously

well and faithfully work, maintain, and operate the said lines of railway

in such manner as to afford good and sufficient accommodation for the

traffic thereof, and will run at least one passenger train daily each way
(Sunday excepted) at a moderate rate of speed, and such other train ser-

vice as may be agreed upon between the parties hereto."

The Halifax and South Western Railway Company was acquired by the

Canadian Northern in 1914, and became part of that company's system through

ownership of its entire capital stock.

Counsel for the railway company argued that the company's undertaking

under the agreement was limited to the main line of the Halifax and South
Western Railway Company, and did not extend and apply to any and all

branches of that railway, that it would be a long stretch to say that because the

company bought a branch line and added to it new conditions, "that the enact-

ments and regulations applying to the main line should apply to the branch lines,

and that we would be called upon to run a train each way per day." He con-
tended, further, that even if bound by that agreement, the moment the company
decided to abandon the line and go out of business, whatever remedy there might
be under that contract could not be made applicable here, and that the Board
was divested of all jurisdiction over a railway when operation of that line was
abandoned.

I am not prepared to decide that this is the effect of the provisions referred

to, and that the service the Halifax and South Western Railway Company obli-

gated itself to furnish may not be extended to include and apply to any lines of

railway it later acquired and which became part of its system. In the con-

clusion I have come to, however, as to the disposition to be made of this case,

having regard to existing circumstances and conditions, it is not necessary to

decide the point.

The portion of the line affected extends from Middleton to Port Wade, a

distance of 39.2 miles.

Bridgetown is a station on the branch, 13.8 miles from Middleton, and
beyond that point the traffic for years has been very light.

In a letter to the Board under date of 14th June, 1924, the Canadian National
Railways indicated their intention to abandon the service between Bridgetown
and Port Wade, having pointed out that for the 25.4 miles involved, the earnings
per mile were approximately as follows:

—

and it was also shown that a number of bridges and other structures would
require rebuilding immediately, if the operation of the road were to be con-
tinued further than Bridgetown, and that the amount of money necessary for

such betterment required on that section alone, was estimated at $74,960
chargeable to capital, and $28,200 to maintenance.

When the matter was heard before the Board in March, 1925, it was shown
that a modification of the intention indicated by the letter of the previous year
had been made, and that the proposed abandonment was confined to that portion

of the line running from Granville Centre to its terminus at Port Wade, a

distance of some 17 miles.

1920
1921

1922

$ 233
374
279
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Continuing their traffic figures, it was shown that between Granville Centre
and Port Wade, which is the abandoned jwrtion of the line, there was in the year
1923 a movement of 100 cars of gravel or ore which had been lying in pockets
at Port Wade and had been disposed of for roadmaking purposes, and this was
practically all the traflic which originated west of Granville Centre, with the
possible exception of two or three cars of apples from points close at hand, and
that in the year 1924, a total of 58 cars of pulpwood comprised the total traffic

on that section of the line.

From Middleton to Granville Centre the operation of the road has been as
follows:

—

From Middleton to Bridgetown, one tiain per week; and from Bridgetown to
Granville Centre, as occasion demands;

In the time when apples are moving, weekly trips are run when required,
and other freight taken care of.

In the year 1924, the total freight traffic from Middleton to Granville Centre

amounted to approximately 420 cars, of which 90 per cent were apples from
w^irehouscs located at intermediate points between Middleton and Bridgetown.

The passenger traffic is represented as almost nil and without much chance
of improvement, because the people are said to be w^ealthy and use their automo-
biles in travel.

It was further pointed out that in order to put the line in shape for operation
between Granville Centre and Port Wade, which is the part abandoned, would
cost $136,650 and entail an annual maintenance cost of $28,200.

In these circumstances, I do not feel that the Board would be justified in

directing the restoration of this service, even assuming it has the power to do so.

It was further urged that, under the Special Act, chapter 13 of the Statutes

of 1919, section 19, the company could not aBandon the operation of any lines, or

parts of lines, of railway without the approval of the Governor in Council, upon
the recommendation of the Board. This would be true if the Special Act applied

to the Halifax and South Western Railway Company.
Section 11 of the Special Act provides that the Governor in Council may

from time to time, by Order in Council, entrust to the company, that is, the

Canadian National Railway Company, the management and operation of any
lines of railway, or parts thereof, which may be from time to time vested in or

owned, controlled, or occupied by His Majesty. The Governor in Council has

not yet, by Order in Council, entrusted the managen>ent and operation of the

Halifax and South Western Railway Company to the Canadian National Rail-

way Company, and until that is done, my view is that the Canadian National

Railways' Act, to which reference has been made, does not apply to it.

The only railways brought within the purview of that Act to date by the

necessary Order in Council are the Grand Trunk Railway Company and the

Government Railways, for example, the Intercolonial, Grand Trunk Pacific, and
Transcontinental, the latter in respect of the operation of a railway (as dis-

tinguished from the construction or maintenance of a railway).

Consequently, in my view, section 19 of the Special Act does not apply in

this case, and the consent of the Governor in Council, upon the recommendation
of the Board, before the abandonment of the line, was not necessary. For the

reasons stated, the application is refused.

Ottawa, April 1, 1926.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean, Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien,

and Commissioners Boyce and Oliver concurred.
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ORDER NO. 37464

In the matter of the application of the Central Vermont Railway Company, here-
inafter called the ''Applicant Company" for approval of its Standard Tariff
of Sleeping and Parlor Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-8, on file with the Board
under file No. 9451.29.

Tuesday, the 6th day of April, A.D. 1926.

S. J, McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board Orders: That the applicant company's said Standard Tariff of

Sleeping and Parlor Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-8, on file with the Board under file

No. 9451.29, be, and it. is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to

this order, to be published in at least two consecutive weekly issues of the
Canada Gazette.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER NO. 37467

In the matter of the applications of Fitzsimmons Fruit Company, Limited, of Port
Arthur, Ontario, and Peters Duncan, Limited, of Toronto, Ontario, for an
Order suspending Item 880-A of Supplement No. ^5 to Agent Ransom's
Tariff C.R.C, No. 110, effective March 27, 1926.

File No. 26848.24

Saturday, the 10th day of April, A.D. 1926.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the applications,

—

The Board Orders: That, as from March 27, 1926, the said item 380-A in

Supplement No. 45 to the Canadian Freight Association Tariff, C.R.C. No. 110,

issued by Agent G. C Ransom, be, and it is hereby, suspended pending a hearing
by the Board.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER NO. 37487

In the matter of the application of The Express Traffic Association of Canada, for

approval of Supplement No. 5 to C. N. Ham's Tariff, C.R.C. No. ET-694,
covering Regidations for the Transportation by Express of adds, inflamm-
ables, oxidizing substances, samples of explosives, on file with the Board
under file No. 1717.12.

Wednesday, the 14th day of April, A.D. 1926.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board Orders: That the said Supplement No. 5 to C. N. Ham's Tariff,

C.R.C. No. ET-694, providing regulations governing the transportation of

fireworks on file with the Board unde^ file No. 1717.12, be, and it is hereby,

approved.
THOMAS VIEN,

Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 37494

In the matter of the npplicatiot) of the Hull Electric Company, hereinafter called

the ''Applicant Compan\j\ under Section SSJ, of the Railway Act. 1919,

for appraisal of its Supplement No. 1 to Standard Passenger Tariff C.R.C.
No. P-16, on file with the Board under file No. 21781.2.

Thursday, the 15th day of April, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C; Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: Tliat the said Supplement No. 1 to the applicant com-
pany's Standard Passenger Tariff C.R.C. No. P-16, on file with the Board under
fde No. 21781.2, be, and it is hereby, approved.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner,
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Application oj the City of Montreal, under Section 257 of the Railway Act, for

the installation, operation and maintenance of gates at the highway
crossing of Gouin Boulevard, over the right of way of the C.P.E. Co., by
and at the expense of the said railway company.

File 27156.3

Heard at Montreal, P.Q., January 7, 1926

JUDGMENT
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This is an application of the city of Montreal, under section 257 of the
Railway Act, for the installation, operation and maintenance of gates at the
highway crossing of Gouin Boulevard, within the limits of the city, over the

right of way of the Canadian Pacific Railway, at the expense of the railway,

after the usual contribution from the Grade Crossing Fund.
This matter originated with a letter from Inspector Lafontaine dated

October 27, 1924, in which he stated that, in his opinion, the crossing was
dangerous and should be inspected and reported on. Instructions were issued,

and in compliance therewith on January 10, 1925, Lafontaine made an inspec-

tion and report. On March 20, the Chief Operating Officer submitted the report

with his comments, recommending that warning signs should be placed on the

highway, 300 feet on each side of the crossing.

On March 31, 1925, the Secretary of the Board wrote to the city drawing
attention to that dangerous crossing, and to the inadequacy of the protective

devices ordered by the Board's Order No. 25486, and stating the recommenda-
tions of the Chief Operating Officer.

The city replied by an application dated May 27, 1925, requesting the

Board to direct the Canadian Pacific Railway to install, maintain and operate

gates, at its own expense.

The railway answered, on June 22, 1925, recognizing the necessity for some
additional protection, and submitting that a modern bell and wigwag would
meet all requirements.

It also added that, notwithstanding the seniority of the highway over the

railway, the additional protection being rendered necessary by the increased

automobile and other traffic on the highway, the cost should be borne by the

city at least to the extent of 50 per cent, after deducting the contribution from
the Grade Crossing Fund.
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To this, the city rqilied on OctoIxT 27, stating that bell and wigwags would
not offer efficient protection, and n^itcrating that the wliole cost should be borne
by the railway.

The case was then set down for hearing, and was heard at Montreal, on
January 7, 1926, before the Cliief Commissioner, Mr. Commissioner Boyce and
myself.

The record of the proceedings is to be found in volume 449, at pages 138
and following.

There appeared on behalf of the city of Montreal, W. H. Butler, Esq., K.C.,

and Alderman Alfred Legault, and on behalf of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
E. P. Flintoft, Esq.

Mr. Butler said the following (Record, page 138) :

—

" This is an application for gates at the Boulevard Gouin crossing

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, in Bordeaux ward of the city of Mont-
real. We ask that the entire cost of the protection whether installation,

operation or maintenance, be paid by the company. The company in

their reply have admitted that additional protection is necessary. At
present there is a bell.

" We do not agree as to the protection or as to the cost of protection.

The company submit that wigwag signals with the bell are sufficient.

We say, they are not, and that gates, are necessary. They say also that

a Contribution should be made from the Railway Grade Crossing Fund
for the installation of whatever protection is ordered there, 25 per cent.

Of course, we agree with them on that. But they say we should pay
fifty per cent of the balance of the cost of installation and they pay fifty;

and each 50 per cent of the cost of maintenance and operation.

" Commissioner Boyce: I suppose this is a very heavily travelled

road?

Mr. Butler: Yes sir.. . . We filed with our application a large

plan and we have also filed a count of the traffic. . . The count is

made from seven in the morning of each day, and on April 17, for

instance, there were 951 vehicles went over. And in the 12 hours there

were 29 trains, 951 vehicles and 1,129 pedestrians. On the following day
there were 1,081 vehicles and 1,420 pedestrians and 29 trains. The fol-

lowing day was a Sunday. Of course you will notice the vehicular traffic

increased to 1,274, and the pedestrian traffic also slightly increased.

There were less trains: fourteen. We have no count of the traffic in the

summer months but I would respectfully submit that the traffic must be
much heavier in the summer months because as the Board knows, the

suburban train service or tlic train service to summer resorts in the

mountains on the Ste. Agathe line, the north shore line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and also the trains to Quebec, and in that direction

—

for instance in the summer months the Canadian Pacific Railway have
their Empress trains to meet their boats at Quebec, which are very fast

trains, and also other trains, so I respectfully submit that the traffic

would be considerably greater in the summer months at this crossing

both on the highway and on the railway. . .

At page 141, Mr. Butler, after stating why wigwags and bells offered inade-

quate protection, added:

—

" In addition you have the noise of the bell ringing which is not a
thing I think that should be adopted in a city, where there are a lot of

people residing close to the crossing; they are continually disturbed by
the ringing of this bell and also the whistling of the engines. . . The
practice is, as I understand, to whistle as they approach a crossing like
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that. That is also an inconvenience, and to be avoided, if possible, in

the city where the area is built up."

And Alderman Alfred Legault being heard (Record, p. 150), concurred in

that statement, and added:

—

The Gouin Boulevard has a tremendous traffic. . . It is the

national highwa}^ between Montreal and Ottawa, and between Montreal

and Toronto, and on a Sunday there passes there between 7,000 and

8,000 machines, and on a Saturday between 5,000 and 6,000. I, myself,

have counted on a Sunday 200 cars in twenty minutes. I was tired

enough after counting them that I stopped at the end of twenty minutes.

. . . I speak of automobiles; they are almost all closed cars which

pass by there, and for persons in a closed car, that bell which is there is

not much protection.

Now, there are two curves, one curve on each side of the railway.

On the one side, at 700 feet, and on the other side at 500 feet, and on

account of those curves, you cannot see the railroad at all. Even, if you
placed a wigwag, in the summer time with the trees, and the Gouin
Boulevard has trees from one end to the other, and the branches reach-

ing to the middle of the street, it would not be possible for the driver of

an automobile to see this railroad for a greater distance than 500 feet.

And besides all that, there is our climate which is a cause of

danger. The day before yesterday, I was returning home at one o'clock

in the morning. It was raining. I ought to tell you that I am well

acquainted with that locality as I pass there four times a day. How-
ever, it was raining. I saw nothing and heard nothing, when all at once

I perceived that there was a train approaching. Fortunately, I am accus-

tomed, I thought about it in time, and I put on my brakes in time, but
for some one who was not familiar, it might have been otherwise."

That evidence is not contradicted.

A dangerous situation is revealed by a report of our inspector, concurred
in by the Chief Operating Officer, and is admitted by the city and the railway.

I am siatisfied that in view of the number of closed cars that pass at that
crossing, and our frequent unfavourable climatic conditions, bells and wigwags
would hardly be adequate to protect the public.

Although there is a duty cast upon every user of the highway to take ordi-

nary precautions, to use auditory and visionar}^ senses, and observe signals and
warnings, people travelling on a highway in a city must also, in my opinion, be
protected against their own negligence.

When gates come down, they have to stop, and the accident is avoided.

With bells and wigwags, with windows closed, when it is raining or cold, the
driver does not hear the bell, does not see the signal, and the accident occurs.

The Railway Act imposes upon the Board the duty of making orders for

the protection, safety and convenience of the public. (Railway Act, section

257 (1).)

In this case, the inadequacy of the existing protective appliances- is appar-
ent and admitted. The only effective change would be the installation of gates.

I am therefore of the opinion that an order should issue ordering the rail-

way company to install gates to be operated day and night from the 1st of June
to the 1st of November, and from 6 o'clock a.m. to 10 o'clock p.m. from the

1st of November to the 1st of June, each year.

In this case, the seniority of the highway over the railway is admitted, but

the additional protection is rendered necessary by the very much increased

traffic over the highway. It would, in my opinion, be unfair to impose upon the

railway the whole burden of protecting the vehicular traffic.

20943—li
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The Board should give a contribution out of the Railway Grade Crossing
Fund of 25 per cent of the cost of the construction and installation of the gates,

and the remainder of the said cost should be borne equally by the railway
company and by the city of Montreal.

The cost of maintenance, including the wages of the gatemcn, and all other

expenses should also be borne equally by the city and the railway company.
The gates should be erected and in operation by June 1 next.

Ottawa, March 16, 1926.

Chief Commissioner McKeown concurred.

Commissioner Boyce:

I was not impressed by the evidence at the hearing, nor by what is on file

before the Board, with the necessity for the installation of gates at this cross-

ing, as suitable protection.

The complaint did not originate from the municipality, but through an
Inspector of the Board who was authorized, upon his own suggestion, to make
an examination of the crossing, wliich he suggested was congested, and which
report is now on file, dated January 10, 1925. The Inspector's conclusions,

concurred in by the Chief Operating Officer of this Board, were that the present

protection by bell, with the restricted speed of the trains, gave fairly good pro-

tection and only three recommendations were made, viz: (a) advance warning
signs on the highway; (b) a slow order against westbound traffic of 10 miles

per hour; and (c) the addition of a wigw^ag to the present bell.

The evidence showed that the eastbound traffic is controlled by full stop

at signal No. 99, situated about 100 feet east of the station and only a few feet

from the crossing. It is also apparent that trains coming in the oposite direc-

tion make a similar stop across the bridge; then, as they come over this cross-

ing, their speed even though the trains do not stop at Bordeaux cannot easily

exceed 20 to 25 miles per hour, and it is recommended as part of the protection

suggested and endorsed by the Chief Operating Officer of the Board, that this

speed be reduced to 10 miles per hour.

No accident is reported at this crossing since July 29, 1918, when an auto

truck returning from Cartiervnlle, in charge of one Ernest Rowe, was struck by
a train. After examination, the Inspector's report of that accident, dated Sep-
tember 11, 1918, shows that the cause of the accident was the carelessness of

the driver of the motor truck.

The present protection by bell was installed upon the application of the

railway company, dated August 7, 1916, upon which, after inspection and
report, Order No. 25486, dated October 2, 1916, was made for the installation

of a bell.

At the time that the above order was made, the returns of highway and
train traffic show that the train traffic was heavier on an average at that time
than it is now for the period shown. In 1916 the train movements over this

crossing amounted to 83, while the average train traffic for the 48 hours—6 a.m.

June 8 to 6 a.m. June 10, 1925—is reduced to 69-5. The pedestrian traffic in

1916 would be less than it now is, and by reason of the creation of the road into

a provincial highway and the advent of the motor car, the vehicular traffic has
very considerably increased.

The installation of crossing gates costs, roughly, $4,000, and for main-
tenance $4,000 per annum, which is a serious expenditure when capitalized.

The policy and judgments of this Board for many years has been to order gates

as a form of protection at highway grade crossings, primarily, at very con-

gested street crossings in crowded cities. The suggested order for installation

of gates at this crossing cannot but break down the many precedents estab-

lished over a number of years by this Board in this respect, and to virtually
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over-ride judgments and decisions of the Board in other cases where, with traii^

traffic much heavier than in the present case, the Board has, for the reasons set

forth in its judgments from time to time, regarded gate protection as unsuit-

able in the various instances in which it was applied. I am not in favour of

breaking down such precedents and over-riding such decisions of this Board
upon questions of principle, without exceptional circumstances being apparent,

and, after careful and anxious examination I am unable to find that such except

tional circumstances exist in this case.

It is true that the return of highway and train traffic show a congested

crossing, and doubtless a necessity for further protection, to the cost of instal-,

lation and maintenance of which the city must be called upon to contribute. I,

do not think that under the conditions presented in the evidence, gate protec-

tion is the most suitable for the conditions involved.

With the train traffic much reduced from that in 1916 the responsibility,

for congestion of the highway traffic must rest upon the municipality—the

applicant—and as regards the congestion of traffic at this point and the alleged

inadequacy of protection by bell and wigwag as a protective device Tecom-
mended by the expert operating officials of the Board, I would point out that

there are many crossings protected by bell and wigwag signals with highway
warning signs 300 feet on each side of the crossing which are in use to-day, and
which afford ample protection against highway traffic where such highway
traffic is twice as heavy as the traffic at this crossing. My view is, in accord-
ance with the recommendations of the expert operating officials of the Board,
and having regard to the policy of the Board as indicated, and to the desirabil-

ity of not creating a precedent, which might be found subsequently to be
unjustified, that installation of bell and wigwag signals at this crossing bonded
2,000 feet in each direction, the erection of highway warning signs by the muni-
cipality, on each side of the crossing and 300 feet therefrom, and the restriction

of the speed of westbound train traffic to 10 miles per hour at this crossing,

would be adequate protection for the present and all that the Board would be
justified in im^posing upon the railway company and the municipality, as to

cost of installation and maintenance.
The following cases may be referred to, the first one of which is a case

where an order for gates was rescinded in favour of the more suitable form of

protection at that point, of bell and wigwag signal:

—

C.N.R. vs. City of Belleville—27 C.R.C. 372;

CP.R. et al vs. Ontario Department of Highways—28 C.R.C, p. 10, and
cases there referred to.

Although the highway traffic is heavy, for which the municipality must take
its adequate share of responsibility, there is a duty cast upon every user of the
highway, as has been pointed out in many of the decisions of the Board to take
ordinary precautions to use auditory and visionar^^ signs and observe signals

and warnings.

The only accident that is reported at this crossing has been caused, as the
Board's officers report, by non-observance of that duty.

I would make an order for the establishment of bell and wigwag signals.

The limitation to 10 miles per hour of speed against westbound trains at the
crossing and the placing of the highway warning boards, as above mentioned,
to be erected by the railway company and in use by the first day of July next.

The cost of installation to be borne—25 per cent out of the Railw^ay Grade
Crossing Fund, and the balance of the cost of construction to be divided equally
betw^een the railway company and the city applicant, and maintenance to be
borne equally by the railway company and the applicant.

Ottawa, April 27, 1920.
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ORDER No. 37532

In the matter oj Order of the Board No. 37467, dated April 10, 1926, suspend-

ing Item SSO-A oj Supplement No. ^5 to Agent Ransom's all-rail tariff

C.R.C. No. 110.

File No. 26848.24

Tuesday, the 20th day of April, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeowi^^, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner. ,

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

U])on its appearing; that a similar item has been publislicd by Agent Ransom
in Supplement No. 17 to rail and water tariff C.R.C. No. Ill

—

The Board orders: That item No. 270-A in Supplement No. 17 to the

Canadian Freight Association Tariff, C.R.C. No. Ill, issued by Agent G. C.

Ransom, effective May 10, 1926, be, and it is hereby, suspended pending a

hearing by the Board.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37540

In the matter of the eomplaint of Woodward's Limited and the Retail Mer-
chants' Association of Canada against the proposed advance in the rate

on perfumes, as covered b]/ Item No. 300-A of Supplement 3 to the Cana-
dian Freight Association Tariff C.R.C. No. 256, effective May 1, 1926.

File No. 34439

Friday, the 20th day of April, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is alleged in support of the complaints,

—

The Board orders: That the said Item No. 300-A of Supplement 3 to Cana-
dian Freight Association Tariff C.R.C. No. 256, in so far as the same advances
the rate on perfumes, be, and it is hereby, suspended, pending a hearing by the

Board.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 37572

In the matter of the complaints of the Boards of Trade of Moose Jaw, Brandon,

Winnipeg, Vancouver, Saskatoon, Prince Albert, Battleford, and North
Battleford, the Medicine Hat Chamber of Commerce, Western Grocers

Limited, the Department of Railways and Telephones of Alberta, the

Government of the Province of Saskatchewan, Kelly, Douglas & Com-
pany, Limited, J. L. Trumbull, J. D. D. Broom, and Braid, Tuck & Com-
pany against Item 250-A in Supplement No. 21 to Agent Thompsons
Tariff C.R.C. No. 1^1 , which eliminates special commodity import rate on
tea from Vancouver to points in Western Canada.

File No. 34552

Monday, the lOth clay of May, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the complaints and on behalf of

the Canadian Freight Association; and upon the report and recommendation of

its Chief Traffic Officer,—

The Board orders: That the said item 250-A in Supplement No. 21 to Cana-
dian Freight Association Tariff C.R.C. No. 47, issued by Agent F. W. Thompson,
be, and it is hereby, suspended pending hearing by the Board.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

April 26, 1926.

CIRCULAR No. 210

Re form of consent given by Municipalities, or other corporate bodies, upon
application to the Board

File No. 429.6

I am directed to point out that the attention of the Board has been drawn
to a certain laxity that has crept into the form of consent given by municipali-
ties or other corporate bodies upon applications to this Board. That such con-
sent is often given only in writing upon a plan on which is the signature of the

mayor, the secretary-treasurer, or the municipal engineer, whereas a body
politic cannot give its consent otherwise than by a resolution or a by-law.

I am, therefore, directed by the Board to call the railway companies' atten-

tion to this matter and to request that they show cause why an order of the
Board should not issue to the effect that in future when the consent of such
municipalities or bodies corporate is necessary it should be furnished to the
Board in the form of a resolution or a by-law.

By order of the Board,

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary.
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ORDER No. 37601

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Freight Association, on behalf

of the railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of the Board, for
approval of proposed Supplement No. 2 to Canadian Freight Classification

No. 17. File No. 33365.60

Monday, the 10th day of May, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon its appearing that the said supplement has been issued to provide for
a reduction from second to third class in the less than carload rating on lard
compounds or substitutes, N.O.I.B.N., other than dry, in metal cans in barrels,
boxes or crates, said rating of second class having been published in error in
Supplement No. 1 to Canadian Freight Classification No. 17,

—

The Board orders: That the said Supplement No. 2 to Canadian Freight
Classification No. 17 be, and it is hereby, approved.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37650

In the matter of the Order of the Board No. 37195, dated December 31, 1925,
suspending, pending a hearing by the Board, certain supplements to tariffs

of the Canadian National, Canadian Pacific, Quebec Central Railway
Companies, affecting change in the rates on newsprint paper, in carloads,
fro7n various shipping points to Clarksville, Knoxville, Memphis, and
Nashville, Tennessee. File No. 24602.11

Friday, the 21st day of May, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Conunissimier.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa, Feb-
ruary 2, 1926, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of the Canadian
National, Canadian Pacific, and Quebec Central Railway companies; the

63
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Canada Paper Company, Limited; Canadian Export Paper Company, Limited;
Hrompton Pulp and Paper Company, Limited; Ivaurcntide Company, Limited;
l^rice Bros. & Company, Limited; Donnacona Paper Company, Limited;

Howard Smith Paper Mills, ]>imited; Port Alfred Pulp and Paper Corporation;
St. ALiurice Valley Corporation (Belgo Division); Traffic Bureau of Nasliville,

Tennessee; Canadian International Paper Company, E. B. Eddy Company,
J. R. Booth Company, J.imited, and the Canadian Freight ^Association, and what
was alleged; and up(ni the report imd recommendation of its Chief Traffic

Officer,

—

The Board orders: That Sui)])lement No. 2 to Canadian National Railways
Tariff C.R.C. No. E-976; Supplement No. 2 to Canadian Pacific Tariff C.R.C.
No. E-4196; Supplement No. 2 to Quebec Central Raihvay Tariff C.R.C. No.
922; and Supplement No. 2 to Quebec Central Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. 921,

in so far as they proposed to change the rates on newsprint paper, in carloads,

from various shipping points to Clarksville, Knoxville, Memphis, and Nashville,

Temiessee, be, and they arc hereby, disallowed.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

Re Demurrage Penalties assessed by the Canadian Car Demurrage Bureau under

General Orders Nos. 201 and 349

File No. 1700

The following tables present in summarized form the reports of the Canadian
Car Demurrage Bureau covering car demurrage charges assessed for the year
1925.

(Note.—First two days over free time, $1 per day; three days or more, $5
per day.)

EASTERN CANADA

Number Number Number Number
Total released held over held held 3

Month, 1925 cars within % free /o under 3 % days or %
handled free time days over more over

time free time free time

January 168,410 158.356 94 03 10,054 5-97 8,123 4-82 1,931 115
February 168,426 157,377 93-44 11,049 6-56 8,561 5-08 2,4ft8 1-48

182,280 170,596 93-59 11,684 6-41 8,978 4-93 2,706 1-48

171,857 161,717 94 1 10, 140 5-9 8,176 4-75 1,964 115
185,442 175,020 94-38 10,422 5-62 8,,589 4-63 1,833 0-99

June 196,530 184,876 94-07 11,654 5-93 9,274 4-72 2,380 1-21

July 202,676 190,090 93-79 12,586 6-21 9,880 4-88 2,706 1-33
195,013 182,006 93 33 13,007 6-67 10,121 519 2,886 1-48

200,058 186,834 93-39 13,224 6-61 10,390 5- 19 2,834 1-42

October 225,023 210,622 93-6 14,401 6-4 11,332 5-04 3,069 1-36

210,479 196,651 93-43 13,828 6-57 10,619 504 3,209 1-.53

Dcf-einber 187,832 172,862 92-03 14,970 7-97 11,642 6- 19 3,328 1-78

191,169 178,918 93-59 12,252 6-41 9,640 504 2,611 1-.37

21814
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WESTERN CANADA

Month, 1925

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Monthly average

Number Number Number Number
Total released held over held held 3

cars within % free % under 3 % days or %
handled free time days over more over

time free time free time

92, 115 86,524 93 • 93 5,591 6-07 4,739 514 852 0-93
78,437 73,582 93-81 4,855 6-19 4, 116 5-25 739 0-94
80,684 76, 190 94-43 4, 494 5-57 3,821 4-73 673 0-84

69,508 66,456 95-61 3,052 4-39 2,545 3-66 507 0-73

62,007 59,366 95-74 2,641 4-26 2,194 3-54 447 0-72

63,895 60,937 95-37 2,958 4-63 2,368 3-7 590 0-93
73,665 70,217 95 - 32 3,448 4-68 2 , 857 3-88 591 0-80
67,394 64,179 95-23 3,215 4-77 2,658 4-00 557 0-77

151,885 146,660 96-56 5,225 3-44 4,276 2-81 949 0-63

159,920 153,203 95-80 6,717 4-20 5,737 3-59 980 0-61

180,325 171,705 95-22 8,620 4-78 7,287 4-02 1,333 0-76

151,520 145,232 95-85 6,288 4-15 5,343 3-53 945 0-62

102,613 97,854 95-36 4,759 4-63 3,995 3-88 764 0-75

R. RICHARDSON,
Assistant Secretary and Registrar,

B.R.C.

Ottawa, May 19, 1926.
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Dangerous Practices of Motorists, Drivers of Other Vehicles, and of Pedestrians,

at Railway Crossings

Files Nos. 45.8.1, 45.8.2 and 45.8.3.

In many cases accidents at highway crossings are due to the negligence of

those driving automobiles and other vehicles, and of pedestrians. This negli-

gence is found both at unprotected and protected crossings.

The Canadian National Railway lines, from May 25, 1925, to May 12,

1926, show 124 cases where there was danger at protected crossings due to

the negligence of those using the crossings.

The Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo lines, from July 16, 1925, to October

25, 1925, show 5 cases.

The Canadian Pacific Railway lines, from February 1, 1925, to January 31,

1926, show 239 cases of danger practices by automobile drivers; 496,026 cases

of pedestrians, and 38,850 cases of bicycles, passing under lowered gates.

iNotwithstanding safety devices and cautionary signals, people take chances
and disregard safety. Motor accidents are becoming more frequent. Every
sane motorist deplores this. If accidents are to be lessened, the sane motorist

must educate the culpably negligent motorists, some of whose actions are

recorded in the following lists.

The Board hopes that the press will give as much publicity as possible to

what is covered in the statement, with the hope that it may educate motor
drivers and others to be more careful at crossings.

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY LINES

Date Tim( Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1925
May 25 4.27 p.m

" 28 1.15 p.m

" 30 3.15 a.m

June 4
" 13

8.30 a.m
6.20 p.m

" 14 1.30 p.m

" 19 5.30 p.m

" 20 4.30 p.m

Dufferin St., Trenton

Leclair St.,

Maisonneuve.
Stobie Rd. Crossing,
Sudbury. ,

Orleans St., Montreal.
Forrest St., Parry
Sound

.

Laframboise St.,

St. Hyacinthe.
East Main St.,

Welland.
John St., Aylmer,

Ont.

233-045

270165.

27304.

.

252-393

20883..

13C536.

67

Fast driving and passing 2 vehicles at
excessive speed.

Left truck standing too close to Station
platform

.

Drove into side of train.

Ran into side of engine.
Car ran into van steps.

Crossing in front of coming engine
despite signal to stop.

Ran into gates.
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CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY hlNK^Continued

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1925
1 9.30 p.m.

10.10 p.m.
7.10 p.m.

6 12.05 a.m.

4 10.30 p.m.
10 1.50 p.m.

14 .

;

10.25 a.m.

21 1.30 p.m.

23 3.30 p.m.
29 9.00 a.m.

8, ,. 9.35 a.m.
10 10.35 a.m.
11 3.50 p.m.

15 8.30 p.m. .

.

17 4.47 p.m. .

.

17 10.30 a.m. .

.

«
It

17 3.50 p.m..

.

((
3.30 p.m. .

.

bept.
<<

1

4

1.10 p.m. .

.

11.55 a.m. .

.

«
10 12.30 p.m. .

.

«
12
19

11.50 a.m..

.

U.rtv a. Ill . . .

13

13, . ,

,

1.10 p.m. .

.

10.15 p.m...

<(

15
16

1.50 p.m. .

.

8.45 a.m...

(<

<(

16

19

12.03 p.m...
2.15 a.m...

((
21 8.15 p.m...

«
<<

<<

«

21

24
25
25

9.10 a.m. .

.

2.10 p.m...
6.19 p.m. .

.

9.20 a.m. .

.

26 8.35 p.m..

.

30 5..30 p.m..

.

Oct. 4

4

10.40 p.m. .

.

7.40 p.m. .

.

((

<(

5

6

7.30 a.m...
2.45 p.m..

.

<<
10 4.30 p.m...

11 3.14 a.m..

.

«
12 10.07 a.m..

.

13 7.50 a.m..

.

Pinnacle St.,

Belleville.

Jones Ave., Toronto...
Lauricr Ave., Levis..

.

Dundas St., Tansley,
Ont.

Descry St., Montreal
Walker Rd.,
Walkcrv'iUe.

First crossing North of

King Station, Ont.
Lansing Crossing, M.

12-8, Bala Subdiv-
ision.

Queen St., Ottawa
Ontario St., Cobourg..

Dundas St., Trenton.

.

Martins Siding, Ont..

.

First Crossing West of

L'Orignal Station.
Ont.

Prefontaine St.,

Montreal.
First Crossing West of

Joliette, Que.
William St.,

Chatham.
Essa St., Allandale
Huron St.,

Newmarket.
Crossing 2i miles W. of

Wendover.
Hastings, Ont
King St., Cobourg

Notre Dame St.,

Victoriaville.

George St., Brantford
King St. North,
Weston.

Hastings, Ont
Walker Rd.,

Walkerville.
Hastings, Ont
Dundas St., Trenton.

.

West St., Brantford..

.

Queen St.,

Riverdale.
St. Clair Ave.,
Brampton Subd.

Selby Rd., Napanoe..
Main St., Hamilton...
King St., Sherbrooke.
Walton St.,

Port Hope.
Pie IX Blvd., Maison-
neuve.

Brant St., Burlington.

Queen St., Chatham..
Kingston Road, Co-
bourg.

Walton St., Port Hope
Laframboise St., St.
Hyacinthe.

Dundas St., Trenton..

First Public Crossing
East of Port Credit.

Detour crossing West
of Merriton Yard

Detour crossing West
of Merriton Yard.

827.

49095..
85763..
82-289.

14330..
24-329.

C 30930.

59-887..

113-613.

286886..

229643...
C.29-445.
115845...

Taxi No. 83.

179-342.

62-606..

50-601.

72400..

145761.,
6-08-11

3.233...
102-800.

231-988.
231-835.

146-999.

56894...

69^74..

237-447.

F 3622..
219-826.

73636 & 62894.

84-703

280561.

91-353.

69218..

202-414.

126521..

132-457.

129-829.

Ran into gates.

Reckless driving, di.srcgardcd signal.

Ran into gates.
Attempted crossing ahead of train.

Ran over track into outer gate.
Drove under gates while being lowered.

Fouled track ahead of train.

Attempted crossing ahead of train.

Ran into gates.
Deliberately passing signalling flag-

man.
Crossing despite stop signal.

Did not notice train coming.
Drove into side of train.

Ran through half open gate into outer
closed gate.

Drove team in front of passing train.

Ran through gates.

Skidded into gates.

Drove horse through crossing despite
signalman's effort to stop him.

Truck driven in front of train.

Failed to observe signals.

Ran past signal when train was close
to crossing.

Ran into North gate when down.

Excessive speed approaching gates.

Drove by stop signal.

Driving by stop signal.

Driving by stop signal.

Driving at high speed disregarded stop
signal.

Ran into gates when down.
Reckless driving through both gates.

Reckless driving while under influence

of liquor.

Disregarded stop signal.

Broke through gates while down.
Disregarded stop signal.

Car towing another, driven over cross-

ing ahead of train.

Approaching gate at high speed, unable
to stop in time.

Broke through north gate.

Ran into closed gate.

Disregarded stop signal.

Defective brakes preventing stop at
signal.

Failed to heed signal to stop.

Refused to stop at signal.
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CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY LINES—Con«t«ue(i

Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Prartice

yJct. 16 o..)l> a.iu

.

6.38 a.m.
18 1.00 a.m.
19 11.30 a.m

22 5.35 p.m

.

22 12.10 p.m.

<<
31 4.50 p.m.

Nov 6 2.20 p.m.

"
7 2.20 p.m.
8 5.10 a.m.

13. 4.50 a.m.

1 "I o.oo p.m.

14 9.50 a.m.
14 10.30 a.m.

17 11.43 a.m.

18 12.13 p.m.

25 9.15 a.m.
3.00 p.m

.

Dec. 3. 4.50 p.m.

7 2.25 p.m.
i(

8 7.00 p.m.

o b.uo p.m

.

c 4.00 p.m

.

9 6.45 p.m.

12 12.50 p.m.
<<

13, 8.50 p.m.

<(
14,

,

1.57 p.m.

14 6.30 p.m.
17 8.01 a.m.
21 8.14 p.m.

25 2.10 a.m.
29 12.45 p.m.
30 6.15 p.m.

1926
Jan. 3

" 6

12 noon
4.50 p.m

" 8
" 13

7.00 p.m
8.40 a.m

" 13 4.05 p.m

" 23
" 25

9.15 p.m
1.15 p.m

" 25 10.30 a.m

" 26 6.10 p.m

.25 p.m.

First Crossing South
of Tottenham.

Eastern Ave., Toronto
Orillia Road, Wa.shago
Dundas Street, Tren-

ton.

Pie IX Avenue, Mais
onneuve.

Devonshire Road,
Walkerville.

Deser>' St., Montreal.
Cannon St., Hamilton.

West St., Brantford
Queen St., Riverdale.

Bathurst St., River
dale.

Laframboise St., St.

Hyacinthe.
Queen St., Ottawa.

.

Descry St., Montreal

Public Crossing, Mile
39.1 Westport Subd.

College St., Lennox-
ville.

George St., Brantford.
Adelaide St., London.
Strachan Ave., Tor-
onto.

George St., Brantford.
Devonshire Road,
Walkerville.

Prefontaine Street,

Montreal.

Ontario Street, Mon-
treal,

Moreau St., Montreal.

King St., Waterloo...
Moreau St., Montreal.

Maitland St., London,
Ont.

Main St., Hamilton..

.

King St., Weston
Huron-Ontario St.,

Port Credit.
Queen St., Chatham..
King St., Waterloo.. .

Clarence St., London
East.

Main St., Glenco
Rectory St., London
East.

Queen St., Chatham.
Chambly St., Mon-

West St., Brantford..

.

Queen St., Chatham.

.

Centre Road, Port
Credit.

Waterloo St., London.

Richmond St., London
East.

Richmond St., Lon-
don East.

C. 7-830.

C-3 1-820.

229-643.

.

104-695.

H. 3470.

78-146..

143-298.

9880....

1-008.

69218.

294-959.
27255..

.

24.5874.

C-204-63.
C-6-968..
26-035. .

.

186105.

Fire truck No.
13.

23097.

157394.

60517..

89-420.

75-558..
119-115.
12-471..

176-641,
158-261

,

137-271.

280981

.

88-545.

577. ..

24928.

65-791.

202-723.

C-7-673.

88-919..

97-137..

283-996.

Drove horse across track despite
warning.

Did not notice lowering of gates.
Ran over track and struck side of train.

Crossing against board when train was
ba(;king up.

Drove truck ahead of approaching train

Drove under gates while being lowered.

Broke through gates.
Passed both flagmen who were on

crossing.
Ran into gates when going down.
Ran through S.W. Gates 2 minutes
after closing.

Reckless driving.

Disregarding Stop Signal.

Ran through East gate.
Did not notice lowered gate and backed

through same.
Fast driving in front of passing train.

Lifting gate to pass under.

Ran through gates when down.
Ran into S.E. gates when down.
Reckless driving.

Slippery pavement unable to stop.
Drove through both gates.

Came over crossing before South gates
were lowered and broke through
North gate.

Bank truck drove over crossing at high
speed and broke gate.

Approaching at high speed could not
stop and skidded.

Car ran into gate while being lowered.
Skidded when brake applied while
approaching at crossing.

Failed to heed warning to stop.

Disregarding signal to stop.

Ran through gate while being lowered.
Ignoring watchman's signal.

Ran through North gate when down.
Ran through South gate at great speed.
Driving through gates when down.

Car skidded into gate.
Driving through gates after same had
been lowered.

Running through North gates.

Drove through lowered gates.

Driver stepping on gas instead of brake,
running through gates.

Failed to notice gate down.
Disregarding watchman's signal.

Driving under gates as they were being
lowered.

Driving onto crossing when one set of

gates were down and the other being
lowered.

Turning around on tracks.

22642—3
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CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY hlNE^Concludcd

Tim( Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Pi^ictice

Feb. 2 8.15 p.m.

3. .., 8.00 a.m.

6 7.05 p.m.
8 9.47 a.m.

11 7.50 p.m.

16 4.25 p.m.

a
16, 10.05 p.m.

U
16 8.20 a.m.

<( 1 7 o.ou p.m

.

,< 10 4.15 p.m

.

2.00 p.m.
110 L.L\j p.m

.

16 9.35 p.m.

31 3.40 p.m.

April 1 6.55 p.m.

13 3.58 p.m.
19 9.05 a.m.

(( 20 8.15 a.m.
21 7.30 p.m.

K
24 12.40 a.m.
29, 4.28 p.m.

It
30 12.55 p.m.

May 1 2.30 p.m.

1 1.45 p.m.

3

8 11.00 a.m.

11 8.00 a.m.

5.10 p.m.

Adelaide St., London
East.

Wellington St., Ham-
ilton.

Talbot St., London. .

.

Centre Road, Port
Credit.

Dovon.shire Road,
\Valker\'ille,

King St., Weston

300-098.

C9-295.

98-773.
7-060..

Walker Road,
Walkerville.

Devonshire Road,
Walkerv'ille.

Devonshire Road,
W^alkerville.

Centre, Road, Port
Credit.

King St., Cobourg. . .

.

King St., Sherbrookc.

Devonshire Road,
Walkervnile.

Front St., Orillia

117-551..

324-65. .

.

M-924. .

.

C-3(>-387.

112-962..

53-587. .

.

C-8-683.
31418...

214-669.

King St., Sherbrooke

Walton St., Port Hope
Queen St., Chatham
John St., W'eston
Devonshire Road,
Walkerville.

W'est St., Brantford..
Pie IX Bldv. Mon-

treal .

Devonshire Road,
Walkerville.

Adelaide St.,

London.
Adelaide St.,

London.
Marysville, Ont

835F.

284301..
209-244.

280027.

169-217..

H-59748.

Queen St., Chatham.

.

Eastern Ave.,
Toronto.

West Street,
Brantford

.

C-30-419.

104-835..

C-1 7-125.

280-916..

203-816.

.

65-536. .

.

166-520..

Driving into gates after being lowered.

Drove along track 100 feet and turned
over tracks in front of train.

Ran through lowered gates.
Cros.'^ing in front of freight train disre-
garding signal.

Drove through gates while being
lowered

.

Drove through gates while being low-
ered .

Ran into closed gates.

Running into gate after it was lowered.

Running into gate after it was lowered.

Ignored stop signals.

Disregarding stop signals.

Ran into North gate before it had time
to be lifted.

Unable to stop in time account slippery
pavement.

Horses became excited ran through
gates.

Ran through gates while same were
down.

Disregarded stop signal.

Driving under gates when down.
Ran into closed gates.

Ran into gates.

.

Auto came downhill and struck gate.
Attempted to drive ahead of train.

Driving through gate after it was
lowered.

Ignored warning of signalman and was
in front of engine.

Did not heed warning and crossed in

front of passenger train.

Drove on to track from the south and
stalled.

Car skidded 26 feet and crashed
through gate when it was down.

Reckless driving.

Rushed into gates as same were being
lifted.

Total, 124

TORONTO. HAMILTON AND BUFFALO RAILWAY

Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1.30 p.m.

.

Main St. East, 112-253 Persisted in crossing in front of freight
Hamilton. train despite stop signals.

9.15 a.m. . . Main St. East, 83-059 Auto unable to stop account poor brake
Hamilton. service.

2.20 p.m.. . Ferguson Ave., C 10-246 Driver disregarded stop signal.

Hamilton.
9.15 p.m.

.

James Street, 53-436 Broke through S. E. gate account poor
Hamilton. eye sight.

6.45 p.m.

.

James Street, 28-619 Raining, could not see gates, broke
Hamilton. through same.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
EASTERN LINES

New Brunswick District

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1925
Mar. 4... 5.30 p.m..

.

Jackman Station,
Maine.

Snowm o b i 1 e,

cannot say
license N o .

Owned and
operated by
A. Tewkes-
bury, Supt.
Denniston
Power Co.,
Jackman, Me.

Ran snowmobile up main line about I
mile and then took road for return
trip. Man advised that this practice
must be discontinued.

Quebec District

Feb. 17...

Mar. 20...

Feb.-Mar.-
Apr.

10.35 p.m..

.

6.45 p.m..

.

Chelsea Rd. Crossing
Hull West.

Busy crossings on Que
District.

Ont. 205-267. . .

.

Quebec. N o .

unknown.

Ran through crossing gates when down.

Pedestrians passing under gates, which is

apparently an almost universal pract-
ice and occurs daily.

Ontario District

1.45 p.m.

12.00 a.m.

8.30 p.m.

7.35 a.m.

5.35 p.m.

1.10 p.m.

7.05 p.m.

5.30 p.m.

8.50 a.m.

2.00 p.m.

George St., Peterboro

Queen St., Chatham..

Hurontario St. Gait
SD.

Allans Bridge Cross-
ing, Guelph.

W'aterloo St., London.

Adelaide St., London.

Waterloo St., London.

Waterloo St., London.

Centre St., Chatham

C. 21035.

Gerald Conroy
owner.

146-725.

111-79.

87-068.

174-016.

Driver failed stop for north gate which
was down; ran into and damaged gate.

Dashed through both gates which were
down for No. 24 and after that train
had started to move out. Broke both
gates.

While gates were down for westbound
freight train auto approached crossing
but failed to stop breaking through
gate, stopping on rails.

Crossing protected by bell but not with-
standing warnings from locomotive
Ford coupe driven by Mr. E. Kemp,
failed to observe train until 60 yards
from crossing and then speeded up to
get over rails ahead of train, rear of

auto being struck by engine, slightly
injuring passenger.

Crossing protected by bell and notwith-
standing whistle signals from engine
of train taxi attempted to cross over
ahead of train resulting in being struck
and injuring driver Bert Shier and
passenger J. Kennedy.

Gates were let down to let light engine
over crossing, boys on wheels rode
under north gate, also broke top of
gate off.

Crossing watchman signalled with red
lamp to stop, but auto failed to observe
signal and crossed over ahead of

approaching passenger train.

While lowering gate for yard engine to
cross a man on bicycle attempted to
cross under gate, using his hand to
spread gate apart breaking tip ofl gate.

While gates were down for yard engine
to cross a Mr. McMahon on a bicycle
attempted to go under gate breaking
end off it.

While gateman was lowering crossing
gate auto unable to stop struck gate
breaking it off.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Con//«ii<'(/

Ontario Distrkt—Concluded

Timv Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

4.33 p.m.

11.18 p.m.

9.15 a.m.
9.50 a.m.
7.55 a.m.
10.40 a.m.
11.00 p.m.

12.35 p.m.

1.35 p.m.

5.20 p.m.

St. Clair Ave., Tor-
onto.

C-5-138 (1924).

C-8-316 (1924).

C-7-899 (1924).
43-136 (1924)...

32-888 (1924)...
1-335 (1924)....

24-444 (1924)..

11-

13-267..

C-7-561.

Ran under gates while being lowered.

East gates had been lowered and west
gate being lowered when auto truck
ran under lowering gate and across four
C.N.R. tracks and stopped just before
reaching C.P.R. trucks. C;.P.R. and
C.N.R. passenger trains approaching
at time.

Ran under gates while being lowered.

Ran througli gate which had been low-
ered, damaging it.

East gate had been lowered and while
the west gate was being let down, east
bound auto ran under unlowered gate
and did not stop until near the inside
of East gate and had to back up to
permit a freight train to pass.

Ran under open gate and lowered gate
had to be raised in order to prevent
gate being run through.

Towerman had lowered east gate and
while low^ering west one, an auto truck
ran up and stopped directly under the
gate so that signalman was unable to
lower it while an engine passed over
the crossing.

During February, March and April pedestrians and
were d

Crossing Pedestrians Bicycles

Bartlett Avenue

—

February 857 393

March 1,.324 648

April 801 302

Dufferin Street

—

2,982 1,,343

February 1,075 253
1,317 402

April 1,341 499

Cherry Street

—

3,733 1,154

February 80 2

March 45
April 106

Peter Street- 231 2

February 26 2

48
April 94

Eastern Avenue

—

168 2

February 504
757 81
635 146

Front Street

—

1,896 227

February 1,778 7
1.859 52
2,061 100

John Street

—

5,698 159

4,.580 92

4,882 85
April 4,285 117

13.747 294

bicycles passed over following crossings while gates
3wn:

—

Crossing Pedestrians Bicycles

Lansdowne Avenue

—

February 11,593 208
March 13,547 400
April 17,534 710

McLennan Avenue

—

42,674 1,318

February 240
March 214 37
April 611 134

Osier Avenue

—

1,065 171

February 5,169 135

March 6,107 245
4,852 327

Royce Avenue

—

16,128 707

10,471 304
March 9,651 279

10,966 276

Symington Avenue

—

31,088 859

4,284 283

March 5,436 640
5,195 968

Trinity Street

—

14,915 1,891

11

9
7

27
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Continued

New Brunswick District

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

May 25...

June 20...

" 20...
" 25

8.40 p.m..

.

9.20 p.m..

.

2.25 p.m..

.

Douglas Ave., St. John

Main Street, Fairville.

(( <(

X 1137

Foreign car
81510

NB 3091

Ran down to gates and was stopped by
shouting and waving of red flag.

Struck gates and put out light but did not
do any damage.

Person by the name of Earle raised gates.
L. A. Sherwood running across the

crossing.

J. S. C'ookson of Calais, Me., ran into
East gate and broke off point.

July 5 . . . 12.30 p.m..

.

81658

Quebec; District

May 18... 1.40 p.m..

.

Chelsea Road, Hull
West.

F-4016

June 18... 11.35 a.m... F-4035

" 18... 6.48 p.m.. .

(< << Ont. 114605

July 11... 10.10 p.m... « <( Que. 34548

May-June-
July.

Motor truck tavelling west ran through
north-east gate breaking gate and
casting. Driver A. Hamon claimed
brakes would not work.

Ran under crossing gates when down and
occupants used their hands to push
them up.

Auto travelling west ran through north-
east gate when gates were down, break-
ing it off near casting.

Auto owner and witness claimed west
gates were dropped in front of his car
and when he had passed east gates all

were up. Signalman was disciplined

but owner was also to some degree at
fault.

Usual number of pedestrians passing
under gates or going around the ends of

gates when they were lowered

.

Ontario District

9.40 p.m.

8.00 p.m.

9.35 p.m.

10.22 p.m.

4.10 p.m.

2.10 p.m.

Richmond St., Lon
don.

Adelaide St., London

Dundas St., Cooks
ville.

Anne St., London

Richmond St., Lon-
don.

Vanstittart St., Wood-
stock.

While gates were down auto driven by
Mr. Cross was unable to stop until it

struck gate, breaking it and also

scraped side of car and fenders.
Driver refused to stop when signalled
with red lamp and crossed tracks in

front of yard engine almost striking
crossing watchman.

Driver in spite of warning signals with
red lamp crossed over tracks in front
of No. 19.

After westbound train had passed, auto
started to pass over tracks in face of

eastbound train, auto being struck and
driver, L. Lapine, injured.

Auto driven by Mrs. R. H. Cunningham
drove under gate while being lowered
although warning bell was ringing.

While gates were down for approaching
train auto ran into gate breaking it off

and had just time to back out or a train

would have struck it.

Warning bell was ringing and two gates
lowered for approaching train when
auto drove under gate about to be
lowered and crossed tracks compelling
gateman to rai.se opposite gate to let

him out.

Auto driven by Mrs. J. F. ^^cDonald
struck side of engine No. 633. Electric

crossing bell was ringing. Brakes on
auto failed to hold.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAlLVfAY—Continued

Ontario Di8trict—Continued

Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

May 2...

19...
4.10 p.m.. .

8.00 a.m. .

.

June 22 . .

.

1 1 . 55 a .m

.

22...

30. .

.

11...

7.43 a.m. .

.

5.45 p.m
2.45 p.m.

30 . 5.20 p.m. . .

July 9..

.

18

1.35 p.m. . .

21

JVlay 1 10.20 a.m. . .

19... 7.29 a.m..

.

4.. . 1.50 p.m. .

.

14 .

.

2.00 p.m. .

.

21..

.

5..35p.m. . .

June 3..

.

11.05 p.m. . .

<(
23. .

.

4.20 p.m. .

.

July 11.. 2.00 p.m. . .

12...

14. .

.

18..

.

28

2.15 p.m. . .

5.25 p.m. . .

2.00 p.m.

June 29.. 5.30 p.m. . .

May 2... 6.50 p.m..

.

<<

<(

14.

.

5.50 p.m . . ,

8.20 a.m..

.

n

May

1. .

.

2...

2...

8...

9..

12.10 p.m . . .

9.13 a.m. . .

12.58 p.m.. .

5.15 p.m. . .

8.00 p.m..

11.

14..

6.00 p.m..

.

1.20 p.m. . .

Richmond Ht., Lon-
don.

St. Clair St., Toronto

88087.

509 motor cycU
8-156

14-989.

King.ston Road, Belle-
ville S.D.

Mileage 13} Highway
crossing. Port Mc-
Nicoll S.D.

Highway crossing near
Whitby Station.

Kingston Road, Belle-
ville S.D.

Ontario St., Kingston.

C'herrj' Street, To-
ronto.

Front Street, Toronto.

C-583.
48-878.

60719..

118624.

165111

Xot secured.
Butcher's de-
livery auto,
Vorona.

238310

45-706.

Waggon.

13-847..

John Street, Toronto..

McLenan Ave., To-
ronto.

Peter Street, Toronto,

Peter Street, Toronto

C 1-643.

50-988.

29-006.

9714. .

.

2,3-636.

30-325.
8321 . .

.

66-417.

1504. .

.

8-984 .

.

5-422..

38-953.

31-371

.

Closed auto drove under gate as it was
being lowered. Driver claimed did
not hear gong ringing or see other gate
was already down.

Lifted and ran umler both gates.
Ran around team standing at gate and
broke 12 feet off gate.

Auto slewed around on wet road and
struck north-east gate with rear end
of car.

Broke south-west gate.
Ran into gate, no damage to same.
Drove on crossing just ahead of No. 19,

auto stalled on track, was struck and
badly damaged, occupants had barely
time to get clear.

Got excited and forgot emergency brake,
then turned auto into ditch to avoid
running into train No. 605. Auto cap-
sized, no one hurt.

Apparently stopped or nearly stopped
auto clear of track then lurched forward
and stopped square on track.

Beat train over the crossing, had narrow
escape.

Drove across track too close to moving
cars. No damage done but escape was
very narrow.

Automobile drove over crossing, disre-

garding stop signal displayed by
watchman.

Disregarded warning displayed by
watchman.

Automobile ran in on crossing after gates
on opposite side of crossing were
lowered.

Dom. Express Co's. truck ran onto cross-

ing after gates on opposite side were
lowered

.

Automobile ran onto crossing after gates
on opposite side were lowered.

Automobile drove onto crossing after

gates were lowered on opposite side.

Ran onto crossing after incoming gate had
been lowered.

Ran on to crossing after gates on oppo.site

side had been lowered.

Ran on to crossing after incoming gates
had been lowered.

Automobile ran into and damaged cross-

ing gates after they had been lowered.
Automobile ran against gates after they
were low^ered—no damage.

Automobile drove over crossing, disre-

garding stop signal displayed by
watchman.

14-018.

.

124-596.
51-170..
.5.V3.32..

5-001 .

.

Automobile drove over crossing, disre-

garding stop signal displayed by
watchman.

9 -.554 .

.

C 5-742.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Continued

Ontario District—Continued

1

Date Time Crossing License No. Dangerous Practice
of Auto

1925
May 15. . . 1 .45 p.m . . . Peter Street, Toronto C8-747 Automobile drove over crossing, disre-

garding stop signal displayed by
watchman, narrowly missing the
watchman.

16. . . 9.03 a.m. .

.

<< <( Automobiles drove over crossing, disre-
16. .

.

1 . 15 p.m. .

.

22-077
J garding stop signal displayed by

watchman, narrowly missing the
watchman.

1 8lo . . . 2.20 p.m. . .

tf
r7-,S24 \ Automobiles drove over crossing, disre-

„ 1 &lo. . . 5.30 p.m. .

.

<< 4-155
j garding stop signal displayed by.

watchman.
1 oly. .

.

1.20 p.m..
(< 45^80 i< it tt

«
2.22 p.m. .

.

1-460
\

a << (>

« on 7.35 p.m. . .

^^ 7-318 /
-21 . . . 12.05 p.m..

.

9-178 Disregarded warning displayed by x
watchman.

22 . . 1.21 p.m. . C'9-862 \
(< tc tt

«
. . . 5.25 p.m.. 58-732

/

l6 . . . 11.36 p.m..

.

<( 59-000 t( t( (>

ZD . . 3.05 p.m..

.

1-617 (( tt tt

on 12.20 p.m.. (C <( 63-532
]
Drove over crossing, disregarding stop

<(
oU. . . 12.05 p.m. .

.

66-195
\

signal displayed by watchman.
oU . . . 3.12 p.m. . 63-016

J-
June z . . . 8.24 a.m. .

.

16-622 Drove over crossing by increasing speed.
disregarding stop signal displayed by
watchman, narrowly missing being
struck by engine.

0. . 4.20 p.m.. C2-887 Drove over crossing, disregarding stop
signal displayed by watchman.

. . • 8.30 a.m. .

.

« 18-216 Automobile drove over crossing, disre-
garding stop signal displayed bys
watchman.

<< QO . 2.00 p.m. .

.

ff C5-599 « tt (t

y . .

.

9.00 a.m..

.

33^76 \ Automobiles drove over crossing, disre-
<< ny . • 1.50 p.m. .

« <( 28-960 / garding stop signal displayed by
watchman.

in 1.25 p.m. .

(< C4-357 \ Drove over crossing, disregarding stop
1 n 4.10 p.m. .

.

10-041 / signal displayed by watchman.
«

11 . . . 9.25 a.m. It 68-218 \
(( « tt

« 1

1

11 . . . 6.30 p.m. .

.

<< 7-788
J

1 oIz . . . 4.30 p.m..

.

tt << C6-760 it tt tt

«
ly . . . 1.35 p.m..

.

C70-021 Automobile drove over crossing, disre-
garding stop signal displayed by.
watchman.

24. .

.

10.45 a.m..

.

<< 6-049 u tt <.

25.

.

9.04 a.m.

.

<(
59-741 \

tt tt tt

<<
ZO . . . 1.56 p.m.

.

68-686
jft

ZD . . 4.15 p.m. .

.

it C7-000 tt <( tt

27..

.

1 .09 p.m 34-678 (< tt tc

July 3. .

.

L ,0\} p. ill . . .

tt tt ti

July 7. .

.

4.10 p.m Peter Street, Toronto 0—0 11 iVutomoDiie drove over crossing, ciis-

regarding stop signal displayed by
watchman.

July 8..

.

1.00 p.m. .

.

Cl-459 it tt it

July 9... 2 22 n m 64-276 tt tt ft

11..

.

1.10 p.m. . . 44-599 t( It tt

14.. . 1.21 p.m. .

.

C6-775
15..

.

1.14 p.m. .

.

53-730 tt tt tt

25 25-441
30 11-820
30 22-144 It tt tt

May 3... 1.05 p.m. .

.

Royce Avenue , Tor- 68-651 Automobile drove on to crossing after
onto. incoming gates had been lowered.

15..

.

2.55 p.m. .

.

3-035
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILY!AY—Continued

Ontario District—Continued

During May, Juno and July, pedestrians and bicycles passed over the following crossings while gates were
down:

—

Crossing Pedestrians Bicycles

Bartlett Avenue, Toronto

—

May
June
July

Crossing Pedestrians Bicycles

Cherrj' Street, Toronto

—

May
June
July

Dufferin Street, Toront<
May
June
July

Eastern Avenue, Toronto

—

May
June
July

Front Street, Toronto

—

May
June
July

John Street, Toronto

—

May
June
July

769 297
SOI

736 324

2,306 960

525 18
1

A

lU

743 18

1,832 52

1.913 634
722

2,170 640

6,315 1,996

660 209
519 164
574 187

1,753 560

1,618 60
2,019 108
1,164 84

4,801 252

6,697 162
4,488 49
3,834 25

May.
June.
July.

McLennan Avenue, Torontc
May
June
July

Osier Avenue, Toront(
May
June
July

Peter Street, Toront(
May
June
July

Rcj'ce Avenue, Toronto

—

May
May 20th—Crossing closed.

Symington Avenue, Toronto

—

May
June
July

15,019 236
Trinity Street, Toront<
May : . .

.

June
July

22.623 947
22,072 832
2l!213 834

65.908 2,613

452 179
403 151
289 91

1,144 421

4 679 426
4,' 824 425
4,310 391

13,813 1,242

311 6
456 18
408 5

1,175 29

6,021 172

5,685 990
5,412 1,073
5,406 1,197

16,503 3,260

19 3
50 2
42 6

111 11

New Brunswick District

Date Time Place License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1925
Oct. 9...

" 13...
" 26...

8.20 p.m..

.

9.55 p.m. .

.

3.20 p.m..

.

(Main Street) Fairville
Crossing.

Douglas Ave., St. John
(Main St.) Fairville
Crossing.

NB 3506 F. A.
McDonald

NB 7373

Broke through north gate on east side of

track.
Broke through west gate.
Broke through south gate.Monohan Bus

Co.

Quebec District

Sept. 21. .

.

" 22

6.00p.m..

.

Dorval, Cote de
Liesse.

Vaudreuil Lakeshore
Rd.

St. Valier Street,
Quebec.

Chelsea Road, Hull...

Cote des Neiges,Mont-
real.

Beaubien St., Mont-
real.

(Unknown)

H-467

Ran into gates while being lowered.

Ran under crossing gate.

Ran through crossing gates while gates
were down.

Struck by Ex. 857 while attempting to
pass ahead of train although proper
warning signals had been given by
Enginere and crossing bell was ringing.

Struck Transfer 3471 when driver
attempted to pass over ahead of train.

23

Oct. 11 (Unknown)

" 29 No. 34804
" 27 Truck F-1382...

Truck F-2440...." 28

August, September and October.—There are hundreds of cases where pedestrians insisted upon passing
over crossings although gates were lowered and we have not achieved any success in breaking up the pract-
ice.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Continued

Ontario District

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1925
Sept. 21

.

" 28..

Oct. 21..

Aug. 27..

" 31..

Sept. 26.

.

Oct. 15..

" 17..

" 28..

" 31..

Aug. 25..

" 28..

8.15 p.m.

4.00 p.m.

5.52 p.m.

6.00 p.m.

3.00 p.m.

12.12 p.m.

2.55 p.m.

3.30 a.m.

11.10 a.m.

2.30 p.m.

" 31.

Sept. 18.

" 16.

St. Clair, Toronto. 69474.

C-3-599.

Church St., Weston
Ont.

Kingston Rd., Belle
ville, Ont.

Just west of Myrtle
Station.

Rama Rd. H/way
crossing, Pt. Mc
Nicoll SD.

Kingston Rd., Belle

ville.

George St., Peterboro

Scugog St., Bowman-
ville.

Kingston Rd., Belle-

ville.

Eramosa Rd., Guelph

Allen's Rd., Guelph..

Pall Mall St., London

York Rd., Guelph.

Pedestrian.

236069.

2783.

232070. ..

.

Unknown.

34427

280253....

Unknown.

165-337..

.

Unknown.

165-770.

After gong was sounded for gates to be
lowered and one gate lowered, truck
came along at an excessive rate of

speed and passed crossing where gate
was being lowered. Drawbar of yard
engine just touched the door of auto.

Gate was lowered for C.N.R. yard
engine, truck came along and before
being able to stop broke one of the
gates.

After gates had V)een lowered for pas-
senger train pedestrian attempted to
cross track in front of engine, resulting

in being knocked down and having his

collar bone broken.
Made as if to da.sh across ahead of Train

903 but had to pull up and stopped
within foot of locomotive. Driver
was lady. Wig. wag was working,
engine bell ringing and whistle kept
sounding.

Approached crossing at high speed and
barely escaped being struck by cars
which were being moved to couple up.

Had to swing into ditch to avoid
collision. Trainman was flagging.

Drove Ford touring car right up to
crossing without looking out for train.

Collided with baggage car Train 605,

auto damaged. No one badly hurt.
Owner and driver L. Dolan, R.R.
No. 2, Atherley, Ont.

Drove past wig wag signal in operation
and barely escaped being struck by
No. 37.

While gates were down Sedan ran through
both gates at high speed. Apparently
made no effort to stop. Weather,
rainy.

Owned and driven by Mr. R. Rahan of

Burketon, drove into north gate and
broke it while down. Said .snow .storm

interfered with view, but should have
used extra precaution.

Crossed track in front of fast through
freight train while crossing signal was
working and engine bell working.

While gates being lowered for train auto
truck was unable to stop before break-
ing gate.

Notwithstanding engine whistled for

crossing, electric crossing bell ringing,

also engine bell ringing, driver so

engrossed in another car approaching
from opposite direction ran into side of

engine 3903.
Ford roadster drove under gate breaking

it. Drove off before gateman could
secure license number.

Man on bicycle failed to notice gate
being lowered and ran into it breaking
it ofT.

While yard engine was approaching
crossing and notwithstanding stop

signals from flagman on crossing, man
driving auto was so busy watching
tire also failed to hear engine whistle
and engine bell; and drove into crossing

in front of engine. P'ootboard of engine

struck rear wheel. Fortunately engin-

eer acted promptly and there was no
damage.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Continued

Ontario ViaTRicr—Continued

Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

11.15 a.m.

11.05 p.m.

10.25 a.m.

9.00 p.m.

9.30 a.m.

3.40 p.m.

1.00 p.m.

4.12 p.m.

8.00 p.m.

5.31 p.m.
10.52 p.m.
5.30 p.m.

Mile94-3H.&G.Sub-
divn.

Waterloo Street, Lon-
don.

Queen St., Guelph

Brock Road, Puslinch
Ont.

Adelaide Street, Lon-
don.

Richmond Street,
London.

William Street, Lon
don.

Richmond Street,
London.

Waterloo Street, Lon-
don.

Buggy.

Bicycle.

168-223.

C-92.

96-231.

281-173.

Unknown.

88-396.

300-293

.

McLennan Avenue,
Toronto.

Cherry Street, Toronto

Front Street, Toronto

Unknown.

.

69-023

32-911

38-929

33-113
34699

Penn. 7-196
67-179
107-004 ...

C9-189

No. 637 struck buRgy on crossing injuring
Nes. Nicholson, L. Nicholson, Gab.
Lauzon. Kngine whi.stled for crossing,

engino bell was ringing also electric
crossing bell. Man in auto standing at
crossing called out a warning. Driver
of buggy thought train was coming from
another direction.

At 1 p.m. as north gates were being low-
ered, bicycle approached very fast and
unable to stop. Man struck gate and
was thrown to ground.

At 11.15 a.m. taxi driven by Thos. Lynch
struck by No. 645 backing up. Engine
whistle sounded for crossing. Engine
bell ringing, also crossing bell, back up
whistle sounded. Driver slightly in-

jured and Mrs. Cadesky cut and
brui-sed.

Auto truck belonging to Dept. Public
Highways ran into side of engine Train
21 resulting in death of C. R. Fallis and
Wm. Stewart. Engine whistle sounded
for crossing, also engine bell ringing.
Crossing bell was ringing and wig-wag
signal working.

Crossing watchman was signalling ap-
proach of yard engine with his red
lantern. Auto disregarded it and
passed over tracks as yard engine was
backing down on to crossing.

Ford sedan approached from north,
driver slowed up but gust of wind blew
car into crossing gate, breaking end of

gate off.

While yard engine pushing string of cars
east Ford car ran into side of leading
car. There was man with light on this
car. Engine whistle had been sounded.
Engine bell was ringing also electric

crossing bell and red light showing.
Driver said rain on windshield ob-
scured his vision.

Sedan approached crossing as south gate
being raised. Driver did not notice it

going up and drove over crossing into
north gate before gateman could raise

it.

Sedan driven by 16 year old boy (licensed
driver) drove up to gate. Claims foot
slipped off brake pedal auto striking
gate and breaking off point. Drove
by other autos ahead of him to get
close up to gate.

While gates were down and yard engine
backing out of siding over crossing,
auto ran into gate breaking it. License
number covered with mud.

Automobile drove onto crossing after
incoming gates had been lowered and
had to back up to clear the rails and
avoid being hit by train.

Disregarded stop signal displayed by
watchman.

Auto drove over crossing, disregarding
stop signal of crossing watchman.

Ran onto crossing after gates on opposite
side were lowered.

<( t( «

2 automobiles drove onto crossing after
incoming gates had been lowered.
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CANADIAN! PAC IFIC RAlLVfAY—Continued

Ontario District—Concluded

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1925
Oct. 24.

Aug. 26.

Sept. 12.
" 16.

Aug. 5.

" 7.
" 26.

Sept.

Oct.

1.50 a.m.

6.00 p.m.

7.30 a.m.
4.00 p.m.
8.40 a.m.

9.30 a.m.
1.25 p.m.

4.07 p.m.
5.50 p.m.
8.30 p.m.
11.30 a.m.
12.35 p.m.
12.00 p.m.
5.25 p.m.
5.25 p.m.
4.20 p.m.
9.45 a.m.
9.30 a.m.
8.45 p.m.
11.08 a.m.
4.00 p.m.
5.30 p.m.
6.35 p.m.
5.27 p.m.
12.10 p.m.
1.04 p.m.
1.18 p.m.

Front Street, Toronto

John Street, Toronto..

Peter Street, Toronto.

3-191

61-990

33.66
51-834
57-196

57-489
44-445

4-112
97-295
42-796
C9-369 \
62- 198 /
7308 >

50-246 \
Cl-170 /
C3-757
51-245
57-718
34-551
27-589

)

C33-510
\

62-359
J

306-562
22-190
40-705
50-913
Weston's Bis-

cuit wagon.

Automobile ran into and damaged cross-

ing gate.
Ran on to crossing after gate on opposite
side had been lowered.

Drove over cros.sing, disregarding stop
signal of crossing watchman.

Automobile drove over crossing, disre-

garding stop signal by watchman.

2 vehicles drove over crossing disregard-

ing stop signal displayed by watchman.

During the three months pedestrians and bicycles passed over the following crossings while gates were
down:

—

Crossing Pedestrians BicyclesCrossing Pedestrians Bicycles

Bartlett Avenue, Toronto

—

August 699 309
September 662 274
October 656 262

Cherry Street, Toronto

—

August
September
October

Dufferin Street,
August
September. .

.

October

Toronto

—

Eastern Avenue, Toronto

—

August
September
October

Front Street, Toronto

—

August
September
October

John Street, Toronto

—

August
September
October

2,017

630
521
482

1,633

2,460
2,303
2,472

7,235

527
613
665

1,805

588
469
461

1,518

3,822
4,033
5,357

13,212

845

31

19
21

737
703
719

2,159

151

177
177

505

66
71

67

204

65
58
42

165

Lansdowne Avenue, Toronto

—

August
September
October

McLennan Avenue,
August
September
October

Toronto

—

Osier Avenue, Toronto

—

August
September
October

Trinity Street, Toronto-
August
September
October

Peter Street, Toronto

—

August
September
October

Symington Avenue, Toronto

—

August
September
October

20,441 754
18,030 660
18,664 593

57,135 2,007

683 134
637 172

791 187

2,111 493

3,820 363
3,562 375
4,062 477

11,444 1,215

131 19

51

59

241 19

366 2
390
387 6

1,143 8

5,451 1,264
4,828 1,024
5,026 1.159

15,305 3,47
4
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Continued

NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER, 1925, AND JANUARY, 1926

New Brunswick District

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

Jan. 2...

" 17...

10.40 p.m. .

.

10.10 p.m..

.

Douglas Avenue, St.

John.
1169 Crossed track about forty miles per

hour, just cleared carrying away gates.
Crossed track about forty-five miles per

hour.
121

Quebec District

Dec. 4... 5.00 p.m.

" 4... 5.20 p.m.
" 18... 6.30 p.m.

" 18... 9.45 p.m.
Nov. 28... 10.30 p.m.

Dec. 27..

.

12.25 a. m.

Jan. 25... 6.40 p.m.

Nov. 22

Papineau Avenue,
Montreal.

Beaubien St., Mont-
real.

Papineau Avenue,
Montreal.

Chelsea Rd.. Hull
West.

Lake Shore Rd.,Vaud-
reuil.

20819

Unknown

62276

'i5U7
4

(Auto owned V)y

John Felosa)."^

14

60218

Ran through both gates, damaging same.

Ran through and damaged gates.

Ran through and damaged north gate.

Ran through gates causing damage ,of

S18.07.
Ran through gates causing damage of

$6.05.

Ran through gates causing damage of

S14.66.

Ran into gate breaking gate arm and axle.

November, December and January.—Numerous cases where pedestrians pass under crossing gates
or lift up the gates in order to go over the crossing at the time when gates are lowered. This is a common
practice at many points where traffic is heavy and we have not been able to break it up.

Ontario District

Nov. 2.

" 19.

20.

Dec. 1

Nov. 9.

10.00 p.m.

6.50 p.m.

12.30 a.m.

.

9.30 p.m.

Adelaide St., London.

Waterloo St., London

William St., Chatham

Richmond St., London

Queen St., Chatham.

.\delaide St., London

179-953

Auto failed to obsers'e stop signal with
red lamp from crossing watchman and
passed over crossing in front of pas-
senger engine backing over crossing.

Auto failed to observe stop signal given
by crossing watchman with red lamp
and passed over rails 30 feet ahead of a
light engine backing down to depot.

Auto travelling south at an excessive
speed crashed through both north and
south gates just in front of train 902.

Car did not slacken speed. Gate arms
were broken.

While No. 902 was approaching auto ran
through north gate on William St.

breaking gate. Gateman could not
secure license number.

While freight train approaching crossing,

gates were down, crossing l)oll ringing,

boy on bicycle rode around end of gate
arm and over tracks ahead of train.

Crossing bell was ringing for freight train

going west. As gateman was about
to lower gate auto started across tracks.

Gateman held gate to let him clear

but car stalled on tracks and was struck
by train.

While yard engine was approaching
crossing two autos approached crossing

from the south and one stopped on
getting stop signal but the other auto
driven by Mr. W. Sandford. 613 Oxford
Street turned over to west side of road
and when he got near the rails, seeing

he could not get over, crashed into

fence. Claimed he did not see signal

from watchman in time to stop.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Con/mueJ

Ontario District—Continued

Dat( Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

Dec. 4. 7.40 p.m

.

12.15 p.m.

10.53 a.m.

3.30 p.m.

Adelaide St., London

Queen St., Chatliam..

Adelaide St.. London.

90-791.

.

179.827.

93-548..

87-172.

" 16.

" 16.

" 17.

" 20.

" 21.

" 22.

" 25.

" 26.

Jan. 6.

" 15.

184-239.

5.50 p.m.

2.45 p.m.

6.25 p.m.

1.35 a.m.

11.30 p.m.

3.45 a.m.

11.15 a.m.

9.15 p.m.

Queen St., Chatham,

Richmond St. .London

300-417

87-594.

174-882

108-254

90-134.

Adelaide St., London C14-073.

Centre St., Chatham

19. Richmond Si,., Lon-
don.

Adelaide St., London 90-901

91-079

A Ford auto refused to observ^e stop
signal and crossed over in front of light
engine 2205.

While gates were down for yard engine
to pass over crossing car crashed into
gate breaking it. Claims brake caused
car to slew on icy pavement.

Closed auto ran into side of locomotive
No. 629. Driver claims did not see
crossing watchman standing in middle
of road with stop sign in time to stop
and car skidded on icy pavement.

While yard engine was backing over
crossing, auto drove around end of
engine on to sidewalk at the west side
disregarding stop signal from crossing
watchman.

As yard engine was approaching crossing,

auto disregarded stop signals from
crossing watchman and crossed tracks
in front of engine.

Man driving team of horses had his back
facing in direction team was going.
Crossing watchman stopped team and
told driver he should be on look out
going over railway crossing. Driver
was very abusive to watchman.

While switch engine was passing over
crossing, crossing watchman gave auto
stop signal but driver crossed tracks
disregarding it.

While yard engine was switching, crossing
watchman gave stop signal but auto
passed over rails disregarding signal.

Crossing bell was ringing and north gate
just about down when Ford coupe
travelling at a rapid rate of speed
crashed into gate, breaking it.

Auto going north ran through south gate
breaking it and stopped on track, being
hit by engine of No. 636.

Auto going south turned out into centre
of road passing standing cars and while
gates down approached barrier and
skidding on snowy pavement broke
gate and got on to tracks in front of

moving engine.

Auto ran through gates breaking south
gate. Car running at speed of 35 miles
an hour. Gateman unable to secure
license number.

Watchman stopped truck and notwith-
standing warning that express train 21

due, driver deliberately crossed over
rails just ahead of train.

Crossing bell was ringing, south gate
lowered for No. 633 and north gate was
being lowered when auto drove under
north gate and into south gate breaking
it.

North crossing gate was down for ap-
proach of 2/20. A closed auto travelling

very fast unable to stop on slippery

pavement skidded and rear of car ran
into gate and when it drove ofT gate
arm went through side window and
out of back of car. Driver drove off

before his number could be secured.
Auto disregarded stop signal from cros-

sing watchman and drove over ahead
of switch engine.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Continued

Ontario District—Co«f/rju<;d

Time Place License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1.00 a.m

12.10 p.m.

8.30 p.m.

8.45 p.m.
Evening.

.

.01 a.m.

6.30 p.m,

2.00 p.m.

4.15 a.m.

6.55 p.m.

9.52 a.m.

6.10 p.m.

" 26...

Dec. 14. .

.

6.00 p.m
6 50 p.m

" 17... 5.40 p.m

" 29... 7.50 a.m

Nov. 18..

.

12.05 p.m

Dec. 1 . .

.

4 35 p.m

" 2... 3.58 p.m

Queen St., Chatham.

Adelaide St., Chat-
ham.

Speedvale Avenue,
Guelph.

Queen St., Chatham.

George St., Peterboro

190-687.

278-574.

King St., Weston.

278-574
E. L. Ainslee,

17 George St.

Weston Road, Toronto

Cherry Street, Toron-
to.

Dufferin Street, To-
ronto.

Eastern Avenue, To
ronto.

Front Street, Toronto

6-642.

1239.

4614...
19-188.

305-519.

65-570.

.

29-930.

.

34-547..

34-469.

.

When lowering gate for No. 636, North
gate was down, South gate partly down
when auto ran under South gate and
.stalled on track in front of train. Gate-
man raised North gate and man drove
ofT but could not .secure license number.

Driver of auto failed to observe gate
being lowered until a few feet from it,

truck skidded and ran into gate break-
ing it.

Auto stalled in snowdrift and left stand-
ing too close to rails, front fender being
struck by passenger train, crossing bell
ringing as well as usual signal given
by train.

While train 641 was backing up empty
Ford coupe ran into side of last coach,
slightly injuring Mrs. McKeovvn. En-
gine whistle sounded, engine bell
ringing, back up whistle sounded,
crossing bell ringing. Driver claims
he did not hear whistle or bell signals

Ran into South-east gate, breaking same.
Raining.

Ran into gates, breaking two.
Ran into South-east gate. Broke same.

Way freight was going in on siding and
the south gate was down. Gateman
was in the act of letting north gate
down when an automobile driven by
F. Cobb, Weston, ran into same,
damaging it also damaging automobile.

Gateman was in the act of lowering the
north gate when a touring car ran into
it and broke it. The car kept on
going and gateman unable to get name
of owner.

Runaway horse and wagon, without
driver, ran into gate, damaging same.

Motor car travelling at excessive rate of
speed ran through gate, and kept on
going and gateman did not have a
chance to get owner's name.

While gateman was lowering gates man
was not able to stop car in time,
resulting in the automobile skidding
into gate breaking same.

Automobile drove over crossing, imme-
diately in front of passenger train, dis-

regarding stop signal displayed by
watchman.

Automobile skidded on wet pavement,
striking and damaging centre of arm
of one gate.

Automobile ran into and damaged gates.

Drove into side of gate breaking off

point of one gate.
Ran into side of gate, breaking two
centre boards of same.

Ran into and damaged point of barrier.

Drove on to crossing after gate on oppo-
site side had been lowered.

Ran into side of gate after it had been
lowered, breaking arm of gate.

Drove on to crossing after incoming gates
were lowered, making it necessary for

gates on opposite side of crossing to
be raised so that motor could clear

the crossing.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—!

Ontario Districtt—Continued

Continued

Time

Dec. 22.

.

7.45 a.m.

.

Jan. 22... 12.00 a.m.

21.. 10.20 a.m..

27..

.

3.00 p.m.

.

<(
16

Nov. 5

Dpf. 11

Nov. 28. .

.

3.45 p.m. .

.

Jan. 22. .

.

5.30 p.m. .

.

Nov. 2.. . 9.40 a.m..

.

21..

.

1.12 p.m. .

.

27..

.

12.20 p.m. .

.

«
28... 12.22 p.m..

.

Dec. 8... 1.51 p.m. .

.

9..

.

7.40 a.m..

.

14... 12.20 p.m..

.

18..

.

12.07 p.m..

.

22..

.

10.30 a.m..

.

Jan. 23..

.

11.15 a.m..

.

5..

.

5.45 p.m. .

.

Place License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

9.55 a.m.

Front Street, Toronto,

John Street, Toronto.

Lansdowne Avenue,
Toronto.

McLennan Avenue, To-
ronto.

Osier Street, Toronto,

Peter Street, Toronto

Trinity Street, Toron
to.

Wallace Avenue, To-
ronto.

2136

18-570

54-235

307978

13-508

45-271

N.Y.272.448

48-294

304-559

52-379
2-958........
56-443
857
13-767
307-039
C-36-285....
60-818

C-2319.

Started over crossing before gateman
had time to properly raise the gates,
resulting in car of gate being damaged.

Automobile drove through gate No. 6,

breaking off point.

Automobile drove into crossing gates,
damaging same

Team of horses started over crossing
before gates were properly raised,

causing point of gate to catcli on to
wagon, breaking same.

Ford sedan skidded into side of gate in

a slanting manner, after gates were
lowered, for yard engine, damaging
same.

Automobile drove on to crossing after
incoming gates had been lowered.

Drove on to crossing after incoming gate
had been lowered.

Drove onto crossing after incoming gates
were lowered.

Automobile driven by Dr. Cody, skid-
ded on wet pavement, ran into and
damaged crossing barrier after it was
lowered.

Automobile failing to stop in time, struck
and damaged one arm of gate.

Automobile drove over crossing, disre-

garding stop signal displayed by watch-
man.

Disregarding warning displayed by
watchman.

Automobile drove through point of gate,

seriously damaging same, and stalled

on same. As train No. 19 was ap-
proaching crossing it was necessary
for gateman to raise the gates on
opposite side in order that automobile
might be driven clear of main line.

Automobile driven over crossing just as
gates were being lowered caught in-

coming gate with back of car, resulting
in the point of the gate being torn off.

During the three months pedestrians and bicycles passed over the following crossings while gates were
down:

—

Crossing Pedestrians Bicycles

Bartlett Avenue, Toronto

—

November 613 236
December 524 164
January 508 132

Cherry Street, Toronto

—

November
December
January

,645

560
549
484

532

Crossing

Dufferin Street, Toronto
November
December
January

Pedestrians Bicj-cles

2,232 710
2,413 605
1,510 554

Eastern Avenue, Toronto

—

November
December
January

6,155

594
671
593

1,869

145

175
126

39 1,858 446
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Concluded

Ontario District—Concluded

Crossing ]\'tlestrians Bicycles

Front Street, Toronto

—

November
December 41.')

391

36
22
7

1,140 65

John Street, Toronto

—

November
December
.lanuarv

5,324
5,961
5,441

13

16,726 13

Lansdowne Ave., Toronto

—

January

17,469

17.253

586

389

52,303 1,473

McLennan Ave., Toronto

—

December
527
516
481

97
135
72

1,524 304

Crossing Pedestrians Bicycles

Osier Ave., Toronto

—

November 3,563
December 3,919
.January 3,822

11,304

Peter Street, Toronto

—

November 238
December 797
.January 689

1,724

Symington Ave., Toronto

—

November 4,652
December 4,963
January 4,490

14,105

Trinity St., Toronto-
November 33
December 22
Januarj-^ 47

102

436
412
324

1,172

15

906
679
467

2,052

Ottawa: Printed by F. A. Acland, Printer to the King's Most Excellent Majesty, 1926.
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REPORT OF MR. W. E. CAMPBELL, CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER

Complaint of Dominion Millers^ Association. Toronto, that the Canadian Pacific

and Canadian National railways refuse to apply stop-off charge of 1 cent

per 100 pounds on the bidk export grain rate from Fort William to the

Atlantic seaboard, per General Orders Nos. 354 o.nd 391

;

and

Application of the Dominion Millers' Association, Toronto, for an order that,

where two rates on bidk grain are in effect from the same shipping point
to the same destination for export, the stop-off charge shall apply on the
lowest rate.

File No. 8641.33.

(Note.—all rates quoted herein are in cents per one hundred pounds.)
This Report is issuing as the "'^^

Judgment

of the Board in this matter.

The contention of the Dominion Millers' Association per its secretary, Mr.
C. B. Watts, is that the intention of the Board's General Orders, No. 354 of
January 4, 1922, and No. 391 of January 31, 1924, was to provide milling in
transit privilege based on the export grain rate plus stop-off charge of 1 cent.
The complaint is tliat the railway companies have not made provision accord-
ingly in their tariffs, and refuse to do so.

While the complaint as launched in Mr. Watts' letter of January 10, 1925,
was directed only to the rates from Fort William to the Atlantic seaboard, when
the matter was heard by the Board at its sittings in Ottawa on April 21, Mr.
Watts also made the same complaint with respect to the ex-lake rates 'from
Canadian Bay ports to the Atlantic seaboard.

Mr. Watts referred to ex-lake export rate of 14-34 cents on wheat from Bay
ports to Montreal, pointing out that adding 1 cent for stop-off would make a
rate of 15-34 cents, whereas the rate published on ex-lake grain from Bay ports,
milled in transit, and reshipped to Montreal for export is 17^ cents, including
a stop-off charge of 1 cent. So far as relates to export rate from Fort William,
milled in transit at Renfrew (which is on the direct line), the rate to Montreal
is 37^ cents, including stop-off charge of 1 cent.

S5
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C'onteiKiing, tlicreforo, tliat tlic intention of the Board s General Orders Noh.

354 and 391 was to provide on this traffic, when milled in transit, the export

grain rate plus s-top-off charge of 1 cent, it is alleged that the tariffs of the rail-

way companies are not in compliance with the General Orders in question.

General Order No. 354, dated January 4, 1922, reads:

—

The Board orders: That all railway companies subject t-o the juris-

diction of the Board file tariffs, effective not later than the 1st day of

February, 1922, showing a charge of one cent per 100 pounds for the stop-

over privilege on all grain for storage, milling, malting, or other treat-

ment; such privilege to be granted for all grain produced in Canada,
subject to a reasonable charge for out of line hauls."

General Order No. 391, of January 31, 1924, provides:—
" The Board orders: That the maximum stop-off charge for milling

grain in transit at stations within Canada shall be 1 cent per 100 pounds,
regardless of the final destination of such traffic."

In connection with this milling in transit traffic there may be some con-

fusion if it is not kept clearly in mind that there are two distinct factors: (1)

the rate itself, and (2) the charge for the stop-off privilege. A careful reading

of the Board's General Orders Nos. 354 and 391 will show that they dealt only

with the factor represented by the charge for the s-top-over privilege; they
directed no change in the basis of the rate itself. However, if there could be

any doubt from the wording of these orders as to the intention, subsequent pro-

ceedings should most effectively make the situation clear. In the first place,

shortly after the issuance by the railway companies of tariffs in compliance with

General Order No. 354, the question of the rates provided therein for out of line

haul was raised upon application of the Canadian National Millers' Associa-
tion and the Dominion Millers' Association, and this was dealt with by the

Board's General Order No. 357 of February 14, 1922. There was no contention

then raised that General Order No. 354 had been violated, or not properly com-
plied with, in that the rates published were not the export grain rates plus 1 cent

stop-off. Subsequently, there was before the Board the application of the
Dominion Millers' Association regarding the difference between the wheat and
flour rates from the Bay ports to Atlantic ports for export. This application is

covered by the Board's Order No. 32227, dated March 13, 1922, and judgment
dated March 6, 1922, Vol. XII, Board's printed Judgments and Orders, p. 1. In
this case, again, it was not contended by the Dominion Millers' Association, or
any of the other parties to the application, that export grain rates, plus 1 cent

stop-off, were properly applicable. What was asked was that the spread between
the rates on wheat and flour should be narrowed. If, at the time these two cases
were under consideration by the Board, there had been non-compliance with an
order of the Board, it would have been taken cognizance of and such direction as
necessary made.

Reference was made to this by Mr. Watts, who stated that when the latter

case was before the Board he was not sure that General Order No. 354 directed
the railways to establish the grain rates, plus stop-off charge, on this milled in

transit traffic, but he contended that General Order No. 391, subsequently issued,

read in conjunction with General Order No. 354, made it clear that the export
grain rate, plus 1 cent stop-off, should apply. There is clearly a misunder-
standing here. The issue that was before the Board was that General Order
No. 354 had not Ix'en interpreted by the railway companies as applying on traffic

exported via American ports, and General Order No. 391 provided that the
stop-off charge should not exceed 1 cent " regardless of the final destination of
such traffic." In other words, this was an extension of the application of General
Order No. 354, and that is as far as the order went.
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It may be further pointed out, however, that subsequent to all these proceed-

ings, the Board issued its General Order No. 400 on May 14, 1924, in which it

prescribed specifically the rates on this traffic from Bay ports, and which are

the rates now published in the tariffs of the railway companies. These rates

are not the export grain rates, plus 1 cent, but are higher, as they have been for

a great many years. The situation is, therefore, that in 1922 the difference in

these rates was specifically before the Board and held to be justified, and subse-

quently, in 1924, by General Order No. 400, the Board prescribed the rates that

are at present in effect. Summarized, therefore. Order No. 32227 and General

Order No. 400 dealt with factor (1), viz., the rate itself, while General Orders

Nos. 354 and 391 dealt with factor (2), i.e., the charge for the stop-off privilege.

Mr. Watts' contention, however, in effect is that General Orders Nos. 354 and
391, dealing with the stop-off charge only, should be construed not only as deal-

ing witli the rates rather than the stop-off charge but also as entirely reversing

and changing the findings of the Board as covered by its Order No. 32227 and
General Order No. 400, notwithstanding that the latter was issued subsequent

to General Orders Nos. 354 and 391.

With regard to Fort William, for many years the rate on wheat, milled in

transit, and the flour shipped to Montreal, Quebec, and Atlantic seaboard ports

for export, has been the fiour rate plus stop-ofT charge. The export rates from
Fort AVilliam have been predicated upon the rates contemporaneously in effect

from Duluth and St. Paul, and in both cases the rates applied on the milled in

transit traffic have been the product rates plus the stop-off charge, rather than
the grain rates.

Mr. W^atts laid stress on what he described as two sets of grain rates from
Fort William to Atlantic ports. At pp. 430 and 431 of the evidence it is stated:

—

Mr. Watts: C.R.C. Tarif! No. E-3918 did not contain two sets of

grain rates until Supplement No. 21 was issued on the 15th of February,
purporting to carry out Order No. 391. That is a very important point,

gentlemen, that ' until the 15th of February'.

" The Chief Commissioner: What year would that be, Mr. Watts?

Mr. Watts: That would be in the year 1924. That until the 15th

d'ay of February, when Supplement 21 was issued, and that was issued

to carry out the order of the Board that the stop-over charge should only
be one cent, that until that date there had not been as far as I have any
knowledge, tw^o sets of grain rates in the tariff from the same point of

origin to the same destination, one higher than the other. Then, for the

first time, two sets of wheat rates appeared in the portion of the tariff

applying to Fort William, plainly showing an attempt to circumvent the

order of the Board."

The situation is that as of the date mentioned by Mr. Watts, viz., February
15, 1924, the following rates were in effect from Fort William to Montreal (for

direct shipment) :

—

Wheat ex Fort William in bulk, and bagged or cleaned in transit at a point on
the direct line, reshipped thence to Montreal as wheat, was provided with a rate

of 35i cents, or 1 cent for stop-off charge. Wheat ex Fort William, milled in

transit on direct line, and the flour exported \'ia Montreal, was provided with the

rate of 36^ cents, or a stop-off charge of 1 cent over the flour rate from Fort
Wilham. Under the terms of the Canadian Pacific Railway's Tariff C.R.C. No.

Cents

Wheat (in bulk) . . .

Wheat (in packages)
Grain products ....

34i
35i
35i

22726—2
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E-3918, previous to the issuance* of Supplement No. 21, a shipment of wheat
l)agged or cleaned in transit witliout clianging the form of the commodity, would
lKi\'e been charged the Hour rate of 3(3\ cents, so that the change made on that

date, as indicated by symbol in the tariff, provided for a reduction in the case;

of grain bagged in transit, and tliis is the only practical effect of any change
made in the tariff at that time. Mr. Watts also referrcxl to the tariff at this time
making a distinction in the rate to Montreal as beween "wheat in packages" and
"wheat in bulk'', but this was not new, as these rates had alreadv been previously

published in Canadian Pacific Railway's Tariff C.R.C. No. £-4074.

As to Mr. Watt's submisxsion that where two rates on bulk grain are in

effect from the same shipping point to the same destination for export the stop-off

charge shall apply on the lowest rate", the fact that the bulk grain rate is not

the basis for the rate on the milled in transit traffic really makes it unnecessary
to deal with this, although it may be stated that examination of the tariffs does
not show two rates published on bulk wheat for direct movement from Fort
William tc^ Montreal. The only rate for direct shipment is that of 34^ cents.

The other rate, which it is assumed Mr. Watts has reference to, of 35^ cents,

applies on a shipment that is stopped off in transit, and the difference is not one
of rate, but the addition of 1 cent stop-off charge.

The railway companies, under the various decisions of the Board, are justi-

fied in their refusal to apply the stop-off cliarge to the export grain rates on this

traffic, and their tariffs, as now in effect, are not in violation of the orders of

the Board, and the difference in the rates is held to be justified.

Ottawa, December 24, 1925.

Commissioner Olivfr:

By Orders of the Board Nos. 354 and 391, a stop-off charge for milling in

transit of 1 cent per 100 pounds was established.

Wheat rate Midland-Montreal is 14.34 cents per 100 pounds. (C.N.R.
Tariff E-979, September 8, 1925).

Wheat milled in transit is 17V cents per 100 pounds. (Supplement No. 43
to C.N.R. Tariff E-447)

.

Wheat rate. Fort William-Montreal is 344 cents per 100 pounds. (Supple-

ment No. 13 to C.P.R. Tariff E-4119j.

Flour rate. Fort William-Montreal is 35^ cents per 100 fK)unds. (Supple-

ment No. 13 to C.P.R. Tariff E-4119).

Wheat rate. Fort William-New York, etc., is 3^ cents per 100 pounds.
(C.P.R! Tariff E-4119).

Flour rate. Fort William-New York, etc., is 'S&h cents per 100 pounds.

(C.P.R. Tariff E-4119).

The Millers' Association contended that wheat milled in transit should carry

the wheat rate through from point of shipment to point of destination, plus

stop-off charge of 1 cent per 100 pounds. The railway companies contended

that wheat milled in transit sliould carry the flour rate from point of shipment

to destination.

West of Fort- Willi:im grain and flour take the same rate per 100 pounds to

Fort William. East of Fort William, as shown by the through tariffs quoted,

flour takes a through rate one cent per 100 pounds higher than wheat to all

destinations. Accepting for the time being this difference in rate between wheat

and flour east of Fort Wdliam as a fixed fact, and giving due weight to Orders

354 and 391, fixing the stop-off charge at one cent per hundred pounds, the

rate on wheat milled in transit at Ontario and Quebec points should be 2 cents

per 100 pounds higher than the rate on wheat carried through as wheat from Fort

William, or points east thereof to destination—one cent because of the difference

in the through rate between flour and wheat and the other cent because^ of the

stop-off charge.
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But the wheat rate, Midland to Montreal, is 14.34 cents per 100 pounds,
while the milled-in-transit rate on wlieat between the same points is 17-^ cents
per 100 pounds, an excess of 1.16 cents over what would appear to me to be the
proper milled-in-transit rate " if the words are used as having their proper
and generally accepted meaning.

It was argued by. the railway companies that the rate of 17-2- cents, as

authorized by tlie Board's Order No. 400 of date May 14, 1924, was a separate
and specific rate and that the rate of 14.34 cents had no relationship to it. No
doubt it is within the power of the Board to establish one rate on wheat and
another and higher rate on flour or other product of wheat milled in transit, but
I am unable to reconcile the declared and evident purpose of Orders 354 and
391 with such exercise of authority. If a stop-over charge for wheat milled in

transit is authorized by the Board it appears to me that that rate must be
considered as effective as applied to wheat; and that it cannot be displaced by a

separate and higher rate on grain milled in transit, without reg,ard to the rate

on wheat, until the stop-off charge for milling wheat in transit has been speci-

fically repealed or amended by the Board.
So far as I can recall the evidence at the hearing, and so far as I can find

by a search of the report of the evidence given, there has been no repeal or

amendment of the Board's Orders 354 and 391, fixing the stop-off charge. There-
fore I am compelled to hold that the complaint of the Dominion Millers' Asso-
ciation is well founded and that an Order of the Board should issue accordingly.

Ottawa, April 3, 1926.

ORDER No. 37686

In the matter of the complaint of the Dominion Millers^ Association, Toronto,

that the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National Railway Companies
refuse to apply stop-off charge of one per cent per one hundred pounds on
the bulk export grain trade from. Fon^t William to the Atlantic seaboard,

as proinded in General Orders Nos. 354 (^nd 391;

And in the matter of the application of the Dominion Millers^ Association,

Toronto, for an Order requiring that, where two rates on bulk grain are

in effect from the same shipping point to the same destination for export,

the stop-off charge apply on the lowest rate.

File No. 8641.33

SatI-rday, the 29th day of May, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matters at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa. April
21, 1925, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of the Dominion
Millers' Association, the Maple Leaf Milling Company, and the Canadian Pacifir*

and the Canadian National Railway Companies, and what was alleged; and
upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the complaint and application herein be, and they
are hereby, dismissetl and refused.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Application of John A. Kelly, St. John, N.B., for the rsfdbli.^hmcnt of a heater
car service from St. John to Edmnndston, N.B., every week regardleRs
of the 15,000 pound minimum for the accommodation of fruit dealers in
St. John.

File 18855.14.

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:
Application is made to have the Canadian Pacifu' Railway take over the

heater service involved. In essence, the application is that the (.'anadian
Pacific Railway should take over the service and run the cars handling in less

than carlot shipments without anv limit as to the minimum weiglit.

The existing; Canadian Pacific Railway tariff is Tariff C.R.C. No. E.4126,
effective August 1, 1924. It w\as preceded by C.R.C. No. E-3839, effective

March 18, 1921. The provisions in the two tariffs are the same, except that
in the tariff effective March 18, 1921, No. 8 covered the roads which w^ould
not accept less than carload shipments reciuirino; heated car service. In the
tariff now effective the same exception is made in rule 7 (6) ; and rule 7 of the
tariff of 1921 is now rule 6 of the existing tariff, while rule 6 of the tariff of

1921 is covered by 7 (a) of the existmg tariff. The tariff provisions as they
stand are that in the case of heated refrigerator cars, shipments in less than
carloads, the conditions are as follows:

—

1. A charge of ten per cent (10%) of the freight charges will be asse^^scd

in addition to the freight charges.

2. Actual weight will be charged for, subject to a minimum of 15,000 pounds
per car. When shipments aggregating less than 15,000 pounds are

offered, the shortage in weight will be distributed pro rata over the
various shipments in the car.

3. Shipments must be carted and loaded in the car by the shipper in the

order in which the shipments are to be unloaded at destination.

4. Cars will not be furnished for shipments requiring transhipment from
the original car for destinations off the direct route of the car.

5. Cars wall be furnished only for shipments destined to points on the

same or two consecutive way-freight runs. Shippers can obtain

information as to the territory covered by way-freight runs from
agents.

6. Freight charges nmst in all cases be prepaid.

The question involved turns on the 15,000-pound minimum. There is no
question raised as to the physical impossibility of loading 15,000 pounds into

the car, as it will be indicated later that the average loading is much in excess

of this. The car loading may be made up of fruit, vegetables and other com-
modities. The railway does not solicit freight to fill the car, the shippers are,

in practice, required to take this up with the local agents and arrange matters

between themselves. There is no limit on the number of openings of the car in

transit. It is complained that there is difficulty in loading to the minimum.
If the carload is below the minimum the difference is a penalty. It is admitted

in evidence that during the past winter season there w^as no difficulty in loading

to the minimum.
Returns were given by the Canadian Pacific covering movements from

November 11 to March 16. In the period, November 11 to November 25, three

cars moved; in December, between the 2nd and the 30th of the month, twelve

cars moved; in January, between the 6th and the 26th of the month, eight

cars moved; in February there w^re ten cars, while in March between the

2nd and the 16th of the month, there were ton cnrK It is to be noted that the

service is a fairly frequent one.
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Of the cars so movod the avcrapjo loading of fruit in pounds was 12,420,

and of vegetables 2,334 pounds, giving a loading of fruit and vegetables amount-
ing to 14,754 pounds. Other commodities loaded into the car amounted to

11,234 pounds, giving a grand total average loading of 25,988 pounds per car.

The points served from St. John are quite numerous; for example, cars with

destinations out from McAdam to Edmunston serve some sixteen points. Des-
tinations Fredericton Jet., to Cliipman, some eight points are shown as being

served. Destination, Aroostook to Edmundstoii, eight points. Destinations,

Hartland and Edmundston, fifteen points.

It will be noted that the total average loading of fruit and vegetables was
within 246 pounds of the 15,000-pound minimum, and w^ith the addition of

other commodities, as set out, brings the grand total up to 25,370 pounds, which
apparently removed the possibility of any penalty attaching to the minimum
being effected.

In order that the figures may be more clearly understood a further analysis

may be given. In the total cars carried in the period in question there were
four whose total loading was below the minimum of 15,000 pounds.

(1) Car CP. 284184, moving on November 17 from St. John to McAdam
and Edmundston and intervening points, had a total loading of 13,250 pounds
of w'hich 9,990 pounds were fruit, 2,310 pounds vegetables, and 950 pounds other

commodities. The total was thus 1,750 pounds below tlie minimum and there

resulted a penalty charge of $17.11 distributed among the various shippers.

The car in question shows shipments to sixteen points. The shipments of fruit

averaging from 40 pounds to 2,140 pounds, the average shipment being 621

pounds.

(2) Car CP. 286370, on November 25, moving from St. John to McAdam
and St. Basil and intervening points, fourteen in all, had a total loading of

14,980 pounds, of which 12,870 pounds were fruit and 1,550 pounds vegetables.

The total loading being so close to the minimum no penalty was attached.

(3) Car CP. 286499, December 17, moving to McAdam and Edmundston
and intervening points, eleven in all, had a total of 9,150 pounds, 7.990 pounds
of this being fruit. This was treated as an overflow from car 284762 w^hich

moved on December 16 and had a total loading of 29,790 pounds, of which
21,770 pounds were fruit. On account of it being treated as an overflow no
penalty attached to the car which was loaded to 9,150 pounds.

(4) Car 286364, moving on February 23, destination Aroostook to Edmund-
ston, seven points in all, had a total loading of 14.940 pounds, of which 5,130

pounds were fruit. The total loading being so near the minimum no penalty

was charged.

It will thus be noted that during the movement for the winter months con-

cerned there w^as only one car on which penalty accrued.

Averages by months of the items of fruit and vegetables may be set out.

It has already been noted that the total average is much in excess of the 15,000-

pound minimum. The figures that follow relate to fruit and vegetables alone:

—

For November the average loading of fruit was 11.770 pounds and for

vegetables 2.543 pounds, a total of 14,313 pounds. For December the average
loading of fruit was 15,095 pounds, and for vegetables, 1,010 pounds. A total

of 16,105 pounds. In January, while it is pointed out that the total loading

is much in excess of the 15,000-pound minimum, the average of fruit and veget-

ables fell. In the case of fruit tliere were 10.341 pounds, and vegetables, 2.621

pounds, or a total of 12,962 pounds. For February, fruit averaged 11,656

pounds, and vegetables 3,256 pounds or a total of 14,912 pounds. For March,
the fruit averaged 10,180 pounds and the vegetables 2.528 pounds, or a total

of 12,708 pounds.
While the loading during 1925, both as to averages and as to individual

casofi was, almost without exception, in excess of the minimum, and w^hile the
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exception arising entailed penalty only in one case, it was claimed that there

were special seasonal difficulties in getting the loading. Mr. Willett, one of

the witnesses, said that traffic was light during the holiday season from Novem-
ber. It was stated, in evidence, that from the 15th of December until January
30 it was impossible for all of the fruit dealers of St. John to load a car as far

as Edmundston.
If the averages of all cars moving to all destinations between December

16 and January 30 are taken, the following averages are available:

—

Pounds

Fi-uit 13.270

Vopetablos 546
Other commoditio:>. 8,933

Total 22749

Special reference has been made to the cars moving to Edmundston and
intervening destinations, and the difficulty of loading them during the period

from December 16 to January 30. The following averages on cars to Edmund-
ston and the period in question are available:

—

Pounds
Fniit 9,748

Vegetables 2,492

Other commoditios 12,061

Total 24,301

Included in this average and thereby bringing down the general total is car

286499, moved on December 17, whose total contents were 9,150 pounds, the

fruit factor representing 7,990 pounds. This is the car, however, which has
already been referred to as having been given the advantage of an overflow

rate without penalty.

The quantities of fruit and vegetables vary. In a car which moved on
December 30 there were 3,310 pounds of fruit and 330 pounds of vegetables

—

3,640 pounds in all. In the month of January the figures show a sharp upward
movement. January 13, one car had 9,720 pounds of fruit and 2,240 pounds
of vegetables—11,960 pounds in all. One week later another car moved with

9,670 pounds of fruit and 3,630 pounds of vegetables, or 13,300 pounds in all,

while on January 20 a car moved with 16,070 pounds of fruit and 4,430 pounds
of vegetables.

That the cars can load much in excess of the 15,000 pounds minimum was
admitted in evidence. The general averages in this regard, which are above
set out, bear upon this matter. Attention may be drawn to car CP. 2S7603
which moved I>ecember 16. with destinations Fredericton and Fredericton Jet.,

with a loading of 40,400 pounds. Of this, fruit represented 24,640 pounds,
vegetables 210 pounds, and other commodities 15,550 pounds. There is no ques-

tion then as to the physical ability of the car supplied to carry more than

15,000 pounds. What is raised is the question of the commercial minimum.
Whatever weight «hould properly be given to the commercial minimum, it is

to be noted that in the present case the loading of fruit and vegetables is rela-

tively close to the 15,000-pound minimum, and that the total made up by the

addition of other commodities to the fruit and vegetables is only in one case

below the lo.OOO-pound minimum.
I am of the opinion that the existing arrangement is not unreasonable, and

that the application has been unsuccessful.

Ottawa, May 25, 1926.

Chief Commissioner McKeown and Commissioner Oliver concurred.
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ORDER No. 37681

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association for

an Order suspending Canadian National Railway tariffs C.R.C. No. E-
1068, C.R.C. No. E-1069, and Supplement 2 to C.R.C. No. E-697; and
Canadian Pacific Railway's Corrections Nos. I48, 149, 152, and 153 to

tariff C.R.C. Nd, E-4126,—governing stop off and reshipping arrange-

ments on lumber, in carloads:

File No. 26615.84.

Saturday, the 29th day of May, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Afisistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report

and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Canadian National Railway Tariffs

C.R.C. No. E-1068, C.R.C. No. E-1069, and Supplement 2 to C.R.C. No. E-697;

also Canadian Pacific Railway's Corrections Nos. 148, 149, 152, and 153 to

Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4126—in so far as the said tariff schedules in any way
affect rules, regulations, or charges dealing with out of line haul service, be,

and they are hereby, suspended as of May 26, 1926, pending a hearing by the

Board.
H. A. McKEOWN,

Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37697

In the matter of the application of the Express Traffic Association of Canada
for approval of proposed Supplement "E'' to the Express Classification

for Canada No. 6, on file with the Board under File No. 4S97.81.

Wednesday, the 2nd day of June, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application and on behalf of

the Board of Trade of the city of Toronto, the Montreal Board of Trade, and
the Canadian Manufacturers' Association; and upon the report and recom-
mendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Supplement ^'E" to the Express Classifica-

tion for Canada No. 6 be, and it is hereby, approved, with the following addition
to item 13, page 15, of the Classification, namely:

—

" Where there are two or more rail routes between point of origin and
destination, the lowest standard passenger fare applicable via any one of

such routes will apply over all of the routes."

The proposed supplement to be published as Supplement No. 7.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 377a'i

In the matter of the applieation of the Atlantic, Qiubec d' Western Railway
Company and the Quehtc Oriental Raibvay Company, hereinafter called
the *' Applicant Companies, ' under section SS^f of the Raibvay Act, 1919,
for approval of Standard Parlour Car Tariff, A.Q. W. C.R.C. No. 18,

and Q.O. C.R.C. No. 14, on file with the Hoard under file No. 9451.30.

Saturday, the 5th day of June, A.l). 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assi.^tant Chief Coninmsioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Trafiic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Standard Parlour Car Tariff of the Appli-

cant Companies. A.Q. k W.—C.R.C. No. 18 and Q.O.- C.R.C. No. 14, effective

July 1, 1926, on file with the Board under file No. 9451.30, be, and it is hereby,

approved; the said tariff, with a reference to this order, to be published in at

least two consecutive weekly issues of the Canada Gazette.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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Re Cohen and Crawford Sidings, Kingston, Ont., Canadian Pacific and Canadian

National Railways

File No. 22450.7

JUDGMENT
Commissioner Oliver:

By order of the Board of date February 9, 1926, the Canadian Pacific
Railway was given permission to use the Cohen and Crawford sidings which
connect with the Kingston Branch of the Canadian National Railways, on terms
to be arranged betweeen the railways concerned, or to- be decided by the Board
in case of their failure to agree.

From letters on the Board's files it appears that the Canadian National
Railways ask from the Canadian Pacific $2 for each car placed on either of
these sidings. This the Canadian Pacific definitely refuses to pay, but offers
to pay half the actual expense to which the National Railways are put under
the siding agreements. The solicitor of the Canadian National Railways asks
for the decision of the Board.

Section 193 of the Railway Act clearly contemplates the use by one railway
company of the tracks of another, subject to the approval of the Board. There-
fore there can be no doubt that the Board can give the permission in regard to the
Cohen and Crawford spur tracks which the Canadian Pacific Railway asks. No
difl^culties arise as to access by the Canadian Pacific Railway to these spurs
because that company has the right of operation under lease over the National
track with which the spurs are connected.

There can be no doubt that it is in the interest of the industries operating
on the Cohen and Crawford sidings that these sidings should be used with the
greatest reasonable measure of freedom by both railways.

While subsection (1) of section 193 of the Act comprehensively provides that
one railway company may, subject to the approval of the Board, use another
company's tracks, subsection (2) of the same section provides that,—

Such approval may be given upon application and notice, and, after
hearing, the Board may make such Order, give such directions and impose
such conditions and duties upon either party as to it may appear just
or desirable, having due regard to the public and all proper interests

95
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That is to say, the Board may authorize interference with tlie property
lights of a railway company, but only so far as the public interest demands,
and to the smallest possible degree, consistent with the public interest. The
Board's duty is to guard the private interest affected, as well as to give the
j)ublic interest necessary precedence over it.

Subsection (3) of* section 193 of the Act says,

—

" If the parties fail to agree as to compensation, the Board may, by
Order, fix the amount of compensation to be paid in respect of the

powers and privileges so granted."

That is, the use which one railv/ay is given of another railway's property
must be paid for, and the Board is charged with final responsibility in fixing

the amount.

The lease of running rights over the Kingston Branch of the Canadian
National Railways, held by the Canadian Pacific Railway as successors of the

Kingston and Pembroke Railway Company, is an acknowledgement that the

rights of ownership of the line rests in the Canadian National. The two sidings

under consideration were constructed by arrangement with the Canadian
National. The terms under which the Canadian Pacific should be permitted to

use the two spurs should, in my opinion. Completely preserve the seniority of

right properly belonging to the Canadian National Railways, both in direction

and in cost of operation. That is to say, National car movements should have
precedence and protection and other costs should be assessed by the Canadian,
National Railways, half to be paid by the Canadian Pacific Railway.

As the Cohen spur is owned absolutely by the industry which it serves, no
question of capital cost arises in connection with it. But as the Canadian
National is the owner of the Crawford spur under a standard siding agreement,

the Canadian Pacific Railway should pay to the Canadian National one-half

the cost.

Ottawa, June 10, 1926.

McLean, Assistant Chief Commlssioner:

I agree in the general disposition recommended by Commissioner Oliver. In

regard to the Cohen siding any expense which the Canadian National may be

put to to maintain the switch or other parts of the connection and switch lamp,

should be contributed to by the Canadian Pacific on the basis of even division

between the' Canadian Pacific Railway and the Canadian National, unless the

companies agree to divide this expense on a wheelage basis. In the case of the

Crawford spur, I am of the opinion that the Canadian Pacific Railway should

reimburse the Canadian National for one-half the cost of the rails, fastenings

and non-perishables, and also bear one-half of any other expense that the

Canadian National Railways is put to, subject to the two companies agreeing,

if they wish, to divide the cost on a wheelage basis.

Ottawa, June 11, 1926.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.
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ORDER No. 37744

In the matter of the Order of the Board No. 37320, dated Febrimry 9, 1926,

authorizing the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to run and operate

its trains over and upon the Cohen and Crawford sidings, in the City of

Kingston, and Province of Ontario; the terms of compensation by the said

company to the Canadian National Railways, if not agreed upon by the

parties within one month from the date of this Order, to be brought before

the Board, on the complaint of either party, for disposition by the Board.

File No. 22450.7

Wednesday, the 16th day of- June, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading what has been filed on behalf of the Canadian National and
the Canadian Pacific Railway Companies,

—

The Board orders: That, in regard to the said Cohen siding, any expense to

which the Canadian National Railways may be put, to maintain the switch

or other parts of the connection and switch lamp, be paid one-half by the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company and one-half by the Canadian National
Railways, unless the said companies agree to divide such expense on a wheelage
basis; and that, in the case of the Crawford spur, the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company reimburse the Canadian National Railways for one-half the cost of

the rails, fastenings, and non-perishables, and also pay one-half of any other

expense that the Canadian National Railways may be put to, subject, however,
to the two companies agreeing to divide such cost on a wheelage basis.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37730

In the matter of the Order of the Board No. 37U0, dated March 31, 1926, sus-

pending Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1029 of the Canadian National Railways,
increasing the freight rate on coal from Huntingdon, Quebec, to Isle

Maligne, Quebec.

File No. 2742:>.103

Friday, the 11th day of June, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed on behalf of tlie Century Coal Company,
Limited,

—

The Board orders: That the said Order No. 37440, dated March 31, 1926,

be, and it is hereby, rescinded; and tliat Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1029 of the Cana-
dian National Railways be allowed.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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Application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under Section 188 of the
Railway Act for approval of proposed relocation of station at Grand
Piles, P.Q., at mile 28-9 on the applicant company's Piles Subdivision.

File 34195
JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:
The Canadian Pacific Railway station at Grand Piles was destroyed by fire

on August 24, 1925. The provision was made thereafter for temporary facilities.
The station which was destroyed w^as a 'non-standard one and was built in 1904
The dimensions were 20 feet 8 inches wide by 30 feet 8 inches long, and 20 fee*"
from floor to eaves. It was of wooden construction, with post foundations. It
comprised one waiting room, an ofl^ice and a small baggage room.

On March 1, 1926, the railway made application for approval of proposed
relocation of station at Grand Piles, furnishing plans therewith showing the
proposed relocation. They also filed plan showing detail of the station.

The proposed station is a building 48 feet 10 inches long by 18 feet wide
It contains a general waiting room 12 feet 2 inches by 18 feet, a ladies' waitlnjr
room 12 feet by 18 feet, with lavatory accommodation for each of these waiting
rooms. There is a baggage and express room 12 feet by 18 feet; telegraph and
ticket office 10 feet by 12 feet. There is an 8-foot platform at either end of the
building and a platform 200 feet long at the front.

The facilities proposed are much better, more commodious and more modern
than in the old building which was destroyed by fire.

The location plan was approved by the town of Grand Piles, which is al«o
spoken of as the municipality of St.-Jacques-des-Piles. The municipality oT
St. Jean-des-Piles objected to the relocation, and asked for construction on ^>e
former site. It is set out that the municipality of St. Jean-des-Piles is situated
on the opposite side of the St. Maurice river from St. Jacques-des-Piles, about
1,600 feet from the former station site which was destroved bv fiie. It is claimed
that the old station being situated close to the ferry saved" expense of cartVng
from the ferry to the railway station, ai^g^t if the railway company chances
the site of the station, as proposed, it wil^Mbse additional cost of cartage frSm
the ferry to the proposed station locatiolipr the farmers and others from the
municipality of St. Jean-des-Piles, using m station. The new station location'
as checked by the Board's Engineering Department, is at a point 275 feet ^ovVi
of the old station.

99
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The claims of the two inunicipalitic;? as bearintz; upon tlio location of the

new and improved tstation have been carefully con.sidercd. A.s pointed out, the

now station gives much better facilities than the old station, and it is only some
275 feet away from the site of the old station. In dealing with the matter of

ap})roval of station locations, as in other matters, the Board is given no manag-
ing function over the railways subject to its jurisdiction. Tlie railway exercises

the intial discretion in the matter of filing plans, for example, as to station loca-

tion. The Board's right to intervene arises when there has been a misuse of the

railway's power, and a disregard in exercising its discretion of tlie public interests

concerned. The initial discretion as to the location of stations should be that

of tlie carrier and the Board is justified in intervening only when there has been

unreasonable exercise of this discretion or when there are exception circum-

.stances.

—

Hartin et al rs. Canadian Northern Railway Co'y, 21 Can. Ry. Cases,

Where there are contending applications for the location of a station, the

Board has held that it should only intervene in the case of unjust discrimination

between the railway company and the landowners.

—

Druid Landowners vs.

Grand Trunk Pacific Company, 14 Can. Ry. Cases, 20. Where there has been
a case of a question of agreement or bad faith on the part of the railway, the

Board has felt justified in intervening.

—

Kelly vs. G.T.P. Ry. Co'y, 14 Can. Ry.
Cases, 15.

In the present instance, I do not consider that it has been established that

the railway is making an unreasonable exercise of the discretion which it has
under the Railway Act. It does not appear that there is any such discrimination

against a landowner, or landowners, as would justify the Board interfering.

Having in mind (1) the short distance from the old location to the new loca-

tion; (2) the very much improved facilities afforded by tlie larger station on
t^^he new location; (3) the discretion in regard to management given the railway
under the Railway Act; (4) the limitations imposed upon the Board in respect

of interference with the managing functions of the railway (see considerations

set out above), I am of the opinion that the railway's application should be
granted.

Ottawa, June 30, 1926.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Raikvay Company,
hereinafter called the " Applicant Company," under Section 188 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for approval of the proposed relocation of its station
at Grand Piles, in the Province of Quebec, at mileage 26 9 of the Applicant
Company's Piles Subdivision, as shown on Plan No. Q.L. 35C, dated
December 18, 1925, on file with the Board; also detail plan No. 17236-4,
on file with the Board under file No. 34195.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application on behalf of the

Municipality of St. Jacques-des-Piles and the Municipality of St. Jean-des-

437.

ORDER No. 37812

S. J. McLean, AssistaW^Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commvisioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

A', the 2nd day of July, A.D. 1926.

Piles,-
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The Board ordo:^: That the proposed reloeation of the .".pplieant company's

station at Grand Piles, in the province of Quebec, at mileage 2G-9 of the applicant

company's Piles Subdivision, as shown on the said plans on iile with the Board

under file No. 31195, be, and it is hereby, approved.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37759

In the matter of the application of The Express Traffic Association of Canada
for approval of Supplement ^'F" to the Express Classification for Canada
No. 6, on file with the Board under file No. 1,397.82.

Saturday, the 19th day of Juno, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading what is fded in support of the application, ar d the report ard
recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Supplement 'T" to the Express Classifi-

cation for Canada No. 6, on file with the Board under file No. 4397.82, be, and it

is hereby, approved.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

4
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ORDER No. 37839

In the matter of the application of the Great Northern Railway Company, Jiere-

infter called the "Applicant Company'-
, for approval of its Standard

Tariff of Maximum Parlour Car Tolls ', C.R.C. No. S-10, on file with the
Board under file No. 91,51 .31.

Saturday, the 10th day of July, A.D 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendiation of its Assistant Chief Traffic OfPcer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company's said Standard Tariff of
Maximum Parlour Car Tolls, C.R.C. No. S-10, on file with the Board under file

No. 9451.31, be, and it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to
this order, to be published in at least two consecutive weekly issues o-f the
Canada Gazette.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37901

In the matter of the Order of the Board No. 37396, dated March 20, 1926,
suspending, pending a hearing by the Board the provision of Note " B,''
page 2, of Supplement No. 22 to the Canadian National Railways' tariff
C.R.C. No. E-838, effective March 22, 1926, providing that the rates on
crushed stone from Hagersville be exclusive of switching at the said
point.

File No. 463.4.

Saturday, the 24th day of July, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C, BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer, and its

appearing that the said company has arranged to eliminate such tariff pro-
vision,

—

The Board Orders that the said Order No. 37396, dated March 20, 1926,
be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 431

In the matter oj the General Order of the Board No. S79, dated April 4, 1923^

amending the Rules Relative to the Inspection oj Locomotives and
Tenders/' prescribed by General Order No. 289, dated March 24, 1920,

iritJi regard to the equipping oj locomotives xrith pilots:

File No. 21351.1

Thursday, the 29th day of July, A.D. 192G.

S. J. McLfan, Assistant Chiej Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon rcadinp; what is filed on behalf of the Railway Association of Canada
and the Pere Marquette Railway Company; and upon the report and recom-

mendation of its Chief Oi)erating Officer,

—

The Board Orders: That the time within which the Canadian National

Railways, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the Michigan Central Rail-

road Company, and the Quebec Central Railway Company shall comply with

the requirements of the said General Order No. 379, dated April 4, 1923, bc»

and it is hereby, extended until the 31st day of December, 1927.

2. That the time within which the Pere Marquette Railway Company shall

comply with the requirements of the said General Order No. 379 be extended
until the 31st day of December, 1926.

3. That all the said railway companies report quarterly to the Board how
many engines have been ecjuipped with pilots so as to comply with General
Order No. 379.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chiej Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37936

In the matter oj the application oj the Quebec Central Railway Company, herein-

ajter called the " Applicant Company/' jor permission to make correction^

on less than statutory notice, in the rate on building brick, in carloads,

jrom Scotts Junction to Shawinigan Falls, Quebec:

File No. 3079.80

Wednesday, the 4th day of August, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chiej Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Chief TrafRc Officer of the

Board—
It is ordered: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby granted leave

to issue a supplement forthwith to its tariff C.R.C. No. 917, correcting error in

the rate on building brick, in carloads, from Scotts Junction to Shawinigan Falls,

(Quebec, on one day's notice; the title page of the supplement to bear a note to

the effect that it is issued under the authority of this order, to correct printer's

error.

s. J. McLean,
Assistant Chiej Commissioner.
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Application of the National Explosives, Limited, Ottawa, Ont., for an Order of

the Board granting relief from freiglLt lots of explosives east of Winnipeg,
except on the line o^ the Ottawa and New York Railway.

File 1717.30

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissionp:r:

Under existing conditions, the Canadian National, the Canadian Pacific

Railways, and certain other eastern Canadian carriers apply on high explosives,

in less than carloads, a rate of double first class, with a minimum of 5,0(X)

pounds, for a single shipment. For two shipments to the same destination, in

the same car, the minimum requirements of each is 3,000 pounds. In the case

of three or more shipments to the same destination the minimum is 2,500 pounds.
The applicant is asking that the charge be three times first class, witli no weight
minimum.

In the application, the territory in which relief is asked for is set out a.s

being " east of Winnipeg." As a matter of strict accuracy, the territory actu-
ally involved is east of Port Arthur, Ont., and the minimum charge attacked as
being unreasonable is that applying therein. West of that point there is a much
lower minimum. The Ottawa and New York Railway was excepted, as' it pub-
lishes a very low minimum rate which is not complained of.

As was pointed out in tlic application of the Canadian Explosives, Limited.,

Montreal, for a reduction in rates on High Explosives in Canada, Board's Judg-
ments and Orders, Vol. 15, p. 307, receipt for carriage of high explosives is, under
the classification, at the option of the railway.

In addition to the minimum above referred to, the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way has between Port Arthur, Ont., and Chapleau, Ont., a provision for minimiim
weight of 2,500 pounds. The Canadian National also allows exception in the
case of less than carload shipments of high explosives for bona tide prospectors,
providing that between stations Amos, Que., to Tashota, Ont., inclusive (not
exceeding one standard case), these may be carried at double first class, actual
weight, minimum, charge for any one shipment, $6. Between Port Arthur, Ont.,
imd Hearst, Ont., inclusive, thiere is a rate of double first class, actual weight;
minimum 2,500 pounds.

There are in effect throughout Cannda uniform regulations authorized by
the Board governing the description, packing, marking, loading, staying a^d
handling of explosives.

105
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The miniiuuni charge for \u<^h cxph)sives has already been set out. lu the

case of powder, bhick, bniwii or smokeless, for bla.stins, cannon and small arms,

the charge is (l()ul)le first class for the actual gross weight, with a miMimum
charge of 100 pounds at first class rate, but not less than 50 cents.

In the case of fulminates, tletonators, bhistiiig caps, percussion caps, de+f/iat-

ing fuses (except safety fuses), and projectiles containing explosives, the ciiargo

is double first class for the actual gross weight, with a minimum charge ot 100

pounds at double first class rate, but not less than 50 cents.

Dynamite, when shipped from specified stations under tlie name " stumpir»g

powder—high explosives,'' accompanied by certificates to the etl'ect that it is to

be used only for clearing stumps from farm land, is charged first cltiss standard

mileage rates, minimum charge 100 pounds, but not less than 50 cents.

In Western Canada the charge on high explosives contained in the class

with which the present application is cou'-erned is double first class at act'inl

gross weight, with a minimum for single shipments of $6. This reduced minmium
on high explosives has been in force in Western Canada since, so far ^»s .the

records of the Board show, 1904, with the exception of from September 1 to

September 26, 1907, when the minimum was advanced to that now current in

Eastern Canada. On the latter date the mininmm was again reduced to $5 in

Western Canada; on September 13, 1920, it became $7; on January 1, 1921,

$6.50; and on December 1, 1921, SG. This minimum has been applicable since

that date.

There is also an exception in the West where the Canadian Pacific Railway
has a special minimum charge applicable on high explosives shipped from North-
field, B.C., to certain British Columbia destinations on Vancouver island

In Eastern Canada there are certain exceptions. The Michigan Central

provides for dynamite, high explosives, in less than carloads, at double first class

rate, minimum 100 pounds.
Algoma Central and Hudson Bay Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. 652 provides

for liigh explosives in less than carload quantities at four times first class rate,

with minimum charge of $5 for any shipment, with the exception of single ship-

ments of 5,000 pounds or over, which will take double first class rate, and the

charge for less than 5,000 pounds shall not exceed the charge for 5,000 pounds
at double first class rate.

Algoma Eastern Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. 415 provides for high explosives

in less than carload lots of 5,000 pounds or over at double first class rate; imder
5,000 pounds, at four times first class rate, with minimum ^5 for any one ship-

ment; and that the charge for less than 5,000 pounds shall not exceed the charge
for 5,000 pounds or over.

The Boston and Maine provides for high explosives in less than carload
shipments at double first class rate, minimum charge $2 per shipment.

The New York Central, between stations on the Adirondack Division, has
a minimum charge of $1 on less than carload shipments, actual weight govern-
ing. The New York Central tariff applicable on the Ottawa Division has aliead}^

been referred to.

The Board's judgment in the Canadian Explosives Case above cited con-
sidered the carriage of dynamite as a commodity from the standpoint

. (1) of
the application of the ordinary factors governing the classification of rates,

which included a comparison with other articles more or less analogous; i\rA

(2) the matter of risk. What was said under these headings is applicable here.
The matter of the minimum charge is the new factor.

Mr. Ransom, chairman of the Canadian Freight Association, alleged that
there was greater risk involved in hauling through the East, as the movements
were through more congested districts than those existing in the West, and that
the East had a greater number of junction points. He also called attention to
the various provisions of the regulations governing the handling of high explosives

-5968
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to show the additional care and precautions required as compared with ordinary

merchandise. Reference may be made in this connection to the fact thr.t t'.e

same reguhitions are a[)i)licable to other explosives to which, however, a low

minimum apply.

Reference was made to the carriage of dynamite as stumping powdfT. The
applicant stated frankly that there was a very low rate on this, and that he was
not contending that the rate arran^^ement made in regard to stumping powder
should be the measure of what should apply to his products.

It does appear that there is a business demand for L.C.L. lots. At the same
time, the minimum charge based on 5,000 pounds, as above set out, is admittedly
intended to confine the movements to carload lots.

The matter of rates on high explosives in L.C.L. shipments and the minimum
weights attaching thereto has been before the Board in informal coriespordence

in earlier years, but the correspondence was dropped. In the present cas^e the

minimum charge is, I consider, excessive; and I do not think it is justified from
the standpoint of risk. It is not necessary to set out again what has already

been dealt with by the Board as to the matter of risk in connection with the

application of the Canadian Explofiivcs Company, nor is there any satisfactory

evidence before the Board showing that it has such an effect of risk in connection
with the carriage of L.C.L. shipments that the minimum of 5,000 pounds i«; justi-

fiable.

On consideration, I am of opinion that the same rate adjustment as applies

west of Port Arthur should be made applicable east; that is to say, double firs^

class, at actual gross weight, with a minimum for single shipment of $6. This
is not to be taken as a sanction for increase of lower rate minima where such
exist in Canada east of Port Arthur.

July 31, 1926.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

GENERAL ORDER No. 432

Jn the matter of the application of the National Explosives, Limited, of Ottawa,
Ontario, for an Order granting relief from the freight rate conditions

governing the shipment of less than .carload lots of explosives east of

Winnipeg, except on the line of the Ottawa and New York Railway.

File No. 1717.30

Friday, the 13th day of August, A.D. 1926.

S, J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

C. Lawrence^ Commissioner,

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
May 18, 1926. in the presence of representatives of the applicant company, ths

Canadian Freight Association, and the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National

Railways, and what was alleged; and upon the report and recommendation of

its Chief Traffic Officer,—

The Board orders: That the Canadian Pacific, Canadian National, Central

Vermont, Dominion Atlantic, Montreal and Southern Counties, Napierville

Junction, Nipissing Central, Quebec Central, Quebec, Montreal and Southern,
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Qiicboc R;iil\vay, Lijjlit and Power, 'rcmisooutji, Atlantic, Quebec and Western,

i\m\ (Jiiebec Oriental Railway Companies amend their taritfs applying on high

explosives, effective not later than the 30th day of Aii^ist. 1926, ?o that the

rate published therein on hio;h explosives, in less than carloads, shall not exceed

double first class current tariff rates, with a minimum charge of six dollars ($6)

for a single shipment. Tariff provisions now in effect by any of the railway

companies subject to the juri-^diction of the Board, east of Port Arthur, Ontario,

n.tming lov/er rate minima on high explosives tlian above specified, are not to be

increased as a result of this order.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Application of the Toirnf^hip of Sandirii h Smith agaii)y,t reduction of traiv. service

on the Windsor, Essex and Lake Shore liapid Railway, as rcqinrcd by
Clause 10 of the agreement, or franchise, dated May 26, 1906, bctvwen

the Co^npany and the Municipality oi Sandwich South.

File Ko. 27503.13

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

Effective April 4, 1926, a new time-table became operative on the Windsor,
Essex and Lake Shore Rapid Railway.

Complaints have been received against the withdrawal of train No. I leaving

Kingsville at 6 a.m., arriving Windsor at 6.59 a.m., daily, except Sunday, niaking

two regular stops, namely, Cottam and Essex Office, and, in addition, fivt flag

stops.

The time-table change made the first local train, daily, leave Leamington
at 7 a.m., Kingsville at 7.25 a.m., arriving at Windsor at 9.45 a.m. This train

makes either the regular stops or flag stops at all points. In addition, there is

a bus service leaving Kingsville at 5.50 a.m., arriving AVindsor at 7 a.m.. Com-
plaint ^vas made of the limited seating capacity of the busses.

The raihvay company urged in support of the change that the traflic had
fallen off. The raihvay traverses a section in wdiich, on account of the gooc!

roads in exi.stence, the competition of motor vehicles, including busses, is very
much felt.

In substituting a bus service for the regular six o'(dock train, to which refer-

ence has been made, the railway company propose to run two busses and, i'

necessary, three or more.

Attached to the petition asking for a hearing was a copy of a by-law of

May 26, 1906, granting certain rights and privileges to the Windsor, Essex an 1

Lake Shore Rapid Raihvay Company. Reference was made to clause .10 of the

by-law, which reads:—
The ^aid railway shall operate and run cars both ways through the

township daily, at least every two hours, between the hours of seven
o'clock in the forenoon and six o'clock in the afternoon."

While the paragraph in question was referred to in the written submissions,

there was very incidental reference to it in the he:iring; and the di-cussion that

took place was concerned with the existing service, it being eontended that the
railw^ay service as limited was unsatisfactory^, and the bus service was also

unsatisfactory.
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At the hcarins;, direction was g;i\'on tliat the six o'clock train (No. 14) leav-

ing; Windsor daily, except Sunday, should have such additional stops added as

were necessary in order to permit it to do all the local work between Windsor
and Maidstone.

The condition of the railway company from an earning standpoint has been
before the Board on another occasion; the evidence adduced shows that there is

motor vehicle competition which has quite a serious effect. On ccnsideration,

it does not appear, on the present record, that anythino; more car be ordered
than was directed at the hearing and which became effective on July 12 1926.

August 13, 1926.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

ORDER No. 37922

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Raihvays, horeivafter

called the "Applicants" , under Section 2i6 of the )\'ailv.my Act, 1919, for

authoritii to open for the carriage of traffic the China Clay Brancii from,

mileage 9.0 to 11.33.
'

File No. 19704.32

Thursd.w, the 29th day of July, A.D. 192t>.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Engineer, and the filing

of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicants be, and they are hereby, authorized
to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of the China Clay Branch from
mileage 9.0 to 11 .33, in the province of Ouebec.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37923

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Comrany,
hereinafter called the '^Applicant Company", under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919^ for authority to open for the carnage of traffic that

portion of its Amulet to Dunkirk Branch from Wallace, mileaoe 0, to

Cardross, mileage 46.04. File No." 30351.8

Thursday, the 29th day of July, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief CommAssioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affidavit,—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby, author-

ized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Amulet to Dunkirk
Branch from Wallace, mileage 0, to Cardross, mileage 46.04.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 37982

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific 'Railway Company,
Jiercinafter called the "Applicant Company^' , under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1910, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its C utknife-Whitford Lake Branch from Unwin, mileage 4^ .65,

to Lloi/dtuinster, viileage 76.25.

File No. 10758.47

Tt^e8day, the 10th day of Auj^ii^t, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon tlic report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, and the
filing of the necessary atTidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,
authorized to open for the carriage of traflic that portion of its Cutknife-Whitford
Lake Branch from Unwin, mileage 45.65, to Lloydminster, mileage 76.25.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37984

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railways, hereinafter

called the "Applicants", nndcr Section 276 of the Railway Act, 1919, for

authority to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of the China Clay
Branch from mileage 0.0 to 9.0.

File No. 19704.33

Friday, the 13th day of August, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recom.mendation of its Chief Engineer, and the filing

of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That tlie applicants be, and they are hereby, authorized

to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of the China Clay Branch from
mileage 0.0 to 9.0.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Cow.missioner

.

Ottawa; Printed by F. A. Acland, Printer to the King's Most Excellent Majesty, 1926,
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ORDER No. 37991

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Northern Saskatcheumn Rail-
way Company for an Order extending the time ivithin which it may carry
traffic over that portion of its Turtleford Southeasterly Branch from
mileage 0, at the junction with the Turtleford Subdivision of the Cana-
dian National Railways at mileage 56 .2, for a distance of 23 miles; also
the north leg of the wye at the said junction, a distance of 0.2

Jf. of a mile.

File No. 26653.10

Monday, the 16th day of August, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report and
recommendation of its Assistant Chief Engineer,

—

The Board orders: That the time within which the applicant company may
carry traffic over the said portion of the Turtleford Southeasterly Branch be,
and it is hereby, extended until the 1st day of November, 1926.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 37999

In the matter of the application of the Rural Municipality of Prince Albert,
No. 461, in the Province of Saskatcheican, hereinafter called the ''Appli-
cant", for an Order permitting automobiles to cross over the river at
Fenton, Saskatchewan, on the Canadian National Railways bridge, at
certain times of the year when it is not possible to cross on the ferry or
on the ice.

File No. 949

Tuesday, the 17th day of August, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputij Chief Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Prince
Albert, June 18, 1926, the applicant and the railwav company being represented
at the hearing, and what was alleged.—

It is ordered: That the application be, and it is hereby, refused.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner,
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GENERAL ORDER No. 433

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. 379, dated Ajyril 4, 1923,
amending the Hides Relative to the Inspection of Locomotives and
Tenders, prescribed by General Order No. 289, dated March 21^, 1920,
with respect to the equipment of locomotives in road service with pilots.

File No. 21351.1

Hon H A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S J* McLean, Assistant Chief Commisswner.

\ C BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

paragraph of the order.
^ ^ McKEOWN,

Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 38130

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National
^^^^^

creinaiter called the "Applicant Compamf, under Section 276 o the

S a / for authoriti, to carry traffic over its Acadia Valley

t^^f^nr^&ll, at junction MJI^^^^^^^^^
136.3 near Eyre, to Acadut Valley, a distance of

f^^''^ '^ ^^^^^^^^^

west leg of the wye at the scud junction, a distance of ^
'^^^^^^^^^^^

Wednesday, the 15th day of September, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

A. C Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.

Hon Frank Oliver, Commissioner.
113
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Up„„ ,1» r<.pon rcc—~.M..,„ «. <-<
".arc,, a„d .1..

Eyre to Acadia Valley, a distance o( 24^OT im c=,

^ ^ ^^^^^3

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 38137

biincK at mileage 71 .71, a distanee oj 28.^9 miles.
^.^^ io799.215

Thursday, the 16th day of September, A.D. 1926.

Hon H. A. McKeown, K.C., Cto/ Commissioner.

A 6. jitx-iv.^ ^Rr.nCc\ym:mssioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Engineer and
the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the appHcant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to carry traffic on its AVillowbunch Branch, being an extension of the

Bengough Subdivision of the Canadian Northern Railway, from mileage 43.22,

at Bengough, to Willowbuncli, at mileage 71.71, a distance of 28.49 miles: pro-

vided the speed of trains operated over the said line be limited to a rate of

twenty-five miles an hour.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chiej Commissioner.
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Application of the Board of Management of the Parish of Lancaster in the

Municipality of the County of the City and County of St. John, re free

wagon delivery service into the Parish of Lancaster, Dominion Express
and Canadian National Express Companies.

File Xo. 4214.149

JUDGMENT
Chief Commissioner McKeown:

In January last, application was made on behalf of the Board of Manage-
ment of the Parish of Lancaster in the Municipality of the city and county of

St. John, for an order to compel the Dominion Express Company and the Cana-
dian National Express Company to extend their free wagon delivery into the
Parish of Lancaster. To this application duly served upon the express com-
panies, answer was filed by the Chairman of the Express Traffic Association of

Canada, as follows:—
^' This matter has received the careful attention of the express com-

panies, but they are not in favour of establishing a cartage service in

the Parish of Lancaster."

The city of St. John is divided by the river which bears that name. The
part known as West St. John lies west of the river, and the Parish of Lancaster
lies immediately outside of the limits of West St. John. As a matter of fact

certain portions of this parish immediately contiguous to the city are as thickly

populated as portions of the city itself. The general method of communication
for express purposes between east and West St. John is by means of a ferry,

for the use of which a charge is exacted, and while there is free delivery to the

public on the part of the express companies within the limits of the city, both
on the east and west sides, the west side delivery is burdened with a ferry toll

which renders it more expensive to the companies.
From the year 1913 to 1919, extra tolls were charged by the express com-

panies for delivery in West St. John, on the theory that such extra charge

covered the charge for ferriage. This was provided for by the Board's Order
No. 19086, dated April 17, 1913, which authorized an extra charge of ten cents

for a shipment of 100 pounds or under, and fifteen cents for a shipment between
100 and 500 pounds in weight. In the year 1918, the express companies repre-

sented to the Board that the charge thus allowed was insufficient, and asked
that an increase be permitted. A hearing on this application was held in the
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city of St. John in July, 1918, and the matter was disposed of in the following
December by a communication from the Board to the Secretary of the Express
Traffic A-^ociation of Canada, which stated in part:

—

As it is understood that the express companies contemplate a new
cartaj^e scheme of general application in connection with their present
api)lication for increased revenue, the Board is of opinion that the West
St. John ([uestion may well wait."

After a thorough and complete investigation, a judgment of the Board was
issued in 1919, reported in Vol. 9 of the Board's Judgments, Orders, Regula-
tions and Rulings, hy which judgment certain rules w^re laid down concerning
free cartage within municipal limits, and in accordance with the rules enunci-
ated in such judgment, the application of the express companies for increased

rates in West St. John w^as not only refused, but the existing differential was
abolished, and the advantage of free delivery to West St. John secured, although,

admittedly, it is more expensive for the express companies to deliver in West
St. John than in East St. John, for the reason above named.

By the judgment above referred to, free cartage is not required beyond cor-

porate limits, and this application must be taken as a request to vary that prin-

ciple which was adopted after exhaustive examination and inquiry.

There is no doubt as to the necessity of laying down a general rule in this

matter. Having regard to the locality concerned in this application, it is clear

that for all surface reasons its inhabitants are entitled to as much consideration

as those of the immediate neighbourhood within the limits of the city. But it is

also clear that the infringement of such rule would necessitate a revision of rates

as regards many other areas adjacent to cities and towns, the number of which
would be very large. While the burden of a thorough examination into all such

claims would be great, it would be readily undertaken if there were any prospects

at all that it would lead to the establishment of a rule more equitable or just

than the one now in force.

As remarked by the Assistant Chief Commissioner at the hearing of this

case last April:

—

''These regulations in the Express judgment were laid dow-n after

careful consideration, with the intention of having pretty general applica-

bility. We have recognized that whenever an applicant came within these

conditions, he got the extension alright. If he did not, we have lield that

he did not, get the extension."

Hon. Mr. Baxter, who appeared in support of the application, admitted that,

if the matter were looked at from the standpoint of the city of St. John, to grant
the request would involve a departure from the principles already laid dow^n.

Ho urged that it be treated from the standpoint of the parish of Lancaster.

While the wdiole parish could not claim benefits desired, he argued that a focal

point be established in Fairville, from which a density of population might give

substance to the request before the Board. But this is altogether outside the

rules which govern the Board in disposing of applications of this kind.

As alx)ve remarked, prior to the judgment of 1919, the residents of West St.

John were required to pay an extra charge for delivery.

Because of the location of the city boundaries, when delivery is made in

West St. John by way of the bridge over the river, instead of by the ferry, a

portion of the parish of Lancaster has to be traversed by the express company in

order to reach West St. John, and it therefore seems not unreasonable to those

living within that district that free delivery should be made to them, considering

that the express teams have to pass by or veiy close to their homes to reach

West St. John, when that delivery route is chosen. But it is clear that only in
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exceptional cases delivery via the bri(l}j;e is effected. If it were the only way by

which the residents of West St. John could be reached, a much stronger case

for the applicant would have been established. The fact is, that only a small

fraction of the deliveries are made by way of the bridge, and in places wherein

the street is the boundary line, the drivers have been ordered to make delivery

on both sides of the street.

For ten years or more prior to the judgment of the Board in 1919, the whole

question of free cartage limits for express delivery was dealt witli on local

applications. As a result, many contradictions existed, and the judgment of 1919

was the outcome of a thorough examination into all conditions, with a view of

laying down some general principles applicable throughout.

It may be that applications to further extend delivery upon payment of fees

calculated to meet such expense, should be considered generally by the Board.

In the present case, counsel for the applicant has expressed a willingness to pay

an extra charge for the service. Such application would have to be general in

nature, in order that complete consideration be given to the situation at large. In

this application the Board is not in a position to treat the matter from that

standpoint. The question is too large to be determined upon the application of

an individual locality. Such treatment would immediately duplicate the anoma-
lies and contradictions which existed within the city limits prior to the judgment
of 1919, and this application must, therefore, be dismissed.

Ottawa, August 26, 1926.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean and Commissioner Oliver concurred.

Complaint of the Boards of Trade of Halifax, St. John and Sackville, N.B.,
Canadian Lumbermen's Association, et al, against proposal of the Canadian
National Railways to eliminate alternative roiding via St. John and Ste.

Rosalie Junction on Westbound Traffic destined to stations on the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

File No. 34285.

JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:—
This application was listed for hearing, and heard on the 8th day of January,

1926, in the presence of representatives of the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany and the Canadian National Railways; the provinces of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island being represented by Mr. F. C. Cornell,

who also appeared for the Halifax Board of Trade, St. John Board of Trade and
the Sackville Board of Trade. Mr. R. L. Sargent appeared for the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association and Mr. G. P. Ruickbie for the Bathurst Company,
Limited, of Bathurst, N.B.

The trouble arises from attempt on the part of the Canadian National
Railways to eliminate alternative routings of freight from the Maritime Provinces

to Central Canada via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction, and consequently

has reference to freight originating on the line of the Canadian National Rail-

w^ays within the three eastern Maritime Provinces.

For many years the tai'iff of the Canadian Government Railways, C.R.C.
No. 1352, provided for such alternative routing, but on the first day of October,

1925, the railway company issued supplement No. 38 to such tariff, naming class

rates from stations in Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia to stations in

Quebec and Ontario, which, effective on November 2, 1925, had the effect of

28889—2
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c'liininatintj; the altornative routing:s aforesaid via St. John and Ste. Rosalie
Junction to destinations common to both the Canadian National and Canadian
Pacific Railways.

Theretofore the following routings were available:—
(1) Canadian National Railways direct.

(2) Canadian National to St. John, thence Canadian Pacific Railway.

(3) Canadian National to Ste. Rosalie Junction, thence Canadian Pacific

Railway.

The intended operation of the supplement was to cancel the two last named
routings as far as concerns common destination points, but no change was pro-

posed in connection with destinations not reached by both railways.

In consequence of complaints and submissions hereinafter particularly

stated, strongly protesting against the move above outlined, the Board by its

Order No. 37(}00, dated November 2, 1925, suspended Supplement No. 38 to

Tariff, C.G.R., C.R.C. No. 1352, pending a hearing by the Board, whereby it was
intended and directed that conditions as to routing traffic would remain unchanged
until the Board's decision in the matter would be announced.

On November 16, 1925, the Canadian National Railways issued a further

supplement No. 48, to C.G.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 1364, applicable to lumber and
otlier forest products, to and from the territory covered by class rate tariff

C.R.C. No. 1352 above referred to, by which latter supplement, to take effect

December 18, 1925, it was proposed to make a like change as regards the

elimination of alternative routings via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction, and
upon complaint of the parties in interest the Board by its Order No. 37109, dated
December 2, 1925, suspended the operation of supplement No. 48 so far as it

proposed to eliminate alternative routings via Ste. Rosialie Junction, until

hearing by the Board.
The complaints as to both of the above named supplements are based upon

identical grounds, which will be detailed late^-

Upon the application of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association and the

Maritime Rights Transportation Committee, the Board amended its Order No.
37109, above referred to, by a subsequent Order No. 37164, dated December 17,

1925, such amendment being the insertion of the words, " and St. John", after the

words, " Ste. Rosalie Junction", in the 4th line of the operative portion of said

Order No. 37109, the effect of which was that, pending hearing by the Board,
both supplements to the tariffs referred to, having in mind the proposed elimi-

nation of St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction alternative routings, were suspended.

It seemed to the Board that the practice of routing freight from the eastern

Maritime Provinces, as the same had been developed ever since the railways have

been open for traffic, should not be thus summarily changed, at least until the

parties mostly concerned had full opportunity of being heard.

Suspension of these supplements to tariffs was urged by complaints origi-

nating from the St. John Board of Trade, the Halifax Board of Trade, the Sack-

ville Board of Trade, Charles Fawcett, Limited, Sackville, N.B.; the Enterprise

Foundry Company, Limited, Sackville, N.B.; and the Amherst Foundry Com-
pany, Limited, Amherst, N.S., which complaints enumerated objections to the

proposed tariff amendments as follows:

—

1. That the elimination of the alternative routings via these gateways

will seriously affect the west-bound traffic originating in the provinces of

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

2. That the shippers located on the Canadian National lines in New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia will be forced to pay, in addition to the rate,

a switching cliarge of at least 10 cents per ton, or $3 per car, if they are

delivering to a consignee located on the Canadian Pacific Railway lines

or sidings.
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3. That to insure the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia shipper liaving

an alternative route in the event of traffic being congested, due to weather
conditions, the St. John and Ste. Rosalie gateways should be left open.

4. That in the judgment of the Board of June 30, 1922 (files Nos.

30531, 30685, 30686, and 30686.2), the Board stated as follows:—

" the St. John gatew^ay provides via the Canadian Pacific Railway a short

mileage to Montreal; from Halifax and other points, this route and gate-

way should be maintained to shippers (with the option of Ste. Rosalie)

so that the advantages of the short constructive mileage of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway will continue to function as a rate factor.

5. That the elimination of the alternative routings via Ste. Rosalie

and St. John gateways is not in accordance with the Board's judgment
of June 30, 1922, and General Order No. 366 of the same date."

In its answer to such complaints filed with the Board and dated October

1925, the Canadian National Railways submitted that:

—

Prior to the consolidation or co-operation of the various lines that

now compose the Canadian National Railways, joint rates were in effect

between points on the Intercolonial Railway and points in Ontario and
Quebec, common to the Grand Trunk and Canadian National Railways,

but also reached by the Canadian Pacific.

After, however, the Canadian National Railways as a whole came
into being it was naturally felt that traffic originating on the old Inter-

colonial Railway and destined to points on the constituent parts of the

Canadian National Railw^ays should belong to the latter; for example,

traffic originating at Halifax formerly could be routed via either St. John
or Ste. Rosalie Junction and Canadian Pacific Railway to Toronto, Ham-
ilton, London, etc., the latter company being allowed a very material

portion of the revenue. It is only reasonable and fair to the Canadian
National Railways that where we continue to give good and efficient

service we should enjoy 100 per cent of the haul and revenue."

In a later reply dated October 23, the railway company further said:

—

" Yours of October 21, file 903-34, inclosing communication from
Commissioner Sclanders to Secretary Cartwright, drawing attention to

expression by the Board that the gateways vit St. John and Ste. Rosalie

should be kept open.
" As a matter of fact, the expression referred to had no connection

whatever with rates in territory east of Fort William, as at that time

the discussion was confined to the proper basis to be established between

the Maritime Provinces and territory west of Fort William, and Supple-

ment 38 to C.R.C. No. 1352 complained of does not affect western rates

at all. Aside from this, however, the reason given by the Board for

maintaining the St. John gateway was that the short constructive mile-

age of the C.P.R., that is from St. John to Montreal, should continue to

function as a rate factor.
" There is no intention to disturb the rate situation as a result of

eliminating the St. John or. Ste. Rosalie routes, and, as a matter of fact,

the Canadian National Railway Company has been more liberal to the

Maritime Provinces in the matter of rates between that section and
Ontario than might have been expected under the judgment referred to

by Mr. Sclanders. In dealing with the class rate structure in Eastern
Canada, the following appears in the judgment referred to:

' As the class rate structure in Eastern Canada is not being dis-

turbed at this time, no change should be made in these arbitraries,'
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''in other words in tlic aihitraries in effect at that time which were based

on 42', cents per 100 pounds first-class over Montreal rates, to or from
8t. John, N.B.

" The Canadian National Railways in April, 1924, voluntarily

modified this basis very materially, but our 8t. John friends apparently

do not ai)preciate the interest of the Canadian National Railways have
in the Maritime Provinces, as tlieir action would indicate a desire on
their part to hand over a very substantial revenue, which legitimately

belongs to us, to our competitors."

And in a further communication to the Board under date of October 29,

the railway company made further submission, as follows:

—

" The application of the Halifax Board of Trade is similar to that

made by Commissioner Sclanders of the St. John Board of Trade, which

is dealt with in my memorandum to you of October 23. In the Halifax

application there are two principal grounds for asking that action be

taken by the Board, viz: that the shippers located on Canadian National

lines in Nova Scotia may be forced to pay, in addition to the rate, a

switching charge of one-half cent per 100 pounds, or $3 per car, if con-

signees require delivery on Canadian Pacific Raihvay tracks, and that

the alternative route is necessary in the event of traffiic being congested."

We cannot believe that the westbound traffic from the province of

Nova Scotia- will or can be seriously afTected by our action and with the

service we are at present giving and intend to give, we do not anticipate

the congestion referred to is or will be a serious factor; if it is, the people
in the Maritime Provinces can rest assured that the Canadian National
Railways will take such action as will prevent any undue interruption
to the traffic in which they are particularly interested.

" It may be that on a few isolated cars requiring Canadian Pacific

Railway deliver}^ the consignees will have to pay one-half cent per 100
pounds on traffic originating at local points in the east, but this condi-

tion is general throughout Canada, and is in accordance with general

interswitching regulations and this extra charge is infinitesimal when
placed against the loss to the Canadian National Railways, and we
might say the people of the Maritime Provinces and of the Dominion at

large, of revenue to which we are legitimately entitled, but which would
be handed over to our competitors if the St. John or Ste. Rosalie gate-

ways are kept open.

On general rate making principles a higher rate should be charged

for a joint C.N.-C.P. service than for a single line haul, but our rates

from all local territory in the Maritimes to-day not only reflect the

Canadian Pacific short mileage, St. John to Montreal, but are even much
more liberal and it is certainly difficult to understand the attitude of our

Halifax friends."

At the hearing before the Board the various contentions set out in the

communications hereinbefore referred to were elaborated, both on the part of

the applicants and on the part of the Canadian National Railways. . The latter

strongly urged that it should be allowed to control freight originating in its

own district, and that injustice would be done by compelling it to hand over

to another company at any point, freight which it could carry to the required

destination. No question of difference of rates presents itself, for the lines

being in competition the rates are the same, but in the case of traffic for delivery

on sidings located on the Canadian Pacific Railway at destination, such traffic

would be burdened at destination with a switching charge which would be
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avoi(l(>(l if it were interchanged at Ste. Rosalie or St. John; such switching

charge being, as stated by Mr. Cornell, anywhere from $3 to $^6 per car.

The complainants do not rest their objection wholly upon this factor, for

it is claimed that in addition to lengthier mileage over the Canadian National

Railway, involving a longer time in transit, it occasionally happens that snow
blockades occur on both lines during certain periods of the year, and traffic

specifically routed via the line so blockaded is subject to delay, whereas if the

alternative routing continues to prevail such detention is more easily avoidable.

Having regard to the disparity of mileage and to all the other factors

entering into the problem, there is no doubt that alternative routing via St. John
and Ste. Rosalie Junction operates to deprive the Canadian National Railways

of a certain amount of its traffic or at least endangers the same. From that stand-
point this application seems to associate itself with the general question of inter-

change of traffic over the tw^o systems which, roughly speaking, may perhaps
correct itself by dealing with the situation as a wdiole. But the most important
question immediately before us here is, whether the Board shall continue to

allow its Orders to be disregarded, for it is more than clear that notwithstanding
the formal suspension of the supplements to tariffs eliminating such alternative

routing, effective by specific Orders of the Board, the Canadian National Rail-

way Company has closed the door to such alternative routing, and ignored the

directions specified by the shippers, and refused to turn over at Ste. Rosalie Junc-
tion many cars plainly routed via Canadian Pacific Railway from the last-

named point.

Immediately after the hearing before the Board last February, requests

were received from the Montreal Board of Trade that judgment in this case

be withheld until opportunity was afforded to the Montreal Board of Trade to

further discuss the matter with the railways, and a like request for delay was
also received from the Montreal Wholesale Lumber Dealers Association and
from others, including the Canadian National Railways.

Inasmuch as the disability complained of was supposed to be removed by
the suspension of the objectionable supplements, there seemed to be no substan-
tial reason for refusing these requests, and judicial determination of this matter
has been allowed to stand pending opportunity for the discussion asked for. But
the attention of the Board has been lately directed to serious infractions of its

suspension orders above set out by the Canadian National Railways, which
infractions have been so frequent as to make it impossible to ascribe them to

inadvertence or mistake.

In a memorandum re the transportation problems and freight structure of

the province of Nova Scotia filed by Mr. Cornell and used before the Maritime
Rights Committee, and subsequently filed with this Board re the General Freight
Rate Inquiry, he alleged:

—

''Even though the Commission have indicated their opinion with
regard to the elimination of these gateways, the Canadian National Rail-

w^ays have steadily continued to eliminate the routing on practically all

products of the province of Nova Scotia. They have even gone so far as

to instruct their agent at Ste. Rosalie to refuse to turn over traffic regard-
less of the suspension order of the Board on items numbers 11 and 12,

or the shipping instructions of the shippers."

Upon such memorandum being filed w^ith the Board, Mr. Cornell was asked for

proof of such statement, and such request resulted in a communication addressed
to the Board by him, under date of August 20, 1926, certain paragraphs of which
read as follows:

—

"It has been brought to my attention that the Canadian National
Railways are ignoring the suspension order of your Board with respect
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to the elimination of the gateways of St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junctions.

I would refer you to your Order No. 37000.

'*As evidence of this, the following cars, shipped from points in the

Maritime Provinces, were routed via Ste. Rosalie Junction and Canadian
Pacific Railway to destinations:

—

"Car C.N. 86452 sliipped by Charles Fawcett Coy., Sackville, N.B.,

during June, 1926.

"A car shipped by A. P. T.oggic on May 19, 1926.

"Cars numbered C. N. 416626 and two others on the same dat^

(June 4, 1926) shipped from the Acaxlia Sugar Refineries, Halifax, N.S.
" Car C.N. 192276 shipped July 29, 1926, from Acadia Sugar Refineries

at Halifax.

"Car C.N. 313191 shipped July 26, 1926, from Acadia Sugar
Refineries.

"Car C.G.R. 412938 shipped July 28, 1926, from the Acadia Sugar
Refineries.

"In each and every case, the shipments quoted above were routed via

Ste. Rosalie Junction but the routing instructions on the bills of lading

were ignored and the Canadian National did not divert the traffic

instructed.

"As representing the provinces of Nova Scotia, New^ Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island, I am instructed to protest most strongly against this

ignoring of the orders of the Board and the routing instructions of the

shippers.

"While the examples given above are concrete examples of where
routing instructions have been ignored, I feel that after investigating the

situation it is safe to make the statement tliat it is the accepted policy of

the Canadian National to ignore your suspension order in every case."

And by further communication of September 16, 1926, addressed to the

Secretary of the Board, Mr. Cornell again stated as follows:

—

" I append hereunder a list of cars that were shipped from Maritime
Province points during the month of August last and were not diverted to

the Canadian Pacific Railway at Ste. Rosalie in direct disregard of the

suspension order of the Board:

—

Date.

7th
9th.

nth,
11th.

12th.

13th
16th.

18th.

18th.

20th.

26th.

26th.
26th
28th,

30th,
30th,

Car Number.

211188
130236
308747
416171
113116
102502
305842
652981
653705
206139
211976
203902
205097
204335
321507
332058

Shipper.

Acadia
BeSCO
Acadia . . .

.

Enterprise.
Fawcett. .

.

Fawcett. .

.

Fawcett. .

.

Besco
Hesco
Moirs
Acadia
Acadia
Leonard . .

.

Mar Fish.

.

Acadia. . .

.

Acadia

Contents.

Sugar
Steel bars.
Sugar
Stoves
Stoves
Stoves
Stoves
Steel bars.

.

Steel bars.

,

C'hocolates
Sugar
Sugar
Fish
Fi.sh

Sugar
Sugar

Destination.

Fort William.
Vancouver.
Fort William.
Vancouver.
Vancouver.
Vancouver..
Vancouver.
Vancouver.
Vancouver.
Regina.
Fort William.
Fort William.
Vancouver.
Regina.
Fort William.
Fort William.

"There are possibly other cars that have been treated by the Cana
dian National in a similar manner.
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"We sincerely trust that your Board will take prompt action to stop

this practice."

As above remarked, the particularity of these infractions of the Board's

orders are so complete that it is impossible to attribute them to any oveisight.

On directing the attention of the Ca.nadian National Railways to these instances

of disobedience to the Board's orders, as well as to Mr. Cornell's letters, reply

was made by counsel for the Canadian National Railways by letter to the Board
dated October 5, 1926, in which, inter alia, he said:

—

''So far as the general question of routing traffic via St. John and Ste.

Rosalie is concerned, this matter has been fully developed before the

Board and I am anxiously awaiting a decision."

Also:

—

''The Board will remember that the Canadian National filed tariffs

eliminating the two gateways of Ste. Rosalie and St. John. These tariff

provisions were suspended by the Board and published rates are there-

fore open via these points. We have carried out, therefore, the directions

of the Board in their entirety and I am not aware of any allegation that

can be successfully established against us in respect to this matter."

Notwithstanding the above denial contained in Mr. Fraser's letter, no other

conclusion can be drawn, than that in the instances so completely detailed the

Canadian National Railways have ignored the suspension orders of the Board
by not delivering the cars above indicated to the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany at the point of interchange directed by consignors. As might be expected,

this procedure on the part of the Canadian National Railways has resulted in

reprisals on the part of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, which in a com-
munication to the Board from its counsel, after Mr. Cornell's letters of August
20 and September 16 had been drawn to its attention, informed the Board under
date of September 29, 1926, as follows:

—

" I may say that in so far as this company is concerned any disregard

of shipper's routing instructions during the past summer was due to the

effort of this compa.ny to protect itself against the Canadian National,

which has been diverting traffic from this company to a large extent for

a long time past. Out officials notified the Canadian National in writing

many times that unless they discontinued the practice this company
would be obliged to take similar action in order to protect itself."

The correspondence in part above quoted, and the course of conduct indi-

cated on the part of both railways, clearly show that specific orders of the Board
have been and are now being ignored. It also demonstrates :that> the whole
question of interchange and exchange of traffic must be upon a basis which
admits of no ambiguous construction, and above all, it must be made clear that

the Board w^ill not permit violation of its orders.

As regards the particular question here at issue, I find myself in complete
acquiescence w^ith the Board's judgment of June 30, 1922, in the matter of

freight tolls, reported in Vol. 12 of the Board's Judgments, Orders, etc., wherein
it is stated at p. 70, as follows:

—

" The St. John gatew^ay provides via Canadian Pacific Railway the

short mileage to Montreal; from Halifax and other points this route and
gateway should be maintained to shippers (with the option of Ste. Rosalie)

so that the advantage of the short constructive mileage of the Canadian
Pacific Railway will continue to function as a rate factor."

The motion to remove the suspending orders above referred to is refused;

and the provisions of Supplement No. 38 to C.G.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 1352, and
of Supplement No. 48 to C.G.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 1364, so far as they propose
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to eliiuinato routing via St. John and Stc. Rosalie Junction, are hereby disallowed;
and the Canadian National Railways and the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany are ordered to observe and perform the directions given on the bills of

lading by shippers, as to the routing of traffic when such routing is open under the
published rates of the tariffs in force.

()ttaw.\, October 19, 192G.

Deputy Chief Conunissioner Vien and Commissioner Boyce concurred.

ORDER NO. 38275

In the matter of the complaint of the Boards of Trade of Halifax, St. John, and
Sackville, in the Province of New Brunswick, and the Canadian Lumber-i
mcJi's Association, et al, against the proposal of the Canadian National Rail-

ways to eliminate alternative routing via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction,

on westbound traffic destined to stiations on the Canadian Pacific Railway.

File No. 34285.

Tuesday, the 19th day of October, A.D., 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the complaint at the sittings of the Board held in Montreal.
January 8, 1926, the complainants, the Bathurst Company, Limited, the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association, and the Ca.nadian National Railways being repre-

sented at the hearing, and what was a'llegcd; and upon reading the furtlier sub-

missions filed,

—

The Board Orders: That the provisions of Supplement No. 38 to the Canadian
National Railways' tariff CO. Rvs. C.R.C. No. 1352, and of Supplement No. 48

to the Canadian National Railways' tariff CO. Rys. C.R.C. No. 1364, in so far

as they propose to eliminate routings via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction, be,

and they are hereby, disallowed; and the Canadian National Railways and the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company are hereby directed to observe and perform
the directions given on the bills of lading by shippers as to the routing of traffic,

when such routing is open under the published rates of the tariffs in force.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commii^sioner

.

ORDER NO. 38264

In the matter of the complaint of the Wolverton Flour Mills Company, lAmited,

of St. Marys, in the Province of Ontario, against the provisions of Canadian
National Railways tariff C.R.C. No. E-4233, governing grain, carloads, ex

lake, for milling at New Hamburg, Ontario, and reshipment.

File No. 8641.46.

FmDAY, the 15th day of October, A.D., 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Conunissioner.

Upon consideration of the submissions of the complainant and the railway

company; and upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer.
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The Board Orders: That, effective not later tlian November 15, 1926, tariffs

of the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National Railway Companies be
amended establishing rates on wheat, oats, rye and barely, grain screenings, and
grain refuse, also flaxseed, ex lake, for milling, malting, storage, or other treat-

ment at interior milling points east of Port Arthur and re-shipment, on the

following basis:

—

A. To stop-off point at the current tariff rate, mileage or specific, as the

case may be.

B. Re-shipment of the grain, grain screenings, grain refuse, or products there-

of, to points in Canada cast of Port Arthur, Ont., to be ba'?ccl on the remainder
of the through mileage rates where same is applicable, computed on the actual

through mileage (including out of direct line or back haul) point of origin to

destination via the stop-off point, plus stop-off charge of one (1) cent per 100
pounds, except that the current rate to Montreal will be the maximum rate to

Montreal and inteimediate points plus current stop-off and charge for haul out of

direct run; or where through commodity rates are in effect at the remainder of

the through commodity rate plus current stop-off and charge for haul out of

direct run. Existing difference over Montreal rate to points north, east, and
south of Montreal to be maintained.

C. Re-shipment of the flaxseed products, namely, linseed meal, oil cake,

and oil cake meal, to points in Canada east of Port Arthur, Ont., to be based
on the remainder of the through mileage rate where same is applica.ble, com-
puted on the actual through mileage (including out of direct line or back haul)

point of origin to destination via stoff-off point, plus stop-off charge of one (1)

cent per 100 pounds, except that the maximum rate to Montreal and intermediate

points will be 3-^- cents per 100 pounds over the current rate on grain, etc., from
point of origin to Montreal, plus current stop-off and charge for haul out of

direct run; or where through specific commodity rates are in effect, at the

remainder of the through commodity rate plus current stop-off and charge for

haul out of direct run.

Existing difference over Montreal rate to points north, east, and south of

Montreal to be maintained.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER NO. 38286

In the Matter of the application of the Canadian National Railway Company,,
hereinafter called the '^Applicant Company," under Section 276 of the
Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the cairiage of traffic that por-
tion of its Wardcn-Hanna Branch from the junction at Warden, mileage
56.59 Stettler Subdivision, to the junction with the Drumheller Subdivi*
sion at mileaqe 0.77 at Hanna, a distance of 62.18 miles; and the west leg

of the Wye at the said junction at Hanna, a distance of 0.23 of a mile:

File No. 17169.12.

Wednesday, the 20th day of October, A.D.. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an Engineer of the Board, concurred

in by its Assistant Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessar>^ affidavit,

—
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The Board Orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby, auth-
orized to open for the carriage of traliic that portion of its Warden-Hanna Branch
from the junction at Warden, mileage 56.59 Stettler Subdivision, to the junction
with the Drumheller Subdivision at mileage 0.77 at Hanna, a distance of 62.18
miles; and the west leg of the Wye at the said junction at Hanna, a distance of

0.23 of a mile.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Complaint of John Brownlee & Company, Gait, Ont., re refusal of the Cana-
dian National Railways to refund $17 demurrage charges assessed at

Kitchener on car 35218 containing coal.

File No. 1700.348.

REPORT OF MR. W. E. CAMPBELL, CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER OF
THE BOARD, DATED JULY 15, 1926

Manager Collins, of the Canadian Car Demurrage Bureau of Montreal,

has submitted his complete file of papers relating to this demurrage charge.

The record of the car is as follows: It arrived at Kitchener on November 26,

1925, consigned to J. Brownlee & Co., who were notified November 27. On
same date they ordered the car delivered to the Huether Brewery Company.
Tender of the car was made to the Huether Brewery Company, but they were
advised by the railway company that before the car would be placed for unload-

ing the freight charges must be paid. Under the terms of the conditions of the

bill of lading, the railway company is within its rights in refusing to deliver

or relinquish possession at destination of the property covered by the bill of

lading until all charges thereon have been paid. Although it appears that the

Brewery Company advised the agent they would send over a cheque for the

charges against this car, it did not arrive. Finally, on December 3, the Brewery
Company refused the car. The railway agent states they had been twice called

before that date concerning payment of charges and arranging to unload the

car. On refusal of the car by the Brewery Company on December 3, it reverted

to the possession of John Brownlee & Company, who, on December 4, recon-

signed the car to the Interior Hardwood Company, the car being placed for

the latter on December 5 and released by unloading December 8.

The Canadian Car Demurrage rules, as authorized by the Board, provide

that ''cars held for or by consignor or consignee for loading; unloading, for-

warding directions, or for any other purposes " shall be subject to the demurrage
rules. Demurrage rule 3 allows twenty-four hours free time allowance for

reconsignment in same car; and forty-eight hours free time (exclusive of Sun-

days and legal holidays) is allowed for loading or unloading all commodities.

Rule 9 provides that after the expiration of the free time allowed the fol-

lowing charges shall be made for each day until the car is released:

—

For the first day or fraction thereof of delay, $1

;

For the second day or fraction thereof of delay, $1

;

For the third and each succeeding day or fraction of a day, $5.

127
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This car was held for the purpose of obtaining payment of the freight

charges from the Brewery Company, to whom the car had been turned over by
the original consignees, and no free time is allowed for payment of freight

charges. Such a free time allowance was not provided for in the rules because
it is really unnecessary as consignee can pay freight charges immediately upon
being notified, which is usually before the car has been placed and before any
question of demurrage is involved, or after placing and within the free unload-
ing time. In this case, the car was reconsigned to the Brewery Company
November 27 and demurrage accrued awaiting payment of freight charges.

Demurrage was charged for November 28 and 30 (29th was Sunday) and
December 1, 2 and 3, making two days at $1 each, and three days at $5 each,

a total of S17, as assessed. When the car reverted to original consignee, J.

Brownlee & Company, on December 3, it was reconsigned by them December
4 to the Interior Hardwood Company, and was unloaded within the free time

after being placed, so that no further demurrage accrued against the car.

Obviously, the free unloading time was not allowed while car was held await-

ing payment of freight charges, as the unloading time allowance follows the car

and is made when the car is finally placed for unloading.

Complainants allege that they are not responsible for the demurrage charges

that accrued and that the railway company should consequently refund same.

It would seem clear from the record that complainants were not responsible for

the demurrage charges; the Brewery Company would seem solely responsible.

However, when the Brewery Company refused to accept the car and its pos-

session reverted to the complainants, then the demurrage charges followed the

car, and, in my opinion, would clearly have to be assumed by complainants
regardless of the question of their responsibility for same being incurred. Under
the provisions of the car demurrage rules, the railway company is properly

entitled to, and correctly assessed, the demurrage charges, and same are a lien

against the shipment. I consider the demurrage charge has been properly

assessed by the railway company, and is a matter for adjustment between the

complainants and the Huether Brewery Company.

The Board concurred in the conclusions set forth in the report.

Ottawa, July 16, 1926.

Application of Dunlop Tire and Rubber Goods Company, Limited, Toronto,
Ont., for a ruling of the Board as to the proper rating in Canadian Freight

Classification No. 17 on what is described as a vulcanizer or tire press."

File No. 33365.66

REPORT OF MR. W. E. CAMPBELL, CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER OF
THE BOARD, DATED JULY 29, 1926

Applicant submitted a picture of an article which they describe as " a vul-

canizer or tire press, or in other words, a mould in which tires are cured, and in

the process of curing the design is moulded or pressed into the rubber." Appli-

cant refers to three items in the classification, and asks for a ruling as to which
of these items the article in question is properly ratable under. The items in

question are:

—

SUPPLEMENT No. 1 TO CLASSIFICATION No. 17, PAGE 16, ITEM 4

Moulds

:

Rubber: L.C.L. C.L.

Iron or steel:

Loose or in bundles 2

In barrels, boxes or crates 3

Loose or in packages, C.L., min. wt. 30,000 lbs 5
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CLASSIFICATION No. 17, PAGE 189, ITEM 20

Machinery and Machines:
Presses: L.C.L. C.L.

Presses, N.O.I.B.N.:
S.U., loose or on skids 1

S.U., in boxes or crates 2

K.D., in boxes, bundles or crates 2

S.U. or K.D., in packages, loose or on skids. C.L., min. wt.

24,000 lbs., subject to Rule 7 and Note 3 5

CLASSIFICATION No. 17, PAGE 192, ITEM 6

Machinery and Machines: L.C.L. C.L.
Machinery and Machines, N.O.I.B.N.:

S.U., loose or on skid':^ 1^

S.U., an boxes or crates 1

K.D., in boxes, bundles or crates 2

S.U., or K.D., in packages, loose or on skids, C.L., min. wt.

24,000 lbs., subject to Rule 7 6

Vulcanizers are not specifically provided' for in either the Canadian Freight

Classification or the United States Consolidated Freight Classification. It may
be inferred from the second paragraph of applicant's letter of June 22 that they
consider these articles are covered in the Consolidated Freight Classification by
the item Rubber moulds, iron or steel/' page 308, item 22. The Consolidated
Classification contains provision of similar description for " Moulds " on page
308, item 22; " Presses, N.O.I.B.N.," on page 291, item 10; and for " Machinery
and machines, N.O.I.B.N. ," on page 298, item 3. There is not, however, uni-

formity in the ratings themselves as between the Canadian and Consolidated

Classifications. Both the applicants and Chairman Ransom of the Canadian
Freight Association refer to dictionary definitions. I have attached a memoran-
dum covering dictionary definitions of the articles described as " machine,"

mould," press," and " vulcanizer."

With regard to the suggestion, or apparent impression of applicants that

the item " Rubber moulds " in the United States Consolidated Freight Classi-

fication covers these articles, I43eg to report that I sent the picture of the article

to the Chairman of the Official Classification Committee with the description

as furnished by applicant and quoted in the first paragraph of this report, and
asked what item in the Consolidated Freight Classification is applied to the

movement of these articles in Official Classification territory. The reply of the

Official Classification Committee, under date of June 30, states:

—

" In answer to your file TD-14090, June 24, you are respectfully

advised that shipments of so-called vulcanizers or tire presses, such as
illustrated in the cut which you have submitted, are properly subject to
the ratings established in the Official Classification on machinery and
machines, N.O.I.B.N."

I addressed a similar inquiry to the Chairman of the Western Classifica-

tion Committee to ascertain what item in the Consolidated Freight Classifica-

tion is applied to the movement of these articles in Western Classification Terri-
tory, and have a reply dated July 24, reading:

—

''Replying to yours of July 12, file TD-14090, Red. 33365.66 and
returning the cut as requested: There are various types of this machine
and the committee has ruled that the proper rating applicable is that
for machines, N.O.I.B.N., set up."

Applicant refers to the vulcanizer as being an article in which tires are

cured, and in the process of curing the design is moulded or pressed into the
rubber. This would suggest a process beyond that which would be obtained by

29475—

u
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the use of merely a mould or press. In view of this, and the dictionary defini-

tions of " vuleanizer," it is my opinion that an act or process that is distinct

from pressing or moulding is performed by the vulcanizer, and that the article

in (question is properly subject to the rating applicable for machines, N. O.I.B.N.

,

as per item 6. page 192. of Canadian Freight Classification No. 17.

This report issued as the ruling of the Board.

Ottawa, October 30, 1926.

MACHINE

Webstcrs:

Any device consisting of two or more resistant, relatively constrained parts,

which, by a certain predetermined intermotion, may serve to transmit and
modify force and motion so as to produce some given effect or to do some desired

kind of work.

A construction or contrivance of a mechanical sort. Popularly and in the

wider mechanical sense, a machine is a more or less complex combination of

mechanical parts, as levers, cog and sprocket wheels, pulleys, shafts, etc.

Standard 20th Century:

Any combination of inanimate mechanism for utilizing or applying power:

specifically a construction for mechanical production or modification, generally

complicated and involving more than one mechanical principle, as an arrange-

ment of gears, cranks, connecting-rods, etc.

Murray's Oxford Dictionary:

An apparatus for applying mechanical power, consisting of a number of

interrelated parts, each having a definite function.

An instrument employed to transmit force, or to modify its application.

MOULD

Websters:

The matrix, or cavity, in which anything is shaped, and from which it

takes its form; also the body or mass containing the cavity.

That on which, or in accordance with which, anything is modeled or formed,

anything which serves to regulate the size, form, etc.

Standard 20th Century:

A form or matrix for shaping anything in a fluid or plastic condition,

especially when the shape is to be rendered permanent by cooling or hardening.

Murray's Oxford Dictionary

:

A pattern by which something is shaped.

A pattern, commonly a thin plate of wood or metal, used by masons, brick-

layers and plasterers, as a guide in shaping mouldings, etc.

A hollow form or matrix into which fluid or plastic material is cast or

pressed and allowed to cool or harden so as to form an object of a particular

shape or pattern.
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PRESS

Websters:

An apparatus or macliine by which any substance is pressed or stamped,

or by which an impression of a body is taken.

Standard 20th Century:

To act upon by weight, bear down or lie upon.

To act upon as by lateral force or stress, push against, thrust or crowd; to

crush or squeeze with or as with a press, jam, crush, compress.

Murray's Oxford Dictionary

:

An instrument or machine by which pressure is communicated.
An instrument used to compress a substance into smaller compass, denser

consistency, a flatter shape, or a required form.

VULCA'NIZER

Tfebs^ers.-

Vulcanization: Act or process of imparting to caoutchouc, gutta percha, or

the like, greater elasticity, durability, or hardness by heating with sulphur, sul-

phides, or oxides, or by soaking the material in a solution of sulphur chloride.

Vulcanize: To subject to the process of vulcanization.

Standard 20th Century:

Vulcanization: The process of treating crude india-rubber with sulphur at

a high temperature, thereby increasing its strength and elasticity.

Vulcanizer: An apparatus used in vulcanizing india-rubber.

Application of Neilson Magann Lumber Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., per Canadian
Shippers' Traffic Bureau, for ruling of the Board as to the lawful charges
covering switching movement in Toronto terminals of car C.N. 260772,
containing lumber ex Eganville, from siding of Neilson Magann Lumber
Co., Ltd., on C.P.R. to Moore Bros., Danforth (C.N. Railway).

File No. 6713.211

REPORT OF MR. W. E. CAMPBELL, CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER OF
THE BOARD, DATED AUGUST 6, 1926

Applicants set out that in June, 1925, car CP. 74324, containing lumber
was shipped from Eganville, Ont., via Canadian Pacific Railway, consigned to
the Neilson Magann Lumber Company, Limited, who have a private siding on
Canadian Pacific tracks at Toronto at the foot of Bathurst street. Apparently,
the bill of lading issued at Eganville indicated that the shipment was consigned
to Toronto for dressing, kiln-drying, rcsawing or sorting. In October, 1925,
car C.N. 260772 was loaded with lumber on Neilson Magann Lumber Com-
pany's siding on Canadian Pacific tracks in Toronto for movement to Moore
Bros., Danforth, on Canadian National Railway's public delivery track at that
point. Shippers indicated that the lumber in this car was that which had been
shipped from Eganville for sorting or dressing, as already referred to. Accord-
ing to Canadian Pacific Railway Company's expense bill as submitted by appli-

cants, there was assessed for the movement of this car within Toronto terminals
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a stop-off charge of 1 cent ])cr 100 pounds, minimum $5 per car, by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway for its movement from Neilson Magann Lumber Com-
pany's siding to interchange with Canadian National Railways at Cherry
street, and a local switching charge of 4^ cents by the Canadian National Rail-
ways for movement from Cherry street interchange to public delivery track at
Dan forth.

The 4l-cont rate was based on minimum weight of 40,000 pounds, whereas
applicants contend that if this local switching charge is properly applicable, it

should be based on minimum weight of 30,000 pounds, and as the net weight of

shipment was 32,840 {X)unds there was, in any event, an overcharge in weight.
On behalf of the carriers, Chairman Ransom, of the Canadian Freight Associa-
tion, admits that the local switching charge should have been based on actual
weight of 32,840 pounds, instead of 40,000 pounds, and the carriers are prepared
to adjust this overcharge based on the actual weight of the lumber.

Aside from the question of weight, with respect to which there is now agree-

ment bet^v'een the carriers and the applicants, the other matter in dispute is the

4-^-cent rate charged by the Canadian National Raihvays for switching from
Cherry street interchange to public delivery track at Danforth, and the refusal

of the Canadian Pacific Railway to absorb this switching charge.

Applicants contend that the movement to Danforth was essentially an
interswitching movement for the purpose of completing a road-haul delivery and,

therefore, the rate provided in the tariff covering local switching was inapplic-

able; further, that in any event, as the traffic in question is competitive, the

Canadian National's switching charges should be absorbed by the Canadian
Pacific Railway under the absorption provisions of its tariff in which there is

published the rates and rules of that company governing interswitching charges

to and from connecting lines and the absorption of interswitching charges of

connecting lines on carload traffic.

Some of the tariffs to which applicants made reference in support of their

contentions were not in effect on the dates that are involved in this issue. For
example, applicants referred to the provisions of Canadian Pacific Tariffs

C.R.C. Nos. E-3839 and E-3669, and Grand Trunk Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4418,

but these schedules were all cancelled prior to the movement of this shipment
from Eganville to Toronto.

As I understand the position of applicants, they contend that if this ship-

ment of lumber had originally moved over Canadian National Railways from
Eganville to Toronto, there dressed or sorted at a private siding on Canadian
National line within Toronto terminals, it w^ould have been entitled to a transit

handling and free movement subsequently to any Danforth delivery. Appli-

cants' position on this point is set out in the following language in their letter

of April 26, 1926:—
Any such shipments handled by the Canadian National Railways

from Eganville would be similarly entitled to a transit handling within
Toronto terminals at private sidings on its own line and free reconsign-

ment to any Danforth delivery without question—either private siding

delivery or public siding delivery."

Based, therefore, on the assumption above set out, and the contention that the

traffic is competitive, applicants contend that under the provisions of Cana-
dian Pacific Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3668 that company is obligated to absorb the
switching charge of the Canadian National Railways from Cherry street inter-

change to Danforth in respect to the shipment here in question. It would seem
that the first question to be determined is what the charge would he if this ship-

ment moved via Canadian National Railways from Eganville to Toronto for

dressing, and thereafter was reshipped to Danforth, because whether or not this

is competitive traffic so far as the Canadian Pacific is concerned depends upon
the determination of that question. Are applicants correct in the assumption
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that the tariff of the Canadian National Railways covering stop-off and reship-

ping arrangements on lumber, carloads, would permit a shipment of lumber to

be made from Eganville to Toronto for dressing and thereafter to be shipped
to Danforth, and obtain the benefit of tlie stop-off and reshipping arrangement
published in Canadian National Railways Tariff C.R.C. No. E-697? The tariff

just referred to contains the rules governing the stop-off and reshipping arrange-

ments on lumber, and seems to be very clear in connection with a movement
such as has been described. The provisions of the tariff which are relevant to

what is here in issue are quoted below:

—

Shipments of rough lumber, carloads, for dressing, re-sawing, kiln-

drying or sorting and rcshipment, within six (6) months after arrival at

stop-off point, may be given the benefit of through rate, from original

shipping point to final destination, plus one (1) cent per 100 pounds,

minimum $5 per car for stop-oft' (provided stop-off point is on the direct

run, see Rule C) under the conditions shown herein."
" A. On reshipment of lumber from stop-off point, through charges

to final destination will be based on application of tariff rate in effect on
date shipment was forwarded from original point of shipment. Should
the cars shipped from stop-off point contain lumber from one or more
inwards carloads, the highest balance of rate from reshipping point to

final destination nrill be applied on entire quantity reshipped.''

C. If stop-off point is not on the direct run, a charge of 1 cent per
ton per mile (minimum. 20 miles) for haul out of direct run will be made
in addition to stop-off charge, except that such charge will not be made
between Sudbury Jet. and Sudbury, Ont., on lumber for dressing at Sud-
bury, Ont., and reshipment to points south of Sudbury Jet., Ont. Short
line mileage to govern on competitive traffic."

I consider the proper interpretation of the above-quoted rules is to permit
the lumber to be stopped-off and reshipped under the provisions of the tariff,

provided the stop-off point is on the direct run between point of origin and
destination or on a line diverging from direct line between point of origin and
destination; otherwise, local rate to and from stop-off point is properly applic-

able. In other words, the tariff arrangement provides for a stop-off en route

but not a back haul from the stop-off point. A shipment over Canadian
National Railways from Eganville to Toronto passes through Danforth en
route to Toronto, and consequently I do not consider this stop-off and reship-

ping arrangement on lumber under the provision of the tariff would apply when
the reshipment from Toronto is a back haul to some intermediate point through
which it passed originally en route to Toronto. This would not be a movement
through a stop-off point on the direct run between point of origin and destina-

tion or on a line diverging from the direct line bet\^'een point of origin and desti-

nation. If applicants' contention were sound, then, following it to its logical

conclusion, a shipment of lumber could be made from Eganville to Toronto,
there dressed, and be reshipped back to Eganville, because if, under the provi-

sions of the tariff, a back haul as far as Danforth is permitted, then, of course,

there is no limit to the distance of the back haul.

Under the terms of the tariff of the Canadian National Railways, there-
fore, when the consignee at Toronto, with respect to a "shipment of lumber from
Eganville for resorting, gave directions to reship the lumber back to Danforth,
the provisions of Tariff C.R.C. No. E-697 were not applicable, and the ship-

ment from Toronto to Danforth was therefore nothing more or less than a local

switching movement. In other words, the lumber dressing-in-transit tariff was
inapplicable, and the proper, legal charge was the lumber rate from Eganville
to Toronto, plus the local rate from Toronto to Danforth, which is the published
local switching charge of the Canadian National Railways, as contained in

their Tariff C.R.C. No. E-875.
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Similarly, if the shipiiK'iit had moved from K^aiiville to Toronto via Cana-
dian National Railways consigned to Neilson Magann Lumber Company on
Canadian Pacific tracks, the rate from Eganville to Toronto would be 19^ cents,

and the Canadian National Railways would absorb the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way intcrswitching ciiarge from interchange point to consignees' siding. On
rcshipment from said siding on Canadian Pacific Railway to Danforth, the

lumber transit arrangement would be inapplicable, and the shipment would pro-

perly be subject to the Canadian Pacific Railway local switching charge of

4;V cents from mill on Canadian Pacific tracks to Canadian National mterchange,
plus 4-^- cents Canadian National local switching charge from Canadian Pacific

interchange point to Danforth, making the total charge against the shipment
28} cents per 100 pounds. This is the legal charge if the shipment had moved
via Canadian National Railways, instead of via Canadian Pacific Railway, to

the same consignee at Toronto, and for the same subsequent movement to

Danfoi'th.

This shipment was made over Canadian Pacific Railway from Eganville

to Toronto, and subsequently was moved to Danforth for delivery on public

team track of Canadian National Railw'avs at that point. I do not consider

the provisions of Item 255, Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4126,
governing stop-off and reshipping arrangements on lumber, carloads, are applic-

able when the stop-ofT and final destination are both located at the same point,

or within the same group of terminals. When the car reached Toronto in the

first instance, it was at its ultimate destination, Danforth being a point within

Toronto terminals. When subsequently tendered for movement in another car,

the shipment becomes subject to local switching movement, which is something
over and beyond what is provided for by the tariff arrangement. It would
appear that there have been cases where in practice the stop-off arrangement
has been applied by the railway companies when the stop-off and final destina-

tion are both located at the same point, but in my view this has been without
tariff sanction. I consider the legal charge under published tariffs covering the

movement of this shipment from Neilson JNIagann Lumber Company's siding

on Canadian Pacific Railway tracks to Canadian National public delivery

track at Danforth, was subject to the respective local switching charges of the

Canadian Pacific and Canadian ' National railways, which w^ould be 4^ cents

per 100 pounds for each company, providing the switching movement falls

within Croup A," page 5, Canadian Pacific Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4134, and
(iroup 1. page 81, Canadian National Railways Tariff C.R.C. No. E-875.

While not clearly set out in the papers, I understand the switching movement*
in question come within the two groups here referred to. The provisions of the

intcrswitching tariffs are not applicable, and consequently there is no obligation,

under the provisions of Canadian Pacific Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3668, compelling

that company to absorb the switching charge of the Canadian National Rail-

ways with respect to this shipment.

This report issued as the ruling of the Board.

Ottawa, August 19, 1926.
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Application of the Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau for an Order disallowing

alleged unlawful rates charged by the Canadian National Railways on
carloads of wood-pulp from Bathurst, N.B., Fort Arthur, Out., etc., to

Toronto, Out., in excess of rates contemporaneously in effect to Columbus,
Ohio, and other United States destinations.

File 26963.78

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

I

The sliipments with which the application, as filed, deals moved between
August, 1922, and March, 1925. It is asked that the Board issue an order declar-

ing that the rates on these shipments " are unlaw^ful in that they are not in

accordance with the Railway Act, 1919." The sections which it is contended
are contravened are 323, subsection 5; 314, subsections 4 and 5; and 316, sub-

section 6.

The applicant argues that the Board has full power to " order refunds."

Following this, it is set out that what is asked for is " the Board's ruling as to

what reasonable and proper rates should have been, as well as a declaration

that the rates charged are unlawful as well as unduly discriminatory and other-

wise unreasonable, is also requested."

II

The power of the Board in regard to refunds was dealt wdth in a summary
way in the application of the applicant, which was before the Board in its judg-
ment of July 21, 1925. In this case, application was made for a refund of .$45.56,

plus interest, being the amount alleged to be overcharged on a carload shipment
of lumber from Baptiste, Ont., to Grand Rapids, Mich., on a bill of lading dated
December 23, 1921, routed via " C.N.R. and G.T.R." Board's Judgments and
Orders, Vol. 15, p. 249.

In dealing with the question of refund then raised, the following language
w^as used:

—

In the disposition which the facts warrant, it is in reality unneces-

sary to emphasize the difference between the provisions of the Railway
Act in regard to refunds and those of the Act to .Regulate Commerce and
subsequent amending legislation. Since, however, the applicant contended
at the hearing that there w^as, at least, implied provision under the Rail-

way Act to award refunds, reference may be made to various decisions.

In Canadian Condensing Co. vs. C.P.R. Co., Board's file 16376, there had
been a change in the minimum weight. Tlie shipper made his arrange-
ment on the basis of the old minimum, this working to his detriment in

connection with a contract he had entered into: Held that the erroneous
assumB;tion as to the minimum applying did not justify a departure from
the published tariff, and that no refund could be allowed. See also G.T.
and C.P.R. Cos. vs. Canadian and British American Oil Cos., 13 C.R.C.,
201 ; also complaint of F. L. Getzler above referred to. See also Dominion
Concrete Co. vs. C.F.R. Co., 6 C.R.C., 514- The Board has no power to

make a retroactive alteration in the tariff and grant rebates and refunds
of tolls which have been charged."

The lack of power of the Board to order refunds has been may times set

out. In view of the fact, however, that the question is again raised in the present
application, it may not be amiss to set out in as summary form as possible
exactly what the situation is under the Railway Act.

29475—2
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Unck'r diiiv of March 5, 1907, Chief Commissioner Killam ruled in re Corn-

plaint of the Dominion Concrete Co., Ltd., Report Board of Railway Commis-

sioners, 190S, pp. 124, -^-'^ that the Board is not empowered to make a retro-

active alteration in a tariff which is not contrary to any provisions of the Rail-

way Act, so as to applv the alteration to past transactions. He also ruled in re

The E. B. Eddy CoJs'Complaint, Ibid., p. 127, that the Railway Act g;ave the

Board no power to permit a departure from the lawfully existing tariffs in respect

of past transactions, or to legalize rebates from the previously earned tolls speci-

fied in such tariffs.

The next step in connection with the definition of the power of the Board
in this regard will be found in the decision rendered in 1909 by the late Chief

Commissioner IMabee in British American Oil Co. vs. G.T.R., 9 Can. Ry. Cas.,

178. Here, the following words were used at p. 190:

—

We find that the legal toll chargeable upon the shipments in ques-

tion was 20 cents per 100 pounds, and that that toll is still in force; and
the respondents should be at liberty to refund the difference between that

sum and the sum collected."

In 1911, the same subject matter was before the Board in British America
Oil Co. vs. C.P.R. Co., 12 Can. Ry. Cos., 327. At p. 333, Chief Commissioner
Mabee used the following language:

—

Of course, the Board has no power to order any refund; it can only

declare what the lawful rate was or should have been; and the parlies

are left to whatever redress they may be entitled to consequent upon that

declaration."

On June 4, 1912, decision was rendered by the Supreme Court in G.T. and
C.P.R. Cos. vs. Canadian and British American Oil Co., 14 Can. Ry. Cas., 201.

This decision upheld the power of the Board to make a declaratory Order.

In C.P.R. Co. and Others vs. Canadian Oil Cos., Ltd. (1914), A.C., 1022, the

Privy Council held that the Board had jurisdiction to make a declaratory order
as against the carrier that rates exacted by it between certain dates were illegal.

The situation, then, under the ruling of Chief Commissioner Killam and
under decisions of Chief Commissioner Mabee, upheld by the Supreme Court
and the Privy Council, is that the Board has no power to order refunds, and that
it has power to make a declaratory order in respect of what is the legal rate.

The decisions so rendered have been followed in a long list of cases. In
Davy vs. N., St. C. and T. Ry. Co., 9 Can. Ry. Cas., 493, it was held, at p. 494,
that as the three-cent rate concerned was the law^ful rate, according to the tariff

effective during the period when shipment moved, the Board had no power to
order a refund which had been asked for by applicant. In Montreal Produce
Merchants' Association vs. G.T.R. and C.P.R. Cos., 9 Can. Ry. Cos., 232, p. 239
quotes the language of Chief Commissioner Killam at the hearing in Montreal
on Januar>^ 2, 1907, viz:—

" It seems to me, I must say, that the Board cannot insist on refunds
where railway companies have collected only the tolls which the tariff

existing at the time authorized them to charge."

In Anchor Elevator and Warehousing and Northern Elevator vs. C.N. and
C.P.R. Cos., 9 Can. Ry. Cas., 175, Chief Commissioner Mabee used at p. 178 the

following language:

—

Refunds in excess of the $5 already paid cannot be directed, as,

strictly speaking, the companies charged the tolls called for by their

tariffs. . .
."
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In re Joint Freight and Passenger Tariffs, 10 Can. Ry. Ca.s., 3^3, the fol-

lowing language is used at p. 345:

—

The policy which is open to the Interstate Commerce Commission
of allowing in individual cases reparation on the basis of the difference

between the higher rate found unreasonable and the lower combination
of the locals is not open to us, because we have no power to grant repara-

tion, our jurisdiction where a rate has become legally operative being in

no sense retroactive. Parliament in so legislating must have seen dis-

advantages in the practice of reparation, and it is not for us to attempt
to widen our control in other ways to offset the conditions arising from
lack of power to grant reparation."

British American Oil Co. vs. C.P.R. Co., 12 Can. Ry. Cas., 327, has the

following w^ords at p. 333:

—

^' Of course, the Board has no power to order any refund ; it can only

declare what the lawful rate was or should have been, and the parties

are left to whatever redress they may be entitled to consequent upon
that declaration."

Lehnhart vs. C.N.R. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas., 93, wdiich was decided on July

20, 1914, by Chief Commissioner Drayton, has the following language at p. 94:

—

The Board has no authority to order refunds or a direction would
now be made to order refund of the difference between $184.26 and
$216.63."

Security Traffic Bureau vs. Can. Nor. Ry. Co., 22 Can. Ry. Cas., 4^4, at

p. 416 uses the following language:

—

" The Board possesses no power to direct a refund. It cannot, there-

fore, direct a refund of the difference, if any, between the division received

by the Canadian Northern out of the 27-cent rate and the 14-cent local."

Midland Lumber Shippers vs. G.T.R. Co., 22 Can. Ry. Cas., 387, has, at

p. 388, the following w^ords:

—

" They (the applicants) ask for the application in future of the Pene-
tang rate from Midland, and also for a refund of the difference. They
w^ere advised that the Board has no power to direct the refund of a por-
tion of the rate, said rate having been charged and collected under tariff

legally in force."

Complaint of the New York Car Wheel Co. against rates charged by the
G.T.R. Co., on Pig Iron from Collingwood to Black Rock, Board's Judgments
and Orders, Vol. 12, p. 7, has the following language at p. 9:

—

Application is made for refund of the excess of the charges over the

rate of $3.50 per gross ton. The Board has no power to make a retro-

active alteration in the tariff and grant rebates and refunds of tolls wl:ich

have been charged. The Dominion Concrete Co. vs. C.P.R. Co., 6 C.R.C.,
514!'

United Grain Growers vs. Can. NoJ. Rys., 26 Can. Ry. Cas., 26, set out at

p. 31: " The Board has no power under the Railway Act to direct funds."

In re Freight Tolls on Pig Iron, 27 Can. Ry. Cas., 458, the following language
is used at p. 459:

—

There is no question as to the rate from Welland having been the
rate legally in force. The Board has no power to direct a refund; but it

may, by declaratory^ order, state what is the proper tariff of tolls applic-
able to a certain class of goods, although no consequential relief is granted
the applicant. . .

."
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" The Hoard has thus power to drchirc what is the legal rate, and if

the rate charged is in excess of what is declared to be the legal rate, it is

open to the parties to obtain a return of the excess through appropriate
legal process.

" In the present application, there is no question as to what w^ns the
rate legally in force when the shipment moved, and so there is no justifi-

cation for a declaratory order. The Board's power in the present applica-
tion is limited to declaring what is a reasonable rate for the future, but
no application for this is before it."

It would appear that in the absence of Parliament granting power to order
refunds, there should not be an attempt to obtain by indirection what is not
directly granted.

The iipplicant relies upon sections 312 and 317 of the Railway Act as giving

the Board power to say whether a rate on a past shipment was unreasonable or

unduly discriminatory, and to order refunds in connection therewith. Section

317 of the present Railway Act is the same as section 318 of chapter 37 of the

Revised Statutes of 1906. Section 312 of the present Act has, subject to what is

set out below, the same subject matter as section 284 of chapter 37 of the Revised
Statutes of 1906. The wording of section 312 does not vary from the wording of

section 284, except in regard to the following additions:

—

(a) Subsection 1 (c) of section 312 comprises the words:—
" furnish such other service incidental to transportation as is customary

or usual in connection with the business of a railway company as may be

ordered by the Board;"

[b) A subsection now numbered 8 is added. This is an amendment added

to section 284 of the Act of 1906 by section 10 of 7-8 Edw^ard VII, chapter 61. In

this subsection, now incorporated as subsection 8 in section 312, there are the

following amendatory words which were put in in the legislation of 1919. After

setting out

—

The Board may make regulations applying generally to any par-

ticular raihvay, or any portion thereof "

—

the following words are added:

" or may make an order in any case where it sees fit."

It will thus be seen that so far as the subject-matter of the applicant's

representations in regard to rates is concerned, sections 312 and 317 of the pre-

sent Railway Act do not differ from those contained in the Railway Act of

1906, upon which the decisions in regard to refunds were based; and I am
unable to see that the reference to the sections in question enables the applicant

to obtain by indirection a power that is not directly granted.

Reference is also made by applicant to Imperial Munitions Board vs.

C.P.R. Co., 24 Can. Eij. Cas., 169. This was decided in September, 1918. What
was involved was a claim that rates on shell bars or shell blanks from Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont., to Toronto and Montreal ought not to exceed the rates con-

currently charged on what is referred to as commercial bar steel. The report

of the Chief Traffic Officer was concurred in by the Chief Commissioner, the

Deputy Chief Commissioner, and Commissioners Goodeve and Boyce. At p.

171, the following language was used:

—

While the Board has no power to order a republication

for reparation purposes only, it has jurisdiction to declare the rates charged
to Montreal since May 1st last unjust, unreasonable and excessive to

the extent that they exceeded the rate in force immediately before that
date, namely, 24 cents to August 1, inclusive, subject to an increase to

30 cents from August 12 when the Order in Council was made effective."
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The report continues setting out what rates would be involved in cutting down
to the basis in question, and states: I would recommend that the Board order

accordingly."

The report itself is not quite clear as to whether a refund was " ordered "

or authorized." This is, however, cleared up by reference to Order No.

28165, of March 14, 1919, which implemented the judgment. In clause 2, it

was recited:

—

" That the rates charged the complainants by the respondent rail-

way companies on Shell Bars or blanks from Sault Ste. Marie to Toronto
and Montreal as aforesaid, since May 1, 1918, w^ere unjust, unreason-

able, and excessive to the extent that such rates exceeded the lower

rates in effect immediately before May 1, 1918, subject from August 12,

1918, to the increase authorized by Order in Council No. P.C. 1865,

dated July 27, 1918."

The order then continued setting out that the respondent railway com-
panies w^re authorized " to refund to the complainants the excessive rate so

charged and collected. In the recital of the order, it is set out that the respond-

ent railway companies had undertaken to refund the amount declared by the

order to have been wrongfully charged and collected on such shipments.

As bearing upon the distinction between " authorizing " and ^' ordering,"

reference may be made to the discussion at the hearing of this case on Novem-
ber 5, 1918, Evid. Vol. 289, p. 3586. Mr. Thompson, who w^as appearing for the

Imperial Munitions Board, used in his WTitten application the following words:

—

. . . and upon your investigation you should find our applica-

tion in order, we consider we should receive a refund from February 1,

1918 . . .
."

The comment of Chief Commissioner Drayton on this, set out on the same page,

reads as follows:

—

" The Chief Commissioner: There is no jurisdiction that I know of

to order a refund, Mr. Thompson."

The statement set out in the recital of the order, viz., that the respondent

companies had undertaken to refund the amount declared by the order to have
been wrongfully charged and collected on such shipments, is material as bearing

on the lack of the power of the Board to order. The records show that while

the Board thought the redress above set out w^as proper, it was at the same
time set out that it had no power to order it.

On the Board's file is a memorandum of the late Chief Traffic Officer, Mr.
Hardwell, dated January 9, 1919, who made the report in question, setting out
that, as directed, he had taken up with the Canadian Pacific the question

whether in the event of the railway's claim as to billets being overruled this

company would be a consenting party to an order declaring the rates charged
from Sault Ste. Marie since May 1 last unjust, unreasonable and excessive to

the extent of the finding in the report. The Canadian Pacific, the Algoma Cen-
tral Railways, and the Canadian Government Railw^ays consented.

The situation then is that the railways consented to a refund which the
Board had no power to direct. The consent in the particular case and on the
particular facts creates no continuing jurisdiction.

In the long list of decisions to which reference has been made, the Board
held that it had no power to order " a refund. In the first of the Oil Com-
pany cases above referred to, Chief Commissioner Mabee, after stating the
Board had power to declare what is the legal rate, said it could " authorize

"

the refund of the difference. In the latter case, traversing the same subject-
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matter, he said tlie Board had no i)()\ver to order " a refund, and that if the
railways did not adjust on the basis of the difference in excess of the rate found
to be illegal, the parties were left to their own redress.

I submit that the present order <2;oes no further than this. I also desire to

point out that in decisions subsequent to this date, the position that the Board
had no power to order the refunds was reaffirmed.

Ill

The ap})li('ation as made involves the following movements of wood-pulp,
the rate overcharges being set out as follows:

—

Claim
Cars From To for

overcharge

$ cts.

15 Bathurst, N.B Toronto 372 68
2 Old Lake Road, Que 18 28

22 «
618 81

Smooth Rock Falls, Ont 4 73
1 Chatham, N.B 19 96

1,034 46

The contention that, in regard to past rates on the shipments concerned,

the rates are unlawful turns on the question of the construction of the bearing
of the tariffs on the long and short haul principle.

It has been held that the words of a tariff govern, and that if there is any
ambiguity the tariff is to be construed strictly against the railway and in favour

of the shipper. Evidence of intention contravening the words of the tariff is not
admissible. In Application of Robin Hood Mills, Ltd., Moose Jaw, Sask., and
Montreal, Que., for ruling as to whether Sections 1 and 2 of General Order No.
234, dated May 22, 1918, were applicable to milled in transit arrangements to

destination cast of Port Arthur, Fort William and Armstrong, Out., Board's
Judgments and Orders, Vol. 11, p. 469, the following language was used at p.

477:—
In the decision of the former Chief Commissioner, Sir Henry

Drayton, already referred to, which led up to issuance of General Order
No. 234, the following language was used:

—

' Tariffs, when ambiguous, if they can reasonably and properly

be read in ease of the shipper, following the usual practice are so con-

strued.'

Toll clauses are to be construed with strictness, and it is the public

rather than the parties who have obtained the Special Act containing

such clauses in whose favour any ambiguity of meaning should be deter-

mined.

"Aberdeen Commercial Co. vs. Gt. North of Scotland Ry Co., 3 Ry. &
Can. Traf. Cas., 213.

" Rulings regarding the wording of the classification may be taken

as having a bearing on rulings regarding construction of the provisions

of the tariffs. The classification of an article of commerce should be

stated in terms that the shipping public may readily understand. The
tariffs are to be construed according to their language, and the intention

of the framers and the practice of the carriers do not control.

" Newton Gum Co. vs. C.B. Q. Rd. Co., 16 I.C.C., 341.

Pacific Biscuit Co. vs. S. P. & S. Ry. Co., 20 I.C.C., 546.
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It is established by authority that tariffs are to be strictly con-

strued against the railway. Further, the intention of a tariff, or classifi-

cation, is to be plainly shown in the wording of the tariff or classification,

and it is not to be arrived at by representation as to what the intentions

of the carriers were in framing the provision concerned."

See also Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills vs. C.P.R. Co., 19 Can. Ry.
Cas., 3S1, at p. 383, where the following language was used:

—

"Tariffs are not to be construed by intention; they are to be con-

strued according to their language. Nelson vs. Bell Telephone Co., file

13219:'

Iviperial Steel and Wire Co. vs. G.T. and C.P.R. Cos., 24 Can. Ry. Cas.,

150, at p. 153, has the following language:

—

It well may be that the intention of the companies was to confine

the special transcontinental rate to centres having a large export business,

and that they did not so regard Collingwood. The tariff, however, has to

speak for itself and must be interpreted literally without having regard

to unexpressed railroad intentions."

Dealing with the claim as to overcharges, applicant relies on two methods
of approach: First, the power of the Board to direct a refund. What is already

set out covers this matter. Even if the Board should find that any or all of the
rates in question wxre at a time in the past excessive as distinct from illegal,

the Board would have no power to order a refund. The second method of

approach is from the standpoint of the long and short haul clause.

Bathurst, N.B., to Toronto.—The fifteen cars from Bathurst to Toronto
moved between August 29, 1922, and October 25, 1925. The rate charged
throughout was 37^ cents. The applicant claims that a rate of 34^ cents should
have applied.

The 37i-cent rate charged is quoted in C.N.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-475.

The Canadian Pacific Railway quoted a rate of 34-^ cents in its Tariff C.R.C.
No. E-3974 from St. John to Columbus, Ohio; and it is contended that the rate

so charged is the maximum to Toronto, which is regarded as intermediate. It

is to be noted that the rate which is relied upon as the maximum is contained
in Canadian Pacific Railway tariff from St. John to Columbus, and not in the

Canadian National tariff. The applicant claims that the long and short haul
clause applied. He said, in substance, Bathurst is intermediate to St. John and,
therefore, should take the same St. John to Columbus rate by the Canadian
National as is published by the Canadian Pacific Raihvay. The Canadian
National, however, had no rate St. John to Columbus or any through rate of 34^
cents applicable. Railways are not obligated to meet the rates of their com-
petitors. Edmonton Clover Bar Sand Co. vs. G.T.P. Ry. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas.,

95, V. 97.

The rate quoted in the Canadian Pacific Railway tariff has no controlling

effect on the Bathurst movement, nor is there any evidence of any value sub-
mitted by the applicant showing why it should have.

C.N.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-475 narnes rates on wood-pulp betw^een Cana-
dian National stations in Canada. Canadian National Tariff C.R.C. No. E-458
is a joint competitive and proportional freight tariff naming rates on wood-pulp
from Canadian National stations to points in central freight territory, and points

beyond.

Applicant claimed that the latter tariff applied as a maximum. This tariff,

effective July 1, 1922, published a rate of 36^ cents from Bathurst to Columbus,
Ohio, which was reduced to 35^ cents effective April 22, 1924. The latter is the

rate still in effect. From Bathurst to Detroit and Port Huron, Mich., the rates

are the same as published to Columbus. Under the tariff last named, the traffic
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from Bathur!<t to Detroit, Port Huron, or Columbus would be handled through

Toronto, and the rule on page 6 of the tariff governin^^ the application of rates

to and from intermediate stations read in part:—
" Rates to stations not named herein will (except as otherwise pro-

vided herein), when such stations are directly intermediate, be the same
as to the next station beyon(f to which a rate is herein published."

Subsequent to the period covered by list of cars in question the foregoing

rule has been amended to read:

—

Rates to stations not named herein, will, wdien such stations are

directly intermediate in the United States, be the same as to the next

station beyond to which a rate is herein published; will not apply as

maxima to intermediate points in Canada."

The situation is that while the cars in question were moving the rates

quoted applied as maxima to points intermediate, the rule being wide enough to

cover Canadian points. Subsequently, the tariff w^as amended to except Cana-
dian intermediate points. This raises a S'ituation where there is ambiguity in

regard to the effect of the tariffs.

Giving due consideration to the matter, I am of the opinion that Tariff

C.R.C. No. E-458 applied as a maximum during the period the shipments were
moving and that, therefore, the legal rate on wood-pulp, in carloads, from
Bathurst, N.B., to Toronto, was 36^ cents from July 1, 1922, to April 21, 1924;
and 35i cents from April 22, 1924, to November 9, 1925. On the latter date, a
rate of 344r cents was published from Bathurst to Toronto in Canadian National
Tariff C.R.C. No. E-999.

Old Lake Road, Qice., to Toronto.—As pointed out, there were two cars.

One of these moved in July, 1922, and the other in June, 1923. The rate charged
was 34 cents; and it is claimed that a rate of 32^ cents should have applied. The
34-cent rate was contained in C.N.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-475; the 32J-cent rate

claimed is published in C.N.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-458 and is applicable to

Detroit, Port Huron, Mich., and Columbus, Ohio. Toronto is a directly inter-

mediate station. For the reasons already pointed out, I am of opinion that the

32i-cent rate was the rate legally applicable from Old Lake Road, Que., to

Toronto at the time shipments moved.

Port Arthur, Ont., to Toronto.—Twenty-two cars are here involved. The
movements took place betw^een August 15, 1922, and May 29, 1923. The rate

charged was 40^- cents, with the exception of the last shipment when rate of

40 cents was charged. C.N.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-475 carried a rate of 4(>i cents

from June 29, 1922, to May 28, 1923. No rate sanction for the 40-cent rate

referred to appears.

Effective May 29, 1923, the rate was reduced to 37 cents. The applicant

claims adjustment on the basis of 37 cents. The hitherto existing rate of

40i cents has not been found to be illegal; it has not been found to be unreason-

able; and no ruling has been made as to what should be a reasonable rate for

the future. The voluntary filing by the railway of a rate on a lower basis than

that hitherto existing creates no presumption that the hitherto existing rate w^as

unreasonable. No submission has been advanced justifying the application of

the 37-cent rate as a maximum in the case of the past rates.

Smooth Rock Falls, Ont., to Toronto.—One car is involved. This moved
on November 4, 1922, and was charged a rate of 29 cents. The claim is that

adjustment should be made on the 28-cent rate. The rate of 29 cents is con-

tained in C.N.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-475, which was the legal rate in effect

on the date the shipment moved. The 28-cent rate claimed was applicable at

the date of shipment from Smooth Rock Falls to Manistique, Mich. The tariff
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shows the rate as being applicable only via Hearst, Ont., over Algoma Central
and Hudson Bay Railway and the M. St. P. and S.S.M. Railway. No valid

justification for the 28-cent rate in the case of the Canadian National naove-

ment has been advanced.

Chatham, N.B., to Toronto.—There is concerned in this case one car which
moved on Februarv 5, 1924. Rate of 40 cents was charged, which is the rate

carried in C.N.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-475. It is claimed that a rate of 36-i
cents should have applied as a maximum. This is the rate applying from Chat-
ham, N.B., to Detroit, Port Huron and Columbus in C.N.R. Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-458. For the reasons already set out in connection with the discussion of

the rates from Bathurst, I am of opinion that this rate should apply as the

maximum.
The situation, then, is that in the case of Bathurst, from July 1, 1922, to

April 21, 1924, the legal rate to Toronto was 36-J- cents; from April 22, 1924,

to November 9, 1925, it was 35^ cents.

In the case of Old Lake Road, on the tw^o cars concerned, the

rate was the legal rate.

In the case of the twenty-two cars from Port Arthur, the rate basis claimed
is not justified.

On the one car from Smooth Rock Falls, the rate basis claimed Js not
justified.

On the one car from Chatham, N.B., the rate basis claimed is justified.

IV

The applicant also asked that direction be given as to reasonable rates for

the future. While during the period the shipments, covered by applicant's
claim statement, moved, the rates from the points mentioned therein to Toronto
published in the Canadian tarifi' were higher than the rates published in the
joint, competitive international tariff to Detroit and Columbus, the present
rates to Toronto, except in the case of Old Lake Road, are lower. The present

rate situation from these shipping points to Toronto, Detroit and Columbus is

as follows:

—

To
From

Bathurst Chatham
Old Lake
Road

Smooth
Rock Falls Port Arthur

Toronto
35|
35i

s^
35i
35^

34
32i

32^

29

31|
31i

37

39^
40^

Detroit

Applicant contended there should be a reduction in the present rates to

Toronto. It was submitted that reasonable rates to Toronto should not exceed

29i cents from Bathurst, Fort William, Port Arthur, St. John and Edmundston,
and 25 cents from Old Lake Road. Applicant's test of the reasonableness of

the suggested rates w^as by comparison with rates in effect on the same com-
modity between certain United States points, also from certain United States

points to Canadian destinations. Rates cited were from Berlin, N.H., to Ritt-

man and Cleveland, Ohio; Bangor, Me., to Cleveland, Ohio; ]Mount Desert,

Me., to Cleveland, Ohio, Toronto and Windsor, Ont.; and from New London,
Conn., to Thorold, Ont. Applicant contended that inasmuch as there was a

rate of 29^ cents in effect between the points above cited for hauls of equal or

greater mileage than from the Canadian shipping points to Toronto that would
be a proper measure by which to establish a 29i-cent rate to Toronto.
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In dealing with the question thus raised, several general positions which
have been developed in the decisions and which are applicable to the present
case may well be considered.

(1) Mileage is not of itself a necessary conclusive measure of reasonable-
ness. British Columbia Pacific C'oa.st Cities vs. C.P.R. Co., 7 Can. Ry. Cas.,

125, at pp. 142 and 143, Chief Coommissioner Killam used the following lan-

guage:—
It appears to me that no inference can be drawn from a mere com-

parison of distance upon different portions of railways, and that it does

not constitute discrimination—much less unjust discrimination—for a
railway company to charge higher rates for shorter distances over a line

having small business or expensive in construction, maintenance, or

operation, than over a line having large business or comparatively inex-

pensive in construction, maintenance and operation.

In my opinion, a party raising such a complaint upon a mere com-
parison of distances should show the nature of the particular lines referred

to and that there is a material disproportion of rates as against the

shorter line after due allowance is made for the circumstances just men-
tioned."

Doolittle and Wilcox vs. G.T. and C.P.R. Cos., 8 Can. Ry. Cas., 10, at pp.

11 and 12, Chief Commissioner Mabee, who rendered the decision, used the fol-

lowing language:

—

^' The fundamental ground of the application is to have mileage form
the sole basis in making these rates. To thoSe who have not had experi-

ence in rate-making, the argument of distance must be the principal

factor that appeals with force; but the history of these cases shows that

while it is of course to be considered, in many cases it is the minor mat-
ter; I am not aware that either in England or in the United States it

has been held by the rate-controlling tribunals that they are bound to

regard mileage as a controlling factor."

Re Freight Tolls, Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. 8, p. 73:

—

. . . under the body of regulation which is developed under

the Railway Act, mileage is not a rigid yardstick of discrimination. Dis-

crimination in the sense in which it is forbidden by the Railway Act is

a matter of fact to be determined by the Board."

Corn-plaint Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd., vs. C.P.R. Co. et al,

28 Can. Ry. Cos., 100. See summary of decisions on page 109, Canadian Oil

Cos. vs. G.T., CP., and C.N.R. Cos., 12 Can. Ry. Cas., 350, at p. 354:—

a mere comparison of distances, without consideration of

the peculiar circumstances affecting the traffic is not the final criteria of

discrimination."

See also Hudson Bay Mining Co. vs. Gt. Nor. Ry. Co., 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 254,

where the following language is used at p. 256:

—

It does not of necessity follow that the rates of one railway aire to

be taken as a conclusive measure of what it is reasonable to charge on

another railway. Dominion Sugar Co. v. Canadian Freight Association,

14 Can. Ry. Cas., 188, at p. 192.

Not simply mileage comparisons, but also comparisons in respect

of conditions of operation, cost of carriage, volume of traffic, etc., would

be necessary. And these to be conclusive would have to point to simi-

larity, if not to identity of conditions."

Reference may also be made to Edmonton Clover Bar Sand Co. vs. G.T.P. Ry.

Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas., 95.
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The findings above summarized apply with still greater force when the

rates with which comparisons are made are located under another jurisdiction,

as are the railways of the United States.

In his presentation of the case, applicant, at p. 1454, in asking that the

rate from St. John to Toronto be 29^- cents, figures this by comparison with

rates from New London territory, which includes New York to Merritton and
Stratford. When he was asked whether conditions were the same, he said the

shipments moved in part over lines over which the Board had jurisdiction. What
was raised by this comparison was the matter of the mileage basis.

(2) Blanket or Group Rates Allowable and in Public Interest. Complaint

of the Lake Superior Paper Co., Board's Judgments & Orders, Vol. 8, p. 123;

Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. 12, p.

283. Fullerton Lumber & Shingle Co. vs. C.P.R. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas., 79,

states at p. 87, ^' A group rate arrangement endeavours to average distance and
public convenience."

The rates which applicant desires to build up to Toronto are proposed to

be built on mileage; but at the same time, the United States rates with which
comparison is made include group rating arrangements. In the course of his

presentation, his attention was directed to the fact that rates to American des-

tinations, Detroit and Columbus, on which stress was laid by him, seem to be

grouped as to points of origin. At p. 1446 of the evidence, in answer to a ques-

tion so directed to him, he said:

—

" They seem to be grouped. You take Edmundston and St. John,

and Bathurst and Woodlawn and Van Buren, the last two being in Maine,
they are all, as you say, Sir, grouped to western points."

In answer to a question on the same page, he stated that the rates moving to

American destinations, e.g., Detroit and Columbus, were not on mileage.

Group or blanket arrangements being made on averages of distance and
producing averaged conditions do not afford any necessary criteria of what is

a reasonable rate on a mileage basis. Group rates in the United States in

various cases cover very extensive territories; for example, it was stated by
Lewis Spence, Director of Traffic of the Southern Pacific System, in the hear-

ing before the United States Senate Committee of Interstate Commerce Long
and Short Haul Charges, 1924, p. 385, that potatoes moved from Minneapolis to

Fort Worth, Texas, approximately 1,000 miles, at a rate of 96 cents; they also

moved from Idaho Falls, Idaho, to the same destination, a distance of 1,510

miles, at the same rate.

The rate to Columbus, Ohio, as compared with the rate to Toronto having
simply a 1-cent difference shows a factor of blanketing. Aside from the fact

that from Detroit there is a blanket rate not under the Board's jurisdiction, it

may be noted that there was nothing advanced to show that this blanket rate

is unreasonable in itself. Manifesth', it is illogical to attempt to build up a

mileage structure on the basis of comparison with grouping arrangements.

(3) What competition exists and what detriment results from the compe-
tition? Michigan Sugar Co. vs. C.W. (fc L.E. Ry. Co., 11 Can. Ry. Cas., 353.

At p. 372 it was stated:

—

"... it is amply established in the evidence that there is no
competition between the refined product of the Dominion Sugar Com-
pany and of the applicant company; there being no such competition, it

cannot be alleged that the railway company is in any way limiting the

market for the refined sugar."
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City of Toronto and Town of Brampton vs. CP. and G.T. Jiy. Cos., 11 Can.
By. Cas., 370. At p. 375, Chief Commissioner Mabee u.^cd the following

language:

—

" I do not understand that there is anything wrong or evil in dis-

erimination since it has not hurt any one. ... In the absence of

any injury to individuals or localities, what difference does it make
whether tliere is discrimination."

Kclowna Board of Trade rs. C.P.R. Co., 15 Can. Ry. Cas., J^ll:—

A claim of unjust discrimination cannot be supported when the
same circumstances and conditions do not and cannot exist."

Guest Fuh Co. vs. Dominion Express Co., 18 Can. Ry. Cos., 1

:

—
It is not unjust discrimination to charge too low a toll to one

market as compared with that to another market, when no competition
exists between them."

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd., Supra, at p. 109:—
It was pointed out that mere allegation of difference in rate was

not conclusive as to the existence of unjust discrimination or undue pre-
ference. It is necessary for the applicant before shifting onus on the
railway to make out a prima, facie case of discrimination."

The Don Valley Paper Company, which was represented by the applicant,

is concerned for the most part with the manufacture of stiff cardboards and
stiff papers. Mr. Watson, for the railway company, at p. 1460, in dealing with
the question of wood-pulp rates in Canada, laid stress upon the competition of

markets. He said that the large market for the products of the pulp and paper
manufacturers being in the United States, the railways had recognized the

necessity of making rates from Canadian points in order to enable Canadian
producers to increase their output, and enable them to compete with rates from
United States mills to consuming points in the United States.

Applicant was questioned at pp. 1471-1474 by the Deputy Chief Commis-
sioner in regard to the nature of the competition, if any, existing between
Columbus, Ohio, the point alleged to be favoured, and Toronto. Applicant

stated that the Columbus buyer had an advantage over the Toronto buyer

because of the rate difference, but did not give such concrete evidence as would
enable any conclusion to be arrived at in regard to the effect of this upon the

purchases and sales of the product manufactured by the firm which he repre-

sented.

The situation as summarized in the evidence {Vol. 1^52, pp. 1476-77) is as

follows:

—

" The Assistant Chief: This question of what some one might do
if he wakened up, I don't know tliat we need go into. But this situation

of competition, Mr. Killingray, let me understand you correctly. First,

as to the shipment of wood-pulp to Columbus, Ohio, you are not in a

position to say what the price of wood-pulp purchased by the Columbus
producer is, but you make this argument, that there is a difference in

rates of li cents, or was a difference, that the Columbus purchaser, or

buyer, is able to raise the price by 1^ cents, and the Don Valley people

must pay 1^ cents more to meet that.

''Mr. Killingray: Yes, sir.

"The Assistant Chief: Then, second, as to the competition in

Canada, as I understand it, you claim that there is competition from

American producers, in regard to calendars and so on, but you are not
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in a position to say what, if any, competition there is in regard to card-

board manufactured in Columbus, or points like that, and shipped into

Canada in competition.

" Mr. Killingray: No.

(4) United States Rates.—The applicant has, as already pointed out, made
sundry comparisons with United States rates. Reference was made to the rate

from Bathurst to Toronto as compared with the rate from Bathurst to Buffalo.

Bathurst to Toronto has a mileage of 856; the rate is 34^ cents. Bathurst to

Buffalo, over the route in which the Canadian National is interested, has a

mileage of 959; and the rate is 33 cents.

With regard to the rates on wood-pulp from points in Canada to the United
States, it is stated by the railway company that the situation is altogether dif-

ferent. It is stated that the great growth of the industry in recent years has
resulted in a production very much greater than the consumption within Can-
ada, and consequently to assist the Canadian producer to find a market in the
United States and compete with the United States mills, also importations from
foreign countries, it was necessary to establish competitive rates from Canada
to the United States somewhat relatively lower than the rates within Canada.
From Bathurst to Buffalo, 959 miles, the rate is 33 cents. At Buffalo, there is

competition from New England mills, also with the Scandinavian countries,

with rates in effect as follows:

—

From Routes
To Buffalo

Miles Rate

Woodlawn, Me.

Great Works, Pa.

Me. C, Portland. Me., B. & M. Mechanicville, N. Y., D
& H., Binghampton, N.Y., Erie R.R

Me. C, Portland, Mo., B. & M., Rotterdam Jet., N.Y.,
N.Y.C

Me. C, Portland, Me., B. & M., Mechanicville, N.Y., D
& H., Binghampton, N.Y., Erie R.R

Me. C, Portland, Me., B. & M. Rotterdam Jet., N.Y.
N.Y.C

Rumford, Me

Berlin, N.H

Mount Tom, Mass.

Carthage, N.Y

Import

Boston, Mass

New York, N.Y. .

.

Philadelphia, Pa...

Baltimore, Md

Me. C, Portland, Me., B. & M., Mechnicville, N.Y., D
& H., Binghampton, N.Y., Erie R.R

Me. C, Portland, Me., B. & M., Rotterdam Jet., N.Y.
N.Y.C

B. & M., Mechanicville, N.Y., D. & H., Binghampton
N.Y., Erie R.R

B. & M., Rotterdam Jet., N.Y., N.Y.C

B. & M., Mechanicville, N.Y,, D. & H., Binghampton
N.Y., Erie R.R

B. & M., Rotterdam Jet., N.Y., N.Y.C

New York Central Railroad

B. & M., Rotterdam Jet., N.Y., N.Y.C.

New York Central Railroad.
Erie Railroad

Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Railroad, N.Y.C.

Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Railroad, N.Y.C.

892

823'

7651

j

696J

703|

634J

626\
557/

4601

391

1

225

476

437\
423/

416\

396\

32

28^

28h

25

15^

23

23

26^

26^
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l or the rcas^ons given below, it does not appear to be necessary to go into

the question of United States rates at length. Dealing with the Bathurst rate

and leaving aside the question of the United States rates for the moment, it was
contendetl by applicant, in answer to the Deputy Chief Commissioner, that the

rate from Bathurst to Toronto should be comparatively lower than from St.

John to Toronto; but he stated he was not in position to state definitely how
much lower.

It was i)oinlcd out by the representative of the railway, at p. 1463, that

from Bathurst to Toronto, a distance of 856 miles, the rate was 34^ cents, and
that from St. John to Toronto, a distance of 822 miles, tiie rate was the same.

The matter of the short line mileage by the Canadian Pacific enters in.

The fact that the Canadian National gives a 33-cent rate to Buffalo over

its long route from Bathurst as compared with the 34-i-cent rate to Toronto was
made the subject of analysis by the Deputy Chief Commissioner in the course

of the hearing. In the table already quoted, reference is made to the mileage

location of various producing points shipping into Buffalo and with which the

Canadian National is in competition. The controlling effect of these groups,

however, would appear to be in the short distance mileage and the rate attaching

thereto. In order that the shipment from Bathurst to Buffalo over the Cana-
dian National, with a distance of 959 miles, may get into Buffalo, it has to com-
pete with the rate from AVoodlawn, Me., which is controlled by the short mileage
of 823 miles and the rate attaching thereto of 32 cents. The Canadian National
mo\ ement, 67 miles longer than the long distance mileage to Woodlawn, Me., is

charged one cent more.

In the submissions placed before the Board from time to time, it has been
contended that American rates shall be the criteria of reasonableness, where such
rates are lower than Canadian rates. In Manitoba Dairymen's Assn. vs.

Dominion and Canadian Northern Express Cos., 14 Can. By. Cas., at p. 149, the

following language w'as used:

—

*'As I construe the Railway Act, the Board must find its criteria of

the reasonableness of the Canadian rates within Canada."

At p. 148 of the same judgment, in dealing with the question of discrimina-
tion, it was pointed out that the Board had already held

—

that where the traffic compared moves over two different routes, this

precludes the mere reference to difference in mileage rates being taken as

-prima facie evidence of discriminatory treatment, and that this held with
especial force where comparisons are made with the rates of railways
which are not subject to the Board's jurisdiction.

Riley vs. Dominion Express Co., 17 Can. By. Cas., 112, at p. 115, it was
said:

—

" Rates as arrived at in the United States are not the criteria of

reasonable rates in Canada unless the circumstances in both cases are on
all fours."

In re Telegraph Tolls, 20 Can. By. Cas., 1, at p. 6, it was said:—
" The comparisons between rates in the United States and those in

Canada are informative but not conclusive. They have no necessary con-

clusive bearing on the reasonableness of rates in Canada."

V

The traffic involved covered approximately a three-year period, as set out

in the statement of the applicant. Whether this covers all the traffic moving
within that period is not set out. There is nothing before the Board bearing

upon the volume of traffic now moving which would be affected.
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Under the tariff concerned, which covers four provinces, traflic moves from

58 points of origin to 105 destinations. The points of origin are distributed as

follows: Nova Scotia, 7; New Brunswick, 4; Quebec, 31; Ontario, 16. The
destination points are as follows: Nova Scotia, 6; New Brunswick, 4; Quebec,

51; Ontario, 44.

On the record submitted, there is a lack of detail with regard to Canadian
conditions affecting the traffic loading, earnings per car mile or per ton mile, or

any other of the factors wliich would be pertinent as bearing on an application

for downward revision of rates. No details bearing on their reasonableness from
a Canadian traffic standpoint are submitted. As indicated, the extent covered

by the tariff is wide. No figures are before the Board showing the volume of

traffic which the tariff covers. The tariff is of general scope; yet no complaint

of a general nature has been recorded. There is nothing before the Board to

show the amount of traffic the applicant would have which would be affected

by the revised rates for which he asks.

There has been no general compaint. At the same time, the various rates

have been the matter of gradual adjustment. Change in rates from a limited

number of originating points to a limited number of destination points cannot
be made without affecting the interests of others who have not been heard.

In my opinion, this phase of the complaint should be dismissed. In regard
to the question of the legality of the rates concerned, a declaratory order may
issue.

August 12, 1926.

Deputy Chief Commissioner Vicn and Commissioners Boyce, Lawrence,
and Oliver concurred.

Application of Consolidated Rendering Co., Boston, Mass., for riding of the

Board re demurrage charges.

File No. 1700.306

REPORT OF MR. W. E. CAMPBELL, CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER OF
THE BOARD, DATED SEPTEMBER 21, 1926

This is an application from the Consolidated Rendering Co., Boston, Mass.,
for a ruling of the Board in the matter of claims against the Canadian National
Railways for refund of demurrage charges assessed on a number of carload ship-

ments of fertilizer materials shipped from Lowell, Mass., to various points in

Quebec.
There is attached a statement of the record of the cars involved and the

demurrage charges assessed thereon.

The delay to the cars for which demurrage is charged was awaiting clear-

ance from customs, for which purpose twenty-four hours' free time allowance
is provided under demurrage rule 3 (a). In connection with shipments arriving

in Canada from United States points of origin in bond, it is necessary for con-

signee, or his authorized agent, to present certified invoices in duplicate and
customs entry to proper customs official at the customs port or outport; make
entry as required by Canadian customs requirements, and pay duty if shipment
is dutiable. While, when customs requirements are fully understood and
promptly complied with, and the necessary documents submitted, there is no
difficulty in arranging clearance from customs within the free time allowance
provided, at the same time, in practice, it frequently happens that there is delay
in clearing customs through non-compliance promptly with customs requirements
or absence of some of the necessary documents at the time of arrival of the car,

which involves additional delay, and, consequently, assessment of demurrage.
The obligation to fulfil customs requirements and present the necessary docu-
ments rests solely upon the owner of the goods; this is not an obligation which
in any way devolves upon the railway company.
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The siil)niissi()ns before tlic Board indicate that the parties called for by

shipping instnirtions to be notified of arrival of the shipments were in each case

promptly notified by the agent of the railway company of the arrival of the

cars at the customs port or outport. In a number of cases the record indicates

that the agents sent more than one notification. It further appears that the

agents of the railway company were in most instances advised by the parties

notified that they were arranging customs clearance.

Applicant admits that at the time these particular shipments moved they

did not furnish customs entry forms or powers of attorney at the customs clear-

ance point in advance of or at the time of arrival of cars for the reason that

they were unfamiliar with the requirements and the proper way to accomplish

entry of the goods for customs purposes. It is obvious that the delay to the

cars in question was due, therefore, to the applicants not having familiarized

themselves in advance of making sliipmcnt with the necessary customs require-

ments so as to enable the shipments to be cleared within the free time of twenty-

four hours provided for that purpose; further, that they had not arranged so

that the consignees, or parties to whom notice of arrival was directed to be sent,

would be in a position to do so. The result was that when the parties notified

received notice of arrival of the cars they had to take the matter up and obtain

the necessary customs papers, and this entailed delay for which the demurrage
is charged.

Applicant contends that the demurrage charges should be refunded on the

ground that they as shippers were not notified that the cars were being held,

and that this was contrary to the carrier's instructions to their agents, and,

therefore, under demurrage rule 8, which stipulates that demurrage shall not be
collected for any delay for which the Government or railway officials may be
responsible, they are entitled to refund of the demurrage. The demurrage rules

do not stipulate that the shippers shall be notified of arrival of cars; demurrage
rule 2 provides that notice sliall be sent or given the consignee by the carrier.

Under the provisions of the demurrage rules, therefore, notification to shippers

as well as consignee of arrival of cars is not a requirement, and the failure to

notify the shipper would not entitle applicant to exemption under the provisions

of demurrage rule 8. As far as relates to carriers' instructions to agents, referred

to by applicants, reference is apparently made here to an instruction that agents
are to report, within five days of arrival, cars which are on hand refused or

unclaimed, but these instructions would not appear to be applicable to the cars

in question for the reason that they were neither refused nor unclaimed, and
there was no reason to belie\e that customs clearance would not be completed
and the cars released as promptly as possible. There is nothing to indicate that

even had shippers been notified it would have resulted in the cars being released

from customs any earlier than was done. From the record it would appear that

the carrier was justified in assuming that the party notified would arrange clear-

ance from customs with all possible despatch, and which could have been done
without involving any delay or assessment of demurrage had the parties con-
cerned familiarized themselves fully with the customs requirements before the

shipments were made. This is an obligation that rested upon them rather than
on the transportation company.

Under the circumstances of this case as above briefly outlined demurrage
charges were properly assessable under the provisions of the demurrage rules as

prescribed by the Board's General Orders 201 and 349. The record has been

checked and the demurrage items are found to be properly charged, except in the

case of car 209464 delayed at Nicolet, on which the proper demurrage charge is

$7, although $12 was assessed. Manager Collins, Canadian Car Demurrage

Bureau, is prepared to authorize refund of the overcharge of $5 on this car.

The report as above sent out was issued as the report of the Board.

Ottawa, October 22, 1926.
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STATEMENT OF DEMURRAGE ON CARS SHIPPED BY CONSOLIDATED RENDERING
COMPANY DELAYED WAITING CLEARANCE OF CUSTOMS

Quebec, 1924

Number Initial

Date
Arrived

Date
Advised

Date
Released
from

Customs

Amount
Charged

30587 Me. C 4/5
4/5

4/5
4/5

4/16
4/16

32

25406 G.T 32

Quebec, 1925

19183 G.T 2/9
2/9

2/9
2/9

2/19
2/19

27
37900 N.P 27

Drummondville, 1924

135760 CP 2/25 2/26 3/7 27

Joliette , 1924

550218 C.G 2/11
2/16

2/11
2/18

2/25
2/25

47
141653 C.G 22

RiCHMON D, 1924

81502 N.H 2/18
2/18
2/20

2/18
2/18
2/20

2/29
2/29
2/29

37

15666 G.T 37

48309 B. & M 27

Riviere du Loup, 1924

302052 G.T.P 2/19 2/19 3/4 47

Nicolet, Q.M.S., 1924

209464 CP 3/4 3/5 3/10 12

Application of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Windsor, Ont., under
Section 257, for an Order directing the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany, as lessee exercising the franchise of the Ontario and Quebec RaiUmy,
to reconstruct bridge to provide a permanent J^8-foot roadway together

with two 9-foot sidewalks in accordance with plan filed.

File 3526.24.

JUDGMENT
McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

Application is made by the city of Windsor, Ont., for an order directing the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company, as lessee exercising the franchises of the

Ontario and Quebec Railway Company, to reconstruct a bridge which v/as
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appro\Td by the Board of Railway Commissioners under Order No. 20250 dated
Auj^ust 30, 1913, so as to provide a permanent 48-foot roadway, together with
two 9-foot sidewalks, in accordance with the plan filed.

It is alleged that tlie bridge now existing is inadequate and insufficient for

the needs of the public and of the municipality. It is stated that the applicant

municipality has senior rights over the railway at the point of crossing; and it

is further stated that a large excavation was made- by the railway tlirough the

highway in question for the sole purpose of enabling the railway company to

))ring its railway tracks down to the level of the waters of the Detroit river, for

the purposes of American business, and that earth from the said excavation was
thrown up on the sides of the railway right of way and that the said banks have
remained down to the present time to the detriment of city property in the
vicinity of said banks. It is further stated that had it not been that the said

excavation had been made for the railway company's own purpose it would not
have been necessary to have excavated across the street in question.

It is submitted by the applicant that owing to the special circumstances of

the case the whole cost of reconstruction of the bridge in question should be
borne by the railway company.

The highway crossings of the Ontario and Quebec Railway, in the city of

Windsor, were before the Railway Committee of the Privy Council for approval,

and so far as Wyandotte street is concerned, what was approved was an over-

head crossing of the railway by a wooden bridge with a 20-foot carriageway
and a footpath 5 feet wide on each side, in addition. This crossing

I
by the

Ontario and Quebec Railway extension of the Canadian Pacific Railway wa^
authorized by Order in Council of Fcbruar^^ 8, 1910. It was alleged and
admitted that Wyandotte street was an original street which had rights of

seniority at the point of crossing.

On July 9, 1912, plans were before the Board showing proposed replace-

ment of the existing wooden bridge by a steel bridge at Wyandotte street. It

was stated that the existing clearance was 21 feet. The plans as submitted and
the restricted clearances were approved by Orders Nos. 17096 of July 23, 1912,

and 20250 of August 30, 1913. The replacement would have involved a greater

vertical clearance. This was objected to by the city. The reconstruction pro-
posal, therefore, did not go on. Reinforcing and repairs were made.

The bridge as now asked for contemplates taking in the whole width of the

street, viz., 66 feet. It is estimated that, exclusive of land damages, a structure

of this kind will cost from S62,000 to $63,000.

In support of the contention that a new bridge is necessary, it is urged that

there is congestion. It was stated that a traffic count had been made within

the two weeks preceding the hearing, and that the number of automobiles
" reached anywhere from 4,800 in round figures It was further stated that on
the preceding Sunday there had been as high as 7,800 motors crossing the bridge

from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.; and that on an average, during a seven-day period, there

had been 6,500 motors per day. So far as the motor traffic was concerned, it was
set out that one factor in creating congestion was that of horse-drawn vehicles.

Statistics submitted showed an average of about 1,300 pedestrians per day cross-

ing the bridge.

It is admitted that the bridge has still some life in it ; but it was contended
by the city engineer that it would not stand up under a heavy street roller. The
bridge, it was pointed out, was reconstructed in 1912 and 1913 and some repairs

have since been made. It is figured by the railway company that it still has
four years' life and that it will safely take care of a load of 15 tons. It is further

stated by the railway that the existing structure could, as a matter of carriage,

take care of the motor or vehicular traffic, exclusive of street cars. It is

admitted that the bridge is not capable of carrying the street car traffic.

One of the reasons why the increased width is asked for is so as to enable

the street car traffic to be carried over the bridge. The Street Railway system,
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which was formerly known as the Windsor and Amherstburg Railway, is

operated by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission on behalf of some nine

municipalities, one of these being Windsor. It is expected that a double track

line of this railway will be operated over the wooden bridge. The evidence
explicitly sets out that the desire to have a double track line of the street railway
carried across the bridge is one of the reasons why the new structure is asked for.

While the position in regard to the Street R{nlway is thus set out, the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission, hereinafter called the Hydro-Electric, was not a

party formally joined in the hearing. Correspondence which has since taken
place shows that notwithstanding there having been no formal joining as a party
at the hearing, the Hydro-Electric is interested in the extensions.

Another factor which is much emphasized is the growth of motor traffic.

Motor traffic has had a greater growth in the city of Windsor than in any other

part of Canada, there being one motor in use for every seven persons. This is

about the same average as applies for the United States in general. The figures

submitted show that there is a large volume of traffic moving over the bridge.

On the evidence before the Board, it thus appears that there is a justification

for some increase in the width of the bridge. The city, in the application as

launched, which seeks to have the whole cost borne by the railway, is relying on
the principle set out in

—

Application of the City of Hamilton, Ont., for an Order directing the

Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railivay Company to complete, without
delay, the new highway bridge at King Street, Hamilton, Ont., at the

intersection of King Street and the Toronto Branch of the Toronto,
Hamilton and Buffalo Railway.—Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol.

X, p. 31.

.Reference may also be made to

—

Application of the Municipal Corporation of the County of Essex, Ont., and
the Township of Anderdon, Ont., under Sections 241 and 2^2 of the

Railway Act, for an Order directing the Michigan Central Railroad
Company and the Canada Southern Railvjay Company to construct or

put into proper and safe state of repair the overhead highiuay bridge on
the Front or River Road in the Toionship of Anderdon, Ont., over said
railway lines.—Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. XIV, p. 263.

See also City of Windsor vs. C. P. Ry. Co., 21 Can. Ry. Cas., 66.

In the King Street Bridge Case above referred to, the general principle was
laid down that where provision had been made for a street on the level and the

construction of the railway necessitated a cutting by it, thus rendering it neces-

sary to have a bridge constructed, the burden of the cost to be borne by the

railway company in respect of the bridge was not limited merely to a bridge
sufficient to carry the traffic at the time the structure in question was con-

structed.

Under the decisions of the Board, there may be, in working this out, taken
into consideration various factors:—

(a) Congestion. That is to say, that while the bridge in existence may be
strong enough to bear all the traffic then moving, it may do so at the expense of

congestion.

(b) The Board may consider the question of reconstruction in order to

permit a new type of traffic to move over, e.g., street railway traffic. See in this

connection City of Windsor vs. C.P.R. Co. (London Street Bridge), 21 Can. Ry.
Cos., 66, at p. 69.

(c) The Board may give weight to the question of whether or not the life

of the existing structure has expired. In so far as it still has life, this may be
considered as bearing on the apportionment of cost.
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(d) The Board may take into consideration the situation where the increase

in hij^hway traffic is due to the chang^ed status of the highway. See Municipal
Corporation of the County of Essex, ut supra, p. 266.

{e) In considering changes in traffic due to the changed status of the high-

way, I am of opinion that some weight may be given to changes in the nature

of the traffic itself. I am not prepared to suggest any rule of mathematical
accuracy, but 1 am of opinion that the situation existing in Windsor in respect

of motor traffic does justify some weight being given to this factor.

It is stated that one reason why the streets in Windsor have to be widened
is because motor car owners park their cars on either side of the street, thus

lessening the available travelling space; and it is further urged that this factor

is one which must be taken into consideration when dealing with the width of

the bridge structure; that is to say, that while the bridge is obviously a structure

for through traffic, it has, as to its width, to be treated in the same way as if it

were subjected to the same parking conditions as apnly on portions of the street

not constructed on the bridge. The matter of parking is, of course, a local one;

but I think it would be most unfair to disregard the effect which this has upon
the argument advanced by the city in regard to widening the street at the point

in question. The city's argument is, in substance, that whatever is done on the
city street proper by way of permitting parking has a bearing on the width which
the bridge should have. Whatever be the needs in respect of through traffic on
the bridge, I for one would be slow to recognize the storage factor as being any
final measure of the responsibility of the railway in regard to the reconstruction
of the bridge.

</l Another factor which I think may be given weight is, what is the general

width of the paved road in the section in question. The width of paved road
on Wyandotte street at present is a varying factor. From Wellington avenue
west to Glengarry avenue is a distance of approximately 6,000 feet. West of

Wellington avenue, the pavement is to be made 46 feet wide. From Ouelette
avenue east to Glengarry avenue, a distance of 2,000 feet, the pavement is in

part 46 feet wide. From Jeanette avenue east to Ouelette avenue, a distance of

2,000 feet, it is 32 feet wide; while from Jeanette avenue w^est over the present

Wyandotte street bridge to Wellington avenue, a distance of 1,9000 feet, it is

24 foct. It would appear that in the section concerned a paved road of 46 feet

gives the present governing width. It was stated that the city had given notice

to widen the pavement to 48 feet from Ouelette avenue to Wellington avenue.
It would seem to be advisable in arriving at a conclusion as to the width

which should be ordered to the bridge to give some weight to the practice pre-

vailing as to street widths in the applicant municipality.

Adjacent to the location of the bridge is the property of the Cadwell Sand
Company. The road alongside the building on this property is on the original

level of the street. If the bridge was widened to the full width asked for by
the city, this would add seriously to the matter of property damages. This was
recognized by the engineer of the city of Windsor, who expressed the opinion

that some arrangements could be made to take care of the Cadwell property.

The engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company expressed the same
opinion.

The existing clearance, as has been pointed out, is a restricted one. This
has been in operation for a considerable period of years. The matter of safety

is, of course, a very important one; but I think the existing clearance can be

maintained without making any serious change in this respect ; at the same time,

the maintenance of the existing clearance would keep down the cost.

In regard to the cjuestion of utilities, there is no water main course across

Wyandotte street at present. The city proposes to extend its 6-inch water main.

This would have to be carried under the bridge in the same way as is done at

London street. The electric light wires are carried overhead. The Gas Com-
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pany has a gas main; aiul in any rcarrangennents that may be necessitated, the

city will have to bear, at its own expense, the cost of carrying the water main
across and, similarly, the expense would be on the Electric Company and the

Gas Company in regard to the rearrangements that may be found necessary.

I am of opinion that a bridge fifty-six feet wide will take care of the traffic

with reasonable adequacy. This will provide a roadway forty-four feet in width
with two sidewalks each six feet in width. This will also permit, if desired, of

a roadway with a width of forty-six feet and two sidewalks each five feet in

width. A forty-four foot roadway will be adequate for a double track street car

line, and will also leave room for an automobile on each side between an electric

car and the curb. The existing vertical clearance may be allowed.

Taking into consideration the various factors already enumerated, I am of

opinion that an order may go against the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
for a new bridge fifty-six feet in width; sixty per cent of the cost to be on the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company and forty per cent on the city of Windsor.
The existing restricted vertical clearance may be permitted.

The cost of maintenance will be on the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
panj'. This, however, to be subject to what is set out in the King Street Bridge

Case, Hamilton, 25 Can. Ry. Cas., 379, at v- 384, as follows:

—

" I do not think that they (the railway company) should be held

responsible for placing a covering or surfacing on the substructure thus

provided of any different construction or durability than that which they

found when the road was severed; and, having provided such a structure

with such a covering, I then think the burden should be on the muni-
cipality to pave it or cover it with any material which, in their judgment,
might be necessary to take care of the traffic in that particular locality."

As has been indicated, while the use of the bridge by the Hydro-Electric,
operating the street railway, has been referred to, this body has not been joined

as a party. There are no street car tracks at the point in question, although it

has been somewhat informally intimated that it is the intention to have a double
track electric street railway crossing the proposed bridge. If the city desires,

the Hydro-Electric may, on application to the Board, be joined as a party; and
thereafter an opportunity will be afforded both to the city and to the Hydro-
Electric to make such submissions as they may desire on the question of the
distribution, if any, between them of the forty per cent.

The city has asked for an order covering a width of 66 feet. For the reasons

given, I do not consider this necessary. If, however, the city still desires this

extra width, over what will be provided by a 56-foot structure, then this may be
provided by the city entirely at its own expense as to the cost attaching to the

additional 10 feet, and such items of cost as may attach thereto.

The city should elect within ten days whether it desires to have the full

66 feet in width; said election should be forthwith notified to the Board and to

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. The burden is then to be on the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company to proceed with the construction of the bridge.

As the work is to be carried on by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
plans are to be prepared by it which are to be submitted to the city of Windsor
and also to the Engineering Department of the Board for approval.

October 25, 1926.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.
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ORDER No. 38289

In the matter of the application of the Government of the Province of British

Columbia, under Section 392 of the Railway Act, 1919, for leave to prose-

cute officials of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for failure to

obey the Order of the Board No. 36769, dated September 2, 1925, directing

the said Company and the Canadian National Railway Company to file

tariffs reducing the rates on grain and flour to Pacific ports tcithiii Canada,
for export, to the same rates, proportioned to distance, as such grain and
f.our woidd carry if moving eastward for export.

File No. 30086.2

Monday, the 27th day of September, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Comm,issioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Vancouver,
July 13, 1926, and in Prince Rupert, July 30, 1926, in the presence of counsel
for the province of British Columbia and the railway company, and what was
alleged,

—

The Board orders: That the application be, and it is hereby, refused.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

Application of the Province of British Columbia for an Order granting leave to
prosecute the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, its President, each of
its Vice-Presidents, and every Director and Managing Director of the
Company, for failure to obey Order of the Board No. 36769, dated Sep-
tember 2, 1925.

File No. 30636.2
Heard at Vancouver, B.C., July 13, 1926.

DISSENTING JUDGMENT
Commissioner Oliver:

Following a Board meeting on September 10, there has been placed before
me for consideration, attached to file 30686.2, a draft of a proposed order pre-
pared for the signature of the Assistant Chief Commissioner, refusing an appli-
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cation maile by the province of British Columbia, througli its counsel, Mr. 0. G.
McGeer, for leave to prosecute the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, its

president, vice-presidents, and directors, for failure to obey the order of the
Board dated the 2nd day of September, 1925. The following is a copy of the
draft of the proposed order refusing the application of the province:

—

" Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in

Vancouver July 13, 1926, in the presence of counsel for the province of

British Columbia and tlie railway company, and what was alleged,

—

" The Board orders: That the application be, and it is hereby,
refused."

The file does not disclose any reasons for the refusal of the application.
In regard to the draft of the proposed order, I desire to observe that the

application of July 13, 1926, came before the section of the Board then silting

in Vancouver, which comprised the Chief Commissioner, the Deputy Chief Com-
missioner, and the undersigned. This section of the Board was sitting with all

the powers of the complete Board.
The application of the province of British Columbia w^as made under sub-

section (2) of section 392 of the Railway Act. Subsections (1), (2), (3), (4),
and (5) read as follows:

—

''(1) Every company and every municipal or other corporation which
neglects or refuses to obey any order of the Board made under the pro-

visions of this Act, or any other Act of the Parliament of Canada, shall

for every such offence be liable to a penalty of not less than twenty dollars

nor more than five thousand dollars.

''(2) Wherever it is proved that any company has neglected or

refused to obey an order of the Board made under the provisions of this

Act, or any other Act of the Parliament of Canada, the president, the

vice-president, each vice-president where there are more than one, and
every director and managing director of such company, shall each be
guilty of an offence for which he shall be liable to a penalty of not less

than twenty dollars, and not more than five thousand dollars, or imprison-

ment for any period not exceeding twelve months, or both, unless he
proves that, according to his position and authority, he took all necessary
and proper means in his power to obey and carry out and to procure
obedience to, and carrying out of, such order and that he was not at

fault for the neglect or refusal to obey the same.

''(3) Wherever it is proved that any municipal or other corporation

has neglected or refused to obey any order of the Board, made under the

provisions of this Act or any other Act of the Parliament of Canada, the

mayor, warden, reeve, or other head of such corporation, and every mem-
ber of the council or other ruling or executive body of such corporation,

shall each be guilty of an offence for which he shall be liable to a penalty

of not less than twenty dollars and not more than five thousand dollars,

or imprisonment for any period not exceeding twelve months, or both,

unless he proves that, according to his position and authority, he took
all necessary and proper means in his power to obey and carry out. and
to procure oliedicnce to and carrying out of, such order, and that he was
not at fault for the neglect or refusal to obey the same.

"
(4) Nothing in or done under this section shall lessen or affect any

other liability of such company, corporation or person, or prevent or

prejudice the enforcement of such orders in any other way.

(5) No prosecution shall be had under this section except by leave

or direction of the Board."
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The order of September 2, 1925, wliieh the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany is accused of violating, is as follows:

—

" It is ordered that the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National
Railway Companies file tariffs effective not later than the 15th day of

September, 1925, reducing the rates on grain and flour to Pacific ports

within Canada, for export, to the same rates proportioned to distance, as

such grain and flour would carry if moving eastward for export."

The order of September 2, 1925, as above, was appealed against by the

Montreal Board of Trade, the Fort William Board of Trade, the Port Arthur
Chamber of Commerce, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the Provincial

Governments of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and others. The appeal was
heard in Ottawa on October 1, 1925. After a lengthy hearing by the full Board,
the appeal was not sustained by a majority. The original order therefore stood,

and retained all the force and effect of any and every other order of the Board.
Under the provisions of the Raihvay Act the appeal might have been carried

to the Railway Committee of the Privy Council. As this w^as not done, the appel-
lants thereby acquiesced in the order of September 2, and therefore were, in my
opinion, legally and morally bound to obey it in full without delay or question.

On February 16, 1926, the full Board, sitting in Ottawa, heard the,

—

''Application of the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan that

rates on grain and flour to Pacific coast ports within Canada for export,

as published in C.P.R. Tariff, C.R.C. No. W-2788 and C.N.R. Tariff

C.R.C. No. W-432, be corrected to basis of equalization proportionate to

distance as such grain and flour would carr^^ if moving eastward for export
as provided for in Order No. 36769, dated September 2, 1925."

During the hearing of the application, on Wednesday, February 24, 1926
(as shown pp. 2216 of the Report of Proceedings), Mr. Flintoft, chief counsel

for the Canadian Pacific Railway, was asked by the undersigned:

—

''As I understand it, Mr. Flintoft, the complaint is that in fixing the

rates on your lines you have added a constructive mileage of about 124
miles."

To this Mr. Flintoft answered:

—

" Yes, that tapers of course."

The admission that " constructive " (non-existent) mileage had been added
to the actual mileage of the Canadian Pacific Railway in fixing the rate between
the prairies and Vancouver, and would seem to me to establish beyond argu-

ment that the order of September 2, 1925, had not been given due effect accord-
ing to its express terms in the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's tariff com-
plained off.

The application of the province of British Columbia on July 13, 1926, v/as

supported by affidavit of Mr. G. G. McGeer, as counsel for the province. The
affidavit included a comparison of rates eastbound and w^estbound, as follows:

—

" Rate on grain and grain products in carload lots

—

" Fort William from Moosomin, Sask., distance of ,647 miles, 18

cents.

" Rate on grain to Pacific Coast port

—

" Vancouver from Ogden, Alberta, distance of 647 miles, 21 cents.

" Rate on grain and grain products in carload lots

—

" To Fort William from Pense, Sask., distance of 802 miles, 20 cents.

" Rate on grain to Pacific Coast port

—

" Vancouver from BowtII, Alberta, distance of 803 miles, 23 cents.

30056—2
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" Rate on grain and grain products in carload lots

—

To Fort William from Perceval, Sask., distance of 684 miles, 18 cents.

" Rate on grain to Pacific Coast port

—

" Vancouver from Namaka, Alta., distance of 685 miles, 21 cents."

The judgment of the section of the Board then sitting in Vancouver in regard
to the province's application was delivered by the Chief Commissioner, who pre-

sided at the hearing, as follows:

—

" On the application by Mr. McGeer, which was made to us for

liberty to prosecute certain officers and directors of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, which arose out of a certain rate case which was heard at

Ottawa by the whole Board, and is now under consideration by the Board,
it has been decided that this application is deferred, to be taken up by
the full Board upon our return to Ottawa."

At the sittings of the Board in Prince Rupert, B.C., on July 30, at which
the Chief Commissioner and the undersigned were present, sitting with all the

powers of the full Board, Mr. McGeer made formal application to be heard in

argument by the full Board before the application of July 13, 1926, would be
decided.

I observe that the draft order makes no. reference to this application of the

counsel for the province.

On the foregoing statement of facts, I find:

—

(1) That failure of the Canadian Pacific Railway to comply with the order

of the Board of September 2, 1925, was established at the hearing in Ottawa,
which began on February 16, 1926;

(2) That failure to so comply was further established by the affidavit sub-

mitted by Mr. G. G. McGeer, counsel for the province of British Columbia, with

his application of July 13, 1926;

(3) That there has been no subsequent denial of the facts as shown in

evidence in the hearing of February 16, 1926, or as set forth in the affidavit of

Mr. McGeer, of July 13, 1926, by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company;

(4) That there has been no subsequent amendment of the tariff complained
of, to make it conform to the order of September 2, 1925;

(5) That section 392 of the Railway Act is expressly provided to meet such

cases as that complained of by the province of British Columbia;

(6) That the province does not ask the Board to prosecute the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company for disregard of its orders; that pvower rests in the

courts of law, as expressly provided in the Railway Act. But the Act also pro-

vides that the province cannot take its grievance to the courts without permis-
sion of the Board. It has formally asked the Board for that permission.

I am therefore of opinion that failure of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company to comply with the Board's Order No. 36769 has been sufficiently

established to require that the permission asked for by the province of British

Columbia, in its application of July 13, 1926, be granted.

I note that no reference is made to the request of the province of British

Columbia through its counsel, to be heard in argument by the full Board, before

a decision on the application for leave to prosecute has been given.

I believe that hitherto it has been the practice of the Board to give con-

sideration and reply to any application made in due form by a responsible party
in regard to any case of material importance. When the request for a hearing
before decision is totally ignored, I can only take it as a suggestion either that
the application was in itself frivolous, or was frivolously made.
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If that was the idea of the majority of the Board in causing the draft oraer

to be prepared in the form in which it has come to me, I desire to say that I

am unable to find myself in agreement with that view. As I understand the

matter, the material facts are as follows:

—

The rail distance from Edmonton and Calgary to Fort William is approxi-

mately the same, and the rate on wheat is 26 cents per 100 pounds, or 15.6 cents

a bushel from both the first-mentioned points. The order of September 2, J925,

applied the per mile wheat rates then in force from all prairie points to Fort

William, to wheat moving from all prairie points to Vancouver. The distance

from Edmonton to Vancouver is 766 miles and from Calgary to Vancouver 640

miles. Following upon the order of September 2, 1925, the railways reduced

their wheat rates from both Edmonton and Calgary to Vancouver to 21 cents

per 100 pounds, or 12.6 cents per bushel. This was in accordance with the

Board's order so far as Edmonton was concerned, but owing to the shorter dis-

tance between Calgary and Vancouver, the same gross rate for the shorter as

for the longer distance was not, and could not possibly be, in accordance with

the Board's order for equalization. At the per mile rate on wheat from Calgary
to Fort William, the rate from Calgary to Vancouver should have been approxi-

mately 3 cents less than from Edmonton, that is 18 cents per 100 pounds, or

10.8 cents per bushel.

During the twelve months period following the coming into effect of the

order of September 2, 1925, over fifty million bushels of wheat was shipped from
the prairies to Vancouver. Of this volume, fully half went by way of Calgary.
That is over twenty-five million bushels of wheat paid a toll of 1 . 8 cents per
bushel more than the order of September 2, 1925, permitted.

It would therefore appear that by its non-compliance with the Board's order

of September 2, 1925, in the instance under consideration, the Canadian Pacific

Railway benefited to the extent of something over $450,000, and the farmers of

southern Alberta and southwestern Saskatchewan lost that amount out of the

price of their wheat crop of 1925. Also, the port of Vancouver lost the hand-
ling of the additional amount of wheat that would have reached that port had
the per mile rate eastward and westward been equalized in accordance with the
Board's order.

The crop of 1926 has already begun to go forward to market. The rates
being the same as last year, the proportion of profit to the railway and of loss

to the farmer will be the same on the crop this season as on that of last.

I cannot consider a request for a hearing by one of the interested pai'ties

in such a case as frivolous in any degree. On the contrary, I am compelled to
believe that the amount of money involved in connection with the opening of
a new market season imperatively demands the most prompt and fullest atten-
tion of the Board.

Section 392 of the Railway Act already quoted definitely provides a means
whereby a party believing himself to be aggrieved by neglect or refusal of a
railway to obey an order of the Board, may have recourse to the proper courts
for the enforcement of his rights through the imposition of penalties as pro-
vided in the Act.

Under the circumstances, as I find them to exist, I cannot agree that the
application by the province of British Columbia for leave to prosecute has been
frivolously made.

Having reference to the means and methods of securing compliance with
the Board's orders, I find that subsection (3) of section 448 provides as fol-
lows:

—

" Whenever the Board has reasonable ground for belief that any
company or any person or corporation is violating or has violated any of
the provisions of this Act or any order, rule or regulation of the Board,
in respect of which violation a penalty may be imposed under this Act.
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the Board may miuest the Attorney General of Canada to institute and
prosecute proceedings, on behalf of His Majesty, against such company
or person or corporation for the imposition and recovery of the penalty

provided under this Act for such violation, or the Board may cause an
information to be filed in the name of the Attorney General of Canada
for the imposition and recovery of such penalty."

While section 392 provides th.at penalties against a railway for non-compli-

ance with the Board's orders may be secured by the agsrieved parties throagh
the courts, subject to the leave of the Board, section 448 provides that the Board
may, on its own initiative, bring cases of non-compliance before the courts, for

the enforcement of the penalties provided. In ni}^ opinion, these provisions of

the Railway Act clearly lay upon the Board the responsibility not only of

making decisions but of securing compliance with those decisions, when and
where necessary, through the imposition of penalties to be awarded not by the

Board but by the courts. The fact of non-compliance was, in my opinion, amply
established during the lengthy hearing before the full Board which began in

Ottawa on February 16, 1926.

In view of the importance of the material interests involved, and further in

view of the seasonal recurrence of the conditions specially affected by the order

in question, I desire to place on record my opinion:

—

(1) That the application of the province of British Columbia to prosecute

was not frivolously made;

(2) That the inaction of the Board in regard to the matter, especially since

the conclusion of the hearing of February 16, 1926, has been entirely without
warrant;

(3) That the refusal of the application of the province of British Columbia
without a hearing (which had been applied for in due form) is a course that

must bring the decisions of the Board into contempt.

Ottawa, October 12, 1926.

Application of the Department of Highways for Saskatchewan for permission
to make use for vehicular traffic of the bridge of the Canadian National
Railways across the South Saskatchewan river at St. Louis, Sask.

File No. 10795.65

JUDGMENT
Chief Commissioner McKeown :

The Department of Highways of the province of Saskatchewan has applied
to this Board for an order granting permission to use the Canadian National
Railway bridge across the South Saskatchewan river at St. Louis, Sask., for

vehicular traffic.

The department consents to bear all cost connected with any change in the
bridge which may be necessary to accomplish the object it has in view, and is

also willing to install, at its own expense, whatever form of protection may be
considered advisable in case its application be granted.

There is no doubt that the inhabitants of this locality are extremely incon-
venienced because of lack of facilities for crossing the Saskatchewan river. A
ferry service operates during the summer time, but in the spring and late fall

the public cannot be accommodated in this way. The winter time takes care

of itself, as crossing can then be effected on the ice. But at best, there are

periods during which great inconvenience is occasioned to those desirous of cross-

ing the river at that point. There is no highway bridge within many miles.
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either to tlie north or to the south. The contour of the country is such that the

erection of such a bridge at the point in question would cost many hundreds of

thousands of dollars, and in order to overcome this difficulty the attention of

the Department of Public Highways has been directed to the railway bridge,

with a view of availing itself of its use in the manner indicated.

The Chief Engineer of the province of Saskatchewan has reported to the

Deputy Minister of Highways that the projected crossing is possible, that a

sixteen-foot clear roadway can be obtained by planking the present bridge floor

with four-inch planks running longitudinally, and that the approaches from
both banks can be easily constructed.

The bridge, which is over 1,200 feet in length, is single tracked, and is now
provided with two lines of guard rails, timber and steel, but these would cease

to be effective if the change asked for were made, and as the Chief Bridge
Engineer remarks, such change would be in direct contravention to the specifi-

cations of this Board, and its special permission would be necessary therefor.

His report contains comprehensive features for protection to the public, includ-

ing locked gates at both ends controlled by watchmen in telephonic communica-
tion with each other. It suggests that hand-rails be installed on both sides of

the bridge, that unusual loads be regarded as ^' one way " traffic under special

regulation, and also that trains stop before reaching the bridge and cross on
signal from the watchmen.

As far as concerns the details of his recommendation, except the last

they would seem to resolve themselves into a question of expense, which the

province has consented to bear.

It is pointed out by applicants that the train service on this section is very
infrequent, there being only three trains each way per week, in addition to cer-

tain freight trains which run in the fall of the year when the crop is moving.
The case was very strongly put by the Reverend Father Adam, in support of the

application, when he said that the railway company uses the bridge about five

minutes per day, and the community needed its service day and night for the

convenience of travellers.

Opposition on behalf of the railway company is founded on different grounds.

Mr. Owens, who appeared for the railway, said that if there was an alternative

proposition such as placing side brackets on the bridge which would eliminate

all danger, the railway would not have any serious objection to the application,

but that the bridge by its construction is essentially for railway purposes, there

is no provision at all for the installation of side brackets, and that '' it would
be abnormally dangerous to have trains and vehicles on the bridge at the same
time, or have them both operating over the bridge." His contention is acquiesced
in by Mr. Eraser, counsel for the railway company, who has nevertheless stated
to the Board that notwithstanding the objections of the compan}^ from the
standpoint of jurisdiction and otherwise, the railway is prepared to discuss
with the province of Saskatchewan a reasonable proposal for placing the high-
way on the side of the bridge on brackets, if at any time the province thinks
it would be wise to negotiate therefor."

Throughout its correspondence, while denying authority in the Board to
order the use of the bridge for the purpose required, the railway company has
carefully kept open the door for negotiation between itself and the Government
of the province of Saskatchewan in this respect. Apart from the question of

safety to the public, counsel for the railway company submits and insists that
the application must fail through lack of jurisdiction on the part of the Board
to entertain it. He points out that section 251, subsection 6, of the Railway
Act, under which this application is made, gives power to the Board to require
a railway company to construct a passageway for the use of the public, either
as a general highway or otherwise, under or alongside of its track, upon any
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bridge, only when such bridge is " being constructed, reconstructed or materially

altered by the company
Admittedly, the bridge in question is not in the condition indicated by the

words of the section immediately above quoted, and under the circumstances I

feel compelled to acquiesce in this challenge to the Board's jurisdiction. If the

bridge were now being materially altered or reconstructed, or if it were under
construction, it would be open to the Board to order the railway company to do
what the applicants request, under or alongside of its track, and, if such order

were made, the company w^ould be compelled to make the changes necessary

to fit the bridge for vahicular and passenger traffic. There may have
been good reason for confining the jurisdiction of the Board to instances in

which construction, reconstruction or alteration is taking place, but it seems
very regrettable that a bridge built with public money could not be utilized for

the convenience of the public, and the lack of facilities for crossing the Sas-
katchewan river creates such extreme inconvenience to the inhabitants of this

locality that a no more deserving case could ever be presented to the Board.

It is also unfortunate that the Canadian National Railways did not deem
it advisable to meet the request of the applicants, more particularly when the

Provincial Government declared its willingness to bear all expenses involved,

and to install signals and gates to the satisfaction of the Board for the safety of

railway and vehicular traffic.

But, be that as it may, Parliament has not seen fit to clothe the Board with

the necessary authority to compel the railway company to do this work. The
Board must, under all circumstances, act within the scope of the legislative

authority given to it, and in the present instance it does not seem within the

power of the Board to make the required order.

But the Board submit this application with its recommendation to the

sympathetic consideration of the Honourable the Minister of Railways and
Canals.

Ottawa, October 15, 1926.

Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien and Commissioner Oliver concurred.

Application of the Moose Jaw Board of Trade, Sask.—(a) for an Order permit-
ting the Canadian National Railways to cross the Outlook Branch of the

Canadian Pacific Railway; (b) for the establishment of direct track
connection Canadian National Railways, with industrial spurs and pri-

vate sidings at Moose Jaw; (c) for an Order directing the Canadian
Pacific Railway to permit the Canadian National Railways to operatic

switching services over the said industrial spurs and private sidings.

File 6713.114.

Application of the Canadian National Railways for permission to cross the

Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, as shown on the plan
filed.

File 34351.

JUDGMENT
McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

The matters involved were the subject of hearing; thereafter written sub-

missions were filed and exchanged between the parties. Under date of June 21,

1926, the Board was written to by the Secretary of the Board of Trade of the

city of Moose Jaw asking that it be supplied w^ith copies of the additional cor-

respondence which had been exchanged. The Board w^as written to by the
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Canadian Pacific Railway Company, under date of June 24, stating that copy

of its submissions had been supplied to the city of Moose Jaw and the Board
of Trade. The Board received in the last week of June copies of the Siding

Agreements relating to spur tracks " L," K " and " H." These had been asked

for at an earlier date.

Application is made by specified firms in the city of Moose Jaw for the

establishment of direct track connection of the Canadian National Railways

with industrial spurs and private sidings at Moose Jaw. This representation

was forwarded to the Board in a covering letter by the President of the Board
of Trade. This letter states that said firms constitute 100 per cent of the ship-

pers. In summary, the covering letter makes clear that this application arises

out of action taken by the Board of Trade.

After reciting the conditions as to trackage, the delays alleged to exist, and
the economies which it is claimed would flow from the track connection asked
for, the application proceeds:

—

" In view of the conditions above recited, the undersigned do hereby
apply to the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, under sec-

tions 252 and 253 of the Railway Act, being chapter 68 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada, 1919, and amendments thereto, for an order,

—

^' (a) permitting the lines or tracks of the Canadian National Rail-

ways to cross the Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way at a point shown on plan attached

;

"(b) for an order that the lines or tracks of the Canadian National
Railways shall be directly connected with the industrial spurs

shown on the attached plan, so as to permit of the safe 'and

efficient transfer of the passing of engines, cars, or trains over
the tracks or lines of said Canadian National Railways to the

said spurs, and that such connection shall be maintained and
used; and

"(c) that the Board further order the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company to permit the Canadian National Railway Company to

operate switching services over the said industrial spurs and pri-

vate sidings in delivery of traffic to and from Canadian National
Railway lines."

Attached to the correspondence received from the Board of Trade is a cer-

tified copy of Resolution No. 701, passed by the council of the city of Moose
Jaw on June 1, 1925. Under date of June 3, 1925, a copy of this was forwarded
to the Board by the city clerk. After setting out the application already
referred to, the resolution proceeds :^

—

" Now, therefore, be it resolved that the council of the city of Moose
Jaw is agreeable that the said petition should be granted by the said

Board, and is willing that sidings and spur tracks of the city situate

within the city of Moose Jaw should be available for the carrying out

of the arrangement proposed by the said petition;

And it is further resolved that in the opinion of this council the
granting of the said petition would be of great benefit to the city of

Moose Jaw and request that the Board of Railway Commissioners appoint
an earl}' date for the hearing of the petitioners."

The main action was taken by the Board of Trade, which organization was
represented by counsel at the hearing. The city was also represented by counsel
at the hearing.

The application asked inter alia that an order be made authorizing the
Canadian tSIational to cross the Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
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Wiiy. At the hearing, a verbal a])pli('ation for this sanction was made by
counsel for the Canadian National Railways. Subsequently a formal written
application was made by him.

Counsel for the Board of Trade stated that the application asking for an
order permitting the Canadian National Railways to operate a direct switching
service to the industrial tracks of the city was not a service to all of the tracks

but to the three principal tracks. These industrial tracks were referred to at

the hearing as spurs " L," " K " and H," and are so referred to hereafter. The
following is a description of the spurs L)," K " and H,'' the latter being the

most northerly of the three:

—

Spur L " starts from the Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway
at 10th avenue, N.W., thence extends east along the lane in block 13, across

9th avenue, along the lane through block 70, across 8th avenue, N.W., thence
along the lane in block 71, across 7th avenue, N.W., along the lane in block 72,

across 6th avenue, N.W., and along the lane in block 73, terminating at the
west side of 5th avenue, N.W., with sub-spurs to the south in blocks 13, 70, 71,

72, and 73, and also a spur on the north side in block 72.

Spur " K " begins on the Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway
just west of block 19, in the vicinity of the point where Fairford street abuts
the right of way of the railway, thence extending along east the lane in block

19, across 9th avenue, along the lane in block 100, across 7th avenue, N.W.,
along the lane in block 99, across 6th avenue, N.W., along the lane in block 98,

across 5th avenue, N.W., along the lane in block 97, terminating at the west
side of 4th avenue, with one sub-spur in block 19, three sub-spurs in block 101,

three sub-spurs in block 100, three sub-spurs in block 99, one sub-spur in block

98, and one in block 97.

Spur ^' H " begins on the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, a short

distance west of Thunder creek, thence extendmg in a northeasterly direction

across the right of way of the Canadian Pacific Railway across Manitoba street,

west through lots 38 to 29, block 128, thence along the lane in block 128 across

4th avenue, along the lane in block 127, across 3rd avenue, N.W., along the lane

in block 126, across 2nd avenue, N.W., along the lane in block 125, across 1st

avenue, N.W., and along the lane in block 124, terminating at the west side of

a lane running north and south which runs to the rear of the lots facing on
Main street north. Spur H " has sub-spurs as follows: One to the premises
of the Robin Hood Mills, one sub-spur in block 128, two sub-spurs in block 127,

two in block 126, one in block 125, and one in block 124.

While counsel for the Canadian National Railways supported this phase
of the application, at the same time he queried the necessity of any such sanc-

tion being obtained by the Canadian National under the Railway Act.

It was urged, in substance, that the industrial tracks concerned were the

property of the city of Moose Jaw and the city had the right to permit the

Canadian National to operate this trackage, and that there was nothing in the

Railway Act to prevent such an agreement being entered into.

It was admitted by the Canadian National that permission t-o cross the

Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway was absolutely essential if

there was to be anv operation by the Canadian National of the industrial tracks

''L", "K" and ''H'l Counsel for the Board of Trade stated that its case stood

or fell on the question of whether the Canadian National gets the right to cross

the Outlook Branch. So far as the Outlook Branch is concerned, the Canadian
National placed itself in the hands of the Board as to the question of protection,

if any, necessary if the application was granted.

The application as launched urges that granting permission to the Cana-
dian National Railways to make direct connection with Spurs "L", "K" and
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^'H" would create economies in cont and in time. It was very frankly admitted

by counsel for the Board of Trade that one thing desired was to escape the cost

attaching to interswitching as it at present exists.

The economies alleged were challenged by the Canadian Pacific and a con-

siderable volume of evidence was received on this subject. In addition, written

submissions were submitted by the parties and a further opportunity has been

afforded them to check these statements and submit such explanatory material

as was deemed proper.

The Canadian Pacific took exception to the joint operation of the spurs in

question, a method of operation which would be necessary if the application was
granted.

The practical working of the matter as above referred to was set out at

great length. It is, however, referred to here only in a summary way, because

the primary matter is to determine what power the Board has in the applica-

tion. Careful consideration has been given to the decisions of the Board in

other cases involving industrial trackage, and attention has been devoted to

the contentions of the parties regarding the status of the contracts herein

involved. The question concerned raises an issue which is not without diffi-

culty.

In the present instance, the right of way is not owned by the Canadian
Pacific. The right of way is, in the main, afforded by easements on city lanes

and streets. In other cases, later referred to, there have been before the Board
applications to direct a railway operating a spur track, tinder siding agreement,

to extend such operation to a point beyond. What is asked for here is not that

the Canadian Pacific shall be permitted or directed to operate over the spur
or spurs in question to property beyond, but that the Canadian National should

also be permitted to operate over the spur or spurs in question.

Spur ''K" was built under an agreement entered into between the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, of the First Part, and the City of Moose Jaw, the
party of the Second Part, on December 24, 1906. The usual pro^asion is found
in the agreement regarding the rental which, in this case, amounts to an annual
charge of $108.73. There are some changes in the printed form of the agreement,

certain paragraphs as set out hereinafter being stricken out.

Under paragraph 5 of the agreement, which takes the place of paragraph
6 of the printed form but does not differ in wording from the printed form, it

is provided that "the times at which and the m.anner in which the said siding

shall be used shall be regulated by the officials of the railway company, pro-

vided always that their control shall not interrupt the proper use of said siding

for the business of the party of the second part (that is, the City of Moose
Jaw)."

Paragraph 6 is in the ordinary agreement form, except that it is renum-
bered, the printed paragraph being No. 7. This provides that the railway com-
pany shall at all times, during the continuation of the agreement, have the use
of the said siding in so far as it shall not be required for the use of the party
of the second part. Right is reserved to the railway company to permit the
use of the siding to all other parties, provided that this does not interfere with
the proper use of the siding for the business of the party of the second part. Said
use is to be upon proper compensation tO' be paid to the party of the second
part. If an agreement cannot be amved at between the railway company and
the party of the second part in respect of the determination of the compensa-
tion, then the matter is to be dealt with by the Board. So far, these provisions
deal with rights reserved to the railway company.

30056—3
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In place of paragraph 11 of the printed form of siding agreement, there is

put in a typewritten paragraph numbered 10 which provides,

—

That the rights and privileges of the party of the second part under

this agreement shall not be transferred or sublet, either in whole or in

part, except with the written consent of the railway company; and in the

event of such transfer or subletting taking place without such written con-

sent, the present agreement shall at the option of the railway company
come to an end and be terminated from and after the date of such transfer

or subletting."

Under paragraph 11 of the printed form, the provision is that if the railway

company withholds its consent to such transfer without good and suflicient

reason, the party of the second part is to have the right should the railway

company withhold its consent to such transfer or subletting, to appeal to the

Board." It is to be noted that in paragraph 10 contained in the present agree-

ment, the provision for appeal to the Board is stricken out.

Paragraph 12 of the printed form is renumbered 11. This provides that if

the rental, or any part thereof, is in arrears for the space of two calendar

months, then it shall be lawful for the railway company, on written notice, to

discontinue to operate the said siding. No right of appeal to the Board is con-

tained in tins paragraph.
Paragraph 13 of the printed form is stricken out; this is the paragraph

which provides that either party shall have the right to terminate the present

agreement at any time by leave of the Board, upon giving notice.

It was stated by counsel for the Board of Trade that the " K " spur was
extended under an agreement dated June 14, 1911, and that the city paid for

the construction and also paid a rental charge of $39.79. Counsel for the city

furnished, on request, copies of the siding agreements in respect of spur tracks

''L", "K", and *'H". The extension herein referred to is not covered by the
siding agreements filed.

Spur track ''H" was built under an agreement entered into on June 29, 1912,

between the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the City of Moose Jaw.
This form as submitted is on the agreement form for a siding already con-
structed. There was an annual rental of $321.98. The printed form is used here,

there not being the same variations as are contained in the siding agreement
dealing with spur "K". Under this, there are the ordinary siding agreement
provisions:

(1) That the times at which and the manner in which the said siding shall

be used shall be regulated by the officials of the railway company, provided
always that their control shall not interrupt the proper use of the said siding

for the business of the party of the second part;

(2) That the railway company shall at all times during the continuance
of this agreement, have the use of said siding in so far as it shall not be required
for the use of the party of the second part as aforesaid;

(3) That the railway company may permit the use of said siding by other
parties, provided such use shall not interfere with the proper use of said siding

for the business of the party of the second part, upon proper compensation to

be paid to tlic party of the second part, such compensation to be determined by
the railway company and the party of the second part, and if they fail to agree
then by the Board;

(4) That the rights and privileges of the party of the second part under
this agreement shall not be transferred or sublet, either in whole or in part,

except with the written consent of the railway company; provided the railway
company shall not withhold its consent to such transfer without good and suffi-

cient reason; and the party of the second part shall have the right, should the

railway company withhold its consent to such transfer, to appeal to the Board;
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(5) Provision is made for termination of the agreement in the event of

arrears of rental;

(6) And provision is made for termination of the agreement at any time

by leave of the Board, upon notice.

Spur '^L" agreement was entered into on June 20, 1912, between the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company and the City of Moose Jaw. Under this, there

is an annual payment of $166.57 for rental. The ordinary printed form of

agreement is used. This contains the usual provisions, the more important of

which have been summarized in the details of the preceding spurs.

Orders of the Board in connection with the spurs in quesrtion have issued

as follows:

—

Spur "A'^^—Orders 2879 of March 15, 1907, and 19930 of October 2, 1911.

Spur 'X''—Orders 7263 of June 11, 1909; 11479 of August 25, 1910; 18760
of February 20, 1913; and 34990 of May 3, 1924.

Spur ''H"—Order 17506 of September 17, 1912.

Questions arise as to what relation the Board has to the provisions of the
Siding Agreements. What sanction, direction or control is reserved to the Board
thereunder? The provisions of the Siding Agreements as filed may, in so far

as there is any reference to the Board or its powers, be summarized under the

following headings:

—

(a) Undertaking to construct a railway siding on the terms hereinafter

mentioned, which the railway company has agreed to, subject always to the

approval of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada.
Spur K "—the underlined portion is contained.

Spur L "—the underlined portion is contained.

Spur H "—the underlined portion is not contained (this agreement
form is for a siding already constructed).

(t>) That the work of constructing the said siding shall be performed and
all material . . . shall be furnished by and at the expense of the party of

the second part, all to the satisfaction of the railway company and the Board.
Spur " K "—the underlined portion is stricken out.

Spur L "—the underlined portion is contained.

Spur " H "—the underlined portion is not contained.

(c) The party of the second part will . . . pay to the railway com-
pany all cost and expenses whicn may be incurred by the railway company by
reason of or arising out of any order or direction of the Board. . . .

Spur K "—the underlined portion is stricken out.

Spur " L "—the underlined portion is contained.

Spur H "—the underlined portion is contained.

(d) The party of the second part will not erect, or permit to be erected,

or permit to remain if erected, any building or structure, or permit any material
to be placed in violation of the law or of the orders of the Board.

Spur " K "—the underlined portion is stricken out.

Spur " L "—the underlined portion is stricken out.

Spur H "—the underlined portion is stricken out.

(e) That the railway company may permit the use of the said siding by
other parties . . . upon proper compensation to be paid to the party of the

second part, such compensation to be determined by the railway company and
the party of the second part ;

and if they fail to agree then by the Board.

Spur " K "—the underlined portion is contained.

Spur L "—the underlined portion is contained.

Spur " H "—the underlined portion is contained.
30056—3i
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(/) That the rights and privileges of the party of the second part under

this agreement shall not be transferred or sublet either in whole or in part,

except with written consent of the railway company; provided that the railway

company shall not withhold its consent to such transfer without good and suffi-

cient reason; and the party of the second part shall have the right, should the

railway company withhold its consent to such transfer, to appeal to the Board.

Spur ^' K "—the underlined portion is stricken out.

Spur " L "—the underlined portion is contained.

Spur " H "—the underlined portion is contained.

[cj) Provided also that either party shall have the right to terminate the

present agreement at any time, by leave of the Board. . . .

Spur K "—the underlined portion is stricken out.

Spur L "—the underlined portion is contained.

Spur " H "—the underlined portion is contained.

As indicated, the spur tracks in question involve the use of city streets and
lanes, and it is contended that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company has no
rights of ownership in respect of the location on the city streets and lanes.

Counsel for the Canadian National states that these tracks are the city's tracks

and that it has complete control over them, except as provided by agreement.

In another connection it was stated by counsel for the Canadian National
Railways that if the Board has no jurisdiction to allow it on the tracks in ques-

tion, it has no jurisdiction to direct that it be kept off the tracks in question.

At p. 3115, Vol. 447, counsel for the Canadian National Railways puts the

matter in the following way. Referring to the spurs K," L " and " H," he

says:

—

The citizens of Moose Jaw made an agreement and now they want
to make another agreement. What is to prevent them? I w^ould like to

hear what is to prevent them. My view is that w^e are perfectly willing

to connect with the tracks of the city of Moose Jaw, and we would like

permission to connect under section 252 of the Railway Act, because we
cannot do it without such permission, as I understand it, and we want
permission to cross the Outlook Branch upon proper terms as to pro-

tection. . . .

^' If the Board will grant us the crossing of the Outlook Branch, we
will make an agreement with the city of Moose Jaw, whether you author-
ize it or not. We have no fear as to the legal position, as far as that is

concerned, but w^e think you should make that provision in view of sec-

tion 252."

As pointed out, the record submitted to the Board is apparently incom-
plete in regard to the extensions made in the various spurs and supplementary
agreements in connection therewith. On what is before the Board, however, it

appears that this does not alter the consideration as to the status of the siding

agreements.

The Board's powers in connection with the Branch Line sections as distinct

from the Forced Construction section have been passed upon by the courts.

The subject-matter of section 185, of the Act of 1919, is covered by section

226 of the Act of 1906 and by section 176 of the Act of 1903. Section 176 of the

Act of 1903 is a new section.

In Blackivoods and Manitoba Brewing and Malting Co. vs. Canadian
Northern Railway and City of Winnipeg, 44 SX'.R., 92, it was held that the

Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada had not the power (except on
expropriation or consent of the owner) to order that a private industrial spur-

track or siding, constructed and operated under an agreement between a railway

company and the owner of the land upon which it is laid and used only in
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connection with the business of such owner, shall be also used and operated as

a branch of the railway with which it is connected.

In Clover Bar Coal Co. vs. Humherstone, Grand Trunk Pacific Railway-

and Clover Bar Sand and Gravel Cos., //5 S.C.R. 346, it was held that notwith-

standing provisions in an agreement under which a private industrial spur or

siding has been constructed entitling the railway company to make use of it^

for the purpose of affording shipping facilities for themselves and persons other

than the owners of the land upon wliich it has been built, the Board of Railway
Commissioners for Canada, except on expropriation and compensation, has not

the power, on the application under section 226 of the Railway Act (R.S.C.,

1906, chap. 37), to order the construction and operation of an extension of such

spur or siding as a branch of the railway with which it is connected.

A similar matter was involved in Boland vs. Grand Trunk Ry. Co., 18 Can.

Ry. Cas., 60. The following language was used at p. 64:

—

I am of the opinion that construction made under an order issued

under the provisions of section 222 is not ipso facto railway property.

Whatever the effect of such order might be as against the railway com-
pany, it cannot in any way affect the title of the others and transfer the

right of way on which the siding may be built from them to the railway.

While it well may be that the section contemplates the acquisition of the

right of way by the railway company, it can only contemplate this being

done by agreement with the landowner or after payment of compensa-
tion fixed under the appropriate sections of the Act. Nothing of this

sort has happened here."

The essence of the decisions is that a spur line constructed under the pro-

visions of section 222 (181 of the present Act) does not become part of the

railway of the company where the branch in question is built on the basis of a

co-operative construction, as already referred to above.

The decisions establish that in order to make a branch line, whose basis is a

consensual arrangement evidenced in a siding agreement, part of the railway, it is

necessary to use expropriatory powers; that is to say, the railway acting cn the
part of the individual concerned, may take steps to expropriate and incorporate

the branch line in its own system. The Board has no power to direct the exten-

sion of the siding not built under the compulsory construction sections unless

there is expropriation. The branch line so situated is, within the reasoning of

the decisions, not a part of the railway.

Under section 180 of the Railway Act, provision is made for branch line

construction. Here, construction may be undertaken, the railway company
exercising its rights as to compulsory taking of land and thereafter completing
the work. On the other hand, the branch line may have as its basis a desire on
the part of an individual to have a line built to his industry; and here, if the
railway and the applicant are in agreement, provision for a co-operative scheme
of construction may be entered into. The terms on which a railway so enters

upon this construction are defined in the Siding Agreement which sets out a
contractual basis. In dealing with matters arising out of siding agreements,
the Board, after referring to the fact that the branch line built on a siding

agreement basis is not part of the railway, has said:

—

. . . it would appear that as to the terms of construction of

the branch line, the provisions contained in one siding agreement have
no necessary- bearing upon the terms contained in another siding agree-

ment. ... An equally fundamental matter is the question of the

powers of the Board to make the revision in terms as asked for, . . .

If the Board has no power under the * Branch Lines ' sections to fix at

the outset the terms as to co-operative construction and cost of main-
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tenance, tlien it also follows that the Board is without power to revise

the terms so apjreed upon and fixed in a contractual agreement." Carrol
Bros. vs. G.T.H., 28 Can. Ry Cas., 35, at pp. 4^-4^.

It had already been pointed out in the same judgment, p. 40, that the Board
had no power to compel the construction of a branch line, under the Branch
Lines sections, to serve an industry. It is under the Forced Construction sec-

tion that such action can be taken.

Counsel for the Canadian National, in a recent written submission made
in another connection, dealing formally w^ith the construction placed by him
on the Siding Agreement and the Board's powders in relation thereto has said:

—

. . . but the Board decided almost 'at its conception, and has
continually maintained the position, that it is without jurisdiction to

approve of siding agreements, or interfere with their terms in any way,
unless such siding agreements contain clauses to give effect to which
would interfere with public safety as to which the Board's powers are

absolute."

The spur, constructed on the basis of a Siding Agreement, not being part

of the railway, such powers, if any, as the Board may be able to exercise in

reference to said siding must be specifically reserved powers. In this connec-

tion, reference may be made to the provisions already summarized. Item (a),

as i^idicated, provides for the approval of the Board. Under the decisions, this

approval does not make the branch line based on a siding agreement part of the

railway. What must the Board consider in connection with the granting of

such approval? Under the Railway Act of 1903, there are set out in section

175, subsection 4, the conditions on which the approval of the Board, if satisfied,

may be given to a branch line when application therefor is made:

—

"... the Board, if satisfied that the branch line is necessary

in the public interest, or for the purpose of giving increased facilities to

business, and if satisfied with the location of such branch line and the

grades and curves as shown on such plan, profile, and book of reference

may . . . authorize the construction of the branch line. . .
."

The same provisions are to be found in the Railway Act of 1919, section

182.

Summarizing the conditions precedent to the Board's consent, it must be

satisfied,

—

(a) that the branch line is necessary in the public interest;

(b) or that it wdll give increased facilities to business;

(c) and that it is satisfactory from an engineering, standpoint.

This provision does not, under the decisions and in the absence of specific

reservation in the Siding Agreement, convey any powder to the Board to say
whether an additional railway shall be permitted to operate on the branch line

so approved.
The reservations contained in items (6) to (g) ,

inclusive, do not have a

bearing on the application before the Board.
In the application as launched by the Board of Trade, and supported by

the city, there are three inter-related portions. The Canadian National joined

as to two phases of the application. The fundamental matter was that of

operation on the designated spur tracks. In the absence of the question of

operation over these tracks, the need for the other phases of the application is

not apparent. The Board has no power to deal with the fundamental phase
involving a direction to the Canadian Pacific to permit the Canadian National
to operate over spurs ''K" "L", and ''H". Until there is such a change of status,

if change be needed, as will, with legal sanction, permit the addition of operation
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as asked for, I do not think the Board would be justified in dealing with the

ancillary phases of the application, viz., the request for connection with the

spur tracks and the application to cross the Outlook Branch.

November 3, 1926.

Commissioner Boyce concurred.

Application of the Moose Jaw Board of Trade, and the Council of the City of

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, for the establishment of direct track connec-

tion of the Canadian National Railways with industrial spurs and private

sidings at Moose Jaw, Sask.
Files 6713.114 34351

Heard at Moose Jaw, Sask., November 23, 1925, by the Assistant Chief

Commissioner and Commissioners Boyce and Oliver.

Commissioner Oliver:

The judgment of the Assistant Chief Commissioner, agreed to by Mr. Com-
missioner Boyce, has been given under date of November 3, 1926.

The judgment begins with the following statement of the case:

—

Application of the Moose Jaw Board of Trade, Sask.— (a) for an
order permitting the Canadian National Railways to cross the Outlook
Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway; (5) for the establishment of

direct track connection Canadian National Railways, with industrial

spurs and private sidings at Moose Jaw; (c) for an order directing the

Canadian Pacific Railway to permit the Canadian National Railways to

operate switching services over the said industrial spurs and private sid-

ings. File 6713.114.

'^Application of the Canadian National Railways for permission to

cross the Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railwav, as shown on
the plan filed. File 34351."

The concluding paragraph of the judgment reads as follows:

—

In the application as launched by the Board of Trade, and sup-

ported by the city, there are three inter-related portions. The Canadian
National joined as to two phases of the application. The fundamental
matter was that of operation on the designated spur tracks. In the

absence of the question of operation over these tracks, the need for the

other phases of the application is not apparent. The Board has no power
to deal with the fundamental phases involving a direction to the Cana-
dian Pacific to permit the Canadian National to operate over spurs ''K",

''L", and "H". Until there is such a change of status, if change be needed,
with legal sanction, permit the addition of operation as asked for, I do
not think the Board would be justified in dealing with the ancillary

phases of the application, viz., the request for connection with the spur
tracks and the application to cross the Outlook Branch."

As I understand the purport of the foregoing paragraph as quoted, it is,

—

(1) That the Board has no authority to order the Canadian Pacific Railway
to permit the Canadian National Railway to switch cars over the
industrial spurs referred to as "K", *'L", and "H".

(2) That therefore an order granting the application of the Canadian
National Railway for a crossing over the Outlook Branch of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, so that tlie former might conveniently reach the
spurs in question, would be unwarranted.
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If this undcrt^tanding is correct I am unable to find myself in agreement

with the judgment of the Assistant Chief Commissioner and of Mr. Commis-
sioner Boyce, for the reasons which I shall endeavour to state and explain.

The city of Moose Jaw is situated at an important junction and divisional

point on the Canadian Pacific Railway main line. The Soo " line from Chicago

and St. Paul joins the Canadian Pacific main line a few miles east of the city;

the Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway extends northwesterly

with connections to Edmonton; and the Shaunavon Branch extends south-

westerly to Lethbridge. The Mclvillc-Regina Branch of the Canadian National
Railways passes through Moose Jaw on its way to Riverhurst at the crossing

of the South Saskatchewan, and is under construction to connect with the Cana-
dian National line between Saskatoon and Calgary. There are of course a

number of subsidiary branches and important connections of both systems
besides those mentioned, Such favourable railway connections tend to constitute

Moose Jaw a desirable location for distributing enterprises, both industrial and
commercial. Naturally those who have the guidance of the city's affairs have
always wished to improve the conditions of receiving and distributing from time
to time as occasion arose or opportunity offered.

The need of activity on the part of Moose Jaw was impressed by the fact

that Regina, the capital of the province, situated 40 miles eastward on the main
line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, also having Canadian National connec-

tions, and with a number of radiating branches both of Canadian Pacific and
Canadian National, is a rival for the distributing trade of at least all the
southern part of the province. The territory served by railways radiating from
Moose Jaw could be served almost equally well from Regina and also the terri-

tory covered by the railways radiating from Regina could be served almost
equally well from IMoose Jaw. Under such conditions the distributing trade of

Moose Jaw is, and must of necessity, be dependent on the promptitude of its

service, which again is necessarily dependent upon the certainty, rapidity and
low cost of the rail movements both inward and outward.

The city of Moose Jaw centres on the Canadian Pacific Railway Station.

The principal business part of the city lies north of the main line of that rail-

way and is approximately equally divided by Main street which runs northward
from the railway station. The railway yards lie west from the station. The
first receiving, distributing and industrial concerns of the city were located

north of the Canadian Pacific Railway tracks, beginning some two blocks west
of Main street and extending thence westerly and adjacent to the Canadian
Pacific Railway yards. The Robin Hood Mills, a very important export

industry are located in the sixth block west of Main street and north of the

Canadian Pacific main line. The Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific

leaves the main line at the street between the eighth and ninth block west of

Main street and crosses the outlying western part of the city in a north westerly

direction.

With a view no doubt first of attracting distribution and industrial enter-

prises to the cit5^ and second of securing their location in the western section

north of the Canadian Pacific Railway where the larger number of such enter-

prises were already located, the city entered into an arrangement with the

Canadian Pacific by which the lane midway between High and Fairford
streets, some distance west of Main street, was occupied by a spur from the

Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway. By an agreement dated

December 24, 1906, the city paid for the grading and ties of the spur and leased

the necessary rails, fastenings and switch materials from the Canadian Pacific,

at a rental of $108.73 per year. By a supplementary agreement dated June 14,

1911, the spur was extended further eastward along the same lane. The city

paid the railway $549 as the cost of construction and pays a rental of $39.79
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for the use of the rails, fastenings, etc. At the hearing and in the documents
on file, this track is referred to as spur '*K".

The agreement between the city and the railway in respect of spur ''K"

is not altogether in the terms of an ordinary industrial siding agreement, and
the spur was not an ordmary industrial spur. A siding agreement is for the

purpose of enabling an industrial or commercial enterprise, not located on the

main tracks of a railway, to get such connection with these tracks as shall

enable it to do business on terms of equal, or approximately equal advantage

with other like enterprises located on such tracks. The city is not an industrial

or commercial enterprise. The track was not built to enable it tO' receive or

ship freight of any kind. It was to all intents and purposes a separate piece

of railway, and was built by the city to enable private industrial and commer-
cial enterprises either located directly on it or on spurs which connected with

it, to operate on favourable terms in the section of the city that those having

direction of its affairs at that time considered most desirable in the general

interests of the city.

That the agreement of 1906 is not an ordinary siding agreement is made
evident by the variation from the terms of the ordinary siding agreement in

section 10, which reads as follows:

—

10. That the rights and privileges of the party of the second part

(the city) under this agreement shall not be transferred or sublet, either

in whole or in part, except with written consent of the railway company;
and in the event of any such transfer or sub-letting taking place without
such written consent, the present agreement shall, at the option of the

railway company come to an end, and be terminated from and after the

date of such transfer or sub-letting."

The ordinary siding agreement clause for which the foregoing is substi-

tuted and which appears in the agreements regarding the other two spurs, H "

and L " under consideration, reads as follows:

—

That the rights and privileges of the party of the second part

under this agreement shall not be transferred or sublet either in whole
or in part, except with the written consent of the railway company. Pro-
vided that the railway company shall not withhold its consent to such
transfer without good and sufficient reason and the party of the second
part shall have the right, should the railway company withhold its con-

sent from such transfer, to appeal to the Board."

It will be observed that the question of the right to sublet the spur or in

other words to admit another railway to its operation, is the important feature

of the section and that although the method provided for dealing with a dispute

as to subletting is different from that in the ordinary siding agreement as apply-
ing to spurs H " and " L," in so far as there is a difference it more fully con-

firms the absolute right of ownership in the spur to the city. The Board is

given power under the terms of the city's agreement with the Canadian Pacific

Railway to refuse the right of subleasing in respect of spurs L " and " H,"
but has no such power under the terms of the agreement regarding spur " K."

Approval was given to the first agreement regarding spur " K " by the

Board on March 15, 1907, and to the agreement for its extension on October 2,

1911.

In order that there might be no question as to the rights of the city to build

railway lines, tracks or spurs within its limits in fulfilment of the purposes in

view in the building of spur " K," the Legislature of Saskatchewan in 1912
passed an Act of which the following is section (3) :

—

'•(3) The city (Moose Jaw) is hereby authorized and empowered
to construct, build and operate or enter into an agreement with any rail-

30056—2J
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way company to construct, build and operate spur or commercial rail-

way tracks in any part of tlie said city, and to connect the same or cause
the same to be connected with the main or other lines of any railway
company built into or operating in the city of Moose Jaw; subject how-
ever, to the rcguhitions and supervision of the Board of Railway Com-
missioners, and for tlic purpose of such building or construction, the city

of Moose Jaw shall have and possess all rights of expropriation granted
to cities under the city Act in connection with any property that may at

the present time or at any time hereafter be expropriated under such
Act; provided that the phins for any railway track to be constructed
under the provisions of this section shall first receive the approval of

the Minister of Railways for Saskatchewan."

In practical effect this Act gave the city the status of a railway company
in regard to spurs built by itself within its own boundaries, whether built before
the passing of the Act, as in the case of spur K," or as in that of spurs H "

and L," built after it was passed. The legal relationship of the city to these

spurs was therefore essentially different from ordinary spurs built under ordi-

nary' siding agreements.

The Act was assented to on March 13, 1912. In June of that year agree-

ments for construction and operation of the spurs L " and " H " were made
between the city and the Canadian Pacific Railway. The agreements in both
cases were approved by the Board.

Spur " L " left the Outlook Branch at a point further northwesterly than
the point at which K " spur left it and going easterly, occupied the lane mid-
way between Fairford and Ominica streets for a distance of six blocks.

Spur " H " left the main Canadian Pacific line at a point near the Robin
Hood Mills and about six blocks west of Main street. After crossing Manitoba
street, which fronts on the Canadian Pacific main line property, it entered the

lane midway between Manitoba and River streets and followed it easterly five

blocks or to within one range of lots of Main street.

When the Grand Trunk Pacific (now the Canadian National) track

reached Moose Jaw an arrangement for interswitching was made, whereby cars

arriving on Canadian National tracks were switched to sidings operated by the

Canadian Pacific at a charge of approximately $10 per car. A statement sub-

mitted at the hearing showed that for the sixteen months from January 1, 1924,

to May 31, 1925, the Canadian National Railways had collected from Moose
Jaw shippers on account of switching services performed by the Canadian
Pacific Railway nearly $17,000, and in addition there was a further cost of

$14,500 which was absorbed by the Canadian National itself on cars coming
from competitive points. It was further stated on behalf of the applicants that

if the application were granted the Canadian National would place as desired

by shippers, cars coming to the city over their lines without any STviitching

charge.

It was also stated on behalf of the applicants that frequently there were
unwarranted delays in the placing of cars arriving by Canadian National,

which seriously interfered with the prompt service that was necessary to enable

Moose Jaw industrialists and distributors to compete with rivals on the terms

to which they felt themselves entitled. Instances of delays were given. A car

took two days to reach Moose Jaw from Coppen, 119 miles distant, and took

five days to be switched to place for loading. A car from Snipe Lake, 361 miles

distant, shipped on the 5th, arrived on the 7th, and was not placed for loading

until the 10th. A car from Riverhurst, 72 miles distant, was shipped on Janu-

arv' 29, arrived on January 31, and was placed for unloading on February 6.

The length of haul involved in the interswitching amounted to 8^ miles and

the movements were numerous and complicated. The subject of delays in
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placing cars was gone into very fully both at the hearing and by documents

afterwards submitted and now on file, supported in some cases by affidavit.

Paragraph 25 of the submissions of the President of the Moose Jaw Board of

Trade, dated November 20, 1925, reads:—

We submit, gentlemen, that the evidence already offered is con-

clusive and proves that the Canadian Pacific Railway not only do not

give reasonable service on interswitched cars, but they do not give service

on such cars equal to that given on their own cars .... and we
further submit that the delays incident to the present service on inter-

switched cars is a menace to the business of those shippers and consignees

who have to depend on such service."

If it were necessary to a decision I would be compelled to say that in my
opinion reasonable ground for the complaints of the applicants as to dilatory

service has been established; but I do not consider that this must be established

as a fact in order that the application should succeed. In this connection I

desire to draw attention to section 253 of the Railway Act under which the

application of the city of Moose Jaw is made, which says:

—

''(1) Where the lines or tracks of one railway are intersected or

crossed by those of another, or upon any application for leave to make
any intersection or crossing, or in any case in which the tracks or lines

of two different railways run through or into the same city, town or vil-

lage, the Board may, upon the application of one of the companies, or of

a municipal corporation or other public body, or of any person or persons

interested, order that the lines or tracks of such railways shall be so con-

nected, at or near the point of intersection or crossing, or in or near such
city, town or village, as to admit of the safe and convenient transfer or

passing of engines, cars and trains, from the tracks or lines of one railway
to those of another, and that such connection shall be maintained and
used.

''(2) In and by the order for such connection, or from time to time
subsequently, the Board may determine by what company or companies,
or other corporations or persons, and in what proportions, the cost of

making and maintaining any such connections shall be borne, and upon
what terms traffic shall be thereby transferred from the lines of one rail-

way to those of another."

The section continues in subsection (3) to deal with a situation in which
joint operation of one railway track under provincial charter and another under
Dominion charter is desired.

In no part of the section is there any suggestion that the proposed track
connection which is for the convenience of shippers in the handling of their
traffic shall be dependent upon the efficiency or sufficiency of the service already
being given by one or other of the railways concerned.

It is true that " the Board may " grant the order asked for and therefore
it is to be assumed " may not " grant it. But as no conditions are attached to
the application, it would appear to me that the interest of the Board in such an
application is to decide as to the details and apportion the cost; once it has been
satisfied that it is not frivolous or improper in character. In my opinion, the
section assumes that wherever joint service is reasonably and fairly practicable,
the Board shall see that it is accorded if it is asked for by any one of the several
parties concerned.

The city of Moose Jaw, owners of spur tracks ''K", "H", and ''L", and the
Board of Trade representing the industrialists and distributors of the city who
must use the tracks, apply for an order of the Board directing connection of
these spurs with the Canadian National Railway tracks under section 253 of the
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Railway Aci, above quoted. The C^anadian National Railways apply for leave

of the Board to make the connections asked for by the city and Board of Trade

and to cross the Outlook Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway in order to

do so. The application of the Canadian National Railways is made under sec-

tion 252 of the Railway Act, as follows:

—

''(1) The railway lines or tracks of any railway company shall not

cross or join or be crossed or joined by or with any railway lines or tracks

other than those of such company, whether otherwise within the legis-

lative authority of the Parliament of Canada or not, until leave therefor

has been obtained from the Board as hereinafter provided.

''(2) Upon any application for such leave, the applicant shall submit

to the Board a plan and profile of such croj^sing or junction, and such

other plans, drawings and specifications as the Board may, in any case,

or by regulation, require."

Subsections (3), (4), and (5) give the details regarding construction for

which the Board is responsible.

The plan submitted by the Canadian National Railways is identical with

that submitted by the city and Board of Trade. It shows a spur leaving the

branch of the Canadian National which reaches the Dominion Government
elevator west of the Canadian Pacific Railway's Outlook line. It crosses the

Outlook line near the point at which spur "K" leaves it. Shortly after crossing

the Outlook line it joins spur ''K". The plan shows a connection to be made
between spurs ''K" and ''L" by a line which leaves ''K" somewhat over a block

easterly from the Outlook line. Connection is made with spur '^H" by a line

which leaves ''K" near the Robin Hood mills. There is also a short separate

connection to these mills. No ciuestion was raised as to the practicability of

the connections as proposed, nor as to the proposed crossing of the Outlook line.

Traffic on that line is one passenger train each way per day except Sunday
besides freight.

The application was opposed by the Canadian Pacific Railway both at the

public hearing in Moose Jaw and by documents filed with the Board since that
hearing. In a lengthy memorandum dated May 21, 1926, the solicitor for the

Canadian Pacific Railway sums up the case for that railway, and in an accom-
panying letter he asks that the Board dispose of the matter on the record. As
I understand the memorandum, he makes his main contentions:—

''(l) That it (spur "K") cannot be regarded as other than a Cana-
dian Pacific Branch line for the purposes of this application," and

''(2) That the proposed joint operation involves an interference
with our services w^hich, it is not out of place to say, would be not only
unjustifiable, but intolerable."

I do not find the arguments in support of the Canadian Pacific Railway
ownership of spur "K" convincing, particularly in view of the terms of section

10 of the agreement between the city and the Canadian Pacific Railway regard-

ing the operation of that spur, in w^hich the right of the city to sublet (admit to

joint operation) another railway, is recognized free of any interference by any
other authority. If the company OOTcd the spur there could be no question

of a right of subletting by the city. The railway may if it pleases in case the
city sublets the right of operation in spur "K", withdraw from the agreement,

but it has no other remedy mider it, as it must have if it were the owner.

It does not, however, appear to me that the agreements regarding the

several spoirs, whatever they may be, or have been, are material to the applica-

tion. If all three spurs were in fact the property of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, the Board would in my opinion, still have power to order the connec-
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tion asked for, subject only to conditions to be fixed on the responsibility of

the Board.
In support of that view, I desire to quote fromi section 193 of the Railway

Act;—
''(1) The company may take possession of, use or occupy any lands

belonging to any other railway company, use or enjoy the whole or any

portion of the right of way, tracksi, terminals, stations or station grounds

of any other railway company, and have and exercise full right and

power to run and operate its trains over and upon any portion or por-

tions of the railway or any other railway company, subject always to

the approval of the Board first obtained and to any order and direction

which, the Board may make in regard to the exercise, enjoyment or

restriction of such powers or privileges."

''(3) If the parties fail to agree as to compensation, the Board may,
by order, fix the amount of compensation to be paid in respect of the

powers and privileges so granted."

The power given to one railway to use the tracks of another, subject to the

approval of the Board, is not limited by the terms of any lease or agreement,

or in any other manner whatsoever. The power of the Board to authorize the

taking for use is absolute. Subsection (3) of section 193 makes full provision

for the adjustment of compensation by order of the Board for rights infringed

upon or for disabilities resulting. But no provision is made whereby the com-

pany whose track is to be used by the other company can enforce any objec-

tions it may have to the order which authorizes such use. That being the fact,

the ownership of the track or tracks affected, or the terms and conditions of

their occupation or operation, can have no effect to prevent the connection and
use asked for in this case by the city of Moose Jaw, by the Moose Jaw Board
of Trade and by the Canadian National Railways from, being granted.

As to the second contention of the Canadian Pacific Railway that the leave

asked for should not be granted because it would be '^unjustifiable," and an
''intolerable" interference with the services now being efficiently rendered by
that railway. It is to be understood that difficulties may arise in connection

with joint operation that do not occur under operation by a single company.
Notwithstanding that admitted fact it is plain that the Railway Act assumes
by its terms that the advantages to the public outweigh the disadvantages to
the railroad. The industrial and distributing enterpdses of Moose Jaw are the
first points of contact between the railroads and the public who are served from
that city. They are apparently unanimous in their belief that the joint service

asked for would be a public benefit. They are so convinced, that they have
formally invoked the proiasions of the Railway Act and the powers of the
Board under that Act in order to secure the measure of advantage which they
expect would result. If railroads are built and operated to render service to

the public, it does not appear to me that the objection of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, because of difficulties which are inherent to all such double sendees
over a single track, should prevail.

On February 9, 1926, the Board issued Order No. 37320 by which, on its

application, the Canadian Pacific Railway was authorized to operate its trains
over spurs of the Canadian National tracks in the city of Kingston, Ont., known
as the Cohen and Crawford sidings, on terms to be arranged between the two
railways; or in default of their coming to an agreement, then by a further order
of the Board.

By the terms of the order the Canadian Pacific Railway was allowed to
operate the spurs forthwith. There was no delay in operation while the arrange-
ments as to terms were being negotiated between the railway companies.
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This order followed upon a public hearing in Ottawa on December 15, 1925,

at which the Assistant Cliief Commissioner presided, and at which the Cana-
dian National Railways, owners of the line with which the spurs were connected,

objected to the granting of the application.

The railways were unable to come to an agreement as to the terms of joint

operation and it was not until the Board had issued Order No. 37744, dated

June 16, 1926, that these terms were settled. Both railways objected to the

terms imposed by the Board, but notwithstanding their objections the spurs are

now being jointly operated subject to those terms.

The facts of tlie case were that the Canadian National owned the railway

line with which the spurs were connected. One of the spurs was entirely the

property of the business located on it. The other enterprise had built the grade

and provided the ties, but paid an annual rental to the Canadian National Kail-

way for the use of the rails, fastenings, switches, etc. Both were under the

usual siding agreement with the Canadian National, duly approved by the

Board. The order of February, 1926, permitting the use of these spurs by the

Canadian Pacific Railway was given because both industries desired direct ser-

vice by the Canadian Pacific Railway, which that railway desired to give.

The right to operate cars on the two spurs mentioned was granted the

Canadian Pacific Railway, although it could only reach them over the Cana-
dian National track. While the Canadian Pacific Railway operated over that

track to Kingston station under a lease of running rights, that lease was not held

to give it any right to operate the spurs and its operation of the spurs is made
subject only to terms imposed by the Board.

The right to operate these industrial spurs of the Canadian National Rail-

way was granted by the Board to the Canadian Pacific Railw^ay under the pro-

visions of section 193 of the Railway Act and in pursuance of the policy of per-

mitting joint use of industrial tracks as expressed in section 253 of the Act.

I liave been unable to find either in the records of the hearing, or in the

documents subsequently filed, any suggestion from the Canadian Pacific R^iil-

way that its joint operation of these two spurs was either unjustifiable " or an
intolerable " interference with the service already being rendered on them by

the Canadian National Railways. The Canadian Pacific had already the same
rights of interswitching on those Canadian National spur tracks at Kingston
that the Canadian National now has over the Moose Jaw city (not the Cana-
dian Pacific) spur tracks at Moose Jaw. But the enterprises served wanted
direct Canadian Pacific service. The Board having under those circumstances
granted the Canadian Pacific Railway the right to give a direct service on the

Canadian National spurs at Kingston, I am unable to find a reason why the
Canadian National should not be granted the right to give a similar direct ser-

vice over the city spurs that are connected with the Canadian Pacific tracks at

Moose Jaw. This would apply even though the spurs belonged to the Canadian
Pacific instead of to the city, as they do.

In regard to the conclusion of the Assistant Chief Commissioner that,

—

The Board has no power to deal with the fundamental phase
involving a direction to the Canadian Pacific to permit the Canadian
National to operate over spurs "K", *'L" and '^N".

I find myself unable to accept that conclusion, because in my opinion,

—

(1) The conditions which section 253 of the Railway Act was provided to

meet are present in the case of tlie Moose Jaw application;

(2) The terms of the section fully empowers the Board to deal with the

situation, as it has been disclosed at the hearing and in the documents
on file;

(3) I cannot find anything in the records of the hearing, in the doeuments
on file or in the terms of the Act that, so far as I can see, in any degree

detracts from the power of the Board to grant this application;
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(4) While the word may " is used by the Act in defining the powers and
duties of the Board in the matter, in my opinion the context indicates

the intent that if the conditions are as set forth in the section, and as

they actually exist in this case, the Board shall " take the action pro-

vided.

The concluding words of the finding of the Assistant Chief Commissioner
are as follows:

—

"Until there is such a change of status, if change be needed, as will,

with legal sanction, permit the addition of operation as asked for, I do
not think the Board would be justified in dealing with the ancillary

phases of the application, viz., the request for connection with the spur
tracks and the application to cross the Outlook Branch."

This is a definite refusal to- allow the Canadian National to cross the
Outlook Branch as requested by the Canadian National Railways. Unless that

branch can be crossed by the Canadian National, its connection with spurs
''K", "L" and ''H" as desired by the city of Moose Jaw and by the Board of

Trade of that city cannot be made. The refusal to allow this crossing is appar-
ently to stand until some suggested, but so far as I can see, as yet undefined,

change in the ownership or operation, or both, .of the spurs in question has
occurred. What change or measure of change is assumed to- be required before

a crossing is to be allowed, or how the change may be brought about, I have
been unable to determine. I will therefore endeavour to define the situation

as it appears to me.
The Canadian National desires to cross the Outlook Branch in order to

connect directly with the city's spur ''K". The city is the owner of the land
on which that spur is built. The cit}^ paid in full for the building of the grade
and for the ties used. It rents the rails, fastenings, switches, etc., from the
Canadian Pacific Railway. The city has authorization by provincial statute

to build, own, operate or lease that spur, together with the others under consid-

eration. The right of the city to sublet the operation of spur ''K" to any other

railway is subject only to the cancellation by the Canadian Pacific Railway of

its present agreement with the city, which, would of course be followed by the
withdrawal of the Canadian Pacific from operation of the spur. If the city is

willing to accept that alternative, then there is no bar to the lease of spur "K"
to the Canadian National Railways. The evidence given at the hearing at

Moose Jaw and the documents on file, in my view constitute beyond question

an application for an order by the Board establishing a transfer connection as

provided in section 253 of the Railway Act.

Only by the terms of the provincial Act which places the tracks built by
the city of Moose Jaw under the ''regulations and supervision of the Board of

Railway Commissioners," has the Board any possible connection with or con-

trol over the action of the city with regard to spur ''K". It is fair to assume
that the legislature which passed the Act the better to enable the city to pro\dde

convenient trackage for its manufacturers and merchants, did not contemplate
the use of the power then given the Board to prevent the city from deriving the

full measure of benefit from the powers so given by the Act and the expenditures

made under its provisions. It would seem to me that an amendment of the

provincial Act to remove these spurs from the regulations and supervision of

the Board would be a feasible means of overcoming the situation created by
the judgment under consideration. But it does not seem to me that such action

should be necessary to enable the purpose of the city in building the spurs to

be achieved.

The application of the Canadian National Railways to cross the Outlook
Branch is made under section 252 of the Railway Act, which says, as already

quoted:

—
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''The railway lino or tracks of any railway company shall not cross

or join or be crossed or jt)incd by or with any railway lines or tracks
other than those of such company, whether otherwise within the legis-

lative authority of the Parliament of Canada or not, until leave has been
obtained from the Board as hereinafter provided."

The continuing part of the section gives the conditions under which p>er-

mission of the Board may be given for a crossing, but in no way does it limit

the jxnver of the Board to refuse permission.

Clearly the Board has the power in law to prevent the extension of any
railway line or bra.noh acros-s any other line or branch of railway with or with-

out assigned cause. So that no matter how urgently the city of Moose Jaw
on behalf of its business interests may desire competitive service over the rail-

way spurs built with the city's money, on city lanes, for the benefit of the busi-

ness interests of the city, the Board has the power to prevent that competitive

service by refusing the Canadian National perinission to cross the Outlook
Branch.

It is of course obvious that such extraordinary power was not placed in the

hands of the Board to be exercised otherwise than in the public interest, w^hich.

again of course is a matter for the judgment of the Board. When the city of

Moose Jaw expresses in proper and definite form its desire for competitive

service by the Canadian National Railways on its own tracks, unless it is

debaiTcd from such cmpetitive service by well defined and amply sufficient con-

siderations, such as are not apparent to me in the judgment of the Assistant

Chief Commissioner, or otherwise, I am unable to agree that the Board is

w^aj-ranted in refusing the application.

The arbitrary^ jx)wer of refusal given to the Board is only in my opinion to
enable it to deal vrith frivolous or improper applications. Its use in such a
way that a city is thereby prevented from getting the full benefit of its own
enterprise and its owm expenditures as authorized by the legislative authority

from which its powers are derived, it appears, to me, demands much stronger

and more definite justification than I can find in the judgment under considera-

tion and from which I desire, with due resi>ect, to express my most emphatic
dissent.

Ottawa, November 13, 1926.

Application of the Canadian National Railways for an Order directing that the

ivig-wag signal note installed at the crossing of the Kingston Road, near
West Hill, tcncnship of Scarboro, be supplemented by another wig-wag
signal on the opposite side of the track, the cost of installing same to be

paid 25 per cent end of the Railway Grade Crossing Fund, and the

remainder to be borne, two-thirds by the Toronto and York Radial
Company, and one-third by the applicant company; the cost of main-
tenance to be borne two-thirds by the Toronto and York Radial Railway
Company and one-third by the applicant company.

File 9437.1202
Heard at Toronto, October 14, 1925

JUDGMENT
Commissioner Boyce:

Under date September 8, 1925, the railway company applied for additional
protection at this crossing by addition of another bell and wig-wag signal. The
crossing is at present protected under Order No. 29710, dated June 2, 1920, by
one automatic bell and wig-wag signal, bonded to both tracks in both directions.
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Prior to that order, protection was l)y electric bell, covered by Board's- Order
No. 27766, dated October 9, 1918, and directed by a previous order dated
July 16, 1906. By Order No. 30296, dated November 1, 1920, the cost of

installing the said protection was fixed as follows: Twenty-five per centum
thereof to be paid out of the Railway Grade Crossing Fund, and the remainder
to be borne and paid, two-thirds by the Toronto and York Radial Railway, and
one-third by the Grand Trunk Railway Company (then owning and operating

the railway) ; and the cost of maintenance of such protection so ordered, to be

borne and paid, as to two-thirds thereof, by the Toronto and York Radial
Railway Company, and, as to one-third thereof, by the Grand Trunk Railway
Company. In and by said last-mentioned order, it was recited that the Board
was then satisfied that the said crossing was then sufficiently protected, and it

declared that for the present the railway company be relieved from pro-

viding further protection at the said crossing.

The Canadian National Railways has since taken over and now owns and
operates what was formerly the Grand Trunk Railway, and the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontario has taken over and now owns and operates
the Scarboro Division of the Toronto and York Radial Railway on which the
said crossing and the former bridge and dump of the Toronto and York Radial
Railway is located.

By its application the Canadian National Railways asks that should the
additional protection asked for be ordered by the Board, the .co,st of installa-

tion and maintenance be fixed and ordered to be borne in the same proportions

as that directed 'by Order No. 30296 above set forth.

Since the hearing of this application the crossing has been under observa-
tion and the Engineers of the Board have had under consideration methods for

the further protection and the future possible elimination of this gxade crossing.

After Order No. 30296 had been made, the Toronto and York Radial Rail-

way Company applied for and obtained a rehearing upon the question of distri-

bution of cost contending that they were not properly chargeable for any portion

of the cost of installing or maintaining such protection, and their application

was heard at Toronto on the 27th day of May, 1921, and was refused bv Order

No. 31051, dated May 30, 1921, so that the provisions of Order No. 30296 as

to the present protection and distribution of cost of installation and protection

thereof remains in force and unimpaired.

An accident occurred at the crossing on April 15, 1924, w^iereby John
Coughlin, of Toronto, was seriously injured, and John Bezeau, of Trenton, was
killed. The report of the Board's officials into the cause of that accident

entirely exonerated the railway company from blame, and that accident does
not appear to reflect upon the sufficiency and the protection at the crossing, and,

by Order No. 35009, dated May 5, 1924, the Board declared that the crossing

was then, for the present, protected to the satisfaction of the Board. No
accident has been reported since this occurrence.

A previous accident occurred March 23, 1919, whereby one Kathleen
Mcintosh was killed and Joseph Wilson, Ralph Kerr and Charles Currie were
injured. The crossing was then protected, under Order No. 27766, and the

previous (original) Order of 1906 above referred to, by an illuminated crossing

bell—which was in good order at the time of the accident, as were also the

approaches, crossing, sign, planking, return fencing, etc. The report of the

inspector into the cause of that accident shows that the accident could easily

have been avoided had the occupants of the motor car involved paid any
attention to the illuminated electric bell or looked eastward along the railway.

The report further shows that the car had been improperly appropriated from
its owner and that it was " a joy riding party ".
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This accident, however, was followed by further investigation and hearing
by tiie Board, as to further protection and resulted in,

—

(a) Order No. 28260, May 3, 1919, directing that pending hearing by the

Board speed of trains be limited to ten miles per hour, in addition to

the protection by the electric bell then in force; and

(6) Order No. 29710. dated June 2, 1920 (before referred to), directing

inter alia, installation of electric bell and wig-wag signal, which is the

protection now afforded at the crossing.

The Ontario Department of Highways took over that part of the Kingston
road a.s part of its provincial higliway system prior to the installation of the

bell and wig-wag under Board's Order No. 29710 of June 2, 1920, and, su'bse-

quently the department, at the suggestion of the Board, erected, and now
maintains on its highway, 300 feet on each side of the crossing, standard high-

way warning boards.

Under date May 5, 1920, the Department of Public Highways wrote to

the Board and made application for the installation at this point of the wig-
wag signal and bell, subsequently ordered by Order No. 29710, but at the
hearing of this application the chief engineer of that department appeared and
claimed the seniority of the highway as a reason why the department should

not be asked to contribute any proportion of the cost of installation, or main-
tenance, of the further protection by bell and wig-w^ag asked for by the railway

company. When pressed upon the subject, Mr. Hogarth, chief engineer of the

department, who appeared for the department, said (Volume 444, p. 2190) :

—

We feel that we should not contribute, but in view of your state-

ment I shall submit to the Minister what you have said."

This remark was preceded by the following observation by the Assistant Chief
Commissioner, who was presiding (p. 2197) :

—

''The Assistant Chief Commissioner: While we have no power to

order the Department of Highways of the province of Ontario to con-

tribute, we have the result that by improving of roads by that depart-

ment, more and more traffic is carried, and we have to look to you as

really the guardians of that traffic. Aside from any question of juris-

diction we expect you to implement your guardianship by assistance on
the question of protection. That is looking at it from a broad stand-

point."

This was followed by Mr. Hogarth's statement, just before quoted. Under
date September 27, 1920, Mr. Hogarth wrote the Board that the highw^ay warn-
ing signs had been placed in position 300 feet on each side of the highw^ay on
the right hand side of traffic approaching the crossing, and added:—

" These danger signs are very conspicuous day and night and we
have great faith in them as a w^arning to all traffic that they are approach-
ing a railway crossing."

After the hearing of this application, and under date October 17, 1925, Mr.
Hogarth, on behalf of the Department of Highways, wTote the Board stating

that the matter of contribution by the department to the additional bell and
wig-way signal, applied for by the railway company, had been submitted to the

minister of the department, who, Mr. Hogarth wrote, was of opinion that a second
bell and wig-wag signal would not afford additional protection to the travelling

public, that that form of protection was not considered to be the proper solution

of the danger that exists at that point; that the department would not, there-

fore, contribute any portion of any additional protection by bell and wig-wag
signal; that the minister considered that grade separation was the proper form
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of protection; and that tlie department was then ready to pay its proportion of

any grade separation that may be ordered.

Having regard to the fact, noted hereinbefore, that the same department

applied to the Board and asked for the protection of this crossing by bell and
wig-wag signal, which was ordered and installed, the latter contention, after its

installation, that that form of protection was not the proper solution seems, at

least, not to err on the side of consistency.

The protection now installed has not, by any accident referred to, been
proven to be inadequate, but the highway traffic has increased, and probably
will continue to increase, and due regard must be paid to the fact that this

application for the additional protection is made by the railway company.

Several traffic counts have been made of highway and train movements.
All show that the crossing is a congested one, and owing to some obscurity of

view by the nature of the ground and by the dump of the Radial Electric Rail-

way, and the frequency and high speed of trains and motor traffic, not without
features of danger. The last traffic record, for forty-eight hours, October 18 to

20, 1926, shows the following traffic:

—

Pedestrians 30 or . 625 per hour
Vehicles 4,674 or 97.4
Trains 94 or 2.0

According to the last count, eliminating the pedestrian traffic, which is

negligible, the vehicular and train traffic, separated as to day and night, was as

follows:

—

Oct. Vehicles Trains

18—7 a.m. to 7 p.m.—1,562 (or 230.0 per hour) 25 (or 2.0 per hour)
18-19—7 p.m. to 7 a.m.— 552 (or 46.0 " ) 24 (or 2.0 )

19—7 am. to 7 p.m.—1.759 (or 146.68 " ) 24 (or 2.0 " )

19^20—7 p.m. to 7 a.m.— 801 (or 66.75 " ) 22 (or 1.822 " )

Reduced to minutes the vehicular day traffic appears to average 2 .233 per minute,

and the vehicular night traffic 0.9478 per minute, while the train traffic, night

and day, maintains an average, approximately, of two per hour—or one in

every thirty minutes—that is, by day, one train to every 66.990 vehicles, and,

by night, one train to every 28.434 vehicles. According to these figures the

average frequency of the highway traffic, which is almost entirely motor traffic,

at speed of 30 miles an hour, would be approximately one car every 400 yards
of the highway, and this means, of course, frequent congestion when slowing up
for the crossing so as often to create a " procession " in the highway traffic close

to the crossing. The highway traffic is likely to increase especially in the open
months of the year.

The Assistant Chief Commissioner and I, accompanied by the Chief Engineer
of the Ontario Department of Highways, visited the crossing after the hearing.

The view is, I think, as good as can be obtained having regard to the lay

of the country. The dump of the Radial Electric, west of the crossing, with
curvature of the railway track, undoubtedly obscures the view to highway
traffic from the east, of trains approaching from the west. The view from the

highway west of the crossing of trains approaching from westerly direction has

been improved under Order No. 29710, but it is considerably shortened by
contour of land, curve of railway line, and dump of the Radial Electric

Railway. I do not see that it can be improved without tremendous expense,

and with the warning sign on the highway marking at 300 feet the proximity
to the crossing, and the bell and wig-wag signal at the crossing there should be
a minimum of danger to a driver using ordinary care in travelling the highway.
The view of the railway to the east of the crossing, from both directions of

approach on the highway is, I think, as good as can be obtained.
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For the ])resent 1 would grant the application of the railway company, and
have installed another bell and wig-waj^ signal of the most improved type^

bonded 2,000 feet on both tracks in both directions. This will cause both signals

to work with every train that approaches, but it is a double track, with high

speed trains, and there may be occasions, like that involved in the last reported

accident, when trains may move in reverse direction or against the current of

traffic. If })roper warning by these signals can be given of every approaching
train on both tracks in any more efYective way, the method of installation to

make the protection most effective, and to guard against all contingencies of

traffic, can be worked out between the engineers of the Board, the railway and
the Highway Department. The work should be commenced immediately and
completetl before the first day of June, 1927.

I also think that, as recommended by Mr. Inspector McCaul, in his report

dated April 24, 1924, upon the last accident, whistling boards on the railway

seven hundred feet on both sides of the crossing, should be immediately erected

by the railway company and that the railway company 'be directed to instruct

its locomotive engineers to have the whistle (signal 14 (1)) sounded at that

point, in addition to and following the usual whistle signal at the 80-rod post.

The last whistle should be prolonged until the locomotive reaches the crossing.

There would then be warning of the approach of a train from 2,000 feet by bells

and wig-wags—from 1,330 feet (80 rods), the statutory whistle signal from the

locomotive, and ag^ain from 750 feet 'by a further whistle signal (14 (1)) from
the locomotive, prolonged until the crossing is reached. I regard this as desir-

able on account of (a) the high speed of motors on the improved highway,

(6) the dump west of the crossing which must deaden sound as well as obscure

sight, (c) the shortened sight lines, and (d) the high speed of trains.

Consideration, I think, must be given to the necessity for elimination of

this crossing in the near future, by either (a) grade separation, or (6) diversion

of the highway. The grave importance of the subject and the hazard involved

compel me to conmiend to the earnest consideration of the railway company,
the Department of Highways, and the Radial Railway Company (Ontario

Hydro-Electric) the careful consideration of this su'bject in the interests of

public safety. The protection afforded hy the additional bell and wig-wag
signal and locomotive whistle signals will, I think, sufficiently protect this

crossing as to present traffic, with the exercise of that ordinary care in the

management of vehicles on a public highway which every driver is required to

use; but the highway traffic is increasing, and will dou'btless increase rapidly,

and it is most essential that a plan be worked out, as soon as possible, for the

elimination of this grade crossing by one or other of the methods I have
suggested. The diversion would necessarily involve carrying the highway over
the railway by a bridge and the contour of the ground would render a subway
a difficult one. Either scheme would be very costly, 'but I commend it to the

parties named for prompt and grave consideration in the hope that this may
be accomplished ere the highway traffic gets so heavy that protection now-

provided for becomes inadequate. The Department of Highw^ays of Ontario

has already agreed to bear its proportion of the cost of grade separation. I

presume it would also do so if diversion were decided upon.

As to division of cost of the additional bell and wig-wag signal, I think

that the Department of Highways should contribute to installation and main-
tenance. It has declined to do so, but I hope it may reconsider that decision.

It surely must accept some responsibility for the tremendous increase of motor
traffic brougjit there as a result of the completion of this splendid highway, and
which motor traffic contributes not inconsiderably to provincial revenues. The
Board, as pointed out by the Assistant Chief Commissioner at the hearing, has

no power to order contribution by the province, but the department will bear

in mind that if the highway had remained under municipal control that power
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would liave existed, and I feel sure tliat it would not, on reconsideration, desire,

by taking; over the highway under the Highway Act, greatly improving it and
tremendously increasing the traffic thereon, to evade any responsibility for

proportion of cost protective devices ordered in the interests of public safety,

which its predecessors, the municipality, might have 'been called upon to bear.

I leave the matter in that way to the department for its consideration.

If, on reconsideration, the department still declines to consent to contribute

to the cost (some $600) of this additional protection I would divide the cost

of installation as follows:

—

Forty per cent out of the Railway Grade Crossing Fund;

Two-thirds by the Ontario Hydro-Electric Radial Railways;

One-third by the Railway Company; and the cost of maintenance should
be borne by the last two railways in the same proportion, following

distribution of cost in previous Orders.

If the Ontario Department of Highways would consent to contribute, I

would suggest that, subject to the same contribution to construction from the

Grade Crossing Fund, the cost of construction be divided equally between the
three parties—one-third each, and maintenance in like proportion.

The order can go forthwith directing the work to be proceeded with, and
reserving, for one month from its date, the question of division of cost—it

being understood that if the Department of Highways of Ontario does not

consent, within that time, to contribute according to the above suggestion, an
order will go dividing cost of construction and maintenance as firstly mentioned
and as in former orders; otherwise in terms of such consent as the department
may give within that time.

Ottawa, November 10, 1926.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

Application of the Municipal Corporation of the Village of Springfield, Ont.,

for an Order declaring that the crossing of Superior Street, in the said

Village, over the M.C.R., is a public crossing, or, in the alternative, for

an Order directing that same be made a public crossing, or that same be

protected by a wig-ivag signal bell or other apparatus.

File 22572

JUDGMENT
Commissioner Lawrence:

The station in question is located on the north side of the track, just a few
feet west of the proposed highway; and there is a siding on the north side of

the railway track, the switch of which is located at not a very great distance

east of same. Therefore, the view approaching the railway track from the north
would be obstructed by the station west of the highway and by standing cars

on the siding east of the highway. I understand there is a spur track and build-

ings immediately east of the proposed highway on the south side of the railway
track, which would obstruct the view approaching the railway from the south.

The situation seems to me to be too dangerous a one to justify the opening
up of a highway crossing. I am of the opinion that if a highway crossing were
established at this place it would be a dangerous one, which would require some
sort of protection from the outset; the minimum by way of protection would
be electric bells and wig-wags.
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I have noted IMr. Blair's memorandum of the 3rd instant and in accordance

witli the decisions in the cases cited therein the cost of establishing the crossing,

together with the cost of protection thereof, would be upon the municipality.

November 22, 1926.

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

I agree in the disposition recommended by Commissioner Lawrence. The
opening up of a highway crossing would be too dangerous.

Time was afforded to permit of the exchange of written submissions in

regard to the legal status of tlie crossing. Counsel for the applicant, in his

memorandum of September 24, 1926, in developing his position sets out the

points which are covered by the following summary:

—

(1) Admits that there was no highway over the lands in question prior to

the construction of the railway;

(2) Admits that no highway, farm, or other public crossing provided at

this point when the railway was constructed;

(3) Admits that the railway is senior;

(4) Mr. Barnum is not prepared to discuss the railway's position that there

has been no dedication.

(5) Mr. Barnum is contending (in his memorandum of July 16, 1926) that

the full cost of construction and maintenance of protection should be on the

railway; says that this should be less such sum as may be payable from the

Grade Crossing Fund.

It is to be noted here that such payments are applicable only in the case of

crossings in existence on April 1, 1909 (Sec. 262 of Railway Act). It is admitted
that gates were in place north and south of the right of way as late as 1913.

The applicant contends that there has been a continuous user which estab-

lishes a prescriptive right.

The memorandum of the Board's counsel to which Commissioner Lawrence
refers reads as follows:

—

In order that a public highway may be established by dedication,

two concurrent conditions must be satisfied: there must be on the part

of the owner the actual intention to dedicate; and it must appear that

the intention was carried out b.y the way being thrown open to the public,

and that the way has been accepted by the public. >S. 0. Bailey and
Others, Appellants, and the City of Victoria and Attorney General of
British Columbia, Respondents, 60 Sup. Ct. Rep. 38.

''Apart, therefore, from the question as to the power of a railway
company to dedicate a portion of its right of way for use as a public

highway without the authority of the Board, it is clear there has been
no dedication here, as these conditions have not been met.

''As to the prescriptive right claimed, the decision of the Ontario
Court of Appeal in Grand Trunk Ry. Co. v. Valliear, 3 Can. Ry. Cos., 339,

cited in Messrs. Saunders & Kingsmill's written submission of August 30,

pretty effectually, I think, disposes of the claim. That case held that

the right must rest upon the presumption of a grant, and if an actual

grant would have been illegal and void—the situation here—a grant
implied from twenty years user could not be valid. Assuming, however,
that a right of way by prescription had been acquired. The right admit-
tedly did not commence to run until after the construction of the railway,

and the whole trend of the Board's decisions is that if there was no road
allowance or highway in existence, by reservation, or in fact, at the time
the railway was constructed, the railway is senior and the cost of any
highway construction later authorized by the Board must be borne by
the applicant municipality."
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This memorandum was prepared after consideration of the submissions as

to the legal status made by both parties.

As above indicated, I agree in the disposition recommended by Commis-
sioner Lawrence. I desire to point out, further, that under the decisions the

situation is that when a crossing junior in right is given the status of a public

crossing over the railway, and the Board is satisfied that coincident with said

opening up of the highway there is a dangerous situation justifying the instal-

lation of protection, the cost of installation and maintenance of said protection

is placed upon the applicant, who is junior in right.

November 22, 1926.

ORDER No. 38368

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau for an

Order (a) disalloiving alleged unlawful rates charged by the Canadian
National Railways on carloads of wood-pulp from Bathurst, New Bruns-

wick; Chatham, New Brunswick; Old Lake Road, Quebec; Port Arthur,

Ontario; and Smooth Rock Falls, Ontario, to Toronto, Ontario, in excess

of rates contemporaneously in effect to Columbus, Ohio, and other United

States destinations; and (b) directing a reduction in the current rates on
wood-pulp, in carloads, from the shipping points hereinbefore enumerated
to Toronto, Ontario.

File No. 26963.78

Friday, the 5th day of November, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
February 16, 1926, the applicant and the railway company being represented at

the hearing, and what was alleged; and upon the report of its Chief Traffic

Officer,

—

The Board declares: That, under the provisions of Canadian National
Railways' Tariff C.R.C. No. E-458 and supplements thereto, the legal rates

applicable on wood-pulp, in carloads, are as follows:

—

From Bathurst, New Brunswick, to Toronto, Ontario, 36^ cents per 100
pounds, from July 1, 1922, to April 21, 1924, inclusive; and 35^ cents

per 100 pounds from April 22, 1924, to November 9, 1925.

From Old Lake Road, Quebec, to Toronto, Ontario, 32-|- cents per 100 pounds
during the period from July 1, 1922, to March 24, 1926.

From Chatham, New Brunswick, to Toronto, Ontario, 36|- cents per 100
pounds from July 1, 1922, to April 21, 1924, inclusive.

And the Board orders: That the application for a reduction in the current
rates on wood-pulp from various Canadian shipping points to Toronto, Ontario,
be, and it is hereby, refused.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 38351

In the matter of the application of the Express Traffic Association of Canada
for appraisal of Supplct/icnt A'o. 9 to the Express Classification for Canada
No. 6, on file with the Board vnder file No. 1^397.83.

Saturday, the 6th day of November, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and reconimenihition of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That Supplement No. 9 to the Express Classification

for Canada No. 6, filed under cover of C. N. Ham's letter, dated November 3,

1926, be, and it is hereby approved.

S. J. McLP:AN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 38347

!n the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
hereinafter called the ''Applicant Company'^, under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its Maniumki Subdivision, as relocated, between mileage 8.12
and 12.67.

File No. 34612

Tuesday, the 9th day of November, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Assistant Chief Engineer of

the Board, concurred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary
affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Maniwaki Sub-
division, as relocated, from mileage 8.12 to 12.67, a distance of 4.55 miles.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 38402

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railways, hereinafter

called the "Applicants'', under Section 276 of the Railway Act, 1919, for

authority to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of the temporary
track between Logan Avenue and Eastern Avenue, in the City of Toronto
and Province of Ontario.

File No. 1348

Thursday, the 11th day of November, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Chief Engineer, and the filing

of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicants be, and they are hereby, authorized
to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of the temporary track between
Logan avenue and Eastern avenue, in the city of Toronto and province of

Ontario.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 434

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. 289, dated March 2J^,

1920, prescribing rules relative to the inspection of locomotives and
tenders, attached thereto marked "A''; and General Orders Nos. 379,

390, 396, 431, and 433, dated respectively April 4, 1923; January 25,

1924; March 10, 1924; July 29 1926; and September 17, 1926, amending
the " Rules Relative to the Inspection of Locomotives and Tenders," in

so far as the same relate to pilots.

File No. 21351.1

Tuesday, the 16th day of November, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Com^missioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Chief Operating Officer of

the Board,

—

It is ordered:

1. That the ''Rules Relative to the Inspection of Locomotives and Tenders,"

prescribed by the said General Order No. 289, dated March 24, 1920, be amended
by striking out the last paragraph thereof and substituting therefor the following,

namely:

—

" Pilots.—All locomotives in road service shall be equipped with
pilots projecting not less than 24^ inches from the back of the upright

which the pilot is built on, to the nose of the pilot; the minimum height

from the rail to be three inches and the maximum six inches, securely

attached, adequately braced, and maintained in a safe and suitable con-

dition for service.
" Locomotives operating in strictly international service on the lines

of the Boston and Maine, Delaware and Hudson, and Rutland Railroad
Companies, and the Northern Pacific, Central Vermont, Great Northern,
and New York Central Railway companies shall be equipped with pilots;

the minimum height from the rail to be three inches and the maximum
six inches, of such dimensions as may be permitted by inspection rules

and regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission, securely attached,

adequately braced, and maintained in a safe and suitable condition for

service."

2. That the said General Orders Nos. 379, 390, 396, 431, and 433 made
herein be rescinded.

H. A. McKEOT\^^

Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 38455

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
hereinafter called the ''Applicant Company", under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for avthcnity to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its Maniwaki Subdivision, as relocated, between mileage 13.26
and U.6

File No. 34612

THrRSDAY, tlie 25th day of November, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, concurred
in b}^ its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary afl&davit,— '

Tlie Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby
authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Maniwaki Sub-
division, as relocated, between mileage 13.26 and 14.6, in the province of

Quebec.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Complaints of Messrs. Alex. McCidlough and Sons, Ltd., Winnipeg, and the

Palisade Coal Company of Three Hills, Alta., against the Canadian

National f^ailicays re freight rates on coal from Three Hills to points in

Alberta and Saskatchewan;

AND

As to the question of importations into Manitoba of United States domestic fuel

(anthracite and substitutes) , in 1925 as compared with 1924.

JUDGMENT File 26602.43

Heard at Winnipeg, Man., June 15, 1926.

Commissioner Oliver:

As to the first complaint: Messrs. McCullough and Sons and Palisade Coal
Company operate mines of domestic coal at Three Hills, Alta., on the Tofield-

Calgary line of the Canadian National Railways. Their market is chiefly in the

province of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon being a convenient, typical marketing and
distributing point. The haul to Saskatoon is 416 miles; they pay a freight of

$3.20 per ton. Drumheller, on the Calgary-Saskatoon line of the Canadian
National, pays $2.80 a ton to Saskatoon for domestic coal of similar quality.

The haul is 315 miles. The difference in length of haul is approximately 100
miles and the difference in rate»is 40 cents a ton against Three Hills. The actual

distance between the two mining districts is about 30 miles.

The complainants do not object to the 40 cents per ton advantage to Drum-
heller, because that point has 100 miles less haul.

Carbon is situated about 20 miles south of Three Hills, and 20 miles west

of Drumheller. It is on the Langdon-Knee Hill-Drumheller Branch of the

Canadian Pacific Railway. Coal for domestic use, of similar quality to that

mined at Three Hills ancl Drumheller, is mined at Carbon. As in the case of

Three Hills mines, the chief market for Carbon coal is in Saskatchewan, with

Saskatoon as a convenient and typical distributing point. The rail haul from
Carbon to Saskatoon by Canndian Pacific Railway lines is 556 miles and the

freight rate is $2.80 per ton. The Three Hills coal operators express the view
that if Carbon, with a haul to Saskatoon 240 miles greater than from Drum-
heller, is for any reason entitled to the Drumheller rate of $2.80 a ton, Three
Hills, producing the same class of coal in the same field and only 20 miles away,
should not be compelled to pay $3.20 a ton for a haul that is 140 miles shorter

than that from Carbon.
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The Throe Hills operators point out that there are a number of mutually

competing coal mines on the Mountain Park Coal Branch of the Canadian
National Railways, at varying distances from the main line, and that these mines

all pay the same rate to the points of marketing.

The mines of Three Hills, Carbon, and Drumheller are all situated in the

same coal field and compete in the same markets. If one of these mines carries

a handicap of 40 cents per ton in freight charges, it must find great difficulty in

the competitive sale of its coal. As a matter of fact, at the time of the hearing

in Winnipeg on June 15, 1926, the Palisade Coal Company was in a receiver's

hands.

Drumheller is given a rate based on the short mileage of the Canadian
National line to Saskatoon. The Canadian Pacific Railway is permitted to

charge the same rate as the National from Drumheller to Saskatoon and other

prairie points over its much longer line. Carbon on the Canadian Pacific is

not a competing point, but, being on the Canadian Pacific line, it has been given

the Drumheller rate.

To Saskatoon, Moose Jaw, Regina, Minnedosa, and to Middlechurch, a

suburb of Winnipeg, the rate from Three Hills is 40 cents a ton more than from
Drumheller and Carbon. To Brandon the difference is 30 cents and to Winnipeg
20 cents a ton. If a car from Three Hills is shipped Canadi£fn National, as it

must be, to a dealer in Winnipeg whose yard is on a Canadian Pacific spur,

there is an extra charge of 10 cents per ton. A car shipped by Canadian National

from Drumheller does not pay that charge. In that case the difference against

Three Hills becomes 30 cents instead of 20 cents a ton. The rates from Carbon
and Drumheller are the same to all the points mentioned.

As a competitor supplying a like article from practically the same field to

the same markets, the Three Hills mines, though on a different line of the

National system, are entitled to the same rates as those given Carbon, what-
ever that rate may be, in order that they may have a fair opportunity of com-
peting in the common market.

I am therefore of opinion that the Canadian National Railways should be

required to forthwith make such adjustment of its tariffs as will place the Three
Hills mines on the same footing as regards freight rates on coal to points in

Manitoba and Saskatchewan as the mines shipping from Carbon on the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway.

As to the second complaint: This asks for internal distributing rates on
Alberta coal generally as will enable it to compete with United States substi-

tutes for anthracite in the Winnipeg and Manitoba markets.

I am of opinion that this is a matter which properly forms part of the

General Freight Rates Inquiry; and that this being the case, the evidence
offered by the complainjints should be given due consideration when that inquiry

is being further dealt with by the Board.

Ottawa, November 4, 1926.

Chief Commissioner McKeown and Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien con-

curred.
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ORDER No. 38450

In the matter of the complaints of Alex. McCullough cfc Sons, Limited, of Win-

nipeg, in the Province of Manitoba, and the Palisade Coal Company

^

Limited, of Three Hills, in the Province of Alberta, against the freight

rates charged by the Canadian National Railways on coal from Three

Hills to points in Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
File No. 26602.43

Monday, the 22nd day of November, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Olivek, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Winnipeg,
June 14, 1926, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of the com-
plainants, the Canadian National Railways, and the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, and what was alleged,

—

The Board orders: That the Canadian National Railways be, and they are
hereby, required forthwith to amend their tariff applying on coal, carloads, by
publishing competitive rates on coal from Three Hills, Alberta, to common
points in Saskatchewan and Manitoba which shall not exceed the rates pub-
lished by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company from Carbon, Alberta, to the
same destinations on the line of that company.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

Application of the United Farmers of Manitoba, Tilston, Man., for an increase

in train service at Tilston, Man., on the Lauder Extension of the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway Company.
File 3693.8

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard before Commissioners Boyce, Oliver, and myself. At
the hearing, questions as to the cost of operation were raised, and the railway
was directed to submit figures bearing upon the freight and passenger trafiic,

the out-of-pocket costs, and the cost of operation.

The service which existed and concerning which complaint was made was
as follows: A mixed train operating over the Griffin Subdivision, on which
Tilston is located, le^ivcs Lauder on Tuesdays and Fridays for Alida and returns

on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Freight for points on this subdivision shipped
from Brandon and Winnipeg on Saturday afternoon is stated by the railway
to arrive at destination Tuesday afternoon; and freight shipped from points on
the Griffin subdivision on Wednesdays is stated to be delivered at Brandon on
Fridays. Passengers, baggage' and express leaving stations on the subdivision
in question, eastbound, on Wednesdays and Saturdays make connection at

Lauder for either east or west.

The application was to the effect that the existing bi-weekly service was
inadequate and that, at least, a tri-weekly service should be afforded. It was
contended that the existing service was a detriment to settlement; that the mail
service was poor; that the petitioners felt they were being discriminated against

30998-2
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in favour of the Lyleton Branch which had a bettor service; that a better train

service was necessary in order to have proper handling of the outward shipping

of eggs and cream; and the petitioners were of opinion that the earnings of the

brancli justified an increased train service. The branch from Lauder to Alida,

a distance of 53.9 miles, serves the needs of the country for about ten miles north
and south of the lino.

The branch in question comprises the Griffin Subdivision. The freight

earnings of the su})(livision as filed for the year amount to $188,893.71, while
the passenger earnings amount to $7,076.95. The cost of operating an addi-
tional mixed train each wav per week is given by the railwav at $214.95, or a

total for the year of $11,177.40.

So far as the handling of grain is concerned, the existing service is not taken
exception to in the evidence. (Evid. Vol. 448, p. 3234.) It is the practice of

the railway to run additional' grain trains from time to time, as the movement
of this commodity domands.

On consideration, the Board's Operating Department did not feel justified

in recommending that the tri-wcekly service throughout the year should be
installed.

The details involved were further considered by the Board's Operating
Department, which suggested that consideration should be given to the proposi-

tion of having a tri-w^ekly service from September 1 to March 31, instead of

the full year, as already referred to.

The railw^ay was written to asking it to show cause why such a service

should not be afforded. In its answer, it stated that to give a three-day-a-week
service on the subdivision w'ould entail employing another engine and train

crew, as the extra trip could not be made with the crews now handling the ser-

vice on the subdivision, together with other branch line traffic which the crews
also perform. The expense was estimated at $859.80 per month, or $6;018.60

for the seven-month period referred to.

It was stated that during the grain rush in the fall the railway from time to

time ran an extra train to give prompt movement to the traffic, and this per-

mitted the mixed train to keep more closely to the schedule. It was contended
that if an extra train were run on schedule and all the work had to be performed
by these trains, there would be more or less delay during the rush season. It

was also stated that during the summer months the competition of motor traffic

was such that the passenger movement by train was light.

Following additional investigations by the Board's Operating Department,
the Chief Operating Officer advised the Board that he did not think there was
sufficient traffic to warrant going on with the recommendation for an additional

train during the seven-month period already referred to. The matter was gone
into and the Operating Department was directed to make further investigations.

The Board's Chief Operating Officer made the following report:

—

The train service under discussion involves supplying a branch line

from Lauder to Alida, Man., a distance of 53 miles; Lauder is 41 miles

out from Brandon on the Estevan Branch running through Souris, and
in the company's operation is served in conjunction with the line Deloraine
to Lyleton, 37.2 miles out from Deloraine, which is on the line between
Napinka and Winnipeg, also a branch line from Lauder to Boissevain,

the latter being on the line between Napinka and Winnipeg also, and
some 35.5 miles in length. And with one set of equipment and train

crew the company cover all these lines as follows:

—

Monday: A.M.
Lyleton Iv. 6.00

Deloraine 8.10 Makes connection with Napinka to La
Riviere train.

Napinka 9.15

Brandon ar. 11.25

P.M.
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Monday:

Napinka.

.

Deloraine.

Tuesday

.

Deloraine.
Boissevain.

Wednesday

.

Boissevain

,

Deloraine,

Thursday :

Lyleton.

.

Deloraine.
Napinka .

.

Napinka.

.

Deloraine.

Friday

.

Deloraine.
Boissevain

,

Saturday:

Iv 3.10

5.25

6.30

9.05

A.M.
Iv 6.00

8.10

9.55

ar 1 00

Iv. 4.00

ar 7.55

P.M.
A.M.

Iv 9.25

ar 1.00

Iv. 4.00

6.10

7.20

ar 10.00

P.M.
A.M.

Iv 6.00

8.10

9.15

ar 11.25

P.M.
Iv. 3.10

5.25

6.30
ar. 9.05

A.M.
Iv 6.00

8.10

9.55

1.00

Iv. 4.00

7.55

P.M.
A.M.
9.25

1.00

Iv. 4.00

6.10

7.20

10.00

P.M.

Same connection as above

Makes connection with Estevan to

Brandon train and waits connection with
Brandon to Estevan train.

Same connections as above.

Same connection as above.

Same connection as above.

Same connections as above

Same connections as above

Boissevain.
Deloraine.

" From the above description of the service performed, it is apparent
that to increase the service at Tilston, the point from which the applica-

tion came, would mean running an additional train out to provide a tri-

weekly service. This is covered in my memo, of February 24."

The memorandum of February 24 referred to is the one to which reference

has already been made to the effect that there was not sufficient traffic to justify

the extra train during the seven-month period already referred to.

There was next considered the question of whether or not a service could
be afforded by a gas car, this matter having been raised by Commissioner Oliver.

Under date of June 8, I placed the following memorandum on file:

—

''As I understand the situation, the service asked for would involve

the running of additional train in order to afford a tri-weekly service.

It does not appear from what is submitted that there is sufficient traffic

to justify additional service. As, however, the question of service by gas

car was not, as I recollect it, developed at the hearing, I would suggest

that this phase of the matter be taken up with the railway, to show cause
why gas car service should not be installed."—

•
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and, with the consent of my colleagues, the railway was written to on June 17

as follows:

—

" Referring to the above application (your file C 6341) in connection

with the increase of train service at Tilston on the Lauder Subdivision

of your line, I am now directed by the Board to ask if you will please

consider whether a tri-weekly service by gas or electric car could be given

from both the Lauder and Lyleton Branches now served by mixed train,

the motor car to be so scheduled that connection with the daily Brandon-
Estevan trains could be made at Lauder, and, if not, in your reply to

show cause why this service should not be provided."

Mr. McLeod, Minister of Municipal Affairs, Winnipeg, wrote in under date

of June 17 asking as to the status of the matter, and was replied to as follows:

—

I am directed by the Board to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 17th instant and to state in reply that the question of addi-

tional steam train service has been considered very carefully; but that

on what is before the Board it does not so far appear that satisfactory

arrangements can be made in this regard which will at the same time
cover out-of-pocket costs. I am further directed to state that the ques-

tion of possible service by gas or electric car is being gone into with the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company."

Reply was made by the railway to the effect that it was of opinion that

there was not sufficient traffic to warrant a gas or electric car service; and it

stated that in the event of such a service being installed it would simply be
an additional expense to the service already given, as they could not dispense
with the existing mixed train service; and it was alleged that this additional

gas or electric car service would not only be inconvenient but unsatisfactory to

the company and its patrons.

In reporting on the suggested gas or electric service, the Board's Inspector

used the following language:—
" In selecting the most desirable field for a gas electric service,

where economy and operation is desired, the load capacity of the terri-

tory to be served should be reasonably small but constant. Keeping this

feature in mind and going over the territory now served by this mixed
train, it will be found that with the exception of the terminals, which
enjoy additional train service, there is only one town that has a popula-

tion of over 100 people, and this is Waskada on the Lyleton Subdivision,

which has a population of 400; nor is the tributary population to these

branches large. It is, therefore, obvious that this territory is not suitable

for a gas electric car service."

Further recommendation in regard to the use of gas or electric car service

was not made, and attention was then turned by the Board's Operating Depart-
ment to the question of an additional freight movement per we^k during the

grain-shipping season which might thus be utilized to afford a mixed train ser-

vice. The out-of-pocket costs of the gas or electric service have been checked
by the Board's Operating Department, and the minimum out-of-pocket cost for

this service is given at $30 per day. On the basis of a $30-charge, this service,

operating a round trip per week for fifty-two wrecks, would have an additional

out-of-pocket cost of $3,120.

The Board has recognized in Richmond-Coaticook train service, Board's
Judgments and Orders, Vol. 9, p. 211^, that it may, in connection with the ques-
tion of discontinuance of train service, consider whether the train is meeting
out-of-pocket expenses. In the particular case, there was a very slight margin
of profit, and on the particular facts it was held that the train service in ques-
tion should not be discontinued.
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The same conclusion was arrived at in the application of the City of King-

ston, Out., et at, for an Order directing the Grand Trunk Railway Company to

restore trains Nos. 31 and 32 between Brockville and Belleville, which were dis-

continued September 28, 1919. Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol IX, p. 289.

In the application of the Foremost Board of Trade, Foremost, Alta., et. al,

• for a daily passenger service between Lethbridge and Moose Jaw, on the

Lethbridge-Weyburn Branch of the C.P.R., Board's Judgjnents and Orders, Vol.

XIV., p. 246, tiic Board had before it an application to add to the existing ser-

vice. Following the cases above cited, it was set out at p. 247 that

—

The Board is not empowered to put in rates and services with the

intention of developing traffic, unless it has reasonable satisfaction that

at least the cost of operation will be met in connection with the service

installed."

There w^as submitted by the Board's Operating Department for considera-

tion the suggestion that as tlie railway had from time to time, as the traffic

demanded, put on additional grain trains, these might, during the grain season,

be run on a schedule one trip a week in each direction between Alida and Lauder,

and that a mixed train service might thus be afforded with very little additional

expense.

It was pointed out that as the traffic in the section concerned was handled
by Brandon, the movement, if an additional train was put on, would most likely

be a movement from Brandon to Alida.

As has already been pointed out, no exception was taken in evidence to

the existing service in connection with the carriage of grain. There was nothing
submitted to show to what extent, if any, additional grain trains were necessary;

and there is nothing before the Board in evidence to show that it would be justi-

fiable to require that there shall be an additional freight train once a week each
way during the grain season.

There being nothing in evidence to show that the carriage of grain necessi-

tates an additional freight train once a week during the grain season, the direc-

tion that such a service should be afforded would simply mean that it was put
in to permit of an additional mixed train service. If the grain movement does

not justify a freight service which is fundamental, then the question arises

whether the receipts from passenger traffic justify the passenger service which
would be instrumental to the installation of the freight service in question.

The figures quoted by the railway for the service throughout the year and
for the seven months' service have been given. The figures as given involve

adding a complete outfit, and include maintenance of equipment, car inspection,

and some additional station expenses. The figures as given work out at $107 per

trip. These figures when further checked, and limiting the actual out-of-pocket

expenses to those covering wages, fuel and engine-house expenses, reduce the

cost per trip to $75. The movements are computed between Brandon and Alida,

it being the opinion of the Board's Chief Operating Officer that Brandon is the

logical point to and from which train movements should be made. Lauder is

41.8 miles from Brandon, and the train service as at present organized connects
at Lauder with passenger trains running between Estevan and Brandon, over
the Estevan Subdivision, the town of Souris, on the same subdivision, being
16.4 miles from Brandon.

Computing the out-of-pocket cost on the basis of $75 per trip, as given
above, gives a total of $7,800 for the service of one trip per week each way
throughout the year. For the additional service during a seven-month period
similarly computed, the cost is $4,200; for the grain-shipping season, $2,250;
while for the gas electric car service during the year it would be $3,120. In view
of what is set out above, it would appear to be reasonable in considering the
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extra cost involved to make comparison between the passenger earnings received
and the additional passenger earnings which would be required to cover the out-
of-pocket cost for the additional services under consideration:

—

Additional receipts

(in pcrcenta^'e of

cxiFting passenger
Service receipts) necessary

to cover-out

-

ol -pocket costs.

Per Cent
Gas or electric car throughout the year 44

Mixed train senice througliout the year 110

Service during S(>\en-nionth period 59

Service during grain -shippijig season 31

There is nothing in evidence before the Board to justify the conclusion that

an additional train service would call out such an additional passenger move-
ment as would, as a minimum, offset the additional out-of-pocket cost. If addi-
tional passenger movement docs not take place, it would simply mean a sub-
division of earnings as between the existing and added facilities.

I appreciate the condition existing along the branch in question and would
be glad to do something if the facts justified it. The Board, however, is not
justified in directing the installation of an additional railway service unless it is

satisfied that, as a minimum, the out-of-pocket costs will be obtained.

On the existing state of facts, the Board would not be justified in issuing

the order asked for.

November 11, 1926.

Commissioner Boyce concurred.

Heard at Winnipeg, November 25, 1925.

Commissioner Oliver:

I desire to reaffirm mv conclusions as expressed in my memorandum of

May 21, 1925, appearing on file 3693.8.

In reference to memoranda and reports of later date appearing on the

Board's file, I desire to quote from the report of Inspector LeSage, as follows:

—

''As to the increase in the service during the winter months, I would
say that it is during the winter season that an increase in the train ser-

vice would be of most benefit to these people. When the train service

as given on the Alida Branch is compared with the service given from
Lyleton to Deloraine, it will appear that the Alida Branch is entitled to

better service. ... In view of the earnings that will accrue from the

grain movement, coupled with the fact that extra trains will have to be

operated to handle this commodity, a tri-weekly service I believe could

be maintained during the winter months without much additional

expense."

The Chief Operating Officer of the Board on August 25 approved Inspector
LeSage 's recommendation as follows:

—

" I agree with the closing comments of Mr. LeSage that a third trip

per week could be arranged during the grain movement season, and would
suggest that the company be asked to look into the suggestion to run
from Alida Monday and Thursday, in time to make connection at Lauder,
in addition to the present service, putting on, if it desired, a return trip

the same day."

In view of the report of Inspector LeSage and its endorsation by the Chief
Operating Officer, as above quoted, I find myself entirely unable to agree with
the conclusions expressed in the judgment of the Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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In a letter on file, dated July 16, 1926, Mr. Flintoft, Assistant General

Solicitor for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, referring to the suggestion

of a gas car service, says:

—

" In the event of such a service being inaugurated, it would simply

be an additional expense to the service already given, as we could not

dispense with the mixed train service, and moreover it would not only be

inconvenient but unsatisfactory to the company and its patrons."

If the traffic in passengers, mails and express is actually as light as has

been represented by the railway it must be well within the capacity of a single

gas car. And if all that traffic were carried by a gas car, there would be no need

of a mixed train. The gas car could keep time on a much faster schedule than

a mixed train, and would therefore be of much greater advantage and give much
greater satisfaction to the people served.

The Chief Operating Officer of the Board estimates the operating cost of

a gas car at $30 to $40 a day. One gas car could conveniently serve the Alida

Branch three times a week direct from Brandon, at an operating cost very much
below that of a steam train and give a much more useful and satisfactory ser-

vice, both to Brandon merchants and Alida customers.

If passengers, mails and express were handled by gas car the freight service

could be handled by steam train at the convenience of the railway and there-

fore more economically and satisfactorily both to the railway and to shippers

than at present.

The closing sentence of Mr. Flintoft's letter is as follows:

—

''A freight service has to be given in any case, and our officials point

out that the same train can take care of all the passenger business."

This sentence seems to give fully and accurately the view of the railway

as to the measure and kind of service due the public in the case of the Alida
Branch. They are only entitled to passenger, mail and express service based
on the volume of freight traffic. But on that very point Inspector LeSage con-

siders that the volume of freight in prospect for the winter requires such a freight

movement as would give the passenger, mail and express service for which the

public ask, namely, three trains a week.

The refusal of the railway to give the service under such conditions merely
amounts to a statement that whatever form or measure of service is cheapest

for the railway must be accepted by the public without regard to their con-

venience or the accommodation afforded other communities in comparable cir-

cumstances.

At the hearing it was pointed out—as disclosed by the map—that the Alida

Branch is paralleled on each side by lines which also are part of the Canadian
Pacific Railway system. That this condition places the region along the Alida
Branch under an absolute monopoly of Canadian Pacific Railway service. They
are also cut out of hope of future competitive service by the presence of these

parallel branches; as they would not be if one or the other had not yet been
built. I am of opinion that where a section of the public are so circumstanced,
they are especially entitled to consideration at the hands of the Board. The
purpose of Parliament in calling the Board into existence was understood at

the time to be to check railway monopoly, by giving equal advantages to those
sections of the public who did not have railway competition as were enjoyed by
those who had.

I submit that the people living along the Alida Branch are fairly entitled

to a passenger, mail and express service three times a week, and that if the
railway does not see fit to provide such a service by gas car, the Board should
order a tri-weekly mixed train service in accordance with the report of it<

officers now on file.

Ottawa, November 20, 1926.
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ORDER No. 38462

In the matter of the application of the Algojyia Steel Corporation, Limited; the

British Empire Steel Corporation, Limited; the Steel Company of Canada,

Limited; and the Lysaght Dominion Sheet Metal Corporation, Limited,

for an Order suspending the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's Tariff

C.R.C. No. E-A267 and the Canadian National Railways' Tariff C.R.C.

No. E-1132, naming rates on iron and steel articles, effective December 1,

1926.

File No. 34952

Friday, the 27th day of November, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the applications and on behalf of

the Pere Marquette Railway Company, the Canadian National Railways, and
the Canadian Freight Association,

—

The Board orders: That the following tariff schedules naming rates on
iron and steel articles, namely:

—

C.R.C. No.

Canadian National Railways East 1132
Canadian Pacific Railway East 4267
Chatham, Wallaceburg and Lake Erie Railway 785 and 783
Essex Terminal Railway 712 and 713
Grand River Railway 209
Lake Erie and Northern Railway 349
London and Port. Stanley Railway 362
Michigan Central Railroad Supplement 27 to 3307
Montreal and Southern Counties Railway 103

Pere Marquette Railway Supplement 40 to 2463
Quebec Railway, Light and Power Company 120
Thousand Islands Railway 439
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway 1421
Wabash Railway 1519 and 1516
Windsor, Essex and Lake Shore Ropid Railway 351

be, and they are hereby, suspended pending a hearing by the Board.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 38489

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,

hereinafter called the "Applicant Company", under Section 276 of the

Railivay Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

vortion of its Maniwaki Subdivision, as relocated, between mileage 74- ''6'

and 15.28.

File No. 34612

Friday, tlie 3rd day of December, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Coinmissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and reeommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Maniwaki Sub-
division, as relocated, between mileage 14.96 and 15.28, in the province of

Quebec.
H. A. McKEOWN,

Chief Commissioner.

RE PROTECTION OF HIGHWAYS

The Board desires to bring to the attention of all concerned the following

letter and resolution received from the Clerk of the County of Frontenac:—
J. W. Bradshaw, P.m.,

County Clerk.

Court House, Kingston, Ont., December 3, 1926.

A. D. Cartwright, Esq.,

Secretary, Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada,

Ottawa, Canada.

Dear Sir,—Please find below a copy of a resolution passed by the County
of Frontenac Highways Committee on the 25th day of November, 1926.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. W. Bradshaw,

County Clerk.

Court House, Kingston, November 25, 1926.

County Highways Committee.

2. Moved by Mr. Jamieson and seconded by Mr. Freeman: That warning
signs be procured to install on county roads; 300 feet from railway track, on each
side of a crossing. That the County Road Superintendent procure the signs, and
have them installed as above. Perth road signs to be installed this fall.
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Alx) that clerk inform Mr. S. L. Squire, Deputy Minister of Highways,
Toronto, Ont., of this action by the County Highways Committee;

Anil to inform Mr. A. D. Cartwright, Secretary, Board of Railway Com-
missioners for Canada, of action of said committee.—Carried.

(Sgd.) Edw. Sills,

Chairman.

Tiie above resolution was adopted in council on November 26, 1926.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. W. BllADSHAW,

County Clerk.

Re Franking Pnvileges—Letters and Telegrams

File No. 27638.1

The following is a copy of the Board's ruling in this matter, dated January
20, 1919:—

I am directed to inform you that, while the Board has franking

privileges for mail, and mail may, therefore, move from and to it free,

no such privilege exists in the case of telegrams. The Board pays for

telegrams sent of its own initiative and answers necessarily arising from
such telegrams. It is the practice that where the applicant initiates the

message the expense is borne by him.

Yours truly,

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary, B.R.C.

Ott.wva, December 6, 1926.
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Re Distribution of Cost—Northwest Grade Separation, Toronto

Files 32453 and 32453.6

JUDGMEO^^T

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

I

Wlien Order No. 38424 in the above matter was issued dealing with the

distribution of cost of the grade separation concerned, there was not, on account
of the volume of work before the Board, an opportunity of preparing and
issuing Reasons for Judgment. The Board, however, had before it in dealing

with the preparation of the Order working notes. In view of the requests which
have been filed asking whether Reasons for Judgment were issuing, it now
seems proper to issue these working notes, as setting out the general reasons

underlying the Order.

II

Under Order No. 35153, of June 5, 1924—File 32453, Pt. 2—the C.P.R.
and the C.N.R. were to construct jointly two subways; one, under the double

tracks of the Gait Subdivision and the Toronto, Grey and Bruce tracks of the

C.P.R. , and the Brampton Subdivision of the C.N.R. at Bloor street; and one

under the tracks of the C.P.R. and C.N.R. at Royce avenue. The C.N.R. \yas

also to construct one subway under the tracks of the Newmarket Subdivision

on Bloor street. The Order provided that all questions of distribution of cost,

interest, or other matters involved under the construction of said works, were
to be reserved for further Order of the Board. By Order No. 35308, of July

10, 1924—File 32453, Pt. 2, Order No. 35153 was amended. Clause 1 of Order
No. 35153 was stricken out and the following substituted:

—

'* That the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National Railway
Companies be directed to construct two subways under their tracks, one

on Bloor street and one on Royce avenue, in the said city of Toronto;

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to do all the work on the said

subways under the tracks of its Gait and of its Toronto, Grey & Bruce
subdivisions, and under the Bram|pton subdivision of the Canadian
National Railway Company, south of the North Toronto Diamond, with

the exception of providing and actually placing the girders on the Cana-
dian National Railway Company's tracks, which work is to be performed

205
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l)y tilt' Canadian National Kaihvay Company; the Canadian National
Railway Company to do all tho work on the subways north of the

Diamond."

By Order No. 30737, of August 22, 1925—File 32453, Pt. 3, the Canadian
Pacific' Railway Company was authorized to use and operate the subway carr>'-

ing the tracks of the Gait subdivision and the tracks of the Brampton sub-
division of the Canadian National over Bloor street. Order No. 36738, of
Auo^ust 21, 1925, authorized the opening; for traffic of Bloor street subway on
the Newmarket sub(li\'ision of the Canadian National Railways.

Order No. 37239, of January 15, 1926—File 32453.5—authorized the Cana-
dian National and the Canadian Pacilic Railways to use and operate the sub-

way at Royce avenue.

Tiie Toronto Transportation Commission, in July, 1925, applied to the

Board for an Order under section 252 of the Railway Act granting the appli-

cants leave to construct for the Cor{)oration of the City of Toronto a double
track line of street railway, between Dundas street and Lansdowne avenue, in

tr.e city of Toronto, upon the highway known as Bloor street, which, by Order
of the Board dated June 5, 1924, and numbered 35123, has been carried under
certain tracks of the Canadian National Railways and the Canadian Pacific

Railway.
As part of said application, which is dated July 15th, 1925, the following is

set out:

—

" This application is made without prejudice to any submissions

which the applicant may hereafter see fit to make with reference to the

jurisdiction of the Board in the premises."

Thereafter Order No. 36693 (File 32453.6) of August 13th, 1925, issued

authorizing the applicant to construct its trac<ks across the tracks of the New-
market Subdivision of the Canadian National Railways on Bloor Street, between
St. Helen's Avenue and Symington Avenue, in the City of Toronto, in the

Province of Ontario; and across the Brampton Subdivision of the Canadian
National Railways and the Gait Subdivision of the Canadian Pacific Railwav
Company on Bloor Street, between Perth Avenue and Dundas Street, in the

said City of Toronto, by means of the subways constructed under the Order of

the Board No. 35153, dated June 5th, 1924, as shown on the said plan and
profile on file with the Board under File No. 32453.6; and that the question

of contribution to the cosjt of said subways by the applicant be reserved for

further consideration by the Board.

Ill

In addition to the City of Toronto, the Canadian Pacific, and the Canadian
National Railways, notification went to Messrs. Geary, Flintoft, Fraser, the Bell

Telephone Company, the Consumers' Gas Company, the Toronto Transportation

Commission, the Canadian National Electric Lines, the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario, the Toronto Hydro-Electric System (the Toronto Elec-

tric Commissioners), the Canadian General Electric Company. The Consumers'
Gas Company asked under date of February 15th, 1924, by letter, who made
the original application, and was informed, on February' 16th, 1924, that it was
made by the City of Toronto.

IV

The Canadian National Railways, by a statement dated March 30th, 1926,

which is to be found on File 32453.3, filed information bearing on the actual

expenditures incurred 'by it during the years 1924-25, and up to February 28th.
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1926. This information had been asked for by the Board. It is stated that for

Bloor Street subway on the Newmarket Subdivision, Bloor Street subway on the

Brampton Subdivision, and Royce Avenue ,^ubway on the Brampton Subdivision

the total estimated cost was approximately 12,567,000. It is stated that the

total actual expenditure to date is as follows:

Bloor Street Subway, Newmarket Subdivision.. $267,357 64
Bloor Street Subway, Brampton Subdivision.. . 32,490 82
Royce Avenue Subway, Brampton Subdivision.. 20,281 72

The figures so given are really in the nature of progress estimates, and do

not cover land damages. The question of interest is also left to one side.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company was also asked for information,

and its reply will be found on File 32453, Pt. 3. It was also asked for details

as to cost iby years. What was in mind was the possibility of giving a contribu-

tion out of the Grade Crossing Fund spread over a period of years where a work
•ordered took more than one year to complete. I may say in passing that a

similar matter was taken up in connection with Spadina Bridge (part of the

Viaduct scheme) ; and the Toronto Terminal Company has furnished figures for

the expenditure on the work during 1925, and an Order has been made for a

contribution out of the Grade Crossing Fund. When the figures for 1926 are

received further Order can be made for contribution from the Grade Crossing
Fund. See File 31297.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company in its answer (File 32453, Pt. 3),

dated April 15th, 1926, stated that it is practically impossible to give a definite

figure as to the amount expended in each of the years on each of the two
crossings of this company's line over Bloor Street." By two crossings, as

referred to here, are meant the crossing on the Gait Subdivision and the crossing

on the Toronto, Grey & Bruce. These two crossings are separated by the right

of way of the C.N.R. It was submitted by the Canadian Pacific that the Board
might give contributions out of the Grade Crossing Fund in 1924, 1925 and 1926,

on each of the following crossings:

Canadian Pacific—Gait Subdivision.

Canadian National Railways—Brampton Subdivision.

Canadian Pacific—Toronto, Grey & Bruce Subdivision.

The two Subdivisions operated by the Canadian Pacific were, it is set out,

constructed by two different companies. It is stated that the actual expenditures
to January 31st, 1926, were:

1924 $100,270 00
1925 344,580 94
1926 487 61

$445,338 55

On File 32453.3, there is a further letter from the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company dated April 15th, 1926. This deals with the Royce Avenue subway.
It is stated that the amounts expended 'by it to January 31st, 1926, are shown
as

—

1924 $228,949 39
1925

, 704,761 70
1926 31,845 47

In a letter of May 25th, 1926, on the same file, addressed to the Board's
Chief Engineer, will be found an argument of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company as to the right of the Board to consider the Toronto, Grey & Bruce
line as separate and distinct both from the Canadian National and from the

32165-li
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Gait Subdivi.^ion of tlie Ontario and (Quebec Railway, tiie Canadian National
Railways being on the one side of the Toronto, Grey & Bruce and the Ontario
and Quebec being on the other.

As to the ability of the Board to contribute out of the Grade Crossing Fund
in the way suggested, I direct attention to what was done in connection with the
S])adina Avenue Bridge case. I also set out the following for consideration:

Section 2G2. subsection 2. The 25 per cent limitation is a limitation
regarding the total proportion of cost of actual construction work which can be
contributed from the Grade Crossing Fund. The section does not require that
the total protective work shall have been completed when the payment is made.
It does require that there shall have been expenditure on actual " construction

work in the year the grant is made, sufficient to justify the percentage grant.

The test is contained in the word " actual," and this may be for work done for

a period of years, and justifies, so long as the total 25 per cent limitation is not
exceeded, a payment on progress estimates in each of these years.

Attention must, however, be directed to the alternative limitation contained
in the section. The provision is that the total amount of money to be
iipportioned .... shall not, in the case of any one crossing, exceed 25
per cent . . . ., and shall not, in any such case, exceed the sum of $15,000."

This limits the payment which may be made in any one year, on any one
crossing, in two ways, viz: by the 25 per cent limitation, and, also, by the

further limitation of ^15,000. This latter limitation may have the effect of

holding the actual percentage payment below 25 per cent. The sum so limited

has certain provisions attached to its application. It is set out that no such
money, that is, the $15,000, or any portion thereof, shall in any one year (a)

be applied to more than six crossings on any one railroad in any one muni-
cipality " and (6) more than one in any one year on any one crossing."

Recognizing the limitations so imposed, it is, I submit, open to make in

successive years annual grants to any one crossing. This is, however, subject

to the limitation that the sum expended in any one year shall not exceed $15,000;

and the further evident intention that the total payment out shall not exceed

25 per cent of the cost of construction.

By the amending legislation of 1926, the percentage limitation is increased

from 25 per cent to 40 per cent; while the limitation, as to amount, viz., $15,000,

is amended by substituting $40,000.

My suggestion is that there be authorized in aid of the subway construction

concerned the maximum payment permissible from the Fund, and that the

contributions be made on progress estimates, as I have suggested.

In regard to the suggestion of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company that

the Gait Subdivision crossing on Bloor Street and the Toronto, Grey & Bruce
crossing be considered as separate crossings, and so treated in grant from the

Grade Crossing Fund, 1 think it would be justifiable to recognize that the

Toronto, Grey 6z Bruce is a flistinct legal entity, and that the contribution on
this basis may be permitted. The burden, of course, is on the railways to present

the accounts in such a way as will comply with tlie requirements of the Grade
Crossing Fund.

V 1

Leaving aside for later consideration the division of cost to be participated
in by the city and the railways, I wish to consider now the other component
factors.

(A) The first is the Bell Telephone Company. This, in my opinion, is

covered by the Brock Avenue Subway case

—

Bell Telephone Co. vs. C.P.R.,
G.T.R., and City of Toronto, 14 Can. Ry. Gas., 14. In this case, a grade separ-

ation had been ordered at Brock Avenue and apportionment of cost was made.
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The level of the city street was lowered, thus involving movinjz; and relocating

the telephone line. It was held that ''it was not unreasonable to expect the

telephone company to bear the cost of any change in its wires made necessary

by the change in the street." This ruling so laid down has been followed in

other cases.

(B) The Consumers' Gas Company. It was submitted i)y Counsel for the

Gas Company that the application now made is founded on application by the

City, and does not proceed from the Board's own motion. In the North Toronto
Case, to which reference is made below, the work had been begun on the initia-

tion of the Board; and it is thus submitted, as I understand it, that whatever
may have been the situation as to cost division when the work was undertaken
on the initiative of the Board, a different situation arises when the initiative

is that of the City. It was also contended by Council for the Gas Company that

the work was of no benefit to the Gas Company and that it never had been a

source of danger. It was contended, further, that any cost occasioned by reason

of the alteration was covered by statute and decision. Council pointed out that

where change was necessitated by an application of the City, the courts had
found that the City must pay. Reference is made to 1916, 2 Appeal Cases, P.O.

618, Toronto Corporation vs. Consumers' Gas Co., (Evid Vol. 423, P. 4001).

It was pointed out by the Chief Commissioner that the Board had a right to

call on the Company for its contribution. Counsel for the Gas Company, admit-
ting the Board's right to order protection, said that under the charter legislation

of the company, and under the decisions, the company had the right to claim

over against the City, and the Board should not interfere with such rights. It

was further submitted that the Board's jurisdiction was limited to the operation

within the limits of the right of way. It Avas set out that while the Board
might have jurisdiction under the Dominion statute, it would be inequitable and
unjust to take away from the Company any right it might have against the City

of Toronto. Counsel for the City submitted that the Board had power and was
not hampered by provincial legislation. The same position was in substance

taken by Counsel for the Canadian Pacific Ry. Co.

In connection with the North Toronto Grade Separation, there was before

the Board an application by the City of Toronto asking that, in substance, the

Gas Company be made to reimburse the City for the expenditures which had
been made in making the necessary rearrangements of the Gas Company's lay-

out as affected by the grade separation. In the Judgment of Chief Commissioner
Carvell, of October 16, 1919, it was pointed out that the question turned on the

fact that the Gas Company had not been made a party to the procedure culimin-

ating in the issue of Order No. 22855; that the Gas Company had billed the City

for work done by it and that the same was paid by the City

—

Board's Judgments
and Orders, Vol. IX, p. 300. The City then applied to the Board for an Order
directing repayment of these sums, and the Juclgment of the Board was that the

work w\^s done by the Consumers' Gas Company, under direction of the City,

and that in reality it was under contract.

The matter was before the Board at an earlier date and was dealt with in

the Judgment of August 1, 1919, rendered by Chief Commissioner Drayton

—

25 Can. Ry. Cas., 372. The question of the contract phase was left to be dealt

with as I have indicated. In the Ju.dgment of Chief Commissioner Drayton, the

following words are material. He said, at p. 372, ''usual practice would have
justified an Order directing the work to be done, either at the Company's own
expense, or to such other amount as the circumstances might justly require."

The Judgment continued

—

" It developed, however, at the hearing, that the work had been done
and without any Order from the Board dealing with the question. As I
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had doubts as to the lioard's jurisdiction to make an Order under these

eircumstances, the work havin<]^ apparently been arran^^ed between the

parties themselves, leave was ^iv(>n to file further submissions. This has
been done." p. 373.

The (';>se was accordinjily set down for hearing.

I am of opinion that it is open to the Board to direct the Gas Company to

bear the cost of the work done ))y it; and I so recommend. There is one query
I raise for discussion here, however, and that is, whether this should be with-

out prejudice to the right of the (las Company to claim over against the City

in respect of the rights, if any, it has against the City.

(C) There now have to be considered u number of utilities owned by the

City: (1) The Tt)ronto Transportation Commission. Reference has been made
to the Orders under which the tracks of the Toronto Street Railway have been

allowed to be carried through the subways. Mr. Fraser (Vol. 423, p. 3981)

stated in substance that whether or not a definite Order can be made against the

Transportation Commission, or whether they are part of the City, a fair share

should be paid by some one other than the steam railway. Mr. Flintoft, at

p. 3909, stated that the Toronto Transportation Commission was a railway.

He said that the Toronto Transportation Commission as a railway should be
treated as a general contributor, independent of the City. He stated, further,

that the Transportation Commission should be brought in either as a party now,
or that when it ci.me to cross the line of railways in the subways it should not
be allowed to cross without a proper contribution.

Mr. Fairty's position for the street railway is set out in Vol. Jf23, pp, 4008,

4014, 401 o, and 4023, in substance as follows: " The city is the principal,

the Transportation Commission is the agent for the city. The Transportation
Commission does not create the danger. It does not add one cent to the cost,

and the subway is of no benefit to the Transportation Commission." He claims,

further, that after a subway has been in existence and a street railway comes
along and wants to operate through it, there is no case where it has been asked
for a subsequent contribution. At pp. 4014 and 4015, Mr. Fairty, when arguing
this, was referred to the provisions of section 45. Mr. Fairty said that might
be practicable thereunder, but he was going to argue this later.

The main argument of Mr. Fairty closed without further reference to

section 45. At p. 404h Mr. Fairty referred the Board to the decision in the

Syndicate Avemtc Crossing Case, which is referred to below. He relied on this

as upholding a proposition that the user of streets by the street railway wns
only one type of user and that, therefore, the highway should be provided by
the city, and it should bear the full cost of providing that highway, p. 404^-

The portion of Mr. Fairty's argument just referred to did not deal with section

45 of the Railway Act.

In conclusion, at p. 4023, his main argument, which covers from pp. 4013-

4023, inclusive, Mr. Fairty used the following words:

—

Then, to summarize, I would just emphasize the three points I have

mentioned before. First of all, we do not create the danger. Secondly,

\\Q do not add one copper to the cost; and, thirdly, the subway is of no

benefit to us; and for those reasons I would respectfully suggest that there

be no distribution as against the Toronto Transportation Commission."

Mr. (ieary. Vol. 423, pp. 40(i6 and 4067, argued that the Toronto Trans-

portation Commission was m;\king an ordinary use of the highway; that a use

of the highway by the different parties is still a use of the highway which has

never passed out of the possession of the city, and that, therefore, the Commis-
sion should not i)e specifically charged with any amount. At p. 4067, he said.
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however, that if anythino; was put on the Toronto Transportation Commission
this should be outside of Toronto s siiare. In the same connection, Chief

(commissioner Carvell asked Wliich would you prefer, that we forg;et the

Transportation Commission, Hydro- Klectric Power Commission, the Toronto

Electric Commission, and assess it all against the city, or would you rather

we assess it aj2;ainst them individually and relieve the city?" Mr. deary said:

I must have it that way if they are going to be added at all."

I am of the opinion that the Toronto Transportation Commission should

contribute to the cost of the work. The basis of said contribution requires

further consideration. At the hearing.'., reference was made to the Edmonton
case

—

The City of Edmonton vs. G.T.F. and C.N.R. (Syndicate Avenue Crossing

Case), 15 Can Ry. Cas., 44^. Here the street railway, owned by the city,

was carried across the railway track located on the city street, the city street

beinp; senior to the railway. It was directed that the city should be at the

expense of putting in the diamond and, also, of the crossing, but that the expense

connected with protective appliances and the maintenance thereof should be

borne equally by the city and the two raihvay companies. It was argued by
Messrs. Flintoft and Eraser that the same principle should be applied here.

That is to say, it w^as submitted that if the street railway had been allowed

to cross on the level, the Board would have required half-interlocking protec-

tion, and that under the Edmonton decision there would have been a division

of cost. It was then urged that where the tracks are now carried through

subways the same principle should be applied, and that the measure of contri-

bution should be arrived at by capitalizing the cost of the half-interlocker

plant. Sec in this connection Mr. Flintoft, Ibid, p. 3912; also p. 3921.

An estimate has been prepared by the Board's Chief Engineer on this

basis. Figures submitted to him by the Canadian Pacific, on my direction,

have been rechecked; and he estimates that the cost chargeable on this basis

in respect of the two subways in which the Canadian Pacific and Canadian
National Railways are concerned would be $95,500. The figure which has been
estimated by the Canadian Pacific is $135,000. In the case of half-interlocker

at Bloor street, Newmarket subdivision, the figure estimated on this basis by
him is $41,000 as against a capitalized cost of $44,000 estimated by the Cana-
dian National. The Canadian National Railways also add a factor to cover
elimination of delays and reduction of possible damage done by the cars.

While the division proposed follows the principle laid down in the Edmonton
Case, I recommend, as a substitute, the 10 per cent basis of contribution which
was made apphcable to the Avenue Road crossing in the North Toronto Grade
Separation, North Toronto Grade Separation—Distribution of Cost, Board's
Judgments (t* Orders, Vol. IV, 213. An estimate submitted to the Board's
Chief Engineer gives the approximate cost of the two Bloor street subways
constructed jointly by the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways
at $625,000, 10 per cent of which would amount to $62,500.

(D) The Hydro-Electric of Ontario was discussed in Vol. 423, pp. 3867,
4031, 4033, and 4034. Counsel for the Hydro-Electric Commission for Ontario
argued that it was not down upon the highway, but that there was a crossing
of the highway at St. Clair and Davenport road in the air; that it had complied
with all the statutory requirements for protection at the present time, and that
the danger was not of its making; that it was a utility serving the public at
cost, and that any increased cost would have to come out of the public; that
whatever charge might be made should not be charged against the public
indirectly through the Electric Commission, but directly against the City. He
argued that whatever increased cost might be involved should be met by making
it a charge against the cost of the whole work and not against the Hydro-Electric
Commission for Ontario.
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The Toronto Hydro-Ek'C'tiic (The Toronto Electric Connni^^ioners
I

, at

Vol. 42s, p. 3866 and at p. 4036, ar^iued, in substance, that it considered it

should not be in a worse position than the Gas Company or the Hydro-Electric
of Ontario. At p. 4037, Counsel claimed that the supply of light was in the
same position as the supply of Avater. I am of opinion that the principle of the

Bell Telephone Company should apply in the case of these two utilities.

VI

Discu>sion took place in regard to the junior and senior rule, reference being
made at p. 816, Evid. Vol. 4^^, by ^Ir- Geary to the fact that the Board author-

ized the opening of Perth Avenue, Primrose Avenue and Wallace Avenue. These
are not involved in the present case, but the reference is significant in that Mr.
Geary said that as soon as they had been opened by the Board the question of

the senior and junior rule should not be applied, but that there should be division

of cost. See also discussion by ^Ir. Geary, Vol. 4^3, pp. 3867 to 3877, inclusive.

Discussion took place in connection with the senior and junior rule as to the

effect of the legislation of 1909, Section 2G0 of the Railway Act. Mr. Fiintoft

took the jx)sition, regarding additional tracks on Bloor Street and the que.^tion

of whether they came under the additional burden since 1909, that when the

line was in place and additional tracks built subsequent to 1909, this did not

mean that there was a new railway being built; that is to say, the rights which
accrued prior to 1909 continued. See discussion, Mr. Fiintoft, Vol. 4^3, pp. 3930-

3943; 3966-3970. Mr. Eraser agreed in this position—;;/;. 3977-78.

Mr. Eraser, at p. 3999, referred to what had been done in regard to division

of cost of gate protection on the Newmarket Subdivision, and said this should

be taken as affording a measure of the basis of apportionment. He referred, for

example, at p. 3994, to crossings on Bloor Street where there was an even division

between the City and the railway. At Davenport Road, one-half was paid by the

City and one-quarter paid by the Canadian National Railways and one-quarter

by the Toronto Suburban Railway. At Royce Avenue, there were gates where the

total cost was on the City. At St. Clair Avenue, which is not involved in the

subways before us now, there were gates, costs of which were j on the City and
-5- on the railway. At pp. 4OOO-OU Mr. Eraser said the Canadian National
Railways should not be asked to contribute to subways on the Newmarket Sub-
division beyond the proportions they now pay towards gates. Mr. Gear}', at

p. 4054, said that what had been done in regard to the apportionment of cost of

gate protection was not pertinent to consideration of subway construction and
cost apportionment. In speaking of the basis of cost, Mr. Geary, at pp. 3879-

3888, claimed the situation was such that the City should not be called upon to

pay as large a percentage as it did in the North Toronto Grade Separation. At

p. 3888, he contended that the Board should not, in general, impose more than
25 per cent on the City and, in particular, 20 per cent in regard to the New-
market Subdivision. He said that the question of the large number of senior

highways was to be relied upon. The general position of the railways favoured,

after the deduction of the various items chargeable to other parties, distribution

of the balance equally. See Mr. Elintoft's discusion at pp. 3923, 3927. At pp.
3903 and 3904, the suggestion was made by Mr. Fiintoft that the Order should

provide for payment by the parties other than the party carrying on the work
of their contributions on monthly progress estimates, and that provision should

be made for interest. At p. 3904, ^Ir. Geary agreed to provision regarding pro-

gress estimates going into the Order. On the same page, Mr. Fiintoft said that

so long as the matter is understood, he did not care whether the interest pro-

vision went into the Order.

Mr. Geary's position in regard to cost may be found in summary on pages
4O47-4O67. Regarding the division of cost between railways, Mr. Fiintoft, at
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p. 3825, said that the Canadian Pac ific handle the portion south of the diamond

and that the Canadian National could probably handle the portion to the north

of the diamond to better advantage; that when they came to North Toronto and

the Newmarket Subdivision, it w^as a matter for each railway.

At pv. 3857 and 3858, the matter was discussed and Chief Commissioner

Carvell stated it was his understanding that Mr. Frascr agreed; the Canadian

Pacific to do the work south of the diamond and the Canadian National to do

the work north. Mr. Fraser stated, at p. 3858, that this was what ^yas agreed

to. At pp. 3923-3924, there was discussion as to how the cost of tlie joint work
in respect of the two Bloor Street subways should be looked after. Mr. Flintoft

said that so far as the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways were

contributing to the joint work in connection wath these two subw^ays, it would

be worked out between them. If there was any difficulty, the matter could be

brought to the Board. Mr. Flintoft stated the same thing applied to the MacTier
Subdivision and the Brampton Subdivision. The MacTier Subdivision, as here

referred to, is the Subdivision with wliirh the tracks of the Toronto, Grey &
Bruce lines connect.

At p. 3979, the Chief Commissioner asked Mr. Fraser:

—

" Do you concur in Mr. Flintoft's suggestion that there should be no

division between the two raihvays, that they should work the matter out

themselves, unless they reach the point where they cannot agree?"

''Mr. Fraser: I do Mr. Chairman. I think that will be rather a

long and involved matter, depending on a number of factors, and I think

we can work it out. If we cannot, we can, of course, always come back
to the Board."

This indicates Mr. Fraser's agreement in the statement of Mr. Flintoft above

set out.

VII

The question of seniority and juniority has been raised. I tliink in a large

w^ork of this nature (1) we should not have our hands tied by the senior and
junior rules, and that the situation at a particular crossing should not be

regarded by itself, but that the matter should be looked at from the standpoint

of the whole work. A similar condition existed in the North Toronto Grade Sep-
aration Case—Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. IV, p. 213.

(2) I do not consider that where raihvay construction has taken place prior

to 1909, the provisions of the 1909 legislation apply to branches subsequently

constructed.

(3) I recommend the maximum contribution from the Grade Crossing

Fund, based, as I have indicated, on progress estimates spread over a period of

years, if the work takes such time.

(4) I recommend that the Bell Telephone Company, the Consumers' Gas
Company, the Toronto Transportation Company, the Toronto Hydro-Electric,

and the Ontario Hydro-Electric contribute as above set out.

(5) A 50 per cent contribution by the city is justifiable in the present case.

After deducting the contributions from the Grade Crossing Fund and the

other parties required to contribute, tlir. balance should be divided between the

railways and the city; the city to pay 50 per cent.

I suggest for consideration that the rapid city development and highway
traffic which has taken place is a factor which should have some weight, and I

think that under the circumstances 50 per cent is a reasonable contribution.

December 15, 1926.

Commissioners Boyce and Oliver concurred.
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riENERAL ORDER No. 435

Jn tluj matt' t' of the cothsidc ration of the question of proposed regulations
governing the loeation of loading racks and unloading points for gaso-
line, Naphtha, or any inflammable liquid inth flash point beloiv 30° F.

File No. 28638.2

Thursday, the 2ii(l clay of December, A.D. 1920.

Hon. II. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

TnoM.\s ViEN, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. LAw RFN cE . Comm iss ioner.

Hon. Fh\xk Oliver, Commissioner.

Vpim hearinj2; the matter at the s-ittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
March 2, 1926, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of the Rail-

way Association of Canada, the Canadian National Railways, Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, Michigan Central Railroad Company, Canadian Bureau of

Explosives, Imperial Oil, Limited, and McColl Brothers, Limited, and what
was alleged; and upon the report of its Chief Operating Officer

—

The Board orders: That the following regulations govering the location of

loading racks and unloading points for gasolene, naphtha, or any inflammable
liquid with flash point below 30° F. be, and they are hereby, authorized for the

obser\'ance of railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of the Board,
namely:

PART I

RULES GOVERNING THE LOCATION OF NEW LO.^DING RACKS AND NEW UNLOADING
POINTS FOR CASINGHEAD GASOLENE, REFINERY GASOLENE NAPHTHA, OR

ANY INFL.\MMABLE LIQUID WITH FLASH POINT BELOW 30° F.,

ESTABLISHED SUBSEQUENT TO JANUARY 5, 1920.

The location of new loading racks and unloading points for volatile inflam-

mable liquids is considered of great importance, and there is at present lack of

uniformity in the enforcement of proper safeguards for the protection of life

and property. The following rules cover the location of new installations, but
arc not applicable to present locations.

For tlie purpose of these rules, casinghead gasolene is defined to be any
mixture containing a condensate from casinghead gas or natural gas obtained

by either the compression or the absorption process, and having a vapor tension

in excess of 8 j)()unds per square incli.

Loading

1. (a) New loading racks for refinery gasolene, benzine, naptha, or any
liquid (other than casinghead gasolene) with flash point below 30° F. must not

l)e located nearer than 50 feet to a track over which passenger trains are moved.

^b) New loading racks for casinghead gasolene must be located not less

tlian 100 feet distant from a track over which passenger trains are moved. A
retaining wall, dike, or earthen embankment shall be placed between the instal-

lation and the tracks, so constnictcd as affectually to prevent liquids from
flowing on to the track in case of accident.

(c) In loading casinghead gasolene, the tank car and the storage tank shall

be so connected as affectually to pvermit the free flow of the gasolene vapours
from the tank car to the storage tank, and positively to prevent the escape of
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tlic.^c vapyoui-s to the air, or the vapours must be carried by a vent line to a

point not less than 100 feet distant from the nearest track over which passenger

trains are moved.
Unloading

2. (a) When new unloading points requiring railroad service for the

unloading of tank cars of refinery gasolene, benzine, naphtha, or any liquid

(other than casinghead gasolene) with flash point below 30° F. are required,

the location shall be subject to negotiation between the carrier and the interested

oil company. •

(b) New^ locations for the unloading of casinghead gasolene shall be placed

a minimum distance of 100 feet from a track over wdiich passenger trains are

moved. A retaining wait dike, or earthen embankment shall be placed between
the installation and the tracks, so constmcted as affectually to prevent liquids

from flowing on to the track in case of accident.

Storage
\

3. (a) These regulations apply only to aboveground tanks for wdiich rail-

road service is required. Underground tanks should be considered by interested

railroads as occasion may arise. All storage tanks will be considered above
ground unless they are buried so that the top of the tank is covered wdth at

least three feet of earth.

(6) All tanks should be set upon a firm foundation.

(c) Each tank over 1,000 gallons in capacity shall have all manholes,
handholes, vent openings, and other openings which may emit inflammable
^'apour, provided wnth 20 by 20 mesh brass wire screen or its equivalent, so

attached as to completely cover the openings and be protected against clogging.

These screens may be made removable, but should be kept normally firmly

attached. Such a tank must also be properly vented or pro\'ided with, a suitable

safety valve, set to operate at not more than 5 pounds per square inch for both
interior pressure and vacuum. Manhole covers kept closed by their w^eight

only will be considered satisfactory.

(d) Tanks used with a pressure discharge system^ must have a safety valve

set at not more than one-half of the pressure to wdiich the tank was originally

tested.

(e) Tanks containing over 500 gallons and not exceeding 18,000 gallons

of gasolene, benzine, naphtha, casinghead gasolene, or any liquid with flash point

below 30° F., must be located not less than 80 feet from a track over which
passenger trains are moved.

(/) For capacities exceeding 18,000 gallons, the following distances shall

govern:

—

Minimum Distance from a

Capacit}' of Tanks (in gallons) track over which pas-

senger trains are moved.

18.000 to 30,000
' 80 feet

30.001 to 48,000 90 feet

48,001 to 100,000 110 feet

100,001 to 150,000 110 feet

150,001 to 250,000 ' 120 feet

250,001 to 500,000 150 feet

Over 500,000 200 feet

ig) Where practicable, tanks should be located on ground sloping away
from railroad property. Tanks must be surrounded by dikes of earth, or con-
crete, or other suitable material, of sufficient capacity to hold all the contents
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of the taiiks, or of ^ucli nature and location that in case of breakage of the

tanks the liquid will be diverted to points such that railroad property and
passing trains will not bo cndani^ci'cd.

General

4. {(i) In measuring (li>tan('o from any railroad track to an installation

for loading or unloading tank cars, the measurements shall be taken from near

rail to near rail opposite centre of spotted car.

(6) Duririg the time that the tank car is connected by loading or unloading

connections, there must be signs placed on the track or car so as to give neces-

sary warning. The party loading or unloading the tank car is responsible for

furnishing, maintaining and placing these signs, and the same party alone has

authority to remove tliem. Tank cars thus protected must not be coupled to

or moved. Other cars must not be placed on the same track so as to intercept

the view of these signs, without first notifying the party who placed the signs.

Before these signs are removed, even temporarily, the party authorized to move
them must securely close the outlet valve of the tank car. The outlet valve

must not be opened until the tank car is properly protected by signs. Such

signs must be at least 12 bv 15 inches in size and bear the words " STOP—Tank
car connected!" or, STOP—Men at work!", the word STOP " being in

letters at least 4 inches high and the other words in letters at least 2 inches

high. The letters must be white on a blue background.

These requirements are in conformity with rule 26 of the General Train

and Interlocking Rules for Single Track, which generally provide as follows:—
A blue flag by day and a blue light by night, displayed at one or

both ends of an engine, car, or train, indicates that workmen are under

or about it; when thus protected it must not be coupled to or moved,
and other cars must not be placed on the same track so as to intercept

the view of the blue signals, without first notifying the workmen.
" Workmen will display the blue signals and the same workmen

arc alone authorized to remove them."

(c) In laying pipe lines on raih-oad property for the loading or unloading

of tank cars, they must be laid at a depth of at least three feet, and at points

where such pipe lines pass \mder tracks, they must be laid at least four feet

below the bottom of the ties.

(d) All connections between tank cars and pipe lines must be in good con-

dition and must not permit any leakage. They must be frequently examined
by the railway company and replaced by the owner or industry when they

become worn, in order to insure at all times absolutely tight connections. Tank
cars must not be left connected to pipe lines except when loading or unloading

is going on and while a competent -man is present and in charge.

(e) Except when closed electric lights are available, the loading or unload-

ing of tank cars shall not be permitted except during daylight when artificial

light is not required. The presence of flame lanterns, nearby flame switch

lights, or other exposed flame lights or fires during the process of loading or

unloading is prohibited.

(/) Railway companies shall require hopper doors, dampers, and fire-box

doors of locomotives in switching service to be closed while passing, and on all

locomotives stopping opposite tank cars or cars on the next adjoining track

bearing signs as per clause 4 (b)
; also in every case where a locomotive couples

to a tank car at a loading or unloading point.
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PART II

RULES TO BE OBSERVED IN THE OPERATION OF LOADING, UNLOADING, AND STORAGE
FACILITIES ESTABLISHED PRIOR TO JANUARY 5, 1920, FOR THE HANDLING

OF CASINGHEAD GASOLENE, REFINERY GASOLENE, NAPHTHA, OR
ANY OTHER INFLAMMABLE LIQUID WITH A FLASH

POINT BELOW 30° F.

The operation of loiuling, unloading, and storage facilities for inflammable

liquids is of importance, and uniformity in the observance of proper safeguards

for the protection of life and property is desirable.

The following rules apply only to facilities established prior to January 5,

1920. The rules governing location and operation of facilities established since

January 5, 1920, are contained in Part I hereof.

For the purpose of these rules, casinghead gasolene is defined to be any
mixture containing a condensate from casinghead gas, or natural gas obtained

by either the compression or the absorption process, and having a vapour ten-

sion in excess of 8 pounds per square inch.

Loading

1. In loading casinghead gasolene, the tank car and the storage tank shall

be so connected as effectually to permit the free flow of the gasolene vapours
from the tank car to the storage tank, and positively to prevent the escape of

these vapours to the air, or the vapours must be carried by a vent line to a

point not less than 100 feet distant from the nearest track over which passenger
trains are moved.

Unloading

2. Where old instalations for unloading casinghead gasolene are located

within 75 feet of a track over which passenger trains are moved, a retaining wall,

dike, or earthen embankment shall be placed between the iristallation and the

track, so constructed as effectually to prevent liquids from flowing on to the

track in case of accident.

Storage

3. (a) These regulations apply only to aboveground tanks for which rail-

road service is required. All storage tanl^s will be considered aboveground
unless they are buried so that the top of the tank is covered with at least three

feet of earth.

(b) All tanks should be set upon a firm foundation.

(c) Each tank over 1,000 gallons in capacity shall have all manholes,
handholes, vent openings, and other openings which may emit inflammable
vapour, provided with 20 by 20 mesh brass wire screen, or its equivalent, so

attached as completely to cover the openings and be protected against clogging.

These screens may be made removable, but should be kept normally firmly

attached. Manhole covers, when equipped with suitable gaskets, may be kept
normally locked down, and need not be provided with screens. Such a tank must
be properly vented or equipped with a suitable safety valve set to operate at

not more than five pounds per square inch for both interior pressure and
vacuum. Manhole covers kept closed by their own weight only will be con-
sidered satisfactory.

(d) Tanks used with a pressure discharge system must have a safety valve
set at not more than one-half of the pressure to which the tank was originally

tested.

(e) Any tank located within 200 feet of a track over which passenger
trains are moved and not on ground sloping away from railroad property must,
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when practicable, be protected by dikes of earth, or concrete, or other suitable

inateriai. so that any liquid escaping!; from the tank will l)e held or diverted

away from railroad property.

( ienoral

4. ((/) In nieasurinii; distance from any railroad track to an installation

for loadintj; or unloa(lin<j; tank ears, the measurements shall l)e taken from near
rail to near rail opposite centre of spotted car.

{b) Ww'mg the time that the tank ear is connected by loading or unload-
ing connections, there must be sign< placed on the track, or car, so as to give

necessary warning. The party loading or unloading the tank car is responsible

for furni.shing, maintaining, and placing these signs, and the same party alone

has authority to remo\'e them. Tank cars thus protected must not be coupled
to or moved. Other cars must not be placed on the same track so as to inter-

cept the v'lQw of these signs, without first notifying the party who placed the

signs. Before these signs are removed, even temporarily, the party authorized

to move tliem must securely close the outlet valve of the tank car. The outlet

valve must not be opened until the tank car is properly protected by signs.

Such signs must l>e at least 12 bv 15 inches in size, and bear the words STOP
—Tank car connected!", or ''STOP—Men at work!", the word ''STOP" being

in letters at least 4 inches high, and the other words in letters at least 2 inches

high. The letters must be white on a blue background.
These requirement-* are in conformity with rule 26 of the General Train

and Interlocking Rules for Single Track, w'hich generally provide as follows:—
" A blue flag by day and a blue light by night, displayed at one or

both ends of an engine, car, or train, indicates that workmen are under
or about it. When thus protected, it must not be coupled to or moved,
and other cars must not be phiced on the same track so as to intercept

the view of the blue signals, without first notifying the workmen.
'' Workmen will display the blue signals and the same workmen are

alone authorized to remove them."

[c] Existing aboveground pipe lines on railroad property for the loading

or unloading of tank cars should, if required by the railroad in the interest of

safety, be laid underground. If practicable these pipe lines should be laid at a
depth of at least three feet, and at points where such pipe lines pass under
tracks they should be laid at least four feet below the bottom of the ties.

{d) All connections between tank cars and pipe lines must be in good con-

dition, and must not i^ermit any leakage. They must be frequently examined
by the railway company and replaced by the owner or industry when they

become worn, in order to insure at all times absolutely tight connections. Tank
cars must not be left connected to pipe lines except when loading or unloading
is going on and wdiile a competent man is present and in charge.

(e) Except when closed electric lights are available, the loading or unload-

ing of tank cars shall not be permitted except during daylight when artificial

light is not required. The presence of flame lanterns, nearby flame switch

lights, or other exposed flame lights or fires during the process of loading or

unloading is prohibited.

(/) Railway companies shall require hopper doors, dampers, and fire-box

doors of locomotives in switcliing service to be closed wdiile passing, and on all

locomotives stopping opposite tank car or cars on the next adjoining tracik

bearing signs as per clause (4) (6) ; also in every case where a locomotive

couples to a tank car at a loading or unloading point.

H. A. McKEOWN.
Chiej Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 38511

In the matter of the applicrJion of the Quebec Central Railway Company,

hereinafter called the "Applicant Cowpamf, under Section 334 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for approval of its Standard Passenger Tariff C.R.C.

No. 296, on file with the Board under file No. 29641.

Monday, the 6th day of December, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of it'^ Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,—

The Board orders: That the said Standard Passenger Tariff of the applicant

company, C.R.C. No. 296, on file with the Board under file No. 29641, be, and

it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to this order, to be pub-

lished in at least two consecutive weekly issues of the Canada Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 38526

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railway Company,
hereinafter called the ''Applicant Company^', under Section 276 of the

Raihvay Act, 1919, for authority to open for temporary operation its

Turtleford Southeasterly Branch from mileage 23.0, at Fairholme, to

mileage 65 .5, at Rabbit Lake, a distance of 4^.5 miles. File No. 26653.12

Tuesday, the 7th day of December, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeow^n, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the i^oard, con-

curred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby

authorized to open for the carriage of freight that portion of its Turtleford

Southeasterly Branch from mileage 23.0, at Fairholme, to mileage 65.5, at Rabbit
Lake, including the wye at Rabbit Lake: Provided trains operated over the said

line be limited to a rate of speed not exceeding twelve miles' an hour.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

GENERAL ORDER No. 436

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. 403, dated June 6, 1924,
as amended, by General Order No. 412, dated December 19, 1924, requiring
railway contpanies subject to the jurisdiction of the Board to install electric

lights in the classification and marker lamps of all locomotive engines in

service which are now, or in future may be, equipped unth electric light

installations; all engines put in service in the future with electric light

installations to have the electric light installed in the classification and
marker lamps before entering the service; and all engines now in service

and so equipped to have electric lights placed in the classification and
marker lamps not later than December 31, 1925 File No. 6511.8

Wednesday, the 15th day of December, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. Boyce, K.C., Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon reading the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
for a rehearing of the question of marker lamps, and what has been filed on
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behalf of tlic Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen and the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers as to non-compliance with the provisions

of the said General Order No. 403,

—

The Board orders that the application, in so far as the same relates to

marker lamps, be reheard before the Board, at such time and place as may be
ordered; and that, in the meantime, and pending such rehearing and decision

thereon, that part of the said General Order No. 403 relating to marker lamps
be suspended.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER NO. 38563

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Northern Saskatchewan Rail-

luay Company, hereinafter called the " Applicant Company,'^ for an

Order further extending the time within ivhich it may carry traffic over

that portion of its Turtleford Southeasterly Branch from mileage 0, at

the junction with the Turtleford Subdivision of the Canadian National

Railways at mileage 56.2, to Fairholme, a distance of 23 miles; also the

north leg of the ivye at the said junction, a distance of 0.24 of a mile.

File No. 26653.10.

Friday, the 17th day of December, A.D. 1926.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-
curred in by its Chief Engineer,

—

The Board Orders: That the time within which the applicant company
may carry traffic over the said portion of its Turtleford Southeasterly Branch
from mileage 0, at the junction with the Turtleford Subdivision of the Canadian
National Railways at mileage 56.2, to Fairholme, a distance of 23 miles; also

the north leg of the wye at the said junction, a distance of 0.24 of a mile, be,

and it is hereby, further extended until the 1st day of November, 1927.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 38591

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railway Company,
hereinafter called the ^'Applicant Company" under Section 276 of the
Railway Act, 1919, for authonty to open for temporary service the St.

Paul Southeasterly Branch, a distance of 19-55 miles, from a junction
luith the Coronado Subdivision of the Canadian Northern Western Rail-
way, at mileage 120-85 St. Paul. Alberta, to present end of steel at mileage

HO 4, Elk Point, Alberta.

File No. 11929.49

Thursday, the 23rd day of December, A.D. 1926.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an Engineer of the Board, con-
curred in by its Assistant Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary
affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,
authorized to carry traffic on its vSt. Paul Southeasterly Branch, a distance of

19-55 miles, from the junction with the Coronado Subdivision of the Canadian
Northern Western Railway Company, at mileage 120-85, St. Paul, Alberta, to

present end of st^el at mileage 140-4, Elk Point, Alberta; said operation to be
limited to a speed not exceeding the rate of ten miles per hour.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 38655

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Freight Association, under

Section 322 of the Railway Act, 1919, for appi'oval of proposed Supple-

ment No. 3 to the Canadian Freight Clas^ijication No. 17, a.s submitted

to the Board under date of November IS, 1926.

File No. 33365.68

Thursday, the 13tli day of January, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Whereas notice has been given by the Canadian Freight Association in the

Canada Gazette, as required by section 322 of the Railway Act, 1919, and copies

of the said supplement furnished the mercantile organizations enumerated in

tlie General Orders of the Board Nos. 271, 348, and 353, with the request that

their objections, if any, be filed with the Board within thirty days;

Upon the consent of the Canadian Freight Association to the elimination

of the items objected to, without prejudice, dnd with the understanding that the

same may be resubmitted in the next supplement to the Canadian Freight Classi-

fication; and u{X)n the report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That, with the exception of the following items, namely:

Page 3, it-ems 6 and 7, iron and steel shingles, N.O.I.B.N.;

Page 9, items 17, 18, and 19, hair, cattle, hog, or horse;

Page 11, item 8, bands or rods, structural, iron or steel,

—

the said Supplement No. 3 to the Canadian Freight Classification No. 17 be,

and it is hereby approved.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

GENERAL ORDER No. 437

In the matter of the application of the Railway Association of Canada for an
Order amending Rides 19 and D-19 of the General Train and Interlocking
Rules, so as to authonze a standard practice of utilizing marker lamps
not lighted to indicate the rear of trains during daylight hours, instead

of flags as at present.

File No. 4135.71

Tuesday, the 18th day of January, A.D. 1027.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Fhank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application and on behalf of

the Pere Marquette Railway Company, the Rutland Railroad Company, Central

Canada Railway Company, British Columbia Electric Railway Company,
Limited, the Quebec, Montreal and Southern Railway Company, the Maritim^e

Coal, Railway and Power Company, Limited, the Edmonton, Dunvegan and
33380
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British Columbia Railway Company, the International Bridge and Terminal
Company, and the Thousand Island Jlailway Company; and upon the report

and recommendation of its Chief Operating Offi(.*er,

—

The Board orders: That the General Train and Interlocking Rules,

approved by General Order No. 42, dated July 12, 1909, be, and they are hereby,
amended by striking out rules 19 and D-19 thereof and substituting the follow-

ing, namely:

—

"19. The following signals will be displayed, one on each side of

the rear of every train, as markers to indicate the rear of the train; by
day, marker lamps not liglited; by night, green lights to the front and
side, and red lights to the rear, except wlien the train is clear of the main
track, when green lights must be displayed to the front, side, and rear.

''D-19. The following signals will be displayed, one on each side of

the rear of every" train, as markers to indicate rear of train:—by day,
marker lamps not lighted; by night, to the front and side, green lights;

by night, to the rear, if the train is running with the current of traffic,

red lights; if standing on passing track, clear of main track, green lights;

if running against the current of traffic, a green light on the inside and
a red light on the opposite side. The lights displayed to the rear must
be changed from green to red before a train fouls the main track when
leaving a passing track, or returns to the main track with the current

of traffic."

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner,
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ORDER No. 38684

In the matter of the application of the Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Com-
7)any, hereinafter called the "Applicant Company-', for authority to open
for the carriage of traffic a connection 0.28 of a mile long, near Alix, in

the Province of Alberta, between mileage 78.92 Three Hills Subdivision

of the Applicant Company and mileage 21 .75 Brazeau Subdivision of the

Canadian Northern Western Railway Company, crossing the Lacom.be
Branch of the Canadian Pacific Raihvay Company by a diamond crossing.

File No. 10821.7

Friday, the 21st day of January, A.D. 1927

S. J. McLean, A^.sistant Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, ComwAssioner

.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Chief Enoinecr, and the filins; of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby, author-
ized to open for the carriap;e of traffic a connection 0.28 of a mile long, near
Alix, in tlie province of Alberta, b(>t\veen mileage 78.92 Tliree Hills Subdivision
of the applicant company and mileage 21.75 Brazeau Subdivision of the Cana-
dian Northern Western Railway Company, crossing the Lacombe Brancli of the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company by a diamond.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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CIRCULAR No. 211

Ferbuary 7, 1927.

File 1750.210.S, Air brakes on transfer trains or drags in movement between
yards

In the movement of cars between yards at terminal or other large centres,

sucli as the different sorting;, distribution, or storage yards at the head of the
lakes, Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, etc., the question of the use of air brakes
on transfer trains or drags moving bctv/cen yards has recently, and on several

prior occasions, been the subject of discussion between the Board's Operating
Department and the railway companies, the latter taking the position that the

transfer movements referred to are not trains, and consequently clauses 1 and
2 of General Order No. 236 has not been considered as being applicable.

The Board's records show accidents having occurred that, in the opinion

of the Board's operating officers, might have been avoided, or at least minimized,

had the air brakes been applied in accordance with clauses 1 and 2 of the

Board's General Order No. 236, and the Board's officers are of the opinion

that these transfer movements should be subject to the clauses of order above
mentioned, and the rules, as at present applied in the case of freight train

movements, made applicable to such transfer movements.
Railway companies subject to the Board's jurisdiction, and the railway

associations, are reciuested, within thirty days, to show cause why such a ruling

should not be made.
In the case complained of by Mr. C. Lawrence, Legislative Representative

of the B. of L.E., under date of December 3, 1917, tlie attached letter addressed

to Mr. Temple of the Canadian Northern, is the Board's decision made at the

time, and the same is forwarded herewith for the information of the railway

companies.

Bv order of the Board.
A. D. CARTWRIGHT,

Seeretary, B.R.C.

Dear vSir,-

Ottawa, February 14, 1918.

File 1750:208, Complaint of B. of L.E. re C.N.R. handling long

freight I'rains between Rosedalc and Cherry St. Yards, Toronto.

Referring to the above matter and to your letter of the 6th instant, I am
directed to state that the Board is of opinion that the movements between Rose-

dale and Cherry street yards should be treated as road movements as far as

General Order No. 65, section 1, is concerned.

Yours truly,

A. I). CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary, B.R.C.

R. H. M. Temple, Esq.,

Asst. Solicitor, C.N.R.,

Toronto, Ont.
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ORDER No. 38763

In the matter of the apvUcation of the Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau, in

behalf of certain corporations and shippers of the City of Toronto, in the
Province of Ontario, including the Robert Bury Company, Limited, T. H.
Hancock, Limited, Shreiner & Mawson, Boake Manufacturing Company,
Limited, for an Order disallowing Supplement No. 4 to the Canadian
National Railways' Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1068.

File No. 35083

Saturday, the 12th day of February, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. JVIcLean, Assistant Chief CommAssioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report
and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,—

The Board Orders: That the said Supplement No. 4 to the Canadian
National Railways' Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1068, owing to lack of proper notice
being given therein, be, and it is hereby, disallowed.

H. A. McKEOW^^
Chief Commissioner.

GENERAL ORDER No. 438

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. 394, dated February 8, 192^,
amending General Order No. 78, dated July I4, 1911, prescribing the ndes
and instructions for the inspection and testing of locomotive boilers and
their appurtenances:

File No. 16513.

Monday the 14th day of February, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeowx, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. AIcLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed on behalf of the Railway Association of Canada,
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen; and upon the report and recommendation of its Chief
Operating Officer

—
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The Board Onlcrs: That the said General Order No. 394, (hited February
8. 1924, be, ami it is hereby, amended by striking out the amendment to clause

18, on pa«ic 2 thereof, and substituting the following, namely:—
" 18. Method of Testing Flexible Staybolts with Caps.

" (a) Except as provided in paragraph (fc>), all staybolts having caps over

the outer ends shall have the caps removed upon the completion of twenty-four

calendar months actual service, and bolts and sleeves examined for breakf.ge,

provided such service is performed within three consecutive years. Portions of

calendar months out of service will not be counted. Time out of service must
l)e properly accounted for by out of service reports, and notations of months
claimed out of service made on the back of each subseqv.ent inspection report

and cabcr.rd. Each time a hydrostatic test is applied, the hammer test required

by Rules 16 and 17 shall be made while the boiler is under hydrostatic pressure,

not less than the allowed working pressure.

(b) When all flexible staybolts with which any boiler is equipped arc

provided with a telltale hole not less than three-sixteenths ("Ko) ii^ch, nor

more than seven thirty-seconds (%2) inch in diameter, extending the entire

length of the l>olt f.nd into the head not less than one-third (D of its diameter,

and these holes are protected from becoming closed by rust and corrosion by
copper plating or other approved method, and are opened and tested each time

the hydrostatic test is applied, with an electric or other instrument approved
by the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, that will positively indicate

when the telltale holes are open their entire length, the caps will not be required

to be removed. When this test is completed, the hydrostatic test must be

applied and all staybolts removed which show leakage through the telltale

holes.

The inner ends of the telltale holes must be kept closed with a fireproof

porous mrvterial that wnll exclude foreign matter and permit leakage of steam
or water, if the bolt is broken or fractured, into the telltale hole. When this

test is completed, the ends of the telltale holes shall be closed with material
of different colour than that removed and a record kept of colours used.

(c) The removal of flexible staybolt caps and other tests shall be reported
on Form No. 3, and a proper record kept in the office of the railway company
of the inspections and tests made.

" (d) Firebox sheets must be carefully examined at least once every month
for mud burn, bulging, and indication of broken staybolts.

(e) Staybolt caps shall be removed, or any of the above tests made, when-
ever the Board's Inspector, or the railway company's inspector, considers the

removal desirable in order thoroughly to determine the condition of staybolts

or staybolt sleeves."

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 38777

In the matter of the application o] the Bell Telephone Company of Canada,
hereinafter called the Applicant Com.pany/' for approval of the revised

rates and charges for local exchange services shown in the Schedule filed,

with the Board under C.R.C. No. 6057.

Case No. 955.71

Monday, the 21st day of February, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vibn, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
February 11 and 12, 1926, March 9, 1926, April 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29 and
30,* 1926, May 4, 5, 6, 7 and 11, 1926, June 8, 1926, August 4, 1926, September
21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29 and 30, 1926, October 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20,

21, 22, 26 and 27, 1926, and November 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25
and 26, 1926, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of the applicant
company, the cities of Toronto, Hamilton, Brantford, Ottawa, and Montreal,
the Montreal and Toronto Boards of Trade, the Hamilton Chamber of Com-
merce, Union of Canadian Municipalities, Town of Brampton, Government of

the Province of Ontario, County of York, Township of York, and the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association, the evidence offered, and what was alleged; and
upon reading the written submissions and arguments of counsel for the said
parties,—judgment, dated February 21, 1927, was delivered by the Board, a
certified copy of the said judgment being attached hereto marked " A "

—

The Board orders: That leave be, and it is hereby, granted the applicant
company to file individual exchange tariffs, and supplements to its general
exchange tariff, to become effective not earlier than the first day of JMarch,
1927, to give effect to the rates and charges prescribed and authorized by and
in accordance with the said judgment, which is hereby made part of this order.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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"A"

Application of the Bell Telephone Company of Canada, for approval of its

Revised Tariff of Rates for Local Exchange Service, C.R.C. No. 6057.

By the Board: Case No. 955.71

On January 25, 1926, the Bell Telephone Company of Canada filed with

the Board for approval a revised tariff of rates for local exchange service, which

it described as,

—

" A proper schedule of rates, which removes existing discrimination

or inequalities, and is so adjusted as to be fair and reasonable to the

subscribei's, while at the same time providing this company with suf-

ficient revenue to meet its requirements"

—

and copies of such tariff were delivered to the municipal authorities in every

exchange affected. It was not accompanied by any statement showing the

necessity for change, or wherein the present rates fail to produce sufficient

income for the company's needs. These matters were developed in evidence

and will be referred to hereafter.

The schedule filed was designed to be effective on March 1, 1926, but in

view of many protests from localities interested, and no reasons having been

then presented to the Board in support of its adoption, it was thought advisable

to suspend its operation until opportunity for full and complete hearings should

be had. It was intended to supersede all individual exchange tariffs at present

in force, and the rates provided for, vary according to the group in which the

locality indicated may fall. Such groups are nine in number and on its face

the schedule shows the different cities, towns and localities belonging to each

group. The cities of Montreal and Toronto are the only ones which fall in

group 1. There are none in group 2. Two cities, Hamilton and Ottawa, are

found in group 3. Three, namely, London, Quebec, and Windsor, comprise

group 4. And an ever enlarging number falls in groups 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

II

In support of its application the company has filed numerous exhibits, sup-

plemented by oral testimony, and in justification of the increase in rates points

out that it is the owner of property the book value of which is $103,000,000;
that against such property there is now a bond issue of $30,000,000; outstand-
ing capital stock amounting to $48,694,600; and that at present it is indebted

to its banker for loans since the commencement of this application, to an
amount exceeding $6,000,000; that necessary' alterations and extensions in its

business call for an expenditure within the next five years of a very large sum
of money, which it estimates at $87,000,000.

The company submits that it is entitled to earn, and must earn, an eight

per cent dividend on its capital stock in order to hold the confidence of the

investing public, and to maintain itself in a pK)sition to attract capital for

extensions from time to time of the company's operation, as weW as for neces-

sary alterations.

Since 1918, the applicant company has been before this Board more than

once seeking authority for an increase in rates, and some of the ciuestions dis-

cussed at length in this application were touched upon, and to a degree deter-

mined, by judgments of the Board hereinbefore delivered in 1919, 1921 and

1922. The decisions with regard to such phases of the general question are of

record and no good reason appears why they should not, where applicable, and

not varied by this judgment, be adopted and concurred in by the Board in

this case.
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III

It will be admitted that non-dijscriminatory rates should be established by
the company sufficient to produce revenue to cover its operating expenses, its

current maintenance expenses, a proper amount for depreciation and amortiza-
tion, its taxes, including income tax, interests, dividends upon its stock, and a

reasonable surplus. Having done this, the public sihould not be asked to con-

tribute further.

IV

Some argument was made by Mr. Phippen, counsel for the company, and
a portion of his brief is based upon the claim, that this public utility service

is entitled to earn a fair return " on the value of the property of the company,
the reproduction cost of which, under present conditions, is estimated at

$137,000,000—as against a book cost of $103,000,000. The Board is not pre-/

pared at present to acquiesce in this view, although aware that within many
jurisdictions of the United States this doctrine has been accepted, and to some
degree recognized within Canada.

Although counsel for the company laid stress upon its right to earn a fair

return " on the fair value of the corporation property, yet, as the application

developed, he expressed himself satisfied with a rate scale sufficient only to

pay the company's operating costs, to pay its bond and other interest, and to

permit the company to continue to pay an eight per cent dividend on is stock."

The company is upon more solid ground in taking the latter position before

the public, and the understanding of its present contention is that it is willing

to have this application dealt with from the latter standpoint.

In view of the final position taken by the learned counsel upon, this

question, it is not necessary for the Board to speak definitely upon the propriety

of estimating rates on the basis of a fair return on the value of the property of

the company, but in, view of the contention made in the company's brief, and
repeated in its brief in reply to that of the city of Ottaw^a, for the present at

least, assent cannot be given to the propriety of that method.

V

The company filed as its first exhibit a statement for the year 1925 show-
ing,

—

fa) its actual revenue and expense at the close of that year, under the

present rates of service, using a depreciation rate of 4.75 per cent, and
(6) an estimate of what its income and expenditure would have been under

the rates now proposed with a depreciation rate of* 5.41 per cent.

An exhibit covering 1926, estimated for the portion of the year then
unexpired, w^as also filed using a depreciation ratio of 5.41 per cent, showing,

—

(a) its estimated revenues and expenses at the close of 1926 under the pre-

sent rates of services, and

(b) an estimate of its income and expenditure during the same period
under the rates now proposed.

This latter exhibit disclosed under,

—

(a) a deficicAcy in the year's operations estimated at $1,371,000, and
under

(6) a surplus of $1,240,000.

It may be noted that from the full statement for the year 1926 now available
and shown later, the actual deficit is more than the company's estimate above.

36511— l.i
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For the year 1925 the company carried its depreciation rate at the figure

of 4.75, as against a proposed depreciation rate of 5.41 which it used in 1926,

and the propriety of the hitter rate is in issue in this application. But before

examining the various points raised, it may be well to consider briefly the basis

of this application and pass in review more fully the present position of the

company under which it claim? to be suffering loss, and to consider for a

moment the general financial position of the company at the present time.

VI

As before remarked, the company finds it necessary to make very sub-

stantial and expensive alterations involved in the change from manual to

automatic equipment now under way, included in an estimated expenditure

during the present year of $17,000,000, and it is obvious that the increased

carrying charge must be met. The company urges that it cann,ot be met under

a tariff which now is inadequate to furnish revenue sufficient to give enough
margin of safety on its present investment and operation. In, the expanding
conditions of business, the company cannot stand still—it must enlarge and
keep in, touch witli business affaiis. It is unnecessary to dwell at length upon
the necessity of efficient and up-to-date telephone service. Business cannot

be carried on without it, and the inconvenience and actual financial loss which
would result from curtailed or insufficient telephonic communication can hardly

be estimated. Unless the income of the company is, or will be, sufficient to

take care of the carrying charges imposed by these necessary expenditures, some
increase is unavoidable. It is contended by the respondents that the present

rates provide ample income for such purpose.

The company alleges that the schedule of rates now under consideration is

the lowest that will provide sufficient revenue for its necessary requirements,

and that it also serves the purpose of eliminating discriminations which now
exist in its present schedule.

The fact appears that immediate large expenditure is forced upon the

company n.ot only because of the normal expansion of its service from year to

year, but as above remarked, by the necessary alteration of its system by which
the automatic telephone service is to supplant the manual operation now largely

in use. It therefore insists that it is necessary that its rate schedule be raised,

not only to check the heavy encroachments which are now being made upon its

surplus, but to provide money for its necessarily increased oulay, which it says
the present schedule cannot do. It will be remembered that the claim is put
forward that the company has actually not earned its dividend and surplus of

two per cen.t approved by the Board, since 1920, although the dividend has been
' regularly and duly paid. It says that moneys rightly applicable to a proper
depreciation and amortization fund, as well as to the maintenance of a reason-

able surplus account, have been withheld from these two latter accounts in

order that the credit of the company should not be impaired by the passing of a

dividend, or otherwise. If this be true, it is clear that even having regard only
to the normal extension of the company's business based upon the operations of

the past years, an adjustment of rates is called for; but when, in addition to

checking the alleged downward tendency of the company, there is the necessity

of enlarged expenditure for reasons heretofore not insistent nor pressing, it is

the company's view that the present rates are wholly inadequate to deal with
the situation, and that the proposed schedule is the smallest that can be evolved
in fairness and safety to the interests affected.

As above remarked, the estimate is that the company will require

$87,000,000 for capital expenditures during the coming five years. Mr. Sise's

testimony is that such estimate is based on the net growth in the next five

years, including 1926, of 225,000 stations, or an average of 45,000 over that
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period. This average, he said, is considerably lower than the gain actually

accomplished during the last two years of 52,000 last year, 50,000 in 1924,

52,000 in 1923, 33,900 in 1922, and 23,900 in 1921.

The gross additions to the plant, so estimated, involve expenditures for

right of way, lands and buildings, central office equipment, exchange lines,

station equipment, toll lines; also interest during construction: and an exhibit

was filed showing the detailed estimate for each year from 1926 to 1930,

inclusive, and the projected expenditure under each head. It calls for an outlay

as follows:

—

1926 $17,764,000 00

1927 17,601,000 00
1928 16,827,000 00
1929 16,793,000 00
1930 17,950,000 00

$86,935,000 00

Taking an average capital investment of $17,000,000 each year during the

next five years, it involves a yearly addition to the carrying charges for the

company's dividend requirements, at the rate now prevailing, of $1,360,000.

VII

This discussion of the company's affairs makes it advisable to pass un.der

review the actual condition of the company at the close of the years 1925 and
1926, as disclosed by the exhibits submitted. And this having been done,

attention may then be directed to the company's forecast for the future, with a

view of determining upon, the necessities of the eompany from the standpoint

of the extensions and alterations proposed to be made.
Immediately below is shown a summary of the company's receipts and

expenditures for the year 1925:

—

1925—ACTUAL DEPRECIATION EXPENSE AT 4.75 PER CENT
Telephone Revenues:

Exchange Service Revenues $19,327,281 40

Toll Service Revenues 6,396,694 32
Miscellaneous Operatini^- Revenues 445,001 70

Sundry Net Earnings.. 820,847 61

$26,989,825 03
Total Operating Expenses $11,852,520 26
Maintenance 4,466,493 19
Depreciation and Amortization 4,178,165 31

.
Taxes 1,124.000 00 21,621,178 76

Net Earnings $ 5.368,646 27
Interest 1,488,192 39

Net Profit $ 3.880,453 88
Dividends 3,889,166 20

Deficit $ 8,712 32

In the statement for 1925, it is shown that the total operating receipts of
the company for the year 1925 were $26,168,977.42, which are increased by
sundry net earnings to $26,989,625.03; and the total expenses $21,621,178.76,
including in the latter its depreciation and amortization account of $4,178,165.31,
calculated at the rate of 4.75 per cent. After deducting interest and dividends,
taxes, etc., the exhibit reveals a deficit of $8,712.32.

The respondents claim that the Dominion income taxes charged by the
company in 1925 and included in exhibit No. 1 are excessive by approximately
$50,000, being based on the former rate of taxes (104- per cent) which was sub-
sequently lowered to 9 per cent. This was admitted" by the company, provided
no further assessment is made by the tax authorities in respect to certain other
items still pending.
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This adjustment has not yet been made, and it is noted tliat tlie company's

^statement for the year 1926 is based on the now current rate of taxes, 9 per

cent, and whatever might be ch\imed for the year 1925 can have little or no

effect on the company's position to-day.

In another part of the company's statement it is disclosed that if, durins;

the year 1925, it had been allowed the rates proposed in the new schedule, and

had increased its depreciation rate to 5.41 per cent, as against the present rate

of 4.75 per cent, the operations of the year would have resulted in a profit of

$1,620,785.99. The increased earnings would have amounted to $2,685,021,

which would have been reduced by increased expenditure to $1,629,498.31, and
would have thus worked out to a credit of over a million and a half dollars.

These figures contain no element of uncertainty. They are the result of tlie

actual year's operations under existing rates, compared with what would have
been the result had certain factors, now sought to be altered, assumed such

altered form at the beginning of the year 1925.

VIII

Coming now to the year 1926, all of the months of this latter year had
not expired when the figures were taken out in the exhibit above mentioned,

•but they are now available and show the following summary of results:

—

1926—ACTUAL DEPRECIATION EXPENSE AT 5.41 PER CENT

Telephone Revenue.s:
Excliaii^^e Service Revenue $21,008,542 01
Toll Service Revenues 6.982,142 80
Mi.scollaneous 0])eratiiip; Revenues 470.238 44

Sundry Net Earnings 649,877 00

Total Revenues $29,110,800 25
Total Operating Expenses $12,387,951 00
^Maintenance 5.769,720 33
Depreciation and Amortization 5.586.065 00
Taxes 1.100,000 00 24,843,736 33

Net Earnings $ 4.267,063 92
Interest 1,801.188 00

Net Profit • $ 2,465.875 92

Dividends 3,906,803 00

Deficit $ 1,440,927 08

By a further exhibit the company compared its estimated earnings and
expenses for the year 1927 under the present rates, with those under the rates

proposed, showing that under the rates now in force its operations will result

in a loss of S2.007.000 for the present year. At the proposed rates, the result

is estimated to be a surplus of $727,000. The exchange service revenues con-

template an increase of revenue for 1927 of a little over three millions of dollars.

The actual figures for the years 1925, 1926 and the estimate for the year

1927 reveal the following:

—

1925—Deficit on operation on existing scale of rate.s—do-
prcciation latio 4.75 per cent $ 8.712 32

1926—Deficit on c\isting scale of rates—depreciation r.^.tio

of 5.41 per cent 1,440,927 08

1927—Estimate of deficit on existing scale of rates

—

depreciation ratio 5.41 i)cr cent 2.007.000 00

December's monthly report of the company shows bank loans of $6,000,000.

This has now been increased by further borrowings of $1,000,000, made on
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January 15, 1927, to furnish funds for the dividend for the hist quarter of 1926.

Cash then on hand of $414,294 hv the same report has been utilized, and an

overdraft to the amount of $455,332 incurred, as shown by a report furnished the

Board on February 4 instant, wliich also reveals a bank indebtedness on loan

account of $7,455,332—against which Dominion Government Bonds have been

deposited to the amount of $1,090,000.

In addition to all this it may be observed that the semi-annual bond interest

due and payable on March 1 next, to the amount of $750,000 must be provided

for.

The above statements summarize the company's financial position "at the

present time, and such is the situation w"hich has to be met by those who have

the responsibility of carrying the affairs of the company, and incidentally the

more important responsibility of providing; satisfactory telephone service for

the business and other interests of the people of Ontario and Quebec. All must
admit that items in the expense account which represent wages, taxes, interest

'and dividends must be paid. By this application, the directors of the company
gay that, in their opinion, the other items of outlay exhibited in these statements

are necessary to keep the plant in proper condition to provide for its due retire-

ments, and in order that the business of the company may be successfully car-

ried on. The company now finds itself confronted with an accumulated deficit

on the operations of 1925 and 1926 of over a million dollars—with an inevitable

deficit under present rates for the current year w^hich, it says, w\\\ be over

$2,000.000—with indebtedness for current loans from its bankers of $7,000,000

—and with three quarters of a million dollars to be provided within a few days
for bond interest, due March 1 next. Under these circumstances, the company
now comes to the Board askmg authority to put into effect the schedule of rates

filed over a year ago, and which it then asked might become operative on March
1, 1926.

IX

It is contended wdth earnestness by the respondents that the revenue now
derived from the rates presently in force is sufficien,t to meet all requirements
of the company upon any fair basis of calculation.

It is evident that if the respondents are entitled to succeed in their opposi-

tion to this application, the basis of success must be found in some criticism of

the accounts of the company as submitted, or of its forecast as outlined in

evidence, and without hesitation counsel interested have taken issue with the

propriety of certain calculations and with the appropriation of certain portions

of the income to various branches of the accounts. It is pointed out that

whereas the total revenues of the company, including its sundry net earnings,

amounted to nearly twenty-seven millions of dollars for the year 1925, its total

operating expenses were less than twelve millions of dollars, thereby leaving a
balance of over fifteen millions, against which interest and dividends of some-
what over five millions are fairly chargeable, and taxes amounting to a little

over another million, ^o that after all this outlay is provided for, over eight and
a half millions of dollars remain, which are absorbed in current maintenance,
depreciation and amortization accounts. In addition to maintaining that this

latter amount is more than ample for all reasonable purposes, attack is made
upon the item of service contract expense amounting this year to $420,000,

which will be dealt with later.

It is also emphasized by respondents that the rates already in existence

have provided an accumulated surplus account which at the end of the year

1925 had grown to the amount of $4,966,364.70.

The company is not holding that amount in, cash, but it has all been

invested in plant, which is in ease of borrowed money.
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It is contended by the respondents that nearly five millions of dollars

having been paid by the te'lephone users for this purpose, the surplus account
is high enough, and provides sufficient reserve for a public utility company
whose income can always be regulated by its necessities. And it is further

claimed that the sum of eight and a half millions of dollars or thereabouts,

represented in the current nuiintcnance and depreciation and amortization
accounts of the year 1925, is sufficient upon any calculation to keep the company
on an even keel.

Unfortunately, the company's account.s show a most serious impairment of

this surplus account. During the year 1926 the company suffered a deficit of

$1,440,927, and necessarily has charged it to surplus account, thereby reducing
the same to $3,549,867, as shown by the December montldy report submitted
to the Board. The present rate scale will—by the company's estimates sub-
mitted—result in the present year's operation terminating in a deficit of

$2,007,000 (and it may be said that at the beginning of 1926 the company's
estimate of deficiency for that year was too low) by which the surplus account
will be reduced to $1,542,867, and there can be little doubt that this balance
will entirely disappear in 1927 under the present schedule of rates.

Respondents contest the above conclusion, because they say, the depre-
ciation rate is figured too high, and there are features of the company's
financing which are indiscreet and can be corrected to its great financial benefit,

thereby obviating any necessity for a raise in rates. They criticize chiefly the

depreciation ratio which they say has been needlessly raised, the item of

$420,000 paid under contract to the American Telegraph and Telephone Com-
pany, the relationship existing between the applicant company and the Northern
Electric Company. Each of these contentions must be examined, but the

discussion thus far makes clear that unless relief can be extracted from the

above sources, or elsewhere, the need for a review of rates is imperative and
immediate, or a serious impairment will follow.

X
Considering that much debate centres around the question of a proper rate

for depreciation and amortization, it may be well to give priority to the dis-

cussion of this feature of the problem, for the item is large and the difference

involved in the rate of 5.41 per cent as asked by the company, and 4.47 per

cent as set up by the respondents' witnesses, amounts to the substantial sum of

$842,136 upon the book cost of 1925, and as the value of the plant increases,

this item of expense will be augmented. It may be said that for some years

'prior to 1919, the company charged depreciation and amortization rates w'hich

'approximated 6.2435 per cent. This rate was in line with that charged by the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and was considered in, an appli-

cation for increase of rates made in 1918 and disposed of in the following year.

(See Vol. 9, p. 63, Board's Orders and Judgments, 1919.) A rate of 5.7 per

cent was by this judgment substituted for that of 6.2435, which it was estimated

would give a sum of approximately $330,000 per year. And it may be noted

that the depreciation rate on the American Te'lephone and Telegraph Company
during the war period was 5.72 per cent, when that company was under the

control of the United States Government, a.nd continued until its return to

private hands, whereupon it was reduced to 5.3 per cent.

Upon the second application, which is disposed of by the 1921 decision

of the Board (Vol. 11, p. 35, 1921) the- depreciation rate was further lowered

jto 4 per cent on the average depreciable plant. In the judgment of the present

I Assistant Chief Commissioner, it is set out that this might be considered safe

for a limited period of time, a.nd it amounts to about 3.64 per cent on the total

plant. It was stated that an emergency condition existed during which it would
be proper to borrow from the Depreciation Fund for a limited time.
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The 4 per cent emergency rate then put in under the direction of the

Board, was applied by the company until January 1, 1922, and upon that date

it established a rate of 4.85 per cent, which continued during the year 1922.

For 1923 it charged 5 per cent; for 1924, 4.85 per cent; and for 1925, 4.75 per

cent. For 1926, it charged the rate of 5.41 per cent, being a composite rate

which the Board is now asked to approve. The judgments delivered by this

Board, both in the year 1919 and in 1921, alluded to the fact that no actual

experience on the part of the company could be drawn upon to assist the

Board in coming to a conclusion, and also stated that

—

" as soon as possible the company should set about to accumulate such

exact details as will enable as definite opinion as possible to be formed
on the basis of the ascertained experience of the company."

The above is an extract from the judgment of the Assistant Chief Commissioner
at page 43, Vol. 11.

Following out the suggestion or direction embodied in the judgment above
referred to, the company has presented to the Board on this application a study
of its own, giving the reasons for the necessity of the rate which it asks to be
confirmed, namely 5.41 per cent, which is a composite rate made up of indivi-

dual rates upon some 25 different items. The respondents contest many of these

items claiming that the rate asked for is too high, and suggesting a rate calcu-

lated by Dr. Maltbie, at the figure of 4.47 per cent; and carried into dollars

the difference in depreciation expense—as shown by the company's exhibit, and
by an exhibit filed on behalf of the city of Toronto, a respondent—is the excess

of $4,867,667 the company's total, over $4,025,531, Dr. Maltbie's total—namely,
$842,136, as stated above.

The rate of 5.41 per cent suggested by the company is worked out by Mr.
Peterson, the engineer of the Bell Telephone Company, following an exhaustive

study, and both he and Dr. Maltbie filed particulars and data supporting the

rates submitted by each; both calculations are based upon the average book
costs of 1925; and both adopt the use of straight line rates.

The amounts involved in the purchase and upkeep of the company's plant

are so large that an alteration of the depreciation ratio, although slight, works
out in actual computation to a very considerable amount. As between the

estimates made by Mr. Peterson, the company's engineer, and those of Dr.

Maltbie, adviser to the city of Toronto, there is about one per cent difference,

tb^ former calculating a composite ratio of 5.41 per cent, and the latter placing

tbs proper figure at 4.47 per cent. It needs no argument to show that different

classes of property deteriorate in different periods of time, but having regard

to the depreciable portion of the plant as a whole, the company submits that its

percentage figure above quoted is necessary to produce sufficient to cover its

investment at the end of service life, as well as to take care of obsolescence.

A considerable volume of testimony was submitted to the Board in support of

the propriety of each individual calculation, and in order that the relative

importance of such calculations may be appreciated, it may be well to repeat

that the difference in dollars between the percentages amounts to $842,136.

XI

For convenient reference, immediately below is a statement showing in its

first column the different classes of property upon which depreciation is cal-

culated. In its second column, it shows the average book cost of the different

clashes of depreciable property, and the figures shown therein are used both by
Mr. Peterson and Dr. Maltbie in their several calculations. Colunm three
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contains the depreciation ratio attached by the company to each class of

property. Column four shows the depreciation ratio as calculated by the

respondent in table 4 of exhibit No. 141.

AvcraKO
Book ( 'ost

1925
Exliihit 141

Table 1

Com-
pany

Exliihit

16

Depreciation Rate
Dr. Maltbie
Exhibit 141

Table 4 Table 7

$
6,978.400
17,818,520
3,149,000

290,725
10,413,726
2,754,942

96,762
2,551,385

741,896
6,741,736
6,767,550
2,196,6521

2,840,386j
6,106,547
10,221,499

66,176
4,254,625

501,085
4,314,183

31,552
742,362
70,286

462,048
29,945

$ 90.141,988

26,377
89,289

15,666

20
6-5
6-5
6-5
5- 5
1-0

30
60
50
6- 7

6- 7

9-5

20
40
100
7- 6
5-4
4- 9

20
3-4

110
7-5
5- 4

5-4

30
20

10
4- 8
3-6
6-5
5- 5

10
3
5

50
A 6-3

A 61
/10-9

I 3

2

A 3

10

4-47

30
20

2-23 2-23

Class of Property

liuiUlinns
Central Offiee Eqpt. Manual
Central Ofiiee Eqpt. Maehine Switching.
Other Eiipt. of Central Offices

Station Apparatus
Station Installations

Interior Block Wires
Private Branch ExclianKes
Booths and Special Fittings
Exchange Pole Lines
Exchange Aerial Cable
Exchantie Aerial Win^-Line
Exchange Aerial Wire-Drops
Exchange Underground Conduit
Exchange Underground Cable
Exchange Submarine Cable
Toll Pole Lines
Toll Aerial Cable
Toll Aerial Wire
Toll ITnderground Conduit
Toll Underground Cable
Toll Submarine Cable
Office Furniture & Fixtures
Undistributed Capital Expenditures

Total for Depreciation.

Right-of-Way Exchange.
Right-of-Way Toll

Total for Amortization.

Number of Classes of Property for which depreciation rates are the same 13

Number of Classes of Property for which depreci;ition rates are different 12

A—Classes of Property involved in 1916 appraisal adjustment treatment.
X—Classes of Property involved in five-year forecast treatment.

An examination of the foregoing shows that there are in all twenty-five
separate classes of property upon which depreciation is estimated, and concern-

ing thirteen of these no difference of opinion has developed as to the proper
ratio chargeable thereon. It is, therefore, necessary to consider only the

remaining twelve upon which a difference exists.

XII

During the hearing, three sets of depreciation rates were filed, as shown in

the preceding statement. One on the part of tlie company, and two others on
the part of the respondents. Each is based on the average book cost of the

classes of property affectcfl for the year 1925.

The company's officials explained the method by which the rate attached

to each class of property was arrived at, and having regard to all of them a

composite depreciation of 5-41 per cent was reached.

The second computation, being the first of those submitted on behalf of

the respondents, arrives at a composite rate of 4-47 per cent by the following

method:

—

The rate used in connection with lands and buildings is supported

by Dr. Maltbie's method of computation.
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On central office equipment—both manual and automatic—as well

as private branch exchanf^es, the normal life for all these items was

assumed.
On exchange pole lines, exchange aerial cable, exchange underground

cable, toll pole lines and toll aerial wire, the so-called appraisal of 1916

was used.

In the remaining three—namely, exchange aerial wire lines, exchange

aerial wire drops, and office furniture and fixtures—the depreciation figure

set for each of these classes was evolved from experience or observation

on the part of Dr. Maltbie acting for the respondents.

As above remarked, this calculation gives a composite rate of 4-47 per cent.

The third depreciation ratio calculation, being number seven in the state-

ment referred to, gives a composite ratio of 4.71 per cent.

Concerning buildings, the same remark may be made as under the pre-

ceding computation.

And as regards central office equipment, automatic, the opinion of Mr.

Wray, an engineer called on behalf of the respondents, was adopted.

As to the other nine items previously enumerated, the turnover cycle method
was applied to a five-year forecast; and as regards office furniture and fixtures,

the same calculation was made as in table 4.

The Board, therefore, has before it these three several calculations resulting

in a composite ratio of 5 -41 per cent submitted by the company, and 4-47 per

cent and 4-71 per cent submitted by the respondents.

XIII

Dealing now seriatim with the items involved, it is noted that the company
has estimated a rate of two per cent on buildings, whereas Dr. Maltbie, for the

respondents, makes the rate only half that amount. It may be said that there

is really no difference in the final calculations between the parties over this

item, except that Dr. Maltbie considers that a rise in value of the land which
the company's buildings occupy should be offset against a depreciation of the

buildings themselves. He admits that considering th*e buildings alone, a rate of

two per cent is not Excessive. From cross-examination it appeared that while
Dr. Maltbie bold-s tenaciously to his view, nevertheless it is not customary that

in these calculations any appreciation of the land be offset against the deprecia-

tion ratio of the buildings. No doubt an increase in value of land will find its

way into the accounts. It is not a question of losing sight of this increment of

value. But we are dealing here with depreciable property, and are of opinion

that our discussion at present should be confined to it alone, and consequently
are in line with the view expressed by the company, that a depreciation ratio

of two per cent is reasonable in regard to this class of property.

In central office equipment the company has set its depreciation ratio at
6-5 per cent, and Mr. Wray, for the respondents, estimates the same at 4-8 per
cent. The latter estimate is made under the assumption that the manual equip-

ment is to be allowed to live out its normal useful life without being interrupted

by what might be regarded as the premature introduction of machine switching.

He agrees that having regard to, the conditions under which Mr. Peterson made
his study, and in view of the fact that the early retirement of the manual equip-
ment is contemplated, 4-8 per cent will not be a proper rate of depreciation, and
he accepted 6-5 per cent as accurate. There does not seem to be much difference

of opinion between the parties concerned over tliis item. If the company carries

out its projected change from manual to automatic switching, the life of the
item under consideration will be thereby shortened, and consequently its depre-
ciation rate heightened, in which event, both parties agree that 6 5 per cent is

a fair ratio to set.
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On the other liaiul, Mr. Wray estimates 4.8 per cent as the proper depre-

ciation rate und^r normal conditions, and of this there is no contradiction.

The (luostion is raised hero by counsel for the respondents that, having an

equipment reasonably satisfactory and concerning which no complaint has

been presented, it is unfair to the telephone users that they should be compelled

to pay for scrapping their machines before their time of service is at an end The
difference lies just here. There are, no doubt, business reasons why it is undesir-

able to lengthen out the process of change. Whether such reasons prevail in the

face of an increase of rates to that amount, is questionable. But it is manifest

from the evidence that the company's calculation is not out of the way, having
regard to their proposed alteration, and in our opinion it should stand at 6.5 per

cent.

As regards the next item, namely machine switching, a noticeable difference

in rate prevails.

The company's exhibit No. 16 sets the depreciation ratio upon automatics

at 6.5 per cent, the same as is claimed to be applicable to manual operation,

whereas in column 4 Mr. Wray submits a rate of 3.6 per cent for this item.

He sets this percentage on the same assumption as that referred to above, in

connection with his rate of 4.8 per cent for manual equipment, not taking into

account inadequacy or obsolescence. It was further stated by Mr. Wray that

there is not the body of fact or experience ii\ connection with the automatic that

there is with the manual, whereby exact computation can be made. But from,

all the facts anti experience available, and from consideration of the thing in

itself, and the conditions under which it will operate, and the causes that may
bring about its retirement, he recommends a depreciation rate of five per cent

as proper under existing circumstances.

Mr. Kempster B. Miller, an authority in telephone engineering, adheres to

the view that it is safer to stay on the level of manual depreciation until some-
thing has transpired which will indicate whether the rate should be raised or

lowered. One thing develops from the discussion by these experts, and that

is, that the estimate of each is little better than a guess. The Board has fal-

lowed carefully the reasons given by the different experts and is not by any
means convinced that, even as a matter of experiment, the depreciation ratio

of the automatic machine should be as great as- that of the manual. A ratio

of 5.5 per cent, instead of 6.5 per cent as set by the company is sufficient.

The ratio to be allowed in the matter of private branch exchanges fur-

nishes the next matter of divergence. The applicant company's engineer has
placed this at 6 per cent, whereas Dr. Maltbie estimates the same at 5 per

cent in table 4.

The dilYerence of opinion above indicated has developed upon the question

of how much per cent of salvage will be available in connection with this class

of property. Under Mr. Peterson's calculation, he figures that there should be

^ salvage of 46 per cent net, whereas Dr. Maltbie places the same at a higher

,figure, namely 55 per cent, and the difference between the two is represented

,by a depreciation ratio of 5 and 6 per cent respectively. The definite program
for the installation of automatic equipment which is now before the company
will no doubt affect the private branch exchanges to some degree. It may be

,well to say that we are not setting a figure which cannot be altered. The
experience of the company can always be brought to bear upon any of these

calculations, and while an application of this kind is a serious matter, and
imposes upon all parties heavy financial burdens, yet in regard to these depre-

ciation ratios, some of which are experimental, the Board thinks means can

be adopted whereby it may review tlie same. To set a depreciation ratio on

this, or any other class of property under special circumstances arising from a

change of equipment, may very well result in fixing a ratio excessive under normal
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conditions, and this should be avoided. The company says it has taken all that

into account. In this item, as well as in a preceding one, regard is had by the

company's engineer, to the short life of the class of property under considera-

tion by reason of the fact that a change is imminent. This is not a permanent

•condition, and a depreciation ratio calculated under such circumstances, even

after making allowances, might reflect more than sufficient at ordinary times.

The figures involve a difference of somewhat over $25,000. The company's

•estimate should be allowed.

Up to the present, we have discussed what is known as inside property and
upon the different items involved the depreciation ratios were calculated by
Mr. Wray and adopted by Dr. Ma^ltbie, who made no personal investigation

into the same.

XIV

Coming into what is classed as "outside" property. Dr. Maltbie, by using

the five year forecast, has arrived at rates different from those set up by the

company upon nine different divisions of the outside property, as shown marked
X " in the statement on page 238.

Mr. Peterson explained how the estimates for the forecast were prepared.

He said that there had been a careful study for the first year's requirements in

conuection with these items of outside plant and station equipment, as well by
field officials having charge of the five territorial divisions of the company's
work; that their forecast was constructed from a statement of materials and
equipment derived from the knowledge of the existing requirements of the plant

and its expected growth, and the amount of equipment or plan,t that would be
required for gross additions and what would necessarily be retired. He detailed

extensively the thorough method adopted by the officials of the company, show-
ing how the first year's estimate and each of the remaining four years' estimates

were arrived at. He stated that,

—

"the difference between the first year's estimate and each of the remain-
ing four years is that in respect of land, buildings and central oflBce

equipment, it is estimated on a project basis; but in respect of the

outside plant and the station equipment, the first year is a detailed

estimate built up from materials an,d equipment and the prices, whereas
for the balance of the five years, that is the four years ahead, it is

estimated broadly upon a monetary basis."

The results of this calculation were furnished upon request to Dr. Maltbie,
and Mr. Peterson was asked as to the use made by the latter gentleman of such

estimates, and said that they were used by him " for the purpose of determining
what will be the result on indicated life by applying the turn^over cycle method
for certain classes of property for the period ending with the year 1930."

The object of the forecast, as detailed by Mr. Peterson, was to arrive at

money requirements, not to estimate the retirements on the basis of a deprecia-

tion ratio. As against the depreciation ratio thus deduced by Dr. Maltbie from
the forecast above made, we have that compiled by Mr. Peterson ai^d thoroughly
described in his depreciation study in evidence wherein the methods by which
the various ratios of depreciation were arrived at, are minutely and completely
described. Tables and explanatory graphs were submitted in support of his

conclusions, and while it must be admitted that in a discussion, so extremely
technical, one follows with difficulty and sometimes with doubt the processes

explained and conclusion arrived at, yet the merit of one method as against

another is more easily understood. And having examined the studies sub-
mitted by Mr. Peterson, the Board has no hesitation in arriving at the con-
clusion, as against the criticisms made in this particular by the respondents,
that the company's figures stand uudisturbed.
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XV

As to some of the classes of property, a certain use was made by Dr.
Maltbie of the so-called 1916 appraisal. This may be said with reference to

exchange pole lines, exchange aerial cable, exchange underground cable, toll

poll lines, and toll aerial wires. The first four of these items are subject to the

observations immediately above, as wdl as to the remark that as regards the

fi<i;uros shown in ta))lc 4 on these classes of plan,t. Dr. Maltbie arrived at the

fi<iures shown in the last named table by using a unit retirement cost taken
from the 191G appraisal, and scaling this down by use of the ratio which the

1916 appraisal figures bore to the 1916 book figures, thereby obtaining certain

unit costs which he accepted as representative of book costs as of January 1,

1916. Finding that these scaled down unit costs were lower than the unit costs

to wliich Mr. Peterson had adjusted them as retirement figures, he concluded
that Mr. Peterson was in error and that book balances were not on the samg
price level as his retirement figures. To correct this, Dr. Maltbie calculated

the amount by which the book blance should be increased for each class of

plant, showing the results in table 11 of exhibit 141; resulting in longer service

lives and consequently lower depreciation ratio t'ha^n found by Mr. Peterson.

In examination it developed that Dr. Maltbie had added a fixed amour;t for

the years back of 1914 when the plant was of very much less volume, and it

seems plain that in his estimtac he should have used a percentage which if

properly calculated would have brought his figures more in line with those of

the company. The fact is, that there was no appraisal of outside plant in 1916.

If such had been the case there would be justification for using the ratio which
such appraisal bore to the 1916 book prices, but if was established that the

so-called appraisal of 1916 covered a period of six years, beginning in 1911,

when an inventory was made of the Montreal property and priced out at unit

costs of that year, and the appraisal of 1916 was accomplished by book addi-

tions, dollars additions to June 13, 1916. And in the case of Toronto also, an
appraisal was made in 1912 and brought down to June 30, 1916, in the same
manner. Such procedure makes it clear that it would be impossible to extract

the average costs year by year from the so-called 1916 appraisal. They are

not by anv means the 1916 costs, but they are an aggregate of cost from the

year 1911 to 1916.

XVI

Criticism of the company's ratio, which has for its foundation data
collected in the way above described cannot be effective. It is extremely
difficult to say whether or not the company's ratio on each individual item is

exactly right, but in the Board's opinion it suffers nothing from what has been
said against it by the respondents. A study of the reasons adduced by Mr.
Peterson and of the methods which were taken by the company's officials to

arrive at these figures, affords little ground for altering the same. Having
regard to this branch of the inquiry it seems to the Board that it must accept

the study and results so made and compiled by the officials of the company, if

the same are not impugned for reasons which seem to be valid and effective, and
this observation applies not only to the items under consideration but to others

as well. If, in the criticism levelled against them, there would seem to be

justice and reason, the Board would not hesitate to follow to its logical con-

clusion any doubt raised as to the accuracy of the company's figures. But
where, as in the present case, the criticisms are shown to be based upon premises

which are inconclusive, no course seems to be open other than to accept the

results compiled by the company upon matters of a wholly technical nature.

The depreciation ratio upon two other classes of property is challenged,

and upon one of them at least it is easier to form an estimate. Office furniture

and fixtures to the value of nearly half a million dollars are estimated by the
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company to bear a depreciation ratio of 7.5 per cent, as against the lower
figure of 6.0 per cent set up in tables 4 and 7. The company's rate is arrived

at by estimating the life of such property to be twelve and a half years, and
this shortens what might under other circumstances be its normal life of fifteen

and a half years by reason of the reduction due to a change in policy and prac-
tice of the company. No investigation or examination of the property involved

was made by Dr. Maltbie upon which he could base his estimate of six per
cent, but his conclusion was derived from experience in other directions. In

view of the fact that it is admitted that such class of property can reasonably

be expected to have a life of between fifteen and sixteen years, as shown in

exhibit 84, the onus is certainly on the company to establish its position. Tlic

only answer to this is that this class of equipment in the past has resulted in

longer life than is to be expected from the present equipment, inasmuch as

articles of inefficient equipment, including double desks, are being done away
with and standardization inaugurated, better sanitary conditions established,

metal cabinets are being introduced for housing important documents; excess-

ive repairs to worn and obsolete typewriters are being avoided by abandon-
ment of the same,—all in order to bring about increased efficiency and better

work. It is also pointed out that the company plans to erect a new adminis-
tration building to centralize its department, which .will result in a certain

amount of existing equipment being retired. The Board is somewhat in doubt
as to the necessity for raising this figure from the amount indicated by a fifteen

and a half year life 7.5 per cent, which represents a life of twelve and a half

years. But as less than $7,000 is involved in the change, the company's figure

may stand for the present.

It is to be noted that a composite depreciation rate of 9.5 per cent is set up
by the company in connection with wire lines and wire drops in exchange aerial

service. This figure is challenged by Dr. Maltbie, who separates such items

in table 4, asdgning a figure of 10.9 per cent to wire line, and 3.5 per cent to

wire drops. In his criticism of the figures submitt-ed by the company Dr. Malt-
bie testified that the company's procedure in this regard is out of line with that

of other companies operating under the same system of accounts, although he
admitted in cross-examination that the practice varies. There are instances,

where apparently all drop wires go through maintenance and repair, and prac-
tically none of them go through depreciation reserve account. Mr. Peterson in

support of his figures testified that in the accounting practices of the Bell Tele-

phone Company all drop wires retired under specific estimates are charged to

the reserve, whereas such retirements imder routine work are charged to main-
tenance. A difference in practice is involved here. The company carries the

two kinds of wire in one account, instead of setting up a separate rate for line

wire and another for drop wire. In work done on a large scale, upon which
estimates are necessarily made, drop wires retired thereunder are not charged
to maintenance. Under the company's present practice however, it seems
impossible to now separate the two accounts for the purpose of arriving at

proper rates, and the Board accepts the company's composite rate of 9.5 per

cent upon these items.

In the foregoing, for reasons stated, the depreciation rates propKDsed by the

company have been accepted, except that for machine switching, which is put
at 5.5 per cent instead of 6.5 per cent. The average book cost of this class of

equipment at the end of 1926 is $7,182,653.78, and the company has credited

to the depreciation reserve for this item, the sum of $466,872.50. Using the

ratio of 5.5 per cent, the amount to be so credited is $395,045.96—a reduction

of $71,826.54.

The alteration of the company's ratio on automatic equipment from 6.5
per cent to 5.5 per cent results in a change in the composite ratio from 5.41
per cent to 5.34 per cent.
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It is thus apparent that the use of a depreciation ratio of 5.5 per cent upon
automatic equi])ment, instead of 6.5 per cent as estimated by the company,
has a substantial reaction upon the sum total estimated under that head; and
as above remarked, it also reduces the composite depreciation ratio to 5.34 per
cent, instead of 5.41 per cent, and thereby effects a saving upon that item of

S71 .826.54. It will further be noted that inasmuch as this class of equipment
will increase very materially during the years until manual equipment is sup-

planted, this difference of one per cent will assume larger proportions. It is

estimated that for the year 1927 it will reach the sum of $100,000.

Reference is made to the contention that property is normally about 80
per cent depreciated, and that therefore a reserve equal to 20 per cent of the

average plant in service is adequate. This was referred to in the 1919 Case,

Part XIII, although it was not deemed necessary to make any ruling on the

point. In the present case it has been contended that the existing depreciation

resen-e is excessive.

In his evidence Dr. Maltbie stated that he understood that engineers for

the Bell Telephone system had commonly made the statement that if a plant

were growing at the rate of 10 per cent per annum, the amount in depreciation

reserve, to be adequate find reasonable, would range from 20 per cent to 22 per

cent. Dr. Maltbie is here referring to an opinion understood to have been
expressed in the United States.

While the range from 20 per cent to 22 per cent was set out by Dr. Maltbie
and based on his understanding of a position " commonly held counsel for

the city of Toronto states that as the Bell property has been growing more
rapidly than 10 per cent per annum, the maximum percentage of reserve should,

therefore, be below 20 per cent.

Dr. Maltbie, in stating the understanding above referred to, said he was
not quoting it as a fact, but that he was going to use it as an illustration. He
was manifestly not expressing this as a concluded opinion based on his own
researches. He also referred to the opinion stated, as set out in the argument
of counsel, to be " held by many that when a depreciation reserve has reached
20 per cent, the annual depreciation expense charges should be limited to actual

losses. . . (Argument p. 129.)

The book cost of the Bell Telephone Company in December 31, 1926, was
$112,915,126; the depreciation reserve as of the same date was $25,883,116.08,

or 22 03 per cent. Included in the book cost is the item of land at $1,494,349,

and intangible capital at $76,811. In the Montreal Case, 15 Can. Ry. Cos. 134,

land was omitted from tlie base on wliich the depreciation ratio was computed.
The two items referred to total $1,571,160. Deducting these from the book
cost, there is a revised sum of $111,343,966. The depreciation reserve is 22-3

I>er cent.

In view of the element of judgment of necessity involved in connection with
depreciation ratios, and the amounts accruing therefrom, it w^ould not be justifi-

able to say that it would be safe to limit the payment to reserve to losses actu-

ally accruing in given years, and regardless of the contingencies of change; nor
would it be justifiable to say that on the record now before the Board the per-

centage of reserve is excessive.

While the amount expended for current maintenance, $5,769,720.33, seems
large, yet when it is understood that this item takes care of thousands of calls

for repairs to stations, as well as all the company's lines—aerial and imder-
ground—central office equipment, etc., it is not surprising that this item has not
occasioned serious objection. It includes repairs or additions made daily to

apparatus and property, in order to keep the same in a state of efficiency. The
actual cost for this maintenance in 1925 was $4,466,493.19. Increased stations

undoubtedly mean increased expense, and this is reflected in the increase in this

item of over $1,000,000 during the year 1926.
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XVIII

The service contract between the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany (hereinafter spoken of as the American Company), and the Bell Telephone
Company of Canada (hereinafter ppoken of as the Canadian Company), is

covered by two agreements, one dated May 16, 1923, and another, a supple-

mentary agreement, dated April 17, 1926. (Exhibit No. 20.)

Under an agreement entered into on November 1, 1880, the American Tele-

phone Company had undertaken to deliver to tlie Canadian Telephone Com-
pany, Limited, " the rights " and interest of the former in certain letters patent
of the Dominion of Canada theretofore issued to Alexander Graham Bell. The
American Telephone Company also undertook to transfer to the Canadian Tele-

phone Company all patent rights or licenses to use patented inventions in the

Dominion of Canada which the former company had or might hereafter acquire.

The agreement of 1923 sets out that the A. T. & T. Co. has succeeded to

the obligations of the American Telephone Company, and that the Bell Tele-

phone Company of Canada, Limited, has succeeded to the rights possessed by
the Canadian Telephone Company, Limited, under the agreement of 1880.

The recitals set out that the agreement of 1880 did not obligate the American
Telephone Company, or its successors, to patent its inventions in Canada. The
successor to this company desired to be relieved from the obligation to assign

to the Canadian Company all letters patent of the Dominion of Canada for

telephonic apparatus, etc., which it might hereafter acquire. The Canadian
Company desired " to be made secure in their right to use all such inventions

of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company relating to said telephone
or telephonic apparatus through licenses under patents to be issued therefor."

The provisions of the agreement may be summarized as follows:

—

1. The Canadian Company releases the American Company from all further

obligations under the provisions of the second section of the contract of Novem-
ber 1, 1880. This provided that on the issuance and delivery by the Canadian
Company to the American Company of $300,000 of the capital stock of the

Canadian Company, the American Company would assign to the Canadian
Company the patent issued to Alexander Graham Bell, above referred to, and
also the letters patent or licenses in connection therewith, to which reference

was also made.

2. The American Company agrees to furnish the Canadian Company with
copies of specifications of all applications for United States patents for inven-

tions re telephones, including cables which the American Company, or the

Western Electric Company, Inc., may hereafter file in the United States of

America.

3. On request of the Canadian Company the American Company will patent,

or cause to be patented, in the Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland, such
of said inventions designated by the Canadian Company as it may have the

right to have so patented.

4. The American Company will grant, or cause to be granted, the Canadian
Company licenses to make, including the right to have others make and manu-
facture, use and sell, under each of such patents of the Dominion of Canada
and Newfoundland.

5. The American Company agrees that in acquiring other United States

patents, or right under such patents, regarding telephonic appliances, etc., it will

make reasonable efforts at the same time to acquire such rights for the Dominion,
of Canada a.nd Newfoundland. That where there is no (a) additional expense
to the American Company, it will acquire such rights; (5) where there is addi-

tional expense such rights will be acquired on authorization by the Canadiau
365U—
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Company at the expense of the said company; (c) where such rights are acquired

the Canadian Company is to reimburse the American Company for the addi-

tional expense.

6. Tlie American Company agrees (n) to afford the Canadian Company to

acquire and use, as and when completed and standardized, all new and improved
apparatus and developments in the art of telephony resulting from the research

and development work conducted by the American Company, provided that

where the use of such apparatus and developments includes the use of Canadian
patents, not owned or controlled by the American Company, the American
Company does not undertake to obtain for the Canadian Company rights under
such patents; (6) that it will continuously prosecute its work of research in

"the development of plans, methods, systems, and ideas, designed to promote
safety, economy, and efficiency in the equipment, construction, a.n,d operation

of telephone plants, including that of the Canadian Company." It is provided
that if the American Company discontinues said fundamental work of research

for the associated companies of the Bell System in the United States, then the

obligation to the Canadian Company shall also cease. In such event, how-
ever, a reasonable amount to be a.greed upon between the parties, will be
deducted from the compensation thereinafter provided for."

7. " That it will furnish the Canadian Company advice and assistance in

general engineering, plant, traffic, operating, commercial, accounting (including

the auditing of accounts), patent, administrative, and other matters including

legal matters, so far as reasonably practicable, in view of the difference between
the legal systems of the Dominion of Canada and of the United States, pertain-

ing to the efficient, economical, and successful conduct of the telephone business

of the Canadian Company; such advice and assistance to be given through the
issuance to it of data, discussion, and conclusions, including bulletins, books,

circular letters, standard specifications, and blue prints, and through the per-

formance of specific work in cases of unusual magnitude and complexity,
rendering such work necessary, as well as through personal conferences between
officials and experts of the respective companies, and through extending to

representatives of the Canadian Company the privilege of attending confer-

ences of the American Company and its associated companies."

8. That it will furnish to the Canadian Company advice and assistance

in its financing for the extension, development, or improvement of its telephone

system and in the general matter of its finances, including assistance in securing

funds on fair terms as and when needed for n,ew construction and other expendi-

tures, and active assistance in the marketing of the Canadian Company's securi-

ties, but not including any obligation on the part of the American Company to

advance its own funds, or to use its own credit for these purposes,"

9. In order to improve service thioughout its territory, the Canadian Com-
pany is entitled to extend to telephone companies with which it may wish to

exchange data and advice, the benefit of such engineering and technical advice

as is above referred to. This to be done on such terms and eonditions as the

Canadian Company may determine.

10. ''The Canadian Company further agrees that it will pay to the Ameri-
can Company at the office of the latter, at 195 Broadway, New York city, in

each year, beginning with the year 1923, the amount stated below:

—

" The initial and each succeeding annual payment hereunder shall be the

sum of three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000), provided, however, that

whenever the gross telephone revenues of the Canadian Company for any
calendar year shall be more than twenty million dollars ($20,000,000), by two
million dollars ($2,000,000) , or by a multiple thereof, then the annual payment
for such year shall be an amount equal to the initial annual payment above
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fixed, plus ten per cent thereof, where such increase of revenue is two milHon

dollars (12,000,000), and where such increase is a multiple of two million

dollars ($2,000,000), plus an increase equal to a like multiple of ten per cent

thereof.

" If the gross telephone revenues of the Canadian, Company for any
calendar year shall be less by two million dollars ($2,000,000), or any multiple

thereof, than the then basis for the computation of the annual payment here-

under, then and in such ever^t for each such two million dollars ($2,000,000) of

decrease, or any multiple thereof, the annual payment hereunder shall he

decreased by ten per cent of the initial annual payment hereunder, or by a like

multiple of such ten. per cent; provided, however, that the annual payment
hereunder shall in no event be less than the sum of three hundred thousand

dollars ($300,000), and provided, further, that the above provisions as to

increase in the said annual payment on account of in,creases in revenue shall

continue to be applicable; it being the intention of the parties that the annual

payment shall n,ot be less than three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) , and
that with this minimum it shall be increased or decreased, as the case may be,

as above provided, to correspond with increases or decreases in total gross

annual telephone revenues.

" Each such annual payment shall be paid in equal monthly instalments,

payable on or before the 10th day of each calendar month, except that the pay-

ments covering the months of January, February, and March, 1923, shall be

apportioned over the remaining months in said year, so as to make the total

payment for the said year equal, the initial payment above stated."

11. If the Canadian Company fails to pay for thirty days after the due
date any sums herein due, or if either party shall violate any of the other terms
or conditions of this agreement, and shall persist in feuch default or violation,

or shall fail to remedy or repair the same for sixty days after written notice,

or shall become bankrupt or insolvent, the other party may, by written notice

to the party in default, terminate all rights of the said party in default, and
to enforce its rights may resort to its remedies in law, or in equity. The con-
tract is to run for ten years from January 1, 1923, and thereafter until either

party shall give to the other one year's written notice of its election to term-
inate the same.

Under the supplementary agreement it is set out (a) that, under the agree-

ment of May 16, 1923, " the Canadian Company receives broader patent rights

and benefits than it was entitled to enjoj'' under the contract theretofore in

force," said contract being that of November 1, 1880; and particular reference

is made to the second section of same. The recitals continue that, under article

1 of the agreement of May 16, 1923, the Canadian Company released the

American Company from further obligation under section 2 of said agreement
of November 1, 1880. It is further recited that it is the understanding of the
parties that upon the termination of the agreement of May 16. 1923, the obli-

gation on the American Company under the second section of the agreement
of 1880 revives.

This understanding is then validated by the specific terms of the agree-

ment. It sets out that in consideration of the premises, and for the sum of

one dollar ($1) by each to the other in hand paid, the receipt of which is

hereby acknowledged, The parties hereto do hereby agree that, upon the

termination at any time, or for any cause whatsoever, of said agreement of

May 16, 1923, the said second section of said contract of November 1, 1880,

shall be automaticaHly reinstated in full force and effect, and the American
Company shall be subject thereto, and the Canadian Company entitled to the
benefits thereof, from and after such termination, to the same extent as if said
second section had never been abrogated or suspended."

36511—2 i
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The service is provided for under the agreements which have been set

out. The companies concerned are under different jurisdictions—the Canadian

Company alone being subject to the jurisdiction of tlie Board. Under the ser-

vice contract agreement between the American Company (the A. T. & T.) and
the Associated Jiell companies in the United States, there is a charge of 4 per

cent (formerly 41 per cent) for the services perfonned hy the parent company.
^These services cover the lease of the telephones or subscribers' sets, the right

-to use the telephonic apparatus, methods, and systems covered by the patents

•owned or controlled by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company; the

American Telephone research, investigation, and experimentation to furnish

advice and assistance in general engineering, plant, traffic, operating, com-
mercial, accounting, patent, 'legal, and administrative matters, also to give

financial support and assistance, and to guarantee in case of deficiency the

operating company's Employee's Benefit Fund.

What has been set out in the abstract of the agreement witli the Canadian
Company may be referred to as showing in general such differences as exist

in respect of the services rendered to the Canadian Company on the one hand,
as compared with the associate Bell companies on the other. It is estimated

by the Canadian Company that the amount it pays on the basis of 400,000

stations is about 2 per cent.

In the United States the service contract and its incidents has engaged
the attention of commissions and courts. The Public Utilities Commission of

the State of Missouri, in a case before it, made reductions in the payments to

be made under the service contract to the American Company. The matter
eventually came before the Supreme Court of the United States in State of
Missouri ex Rel. and South Western Bell, 292 U.S. 276. The court found that
the 4^ per cent charge—the percentage then paid—was the ordinary charge
paid by the associate companies, and stated that there was nothing to indicate

'bad faith, and that it appeared that a proper discretion had been exercised by
the South Western Bell Company in entering into the agreement. The deci-

sions show that in a large preponderance of cases in the United States, where
the service contract had been the matter of adjudication either by commis-
sions or courts, the sums set out under the contract have been allowed in full.

Witnesses from the American Company have testified in the present case
to the nature and extent of the work which is being carried on by the Research
Department of that company. The benefit of the engineering and other tech-
nical advice and information in respect to construction, maintenance, repair,

and operation of plant, received by the Canadian Company from the American
Company under the agreement, may in turn be extended by the former to tele-

phone companies operating in Canada and Newfoundland, this to be done on
such terms and conditions as the Canadian Company may determine. Testimony
has been given in the present hearing by various representative officials of the

Canadian Company in respect to the advantages it is contended the Canadian
Company obtains under the contract.

The suggestion that the contract is an improper one was, to a great extent,

based on the position that the two companies were not dealing at arm's length,

and that this tended to create an atmosphere of suspicion.

There is no doubt that services of value are obtained under the contract.

So long as present day business organization continues, and public utility cor-

porations are under private ownership, the general business administration of

such corporations must, of necessity, be in the hands of their directors. Of
course, if they abuse their discretion and enter into improvident contracts, that

is a matter which must be given full weight when it arises in connection with

a hearing involving rates. In the present instance, on weighing the evidence,

there is no such proof of abuse of discretion or improvidence in bargaining as
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would justify the Board in taking the position that the agreement should bo

invalidated in whole or in part. The function of the Board is one of corrective

regulation, not of business management.

In the South Western Bell Company case, the United States Supreme Court

cited with approval State Public Utilities Commission ex. Rel. Springfield vs.

Springfield Gas and E. Co., 291 III 209, 234, which stated, " The Commission

is not the financial manager of the corporation, and it is not empowered to sub-

stitute its judgment for that of the directors of corporations, nor can it ignore

items charged by the utility as operating expenses, unless there is an abuse of

discretion in that regard by the corporate officials."

XIX

In as much as the relationship between the applicant company and the

Northern Electric Company was the subject of much comment, it is necessary,

before disposing of this application, to pass this matter under review, and con-

cerning this matter it may be said:

—

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada purchases its supplies from the

Northern Electric Company, under an agreement and a supplementary agree-

ment filed as exhibit 21.

Exhibit 117 sets out that in 1924 the sales by the Northern Electric to the

Bell Telephone represented 55.6 per cent of their total sales, and in 1925, 57.8

per cent.

It was submitted by several contestants that an inquiry should be made of

all the affairs of the Northern Electric Company.
This question had come up before the Board in previous inquiries. It was

dealt with in the 1921 judgment (Board's Orders and Judgments, Vol. 11, pp.

46^47-48).

It was then held that the Board has no general supervisory power in regard

to intercorporate relations. The Board's functions are mainly concerned with
companies operating under the Railway Act.

The previous decision of the Board was adhered to in this case, viz: that
no examination of the finances of the Northern Electric Company should be
made unless it were clearly shown that the prices charged to the Bell Telephone
Company were enhanced illegitimately, because of the close relations between
these two companies.

A study of the agreement and of the supplementary agreement (exhibit

No. 21) reveals the four following principal features:

—

1. The Northern Electric Company maintains stocks and storerooms at

certain points, from which the Bell' Telephone Company can draw daily;

2. It acts as the purchasing agent and storekeeper of supplies not manu-
factured by itself;

3. It performs certain small services, such as classifying, storing and repair-

ing returned material;

4. As regards articles manufactured by the Northern Electric Company,
they are sold to the Bell Telephone Company at the most favoured customers'

prices.

The maintenance of stocks and storerooms by the Northern Electric Com-
pany offers a considerable advantage to the Bell Telephone Company inasmuch
as it enables it to save the capital that it would have otherwise to invest for

that purpose.

The Northern Electric Company is a competitor in the open market, and
sells to the general trade articles which it also manufactures or purchases,

stores, maintains and ships to the Bell Telephone Company, at net prices, plus

a small remuneration.
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The Bell Telephone Company is thereby enabled to buy its requirements

at a lower cost than if it did manufacture them itse'lf.

The remuneration, va.rics from 4 per cent to 9 per cent; 4 per cent, if the

shipment is made direct from the supplier to the Bell Telephone Company, and
9 per cent if it is stored by the Northern Electric Company.

There is, however, an exception in respect of stationery and office supplies,

in respect of which the remuneration is 12 per een.t if the shipment is made from
stock, and 5 per cent if shipped directly by the supplier to the Bell Telephone
Company. This higher charge is due to the fact that stationery and office

supplies require greater handling, storage and other expenses, in proportion to

its relatively low value.

The Northern Electric Company also performs repairs on returned
apparatus. Minor repairs are performed in storerooms in Montreal and
Toronto; major repairs are performed at the factory.

This is not an exhaustive list of the services rendered by the Northern
Electric Company under its contract. For instance, the Northern Electric

Company also inspects for the Bell Telephone Company the various articles

that it purchases for it.

Certain special services are charged on the basis of the net cost, plus 4
per cent for remuneration.

The Bell Telephone Company is not obligated to buy anything, or exclu-

sively, from the Northern Electric Company. As a matter of fact, it pur-

chases sand, gravel, cement, poles, printing matters, telephone directories,

automobile equipment, motor tires, and various other articles outside.

The Northern Electric Company is obligated to sell to the Bell Telephone
Company articles of their own manufacture at prices at least as low as prices

charged to the most favoured customer in Canada or elsewhere. The price paid
by the Bell Telephone Company is the same for one article or for 1,000; on
minimum quantities it gets the maximum discount. Reference may be made to

exhibit 86, a comparison of prices on telephone apparatus by the Northern
Electric Company to the Telephone Company, and to the general trade; dis-

cussed in Record Vol. 457, pp. 3793 to 3799.

Exhibits 87-88-89-90 filed by the company, give a comparison of prices for

apparatus manufactured by the Northern Electric Company and its competing
manufacturers; prices charged by the Northern Electric Company on specifi-

cation material to the Bell Telephone Company and to the trade.

Exhibit 91 is an estimate of what it would have 'COSt the Bell Telephone
Company in 1925, to buy its own requirements through its own purchasing
department and warehouses.

It has been established that the prices charged by the Northern Electric

Company, under the most favoured customer's clause, were lower than those

which the Bell Telephone Company would have been obliged to pay to other

manufacturers.

It also appears obvious that the Northern, Electric Company is able, on
account of its mass production and volume of trade, to manufacture and sell at

a lower cost than the Bell Telephone Company could manufacture or purchase
if it were limited only to its own requirements.

There is no evidence of any improper financial arrangements between the

two companies, and the agreement and the supplementary agreement which
govern their relations are distinctly advantageous to the Bell Telephone Com-
pany.

The Board can be concerned only with the effect of the Bell Telephone
Company's purchase of materials, from the standpoint of its net revenue.
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On consideration of the evidence, one is compelled to reach the conclusion

that it has not been shown that the prices charged were unreasonable; on the

contrary, it was shown that such prices were as low or lower than those charged

to other customers.

This phase of the case must be ended there.

XX

In dealing with the question of income tax, the company in 1919 explained

that the practice of the Department of Fin,ance was that where the income tax

was greater than the business profits tax, or vice versa, then whichever gave the

large amount was charged. The Board stated that the question was, what was
the practice of the department? And it stated that the Commissioner of

Taxation set out that:

—

" The tax paid under the income tax of 1917 cannot be charged as

an expense, but must each year be paid out of surplus. In. respect to

corporations, it is a tax payable on net profits realized during a calendar

I K> 1^ year or the fiscal year in excess of $3,000." (Board's Orders and Judg-

'^'V^
ments, Vol. 9, ^70. Sec. 4).

This position was also followed by the Board in the 1921 case (Board's Orders
and Judgments, Vol. 9, p. 43, Sec. 12.)

In the present case referer;ce is made by the company to the 1925 amend-
ments to the Income War Tax Act of 1917 (16-17, Geo. V, Chap. 10, Sec. 2),
and it is claimed that the amending legislation in question sets at rest any
contention that because dividends w^ere exempt from income tax, the chargiug
of the income tax among the company's expenses, instead of putting it against
surplus or deducting it from dividends, amounted to an added return, on the
investment, since dividends being no longer exempt, it could no longer be claimed
that the income tax paid by the company is in ease of the shareholders' burdens.

The present status of the matter, under the legislation, is set out at length

m the following communication from the Commissioner of Taxation:

—

Under the Dominion Income Tax Act it is provided that corpora-

tions pay in respect of their income over certain specified statutory

exemptions a tax at the rates provided for in the various amendments
since the inception of the law in 1917. This tax is a company tax for

which the company itself is wholly liable and has no connection with

the shareholders whatsoever.
" Corporation tax is presently provided for by section 4, subsection

2 of the Act as amended, which reads:

—

' Corporations shall pay 9 per cent upon income exceeding

$2,000.'

" The dividends of a corporation ' shall be taxable income of the

taxpayer in the year in which they are paid or distributed.' This raises

a liability as against individuals and has nothing whatever to do with

the company as a liability of it.

' In computing the amount of profits or gains to be assessed a

deduction shall not be allowed in respect of

—

(a) 'disbursements or expenses not wholly, exclusively and

necessarily laid out or expended for the purpose of earning the

income.' (Sec. 3, ss. 8.)

" Income tax paid this year by a corporation in respect of the

profits of the previous year is not a deduction within the meaning of the
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above provision for the purpose of arriving at the taxable income of

the company for this year. The tax is a division of profits, compelled
by statutory law, as between the company and the Crown. That very
division, however, depletes the actual profits available by the company
for distribution among its siiareholders and anything that depletes the

profits must be taken as a charge in the books of the company."

XXI
The facts above enumerated leave the ground clear to review the whole

situation, and furnish reasons for the conclusions drawn. Nothing can be gained
by discussing at length the proposal put forward in some quarters, that differ-

ent localities should be charged different rates, calculated upon the basis of

the expense attaching to the service within individual districts. It is not
feasible, nor indeed in the opinion of the Board is it reasonable, to build rates

upon such a foundation. The business is one corporate unit operating in

different places, and cannot be split up into an indefinite number of sections,

each treated upon a different basis. No precedent for such was cited, and the

matter does not seem to require further discussion.

Having reached the conclusion that the company should be allowed suf-

ficient revenue to cover operating expenses, current maintenance, depreciation
(at a composite of 5.34 per cent), taxes, interest and dividends, and provide
an allowance of two per cent surplus on the average capital stock issued, it

was found that the application of the company's proposed schedule to the 1926
operations would have provided more revenue than required on the above basis.

The same will doubtless hold true for 1927, and consequently a reduction in

rates in some directions is possible. This may best be applied to the residential

service in groups 1 and 3. The residence exchange service in group 1, now
standing at $3.08, is, by the schedule filed, raised to $3.50. A reduction can
be made from the latter figure to $3.25, which it is observed is only 17 cents

above the existing amount.
A like deduction of 25 cents is feasible upon the two-party line residential

service in group 1, reducing that figure from $3 as proposed to $2.75.

In group 3, the rate proposed by the schedule filed for a one-party line is

$3.25, as against $2.57 previously charged. It has been observed that $2.57 is

by comparison a small amount for residential ser^ace for at least one of the

cities comprised in group 3. The rate of $3.25 may be reduced, under the

present circumstances, to $3.10, and the two-party residential service in the

same group from $2.75 to $2.60.

Applying these changed rates to the actual telephones in use as of June,

1926, it is found that the total exchange revenue for the last named year would
amount to $23,643,821, and a compilation comparing the revenues and expenses

under the present rates changed as above indicated, and using a depreciation

rate for machine switching of 5.5 per cent, shows that had such last named
depreciation rate and exchange rates been used for 1926, the result would have

been a surplus of $978,752, instead of a deficit of $1,440,927. The former

amount is two per cent of the average capital stock of $48,835,000, showing that

a two per cent surplus can be preserved in face of the alterations above made.

By its schedule the company has sought to readjust the charges so as to

remove existing anomalies and discriminations which were referred to in

previous judgments. The various exchanges have been placed in groups

according to the number of telephones in use, and while cost or investment

has not been altogether ignored, it has not controlled the establishment of

rates. Except in group 9, which shows reduction affecting exchanges, the

heavier burden falls upon the business service and this would seem proper,

having regard to the use and value of the service.
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The value of telephone service to a business community is incalculable, and
while that fact should not render eas}^ the exploitation of tlie business public,

nevertheless in the presence of the insistent demand for efficiency and enlarge-

ment, the raise indicated in the schedule filed would not weight in the balance

against a failure of the objects sou}2;ht to be obtained. Perhaps a somewhat
different consideration may in many instances apply to residence exchange ser-

vice. On that assumption it has boon thought well to apply whatever lowering

can now be effected to this branch of telephone use.

Under existing rates, residential telephones in different districts presented

some material features of discrimination. The charge for residence exchange

service in the city of Ottawa has been running at $2.57 for a one-party line.

Ottawa is classed as a city whose telephone stations are over 20,000 and less

than 50,000, and from the schedule it appears that cities having as small a

number as 2,000, such as Woodstock, Brockville, and Lachine, carry the same
rate of $2.57. If we recognize the principle that the telephone user should pay
somewhat in proportion to the facilities provided, that is to say, that a person

whose telephone is connected with from 20,000 to 50.000 stations has a service

more valuable than is provided by a telephone connected with half that number
of stations, it is obvious that great discrimination exists as against Woodstock
and otlier places of that size in favour of the city of Ottawa.

The city of Hamilton made a strong protest against being classed with

Ottawa for rate purposes, and looking at the advance in rate in the former city

for one-party line residential service, it is seen that under the rate schedule

allowed it is raised only two cents per month, and the increase in two-party
residential rates will amount to fourteen cents monthly. The almost negligible

increase in the one case, and the not unreasonable increase in the other under
the schedule as amended, takes from the protest of the users of residence

exchange service in Hamilton a great deal of its force. Speaking generally as

to residential service rates, it may be said that, under the new schedule, in 49
instances there is a raise of rate, in 18 a decrease, and in 281 no change.

In order to equalise the burden, the company in its schedule filed, makes
reductions for other services, which reductions, based on the number of instru-

ments and instrumentalities in use as of June, 1926, are as follows:

—

Desk sets $ 31,003 00 reduction
Extension stations 79,900 00 "

P. B. X. stations 220,982 00 "

Hotel stations 1,004 00 "

Excess mileage 112,903 00 "

445,792 00

It will be observed that these reductions account for nearly half a million
dollars of the increase provided by the new schedule.

While rates in other places in Canada are by no means conclusive of the
propriety of the charges in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, yet they give
a background more or less effective to the contentions which are put forward.
The New Brunswick Telephone Company, operating in that province, has in
its highest group something over 5,000 stations. For one-party business service
therein it charges $7.50 per month—fifty cents more than is now proposed to
be charged in Toronto and Montreal—and no two-party lines for business ser-
vice are available in that group in New Brunswick. For residence, it charges
for a one-party line $3, as against $3.25 in Toronto and Montreal, and the same
rate, namely $2.75, for a two-party line service prevails.

Comparisons with Manitoba, Alberta, and British Columbia show that rates
are more reasonable in Ontario and Quebec than in any of these provinces, if
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we take into cunsideration the service rendered, as evidence by the number of

stations available for call by telephone users in the two larger provinces.

In the city of Vancouver the Board has authorized the existing one-party
line rates of $6.60 for business and !?3.30 for residence service. The number of

stations in Vancouver on .Tulv 1, 1926, was 47,99(). In Toronto on the same
date there were 157,932, and in Montreal, 143,314.

From an examination of the exhibits placed before the Board, and having
regard to the testimony based thereon, and arguments deduced therefrom, it is

clear that along some lines of investigation doubt and uncertainty prevailed, and
conclusions were not infrequently admitted to be little more than a guess. This
is most particularly applicable to the fixing of depreciation rates, and as the

business develops this item will grow larger and larger. It is seen above that
even a small deduction in one particular rate entering into the composite ratio

stands for a large amount in dollars. Under the present circumstances, in which
change is taking place and new ec|uipment being substituted for old before the
period of life of the latter has actually expired, this may be calculated at too

high a figure.

For this reason, it is imperative that the Board should not lose sight of the

results of the company's financial operations, not only from year to year, but
[Calculated during a much shorter period of time. To that end the company
should be required to furnish the Board with complete financial statements each
[month of the year for its information, and keep it closely and continually in

touch with the company's operations and in a position to judge as to the actual

effect of the rates which are now put in, and direction to that effect will be given.

Inasmuch as some change has been made in the schedule of rates filed by
the company, and in order that no misapprehension or error may occur in putting

the amended schedule in force, it has been thought well to embody in this judg-
ment the tariff as the same is allowed by the Board. Such rates may be put into

effect on the first day of March now next, and are as follows:

—

RATES FOR LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE WITHIN THE BASE RATE AREAS,
AND FOR RURAL SERVICE IN EXCHANGE AREAS, SPECIFIED IN EACH
OF THE FOLLOWING RATE GROUPS

Rates shown arc for wall type equipment

Group I

Rates—Per Month Business Residence
One-Party Line $7 00 $3 25
Two-Party Line 6 00 2 75
Extension Station .* 1 05 80

Montreal, Toronto

Group III

Rates—Per Month Business Residence
One-Party Line $5 50 $3 10
Two-Party Line 4 50 2 60
Rural Party Line 3 25 3 00
Extension Station 1 05 80

Hamilton, Ottawa

Group IV

Rates—Per Month Business Residence
One-Party Line $4 75 $3 00
Two-Party Line 4 00 2 50
Rural Party Line 2 85 2 60
Extension Station 1 05 80

London, Quebec, Windsor
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Group V
Rates—Per Month Business

One-Party Line $4 25

Two-Party Line 3 50

Rural Party Line 2 50

Extension Station 80
Brantford, St. Catharines,
Kitchener, Port Dalhousie,
Waterloo, Thorold.

Residence
$2 75

Group VI

Rates—Per Month Business Residence
One-Party Line $3 75 $2 50
Two-Party Line 3 00 2 00
Rural Party Line 2 25 2 00
Extension Station 80 55

Belleville,

Chatham,
Gait,
Guelph,
Kingston,

Xiagara Falls
North Bay,
Oshawa,
Owen Sound,
Peterboro,

Sarnia,
Sault Ste. Marie,

jSherbrooke,
jLennoxville,
Stratford,

(Sudbury,
(Copper Cliff,

St. Thomas,
Three Rivers,
(Welland,
(Ridgeville.

Group VII

Rates—Per Month Business Residence
One-Party Line $3 25 $2 25
Two-Party Line 2 50 1 85
Rural Party Line 2 10 1 85
Extension Station 80 55

Barrie,
Brampton,
Brockville,

jCollingwood,
(Duntroon,
Cornwall,
(Grimsby,
tWinona,

Lachine,
Leamington,
Lindsay,
Midl'and,
(New Toronto,
(Islington,
Oakville,
Orillia,

Pembroke,
Port Colborne,
Port Credit,
Cooksville,
Streetsville,
Clarkson,
Simcoe,
Smith's Falls.

St. Hyacinthe,
St. Johns,
St. Lambert,
(Tillsonburg,
(Brownsville,
Weston,
Woodstock,

Group VIII

Rates—Per Month Business Residence
One-Party Line $2 75 $2 05
Two-Party Line 2 25 1 85
Rural Party Line 1 90 1 65
Extension Station .• •• 80 55

Almonte, Fergus, Newmarket, Sorel,
Amherst, Gananoque, Orangeville, Stayner,
(Beamsville, Georgetown, Paris, Stirling,
(Vineland, Goderich, Parry Sound, St. Mary's,
Blenheim, Granby, Perth, Thetford Mines,
Bowmanville, Grand'Mere, Petrolia, Thornbury,
Burlington, Huntingdon, Picton, (Tilbury,
Campbellford, .loliette, Pointe Claire, (Merlin,
Carleton Place, Kemptville, Port Hope, Trenton,
Chesley, Kingsville, Port Perry, Valleyfield,
Clinton, Lachute, Preston, (Walkerton,
Cobourg, Levis, Renfrew, (Cargill,
Creemore, Listowel, Ridgetown, Wallaceburg,
Drayton, Longueuil, (Rodney, (Watford,
Dresden, (Lynden, jWest Lome, (Alvinston,
Dundalk, jSt. George, Seaforth, Whitby,
Dundas, Markdale, Shawinigan Falls, Wingham.
Elmira, Meaford, Shelburne,
Essex, Milton, fSmithville,

(Exeter, Mitchell, -jWainfleet,

/ Crediton, Napanee, [Wellandport,

Group IX
Rates—Per Month Business Residence

One-Party Line $2 50 $2 05
Two-Party Line 2 00 1 85
Rural Party Line 1 90 1 65
Extension Station 80 55
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Acton,
Actouvale,
Agincourt,
Ansa Craig,
Alexandria,
Alfred,
Allistou,
Ancaster,
Arnprior,(

Cascades,
Cassolinan,
Chambly,
Chateauguay,
Chatsworth,
Chesterville,
Clifford,
Cobden,
Coboconk,
Coiborne,
Coniston,
(Cookstown,
{Lefroy,
Cowansville,
Deseronto,
Douglas,
Durham,
Dutton,
Elora,
Embro,
Etchemin,
Farnham,
Farran's Point.
Fenelon Falls,

Finch,
Flesherton,
Freelton,
Gilmour,
Glencoe,
Gravenhurst,
Hannon,
Hanover,
Harriston,
Harrow,
(Harrowsmith,
"[Sydenham,
Hastings,
Havolock,
Hawkesbury,
Hensall,
Hepworth,
Hespeler,

Arthur,
Atwood,
Aurora,
Avonmorc,
Aylmer, Que.,
Ayr,
Ayton,
Boauharnois,
Beaverton,

Holstein,
Hudson.
Huntsville,
Inglewood,
Iroquois.
Kirkfield,
Kirk's Ferry,
Knowlton,
Labelle,
Lacolle,
Lakefield,
Lanark,
Lancaster,
Laprairie,
L'Assoniption,
L'Epiphanie,
Lorretteville,
L'Orignal,
Louiseville,
Lucan,
Lucknow,
Madoc,
IMagog,
Marieville,
Marlbank,
Marmora,
Massey,
Mattawa,
Maxville,
Megantic,
Merrickville,
Millbridge,
Morrisburg,
Mt. Forest,
Nairn Centre,
Napierville,
Neustadt,
Newburg,
New Dimdee,
New Hamburg,
Niagara-on-the-Lake,
North Gower,

Bedford,
Beeton,
Boloeil,

Berthierville,
Blind River,
Bobcaygeon,
Bracebridge,
Bradford,
Brechin,

Norwich,
Norwood,
Oil Springs,
Omemee,
Otterville,
Pakenham,
Palmerston,
Papineauville,
Parkhill,
Penetanguishene,
Pierreville,
Plantagcnet,
Plattsville,
Pte-aux-Trembles,
Portland,
Port Elgin,
Port McNicoll,
Powasson,
Prescott,
(Richmond Hill,
iThornhill,
Rigaud,
Rockland,
Bourget,
Clarence Creek,
Rockwood,
(Russell,
lEmbrum,
Scarboro,
Severn Bridge,
Southampton,
South Mountain,
Spanish,
Strathroy,
Sturgeon Falls,

Sturgeon Point,
Sundridge,
(Sutton,
(Roche's Point,
Ste. Adele,
Ste. Agathe,

Brighton,
Bronte,
Bruce Mines,
Buckingham,
Burford,
Burk's Falls,

Cannington,
Cardinal,
(Cartierville,
|St. Laurent,
St. Andrew's East,
Ste. Anne de

Bellevue,
St. Bruno,
St. Cesaire,
St. Eugene,
St. Eustache,
St. Felix de Valois,
St. Jacques

L'Achigan,
St. Jerome,
St. Jovite,
St. Lin,
Ste. Marguerite,
Ste. Marie Beauce,
St. Scholastique,
Ste. Therese,
St. Vincent de Paul,
Tara,
Tavistock,
Tecumseh,
Terrebonne,
Thessalon,
Tottenham,
Tweed,
Utterson,
Vankleek Hill,
Varennes,
Vaudreuil,
Verchcres,
Victoriaville,
Waterdown,
Waterloo, Que.
Waubaushene,
Webbwood,
Wellington,
Wheatley,
Wiarton.
Willowdale,
Winchester,
Wolfe Island,
Woodville,
Worthington.

CHARGES FOR PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE SWITCHBOARD SYSTEMS PER MONTH
(Switchboard, including Battery and Generator Circuits)

Cordless, $600
Cord, non-mult iplo, per position:

—

Capacity 10 Station Circuits 8 00
Capacity 11-20 Station Circuits 9 00
Capacity 21-30 Station Circuits 10 00
Capacity 31-40 Station Circuits 11 00
Capacity 41-00 Station Circuits 13 00
Capacity 61-80 Station Circuits 15 00

Cord, multiple, prr position:— 25 00
Station or Trunk .Jacks in excess of one per line, per strip of 10 25

Order Receiving Turrets:

—

Two position 12 00
Additional two position sections 4 00

Groups I III IV V VI VII VIII IX

$ 1 $ 1 $ $ $ $
Exchange Trunks:

Business 8 75 6 85 5 95 5 30 4 70 4 05 3 45 3 10

4 35 4 05 3 75 3 45 3 10 2 80 2 55 2 55

1 50 1 .50 1 50 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00

Stations Equipped with Dial, Each 1 75 1 75 1 75 1 25 1 25 1 25 1 25 1 25
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HOTELS—MESSAGE RATES

Private Branch Exchange Switchboards furnished to Hotels on Message Rate Plan at commercial
rates as quoted above. Rates for stations, 65c. each per month.

CHARGES FOR EXTRA MILEAGE IN CENTS PER MONTH
Per \ Mile or -part thereof, Air Line.

Schedules

Groups III-IV
V-VI-VI
VIII-IX

One-Party
Two-Party
Private Branch Exchange Trunk
Battery Circuit
Generator Circuit
Extension Line
Tie Line

CHARGE FOR FOREIGN EXCHANGE SERVICE

Per month Min. Charge—Per month
Per \ mile or part thereof, Air Line—All Groups $1 25 $2 50

CHARGE FOR MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

Per Month
Desk sets 20c.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chiej Commissioner.

Ottawa, Ont., February 21, 1927.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean, Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien,
and Commissioner Boyce concurred.

Commissioner Oliver:

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada filed with the Board in January,
1926, a revised tariff of rates for local exchange services, to become effective
March 1, of that year. This revised tariff was expected to increase the revenues
of the company by $2,685,021 per year.

On the ground that the proposed increased charges were excessive and
unwarranted, certain large groups of subscribers asked that the tariff be sus-
pended until the Telephone Company had shown cause for the proposed
increases; and until the parties opposing had had an opportunity to be heard in
objection to them.

The cities of Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton and Brantford were
amongst those who entered formal protests. In consideration of these protests,

the tariff which it was proposed should become effective on March 1, 1926, was
suspended by order of the Board and the case was set down for hearing. The
hearing began on March 9, 1926, and was continued at intervals until Novem-
ber 26, 1926. The record of the evidence taken in the case covers 6,208 pages
and is accompanied by 178 exhibits. The arguments of counsel for the appli-
cants and contestants as submitted cover 617 pages.

The cities of Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa and the province of Ontario
were represented by counsel throughout the hearing and a number of other con-
testants during parts of it.
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Counsel for the company states the purpose of the application on page 2

of his argument, or brief, as follows:

—

" The company submits that the expenditures necessary to maintain

properly the service and plant, to protect the property and to pay a

reasonable return on the investment, demand the additional revenue to

be derived from the proposed exchange service rates".

Under the heading, "Basis of the Present Application," on page 10 of the

company's brief, the statement is made:

—

It (the new rate schedule) is designed to produce sufficient only

to pay the company's operating costs, to pay its bonds and other interest

charges and to permit the company to pay 8 per cent dividend on its

stock".

If the company only desired revenue sufficient, as above stated, to pay
operating costs, bond and other interest charges and 8 per cent dividend on its

common stock, the present tariff on the present business provides more than
sufficient revenue for that purpose.

It is apparent, however, from the paragraph on page 10 of the company's
brief immediately following the one above quoted, that the company does ask
for revenues over and above those necessary to meet the requirements as stated.

The paragrr.ph is as follows:

—

" In order to justify paying 8 per cent dividends, the net earnings

of the company must be something over this amount. . . . Mr. Muller
thought the surplus earnings should be half the cost of money. The
Assistant Chief Commissioner in the 1921 judgment found that it was
unescapeable that some surplus should be earned. Mr. Sise testified the

company believed the amount should not be less than 3.5 per cent. Mr.
T. B. Macaulay testified to the same effect".

It would appear therefore that the company claims in addition to operating

expenses, bond interest and a stock dividend of 8 per cent, 3.5 per cent as sur-

plus over and above its regular stock dividend, or an actual earning of 11.5
per cent on its capital stock.

Under the sub-heading ''Depreciation Expense," on page 36 of the com-
pany's brief, the following appears:

—

" The method of ascertaining the proper annual charge for depre-

ciation expense used by the company is the one commonly known as the

straight line method. Under this method the amount of the depreciation

loss to be apportioned in the accounting is determined by subtracting

from the original cost of the property the net salvage which will be

realized upon its retirement from service. The depreciation thus deter-

mined is then apportioned in equal increments throughout the various

months and years in service of the property in question".

On page 38 of the company's brief the following statement is made
regarding the depreciation rate calculated by the company:

—

" It was understood at the conclusion of the last rate case that when
the company should come before the Board again in the future it would
have prepared a detailed depreciation study based directly on its own
plant and records. Through its witness Mr. Peterson the company has

placed such a study in evidence in this case together with a table of

depreciation rates which applied to the book costs of the various classes

of property at the end of the year 1925, produce a composite rate of

5.41 per cent. The study and reasons supporting these rates are given

in exhibits 84 and 85. The rates which represent Mr. Peterson's best

judgment and which have been considered and approved by the Chief

Engineer and the executive of the company, are now (since January 1,

1926), in use by the company in its regular monthly accounting."
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From the foregoing it appears that in addition to the 11^ per cent earning

on capital stock as previously mentioned in the immediately preceding quota-

tions from its brief, the company claims an additional earning of 5.41 on book

cost of depreciable plant to become part of a depreciation reserve". In the

case of the Bell Company, the book cost of its depreciable plant is roughly

\ $100,000,000, while the capital stock is somewhat under $50,000,000. An assess-

ment of 5.41 per cent on 100 millions for depreciation reserve would amount
to the same figure as 10.82 per cent on the fifty millions of capital stock. It

would appear therefore that the company's demands when amplified by the

inclusion of surplus and depreciation reserve amount to not 8 per cent on the

capital stock but to an amount equal to 22.32 per cent on the capital stock.

It is quite clear that as between the right of the company to earn an 8 per

cent dividend on its capital stock which was the first statement of its claim,

and its right to earn a sum equal to 22 and a third per cent on an amount
equal to capital stock, as set out in the amplification of its statement, there is

room for wide divergence of opinion between the company who would get the

money and the telephone users who would pay it. This divergence of view

-was strongly demonstrated by the evidence and arguments during and following

the hearing.

It does not appear to be any part of the duty of the Board to dictate

to the company how its business shall be operated or financed. But when the

company asks the Board's approval of a new tariff which so largely increases

its rates, and bases its claims on grounds of such extreme financial urgency
as it has done in this case, it becomes necessary and therefore proper for the

Board to consider not only the rates now being and proposed to be charged, but
also the disposition by the company of revenues heretofore derived, and as well

'its proposals for the disbursement of future revenues.

There would seem to be no need to question the correctness of the figures

shown in the company's accounting. There is no doubt that the monies received

are accurately stated and that they have been disbursed as shown by the com-
pany's books. The question to be decided is not as to the correctness of the

accounts or as to the methods of accounting, but as to,

—

(1) Whether the disbursements are warranted by sound business con-
siderations

;

(2) In what proportion the dis'bursements are properly chargeable to rev-

enue through tolls for service to subscribers, and what proportion to the

stockholders of the company, either as capital investment or as charges
against their revenue from tolls.

The company recognizes the responsibility of the Board in the following

paragraph which appears on page 4 of its brief:

—

The Board is created a judicial body to stand between the public

service corporation and the public. Its duty is to see that the company
does not make an unfair use of its property through using its franchise

to derive excessive profits from the public and that its rates are not

unduly discriminatory, either as between persons or between localities."

Particullars as to the expansion of the business of the company are found

in the annual report for 1925.

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada was incorporated in 1880. ll

supplies telephone service direct to connected telephones or stations " through-

out the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. It also connects, under special agree-

ments, with 129,221 non-company telephones or stations " in the same pro-

vinces.

The number of companv's telephones has steadily increased from 40.094
in 1900 to 376.361 in 1920 and to 589,321 in 1925.

The net earnings increased from $881,523 in 1920 to $5,366,019 in 1925.

In 1915 the net earnings had been $2,221,985.
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Tlie total assets, oxTlusive of certain stated items, amounted to $7,498,762

in 1900, to $02,050,089 in 1920, and $109,174,692 in 1925. The gross total

assets at the end of 1925 is given at $114,288,769. These figures are from the

company's annual report for 1925.

The total rev(>nucs from the operation of telephones in 1924 was $24,208,-

411 and for 1925, $26,168,977, an increase of $1,960,566.

The total operating expense for the same years was, for 1924, $18,671,614;

and for 1925, $20,271,030; which gives a net increase of operating revenues over

operating expense as iDetween 1924 and 1925 of $361,150.

The company operated under the same rate tariff from its commencement
until May of 1919 when a flat increase of 10 per cent in rates was approved

by the Board. The application of the company was based on " increased cost

of labour and materials and other elements of cost affecting public utilities."

A further flat increase of rates of 12 per cent was allowed by the Board in

April, 1921. This increase was granted on the claim of the company that,

" The cost of labour and material has continued to advance rapidly and the

increased rates approved by Order No. 204 have proved insufficient to provide

for the applicants requirements."

A third application for increased rates was refused by the Board in Feb-
ruary, 1922.

Since the increases of 1919 and 1921 were granted to meet the then rapidly

increasing costs of labour, material and incidentals, there have been substantial

decreases in wholesale prices of food and other commodities and materials,

labour costs generally have been reduced and the interest on money has gone
down.

In view of the steady and rapid expansion of the company's activities

and earnings since 1921 and the decreased and still decreasing cost of labour,

materials and money since that date, it would seem necessary for the Board to

examine very carefully into the statements of the company as to its operations

•and finances, in the light of the facts and arguments put forward by the con-

testants, before it approves of the levy of additional charges upon them by the
company on the volume of business at present transacted to the amount of

approximately two and three-quarters of a million dollars a year.

In this connection it would seem to be proper to state that an expert

witness who appeared on behalf of the city of Montreal estimated the increased

revenues that might fairly be expected to result from the increased tariff on
the basis of the business of 1925 would be over half a million dollars more than
the estimate of the company. The company's estimate of increased revenues

was $2,685,021, while the estimate of the expert mentioned placed the figure

at $3,264,390. The difference in result arose out of a difference in estimate

as to the number of present subscribers, now served by one-party or two-party
lines, who would take a four-party line service at a reduced rate, rather than
pay the proposed increase of rates on their present service. There was also a
difference of estimate as to tlie number of private branch exchanges that would
•be given up because of increased rates.

It is to be noted that one of the purposes named by the president in his

annual report for 1925, as being in view in the request for increased rates

was, " To permit of a proper return on the property used in giving service."

On page 4 of the company's brief the following statement by counsel

appears:

—

'' Compelling the use of the property at less than a fair return on

its value is held in the United States to amount to confiscation. Is it any
less confiscation in Canada? Unless compelled to do so by competent

legislative enactment it is the duty of the Board not to compel rates

which are estimated to produce less than a fair return on the company's

property, and by so doing to confiscate in whole or in part."
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From the above quoted pronouncements of botli the president and the

counsel of the company it is plain that if the proposed increased rates are

granted and are found to realize the estimate of the expert witness for the city

of Montreal, instead of the half million lower estimate of the company, the

company has very definitely, as a matter of argument, placed itsdf in a position

to hold on. to the greater revenues thus realized, instead of being content with

the revenue as estimated by itself and placed before the Board as the limit of

its present application.

The company in fact demands not only interest on its bonds and dividends

on its capital stock, but it further definitely asserts the right to earn, a " fair

return on the company's property", whether derived from investments of their

own money by its shareholders or coming directly from subscribers through tolls

paid by them and appearing in the accounts of the company as accumulated
surplus revenue, reserve for accrued depreciatioA, or in whatever form.

The company's balance sheet appearing in the annual report for 1925,

shows an amount of $23,295,998.96, as "Reserve for accrued depreciation" as at

December 31, of that year. The same balance sheet shows ''common stock"
$48,694,600, and bonds—1955—5 per cent, Series ''A" $30,000,000. Total assets

are given as $114,288,769.67. It appears therefore that the Bell Company's
reserve for accrued depreciation drawn from subscribers in charges for service

and remaining unexpended, has been accumulating from year to year, until at

the end of 1926 it had reached an amount equal to 70 per cent of the bon,d

indebtedness, 47 per cent of its capital stock and 20 per cent of its total assets.

A '' Reserve for accrued depreciation " is in fact an amount taken from
earnings ir; addition to operating expenses and held in reserve ostensibly to be

used in major renewals and replacements not included in charges for current

maintenance. Any part not so used, automatically becomes a part of the

assets of the company and really forms an addition to its capital. This view is

very strongly taken by the Bell Company. On page five of his brief, counsel

for the Bell Company says:

—

" It is to be observed that in the United States it has been definitely

and finally decided by the Supreme Court that property represented by
the depreciation reserve of a company is entitled to earn a return as

property acquired in any other manner."

On page six the brief continues:

—

'' The company submits that this decision is equally applicable to

Canada. There is no distinction in the relation of the companies to the

public between United States and Canada The company
submits that at common law, it has the same right to its property and
to the use of its property as have American companies to their property
and to its use. Should this Canadian property be confiscated under
competent legislative authority the company cannot seek legal redress

for the confiscation."

Speaking broadly all material depreciates through use, time or change. If a

company works a motor truck there are costs for current maintenance accruing

from day to day to be paid for out of day to day earnings. But besides there

is the certainty that no matter how carefully the truck is used or in how good
condition it is kept by expenditures on current maintenance account, a time
finally comes when it must be discarded and replaced. An adequate percentage
taken from earnings during the useful life of the truck, in addition to costs of

upkeep or current maintenance provides for this inevitable event; and in due
course replaces the old machine by a new one without impairing or burdening
the capital of the company. This is an ideal application of the principle of a
depreciation, reserve.

36511-^
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But in the case of any wiilesprcad enterprise, and especially if it be a public

utility such as a railway or the Bell Telephone Company, there is no final retire-

ment of the property as a whole. The repair or replacement from time to time

of the several units which make up its constituent parts, maintains it in good

condition interminably.

There is need of adequate provision out of earnings for the costs of repairs

and renewals in order that the system may be maintained at a proper standard of

efficiency. But when that has been done there is no need of further withdrawals

from revenue in order to provide for a condition of wholesale retirement which
does not and cannot occur, while the enterprise is maintained as a going concern.

" Current maintenance " is of course provided out of day to day earnings.

Major repairs and renewals are supposed to be charged to depreciation reserve.

There is no definite line of separation between what may be charged as current

maintenance and what must be charged to depreciation reserve. The allot-

ment of the several charges is within the discretion, of the company manage-
ment. It is therefore obvious that the amount drawn from the depreciation

reserve in any year is dependent in some degree, first upon whether the policy

of the company regarding current maintenance is one of expanded or restricted

expenditure, and second upon what proportion of the total cost of repairs and
renewals is respectively charged to current maintenance and to depreciation

reserve in the discretion of the management.
In 1925 the sum of $4,562,116 was taken from the revenues of that year and

transferred to depreciation reserve. In, the same year the amount of expendi-

tiu-es for major repairs and renewals over and above current maintenance charges

and paid for out of depreciation icserve was $3,138,373, leaving an unexpended
balance of $1,423,743 taken, out of the revenues from the tolls of that year and
added to the capital of the company, for which subscribers received no value.

In the four years 1922-1925 the total amount reserved for depreciation was
$15,040,013. The amount expended on depreciation was $9,347,825 and the

amount added to capital under the name of accrued depreciation reserve was
$5,692,188. During the period of fifteen, years from 1911 to 1926 the average
rate of depreciation charged against earnings by the company was 5.11 per cent.

I do not understand that it is any part of the duty of the Board to direct

the Bell Company how it shall conduct its business,—how much or how little it

shall charge to earnings in, providing for a depreciation reserve. As I under-

stand it, the duty of the Board is to allow the company rates that shall be
fair to the subscribers and that will give the company a reasonable return on
the capital invested by its shareholders. But when the company asks for

approval of higher rates in order that it may increase the percentage that it

has already taken from revenue in order to still further add to its capital

contributed not by its shareholders but by its subscribers, I find myself unable
to agree in sanctioning increased tolls asked for on that ground.

In stating the financial position, of the company, as showing its need of

largely increased revenues, the following statement is made on page 54 of the

company's brief:

—

" The company's position is very plain. After contributing in

operating expenses in 1925, $692,081 from its depreciation reserve, it fell

short of earning its dividend requirements by $8,712. The shortage in

fact was $700,793 ($8,712 -f $692,081).

The Bell Company has a service contract under which it purchases equip-
ment and supplies from the Northern Electric Company. The Northern
Electric Company manufactures telephone equipment and supplies the Bell

Company not only with its products but acts as a wholesale purchasing agent
for the Bell. Particulars as to the agreement between the companies were
given. It was shown that the total sales by the Northern Electric Company
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amounted in 1925 to $20,570,750 and that of this amount $11,883,000, or 57.8 |l

per cent, was to the Bell. In 1924 the percentage of sales to the Bell as com- '/

pared with the total was 55.6. There was no means of definitely establishing

at the hearing whether the prices paid by the Bell Company were fair and
reasonable or not. Clearly with such a volume of business passing between
them, a very small margin might make a very great difference in the financial

showin,g of either company.
Besides their contract there is an intimate relationship between the two

companies. The Bell owns 50 per cent of the stock of the Northern Electric.

The Western Electric Company of Chicago, Avhich is a subsidiary of the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, owns 43-J per cent. The remain-
ing 6-^ per cent is said by the counsel for the city of Toronto to be owned in

part by the directors of the Bell Company, thus giving that company control

of an actual majority of the stock of the Northern Electric. As the Northern
Electric is a development from the Bell and in its earlier days was owned
entirely by the Bell, it can only be concluded that it is now a subsidiary of the

Bell Company of Canada and that its activities are in fact directed by the

management of the Bell. The Bell is therefore in the position of being both
chief customer of and controlling shareholder in the Northern Electric. If the

Bell buys oto cheaply from the Northern Electric, the advantage to the Bell

must be reflected in disadvantage to the Northern Electric. On the other

hand, if the Bell pays unduly high prices, that should be reflected in the pros-

perity of the Northern Electric, and by corresponding depression in the finances

of the Bell.

A comparison between the financial statement appearing in the brief of

the Bell Company under the heading " Need for Relief " and quoted above,
and that of the Northern Electric, would seem to be in order.

The report of the shareholders of the Northern Electric for the year ending
December 31, 1925, shows a balance of net profits for the year, after providing
for depreciation, government taxes and interest on bonds (including amortiza-
tion of bond discount), of $1,520,717. The report continues:

—

" Regular dividends at the rate of 8 per cent per annum and extra

dividend of 2 per cent have been paid and an amount of $250,000 has
been appropriated to the Employees' Pension and Benefit Fund, leaving
an amount of $670,717, to be carried to surplus account, which at

December 31, 1925, amount to $2,844,821."

In view of the volume of business between the Bell and the Noi-theni

Electric of the proportion of its business with the Bell in comparison with all

other customers of the Northern Electric, and comparing the financial state-
"

ments of the two companies, I am compelled to reach the conclusion that either

a revision of the contract between the Bell and the Northern Electric, or of

the methods followed in the transaction of business between the two companies,
should precede any demand by the Bell Company for increased rates.

The Bell Company holds $3,000,000 (or one-half) of the stock of the

Northern Electric. The dividends on that stock are a part of the revenuo-s

of the Bell Company. It would appear that in 1925 the Bell received a ten
per cent dividend on its Northern Electric stock; eight per cent regular and
two per cent extra, or $300,000 in all. But the profits of the Northern Electric
for that year amounted to $670,717 over and above the ten per cent dividend
of $600,000 and an appropriation of $250,000 to the Employees' Pension and
Benefit Fund of the Northern Electric. This amount belonged to the share-
holders and was available for distribution amongst them. The Bell Company
was entitled to one-half, or $335,358. The decision not to distribute this

amongst the shareholders, of whom the Bell was chief, but to carry it into
the surplus of the Northern Electric, was in the hands of the Bell Company
through its control of a majority of the stock.

.4
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Tlie Nortlicrn Electric report shows that on J)eceniber 31, 1925, the

depreciation reserve of that company amounted to $5,564,249 and that its

surplus (available for distribution amongst shareholders) was $2,844,821. At
that date its bonds outstanding and not redeemed by sinking funds amounted
to §2,139,500. So that the total of its stock issue and bonds outstanding (the

amount of money provided directly or indirectly by shareholders) was over

half a million dollars less than the amounts at the credit of surplus account
and depreciation reserve, derived in largest measure as it must have been from
profits on its dealings with the Bell Company.

The only inference I am able to draw from the ascertained facts is that

the Bell has made a contract with its subsidiary, the Northern Electric Com-
pany, whereby unduly high prices have been paid for material and eciuipment

and that the Bell, as the controlling shareholder in the Northern Electric, has

not jx^rmitted itself to benefit from the undue profits reaped by the Northern
Electric. So long as the situation between the Bell and the Northern Electric

remains as it now appears to me to be, I am unable to find justification in the

[
financial position of the Bell Company for an increase in rates over those at

j present in force.

The company claims that its necessary expenditures are greater than can

be properly met by its present revenues. It therefore asks for an increase in

tolls as a means of pnKlucing increased revenue. The contestants ask that before

•jranting the demand for increased tolls, the Board make reasonable inquiry

as to what expenditures are actually necessary and generally what disposition

is being made of the revenues now being received. Amongst the expenditures

which were strongly challenged by the contestant? was that made under a

contract with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, dated May
16, 1923. Commencing on that date the Bell Company of Canada agreed to

pay the A. T. and T. Company $300,000 a year in consideration of certain

services to be rendered. It was further agreed that as the gross revenues of

the Bell Company increased, the payments to the A. T, and T. Company
should increase in fixed proportion. For the year 1925 the actual payment was
$390,000 and for 1926, $420,000.

It was developed in this phase of the inquiry that the A. T. and T.
Company held 32 per cent of the stock of the Bell Company of Canada. The
holdings of Bell stock by individual shareholders of the A. T. and T. Com-
pany was not stated, but the conclusion seemed to be accepted that in fact

the A. T. and T. through its own holdings of Bell stock and those of its

shareholders, was in a position to practically control the policy of the Bell

of Canada.

The stated reason as to why the Bell had entered into the agreement
was that the A. T. and T had formerly supplied certain information and
service free of charge; but that in 1922 it had declined to continue the services

hitherto rendered without payment. Such an arrangement had been in force

for a number of years between the A. T. and T. Company and its Bell

subsidiaries in the United States, and the A. T. and T. decided that it could

not give to the Bell of Canada what it sold to companies occupying a some-
what similar relationship in the United States.

It was not made altogether clear just what were all of the services rendered
to the Bell Company under the contract, nor what was the fair cash value of

such services as were actually rendered. Generally speaking, the contract

made the Bell full partner with the A.T. and T. in all knowledge and improve-
ments originated or acquired by the latter. It was represented that the A.T.

imd T. kept a large and costly research staff constantly at work and that the

results of the work tlius done were of great practical value to the Bell, without

charge except the annual pa>Tnent un(ier the contract. It was represented that

the Bell was thereby relieved from making costly and probably fruitless experi-
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ments; was kept abreast of every improvement and \va,^ able to standardize its

methods and equii>ment to an extent that would not otherwise have been pos-

sible.

On the other hand, it was suggested that to purchase desired improvements
from the A.T. and T. would have cost much less than the lump sum agreed
to be paid and that the agreement, so far as the Bell was concerned, placed in

the hands of the A.T. and T. all initiative towards improvement or invention in

the science, in which, above all others, improvement and invention might
reasonably be expected to be most active within the next few years.

It must be accepted as a fact that a research dj^partment such as that main-
tained in New York by the A.T. and T. may produce valuable results. It is

also a fact that the more complete its organization, the more effective its work
and the greater the business interests behind it, the more readily it may be
used to kill as well as to create invention. It is not inconceivable that if an
invention comes to the attention of the A.T. and T. research bureau and is

approved as ha^^ng merit, that before it is accepted for operation, the manage-
ment carefully considers whether the present interests of the present company
will best be served by putting it into operation or putting it on the shelf.

The connection between the Bell and the A.T. and T. is of long standing.

The research bureau of the latter company has been at work for many years.

The invention of machine switching did not come from the research bureau of

the A.T. and T. Company. It is accepted as a great advance over manual
switching in large cities. The Bell Company began the installation of machine \

switching in the cities of Toronto and Montreal four years ago and will not \

complete the machine installation in these cities before 1936. The telephone

systems of the four western provinces of Canada have been operated by machine
switching in all the large cities for many years. The delay in introducing^'

machine switching in the two great cities of Quebec and Ontario by the Bell

Company is not evidence that its connection with and subordination to the A.T.

and T. has been of advantage to its subscribers by giving them ser^dce ahead

of or even abreast of the times. Whatever benefits may have accrued to the

company by reason of its connection with the A.T. and T., there can be no
question that in the vitally important matter of machine switching, subscribers

in all the large cities of Ontario and Quebec have suffered from delay very

much more greatlv than subscribers in other systems not so closely connected
with the A.T. and T.

It was stated at the hearing that the lump sum agreed to be paid by the

Bell to the A.T. and T. Company on the contract under consideration, would
amount to approximately one-seventh of the net revenues of the company.

I am unable to find that the company should be authorized to levy increased

tolls upon its subscribers in order that so large a proportion of its net revenue

might be transferred to the A.T. and T. without more definite evidence of

value received.

As the Bell Company is an extensive and well managed enterprise and as

it has regularly paid an 8 per cent dividend, the selling value of its shares has

had a fairlv wide range and usually well above par. The total share capital

authorized is $75,000,000 of which $48,694,600 has been issued and on which 8

per cent dividend has been consistently paid. Of course the percentage of divi-

dend is a matter of judgment of the management subject to the financial posi-

tion of the company as it stands from time to time.

If the market value of money is say 10 per cent and Bell stock only paid
a dividend of 8 per cent, the selling value of its stock would naturally be
below par. That is, $100 invested in a share of Bell stock and drawing only
8 per cent dividend would bring the owner $8 a year. If the standard rat-e of

interest at that time were 10 per cent, $80 invested at that rate would bring the
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owner S8 a year. Therefore the $100 of Boll stock yiolding an 8 per cent divi-

dend would only be earning the same amount as $80 otherwise invested. Under
that condition, the value of Bell stock would be below par. An investor would
tlien only pay for a share of Bell stock such price as he might expect tlie same
amount of his money to yield if otherwise invested.

On the other liaml if the general value of money which had been 8 per cent

<lroppe<l to jxT cent, so long as the Bell Company paid 8 per cent, $100
invest^'d in a share of Bell stock would give the same return as $133.33 other-

wise invested at 6 per cent. Therefore during that condition of the money
market Bell stock would naturally be above par; that is worth more than $100
—just how much more would depend on many and changing circumstances.

As the company sold $30,000,000 of five per cent bonds in 1923, it is 5afe to

assume that money at that date was certainly not worth 8 per cent, probably

not more than 6 per cent.

In the years 1921 to 1925 the company sold to shareholders $17,843,900

stock at par. At the low average market value of the stock in each month in

which sales to shareholders were made, this stock had a marketable value of

$21,373,117, or a difference between the par value at which it was sold and the

minimum market value at time of sale of $3,529,217.

Money received from sales of stock is the original capital of a company.
If the stock sells below par, as is frequently the case, the company must stand

the loss. It therefore appears reasonable that if stock issued will sell above
par, the company should have the benefit. In some instances the company
did take the benefit of the selling value of the stock when it went above par.

In that case the actual value of the stock was vested in the company and
became part of its assets. But in the case of the stock sales mentioned between
1921 and 1925 inclusive, in which the sales were at par, the individual share-

holder and not the company got the benefit of the difference between par and
market price.

The practice of the company in selling shares worth more than par to its

shareholders at par was defended by the president of the company. It was
stated that it was a not unusual practice with prosperous companies. On this

point it would seem to be proper to draw a distinction between a company
engaged in competitive business and a company having a monopoly in oper-
ating a public utility. In the case of the competitive company the burden of

its acts rests upon itself. But in the case of the company whose service is a

monopoly and whose tolls are fixed or varied on the responsibility of public

authority, presumably having regard for the public interest, I am unable to

concede that the company should be authorized to charge tolls which have in

view the payment of an 8 per cent dividend on stock which did not realize

for the company the increased assets that its actual value made available, to

the amount of $3,529,217 on the $17,843,900 of stock which was sold to share-

holders at par in the years 1921 to 1925.

In this connection it is worthy of mention that the financial columns of the

Montreal Star of February 18 last report Bell common stock as selling at

$146.50 at the opening of that day's market, jumping rapidly to $158.50, the

highest level since November, 1915. After the peak of $158.50, there was a

reaction to $152, with a si.bsequent recovery to $153, the net gain during the

day being 8 points. The opening price of $146.50 indicated a value of money,
expressed in terms of Bell Company shares expected to pay an 8 per cent

dividend, of less than 6 per cent. Increased tolls that would enable the com-
j)any to earn a 3.5 per cent surplus over and above the 8 per cent dividend, and
in addition substantial increases in depreciation reserve, when money for Bell

Company shares is freely offered at less than 6 per cent, would not seem to me
to have sufficient warrant.
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It was stated during tlie hearino; that the program of development and

improvement by the company involved capital expenditures of |87,(XX>,0(K)

within the next five years. The total assets of the company at the end of 1925

amounted to $114,000,000. An addition of $87,000,000 would be more than

75 per cent of the present total. It is difficult to appreciate the useful purpose

'of such large additions to or changes in the present plant and equipment as

would involve such large expenditures in such a short time. That, however,

•is not a concern of the Board. Bui I do understand it to be a concern of the

Board to give the company due notice tliat capital expenditure made for the

benefit of stockholders cannot be charged to subscribers in increased rates,

without convincing evidence that the best interests of subscribers as well as

shareholders will thereby be served.

The company is in process of installing machine switching apparatus in

the cities of Toronto, Montreal and Quebec. Its present program in regard

to these cities was begun in 1924 and will not be completed until 1936. No
suggestion was offered that the lesser cities or towns of the two central prov-

inces throughout which the Belli has a monopoly of telephone service were to

be given the benefit of the modern apparatus. While the suggestion was made
that the installation of machine switching in Toronto and Montreal was a

-costly operation, it was not asserted that it would involve the expenditure of

$87,000,000 or any 'considerable part of that amount.

It was agreed by witnesses both for the company and for the contestants

that the installation of machine switching would mean substantial savings to

the company in operating expenses. That being accepted, there would seem
to be no ground for increased tolls because of capital investment made with

the express purpose of reducing operating costs.

On page 54 of the company's brief the statement is made that,

—

In 1926, assimiing the estimated last three months as actual, the

company felll, short of earning its dividend by $1,428,000."

* « » * »

^' According to (Mr. Sise's rebuttal testimony it is estimated, based
on a careful study of 1927, that if the present rates remain in force, the

company will fail to earn its dividend by $2,007,000."

It would appear from this that there were extraordinary expenses in 1920,

as compared with 1925, and still more expected in 1927. Of the extra expenses

in 1926 over 1925 there would of course be the difiarence in percentage going

to the credit of depreciation reserve, which was 4.75 per cent in 1925 and 5.41

in 1926 and 1927. On a depreciable plant of say $100,000,000 that would
amount to $660,000. There was also an increase of nearly a million dollars in

current maintenance, as between 1925 and 1926. The large increase in this

account was said to have arisen out of the changes from manual to machine
sw^itching in progress in Toronto, Montreal and Quebec. But it is not apparent
that current maintenance should be charged with any part of the extra expense
following upon the installation of a new system of operation. It would seem
fair that whatever extra expense was entailed by the installation of machine
switching should be a part of the capital cost to be borne by the shareholders
for the sake of the increased efficiency of the service they were thereby able
to give, and also for the sake of the greater economy in operation they were
able to attain.

Even if the higher current maintenance charges during installation of the
new system were properly chargeable to current revenue, it would be entirely
improper that tolls should be fixed on the basis of these higher charges, to be
effective after the economies of the new system had accrued.
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In his statement appearin«j; in the company'? report for 1925 the president
gives as the first reason lor the application:

—

To establish a more equitable schedule of rates, removing inequali-
ties and discriminations which have arisen from changed conditions in
the communities sen'ed."

It is of course a fact that changed conditions may increase or decrease the
value received by a telephone subscriber and that therefore changes of rates so
that they shall be more nearly proportioned to value of service, are in order
from time to time. It does not appear, however, that a radical readjustment of
rates should be accompanied by a radical gross increase. In the case of the
present application, a proposed gross increase of two and three-quarter millions
a year is proposed to be placed in by far the largest proportion upon the busi-
ness phones in the cities of Montreal and Toronto. If there were no gross
increase proposed, the question of the proportion of gross revenue to be paid by
the various classes of service could be more easily and amicably adjusted. If

that were once settled and an increase of rates ever became necessary, all tele-

phone users would pay in equal proportion and there would not be the sense of

grievance that prevails in regard to the present application under which a

special class is singled out to bear very much the greater part of the burden.

I am unable to concede that a proper readjustment demands that the rates

shall be increased as contemplated by the present application.

In making its claim for increased rates the company asserts the right to

earn a surplus of 3.5 per cent over an 8 per cent dividend on capital stock;

it also claims an earning of 5.41 per cent on its depreciable property, which is

an increase of 0.3 per cent on the average of the past fifteen years; it also

claims the right to earn dividends on the estimated total value of its property.

The new schedule of rates proposed is of course intended to meet these

several claims. It therefore, to that extent, provides for an increased earning

by the company without regard to service rendered the subscribers.

The evidence brought before the Board has in my opinion established:

—

(1) That the rates approved by the Board in 1921 were not only adequate

but ample to meet the proper requirements of the company as of that date.

(2) That since 1921 there has been a continuous and regular expansion of

the company's business accompanied by continuously substantial and increas-

ing profits on operation.

(3) That it was not established by evidence at the hearing that there liad

been any necessary increase in basic costs of any kind since 1921.

(4) That common knowledge of the decreased costs of food, labouf-,

materials and money since 1921 was confirmed at the hearing.

Having regard to these facts, I am of opinion that the company has failed

to sufficiently support its application, and that the application should be dis-

missed.

Ottawa, February 21, 1927.
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Appliaition of the Bell Telephone Company of Canada for approval of revised

tariff of rates for local exchange services which tariff is submitted fm-
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tions or inequalities and is so adjusted to he fair and reason-able to the

subscribers while at the same time providing the company uni'h sufficient

revenue to meet its requirements.
File 955.71

Commissioner Lawrence:

I agree witli the judgment of Mr. Commissioner Oliver, and wi&h to say
that the following extract from the proceedings of the Board of November 25,

1926, of the cross-examination of Mr. C. F. Sise, which is self explanatory,

might be of interest to the telephone subscribers of Ontario and Quebec.

"C. F. Sise, Cross-Examination Resumed by Mr. Geary, Thursday,
November 25, 1926 (Vol. J^85, p. 16715)

Q. What is your service contract expense, in 1925?—A. $390,000.
" Q. And in 1926?—A. .^420,000.

"Q. And in 1927. estimated?-A. $450,000.
'*.Q. That is, under the present rates?—A. Yes.
" Q. Under the rates asked for, how much would they be in 1927?

—

A. It i.s shown on Exhibit No. 176.

"Q. How much?—A. $480,000.
"Q. Tliat is shown on what amount, on the $33,184,000, as shown in

Exhibit 176; is that right?—A. Yes, that is right.
" Q. That is really on the basis of $32,000,000, is it not?—A. I

worked it out, Mr. Gearv. I tliink it must be that. On the basis of

$30,000,000, it is $450,000. and on $32,000,000 it wouhl be $480,000.
" Q. So that you note an increase to just $816,000 to get an extra

$30,000; you make it $510,000, is that right?—A. Yes.

Q. That is, your revenue, if you get this proposed increase in 1927,

would provide the American Telephone and Telegraph Companv auto-

matically with an increase of $30,000?—A. Yes.

Q. It would entitle the American Telephone & Telegraph Company
to that amount of money?—A. Yes.

" Q. And bring your receipts within $816,000 of the amount requi.red

to give them still another $30,000?—A. That is right.

Q. The point of my question is this, that automatically and without
any further growth in business at all, an increase of rates would imme-
diately jump your contract expenses up $30.000?^—A. That is correct.
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The contract speaks for itself. It says ' Payment on revenue '.

" Q. You do not dispute that that is the case?—A. No, sir.

" Q. Til at is, without any extra service or anything of that sort?

Commissioner Lawrence: Do I understand that that is without
any extra service?

"Mr. Geary: If the company were to get the increase in rates it

asks for, there would l;e $30,000 more payable to the American Tele-

phone and Tele<rraph Company at once, without their having to take on
any extra services at all, no extra complexity of plant, or anything like

that. That is, the increase in rates automatically increases the payment
to the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.'*

Mr. Oliver has explained a considerable part of the relationship between
the Bell Telephone Company, the Northern Electric Company and the Northern
Electric IVIanufacturing Company. Also between the Bell Telephone Company
and the American Telegraph and Telephone Company, but I think there should

be an investigation into the transactions between tliese companies, for a contract

that will automatically, without any further growth in business or any extra

service, imimediately jump the contract expenses up $30,000, is unfair to sub-

scribers of the Bell Telephone Company.
I understand that the law does not permit of an investigation into the affairs

of the companies mentioned above, and think that an amendment along this

line might be considered.

March 8, 1927.
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ORDER No. 38793

In the matter of the apvlication of the Canadian National Raihvay\s, hereinafter

called the Applicants," for authority to publish, on less than statutory
notice, supplements to their tariffs, to provide for stop-off charge on
lumber, which was omitted in error.

File No. 35083

Thursday, the 24th day of February, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon reading the application, and upon the report and recommendation
of its Chief Traffic Officer,—

The Board ordens: That the appli-cants be, and they are hereby, granted
leave to issue forthwith supplements to their tariffs C.R.C. Nos. E-697, E-1068,
and E-1069, incorporating a charge for stop-off on lumber, dressed, resawed,
kiln-dryed, or sorted and reshipped, which, through a clerical error, was omitted
from supplements published pursuant to the order of the Board No. 37681,
dated May 29, 1926, upon one day's notice; the title pages of the said supple-
ments to bear a note to the effect that they were issued under authority of this

order, to correct clerical error.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Commissioner Lawrence—Jurisdiction re disposition General Freight Rates Investi-

gation 73

Competitive rates—Coal, c.l.—Three Hills, Alta., to points in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba on C.N. Rys. and from Carbon, Alta., to same destinations on C.P.R. 1

Concun-ences—Withdrawal—E.D. & B.C.R. Co., et al—C.P.R. Co. cancelling joint

tariffs 30

Consumers' Glass Co., Ltd., Montreal—Rates—Glass bottles and jars—Montreal to

points in Western Ontario 726
Container for carriage of black powder—Canadian Explosives. Ltd 48, 518
Correction—Proportionate rates to Truro, N.S.—D.A.R. Co. 507

Cost—Allocation—Construction and ' maintenance—Overhead bridge—Main St.,

Toronto 571

Cost—Apportionment—Interchange tracks between C.N. Rys. and C.P.R. at Owen
Sound.. 496, 501

Cost—Apportionment—Warning signs lat railway crossings—Dept. of H'ways Nova
Scotia—Ruling 544

Cost—Distribution—Protection—St. Bouthillier St., Saint Jean, Que 97

Cost—Subway—Charle^bourg Road, Quebec City—C.N. Rys 697, 699,700, 703
Cost—Subway undpr C.P.R. tracks at Leaside\ Ont.—Appiortionment—Twp. of

East York and Town of Leaside vs. C.P.R. Co. and C.N. Rys 556
Cost—Transportation of coal—Producing points in Western Canada to points in

Ontario 439,441, 450
Crossarms—Freight rates—Western to eastern points—^Dominion Shuttle Co.,

Lachute Mills, Que 530
Crossing of C.N. Rys. between United Grain Growers' elevator and Alberta Pacific

elevator. Village of Lamont, Alta.—Opening 585
Crossing (dangerous)—McLean, Sask.—R.M. of South Qu'Appelle No. 157, vs. C.P.R.

Co 645
Crossing—Fabre, etc.. Streets, Sherbrooke, Que.—C.P.R 95
Crossing—First Ave.. La chine, Que.—Protection—'C.N. Rys 59
Crossings (level)—Lines of C.N. Rys. in Montreal—Elimination 49, 54
Crossing—St. Remi St., Montreal—Widening—C.N. Rys 55
Crossings (level)—C.P.R.—City of Quebec '

615
Crossing (highways)—Strabane and Central Avenues. Ford City 625
Crossing—Protection—Talbot St.—Apportionment of cost—City of St. Thomas vs.

L. & P S. Ry
; 642

Crossing signs—Lowering 506
Crushed sea shell—Rates—Saint John, N.B., to Toronto, etc.—C.P.R. Co.* *. 597
Cumberland Ry. & Coal Co.—Filing tariffs and supps. under M.F.R.A., 1927 99

D

Danforth Yard and Gerrard St., Toronto—Third track between—Opening for traffic
—C.N. Rys 40

Dangerous articles, etc.—Transportation by express—Express Traffic Assn 551
Dangerous articles and explosives—Transportation by freight—Amendment to

regulations governing transportation of black powder 48, 518
Dangerous crossing.s—McLean. Sask.—Protection—R.M. of South Qu'Appelle No.

157 vs. C.P.R. Co 643
Dangerous practices—Motorists, etc.. at railway crossings 7
Daylight saving time for watchmen and gatemen 82
Demurrage—Bulk grain to public terminal elevators at Vancouver—Pacific Terminal

Elevator Co., et al, vs. Canadian Freight Assn 474, 547
Demurrage penalties—Canadian Car Demurrage 13ureau 4
Dept. of Agriculture Ontario, et al, vs. railway companies—Reshipping rate from

Chicago 659,694, 696
Dept. of Highways of Nova Scotia—Apportionment co.st—Railwav crossing warning

signs—Ruling 544
60786—2
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Derrick—Shipment—West Toronto to Nortli Toronto—Overcharge—Dominion Traffic

Assn. vs. C.P.R. Co 3

Direct routinp-^Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau vs. C.N. Rys. . . 677, 679

Discontinuance—Passenger service between WaUaceburg and Chatham, Ont.—Town
of Wallaceburg and Twp. of Harwich vs. C.W. & L.E.R. Co 589

Distribution—Cost—Protection—Bouthillier St., St. Jean, Que.—C.N. Rys 97

D.A.R. Co.—Mlge. rates on lumber for furtherance to United States 433

D.A.R. Co.—Proportionate rates to Truro, N.S 507

D.A.R. Co.—Tarififs and supps. iiled under MJ'.R.A., 1927.. ..102, 107, 111, 119, 434

475, 478, 513, 518\525, 536, MO, 599, 600, 609, 612, 613, 691, 692

D.A.R. Co.—Tolls—Oil, fish, whale or sea animal, ffom Halifax, N.S., to stations in

Ontario (M.F.R.A.) 599

D.A.R. Co.—Proportionate tolls published to Swastika, Out. (M.F.R.A.)—Approval. 652

D.A.R. Co.—Tolls published in item No. 415A of Supp. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 822

filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval 653

D.A.R. Co.—Tolls published in item No. 615 of Supp. 6 to TarifT C.R.C. No. 820,

filed under M.F.R.A.—Lumbermen's supplies—Approval 657

D.A.R. Co.—Tolls—Zones—Halifax and Avlesford to Windsor, N.S 657

D.A.R. Co.—Tolls—Fish (dry)—Yarmouth, N.S.. to Halifax, N.S.—(M.F.R.A.) . . 741

D.A.R. Co., et al, vs. C N. Rysj—Ruling—Observance by carriers—Directions on
bills of lading by shippers as to routing of traffic 575

Dominion Millers' Assn., Toronto, vs. railway companies—Issuing tariffs re reship-

ping rate from Chicago 659,694, 696
Dominion Shuttle Co., Ltd., Lachute Mills, Que.—^Freight rates-^Crossarms—British

Columbia to eastern points 530
Dominion Sugar Co.. Ltd., Chatham, Ont.—Rates—Sugar beets, c.l.—^Chatham and

W^allaceburg, Ont., vs. Raymond, Alta 561

Dominion Traffic As.sn. vs. C.P.R. Co.—Overcharge—Shipment—Derrick—West
Toronto to North Toronto—Ruling 3

E

East York (Twp.) and Town of Leaside, Ont., vs. C.P.R. Co. and C.N. Rys.—
Apportionment—Cost—Subway under C.PJl. tracks at Leaside 556

Eburne Saw Mills, Ltd., et nJ, vs. railway companies—Filing joint tariffs covering

movements of all commodities originating upon Vancouver & Lulu Island Ry.
destined to points on other lines of railway 79

E.D. & B.C.R. Co., et al—Withdrawal of concurrences—Cancellation of Joint tariffs

—C.P.R. Co 30

Eggs (estimated weights of) not approved by Supp. ''H ' to Express Classification

No. 6—Express Traffic Association of Canada 77, 80

Electrification of steam engines on C.N. Rys. within City of Montreal 49, 54

Elevation of station platforms 742
Elimination—Level crossings in Montreal—^C.N. Rys 49, 54

Engines (steam) within City of Montreal—Electrification 49, 54

Equipment for handling potatoes—Associated Shippers of New Brunswick vs.

railway companies 125

Equipment—Passenger coaches with fire extinguishers 110

Erieau (Village), Ont., vs. P.MR. Co.—Construction—Tracks and switches.. .. 693
Eston Southeasterly Br., mlge. 29.7 to 34.75—Opening for traffic—C.R. Co.. .. 39
Ex-lake grain milled in transit and exported via New York—Discrimination in

favour of Chicago, etc.—Dominion Milleres' Assn., Toronto, vs railway com-
panies 659,694, 696

Expense (overhead) and supervision re protection at highway crossings—Addi-
tional charge of 10 per cent—Railway companies 2

Ex])losives—Black powder—Regulations for transportation by freight 48, 518
Express Classification No. 7—Approval—Express Traffic Assn. of Canada.. .. .. 437
Express Traffic Association of Canada—Approval—Express Classification No. 7.. 437
Express Traflic Assn.—Approval—^Supp. "D" to Express Classification No. 7.. .. 655
Express Traffic Assn.—Approval—Supp. ''H" to Express Classification No. 6 except

as to estimated weights of eggs 77, 80

Express Traffic Assn.—Revised weights—Berry boxes in crates 80
Express Traffic Assn.—Approval—Supp. 1 to Express Classification No. 6, except

boxes other than wooden—Radio instruments 517
Express Traffic As.sn.—Approval-^upp. No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E.T. 694

covering regulations for transportation of acids, etc., by expre.ss 551
Extension of time for railway companies to equip locomotives with water glass

guards 109

Eyesight and hearing of railway employees—Regulations governing testing 469
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Fabre St., Sherbrooke, Que.-^Ciossing—CP.R 95

Ferry (car) between main land and r.E.I.—Special form of ticket for passengers

travelling in autos

—

CN. Rys 39

Fertilizer and fertilizer material from West St, John, N.B.—Tolls-^CP.R. Co.
(M.F.R.A.) i655

Fife Lake Br., C.P.R., mlge. to 46—Opening for traffic 122

Filing with I.C.C. on less than statutory notice—Tariffs and supps.—^C.N. Rys.. 38

Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—Atlantic, Quebec
& Weslcrn Ry. Co 93, 435, 476, 480,612, 738

Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—^Canada & Gulf

Terminal Ry. Co 512,523, 613,

Fihng tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—C.P.R. Co.

91, 105, 477, 514, 519, 523, 537, 550, 591, 592, 593, 594
, 595, 596, 597, 598, 600,

601, 606, 607, 650, 652, 654,655, 739

Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—Cumberland Ry.
& Coal Co 99

P'iling tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—D.A.R. Co.

102, 107, 111, 119, 434
,
475, 478, 513, 518, 525, 536, 550, 599, 600, 609, 612, 613,

652, 653, 657
,
691,692, 741

Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—Fredericton &
Grand Lake Coal & Railway Co., 101, 107, 479, 515, 520, 525, 537, 549, 603, 604,

605,654, 656
Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—Inverness Ry.

& Coal Co ..100,121, 513
Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—^Maritime Coal,

Railway & Power Co .. 103
Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime. Freight Rates Act, 1927—N.B. Coal &

Ry. Co 100, 106, 480, 516, 520, 524, 535, 549, 602, 610, 611,653, 656
Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—^Quebec Central

Ry. Co 651, 654
Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—Quebec Oriental

Ry. Co 92, 123, 434,517, 739
Filing tariffs and supps. under Martime Freight Rates Act, 1927—Sydney & Louis-

burg Ry 103
Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—Temiscouata Ry.

104, 105, 110, 120, 121, 436, 437, 475, 478, 515, 519, 526, 536, 549, 607,651, 690
Fire extinguishers in passenger coaches 110
First St. West, Lamont, Alta.—^Crossing—Re-opening—C.N. Rys 585
Fish (dry)—Yarmouth, NjS., to Halifax, N.S.—Tolls—(M.F.R.A.) 741
Fish—Rate—Faust to Edmonton. Alta.^C.N. Rys. Express Dept 91
Fish oil—Rate (to be 56c per 100 lbs.) 490a Supp. No. 2 (C.P.R.) tariff C R.C.

No. E-4312 (M.F.R.A.) 596
Fish oil—Rate—Halifax, NjS., to points in Ontario—D.A.R. Co. (M.F.R.A.) .. 599, 600
Fishermen of Gaspe—Train service between Matapedia and Gaspe, Que,—Quebec

•Oriental and Atlantic, Quebec and Western Ry, Cos.. .. • 37
Flag station between Parker Station and Mohr, 'Que.—Ottawa-Waltham Br.,

C.P.R.—Ruling 67
Flagging rules (way)—N., St. C, and T.R, Co. and Canadian National Electric

Rys 740
Flour to Orient—Unloading charges—Absorption—^Balfour-Guthrie Warehouse

Co., Ltd, Vancouver 553,558
Ford Citv—H'way crossings—Strabane and Central Avenues—Essex Terminal and

C.N Rys 625t

Praser Companies, Ltd., et al—Rates—Pulpwood, c.l.—Stations in Quebec and
New Brunswick to Bathurst, etc., N.B.—C.N.Rys 78

Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal and Rv. Co.—Filing tariffs under M.F.R.A.,
1927 101. 107, 479, 515, 520, 525, 537, 549, 603, 604, 605, 654, 656

Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Co.—Approval—Proportionale tolls to

Swastika, Ont., published in Supp. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 168 654
Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal' & Ry. Co.—Approval—Tolls—Lumbermen's

supplies—(M.F.R.A.) ' 656
Free transportation—Lieutenant-Governors and Members of Provincial Cabinets

—

Railway Assn. of Canada 559
Freight distance tariffs (Standard and Special Joint) C.R.C. Nos. E-1209 and

E-1210—Approval under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927—C.N.Rys 76
Freight Rates Act (Maritime), 1927 81
Freight Rates Investigation, 1926-1927 127, 131, 167. 184, 206, 231, 234, 290, 301,303

60786—2i
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Freight Rates Investigation—Dispositions—Jurisdiction—Commissioner Lawrence. 72
Fre>ight (Standard distance) tariff C.R.C. No. 19—Approval under M.F.R.A., 1927

—Inverness Ry. & Coal Co 76
Freight (standard) taritT C.R.C. No. 19—Approval under MJF.R.A.. 1927-^ydney

& Louisburg Ry. Co 89
Frost Steel & Wire Co.. Ltd., Hamilton ct al—^Cancellation—Import rates—Wire

rods from Montreal 632, 633,688

G

Gu.solene, etc—Location of loading racks and unloading points for 43
Gaspe and Matapedia, <^ue.—Train service between—Fishermen of Gaspe \'s. Quebec

Oriental and Atlantic, Quebec & Western Ry. Cos 37
Gatemen or watchmen—Daylight saving time for 82
Gates (double)—Installation—St. Remi St. crossing over C.N.Rys., Montreal.. 65
General Freight Rates Investigation—Disposition—Jurisdiction—Commissioner

Lawrence 72
General Freight Rates Investigation—(Rate structure) 1926-27 127, 131,

167, 184, 206, 231, 234, 290, 301,303
Gerrard St., and Danforth Yard. Toronto—Third track between—Opening for traffic

—C.N.R. Co 40
Glass bottles and jarst—Rates—Montreal, to points in Western Ontario—Con-

sumers' Glass Co., Ltd., Montreal 726
Grade separation—Montreal—C.N.Rys 49,54
Grade separation at highway crossings on C.P.R.—City of Quebec 615
Graham Nail Works, Toronto, et al—XDancellation—Import rates—Wire rods from

Montreal 632, 633,688
Grain (bulk) consigned to public terminal elevators at Vancouver—Demurrage

—

Pacific Terminal Elevator Co., Ltd., et al, vs. Canadian Freight Assn 474,547
Grain (ex-lake) milled in transit and exported via New York—Discrimination in

favour of Chicago, etc.—Dominion Millers' Assn., Toronto, vs. railway com-
panies 659

Grain Exchange Division. Vancouver Merchants' Exchange, et al, vs. Canadian
Freight Assn.—Demurrage—Bulk grain consigned to public terminal elevators

at Vancouver 474,547
G.T.P.R. Co.—Opening for traffio—Rehabilitated main line near Obed, Alta., mlge.

35.13. Brule Subd., to Dyke; also new connection to a point on Canadian
Northern Alberta Ry. near Solomon, Alta 535

Great Lakes Elevator Co. and City of Owen Sound—Apportionment of cost—Inter-

change tracks between C.N.Rj's. and C.P.R 496,501
Greening Wire Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., et al—^Cancellation—Import rates—Wire

rods from Montreal 632,633,688
Guy St.. Montreal—Protection—C.N.Rys 57
Gypsum board—Rates—C.P.R —(M.IF.R.A.) 606
General Orders No.—

439—Additional charge of 10 per cent re protection at highway crossings.. 2
440—Re out of line haul charge in transit tariffs 47
441—Regulations governing location of loading racks and unloading points

for gasolene, etc 43
442—Amendment regulations for transportation of explosives by freight

—

Black powder 48
443—Filing joint tariffs covering movement of commodities originating upon

Vancouver and Lulu Island Ry. destined to points on other lines

of railway—Eburne Saw Mills, Ltd., et al, vs. railway companies. 79
444—Regulations governing baggage car traffic 83
445—Extension of time for railway companies to equip locomotives with water

glass guards 109
446—Passenger coaches equipped with fire extinguishers 110
447—Operation by railway companies of bridges over navigable waters and

canals and lighting of such bridges 113
448—Investigation by Board into railway freight rates in Canada 127
449—Re testing of hearing and eyesight of railway employees 469
450—Regulations governing baggage car traffic in Canada made applicable to

Canadian Gnvv-^rnmcnt Railvnys 507
451—Re lowering highway crossing signs 506
452—Regulations for Transportation of Explosives, etc., by freight—Amend-

ment to Shipping Container Specification No. 13 518
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453—Hay shipped to Ciinadian ports for cattle feed on board ocean liners

to receive same privilege as export hay
:

• .• •

454—Free transportation j'or Lieutenant -Governor;^ and Members of Provincial

Cabinets—Railway Association 559
455—Amendments—Regulations for Transportation of Expl9sives by Freight

—Construction of wireboimd boxes for matches 577

H

Haldimand Tp., Ont.—Spur to Canadian Canncrs Ltd.—C.N. Rys 483

Halifax Board of Trade, et al, vs. C.N. Rys.—Alternative routing via Saint John
and Ste. Rosalie Jet .109, 423, 429,430, 433

Hardwoood sawdust—Rates in Western Canada—Cancellation—Swift Canadian
Co., Ltd 89,126

Harwich (Twp.) and Town of Wallaceburg vs. C. W. & L.E.R. Co.—^Discontmu-
ance—Passenger service between Wallaceburg and Chatham, Ont 589

Hay—Rate—From West Saint John, N.B.—Queens Central Agricultural Society,

N.B 541

Hay and straw—Toll—Truro, N.S., ex College Bridge, N.B., to Yarmouth, N.S.—
Item 40 of Supp. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 813, M.F.R.A.—D.A.R. Co 692

Hay shipped to Canadian ports for cattle feed on board ocean liners to receive

same privilege as export hay—Ruling—Jas, McDonnell Co., Ltd., Montreal 509, 511

Head-on collisions 560
Hearing and eyesight of railwa}^ employees—Regulations governing testing . . . . 469
Highway crossing signs—Lowering 506
Highway crossings—City of QuelDec—Grade Separation—CP.R 615
Highway crossings—Strabane Ave. and Central Ave., Fort City, Ont 625
Hoop, barrel (iron or steel)—Rates—C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3832 593

I

Import rates—Wire rods from Montreal—^Cancellation—Northern Bolt, Screw &
Wire Co., Owen Sound. Ont., et al 632, 633,688

Inflammable liquid, etc.—Location of loading racks and unloading points for. ... 43
Inquiry—Cost—Transportation of coal from producing points in western Canada

to consuming points in Ontario 439, 441,450
Interchange tracks between C.N. Rys. and C.P.R. at Owen Sound—Apportionment

of cost—Cirv of Owen Sound and Great Lakes Elevator Co 496,501
Interchange track—Pembroke, Ont.—C.N.Rys. and C.P.R 35
Intcrswitching facilities between C.N. Rys. and C.P.R. at Owen Sound—Apportion-

ment of cost—'City of Owen Sound and Great Lakes Elevator Co 496,501
Interswitching privileges and rights—Vancouver & Lulu Island Railway—Ebume

Saw Mills, Ltd., et al, vs. railway companies 79
Inverness Ry. & Coal Co.—Approval under Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

—

Standard Freight Distance Tariff C.R.C. No. 19 76
Inverness Rv. & Coal Co.—Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight Rates

Act, 1927 dOO, 1211, 5il3

Investigation into railway freight rates in Canada by Board 127, 131, 167,

184 206 231 234 290 301
Item 674-D in Supp. 59 to C.N.R. tariff C.R.C. No. E-875—^Switching services at

CN R. stations—MdColl Bros., Ltd., Toronto 90,126
Item 649 CN.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-875 and Item 1355 CP.R. Tariff C.R.C. No.

E-4257 covering switching charges on lumber within Toronto Terminals

—

Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau vs. CN. and CP. Rys 640, 641

J

Jars and glass bottles?—Rates—Montreal to points in Western Ontario—Consumers'
GLlss Co., Ltd., Montreal 726

Joint (special) freight distance tariffs—Anproval under Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927—C N. Rvs 76

Joint tariffs—Cancelling--C.P.R. Co.—Withdrawal of concurrences by E.D. & B.C.R.
Co , ct al 30

Joint tariff covering movement of all traffic originating at or destined to points on
Vancouver & Lulu Island Ry.—Publication—Bburne Saw Mills, Ltd., et al, vs.

railway companies 79
Jurisdiction—Disposition—General Freight Rat€s Investigation—^Commissioner

Lawrence 72(
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Kijip illation, AUa.—Closing—€. P.R. Co 548
K.V.P. Grain Co.—Brancii line—Mlgo. 77.8 Langdon Subd., CP.R 621

L

Lachinc, Que., Prote<.'tion—First Ave. crossing over C.N.Rys 59
Laidlaw Bale-Tie Co., Hamilton, Ont., et al—'Cancellation—Import rates—Wire

rods from Montreal 632, 633,688
Lambert, Zephirin, Trois-Rivieres, Que—Subway—St. Maurice St.-^CP.R 722, 724

Lamcrton, Mun. Dist. No. 398—Subway—Crossing of C.N. Rys. (Calgarj'-Tofield

Br.) 647,089
Lamont (Village), Alta.—Opening main crossing C.N. Rys. between United Crain

Growers' elevator and Alberta Pacific elevator 585
Lawrence (Mr. Commissioner)—Jurisdiction—Final disposition Freight Rates

Investigation 72
Leaside. (Town) and Twp. of East York vs. C.P.R. Co. and C.N.Rys.—Apportion-

ment—Cost—Subway under C.P.R. tracks at Leaside, Ont 556
Leduc (Benjamin), Joliette, Quo.—Private bridge—C.P.R 60

Level crossings—C.P.R.—City of Quebec 615
Liability—C.fs\ Rys. placing ind moving cars on siding westerly of railway com-

pany's tracks in Toronto—Woods Mfg. Co., Ltd 616
Liability—Release of—Passengers in autos on car ferry between mainland and

P.E.I.—C.N. Rys 39
Lieutenant-Governors and Members of Provincial Cabinets—^Free transportation

—Railway Association of Canada 559
Lighting bridges over navigable waters and canals by railway companies 113
Live stock food and poultry food—^Rates—Vancouver Milling and Grain Co.. .. 686,690
Llovdminster, mlge. 76.25, to Clandonald, mlge. 117.0—Opening for traffic—C.P.R.

Co 77
Loading racks and unloading points for gasoline, etc.—Location 43
Locomotives equipped with water glass guards—Extension of time for railway

companies. . , 109

Logan Ave. and Berkelev St., Toronto—High main line between—Opening for traffic

—Toronto Terminals Ry. Co • 538
Logs and bolts—Rates—Chipman, N.B., to Fairvill©, N.iB.—N.B. Coal & Ry. Co.

(xM.F.R.A;) 1602

Logs and bolts—Riites—Minto, N.B., to Fairville, N.B.—Fredericton & Grand Lake
Coal & R. Co. (M F.R.A.) 603

Loop Line, Saskatoon—Opening for traffic—iC.N. Rvs 689
Loverna Westerlv Br., mlge. 104.03. Dodsland Subd., G.T.P. Branch Lines Co., to

Hemaruka, Alta., mlge. 154.06—Opening for traffic—O.N.R. Co 548
Lowering highway crossing signs 506
Lumber—Mileage rates—Furtherance to VS. points—^D.A.R. Co 433
Lumber—Rate—Brighton Sidinjj;, Que., on CA Rys. to Chatham, Ont., for

C.W. & LJE. Ry. delivery—-Canadian Lumberman's Association 583,584
Lumber—Rat.e—^Carleton Place to Toronto^—Canadian Shippers' Traffc Bureau

vs. CP.R. Co. 670,671
Lumber—Rate—Corinth to Detroit—Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau (Shreiner

& Mav,^on) vs. C.N. Rys 677, 679
Lumber—Rate—Button, Ont., to Mont real for export—Canadian Shippers' T'-affic

Bureau vs. P.M.R. Co. and C.N. Rys 671,673
Lumber—Rate—Gravenhurst to Listowel via Mount Forest—C.P.R. delivery

—

Canadian Shippers' Traffic liure-ui 675, 676
Lumber—Stop-off and reshipping arrangements—Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau

vs. CP.R. Co. and C.N. Rys 635,637
Lumber—Switchin^g charges between points within Toronto Terminals—Canadian

Shippei^' Traffic Bureau vs. C.N. R\-s. and CPU. Co 640,641

Lumbermen's batteaux, etc.—^Rates—Saint John, N.B., to Toronto—CP.R.
(M.F.R.A.) 597

Lumbermen's batteaux, etc.—Rates—Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Go.
(M.F.R.A.) 604

Lumbermen's supplies—Rates—€.P.R. (MJ'.R.A.) 655
Lumbermen's supplies—Rates—D.A.R. (M.F.R.A.) 657
Lumbermen's supplies—Rates—Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Co.

(M.F.R.A.) m
Lum'bermen's supplies—Rates—New Bnmswick Coal & Ry. (M.F.R.A.) 656
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Mail service (railway)—Ruling 2

Main St.. Toronto—Overhead bridge at—Allocation of cost—Construction and
maintenance—C,N. Rys 571

Maine Central ll.R. Co.—Filing—Cancellation supps. to freight and passenger
traffics 48

Mala^ash Salt Products, Ltd., New Glasgow, NjS.—Rate—Salt—Malagash to

Temiska.niini?. Que.—C.N. Rys. and CPJl 581
Manitoba Legislature—Resolution—Plaeint;- ol signals at level railway crossings.. 521

Maple Leaf Milling Co., Ltd., et al, vs. railway companies—Reshipping rate from
Chicago 659, 694,696

Maritime Coal, Ry. & Power Co., Ltd.—Filling tariffs and supps. under Miaritime
Freight Rates Act, 1927 103

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 81

Matches—Wirebound boxes for transportation—Bureau of Explosives 577
Memibers of Provincial Cabinets and Lieutenant-Governors—Free transplortation

—

Railway Assn. of Canada 559
M.C.R. Co.—Approval—By-law authorizing officials to prepare and issue tariffs. . 477
Mileage rates—Lumber—Furtherance to U.S. points—D.A.R. Co 433
Mill refuse—Rates—Plaster Rock, N.B., to Edmundston, N.B.—C.P.R. (M.F.R.A.) 601
Mohr and Parker Station. Que.—Flag station between—^Ottawa-Waitham Br.,

C.P.R
, 67

Montreal (City)—Grade separation—C.N. Rys 49, 54
Montreal—Guy St.—Protection—'C N. Ha s 57
Montreal (City)—Widening—St. Remi St. crossing over C.N. Rys 55
Moose Jaw Southeasterly Br., C.P.R. (Asvsiniboia to Consul), mlge. 67.46 to ^0.93—'Opening for traffic 122
Motorists, etc.,—Dangerous practices at railway crossings 7
Motor-vehicle accidents at highway crossings 21
Muldoon, Wm. J., et al,—Flag station—Ottawa-Waltham Br., C.P.R., between

Mohr and Parker Station, Que 67
Mun. District of Lamerton No. 398—Subwa}^—Crossing of C.N. Rys. (Calgary-

Tofield Br.) S.W. i of Sec. 14-39-23, W. 4 M 647,689
McColl Bros., Ltd., Toronto—Cancellation—Item 674-D in Supp. 59 to C.N.R. tariff

C.R.C. No. E-875—Switching service at C.N.R. station 90,126
McDonnell, Jas., Co., Ltd., Montreal—Ruling—Hay shipped to Canadian ports

for cattle feed on board ocean liners to receive same privilege as export hay. 509,511
McGregor & Mclntyre, Ltd., Toronto, vs. C.P.R. Co.—Ruling—Overcharge—Ship-

ment—Derrick—West Toronto to North Toronto 3
McLean, Sask.—^Crossing at—Prorection-R M. of South Qu'Appelle, No. 157, Sask.,

vs. C.P.R. Co 645

N

Naphtha, etc.,—Location of loading racks and unloading points for 43
Nashwaak Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd., et al, vs. C.N. Rys.—Rates—Pulpwood, c.l.

—

Stations in Quebec and New Brunswick to Bathurst, etc., N.B 78
Navigation through or under bridges over navigable waters or canals of railway

companies 113
New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Co.—Filing tariffs and supps. under Maritime Freight

Rates Act, 1927 100, 106, 480, 516, 520, 524, 535, 549, 602, 610, 611, 653,656
New Brunswick Coal & Rv. Co.—Tolls to Swastika, Ont.—Supp. 3 to Tariff C.R.C.

No. 133 (M.F.R.A.).."^ 653
New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Co.—Tolls published in item 277 of Supp. 4 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. 121 (M.F.R.A.)—Lumbermen's supplies 656
N.Y.C.R. Co.'s agent at Cambridge Station. Ont.—Complaints againfst 527
N.Y.C.R. Co.—Approval—S.M.F. Tariff C.R.C. No. 3196 re changing Cambridge

to an agencv station 595
N., St. C. & t.R. Co.—Opening for traffic—Portage Road and Winery Road,

Niagara Falls, Ont 742
Nipissing Central Ry. Co.—Opening' for traffic—Extension of railway from Chem-

inis, mlge. 32.3, Ont., to Rouyn, mlge, 58.7, Que 538
Northern Bolt, Screw & Wire Co.. Owen Sound, Ont., et al—Cancellation—Import

rates from Montreal—Wire rods 632, 633,688
Northern Eelctric Co., Ltd., Montreal—Charges—Switch boards—Montreal to

Edmonton and Lethbridge—Ruling 648
Nova Scotia Shippers' Assn., Kentville, N.S.—Rates—Apples—Halifax for export
—D.A.R. Co 69
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Obcd, Alta., nilgc. 35.13, linilc Siibd.. to Dyko, Altu.—Opening for traffic rehabi-
litated main lino, G.T.P.R 535

Observance by carriers—Directions re rout in*; of traffic—Office Specialty Mfg. Co.,

Ltd., Newmarket, Ont., et al, vs. C.N. Rys.—Ruling 575

Office Specialty Mfg. Co., Ltd., Newmarket, Ont., et al, vs. C.N. Rys.—Ruling-
Observance by carriers—Directions re routing of traffic 575

Oil, fish, whale or sea animal—Rate (56c. per 100 lbs ), C.P.R. (M.FJl.A.) 596

Oil, fish, w^halr or sea animal-Rate—D.A.R. (M.F.R.A.)—Halifax, N.S., to stations
in Ontario 599,600

Old rails for melting or re-rolling—Rate*—N.B. Coal & Ry. Co. (M.F.R.A.) 611

Opening crossing on Central Ave. over Essex Terminal and C.N. Rys.—Ford City.. 625

Opening crossin-g on Strabano Avenue over Essex Terminal and C.N, Rys.—Ford
City 625

Opening—Main crossing on C.N. Rvs. o))posite First St. West, Village of Lamont,
Alta 585

Opening for tniffic—Acadia Valley Br., mlge. at junction with Mantario Subd.
at mlge. 136.3 to Acadia Valley—Canadian Northern R. Co 559

Opening for traffic—Bromhr ad Westerly Br., mlge. to 26.31—C.P.R 127

Opening for traffic—Brule Subd. near Obed, Alta., mlge. 35.13 to a point near Dyke,
Alta.—G.T.P.R.—Also new connection to a point on Canadian Northern Alberta
Ry. near Solomon 535

Opening for traffic—Cardston Northwesterly Br. from Cardston, mlge. 0, to Glen-
woodville, mlge. 28.2—Alberta Ry. & Irrigation Co 90

Openinig for traffic—Est on Southeasterly Br., mlge. 29.7 to 34.75—C.P.R 39

Opening for traffic*—Extension of railway from Cheminis, mlge. 32.3. Ont.. to

Rouyn, mlge. 58.7, Que.—Nipissing Central R. Co 538

Ope-ning for traffic—Fife Lake Br., mlge. to 46—C.P.R 122

Opening for traffic—Lloydminster, mlge. 76.25, to Clandonald, mlge. 117.0—C.P.R.. 77

Opening for traffic—Loverna Westerlv Br., mlge. 104.06. Dodsland Subd., G.T.P.
Brandi Co.. to Hemaruka, Alta., mlge. 154.06—C.N.R 548

Opening for traffic—Moose Jaw Southwesterly Br. (Assiniboia to Consul), mlge.

67.46 to 80.93—C.P.R 122

Opening for traffic—Portage Road and Winerv Road, Niagara Falls, Ont.—N. St. C.

&T. Ry 742

Opening for traffic—St. Felicien to Dolbrau, Que.—C.N.R 539

Opening for traffic—St. Paul Southeasterly Br. from junction with Coronada Subd.
of Canadian Northern Western Ry. at mlge. 120.85. St. Paul, Alta., to mlge.

141.73 at Elk Point. Alra.—C.N. Rys 512

Opening for traffic—Sa.skatoon Loop line—C.N, Rys 689

Opening for traffic—^Third track between Gerrard St. and Danforth Yard, Toronto

—

C.N. Rys 40

Opening for traffic—^Turtleford Southeasterly Br. mlge. at junction with Turtleford

Subd. of C.N. Rys. at mlge. 56.2, to Rabbit Lake. Sask.—C.N.R 580

Operation bv railway companies—Bridges over navigable waters and canals—Lighting

such bridges 113

Ottawa (City) vs. Ottawa Electric Rv. Co.. C.N. Rys. and C.P.R. Co.—Somerset
St. Bridge 704, 713, 721

Ottawa-Waltham Br., C.P.R.. between Parker Station and Mohr, Que.—Flag
station—W. J. Muldoon, et al 67

Out-of-line haul charges in transit tariff.^—Canadian Lumbermen's As.sn., et al., .. 31, 47

Outlet from buildings—Ba.«sano-Em press line of C.P.R.—Geo. Brassard, Atlee. Alta.. 533

Overcharge—Shinment-Derrick—West Toronto to North Toronto—Dominion Traffic

Assn. vs. CjP.R. Co.—Ruling 3

Overhead bridee at Main St., Toronto—Allocation cost of construction and main-

tenance^-C-N. Rys 571

Overhead exnenses and supervi-sion re ])rotection at highway crossings—Additional

charge of 10 per cent—C.N. Rys 2

Owen Sound (Citv) and Great L.^kes Elevator Co. re apnortionment of cost—Inter-

awitching facilities between C.N. and CP. R.vs. at Owen Sound 496. 501
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Pacific Terminal Elevator Co.. et al, vs. Canadian Freight Assn—Demurrage—
Bulk grain to elevator at Vancouver 474

Paper mill wrappers from Edmundston, N.B., to Beaupre, Quoj—Tolls—C.P.R.—
(M.F.R.A.) 739

Parker Station and Mohr, Que.—Flag station between—Ottawa-Waltham Br.,

c.p.R e?*

Parish of St. Brigid's, Iberville Countv, Que.—Train service between Ste. Angela

and St. Brigid's-C.N. Rys 63

Passenger service between Wallaceburg and Chatham, Ont.—Discontinuance—Town
of Wallaceburg and Twp. of Hanvich vs. C.W. & L.E.R. Co 589

Passenger train between Winnipeg and Duluth—Residents along C.N.Rys. between
Winnipeg and Pinewood vs. C.N.Rys

..

619

Passengers in autos on car ferry between main land and P.E.I.—Release of liability

—C.N.Rys 39

Pedestrians, etc.—Dangerous practices at railway crossings 7

Pembroke, Ont.—Interchange track—C.N.Rys. and C.P.R 35

Penalties—Demurrage 4

P.M.R. Co.—Additional tracks on right of way in village of Erieau, Ont 693

Piedmont, Co. of Terrebonne, Que., (inhabitants)—^C.N.Rys. bridge over provincial

highway, Montreal to Ste. Agathe 725

P. L. Roberston Mfg. Co., Ltd., Milton, Ont., ct aZ—Cancellation—Import rates

—

Wire rods from Montreal 632, 633,688
Perfumes—Rate—Woodwards Ltd., et al 547

Police force—Reduced transportation over CP. and C.N.Rys.—Province of British

Columbia 41

Portage Road and Winery Road, Niagara Falls, Ont.—Opening for traffic—N., St.

C. & T. Ry 742

Porter, Guy, G., Co., Ltd., Perth, N.B.—Rates—Potatoes 78

Porter, Guy G., Co., Ltd., Perth, N.B.^Ruling-—Clear bill of lading—Sacked pota-

toes from C.P.R, and C.N.R. points in maritime provinces to domestic and
foreign points 502

Potatoes—Better equipment for handling—Associated Shippers of New Brunswick
vs. railway companies 125

Potatoes—Rates--Guy G. Porter Co.. Ltd., Perth, N.B 78

Potatoes (sacked)—(I!lear bill of lading—C.P.R. and C.N.R. points in maritime
provinces to domestic and foreign points—Guy G. Porter Co., Ltd., Perth,

N.B.—Ruling 502

Potatoes and turnip^Rates—C.P.R.—(M.F.R.A.) 607

Potatoes and turnip^Rates—^Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. (M.F.R.A.). 605

Potatoes and turnips—Rates—New Brunswick Coal and Ry. (M.F.R.A.) 611

Potatoes and turnips—Rates—Temiscouata Ry. (M.F.R.A.) 608

Potatoes and turnips—Rates—Temiscouata Ry. stations to St. Jerome, Que.,
(MF.R.A.) ' 690

Poultry feed—Rate—^Vancouver Milling and Grain Co. vs. C.P.R. Co. and
C.N.Rys 686,690

Powder (black)—^Container for carriage of—Canadian Explosives, Ltd 48,518

Practices (dangerous)—Motorists, etc., at railway crossings 7

Preparation and issuance of express tolls—^By-law No. 14 authorizing Traffic

Manager of Canadian Pacific Express Co 120

Private bridge—^Benjamin Leduc, Joliette, Que., vs. C P.R Co 60

Private siding—Renfrew Machinery Co., Ltd., vs. C.P.R. Co.—Ruling 66

Proportionate rates to Truro, N.S.—Correction—D.A R. Co 507

Protection—Bouthillier St., St. Jean. Que.—C.N.Rys 97

Protection—First Ave. crossing, Lachine, Que.—C.N. Rys 59

Protection—Guy St„ Montreal—C.N. Rys 57

Protection—H'way crossings—Additional charge—Railway companies 2
Protection—Cro.ssing at McLean, Sask.—R.M. of South Qu'Appelle, No. 157, Sask.,

vs. C.P.R. Co 645
Protection—Talbot St.—City of St. Thomas vs. L. & P.S. Ry 642
Province of Briti.sh Columbia—Reduced transportation over CP. and C.N, Rys.
—Police force 41

Pulpwood—Rates—Cap de la Madeleine. Que.—C.P.R. (M.F.R.A.) 601
Pulpwood—Rates—Stations in Quebec and New Brunswick to Bathurst, etc., N.B.
—Bathurst Co., Ltd., ct al, vs. C.N. Rys 78
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Quehoc Central R. Co.—Apitroval—Tolls published in Supj). No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C.
No. 974 (M.F.R.A.) 651

Quebec (Citv)—Grade separation at hi{ihwaj' crossings on C.P.R 615

Quebec (City)—Subway—Charlesbourji Road—C.N. Ry.s 697, 699, 700,703
Quebec Oriental and Atlantic. Quebec & Western Ry. Cos.—Train .service-Mata-

pedia and (Jaspe, Que 37

Quebec Oriental R. Co.—Filing tariffs and supps. under M.F.R.A., 1927.. 92, 123,

434, 517,739
Queens Central Agricultural Society, New Brunswick—Reduction—Switching charg(\s

—East St. John to West St. John, N.B.—C.P.R. Co 541

R

Radio instruments—Package requirements—Supp. No. 1 to Express Classification

No. 6 • • •. 517
Railway Association of Canada—Free transportation—Lieutenant-Governors and

Members of Provincial Cabinets 559
Railway equipment—Rates—Item No. 6 page 223 Canadian Freight Classifica-

tion 17 (C.P.R. & D.A.R.) 595,599
Railway equipment—Rates—Item No. 6 page 233 Canadian Freight Classifica-

tion 17—(N.B. Coal & Ry. Co., Frcdoricton and Grand Lake Coal and Ry.
Co.) 602, 603

Railway mail service—Ruling 2

Ratei)ayers—St. Brigid's Parish, Iberville County, Que.—Train service between
Ste. Angele and St. Brigid"s—C.N. Ry< 63

Rates investigation. 1926-1927 127, 131, 167, 184, 206, 231, 234, 290, 301,303
Rate (corrected)—Asbestos waste—Danville, Que., to Nashua, N.H.—C.N. Rys.. 37
Rate—Perfumes—Woodwards, Ltd., et al 547
Rate (transit)—Raw leaf tobacco—Kingsville to St. Thomas—The Ross Leaf

Tobacco Co., Ltd., Kingsville, Ont 27
Rates—Apples—Halifax for export—Nova Scotia Shippers' Assn., Kentville, N.S.,

vs. D.A.R. Co 69
Rates—Bituminous coal—Oct. and Nov. 1924—Erieau, Ont., to Waterford, Ont., via

P.M. and M.C. Rys.—Canadian Canners Ltd.. 28
Rates—Canned goods—Ontario points to Fort William and Port Arthur—E.D.

Smith <fe Sons, Ltd.. Winona, Ont., et al, vs. Canadian Freight Assn 436
Rates—Cheese colour and cheese- rennet—Item No. 145 of Supp. No. 5 to C.P.R.

Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312 (M.F.R.A.) 598
Rates—Coal—Three Hills, Alta., to points in Saskatchewan and Manitoba on

C.N.Rys. and from Carbon, Alta., to same destinations on C.P.R 1

Rates—Cro.ssarm.s—B.C. points to eastern points—Dominion Shuttle Co., Ltd.,

T^chute Mills, Que 530
Rate (corrected)—Fish—Faust to Edmonton, Alta.—Canadian Northern Express

Dept.. 9a

Rates—Glass bottles and .jar.s—Montreal to points in Western Ontario—Con-
sumers' Glass Co.. Ltd.. Montreal 726

Ratps—Gypsum bonrd-C.P.R.-(M.F.R.A ) 606
Rate—Hav—East to West Saint John, N.B.—Queens Central Agricultural Socictv

New Bruns^vick vs. C.P.R. Co. . \ 541

Rato.s—Hoop, barrel (iron or stoon—C P.R. Tariff C.RjC. No. E-3832 (M.F.R.A.). 593
Rates—Hardwood sawdust—Cancellation in Western Canada—Swift Canadian Co. 89,126
Rate—Live stock feed and poultry feed—Vancouver Milling and Grain Co 686
Rates—Logs and bolts—Chinm-in, N.B , to Fairville, N.B.—New Brunswick Coal

<fc Ry. Co. (M.F.R.A.) 602
Rates^—Loss and bolts—Minto. N.B.. to Fairville, N.B.—Fredericton & Grand

Lake Co.al ^ Ry. Co. (M.F.R.A.) 603
Rate—Lumber—Brighton Siding, Que., to Chatham, Ont., C. W. & L. E. delivery
—Canadian Lumbermen's Assn 583,584

Rate—Lumber—Carleton Place. Ont., to Toronto—Canadian Shippers' Traffic

Bureau. Toronto, vs. C.P.R. Co 670,671
Rate^—Lumber—Corinth. Ont.. to Detroit. Mich.—Shreiner & Mawson (Canadian

Shippers' Traffic Bureau) vs. C.N.Rys 677,679
Rate—Lumber—Dutton, Ont . to Montreal for export—Canadian Shippers' Traffic

Bureau. Toronto, vs. P.M.R. Co. and C.N.Rys 671,<673

Rate—Lumber—Gravenhurst. to Listowel via Mount Forest. C.P.R. delivery

—

Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau 675,676
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Rates (mlgc.)—Lumber—U.S. points—D.A.R. Co 433

Rates—Lunibermons Batteaux, etc.—St. John, N.B., to Toronto, etc.—C.P.R.
(M.F.H.A.) 597

Rates—Lumbermen's batteaux. etc.—Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal and Ry. Co.
(M.F.RA.) 604

Rates- Mill refuse—Plaster Rock, N.B., to Edmundston, N.B.—C.P.R. (M.F.R.A.). 601

Rates—Oil (fish, whale or sea animal)—C.P.R. (M.F.R.A.) 596

Rates—Oil (fish, whale or sea animal)—D.A.R. (M.F.R.A.) 600

Rates—Old rails for melting or rerolling—N.B. Coal & Ry. Co. (M.F.R.A.).. 611

Rates—Potatoes—Guy G. Porter Co., Ltd.. Perth, N.B 78

•Rates—Potatoes and turnips, St. Jerome, Que-^C.P.R. (M F.R.A.) 607

Rates—Potatoes and turnips—Fredericton Grand Lake Coal & Railway Co.
(M.F.R.A.) 605

Rates—Potatoes and turnips—N.B. Coal Sc Ry. Co. (M.F.R.A.) 611

Rates—Potatoes and turnips—Temiscouata Ry. CM.F.R.A.) 608

Rates—Proportionate—To Truro, N.iS.—D.A.R. Co 507

Rates—Pulpvvood—Stations in Quebec and New Bru'nswick to Bathiirst, etc.,.

N.B.—Bathurst Co., Ltd., et al, vs. C.N.Rvs 78

Rates—Pulpwood to Cap de la Madeleine, Que.—C.P.R. Co. (M.F.R.A.) 601

Rate--Salt—Malagash, N.S., to Tcmiskaming. Que.—Malagash Salt Products, Ltd.,

New Glasgow, N.S., vs. C N.Rvs. and C.P.R. Co 571

Rates—iSea shells (crushed)—C.P.R. (M.F.R.A.) 597

Rates—Sugar beets to Chatham and Wallaceburg vs. Raymond, Alta.—Dommion
Sugar Co., Ltd.. Chatham, Ont 561

Rates—Through—Via St. John and Ste. Rosalie—Points in Maritime Provmces
to points in Canada beyond eastern lines—C.N.Rys 108

Rates (import)—Cancellation—Wire rods from Montreal—Northern Bolt, Screw
& Wire Co., Owen Sound, Ont 632,633,688

Regulations governing baggage car traffic 83,507
Regulations—Navigation through or under bridges over navigable waters and

canals—Lighting of such bridges—Railwa}-- companies 113
Regulations—Testing of hearing and eyesight of railway employees 469
Regulations—Transportation of acids, etc., by express—Express Traffic Aissn 551

Regulations—Transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles by freight. 48, 518
Regulations for Uniform Maintenance of Wav Flagging Rules for Impassable

Track—N. St. C. & T. Ry. Co. and C.N. Electric Rys. 740
Release of liabilitv—Passengers in autos on car ferry—^Main land and P.E.I.

—

Special form of ticket-^C.N.Rys 39
Renfrew Machinery Co., Ltd., Renfrew. Ont., vs. C.P.R. Co.—Private siding

—

Ruling 6fl(

Reshipping arrangements and stop-off—Lumber—Canadian Shippers' Traffic

Bureau vs. CP. and C.N.Rys 635,637
Residents along C.N. Rys. between Winnipeg and Pinewood vs. C.N. Rys.

—

Passenger service between Winnipeg and Duluth 619
Resolution—Manitoba Legislature—Placing of signals at railroad crossings.. .. 521

Retail Merchants Assn., et al.—Rate—Perfumes 547
Road outlet from buildings, crossing Bassano—Empress line, C.P.R.—Geo. Bras-

sard, Atlee, Alta. . 533
Robertson (P.L.) Mfg. Co., Ltd., Milton, Ont., et al,—Cancellation—Import rates

—Wire rods from Montreal 632, 633,688
Rods (wire) Import rates from Montreal—Cancellation—Northern Bolt, Screw & Wire

Co., Owen Sound, Ont 632, 633,688
Ross (The) Leaf Tobacco Co., Ltd., Kingsville, Ont.—Transit rate—Raw leaf tobacco

St. Thomas to Kinssville; also stop-off privileges at Kingsville for shipments
en route to final destination 27

Routing (alternative) via Saint John and Ste. Rosalie Jet.—Halifax Board of

Trade, et al, vs. C.N. Rys 109, 423. 429, 430.433
Routing (direct)—Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau vs. C.N. Rys 677,679
Routing of traffic as per bill of lading 40
Routing of traffic—ObserA'ance by carriers of directions on bills of lading—Office

Specialty Mfg. Co., Ltd., Newmarket, Ont., et al, vs. C.N. Rys.—Ruling 575
Royal Automobile Club of Canadji—C.N. Rvs. underpass—Montreal-Ste. Agathe

H'way. ' 725
Rule covering stop-off and re-^shippinc: arrangements on lumber—Canadian Shippers'

Traffic Bureau vs. CP. and CN. Rys 635,637
Ruling—Charges—Switch boards—Montreal to Edmonton and Lethbridge—North-

ern Electric Co., Ltd '. 648
Ruling—Clear bill of lading—Sacked potatoes—CP. and C.N. Rys. points in Mari-

time Provinces to domestic and foreign points—Guy G. Porter Co., Ltd.,
Perth, N.B 502
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Ruling—Flag station between Parker and Mohr., Que.—Ottawa-Waltham Br.,

C.P.R 67
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as export hay—Jas. McDonnell Co., Ltd., Montreal 509,511
Ruling—Observance by carriers of directions given on bills of lading by shippers
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—

Dominion Traffic A.'jsn. vs. C.P.R. Co 3
Ruling—Private siding—Renfrew Machinery Co., Ltd., vs. C.P.R. Co 66.

Ruling—Railway Mail Service 2
R.M. of South Qu'Appelle, No. 157, Sask., vs. C.P.R. Co.—Protection—Crossing

at McLean. Sask 645
Russell (Twp.) Ont., vs. N.Y.C.R. Co.—Agency—Cambridge Station, Ont 527

S

Saskville, N.B., Board of Trade, et al—Alternative fouting via Saint John and
Ste. Rosalie Jet., N.B.—C.N. Rvs 109, 423, 429,430,433

St. Albert, Ont.—N.Y.C.R. Co.'s agent at—Complaints again.st 527

Ste. Angele and St. Brigid's—Train service between—Parish of St. Brigid's vs.

C.N. Rys 63
St. Brigid's Parish, Iberville County, Que., vs. C.N. Rys.—Train service between

Ste. Angele and St. Brigid's. . 63
St. Felicien to Dolbeau, Que.—Opening for traffic—C.N.R 539
St. John and Ste. Rosalie Jet., N.B.—Alternative routing via—Halifax Board of

Trade, et al, vs. C.N. Rys 109, 423, 429, 430,433
St. John and Ste. Rosalie—^Tariffs of through rates via—Points in Maritime Prov-

inces to stations in Canada beyond eastern lines—C.N. Rys 108

St. Martin, etc., streets, Sherbrooke, Que. Crossing—C.P.R 95
St. Sauveur des Monts, Co. of Terrebonne, Que. (inhabitants)—C.N, Rys. bridge

over provincial highway, Montreal to Ste. Agathe 725
St. Paul Southeasterly Branch from junction with Coronada Subd. of Canadian

Northern Western R. Co. at mlge. 120.85, St. Paul, Alta., to mlge. 141.73 Elk
Point, Alta..—Opening for traffic—C.N. Rys 512
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Somerset St. bridge. Ottawa 704, 713,721
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McTvean, Sask 645
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Rys 483, 496,511
Spur to serve K.V.P. Grain Co., mlge. 77.8 Langdon Subd—C.P.R. Co 621
S.F. Distance Tariff C.R.C. No. 19—Approval under M.F.R.A., 1927—Inverness

Ry. & Coal Co 76
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SJi'. Tariff C.R.C. No. 19—Approval under M.F.R.A., 1927—Sydney & Louisburg

R. Co S9

SF. Tariff C.R.C. No. 2S—Approval under M.F.R.A., 1927—Sydney & Louisburg

R. Co W9
S.M.F. Tariff. C.R.C. No. 3196—Approvad—Changing Carabridge, Ont., to an

agency station—N.Y.C.R. Co 596

Standard and special joint freight distance tariffs CJl.C. E-1209 and E-1210—
Approval under M.F.R.A.. 1927—C.N. Rys 76

Station—Kipp, Alta.—Closing—CP Jl. Co 548

Station (flag)—Ottawa-Wa'ltham Br., C.P.Rf, between Parker Stn. and Mohr, Que. 67

Station—St. Paul's, Ont.—Closing—C.N. Rys 736

Station platforms—Elevation 742

Stock feed—Rates—Vancouver Milling and Grain Co.. Ltd.—CP.R. Co. and C.N.
Rys 686,600

Stop-over privileges at Kingsville—Tobacco—The Rose Leaf Tobacco Co., Kings-

vi'Tle, Ont 27

Stouffville Jet., to Mount Albert, Sutton Subd., C.N. Rys.—Abandonment operation.. 568, 571

Strabane Ave., Ford City—Opening crossing on over E^^sex Terminal and C.N. Rys. . 625

Straw and hav—Toll—Truro, N.S., ex-College Bridge, N.B., to Yarmouth, N.S.—
D.A.R. (M.F.R.A.) " 692

Subway-Charlesbourg Road—Quebec City—C.N. Rys 697, 699, 700, 703

Subway-Crossing of C.N. Rvs. (Calgarv-Tofield Br.) on S.W. k of Sec. 14-39-23,

W. 4 M.—Mun. Dist. of Lamerton No. 398 647, 689

Subway—St. Maurice St.—City of Three Rivers. Que.—CP.R 722, 724

Subway under CP.R. tracks at Leasidc, Ont.—Apportionment cost—Twp. of East

York and Town of Leaside vs. CP. and C.N. Rys 556

Sugar beets to Chatham and Wallaceburg, Ont., vs. Raymond, Alta.—Rates

—

Dominion Sugar Co., Ltd., Chatham, Ont 561

Supervision and overhead expenses—Protection at highway crossings—10 per cent
additional charge—Railway -jcmpanies 2

Supp. No. 1 to Express Classification No. 6—Approval—Express Traffic Assn 517

Supp. No. 6 to Tariff C.R:C No. E.T. 694 covering regulations for transportation

of acids, etc., by express—Approval—Express Traffic Assn 551

Supp. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1 196—Reissue on less than statutory notice—
C.N. Rys 738

Supp. No. 13 to Tariff C.R.C No. %—Rc' corrected rate on fish from Faust to

Edmonton—Canadian National Express Dept 91

Supp. "D" to Express Classification No. 7—Approval—Express Traffic Assn.. .. 655
Supp. " H " to Express Classification No. 6—Approval—Express Traffic Assn.

—

(Revised estimated weights of eggs excepted) 77, 80
Suipp. to freight and passenger tariff—Filing cancellation upon one day's notice

—

Maine Central R.R. Co 48

Supps. cancelling joint tariffs re withdrawal concurrences by E.D. & B.C.R. Co.,

et al—CP.R. Co 30

Supps. and tariffs—Filing on less than statutory notice with I.C.C.—C.N. Rys. ... 38
Supp. 1 to Canada & Gulf Ry. Tariff CRC. No. 31 filed under M.F.RA.—Approved. 523

Supp. 2 to CP.R. Tariff CRC. No. E-4319 filed under M.F.R.A.—Approved . . .. 519

Supp. 3 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C No. E-4312 filed under M.F.R.A.—Approved. . .. 550

Supp. 1 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C No. E-4335, to Cap de la Madeleine, Que., filed

under M.F.R.A —Approved 591

Supp. 2 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4308 filed under M.F.R.A.—Approved. ... 591

Supp. 3 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4319, filed under M.F.R.A.—Rate-^Fruits
and vegetables, canned, and apples, evaporated—Port Williams and Sheffield

Mills, N.S.. to stations in Western Canada—Approved 592

Supp. 3 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C No. E-4318 filed, under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Fruits
and vegetables, canned, and apples, evaporated—Port Williams and Sheffield

Mills, N.S.. to stations in Western Canada—Approved 592

Supp. 1 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4316 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Hoop,
barrel (iron or steel)—Approved 593

Supp. 2 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C No. E-4314 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates to Cap
de la Madeleine, Que., and Buckinsrham, Que.—Approved 593

Supp. 1 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C No. E-4314 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates to Buck-
ingham, Que.—Approved 594

Supp. 1 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4304 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates to Gatineau,
Que.—Approved 594

Supp. 2 to CP.R. Tariff C.R.C No. E-4304 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates to Cap
de la Madeleine, Que., and to Gatineau, Que.—Approved 595
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Supp. 1 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Railway

equipment—Approved 595

Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. Iv4312 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Oil, fish.

whale or sea animal—Approved 596

Supp. 3 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312 filed under M.F.R.A.—Approvedi 597

Supp. 4 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. K-4312. filed und(T M.F.R.A.—Rates—Crushed
sea shells—Approval 597

Supp. 5 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312. filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Cheese
colour and chce-e rcnnr t—.\pproval 598

Supp. 1 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4322. file* under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Logs and
bolt:^Approval 600

Supp. 3 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4322, filed under MJ'.R.A.—Rates—Pulp-
wood to Cap de la Madeleine, Que—Approval 601

Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4322, filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Mill
refuse from Pla.etrr Rock, N.B., to Kdmundston, N.B.—Approval 601

Supp. 1 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R:C. No. E-4310 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Gypsum
board—Approval 606

Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4320, filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval. . .. 606

Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4335, filed under MJ.R.A.—Rates—Pota-
toes and turnips to St. Jerome. Que.—Approval 607

Supp. 3 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4324, filed under MJF.R.A.—Proportionate
tolls to Swastika—Approval 650

Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4316, filed under MJ'.R.A.—Approval tolls

to Elk Lake and Silver Centre, Ont 652
Supp. 4 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4324, filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval tolls

from stations in New Brunswick to points on Quebec Central Ry 654
Supps. to D.A.R. Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.. 1927—Approval 434
Supp. 2 tc D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 823, filed under M.F.R. A.—Approval 518
Supp. 3 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C No 820. filed under M.F.R.A.-Approval 550
Supp. 1 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 820. filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Railway

equipment—.\pproval 599
Supp. 2 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No 820, filed under M.F.R.A.-^Rates—Oil, fish,

whale or sea animal—Halifax, N.S., to stations in Ontario—Approval 599
Supp. 3 (item 490B) to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 820. filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates
—Oil, fish, whale or .^ea r^nimal—Halif ax. N.8., to points in Ontario—.\pproval. 600

Supp. 4 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 825, filed under MJF.R.A. to Cap de la

Madeleine. Que.—Approval 609
SuT^n. 3 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 824. filed under M.F.R A.—Approval 612
Supp. 3 to D.A.R. Tariff CR.C. No. 825, filed under MJF.R.A.—Approval pro-

portionate tolls to Swastika, Ont 652
Supp. 2 to Fredericton Grand Lake Coal Sc Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 164 filed under

M.F.R.A—Approval 520
Supp 1 to Fredericton Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 167, filed under

M.F.R A..—Approval 537

SupT». 3 to Fredericton Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 159. filed under
M.F.R.A.—Approval.. 549

Supp. 1 to Fredericton Sz Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 167, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rates—Logs and bolts—Minton, N.B., to Fairville, N.B.—
Approval 603

Supp. 1 to Fredericton & Grand Lage Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 159, filed under
MF.R.A.—Rates—Railway equipment—Approval 603

Supps. 2 and 3 to Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff CR.C. No. 157,

filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Lumbermen's batteaux, scows, or warping tugs
—Approval 604

Supp. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 160; Supp. 3 to Tariff C.RC. No. 167; and Supp. 4
to Tariff C.R.C. No. 168 filed bv Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & R. Co. under.

M.F.R.A.—Approval 604
Supp. Nos. 1 and 2 to Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No.

169. filed under M.F.R.A.—Rate.s—Potatoes and turnips—Approval 605

Supp. 1 to Fredericton Sc Grand Lake. Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 170, filed

under M.F.R.A.—Rat^^s—Old rails for melting—Approval 605
Supp. 3 to Fredericton Sc Grand T.ake Coal Ry. Tariff C R C. No. 168, filed under

M.F.R.A.—Approval proportionate tolls to Swastika, Ont 654
Supp. 2 to New Bnmswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 129, filed under M.F.R.A.
—Approval .. 520

Supp. 1 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 132, filed under M.F.R.A.
—Approval 535

Supp. 3 to New Bnmswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 124, filed under M.F.R.A.
—Approval 549
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Supp. 1 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry Tariff No. 124, filed under M.F.R.A. '

—Rates—Railway equipment 602

Supp. 1 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 1S2, filed under M.F.R.A.
—Rates—Logs and bolts, Chipman, N.B., to Fairville, N.B.—Approval 602

Supp. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 125; Supp. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 132; and Supp. 2 to

C.R.C. No. 133 filed by New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Co. under M.FJI.A.—
Approval . . 610

Supps. 1 and 2 to New Brunswick Coal A- Rv. Tariff C R.C. No. 134, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rates—Potatoes and turnips—Approval 611

Supp. 1 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R£J. No. 135, filed under M.F.R.A.
—Rates—Old rails for moltinf;—Approval 611

Supp. 3 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 133, filed under M.F.R.A.
—Approval proportionate tolls to Swastika, Ont 653

Supp. 4 10 Quebec Central Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 974, filed under M.F.R.A.—
Approval tolls from Quebec Central Ry stations to points in New Brunswick. 651

Supp. 2 to Tcm-iscouata Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 609, filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval. 519

Supp. 3 to Temiscouata Rv. Tariff C.R.C. No. 621, filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval. 536
Supp. 4 to Temiscouata Rv. Tariff C.R.C. No. 615, and Supp. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No.

616, filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval 607
Supps. 1 and 2 to Temiscouata Ry. Tariff C.RJC. No. 624, filed under M.F.R.A.—

Rates—Potatoes and turnips—Approval 608
Supp. 3 to Temiscouata Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 615 filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval

proportionate tolls to Swastika, Ont., from Rivere du Loup, Que 651
Supps. to tariffs filed under MJF.R.A.—^Atlantic, Quebec & Western Ry. Co.

—

Approval 485,480
Supps. to tariffs filed under M.F.R.A. by Temiscouata Ry. Co.—Approval 436,437
Suspension—Order 38450 re amending C.N. Tariff applying on coal from Three

Hills. Alta., to points in Saskatchewan and Manitoba 1

Sutton Subd., between Stouffville Jet. and Mount Albert—Abandonment opera-
tion—C.N. Rys 568,571

Swift Canadian Co.. Ltd., Toronto—Rates in Western Canada on hardwood saw-
dust—Suspension cancellation 89,126

Switch boards—Charges—Northern Electric Co., Ltd., Montreal, to Edmonton
and Lethbridge—Ruling 648

Switching Charges—East Saint John to West Saint John, N.B.—Queens Central
Agricuritural Society. N.B.. vs. C.P.R. Co... 541

Switching charges—Lumber—Toronto Terminals—Canadian Shippers' TraflSc

Bureau vs. C.N. and CP. Rys 640,641
Switching services—Stations on C.N. Rys.—McColl Bros.. Ltd., Toronto 90,126
Sydney & Louisburg Ry. Co.—Approval under MJi'.R.A., 1927—S.F. Tariff C.R.C.

No. 19 89
Sydney & Louisburg Ry. Co —Approval—Tariffs of tolls filed under M.F.R.A., 1927. 103
Sydney & Louisburg Rv. Co.- -Approval—S.F. Tariff, C.R.C. No. 23 649

T

Talbot St.—Protection—Apportionment cost—^City of St. Thomas vs. L. & P.Si.

Ry 642
Tariff of S.M. tolls C.R.C. No. 2, covering bridge tolls—Approval—Biirrard Inlet

Tunnel & Bridge Co 1

Tariffs covering stop-off and reshipping arrangements on lumber—Canadian Ship-
pers' Traffic Bureau vs. C.N. Rys. and C.P.R. Co 635,637

Tariff C.R.C. No. 31 and supp. 1 to said tariff filed by Canada & Gulf Terminal Ry.
Co. under M.F.R.A.—Approval 523

Tariff (S.F. distance) C.R.C. No. 19—Approval under M.F.R.A., 1927—Inver-
ness Ry. & Coal Co 76

Tariff (S.F.) C.R.C. No. 19—Approval under M.F.R.A., 1927—Sydney & Louis-
burg Rv. Co 89

Tariff (S.F.) C.R.C. No. 23—Approval under M.F.R.A.—Sydney & Louisburg
R. Co ;. 649

Tariff (S.M.F.) C.R.C. No. 3196—Changing Cambridge, Ont., to an agency station
-N.Y.C.R. Co 595

Tariff C.R.C. No. 71 of Canadian Freight Assn.—Car demurrage on bulk grain to
elevator at Vancouver—Suspension—Pacific Terminal Elevator Co., et al.. 474

Tariff C.R.C. No. 209 filed by Quebec Oriental Ry. Co. under M.F.R.A.—Approval. 517
Tariffs of express tolls—Preparation and issuance by Traflic Manager, CP. Express

Co.—By-law No. 14 120
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Tariffs (joint)—Can.-ellation—C.P.R. Co.—Withdrawal of concurrences by E.D. &

B.C.R. Co. et al 30
Tariffs (joint) covering movements of all tratEc originating at or destined to points

on Vancouver & Lulu Island Ry.—Eburne Saw Mills, Ltd., et al, vs. railway
companies 79

Tariffs re reshipping rate from Chicago—Dominion Millers' Assn., Toronto, vs.

railway companies 659, 694,696
Tariffs—Standard and special joint freight distance C.R.C. Nos. E-1209 and E-1210

—Approval under M.F.R.A.—C.N. R3'S 76
Tariffs of through rates via Saint John and Ste. Rosalie—Points in Maritime Prov-

inces to stations in Canada beyond eastern lines—C.N. Rys 108
Tariffs (transit)—Out-of-line haul charge—Lumber—Canadian Lumbermen's Assn.,

et al 31,47
Tariffs and supps.—Filing with I.C.C. on less than statutoiy notice—C.N. Rys.. 38
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—Atlantic, Quebec & Western Ry. Co.—Approval. .93, 476,738
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—C.P.R. Co.—Approval 91, 105, 477, 514, 523, 537,739
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—Canada & Gulf Terminal Ry. Co.—Approval 512
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—Cumberland Ry. & Coal Co.—Approval 99
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—D.A.R. Co.—Approval 102, 107, 111, 119,

475, 478, 513, 525, 536,741
TaritTs filed under M.F.R.A.—Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Co.—

Approval 101, 107, 479, 515,525
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—Inverness Ry. & Coal Co.—Approval 100, 121,513
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—Maritime Coal, Ry. & Power Co., Ltd., Approval.. 103

Tariffs filed under MJ'.R.A.—New Brunswick Cual & Ry. Co.—Approval .. 100, 106,

480, 516, 524
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.-^uebec Oriental Ry Co.—Approval 92, 123, 434,739
Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—Sydney & Louisburg Ry.—Approval 103

Tariffs filed under M.F.R.A.—Temiscouata Ry. Co.—Approval 104, 105,

110, 120, 121, 475, 478, 515, 526 549

Temiscouata Ry. Co.—Filing tariffs and supps. to tariffs under M.F.R.A
m. 105, 110, 120, 121, 436. 437, 475, 478, 515, 519, 526, 536, 549, 607, 608, 651,690

The Renfrew Machinery Co. Ltd., vs. CPJl. Co.—Private siding—Ruling 66
Three Rivers (City), Que.—Subway—St. Maurice St.—^CPR 722,724
Ticket—Special form—Passengers in autos on car ferry between main land and

P.E.I.—C.N. Rys 39
Tobacco—Transit rate—§t. Thomaa to Kingsville—The Ross Leaf Tobacco Co.,

Kingsville, Ont 27
Tolls (S.M.) C.R-C. No. 2—Approval—Tariff of—Burrard Inlet Timneil & Bridge

Co 1

Tolls published in Atlantic, Quebec & Western Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 206, filed

imder M.F.R.A.—Approval 612
Tolls published in Atlantic, Quebec & Western Ry. Tariff CJl.C. No. 207, filed

under M.F.R.A.—Approval 738
Tolls publij^hed in Tariffs filed by Canada & Gulf Terminal Ry. Co. mider

M.F.R.A.—Approval 613
Tolls published in Supp. 1 to C.PJl. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, filed under M.F.R.A.
—Rates—Railway equipment—Approval 595

Tolls published in Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, filed under
MJ.R.A.—Rates—Oil, fish, whalle or sea animal—Approval 596

Tolls published in Supp. 3 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Approval 597

Tolls published in Supp. 4 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rates—Crushed sea .-^hell?—Approval 597

Tolls published in Supp. 5 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rates—Cheese colour and cheese rennet—Approval 598

Tolls published in Supp. 1 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4322. filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rate—Logs and bolts from Chipman, etc., N.B., to Fain^ille, NB.
—Approval 600

Tolls published in Supp. 3 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. F^322, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rates—Pulpwood to Cap de la Madeleine, Que.—Approval . . .. 601

Tolls published in Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4322, filed under
M.F.R.A. -Rates^Mill refuse from Plaster Rock, N.B., to Edmimdston, N.B.
—Approval 601

Tolls publi.<=^hed in Supp. 1 to C.PJl. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4310, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rates—GjTsura board—Approval 606

Tolls—Paper mill wrappers from KdmuiHlston, N.B.. to Bcaupro, Que.—Approval
-Item 60 of Supp. 3 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4314 (M.FJl.A.) 739

Tolls published in Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4320, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Approval 606
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ToWs iHiblishcd in Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4335. filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rateii—Potatoea and turnips—Approvai.. 607

Tolls (iproportionate) publi.shed to Swastika, Ont., in Supp. 3 to C.PJl. Tariff

C.R.C. No. K-4324, filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval 6o0

Toll publi^lhed in Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4316, to Elk Lake
and Silver Centre, Unt., filed undvv M.K.R.A.— Ai)pr()\al 652

Tolls published in Supp. 4 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E^324, from stations

in New BruiLswick to points on the Quebec Central Ry., filed under M.F.R.A.
—Approved 654

Tolls published in item No. 615 of Supp. 6 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, filed

under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Fertilizer and fertilizer materials and on lumbermen's
supplies—Approval 655

Tolls published in D.A.R Tariffs, filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval 609,691
Toll—Fish (dry)—Yarmouth, N.S., to Halifax, N.S.—Item 35 of Supp. 7 to D.A.R.

Tariff C.R.C. No. 791 741

Tolls published m Supp. 1 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, filed under M.F.R.A.—
Rates—Railwaj' equipment—Approval 599

Tolls published m Sui)p. 2 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, filed under M.F.R.A.—
Rates—Oil, fish, whale, or sea animal—Approval 599

Tolls contained in item No. 490B of Supp. 3 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, filed

under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Oil, fish, whale or sea animal—Approval 600
Tolls published in Supp. 4 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 825, filed under M.F.R.A. to

Caj) de la Madeleine. Que.—Approval 609
Tolls published in Supp. 3 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 824, filed under M.F.R.A.—

Approval 612
Tolls published in D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 828, filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval. 613
Tolls (proportionate) jmblished in Supp. 3 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 825, to

Swastika, Ont.. filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval 652
Tolls published in item No. 415A of Supp. 3 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 822, filed

under M.F.R.A 653
Tolls published in item No. 615 of Supp. 6 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, filed

under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Lumbermen's supplies—Approval 657
Toll-: published^ in item No. 36 of Supp. 5 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 813, filed

under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Bones—Halifax and Aylesford to Windsor, N.S.

—

Approval 657
Tolls published in item No. 40 of Supp. 6 to D.A.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. 813, filed

under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Hav and strow from Truro, N.S., ex College Brid'ge,

N.B.. to Yarmouth, N.S.—Approval 692
Toll published in Supi). 1 to Frederieton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C.

No. 167, filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Logs and bolts from Minto, N.B, to

Fairville, N.B.—Approval 603
Tolls published in Supp. 1 to Frederieton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C.

No. 159, filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Railway equipmeTit—Approval 603
Tolls ]niblished in Supp.'^. 2 and 3 to Frederieton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff

C.R.C No 157, filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Lumbermen's batteaux, scows
or warping tugs—Ai)proval 604

Tolls publi.shed in Supp. 1 to Frederieton <fe Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C.
160; Supi). 3 to Tariff C.R.C. 167 and Supp. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. 168, filed under
M.FR.A.—Approval 604

Tolls publi.shed in Su]->ps. 1 and 2 to Frederieton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff

C.R.C. No. 169 filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Potatoes and turnips—Approval. 605
Tolls published in Supp. 1 to Frederieton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C.

No. 170—Rates—Old rails lor melt ing—Af)proval ' 605
Tolls (i;roportionate) published in Supp. 3 to Frederieton & Grand Lake Coal &

Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 168. to Swastika. Ont., filed under M.F.R.A.—Approval. 654
Tolls published in item No. 277 of Supp. 4 to Fredeiricton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry.

Tariff C.R.C. No. 157, filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Lumbermen's supplies

—

Approval 656
Tolls published in Supp. 1 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 124,

filod under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Railwav equipment—Approval 602
Toll publi.shed in Supp. 1 to New lirunswiek Coal Sz Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 132,

riled under M.F.R.A.—Rate-—Logi? and bolts from Chipman, N.B., to Fairville,

N.B.—Approval 602
Tolls published in Supp. I to Tariff C.R.C. No. 125: Supp. 3 to C.R.C. No. 132;

and Supp. 2 to C.R.C. No. 133, filed by New Bnmswick Coal & Ry. Co. under
M.F.R.A.—Approval 610

Tolls published in Supps. 1 and 2 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No.
134, filed under M.F.R.A.—Rates—Potatoes and turnips—Approval 611

Toll? published in Supp. 1 to New Bnmswick Coal & Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 135,

filed under MJF.R.A.—Rates—Old rails for melting—Approval 611
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'J'olls (pro])()rtion;it(') puhlisluMl in Sup]>. 3 to X(."\v Brunswick Coal it Rv. Tariff

C.R.C. No. 133. to Swastika, Out., filed iiiulor M.F.R.A.—Approval 653

Tolls' publisliod in itom No. 277 of Supp. 4 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Tariff

C.R.C. Xo. 121. filed under M.F.R. A.—Rate.>-—Lumbermen's supplies

—

Approval 656

Tolld published in Sui>p. 4 to Quebec Central Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 974. filed under
M.F.R.A.—(2uebe<; Central Railway stations to points in New Brunswick

—

Approval 651

Toll* publi.shed in Tariff C.R.C. No. 217. filed bv Quebec Oriental Ry. Co. under
M.F.R.A.—Approval 739

Tolls })ubli.shed in Supi). 4 to Temiscouata Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 615; Supp. 3 to

Tariff C.R.C. No. 616. filrd under M.F.R.A.—Approval 607

Tolls published in Supps. 1 and 2 to Teiniscouata Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 624. filed

uniler M.F.R.A.—Rates—Potatoes and turnips—Approval 60S

Toll.< publi.'^hed in Temiscouata Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 627, filed undor M.F.R.A.—
Ajjproval 60S

Tolls (proportionate) publi.^hed in Supp. 3 to Temiscouata Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No.
615. fihnl under MJ'.R.A.—Riviere du Loup, Que.—Apjjroval 651

Tolls published in Supp. 2 to Temiscouata Ry. Tariff C.R/C. No. 623, filed under
M.F.R.A.—Rates—Potatoes and turnips from Temiscouata R}'. stations to St.

Jerome, Que., and Charlemajine. Que.—Approval 690

Toronto Terminals Ry. Co.—Oi^eninji for traffic—High level main line between
Berkeley St. and Logan Ave., Toionto 538

Toronto Viaduct east of Don—Berkeley St., mlge. 1.13 to Logan A\c., mlg?. 2.7

—

Opening for traffic—Toronto Terminals R. Co 538

Toronto Wire & Nail Co., Toronto, et a/—Cancellation—Import rates—Wire rods
from Montreal 632,633,6i8S

Town.ship of East York and Town of Leaside. Ont., vs. C.P.R. Co. and C.N.Rys.—
Apportionment cost—Subway under C.P.R tracks at Leaside 556

Track (interchange)—Pembroke. Ont.—C.N. Rys. and C.P.R 35

Tracks (additional)—Village of Erieau, Ont., vs. P.M.R. Co 693

Train service—Matapedia and Gaspe, Que.—Quebec Oriental and Atlantic, Quebec
& Western Ry. Cos 37

Train service between Ste. Angele and St. Brigid's—Ratepayers St. Brigid's Parish,

Ibemlle Co., Que., vs. C.N. Rys '. 63

Transportation—Coal—Producing points in Western Canada to consuming points
in Ontario—Inquiry. . 439,441,450

Transportation hy freight—Explosives and other dangerous articles 48,518
Transportation (free) Lieutenant-Governors and Members of Provincial Cabinets

—

Railway Association of Canada 559

Transportation (reduced) over C.P.R. and C.N. Rys.—Police force—Province of

British Columbia 41

Trois-Rivieres (City), Que.—Subway—St. Maurice St.—C.P.R 722.724
Turnips and potatoes—Rate&—Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4335

(M.F.R.A.) 507

Turnips and potatoes—Rates—Sui)ps. 1 and 2 to Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal
& Ry. Tariff C.R.C. No. 169 (M.F.R.A.) 605

Turnips and potatoes—Rates—Supps. 1 and 2 to New Brunswick Coal & Ry. Tariff

C.R.C. No. 134 (M.F.R.A.) *

611

Turnips and potatoes—Rates—Supps. 1 and 2 to Temiscouata Rv. Tariff C.R.C. No.
624 (M.F.R.A.) 608

Turnips and potatoes—Rates—Temiscouata Ry. stations to St. Jerome, Que.—Supp.
2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 623, filed by Temiscouata Ry. (M.F.R.A.) 690

Turtleford Southeasterly Br., mlge. at junction with Turtleford Subd. of C.N.
Rys. at mlge. 56.2, to Rabbit Lake, Sask.—Opening for traffic—C.N.R 580

U

Underpass—C.N. Rys.—Montreal—Ste. Agathe highwaj'—Royal Automobile Club
of Canada 725

Uniform Maintenance of Wav Flagging Rules for Impassable Track—Regulations
for—N., St. C. & T. Ry. Co. and C.N. Electric Rys 740

Unloading charges—Absorption—Shipments of flour to Orient—Balfour-Guthrie
Warehou.se Co.. Ltd., Vancouver 553,558

Unloading points and loading racks—Location of—Gasolene, etc 43
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V
Page

A'ancoiu cr Jiuard of Trade, ct al, \ s. Canadian Freight Assn.—Car demurrage—Bulk
grain consigned !o (devator at Vancouver 474

\'ancouver & Lulu Island Ry.—Kates and facilities—Extension to shippers and con-

signees—I"il)urn(^ Saw Mills, Ltd., ct al, vs. railway companies 79

Vancouv(M- Milling and Grain Company—Rates—Poultiy and stock feed—CP. and
C.N. Rys 686,690

Vegetables and fruits (canned) excluded in Supp. No. 3 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-4319 (M.F.R.A.) 592

Vegetables and fruits (canned) excluded in Supp. No. 3 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-3418 (M.F.R.A.) 592

Village of Lamont, Alta.—Opening main crossing of C.N. Rys. bet ween United Grain
Growers' elevator and Alberta Pacific Elevator 585

Visual acuity, etc., of railway employees—Regulations governing testing 469

W

Wallaceburg (Town) and Twp. of Harwich—Discontinuance passenger service by
C.W. & L.E.R. Co. between Wa;llaceburg and Chatham, Ont 589

Warning signs at railway crossings—Apportionment cost—Dept. of Highways of

Nova Scotia—Ruling 544
Warping tugs, etc.—Rates—Item 75 oi bu\nK 4 io C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. Xo. K-4312

(M.F.RA.) 597

Warping tugs, etc.—Rates—Supp. 2 to Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & Ry. Co.
Tariff C.RjC. No. 157 (M.F.R.A.).. 604

Watchmen or gatemen—Daylight saving time 82

Watchmen—Talbot St., St. Thomas, Ont.—Apportionment cost—L. & P.S. Ry.. .. 642

Water glass guards on locomotives—Extension of time for equipment—Railway
companies 109

Weights—Bcriy boxes in crated'—Express Traffic Assn 80
Weights (estimated) of eggs not approved by Supp. "H" to Express Classifica-

tion No. 6—Expra^s Traffic Assn 77. 80
Western Canada Flour Mills Co.. Ltd., et al, vs. railway companies—Reshipping

rate from Chicago 659. 694. 696
Whale oil, etc.—Rate—490A. Supp. 2 to C.P.R. Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312 (M.F.R.A.) 596
Wickenden, A A., Troi.s-Rivieres, Que., vs. C.P.R. Co.—Service—Gates at St.

Maurice Sr 722. 724
Windsor (City)—Bridsje—Wyandotte St.—C.P.R 684
Wineiy Road and Portage Road—Niagara Falls. Ont.—Opening for traffic—

N., St. C. cl' T. Ry 742
Winnipeg and Pinewood—Residents—Passenger train service—C.N. Rys 619
Wirebound boxes for tran^porra, ion of ni;i I clx^^—Con-trucrion—Bur(^au of Explosives 577
Wire rod.*—Import rates from Montreal—Cancellation—Northern Bolt, Screw &

Wire Co., Owen Sound. Ont.. ct al 632, 633.688
Withdrawal nnd appointment of asents 743
Woods Mfs. Co.. Ltd.. re C.N. Rys. placing and moving cars on siding wositerly

of railway company's tracks in Toronto 610
Woodwards Ltd.. et al—Rate—Perfumes 547
Wyandotte St., Windsor. Ont.—Bridge—C.P.R. croesmg 6S4
Wye at junction with Mantario Subd.—Op'-ning for traffic—Canadian Northern Ry. 559

Y

York, E. (Twp.), and Town of Leaside, Ont., vs. C.P.R. Co. and C.N. Rys.—Appor-
tionment cost—Subway under C.P.R tracks at Leaside 5.56
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ORDER No. 38831

In the matter of the Order of the Board No. 38450, dated November 22, 1926,
requiring the Canadian National Railways forthwith to amend their

tariff applying on coal, carloads, by paihlishing competitive rates on coal

from Three Hills, Alberta, to common points in Saskatchewan and Mani-
toba vijiich shall not exceed the rates published by the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company from Carbon, Alberta, to the same destinations on
the line of that company; and the application of the Canadian National
Railways for an Order suspending the said Order No. 384-50, pending a
review of the case on the reccn^d as it now stands.

File No. 26602.43

Tuesday, the 15th day of March, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application,

—

It is ordered: That, pending a review by the Board of the case on the
record as it now stands, the said Order No. 38450, dated November 22, 1926,
be, and it is hereby, suspended.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 38839

In the matter of the application of the Burrard Inlet Tunnel and Bridge Com-
pany, hereinafter called the ''Applicant Company'', for approval of its

tariff of standard maximum tolls, C.R.C. No. 2, covering bndge tolls, on
file with the Board under fde No. 15732.8.

Wednesday, the 16th day of March, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,—

The Board orders: That the applicant company's said tariff of standard
maximum tolls, C.R.C. No. 2, on file with the Board "^under file No. 15732.8, be,
and it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to this order, to be
published in at least two consecutive weekly issues of the Canada Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
38310-1 1 Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 439

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railways for a
Tilling by the Board in the matter of an additional charge of ten per cent

made by the Railway Company for supervision and overhead expenses in

connection with the protection required by the Board to be provided at

highway crossings.

File No. 9437.1184.

Monday, the 21st day of March, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed on behalf of the applicants, and its appearing

to the Board that a supervision and overhead charge of ten per cent in connec-

tion with such protection is a fair and reasonable charge,

—

It is ordered: That railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of the

Board be, and they are hereby, authorized to make an additional charge of ten

per cent for supervision and overhead expenses in connection with the protec-

tion required by the Board to be provided at highway crossings.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

Re Railway Mail Service

File 23656.1

Complaint was made by the General Superintendent of Postal Ser\ice

that the Canadian National Railways proposed to operate their train No. 6 out
of Sarnia a^^ a fast train, thereby eliminating all stops between Sarnia and
London, and that if the stops for important places such as Strathroy, Watford,
and Wyoming were eliminated, the postal car service would be practically

worthless.

The Chief Operating Officer of the Board, who investigated the complaint,

reported among other things that the existing passenger service appeared to be
satisfactory, and that no complaint had been made to the Board since train

No. 6 was placed on the present through schedule making no stops Sarnia to

London.
1

RULING

The Board ruled that it did not consider it should attempt to rearrange
passenger service having regard to mail service alone: that passenger trains

are run primarily for passenger service; and that it is not the function of the
Board to make train schedules for the carriage of mail.

Ottawa, March 11, 1927. I
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Application of McGregor Mclntyre, Limited, Toronto, Ont., per the Dominion
Traffic dissociation for a riding of the Board in the matter of a clavji

against the Canadian Pacific Railway Company covering an alleged

overcharge on a shipment of a derrick on its oirn wheels from Westii

Toronto to applicant company's siding at North Toronto.

File No. 19367.135

The applicant company's claim is set out in a letter dated September 16,

1926, which reads as follows:

—

" We filed a claim against the Canadian Pacific Railway claiming

that as this was bridge builders' erection equipment, the actual weight

of car and contents, less 50 per cent, should be applicable, whereas under
the Canadian Pacific's file 160375, they declined it, stating it should

come under classification of cranes and derricks, railway or wrecking,

giving as their authority item 2, page 26, Supplement 10 of Canadian
Classification No. 16.

The item under which we are claiming 50 per cent of the actual

weight of car and contents is No. 46, page 116 of Classification No. 16.

The shipment actually consisted of bridge builders' erection equipment,
containing frame, boom, rigging, engines, etc., and was of such a con-

struction that it could be knocked down for shipping, as it was in this

instance. Our principals also advise us that it is altogether different

from a railway derrick, in that the latter is a permanent structure. This
shipment was on a car supplied by the shipper and we feel that our con-

tention is correct, and would ask that you kindly give a ruling as to the

correct rate to be applied in this instance."

A copy of the application was sent to the Chairman of the Canadian
Freight Association, who filed the following submissions:

—

This particular derrick was one that could not be imlonded from
the car as it jwas part of the car itself and was one that could only be
operated from a railway track. All such articles are charged the actual

weight of car, trucks and contents. See item 2, page 26 of Supplement
10; item 82, page 111 of Classification No. 16.

On investigating I find that the car, subject of correspondence,

was originally built and equipped by the Canada Foundry Company at

Davenport, Ont., was later absorbed by the Canadian Allis-Chambers
Ltd., and in 1921 was disposed of to Messrs. McGregor & Mclntyre,
Ltd. The understructure is entirely of steel, specially designed and con-

structed for the permanent reception of a contractor's outfit, particu-

larly building of bridges, and consists of a crane or derrick, donkey
engine, winch and an appliance for moving the car back or for^vard on
the track. If the crane or derrick and other parts of the outfit were
removed from the car, it could not be used in ordinary service without
being practically reconstructed. The derrick being a permanent fixture

is operated from the platform of the car, on which it is constructed, and
is never unloaded from the car at the point where used. It is a car of prac-

tically the same under construction as all of the wrecking cars equipped
with a crane or derrick used by the railway companies, except that the

crane or derrick of the railways is of a shorter arm construction than
that used generally in the building of bridges and other classes of con-
struction work."

To which the applicant company replied:

—

The car in question has an understructure of steel, and although
used for the sole purpose of transporting bridge-building erection out-



fits, it certainly could be used for other puri)oses l)y the simple way
of unbolting the engine, base of boom, winch, etc., and i*emoving them
from the car.

In transit tliis car ceases to be a derrick, in that the boom and
rigging is dismantled and lo:ided on another car and therefore is not a

permanent fixture as inferred by the Canadian Freight Association. The
articles being bolted to the floor is similar to any other shipments such
as traction engines and threshers being blocked and spiked to the floor

of a car, and could be easily removed by unbolting.

" This erection equipment, we admit, is not unloaded after once
being set up after it has reached the point where it is to be used, till the
work is finished, and then the boom and rigging are again dismantled;
although if unloaded it could still be used as erection equipment and
the car would still remain a car and could be used for tran^sporting

girders, beams, etc.

" This outfit differs from the railway cranes which the writer has

seen, in that the boom and arm are fabricated accordingly to length

required, and the base remains stationary, the arm swinging on a swivel

on the base, whereas tlie railway cranes w^re of a solid arm construction

and swung with the ba-se."

RULING

The Board ruled that item 2, page 26, Supplement 10 to Canadian Freight

Classification No. 16, in effect at the time the shipment moved, was properly

applicable, and that the shipment in question consisted of a derrick on its o^vn

wheels.

Ottawa, March 14, 1927.

Re Demurrage Penalties assessed by the Canadian Car Demurrage Bureau
under General Orders Nos. 201 and 349.

File No. 1700

The following tables present in summarized form the reports of the Cana-
dian Car Demurrage Bureau covering car demurrage charges assessed for the

year 1926.

(Note.—Firsit two days over free time, $1 per day ; three days or more, $5
per day.)
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EASTERN CANADA

Month, 192G

January
]'\;l)ruary

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Monthly average

Total
cars

handled

177,604
178,689
212,141
193,533
209. 180

224,880
226, 150

211,027
217,053
242, 196

229, 140

203,481

210,423

Nuiiil)er

releases 1

within
free

time

166,735
168,432
198,118
181,514
197,152
210,892
211,405
197,775
204,399
226,671
213,444
187,874

197,034

Tor
cent

93- 88
94- 26
93-39
93- 79
94- 25
93-78
93-48
93- 72
94- 17

93-59
93 15
92-33

93-65

Num-
ber
hold
over
free

time

10,869
10,257
14,023
12,018
12,028
13,988
14,745
13,252
12,654
15,525
15,696
15,607

13,388

Per
cent

6-12
5- 74
6- 61
6-21
5- 75
6- 22
6-52
6-28
5- 83
6- 41
6- 85
7- 67

6-35

Num-
ber held
under
3 days
over
free

time

8,457
8,138
11,294
9,247
9,872
11,134
11,522
10,400
10,241
12,382
12,301
12,423

10,618

Per
cent

Nuin-
l>er held
3 days
or more
over
free

time

4-76
4- 56
5- 32
4-78
4-72
4- 95
5- 09
4-93
4- 72
51]
5- 37
611

5-06

WESTERN CANADA

Months. 1926

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

onthly average

Total
cars

handled

94,273
78,607
85,078
74,712
86,324
85,695
79,802
85,171
137,209
179,663
186,949
140,614

Number
released
within
free

time

109,508

89,371
74,402
79,599
70,954
83,113
82,567
76,211
80,725
131,872
171,686
177,489
134,047

104,336

Per
cent

94-80
94-65
93- 56
94- 97
96-28
96-35
95- 50
94- 78
96- 11

95- 56
94- 94
95- 33

95-24

Num-
ber
held
over
free

time

4,802
4,205
5,479
3,758
3,211
3,128
3,591
4,446
5,337
7,977
9,460
6,567

5,164

Per
cent

5-20
5- 35
6- 44

4-76

Num-
ber
held
under
3 days
over
free

time

4,074
3,550
4,814
3,035
2,640
2,550
2,946
3,627
4,369
6,568
7,638
5,394

4,267

Per
cent

Num-
held

3 days
or

more
over
free

time

3-94

R. RICHARDSON,
Assistant Secretary and Registrar, B.R.C.

Ottawa, March 17, 1926.
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Dangerous Practices of Motorists, Drivers of Other Vehicles, and of Pedestrians,

at Railway Crossings.

Files Nos. 45.8.1, 45.8.2, and 45.8.3

In many cases accidents at highway crossings are due to the negligence of

those driving automobiles and other vehicles, and of pedestrians. This negli-

gence is found both at improtected and protected crossings.

The Canadian National Railway lines, from June 13, 1926, to March 31,

1927, show 91 cases where there was danger at protected crossings due to the
negligence of those using the crossings.

The Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo lines, from October 25, 1926, to March
15, 1927, show one case.

The Canadian Pacific Railway lines, from July 15, 1926, to January 31,
1927, show 111 cases of danger practices by automobile drivers; 95,203 cases
of pedestrians; and 8,574 cases of bicycles, passing under lowered gates.

Notwithstanding safety devices and cautionary signals, people take chances
and disregard safety. Motor accidents are becoming more frequent. Every
sane motorist deplores this. If accidents are to be lessened, the sane motorist
must educate the culpably negligent motorists, some of whose actions are
recorded in the following lists.

The Board hopes that the press will give as much publicity as possible to
what is covered in the statement, with the hope that it may educate motor
drivers and others to be more careful at crossings.

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY LINES

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1926
11.10 p.m...

4 44 p.m..

5 45 p.m..

10 30 a.m..

.

5 30 p.m..

Kingston Road, Co-
bourg, Ont.

First Ave., Lachine,
Que.

Strachan Ave., Tor-
onto, Ont.

First crossing west of

rft. Boniface Station,
Grand Mere Subd.

Egerton St., London,
Ont.

262-742

307

38-062

F. 9098

99-265

Allowed car to run up to gate instead
of coming to a dead stop.

Passed over crossing when electric bell
was sounding and passenger train ap-
proaching.

Ran under one gate; lifted other gate.

Attempted to drive over crossing in

front of train; one killed and three
injured.

Auto driver failed to heed signals of
yard man to stop. .Just mis.sed hit-
ting train.

" 23

" 24

" 25

" 27

7
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CANADIAN NATIONAL liMLWAY^Continued

Time Crospinp; License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

5.40 p.m.

9 50 p.m.

7 .50 p.m.

11.40 p.m.

4.55 p.m.

10 00 a.m.

6.05 p.m.

4. 15 p.m.

8.03 a.m.

10.53 a.m.

4 20 p.m.

6.45 p.m.

3.35 a.m.

6.45 p.m.

12.30 p.m.

5 00 p.m.

5 30 a.m.

3.00 p.m.

5.05 p.m.

3.30 p.m.

6.00 a.m.

3 55 p.m.

9.43 a.m.

6.30 p.m.

7.45 a.m.

7. 18 p.m.

9.20 p.m.
9.50 a.m.

6.55 a.m.

7 .50 p.m.

7.45 a.m.

6.40 p.m.

7.00 a.m.

6.25 p.m.

Hastings St., Hustings,
Ont.

Notre Dame St., Vic
toriavillo, Que.

V^ictoria St., Thames-
villo, Ont.

Devon.shire Roafl,
VValkerv'ille, Ont.

E.ssa St. crossing, Al
landale, Ont.

First crossing east of

Bois Blanc Stn.,

Que.
Queen St., Toronto—
Cadillac St., Montreal

Ontario St., Port
Hope, Ont.

Walton St., Port Hope,
Ont.

Walton St., Port Hope,
Ont.

Cannon St., Hamilton,
Ont.

Riverdale cros.sing,

Toronto.
Laframboise St., St.

Hyacinthc, Que.
EastMain St. , Welland

,

Ont.
Gamebridge East pub-

lic crossing, Capreol,
Ont.

Charlotte St., Peter-
boro, Ont.

Kingston Road, Scar-
boro Jet., Ont.

Highway crossing west
of station at Napa-
nee, Ont.

Prince Edward St.,

Brighton, Ont.
Public crossing. Grand
Mere, Que.

Keele St., crossing,

Toronto.
Main St., Hamilton,
Ont.

St. Clair Ave., 11th
District, Toronto.

Ottawa St., Hamilton,
Ont.

Bridge St., Hastings,
Ont.

Pape Ave., Toronto..

.

Egerton St., Race
Course tracks, Lon-
don, Ont.

Egorton St., London,
Ont.

King.ston Road cross-

ing, near Scarhoro
Jet.

Main St., Glencoe, ..

Ont.
lohn St., Aylmer,
Ont.

Main St., Glencoe,
O.Tt.

Bronson Ave., Ot-
tawa, Ont.

St. Charles liarommc
St., .Joliette, Que.

50-158

M. 1-020

53-886

F. 9978

63-888

62980

329-944

257-544

52-622

89-925

447-587

F-869

150-495

255724

263-834

C-12318

282-102

273766

78006

35-611

82-506

71-276

96-093

265-526

164-636
1-246

99-622

C-12-316

200-834

109140

131-135

F-7461

Did not heed crossing signal; crossed
in front of train.

Brakes refu.sed to work and auto ran
into gates, breaking same.

Ran into gates; just missed engine.

Ran iiito iratos, breaking same.

Attempted to drive auto over track in

front of train; struck by train.

Reckless driving; drove into gates
breaking same; driver arrested.

Brakes applied too late; was struck by
train.

Drove across track as train was com-
ing.

Disregarded signal.

Did not heed stop signaL

Driver meant to back up but came for-

ward striking gate.
Disregarded signal.

Reckless driving.

Auto struck engine, injuring the motor-
ist.

Speeding. Broke gate.

Ran into relay box on wigwag, break-
ing same.

Drove too close to train; drove into a
switch stand.

Careless driving; drove into gates.

Tried to pass over crossing when train

was switching.
Reckless driving.

Shot over crossing in front of train.

Tried to beat gates when being low-
lowered.

Ran into gate when being lowered after

bell had been sounded; broke gate.

Did not heed stop signal; passed in

front of train.

Ran into gates; stopped between gates.

Did not heed watchman's signal; cros-

sed tracks in front of yard engine.

Did not heed warning; passed just in

front of train.

Damaged wigwag signal.

Drove into gates as they were being
lowered.

Speeding, passed in front of train.

Drove under gates while they were
coming rlown, breaking same.

Ran into gate breaking same.

Tried to cross track ahead of approach-
ing train; auto smashed.
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CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS—Conhnuerf

Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1.42 p.m.
11.15 a.m.

10.50 p.m.

12.55 p.m.

1.43 p.m.

7.30 p.m.

9.05 p.m.

12.01 p.m.

11.48 p.m.

7.25 p.m.

3.00 p.m.

9.50 a.m.

11.50 a.m.

11.00 p.m.

2.35 p.m.

8.00 p.m.

3.05 p.m.

7.10 p.m.
8.00 p.m.

3.30 p.m.

9.15 p.m.

3.45 p.m.

3.15 p.m.

5.50 p.m.

4.05 p.m.

2.05 p.m.

3.50 p.m.

6.55 p.m.

1.10 a.m.

4.30 p.m.

3.05 p.m.

9.00 a.m.

10.08 a.m.

8.40 a.m.

Queen iSt., Ottawa .

Dundas iSt., Trenton,
Ont.

Walker Road, Walker
ville.

Hastings St.,Hastings
Ont.

Main and Ferguson
Ave., Hamilton.

Lindsav St., Lindsay
Ont.

Queen St., Ottawa. .

.

Lindsay crossing,

Drummondville,
Que.

William St., Chat-
ham, Ont.

William St., Chat-
ham, Ont.

Front St.,Orillia,Ont

Queen St., Chatham,
Ont.

Queen St., Chatham,
Ont.

Beverley St., Gait
Ont.

Main St., Ottawa.
Ont.

Queen St., Ottawa. .

.

Lindsay St., Drum
mondville, Que.

Lusignan St., Montreal

Montreal
Devonsh ire Road

,

Walkerville, Ont.
Lindsay crossing,
Drummondville,
Que.

East Main St., Wei
land, Ont.
St. Ambroise St.,

Montreal.
St. Onge Station cross-

ing, Montreal.

Charlevoix St., Mont-
real.

Bridge St., Hastings,
Ont.

Queen St., Ottawa

Ottawa Ave., South
River, Ont.

Notre Dame St.,

Montreal.

Devonshire Road,
Walkerville, Ont.

Chambly St., Point
St. Charles, Que.

Charlevoix St., Mont-
real.

King St., Hamilton,
Ont.

St. Remi Street, Tur-
cot, Que.

Laurier Ave., Levis,
Que.

T-2202
290-841

115-420

269420

C-13-837

261-919

T-2226

47154

206-107

203-458

244929

208560

188221

130630

S-3130

16747

60984
970336

F-6626

1.59165

25636

4752

25988

316859

C-20445

F-1329

327-585

F-2972

T-667

102327

60970

T-5677

Backed into gates, breaking .same.
Cros.sed track ahead of train.

Ran into gates and broke same.

Disregarded stop signal and cro.ssed in

front of train.

Refused to comply with stop signal.

Failed to observe warning sign; drove
in front of train.

Ran into gates while down; broke
same.

While bell was sounding and gates being
lowered, auto passed under gates
breaking them.

Failed to notice gates down and ran
into them, breaking them.

Failed to notice gates and ran into them
—broke same.

Auto skidded into lower gate, breaking
same

Backed into gates account of ice, break-
ing gate.

Tried to run through gates while Vjeing

lowered.
Made wrong turn and went up track
instead of street.

Ran into gates while lowered, damag-
ing same.

Bus struck gate while being lowered,
breaking it.

Ran into descending gates, breaking
them.

Reckless driving; ran into lowered
gates, damaging same.

Ran into lowered gate, damaging same.
Ran into gate w^hile lowered; broke
same.

Ran into lowered gate, breaking same.

Ran into lowered gate, damaged same.

Struck lowered gate, damaged same.

Car driven too fast down hill to be
stopped when driver saw train. Side
swiped train.

Driving auto under influence of liquor.
Not careful at crossing.

P ailed to comply with stop signal;

crossed in front of engine.
Ran into gates, breaking same; train
w^as approaching.

Disregarded flagman's signal, passed
in front of train.

Auto approached cro.ssing without
being under control, broke through
lowered gates.

Ran into gates while lowered, breaking
same.

Approached crossing at excessive speed
and broke through lowered gates.

Reckless driving; ran into lowered
gates breaking .same.

Ignored signal, crossed in front of mov-
ing train.

Ran into gates while down breaking
same.

Ran into gates, while down breaking
same.
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CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY LINES—Condudrd

Date Time License No.
of Auto

Dungcrous Priicticc

1097

10 .^n n m ^Vtwfltcr A.V6. I'oint 31900 A ppr* )ii(;licil crossing &t cxcgssivg spcod
2i.li\4 ill lAi ii.fVVcrlv7Li fe^alA^Sim

" 14 in 90 n IIIi\/.^u p.m. . . .Aft. L «> C* XV \
f

^T1.U1I l/^ F-761 xvmi LiiiAj ii^a tvjo w 11 lit? luwvicu aiiu L/dl
1111^111^.

lO Q 91; n Mlo.^Cl p •111 . . 235-280 1 Hr^h (11 iVlIl^, put ^ULifa ()Uw Ui COIIl*

llllir), V /II L. f Tl 1 W 111

" IS 11.25 p.m. V «Ullollll\7 M. \,\Ji\Kl
1

135-734 Sfjirtod fj'i iTC% fiWW'Sirf] V^nf/^ro cmt.Aci ViaH
AVollrAt^rill/) Or\tfTaiKerviiiu, \7ui. riHcn {Sufficient to ftllow c&r to so

UIlllLl, vlAlIlct^Ud i^alAiii*

" 19 1 90 n. Ill Ssr*/*r\fifi r\iirilir» r»T*r»«j*>cinfT iXtlii ill t^Jliptj^ UOA Cell cLhhaK^H\5\l \AJ

ilil^V 111^ l/l ClllJ

' • P-Ill. . 242-612 Htiirtcd forwjirtl l^eforo tlie g&tcs li&d

wli I. risen sufficient to allow car to pass
liii^ici

f
iJiwivc ^ciLi..rt.

" 22. . .

.

Q "^O R in*J m*J\J U • ill . . . * * i« >» ill 1 - 1 \ t:; . 1 1 .11 1
1

~

F-2598 X*L\/r^\^ lilllV/U^ll 1 VJOL7ill|^ •

z** 5 40 p m 126-431 x^iovu uiicitjr i^ciLtiJs Willie Liicjr Wert?
don, Ont. r ^01 TUT w 1WOT'Al'l

" orzo 0>^U p. Ill . . . fftllKLr iVOciUf VVclIKcI I'^^an into gates wliile down and ^od^
villp Dnt 1 111^111^.

" 97 il K{\ TYl^ > iX . Ill . . .
Fast Mrtin Sf VWI- 179-971 1^ L\J \ %^ 111 U^/ lUV>Clvvt {^ul'C*

iclllU , V^llL.

Mar. 8 6.20 D.m. .

.

Ontario St., Montreal. F-8581 Running through and breaking gate.

y j-/t?ocry oL., iTiuu truud

.

fi0990 T\iinninfir f MT^r^iifrii orotfiG QitiiT* l^/»iTi<rxvuiiuiii^ tiiiou^ii ^c%tt:o £ii uer uuiiii^

lowered.
" 17 3.05 p.m. .

.

Darling St., Montreal. F-1725 Driving through gate after same had
been lowered.

" 21 12.15 a.m. .

.

St. Remi St., Mont- H-13155 Approached railroad crossing too fast.

real. breaking through gate.
" 21 8.30 a.m. .

.

Prcfontaine St., Mont- S-3320 Running through gates after same had
real. been lowered.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

Manitoba District

Point of Accident
License

Number of

Auto
Dangerous Practice

M.P. 57-5 Carberry S.D

Marion St., crossing, Winnipeg

Crossing at rear 01 Manitoba
Bridge and Iron Works,
Winnipeg.

Princess St. crossing, across
Logan Ave., Winnipeg.

Chalmers Ave., crossing, Win-
nipeg.

Mile 95-3 Napinka S.D. near
Leighton.

Park Road crossing, Current
River, Port Arthur.

2nd Ave. crossing. Port Arthur

Eagle River, Ont., M.P. 79-34,

Ignace S.D.
2nd Avenue crossing, Port Ar-

thur.
Main Street, Portage la Prai-

rie, Man.

Montcalm St., St. Boniface. .

.

Main Street, Portage la Prai-

rie, Man.

50-^64

3-648

36-820

Auto ran into side of tender of No. 4 on east-
bound track.

Auto heading east ran into car CP. 271416,
while train backing over crossing.

Auto drove up on to crossing and was struck
by No. 6151.

Auto ran into side of freight train wliich was
pulling out of spur track.

Auto struck on this crossing by Extra 5322
from East.

Ford car struck by left cylinder of Engine
2104, Train 121.

Driver failed to see train. McLaughlin car
struck by No. 951.

Driver failed to see train and could not stop
in time to avoid running into <?ngine, Ex.
5088 West.

Auto struck by train 3rd No. 1. Driver failed

to see train approaching.
Driver failed to see train approaching. Auto
struck by Ex. 5019 East.

Ran by watchman .stationed at crossing with
"Stop" disc displayed when train close to
crossing.

Trying to get across Railway crossing when
gates were being lowered.

Ran by watchman stationed at crossing with
"Stop" disc displayed when train close to
crossing.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Continued

Saskatchewan District

Point of Accident
License

Number of

Auto
Dangerous Practice

M.P. 130 Indian Head S.D. . .

.

First crossing East of Winni-
peg street, Regina, Indian
Head S.D.

M.P. 67-7 Portal S.D. crossing
East end of Yellow Grass
Yard

.

Government Road, Weyburn
(over Portal S.D.), Third
St. crossing.

First public crossing South of

Sovereign.
Public crossing. East of Shaun-
avon Yard.

Avenue C, Saskatoon Yard

—

22-624
Vehicle

Vehicle

Sask. T-674I

84812

Myrtle Avenue, Yorkton
Crossing East Switch, Balcar-

res.

Public crossing, Perdue Yard
Broadway Street, Yorkton

Broadway Street, Yorkton. Vehicle.

Chevrolet struck at rear right wheel.
Sleigh and team struck bv 2nd No. 1 Engine

2347.

Sleigh ran on to crossing. Struck by No. 3U),

Engine 2593.

Ford truck ran on to crossing, struck by Extra
North 1033.

Ford car struck Extra No. 677 North, stand-
ing at station, blocking crossing.

Ford car struck yard engine in switching ser-

vice, damaging radiator of car.

Auto truck struck rear of tender Ex. West
2558.

Auto struck train No. 76.

Ford car collided with mail car on Train 59.

Auto truck driven into side of Train 51.

Drove milk wagon across in front of train
against watchman's signal.

. . Drove team of horses with sleigh across in

front of engine switching, against watch-
man's signal.

Alberta District

Crossing south end High River
Yard.

Pearce Avenue, Wetaskiwin. .

.

4 poles west of MP. 9, Wetaski-
win SD.

First crossing North of Cayley

1 mile N. of Carbon, Mile 59
Langdon S.D.

104th Street, Edmonton

Crossing mile 71-5 Aldersyde
S.D.

Mile 3-7 Cardston S.D
4th St. West, Calgary

4th St. West, Calgary.

21-722.

L. 464.

Threshing
machine

22-228

86365.

Vehicle.

61-474.

.

11-658.

.

Ford car ran into side of engine on crossing.

Auto ran into No. 987 attempting to cross
ahead of train when there was not suffici-

ent time.
Threshing machine stalled on track.

Auto ran into side of train L/94 while
standing on crossing.

Ford truck without chains unable to stop
on slippery ground ran into Ex. North
No. 591.

Chevrolet touring car skidded into Train
Ex. 2000 through f9,ilure of driver to
exercise proper precaution approaching
crossing.

Team of horses killed by train 544. Driver
failed to observe train.

Ford truck struck Ex. North No. 3224.

Truck of Big Chief Oil Co. ran through
gates which were down protecting train
movement over crossing.

Unknown car damaged gate protecting
engine movement over siding of Robin
Hood Mills.

British Columbia District

Water St., Kelowna.

Schubert St., Vernon
Barnard St., Vernon
Hastings St., Vancouver
Columbia Ave., Vancouver
Gore Avenue, Vancouver
North Vancouver Ferry, V'an-

couver.
Station crossing at Agassiz. . .

.

Shaughnessy St., Coquitlam.

.

Hastings St., Vancouver
North Vancouver Ferry, Van-
couver.

Esscndene Ave., Abbotsford . .

North Vancouver Ferry, Van-

BC-24576.

BC-26-670.
BC-23-977.
BC-37-151.
BC-35-857.
BC-36-396.
BC-53-453.

BC^33-696.
BC-44-804.
BC-43-636.

BC-62-110.
BC-16-910.

Auto struck by CP. No. 24576, while truck
attempting to cross tracks.

Auto ran into CP. No. 286942.
Auto struck by C.N. No. Extra South 2103.

Auto ran into gates.
Auto ran into and damaged gates.

Auto ran into side of train No. 1/1.

Auto ran into and damaged gates.

No. 706 backed into auto bus.
Auto ran into side of engine.
Auto ran into gates.
Auto ran into gates.

Auto ran into side of train.

Auto ran into side of engine.

39536—2 J
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KETTLE VALLEY RAILWAY

Date
and Time Point of Accident

1926
South IVnticton

License
Number of

Auto
Dangerous Practice

BC-2 1-299 Auto ran into side of train standing on
Fairview Road Cronsing.

ESQUIMALT AND NANAIMO RAILWAY

Oct. 1 Comox Rd. Crossing, Nanai-
mo City.

Driver of auto ran into side of train No. 2.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

EASTERN LINES-PROTECTED HIGHWAY CROSSINGS

Quebec District

Montreal TerminaU Div.

Westminster Av^e., Mont-
treal.

Park, Avenue, Montreal...

Rockland Ave., Montreal,

Westminster Ave., Mont-
real.

Rockland Ave., Montreal

Westminster Ave., Mont-
real.

Que. H-4416.

Que. T-804..
Que, 18205.

.

Que. F-2167.

Que. 21992.

.

Que. H-7336.
Que. 67447.

.

Que. H-4287.

Auto ran under descending gates.

Auto ran against gate.<« which had
been lowered for train but did
not break same.

Auto ran through and broke south
gate.

Auto ran under descending gates.

Auto ran through and broke North
arm of gate.

Auto ran under descending gates.

Lourcntian Division

St. Valier St., Quebec.

Bonaventure St., Three
Rivers.

Dorchester St., Quebec. .

.

Crown St., Quebec

Dorchester St., Quebec.

Gouin Boulevard , Bor-
deaux.

Que.

Que.

Que.

Que.

Que.

Que.

Que.

Que.

T-1465.

T-2091.

T-1805.

12234.

.

68484.

27871.

F-11450.

20750. .

.

Auto passed under West gate but
struck and broke East gate.

Auto, running without lights, ran
into and broke North gate.

Auto, going about thirty miles an
hour, ran into and broke North
gate.

Auto ran through and broke all

four gates, escaping being hit

by train by few yards.
Gates were down for train but

before last one lifted auto
ran through and broke it.

Auto ran through and broke gates
while train was standing at
station.

Auto ran through and broke one
arm of gates.

Three gates were lowered and
fourth was being lowered when
auto pas.sed under same, stopped
and started to back up, breaking
arm of gate.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAllMAY—Continued

Quebec District—Concluded

Ottawa Division

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1926
Aug. 14. Montcalm St., Hull.

" 21.

21.

Sept. 4.

9.

11.

Oct. 23.

Unknown

Que. 81975
Unknown
N.Y. 5-P-1334
Ont. 131-247. .

Ont. 20-306 C.
Que. 5599-F....

Auto ran through gates, springing
same up and knocking crossing
lamp off.

Auto ran through and broke gates.

Auto going East ran through gat«s.
(< <<

Auto ran through and broke gates.
Auto, account defective brakes,

ran through and damages gates.

Smiths Falls Division

Aug. 29 Lake Shore Road, Vau-
dreuil.

Ont. 305-035. . .

.

Auto, unable to stop in time, broke
casting of drum of gate.

Ontario

Trenton

District

Division

Aug. 17.

" 18.

Sept. 10.

Oct. 2.

2.

17.

11.50 a.m.

6.10 p.m.

3.35 p.m.

Day

12.02 p.m.

8.30 a.m'.

Day

Bowmanville (Scugog St.)

Wilson St., Perth.

Second pub. crossing, West
of Brighton.

Kennedy Road, 1 mile
West of Agincourt.

Kingston Road, Belleville
S.D.

First crossing East of

Bonarlaw.
Kennedy Road, Agincourt

Ont. 257-244..

Ont. 293-460.

Ont. 347-491 . .

.

GMC.-C5-254.

Ont. 231-816.

Ont. 50-344..

Ignored wayfreight conductor's
signals while protecting a cros-

sing during switching operations,
drove on crossing and narrowly
escaped being struck by cars
being backed out of shed.

Crossed track dangerously close

ahead of fast passenger train

No. 37.

Team and wagon driven over
crossing so close ahead of No. 38
train had to be stopped by
emergency application of brake
to avoid striking them. View-
good. Owner G. E. Oakes,
driver was his hired man.

Crossed track dangerously close

ahead of light engine 892 in face

of repeated whistle warnings.
Drove up on crossing while wig-wag

signal was working to show a
train approaching. Struck by
No. 20. Truck destroyed and
other damage done by ignited

gasoline. Tv,o men killed and
several injured.

Crossed track dangerously close

ahead of ex. 3896.
Drove on track in way of light

engine 753 in face of repeated
whi.stle signals. Auto destroyed
and two occupants badly injured.

London Division

Aug. 2 . . . 10.55 Richmond St., London. Unable to secure Auto driving East on Ann Street
found gate arm lowered, turned
over sidewalk, drove around end
of gate and up on to tracks at
Richmond Street in front of

freight train, and approaching
passenger train, turned and drove
UP on to station platform.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Conhnued

0?<rrARio District

London Division—Continued

Date Time License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1926
Aug. 4. Brock Road, Puslinch. Ont. 83-738

Aug. 6

20

" 20.

7.15 a.ni

.

1..50 p.m

5.22 p.m

Ann St., London Not secured

Wellington St., Chatham

Dundas St., Cooksville.

Ont. 205905.

Ont. 249527.

27.

t. 11

7. .50 p.m

2.45 p.m.

Waterloo St., Ijond(

King St., Chatham.

Ont. 103-553.

Ont. 207-015.

18.

23.

12.30 a.m.

9.50 p.m.

Richmond St., London. Ont. 175-218.

Ont. 173-616.

Oct. 19. 5.00 p.m. Eramosa Road, Guelph Ont. C-9621.

Notwithstanding wig-wag working
engine whistle sounded, and
engine bell ringing, driver of auto
thought he had time to beat
them over crossing, but had to
turn car parallel with tracks to
avoid a more serious accident,
and car was struck by train and
damaged.

While gates were down for ap
proaching train, a man walking
the track was nearly hit by
engine of passenger train.

Ford sedan ran into side of yard
engine 6146. Lady driver got
excited and failed to apply
brakes on auto. Oossing pro-
tected by a warning bell, which
was ringing.

Train No. 641 struck Chevrolet
touring car. A freight train had
just cleared crossing and auto
started up as pas.-^enger train on
opposite track approached, not-
withstanding engine whistle be-
ing sounded very loudly and
wig-wag signal working. Auto
stopped foul of rails and was
struck by engine.

After south gate had been lowered
and while north gate being
lowered, auto travelling fast ran
into south gate breaking it.

Warning gong was ringing while
gates being lowered. Auto skid-
ded 33 feet on pavement.

Gateman was about to pull down
gates for a freight train going
West when Orville Lickfield
drove on to track. Gateman
pulled down gate behind him,
when auto stopped, apparently
not seeing the train coming, to
pick up a girl. Gateman was
pulling the other two gates down
and called to Mr. Lickfield to

come on and get out of the way,
but instead of going across the
track, he shoved back through
the gate that was down behind
him, Vjreaking the end board.

Chas. E. Stevens, in auto, ran

around other cars that were
standing at the crossing waiting
to get over. He ran through
s.e. gate breaking it off, al.so

went through north gates, but
did not break them.

Gateman had North and South
gates down and bell was ringing,

when Ford coupe came from
North and went through North
gate, breaking it, also lamp.
Driver of car saw red light but
thought it was tail light of car
ahead. Very severe rain storm
at time, and pavement slippery.

Truck driven by L. Greer, Pus-
linch, ran through gate breaking
it and gate casting. Man unable
to hold, heavily loaded truck.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Continued

Ontario District—Con.

London District—Concluded

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1926
Oct. 20

Oct. 23

Oct. 23

Oct. 29

11.15 a.m. .

.

7.00 a.m. .

.

11.15 a.m. .

.

8.40 p.m. .

.

Wellington St., Chatham..

Adelaide St., London

Pall Mall St., London

William St., London

Ont. 629-1097. .

.

Ont. 107-335....

Ont. 107-03

Ont. 100-934

While yard engine backing up, with
six cars attached, cro.ssing bell

was ringing, engine whistle sound-
ed and engine bell ringing, auto
truck did not hear warnings
given and drove over crossing
and was struck by cars.

Auto passed Watchman's stop
signal while yard engine appro-
ached crossing shoving a coach,
and seriously escaped l)eing hit.

Auto drove under gate being lower-
ed for approaching passenger
train, breaking gate. Crossing
bell was ringing at the time.

Auto passed crossing, bell ringing
and illuminated with red light
and ran into south side of leading
car on string being pushed by
yard engine.

«

Bruce Division

Sept. 15 7.35 p.m. .

.

5.55 p.m. .

.

Church St., Weston 37-073 Driver of auto came up on the rail-

way tracks between two cross-
ings' gates and deliberately
turned around on the crossing bet-
ween the gates, whereas he could
have turned on the road at
different places. Fortunately no
train was approaching at the
time.

C.N. yard engine 7141 was about to
back over the crossing. The
gateman rang bell, then put
down the east gate and then got
the west gates half way down
when the above auto and truck
came up at an excessive rate of
speed to the west gate, and would
have broken same only the Gate-
man raised them. A Canadian
National constable called to the
drivers to stop but they kept
on going until they got between
the C.N. and CP. tracks when
the auto stopped and the truck
ran up against it.

Oct. 26 St. Clair Ave., W. Toronto Auto. 74-419..../

Truck C. 22-066

\

Toronto Terminals Division

Oct. 27...

Aug. 21...

Aug. 12...

Aug. 14...

4.40 a.m. .

.

3.00 a.m. .

.

11.45 a.m. .

.

10.20 a.m. .

.

Cherry St., Toronto

Dufferin St., Toronto

Front St.

<< It

Ont. 11916

38964

C3^86

76-378

Drove over crossing in front of

engine disregarding stop signal

displayed by watchman.
Ran into and damaged crossing
gates.

Drove on to crossing after gates on
opposite side were lowered.

Drove on to crossing after gates on
opposite side were lowered.

Drove on to crossing after gates on
opposite side were lowered.

Drove on to crossing after eates on
opposite side were lowered.

Aug. 19...

Oct. 7...

4.25 p.m. .

.

2.10 p.m. .

.

68-071

232033



CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Con/xnaed

ONTARio I )ISTRICT

—

Continued

Toronto Terminals Division—Con.

Date

1926
Oct. 16.

Oct. 28.

Oct. 2.

Oct. 8.

Oct. 12.

Oct. 13.

Oct. 14.

Oct. 23.

Time

1.45 p.m. .

.

3.50 p.m . .

.

7.45 a.ni . . .

2.45 p.m. .

,

2.07 p.m . . .

8.10 a.m. .

.

8.19 a.m...

11.58 a.m. .

.

Crossing

Front St. Toronto.

Peter St.

Licen.se No
of Auto

4-198

80-137

72-240, 6-832.

46-144

5-061

49-414

C42716
65-718

56-371

Dangerous Practice

Drove on to crossing after gates on
opposite side wero lowered.

Drove on to cros.sing after gates on
opposite side were lowered.

Drove o\er crossing disregarding
stop signal displayed by watch-
man.

Drove over cro.ssing disregarding
stop signal displayed by watch
man.

Drove over cros.>*ing disregarding
stop signal displayed by watcli-
man.

Drove over cros.sing disregarding
atop signal displayed by watch-
man.

Drove over cros.sing disregarding
stop signal displayed by watch-
man.

Drove over crossing disregarding
stop signal displayed by watch-
man.

During August, September and October, pedestrians and bicycles passed over the following crossings
while gates were down:

—

Crossing Pedestrians Bicycles
Bartlett Ave., Toronto

—

August 419 130
September 630 191

October 621 211

1,670 532
Cherry St.—
August 537 34
Sei)tember 703 97
October • 578 47

1,818 178
DufTerin St.—
August 2,331 825
September 2,522 620
October 2,106 635

6,959 2,080
Eastern Ave.

—

August 532 217
September 635 211
October 730 212

1,897 640
Front St.—
August 717 62
September 612 73
October 809 73

2, 138 208
John St., Toronto

—

August 6, 127 3

September 7, 137 3

October 8,865 7

Crossing Pedestrians Bicycles
Lansdowne Ave.

—

August 9,227
September 12,113
October 12,666

34,006
McLennan Ave.

—

August 246
September 378
October 682

1,306
Osier Avenue

—

August 4,117
September 4,290
October 4,098

12,505
Peter Street-
August 515
September 534
October 635

1,684
Symington Ave.

—

August 2,997
September 4,001
October 1,858

8,856
Trinity St., Toronto

—

August 78
September 94
October 64

365
562
532

1,459

62
59

217

460
603
527

[,590

490
553
513

1,566

1

22, 129 13 236
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Con.

Eastern Lixes—Protetted Highway Crossivos

New Brun.swick District.

Nil

Quebec District

Farnham Division

Date Time Crossing License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1926
Nov. 13 Main 8t., Farnham Unknown Auto ran through iSouth gate while

same were down to allow engine
to pass.

Montreal Terminals

1926
Nov. 2 St. Hubert Street Que. S-2431 Montreal Tramways' Buss ran into

and broke crossing gate.
Auto ran under descending arms of" 4 Westminster Ave

" 16 Papineau Ave Unknown

gates which were being lowered
to allow train to pass.

Auto ran under descending arms of

gates which were being lowered
to allow train to pass.

" 15 St. Hubert St Que. S-2440 Montreal Tramways' Buss stopped
under gates preventing them
from being lowered to protect
crossing.

Auto ran under descending arms of

gates which were being lowered
to allow train to pass.

Motorcycle ran into gate but did
not break same.

Auto ran into and broke gate.

Auto ran into and broke gate.

" 20

" 25

Dee. 14 .

Westminster Ave

St. Hubert St

Westminster Ave

Que. H-1803. . .

.

Que. M-2416. .

.

Que. F-2724.

1927
Jan. 31 Que. F-9392

Laurentian Division

Bridge St., Quebec.

St. Maurice St., Three
Rivers.

Dorchester, St., Quebec...

Dorchester St., Quebec. .

.

Crown St., Quebec

Dorchester St., Quebec. .

.

Que. 71165.

Unknown.

.

Que. 12169.

Unknown...

Unknown...

Que. T-1734.

Gates had been lowered for train
when auto ran through and broke
Northeast gate.

North gate was struck by auto and
both arms broken. Auto back-
ed out and went away by an-
other street before license number
could be taken.

Gates were lowered for train when
auto ran through, broke North
gate and struck engine. Auto
was destroyed and one occupant
killed and two others injured.

Auto ran through and broke North
gate.

Auto, running at high rate of

speed, ran through and broke
three gates.

Ran through and broke Southeast
gate which had been lowered for

train.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Con.

Eastern Lines—Protbcted Highway Crossings—Con.

Quebec District—Con.

Ottawa Division

Date Time Cro.ssinn License No.
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

192()

Dec. 2

" 5

Ont. 129-724 Auto ran tlirough and broke point
off gate although light was
burning on gate at time.

Gates were lowered for train when
. auto ran through and broke
Southeast gate.

Auto stopped at gates and then
started again too soon and broke
Northwest gate.

" 24 Ont. 125-838 .

.

Smith Falls Division

Dec. 24 Raglan St., Renfrew Ont. 299-001 ... Auto ran under gates as train was
approaching and stopped on
tracks. Train was stopped and
car backed off tracks.

Ontario District

Trenton Division

1927
Jan. 5. . . . .10.35 a.m. .

.

First Public crossing East
of Eldon Station.

.331-718 (1926)... Drove up to crossing in snow storm
and was so close to track before
saw mixed train No. 605 coming
they had to turn auto into
return fence to avoid being
struck.

" 10 12.40 p.m.

.

Montreal St., Kingston

—

329-126 (1927)... Drove on crossing looking one way
only and car was struck by
engine from other direction
Fender damaged.

London Di

1926
Nov. 3.

12.

10.00 p.m.

2.45 p.m.

7.35 p.m.

7.00 p.m.

9.35 a.m.

. 7.20 p.m.

Wellington St., London.

West St., Chatham

Waterloo, St., London..

Richmond St

Thames St., IngersoU..

Colborne St., London.

.

208862

211-.342

98-668

227085

Unable to secure

Did not secure.

.

Auto approached crossing and not
able to stop slid into side of

engine on freight train. Engineer
had whistled twice for crossing,

and crossing bell was also ringing.

Overland sedan struck by cars
backing over crossing with yard
engine, killing driver of auto,
Mrs. F. H. Jewkes.

When gates lowered and bell

ringing, auto struck gate, break-
ing it.

While gates down and crossing bell

ringing, car approached from
North, struck North gate, break-
ing it.

While gates were down for approach
of freight train, auto ran through
gates, breaking them.

While engine backing over cros-

sing, notwithstanding crossing
bell ringing, also whistle sounded
for crossing and engine bell

ringing, auto was struck by
engine. Streets were very slip

pery.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—Com.

Eastern Lines—Protected Highway Crossings—Con.

Ontario District—Con.

London District—Con.

Date Time Crossing License No,
of Auto

Dangerous Practice

1926
Nov. 21..

22.

" 26.

" 13.

21,

" 25.

4.55 p.m.

11.55p.m.

Brock Road.

24...

Richmond St., London.

Allen's Road, Guelph.

*' 26

" 24

*' 29

Dec. 2

6.45 p.m.

7.55 p.m.

1.55 a.m.

2.43 p.m.

4.55 p.m.

3.55 p.m

6.35 a.m.

6.30 a.m.

9.30 p.m.

3.00 p.m.

8.00 p.m.

Richmond St., London..

Talbot St.. St. Thomas.

Richmond St., Lond(

Richmond St., London.

.\delaide St., London,

.Adelaide St.. London.

Queen St., Chatham .

.

340^266.

C-1308.

C- 28541

Richmond St., London

Thames St., Ingersoll.

.

King St., Chatham. . .

.

Allen's Road, Guelph.

.

225-722. .

.

171-040..

.

Unable to

:

C-28415. .

.

100816.

199-883.

L'nable to secure

Unable to secure

101625.

107362

Mich. 6611.

While train standing at station,
auto ran into north .side of coach
fourth car from engine. Driver
claimed could not stop on slip-

pery pavement.
Auto going South did not notice
gate barrier or hear cros.sing bell
ringing; when saw red lantern on
gates applied brakes, skidded on
slippery pavement, striking gate
arm, breaking it off.

At 9.55 a.m. truck ran into side of

engine 2059 on No. 637; crossing
bell ringing, engine whistle sound-
ed, engine bell ringing; driver
slightly injured; truck badly
wrecked

.

Auto ran through south gate.
.Said he thought red light on
gate was for .some road work.

Notwithstanding whistle and bell

signals, auto ran into side of gas
motor car 44 on crossing.

While all gates down, and train
backing on to crossing, auto ran
through gate and over tracks to

other gate.
Notwithstanding automatic cross-

ing bell ringing, whistle sounded,
and gong ringing on electric

coach, auto truck crossed over in

front of coach and was struck.
Driver admitted hearing whistle
and became confu.sed changing
gears on his car.

While gates being lowered auto
struck Northwest gate, breaking
it. Streets very slippery account
sleet storm.

Train No. 658 struck auto on cross-
ing; engine whistle sounded,
engine bell ringing and crossing
bell ringing; driver said he did
not see or hear train coming.

Auto going North at rapid rate of

speed crashed into South gate,
breaking it; then turned West
and drove o\ er sidewalk around
end of gate barrier on Anne
Street.

While gates were down and bell

ringing, auto driving at rapid
rate of speed broke end off South
gate and cro.ssed over in front of

passenger train No. 20.

As train approaching watchman
gave auto stop signal. Auto
stopped and as engine 25 feet from
crossing started ahead, watch-
man stood in his path, and auto
pushed watchman over tracks.

Auto passed stop signal displayed
by watchman and crossed tracks
in front of switch engine.

Auto ran into North gate breaking
it. Driver said he could not see

gate; claims blinded by lights

of auto on opposite side of cros.s-

ing.
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CANADIAN PADIFIC RAILWAY—Con.

Eabtbrn Lines Prothsctkd Highway Crossings—Con.

Ontario District—Con.

London District—Con.

Dat(

1926
Dec. 31.

1927
Jan. 1.

" 12

" 16

24.

8.45 p.m.

.

3.05 a.m. .

11.20 a.m .

.

6.58 p.m.

.

10.35 p.m.

.

3.50 p.m.

.

CrossinK

Pall Mall St., Ix)ndon..

Richmond St., London

Queen St., Cliatliam . .

,

Richmond St., London

Anne St., London

King St., Inger.soll

License No.
of Auto

100067.

UnaVjle to socui

Unable to .secure

99-225.

98-332.

C31-881.

Dangerous Practice

Taxi cab struck East gat«, breaking
it.

.\uto ran through both gates,
breaking end off gates. Gat€S
were down witli lights displayed
and crossing bell ringing.

.\s gates were down for No. 19, an
auto travelling at high speed
crashed through both gates
breaking them.

.\uto passed under North gate as
being lowered over tracks and
into Southwest gate, breaking it.

Taxi drove into gate arm, breaking
it; driver claims did not see

light on gate although red lamp
hanging from centre of it.

No. 661 struck C.N.R. Express
truck. Driver failed to hear
engine whistle, engine bell ami
crossing bell until too late to

stop, in view of slippery condi-
tion of road.

Toronto Terminals Division

1926
Dec. 22

1927
Jan. 13

1926
Nov. 27.

Dec. 28

10.50 a.m.

11.30 p.m.

12.50 a.m.

9.00 p.m.

Eastern Ave., Toronto. . .

.

Eastern Ave., Toronto. . .

.

Lansdowne Ave., Toronto.

Front St.. Toronto

No. 60-608.

No. 352-855

No. 29-065.

No. 4-157..

Drove onto crossing after gates on

opposite side were lowered.

Drove on to crossing after gates on
opposite side were lowered.

Drove on to crossing after gates on
opposite side were lowered.

Drove on to crossing after gates on
opposite side were lowered.

During November, December and January, pedestrians and bicycles passed over the following crossings

while gates were down:

—

Crossing

Bartlett Ave., Toronto

—

1926—November. .

.

December
1 927—January

Cherry St., Toronto—
1926—November.

December.
1927—January . . .

.

Dufferin St., Toronto—
1926—November.

December.

.

1927—January. . .

.

Pedestrians Bicycles

756 205
944 158
900 146

2,600 509

471 11

434 9

403 5

1,308 25

2,344 625
1,890 528
2,397 393

7.041 1.586

Crossing

Eastern Ave., Toronto

—

1926—November.

.

December. .

.

1927—January

Pedestrians Bicycles

725

John St., Toronto

—

1926—November.
December.

1927—January. . .

.

Lansdowne Ave.. Toronto

—

1926—November
December

1927—January

142

688 126
657 101

1,970

12,951
8,079
8,449

27,479

11,083
10, 705
13,501

35,289

385
243
202

830
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Crossing

Front St.. Toronto—
1920—November

De(!einber.
1927—January

Pedestrians Bicycles

Osier Ave., Toronto—

»

1926—November
December.

1927—January . .

.

816
501
480

McLennan Ave., Toronto

—

1926—November 600
December 336

1927—January 443

Crossing

Peter St., Toronto—
1926—November

December.
1927—January. .

Pedestrians Bicycles

778
536
567

92

116
98
47

Symington Ave., Toronto
1926—November

December. .

.

1927—January

1,539

1,901

1,706
1,728

468
452
382

1,479 261 5,335 1,302

4,675
4,229
3,729

462
353
340

Trinity St., Toronto—
1926—November

December
1927—January

95
94
147

11,633 1,155 336

TORONTO, HAMILTON AND BUFFALO RAILWAY LINES

Date Time Crossing
License

Number of

Auto
Dangerous Practice

1926
Dec. 20,

,
, , 6.30 p.m. .

.

King St. E., Hamil-
ton, Ont.

Fast driving.

MOTOR-VEHICLE ACCIDENTS AT HIGHWAY CROSSINGS-
YEAR 1926

I respectfully submit statements showing how the motor accidents at high-
way crossings in the various provinces are distributed, as well as a statement
showing the distribution over the whole Dominion for the year 1926.

Of the total of 235 accidents you will observe that 211 occurred on improved
highways. The province of Ontario again takes the lead with a total number
of 142 accidents, an increase of 7 over the year 1925. The province of Quebec
shows a decrease of 10, having 25 accidents in 1926, as against 35 in 1925. There
was no accident on Prince Edward Island, as against one last year. Manitoba
shows a decrease of one; Nova Scotia increase two; New Brunswick increase
three; Saskatchewan increase six; Alberta increase six; British Columbia
increase two; all of which tends to show a gradual increase in accidents
involving motor vehicles at crossings.

The statement covering the Dominion shows the particulars with regard
10 type of vehicle, licenses, etc., there being only 13 foreign licenses involved
in the 235 accidents for 1926.

GEO. SPENCER,

Chief Operating Officer.

February 28. 1927.
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1926—DOMINION OF CANADA

Number of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated—235.

Killed Injured
341

Un- Jurisdiction— Pro- pro- Paved Maca- Gravel Graded
tected tected Munici- Town- dam clay

pality County ship Parish

i rovincial xiignways,
Urban. 6 10 8 1 7

Provincial Highways,
Rural 2 36 12 1 21 4

Improved Highways,
Urban 37 66 89 8 5 1 50 9 36 8

Improved Highways,
Rural 6 48 15 21 15 3 4 45 4

l^niniprovod, Urban. 2 9 7 2 1

6I'niniprovod, Rural.. 12 4 3

181 115 31 27 8 71 15 109

Cases of running into side of trains 55—Urban 27
Rural 28

Disregarding signals 8—Urban 7

Rural 1

Attempting to beat train 9— Urban 8
Rural 1

Licenses—Ont.

.

Que..
Man.

.

Sask.
Alta.,
B.C..
N.B.
N.S..
N.Y.
Mich.
N.J..
Ohio.
Vt...
Minn.
Cal..

133

24
9

15

12

16

6

7
5
1

2
1

1

2
1

Passenger cars 180
Trucks 53
Busses 1

Motorcycles 1

Slow orders were in effect at 28 of the 181 "unprotected" crossings.

1920—ONTARIO
Killed

Number of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated—142. . 43
Injured

210

Pro-
tected

Un-
pro-

tected

Jurisdiction
Paved Maca-

dam
Gravel Graded

clayMunici-
pality County

Town-
ship Parish

Provincial Highways,
Urban 6 3

15

39

31

4
6

7

11

42

1

2

4

21

34

Provincial Highways,
Rural

Improved Highways
Urban 29

6

2

55

2

3

1

8

20
2

5

15

1

6

3

2

2
Improved Highways,

Rural
Unimproved, Urban.
Unimproved, Rural..

44 98 61 30 27 61 5 61 2

Cases of running into the side of trains 31— Urban 14

Rural 17

Disregarding signals 5—Urban crossings

Attempting to beat train 6—Urban crossings

Licenses—Ont 133 Passenger cars 105
N.Y 5 Trucks 36
Mich 1 Busses 1

N.J 2
Ohio 1

Slow orders were in efTect at 14 of the "unprotected" crossings.
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1926—QUEBEC
Killed Injured

Number of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated—25 . 15 34

Un- Jurisdiction
Paved Maca-

dam
Gravel Ciraded

clay
Pro-
tected

pro-
tected Munici-

pality County
Town-
ship Parish

Provincial Highways,
3

2

3

7

3

3

1 1

1

3

2

1

2
Provincial Highways,

Rural 1

3

Improved Highways,
6

4

2

3

Improved Highways,
3

1

3

5

Unimproved, Urban.
Unimproved, Rural

4 21 12 7 4 7 8

Cases of running into side of trains 6—Urban 1

Rural 5

Disregarding signals 1—Rural crossing
Attempting to beat train 2—Urban crossings

Licenses—Que 24 Passenger cars 19

Vt 1 Trucks.
Motor cycles 1

Slow orders were in effect at 4 of the "unprotected" crossings.

1926—NEW BRUNSWICK

Killed Injured
Number of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated—7. . 4 10

Un- Jurisdiction
Pro-
tected

pro-
tected

Paved Maca-
dam

Gravel Graded
clayMunici-

pality County
Town-
ship Parish

Provincial Highways,
Urban 1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Provincial Highways,
Rural 1

Improved Highways,
Urban 1

Improved Highways,
Rural 1 1

Unimproved, Urban 1

1Unimproved.., Rural

1 6 2 1 1 1 4

Cases of running into side of trains 3—Urban 2
Rural 1

Licenses—N.B 6 Passenger cars 6
Cal 1 Trucks 1

Slow order in effect at 1 of the "unprotected" crossings.
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192G—NOVA SCOTIA
Killed Injured

Number of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated—7..5 11

Pro-
tected

Un-

tected

Jurisdiction
Paved Maca

dam
VI ran e< I

clayMunici-
pality County

Town-
ship Parish

Provincial Highwavs,
Rural 4

2

4
Improved Highways,

I'rban 2

1

2
Impn)ved Highways,
Rural

7 3 2 5

Disregarding signals 1—Urban crossing

Licenses—N.S 7 Passenger cars 5
Trucks 2

1926—MANITOBA
Killed Injured

Number of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated. ..9 6 18

Pro-
tected

Un- Jurisdiction
Maca-
dam

Graded
clay

pro-
tected

Munici-
pality

County Town-
ship

Parish
Paved Gravel

Provincial Highways,
Rural 3 3

Improved Highways,
Urban 2 2 4 1 3

Improved Highways,
Rural 2 2 1

2 7 6 1 4 4

Cases of running into side of trains 4—Urban 2

Rural. 2

Disregarding signals 1—Urban
Attempting to beat trains 1—Rural

Licenses Man. 9 Passenger cars 9

Slow order was in effect at one of the "unprotected" crossings.

1926—SASKATCHEWAN
Killed Injured

Numlier of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated. . 16 6 17

Pro-
Un- Jurisdiction

Paved Maca-
dam Gravel

Graded
clay

tected
pro-

tected
Munici-
pality

County
Town-
ship

Parish

Provincial Highways,
Rural 3 2 1

6
Improved Highways,
Urban 2 6 8 2

Improved Highways,
Rural 4 4 1 3

Unimproved, Rural 1 1

2 14 13 5 10
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1926—SASKATCHEWAN—Con.

Cases of running into side of trains 1—Urban crossing

Liccnsen Sask.— 14 Passenger cars 13
Minn — 2 Trucks 3

Slow orders were in effect at two of the "unprotected" crossings.

1926—ALBERTA
Killed Injured

Number of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated. . 13 1 18

Pro-
tected

Un-
pro-

tected

Jurisdiction

Paved Maca-
dam Gravel

Graded
clayMunici-

pality
County

Town-
ship

Parish

Provincial Highways, 2

2

6

1

1

2

2

5

1

Urban
Provincial Highways,
Rural

Improved Highways,
Urban 6

1

1

1

Improved Highways,
Rural

Unimproved, Urban
Unimproved, Rural

13 9 1 10

Cases of running into side of trains 2—Urban crossings.

Licences^ Alta.l2 Passenger cars 12
Sask. 1 Trucks 1

Slow orders were in effect at three of the "unprotected" crossings.

1926—BRITISH COLUMBIA
Killed Injured

Number of Highway Crossing Accidents, involving motor vehicles, investigated . . 16 - 23
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In the matter of the application oj The Ross Leaf Tobacco Company, Limited,

of Kingsville, Ontario, for a transit rate on partly processed raw leaf

tobacco from St. Thomas to Kingsville with stop-over privileges at

Kingsville, for shipments en route to the seaboard or final destination in

the Dominion of Canada.

File No. 34906

REPORT OF MR. A. G. BLAIR, K.C., AND MR. GEORGE A. BROWN,
COUNSEL AND ASSISTANT CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER

OF THE BOARD RESPECTIVELY

Tlie application was heard at Toronto, February 22, 1927. Mr. E. H.
Villar, secretary-treasurer of the company, appeared for the applicants, and
Mr. G. C. Ransom for the Canadian Freight Association.

The applicants asked for special rates from St. Tiiomas to the seaboard,

via Kingsville, with stop-over privileges at Kingsville, in order that the tobacco

may be completed and then shipped to the seaboard. It is not alleged that

the present rates are unreasonably high, nor that in refusing stop-over privi-

leges at Kingsville the railways are unjustly discriminating against the appli-

cants and in favour of other industries similarly situated.

The principal ground upon which the tobacco company bases its applica-

tion, as developed by the correspondence and at the hearing, is, shortly, that

its endeavour to establish a new industry, in connection with which a large sum
of money has already been invested, should be assisted. It was pointed out to

Mr. Villar that the Board has held that its jurisdiction as to tolls concerns

only their reasonableness; that no matter how much the development of an

industry may be in the public intercut, the Board is not authorized to be an

arbiter of industrial or public policy, and cannot strike a low toll basis

independent of its reasonableness (Crushed Stone. Limited, et ai v. Grand Trunk
Ry. Co., 23 Can. Ry. Cas. 132), unless of course unjust discrimination pro-

hibited by the Act is shown to exist; that the Board is not justified in ordering

the fixing of experimental tolls, since it has not been established that the tolls

charged are unreasonable (British Columbia News Co. v. Express Traffic Assn.,

13 Can. Ry. Cas. 176) ; that the Board cannot take into account matters of

business policy and railway administration, but can only inquire whether tolls

are excessive or unfair. Western Ontario Municipalities v. Grand Trunk,

Michigan Central, and Pere Marquette Ry. Cos., 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 329.

As to the stop-over privilege at Kingsville in order that the tobacco may
be completed and then shipped to the seaboard. Kingsville is located on the

39203-1
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Pere Marquette Railway, 97 miles west of St. Thomas. As the Pere Marquette
ends at St. Thomas, it publishes no rates from that point to destinations east.

The tobacco is back-hauled locally by the Pere Marquette from St. Thomas to

Kingsville, whore it is unloaded, reloaded when cured, and forwarded under a
joint tarifl to the seaboard.

The stop-over privilege applies usually in connection with through rates,

the trafFic, when forwarded from the stop-over point, being subject to the

through rate plus the stop-over charge and out of line liaul charge, if any.

Since there is no through rate in effect from St. Thomas via Kingsville to the

t?eaboard, and as. the movement is a combination of the local rate from St.

Thomas to Kingsville, anrl a joint rate from the latter point, it is not a case

where the stop-over arrangement applies, even assuming the Board had power
to order that the privilege be granted.

It was also pointed out to the applicants at the hearing that the Board,
by many rulings prior to the consolidation and revision of the Railway Act,

1919, at any rate, had decided that shippers were not entitled to a stop-over
privilege as a matter of right; that it was entirely discretionary with the com-
panies, unless here again it was shown that the discriminatory clauses of the

Act had been or were being violated.

In the application for a stop-over privilege on telephone poles, it was held

that the creosoting of telephone poles in transit is not a customary or usual

service in connection with the business of a railway company, within the mean-
ing and intent of subsection ie) (1) of section 312 of the Railway Act, as

amended in 1919, and that, therefore, the Board is without jurisdiction to

require companies to give the service asked for, unless necessary to intervene

to prevent unjust discrimination or difference of treatment. Province of Alberta
v. Canadian Pacific Ry. Co., 27 Can. Ry. Cas. 317.

For these reasons our recommendation is that the application be dismissed.

The Board adopted the report above set out as its judgment and directed

that an order be issued accordinglv.

Ottawa, March 9, 1927.

Application for an informal ruling by the Board on the question of rates

applicable on October and November 22, 1924, on Bituminous Coal, car-

loads, from Erieau, Ontano, to Waterford, Ontario, via the Pere Mar-
quette and Michigan Central Bailways.

File 26963.88

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

Application is made by the Canadian Canners Limited for an informal

ruling on the question of rates applicable in October and November, 1924, on
bituminous coal, in carloads, from Erieau, Ont., to Waterford, Ont., via the

Pere Marquette and the Michigan Central Railways. It is set out that the

Michigan Central Railway charged at the rate of $1.40 per ton. Applicants

submit that the 90 cents rate from Erieau to Hamilton is the maximum which
should not be exceeded under the long and short haul clause. It is represented

by the railway that two carloads of coal are concerned. The railway states

the cars wero shipped on November 4, 1924.

The applicants refer to section 328 of the Railway Act of 1919 as classify-

ing freight tariffs. Then, reference is made to section 329, subsection (3), which

deals with special freight tariffs. Reference is also made to subsection (4) as

dealing with competitive tariffs.
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Under R.S.C., 190G, chapter 37, section 315, subsection (5), it is provided:

" The Board shall not approve or allow any tolls which for the like description

of goods . . . carried under substantially similar circumstances and condi-

tions in the same direction over the same line is greater for a shorter than for

a longer distance, within which such shorter distance is included, unless the

Board is satisfied that owing to competition it is expedient to allow such toll

Under the legislation above cit-ed, one criterion of what is forbidden is

found in the consideration of whether the movement was " in the same direc-

tion over the same line • The successor in the Railway Act of 1919 of this

provision is to be found in section 314, subsection (5). With one exception,

the wording is identical—^tlie change is the substitution for the words " over

the sayne line " of the words " over the same line or route The additional

word route " introduces a new feature.

• Section 326, subsection (3) of the legislation of 1906 is the predecessor of

section 329, subsection (3), of the present Act.

The legislation of 1906 sets out what special freight tarifls are to specify.

The only portion which it is necessary to quote is that dealing with the long

and short haul clause, viz., "And greater tolls shall not be charged thereon for

a shorter than for a longer distance over the same line in the same direction,

if such shorter distance is included in the longer."

Here again what is significant are the words over the same line!'

Section 329, subsection (3), of the legislation of 1919 is in identical words

with section 326, subsection (3), of the previous Act, both as to the portion of

the subsection which has been quoted as well as in the case of the portion which

has not been quoted. Here again the significant words are " over the same line '\

The difference in wording which has been pointed out must be given weight.

The application as launched deals with a special freight tariff which, in terms

of the application, is treated as falling within section 329, subsection (3). The
situation then is that under existing legislation section 314, subsection (5), is

applicable to a movement " over the same line or route Section 329, subsection

(3), which the applicant considers is governing, is concerned with the move-
ment over the same line

The word route " implies two or more lines of railway over which the

movement takes place. The word line having in mind the amendment by
Parliament, means something different from " route " Same line must mean
one line.

The rate to Hamilton, which is appealed to as a maximum, necessitates a

movement over the Pere Marquette, the Michigan Central, and the Toronto,

Hamilton, and Buffalo Railways. It is urged that while the Toronto, Hamilton,
and Buffalo Railway is a separate company under a management separate from
the Michigan Central, both of these railways are constituent parts of the New
York Central Railway. Even if this were accepted as conclusive, there would
have to be borne in mind that there is another line, the Pere Marquette, par-

ticipating in the movement. As a matter of fact, however, the Canadian Pacific

Railway is also interested in the Toronto, Hamilton, and Buffalo Railway.

The movement from Erieau to Waterford involves a movement over two
lines. Neither Waterford, the shorter distance point, nor Hamilton, the longer

distance pMDint, is, on the facts stated, on the "same line"; consequently, the

application fails.

Ottawa, March 26, 1927.

Chief Commissioner McKeown, Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien, and
Commissioner Boyce concurred.
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ORDER No. 38893

In the matter of the applicatwn of the Cajiadiaii Pacific Raihray Company

^

hereinafter called the "'Applicant Company jar permissian to publish,

on three days' notice, supplements cancelling the joint tariffs in respect of

which the Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Columbia Railway Com,-

pany, the Central Canada Railway Company, and the Alberta and Great

Waterways Railway Company have xcithdrawn their cancuirences.

File No. 34940

Thirsdav, the 7tli day of April, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Tpiomas ViEN, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner,
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and its appearing
that the cancellation of the said joint tariffs is necessary owing to the with-

drawal of concurrences by the Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Columbia Rail-

way Company, which action lias removed the basis for the joint tariffs,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby, granted

leave to issue supplements forthwith cancelling the joint tariffs in respect of

which the Edmonton, Dunvegan and Britisli Columbia Railway Company, the

Central Canada Railway Company, and the Alberta and Great "Waterways
Railway Company have withdrawn their concurrences, on three days' notice.-

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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In the matter of the complaint of the Canadian Lumbermen's As}^ociation, et al,

re proposed change in rule governing out of line haul charge in transit

tariffs, and, in the matter of Order of the Board No. 37681, dated

29th May, 1926, suspending certain tariff schedules, pending a hearing

by the Board.

File 26615.84

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

The matter involved is connected with, and arises out of, the Application

of the Canadian Ldimbermen's Association for a ruling of the Board in the

matter of charge for extra haid out of the direct run on lumber shipped from
Pembroke, Ontano, to Ottawa for working and reshipment to Toronto and
pointy west thereof, via Canadian National Railways. In this application, the

report of the Chief Traffic Officer which follows issued as a Ruling of the

Board in the matter. The report in question sets out, with particularity, the

questions w^iich were involved, and it appears to be of advantage, in connecting

up the matters concerned in the application, to cite the report in extenso. The
report is as follows:

—

The question here at issue relates to the propriety of assessing a

charge for extra haul out of the direct run with respect to lumber shipped

from Pembroke to Ottawa for dressing, etc., and reshipment to points

Toronto and west thereof, which is handled via Canadian National Rail-

ways. The written submissions of both applicant and the railway com-
pany have been filed with the Board.

"The regulations governing stop off and reshipping on lumber, car-

loads, for dressing, etc., are contained in Canadian National Railways
Tariff C.R.C. No. E-697. The tariff stipulates that,—

* Shipments of rough lumber, carloads, for dressing, resawing,

kilndrying or sorting, and reshipment, within six (6) months after

31
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arrival at stop-olT i)()int, may be ^ivcn the bcnclit of through rate,

from original .^hipping point to final destination, plus one (1) cent
per 100 pounds, minimum $5 per ear for stop-off (provided stop-
off j)oint is on the direet run, see rule (C) under the eonditions shown
herein.'

Kule C which is referred t > provides:—
* C. If stop-off point is not in the direct run a charge of 1 cent

per ton per mile (minimum 20 miles) for haul out of direct run will

be made in addiition to stop-off charge, except that such charge will

not be made between Sudbur}^ Junction and Sudbury, Ont., on lumber
for dressing at Suflbury, Ont., and reshi.pment to points south of

Sudbury Junction, Ont. Short line mileage to govern on comp>etitive

traffic'

" With respect to traffic originating on the Canadian National Rail-

ways at Pembroke and destined to Toronto, there are three available

routes: (1) via Golden Lake and Scotia Junction; (2) via National

Junctiion and Ottawa; and (3) via National Junction and Rideau Junc-
tion; the mileages via those routes being 301.7, 337.2, ancll 322.4,

respectively.
" Applicant sets out that traffic from Pembroke to Toronto or points

w^est is handled by the Canadian National Railways via Ottawa; that

tlie railway company contends that, as the short mileage is via Golden
Lake and Scotia Junction, when the traffic is consigned for dressing, etc.,

at Ottawa and reshipment, they are entitled to a charge for extra haul

out of the direct run based on the difference between the mileage from
Pembroke to Toronto via Golden Lake and Scotia Junction as against

the mileage via National Junction and Ottawa. Applicant contends that

as the railway company undertakes to move this traffic through Ottawa
for reasons of economy or service or both, by so doing they establish

the movement via Ottawa as the natural route for this traffic, and conse-

quently are not entitled to make a charge for extra haul out of the direct

run.
" Counsel for the railway company states that the rates and dis-

tances from each individual station must be dealt with specifically; that

the rate on lumber from Pembroke to Toronto is based on a constructive

mileage scale which is via Scoti.a Junction. He further states that if the

shippers were prepared to pay on the basis of the actual mileage via

Ottawa they might Ilhvc some argument ag.ainst the assessment of an

out of line haul charge. In the issue that is here presented I do not see

that there is any relatiionship between the rate itself, which is not in

question, and the charge for a haul out of the di-rect run. However, the

foregoing statement of counsel for the railway company is particularly

interesting for the reason that the specific lumber rates to which he refers

are built up on a mileage scale, and under this mileage scale the same rate

applies for distances over 300 but not over 350 miles. It will be noted,

therefore, that regardless of the mileages via the three routes, varying

from 301.7 to 337.2, they would all take the same rate under the mileage

scale on which the tariff^ is constructed. Consequently, as the rate con-

structed on the mileage through Ottawa would be the same as through

Scotia Junction, in the terms of the railway company's submission it

appears that it agrees that the shippers have an argument against the

assessment of a charge for out of line haul.
" However, in my opinion the proper determination of the issue here

presented really lies in the answer to the question, why is a charge for

haul out of direct run justified and authorized? When the traffic is
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stopped off at a point on tlic direct run and rcshippcd within six months
it is entitled, under the terms of th.e tariff as already quoted herein, to

the through rate plus 1 cent ])or 100 pounds, minimum $5 per car, for

stop-off. If, however, the stop-off point i.s not on the direct run, obviously

additional s6rvice is involved over and above what is required of the

railway company wlien the stop-off point is on the direct run, conse-

quently it has been held that this additional service justifies some extra

charge therefor over and above the through rate and the stop-off charge,

and which is authori,zod by the tariff provision already quoted.
" It will be further noted that the charge of 1 cent per ton per

mile (minimum 20 miles) for haul out of direct run applies "if stop-off

point is not on the direct run It is stated that although the mileage

via Scotia^ Junction is shorter the traffic here involved ls moved through

Ottawa for the convenience of the railway company and in the interest

of being able to give better service to the traffic. Whatever the reason,

if the traffic is handled through Ottawa, how can it be held that Ottaw^a is

not on the direct run and how can a charge which is justified and
authoriized for an additional service be with propriety assessed w^hen no

additional service either in accord wnth the spirit or the wording of the

tariff provision, as I see it, is performed?
" The Interstate Commerce Commission apparently considered and

dealt with a similar issue to what is here involved, and in the case of Rea-
Patterson Milling Company v. M.K. k T. Ry. Co., Unrep. Op. A-653,

stated:

—

' Where the back haul from Coffeyville to Parsons was an addi-

tional service performed by the carrier for his own convenience, a

charge exacted for such service was unreasonable.'
" In my opinion a charge for haul out of direct run in this case

is not shown to be justified or authorized by the railway company."

Application involving the same principle was lodged by the Canadian
Shippers' Trafl^c Bureau on September 21, 1925. Written submissions from
the applicant and the Canadian National Railways were received and con-

sidered. The Board thereafter ruled that the complaint fell within the prin-

ciple referred to in the report quoted above and was, therefore, governed by the

conclusion therein.

On December 21. 1925, the Canadian National Railways a^ked that before

the ruling in the Pembroke case w^as applied, either generally or to the present

case, there should be a public hearing. Under the right reserved under section

19, subsection (2) of the Railway Act, the request for a public hearing was
granted.

Subsequently, and before hearing had been held in tliis matter, the Cana-
dian National and the Canadian Pacific Railway companies issued amendments
to various transit tariffs which provided, inter alia, that " The out of line haul
will be the difference between the distance via the s'hortest route from point of
origin to final destination, and the sliortest distance from point of origin to

final destination via the stop-off point The tariff provision prior to this

time had merely stipulated that if stop-off point is not on the direct run, the
charge as specified would be made for haul out of direct run

Under date of May 26, 1926, the Canadian Lumbermen's Association made
complaint against these tariff amendments and asked for their suspension pending
hearing. An examination of the tariff amendments proposed showed that the
effect thereof would be to set aside the ruling of the Board in the Pembroke
case above referred to, a review of which ruling was still pending as a result

of the application of the railw^ay company; further, that the change in tariffs

would, in some cases, constitute an advance, although an advance s^mhol was
not sho^vn in the tariffs, nor was statutory notice given in the case of Cana-
dian National tariffs C.R.C. Nos. E-697 and 1069.
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By Order No. 37G81 of May 29, 1926, the tariffs of the Canadian National
and Canadian Pacific containing the propo^-cd rule, were suspended. Other
railway companies in eastern and western Canada have also published a similar
rule; and the dispositLon hereinai"ter directed in this matter should cover the
tariffs of the other railway companies as well.

At the hearinj^ of this matter in Ottawa, Novem:bcr 4, 1926, the Canadian
Shippers' Trafhc Bureau, the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, and others,

appeared iii opjjosition to the suspended mle.
The railway companies contended that they had always considered that

the out of line haul for which a charge is assessed, represented the difference

between the distance via the shortest route from point of origin, to final destina-

tion and the distance between said points via the stop-off point; that this

having been their interpretation and practice, the change in wording was simply
for the purpose of clarifying the tariff* in view of some disputes having arisen

under the wording that had been contained in the tariffs for many years past.

It was admitted that the effect of the changed wording of the rule would be to

nulliify the ruling of the Board in the Pem^broke case, and which ruling, under
a similar state of facts, would be of general application. It was admitted by
the carriers that even if the traffic did not move over the short line mileage,

the latter would be used as a determining factor in assessing charge for out

of line haul.

The Canadian Lumbermen's Association at the hearing, alleged that the

rule concerned, as contained in the amended wording and interpreted as above
set out, had not been enforced in all cases in the past. AVritten submissions
bearing on this were filed and were submitted to the railways. Other tariffs

governing transit arrangements, on file with the Board, ^how a number of

instances where traffic may be stopped off at a point which is not on the shortest

direct line, without being subject to a charge for extra haul. This reveals

that there has not in the past been a rigid uniform application of the practice,

or rule, such as now proposed in the suspended schedules, but that on the other

hand tliere have been apparent, in practice as well as under the provisions of

certain tariffs, exceptions to such a rule or practice.

On consideration, the ruling in the Pembroke case should be reaffirmed. The
justification for the collection of a charge for an out of line haul is the per-

formance by the railway of an additional service beyond what is involved when
the stop-off point is on the direct run—the direct run being the route over which
the traffic moves. Wlien the stop-off point is on the route over which t'he

traffic moves between point of origin and final destination, there is no justifica-

tion for the cllarge.

Order should, therefore, go disallowing, in the tariffs under suspension by
Order No. 37681, as well as all other tariffs filed with the Board by the railways

subject to its jurisdiction, rules contained therein whic'li pro\dde that the out

of line haul will be the difference between the distance via the shortest route

from point of origin to final destination, and the shortest distance from point

of origin to final destination via the stop-off point.

The rules under suspension provided a table of rates showing how to com-
pute the charge for haul out of direct run. No exception to these has been filed

with the Board. The railway companies may republish the same, with an
advance symbol, on thirty days' notice. This, of course, is subject to any
complaint that may subsequently be received. Such complaint, if any, may be

launched in the ordinary manner.

Ottawa, March 31, 1927.

Deputy Chief Conmiissioncr Vien and Commissioners Boyce and Oliver

concurred.
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Re interchange track at Pembroke, Ontario, between the Canadian National

Railways and the Canadinn Pacific Railway.

File No. 6713.50.

On the lOth January, 1927, the Canadian Pacific' Railway Company applied

for an order amending Order No. 35810, dated November 24, 1924, providing

for the maintenance of the interchange track by the Canadian National and

directing the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to maintain, at the expense

of the Canadian National, the portion of the interchange track within the right

of way of the Canadian Pacific Railway shown in yellow on the plan wdiich

accompanied the application, as well as the ditch shown in green on the said

plan.

At the request of the two railway companies the matter was referred to an

engineer of the Board, and, under date of April 4, 1927, Assistant Chief Engineer

Drury reported as follows:

—

" On the 31st March, I mf.de an inspection of part of the interchange

track and ditching on the Canadian Pacific Railway right of way. I was
accompanied by Mr. Gordon Grant, Principal Assistant Engineer, and
Mr. S. Mcllwain, Division Engineer of the C.N.R., and Mr. J. R. Cas-
well, Division Engineer of the C.P.R.

On going into the mr.tter of the drainage, I found the ditch was
reconstructed on the C.P.R. right of way by the C.N.R. at their expense

at the time the interchange track was built and there is no doubt that

there is a great deal more water brought by w^ay of this drainage ditch

than there was originally. On discussing the question of maintenance of

the ditch, it wes agreed that the C.N.R. take care of the maintenance.
" As to the maintenance of the interchange track, on the C.P.R. right

of way, it was pointed out that the interchan^^e or transfer track, was built

solely for the benefit of the C.N.R., that they, the C.N.R., should main-
tain it. The 1,200 feet of extra track on the C.P.R. right of way was con-

structed to provide a proper switching lead for the interchange track. I

am of the opinion that the C.P.R. should maintain the portion of track

coming from the switch off the main line up to, but not including, the

derail, a distance of 270 feet and that the Canadian National Railway
maintain the balance of the track on the C.P.R. right of way, the C.N.R.
to have the right to use the switching lead down as far as the derail pro-

vided they do not interfere with the C.P.R. switching to the Pembroke
Shook Mills and the interchange sidings."

The Chief Engineer of the Board concurred in the report, and on the 8th
of April copies thereof were sent to the representatives of the railway com-
panies, with a request to show cause in writing within ten days why an order
should not be made in accordance therewith.

On the 20th of April, Mr. E. P. Flintoft, Assistant General Solicitor, Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company, advised the Board that the report was satis-

factory to that company, and that he had no objection to an order issuing in

accordance therewith.

Under date of April 21, Mr. Alistair Fraser, K.C., Commission Counsel,

Canadian National Railways, filed a letter dated April 13, from Mr. F. L. C.

Bond, General Superintendent to Mr. A. E. Warren, General Manager, Canadian
National Railways, which he asked to be treated as the answer of the Canadian
National Railways, and from which letter the following is extracted:

—

It would appear that the major portion of the water which reaches

the ditch on C.P.R. property comes through the ditch paralleling our
interchange track, which was visibly evident at the time inspection was
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made by Mr. Drury, Assistant Chief Engineer of the Board. As the

maintenance of the ditcli is practically nil, there having been no expense

incurred since its construction in 1925. it is therefore considered that the

finding by Mr. Druiy be accepted with regard to this ditch.

As to the mainten; nee of the extension of lead to the interchange

track switch and the C.P.R. main track switch, it is felt that the C.P.R.

benefited by the extcMision of this track, which enables them to switch

the interchange tracks proper witliout using the main track, although they

could have carried on switching operations by using their main track.

There is no doubt that we benefit to a certain extent by the extension of

lead, particularly on account of the limited space on the interchange

tracks proper, which at times necessitates using the extension when more
cars are offered than the interchange tracks will accommodate. This,

however, does not alter the fact thf.t the C.P.R. also benefit from use of

the extension of this track, and they should be expected to bear their pro-

portion of maintenance.
^' If, however, the Board consider that the C.N.R. should maintain

the extension of the C.P.R. passing track, which is used as a lead for the

interchange track, it should therefore be distinctly understood that the

C.N.R. will have the privilege of using this track for the advancement of

its interests, as it would appear that the Pembroke Shook Mills pre-

viously considered the desirability of the C.N.R. constructing an inde-

pendent siding to their plant. This no doubt, could be undertaken by
making a connection at the west end of the interchange track, in which
case it would be necessary for our trains to use the extension to the

C.P.R. track to reach the Shook Mills tracks.
" Under these circumstances, I would be in favour of accepting the

maintenance of the extension of the track, as suggested in report from
Mr. Drury."

The last-mentioned letter was referred to Mr. Drury for furtlier report,

and on April 26 he reported as follows:

—

Rc Mr. Bond's letter of April 13 asking for my comments, para-
graph marked Al, would say that the extension was constructed to enable

the C.P.R. to switch in a proper manner into the interchange track with-

out using their main line track, and was constructed for the benefit of the

Canadian National Railways. I am still of the opinion that the Cana-
dian National Railways should bear the maintenance cost of the exten-

sion from the derail east to the old C.P.R. connection.

As to paragraph marked A2, I wish to point out that the extension

is not used as a passmg track, but only as a lead to the interchange track.

"As to the C.N.R. privilege of using the ex'tension for the advance-
ment of their interests in order to construct an independent track into the

Pembroke Shook Mills, I think I cover this in my report where I say the

C.N.R. to have the right to use the switching lead down as far as the

derail provided they do not interfere with the C.P.R. switching to the

Pembroke Mills and the interchange track."

This report was concurred in by the Chief Engineer of the Board, and on
May 2 copies were sent to the representatives of the two railway companief^ with
an intimation that the report had been adopted as the ruling of the Board in the

matter.

Ottawa, May 2, 1927.
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ORDER No. 38903

In the matter of the application of I he Canadian National Railways, herein-

after called the ''Applicants", for permission to correct typographical

error, on less than statutory notice, in the rate on asbestos waste, in car-

loads, Danville, Quebec, to Nashua, New Hampshire.

File No. 27612.28

Thursday, the 14th day of April, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon its appearing that, through a typographical error, a rate of 29^ cents

per 100 pounds was published in Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1182, instead of 20J cents

per 100 pounds, as shown in previous Tariff C.R.Cl No. E-744,

—

The Board orders: That the applicants be, and they are hereby, permitted

to file a supplement to the said Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1182, to correct such error,

upon one day's notice; a reference to the number and date of this order to be
shown on the title page of the supplement.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner

ORDER No. 38951

In the matter of the train service of the Quebec Oriental Railway and the

Atlantic, Quebec and Western Railway Companies between Matapedia

and Gaspe, in the Province of Quebec.

File No. 21514.1

Monday, the 25th day of April, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed on behalf of the fishermen of Gaspe and the

railway companies, and upon the rteport of its Chief Operating Officer,

—

The Board orders:

1. That the Quebec Oriental and the Atlantic, Quebec and Western Rail-

way Companies be, and they are hercijy, directed to furnish a train service

during the summer and winter seasons, between Matapedia and Gaspe, in the

province of Quebec, as follows, namely:

—

(a) The summer season shall extend from May 16 until January 7, both
days inclusive, and during such period a daily, except Sunday, through pas-
senger service shall be provided in each direction; and

(6) The wdnter season shall extend from January 8 to May 15, both days
inclusive, and during such period the following train service shall be provided:
A through passenger service eastbound, leaving Matapedia on Tuesdays, Thurs-
days, and Saturdays; westbound, leaving Gaspe on Mondays, Wedn.esdays,
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and Fridays, and on the alternate days, a local mixed train service, eastbound,

Matapedia to New Carlisle and New Carlisle to Oaspe, on Mondays, Wednes-
days, and Fridays; wei-.tbnund, (laspe to New Carlisle and New Carlisle to

Matapedia, on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.

2. That Orders Nos. 38392 and 38460, dated respectively November 12,

1926. and November 26, 1926, made herein, be rescinded.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 38968

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railivays, hereinafter

called the Applicants", for permission to file, on less than statutory

notice, certain tariffs and supplements in lieu of those rejected.

File No. 27612.29

Thursday, the 28tli day of April, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon its appearing that certain tariffs and supplements filed with the

Interstate Commerce Commission did not reach Washington in time to give the

thirty days' notice required, and were also rejected by this Board to preserve

uniformity of filing of international schedules,

—

The Board orders: That the applicants be, and they are hereby, permitted

to file, effective May 14, 1927, tariffs and supplements in lieu of the following,

which have been rejected, namely:

—

Canadian National Railways, C.R.C. No. E-1190.

Supplement No. 1 to Canadian National Railways' C.R.C. E-1182.

Supplement No. 2 to Canadian National Railways' C.R.C. E-1182.

Supplement No. 1 to Canadian National Railways' C.R.C. E-965.

Supplement No. 1 to Grand Trunk Railway's C.R.C. E-79.

Supplement No. 1 to Canadian National Railways' C.R.C. E-1037.

Supplement No. 1 to Grand Trunk Railway's C.R.C. E-102.

Supplement No. 1 to Canadian National Railways' C.R.C. E-1091.

Grand Trunk Railway Tariff C.R.C. E-123.

Grand Trunk Railway Tariff C.R.C. E-122.

Supplement No. 3 to Grand Trunk Railway's C.R.C. E-4770.

Supplement No. 81 to Grand Trunk Railway's C.R.C. E-4219.

Supplement No. 3 to Grand Trunk Railway's C.R.C. E-4232.

Canada Atlantic Transit Company's C.R.C. T-105.

Supplement No. 1 to Canada Atlantic Transit Company's C.R.C. T-102.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDEK NO. 38974

In the matter of the application oj the Canadian National Railways, herein-

after called the " Applicants/' under Section 34S of the Railway Act, 1919,

for approval of a special form of ticket, being a release of liability in

respect of passengers travelling in automobiles on the car ferry between

the main land and Prince Edward Island, on file with the Board under

file No. 35223:

Monday, the 2nd day of May, A.U. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report and
recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Ofticer,

—

The Board Orders: That the said special form of ticket, being a release of

liability in respect of passengers travelling in -automobiles loaded on flat cars

handled by the car ferry on regular passenger trips between the main land and
Prince Edward Island, on file with the Board under file No. 35223, be, and it is

hereby, approved.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER NO. 38979

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Railway Company, herein-

after called the " Applicant Company, under Section 276 of the Railway

Act, 1919, for authority to open for traffic its Eston Southeasterly Branch,

mileage 29 .7 to 34.75.

File No. 29410.12.

Wednesday, the 4th day of May, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an Engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Assistant Chief Engineer,

—

The Board Orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Eston South-'

easterly Branch from mileage 29.7 to 34.75, provided the operation of trainsi

over the said Une shall be limited to a rate of speed not exceeding fifteen miles

an hour.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

40293-3
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ORDER No. 38989

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railicay Company,
hereinafter called the ''Applicant Company under Section 276 of the

Bailway Act, 1919, foi' authority to open for the carriage of traffic the.

third track between Gerrard Street and Danforth Yard, in the City of

Toronto and Province of Ontario.

File No. 588.44

Monday, the 9th day of May, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chiof Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Chief Engineer of the Board,
and the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

It is ordered: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby, authorized
to open for the carriage of traffic the third track between Gerrard street and
Danforth yard, in the city of Toronto and province of Ontario.

H. A. IMcKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

1 CIRCULAR No. 212

, .
May 9, 1927.

File 26602.66

Railway companies under the jurisdiction of the Board are directed to

show cause w^hy a general order should not issue requiring all such railway com-
panies to observe and perform the directions given on bills of lading by shippers,

as to the routing of traffic, when routing is opened under the tariffs in force.

I am further directed to state that all railway companies are required to

file, within twenty days, their respective submissions showing cause against

such an order, after filing of which the matter will be set down for hearing at

a convenient date.

By order of the Board.

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary, B.R.C.
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Application of the Province of British Columbia for an Order directing the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the Canadian National Rail-

ways to give transportation to any police force maintained by and under
the direction of the Government of any province while travelling in His
Majesty's service on their railways, at the rate of 2^ cents per mile, in

accordance ivith the provisions of an Order of the Governor General in

Council dated March 11, 1926.

File No. 496.41.1

JUDGMENT
Chief Commissioner McKeown:

The Attorney General of the province of British Columbia has submitted
a petition to this Board dated the 22nd day of September, 1926, setting out that

on the 11th day of March, 1926, His Excellency the Governor General in

Council, under authority of section 351 of the Railway Act, 1919, by Order in

Council made and established a regulation as follows:—

"At the Government House at Ottawa
Thursday, the Uth day of March, 1926.

" PRESENT

His Excellency the Governor General in Council

Whereas seHion 351 of the Railway Act, 1919, chapter 68, among
other things, provides that all policemen, constables or others travelling

on His Majesty's service shall at all times when required by any person
having the superintendence and command of such force be carried on
the railway on such terms and conditions and under such regulations as

the Governor in Council makes;
''And whereas by an Order in Council, dated the twenty-fourth day

of October, 1919, it is provided that the Royal Northwest Mounted Police

(now the Royal Canadian Mounted Police) shall be carried on the rail-

way at the rate of two and one-half cents per mile;

''And whereas the Minister of Justice reports that the Attorneys
General of several of the provinces have requested that provincial police

be placed on the same footing as the Royal Canadian Police Force with

41
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respect to such rates, aiul that he considers it reasonable and expedient

that authority be granted accordingly:

Therefore, His Excellency the Governor General in Council, on
the recommendation of the Minister of Justice and in accordance with

the authority alx)ve cited, is pleased to make the following regulation,

and the same is hereby made and established accordingly; viz:

"All members of any police force maintained by and under the direc-

tion of the Government of any province while travelling on His Majesty's

service shall be given first-class transportation on the railways at the rate

of two and one-half cents per mile when recjuired by any person having
the superintendence and command of any such force as provided by
section 351 of the Railway Act, 1919.

(Signed) E. J. Lemaire,
" Clerk of the Privy Council.'^

The petition further sets out that such regulation was duly proclaimed in

the Canada Gazette of the twentieth day of March, 1926, but that notwith-

standing the above, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the Canadian
National Railways have refused to recognize or obey such regulation, or to

give transportation to police officers of British Columbia maintained under and
by the direction of the Government of the said province of British Columbia,
while travelling on His Majesty's service, at the rate mentioned in such regula-

tion, and therefore prays that this Board order and direct the railway companies
aforesaid to recognize and obey such regulation and to give transportation to

police officers maintained by and under the direction of the Government of any
province while travelling on His Majesty's service on their railways, at the rate

of two and one-half cents per mile, following the provisions of such regulation.

At the sitting of the Board held in Victoria, B.C., on July 20, 1926, and
before such petition was filed, the Deputy Attorney General of the province of

British Columbia, in the presence of Mr. Alistair Eraser, K.C., counsel for the
Canadian N^ional Railways, drew the attention of the Board to section 351
of the Railway Act and to the Order in Council and regulation aforesaid, as

well as to the refusal of the railways to follow the same, and thereupon moved
for an Order of this Board to implement the Order in Council aforesaid, and
in such motion Mr. Chard, for the province of Alberta, associated himself in

support thereof.

On behalf of the Canadian National Railways, Mr. Eraser replied that the

Board is without power to thus implement an Order in Council passed under
the provisions of section 351 of the Railway Act. taking the ground that the
section in question does not include provincial police, but that the service to be
rendered by the railways under the section of the Railway Act referred to is

confined to His Majesty in the right of the Dominion of Canada, and not in

right of the several provinces.

He submittetl further, that the railway had not received any notice that
the matter would be spoken to at the then session of the Board at Victoria, and
stated that if a copy of the application were served upon him, he would make
formal reply on behalf of the railway within the time fixed, and the matter
was compelled to rest at that point.

Since the session at Victoria in July last, the petition above referred to has
been submitted to the Board and served upon the railways. An answer thereto
has been filed by Mr. Elintoft, Assistant General Solicitor tor the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, concurred in by Mr. Eraser, on behalf of the Canadian
National Railways. They agree in contending that there is no authority under
section 351 of the Railway Act for issuing the Order in Council in question;
that it is, therefore, void and of no effect, by reason whereof no order of this

Board should be made, but that the application should be dismissed.
41751)
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The dispute between the partio now before the Board i< within a very

narrow compass, and is involved in the construction of section 351 of the Rail-

way Act, which reads as fellows:—
Carrying His Majesty's Mail and Forces

"351. His Majesty's mail. His Majesty's naval or military forces

or militia, and all artillery, jinimunition, provisions or other stores for

their use, and all policemen, constables or others travelling on His

Majesty's service, shall, at all times, when required by the Postmaster

General of Canada, the Minister of Militia or the Deputy Minister of

Militia, or any person having the superintendence and command of any
police force, respectively, be carried on the railway, and with the whole

resources of the company if recjuired, on such terms and conditions and

under such regulations as the (lovernor in Council makes."

The above-recited section throws uj>on the railway companies the burden

of carrying " any person having the superintendence and command of any police

force ... on such terms and conditions ... as the Governor in Council

makes and the Order in Council has directed that members of any provincial

police force, while travelling on His Majesty's service, be given a reduced rate

as therein specified by regulation concerning the carriage of the parties named
therein, no part of which required any sanction or order on the part of this

Board to make effective.

If members of the several provicial police forces maintained by and under
the direction of the governments of the several provinces come within the sec-

tion immediately above quoted, the railway in compliance with the Act should

perform its duty as defined therein.

The section of the Railw^ay Act which clothes the Board with certain powers
respecting reduced rates and free transportation, being section 345, has been
construed as giving the Board no originating jurisdiction, but as empowering
the Board to approve or permit of free carriage or reduced rates in certain

instances therein set out. It makes no reference to the parties mentioned in

section 351 which is entitled " Carrying His Majesty's Mail and Forces ", and
there seems to be no relation between these two sections of the Act.

The railways contend that there is no power in the Governor in Council
to make the regulation referred to. Concerning this question no opinion is

expressed. It seems clear, however, that no action of the Board is contem-
plated; neither is any such action necessaiy to implement what may properly
be done under section 351, and for that reason I am of opinion that the peti-

tion should stand dismissed.

Ottawa, May 11, 1927.

Commissioner Oliver concurred.

GENERAL ORDER No. 441

In the matter of the consideration of the question of proposed regulation^

governing the location of loading racks and wdoading points for gasolene,

naphtha, or any infianimable liquid with flash point below 30° F.

File No. 28638.2

AVednesday, the 4th day of May, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
March 2, 1926, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of the Rail-
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way Association of Canada, tlic Michigan Central Railroad Company, tlio Cana-
dian National Railways, Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Canadian Bureau
of Explosives, Imperial Oil Limited, and McColl Brothers, Limit<3d, and what
was alleged; and upon the report of its Chief Operating Officer,

—

The Board nrflcrp; Tiiat the followinjr rc<riilations governing the location

and operation of loading racks and unloading points for gasolene, naphtha, or

any innammable liquid with flash point below 30' F., be, and they are hereby,
authorized for the observance of railway cf)mpanie3 subject to the jurisdi.ction

of the Board, namely:

—

(For the purpose of those rules, casinghead ga<solene is defined to be any
mixture containing a condensate from casinghead gas or natural gas obtained
either by the c(»mpression or the absorption process, and having a vajK)ur tension
in excess of 8 pounds per square inch.)

Part I

Rules Governing the Location and Operation of New Loading Racks and New
Unloading Points for Casinghead Gasolene, Refinery Gasolene, Naphtha,
or any Inflammable Liquid with Flash Point Below 30° F.

LOADING

1. fa) New loading racks for refinery gasolene, benzine, naphtha, or any
liquid (other than casinghead gasolene) with flash point below 30° F., must
not be located nearer than 50 feet from a track over which passenger trains

are moved.

(6) New loading racks for casinghead gasolene must be located not less

than 100 feet distant from a track over which passenger trains are moved. A
retaining wall, dike, or earthen embankment shall be placed between the installa-

tion and the track, so constructed as effectually to prevent liquids from flowing

on to the track in case of accident.

(c) In loading casinghead gasolene, the tank car and the storage tank shall

be so connected as effectually to permit the free flow of the gasolene vapours
from the tank car to the storage tank, and positively to prevent the escape of

these vapours tx) the air, or the vapours must be carried by a vent line to a

point not less than 100 feet diistant from the nearest track over which passenger

trains are moved.
UNLOADING

2. (a) When the new unloading points requiring railroad service for the

unloading of tank cars of refinery gasolene, benzine, naphtha, or any liquid

other than casinghead gasolene) with flash jx>int below 30^ F. are required,

the location shall be subject to negotiation between the carrier and the interested

oil company.
(6) New locations for the unloading of cashinghead gasolene shall be

placed a minimum distance of 100 feet from a track over which passenger

trains are moved. A retaining wall, dike, or earthen embankment shall be

placed between the installation and the track, so constructed as eflectually

to prevent liquids from flowing on to the track in case of accident.

STORAGE

3. (a) Tanks containing over 500 gallons and not exceeding 18,000 gallons

of gasolene, benzine, naphtha, casmghead gasolene, or any liquid with flash

point below 30° F., must be located not less than 80 feet from a track over

which passenger trains are moved.
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{[)) For eapaciticrs exceeding 18.000 gallons, the following dii^tances shall

$>:overn:—
Minimiiin distance from a track

Capacity of Tanks over which passenger
(in gallons) trains are moved

18.000 to 30,000 80 fee-t

30.001 to 4S.000 90
48.001 to 100.000 110

"

100,001 to 150.000 110
150.001 to 250 .(K)0 120 "

250.001 to 500.000 150
over 500,000 200 "

(c) Where practicable, tanks should be located on ground sloping away from
railroad property. Tanks must be surrounded by dikes of earth, or concrete,

or rather suitable material, of suflicient capacity to hold all the contents of the

tanks, or of such nature and location that in case of breakage of the tanks
the liquid will be diverted to points such that railroad property and passing

trains will not be endangered.

Part II

Rules to be Observed in the Operation of Loading, Unloading, and Storage

Facilities Established Prior to the Date of Thi^ Order for the Handling of

Casinghead Gasolene, Refinery Gasolene, Naphtha, or Any Other Inflam-
viable Liquid vnth a Flash Point Below 30° F.

LOADING

1. In loading casinghead gasolene, the tank car and the storage tank
shall be so connected as effectually to permit the free flow of the gasolene vapours
from the tank car to the storage tank, and positively to prevent the escape of

+hese vapours to the air, or the vapours must be carried by a vent line to a

point not less than 100 feet distant from the nearest track over which passenger
trains are moved.

UNLOADING

2. Where old installations for unloading casinghead gasolene are located

within 75 feet of a track over which passenger trains are moved, a retaining

wall, dike, or earthen embankment shall be placed between the installation

and the track, so constructed as effectually to prevent liquids from flowing on
to the track in case of accident.

STORAGE

3. Any tank located within 200 feet of a track over which passenger trains

are moved and not on ground sloping away from railroad property must, when
practicable, be protected by dikes of earth, or concrete, or other suitable material,

so that any liquid escaping from the tank will be held or diverted away from
railroad property.

General Rides Applicable to Present and Fvture Installations

STORAGE

4. (a) These regulations apply only to above-ground tanks for which rail-

road service is required. Underground tanks should be considered by interested

railroads as occasion may arise. All storage tanks will be considered above-
groimd imless they are buried so that the top of the tank is covered with at

least three feet of earth.

(b) All tanks should be set upon a firm foundation.
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{(') Each tank over 1.000 ^.allons in capacity >liall have all manholes,
liandholes, vent openings, and other openings which may emit inflammable
vapour. provide<l with 20 by 20 mesh bras^s wire screen, or its equivalent, so

attached as completely to cover the openings and be protected against clogging.

These screens may be made removable, but should l)e kept normally firmly

attached. Manhole covers, when equipped with suitable gaskets, may be kept
normally locked down, and need not be provided with screens. Such a tank
must be properly \'ented or equipped with a suitable safety valve set to operate
at not more than five pounds per square inch for both interior pressure and
vacuum. Manhole covers kept elosed by their own weight only will be con-

sidered satisfactory.

(//) Tanks used with a pressure discharge system must have a safety

valve set at not more than one-half of the pressure t^ which the tank was origin-

allv tested.

OPERATION

5. (a) In measuring distance from any railroad track to an installation

for loading or unloading tank cars, the measurements shall be taken from near
rail to near rails opposite centre of spotted car.

(b) During the time that the tank car is connected by loading or unload-
ing connections, there must be signs placed on the track, or car, so as to give

necessary warning. The party loading or unloading the tank car is respon-

sible for furnishing, maintaining, and placing these signs, and the same party

alone has authority to remove them. Tank cars thus protected must not be
coupled to or moved. Other cars must not be placed on the same track so as

to intercept the view of these signs, without first notifying the party who placed
the signs. Before these signs are removed, even temporarily, the party authorized

to move them must securely close the outlet valve of the tank car. The out-

let valve must not be opened until the tank car is properly protected by signs.

Such signs must be at least 12 bv 15 inches in size and bear the words STOP
—Tank Car Connected!" or ^' STOP—Men at Work!", the word ''STOP"
being in letters at least 4 inches high, and the other words in letters at least

2 inches higli. The letters must be white on a blue background.

(c) These requirements are in conformity with rule 26 of the General
Train and Interlocking Rules for Single Track, which generally provide as

follows:—
blue flag by day and a blue light at night, displayed at one or

both ends of an engine, car, or train indicates that workmen are under
or about it; when thus protected it must not be coupled to or moved,
and other cars must not be placed on the same track so as to intercept

the view of the blue signals, without first notifying the workmen.
Workmen will display the blue signals and the same workmen are

alone authorized to remove them"

(d) All connections between tank cars and pipe lines must be in good con-

dition, and must not permit any leakage. They must be frequently examined
by the railway company and replaced by the owner or industry when they
become worn, in order to ensure at all times absolutely tight connections. Tank
cars must not be left connected to pipe lines except when loading or unloading
is going on and while a competent man is present and in charge.

(e) Except when closed electric lights are available, the loading or unload-
ing of tank cars shall not be permitted except during daylight when artificial

light is not required. The presence of flame lanterns, nearby flame switch

lights, or other exposed flame lights or fires during the process of loading or

unloading is prohibited.
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(/) Railvvay companies shall ri'iniirc hopper doors, (himpors, and firebox

doors of locomotives in switchinjr service to be closed while passing, and on

all locomotives stopping opposite tank car or cars on next adjoining track bear-

ing signs as per clause 5 ib); also in every case where a locomotive couples to

a tank car at a lotiding or unloading jwint.

PIPE LINES

6. (a) In laying new pipe lines on railroad property for the loading or

unloading of tank cars, they must be laid at a depth of at least three feet, and

at points where such pipe lines pass under tracks, they must be laid at least

four feet below the bottom of the ties.

(6) Existing aboveground pipe lines on railroad property for the loading

or unloading of tank cars should, if recjuired by the railroad in the interest of

safety, be laid underground. If practicable, these pipe lines should be laid at

a depth of at least three feet, and at points where such pipe lines pass under

tracks, they should be laid at least four feet below the bottom of the ties.

And the Board further orders: That General Order No. 435, dated Decem-
ber 2, 1926, made therein, be, and it is herby, rescinded.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

GENERAL ORDER No. 440

In the matter of the complaint of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, et al,

regarding proposed change in the ride governing out of line haul charge

in transit tariffs; and the Order of the Board No. 37681, dated May 29,

1926, suspending certain tariff schedules pending a hearing by the Board.

File No. 26615.84

Thursday, the 5th day of May, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
November 4, 1926, the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, Canadian Freight

Association, Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau, Maple Leaf Milling Company,
Quaker Oats Company, W. C. Edwards <fe Company, Limited, the Canadian
National and the Canadian Pacific Railway Companies, and the Boards of

Trade of Toronto and Montreal being represented at the hearing, and what was
alleged; and upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders:

1. That in Canadian National Railway Tariffs C.R.C. No. E-1068, C.R.C.
No. E-1069, and Supplement No. 2 to C.R.C. No. E-697, and Canadian Pacific

Railway Corrections Nos. 148, 149, 152, and 153 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4126,
as well as all other tariffs filed with the Board by railway companies subject

to its jurisdiction, rules contained therein which provide that the out of line

haul will be the difference between the distance via the shortest route from
point of origin to final destination, and the shortest distance from point of

original to final destination via the stop-off point, be, and they are hereby,

disallowed.

2. That the said Order No. 37681, dated May 29, 1926, be, and it is hereby,

rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORODER No. 442

In the matter of the Regulations for the Tram])ortation of Expletives and Other
Dangerous Articles by Freight, prescribed and apwoved by General
Orders Nos. 203, 204, and 206, dated August 11 and September 7, 1917;

And in the mattei' of the application of the Canadian Explosives, Limited, for^

permission to rise a. certain type of container originally imported from
Great Britain for the carriage of black powder from the applicant's plant

at Belceil, Quebec, to its Safety Fuse Works at Staynerville, Quebec.
File No. 1717.44

Tuesday, the lOtli day of May, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading what is field in support of the application and on behalf of

the Bureau of Explosives; and upon the report and recommendation of its

Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That paragraph No. 1534, on page 10 of the said Regu-
lations for the Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles by
Freight, be, and it is hereby, amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-

ing, namely:—
Heavy tin cans complying with the regulations of the United King-

dom may be used for the transportation of black pow^der under the fol-

lowing conditions:

—

(a) Not more than fift}' pounds of black powder may be shipped
in one container, which must be lined with a cloth bag, and after filling

the neck of the bag must be securely tied and pushed through the opening
into the can. The opening must then be tightly closed by a metal screw
cap.

(6) Two of these containers must be placed on their sides in a
strong box, with cover, and separated by a piece of fibre or felt for their

entire length."

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 38998

In the matter of the application of the Maine Central Railroad Company, here-

inafter called the ''Applicant Company'^ for permission to file cancella-

tion supplements to certain freight and passenger tariffs, upon one day's
notice.

'

File No. 27612.20

Thursday, the 12th day of May, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeow^n, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby, per-

mitted to file cancellation supplements to the following schedules, upon one
day's notice, namely:

—

Freight.—C.R.C. No. C-2502.

Passenger.—C.R.C. Nos. 298, 299, and 300.

rU3HA/Ty>\ H. A. McKEOWN,
^ ^ Chief Commissioner.

JUiM A \W
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Application for:

(a) The elimination of all level crossings in the City of Montreal, on the lines

of the Canadian National Railways, from the Bonaventure terminus west-

ward to such points within the city as may be considered advisable;

(b) The complaint of the Business Men's Association of Montreal East, sub-

mitted by Mr. C. Robitaille, M.P., with respect to crossings in Montreal
East, from Moreau -Street Station to the Bout de Vile, on the Canadian
National Railways;

(c) Consideration of a general scheme for grade separation within the City of

Montreal, on the Canadian National Railways, and the electrification of

steam engines ivithin the said city.

Files Nos. 13571; 9437.319; 9437.635; 9437.1141; 24218;

24218.1; 27419; 35162; 34904

JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner:

These matters were heard in Montreal, on May 10, 1927, before Mr. Com-
missioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence and myself.

There appeared before us: Alistair Fraser, K.C. (Commission Counsel),
for the Canadian National Railways; Paul Mercier, K.C, M.P., and Hon.
Alfred Leduc, M.P.P., for the various interests included in St. Henri, St.

Cuncgonde and other wesctern parts of Montreal; W. H. Butler, K.C, for the
Corporation of the City of Montreal; J. K. Smith, for the Montreal Board
of Trade; Francois Fauteux, for the City of Verdun; J. C Groves-Contant and
S. Ouimet, for the Montreal Chamber of Commerce; C N. Armstrong, for the
Montreal Central Terminal Company; Pierre Beullac, K.C, for the Bell Tele-
phone Company; William Trcmblay, for Maisonneuve; William L. Best, for the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen; W. L. Scott, K.C, for the
New York Central Railway Company.

The question of grade separation, or the abolition of grade crossings on the
Canadian National Railways' tracks between Turcot Yard and Bonaventure
Station; and St. Henri and Point St. Charles was raised by the Montreal
District Board of Trade in 1910. In the same year the mavor. in his inaugural
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address, stated that among otlier things the elTurts of tlie Board of Control
would be in the direction of urging the consideration of plans for the abolition

of railway crossings on the street level. The matter was also referred to by
Ex-Mayor Payette in his valedictory address, and by Alderman Lapointe in

his reply to the inaugural address. On April 12, 1910, the Board made an
order (]S"o. 10117) fixing April 28 as the date for hearing the question of doing
away with all level crossin^';s referred, to by the Board of Trade of tlie district

of Montreal, particularly those of the Grand Trunk Railway in the city of

Montreal, west of Bonaventure Station. The city of Montreal, the Montreal
Street Railway, the Montreal Water Power Company, the City Watenv^orks of

Montreal, the Bell Telephone Company, the Canadian Pacific Railway Tele-
graph Company, the Great Northwestern Telegrapli Company, and the Grand
Trunk Railway were made parties to the proceedings.

At the hearing, there was no discussion as to the necessity of the construc-

tion of a viaduct, it appearing to be the general opinion that there should be
grade separation, and Mr. Archambault, for the city, stated that the city of

Montreal was ready to abide by any decision which might be given by the
Board in connection with the question of elevation of the tracks of the Grand
Trunk Railway, and further, that the city had been given permission to borrow
$2,000,000 as its share of the cost of track elevation.

After further discussion, it was agreed that the Grand Trunk Railway
should have until August 1 to prepare preliminary plans and, after considerable

delay, the railway filed plans about the end of April, 1911, and at a hearing

in Montreal on Ivlay 18, 1911, the city asked for further delay so that it could

prepare plans, together with criticism of the Grand Trunk proposition which
delay was granted.

The plan submitted by the railway shows track elevation from Bonaventure
Station to the east end of the Turcot yard, which I will call Section A, and
from St. Henri Station to the west end of the Point St. Charles yard at

Wellington street, which I will call Section ^B. On Section A there are street

openings shoAMi at Mountain, Guy, St. Martin, Chatham, Fulford, Vinet, Atwater,

Rose de Lima, St. Henry Place, St. Marguerite and St. Elizabeth (now De Cour-
celles) streets, and at Cote St. Paul road (now St. Rcmi street) . The distances

between these openings vary from 580 feet to 1,490 feet.

On Section B openings are shown at Notre Dame, St. Ambroise, St. Patrick,

Atwater, D'Argenson, Charlevoix, Hibernia and Wei ling-ton, varying in distance

apart from 670 feet to 1,610 feet.

. The estimate of the company, which is not of much value now, for a four-

track viaduct (five tracks from Atwater avenue to the Bonaventure Station)

and not including the station, amounted to 85,600,000. In order to provide for

this number of tracks, considerable land would have to be acquired. Mr.
Mountain, then Chief Engineer of the Board, made estimates (1) of what it

would cost to elevate the Grand Trunk Railway tracks at present on the level,

and (2) in addition, what it would cost to elevate all the ground that the

Grand Trunk now have without adding additional tracks, but leaving the

emlbankment ready for additional tracks, if required, and not including the

structures for the additional tracks. The estimate for the former was $4,046,-

952.80 and for the latter $5,000,000.

At the hearing in Montreal, February 22, 1912, it was practically decided

that all the streets should be left open except one near Mountain street.

That would mean some thirty-one openings in all. As to seniority, it was
claimed that twelve of the streets were in exiistence at the time the railway was
built, and are therefore senior to the railway. The list follows: Mountain,

Acqueduct, Guy, Richmond, Seigneurs, Chatham, Canning, Upper Lachine road

(St. Henri Square), Cote St. Paul road (now St. Remi street), Charlevoix, Notre

Dame (St. Henri station), and Wellington; a total of 12.
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Tlie railway claimed seniority at the folluwinp;: Versailles, Lusif^jnan, St.

Martin, Fulford, Dominion, Vinet, Atwater, Rose de Lima, Convent or Metcalfe,

St. Ferdinand, St. Philippe, St. Mar;rarct, St. Elizabeth (now De Courcelles

street), Notre Dame. St. Ambroise, St. Patrick,* Atwater, D'Argenson, Hiberni.a;

a total of 19.

Between 1912 and 1916 a jS^reat de al of discussion took place, many details

were settled, and on Februar}^ 25, 1916, Mr. Mountain, Chief Engineer of the

Board, made a new estimate of the cost of grade separation, placing it at

$7,680,787.

The matter dragged on until 1920, by which time everything had advanced
so much in price that all the parties, apparently, were content to let it di.e,

and nothing appears on the file as to grade separation since the above date.

Herewith is a list of the crossings where accidents have occurred, the dates

and the cause wdiere it was ascertainable:

—

St. Henri Square—Gates
Oct. 10 1926 1 killed.

Mar. 11, 1914 1 injured.

St. Martin Street—Gates
Jan. 22, 1910 I injured.

Oct. 9, 1926 1 killed.

St. Elizabeth Street (now De Courcelles street)

—

Nov. 12, 1910 1 killed. Passed under gates.

May 29, 1913 1 killed. Passed under gates.

Aug. 24. 1918 1 injin-ed. Passed under gates.

May 31, 1921 1 killed. Passed under gates.

Oct. 14, 1921 1 injured. Improper operation of gates.

Jan. 6, 1924 1 in.jured. Passed under gates.

May 4, 1926 1 injured. Improper operation of gates.

Vmet Street
Feb. 21, 1908 1 killed. Gates out of order.

June 5. 1911 1 killed. Passed under gates.

Dec. 22, 1914 1 killed. Intoxicated.

Dec. 5, 1916 1 killed. Walking on track.

May 15, 1918 1 killed. Passed under gates.

Oct. 18, 1919 1 killed. Passed under gates.

Atwater Avenue—
Oct. 8, 1909 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Nov. 11, 1914 Ambidance wrecked. Gates being rebuilt, 2 watchmen
on duty.

Nov. 25. 1914 1 killed.
'

Feb. 5, 1916 1 killed. Passed under gates.

Sept. 5, 1918 1 injured. New gates being installed. Crossing protected
by watchman.

Oct. 2, 1923 1 in.jured. Passed under gates.

Oct. 15. 1924 1 injured. Passed under gates
Dec. 19, 1925 1 injured.

St. Marguerite Street—
Feb. 27. 1909 1 killed. No protection.
Dec. 20, 1915 1 injured. No protection.

Gates installed 1918.

Rose de Lima Street—
Aug. 20. 1907 1 iniured.
May 5. 1908 2 injured.

Aug. 10, 1913 1 iniured. Passed under gates.
Feb. 5, 1921 1 injured.

Acqueduct Street—
Nov. 25, 1911 1 killed. Passed under gates.
Aug. 1. 1918 1 injured. Passed under gates.
July 17. 1922 1 injured. Passed under gates.
July 23, 1924 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Lusignan Street—
Nov. 4, 1925 1 in.jured. Passed under gates.
April 21, 1926 1 injured. Passed under gates.

42725—2
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Chatham Street—
Sept. 23, 1913 1 killed. No witnosscs. Gates.
Dec. 14, 1917 1 killed. Passed under gate^.

Oct. 15, 1918 1 injured. I'assed under gates.

May 10, 1920 1 injured, l^asscd under gates.

June 19, 1920 1 injured. ]\is.scd under gates.

April 19, 1924 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Richmond Street—
Sept. 9, 1909 1 killed. Gates not lowered in time.
Jan. 17, 1919 2 injured. l*assed under gates.

Mar. 1, 1921 1 injured. Trespasser.
Jan. 18, 1923 1 killed; 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Sept. 22, 1925 1 injured. Passed under gates.

June 7, 1926 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Aug. 1, 1926 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Canning Street—
July 27, 1915 . 1 killed. Passed under gates.

Oct. 13, 1923 1 killed; 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Dec. 18, 1923 1 injured. Passed under gates.

St. Philippe Street—
Mivrch 23, 1906 1 killed. No protection.

Aug. 6, 1906 1 injured. No protection.

Dec. 12, 1908 1 injured. No protection.

Feb. 2, 1916 1 injured. No protection.
Gates installed 1918.

•Sept. 13, 1921 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Oct. 29. 1923 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Feb. 2, 1924 1 injured. X^assed under gates.

Notre Dame Street (near St. Ferdinand)

—

Dec. 28, 1907 Collision between engine and street car. No one hurt
Mar. 29, 1908 1 trespasser injured.

Oct. 8. 1908 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Oct. 28, 1924 1 killed. Passed under gates.

St. Ambroise Street—
Nov. 18, 1913 1 killed. No protection.

Gates installed 1918.

Hihernia Road—
Oct. 23, 1911 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Nov. 17, 1913 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Dec. 28, 1918 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Jan. 26, 1919 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Dec. 6, 1922 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Convent Street—
June 10, 1909 1 injured. No protection.

April 20. 1913 1 injured. Day watchman,
Aug. 7, 1916 1 injured. Day watchman.
Jan. 20, 1917 2 in.jured. Day watchmian.
Nov. 20, 1917 1 injured. Day watchman.

Gates installed 1918.

Fuljord Street—
May 27. 1912 1 killed. Passed under gates.

June 9, 1914 1 injured. Pa.ssed under gates.

June 22. 1920 I killed. Passed under gates.

Guy Street—
Nov. 1, 1911..

Nov. 22, 1911.,

May 30, 1914..

Dec. 9, 1917..

June 30, 1922.,

July 8, 1924..

Versailles Street—
Dec. 10. 1910 1 in.iured. Passed under gates.

Mar. 18, 1913 2 injured. Gates improperly operated,

Feb. 16, 1918 1 killed; 1 injured. Gates improperly operated
Oct. 3, 1924 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Collision with Ftreet car. 2 injured. Gate protection and
interlocking plant

1 injured. Engineer passed stop signal.

1 in.iured. Passed under gates.

8 injured. Collision with street car. Engineer passed stop
signal.

1 in.iured. Passed under gates.

1 injured. Pa.^.sed under gates.
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Mountain Street—
There are thiitrcn tr;ick> across Mountain street, some protected by gates and others

by watchmen.

Aii<i-. 12. 1912 1 killed. Passed under gates.

June 7, 1913 1 killed. AVarned by conductor to keep off track.

Oct. 28. 1919 1 injured. Fa>\>ed under gates.

Feb. 3. 1922 1 killed. Flagman left crossing.

Nov. 7. 1925 1 injured. Boy ran into side of car.

St. Reuii Street (Cote St. Paul road)—
Oct. 26, 1908 1 killed. Passed under gates.

Feb 9. 1911 1 killed; 1 in.iured. Passed under gates.

Feb. 22. 1913. 1 kilh^l. Passed under gates.

Feb. 4. 1914 1 in.jured. Horse bolted under gates.

Nov. 3, 1916 1 kil](ui. Passed under gates.

Nov. 29. 1916 1 in.iured. Passed under gates,

July 25, 1917 1 in.iured. Passed under gates,

April 10, 1920 1 in.jured. Gates improperly operated.

April 4. 1923 1 injured. Passed under gates.

Oct. 21, 1924 1 injured. Passed under gates.

The above list, which is probably incomplete during the earlier years of the

Board, covers the period from 1906 to the end of 1925 and shows that thi,rty-four

people were killed and eighty-three people were injured. Quite a number of

these accidents occurred through the improper operation of gates. It is the prac-

tice of some of the gatemen to leave the gates down for some minutes at a time

until vehicles require to cross. During, the intervals when the gates are down
unnecessarily, pedestrians naturally get tired of waiti.ng and pass under the gates.

This sort of thing soon gets to be a habit, and eventually some one gets caught.

In 1925, the business men of St. Henri made application to the Board for

relief and proposed that an overhead bridge for pedestrians be constructed at

De Courcelles street and one for general traffic connecting St. James and Notre
Dame streets, in the vicinity of St. Marguerite street. The latter would cost a

large amount, and, Lf constructed, would have to be scrapped in the event of a

general scheme for grade separation being undertaken.

At Montreal, on the 10th of May, 1927, appearing on behalf of the city of

Montreal, Mr. Butler (volume 512, page 8415 ct s.) stated: ''I do not think

there can be any doubt—at all events it is the opinion of the corporation of the

city of Montreal—that these level crossings, at all events from Bonaventure west,

are dangerous and they should disappear, both because they are dangerous and
for the inconvenience and delay they cause to the circulation of trifhc ".

i\Ir. Fra^?er, appearing on behalf of the Canadian National Railways (volume

512, page 8418 et s.), stated: "Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Canadian
National Railways, we recognize that the time has arrived when the whole
question of grade crossings in the city of INIontreal will have to be faced. It

was dealt with, as the Board knows, some years ago, and for various reasons it

had to be postponed; but it will have to be faced in the immediate future."

And at page 8419: ''The Board might appoint your own Chief Engineer to

take hold of the whole situation and make a report to the Board on what the

situation is to-day." And further: " I am in agreement with Mr. Butler in

that respect, except that I go further and suggest that this procedure be adopted,
and so far as we are concerned, speaking for the management, we are prepared
now to face the situation in a large way."

Mr. Paul Mercier, M.P., on behalf of the citizens of St. Henri, and the
Hon. Alfred Leduc, M.P.P., on behalf of St. Cunegonde and other western
parts of Montreal, also expressed their gratification at seeing the Board set this
matter down for hearing and requested the Board energetically to deal \^dth the
whole problem.

42725—2i
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This matter is of ^rcat iin])()rtaiu't' and we must j)r()('ec(l very carefully.

There is a great deal of money involved and a scheme of elimination must bo

involved which will give the greatest possible degree of protection and conven-

ience to the public, with the least possible expenditure of money.
Under section 69 of the Railway Act, the Board may appoint, or direct any

person to make an inquiry and report upon any ap})licaLion, complaint or dispute

pending before the Board, or upon any matter or thing over whi^ch the Board
has juristliction.

I am therefore of the opinion that all these matters should be referred to

the Chief Engineer, who should be appointed and directed to make an inquiry

and report on the whole situation of level crossings in Montreal, on the Canadian
National Railways from the Bonaveriture Station west, and from the Moreau
Street Station ea>t. The Chief Engineer sliould report progress to the Board,

from time to time, and evolve a scheme for the consideration of the Board.

The Board shall then act, after due notice to all interested parties.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

Ottawa, May 27, 1927.

ORDER No. 39079

In the matter of (a) the application jor the elimination of all level crossings in

the City of Montreal, on the Canadian National Raihcays, from the

Bonaventure terminus westward to such points within the city as may
be considered advisable; (b) the complaint of the Business Men's Asso-

ciation of Montreal East with respect to crossings in Montreal East,

from Moreau Street Station to Bout de Vile, on the Canadian National
Raihcays; and (c) the consideration of a general scheme for grade
separation within the City of Montreal, on the Canadian National
Railways, and the electrification of steam engines within the said city.

Files Nos. 13571, 9137.319, 9437.635, 9437.1141, 24218,

24218.1, 27419, 35162, and 34904.

Friday, the 27th day of May, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

In pursuance of the powers conferred by sections 62 and 69 of the Railway
Act, 1919,—

The Board orders: That Thomas T^. Simmons, its Chief Engineer, be, and
he is hereby, appointed and authorized to m^ake inquiry and report to the Board
upon the whole .situation of level crossings in Montreal, on the Canadian National
Railways, from Bonaventure Station west, and from Moreau Street Station east;

to report progress to the Board from time to time; and to evolve a scheme-
for the consideration of the Board.

TH()AL\S VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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Application of the City of Montreal, P.Q., imder Sections 256 and 251 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for an Order authorizing the ividening of the present

St. Remi Street crossing over the Canadian National Railways, and tln:.

installation of double gates at said crossing, instead of single gates as at

pi^esent.

File No. 9437.647

JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, Esq., K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This application was heard at Montreal on May 12, 1927, before Mr. Com-
missioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence, and myself.

There appeared before us W. H. Butler, Esq., K.C., on behalf of the city

of Montreal, and Alistair Eraser, Esq., K.C., on behalf of the Canadian National
Railways.

Saint-Remi street is an old King's highway, within the city of Montreal,

running from Cote St-Paul across the canal, and down and across Notre-Dame
street, and up into the upper part of the city. It was in existence much before

the construction of the Grand Trunk Railway. It is presently 40 feet wide, and
the city has decided to widen it to 66 feet.

It is crossed by the Grand Trunk Railway tracks, and the railway is junior

to the highw^ay.

It does not appear that when the railway crossing w^as established any
provision was miade for the protection of the crossing, but, at a certain time

which could not accurately be ascertained, the Grand Trunk Railway Company
felt that it had become necessary to erect gates for the protection and safety

of the public, and, voluntarily, and at its own expense, installed, maintained,

and operated them.

This voluntary action of the Grand Trunk Railway Company was not

peculiar to the crossing at Saint-Remi street, but identically the same action

w^as taken by the company at a number of other streets within the city of

Montreal, and elsewhere in Canada.

Later the company appeared before the Board and requested an order for

the purpose of legalizing tliese gates and, on October 9, 1918, Order No. 27770
issued accordingly.

At present the gates are single-arm gates, erected on each side of the rail-

way riglat of w^ay, operated day and night from a tower. The widening of the

street and of the crossing will necessitate the installation of double-arm gates,

and the moving back of certain fences, sidings or industrial spurs.

The city agrees to pay all the cost of construction, including the additional

arms of the gates, the removal of those sidings and their restoration if necessary

;

it further agrees to pay 50 per cent of the maintenance, including the mainten-
ance of the highway within the railway right of way; in fact, every item of

expense except the cost of operation.

The railway company does not oppose the application. It simply reqviests

that the city be ordered to pay 40 per cent of the cost of operation, and that is

the only point in controversy.

The railway company admits that, for the time being, the operation of a

double-arm gate would probably not cost m.ore than the operation of the single

-

arm gate. It points out, however, that if the traffic grows, an additional watch-
man will be necessary. (Record, vol. 513, p. 8648.)

The city submits that, as it is senior to the railway, and undert,akes to

pay all the expenses of construction, and 50 per cent of all the expenses of
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inaintcnanre incurred by the chnnse, and as the cost of operation will not be
greater after the change than before, the railway company should continue to

operate the gates at its own expense.

I read in the Record, vol. 513, pa<ie 8649, the following:—
Mr. Fraser: " I will not take time to give the reasons. . . but,

as I say, the universal practice is that when two parties come in and
join in a situation, they bear the cost of tliat situation in proportion to

their user of it. They say that the additional cost is not a controlling

factor, but supposing that it was necessary for this 20 feet for them to

set up their own plant and o{)erate it, they would have to bear the
whole cost. If they come to us and say: You operate it for us in more
difficult circumstances, it is harder to get the gates down, it is a simple
act of justice.''

Mr. Butler: "But the expense is not increasing in operating it. . . .

Are we going to pay for something, or are we going to contribute for

something, for operating these gates, when it is the same man who
operates them, receiving the same salary? Why should we be asked to

contribute one penny?"

Authorities were quoted both by the railway and by the city on this matter.

No iron rule was ever set down by the Board on the question of the appor-
tionment of the cost of protection at railway crossings. Each case is judged
on its own merit.

Generally speaking, when a crossing is established, and protection ordered,

the junior bears the cost of such protection. When protection is ordered after

the crossing has been in existence for some time, the cost of protection is not
always apportioned according to the junior and senior rule.

The tendency has rather been to consider whether protection was rendered

necessary by increased traffic on the highway or on the railway, or on both,

and to apportion the cost accordingly.

In this instance, the seniority of the city is undisputed and no additional

protection is necessary.

The widening of the street will necessitate some rearrangement of fences

and sidings, entail additional maintenance of the street within the railway

tracks, and another arm to the gates.

For the time being, no extra expense of operation will be incurred. The
same gateman will operate a double-arm gate as well as it does a single-arm

gate, from the same tower, with the same lever.

Reserving decision as to the cost of any further protection which it might
be necessary for the Board to order, I think that the application should be
granted, authorizing the city, under sections 256-257 of the Railway Act of 1919,

to widen the present Saint-Remi street crossing over the Canadian National
Railways, and authorizing the installation of double-arm gates at said crossing

instead of the single-arm gates as at present, including the removal of sidings

and their restoration if necessary. The whole cost of construction to be at the

expense of the applicant; the cost of the maintenance of the gates and of the

highway within the right of way of the company to be divided equally between
the city of Montreal and the Canadian National Railways; the cost of opera-

tion to continue to be as at present, at the expense of the railway company.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

Ottaw^a, June 1, 1927.
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Application on the question of protection at the crossing of Guy Street,

Montreal, P.Q., Canadian National Railways.

File No. 9437.787

JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, Esq., K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard at Montreal on May 12, 1927, before Mr. Com-
missioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence, and myself.

There appeared before us: on behalf of the Canadian National Railways,
Alistair Eraser, Esq., K.C., and on behalf of the Montreal Tramways Com-
pany, the Hon. J. L. Perron, K.C.

This matter originated with a report from our inspector, Mr. McCaul,
dated January 29, 1927, at the occasion of a serious accident which occurred

on the line of the Canadian National Railways, Montreal terminals, at Guy
street crossing, on January 25, 1927, at 6.33 p.m., when the Canadian National
Railways engine No. 5278, moving light, tender first, from Bonaventure station

to Turcot shops, came in collision with the Montreal Tramways electric car

No. 772, moving on Guy street, northbound.

The engine was moving at a speed of eight or ten miles per hour when, about
40 feet from the street line, the engineer saw the electric car coming on the

crossing. He immediately applied his air-brake in emergency, and closed the

throttle.

The driving wheels of the engine locked and skidded, and the tender stn.ick

the electric car, throwing it off its trucks and turning it on its side.

There is an interlocking plant at the Guy street crossing since a number
of years. The gates, derails, on the Montreal Tramway line, and the signals,

on the Canadian National railway, are interlocked.

After the accident, it became apparent that more adequate protection was
necessary at that crossing for the safety of the public, and of both the railway
and the tramway companies.

The railway company at the hearing at Montreal filed a plan. No. SD-
1061A, dated April 26, 1927, describing a system of dwarf signals to be installed

in lieu of the present semaphore signal system.

The Montreal Tramways Company has no objection to the change sug-

gested by the railway company, but requests that it be at the expense of the

latter.

The Chief Engineer and the Chief Operator Officer of the Board both concur
in a recommendation that the raihvay company be authorized to remove the

semaphore signals shown in yellow on the plan above referred to, and install

the dwarf signals as shown in red on the same plan.

The adequacy of the proposed additional protection is not in controversy.

The only question to be determined is the apportionment of the cost thereof.

The Montreal Tramways Company have filed an agreement executed at

Montreal on August 11, 1899, between the Grand Trunk Railway Company,
represented by Mr. Charles Hayes, General Manager, and the Montreal Street

Tramways Company, represented by the Hon. L. Forget, president, and ^Ir.

Martin K. Watts, Secretary.

The agreement refers to three orders of the Railway Committee of the

Privy Council of Canada, dated November 29, 1894, May 11, 1896, and
December 29, 1896, respectively.

It is then stated that a dispute lias arisen between the two parties as to

the extent of their respective obligation under the said orders, and that they
have agreed to terminate all disputes between themselves for tlie future.
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Clause 1 reads as follows:

—

" The Montreal Company agrees to pay to the Grand Trunk and
the Grand Trunk agrees to accept the sum of one hundred dollars per

month, payable on the last day of each month, commencing from the

first day of January last past, in full and in lieu of all 'payments, work
or obligations of the Montreal Company towards the Grand Trunk in

respect of the said crossings or of any orders made or to be made by the

Railway Committee of the Privy Council of CaJiada in regard thereto/'

Mr. Fraser, on behalf of the Canadian National Railways, submitted that

the payment of $100 per month by the tramway company was in respect of its

obligations then due, and not in respect of all further obligations in connection

with that crossing. (Record, volume 513, p. 8601 and following.)

Confronted with the exact language of the section quoted to him by Com-
missioner Boyce, Mr. Fraser was obliged to say:

—

''I am not facing this agreement with a great deal of confidence;

... if I were to argue on the other side, I would argue it a great deal

more strongly."

The Hon. Mr. Perron, on behalf of the tramways company, submitted that

conditions had not changed at Gu}' street crossing since the two Oixiers in

Council of 1894-96 and the agreement of 1899. That, because an accident

occurred last year, the Canadian National Railways are not entitled to ask to

set aside an agreement in existence since 1899, voluntarily entered into by both
companies, and that no good reason could be advanced to justify the Board in

disregarding a contract binding both companies.
Mr. Fraser submitted further (pp. 8608-09-10) that, notwithstanding the

agreement, if it were necessary to increase the protection, the Board under
sections 256-257 of the Act could and should issue a just and reasonable order

in respect of such protection, and submitted that it was not a fair and a proper
thing for the railway company to bear such a substantial proportion of the cost

of that crossing as it was doing at the present time, under the agreement.
Mr. Fraser quoted the Board's decision in the King's street crossing at

Hamilton, but, as pointed out at the hearing, in that case there was no change
made to the agreement entered into betw^een the railway company and the

municipality. Under the agreement, the municipality could not ask the railway
company to build a bigger bridge, but they come to the Board, and the Board,
exercising its discretion under the Railway Act, apportioned the cost of the

additional construction as it deemed fit.

Mr. Fraser also suggests the possibility of a grade separation at Guy street,

and the unreasonableness of compelling the railway company to shoulder alone

the enormous expense that would be involved if a subway were ordered.

I do not believe that the Board is called upon to determine now what its

decision should be in respect of the apportionment of the cost of a grade separa-

tion at Guy street crossing. This will be considered when the occasion arises.

In the present instance, the whole question boils down to the rearrange-

ment of the signals to insure a greater degree of safety both to the railway

company and to the tramw^ay company.
I am unable to find on file or in the record any good reason why an agree-

ment voluntarily entered into between two companies like the Grand Trunk
Railway Company and the Montreal Tramways Company should be set aside,

w^hen the very language of the agreement states that the parties intend thereby

to terminate all disputes between them for the future, and when, in considera-

tion of the payment of $100 per month, the Grand Trunk Railway Company
undertakes to relieve the Montreal Tramways Company of all payments, work
or obligations in respect of the said crossings or of any orders made or to be

made by the Railway Committee of the Privy Council in regard thereto.
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Without committing; the Board lo any decision on the apportionment of

the cost if the occasion arose of ordering a grade separation at Guy street cross-

ing, I am of the opinion that the railway company should be authorized to

remove the semaphore signals shown in yellow on plan No. SD-1061A of April

26, 1927, on file, and to install and maintain in lieu thereof the dwarf signals

shown in red on the said plan; the cost of such removal, installation and main-
tenance to be at the expense of the railway company.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

Ottawa, June 2, 1927.

Considei'ation of the question of 'protection at First Avenue crossing, Lachine,

P.Q.y Canadian National Railways

(File No. 30528).

JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Comwdssioner:

This matter was heard at Montreal on May 11, 1927, before Mr. Commis-
sioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence and myself.

There appeared before us: on behalf of the Canadian National Railways,

Alistair Fraser, Esq., K.C., and on behalf of the municipality of Lachine, A. S.

Pelletier, Esq., K.C.

This matter was brought to our attention by a report of our inspector Mr.
McCaul, on the 3rd of March, 1924, in connection with an accident whereby a

man was killed, on the 26th of September, 1923. On the 31st of May, 1924, our

inspector Mr. Lafontaine reported another accident which occurred on the 19th

of May, 1924, wherein another man was killed. On the 16th of September, 1926,

our inspector Mr. McCaiil further reported this crossing at the occasion of an
accident which occurred on the 31st of August, 1926, wherein two persons were
killed and one seriously injured.

The town of Lachine made an application for the installation of gates to

replace the present automatic electric bell, submitting that constant shunting on
industrial spurs nearby causes the bell to ring at times when no train is crossing,

which has the effect of making the people careless.

Our Chief Engineer, reporting on September 29, 1926, states that wdiile he

was on the ground, a train shunting at some distance to the east kept thc'^Dell

ringing for fifteen minutes.

The recommendation was that double bells and wigwags should be added to

the existing protection. On. December 2, 1926, the town informed the Board that

it considered that no additional protection should be ordered for the time being.

After the last accident which took place, a statutory ''Slow" order was
placed at the crossing, and the railway urgently requested that such "Slow"
order should be lifted. In view of the numerous accidents which had occurred,

the Board felt unable to lift the "Slow" order, pending further investigation,

and the m.atter was set down for hearing.

At the hearing, it was revealed that at the station of Dominion, a thousand
feet away, the way-freight has soiiie shunting to do, within the bonded axea, which
causes the bell to ring even if no train passes over the crossing. It is quite

apparent that a bell and wigwag is not a suitable mode of protection, at a cross-

ing where shunting is taking place within the bonded area; nor would gates meet
the situation adequately for the same reason.
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It would appear that the best protection in this case would 'be provided by
the appointment of watchmen, working in two shifts, from 6 o'clock in the morn-
ing until 10 o'clock at night.

Mr. Pelletier, on behal'f of the town of Lachine, submitted that the railway-

company should be called upon to bear part of the expense, because the protection

of that crossing is required on account of the operations of the railway.

He admitted (Record, volume 513, page 8518) that if it were an ordinary .cross-

ing, the municipality would have to be burdened with the maintenance of the pro-

tection, but invoked, as a special circumstance, the fact that the additional pro-

tection was required by the special operations of the railway.

It is admitted that the railway is senior to the highway. This crossing was
formerly a farm crossing, and was converted into a public crossing on July 11,

1911, by order of the Board No. 14462. The Order provides that the crossing

will be protected by an automatic electric bell, at the expense of the town. It

is to 'be noted that Second avenue mentioned in Ordier No. 14462 is now First

avenue, and this crossing is dealt with in paragraph 4 of the order.

The evidence does not bear out Mr. Pelletier's suggestion that the railway is

carrying out there extraordinary operations. It is an ordinary crossing. There
is some shunting done within the bonded area, but there is nothing extraordinary

in that.

It does n,ot appear from the evidence that there is any good reason to change
the decision of the Board as to the apportionment of the cost of protection.

I am therefore of the opinion that an order should issue, directing this cross-

ing to be further protected daily, in addition to the existing electric bell, ^y a

flagman, between the hours of 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.; such flagman to be appointed

by the Canadian National Railways, and the city of Lachine to pay the wages of

such flagman to the Canadian National Railways, upon accounts being rendered
therefor monthly.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

Ottawa, June 2, 1927.

Application of Benjamin Lediic, of the City and District of Joliette, Que., for

the reconstruction, maintenance and. upkeep of a private bridge to serve

as a means of communication between portions of lot 163 severed by the

railway tracks of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

File No. 1750.18.163
JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, Esq., K.C,. Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard at Montreal, on May 11, 1927, before Mr. Com-
missioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence and myself.

There appeared on behalf of the applicant: Mr. F. G. Coffin and Mr.
Maurice Tellier, solicitors; and, on behalf of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
MM. E. P. Flintoft, and L. G. Prevost, and for the city of Montreal, W. H.
Butler, Esq., K.C.—with a watching brief.

The applicant submitted that, by virtue of a deed of sale before A. C.

Decary, N.P., dated Montreal, June 11, 1888, his father and predecessor in

title Gilbert Leduc had sold to the Atlantic and Northwest Railway Company,
for the purpose of its right of way, a certain strip of land forming part of lot

No. 163 of the plan and official book of reference of the cadastre of the munici-

pality of the parish of Montreal, as appears at an authentic copy of the deed

on file.
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Among other conditions, the railway company undertook to construct,

maintain and operate over their raihv;iy right of way an elevated bridge, fifteen

feet wide, with a hand-rail at a point as near as possible the centre of said lot

No. 163, for the use and convenience of the vendor, his heirs and assigns, so as

to allow them to cross the railway at any time. The railway company then took

possession, built the bridge and maintained it ever since. The Canadian Pacific

Railway Company now operates the Atlantic and Northwest Railway, and has

assumed its obligations.

The applicant is an assign of Gilbert Leduc, Sr., by virtue of a donation,

dated the 8th of April, 1918, and duly registered on April 27, 1918, under the

No. 359192 of the registration office of the county of Hochelaga and Jacques-

Cartier, of lots 245-246 of the subdivision of the original lot No. 163 of the plan

and official book of reference of the parish of Montreal, with all the appurten-

ances active and passive, apparent or occult, just as it is at present, without

any exception or reserves on the part of the donor.

Subsequent to the deed of sale by Leduc to the railway company, lot No.

163 was subdivided by its owners into several scores of building lots. A street

allowance was provided, approximately in the middle of the lot, and is now
known as Grand Boulevard; the bridge built by the railway company is also

in the middle of lot No. 163, and opens at both ends on the Grand Boulevard.

In 1908, the Canadian Industrial Co. Ltd., then the owners of a large part

of this property conveyed this street allowance to the town of Notre-Dame de

Grace, from the Lachine road up to the northerly end of lot 163 and its sub-

divisions, and away past Sherbrooke street on both sides of the Railway, the

town to have immediate possession, but only for the purpose of a public street.

The bridge existed then since 1888, but no mention is' made of it in the deed of

conveyance to the town.

Soon thereafter Grand Boulevard was opened to the public, lots were sold

on each side and were gradually built upon.

At the hearing, Mr. Flintoft stated, without contradiction, that the com-
pany was constant in its efforts to prevent the use of this bridge by the public,

but without success, although signs and gates had been erected. Sherbrooke
street was in a very bad condition, and the Boulevard became a regular motor
highway to Montreal AVest and beyond. The bridge became a menace to the

public, its structure being too weak for the heavy traffic passing upon it.

On April 28, 1925, the Canadian Pacific Railway drew the attention of

the Board to this danegrous situation, and to the impossibility for the railway
company to prevent such trespassing, gates and warning signs being of no
avail.

This matter was set down for hearing on May 11, 1925.

Appearing on behalf of the city of Montreal, Mr. Butler requested that
this matter should be allowed to stand. He admitted that it had been used in

spite of the objections of the Canadian Pacific Railway as a highway crossing.

He suggested, however, that this bridge was the only one that gave access from
the north to the south side of Decary Boulevard and to Montreal West, and if

it were shut down at once, the public would be exposed to a great deal of incon-
venience. The matter of giving access from one side to the other was under
advisement by the city, and it was a matter which would take some time before

a decision could be reached. (Record Vol. 440, pp. 665-666.)

On October 17, 1925, no further action having been taken by the city, one
of our inspectors strongly urged an immediate decision by the Board, and, on
November 14, 1925, a similar request was made by the railway company.

The matter was again set down for hearing, at Montreal, on Januar}^ 7,

1926.
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Mr. Butler appeared and stated that the city of Montreal had had, for

some time, and had still under consideration the question of a crossing some-
where in the neighbourhood, but had arrived at no decision. (Record, vol. 449,

p. 129.)

Mr. McLeod, the City Engineer, added that the structural engineers of the

city were than at work on a scheme. (Ibid, page 135.)

There was on file and on the record abundant evidence that the bridge was
dangerous, being much narrower than the street, and much too weak for the

hea\y motors passing over it; that it was impossible for the railway company
to prevent the public from using it, because it opened at both ends on a public

street, and people would trespass, notwithstanding the existing gates and warn-
ing signs; it appeared moreover that the bridge structure did not provide the

standard clearances required by our regulations.

A fatal accident had occurred on March 3, 1925, wherein engineer Carmody
was instantly killed, whilst leaning out from the vestibule door of the engine to

see if any water was escaping from his hose-bag, and while in this position, his

head came in contact with a post on the bridge.

Upon inspection, the clearances were found insufficient, and standard side-

clearances of six feet were recommended.
On January 22, 1926, the Board issued Order No. 37273, directing the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company to remove that bridge within four months,
so as to give a reasonable time to the city to act if it deemed it advisable. At
the expiration of the four months, after due notice to the city, the bridge was
removed.

The applicant now requests that an Order do issue directing the railway
company to reconstruct and maintain the said elevated bridge, with the condi-

tions specified in the deed of sale filed as exhibit No. 1 of the applicant, viz:

the deed of sale by Gilbert Leduc to the Atlantic and Northwest Electric Com-
pany, on June 11, 1888.

The applicant, as mentioned above, is the successor in title of Gilbert Leduc
to the extent of the two subdivided lots Nos. 245-246 of what was originally a

farm and known under lot No. 163 of the parish of Montreal.

It i? important to note that he became the owner of these two subdivisions

on April 10, 1918, i.e., ten years after the dedication of the street allowance to

the town, and that the deed of donation to him by his father describes the pro-

perty: " just as it is at present, without any exception or reserve on the part of

the donor," no mention being made of the right of passage originally reserved.

In 1908, the Canadian Industrial Co., Ltd., also a successor in title of Gil-

bert Leduc for a large part of the property, including the street allowance on

which the bridge opened, having conveyed to the town this strip of land to be

used as a public street, by its own act rendered it impossible that the bridge be

used any longer exclusively as a farm crossing.

The town of Notre-Dame de Grace, and later the city of Montreal, never

claimed the bridge as part of its street. At the hearing, Mr. Butler said: " Our

position was that that was a private bridge, and did not concern us, and we took

no part." (Record, vol. 513, page 8526.)

When the Board issued Order No. 37273, lot No. 163 was no longer a farm,

in the paristh of Montreal, as originally; it was subdivided into lots, built upon,

within the city. The crossing reserved by Gilbert Leduc was being used ille-

gally by the public at large. This illegal conversion of a private crossing into

a public crossing was rendered possible by the act of one of the successors in

title of Gilbert Leduc. Such was the situation since ten years when the appli-

cant himself became the donee of these two lots just as they were then,"

namely: without access to the crossing, except through Grand Boulevard.

Under section 257 of the Railway Act, when a railway is already con-

structed upon, along or across any highway, the Board may, of its own motion
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or upon complaint or application, determine all matters and things in respect

of such crossing, and may make such order as to the protection, safety and con-

venience of the public, as it deems expedient. The Board felt that it would be
derelict in its duty if it allowed such a bridge to continue to be a menace to the

public and to railway employees, on ;iccount of its narrowness, its weak struc-

ture and its insufficient clearances.

At the hearing, Mr. Coffin admitted that the bridge was a private farm
crossing (volume 513, page 8530). He also admitted that the Board's Order
No. 37273 did not deprive the applicant from any of his civil rights under the

agreement. (Ibid page 8532.)

The applicant contends that in removing this bridge, the Canadian Pacific

Railway is in breach of its agreement, and applies to this Board, under section

35 of the Railway Act. (Ibidem, page 8533.) He admits that Grand boulevard

is a street in the city and that the bridge would be a connecting link between
two trunk parts of the boulevard. (Ibdem, page 8535.)

Admittedly, the railway company is not by the agreement bound to any-
thing more than an elevated bridge, 15 feet wide, for the purpose of a private

crossing. The city does not ask a public crossing.

I am therefore of the opinion that this Board cannot with due regard to

the safety and convenience of the public, order the railway company to recon-

struct and maintain there a bridge of that description.

If, and when the city deems it advisable to apply for a public crossing over

the railway at Grand Boulevard, such application will be duly considered.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

Ottawa, June 6, 1927.

Application of the ratepayers of St. BrigicVs Parish, Iberville county P.Q., asking

that train service on the Canadian National Railways, between Ste. Angels

and St. Brigid's, be resumed, and for a revision of the Order of the Board,

dated June SO, 1925.

(File No. 26918).

JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard at Montreal on May 11, 1927, before Mr. Commis-
sioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence, and myself.

There appeared before us: on behalf of the applicants, Mr. A. J. Benoit,

M.P., Jacques Cartier, Esq., K.C., solicitor; on behalf of the Canadian, National
Railways, Alistair Eraser, Esq., K.C.

The application is for the rescission of order of the Board No. 36550, issued

on the 30th of June, 1925, permitting the Canadian National Railway Company
to withdraw its steam trains from Marieville to Montreal and reroute them via
St. Johns; to abandon, the line between Farnham and Marieville, with the
exception of that portion between Ste. Angele and Marieville, which was to be
electrified; and to withdraw the mixed train running between Marieville and
Farnham. The order is reported in the JudgmcAts, Orders, Regulations and
Rulings of the Board, volume 15, pa.ge 174, and the judgment issued in connection
therewith bv the Chief Commissioner is reported in the same volume, at page
170.

The details concerning the former hearing of the case and its disposition
are contained in the reasons for judgment preceding the order, which is challenged.
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The application upon which the order issued was made by the parish of St.

Brigid d'Iberville, the parish of St. Angel'e de Monnoir, the town of Marieville,

the viUage of Richelieu, the parish of Notre-Dame de Bonsecours, the village

of Chambly Canton, the village of Chambly Basin, the parish of St. Joseph

de Chambly.
The applica.nts urged that the electric cars in use were inconvenient, the

heating system inadequate, the roadway so bad that riding was uncomfortable

and dangerous, the handling of the baggage defective, the mail service disor-

ganized, and that the proposed change would create a disturbance to the traffic.

The railway company represented that a joint electric and steam service,

between Marieville and St. Lambert, was unsatisfactory; that the steam trains

were delayed by the electric operation; that the amount of traffic handled by the

steam trains did not justify their conntinuance over that route; that the con-

siderable saving in ton mileage, betw^een Farnham and St. Johns, would more
than offset a slight increase in mileage between Montreal and Waterloo via St.

Johns as against via St. Lambert and Marieville; that the total train mileage

saved w^as 144.16 steam train miles a day.

After hearing all pros and cons, the Board issued its Order No. 36550, pro-

viding for the electrification of the line from Marieville to Ste. Angale, and

allowed the Company to drop all railway service from Ste. Angele to Farnham.

The Railway Company acted accordingly.

St. Brigid is situated between Marieville a.nd Farnham, 3.3 miles from Ste.

Angele, according to the Canadian National Railways' statement, and 2.8 miles

according to Mr. Cartier. (Record, volume 513, pages 8494 and 8496).

At the hearing at Montreal on May 11, 1927, the Canadian National^ Rail-

ways took the following position:

—

Mr. Fraser: "The strictly legal position is that we have definitely

abandoned the line, and I think under the Board's decisions, that is the

beginning and the end. I think, no line, no jurisdiction. At the same
time I wwld like my friends to appreciate the fact that in the first place

we did not proceed hastily, nor are we proceeding hastily now; nor indeed

did the Board proceed hastily. You will remember that the Chief Com-
missioner had many reports on the situation. There was a great deal

involved. We improved the electric service very considerably, and on,

the whole satisfied ourselves that no injustice of any kind would be done to

any of the people. Therefore, in view of the short distance they have to

haul, I submit that the application should fail." (Record, volume 513,

page 8497).

At page 8496, Mr. Fraser had said:

'Tn order to carry out the electrification suggested, it would cost us

about $24,000, even if we were in a position to do it, and we estimate, after

a very careful census, a loss of $7,000 a year."

The applicants called in Mr. Rene Boulais, w^ho gave an estimation of the

traffic that the Canadian National Railways could fairly expect to receive if their

line were extended to St. Brigid. His evidence can be briefly summarized as

follows: He is a merchant established at St. Brigid; his freight-sheds and scales

are there; he would receive five or six carloads of coal, three carloads of cement,
three carloads of shingles, three carloads of Itimbr, a few carloads of other goods,

in all fifteen or sixteen carloads of freight, giving to the Railway Company an
average of $100 per car, a year. He used to pay, every year, from $400 to $500
for express charges. He would al-o ship eggs, 150 or 200 cases a year, giving

about $80 in freight charges.

One butter factory would ship fifteen cans of cream a day; another, seventy-
five cans of cream a day, or the equivalent in butter, yielding yearly $450 to the

railway company. Mr. Paquete, a baker, would receive nine carloads and pay
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$500 or $550 a year, Mr. Massier, $175 to $300; the two 'butter manufacturer>:,

a carload of coal' each every year; Mr. Souchez would pay about $200; the

blacksmith, $50 a year; the express charges paid by other people would amount
$200. In 1924, some 250 carloads of hay were shipped, and in 1925, 200
carloads.

He estimated the slump in land values in St. Brigid, due to the discontinu-

ance of the train service, to be at least $100,000, and the loss to farmers and
shippers by reason of additional haulage, at $1 a ton. There were 75 or 80

farmers interested. In his opinion the Company would receive from the Parish

and the .village of St. Brigid at least $10,000 a vcar of freight charges. (Vol.

513, pp. 8500 & s.)

Mr Cartier stated that at the hearing held in Montreal on May 12, 1925,

the parish of St. Brigid was not represented, and, so far as they were concerned,

it was an ex parte case. In his opinion, if they had had the opportunity of being

heard, they would have convinced the Board that the retention of the train

service as far as St. Brigid was desirable. (Ibid. p. 8497.)

The line of railway between Farnham and Marieville was constructed and
owned originally by the Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Railway Company.
Later, the Central Vermont Railway Company purchased it.

To-day part of the capital stock of the Central Vermont Railway Company
is held in the treasury of the Canadian National Railw^ays Company, but it is

still operated under its own charter, and it is leased, for the time being, to the
Canadian National Railways Company. It is not therefore the Canadian
National Railways' Act, but the Railway Act, which governs the situation.

Under the Railway Act, a railway company can discontinue operating a line

of railway, unless the Special Act of incorporation provides otherwise, and the

Board has no jurisdiction to compel a company to resume operations, even if

the public were injuriously affected by reason of the discontinuance.

Such was the decision of the Board in a number of cases, and in particular

in the Red Mountain case: Rossland Board of Trade vs. Great Northern Rail-

way Co., 28 Canadian Railway Cases, page 24 & s., wherein precedents were
quoted and followed.

When the first application came up, in 1925, the Board found itself without
jurisdiction, but it was thought preferable to give the complainants an occasion

to voice their grievances in open court, with a view to enabling them freely to

set out the facts and, perhaps, to convince the railway company that it could

operate without loss. The railway company, persisting in its determination to

discontinue operations on that part, of its railway line from Ste. Angele to Farn-
ham, and undertaking only to electrify and operate electrically its line from
Marieville to Ste. Angele, there was no power in the Board to compel it to go

further.

When the present application was received, it being represented that cer-

tain residents of St. Brigid had not had their day in court, and that they desired

to be heard, this matter was again set down for hearing; perhaps this time the

applicants might succeed in convincing the railway company that conditions

had so changed as to make it profitable for the company to extend its electrifica-

tion and electrical operations from Ste. Angele to St. Brigid. As previously set

out herein, the applicants estimated that the railway company would receive

traffic yielding a gross revenue of approximately $10,000 per annum. The rail-

way company persisted in its determination.

Under the Railway Act, as construed by the Board in precedent cases^ the

Board has no compulsory powers. The application must therefore be dismissed.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

Ottaw.\, June 8, 1927.
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Complaint of The Renfrew Machinery Company, Limited, Renfrew, Ont., that

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company refuse to make a siding a private

one ivhich has been a team track siding.

File 35225

The complainant company alleges that the position of this case is rather

peculiar in its way, inasmuch as the ]and owned by the siding, which is tribu-

tary to the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway 'at Renfrew, belongs to

the municipality of Renfrew; that the complainant company leased this piece

of land from the town feeling that there would be no trouble in getting a special

or private siding; that, after making the necessary arrangements with the town
of Renfrew in connection with the leasing of this property, the complainant
company then applied to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to make the
siding a private one under the name of the complainant company, with the

assurance that the complainant company would not interfere with others using

the siding at all; that the complainant company wished to split its freight

business to a certain extent, and besides, it would be far better off if it had a

private siding; that its own plan layout does not permit of a siding directly

into the plant and, therefore, the complainant company thought it well to lease

the team track siding across the street, and that it has the lease now on the

property and the railway company refuses the complainant company a private

siding lease of the siding itself.

The assistant general solicitor of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
in his answer, states that his instructions are that the siding in question is built

on the railway company's own land, except for a small portion at the end of it,

which is on Lochiel street; that the street is no doubt owned by the muni-
cipality, but he does not quite see how it could have come to lease it to the
Renfrew Machinery Company; that the purpose of the application is to secure
an advantage in the matter of switching charges; that the railway company
is not sympathetic to this aspiration; and that, seeing that the track would
still be really a team track, the railway company thinks there is no merit in

the application.

The Board had one of its inspectors look over the situation on the ground,
who reported that approximately fifty feet of the west rail of the siding is on
Lochiel street, the balance on the property of the railway company; that the
street intersection shown on the plan at the south end of the Renfrew Rolling
Mills is O'Gorman street, the building on the south side of that street being the
property of the Renfrew Rolling Mills, and that he was informed that they had
the ground leased from the Canadian Pacific Railway Company on an annual
rental. He also reported that the assessment roll of the town shows that lots

36, 37, 38, and 39 are owned by the railway company, and that the siding in
question has occupied the present position since the days of the Canada Central
Railway Company and was installed about 1877 or ^1878 for the purpose of
serving Mr. Russell's lumber shipments; that later a granary was constructed,
and the siding was also used to serve that business; that none of the siding is

on the property of the Renfrew Machinery Company, Limited; and that the
town has a large oil storage tank at the north end of the siding for the purpose
of storing the oil it uses on the streets.

RULING

The Renfrew Machinery Company, Limited, was advised by the Board
that the siding in question is 238 feet in length, 50 feet of this being on the
street, the remainder on the right of way of the railway; that the right of way
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of the railway was acquired for the general purposes of the traffic of the rail-

way; that team traffic use is for the general service; and that the Board is

not empowered to direct that a team track, or portion of a team track located

on a railway should be converted into a private siding as is requested in the

present application.

Ottawa, June 4, 1927.

Application of William J. Muldoon et al for the establishment of a flag station

on the Ottawa-Waltham Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway

between lots 26 and 27, 4th range of South Onslow, between Parker

Station and Mohr, Que.
File 35256

The applicants, some twenty-seven in number, ask for a flag station at the

above-mentioned point and state that, on account of the location of the roads

in the district, the present accommodation is very inconvenient to the applicants^

and that there would be a large amount of freight at the point in question,

especially milk, cream, etc.

The Board took the application up with the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, which answered as follows:

—

1. That the matter had been carefully investigated but, in view of the fact

that the district in the location of South Onslow is well served with stations at

the present time, the company regretted that it could not see its w^ay clear to

install any additional stations.

2. That the location at which this flag station is suggested is approximately
mileage 24.8 Waltham Subdivision; that the company now has stations at

Parkers, mile 22.8, and Mohr, mile 26.8, or two miles on either side of the
suggested location; that a thorough investigation on the ground showed that

about twenty-six families might lay claim to advantage through a new station,

as it would cut off the distance they now have to travel to reach one of the com-
pany's stations by some two miles; that two miles cannot be considered a great

distance for persons in a sparsely settled territory to travel for a train; and
that it was not apparent that anyone was suffering under the conditions as they
now exist.

3. That there is very little business received at Parkers and Mohr, the
milk business amounting to between four and five cans daily, and very often
only one can, and that there is a cheese factory at Parkers, and during the
cheese-making time there are not many milk shipments.

The railway company further pointed out that the Board had long recog-
nized the principle that initial discretion in the matter of location of stations
is with the railway company, and that the Board should intervene only when
there has been an unreasonable exercise of this discretion, and cited Hartin et
al vs. Canadian Northern Railway Company (Twin Elm Flag Stop), 21 C.R.C.,
4S7, and Kelley vs. Grand Trunk Railway Company, 24 C.R.C., 367.

RULING

The Board ruled that, in view of the fact that there is a flag station at
Parkers, two miles on one side from the point where the flag station is asked
for by the applicants, and also a flag station two miles on the other side of the
suggested location, it did not seem to the Board that the railway company, on
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what was before the Board, acted in an unreasonable way in so spacing the
stations and that the Board would not be justified in directing that a flag station

be installed at the point where the applicants desire it; that in the west the Board
had recognized that distances of seven miles between stations were not unreason-
able, that it had in various cases in the east recognized that distances from five

to seven miles were not unreasonable; and that it is not the function of railway

companies to equalize highway disadvantages; their obligation is to afford

facilities spaced a reasonable distance apart.

Ottawa, June 6, 1927.
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Submission of Nova Scotia Shippers Association, Kentville,. N.S., per Butchell

and Ralston, Halifax, N.S., re rates charged by the Dominion Atlantic

Railway on apples in carloads to Halifax for export.

(File No. 26560.4)

JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, K.C., The Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard at Ottawa, on the 17th of June, 1927, before Mr.
Commissioner Boj^ce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence, -and myself.

There appeared before us: on behalf of the Nova Scotia Shippers Associa-
tion, J. L. Ilsley, Esq., K.C., M.P., and Mr. F. C. Cornell; on behalf of the

Fruit Branch of the Department of Agriculture, Major R. L. Wheeler; and on
behalf of the Dominion Atlantic Railway Co., E. P. Flintoft, Esq., Mr. F. J.

Comeau, and Major W. M. Kirkpatrick (Foreign Freight Traffic Manager,
C.P.R. Co.).

The present complaint was filed with the Board in July, 1926. It is to the

effect that freight rates on apples in rarloads to Halifax for export should be
substantially reduced and that such reduction be at least sufficient to make
such export rates bear the proportion to the otherwise effective class rates,

which existed prior to the increases of September 10, 1919, and that such pro-
portion be not exceeded hereafter in any adjustment of such export rates.

The railway company submitted tliat there has never been a fixed relation-

ship between the class rates and export rates on apples, nor is there any reason
for such relationship; that present rates on apples for export were just and
reasonable, and not unjustly discriminatory; that the financial results of the
operations of the defendant company was such as to warrant an increase in
rates and that no reduction could be iustified.
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Exhibit No. 1 filed by the complainants at the hearing gives a graphic
picture of what is involved. It is as follows:

—

Note.—These rates are in cents per barrel of 155 lbs. for apples, and in cents per barrel of 180 lbs. for pota-
toes, their equivalent in cents per 100 lbs. was used in working out their proportions of class rates.

EVOLUTION OF STANDARD MILEAGE, TOWN TARIFF AND EXPORT COMMODITY
RATES FROM BERWICK TO HALIFAX

Standard
Mileage Rates

Town Tariff
Rates

Commodity Rates on
Apples for Export

Commodity Rates on
Potatoes for Export

5th 8th 5th 8th % of

S.M.
%of
T.T.

%of
S.M.

%of
T.T.

Sept. 1, 1915. .

.

c.

16

c.

13

c.

15

c.

12

c. ('

.

c. c

.

c. c.

17 68-5 73-1
Dec. 10, 1915 161

19

70-5
70-4

76-4
75-4Mar. 15, 1918...

Aug. 12, 1918...

Sept. 1, 1918

18^

23
15

19
171
22

14

17§

19i 68-0 71-9

241

271

38i
37

68-7
77-1

77-G
77-0
82-3

71-8
80-6
80-0
80-9
86-8

24 70-2 76-2
Sept. 10, 1919
Sept. 13, 1920...
Jan. 1, 1921. .

.

Dec. 1, 1921...
Aug. 1, 1922. .

Aug. 25, 1922

32
31

29

26^
251
24

31

29§
241
23|
22

33i

321

.30

'

28

70-2
70-8
75-2
69-4
64-8

76-0
76-8
82-1
75-8
70-7

Sept. 2, 1922 34i 77-0 80-9

Tliis exhibit gives us standard mileage and town tariff rates, fifth and
eighth classes, and commodity rates on apples and on potatoes for export, and
the percentage relationship of these commodity rates to the standard mileage

and town tariff rates.

It shows that prior to September 10, 1919, these rates had the following

relativity:

—

Standard
Mileage Rates

Town Tariff
Rates

Commodity Rates on
Apples for Export

Commodity Rates on
Potatoes for Export

5th 8th 5th 8th % of

S.M.
% of

T.T.
%of
S.M.

% of

T.T.

c. c. c

.

c. c

.

c. c

.

c

.

c. c.

23 19 22 24^ 68-7 71-8 24 70-2 76-2

In August, 1919, the carriers gave notice that they would publish new
commodity rates on apples for export, showing an increase of 20 per cent.

Apple growers strongly protested; a conference was held; it was agreed that

these rates should be raised from cents to 27^ cents per barrel, but that the

weight of a barrel should come up from 150 pounds to 155 pounds.

The complainants contend that it was also provided in the agreement that

if any general increase in rates were ordered by the Board, the increase of 3

cents per barrel above referred to would be taken into account, and deducted
from such general increase. This was not put down in writing; the statement

is supported by verbal evidence, but flatly denied by the carriers. I do not

doubt the good faith of those who testified, but, in presence of such contra-

dictory evidence, it is difficult for the Board accurately to determine in 1927
what did actually take place in August, 1919.
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The point is not of paramount importance, however, the Board being not

bound by any such agreement, and it being open to all interested parties to

show whether the present rates on apples are just and reasonable or not.

The various increases and decreases which took place later had the effect

of raising a rate of $1 in 1920 to $1.25 to-day, and the rate of 27fi cents on

apples was subject to the same fluctuations.

The complainants, on the strength of the said verbal agreement of 1919,

contend that this percentage increase should have been based on the rate of

2U cents per barrel, and not on the rate of 27^ cents, which would have the

effect of reducing the present rate from 31^ cents to 30-^ cents. They submit

that the apple growers and shippers were singled out in 1919; that the relation-

ehip which their commodity rates bore to the other rates was disturbed.

It is of record that in August, 1919, the railways thought the rate of 241;

cents per barrel on apples for export unreasonably low and quite inadequate.

They gave notice of their intention of increasing it by 20 per cent. The apple

growers and shippers protested, but finally agreed to an increase of 3 cents.

It is not unreasonable to assume that this rate of 27^ cents per barrel of 155

pounds was, in 1919, a just and reasonable rate, in the opinion of carriers and

shippers.

The railways filed several exhibits, giving the rates on similar commodities

elsewhere in Eastern Canada; nowhere does it appear that any lower rate is

published. The railway company also filed statistics showing its earnings and

expenses. The result for the last four years is a deficit ranging from $9,000 to

$124,000.

Apples constitute a very important portion of the freight moved in that

district, and if the rate were reduced as desired, the railway would suffer an

additional loss estimated at $25,000 a year.

The complainants alleged at the hearing that they had not received as

favourable a treatment as that meted out to growers of potatoes. The carriers

urged that the commodity rate on potatoes for export was held down by water
competition, to which the complainants replied that water competition existed

prior to 1919, when the rate on potatoes was 24 cents as compared with .24-^

on apples, and to-day the rate on potatoes was .28 as compared with .24^ on
apples; they admitted however, that prior to 1919, Kingsport, N.S., was a port

of call for small schooners only, when to-day big tramp vessels ply there.

Under sections 314, 317, 320, 329 and 332 of the Railway Act, it is quite

permissible for the carriers to publish competitive tariffs for the purpose of

securing the traffic in respect of which they are made.

I was much impressed by the very able presentation of the complainants'
case made by Mr. Ilsley, but judging the complaint on its merits, and upon
the evidence submitted, I am unable to find the present commodity rates on
apples from points in Nova Scotia to Halifax, for export, to be either unjust,

unreasonable, unduly burdensome to the industry, or excessively remunerative
to the carriers, or unjustly discriminatory against producers or shippers of any
locality.

For these reasons, in my opinion, the application should be dismissed.

Ottawa, June 20, 1927.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence concurred.

43550-H
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In the matter of the protest by counsel for the provinces of Alberta, Saskatche-

wan and British Columbia, read to the Boo.rd on the 30th day of April

last, during the hearing in the General Freight Rates Investigation,

against Mr. Commissioner Lawrence taking part in the disposition of the

matters presently before the Board in the above inquiry, owing to his

protracted absence during the final hearing.

File No. 34123

JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:

On the 30th day of April last, and during the hearing under the General
Freight Rates Investigation, Mr. Woods, K.C., counsel for the province of

Alberta, on his own behalf and on behalf of counsel for the provinces of Sas-
katchewan and British Columbia, read the following protest to the Board:

—

''Now there is only one other matter that I wish to mention: that

is a matter that I have been asked to submit on behalf of my friends

from Saskatchewan and my friend from British Columbia, as well as

myself.
" During the last three days the Board has been augmented by the

addition of a Commissioner w^ho was present only during the first six

days of the final hearing. During that period the whole time was occu-
pied with the filing of exhibits and the hearing of the portion of the evi-

. . dence of one witness upon the issue of the mountain differential.

This Commissioner took no part in the eastern or western sittings

of the Board preceding the final hearing, with the exception of four days
in March when evidence was given in connection with the submission of

the Quebec Harbour Commission.
Since this Commissioner ceased to attend the final hearing, the

Board has heard evidence on fifty-one days, and argument has pro-

ceeded for an additional sixteen days, of which only three have been

in the present week, and were occupied by part of the argument of coun-

sel for the railway companies.

Our clients' interest require that we point out to the Board that it

is impossible that a Commissioner so circumstanced can adequately deal

with the many important and complex issues raised. For him to take

part in the disposition of any or all of these issues would necessarily

constitute a very serious ground of objection to the validity of any judg-

ment the Board may give, whatever might be his share in that judgment,
and whether or not on any given issue his should prove to be the deciding

voice.
" The undersigned take objection to the jurisdiction of this Commis-

sioner to take part in the disposition of the matters presently before the

Board in this inquiry.

Dated at Ottawa, this 2Sth day of April, 1927.

(Signed) " S. B. WOODS,
Counsel for Alberta.

" W. H. McEWEN,
Counsel for Saskatchewan.

" G. G. McGEER,
'Counsel for British Columbia.''
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Addressing the Chief Commissioner, Mr. Woods said:

—

"I am submitting that to you as a matter of law for your decision. We
have raised there the jurisdiction of one of the Commissioners to deter-

mine the matters before this Board."

No other counsel signified assent to the position taken by the counsel for

Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan. Mr. Tilley, K.C., leading coun-

sel for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, supported by Mr. Pitblado and
Mr. Rogers, maintained the right of Mr. Commissioner Lawrence to take part

in the judgment, and argued that the question raised is not a matter of law,

such as contemplated by subsection 2 of section 12 of the Railway Act, which
subsection re[ids as follows:

—

''12. (2) The Chief Commissioner, when present, shall preside, and
the Assistant Chief Commissioner, when present, in the absence of the

Chief Commissioner, shall preside, and the opinion of either of them upon
any question arising when he is presiding, which in the opinion of the

Commissioners is a question of law, shall prevail."

The question of law here sought to be raised is whether or not the absence

of Mr. Commissioner Lawrence from the sittings of the Board, as set out under
circumstances concerning which there is no dispute, has disqualified him from
participating in the judgment to be pionounced under the instructions given in

Order in Council, P.C. 886, by virtue of which this investigation is being held.

It will be observed that the subsection confers no power upon the Chief Com-
missioner, or the Assistant Chief Commissioner, to determine of himself whether
any question which may arise is, or is not, a question of law. His opinion pre-

vails only upon a question which in the opinion of the Commissioners is a ques-
tion of law." The expression of such opinion on the part of the other Commis-
sioners is a condition precedent to any decision by the Chief Commissioner, or

the Assistant Chief Commissioner, and it hardly need be said that, if, in the
opinion of the other Commissioners, no question of law" is involved, the opinion
of the Chief Commissioner, or the Assistant Chief Commissioner, is not decisive

upon the question which may have arisen.

The protest so made was taken under consideration at a meeting of the

Board attended by all the Commissioners, with one exception, and it was
resolved that the submission of counsel for the provinces above named raises a
question of law, inasmuch as it involves the determination of the right of one
of the Commissioners to take part in the judgment to be rendered, under circum-
stances concerning which there are no disputed facts, and I shall deal with the

application from that standpoint.

This is the first time such question has been raised before the Board, and
it is well, I think, to draw attention to the provisions of the Act regarding hear-
ings by the Board, and the attendance of Commissioners thereat.

In the first place, it is provided by section 12, subsection 1, of the Railway
Act, that two Commissioners shall form a quorum, and not less than two Com-
missioners shall attend at the hearing of every case.

Section 18 provides:

—

" The Board may hold more than one sitting at the same time, and
whenever circumstances render it expedient to hold a sitting elsewhere

than in Ottawa, may hold such sitting in any part of Canada."

Section 20 reads as follows:,

—

Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Board may make rules

and provisions respecting

—

''(a) the sittings of the Board;
''(b) the manner of dealing with matters and business before the

Board;
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''(c) the apportionment of the work of the Board among its mem-
bers, and the assignment of members to sit at hearings, and to preside

thereat; and,

'^(d) generally, the carrying on of the work of the Board, the man-
agement of its internal affairs, and the duties of its officers and employees;

and in the absence of other rule or provision as to any such matter, such

matter shall be in the charge and control of the Chief Commissioner or

such other member or members of the Board as the Board directs."

No rule or provision has been made touching the apportionment of the work
of the Board among its members and the assignment of members to sit at hear-

ings, consequently such matter is, for the present, in charge of the Chief Com-
missioner, or as the latter portion of the above quoted section provides.

For the purpose of carrying out instructions under the Order in Council,

P.C. 886, and under assignments duly made, the Board held sessions in Eastern
Canada, at Montreal, Windsor, Toronto, Moncton, and St. John, as well as at

many cities in Western Canada, and at none of these did the full Board sit.

The members of the Board assigned thereat were:

—

At Montreal: the Chief Commissioner, the Deputy Chief Commissioner,
and Mr. Commissioner Boyce;

At Windsor and at Toronto: the Chief Commissioner and Mr. Commis-
sioner Lawrence;

At Moncton and St. John: the Chief -Commissioner, the Assistant Chief
Commissioner, and Mr. Commissioner Oliver;

At Winnipeg and throughout the west: the Chief Commissioner, the Deputy
Chief Commissioner, and Mr. Commissioner Oliver.

It is apparent from the above that all members of the Board were not

expected to sit at every hearing.

At the conclusion of these preliminary sessions, a final hearing was arranged,

to be held at Ottawa, opening on the 30th day of November, 1926, to which the

full membership of the Board was assigned.

Under proper assignment duly made, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence took his

seat at the commencement of the final hearing at Ottawa, and became, in

my opinion, fully seized of authority and jurisdiction to sit and deliberate and
give judgment in the matters which had then previously been considered under
the Order in Council, as well as upon those which still waited hearing and
discussion.

During the 113 days in which the Board was engaged in the work, includ-

ing preliminary and final hearings, the assignments and sittings, and attend-
ances, were as follows:

—

The Chief Commissioner was assigned to sit at 113 meetings of the Board,
and sat 92 days.

The Assistant Chief Commissioner was assigned to 85 meetings, and sat 83^
days.

The Deputy Cliief Commissioner was assigned to 106 meetings, and sat 94

days.

Mr. Commissioner Boyce was assigned to 82 meetings, and sat 7€ days.

Mr. Commissioner Lawrence was assigned to 84 meetings, and sat 20 days.

Mr. Commissioner Oliver was assigned to 109 meetings, and sat 100 days.

Inasmuch as Mr. Commissioner Lawrence was fully clothed with jurisdic-

tion to sit at the final hearing, his right to participate in the judgment cannot

be questioned, unless it be held that the absences above set out have wrought

a disqualification against him. The ground of disqualification alleged is, that

Mr. Commissioner Lawrence will be unable, by reason of protracted absence,

to " adequately deal with the many important and complex issues raised." It
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was pointed out by Mr. Tilley, K.C., that no member of the Board has been

present every day during the final hearing. From time to time, in fuUihnent

of immediate pressing Board duties and through illness, different members of

the Board were compelled to absent themselves occasionally during the final

hearing, and this question must, therefore, present itself in the form of an

inquiry as to what degree of absence, if any, would work the disqualification

alleged. To answer this question, consideration must be given to the scope and

nature- of the inquiry, and what must be considered to be the duty of a Com-
missioner in regard thereto. If by virtue of assignment properly made, a

Commissioner has become seized of jurisdiction to sit, and if notwithstanding

necessary absences, he can, be availing himself of the typewritten transcript of

evidence, acquaint himself with all that has been testified and urged in argu-

ment, so as thereby to enable him to bring his personal judgment to bear upon
the matters involved, I cannot see that any disqualification has arisen, because

he has not heard all the evidence and argument.

It is urged, inter alia, in support of the disqualification alleged, that Mr.
Commissioner Lawrence took no part in the eastern or western sittings of the

Board preceding the final hearing, with the exception of four days in March
when evidence was given in connection with the submission of the Quebec Har-
bour Commission." Of the preliminary sittings of the Board above referred to,

prior to the final hearing, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence was assigned to Toronto,
Windsor, and Ottawa for sessions, which occupied nine days, and he sat at all

of them throughout. Argument for disqualification cannot be supported because

of the fact that a Commissioner has not heard evidence taken at meetings of

the Board held at places at which he was not assigned to sit. It is always pre-

sumed that a perusal of the transcript of evidence taken at such hearings puts

such Commissioner in a position to acquaint himself with what was done and
said in his absence.

HaAiing regard to the contention here put forward, I cannot say that, as

a matter of law, the protracted absences of Mr. Commissioner Lawrence have
disqualified him from taking part in the judgment. In my view, such result

cannot follow as a matter of law. Whether as a question of fact, his absence
has made it impossible to acquaint himself with the subject-matter being dealt

with, does not come within my jurisdiction to decide; and I do not think any
rule of law can be laid down in that particular. The petitioners say that it is

impossible for him to do justice to these issues, but the determination of that

question is not a matter of law, but a matter of fact, involving the scope of the

inquiry and the mastery of the different questions which are submitted.

The parties in interest have a right to the individual judgment of every
Commissioner, brought to bear upon the evidence and arguments which have
been urged before the Board. If a Commissioner, despite certain absences, be
able to bring to the consideration of the questions his personal judgment, founded
upon a perusal and understanding of the records and exhibits, he is entitled to

express his opinion. A Commissioner once being clothed with jurisdiction to

hear the case, but being una-voidably absent for a period, must decide for him-
self whether he can competently discharge the duty he owes to the litigants. I

do not think any one else can decide that fact for him. He must be the keeper
of his own conscience in this respect.

The application to declare Mr. Commissioner Lawrence disqualified, for

the reasons above set forth, must be dismissed.

Ottawa, June 21, 1927.
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ORDER No. 39162

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railways, hereinafter

called the " Applicants under the Maritime Freight Rates, Act, 1927,

for approval of standard and special joint freight distance tariffs.

File No. 34822.2

Saturday, the 11th day of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report and
recommendation of its Chief Trafiic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicants' Standard and Special Joint Freight

Distance Tariffs C.R.C. Nos. E-1209 and E-1210, on file with the Board under
file No. 34822.2, be, and they are hereby, approved; the said tariffs, with a

reference to this order, to be published in at least two weekly issues of the

Canada Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39163

In the matter of the applicdtion of the Inverness Railway and Coal Company,

hereinafter called the " Applicant Company under the Maritime

Freight Rates Act, 1927, for approval of its Standard Freight Distance

Tariff C.R.C. No. 19, on file with the Board under file No. 31822.5.

Monday, the 13th day of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board oi^ders: That the applicant company's Standard Freight Dis-

tance Tariff C.R.C. No. 19, on file with the Board under file No. 34822.5, be,

and it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to this order, to be
published in at least two consecutive weekly issues of the Canada Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39180

In the matter oj the applieation of the Express Traffic Association of Canada

for approval of Supplement ''H" to the Express Classification for

Canada No. 6, on file ivith the Board under file No. 1,39747.

Monday, the 13th day of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report
and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Supplement ''H" to the Express Classi-

fication for Canada No. 6, on file with the Board under file No. 4397.47, be,

and it is hereby, approved, with the exception of the item revising estimated
weights of eggs; the said supplement to be published as Supplement No. 10.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39191

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,

hereinafter called the " Applicant Company '\ under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its line of railway from Lloydminster, mileage 76.25, to

Clandonald, mileage 117.0.

File No. 10758.54

Monday, the 13th day of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Conunissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its line of railway

from Lloydminster, at mileage 76.25, to Clandonald, at mileage 117.0.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39197

In the matter of the complaint of the Bathiirsi Company, Limited, Eraser Com-
panies, Limited, and the Nashwaak Pulp and Paper Company, Limited,

against the cancellation, effective June 27, 1927, of rates published in Can-
adian National Railways' tariff C.R.C. No. E-1049, on pulpwood, in car-

loads, to Bathurst, Chatham, Edmundston, and St. John, New Bruns-

wick, for manufacture and reshipment via Canadian National Railways.

File No. 34822.1.

Friday, the 17th day of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the complaint and on behalf of the
railway company; and upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic
Officer,

—

The Board Orders: That the proposed cancellation, effective June 27, 1927,
of rates on pulpwood, in carloads, from stations in Quebec and New Brunswick
to Bathurst, Chatham, Edmundston, and St. John, New Brunswick, for manu-
facture and reshipment via Canadian National Railways, as published in Cana-
dian National Railways' Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1049, be, and it is hereby, dis-

allowed.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39202

In the matter of the complaint of the Guy G. Porter Company, Limited, of

Perth, in the province of N'eiv Brunswick, against rates on potatoes to'

eastern United States points.

File No. 23414.2G

Saturday, the 18th day of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the complaint at the sittings of the Board held in St. John,

April 12, 1926, the St. John Board of Trade, the Canadian Pacific and the

Canadian National Railway Companies, and the complainant being represented

at the hearing, and what was alleged; and upon the report and recommenda-
tion of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the rates on potatoes, in carloads, from points on
the Tobique Subdivision of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to destina-

tions shown in the said company's tariff C.R.C. No. E-4005, be reduced to the

same basis as now published from St. Leonards, New Brunswick, to the same
destinations.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 443

III the matter of the applicatiuri of the Eburne Saw Mills, Limited, et al., for

an Order requiring the railway companies under the Board's jurisdiction

to file joint tariffs covering the movement oj all commodities originatimj

upon the Vancouver and Lulu Island Railway destined to points on ovher

lines of railway, in the some way thai joint tariffs are filed covering the\

movement of all commodities originating on the Canadian National

Railways, the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the said the Vancouver
and Lulu Island Railway, within the interswitching area set out in General

Order No. 252; and that all privileges and rights in respect of inter-

switching in the said area shall be extended to the Applicants;

And in the matter of the amended application of the said Applicants for an

Order, in the alternative, requiring the said railway companies to extend

the limits of the interswitching areas so as to include that portion of the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company's lines known as the Vancouver and
Lidu Island Railway, notv operated by the British Columbia Electric

Railway Company, Limited; and to extend to all shippers or consignees

on the said Vancouver and Lulu Island Railway the same rights and
privileges that are extended to shippers in the interswitching areas in

the City of Vancouver and in the City of New Westminster in the

matter of services and transportation costs;

And, further, in the alternative, requiring the said railway companies to file joint

tariffs covering the movement of all traffic originating at or destined to

points on the said Vancouver and Lulu Island Railway, and extending to

shippers and consignees on the said Vancouver and Lulu Island Railway
the same rates and facilities as are enjoyed by shippers on either the

Canadian Pacific or the Canadian National Railivays in the natural ter-

minal area of greater Vancouver.
File No. 6713.213

Tuesday, the 21st day of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the applications at the sittings of the Board held in Vancouver
on the 9th day of July, 1926, and in Ottawa on the 3rd day of May, 1927, in

the presence of counsel for the applicants, the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany, and the British Columbia Electric Railway Company, Limited, and what
was alleged; and upon its appearing that the same rates and privileges are now
accorded to all shippers on the Vancouver and Lulu Island Railway within the

interswitching limits of Vancouver and New Westminster as are accorded to

all other shippers within such limits, and that the said railway companies are

prepared, upon request, to publish joint rates between points on the said Van-
couver and Lulu Island Railway outside of the said interswitching limits and
points on the Canadian National Railways on the same relative basis as applies

from other local points on the lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
outside the said interswitching limits in the vicinity of Vancouver and New
Westminster,

—

The Board orders: That the railway companies under the jurisdiction of

the Board be, and they are hereby, authorized and directed to publish tariffs to

give effect to the foregoing.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39237

In the matter oj the application of the Express Traffic Association for permis-

mission to make effective, on less than statutory notice, revised weights,

on berry boxes, in crates.

File No. 27612.30

Friday, the 24th cUiy of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon its appearing that an agreement has been made between the Express
Traffic Association and the Joint Transportation Committee of the Niagara
Peninsula and Ontario Fruit Growers' Association for the establishment of esti-

mated weights on berry boxes, in crates, as in effect last season, and published

in Express Traffic Association Tariff C.R.C. No. E.T.909; and its being neces-

sary to give immediate effect to the arrangement to cover traffic now moving,

—

The Board orders: That the Express Traffic Association be, and it is hereby,

permitted to publish, in Tariff C.R.C. No. E.T.980, effective June 27, 1927, the

estimated weights on berry boxes, in crates, as formerly published in Tariff

C.R.C. No. E.T.909; reference to this order to be shown in the title page of the

said Tariff C.R.C. No. E.T.980.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39238

In tihe matter of the Order of the Board No. S9180, dated June 13, 1927,

approving Supplement ''H'' to the Express Classification for Canada No.

6, with the exception of the item revising estimated weights of eggs.

File No. 4397.47

Friday, the 24th day of June, A.D. 1927.^

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recom.mendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Order No. 39180, dated June 13, 1927,

be, and it is hereby, amended by inserting the words " on thirty dozen cases
"

after the word " weights " in the fourth line of the operative part of the order.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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June 18, 1927.

CIRCULAR No. 213

File No. 348^2—Maritime Freight Rates Act, 17 Geo. V, Chap. U
1. At the last session of Parliament the Maritime Freight Rates Act (17

Geo. 5, Chap. 44) was passed and provided, among other things, the following:—
''9. (1) Other companies owning or operating lines of railway in

or extending into the select territory may file with the Board tariffs of

tolls respecting freight movements similar to the preferred movements,

meeting the statutory rates referred to in section seven of this Act. The
Board, subject to all the provisions of the Railway Act respecting tariff

of tolls, not inconsistent with this Aot, shall approve the tariffs of tolls

filed under this section.
" (2) The provisions of subsection two of section three and of sec-

tions seven and eight of this Act shall apply to the tariffs of tolls filed

under this section.

(3) The Board on approving any tariff under this section shall

certify the normal tolls which but for this Act would have been effective

and shall, in the case of each company, at the end of each calendar year

promptly ascertain and certify to the Minister of Railways and Canals
the amount of the difference between the tariff tolls and the normal tolls

above referred to on all traffic moved by the company during such year
under the tariff so approved. The company shall be entitled to pay-
ment of the amount of the difference so certified, and the Minister of

Railways and Canals shall submit such amount to Parliament if then

in session (or if not, then at the first session following the end of such

calendar year) as an item of the estimates for the Department of Rail-

ways and Canals."

2. Section 11 of the said Act reads as follows:

—

"11. The Board may hear and detennine all questions arising under
this Act subject to such ridits of appeal as are provided in the Railwav
Act."

3. Companies owning or operating lines of railway in or extending into the

select territory have applied to the Board for a ruling as to the interpretation

of above quoted section of the Act with regard to the freight movements with
respect to which they may file reduced tariffs of tolls and claim compensation
under the provisions of subsection 3 of said section 9.

I am, therefore, directed to inform you that the Board has made the follow-

ing rulings on the interpretation to be given to section 9 of the said Act:

—

(a) Select territory " covers all railway lines in the whole territory of

the provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island, and
that part of the province of Quebec from its eastern boundary to Diamond
Junction and Levis, including the wliole of the Matapedia valley and Gaspe
peninsula.

(b) " Freight movements similar to the preferred movements " embraces
the traffic defined in section 4, subsection 1, namely, local traffic all-rail between
points in select territory; traffic moving outward, westbound, all-rail, from
points in the select territory to points in Canada, beyond the limit thereof;

traffic moving outward, export traffic, rail and sea, from points in the select

territory through ocean ports in said select territory destined overseas.

(c) " Meeting the statutoiy rates " means that these other companies, witli

respect to freight movements similar to the preferred m.ovements, may reduce
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their rates to the level of the rates reduced under the provisions of section 3 of

the Act; provided, however, that such reduction shall in no case exceed 20 per

cent from the normal rates to be certified by the Board.

(d) That with respect to tariffs that the companies may file in conformity
with the above interpretations, the companies will be entitled to the payment of

the difference between the tariff tolls and normal tolls certified by the Board
under section 9, subsection 3, of the Act.

By Order of the Board.

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary.

CIRCULAR No. 214

June 20, 1927.

Re Daylight Saving Time for watchmen or gatemen

File No. 27921.1.

The question of changing the hours of a crossing watchman or a gateman
at a level crossing within the limits of a city or town that adopts daylight saving

time for a certain period of the year, where such watchman or gateman is

employed less than the full twenty-four hours of the day, has been raised.

Until further order the Board rules that any order fixing the hours of

employment of such watchman or gateman shall be made to conform to the

daylight saving hours during the period adopted by the council of such munici-
pality.

By order of the Board,

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary.
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GENERAL ORDER NO. 444

In the Matter of the General Order of the Board No. 151, dated November 8, 1915,
'prescribing the regulations governing baggage car traffic for the observance
of every railway company within the legislative authority of the Parlia-
ment of Canada, as amended by General Orders Nos. 179, 181, 191, and
262, dated respectively January 29, February 3, and May 26, 'l917, and
May 8, 1919; and the application for an Order further amending the said
Rules:

File No. 23328.

Monday, the 20th Day of June, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C.,, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. Boyce, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report and
recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board Orders: That the said Regulations Governing Baggage Car
Traffic be, and they are hereby, further amended as follows, namely:

Subsection (a) of rule 5 to be struck out and the following substituted there-
for:

—

''Rule 5. (a) Baby carriages, cribs (collapsible), go-cart^>, babv
sleighs, children's velocipedes and tricycles or similar vehicles, when used
in connection with journey of child, will be checked upon payment of
charge in accordance with current tariff. Collapsible cribs must be
folded and securely fastened or roped. Such articles do not form any
part of the free baggage allowance, and the charge therefor is separat"e
from and has no connection with the charge for excess baggage."

44428—1
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Rule 8 to be struck out and the following substituted therefor:

—

•* Dogs and Small Household Pets (such as Cats, Birds, etc.)

"Rule 8. (a) Dogs not exceeding twenty-five dollars ($25) in value,

when not intended for commercial purposes, exhibition, bench shows, or

field trials, and provided with securely fitting collar or harness, and
chain or leash, if properly muzzled, all of sufficient strength, or in crates of

sufficient strength, provided with handles, and if accompaii.ied by owner or

caretaker, will be checked and transported in baggage cars on payment of

charge in accordance with current tariff. Dogs properly crated or boxed
may be checked through irrespective of wagon transfers en route, but dogs

on, chain or leash will not be checked beyond a transfer point where a

wagon transfer is involved.

"(b) Dogs used in producing a theatrical performance or other public

entertainment, indoors or out of doors, will be considered as public enter-

tainment paraphernalia, provided they are carried in, strong crates or

other substantial containers fitted with handles, and w^ill be handled under
the provisions of rule 13.

(c) Dogs intended for exhibition, bench shows, field trials, races, or

coursiAg matches will not be regarded as public entertainment para-
phernalia, nor will any uncrated dog of any class be so regarded.

" [d] Dogs must be claimed immediately upon arrival at destination,

otherwise they may be disposed of at the carrier's discretion. Carriers do
not assume obligation to feed or water dogs en route, or to store or care

for them at stations.

{e) When checked from stations where an agent is on duty, all

charges must be prepaid.

"
(/) Dogs do not form any part of the free baggage allowance, and

the charge therefor is separate from and has no connection with the charge

for excess baggage.

{g) Any dog or crate of dogs exceeding twenty-five dollars ($25)

in value, Or intended for commercial purposes, exhibition, bench shows,

or field trials will not be transported in baggage service.

'^{h) The carrier will not be responsible for any sum greater than
twenty-five dollars ($25) for loss of or injury to any one dog on chain

or leash, or shipment of dogs in, crate, whether caused by or resulting from
negligence of the carrier, its servants, or agents, or otherwise howsoever.

" Small Household Pets (such as Cats, Birds, etc.)

{i) When accompanied by a passenger presenting valid transpor-

tation, small household pets (such as cats, birds, etc.) not exceeding

twenty-five dollars ($25) in, value, and not intended for other persons nor

for sale, when in substantial crates or cages, will be transported in baggage

cars on payment of charge in accordance with current tariff. The limit

of value of one or more pets in crate or cage will be twenty-five dollars

($25).

"
ij) Pets will not 'be checked beyond junction points where wagon

or ferry transfer is required.

" (/c) Pets must be claimed immediately upon arrival at destination.

Carriers do not assume obligation to store or care for pets at stations.

Passengers must attend to feeding and watering pets en route and at

stations.
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(0 When pets are checked from a station where an agent is on

(kity, all charges must be prepaid.

" {m) Pets do not form any part of the free baggage allowance, and

the charge therefor is separate from and has no connection with the

charge for excess baggage.

" (n) The carriers will not accept nor transport in regular baggage

service small household pets, such as cats, birds, etc., where the declared

value is more than twenty-five dollars ($25) per shipment."

Rule 12 to be struck out and the following substituted in lieu therefor:

—

" Miscellaneous Articles

Rule 12. (a) To Destinations in Canada, the following miscel-

laneous articles, other than baggage, will be checked and included in the

weight of passengers' baggage, and carried at owner's risk, namely, tool

chests, miners' and prospectors' packs, collapsible steamer chairs (roped)

,

invalids' chairs (when for use of an invalid travelling on same train),

unloaded guns in leather or wooden cases, saddles in bags, surveyors'

tools wTapped, except transits, levels, compasses, and other similar

instruments liable to injury; personal baggage in bundles, when pro-

perly wrapped in canvas or other strong material (paper wrapping

excepted) and securely roped; golf, cricket, baseball, or other club para-

phernalia in closed receptacles; travellers' rugs, curling stones, snow-

shoes for personal use when properly tied together, tents and tent poles

(not exceeding fifteen (15) feet in length), and fishing rods properly

encased.

" (6) To Destinations in the United States, the following miscel-

laneous articles other than baggage will be checked and included in the

weight of passengers' baggage, and carried at owner's risk, namely, tool

chests, miners' and prospectors' packs, invalids' chairs (when for use of

an invalid travelling on same train), surveyors' tools wrapped, except

transits, levels, compasses, and other similar instruments liable to injury;

personal baggage in bundles, when properly wrapped in canvas or other

strong material (paper wrapping excepted) and securely roped; golf,

cricket, baseball, or other club paraphernalia when enclosed in trunks or

other rigid containers having at least two flat sides opposite each other.

(c) To Destinations in the United States, the following miscel-

laneous articles other than baggage will be checked upon payment of

charge in accordance with current tariff, namely, collapsible steamer
chairs (roped), unloaded guns in leather or wooden cases, saddles in

bags, golf, cricket, baseball, or other club paraphernalia when in closed

receptacles other than trunks or other rigid containers having at least

two flat sides opposite each other, travellers' rugs, curling stones, snow-
shoes for personal use when properly tied together, fishing rods and tackle

in closed receptacles.
" The carrier shall not be liable in respect of or consequent upon

loss of or damage or delay to any receptacle containing any of the articles

specified and the contents thereof, or any of such articles not contained
in a receptacle, for any amount in excess of five dollars ($5), whether
such loss, damage, or delay is caused by or results from the negligence

of the carrier, its servants, or agents, or otherwise howsoever, unless a

greater value is declared and extra charge paid at time of checking, in

accordance with current tariff of the carrier.
44428—2
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(d) To Destinations in Canada, sportmcn's and campers' outfits

in dunnage bags or medium-sized boxes with proper handles, including

unloaded guns in leather or wooden cases, tents and tent poles (not

exceeding fifteen (15) feet in length), and fishing rods properly encased,

will be checked and included in the weight of passengers' baggage and
carried at owner's risk, subject to the regular tariff regulations as to size

and weight.
" Provisions, when inclosed in wooden boxes of medium size and of

sufficient strength to withstand ordinary handling, may be accepted and
checked subject to charge in accordance with current tariff. The carrier

will not be liable in respect of or consequent upon any loss of or damage
to any shipment of provisions for any amount in excess of twenty-five
dollars ($25), which sum shall be deemed to Ibe the value of any such
shipment, unless h greater value is declared and excess charge paid at

time of checking, in accordance with current tariff.

Row boats, motor launches, gasolene, acetylene, coal oil, or liquids

of any description, or articles of an explosive or inflammable nature, will

not be accepted for carriage in regular or special baggage car service.

Carcasses of deer, boxes of fish, etc., must be handled by express.

(e) To Destinations in the United States, sportsmen's and campers'
outfits for private hunting, fishing, or camping parties, consisting of tent

poles not exceeding fifteen (15) feet in length, tents, small bundles of

bedding, and folding cots when securely wrapped, roped, or strapped,

also cooking utensils when in boxes or crates provided with handles, will

be accepted and checked and charged for in accordance with current

tariff.

" The carrier will not accept a greater liability than twenty-five

dollars ($25) per passenger for any one or more receptacles, packages,

or articles so checked and transported, unless a greater value is declared

at time of delivery to carrier, and charges paid for such increased valua-

tion in accordance with current tariff."

Subsection [d) of rule 13 to be struck out and the following substituted

therefor:

—

" [d) Aeroplanes, airships, automo'biles, motor-cycles, and other

conveyances or machines propelled or operated by engines or motors,

attached or detached, will not be accepted for transportation in regular

or special baggage car service, and applicants will be referred to the

Freight Department or Express Company, except that when such form
part of the equipment of circuses, carnival companies, street fairs, or

similar organizations, or such conveyances or machines are used in

performances of theatrical companies, they m-ay be transported in special

cars, subject to special baggage rules.

''Such articles will not be accepted for shipment unless the gasolene

is drained from the tanks of these machines.

''Racing motor-boats and racing automobiles will not be accepted

for transportation in regular or special baggage service."

Subsection (/) of rule 13 to be struck out and the following substituted

therefor:

—

"(/) Domestic and trained animals weighing not more than two
hundred and fifty (250) pounds each, used in producing a theatrical

performance or other public entertainment, will be checked and trans-

ported in 'baggage cars in regular baggage service, or in special cars,

subject to special baggage car rules, at the convenience of the carrier,

under the following conditions:

—
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"(1) Tlioy must bo accompanied by owners or caretakers who
have purchased proper transportation, and who will provide proper

facilities for loading and unloading wherever necessary.

''(2) They must be properly presented for shipment, which shall

be made at co-nvenience of the carrier.

"(,3) If animals are crated, charge shall be based on the actual

weight with baggage allowance, as shown in rule 17.

^'(4) If not crated, the animals, except dogs on chain or leash,

must either be weighed or a careful estimate made of the weight, and
charges made accordingly, minimum charge for uncrated animals to

be two dollars ($2). Dogs on chain or leash will be handled in

accordance with rule 8.

''(5) Animals which may be dangerous, inconvenient, or undesir-

able to transport in baggage cars in regular service, such as elephants,

lions, etc., and those weighing more than two hundred and fifty (250)

pounds, will be handled only in special cars, subject to special baggage
car rules.

''(6) The animals which may be accepted for transportation in

baggage service are only those which are used exclusively and
regularly in professional theatrical performances, or other public

entertainments, in-doors or out of doors, Not Including those used in

such exhibitions as horse or stock shows, round-ups, stampedes, or

rodeos. Nor does this rule apply to race-horses, polo ponies, circuses,

or animals owned by individuals for their private business or

pleasure or for exhibition. Shippers of animals not acceptable for

transportation in baggage service, or not otherwise provided for,

should be referred to the Express or Freight Department."

Subsection (g) of the said rule 13 to be struck out and the following

substituted therefor:

—

'^{g) In the case of baggage and other property carried in regular

baggage service under this rule, the carrier shall not be liable for any
claim in respect of or consequent upon the loss of or damage to such
baggage or property except in the case of negligence of the carrier, its ser-

vants, or agents, and in the case of such negligence, such liability shall not

exceed the sum of iwenty-five dollars (S25) (which shall be deemed to be

its value), for any one animal, or crate of animals, or musical instruments,

and the sum of $100 for each adult passenger and $50 for each child

travelling on a half-fare ticket (which shall be deemed to be its value),

for all the baggage and property of any one passenger, whether charged

for as excess size or excess weight baggage, or carried as free allowance,

unless a greater value is declared and charges paid at time of checking,

in accordance w^ith the carrier's current tariff."

Subsection (i) of the said rule 13 to be struck out and the following

substituted therefor:—
''(?') In the case of baggage and other property carried in special

baggage cars under this rule, the carrier shall not be liable for any claim

in respect of or consequent upon loss of or damage to such baggage or

property, except in the case of negligence of the carrier, its servants, or

agents, and in the case of such negligence such liability shall not exceed

the sum of one hundred dollars (8100) for each adult passenger and fifty

dollars ($50) for each child travelling on a half-fare ticket, in respect of

the baggage and property of each passenger whose baggage and property

is being transported in such car or cars; and when cars are unaccompanied
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by passengers, the total liability on contents of each car shall not exceed

one hundred dollars ($100), which sum shall be deemed to be the value

of such baggage and property, whether charged for as excess size or excess

weight baggage, or carried as free allowance, unless a greater value is

declared and charges paid at time of checking, as hereinafter provided."

Rule 18 to be struck out and the following substituted therefor:

—

''Rule 18. (a) Subject to limitations as shown in Rules 19 and 20,

three hundred (300) pounds of sample and personal baggage will be

checked free between points in Canada only, and then only on presenta-

tion of current year's Canadian commercial travellers' transportation

privilege certificate (on which baggage privileges must be endorsed),

together with commercial travellers' passage ticket, which must bear

corresponding number. Unless otherwise specifically authorized by tariff,

no special allowance beyond one hundred and fifty (150) pounds per

ticket will be made commercial travellers presenting excursion, summer
tourist, convention, or second-class tickets issued to the public, even
though commercial travellers' certificate is presented with such ticket. A
free allowance of not more than one hundred and fifty (150) pounds of

sample and personal baggage will be granted any commercial traveller

who is not a member of a recognized Canadian Commercial Travellers'

Association. Baggage m'ay be checked to destination of ticket, or to an
intermediate point, provided such point is on direct route of ticket, and
must be weighed each time checked. Only one ticket will be honoured in

checking any one lot of sample baggage, except that when a commercial

traveller is accompanied by an assistant who is solely in his employ or

that of the firm he represents, the authorized free allowance may be

granted on each ticket.

" {b) In con.sideration of special concessions granted to commercial
travellers, the carriers will not be liable for any claim in respect of or

consequent upon any loss of or damage or delay to any sample or personal

baggage transported for a commercial traveller as such, whether the same
is charged for as excess baggage or carried as free allowance."

Subsection (c) or rule 20 is struck out and the following substituted there-

''(c) Exceptions: This rule will not apply to the following:

—

(1) Baby carriages.

(2) Bicycles not in trunks.

(3) Toboggans and skis.

(4) Canoes.

(5) Steamer and invalids' chairs.

(6) Guns.

(7) Surveyors' tripods.

(8) Club Paraphernalia.

(9) Tent poles.

(10) Transpacific and around-the-worid baggage, when checked
between, points in Canada.

(11) Immigrant baggage checked at port of landing.

(12) Public entertainment paraphernalia, except trunks con-

taining wearing apparel for use on or off the stage.

(13) Fishing rods, properly encased.''
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Subsection, (a) of rule 26 to. be struck out and ilic foll()\vin<j; ^substituted

therefor:

—

(2) Any articles not specified in the foregoing rules shall not be

carried in regular baggage service. When passengers fail to disclose

nature of articles offered for checking, and it develops en route or at

destination that the transportation, of such articles as baggage is not

authorized herein, collection will be made in accordance with current

tariff."

And it is further Ordered: That the said Regulations Governing Baggage
Car Traffic in Canada, as amended, be made effective September 1, 1927; this

order to be published in, at least three consecutive weekly issues of the Canada
Gazette.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39256

In the matter of the application of the Sydney and Louisburg Railway Company,
hereinafter called the " Applicant Company, under the provisions of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act. 1927, for approval of its Standard Freight

Tariff C.R.C. No. 19, on file with the Board under file No. 34822.8:

Monday, the 27th day of June, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C.. Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Chief Traffic Officer of the

Board,

—

It is ordered: That the applicant companv's said Standard Freight Tariff

C.R.C. No. 19, on file with the Board under file No. 34822.8, be, and it is hereby,

approved; the said tariff, with a reference to this order, to be published in at

least two consecutive weekly issues of the Canada Gazette.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39259

In the matter of the application of the Swift Canadian Company. Limited, of

Toronto, Ontario, for an Order suspending the cancellation of rates in

Western Canada on hardwood sawdust.

File No. 31108.1

Monday, the 27th day of June, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what has been filed by the applicant company, and the

Canadian Freight Association on behalf of the railway companies,

—

The Board orders: That the proposed cancellation of rates on hardwood
sawdust, published in item 130-A of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's
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Supplement No. 36 to tariff C.R.C. No. W-2793, and page 5 of the Canadian
National Railwa3's' Supplement No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. AV-445, be, and it

is hereby, suspended, pending negotiations between the parties for a reasonable

rate, or a hearing by the Board, if necessary.

8. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39260

In the matter of the application of McColl Bros., Ltd., of Toronto, Ontario, for

an Order requiring the cancellation of Item 674-D in Supplement 59 to

the Canadian National Railways' Tariff C.R.C. No. E-875, covering

switching services at stations on the said railway:

File No. 19475.96

Wednesday, the 29th day of June, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report and
recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said item No. 674-D in Supplement 59 to the

Canadian National Railways' Tariff C.R.C. No. E-875, covering switching ser-

vices at stations on the said railway, be, and it is hereby, suspended, pending a

hearing by the Board.
S. J. McLEAN,

Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39269

In the matter of the application of the Alberta Railway and Irrigation Com.-

pany, hereinafter called the ^'Applicant Company' , under Section 261 of

the Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic

its Cardston Northwesterly Branch from Cardston, mileage 0, to Glen-

ivoodville, at mileage 28.2.

File No. 34004.10

Wednesday, the 29th day of June, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. Boyce, K.C., Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commvisioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for .the carriage of traffic its Cardston Northwesterly Branch
from Cardston, mileage 0, to Glenwoodville, at mileage 28.2.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39271

In the matter of the application of the (^anadian National Railways Express

Department, hereinafter called the ^'Applicants'', for permission to file,

on less than statutory notice, Supplement No. 13 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 95,

to correct clerical error.

File No. 27612.31

Tni RSDAY, the 30tli chiy of June, A.l). 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon its appearing that the applicants, in reissuing rates on fish in Sup-
plement No. 10 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 95 from Supplement No. 4, did, through

clerical error, show the rate as $1.15 instead of |1.50, as published in Supple-

ment No. 4, and desire to correct the error on short notice,

—

The Board orders: That the applicants be, and they are hereby, permitted

to make effective, on July 2, 1927, Supplement No. 13 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 95,

for the purpose of re-establishing a rate of $1.50 on fish from Faust to Edmon-
ton, Alberta.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39316

In the matter of tariffs and supplements to tariffs filed under the provisions of

The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.12

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Compan}^,
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter

44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are

hereby, approved subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2

C.R.C. No. C.R.C. No.

Supplement 22 E-3941 E-3941
Supplement 46 to E-4118 E-4118
Supplement 5 to E-4198 E-4198
Supplement 3 to E-4219 E-4219
Supplement 13 to E-4220 E-4220
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Schedule—Concluded

Column 1 Column 2

C.R.C. No. C.R.C. No.

Supplement 6 to E-4263 E-4263
E-4303 E-4145
E-4304 E-4175
E-4306 E-3876
E-4307 E-4087
E-4308 E-3219
E-4309 E-3927
E-4310 E-4221
E-4312 E-4250
E-4314 E-3968
E-4315 E-4273
E-4316 E-3832
E-4317 G. C. Ransom's 107
E-4318, G. C. Ransom's 110, 337
E-4319, G. C. Ransom's 111,337
E-4320, G. C. Ransom's 256, 287

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39320

In the matter of tariffs and supplements to tariffs filed under the provisions of

The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.9

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the Quebec Oriental Railway Compam^,
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter

44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are

hereby, approved subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
CR.C.No. C.R.C. No.

198 181

200 197
201 192

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39321

In the matter of tariffs and supplements to tariffs filed under the provisions of

The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.9

Friday, the 1st clay of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the Atlantic, Quebec and Western Rail-

way Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (George
V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and
they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3
of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

SCHEDUI.E
Column 1 Column 2

CR.C.No. C.R.C.No.

193 183
194 162
195 192
196 188

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Application of the City of Sherbrooke, P.Q., for an Order directing the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company to open and maintain a crossing at the junction

of Fabre, Short and St. Martin streets in the said city.

File No. 33695

JUDGMENT
Thomas Vien, K.C., Depitty Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard at Montreal on the 10th of May, 1927, before Mr.
Commissioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence and myself.

There appeared before us: on behalf of the city of Sherbroolce, Messrs.

Edouard Boisvert, solicitor, and Thomas Tremblay, engineer; and on behalf

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, MM. L. G. Prevost, solicitor, and u\. C.
McKenzie, engineer of maintenance of way and structures.

There is no railway crossing legally provided at the junction of Fabre,
Short and St. Martin streets, in the city of Sherbrooke, but for thirty years

pedestrians have passed there. The railway company had its line fenced, but

the public broke the fence down. (Record, Vol. 512, p. 8427). "As soon as

we notice the fence has been pulled down, we send workmen there to repair the

fence and probablv it is broken again the next day." (Mr. Prevost, Ibid,

p. 8428.)

In his letter to the Secretiiry of the Board, on February 14, 1925, referring

to this application, Mr. Flintoft says: " Our records show that when the A. and
N.W. Railway Companj^ constructed that part of its line in 1899 Short and
Fabre streets were not yet in existence, and St. Martin street was not opened
through our right of way. The crossing asked for by the city of Sherbrooke
has never been used as a street, either before or since our tracks were laid.

There has not even been a farm crossing at this point, although for some years

pedestrians have been trespassing across the tracks. Our right of way has

always been fenced and no opening or gates were ever left at this point, but

it is very difficult to maintain the fence because it is broken ddwn periodically

by trespassers. It is submitted that there is no necessity for a crossing at this

point, because the Gait street subway which is only 690 feet west of the point

where a crossing is now applied for, can be used to communicate with the

south and west wards of the city."

Our Chief Engineer made an inspection on March 24 and reported that,

on account of the danger to vehicular traffic and the close proximity to Gait

street subway, he was of the opinion that tlie application for a vehicular cross-

95
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ing should not be granted; tliat, however, while he was on the ground the
question of pedestrian crossing was discussed; that, according to a count taken
on March 20 between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m., 666 pedestrians passed over the tracks
at this point, half of whom were school children from a ward on the west side

attending a school on the east side, on Short street; that the crossing was also

very largely used by people going to or coming from the church; that the
refusal of the application would create a serious inco'.nvenience to a 'great

number of people.

The Chief Engineer was of the opinion that: " The city of Sherbrooke
should be granted leave to open up and construct at their own expense, a four-

foot plank walk wdth a tliree and a half-foot railing fence to within six feet

of the gauge side of track, the fence to connect up with the right of way
fence; the crossing to be put in at the intersection of Short, Fabre and St. Martin
streets, as shown in red on the attached blue print; the railway to plank and
keep in good order the crossing over the tracks proper and for a distance of

six feet on each side from gauge side of roil. I would also recommend that

the city be asked to erect on each side of tlie plank w^alk at the edge of the

right of way a warning containing the w^ords ' DANGER, STOP, LOOK,
LISTEN ' and the signs to be lit by an incandescent light hung over the

word ' DANGER '
"

At the hearing, Mr. McKenzie, in charge of maintenance of way and struc-

tures, stated:

—

The question of protection came up, I think, at the last hearing,

and a wigwag signal -was suggested. We could put in a wigwag signal

there for about $1,400 and it would cost about $350 a year to maintain it.

That is really a capital investment of about $8,500. You can build a

subway there for $10,000. So that the subway Avould be very much the

better way of handling the situation, because the wigwag signal will not
give you nearly as good protection as the subway would. Mr. Prevost
referred to the Gait street crossing, which is just 690 feet away. We
spent a considerable amount of money quite recently in widening that

subw^ay and making it better for the handling of the traffic from one

side of the railway to the other, as it is getting very heavy.
''The Deputy Chief: It is a great inconvenience to have to walk

1,200 feel; 600 feet each way, or 690 feet. It is over 1,300 feet, nearly

a quarter of a mile.
" Mr. McKenzie: I quite agree that it is a considerable incon-

venience, but if you put a pedestrian crossing near a rock cut, where you
have no view, it is absolutely dangerous. You have either to separate

the grades or to have some form of protection."

The application was for a vehicular and pedestrian crossing, but, after a

discussion of the matter with our Chief Engineer, the applicants declared

themselves quite satisfied with the establishment of a pedestrian crossing and
put themselves on record as hmiting their application to that. (Ibid. p. 8423)

;

and our Chief Engineer now reports as follows:

—

" A short time ago I inspected the site of the proposed crossing for

pedestrians at the junction of Short, Fabre and Martin streets in the

city of Sherbrooke. Approaching the track from the north side of the

track, when one is sixty feet from the track, there is no good view of

trains from the west 800 feet away. From the same point trains from
the east are visible 800 or 900 feet aw^ay. Approaching the track from
the south when one is 50 feet from the track, trains from the w^est are

visible 800 or more feet away. From the same point trains from the

east are visible 600 feet aw^ay. Beyond 600 feet the view is obstructed

owing to a point of rock jutting out, and the curvature of the railway to

the south. It is evident that this is the most dangerous feature of the
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proposed crossing. However, it is to be observed that trains from the

east are workin^^ up a one per cent grade, and will, consequently, be

making considerable noise. From the crossing west the grade is level

for about 1,000 feet, and then ascends on an easy grade to the yard. I

am of opinion that a crossing for pedestrians at this point will not have

more than the usual danger attendant on highway crossings, and recom-

mend that the application for a pedestrian crossing be granted, cost of

construction and maintenance to be on the applicant."

I have felt a great deal of hesitancy in this matter. The Railway Act

imposes upon the Board the duty of protecting the public as well as that of

providing for its convenience, at level crossings. (Rail Act, section 257.)

If the application were still for a vehicular crossing, I think it should be
denied, but the application is reduced to asking that the pedestrians be allowed

to continue to pass where they have passed for the last thirty years, without

any accident being reported.

The city council of Sherbrooke is probably the most interested in the
protection of its own citizens. It is thoroughly familiar with the circumstances
of the crossing and it persists in its request that leave be granted to its people

to continue to do what they have done without injury for a great many years.

It undertakes to close the crossing if, in its opinion, it becomes dangerous.

(Record, Vol. 512, p. 8431). It is willing further to assume a certain responsi-

bility:

—

^' We would have come to an understanding with the Canadian
Pacific Railway. The company wanted us to take the whole responsi-

bility of whatever may happen at that crossing. Now we stand ready to

take the responsibility lor our own citizens, and what w^ould happen as

to anything we may do or not do; but we do not want to take the whole
responsibility of the matter. Wo are willing to stand responsible for

our own citizens, but we do not want to go any further."

The nearest way of getting across the railway is Gait street subway, 690
feet west of the point where a crossing is now^ applied for. It means that

pedestrians desirous of going across the railway have to go a distance of 690
feet and come back over a similar distance, namely, 1,380 feet or approximately
a quarter of a mile

Taking into account the convenience of the public, the urgent requests of

the city council, its undertaking to close the crossing if, in its opinion, it

becomes dangerous, and to assume responsibility for the acts or negligence of

its owTi citizens, and the report of our Chief Engineer, I am of the opinion
that the application for a pedestrian crossing be granted, the construction to

be under the supervision of our Chief Engineer, to whom the plans and specifi-

cations should be submitted for approval; the cost of construction and main-
tenance to be on the applicant.

Ottawa, June 27, 1927.

Commissioners Lawrence and Boyce concurred.

Consideration of the question of j)rotection and distribution of cost thereof at

Bouthillier St., St-Jean, P.Q., Canadian National Railways

File 26782.59

JUDGMENT
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard at Montreal on May 10, 1927, before Mr. Com-
missioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence and myself.

There appeared before us: on behalf of the Canadian National Railways,
Alistair Eraser, Esq., K.C., commission counsel, and, on behalf of the city of

St-Jean, S. Poulin, Esq.

44971!.—

2
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In 1909, a complaint was made to this Board by the town of St-Jean, P.Q.,
respecting the dangerous condition of several higiiway crossings within the city

limits. The matter was set down for hearing, and was heard at Montreal on
April 28, 1910 (Record, Vol. 104, p. 5059, Judgment, p. 5082). Thereupon, the
Board issued its Order No. 10506.

The municipality was authorized to open the highway at Queen street

across the railway upon condition that it do the necessary grading for the
approaches at each side of the railway lands, the railway company to do all

the work, including planking, upon its lands necessary to put the said crossing

in the condition required by the General Regulations of the Board affecting

Highway Crossings; the town to reimburse the railway company to the extent

of one-half of the expense in connection with the said woirk upon the railway

lands.

The railway company was directed to install within sixty days from the

date of this order, a wliite signal bell; the cost of installing the same to be
borne and. paid twenty per cent out of the Railway Grade Crossing Fund, and
the remainder to be paid by the railv/ay company; the cost of the maintenance
to be borne by the railway company.

Queen street is novf Bouthillier street.

This crossing was brought to the attention of the Board in 1912, when
the town claimed that the bell was very often out of order. Our Chief Engineer
examined it, and found it m working order.

On June 24, 1925, our inspector reported the results of his investigation into

an accident at this crossing, which had occurred on June 2, 1925, when two
persons were injured. At the request of our Chief Operating Officer, on July

31, 1925, the Canadian National Railways filed a report of the travel on the

railway and on the highway kept from 6 p.m. July 15 to 6 p.m. July 17, reveal-

ing the following traffic:

—

Pedestrians, 2,028; bicycles and motorcycles, 552; horse vehicles, 536;
automobiles, 826; trains eastbound, 27; trains westbound, 29; switching move-
ments, 25.

The railway company also submitted the following:

—

It was considered that the present protection at this crossing was
adequate, but we realize that when automobilists and others approach
railway crossings and give very little or practically no attention to their

movements, a railway crossing bell, especially to occupants of a closed

car, is not complete protection, and we are agreeable to the installation of

a wigwag, if the Board consider it necessary.

If the wigwag is installed, / presume that 25 per cent will be paid out

of the Grade Crossing Fund, as was done when the bell was installed, and
further, in our opinion, consideration should be given to having the town
contribute as the additional protection is necessary on account of increased

highway traffic."

On December 12, 1925, the municipality filed objections to the installation

of a bell and wigwag, but gave no reason in support thereof.

The matter was still being considered, when, on July 9, 1926, another

accident occurred wherein three persons were seriously injured. On September

16, 1926, our Chief 0])erating Officer recommended that the question of addi-

tional protection be set down for hearing at Montreal, and that the slow order,

which automatically comes into effect after an accident, be not lifted pending
the decision of the Board.

At Montreal on May 10, 1927 (Record Vol. 512, p. 8442 et s.) in view of

the slow order still in force, Mr. Fraser expressed his anxiety to have this

matter disposed of by correspondence, at the earliest possible convenience of

the Board.
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On May 23, 1927, Mr. Fraser stated that the Canadian National Railways
had no objection to the installation of a bell and wi2;wag, and su^^ested that,

after a grant from the Grade Crossing Fund, the cost should be equally divided

between the municipality and the railway company.
The city of St-Jean was written to, and replied on June 28 strongly

objecting, but giving no specific reasons. Its attitude evidently was prompted
by the suggestion made that part of the cost should be borne by the city.

Under section 257 of the Railway Act the duty is imposed upon this

Board to provide for the protection, safety and convenience of the public at

highway crossings.

It is obvious that this crossing is dangerous and inadequately protected.

It is also apparent, and the railway company admits, that conditions would
be substantially improved if a modern bell and wigwag were installed. I am of

the opinion that they should be ordered.

On the question of the apportionment of the cost, the railway company
suggests that inasmuch as the traffic on the highway was considerably increased,

a part of the cost should be borne by the city. It would be interesting to know
which of the highway or the railway traffic has increased most since the creation

of this crossing. We have no traffic statistics of 1909 with which to compare
traffic statistics of to-day. On that point therefore, the evidence is neither

satisfactory nor conclusive. We only know that the traffic is considerable both
on the railway and on the highway.

By its Order No. 10506 of April 28, 1910, the Board authorized a contribution

from the Grade Crossing Fund and directed that the balance of the cost of

the construction and maintenance of the protection ordered should be paid by
the railway company. Cause was not shewn why such arrangement should be
disturbed.

In my opinion, -10 per cent of the cost of construction should be paid out

of the Grade Crossing Fund, and the balance by the railway company; the cost

of maintenance ^hould also be borne bv the railway company.
Ottawa, July 21, 1927.

Commissioners Boyce and Lawence concurred.

ORDER No. 39311

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.17

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Comrnissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the Cumberland Railway and Coal
Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George
V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and
they are, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the
Siiid Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several
tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

44971—21
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Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

24 23

25 18, 21

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39312

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Bates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.5

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed b}^ the Inverness Railway and Coal Company,
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter

44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that tlie normal tolls which, but for the

sfiid Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1

C.R.C

19

20
21

22
Supplement

22

No.

1 to

Column 2
C.R.C.No.

4

6, 18

2, 3,11
17

17

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39314

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.16

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Tlie Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway
Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George
V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and
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thc}^ are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3

of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that tlie normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, arc the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, ()pi)osite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
CR.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 5 to

108 108
121 115
122 100
123 120

124 116

125 88
127 G. C. Ransom's 107
128 G.C.Ransom's 110
129 G.C.Ransom's 111

130 G. C. Ransom's 256

H. A. McKEOWN, Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39315

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.15

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeow^n, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal
and Railway Company, under section 9. of the Maritime Freight Rates Act,

1927 (17 George V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this

order, be, and they are hereby approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1,

Schedule
Column 1 Column. 2
C.R.C No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 5 to

145 145

157 152

158 136
159 153
160 122
162 G. C. Ransom's 107
163 G.C.Ransom's 110
164 G.C.Ransom's 111

165 G. C. Ransom's 256

H. A. M(^KEOWN, Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39317

In the matter of tariJJs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.13

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Com-
pany, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V,
chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they
aje hereb}^, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of

the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule.
(^.nliiTTin 1 On 1 1 1 1T1 vt

C.R.C. No. C.R.C. No.

LiM IJlCliJC'll U fj L\J

7R4.

/ OO 7*^8

Ooo
790 689
791 690
792 698
794 725

795 786
796 787
797 788
798 763
799 702
800 742
801 766
802 774
803 732
804 759
805 691
806 744
807 757
808 378
809 670
810 696
811 733
812 779
814 708
815 745

816 750
817 737
818 773
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ScHEDULE—Concluded
Column 1 Column 2

C.R.C.No. C.R.C. No.

819 752

820 777
821 G. C. Ransom's 107

822 G. C. Ransom's 256
823 G.C.Ransom's 111

824 G.C.Ransom's 110

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39318

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed tinder the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.11

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the Sydney and Louisburg Railway,
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter

44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

19 13

20 14, 16

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39319

in the ynatter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.10

Frtd.ay, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff of tolls filed by the Maritime Coal, Railway and Power
Company, Limited, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
(17 George V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order,

be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of sec-

tion 3 of the said Act.
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2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff' set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

3 2

H. A. McKEOWN, Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39322
In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freirjht Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.14

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs of tolls filed by the Temiscouata Railway, under section

9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44), and set

out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby, approved,
subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C. N o. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 5 to

568 568
594 580
595 540
596 433
597 448
598 586
599 557
600 446, 513
601 433

Supplement 1 to

601 433
602 514
603 467
604 565
605 G. C. Ransom's 107

606 462, 593
607 G. C. Ransom's 110

608 G. C. Ransom's 256
609 G. C. Ransom's 111

610 515
611 G. C. Ransom's 256
612 G. C. Ransom's 111

613 G. C. Ransom's 107
614 G. C. Ransom's 110

H. A. McKEOWN, Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39339

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.14

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

615 263, 264, 522
Supplement 1 to

605 G. C. Ransom's 107
607 G. C. Ransom's 110
608 G. C. Ransom's 256
609 G.C.Ransom's 111

616 531

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Com.missioner.

ORDER No. 39341

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.12

Frtoay, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief ComwAssioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 2 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.
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Column 1

C.R.C.No.

E-4322
E-4324

Supplement 1 to

E-4317 G. C. Ransom's
E-4318 G. C. Ransom's
E-4319 G. C. Ransom's
E-4320 G. C. Ransom's

Schedule
Column 2
C.R.C. No.

E-4184, E-4203
E-3219, E-3221, E-3224, E-3990

107

110, 340
111, 340

256, 287

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39342

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.16

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

132 109, 112

133 29, 30, 85

Supplement 1 to

127 G. C. Ransom's 107
128 G.C.Ransom's 110

129 G.C.Ransom's 111

130 G. C. Ransom's 256

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39343

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed binder the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.15

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chiej Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chiej Commissioner,

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Fredcricton and Grand Lake Coal and Rail-

way, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V,
chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they
are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of

the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Colunin 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

167 147, 149

168 42, 43, 119
Supplement 1 to

162 G.C.Ransom's 107
163 G. C. Ransom's 110
164 G.C.Ransom's • 111

165 G. C. Ransom's 256
H. A. McKEOWN,

Chiej Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39346

In the matter oj tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions oj

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.13

Friday, the 1st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief ComwAssioner

.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chiej Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several
tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.
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Schedule

Column 1

CR.C.No.

Supplement
783
791

805
810
812
821

822
823
824
825

1 to

G. C. Ransom's
G. 0. Ransom's
G. C. Ransom's
G. C. Ransom's

Column 2
C.R.C. No.

738
690
691

696
779
107

256
111

110

490, 491, 780

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner

ORDER No. 39348

In the matter of the tariffs filed by the Canadian National Railways, as required

by an Act respecting the Canadian National Raihvays, and the tariffs of
tolls to be charged on certain Eastern Lines: 17-18 Geo. V, 1926-27,

Cap. 44-

File 34822.2

Thursday, the 14th day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading and considering the tariffs filed under the Act, cited in the

title and pursuant to the powers of the Board imder the said Act, and it appear-
ing to the Board that the said tariffs, being Canadian National Tariffs C.R.C
Nos. E-1256; E-1257; E-1258; E-1259; E-1260; E-1261; Agent G. C. Ransom's
Supplement 42 to C.R.C. No. 107; Supplement 58 to C.R.C. No. 110; Supple-
ment 24 to C.R.C. No. Ill; Supplement 15 to C.R.C. No. 256, are not in accord-

ance with, nor consistent with the said statute, nor do they comply therewith,

—

The Board orders: That the Canadian National Railways do forthwith

publish tariffs of through rates via St. John and Ste. Rosalie, from points in the

Maritime Provinces to stations in Canada beyond eastern lines. Said through

rates to be the rates in existence between such points on June 30, 1927, less

approximately 20 per cent, as provided in section 3 of chapter 44, 17 George V.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39349

In the matter of the complaint of the Boards of Trade of Halifax, Saint John,

and Sackville, in the province of New Brvnsivick, and the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association, et al, against the proposal of the Canadian
National Raihvays to eliminate alternative routing via Saint John and
Ste. Rosalie Junction, on westbound traffic destined to stations on the

Canadian Pacific Railway.
File 34285

Thursday, the 14th day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon consideration of all matters involved in, and resulting from Order
No. 38275, made by this Board on the 19th day of October, A.D. 1926,—

The Board orders: That the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the

Canadian National Railways be, and they are hereby, directed to publish forth-

with, joint tariffs, naming through rates from points in the Maritime Provinces
to stations west thereof, in Canada, via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction,

which will be the same as published between the same points via the Canadian
National Railways direct; such tariffs to cover all traffic and the same terri-

torial application as existing June 30, 1927.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

GENERAL ORDER No. 445

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. 78, dated July I4, 1911

1

as amended by General Orders Nos. 389 and 1^28, dated respectively

January 21, 1924, (^f^d February 1, 1926; and the application of the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company for an Order extending the time
within which it may equip locomotives with water glass guards, as

required under the said General Orders Nos. 389 and ^28. \

File No. 6948.5

Monday, the 18th day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Conimissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C.,^eputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support, of the application, and upon the

report and recommendation of its Chief Operating Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the tim.c within which the railway companies
subject to the jurisdiction of the Board may equip their locomotives with water
glass guards, of aluminium or bra'^s metal, as required by the said General
Order No. 389, be. and it is hereby, extended until the 1st day of January, 1928.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 446

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. S, dated Jidy 3, 1907, as

amended by General Order No. 10, dated May 5, 1908, requiring railway

companies within the legislative authority of the Parliament of Canada
operating railways by steam power to equip passenger coaches with fire

extinguishers, to be approved by the Board.
File No. 4739.20

Thursday, the 21st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

. Upon the report and recommendation of the Chief Operating Officer of the

Board,

—

It is ordered: That the said General Order No. 3, dated July 3, 1907, as

amended by General Order No. 10, dated May 5, 1908, be, and it is hereby,

further amended by striking out clause 2 thereof and substituting in lieu thereof

the following, namely:

—

" 2. That every railway company have the said fire extinguishers

inspected and recharged once in every three months, except in the case

of fire extinguishers having the valve and handle sealed, which shall be
inspected to see that the seals are intact and that there is no sign of leak-

age or other defect, after each trip. In the event of a broken seal, a

leakage, or other defect being found, the extinguisher must be withdrawn
from service, thoroughly tested, repaired if necessary, and recharged
before being returned to service; cause records of such inspections to be
kept by the foreman in charge of the passenger coaches at the different

terminals where inspections are made; such records to be open for

examination by the Board's Inspector when required."

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39375

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.14

Thursday, the 21st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several
tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.
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Schedule
Coiumn 1 Column 2
C.R.C. No. C.R.C. No.

617 584
618 517
620 531

Supplement 1 to

620 531

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner

ORDER No. 39376

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.13

Thursday, the 21st day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner,

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C. No. C.R.C. No.

Supplement 1 to

794 725
Supplement 1 to

799 702
Supplement 1 to

806 744
Supplement 2 to

810 696
Supplement 2 to

812 779
813 776

Supplement 1 to

817 737
Supplement 2 to

817 •737
Supplement 1 to

819 752

H. A. McKEOWX,
Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 447

In the matter of the ope^ration by railway co^npanies subject to the jurisdic-

tion of the Board of bridges over navigable waters and canals; and the

question of regulations for the navigation through or under and the

lighting of such bridges.

File No. 10291.

Wednesday, the 20th day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Comrnissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading the regulations covering the navigation through or under,
or the lighting of, bridges over navigable waters and canals of Canada approved
by Order in Council P.C 2060, dated October 12, 1923, the submissions on
behalf of the Departments of Railways and Canals and of Marine and Fish-
eries, and the report and recommendation of its Qhief Engineer; and in pur-
suance of the powers conferred upon the Board under section 247 of The Rail-
way Act, 1919, and of all other powers possessed by it in that behalf,

—

It is ordered: That the regulations covering the navigation through or
under or the lighting of bridges over navigable waters and canals of railway
companies subject to the jurisdiction of the Board, be, and they are hereby,
approved, namely:

—

1. Without restricting the generality of the expression, " movable span "

includes lift, draw, swing, jack-knife, etc.

2. No bridge shall be constructed hereafter over navigable waters or
•canals except in accordance with the requirements of these regulations, and no
plan and/or description of a bridge proposed to be constructed over navigable
water or a canal required by The Railway Act, 1919, to be submitted to the
Board shall be approved unless and until such plan and description show and
indicate that lights conforming to those regulations are to be exhibited.

3. These regulations shall apply to all bridges hereafter constructed, pro-
vided that it shall be competent to the Board to suspend the application of these
regulations in the case of any bridge, either temporarily or otherwise, when in
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the judgment of the Board such action is warranted by local conditions, and
provided further that the Board may extend these regulations to any existing

'bridge when in its opinion it is desirable to do so.

4. The owner of any bridge required under these regulations to exhibit,

lights shall provide, maintain, and operate such lights of such a nature and
intensity as may be prescribed by the Board, and shall cause them to be exhibited

every night from sundown to sunrise during the season of navigation.

5. In the case of bridges with a single fixed span, a white light on each side

of the passage under the span shall 'be exhibited, which lights shall be visible

to boats approaching from either direction.

6. In the case of bridges with a single movable span, there shall be

exhibited, in addition to the lights required under paragraph 5, a fixed white

light on each end of the centre pier protection, as well as a red light on each

side of the movable arm or arms, located in mid-span and at the lowest level

of steel, which red lights shall change to green when the bridge is fully open,

to navigation.

7. If, in its opinion, it is desirable to approve passages for navigation

through or under more than one span of a bridge with more than one fixed or

movable span, the Board shall indicate the spans under or through which
passages for navigation have been approved, and' such passages shall be

lighted,

—

(a) In the case of a fixed span, by a white light on each side of the passage,

which shall show and be visible only to vessels approaching from the

direction which brings the approved passage on their own starboard

hand; and

(b) In the case of a movable span, in addition to the above, the lights

required under paragraph 6.

All as shown on diagrams numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, dated June 14, 1927.

8. (a) Vessels going through or under a bridge where two passages have
'been approved for navigation shall keep to the passage on their own starboard

hand.

(6) When more than two such passages have been approved, special rules

governing navigation through or under the bridge shall be made by the Board.
9. The signal to be given by vessels requiring a movable span to be opened

(shall be three long blasts of a whistle or horn.

10. Every movable span shall be in charge of some competent person
present thereat, who shall ,open the movable span as promptly as possible

upon being signalled as required by paragraph 9 that a vessel desires to pass

through, and no vessel shall attempt to pass through until such movable span
is fully opened.

11. Such lights and other aids to navigation as may be needed to suit the

(requirements of navigation, and as specified by the Board, shall be provided

and maintained on all bridges under construction.

12. It shall be competent to the Board to suspend the application of these

regulations in the case of any bridge, either temporarily or otherwise, when
in the opinion of the Board such action is warranted by local conditions.

13. Every person who violates any of these regulations shall be liable upon
summary conviction to the penalty fixed and determined by law.

And it is further ordered: That the General Order of the Board No. 124,

dated April 30, 1914, as amended by Order No. 22428, dated August 24, 1914,

and General Order No. 383, dated June 12, 1923, be, and they are [hereby,

rescinded.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39392

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.13

Tuesday, the 26th day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board Orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,
approved, subject to tlie provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several
tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 2 to

806 744
Supplement 3 to

810 696

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39393

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Express Company,
hereinafter called the ''Applicant {Company'', under Sections 323 and 360

of the Railway Act, 1919, for approval of Bylaw No. 14, dated June 28,

1927
,
authorizing the Traffic Manager of the Applicant Company to pre-

pare and issue tariffs of the express tolls to be charged in respect of all

goods sent, carried, or transported by the Applicant Company.

Case No. 473

Tuesday, the 26th day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,—

-

The Board orders: That the said Bylaw No. 14, dated June 28, 1927,

authorizing the traffic manager of the applicant company to prepare and issue

tariffs of the express tolls to be charged in respect of all goods sent, carried, or

transported by the applicant company, on file with the Board under Case No.
473. be, and it is hereby, approved.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner,

ORDER No. 39394

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.14

Tuesday, the 26th day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Com.missioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board Orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Temiscouta Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several
tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 1 to

594 • 580
Supplement 1 to

612 G. C. Ransom's HI
621 531

Supplement 1 to

621 531

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39408

In the matter of Tariffs, and S^ipplejncnts to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927.

File No. 34822.14

Saturday, the 30th day of July, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),

and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C. No.

Supplement 2 to

596 433
622 531

Supplement 1 to

622 531
Supplement 2 to

594 580

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39410

In the matter of the Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.5

Monday, the 1st day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, K.C, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the Inverness Railway and Coal Companv, under
section 9 of the Martime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and it is hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

*5773-U
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approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 2 to

22 17

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner,

ORDER No. 39419

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Raihoay Company,
hereinafter called the "Applicant Company", under Section 276 of the\

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic a.

portion of its Moose Jaw Southwesterly Branch (Assiniboia to Consul)
from mileage 67.46 to 80.93.

File No. 16480.47

Wednes^day, the 3rd day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Com.missioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-
curred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,
authorized to open for the carriage of traffic a portion of its Moose Jaw South-
westerly Branch (Assiniboia to Consul) from mileage 67.46 to 80.93.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39427

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
hereinafter called the "Applicant Company," under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its Fife Lake Branch from mileage to ^6:

File No. 34145.19

Thursday, the 4th day of August, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Engineer, and the filing

of the necessary affidavit

—

The Board orders: That the Applicant Company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Fife Lake Branch
from mileage to 46.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39428

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of The Maritime Freight Kates Act, 1927:

File No. 34822.9

Thursday, the 4th day of August, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

1. The Board orders: That the tariffs filed by the Quebec Oriental Rail-

way Company, under Section 9 of The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17

George V, Chapter 44), and set out in Column 1 of the Schedule to this Order,

be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2

of Section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in Column 2 of the said Schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in Column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2

C.R.C. No. C.R.C. No.

Supplement 1 to

198 ISI
203 190
204 202

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39445

In the matter of the application of the Associated Shippers of New Brunswick
for an Order requiring railway companies to provide a better class of
equip7nent for the handling of potatoes.

File No. 18855.12

Friday, the 5th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application and on behalf of
tlie Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the Canadian National Railways,
and the Department of Agriculture; and upon the report and recommendation
of its Chief Operating Officer,

—

The Board orders:

1. That the Canadian National Railways equip fifty (50) refrigerator cars,
and that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company equip fifty (50) refrigerator
cars, wicn an ...Mitional side wall extending from the floor rack to an elevation
of thirty-six (36) inches, with a one-inch air space between it and the wall of
the car. the same to extend lengthwise from the end of the bulkhead to within
two inches of the post of the side door; the top of the air space to be covered
with netting or screen, to prevent refuse falling behind the supplementary wall;
a one-mch cleat to be provided at the door post from the floor rack to the height
of SIX feet, as a support for planking, forming a bulkhead; and a shovelling
board twenty-four inches wide, one-half or five-eighths inch thick, to be pro-
vided at each side of tlie car, on top of the floor rack, when potatoes are shipped
in bulk.
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2. That the railway companies furnish the said fifty cars above mentioned,

equipped as aforesaid, for the movement of potato shipments from Prince

Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick shipping points to Canadian
seaports during the coming winter, commencing December 1, for the purpose

of trial.

3. That such records as may be necessary be kept for reference and con-

sideration at the close of the shipping season; and that the said railway com-
panies report to the Board an estimate of the cost of furnishing such equipment,
and name the amount of toll per trip they suggest would be a reasonable charge
for the use of the same, for the consideration of the Board.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39477

In the viatter of the Order of the Board No. 39260, dated June 29, 1927, sus-
pending Item No. 674-D in Supplement 59 to the Canadian National
Railways' Tariff C.R.C. No. E-875, covering switching services at stations
on the said railway; and the application of McColl Bros. Limited, of
Toronto, Ontario, for an Order cancelling the said Order No. 39260.

File No. 19475.96

Thursday, the 11th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed on behalf of the said McColl Bros. Limited,—

The Board orders: That the said Order No. 39260, dated June 29, 1927,
made herein, be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39458

In the matter of the Order of the Board No. 39259, dated June 27, 1927, suspend-
ing the proposed cancellation of rates on hardwood sawdust, published in
Item 130-A, of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's Supplement
No. 36 to Tariff C.R.C. No. W-2793, and page 5 of the Canadian National
Railways' Supplement No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. W-U5.

File No. 31108.1

Tuesday, the 16th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

Upon its appearing that the Swift Canadian Company, Limited, and the
said railway companies have reached an agreement whereby, from Pacific coast

46293
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points, a rate of 33 cents per 100 pounds will be piiblislied to Edmonton and 40

cents per 100 pounds to Moose Jaw, with a minimum carload weight of 35,000

pounds; and upon the report and reconnnendation of its Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Order No. 39259, dated June 27, 1927,

be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39485

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
hereinafter called the "Applicant Company'^ under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its Bromhead Westerly Branch from mileage to 26 .31.

File No. 34159.8

Tuesday, the 16th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Assistant Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary

affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Bromhead
Westerly Branch from mileage to 26.31, including the west leg of the wye,
1,296 feet long at mileage 0.0.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

GENERAL ORDER No. 448

In the matter of the Order in Council, P.C. No. 886, of June 5, 1925, requiring

the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada to make a full and
complete investigation into the whole subject of railivay freight rates in

the Dominion of Canada.
File No. 34123.

FRmAY, the 26th day of August,. A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Whereas by Order in Council, P.C. No. 886, dated the 5th day of June,

1925, this Board was directed to make a thorough investigation into the rate

structures of railways and railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of Par-

liament, with a view to the establishment of a fair and reasonable rate structure
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which will in substantially similar circumstances and conditions be equal in

its application to all persons and localities, so as to permit of the freest possible

interchange of commodities between the various provinces and territories of the

Dominion, and the expansion of its trade, both foreign and domestic, having
due regard to,

—

(a) the claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that they are

entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which they enjoyed prior

to 1919;
(b) the encouragement of the movement of traffic through Canadian ports;

(c) the increased traffic westward and eastward through Pacific Coast
ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient and to the trans-

portation of products through the Panama Canal.

And whereas by Order in Council, P.C. 24, dated the 7th day of January,

1926, the Board was directed, as a part of the general rate investigation above
referred to, especially to inquire into the causes of Canadian grain and other

products being routed or diverted to other than Canadian ports, and to take

such effective action under the Railway Act, 1919, as the Board may deem
necessary to ensure, as far as possible, the routing of Canadian grain and other

products through Canadian ports.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa, Mont-
real, Windsor, Toronto, Moncton, St. John, Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon,

Edmonton, Calgary, Kelowna, Vernon, K'amloops, Vancouver, New Westmin-
ster, Chilliwack, Victoria, and Prince Rupert, in the presence of counsel and
representatives of the provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime Provinces, and the Canadian
Pacific and Canadian National Railway Companies, the following among other

associations and Boards of Trade were represented at various sittings of the

Board or submitted their representations in writing, namely: The Boards of

Trade of New Westminster, Prince Rupert, Chilliwack and district, Kamloops,
Calgary, Moosejaw, Saskatoon, Prince x\lbert, Estevan, Regina, Brandon, York-
ton, Winnipeg, Toronto; Ontario Associated Boards of Trade, Cochrane, Mon-
treal, St. John, Halifax, Charlottetown, Moncton and Sydney; the Victoria

Chamber of Commerce, Western Canada Fruit & Produce Exchange, Canadian
Council of Agriculture, Retail Merchants' Association, Canadian Manufacturers
Association, Hamilton Chamber of Commerce, Canadian National Millers'

Association, Canadian Lumbermens' Association, National Dairy Council of

Canada, Fruit Branch, Department of Agriculture of Canada, Livestock Pro-

ducers of Canada, Live Stock Exchange of Toronto, Quebec Harbour Com-
missioners, Chamber of- Commerce, Joliette, Quebec, Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association and Canadian Freight Association.

The Board Orders as folloivs, namely:—
1. That the rates on grain and flour from all points on Canadian Pacific

branch lines west of Fort William to Fort William, Port Arthur and Westfort

be equalized to the present Canadian Pacific main line basis of rates of equi-

valent mileage groupings (the rates governed by the Crow's Nest Pass agree-

ment not to be exceeded) : that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company pub-
lish rates in accordance with the above direction, and that all other railway

companies adjust their rates on grain and flour to Fort William, Port Arthur,

Westfort and Armstrong to the rates so put into effect by the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, such changes to become effective on the twelfth day of Sep-

tember, 1927.

2. That the rates on grain and flour from prairie points to Vancouver and
Prince Rupert for export shall be on the same basis as the rates to Fort Wil-
liam, but in computing such rates, the distance from Calgary to Vancouver via
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tlic Ciinadian Pacific Railway shall be assumed to be the same as from Edmon-
ton to Vancouver via the Canadian National Railway, namely 766 miles.

3. That the provisions as to distributing tariffs, set out in section XVII of

the judgment in the Western Rates Case, shall, instead of being limited to the

Canadian Pacific Railway, as provided therein, be extended so as to apply to

the C'anadian National Railway as well; the necessary amending tariffs to be

effective on the twelfth day of September, 1927.

4. That the rate of 34^> cents per 100 pounds on wheat and 33 cents per

100 pounds on other grain for export from Port Arthur, Fort William, Westfort

and Armstrong, Ont., to Quebec as shown in supplement No. 32 to Canadian
National Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E447 be, and they are hereby disallowed;

and the Canadian National Railway Company is hereby directed to publish

and file in substitution thereof a tariff showing a rate of 18.34 cents per 100

pounds on all grain for export from Port Arthur, Fort William, Westfort and
Armstrong, Ont., to Quebec. Such changes to become effective on or before,

but not later than, the 12th day of September, 1927.

5. The Board further orders that all railway companies subject to its juris-

diction be, and they are hereby required to publish and file tariffs showing the

same rate to Quebec as to Montreal on,

—

(a) Grain from bay ports for export;

(6) All traffic from Toronto and points west thereof for export.

Such changes to become effective on or before, but not later than the twelfth

day of September, 1927.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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In the matter of Order in Council, P.C. No. 886, of June 5, 1925, requiring the

Board of Raihvay Commissioners for Canada to make a full and com-
plete investigation into the Bate Structure of Railways and Railway
Companies subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament.

(File No. 34123).
Before:

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner;
S. J. McLean, -Assistant Chief Commissioner;
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner;
A. C. BoYCE, K.C... 1

Calvin Lawrence^ \ Commissioners.
Hon. Frank Oliver,

J

W. E. Campbell, Chief Traffic Officer.

G. G. McGeer, K.C, for the province of British Columbia.
S. B. Woods, K.C, for the province of Alberta.

W. H. McEwEN, for the province of Saskatchewan.
H. J. Symington, K.C, for the province of Manitoba.
J. R. L. Starr, K.C, J , . • . ^ . •

A. W. Rogers \
^^^^ province of Ontario.

L. A. Cannon, K.C, for the province of Quebec.
Hon. J. L. Ralstqn. KC, ) , .i tvt

H. P. DucHEMiN, K.C, I
^^'^ Maritime Provmces.

E. P. Flintoft, for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
Alistair Fraser, K.C, ) . ^, _ ^. it,.,
Hon I C Rand KC \

Canadian JNational Railways.

The following among other Associations and Boards of Trade were repre-

sented at various sittings of the Board or submitted their representations in

writing:

—

New Westminster Board of Trade.
Prince Rupert Board of Trade.
Victoria Chamber of Commerce.
Chill iwack & District Board of Trade.
Kamloops Board of Trade.
Western Canada Fruit and Produce Exchange.
Calgary Board of Trade.
Moose Jaw Board of Trade.
Saskatoon Board of Trade.
Prince Albert Board of Trade.
Estevan Board of Trade.
Regina Board of Trade.
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Brandon Board of Trade.
Yorkton Board of Trade
Winnipeg Board of Trade.
Canadian Council of Agriculture.

Retail Merchants' Association.

Canadian Manufr'.cturers' Association,

Toronto Board of Trade.
Ontario Associated Boards of Trade.
Hamilton Chamber of Commerce.
Canadian National Millers' Association.

Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

National Dairy Council of Canada.
Fruit Branch, Department of Agriculture of Canada.
Cochrane, Ont., Board of Trade.
Live Stock Producers of Canada.
Live Stock Exchange of Toronto.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners.
Montreal Board of Trade.
Chamber of Commerce, Joliette, Que.
Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

Canadian Freight Association.

St. John Board of Trade.
Halifax Board of Trade.
Oharlottetown Board of Trade.
Moncton Board of Trade.
S.ydney Board of Trade.

JUDGMENT
The Chief Commissioner:

The primary object of this inquiry is to carry out the directions to this

Board contained in an Order in Council, P.C. 886, which was approved by His
Excellency the Governor in Council on the 5th day of June, 1925, following con-

sideration of the final disposition of a petition to the Governor in Council of the

governments of the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, by way
of appeal from General Order of the Board No. 408 of date 14th October, 1924,

under which certain tariffs of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the

Canadian National Railways were disallowed and required to be withdrawn from
operation. The petitioners sought a rescission of said Order and disallowance

of discriminations which would be reinstated by the tariffs which were disallowed.

It being essential that certain questions of law and jurisdiction arising in connec-

tion with the Board's General Order No. 408, should be disposed of prior to the

outcome of said appeal to the Privy Council, such issues were submitted to the

Supreme Court of Canada and determined in a considered judgment of the said

Court, and thereafter Order in Council, P.C. 886, was approved.

The Order in Council P.C. 886, reads in part as follows:

" The Committee are of the opinion that the policy of equalization of

freight rates should be recognized to the fullest possible extent as being the

only means of dealing equitably with all parts of Canada and as being the

method best calculated to facilitate the interchange of commodities
between the various portions of the Dominion, as well as the encourage-

ment of industry and agriculture and the development of export trade.
" The Committee are further of the opinion that to give effect to this

policy, and considering the submissions made by counsel and important

trade organizations representing different provinces and localities in the

Dominion as to the disadvantages that would be suffered by such pro-

vinces and localities by any partial or incomplete consideration of the

freight rate structure, a thorough and complete investigation of the whole

subject of railway freight rates in the Dominion should be carried out by
the Board of Railway Commissioners, the body constituted by parliament

with full powers under statute to fix and control railway rates.
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" The Committee are further of 1,he opinion that as the production

and export of grain and flour forms one of the chief assets of the Dominion,
and in order to encourage the further development of the great grain

growing provinces of the west, on which development the future of Canada
in large measure depends, it is desirable that the maximum cost of the

transportation of these products should be determined and known, and
therefore are of opinion that the maximum established for rates on grain

and flour, as at present in force under the Crow's Nest Pass Agreement,,

should not be exceeded.
" The Committee are further of the opinion that, before such investi-

gation is undertaken it is essential to ensure that the provisions of the

Railway Act in reference to tariffs and tolls, and the jurisdiction of the

Board thereunder, be unfettered by any limitations other than the pro-
visions as to grain and flour hereinbefore mentioned.

" The Committee therefore advise that the Board be directed to make
a thorough investigation of the rate structure of railways and railway com-
panies subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament, with a view to the estab-
lishment of a fair and reasonable rate structure, which will, under sub-
stantially similar circumstances and conditions, be equal in its application

to all persons and localities, so as to permit of the freest possible inter-

change of commodities between the various provinces and territories of

the Dominion and the expansion of its trade, both foreign and domestic,
having due regard to the needs of its agricultural and other basic indus-
tries, and in particular to:

''(a) The claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that
they are entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which they enjoyed
prior to 1919;

''(6) The encouragement of the movement of traffic through Cana-
dian ports;

"(c) The increased traffic westward and eastw^ard through Pacific

Coast ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient and to the

transportation of products through the Panama Canal."

"The Committee further advise that legislation be introduced

at the present Session of Parliament, makin,g it clear that the pro-

visions of the Railway Act of 1919 in respect of tariffs and toils

shall, save in the particular above mentioned, be operative notwith-

standing any special Acts or Agreements and removing all doubts as

to the validity of tariffs heretofore filed.

"The Committee submit the same for Your Excellency's

approval."

Upon receipt of the Order in, Council, notice thereof was given by the Board
to the various provinces of the Dominion, Boards of Trade, Chambers of Com-
merce and industrial organizations throughout the Dominion, as well as to the

railway companies and to all interested parties. Following such notice, the first

sitting of the Board to carry on such investigation, was held at Ottawa on the

5th day of January, 1926, and continued from Moncton, N.B., throughout
Canada, ending at Prince Rupert. B.C., on the 5th day of July, 1926.

Prior to opening the investigation, and during the hearings at various

places, many statistical details were asked from the railway companies, and
directions that such be furnished were given in many instances. Exhibits were
also required to be filed in support of certain of the applications.

On the 4th of October, 1926, the Board summoned representatives of the

railways for discussion and to receive directions, and to fix a date for final

hearing, and thereupon instructions from the Board were issued to all parties

ordering that all exhibits to be used in the final argument should be filed by the

25th day of October, then instant. After the filiug of such exhibits, thirty days'

46592-lJ
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notice of the final argument was given for the 30th of November, 1926, and on
the date last aforesaid the Board commenced the final hearing a.nd, with recess

from the 17th of December until the 11th day of January, the Board sat con-
tinually during the intervening months until the 30th day of April, 1927, during
which time counsel from all of the provinces and from many Boards of Trade
and industrial organizations submitted evidence and argument bearing upon the

questions at issue, dealing with the freight rate structure from many standpoints,

and its incidence upon the country. In addition to such discussion and investi-

gation, some eighty individual submissions were presented to the Board, many
of which involved evidence and argument from the standpoint presented. The
record of such hearings comprises some 13,000 pages of evidence, and hundreds
of exhibits which amount to some thousands of pages more.

Under the provisions and authority of the Railway Act, the Order in Council
has imposed upon this Board the duty of investigating not particularly the rates

themselves, but the whole subject of railway freight rates in the Dominion
irevolving the theory and system upon which they are put together.

The rapidly expanding interprovincial and foreign trade of the country, the

steadily increasing exportable surplus of manufacturing and agricultural output,

those as well as many other causes make it necessary to examine whether a

sclieme of rates calculated upon, and reflecting conditions of fifteen or twenty
years ago, is sufficient for the present day.

It must be said that it is difficult to find instances in the existing rate

schedules wherein individual rates compared with each other can 'be said to be
tainted with undue preference or unjust discrimination,. But notwithstanding
that, it may be equally true that features of a rate system which some time ago
presented no objectionable features, may now require revision. The competitive

conditions arising because of the growth of new centres of population and dis-

tribution, the in,creasing force of business competition from without, the stead}'

pressure encountered in world-wide markets to which Canadian products now
penetrate—all of these may have so altered the situation as a whole, that certain

features of the rate structure have ceased to be efficient, and in themselves may
require alteration in some particulars. Our primary duty is to maintain rates

which are just an,d reasonable. No such terms can properly be applied to

schedules which are the outcome of a scheme faulty or defective.

In this investigation the outstanding characteristics of the Canadian rate

system were passed under review, not so much with the object of revising classi-

fications or individual rates thereunder, as with the idea of determining whether

the altered conditions of the years necessitate a change in any of the various

features of the system.

In, some quarters it has been suggested that the various applications made to

the Board under this investigation have given it the character of being simply

an effort to reduce rates in different -localities. Such applications are numerous
and insistent, but we are acting under an Order in Council which has in view

the establishment of a rate structure fair and reasonable and equal in its appli-

cation throughout the country, where circumstances and conditions permit, and
consequently it is the principal object of the Board in this inquiry to give atten-

tion to the broad outlines of our whole rate system to determine their reaction

upon the commerce of the country; to assure ourselves that justice is being done

between different paits of the Dominion; to see that as far as possible inter-

provincial trade is fostered and made easy of accomplishment, and that the way
be smoothed for outgoing traffic which in its character as export business is

always of the utmost importance, and in all this to have in min,d the needs of

agriculture and other basic industries and to regard with special attention the

subject matters enumerated under (a) (b) and (c) in the extract from the

Older in Council above quoted.
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Incidental to some of these considerations there may be, here and there,

reductions in rates; but such is not the primary object of the inquiry now
eni rusted to us by His Excellency the Governor General in Council. It is alto-

p;ether too narrow a view to take, that the Board in this investigation is con-

fined to an effort to bring down rates to, or below, any particular level which
m.^y be demanded by shippers in different localities. Undoubtedly, anything

in such complaints partaking of the nature of unjust discrimination or undue
preference should be given immediate attention, or, if the rates in any of the

instances complained of be excessive, they should be modified so as to remove
the defect. But it must be borne in mind that increasing expenses in every

direction have operated against the railways, fully as much as against every

other line of business, and seriously augmented their burdens. The labour

necessary for operating, the supplie=5 required to be purchased in such operation,

the increased cost of additions to the service necessary to be furnished periodi-

cally,—all of these must be taken care of by revenue, and it is the duty of the

Board to see that the railways are not hampered in their activities.

Exhibits have been presented to the Board on the part of the railway com-
panies, prepared with most elaborate care and almost overwhelming in detail,

setting forth their financial condition, and it is doubtful if any feature has

been omitted which would impress upon the Board the increased requirements

of the railway systems at the present time.

There is no occasion to labour the question that the railways must receive

sufficient revenue to efficiently operate, to provide for all legitimate needs, and
to make fair return to those whose money is invested in such business under-
taking. The duty of the Board in this regard is recognized and was openly
expressed even by those who, in individual instances, have asked for decreases

in tolls levied upon themselves, or their business. We are all agreed that rates

cannot be reduced to a level which would cripple the operation of the roads, or

would make it impossible for them to effect such yearly increases in. mileage and
equipment which the growing necessities of the country demand.

It would consequently seem expedien,t to consider certain of the principal

features involved in the present freight rate system, which require separate
treatment and explanation.

The list immediately hereunder may not comprise all that could be
enumerated but it contains those which were discussed and to some degree
challenged during the ir;vestigation. They may be classified as follows:

—

(1) Transcontinental Rate Scale;

(2) Town and Terminal Tarifi^s;

(3) Different Standard Mileages; east and west;

(4) Grain Rates over the National Transcontinental to eastern Canadian
seaports;

(5) Mountain Differential against the Pacific District;

(6) Domestic Grain Rate from Alberta to British Columbia;
(7) Equalization of the Western Grain Rates to the proper Canadian

Pacific main line basis.

As far as concerns three of the above enumerated features of our present
rate system—namely, Transcontinental Rate Scale, Terminal Tariffs, and
the different Standard Mileages, east and west, I am of opinion that no reasons
have been urged sufficient to make it advisable that the same should be elimi-

nated or altered, as asked by various petitioners. They have been discussed

individually in different rate judgments. Their origin and the reasons for

their establishment and maintenance have been frequently explained and in

my view such reasons stand as a justification for the continuance of these

existing features of our rate system suljstantially unimpaired. It is, I think.
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unnecessaiy to bring into this discussion a reiteration of what has been pre-

viously decided concerning them. The Transcontinental Rate Scale has a very
definite purpose, and one which should be commended rather than criticised.

While it gives rise to some anomalies, nevertheless such are not by any means
to prevail against the benefit of the system as a whole. It is true that some
localities east of Vancouver are compelled to pay on certain commodities trans-

portation rates greater than those charged for the long haul; but the real issue

in that regard is whether the charge for the short haul is reasonable and fair.

The two sets of rates are based on different principles, as is well recognized, and
arc not to be judged by the same standard.

Transcontinental carriage of freight has been much aifected by reason of

the cheaper, although much more lengthy a.nd circuitous water route furnished

by the Panama Canal. In instances wdiercin rapid delivery is not essential,

the competition of the latter route is most formidable. The establishment of

thi« route has deprived railways of much traffic, and wherever they can meet
such competition by making low transcontinental rates, they should be

encouraged to do so, and schedules framed for that purpose should not be dis-

turbed.

A criticism of some force, however, developed through the complaint that

by reason of the transcontinental rate to Vancouver and the rate eastward
therefrom, certain distributors in Alberta find themselves at a disadvantage as

compared with distributors in Vancouver. The instances of such were not

impressive and are not to be met by alteration or elimination of the trans-

continental rate. They do not touch the principle of transcontinental rates,

which under present conditions needs no justification.

As regards an alteration in Terminal Tariffs, urged by counsel for

Saskatchewan and Alberta, there is involved in the latter the elimination of an
assumed mileage between Port Arthur and Winnipeg, whereby the distance

between those cities is for rate making purposes diminished by 130 miles. While
it may be admitted that the longer distances to cities further west than Winni-
peg lessen the percentage of the benefit of such elimination, yet the general

advantage of the latter feature is, in my view, of much value taken as a whole.

It seems hardly possible to elaborate a rate system wherein no inequalities occur.

The primary inquiry here as elsewhere involves consideration as to the fairness

of the rates challenged. By virtue of its relatively eastern position, Winnipeg
admittedly gets a larger percentage of benefit than cities further to the west,

but throughout the rate structure there are fully compensating advantages which
accrue to the latter. The elimination of 130 miles, both on the westward haul
from the head of the Lakes and on the eastward haul from Vancouver, is a con-

cession of importance and should not be lightly discarded. I think no change
should be made in this respect.

The question of Town Tariff rates, or distributing rates, is raised both by
the province of Alberta and the province of Saskatchewan, and it is urged that

the maximum Town Tariff basis which was made effective against the Canadian
Pacific Railway, together with any modifications thereof, be now extended to

all lines of all railways, in their operation throughout the prairie territory.

I agree with the views expressed by the learned Assistant Chief Com-
missioner in this matter.

The third above enumerated feature, namely, the difference in standard

mileage between eastern and western Canada, has been so often thoroughly

explained, and reasons therefor developed that it is sufficient to say that under

conditions as they exist, no other course seems possible to follow. One cannot

ignore the existence of water and other competition w^hich lies at the foundation

of this distinction and which has been completely developed in many judgments
of the Board.
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MOUNTAIN DIFFERENTIAL

Preliminary to the discussion of what is termed the mountain differential,

it may be said that prior to the revision consequent upon the judgment of the

Board in the Western Rates Case, a disparity existed between the freight rates

charged in the Pacific district in comparison with those which prevailed in the

prairie district.

The reason for such differential is indicated in the following extract from
the judgment of 1914: ''beyond all question both the initial construction and
railway operation through the mountains are much more expensive than opera-

tion on the prairies. Some difference in rates are not only justifiable but

necessary." As is well known, this treatment has always met with remon-
strance on the part of British Columbia based upon various reasons. The
argument put forward to the effect that these higher operating costs should be
absorbed by the whole system, has not met with the Board's favour.

As a result of altered conditions in 1914, by the judgment referred to the

inequality in freight rates theretofore existing between Pacific territory and
prairie territory, in favour of the latter, was reduced from a rate basis where
one mile in Pacific territory was counted as two miles under the prairie tariff

of 1894, unto a rate basis of one to one and a half. It remained at that figure

until the judgment in the 1922 Reduction Case, when the basis was reduced

from one and a half miles to one, to one and a quarter to one.

It prevails now at, as near as may be, 15 per cent over the prairie

scale. And this in itself does not tell the whole story. There are many
articles being carried within the mountain district, and to and from that

district, from and to eastern Canada, wholly free from this lessened differential.

The freight now moving within mountain territory which has a rate scale to

which this mountain differential does not apply, amounts to approximately 85
per cent of the British Columbia traffic. We are concerned in this inquiry to

make, as far as possible, an equalization of rates, and it is incumbent that our

efforts in that regard should be kept within the provisions of the Railway Act,

which provisions are, in substance, that just and reasonable rates should be

imposed. It is not denied that such expression means just and reasonable from
the standpoint of the producer as well as from that of the carrier. It is further

urged that such rates, to be just and reasonable, should not penalize one section
of the country for reasons which are not considered, when fixing rates in other
sections.

Argument was addressed to the Board dealing with the primary purpose
of the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway to British Columbia, and
complaining that the existing difference in rate scale is at variance with such
purpose. This complaint on the whole, spoke much more loudly prior to 1914
than at the present day, for, from reductions voluntarily made, and others
arising from judgments of the Board, the source of such complaint has been to

a very large degree removed.

It is contended that, if, during the last dozen years or so, no injustice has
been done to anyone by reducing the amount of mountain differential to

15 per cent, little weight can be attached to the contention that the dis-

appearance of the present rudimentary distinction will effect much frouble.

At this, and -at previous hearings, many arguments against its continuance have
been pressed upon the Board by business and public men of British Columbia

—
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some of whom have gone to the length of saying that British Columbia never

would have entered into Confederation had it been known that unequal treat-

ment was to be given to its inhabitants in regard to the carriage of freight over

the railway which was insisted upon by that province as a condition to entering

into alliance with eastern Canada. But the reductions made in the mountain
differential have ostensibly not been made from the standpoint of that com-
plaint. While appreciating the position so set forth, nevertheless it does not

seem necessary at the present time, that any considerations need be urged other

than those which are in harmony with the wording and directions of the Railway
Act with reference to the imposition of rates which must be just and reasonable.

It is one thing, however, to maintain rates so in compliance with the Act, while

it may be another to determine exactly the incidence of such rates as regards

localities.

The judgment of 1914 affirms that it was improper to absorb the then higher

operating costs of British Columbia throughout the whole system. If, however,
it should appear that the reason for such difference has disappeared, or dimin-
ished to such a degree, that the operating costs within the Pacific district present

no greater increase, when compared with the operating costs of the system as

a whole, than is shown with regard to other districts against which no distinc-

tion is made from a rate standpoint, then it will be apparent, I think, that the

discrimination against British Columbia has ceased to be reasonable and just,

if put upon the basis of increased cost of operation.

To understand somewhat the relative positions of British Columbia and the

prairie districts as regards prevailing rates, and the incidence and effect of the

present mountain differential, attention is directed, in the first place, to the

standard mileage tariffs in use in British Columbia district and in the prairie

district, and comparison may be made between a haul of fifty miles in British

Columbia and a haul of fifty miles on the prairie. An addition of the rates

upon the first five classes of freight (which are the important ones) brings

up a total of 183 for the mountain division, in cents per 100 pounds. The
prairie basis for the same haul is 157, a difference of 26 cents, which is 16.5

per cent higher in the Pacific region for movements in these classes and for

this mileage, than is the prairie rate. This distinction works out, on an average,

between 15 and 16 per cent. The differential in terminal class rates averages

only about 10 per cent. The Western Rates Judgment is the foundation for

these latter rates; and as between eastern and western haul, the following

comparisons are instructive:—to ALDERSON, Alberta from Fort William, a

distance of 1109 miles, in comparison with rates from Vancouver to Regina,
carrying the same distance, namely 1109 miles, the rates are figured, as regards

the first five classes, at 8 per cent higher from Vancouver eastward than from
Fort William westward for these -equal distances. The same classes on a

distance of 735 miles, namely from Fort William to Indian Head, as compared
with Vancouver to Red Deer, show a difference of 13 per cent higher from
Vancouver than from Fort William; whereas a distance of about 600 miles, as

illustrated by a rate from Vancouver to Calgary, compared with Fort William
to Red Jacket, carries a difference of 15 per cent against the western haul, and
these terminal class rates, which are actively in discussion, average as a whole,

as near as may be, 10 per cent higher eastward from Vancouver than westward
from Fort William. It will be remembered that in the comparison of these

terminal tariff rates, advantage is given to Vancouver, as well as to Fort
William, of the constructive mileage from the latter city to Winnipeg of 130

miles less than the actual mileage. A distinction is pointed out between

terminal tariff rates and distributing rates. From Vancouver to a point

in Alberta, the terminal tariff applies; but from Vancouver to Kam-
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loops, goods arc carried under a distributing tariff. The scope and opera-

tion of the distributing tariff from Vancouver is up to the point where

the rates for the assumed mileage of 290 instead of 420 become tlie maxji-

mum, and thence the rate is built up eastward, and it may be said that tliQ

Pacific distributing rates are approximately 16 per cent higher than the Prairie

distributing rates. In these latter, having regard to the first five classes on a

fifty mile haul, there is a difference of 12.1 per cent, the rates in Pacific terri-

tory being that much higher than on the Prairie. For a haul of 150 miles, the

Pacific distributing rates are 14.6 per cent higher than the prairie distributing

rates, and for a distance of 250 miles, the differential is 15.7 per cent above the

prairie scale of distributing rates. It is figured that the general average of

these groups under the Pacific distributing tariff is higher than that of the

Prairie distributing tariff in the amount of 16 per cent._

Turning now to the traffic conditions under which the goods are carried,

and viewing the freight movements from the standpoint of both terminal and
distributing rates, an analysis may be made, based upon the movement itself

as follows:

—

Three subdivisions are noted: First, traffic whiph moves exclusively within

the Pacific territory, originating and terminating within that district. The
tonnage involved in such movement, which is carried on class rates, and bearing

the mountain differential, amounts to 10.8 per cent of the total of such traffic.

Also, certain movements of freight within such district under commodity rates,

reflect the mountain differential to an extent shown to be 3.4 per cent of the

total traffic thus moA^d. From the above, it is apparent that of the traffic

which originates and terminates within the Pacific territory, a total percentage
of 14.2 thereof reflects the mountain differential, and, saying the same thing

from the other standpoint, 85.8 per cent is free from such burden.

Second: As to the traffic between Pacific territory and prairie territory,

all that now reflects the mountain differential is 6.2 per cent of the volume
of traffic which now moves under commodity rates and 5 per cent of that moving
under class rates, making a total of 11.2 per cent of the whole of such traffic;

leaving 88.8 per cent of the movement in freight between Pacific territory and
prairie territory unencumbered by the mountain differential.

Third: Of the freight movement between Pacific territory and eastern

Canada, in both directions, none of the commodity rates comprised in such
movement involve the mountain differential. But of class rates 13.3 per cent

carry this difference, leaving 86.7 per cent free from such burden. Mr. Stephen,

for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in his evidence summarized the

entire situation by stating that of all the traffic to and from all points in

British Columbia, 8.3 per cent of the class rates and 6.4 per cent of the com-
modity rates, reflect the mountain differential.

From this it will be noted, that of the total traffic over and within the

mountain region, not quite 15 per cent is subject to the mountain differential,

and a little more than 85 per cent is subject to no such handicap.

As to the amount of money represented by such differential, Mr. Stephen
estimated that the application of the mountain scale to the traffic moving within

the Pacific territor>% involves a difference of from S250,000 to $300,000 over

the revenue that would accrue from such traffic handled on the prairie scale of

rates.

With respect to the traffic between Pacific Territory and prairie territor>^,

in both directions, 11.2 per cent of the tonnage reflecting the mountain scale,

was estimated by the same witness to represent between S350.000 and
$500,000 in excess of the revenue that would be earned by the same traffic, if

carried at the prairie scale of rates.
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And as to the traffic between Pacific territory on the one hand, and eastern

Canada on the other, Mr. Stephen testified that the 13.3 per cent which moves
on class rates involving the mountain scale for that portion within Pacific

territory, would represent a difference in revenue of approximately $300,000,

if the mountain scale be eliminated.

The testimony as to percentage of traffic, as compared with that which
deals with the amount of revenue involved, though given by the same witness,

is not of the same evidential value. The former computation was the result

of an actual check of the traffic for a period in order to prepare the percentage

estimates, but the calculation of the amount of revenue involved was not the

result of figures so taken, but, as stated by Mr. Stephen, they were pure guesses

on his part. It may be said, however, and seemed to be taken for granted

during the discussion, that the elimination of the mountain scale of rates and
its reduction to that of the prairie district, would involve an impairment of

approximately one million dollars in the company's receipts, if the volume of

traffic remains the same, which latter assumption is sharply challenged.

It was seen as the investigation progressed that very many computations
were set up, and it is difficult to ascribe to each its exact value. Perhaps none
of them should be completely lost sight of, but with reference to some at least,

their evidential value is far below that which attaches to others.

Numerous exhibits have been placed before the Board and costs and com-
parisons made from all angles. Studies were presented comparing operating

costs in the British Columbia district with those of the prairie district from
the standpoint of average mileage operated, of freight operating expenses,

gross ton miles, net ton mileage, freight train miles, loaded car miles, empty
car miles, per mile of road, as well as from the standpoint of net tons per train,

gross tons per train, net tons per car, loaded cars per train, empty cars per train,

ratio of empty to loaded car mileage, net tons per mile of road, and freight

trains per mile of road and from all these computations and standpoints ratios

and averages were worked out involving extremely complicated and exhaustive

calculations, all of which are to some degree inter-related, and no one of which,

perhaps, by itself leads to any absolutely certain and definite conclusion.

I think w^e may fairly begin with an examination touching operating costs

on the one hand, and revenue upon the other.

Statements of net operating results during various years were also presented

showing almost the same amount of detail as that involved in the calculations

concerning the operating costs mentioned above. It is not feasible, nor profitable,

to attempt a complete discussion of the subject throughout all the avenues of

investigation involved in the above enumeration and detailed at length in the

exhibits filed, illustrative of such various lines of inquiry.

There are two considerations which seem to lead to the safest conclusions.

The first has to do with the operating costs necessarily incurred in maintaining

and operating the railroad throughout the territory in question. And the second

concerns itself with the amount of revenue derivable therein.

Pursuant to request, a segregation of revenue and expenses as between

eastern and western lines was set out by the Canadian Pacific Ra^ilway Com-
pany, but it was emphasized that other factors must be given consideration

from the standpoint of different sections of the road included in such statement.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company submitted a statement for the

year 1925, setting out the operating cost per gross ton mile throughout its sys-

tem by districts.
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As between lines cast and west, it shows average expenses for all eastern

lines, per gross ton mile, to be .00401, and for western lines .00276.

Of the eastern districts the operating cost per gross ton mile is:

—

New Brunswick 00553 Quebec 00504
Ontario 00367 Algoma 00293

The western lines show much lower operating expenses, calculated on the

same basis, viz:

—

Manitoba 00232 Saskatchewan 00281
Alberta 00299 British Columbia 00376

Of the lines west, British Columbia is seen to have much the higher gross
ton mile expense, being .00376, as compared with Manitoba .00232, the latter

being the Ica^st expensive of the western provinces from that standpoint. British

Columbia's figure .00376 is lower than the average of lines east, which, as above
remarked, stood at .00401 for that year.

For the year 1924 the same comparison shows operating expenses per gross

ton mile:—
Lines east 00421 Lines west 00307

British Columbia continues to show the highest western figures, namely,
.00358, as against Manitoba, the lowest westerly figure, of .00268.

It is again to be noted that British Columbia's per gross ton mile operating

expenses are lower than the average of the lines east.

In 1923 the figures are, lines east .00427; lines west .00290. B^tish
Columbia being .00403, again below the average of the lines east for that year.

In 1922 lines east show operating expenses of .00442 per gross ton mile,

lines west .00315. British Columbia's operating expenses were greater than the

average of lines east during this year, standing at .00461, but are lower than

those of New Brunswick and Quebec, the latter being .00534; and New Bruns-

wick .00541.

And lastly, for the year 1921, the average for the eastern lines is .00532;

for the western lines .00388; British Columbia being .00552, again slightly in

advance of the eastern average but less than those of the two eastern provinces

last above named, which for that year were, New Brunswick .00659, Quebec
.00662.

It is instructive to note that there has been a steady decrease in British

Columbia's operating costs per gross ton mile from 1921 to 1925 inclusive,

represented as follows:

—

1921 00552
1922 00461

1923 00403
1924 00358
1925 00376

These figures show a relative decrease in operating expenses in British Colum-
bia much more substantial than that in any of the other western provinces.

A statement of expenses in the British Columbia district from the vears

1921 to 1925 gives the following:—

1921 $14,010.609 91

1922 13,420,133 75

1923 13.577.728 92

1924 13.255.154 67

1925 12,943,228 41

It may be here noted that this condition does not arise from a decrease in

business, for the record of loaded freight car miles for the province of Briti>h

Columbia for the vear 1925 shows an increase of more than ten millions over

1921.
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In British Columbia in 1925 the operating expenses per mile of line were
$9,663, which is the largest for any of the western provinces with the exception

of Manitoba, the latter being given as $10,598, while the average expense per

mile of all lines west is $7,908, by which it is seen that the expense in British

Columbia and Manitoba is higher per mile of line than either Saskatchewan or

Alberta, the former being $5,412, and the latter $6,764. These figures for the

western lines, however, seem moderate as compared with the expense per mile

of line in the east, which averages $12,499 for the same year. The same relative

standing is shown during the years 1921, 1922, 1923 and 1924. That is to say,

that- in each of these years the expenses per mile of line in British Columbia
are, with the exception of Manitoba, the highest in the west, but uniformly

lower than the average of lines east throughout that period of time.

As regards the Canadian National Railways, full operating results by
regions were submitted for the years 1923, 1924 and 1925, such regions being

divided into Atlantic, Central, G.T. Western, and Western.

Details are carried through many pages but do not furnish the same grounds
of comparison, as are supplied by the answer of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and above detailed from the record submitted by the latter company.

But it is shown that the operating net for the western region is uniformly

higher than that of the other regions, and a further exhibit shows a comparison
of operating costs between the British Columbia district and Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan and Alberta, for the years 1924 and 1925, from which, having regard

to the year 1924, it appears that the operating expense per mile of road in

British Columbia is $3,825.50; and in the prairie districts is $4,761.51.

And for 1923, British Columbia's expense is $3,536.36 per mile, and the

prairie districts $4,707.34 per mile.

The loaded cars per train in 1924 in British Columbia were 21.31, and in

the prairie districts 23.21. And in the year 1925, the figures show British

Columbia 21.18, and the prairie districts 23.63.

The gross tons daily per mile of road for 1924 are 4,438 for the prairie

districts, as against British Columbia 3,034.

And in 1925, prairie districts 4,913, as against British Columbia, 2,862.

As regards net ton,s, and gross tons per train, the former, namely net tons

in British Columbia is shown to be 600, and in the prairie districts 668, for the

year 1924.

And for the following year, 587 in British Columbia, and 700 in the prairie

districts.

For gross tons per train for British Columbia, in 1924 the figure stands at

1,251, as against that for the prairie disitricts of 1,363.

And for the year 1925, British Columbia stands 1,241, and the prairie dis-

tricts 1,442.

The disparity shown, by the above comparisons reflects itself in the operating

expenses! per train mile as follows:

—

For British Columbia for 1924, $4.31, as agaimst $4.04 for the prairie districts,

And in 1925, $4.21 for British Columbia, as against $3.82 for the prairie districts.

The expense under the head of empty cars per train shows 10.82 for British

Columbia, in the year 1924, as against 12.47 for the prairie districts.

And for the year 1925, British Columbia is shown at 10.01, as against

14.33 for the prairie districts during the latter year.
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There is also shown in the same exhibit, a statement of the freight trains

daily per mile of road, which is given for the year 1924 for British Columbia
as 2.42, and prairie districts, the same year, 3.22.

And for the following year, British Columbia 2.30, as compared with the

prairie districts 3.37.

A comparirion of density of traffic is reflected in the item of ''Net tons

daily per mile of roa.d", which is shown for the year 1924, in British Columbia
as 1,454; and for the prairie districts 2,173.

And in the following year, British Columbia 1.353, and the prairie districts

2.383.

It is not sought to attach undue importance to any individual calculation,

because as often stated, many factors must be given consideration. But for

what it is worth, it will be noted that the operating expenses per gross ton mile

upon lines east, are substantially higher than those upon the lines west. While
British Columbia stands out as a more expensive district than either of the

other three western provinces, yet it is found to be about the same as Ontario

and less than either Quebec or New Brunswick. And as between Ontario and
New BruniSwick, in the eastern district, there is no greater inequality than is

shown between British Columbia and Manitoba, which stand at the extremes on

the lines west.

Turning now to the revenue derived by the railways from the British

Columbia district, as appears from the statements put before the Board, it may
be noted that while the Canadian Pacific Railway Company was asked to sub-

mit a compilation showing the total revenue segregated by districts, no com-
plete answer to this request w^as made. It is alleged that such information
cannot be given separately by districts, but it was supplied for lines east and
lines west. Such a statement lacks definiteness in regard to its comparative
value as between British Columbia and other districts, but the figures furnished

must be givei; consideration, and for lack of more exact information, in justifi-

cation to the position of British Columbia, reliance is placed upon what they
disclose.

The information supplied by districts as above indicated, shows that the

freight operating revenue on lines east, for the year 1921, amounted to $51,855,-

611.95, and lines west for the same vear, $72,325,834.19; 1922—lines east

$54,735,222.17; lines west $72,567,429.99^; 1923—lines east $56,329,554.80; lines

west $76,312,258.12; 1924—lines ea.st $52,774,607.57; lines west $69,125,765.64.

And in the year 1925, total freight revenue for lines east is shown at

$51,820,208.73, and lines west $74,932,232.82.

A comparison is set out between the eastern and western districts on the

basis of revenue ton mile receipts carried through from 1921 to 1925. The
trend is substantially even and shows favourably to the eastern lines throughout
that period. The exhibit shows in 1921, a total revenue freight ton mile receipt

of 1.196 cents, and separable as follows:

—

Lines west 1.158 Lines east 1.249

In the year 1925, the freight ton mile revenue for lines east and west appears

at 0.970, which in its turn is separa.ble into the figures:

—

Lines west 857 Lines east 1.200

wliich it will be observed is about 50 per cent better showing for the east than
for the west.

As remarked before, it is difficult to ascribe proper weight to each of these

calculations, but there are so many others to be considered along with ton mile

statistics, that in themselves the latter cannot be regarded as infallible guides

in fixing freight rates. Neither do they constitute a generally accepted basis

for the same. They reflect neither car loadings, train tonnage, car mileage nor
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train mileage, all of which are factors of some value. Without any reduction in

charge for service, a reduction in revenue per ton mile may be brought about by
a relative increase in the length of haul or in the volume of traffic taking low
rates. This is recognized in what is known as the Five Per Cent Case, 31,

I.C.C., 351, and is specially applicable to conditions in this country, wherein
length of ha.ul is so characteristic a feature on the western lines; and volume of

traffic bulks so largely in the period during which grain is moved.
While such comparisons, i.e., ton mile statistics are not without usefulness,

their acceptance as a sole test would deny consideration to many other potent

and frequently controlling forces. Muskogee Traffic Bureau v. A.T. & S.F. Ry.
Co., 17 I.C.C. 169.

Statements to the same effect are found in many other judgments of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and while willing to concede to ton mile
revenue calculations whatever value is -rightly attached to them, yet it is a

test to which the previous remark is specially applicable, namely that no one
can be, by itself, regarded as conclusive.

Page 18 of Exhibit 98 of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, sets

out the net earnings per mile of line and per total train mile from 1921 to 1925
inclusive, on lines east and west, segregating the same. It shows that the net

earnings have increased from something less than 12 millions to over 16 mil-

lions, on the lines east, while on the lines west it stands in 1925 at $30,833,574.30,

an increase of a little over $800,000.00 since 1921.

And a per total train mile earnings on lines east for the year 1925 of 0.77,

and on lines west of 1 . 33.

In answer to the question as to what he considered to be the final test of the

success or otherwise of the company's operations in regard to expense, at p.

2729, Vol. 498, Mr. Stephen said, that after considering every factor, the net

revenue "per mile of line is his final test.

Turning from net earnings to operating revenue, no details are available

by which to test British Columbia with the other provinces in the west, or with

the eastern districts. Operating revenues, lines east and west, are furnished,

and confining the comparison to freight carriage, the revenue per mile of line

for the year 1921 on lines east is given as $11,364, and lines west $8,857.

For the year 1922, Lines east $11,339

Lines west 8,779

1923, Lines east 11,664

Lines west 9,201

1924, Lines east 10,791

Lines west 8,166

1925, Lines east 10,584

Lines west 8,532

This does not include passenger traffic which, if included, increases the dis-

parity of revenue between the east and the west in greater favour of the east.

For want of more definite information concerning operating revenues by
districts, it is necessary to confine our observations to the sums detailed between
lines east and lines west as above.

Comparisons are given in detail as to per mile of line, per freight train

mile, per loaded car mile, and per revenue ton mile.

With the exception of that which has regard to per freight train mile,

the calculation on the other heads favours the east as against the west, for

reasons which are obvious, having regard to the shorter mileage, greater density

of traffic and interurban carriage.

The item of revenue per freight train mile is distinctly in favour of lines

west, being as follows:

—

1921 Lines east $5 58 Lines west $6 79

1922 " 5 08 " 5 65

1923 " 4 89 " 5 14

1924 " 4 83 " 5 47

1925 " 4 78 " 5 37
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In an exhibit (No. 218) filed on behalf of the Province of Ontario, table

2 thereof sets out the net freight earnings of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company calculated on exhibits sul)mitted in response to a question by British

Columbia and Alberta, which show the earnings of the last named company
during the years 1923, 1924 and 1925, segregated between lines east and lines

west as follows:

—

1923 C.P.R. net earnings, Lines east $17,089,708

Lines west 28,749,104

1924 " Lines east 16,819,059

Lines west 27,312,822

1925 " Lines east 16,419,102

Lines west 30,833,574

These figures are open to the obvious comment that it is the easy condi-

tions of the prairie provinces which enhance the value of that region from a

railway standpoint, and they have no direct bearing upon the difficulties of

transport throughout British Columbia; but the figures must be dealt with

as represented and for what they show.

Exhibits were also filed giving the total revenue of the Canadian National

Railways by regions, as well as net freight earnings by this company by regions

also.

For the purpose of the comparison now being made, these compilations

carry us no further than those of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company which
are detailed above, and I think no good purpose would be served by enlarging

upon them.

Helper Mileage

Helper mileage is recognized as a necessary additional expense for the

movement of traffic, and to the extent that it is requisite, must be a burden upon
traffic moving in localities in which such assistance is necessary.

Canadian National Railivays

It is to be noted that in answer to question 20 of Exhibit No. 97, the

number of helper miles necessary for the transport of British Columbia freight

is given, and compared for the years 1923 and 1924 with those necessary for

other regions..

British Columbia shows the number of helper miles at 1,328 for the year
1923. There are, however, in Alberta 27,601 helper miles, a portion of which
undoubtedly would be within the Pacific territory. Just how much is attri-

butable to Pacific territory alone is not given, but the whole figure is moderate
when compared with the Atlantic district, over 47,000; the Quebec district, over

154,000; Montreal, 143,000; southwestern Ontario, 270,000; and Grand Trunk
Western, 111,000.

For the year 1924, the figures are relatively unchanged, although by no

means identical.

Canadian Pacific Railway

Helper mileage on the Canadian Pacific Railway line shows more marked
disadvantage as regards British Columbia. In response to a question sub-

mitted by counsel, the latter company has detailed the number of engine helper

miles by districts, 1921 to 1924 inclusive. It shows that British Columbia has
the highest number, yet as compared with Quebec district, the disparity is not

so great as to justify any different treatment. During the four years in ques-
tion the number of helper miles necessary in the British Columbia district

totalled 887,713; while those in the Quebec district aggregated 769,924.

The conclusion to be drawn from the above figures is, in my opinion, that

the mountain differential is not justified for the purpose of equalizing any dis-

parity arising from the necessity of helper mileage in British Columbia.
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In coining to a conclusion as to whether a given rate is just and fair, one
cannot disregard the course of dealing between other parts of the same system.
If, for instance, it be shown that from all standpoints by which results are
tested, a disparity exists between two sections maintained as separate districts,

involving a comparison of revenue ton miles, density of traffic, gross ton miles,

and all the other factors which may be enumerated, and yet notwithstanding
all this no difference in the scale of rates has been set up between them, it is

difficult to see how the same distinctions, when operating between other sections

of the road, can be relied upon in support of a differential which the fonner
disparity does not give rise to. It needs no elaborate presentation of statistics

to establish the fact that operating costs are and must be greater in British

Columbia than in other sections of the road included among the western lines,

and the chances are that this will always be so. There are the mountains to

climb, and tunnels which require expensive oversight, dangers to be provided
against with reference to the roadbed and right-of-way, all of which must be
reflected in increased costs. But if these things occasion no greater relative

inequality as compared to that which runs between other sections of the road,

they cannot justify a heavier load in the one section only. If the figures now
before us, all of which have been furnished by the railways, truly reflect the

expenses of operation, and are of value in our calculation, it may well be argued
that British Columbia's present higher figures are assisting to carry the

increased expense which other portions of the line in the eastern districts

occasion.

There are other features of the exhibits which show the cost of operation

in British Columbia at a figure greater than that of the western provinces, and
of some of the eastern districts as well, but they are not of such a nature as to

carry the argument in favour of the mountain differential any further than it

is carried by the figures and calculations submitted on behalf of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, nor, in my opinion, do they add to its force.

While each railway must be operated as an individual system, not as lines

east and west, yet for the purpose of comparison, as before noticed, statements

of revenues and expenses have been submitted in which such distinction is

shown. They show that as regards the eastern regions, operating expenses

are much greater in New Brunswick and, to some degree, in Quebec, than in

other portions of the eastern territory. This disparity, however, is no greater

than that which is disclosed as between British Columbia and the other western

sections.

There has been no complaint heard, or contention made, that a differential

should be imposed upon the more difficult railroad portions of the eastern ter-

ritory, but the more favoured part of this section of the road has acquiesced in

the present position.

There is no reason to believe that the favoured section of the western terri-

tory takes any different attitude towards British Columbia which, despite its

mountain difficulties, is making an increasingly better showing from a railway

standpoint year by year.

It will also be noted that the observation from the judgment in the AVestern

Rates Case assigned initial construction, as well as operation, as justification

for a difference in rates.

The case of the province of British Columbia in this respect was strongly

urged upon the Board by the Honourable John Oliver, Prime Minister, who
asserted that:

—

"The Statutes in force at the time of Union would not permit of

unjust discriminations which have since been imposed by the railway

company.
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At the time of Union, the people of British Columbia, protected

by the statutes as then in force, had no reason to think and as a fact

did not anticipate that they would be required to pay higher rates for

service from the railway than were imposed in other parts of Canada
on the same railway.

" Had the tenns of Union stipulated that higher rates might be

charged in British Columbia for railway service than were charged by
the same railway in other parts of Canada, the people of British Colum-
bia would not have entered the Union on such terms."

.He called the attention of the Board to the contract between the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company and the Dominion Government, wherein the

railway company contracted to construct the railway by way of the Yellow-

head Pass, and submitted that the company having voluntarily abandoned

that route, over which they had contracted to build, and over which no moun-
tain grades existed, it was manifestly unfair that the railway company should

be allowed to impose upon British Columbia for all time an increased cost of

service, because of the change. He claimed that the Canadian Pacific was
amply compensated for the obligations assumed, and stated that:

—

" From various sources of information I have compiled a statement

of the subsidies in lands, moneys, and constructed railway, including costs

of service, which the railway company received from the Dominion in

respect to its main line of railway as follows:

—

"Cash subsidy .$ 25.000,000

Constructed railway including service 38,000,000

Cash in exchange for subsidy lands 10,000,000

18,206,985 acres selected lands valued at the time

of earning at , 27,310,000

Making a total value of subsidies as at the time of

earning of over $100,000,000"

Objection was urged by counsel for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
against the Board entering into an examination and discussion of the proceeds

of subsidies granted in aid of the road, and while not denying its power, the

Board did not think it necessary at the present to embark upon such inquiry,

although strongly urged to do so as regards the feature of land subsidy. It was
emphasized that the subsidies were received as well for operation as for con-

struction, and the statutes bear this interpretation. And the contention put
forward that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company has received extra com-
pensation for the increased cost of construction through the mountainous terri-

tory of British Columbia, has been well sustained. It is contended that such
compensation offsets in full the increased expenses of such construction. Whether
that be so or not, I do not think that there is any such margin left as would
justify the continuance of the differential complained of.

Having received large subventions for the express purpose of overcoming
the physical difficulties throughout its system, which have been enlarged upon
and which admittedly exist, the company cannot now in justice be heard to

urge these difiiculties to uphold a discriminatory scale which such subventions
were given to overcome.

The figures detailed above show, I think, with sufficient clearness, that there

is no more justification for a continuation of the mountain differential against

British Columbia, than there is to establish it on other parts of the system.

From the standpoint of operating expenses and revenues collected throughout
that district, it should not be further discriminated against.

46592—2
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III.

BRANCH AND MAIN LINE RATES

Bearing upon the application to equalize throughout the west the mileage
rates on grain and grain products as between the Canadian Pacific Railway main
line and its branches, and to apply such rates to the Canadian National Rail-
ways and branches thereof, consideration of the scope and effect of the statute

of 1925, amending the Railway Act 1919, is pertinent and necessary.
The Board has had the advantage of a most complete discussion of the

amendment in question, on the part of those supporting the motion, as well as
by counsel representing the Canadian National Railways and the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company.

Mr. McEwen, speaking on this subject for both Alberta and Saskatchewan,
pointed out that at the time of the Crowsnest Agreement there were in these

two provinces only two branch lines upon which grain was carried, namely: the

Prince Albert Branch—Regina to Prince Albert; and the connecting line between
Edmonton and Calgary, and as concerns the former, he showed that from Regina
to Aylesbury, a distance of approximately 65 miles, the grain rates charged
thereon were as a matter of fact on the main line basis; but from Aylesbury
north to Prince Albert, the rates were on a higher level than those prevailing

on the main line.

As regards the Edmonton-Calgary Branch, he drew attention to the fact

that the Calgary grain rate on 1,267 miles was 26 cents, it being the most
westerly point on the main line from which grain and flour for Fort William
were carried. Admitting that in going north on the Edmonton Branch, the first

station, at a distance of 1,275 miles from Fort William, took a rate of 27 cents,

being one cent higher than the Calgary rate, he submitted that as there were
no mileage comparisons available from any point west of Calgary, it did not
follow that the 27 cent rate on the Calgary-Edmonton Branch station would be
higher than the rate from a presumed point on the main line west of Calgary,
carrying a distance equal to that of the first station on the Edmonton Branch.

These being the only branches in these two provinces at the time of the

Crowsnest Agreement, from which any deductions can be drawn, it was further

pointed out that in the province of Manitoba two branch lines, namely: the

Manitoba Southwestern and the Manitoba Northwestern, were then in exist-

ence and took the Crowsnest rates. Both of these, at that time, were branches

from the Canadian Pacific Railway and one at least, the Manitoba South-

western, was operated as part of the Canadian Pacific Railway System. He
was, therefore, able to show that, starting at the time of, or immediately after,

the Crowsnest Agreement, the Manitoba branch line rates were not in excess of

the Canadian Pacific main line rates; that upon the Prince Albert Branch, for

a portion thereof, the same measure of rates was followed, and that for the

succeeding and larger portion a higher scale prevailed; and finally, that upon
the Edmonton-Calgary Branch no conclusion was drawn because the raise of

one cent from Calgary to the first station northward was not shown to be out

of line with the CP. main line rate, if a station at that distance westward had
been in existence.

He argued with force that a proper starting point of the discussion would
be to give attention to the rates which prevailed on these branch lines in ques-

tion, at the time of the Crowsnest Pass Agreement, and draw therefrom infer-

ences as to what was the prevailing branch line rate for application to branches

subsequently constructed.

With this as a basis of his argument, Mr. McEwen proceeded to develop

the present rates on all other branches, submitting the same to a comparison

which, while it did not show such uniformity as to be conclusive, cannot be said
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to be without some effect upon the general discussion, for the reason that a

large number of stations on the branch lines constructed after the agreement had
apparently put in rates no higher than those prevailing on the main line, and
his contention was and is, that a comparison of the numlDer of such latter points

with the number of points on such branches carrying higher rates leads to the

conclusion that, generally, branch line rates were based upon similar mileages

on the main line, althougli as before remarked, a considerable number of stations

on such lines contravened his argument in that regard. It is not necessary to

follow in detail, from station to station, the presentation made by Mr. McEwen
in his argument, for in my view the matter need not be decided upon this basis,

but his exhaustive comparison stands upon the record in support of the conten-

tion that taking the rates throughout both main and branch lines, a fair amount
of consistency is shown.

Mr. Woods, in support, contended that carrying a difference in rates on a

given mileage as between main lines and branch lines, casts upon the railways

the burden of making reply to the prima facie case of unjust discrimination and
undue preference, that the main line rate being a statutory rate, it follows that

in doing away with discriminations the branch line rates must come down to

those of the main line. He agreed that as far as conditions in 1897 were con-

cerned, no mileage basis was shown either in the statutes or in the agreement,
but contended that an analysis of the tariff shows that within certain mileages,

certain rates prevailed. That when it is found that by virtue of the agreement
between certain mileages certain rates are carried, it follows that when the

statute says that the rates on grain and flour from the west are to be governed

by the agreement, they must put in rates within those mileages at the main line

figures. Dealing with section 325 and amendments, he argued that it was the

culmination of an approach to equalization in grain rates as well as in other

rates throughout the prairie territory, supporting this argument 'by a resume
of the rates cases from 1914 onward to the issue of the present Order in Coun-
cil. He urged that it was the manifest intention of the different Orders that

a parity of rates should be established as conditions became more and more
similar throughout the country, and that approach to such parity is not only

apparent from the Orders in Council, but is reflected by the judgments there-

under in 1914, 1918, 1920 and 1922.

Following these judgments, as well as instructions to the Board by differ-

ent Orders in Council, he summarized the position which had been reached prior

to P.C. Xo. 886, and from that standpoint, argued that the effect of the 1925
amendment by subsections 5 and 6, taken together, forces the conclusion that

the rates on grain and flour should be equalized on the basis of the Canadian
Pacific Railway main line rate. As far as concerns subsection 6, he agreed that
its effect is to make it clear that the discriminatory provisions of the Railway
Act apply.

The viewpoint of the Canadian National Railways is not wholly identical

with that of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Different lines of argu-

ment tending, however, in the same direction, were submitted by counsel rep-

resenting the railways.

Looking first at the position taken by the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany, which in a sense is the most informative, it is contended briefly on the

part of that company, that there are not, and never were, mileage rates under
the Crowsnest Agreement. It is pointed out that there is no actual unit of

measurement contained in the agreement or in the legislation which gave rise

thereto, but that the rates taken as they actually existed were subject to a

three cent reduction; that there never had been a mileage scale or anything
approaching it, but on the contrary, the rates were made on a zoning principle

which is inconsistent with a rigid mileage rate. Having ascertained in 1897 the
46592—2 i
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proper rate, after subtracting three cents from the then existing rates, the argu-

ment of counsel for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company was, and is, that

such rates so found stand as actual, proper, Crowsnest rates. It was pointed

out that the application of the Crowsnest Pass legislation and agreement created

no uniformity of rates, that the disparity previously existing was by no means
lessened, and consequently, that it could not be argued that by virtue of the

Crov/snest Pass Agreement any similarity in rates was predicated upon the main
line, and certainly none upon the branches then in existence or which thereafter

were put in operation.

Mr. Flintoft contended that this was a condition thoroughly well known and
recognized; that in 1922, after the statutory suspension of the rates was lifted,

the same rates as previously prevailed were put into effect by Act of Parliament,

and were then regarded and recognized as Crowsnest rates. That the rates so

re-established in 1922 were in accordance with the judgment of the Board in

the 1918 case, and that such judgment really operated as a finding of fact as

to what were the proper rates under the 1897 agreement.

He consequently maintained that the present rates, although exhibiting the

disparities complained of, are nevertheless in accordance with the judgment of

1918, and with the Crowsnest Act and Agreement; that the rates established in

1922, as far as Saskatchewan and Alberta are concerned, are the rates put into

effect under the judgment of 1918, subject to variation in the case of Manitoba,
being one cent below the agreement, and pointed out that when parliament

extended the Crowsnest rates to all lines, the main line rates were not applied

to the branch lines.

Approaching the 1925 legislation, it was argued by him and Mr. Tilley, K.C.,

that the amendment to the statute does not determine the rates; that to get the

rates for any given territory recourse must be had to the conditions existing in

1897; that when parliament legislated in 1925, it was well known what the

Crowsnest rates actually were, because they had been dealt with by legislation

in 1922 as above explained.

From this historical standpoint, counsel approached their explanation of

the 1925 statute, contending that by the expression in subsection 5, That such
rates shall apply to," etc., is meant that specific rates from specific stations

existing in 1897 are indicated as applying to other stations subsequently estab-

lished; that if there were, say one hundred stations existing in 1897 and a thou-

sand to-day, and the hundred stations in 1897 carried various rates bearing no
mileage proportion and exhibiting discrepancy as between branches and main
line, it is incumbent to deduce from known facts the scale of rates which applied

on different mileages, in order to get a proper schedule; that such scale must
be determined by an investigation of the rates actually in effect at that time,

and having reasonably determined the same, a complete scale in harmony with

the rates then in effect can be evolved applicable to all other stations, whereby
compliance with the Act can be secured.

It was submitted that the language used in the section includes every fea-

ture of the rates as they existed in 1897, both main line and branch lines north

and south, and that having such data, a scale must be evolved of rates applic-

able to stations on other lines now constructed—not that rates on the main line

or on favourable southern lines should be made standard, but that all rates

plotted as on a map should be found and extended and enlarged and properly

related to other stations brought into existence since 1897. Therefore, it is

argued in brief, that section 5 of the new Act determines a scale and imposes

that scale.

As to subsection 6, it was further contended by the same counsel that it is

not a provision to rearrange and adjust what is put into effect by subsection 5,

neither does it in any way modify what may be objected to in subsection 5, but

under it (subsection 6) regard may be had as to whether rates not controlled by
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the Crowsncst Pass Agreement are out of keeping with the rates that are so

controlled, that when the proper scale having been found under clause five,

recourse cannot be had to clause six to see whether such scale may be altered.

Mr. Fraser contended that prior to the amendment of 1925, there were no

statutory rates upon grain and flour applicable to the Canadian National Rail-

ways. He pointed out that at the time of the Crowsnest Agreement there were

no less than seventy-seven points then on the Canadian Pacific Railway, now
on the Canadian National, which took rates thereunder. For such stations

specific rates in cents per hundred pounds were allocated, and he claimed that

whatever rates could be found, which were pub in pursuant to the provisions

of the agreement, they must now apply on grain and flour pursuant to the legis-

lation, and such rates so put in should be, he argued, considered conclusive.

Having therefore as a starting point these seventy-seven points on the Cana-

dian National Railways, all the rates should be lined up therefrom.

He further argued that they are entitled to view the situation as it was in

1897, and see what rates they would reasonably have had in effect at that time,

or in 1899. That, considering the conditions, they would have been then entitled

to a higher basis than the Canadian Pacific Railway, as they were in a newer

territory, and it would be reasonable and fair to approximate the rates which

would have been in existence on the assumed new lines in 1897, and calculate

what they would be after a three cent reduction. He maintained there was no

mileage basis then in existence, nor at the present time, so that it is impossible

to say what rate per mile would have been represented in the schedule at that

time.

He also pointed out that while the Canadian Pacific Railway had always
been under the terms of the 1897 agreement, except when suspended by Act of

Parliament, such agreement never affected the Canadian National Railways until

1925, and as far as the main and branch line rates are concerned on grain andj

flour, noting the fixed points on the main line and the Prince Albert branch,

rates have been built up around them and a uniformity has resulted, so that it

is contended that on the Canadian National main line and branch lines the

rates are relatively on the same basis.

He distinguished between the status of the Canadian Pacific Railway under
the 1925 legislation and that of the Canadian National Railwaj^s, and argued
that if the latter's rates are fairly conformable to others called for by the 1897
agreement, and fairly applied in conformity with the 1925 amendment, they can-

not be changed or fixed by the Board, and as far as subsection 6 is concerned,

while undoubtedly the intention was to relieve all discrimination against both
railways, yet the section as a matter of fact does not do it.

It need hardly be said that it is the object of counsel for both railways to

demonstrate that the amending legislation of 1925 does not empower, nor indeed

permit, the Board to lay its hand upon existing disparities, and remove them.
Whatever the intention of parliam.ent may have been, it is argued on the part

of the railways that no effective instrument has been handed to the Board which
it can use against such discrimination as may exist.

I do not think it is necessary for the Board to concern itself with the fine

distinctions which were drawn by counsel concerning the scope and intent of the

amending legislation of 1925. Under the facts disclosed by the investigation

now concluded, it seems to me that this case can be decided upon the grounds
which are clear and obvious.

Attention, however, must be given to the distinction suggested and con-

tended for by Mr. Tilley, wherein he argued that subsection 6 can have no

operation as between Crowsnest rates themselves, but are simply effective when
Crowsnest rates are compared with others which have not that origin.
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With great respect for the views of the learned counsel, I am unable to
follow this reasoning, in the face of the wording of the section. I can find no
such distinction set out therein, nor any such suggestion. I am rather inclined
to place upon this section the interpretation expressed by the learned Assistant
Chief Commissioner in his discussion with Mr. Flintoft, as set out in Vol. 452,

p. 1800, as follows:

—

" In the absence of subsection 6, if there was a complaint that a
grain rate at a particular point was in a condition of comparative
unreasonableness, in other words, unjust as compared with a grain rate
from another rate, the railway in the absence of that subsection could
say: Yes, we have a more favourable rate at point A as compared with
point B, but that rate at point A is in accordance with the terms of the
statute, therefore, it is reasonable even from the standpoint of reasonable-
ness per se, or comparative reasonableness. But with the subsection
as it stands, as I said before, on the interpretation of the Railway Act,
those sections of the Act in respect of undue preference and unjust dis-

crimination apply'*.

From the view I take of the problem, it does not seem to me necessary tc

agitate that question further. I am not prepared to dissent from the view that

another interpretation is competent, but considering it upon the basis above
ascribed to it by the learned Assistant Chief Commissioner, it answers the pur-
pose, I think, of the present application; and I am further of the opinion that

the subsection is applicable to both the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and
to the Canadian National Railways.

Dealing now with the disparity between rates on branch lines as compared
with those of the main line, the Board has not infrequently ruled that rates

upon the former lines are properly maintainable at a rate higher than those

which prevail upon the main line. Instances of such rulings have been found in

many cases decided by the Board, but an examination of these cases does not, I

think, show any principle whereby the mere fact of an individual rate being a

branch line rate, ipso facto entitles it to a higher scale than prevails elsewhere,

but it seems that specific and special reasons must exist in every instance to

justify a higher rate on the branch line. I consequently think, in harmony
with the Board's judgments, we must look for the existence of some good reason

for greater rates being imposed on this branch line traffic than upon that of the

main line, and if it can be found, and be satisfactory to the Board, no distur-

bance should be made. It can be gathered from previous cases that such reason?

may be sought in connection with the commodities w^hich are carried and the

conditions which apply to their transportation, as well as to the condition of the

line.

The learned counsel for the raihvays have not given any satisfactory infor-

mation to the Board assisting to the conclusion which they seek to maintain,

an,d the evidence in this particular is wholly inadequate to discharge the onus
which admittedly is upon the railway companies in tliis branch of the inquiry.

And a most suggestive circumstance bearing upon the merit of this application

is that in the transportation of all other classes of goods over these main and
branch lines, no distinction is made between the rates from that standpoint. If

it be right, as we must assume it is, that in all the movements of all other classes

of freight over the main line and branches of these railways throughout the terri-

tory involved, the distinction sought to be maintained here against grain is

absolutely ignored with reference to all other classes of traffic, it is difficult to

see why the same rule should not apply to the carriage of grain and grain pro-

ducts, which are admittedly the most important of all classes of traffic carried

over such lines. I think the applicants are entitled to succeed in their appli-

cation to equalize the ^rain rates on branch and main lines. In view of the
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equality of rates as regards other traffic, it is, in my opinion, an unjust discrimi-

nation against grain growers to continue the existing disparity* between branch

and main lines.

Assuming then, that the Board has reached the con.clusion that an equality

should prevail in main line and branch line rates, the question presents itself

as to what such scale should be. It is at tliis juncture that the amending Act of

1925 comes authoritatively into the discussion. It says, in the latter part of

subsection 5, as follows:

—

"Provided that notwithstandinc; anything; in this subsection con-

tained, rates on grain and flour shall, on and from the date of the passing

of the Act, be governed by the provisions of the agreement made pur-

suant to chapter 5 of the Statutes of Canada, 1897, but such rates shall

apply to all such traffic moving from all points on all lines of railway

west of Fort William to Fort William or Port Arthur over all lines i;ow

or hereafter constructed by any company subject to the jurisdiction of

Parliament".

Let it be admitted that, pursuant to the agreement of 1897, the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company inaugurated and maintained schedules under tlie

Crowsnest Pass Agreement, manifesting a disparity in rates between the main
line and a portion of the branch line service. We are now concerned to establish

throughout equalized rates in keeping with those made pursuant to such agree-

ment. It is argued by applicants that such rates must be in accord with those

prevailing upon the Canadian Pacific main line. It is shown that there were
in Saskatchewan and Alberta two branch lines, namely: the Prince Albert Branch
and the branch from Calgary to Edmonton; and in Manitoba there were also

two.

Mr. McEwen's discussion of the rates put in and maintained on these

branch lines is not without pertinence here. It is apparent that as far as the

Prince Albert line is concerned, the main line rates are partially followed, and
that a main line rate calculated upon the increased distance from Calgary west-
ward would show a rate apparently not inconsistent with that upon the branch
line from Calgarv^ northward; that the two Manitoba branches carried rates in

accordance with the agreement, and he concludes from all this that the main
line rates are, and must of necessity be, the proper basis when seeking to

comply with that part of the provision of subsection 5 which directs that rates

under the agreement must be set up, because no other rational basis can be
found.

The least critical comparison between the two methods of arriving at the

proper rates under the agreement, whether the branch line rates or the main
line rates should be taken, can hardly lead to the conclusion that a series of

rates so comprehensive as those of the main line, and in accordance with the

Crowsnest Agreement and followed by the two ]\Ianitoba branch lines and a

part of the Prince Albert branch, must be set aside for those v»'hich prevailed

on a portion of the Prince Albert Branch. The argument that the latter, carry-
ing branch line rates should as such apply to all branch lines now in existence,

has no foundation in the statute. It is the rates under the agreement that are

to count. If the phrasing of the amendment made any such distinction, one
could very well conclude that to branch lines subsequently constructed, there

should be applied rates prevailing on branch lines at the time of the agree-

ment. No such limitation, however, is made. But even then, the question

would remain, why the rates on a portion of one of these branch lines should be

taken as against those prevailing throughout over two other l)ranches, and over a

part of the third. Even without the provisions of subsection 6, and apart from
all other considerations, it would be with the greatest difliculty that I could
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entertain the suggestion that the few irregular branch line rates then existing

on the northern part of the Prince Albert Branch are now to govern the move-
ment, and that such would be in compliance with the provisions of subsection

5, confronted as we are with the comprehensive rate system then prevailing on

the main line, and on the greater part of the branch line mileage as well, as

compared with the meagre, unsatisfactory and irregular figures attaching to a

portion of one of the then existing branch lines. But followed as it is by sub-

section 6, which need not be repeated here, I can come to no other conclusion

than that the main line rates must apply throughout.

But there remains another consideration which leads to the same con-

clusion, and which to my mind renders it impossible to set up any other basis,

and that is the fact that unquestionably these main line rates are statutory.

They cannot be exceeded. Consequently any equalization must be upon their

level. I do not see any escape from this conclusion, once the idea of equaliza-

tion has been admitted.

From all of the above, I am of opinion that main line rates must be the

standard, and I also think that the equality between the branch and main lines

should be based upon the approximate mileages disclosed.

BOARD'S ORDER NO. 36769

Involved in the present application is the disposition of a motion to rescind

the Board's Order No. 36769, which directed a reduction of rates on grain and
flour moving westward for export to the same rates proportionate to distance as

the same would carry if moving eastward for export.

This Order was issued on the 2nd of September, 1925, after a complete
consideration of everything involved in an application to that end, made by
the Province of British Columbia.

The subject matter of the Order now engages attention from two stand-

points:

First: an application on the part of the railways to rescind the same.

Second: an application by the Provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta to

compel the railway companies to obey such order.

The contention of the provinces above named is that the railway com-
panies have not set a proper westbound mileage rate in accordance with the

Board's Order No. 36769.

This latter application came before the Board in February, 1926, where-
upon it was argued by the railway companies that as such rates westbound
must be measured by eastbound rates, and eastbound rates being in dispute,

nothing can be conclusively affirmed with reference to the accuracy of the rates

to the west. This is the substance of the dispute, as far as concerns the com-
plaint against the course pursued by the Canadian National Railways. Admit-
tedly when an order directs that the same rates shall be charged westbound as

eastbound on a given commodity, it must be clearly determined what the east-

bound rates are. Pronouncement as to the proper eastbound schedule wiii

definitely determine whether the Canadian National Railways have complied

with the Order or not.

The course pursued by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company which has

given rise to objection is, that it has calculated its mileage to Vancouver from

the longer haul of the Canadian National Railway on the line from Edmonton
to Vancouver.

From Calgary to Vancouver is a distance of 642 miles. From Edmonton
to the same point of export is 766 miles, and the Canadian Pacific Railway
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Company in detailing its schedules in affected compliance with the order, has
named its rate upon a basis of 7G6 miles, the distance from Edmonton to Van-
couver, instead of calculating the same upon its own distance of 642 miles.

I do not think this action on the part of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company can be justified. The Order does not bear any such construction. It

is incumbent upon the railway company to calculate the correct mileage and
adjust its rates thereto.

The rates set up by the Canadian National Railways will be adjusted to

the eastbound schedules determined by this judgment.

The application to rescind or vary Order No. 36769 will be dismissed.

DOMESTIC GRAIN RATES TO BRITISH COLUMBIA

Application was made on behalf of British Columbia that the domestic
grain rate to Vancouver be lowered to an export basis. This was urged partly

on the ground that it costs no more to move the one class of grain than the

other, and an improper discrimination is set up by reason of guch difference,

and by a comparison of grain rates elsewhere.

The first contention altogether disregards the reasons lying at the basis of

export rates, and ignores also the primary test of domestic rates; which is,

whether the rate be reasonable and fair. It is not intended to repeat any more
fully the arguments justifying an export basis lower than that accorded to

domestic traffic further than to say that the former is simply part of a through
rate, and it is thoroughly justifiable from that standpoint. It does not compete
with grain transported for domestic purposes and consequently no comparison
between the two rates is properly drawn. Much discussion took place as to

what might be the effect upon the milling industry of Canada in case this appli-

cation were granted. It is unnecessary to have recourse to these considerations

in deciding the point here at issue.

The removal of the mountain differential as against British Columbia will

have the effect of granting substantial reduction in the rate accruing to grain

for the domestic market. A typical rate from prairie producing points to the

west may be taken to be 41^ cents, and a reduction to the prairie mileage brings

that figure down to 36^ cents which, I think, is not unreasonable. In this con-

nection it may be noted that the rates on wheat in carloads from Fort William
to Saint John and Halifax exhibit a like disparity as between export and
domestic rates, as follows:

—

Export. Domestic.
To In cents per 100 lbs.

Saint John .' 35^ 55\

Halifax 35i 57

The application to reduce the domestic grain rate to the export rate should,

I think, be dismissed.

VI

RAILWAY REVENUES

Attention must be given to the claim, strenuously presented by both rail-

ways, to the effect that decreases in revenue involved in the elimination of the

mountain differential, and in the equalization of main line and branch line rates

for the carriage of grain, as well as by the transportation of grain and grain

products over the National Transcontinental Railway at rates in compliance

with the application of the Quebec Harbour Commissioners and others, would
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entail a most serious shrinkage in revenue, which would impair their efficiency

and render it impossible to maintain the standard of service now enjoyed, to

say nothing of extensions urgently required at the present time.

The possibility of such result has been a matter of earnest and serious con-
sideration on the part of the Board, especially in view of the figures presented
both at, and subsequent to, the hearing, showing an estimate of loss which
would be suffered if these applications be given effect. As previously remarked,
it is the duty of the Board to protect and preserve the railways in their financial

operations by allowing rates reasonable and fair to them. We are also directed

to thoroughly examine the rate structure with a view of removing the features

which constitute an injustice to localities, and considering the representations

made and the evidence given, it seems clear to me that the maintenance of the
existing schedules of rates, as regards two of the three features above enumer-
ated, constitutes an injustice to the localities concerned and is unjustly dis-

criminatory. In respect to the mountain differential, counsel in support of such
applications was able to show that accompanying the lowering of such differen-

tial to 15 per cent, there was interposed the claim on the part of the

railways that financial impairment must necessarily follow. As a matter of

fact, it has not accompanied any of the various reductions which were made.
On the other hand, the relief afforded to traffic thereby has invariably resulted

in increased business and larger revenue to the railways. Judging from the

past, there is no assurance that any financial loss will accrue to the railways

by the elimination of the small differential now existing. An equally probable
conclusion, I think, is that such revenues would be augmented by the quicken-
ing of commercial effort and the carriage of other goods which the increased

purchasing power of the people would make it within their ability to buy. It

may be remembered that the same argument was forcibly expressed when the

Board's Order No. 36769 was made, and that such prediction has proved wholly
groundless. It is not to be contended that every decrease in freight rates will

bring about an increase in revenue, but I am not convinced that any impair-

ment whatever of the income of the railways will follow the course suggested

by this judj2:ment. If it does, the situation will have to be taken care of, and
rates adjusted to give satisfaction. But these discriminatory features of our

rate system must disappear, and if it be necessary that a general increase in

rates be made, such course is open, but they must be levied, equally upon all

parts of the countrv. If, as is sometimes argued, it is impossible that any
increase whatever 'can be made in the eastern districts, in such case the Board
may have reached the position of difficulty indicated in the judgment quoted
from below (Vol. 15, Board's Orders and Judgments, p. 277) :

—

^' By a series of decisions of this Board it has been held that just

and reasonable tolls mean tolls reasonable and just from the standpoint
not only of the producer, but also from the point of view of the railways
—having regard to the revenue necessary to enable them to operate suc-

cessfully and including a fair return on the investment made.
" It is not open to anyone to criticise or find fault with the principle

involved in such decisions and, under the conditions which prevailed
fifteen or twenty years ago, these two considerations then marched fairly

well abreast, but in the dislocation consequent upon the events of years
which have intervened, this alignment, if not altogether lost, is not by'

any means so apparent.

I'
The Board is now upon the eve of a general investigation and

inquiry concerning freight rates with certain well defined objects in view.
If during this work the Board is confronted by the fact that sufficient

income for the preservation and maintenance of railway property necessi-
tates freight charges under which business may not be successfully carried
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on, the Board cannot content itself by ending its journey in an impasse,

but rather in my opinion, by uncovering all tlie facts and conditions

involved in this reference it may assist, to that extent, in finding a way
out; and while the ultimate steps necessary to such an end may be out-

side the powers of this Board, yet the consideration of what is involved

in this reference should, and I think will, help to show some of the things

essential to that purpose. If the amount of railway revenue necessary

to be raised in order to be fair and just to the railways from their stand-

point, imposes upon business generally a burden which stifles industry

and makes work unprofitable, an adjustment is necessary somewhere.

The different sections of the country must be enabled to trade, to ship,

to carry on business, and a series of schedules must be elaborated which
will not fetter the country's industrial activity, but under which it can
breathe and flourish. But if in order to deal with the raihvays in a justl

and reasonable way and to put them in possession of sufficient revenue to

carry on business, having regard to all their obligations, it be shown that

extraneous aid should be afforded, the decisive question will be whether
|

such aid should be so provided, or the business of the country be injured]

and retarded. In the investigation now about to be carried on by the

Board, many of the necessary facts will, I think, be disclosed with suffi-

cient clearness to assist in a decision upon this matter. In the presump-
tion that the two considerations above mentioned as being at the bottom
of our rate structure are not now in line, it would seem that any relief

to business conditions in the form of reduced raihvay rates must be
accompanied by some provision for supplementing railway revenue or

by some other action, for the loss of revenue involved in granting appli-

cations of this nature, is substantial. It is open to the Board to grant
rates which will produce sufficient revenue for transportation companies,
and subject to legislation it is to be presumed that the Board will be
expected to continue such course unless their revenues are supplemented
in some other way if that be necessary."

The Maritime Rates Bill (C. 44, 17 George V), enacted since the above
in part recited judgment was deliverd, to a very considerable degree illustrates

and exemplifies the view above expressed.

What may be the result of the reduction in the rates on grain eastward
over the National Transcontinental Railway to Canadian ports, remains to be
seen after such rate has been put in and the traffic moved thereunder. In
considering any loss in revenue thus occasioned, it must be remcm.bered that

such rates are being put in following the agreement made between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company embodied
in Chapter 71, 3 Edward VII, section 42, which provides that the through

rate on export traffic from the point of origin to the point of destination, shall

at no time be greater via Canadian ports than via United States ports," etc.

The investigation directed under the Order in Council instructs the Board
to give particular attention to:

—

(a) The claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that they are

entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which they enjoyed prior

to 1919;

(6) The encouragement of tlie movement of traffic through Canadian
Ports;

(c) The increased traffic westward and eastward through Pacific Coast
ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient and to the trans-

portation of products through the Panama Canal.

VII
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A

As to the claim of the Maritime Provinces: In view of the passage of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and its bearing upon that branch of the

application dealing with the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island, Mr. Duchemin, counsel for these provinces, on the 8th

of April, 1927, made request to the Board that he be allowed to withdraw the

Maritime case from the General Freight Rates Investigation, stating that to

what extent his submission is affected by the legislation then pending would
take some time, study and thought to ascertain. He further asked to be allowed

to deal with what might remain of the Maritime case after the rates provided',

for in the Maritime Freight Rates Act should be published and in force, saying

that such legislation would dispose of the major items in the submission.

This request was acceded to by the Board, and in consequence nothing

remains to be said at present with reference to this branch of the investigation.

B

THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE MOVEMENT OF TRAFFIC THROUGH
CANADIAN PORTS

The outstanding features of the discussion upon this subject is the diversion

of a very large proportion of Canadian grown grain destined to European
countries, from Canadian seaports to those within the United States. The atten-

tion of the Board has not been directed to any statistics showing such diversion

as regards other traffic. The facts complained of with reference to grain are well

known and have been many times established. The geographical position of

that portion of Canada which produces the largest amount of grain is such that

rival routes are presented. In harmony with the undeviating rules of trade, this

product as well as others will seek its market by way of the easiest and cheapest

route. It is not to be expected that the producers of grain or other articles will

forego the largest return they can get by reason of the desire on the part of

other sections of the country to handle their business. In consequence, the

problem takes on the aspect of bringing about conditions under which Canadian
seaports can secure and hold such business, and at the same time assure to those

originating such traffic a return not less than can be secured by transit otherwise.

In order to bring about this result which is of highest importance to the

nation, Canada has not scrupled to expend a very large amount of money in

constructing a railway straight from the w^ieat fields of the west to Atlantic

ports.

The Transcontinental Railway from Winnipeg to Quebec, Saint John and
Halifax, was built at a cost, the justification for which rests upon the fact that
it would secure to Canadian railways, Canadian ports, and ships sailing there-

from, both in summer and in winter, the carriage of millions of bushels avail-

able yearly for export. The expenditure of nearly $200,000,000 for such pur-
pose was entered upon after mature consideration and pursuant to a mandate
from the people whose assent to such proposition involved consideration of the

large benefits which it was hoped would enure to the nation at large, by reason
of its being self sustained in this respect, and providing for the carriage of grain

to the sea, both in summer and winter, a route which, as against aiU others, pre-
sents national advantages without in any way impairing the income of the western
grain producer.

Chapter 71 of the Act, 3 Edward VII, respecting the construction of

this railway, recited an agreement between His Majesty the King, of the First
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Part, and Sir Charles Rivers Wilson and others representing therein and acting

on behalf of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, section 42 of which
declared as follows:

—

It is hereby declared and agreed between the parties to this agree-

ment that the aid herein provided for is granted by the Government of

Canada for the express purpose of encouraging the development of Cana-
dian trade and the transportation of goods through Canadian channels.

The company accepts the aid on these conditions, and agrees that all

freight originating on the line of the railway, or its branches, not specifically

routed otherwise by the shipper, shall, when destined for points in Canada,
be carried entirely on Canadian territory, or between Canadian inland

ports, and that the through rate on export traffic from the point of origin

to the point of destination shall at no time be greater via Canadian ports

than via United States ports, and that all such traffic not specifically

routed otherwise by the shipper, shall be carried to Canadian ocean ports".

The character of the road so constructed at a cost of nearly $200,000,000
is such as to furnish the least resistance to traffic, and in point of gradient and
location is at no disadvantage in comparison with any other grain route.

From Winnipeg to Quebec, in almost a straight line, it covers a distance of

1,349 miles, which, it will be noticed, is shorter than from Winnipeg to Mont-
real, all rail.

Continuing to the eastern ports of Canada which are never closed, being
open during the months when, unfortunately, Quebec and Montreal are closed

by ice, it shows a distance of 1,826-5 miles from Winnipeg to Saint John, N.B.,
via Edmundston and McGivney Junction, and to Saint John, 1,895.1 miles via
Edmundston and Moncton, and 1,994 6 miles from Winnipeg to Halifax via the
latter route.

Of a total export of Canadian grain for the crop year 1925-1926, over

250,000,000 bushels went through eastern seaports, Canadian and United States.

Of this amount considerably over half left Canada before it reached the ocean,

over foreign railways and through foreign harbours. Now, it is to be noted
with satisfaction that the port of Montreal stands up well in its efforts to handle
the grain export trade. Last year's figures show that of Canadian grain shipped
through Atlantic ports, Montreal handled 90,639,515 bushels and New York
97,605,100 bushels. To Quebec there fell a portion of about four millions of

bushels.

To enable any seaport to handle traffic of this nature, much outlay must be
made, peculiarly and solely adapted to such business. And unless a harbour
is equipped for such purpose, it is futile to expect the trade to flow that way.
The Harbour Commissioners of the city of Quebec have for years been agitating
for a compliance with the conditions embodied in clause 4^ of the agreement
above referred to, and that a rate for the carriage of grain should be put in

which would bear favourable comparison with that of any other seaport.

Quebec has an elevator capacity of two millions of bushels, while Montreal
shows 13,560,000 bushels. It is thus seen that Montreal handled during last

season over five times its elevator capacity, and it is therefore open to the
Quebec Harbour Commissioners to argue that Quebec was in a position to

handle some ten or twelve millions of bushels with its present capacity, which
is being enlarged.

West Saint John with an elevator capacity of 1,700,000 bushels handled
between fourteen and fifteen millions of bushels during the same period.

The port of Montreal is \vell served by rail and water, and nothing has
been spared to equip it for the purj^oses which, through its Commission, are so

well carried out. Both the Canadian National Railways and the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company assist this port in its work.
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For its advancement in the way of grain export, Quebec must look to the

National Transcontinental Railway and to the fulfilment of the objects for

which it was constructed. The argument it puts forward is that it has no

desire to withdraw from Montreal any portion of the business which is handled

by the latter port, but the enormous excess which never reaches Montreal, but

seeks exit through United States ports should be diverted via the National

Transcontinental to Quebec, and handled there, and that rates put in under
the agreement which formed a condition for the aid given by the Canadian
people to the railway, would effect such purpose.

It is claimed in opposition, that the channels of the grain trade are so

well defined and protected that any such effort will not bring about the result

aimed at by the Quebec Harbour Commission. That lowering transportation

rates for the purpose indicated would immediately be met by a corresponding
lowering on the part of those who now enjoy the trade sought to be diverted,

and the result would be a reversion to the status quo as far as concerns any
division of the traffic. In view of the circumstances under which it is not only
advisable but proper to put in rates in compliance with the construction agree-

ment, no attention should, I think, be paid to a reply of this kind. It is the

duty of those responsible for rate making to meet such rates at whatever figure

they may be put, as long as the statutory conditions operate.

The reasons which are relied upon to bring about a compliance with the
submissions of the Harbour Commissioners of Quebec, once their validity be
admitted, seem, to me to inevitably force th^e conclusion that such rates must
continue to that portion of the Atlantic seaboard which is accessible to vessels

during the entire year. Under present conditions, perhaps little grain can be
expected to find its way to either Halifax or Saint John for shipment during the
summer months, but after the close of navigation in the St. Lawrence the posi-

tion is quite the reverse. These last named ports properly equipped can handle
all the grain that shipping seeking such ports can carry. There can be no doubt
that wherever, under reasonable circumstances, cargoes can be found, vessels

will push their way. The theory that traffic must go only to those ports which
ships frequent, and a diversion elsewhere will leave it without bottoms does
not hold. The development of the port of Vancouver is a striking instance to

the contrary.

That there are circumstances attaching to the use of Canadian Atlantic

ports which, from the standpoint of Insurance, place them at a disadvantage
with American ports, is a matter which should present only a temporary diffi-

culty. More thorough investigation of the facts concerning such disparity of

rates can be relied upon to reduce them to a minimum, if not to extinguish

them altogether. It is not necessary to repeat the examination and analysis

of this matter contained in the reasons for judgment of the Deputy Chief C<)m-

missioner. I am in accord with the views presented by him on this subject.

The fact is that vessels seek many northern European ports carrying much
greater risk than Saint John, Halifax, Quebec or Montreal present, and no dis-

advantage is attached to the latter voyages by those who control marine insur-

ance.

While there is a grain elevator with a capacity of 500,000 bushels connected

with the Canadian National Railways at Saint John, less than two millions

went through it during the crop year 1925-1926. Something less than fifteen

millions passed through the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's elevators, that

year, at West Saint John, which have a total capacity of 1,700,000 bushels.

In addition to the Canadian grain finding its export at Saint John, United

States grain passed through the Saint John elevators to the amount of 3,425,966

bushels. There was also an export of Canadian wheat flour through Saint Johp

totalling 662,440 barrels.
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Saint John is the winter port of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
and by its initiative and enterprise, the import and export business of that port

has been much assisted. In addition to the Canadian Pacific Steamship Lines

which ply to this port, that are also regular sailings therefrom by:

—

The Andior Donaldson Line;

The Furness Withy Line;

The New Zealand SKippimg Company's Line;

The Elder Dempster Line;

The Head Line;

The Inter-Continental Transports Limited;

The Thomson Line;

The Scandinavian American Line;

The Lloyd Mediterraneo Italian Service;

The Canadian Government Merchant Marine; and

The Royal Mail Steam Packet Company's Line to the West Indies.

It will be noted that with the exception of the Canadian Pacific Steamship

Lines, the vessels of the other companies are mainly freight carriers. From
a consideration of what these latter can profitably do, there comes a conviction

that the carriage of grain from Saint John can be profitably carried on.

In its willingness and desire to serve such port, as well as in its own
interest, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company has put a very low rate of

transport on grain from the Georgian Bay ports to Saint John, namely 15.17

cents per 100 pounds, as against a rate of 14.34 cents per 100 pounds from the

same ports to Montreal. That is to say, it carries this grain for export, a further

distance of nearly 500 miles, namely from Montreal to Saint John, for a rate

of a little less than one half cent per bushel. This, of course, must be regarded

as a portion of a through rate. By doing this it maintains a grain rate to Saint

John on the BufTalo-New York basis.

As far as the eastern cities of the Maritime Provinces are concerned, the

Canadian Pacific Railway ends at Saint John. Its running rights to Halifax

over the Canadian National were terminated some years ago.

In carrying out the desires expressed by the Quebec Harbour Commis-
sioners, the Canadian National Railways are asked to follow the policy which
has been for years carried on by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company with
reference to Saint John, N.B.

From Winnipeg to Saint John, as above pointed out, the all-rail route

carries a distance of 1,826 miles. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company's
line carries a distance from Winnipeg to Saint John of 1,892 miles.

The determining factor of the grain rates called for in the agreement with
the National Transcontinental Railway is, that such rates shall at no time be
greater via Canadian ports than via United States ports. Consequently, it is

unnecessary to analyze such rates on a per mile basis in the calculation. It

would be difficult to justify them on any ground other than that of the agree-

ment, unless it should enunciate and follow up a thoroughly Canadian policy

involving the use of Canadian seaports by the carriage of grain products, as

well as other traffic, thereto.

I am of opinion that in compliance with the Orders in Council, P.C. 886
and 24, the rates provided for in the agreement alluded to, should be put in at

once over the Transcontinental Railway not only to Quebec, but to Saint John
and Halifax as well.

It must be noted in connection with this discussion that a substantial por-

tion of the United States grain finds its way to European markets via Canadian
ports. The statistics filed during the investigation show exports of Canadian
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grain via United States ports, and exports of United States grain via Canadian
ports for the calendar years 1923, 1924, 1925, and 1926, as follows:—

Canadian Grain via United States Ports

Bushels.

1923 144,595,138

1924 117,695,462

1925 137,111,835

1926 121,619,456

United States Grain via Canadian Ports

1923 36,050,243

1924 71,800,065

1925 56,986,806

1926 39^63,410

In view of the passage of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, those repre-
senting the Maritime Provinces at the investigation withdrew the submissions
which had been filed, in order to study the effect of such legislation. It is,

therefore, still open to them to give consideration to the special features touched
upon above, as well as to any others they may present.

C

" The increased traffic westward and eastward through Pacific coast

ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient, and with the

transportation of products through the Panama Canal".

Traffic Through Pacific Coast Ports

The rapid expansion of Canadian trade with China, Japan and Hong Kong
has raised the Pacific Coast ports, especially that of Vancouver, to prominence.

Several exhibits disclosing instructive statements regarding traffic through
Pacific ports were filed, the principal one being the Annual Statistical Report
for 1926 of the Vancouver Merchants' Exchange. It is confined to shipments
to and from the port of Vancouver, and consequently does not contain all the
information as to western Canadian shipments. Statistics are exhibited therein

for the years 1922 to 1926, inclusive, wherein is compiled a statement of the
trade to the Orient in the most important commodities shipped in that direction.

There is shown a steady increase in lumber, from 84,610,015 ft. board
measurement, in 1922, to 263,920,000 ft. in the year 1926.

The export of flour to the Orient increased from 315,480 barrels in 1922,

to 795,831 barrels in 1926.

The export of wheat to the Orient also increased from 3,681,150 bushels in

1922, to 14,164,848 bushels in 1926.

Other substantial articles of export, such as canned fish, fish frozen, salted

and cured, lead spelter, and apples, show a very valuable trade, although they

exhibit no increase. But the comparison in each of the last named items of

export show that, although there is a decrease for the Orient in these articles,

a very substantial expansion, owing to the demand from other countries, has

taken place.

The number of vessels and the tonnage in and out of Vancouver Harbour,

during the years 1924, 1925 and 1926, has steadily grown and while the record

of port tonnage is much in favour of Montreal and San Francisco, typical ports

on the Atlantic and Pacific, yet the number of individual vessels entering at

Vancouver in the year 1926 was more than double the aggregate of those enter-

ing at the two ports just mentioned.
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In 1925 and 1926, the value of Canadian exports to China, Hong Kong
and Japan was as follows:

—

To Cliina. To Hong Kong. To Japan.

1925 $ 7.838.187 $1,709,739 $22,046,486

1926 24,473,446 1,885,838 34,694,862

The value of the export trade from the same countries to Canada for the

same years was as follows:

—

From China. From Hong Kong. From Japan.

1925 $2,529,880 $1,829,869 $6,985,056

1926 2,547,995 1,546,166 9,-564,074

The list of Canadian commodities exported to the countries above named,
indicates a wide demand for almost every variety of articles manufactured in

Canada, but the most important are wheat and wheat products, figures con-

cerning which have been given above. The favourable situation of the western

Canadian ports with reference to the Oriental countries, gives Canada great

advantage in this trade. If, as it is hoped and expected, consumption of wheat
and flour can be increased among the population of these countries, an
immense stimulus to wheat growing in the Canadian west will result. The
already enlarging demand indicates steady progress in that direction, and the

geographical position of the Canadian Northwest gives to Canada manifest advan-
tage in this line.

The result of the preparation which has already taken place for handling

and shipping these products, as well as other cargoes to the east, and the rapidly

expanding volume of trade from the east through British Columbia ports, show
the necessity of making the way easy for such traffic from the interior of Canada
to the coast. The carriage of grain to Vancouver and Prince Rupert, and their

equipment for its reception and rapid handling to ships, in alignment with our
effective transportation system, promise an expansion of this business even
greater than the last half dozen years reveal. During that period the export
trade of Prince Rupert has more than doubled in value, for the year ending
March 31, 1926, having reached the figures $15,411,161. Later in the same
year between five and six millions of bushels of wheat were shipped from that
port.

Taking the record of the last five years' trade in wheat and flour between
Canada and China and Japan, the statistics show:

—

EXPORTS OF GRAIN

Wheat (bushels). Flour (barrels).

China. Japan. Cliina. Japan.

1922 3.516,401 34.935 65,948
1926 7,689,834 12,927,933 1,182,054 99,164

TOT,\i. TONNAGE China. Japan.

1922 3,494 112,086
1926

..

.. S48,900 397,754

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the significance of the above figures.

TRAFFIC VIA PANAMA CANAL
The Panama canal was opened to commercial traffic in August, 1914, but

in consequence of disturbed national conditions, and scarcity of shipping, it

was of little importance to Canada until 1921, from which year a steadily
increasing volume of traffic has served western Canadian ports through this

waterway.
Full figures from each of these Canadian ports were not presented to the

Board, but those from Vancouver were carefully compiled in an exhibit fiJed
46592—3
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by the Canadian National Railways and the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany, and the cargo statistics in tons, from the calendar year 1921 to 1926,

inclusive, show a steady expanding business being done at Vancouver via the

Panama canal. The figures submitted are as follows:

—

Tons.

1921 43.666

1922 64,455

1923 123.905

1924 150,317

1925 178,547

1926 216,800

There will be observed an increase of over 21 per cent for the year 1926

over the preceding year.

As affecting trade from eastern to western Canada, the figures for 1924,

1925 and 1926 show traffic carried via tTe Panama canal in tons, as follows:

—

Tons.

1924 25,637

1925 28,583

1926 35,925

From the eastern coast of the United States via the same route to Van-
couver, the figures in tons are as follows:

—

Tons.

1924 39,360

1925 38,344

1926 43,614

The same exhibit shows cargo statistics for the years above mentioned from
the east coast of the United States to the west coast of Canada, and vice versa>

via the Panama canal, as follows:^

—

Atlantic to Pacific, westbound
Tons.

1922 88,408

1923 168,140

1924 130,364

1925 178,110

1926 199,175

while from western Canada to the Atlantic, eastbound, the figures are:

—

Tons.

1922 159.921

1923 347,407
1924 356,223
1925 501,623
1926 651,969

The total of these figures for each year indicates the traffic passing from
the eastern coast of the United States to the western coast of Canada, and vice

versa, and it shows the very substantial growth in five years, from 248,329 tons

to 851,144 tons. This latter figure, representing traffic both ways is, neverthe-

less, less than 50 per cent of the European traffic via the same route, to and
from western Canada which, during the year 1926, totalled over two millions

of tons, as against 1,771,069 in 1925.

For comparative purposes, these figures of traffic via Panama canal are so

instructive that it is well that they should be detailed.

In the year 1922, from Europe to the west coast of Canada, there were
carried via Panama canal, 149,553 tons, and by the same route eastward from

the west coast of Canada to European countries, 420,272 tons were carried.
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In the year 1923, there were 230,331 tons carried to the west coast of Can-
ada from tiie same sources, and 885,670 tons returned therefrom to European
destination.

In the year 1924, tliere were 242,279 tons carried westbound, and 1,211,535

eastbound to European countries.

In the year 1925, there were 361,792 tons carried westbound, and 1,409,277

eastbound.

While last year, 1926, there were 377,446 tons carried westbound through
the canal to western Canadian ports, and 1,681,663 tons made the journey in

the opposite direction.

All these figures of tonnage carried via the Panama canal, both from eastern
Canada, eastern United States and Europe, to western Canada, and the other
way from western Canada to the countries immediately above mentioned,
exhibit an impressive and significant gain. They also demonstrate that a sub-
stantial amount of traffic that undoubtedly would have been carried by rail

across Canada and across the United States has been diverted to the water
route, indicating a changing condition of commerce, to which attention must
be given.

A further statement submitted shows the sailings of Canadian Government
Marine steamships from Montreal and Halifax to Vancouver via Panama canal

since the inauguration of such service and the opening of navigation in the year
1924, thus:—

8 sailings in 1924

11 sailings in 1925

9 sailings in 1926

The tonnage of such vessels aggregated for the respective years above men-
tioned, 19,032, 30,337, and 26,537 tons. Commodities carried therein were
gathered from cities as far separated as Windsor, Ontario, and Marysville, New
Brunswick. Steel and iron articles, canned goods, electrical fittings, beds and
bedding, carbide, starch, alabastine, lawnmowers, seeds, glucose, paint, ammonia,
white lead, wire rope, wallbcards, and plumbing materials bulked largely in the

several shiploads.

It is also to be noted that the figures exhibited by the canal authorities are

not to be regarded as completely showing the Canadian proportion of the canal

traffic. Boats passing through, westbound, destined to the Pacific Coast United
States ports, and containing freight for British Columbia ports, would be
shown, not to the west coast of Canada, but to the west coast of United States.

Also boats passing through, eastbound, starting from Vancouver and filling out

cargoes at Portland or San Francisco would be shown by the canal authorities

as from the last port from which the boat cleared.

VIII

From a consideration of all that is involved in the above discussion, I have
arrived at the conclusion that the following features of the present freight rate

system necessitate alteration in order to effect the establishment of a fair and
reasonable rate structure which will in substantially similar circumstances and
conditions be equal in its application to all persons and localities, and permit

of the freest possible exchange of commodities between the various provinces

and territories of the Dominion, and the expansion of its trade both foreign and
domestic, namely:

—

1. The export grain rates over the National Transcontinental to eastern

Canadian seaports, from the point of origin to the point of destination,

should not be greater via Canadian ports than via United States ports.

2. The mountain differential against the Pacific district should be abolished.
46592—3i
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3. The western grain and flour rates to Fort William and Port Arthur should
be equalized to the present Canadian Pacific main line basis of rates,

which should be extended to all Canadian Pacific branch lines from
points of equivalent milea.s;e routings; and all other railway com-
panies should be directed to adjust their grain and flour rates to Fort
William and Port Arthur to the rates so put into effect by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company.

4. The town tariff rates directed in the judgment of the Western Rat€S
Case as regards the Canadian Pacific Railway, should be made appli-

cable to the Canadian National Railways.

As to the various individual applications submitted, the issues of which are

not involved in the conclusions above expressed, the same will be disposed of in

a schedule to be filed subsequently.

Ottawa, August 4, 1927.
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McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

I

BRITISH COLUMBIA DIFFERENTIAL

In the decision in the Western Rates Case, the Mountain differential was
reduced to basis of one and one-half to one. In the Board's decision of June 30,

1922, the mountain differential was reduced so that the rates of the new 'Tacific"

standard mileage tariff:' were to be constructed by applying to the prairie standard

tariff, for distances up to and including 750 miles (the approximate maximum
haul in British Columbia) , a factor of one and one-quarter for one mile. Board's

JiidgrnentF. Orders, Vol. XII, pp. 71, 72.

It was pointed out that the effect of the revision in the Western Ra/tes

Case had been to make a difference on the average of 30 per cent. This is

brought about through the effect of the tapering on mileage groups. The dif-

fer'-^ntial under the decision of 1922 is computed as averaging about 16 per

cent. This decision followed the principle laid down in the Western Ratefi

Case. Application is now before the Board for the removal of the Mountain
ditferential.

In considering this application, it is necessary to direct attention to what
is set out in the Western Rates Case. In that case, reference was made to the

initial cost of construction on the Canadian Pacific lines in British Columbia
being higher than existed on the prairies. It was also claimed that railway

operation through the mountains was more expensive than operation through

the prai'ies. The contention was before the Board that the " higher operating

costs of British Columbia should be " smeared " over the system so that

Briti'sh Columbia would have the same rates as those applying in the Prairie

Province^. Western Rates Cose Decision, p. 51. The Board held that effect

could not be given to this contention.

Reference was made to the higher operating expenses per mile of line on
the British Columbia Division. In the section dealing with British Columbia
passenger rates, the Report of the Board's Chief Traffic Officer pointed out the

higher operating expenses per train mile on the British Columbia Division

as compared with the Prairie Divisions. He stated that every class of expen-
diture wa£ higher. The maintenance of way and structures was stated to

cost practically double what the same class called for on the Prairie Division,
either on the basis of the mile, the road, or of train mile; and that transpor-
tation expenses were much higher.

In dealing with this phase of the matter, the following language was used

by the Chief Commissioner:

—

" While a parity of fares throughout the whole country is desir-

able, the exercise of the Board's jurisdiction in reducing rates cannot
proceed on the isolated question of what would or would not be an
advantageous rate for the public, apart from all reference to the neces-

sary expenses incurred in the service." pp. 90-91 of Judgment.

This wa< with reference to passenger fares, but the reasoning is equally applic-

able to freight rates.

While reference was made throughout the Western Rates Case to the cost

of construction per mile, the fundamental matter considered by the Board was
the operating cost.
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As pointed out. the differential has been the subject of revision by the

Board. The decision of the Board in the Western Fates Case, namely, that the

excess in cost of operation on the British Columbia Division cannot be

smeared over the other parts of the system, is fundamental; and what has

to be faced in the present application is the question whether there has been

such a change of conditions since 1922 as would justify a further reduction.

If diffcmices in cost of operation still continue; if the operating costs of the

British Columbia Division still continue to be higher, then I regard the finding

in the V/estern Rates Case, that this difference cannot be smeared over the

whole system, as still controlling.

It is argued that the increased traffic of export grain by way of Van-

couver and more recently Prince Rupert, is a factor of difference to be con-

sidered. In view of the fact that this grain is not subject to the mountain

differential, it is not apparent just how this movement affords a conclusive

argument in regard to the treatment which should be given over the mountains.

It was pointed out very strongly by counsel for Alberta that the mountain

differential affected not only British Columbia but Alberta, and he urged that

the justification, if any, of the continuance of the mountain differential was

based on cost of operation, not on cost of construction.

In exhibit F.H. 190 filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway, an estimate is

given of Canadian Pacific traffic moving during 1925 within (a) Pacific

ter.ntory; (b) between Pacific territory and the Prairie territory; and (c) be-

tween Pacific territory and Eastern territory. The summary given is to the

effect that there was moving on class rates 8.3 per cent; on commodity rates

reflecting the mountain difi'erential, 6.4 per cent; and on commodity rates which
do not reflect the mountain differential, 85.3 per cent. That is to say, 14.7 per

cent of the traffic was affected by the mountain differential. On the class rates,

the fuM effect of the differential is felt; and in so far as commodity rates are

built on a percentage of the class rates the effect of the differentials is carried

down into the rate.

It is contended that the differential applies practically exclusively in the
|

case of higher classed goods which are of higher value and, therefore, in better (

position to stand the rate. It is further eontended that the reduction whichj
the abolition of the mountain differential would bring about would mean a
reduction in its entirety from the net revenue.

^
The analysis above set out is, as to the proportion effected by the mountain

differential, in substantial agreement with the eomputation used by the Board
when the reduction in the differential was made in 1922.

A computation submitted in evidence by Mr. Neal, for the Canadian Pacific

Railway, showed that the wage cost of hauling a train 100 miles, paying for

engine, train crews, etc., on the Mountain rate was $31.60 as compared with
the Prairie rate of $27. Evid. Vol. 496, p. 2140. The difference is approximately

17 per cent. There are employed 3.3 men per mile of line in the mountains
as compared with 2.7 in the prairies. Neal, Evid. Vol. 496, p. 1988. This figures

out at a difference of approximately 22 per cent. The cost of maintenance per

mile of line in British Columbia on the Canadian Pacific is submitted at $118.37,

while the figure for the prairies is $37.33.

The evidence submitted by Mr. Lloyd, for the Canadian Pacific Railway,

as summarized, shows that on a five-year weighted average of costs directly

allocated to districts, the British Columbia costs were higher than those of

the prairies per mile of line by 10.28 per cent; that on the train mile, the costs

were 23.18 per cent higher; on car miles, 54.62 per cent higher; and on gross

ton miles, 43.69 per cent higher.

In the analyses submitted by the Canadian National, it is set out that in

1924 it cost on the prairies 5.99 mills to move a net ton one mile, w^ile in

British Columbia, in the same year, it eost 7.19 mills, or 20 per cent higher. In
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1925, the Mountain cost was given as l)eins 33 1/3 per cent higher than tlie

Prairie Provinces. On the basis of the gross ton mile rate, British Columbia
cost is shown in 1924 as being 17.6 per cent higher and in 1925 29.4 per cent

higher. Evid. Vol 510, p. 7788.

It wa.s stated that on the prairies in 1924 the Canadian National handled

668 net tons in a train a distance of one mile at a cost of $4.04, while in British

Columbia it hauled 600 net tons in a train at a cost for one mile of $4.31. In

1925, tLey hauled in the prairies 700 net tons per train, one mile, at $3.82,

while in British Columbia they hauled 587 net tons per train, one mile, at $4.21.

Evid. Vol 510, p. 7787.

In summarizing the position of the Canadian National, counsel, at Evid.

Vol 510, pp. 7822, 7823, submitted that maintenance of way and structures costs

were heavier in British Columbia than on the prairies; that operating costs

were also heavier; that the cost of moving grain westbound to Vancouver over

the Canadian National is as much heavier as the total operating costs of two
and one-half trains; and that in respect of the grain movement the empty haul

was practically 100 per cent.

Reference in this connection w.^is made to exhibit F.H. 221 setting out

that for the years 1923 to 1926, inclusive, it cost 35.6 per cent more in British

Columbia to maintain the railway's ways and structures, in so far as fixed

maintenance was concerned, than on the prairies. This is a comiputation based

on a per mile of line basis.

As measuring conditions of operating cost, counsel for the Canadian National
submitted exhibit F.H. 222. This is an exhibit Which dealt with the question

of the movement of grain both east and west. There was a given volume of

tonnage, 1,000 cars; this tonnage to be handled in trains of same size and weight.

Taking a 50 per cent engine from Biggar to Fort William, 1,000 cars of grain

would be carried in 16.7 trains. For the Biggar-Vancouver distance, 19.6
trains would be required. This is approximately 18 per cent m.ore. Taking the

locomotives actually in service, it is computed that it would take 15.2 trains to

handle traffic to Fort William and 25.6 trains to carry the traffic to Vancouver.
Biggar is taken as being nearest to the point where the rates east and west meet.

The mileage to Vancouver is approximiately 75 miles greater.

In refeiTing to the changed conditions which it was icontended existed,

reference was made to the factor of the grain trade. The effect of changed
conditions, if any, in freight traffic may be measured to some extent by the

relation between passenger gross ton miles and freight gross ton miles. Exhibit

F.H. 121 filed by Counsel for the Province oj Bntish Columbia and based on/

material supplied by the Canadian Pacific Railway. See also in this connection

Vol 489, p. 18226.

In 1921, the passenger gross ton mileage in British Columbia was 29.67 ])er

cent as compared with the freight gross ton miles of 70.33 per cent. In 1925,

the passenger gross ton miles had fallen to 25.45 per cent, while the freight

had risen to 74.55 per cent. There was an actual increase in passenger gross ton

mileage. On these figures, however, it would appear that a change in percentage

of 4.2 per cent has taken place.

Another factor which is stressed as important is the question of empty car

movement. It is contended that the development of the grain movement for

export \'ia Western ports has to a great degree adjusted the discrepancies existing

between the 'loaded and empty movements. The evidence of ]NIr. Neal }^
substance, that the large movement of grain to the Pacific does not coincide

with the heavy eastbound movement. There is a certain amount of over-

lapping in the autumn and spring, when the lumber in the autumn is falling off

and the grain starting; and similarly when the grain is falling off and the

lumber is starting. Normally, the grain movement fal'ls off very considerably

from the month of March.
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Exhibit F.H. 225 filed by the Canadian National Railways is relied upon
by Counsel for the railway to show that on the whole we practically haul east

empty all the cars we haul westbound loaded with grain." Evid., Vol. 510, p.

7822.

The Canadian Pacific, in exhibit F.H. 99, relies upon the analysis therein

set out as showing that the percentage of empty loaded movement in the British

Columbia district has actually increased since 1922. Exhibit 75 segregates the

empty movement eastbound and westbound in British Columbia. While the

westbound decreased 12 per cent, the loads increased 15 per cent; and while the

loads westbound increased 170 per cent, the empties increased w^estbound 249
per cent. It was stated there was a slight improvement in the empty movement
westbound. Evid. Vol. 509, p. 7536.

The Board's Chief Operating Officer, on direction, made a study of cost

detail presented, and the following report sets this out:

—

" Comparative Illustration for the Movernent of Freight over the Moun-
tain Subdivision,. Revelstoke and Field, and the Prairie Subdivision,

Alyth Yard, Calgary Terminal, to Medicine Hat, Eastbound.

A 210 per cent engine eastbound will handle 1,050 tons, Revelstoke

to Golden, with the assistance of a pusher engine from Albert Canyon
to Glacier, and, from Golden to Field, 1,108 tons with the assistance of a

pusher engine from Golden to Leanchoil. On this subdivision, there are

two controlling grades, one Albert Canyon to Glacier; the other. Golden
to Leanchoil; and the tonnage chart shows an increase in tonnage from
Beavermouth to Golden, and from Leanchoil to Field, but the trainload

in actual operation is from Revelstoke to Golden without change of ton-

nage, and at Golden 58 tons can be added to each engine load. The mile-

age of the subdivision, Revelstoke to Field, is 125.7 miles. To haul the

train through, the pusher engine has to m.ake 38.8 miles Albert Canyon
to Glacier and return, and 35.8 miles. Golden to Leanchoil and return,

making the engine mileage in connection with getting this train over the

subdivision 200.3 miles as against time-table distance of 125.7—excess

engine mileage 74.6 miles.

A 210 per cent engine eastbound will handle from Alyth yard, Cal-
gary Terminal, to Medicine Hat 2,709 tons, which can be handled with
the assistance of a pusher engine from Suffield to Bowell, a distance of

11.3 miles, making the return journey of the pusher engine 22.6 miles;

time-table mileage being 177.8 miles and pusher engine mileage 22.6
miles makes the total mileage 200.4, or an excess engine mileage of 22.6
miles.

In regard to supervision in mountain territory as compared with
prairie, I might point out that the B.evelstoke Division totals 332.9 miles,

being main line 254.5 and branch lines 78.4, being in charge of one super-
intendent, two train masters, one chief despatcher and two sets of des-

patchers of three each, the Mountain Subdivision being a portion of the

Revelstoke Division. The Medicine Hat Division has a total of 949
miles, being 326 main line and 623 branch mileage, with one superinten-

dent, two train masters, one chief despatcher, and two sets of despatchers

of three each.

The above illustration figures out Revelstoke to Field gross ton
mileage 134,330 per train, 672 tons per engine mile, and 1,066 tons per

train mile. Alyth Yard to Medicine Hat gross ton mileage 481,660,,

2,408 tons per engine mile and 2,705 tons per train mile, or an increased

tonnage per engine mile Alyth Yard to Medicine Hat of 258.31 per cent,

and per train mile of 153.75 per cent.
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In regard to supervision, the Medicine Hat Division has 54 per cent

more mileage than the Revelstoke Division, or comparing the main line,

exclusive of the branches in either case, the Medicine Hat Division has

an increase of 28 per cent."

Following the position laid down in the Western Rates Judgment, the matter

of excess, if any, of operating cost is a criterion to be relied upon in connection

with the mountain differential. Tlie importance of the grain traffic and the

readjustment it is claimed to have brought about in the matter of equalizing

traffic movements so as to give a larger percentage of loads in both directions

has been very strongly urged. The question here is what has been the effect of

this movement upon the operating costs? Have the operating costs so chancred

as to justify the elimination of the mountain differential?

Under the decision in the Western Rates Jvdgm.ent, the disparity in point

of operating cost still existing is such as does not justify the Board in granting

the application for the removal of the differential.

II

MAIN VS. BRANCH LINES

In his evidence, Vol. 498, p. 2819, Mr. Stephen, the traffic reprcscntativp

of the Canadian Pacific, said:

—

" I submit that it is not unjust discrimination to carry a higher basis

of specific rates from branch lines than from main line points, and this

is the normal basis of rate structure, except where freight traffic is carried

under a distance tariff, or under a tariff constructed with a distinrt

relationship to distance rates."

It was set out in evidence that all branch lines in IManitoba and Eastern
Saskatchewan carry specific grain rates, and that this makes a mileage ba«^is

impracticable.

In another connection Mr. Stephen used the following language :--

^' In the older province of Manitoba the grain rates to Fort William
from practically all main line and branch line stations on the Canadian
Pacific Railway are on the same basis. This is also true with respect

to shipping points on the main line and branch lines of the Canadian
Pacific Railway m the eastern or earlier settled sections of Saskatchewan,
but here the grain rates to the head of the lakes are not based on distance

but are " specific ", and are strictly subject to competitive conditions, so

much so that at the present time it would be impossible . . .

In exhibit F.H. 197, filed by the same witness, reference was made to the

competitive conditions in Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan, it being stated

that the Canadian Pacific main line between Winnipeg and Moose Jaw is closely

related to the Canadian Pacific branch lines and lines of other railways, running
not only from the east to the west but from the south to the north.

As pointed out in the reasons for judgment of the Chief Commissioner,
emphasis was laid by Messrs. McEwen and Woods on the main line of the

Canadian Pacific as a measure of the rates which it is contended should be
charged. The matter was dealt with in the presentation of Mr. McEwen, for

the Province of Saskatchewan (Evid. Vol. 506, pp. 6277-6281, inclusive). He
stated that the discrimination' alleged to exist in the grain rates eastbound had
already been raised in tlje application which was originally filed by the Attorney
General of the province of Saskatchewan, and was also referred to in the

supplementary submission which Mr. INIcEwen had caused to be filed on behalf

of that province. Reference Avas made to the joint telegram of Messrs. McEwen
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and Woods sent under date of September 23, 1925, in which the words " mileage

scale " were used. In this connection the following language was used by Mr.
McEwen at VV- 6277-6ii78:—

" It was apparently understood by our friends representing the rail-

way companies that there was involved in this application the breaking

up of all the present rates and an attempt to obtain a new scale of rates

based on regular groups of mileage such as prevail in regular mileage
scales. It is no doubt true that the telegram which Mr. Woods sent
might have been open to that interpretation, but I do not think it was
the intention of Mr. Woods that such a tariff should be constructed, and
certainly no argument was ever advanced along those lines either by
Mr. Woods or myself at the hearing in February, 1926, or any evidence
adduced at any time from which it could be inferred that that is what
the provinces were desiring.

All that we are seeking in this application is that whatever mileage
groups may prevail on the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, whether regular or irregular, whether covering a blanket of

15 miles, or 20 miles or more, that the rates which are charged for the

movement of grain or fxour for any particular mileage on the C.P.R. be
applied generally throughout the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta

as they are to-day applied in the province of Manitoba."

As bearing upon the question of the mileage groups, Mr. W^oods for the

province of Alberta (Evid. Vol. J{5S, p. 20S9) pointed out that the rates were
quoted by mileage groups; and in this connection said:

—

" Well, gentlemen, I would like my friend Mr. Flintoft or my friend

Mr. Fraser, or nny one, to suggest to me any other way in w^hicli you can
follow out that Act of Parliament when it comes to other railway lines

than by saying, when it says ' governed by ' the conditions of that

agreement, and that such rates, namely, the rates that are governed

by the conditions, shall apply to all other lines, how can you apply
them otherwise than by taking these same mileage groups on the other

railways and saying, the same rate carries? If there is another kind of

construction that may be suggested whereby this tribunal can administer

that Act than by way of mileage groups on those railways, I would like

to hear it, and would like it to be suggested to me now, because I have
not been able even to imagine it."

In general, the position taken by the Canadian Pacific was that the Crows-
nest rates on grain to Fort William were put in on an arbitrary basis, there

being no uniformity in point of distance; and it was also contended that in

Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan competitive conditions arising from rail-

ways paralleling and questions relating to wagon hauls from points located

between different lines of railway had a bearing upon the rates charged.

Mr. Neal, for the Canadian Pacific, pointed out extra factors of cost, which
he claimed attached to the branch line movements. In answer to Mr. McEwen
[Vol. 498, p. 258S) he said, repeating the evidence given in his direct examina-
tion, that the branch line was more of a pick-up or peddler car service than
was the case on the main line. In summarizing the factors which he said caused

greater expense on branch lines, he set out his position in Vol. 496, p. 2018:—
" Branch lines are said to be more expensive because there is more

picking up or peddler service as compared with the main line. The
trains stop at every station and switch off or take on cars. The density

of traffic is less on branch lines, and they are not maintained to main
line standards either as to bridges, or rails, or ballast. Therefore they

cannot operate heavy loads. This means more enginemen, conductors,

and trainnien and more wages and coal."
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In comparing traffic as between the north and the soiitli, Mr. Stephen, for

the Canadian Pacific, while emphasizing the greater ton mileage in the south,

recognized, in Vol. 498, p. 2855, that in respect of originating business the north

had a better average. It was contended that there were longer hauls on the

northern branches in order to connect with the main line than was the case

in the south, and that there were factors of extra cost as a result of this.

While Mr. Neil, of the Canadian Pacific, emphasizes, as h^s been indi-

cated, the extra factors of cost in connection with branch lines as compared with

main line traffic, some other features of his evidence are of value in this con-

nection. In cross-examination by Mr. McEwen (Vol ^98, pp. 2583-2590), the

following question was directed to him:

—

Q. You really cannot differentiate between main lines and branch

lines, because your main line is the main artery of traffic, but the main

line must be nourished by the branch lines, and you must regard your

system as a whole?- -A. The system is built up as a whole, and co-ordin-

ated as a whole. Q. And you must so regard it?—A. Yes."

Aojain (Vol. 498, p. 2590), Mr. Neal was being cross-examined by Mr.

McEwcn. Mr. McEwen pointed out that in Vol. 496, p. 2150, the witness had

said:

—

I do not see how you can separate a system like the Canadian
Pacific Railway into parts and say that this or that must stand by
itself, because the thing is so co-ordinated in the transportation

machinery that it is not possible to take it to pieces."

This question arose out of the question of Commissioner Oliver as to the expense

of operating branch lines as part of the system, and Mr. Neal, in response to

Mr. McEwen, said the portion quoted above was a fair statement.

It is true that part of the evidence herein referred to has a bearing on the

question of accounting, but it is of value as showing the necessary inter-rela-

tion between main and branch lines, and pointing out that the value of a par-

ticular line from the standpoint of traffic must be considered not only in terms

of what it contributes to the main line, but also in terms of what it originates.

Exhibit F. H. 180, filed by Mr. McEwen, covering the elevator receipts of

grain from 1920 to 1925, shows that in Saskatchewan, during the period in

question, the receipts of grain on the Canadian Pacific main line were 89,972,620
bushels. On branches south of the main line 207,756,374. On branches north of

the main line, 267,392,769 bushels.

Exhibit 12 and also exhibit F.H. 198 set out detail concerning the bushels

of wheat and coarse grains, as shown by elevator returns, per mile of line on the

Canadian Pacific in Alberta for the crop years 1920 and 1923. This is dif-

ferentiated as between the main line, and north and south of the main fine.

The detail as set out in analysis is as follows:

—

Main line— 1920 Bushels
Wheat per mile of line 17,331

Other prain mile of line 9,545

Xorth of main line

—

Wheat per mile of line 20,030
Other pram mile of line 19,545

South of main line-
Wheat per mile of line 21,335

Other gram mile of line G,027

Main line— li)23 Bushels
Wheat per mile of line 50,709

Other grain mile of line 11,749

North of main line

—

Wheat per mile of line 50,976

Other grain mile of line 20,477
South of main line

—

Wheat per mile of line 40,790

Other grain mile of line 4,972
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Mr. Stephen, in his evidence, Vol 498, p. 2841, made a comparison between

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta north of the main hne as compared with

south of the main line. He set out that there were 3,409 miles north of the

main line and 2,989 miles south of the main line. That is to say, about 17 per

cent more mileage north of the main line. It is claimed that this greater mileage

north results on an average in a lesser traffic density as compared with the main

line and south branches.

In his evidence, Mr. Stephen, Vol 498, pp. 2840-2841, shows for the year 1926,

1,787 miles of branches north of the main line in Saskatchew^an, and 1,336.8

south of the main line, or approximately 33 per cent more branch line mileage

north of the main line than south.

In general, at least in the territory east of Moose Jaw, the rates on southern

branch lines are tied up to the main line rates, w^hile on northern branch lines

there is a spread. In referring to differences in conditions north and south,

it is pointed out, in exhibit F.H. 250, that wheat preponderates in the south

and oats in the north. Exhibit F.H. 250 is an analysis filed by Mr. Fraser of

exhibit 12, which in turn was filed by the province of Alberta. This shows
74 per cent of wheat in the south as against 47 per cent in the north. The oats

are 19 per cent in the south and 47 per cent in the north.

Reference is made to the grains being coarser, and the lighter loading,

v.'ith corresponding increase of cost. In 1926, the wheat loaded about 75,000

pounds to the car; the oats loaded 68,000, or approximately 10 per cent lighter

loading. Barley is shown with a somewhat lighter load, but the amount involved

is not large. As bearing upon the question of cost alleged to be tied up to this

lighter loading, it is to be borne in mind that rates as between wheat and oats,

for example, are not built up on a basis that the oat rate shall be higher

because the loading is lighter.

Reference is made to the fact that the Board has in various decisions

recognized a distinction between main line and branch line. rates. In the course

of the hearing, decisions bearing on this were referred to. The British Columbia
Coast Cities Case, 7 Can. Ry. Cas., 125, which w^as referred to, does not appear
to be in point, because what really was involved w^as the principle that com-
parisons of distances are not in themselves conclusive. Reference was also

made to Canadian Oil Co. vs. Grand Trunk Ry. Co., 12 Can. Ry. Cas., 356; and
14 Can. Ry. Cas., 201. Wliat was involved here wa&, so far as mileage is con-

cerned, the same position as in the Coast Cities Case.

In the Almonte Knitting Co. Case, 3 Can. Ry. Cas., 44-1, a distinction

between main and branch line rates was involved. In Malkin & Sons vs. Grand
Trunk, 8 Can. Ry. Cas., 183, the traffic concerned originated on the branch
line; and it w^as held that there was an initial dissimilarity of circumstances

until the junction point was reached.

Fredericton Board of Trade vs. Can. Pac. Ry. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas., 439,

is a long and short haul case; and what is involved is not on all fours w^ith

freight.

In Hunting-Merritt Co. vs. Can. Pac. Ry. Co. and British Columbia Electric

Co., 20 Can. Ry. Cas., 181, there w^as reference to the Almonte Knitting Case.

The matter, however, really turned on a comparison with the way in which the

Board had directed orders in British Columbia by building up arbitraries over

the basing rates.

In Tivo Creeks Grain Growers' Ass'n vs. Canadian Pacific Ry. Co., 18

Can. Ry. Cas., 403, it was held that points in the same mileage group, whether

on main or on branch lines, should be treated in the same way. The points

compared were Elkhorn and Two Creeks. On a movement west from Winnipeg
to the two points, the distance is common to Virden. Elkhorn is 16.8 miles

west of Virden on the main line. Two Creeks is 13.4 miles in a northwesterly
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direction from Virden, on the line extending from Virden to McAuley. This

case was decided in 1915. Both these points fall witliin the mileaf^e p;rouping

from 190 to 200 miles, inclusive, of tlie Standard Freight Mileage Tariff.

In this case, the railway set out the following positions: The difference in

rate was not discriminatory, the two points having nothing in common. The
tonnage in and out of Two Creeks was insignificant. Two Creeks is on a

branch line, while on the other hand Elkhorn is on the main line, where the

cost of operating is lower and the density of tonnage and population much
greater.

In the course of the recent hearings, Counsel for the Canadian Pacific, in

referring to this decision, said (Vol. 510, p. 7602): 'That the Board had held

that such a difference was justified in the case of specific rates as distinguished

from mileage rates." All that was said in the Judgment on this point, at

p. 405, was: "While reference has been made to the difference in the density of

traffic as between the main line and the branch line, the pertinency of this is

not apparent when it is considered that what was involved was the general

mileage scale."

Under the decisions, the question of main vs. branch line rates on grain

and grain products may justifiably be looked at from the standpoint of common
competition in a common market. In Dominion Millers' Assn. re Eastern

Ontario Milling in Transit Charge, judgment rendered October 3rd, 1917, the

following language was used:

—

" Where the product of identical raw material—although the manu-
facturing is at different points—moves in the same general direction to

competition in a common market, the onus in connection with a com-
plaint of undue preference is especially on the railway."

continuing, at p. 9 of the judgment, the following language was used:

—

"The justifiability for difference in treatment in a common market
of the flour from western grain moved by Bay and Lake ports, and there-

after milled in transit, as compared with flour milled from western grain

and moved all rail, or by lake and rail, has not been established. There
is discrimination, and Order should go against the Canadian Pacific for

the establishment of the one-cent milling-in-transit charge on western
grain ex-lake."

Mr. Stephen, for the Canadian Pacific, referred to Exhibit F.H. 167 as

showing, from the standpoint of density of traffic, conditions which were less

favourable on branch lines than on main lines, and also as showing conditions

less favourable on northern branches than on southern branches. At first, he
spoke of the density of traffi,c on the lines north and south, but he corrected this

by saying that it was not density of traffic but density of tonnage which he was
referring to. Exhibit F.H. 167 is a subdivision of gross ton miles as between
the main line and the branch lines.

As already indicated, the northern lines are in a stronger position from the
standpoint of originating traffic than the southern lines.

In the Western Rates Case, at p. 51, it is pointed out that density of ton-
nage shows all traffic, irrespective of origin, while density of traffic deals with
freight originating or delivered in a given territory. Further, in dealing with
the question of density of tonnage, the following language is used:

—

"To treat the case, therefore, merely on the question of density of

tonnage would be simply to use traffic derived in part from Saskatchewan
itself as a reason for denying Saskatchewan the removal of a discrimina-
tion existing in the territory subject entirely to like operating conditions."

Here, what was involved was a reference to the effect on operating con-
ditions in jVIanitoba of the traffic moving east from Saskatchewan and Alberta.
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The traffic from the branch lines to the north, for example, moves on to main
lines, and to disregard the effect of this on the density of tonnage woulld be to
take the position which was negatived in the Western Rates Case.

Putting in summary form the position which has been developed—First:
The railways pointed out that competitive conditions are active in the territory
which may rougldy be defined as being east of Moose Jaw. It is set out that
here paralleling of railways and possibilities of wagon hauls necessitate the
main line rates being extended to the branches. Second: Reference is made to
the decisions of the Board with regard to branch line vs. main line rates. It

seems to me that where a commodity of general demand produced in
different sections is being shipped to a common competitive market, there is

not the same justification for difference between main and branch line rates. It
may be noted in this connection that, while the decision in the Two Creeks Case
v/ent on the matter of mileage grouping, the radway took the same position
in regard to main vs. branch line rates which it has raised in connection with
specific rates. Third: In respect of grain tonnage, the north shows up very
favourably with the south, and both of these are in excess of the main line,

showing the import.ance of the branch line traffic as feeder traffic to the main
line, this in turn raising the question of the bearing this might be expected to

have upon the rates of lines furnishing the feeder traffic.

While a statute should carry its own code of interpretation, there is

authority for the position that w^ere a statute is the outcome of the deliberation

of a special committee, recourse may be had to the report of findinigs of the said

committee in order to ascertain more clearly the significanee of what is incor-

porated in the legislation.

The amending legislation of 1925, in regard to Crowsnest rates and their

scope was preceded by P.C. 886, of June 5th, 1925, which used the following

language:

—

"The Committee are further of the opinion that as the production
and export of grain and flour forms one of the chief assets of the

Dondnion, and in order to encourage the further development of the

grain-growing provinces of the West, on which development the future

of Canada in large measure depends, it is desirable that the maximum
costs of the transportation of these products should be determined and
known, and therefore are of opinion that the maximum established for

rates on grain and flour as at present fixed under the Crowsnest Agree-
ment should not be exceeded."

It is the intention of Parliament, as embodied in the amending legislation

of 1925, that the Crowsnest rates on grain and flour should be applied within

defined territory. The fact that Par'liament made these rates of general

applicability not only to the lines now in existence but also to those hereafter

constructed, points out that Parliament hereby made a significant change in

regard to one phase o-f rate regulation. For example, as to a railway hereafter

constructed, it is not open to plead that the statutory rates are unreasonable,

and such a railway is referred for its statutory maxima to rates applicable on

another line built under different conditions of cost.

If subsection 6 of section 325 had not been passed, it would have been

possible to say that two different sets of rates for comparable mileage groups,

one being on a branch line and the other on a main line, were both Crowsnest

rates and therefore undiscriminatory. Under snch a condition a plea of discri-

mination as between the higher and the lower would have no standing, for both

rates being brought about by the action of Parliament it could not be assumed

that Parliament had created discriminatory rates. Re Crowsnest Pass Rates

^

80 Can. Ry. Cas. 27, at p. 47. '
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Having knowledge, however, of the decision of the Supreme Court, above
referred to. Parliament indicated, in section 6, that the Crowsnest Pass legisla-

tion, or the agreement made and entered into pursuant thereto, could not excuse
a charge of unjust discrimination. The Crowsnest rates now in force are there-
fore subject to the inhibitions as to unjust discrimination.

Counsel for the Canadian National Railways points out that the rates

operative on one line were not the necessary measure of the reasonableness of

rates on another line. While authority in regard to the general position that
one railway is not compelled to meet the rates of another is abundant, the
amending legislation of 1925 brings a new factor into the situation.

The record of the way in which the present legislation has been arrived at

compels me to conclude that it was the intention of Parliament to put into

force within a defined territory a uniform basis of rates, the basis being as low
as possible. This was to be applicable except in so far as difference in condition

justified a difference in treatment, which should be neither an unreasonable

preference nor an unjust discrimination.

On the record, I am of opinion that railways have not justified the difference

in treatment existing between main lines and braneh lines.

In the case of a higher rate for a given Canadian National main line

mileage group, in comparison with the comparable mileage group on the Canadian
Pacific, I am of opinion that the Canadian Pacific main line mileage rate group
is controlling, unless a discrimination is shown not to be unjust. When the

same question arises between the Canadian National main line and the branch
lines thereof, the comparable main line mileage grouping of the Canadian
Pacific is also controlling. I am of opinion that the onus as to disproof of

unjust discrimination has not been successfully borne by the Canadian National.

The Crowsnest rates have not been built up on mileage, but on mileage

groupings; and, therefore, in removing discrimination it should be by the

installation of non-discrimnatory rates in comparable mileage groupings, the

groupings and rates existing in the Canadian Pacific main line being the

measure.

Ill

DISTRIBUTING TARIFFS

Section 17 of the Board's decision in the Western Rates Case used the

following language, p. 61:—
While it is beyond all question that, speaking generally, the rates

]

ordered on one line control to a large extent the rates on other lines, and
that it serves no useful purpose to prescribe rates only as against one

carrier with the idea of assisting another; yet in so far as these disj-^

tributing tariffs are concerned, in some instances the mileages of the I

Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian Northern are shorter than those
^

of the Canadian Pacific; to the extent that these shorter mileages would
enable either company to charge a lesser rate than that fixed for the

Canadian Pacific, I am of the opinion that both com^panies should have

the opportunity of doing business, if they so desire, at the longer mileage

rates, and without regard to the competitive advantage which their /

shorter mileage would give them. These distributing rates, therefore, are

made effective by this judgment only as against the Canadian Pacific."

In 1924, Mr. Chard, for the province of Alberta, raised the point of apply-

ing the order against the Canadian National as well. He contended that the

Canadian National had adopted the basis of the order, using their correct

mileage to exclusive points but basing their rates on Canadian Pacific longer

mileages in the case of points which are reached by the Canadian Pacific. It
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was alleged that discrimination had existed in that districts other than those

complaining in the application had enjoyed their actual mileage while the

longer Canadian Pacific mileage had been imposed to competitive points.

In the submission at that time made on behalf of the railway, it was con-

tended that conditions had not so changed since the decision of the Board in

the Western Rates Case, as to justify making an order against the Canadian
National. It was decided to let the matter stand over, to be considered with

the General Rates Investigation.

At the General Rates Investigation, the province of Saskatchewan brought

the matter forward through the application of the Board of Trade of Prince

Albert and also through the supplemental submission of the province of Sas-

katchewan which asked that the order made against the Canadian Pacific in

the Western Rates Case, requiring them to put in a distributing tariff based on

85 per cent of the standard m.ileage, should be extended to the Canadian
National as well.

The province of Alberta, in paragraph 6 of its submission, contended that

unjust discrimination existed in respect of the town tariffs, the grounds

advanced being on all fours with those already referred to in the 1924 appli-

cation.

In the matter of International Rates Order issued July 6, 1907, which

dealt with town tariffs, provision was made that the rates in all cases were

to be based on the shortest workable mileage. The direction given in the

Western Rates Case appears to me to have been a provisional one, dealing with

railway conditions which were then in a state of readjustment.

On consideration, it seems to be justifiable that the order should go against

the Canadian National as well as against the Canadian Pacific.

IV

NATIONAL TRANSCONTINENTAL

The Quebec Harbour Commissioners, in their application of August 12,

1925, used the following language:

—

" 1. That the intention of parliament, as expressed in the Statute

of 1904, in virtue of which $180,000,000 of public money has been
expended in building the Transcontinental Railway and the Quebec
Bridge, namely, to reduce the cost of carrying the products of the

Prairie Provinces to Montreal, Quebec and Halifax and St. John for

export, shall no longer be ignored, and that the rate upon export wheat
and flour over the Transcontinental Railway, from Fort William or

Armstrong to Montreal or Quebec, shall be reduced to 11 cents per

bushel, which is the equivalent of 15%,) cents per bushel, the rate (Crows-
nest basis) at which it is now being carried 1,300 miles from Calgary
to Fort William, and that the additional rate for winter export shipment,

passing over the Quebec Bridge, to Halifax and St. John, shall not exceed

the additional rate now charged for such service."

That is to say, the Board is asked to make applicable from Fort William or

Armstrong east to Montreal or Quebec a rate on the Crowsnest basis. While
reference was made to Montreal, that city did not join in the application.

The Quebec Harbour Commissioners, in a communication on file dated

January 22, 1926, in reply to a letter from the Chairman of the Canadian
Freight Association dated December 31, 1925, said: " We ask that the Crovrsnest
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rates shall be applied between Fort William and Montreal." In a statement

made by Mr. Cannon of Counsel for the Harbour Commissioners the follow-

ing is set out at Evid. Vol. 46^, p. 6520:—

''AH that Ave ask is that we should be treated all the way from
Edmonton to Quebec as the railways are treating from Edmonton to

Fort William."

Mr. St. Laurent, of Counsel for the Quebec Harbour Commissioners, stated

that the 11-cent rate would be a fair equivalent to the Crowsnest rate. Mr.
Cannon stated as follows, Evid. Vol. 511, pp. 8142, 8I4S:—

'' The Board has to endeavour,' under the Order in Council, to

equalize rates on a fair and reasonable basis which will be equal in its

application to all persons and localities. Our contention is that the

rates on grain under the Crowsnest Pass Agreement are prima facie fair

and reasonable. They have been declared to be so by Act of Parliament
and are to be kept in force under the law of 1925, and we submit to

the Board that just on this matter of rates we feel that the conditions

existing from the W^est to Fort William and Port Arthur and to Armstrong
ought to be continued as a fair and reasonable rate down to Quebec
and to the ocean ports in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

" Commissioner Lawrence: That is, the Crowsnest rate from Arm-
strong down to Quebec.

''Mr. Cannon: That prima jade these rates must be considered

as fair and reasonable as they have been in force under the statute for

years past, and that unless it is fairly shown that they are not fair and
reasonable the inference is in our favour that they are fair and reason-

able, because they are actually in force."

In substance, his argument was that whatever the Crowsnest rates might
be, operating under the jurisdiction granted them by Parliament, they afforded

a general measure of reasonableness.

The method by which the U-cent rate is computed was stated by Mr.
St. Laurent to be as follows:

—

" The Edmonton-Armstrong rate is 26 cents for the distance, and by
multiplying 26 by 960 (that is the Armstrong distance) and dividing by
the distance between Edmonton and Armstrong, you get nineteen and
something as the proper rate per 100 pounds; that gives 11.7 cents per

bushel, and I suggest that the decimal be dropped." Evid. Vol. 506,

p. 6120.

It is stated that the decimal is dropped because of the longer haul. It is

further stated by counsel that the rate is not being asked for from Fort W^il-

liam or Port Arthur. The application as launched had included Fort William.

While application is thus made for an extension of the Crow^sneet 'basia

to the Armstrong-Quebec mileage, it is not contended that this rate as applied

to this movement will of necessity yield any profit.

In the course of his argument, Mr. St. Laurent set out various conmients on
the testimony given by Mr. Mallory {Evid. Vol. 506, pp. 6091-6100, inclusive).

He contended that cost of maintenance of way and structures w^ould bo very
slightly, if at all, increased by the additional grain traffic. General expenses

should, he stated, be omitted. The summary of his position in this regard will

be found on p. 6100. He there set out that the amount which he thought pro-

perly chargeable was $2,934 per train mile as against $6.28 set out in Mr. Mal-
lory 's evidence. In quoting this figure of $2,934, Mr. St. Laurent, at p. 6100,

says: " I submit that this is a fair calculation of the actual expenses following

a train."

46592-4
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At p. 6230, Evid. Vol 461, he also stated in summary that if in order to

start a movement over the National Transcontinental it was necessary to take

a pioneer rate which shall not apply elsewhere " this should be done.

The Board is asked to act not under the Special Act but under the Railway
Act. If what is invoked is the exercise of the Board's powers under the Rail-

way Act in regard to applying the Crowsnest basis to the mileage in^^olved,

the question arises what powers are possessed by the Board?

Section 325 of the Railway Act, as amended in 1925 by 15-16 George V,

chap. 52, provides that,

—

^' Notwithstanding anything in this subsection contained, rates on
grain and flour shall, on and from the date of the passing of this Act, be
governed by the provisions of the agreement made pursuant to chapter

five of the statutes of Canada, 1897, but such rates shall apply to all such

traffic moving from all points on all lines of railway west of Fort Wil-
liam to Fort William or Port Arthur over all lines now or hereafter con-

structed by any company subject to the jurisdiction of the Board."

The territory in which the Crowsnest rates are to be operative is specifi-

cally defined. It is concerned with grain and flour " moving from all points on
all lines of railway west of Fort William to Fort William or Port Arthur . .

Fort William and Port Arthur are on the eastern boundary of the special rate

territory concerned. For tariff purposes, Armstrong has been given the same
treatment.

The Board has no power to extend these statutory rates to points outside

of the territory so specifically defined.

Another phase of the matter is the intimation of counsel that the rates asked
for may be regarded as " pioneer," that is, presumably, development rates.

The Board is not empowered to put in pioneer " rates which have in mind
equalizing business costs of production, stimulating traffic in one section as com-
pared with another, etc., etc. This is a phase of management which has not
been given to the Board. Canadian China Clay Co. vs. G.T.R., C.P.R., and
C.N.R., 18 Can. Ry. Cas., 347, at p. 348; Dominion Millers' Assn., Toronto
Board of Trade and Montreal Corn Exchange vs. Canadian Freight Assn., 21

Can. Ry. Cos., 83, at p. 87.

The other phase of the matter referred to is the question of out-of-pocket

costs. If rates are fixed on an out-of-pocket costs basis, other charges apper-

taining to railway operation must be borne by other commodities. There may
be conditions under which a railway exercising its discretion carries goods that

pay only out-of-pocket costs. It does this subject to such attack, if any, as may
arise. It may do this with a view to develop business or on account of meeting

competition; but for whatever reason it may so act it does so subject to such

complaint as may arise under the Railway Act. The Board, in the absence of

specific sanction or direction as embodied in law, is not empowered to make
rates on the basis of out-of-pocket costs.

V

QUEBEC EXPORT RATES

In the application of the Quebec Harbour Commissioners dated August 12th,

1925, paragraph 3 of the formal application reads "that the rates from Georgian

Bay and other Ontario points and from Chicago, upon grain, flour and other

goods billed for export by ocean steamers at Quebec shall be the same as those

upon similar goods sent for export to Montreal."
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In the course of presentation, Vol. JMI, p. 6013, the following amendment
was made by Mr. Cannon: After the words '^Georgian Bay" as set out in the

first line, he added the word "Toronto," and he stated it was desired to limit

this application to Toronto and other Ontario points west of Toronto and from
Chicago so that rates ''upon grain, flour and other goods, including cattle billed

for export by ocean steamers at Quebec shall be made the same as upon similar

goods sent for export to Montreal."

The argument related almost exclusively to the question of grain. It was
pointed out that from Goderich, Kingston and Port McNicoll the rate to Mont-
real was 8.60 cents per bushel, w^hile from the same points to Quebec, St. John,

Halifax or Boston the rate was 9.10 cents, or a spread of one-half of 1 cent per

bushel.

In Evid. Vol. JiGl, p. 62^, Mr. St. Laurent, on behalf of the apiplicants,

contended that under P.C. Order No. 24, of January 7, 1926, the Board was
requested to adopt such action as it may deem fit in order to ensure, as far as

possible, a rate that will place the Canadian ports on the same footing as the

American ports. While I am not pressing the point, it may be noted in passing

that the application here is in reality to place Quebec on the same footing as

INIontreal. Contimng, Counsel said the only effective means of applying this

ruling was to give Quebec, as a summer port for grain moving from the lakes^

the same rates as apply from Montreal. He said ''
if there is any possi-

bility of carrying out these instructions, it can only be done by flattening out
the difference, not considerable one-half cent a bushel."

Reference was made to the decision of the Board in 1921

—

Co7nplaint of the

Harbour Commissioners of Quebec that export rates on grain from Georgian^
Bay ports to Quebec are on a higher basis than to the port of Montreal—Board's
Judgments and Orders, Vol. XI, p. 185. In the judgment in question, it was
stated that the distance from the bay ports to Montreal is 371 miles and to

Quebec 532 miles, or 161 miles greater distance to Quebec than to Montreal.
Reference was made in the decision to the argument that the Board would have
the power to direct the railway companies to grant the same rates to both Mon-
treal and Quebec. This was recognized; but it w^as also stated that the Board
was directed by the Railway Act to grant to the railway companies just and
reasonable rates; and Chief Commissioner Carvell, w^ho gave the judgment,
stated that he was at a loss to see how^ the Board could contend it was carrying

out the law if the same rate w^ere given to Quebec as to Montreal, notwithstand-
ing the mileage spread.

Reference was made to the fact that Canadian railways carried grain to

St. John at Ic. over the IMontreal rate, a distance of 500 miles beyond Montreal,

and that the same rate situation existed on the haul to Portland, 297 miles

beyond Montreal. It was pointed out in the judgment that these rates w^ere

necessary in order to get the business for Cf nadian channels, and that if in the

winter season the same rates were not given to St. John and Halifax as were
granted to the ports of Portland, Boston and New York the trafTic w^ould not

move to the Canadian ports. Concluding, it was said that the conditions above
set out do not exist as between the ports of Montreal and Quebec. The Board,
therefore, failed to see how it 'Svould be justified in enforcing the railway com-
panies to carry this grain 161 miles beyond Montreal absolutely free."

Mr. Flintoft, for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in the present

application, pointed out that the distance Port McNicoll to Montreal was 371

miles and Quebec 532 miles; that is to say, the Port McNicoll to Quebec distance

was 43 per cent greater; and it was contended that it would be unfair to dis-

regard this in making the rate.

In Evid. Vol. 4^1, p. 6250, Mr. St. Laurent said that the contention brought
in in 1921 was brought when the Board did not have the powers it now has. It

46592—4i
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was pointed out that the Board then felt "that under the express direction of

the Statute the rates were to be fair and reasonable to the railway comipanies,

the railway companies could not be compelled to carry the additional 161 miles

for nothing." It is claimed by counsel that the present Railway Act has been
amended to provide for the routing of Canadian trade through Canadian ports^

and that the Orders in Council asking the Board to adopt such means as would
increase the volume of Canadian trade going through the Canadian ports and
instructing the Board to investigate for the purpose of putting in force a new
rate structure have done away with, the binding force of these previous
decisions."

It is understood that it is the decision of 1921 which is especially referred to.

Counsel continues that the previous decisions, while they may be cited as

authorities of reasons, were no longer binding authorities. There follows then
the words: ''We, therefore, say that this decision which was rendered in 1921
and which we are not disputing as authority at that time, must be distinguished

from the situation which is before you at the present time." P. 6250.

In presenting the casC; counsel stated that ocean rates from Montreal and
Quebec were the same; that rates on imports are the same; that if one imports

through Quebec for Toronto or west of Toronto there is the same rate. It was
contended, further, that P.C. 24, above referred to, must have especially in con-

templation the port of Quebec £S a summer port. The spread of one-half cent

per bushel between the grain rates of Montreal and Quebec was also referred to.

It is a fair summary of Mr. St. Laurent's presentation that exception is not

taken to the decision of 1921, as the law was then admitted to stand. It is con-

tended that there is a distinction because of change of law and because of the

Order in Council. No reference is given to the change in the Railway Act upon
which reliance is placed, nor am I able to find any. I take it what must be meant
is the effect, if any, of the Order in Council in this respect.

Order in Council P.C. 24 which is relied upon in directing the Board to

especially inquire into the causes of Canadian grain and other products being

routed or diverted to other than Canadian ports sets out that the Board is "to

take such effective action under the Railway Act, 1919, as the Board of Railway
Commissioners for Canada may deem necessary to ensure, as far as possible, the

routing of Canadian grain and other products through Canadian ports." The
powers to be exercised are specifically limited so as not to go beyond the scope

of the legislation of 1919. In construing that legislation in so far as pertinent to

the application dealt with in 1921, the Board held it was not justified in granting

the application. The applicants recognize the binding force of the law as it then
stood. The Order in Council is subject to the powers of the Board under the
Railway Act of 1919; and I am, therefore, unable to sde any difference which
distinguishes the present case from that which was before the Board in 1921, or

which justifies any different conclusion from that rendered in 1921.

VI

BOARD'S ORDER NO. 36769

In the reasons for judgment of the Chief Commissioner, the situation in

respect of Order No. 36769 is developed. It is, therefore, not necessary for me
to make any extended comment.

In my judgment of December 17, 1925, the position was taken that Order
No. 36769, of September 2, 1925, should be rescinded and that the subject matter
involved might be dealt with as part of the General Rate Investigation. I was
unable to agree that conditions had so changed as to justify the rescission of

General Order No. 384, of October 10, 1923. With great respect to the Chief
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Commissioner, I was compelled to take the position that no such change in facts

had been established as to justify the action taken; and I was, further, of the

opinion that section 325 of the Railway Act, as amended in 1925, did not r<fford

a justification for the amendment of the export rates west bound. As I then and
now read the statute, it is exceedingly clear that subsection 5 of section 325 is

limited in its scope to the movement eastbound to Fort William and Port Arthur,

and that it does not apply to or govern the rates westbound to Vancouver. The
wording is so clear that it would not seem necessary to emphasize this. It has

been suggested that by implication the establishment of the reduced rates east-

bound to the Head of the Lakes of necessity carries with it the application o^

these rates from the same or similar points of origin moving westbound to the*

Pacific. I think it is fair comment to say that the legislation was enacted by
Parliament with a full knowledge of the situation; that it saw fit to limit the

scope of the Crowsnest rates to the movement eastbound to the Head of ih6
lakes; and that the silence of Parliament in respect of the rates westbound to»

the Pacific Coast affords no valid reason for assuming that it was the .intention

of Parliament that they should apply westbound on the same basis as east-

bound.

There being an even division of opinion as between the members of the

Board, Order No. 36769 was not rescinded. In connection with the application

for the rescission of this order, and, also, in connection w^ith a dispute over the

interpretation of the Order in respect of the basis of rates on which the railways

had filed their tariffs, the matters were gone into very carefully in the decision:

of the Deputy Chief Commissioner of December 19, 1925. This decision, which
was concurred in by the Chief Commissioner and Mr. Commissioner Oliver in

ruling against the rescission of Order No. 36769, at the same time set out that,

pending a final investigation of all the matters involved, the existing rates should
be continued in force until such time as the Board, as a result of further investiga-

tion, should otherwise order. This recommended action was concurred in in the
judgment of Mr. Commissioner Boyce, dated December 30, 1925, which, in turn,

was concurred in by Mr. Commissioner Lawrence.

The matter has been considered. I have given the matter the most careful

consideration I am capable of; but I am forced to the conclusion that General
Order No. 384 was a reasonable disposition on the facts and a justifiable one
on the law. However, there is an even division of opinion in regard to the
justifiability of Order No. 36769. The Order therefore stands; and it does noti

seem necessary to make any further comments on this phase of the matter.

The principle of the order having been adopted, it is, therefore, necessary

to make clear that it is the readjusted basis eastbound to the Head of the Lakes
which is now to be applicable westbound, and this is so provided for in General
Order No. 448. The judgment of the Deputy Chief Commissioner sets out the

reasons for the proviso in the Order as to the Edmonton mileage basis applying.

I agree in the disposition so recommended.

VII

I agree in the rulings set out in the judgment of the Chief Commissioner in

respect of the following matters:

—

(a) Transcontinental rate scale;

(fc>) Terminal Tariffs;

(c) Different standard mileages, east and west;

(d) Domestic Grain rates to British Columbia.

August 29, 1927.
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Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner:

RATES ON GRAIN AND FLOUR ON THE NATIONAL TRANSCON-
TINENTAL RAILWAY FROM ARMSTRONG, ETC.

I

The Quebec Harbour Commissioners (file 34123.13) submitted that the

trade of the port of Quebec was suffering from unjust, unfair and discriminatory

rates, by rail and by water, which prevented it from enjoying its fair share of

the traffic of the Country; that although Quebec was 160 miles closer to the

Atlantic and to Europe than Montreal, and although steamers running to

Montreal incur a loss of two days time, wages of crew, fuel, pilotage, extra

marine insurance, etc., as compared with Quebec, ocean steamers charge to

and from Quebec the same rates of freight and passage as they do to or from
Montreal. On the other hand, the railways ignoring the custom under which
they gave blanket rates to points differing in mileage, charge a higher rate

from Ontario points to Quebec than to Montreal, upon goods shipped for export

by steamers sailing from Quebec, though the extra charge upon western export

goods from Montreal to Quebec, 160 miles, was often the same as from Montreal
to Halifax, 840 miles.

They submitted further that by the construction of the Transcontinental

Railway, the distance between Quebec and Winnipeg was reduced to 1,349

miles as compared with the distance of 1,417 miles between Winnipeg and
Montreal via Canadian Pacific Railway.

They also alleged that the all-rail rate on flour and wheat for export is

the same from Winnipeg and Fort William to Quebec and to Montreal, but it

is fixed at such a high figure that it is prohibitive and it forces traffic into the

lake route, at Fort William, and thence to Buffalo or the bay ports. A com-
parison of all-rail or lake and rail rates shows, at a glance, that the rates have
been so framed as to prevent Quebec from getting its fair share of export trade.

They further alleged that in 1903, Parliament and the Country had under-
taken the construction of a National Transcontinental Railway as a common
railway highway across the Dominion of Canada, from ocean to ocean, wholly
within the Cana^dian territory, to afford transportation facilities to help in the

rapid development of the productiveness and trade of Canada, and to afford

the carriage of Canadian traffic entirely on Canadian territory, at rates on
export traffic from the point of origin to the point of destination at no time
greater via Canadian ports than via United States ports.

They submit that the present rates instead of favouring the routing of

traffic through Canadian channels do the very reverse and give an advantage
of 9 cents per bushel to the New York route, the result being the diversion
of a considerable amount of traffic originating in Canada to United States
Atlantic sea ports.

Therefore they request:

—

1. That the intention of Parliament, as expressed in 3 Edward VII, chapter
71, and the schedule thereto, for which millions of dollars of public money have
been expended in building the National Transcontinental Railway and the
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Quebec Bridge, be no longer disregarded, and that the rate on export wheat

and flour on the National Transcontinental Railway from Fort William or

Armstrong to Quebec be reduced to 11 cents per bushel, namely approximately

the equivalent of the present lake and rail rate from Fort William to New
York, and that the through rate on export traffic from the point of origin to

the point of destination be at no time greater via Canadian ports than via

United States ports, and that such traffic not specifically routed otherwise by

the shipper be carried by the National Transcontinental Railways to Canadian

ocean ports;

2. That the rates from Georgian bay, Toronto and points west of Toronto,

on traffic shipped to Quebec for export, be the same as on traffic shipped from

the same points to Montreal for export.

II

The Quebec Harbour Commissioners' submission w^as supported by the

city of Quebec, the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince

Edward Island, the province of Manitoba, the Cochrane Board of Trade, the

Live Stock Producers of Canada, the Live Stock Exchange of Toronto, the

provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta and British Columbia. (Vol. 461,

p. 6008 et s). And at Vol. 461, p. 6021, Mr. Cannon, on behalf of the applicants,

said:

—

" We feel that we are presenting a case which is not of interest only

to Quebec city, but one that concerns the whole of Canada; and we have
already found that there seems to be a general consensus of opinion, not

only in Quebec city, but all over Canada, in favour of the utilization of

the Transcontinental railway for the purposes for which it was built; that

is to say, the golden crop of wheat from the West should flow through

Canadian channels, Canadian railways and Canadian ports."

Ill

Prior to the 20th of January, 1923, the Board of Railway Commissioners for

Canada had no jurisdiction on the Canadian Government railways. Lender 9

and 10, George V, chapter 13, (1919), section 13, the provisions of the Railway
Act (except those inconsistent with this Act, and those relating to the location

of lines of railway, the making and filing of plans and profiles, other than high-

way or railway crossings plans, and the taking or using of lands) were made
applicable to the Canadian National Railway's and its undertaking; and by
section 14. it was provided that the provisions of the Railway Act respecting

the operation of a railway (as distinguished from the provisions of such Act
respecting the construction or maintenance of a railway) would apply to such
of the Canadian Government railways as would but for the passing of such Act
be subject to the Government Railwa3's Act, during such time as the operation

and management thereof is entrusted to the Canadian National Railway Com-
pany under the provisions of the said Act. And by section 11, it was provided
that the Governor in Council could, by Order in Council, entrust the Canadian
National Railway Company with the management and operation of any railway,

property or w^orks vested in His Majesty.

On the 20th of January, 1923, by Order in Council P.C. 115, the above
quoted provisions of the Act of 1919 were made operative, and the management
and operation of the Intercolonial Railway, the National Transcontinental Rail-

way, the Lake Superior Branch, leased from the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
Company, and other lines were entrusted to the Canadian National Railway
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Company. Since then, but since then only, this Board has full jurisdiction to
determine the rates and tolls to be collected on the National Transcontinental
Railway and on any other Canadian Government Railway lines.

This matter came up incidentally before the Board in 1921, at a hearing
at Quebec (Record, Vol. 354, pp. 2056 et s. and particularly at page 2761). The
then Chief Commissioner, the late Hon, Frank Carvel, sympathised with the
views urged by the applicants, and regretted his lack of jurisdiction in the
matter.

IV

The request of the Quebec Harbour Commissioners is complex, of far-

reaching effect, and of nation wide importance. Fully to appreciate what is

involved, it will be necessary briefly to summarize the genesis and the history

of the National Transcontinental Railway.

V

Its construction was authorized by 3 Edward VII, chapter 71 (1903). At
the same session, by 3 Edward VII, chapter 122, the Grand Trunk Pacific Rail-

way Company was incorporated. An agreement had been entered into between
the promoters of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company and the Canadian
Government. By 3 Edward VII, chapter 71, section 2, the agreement was rati-

fied, and confirmed, and declared legally binding upon His Majesty and the
company who were authorized and empowered to do whatever was necessary in

order to give full effect to the agreement and to the provisions of the Act.

The preamble read as follows:

—

" Whereas, having regard to the growth of population and the rapid

development of the production and trade of Manitoba and the Northwest
Territories, and to the great area of fertile and productive land in all the

provinces and territories as yet without railway facilities, and to the
rapidly expanding trade and commerce of the Dominion, it is in the

interest of Canada that a line of railway, designed to secure the most
direct and economical interchange of traffic between Eastern Canada and
the provinces and territories west of the great lakes, to open up and
develop the northern zone of the Dominion, to promote the internal and
foreign trade of Canada, and to develop commerce through Canadian
ports, should be constructed and operated as a common railway highway
across the Dominion, from ocean to ocean, and wholly within Canadian
territory."

Therefore this agreement witnesseth, etc

Then, followed provisions for the construction of the Eastern Division from

Moncton to Winnipeg by the National Transcontinental Railway Commission,

and of the Western Division, from W^innipeg to the Pacific coast, by the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway Company, and for the lease of the Eastern division to

the company, and the operation of the whole system as a unit.

It was also provided that the Government would guarantee bond issues of

the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company secured by mortgages, as therein

defined.
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Sections 42 and 43 of the agreement read as follows:

—

42. Tt is hereby dechired and agreed between the parties to ^^i^ ^
"aid by"'

agreement that the aid therein provided for is granted by the Gov- ^^,yernment.

ernmcnt of Canada for the express purpose of encouraging

the development of Canadian trade and the transportation of goods preference to

through Canadian channels. Tlie Company accepts the aid on these^"^^'^'^

conditions, and agrees that all freight originating on the line of the^'""^"'

railway, or its branches, not specifically routed otherwise by the c<J'>>pa"y

shipper, shall, when destined for points in Canada, be carried entirely
fi^^'^^^g^^'^'^®

on Canadian territory, or between Canadian inland ports, and that Canadian

the through rate on export traffic from the point of origin to the poinV^^^""^^^-

of destination shall at no time he greater via Canadian ports than

via United States ports, and that all such traffic, not specifically

routed otherwise by the shipper, shall be carried to Canadian ocean

ports.

43. The company further agrees that it shall not, in any ^^^^^^
^^p^j^-gg^o^

within its power, directly or indirectly advise or encourage the trans- Xtiantfc and

portation of such freight by routes other than those above provided, Pacific,

but shall, in all respects, in good faith, use its utmost endeavours to

fulfil the conditions upon which public aid is granted, namely—the

development of trade through Canadian channels and Canadian^

ocean ports.

Section 45 also provided as follows:

—

45. The company shall arrange for and provide, either by P^^- ^^^jj'^^^^^*^^^^

chase, charter or otherwise, shipping connections upon both thejf cwl.
Atlantic and Pacific oceans sufficient in tonnage and in number of

sailings to take care of and transport all its traffic, both inward and
outward, at such ocean ports vnthin Canada, upon the said line of
railway, or upon the line of the Intercolonial Railway, as may he
agreed upon from time to time, and the Company shall not divert,

or, so far as it can lawfully prevent, permit to be divertd to ports

outside of Canada any traffic which it can lawfidly influence or

control, upon the ground that there is not a sufficient amount of ship-

ping to transport such traffic from or to such Canadian ocean ports.

This language already very clear, became superabundantly so hy the dis-

cussion which followed in the House of Commons, as it appears at Hansard of

1903, more speciallv at pages 7658 to 7699, and 8806 and 8807.

VI

The Eastern division from Moncton to Winnipeg was constructed, and until

completed, operated by the Transcontinental Railway Commission. The maxi-
mum virtual gradients between Quebec and Winnipeg, on eastbound traffic, does

not exceed four-tenths of one per cent, as compared with maximum virtual

gradients of one per cent on other lines between Winnipeg and Montreal, and
particularly in the Lake Superior division. Curvatures were also avoided as

much as possible, and modern freight engines can haul eastbound, from Winni-
peg to Quebec, about 2,052 tons of freight.

The construction was commenced in 1904-05. The operation of the rail-

way from Moncton to Edmundston began on or about January 13, 1913. The
following year operation was extended to what is now known as Diamond
Junction (Levis, P.Q.)
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C. 43 of the Statutes of 1914 provided that, " notwithstanding anything in

the Transcontinental Act, the Minister of Railways and Canals be eligible to

be appointed, and to exercise the powers, and discharge the duties of the Trans-
continental Commissioners; and that, after the Eastern Division was com-
pleted, and until it was leased to the coinpany, the said Eastern Division should

be under the control and management of the Minister of Railioays and Canals,
who should have power to operate the v^hole, or any part, of the said Division

as a Government railway, under the provisions of the Government Railwayis'

Act, 1906, chapter 36." This Act is still in force. After 1914, the operation of

the National Transcontinental Railway was entrusted to the managers of the

Canadian Government Railways, who are, since the 20th of January, 1923, the
directors of the Canadian National Railway Company.

The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company was requested by letter from
the then Minister of Railways (Hon. Mr. Cochrane), dated January 13, 1913,

to enter into the necessary conferences wath a view to the taking over of the

railway as provided in the agreement. This, the company refused to do, broadly
upon the ground that the line had not been completed in accordance with the

provisions of the agreement.

The National Transcontinental Act was amended by chapter 18 of the

Statutes of 1915, giving power to the Minister of Railways to lease or otherwise

acquire portion of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway known as the Lake
Superior Branch, from Lake Superior Junction to the city of Fort William, Ont.,

including terminal facilities and accommodation w^orks, and making the Gov-
ernment Railways Act applicable to any line of railway, leased or acquired

under that Act.

The Grand Trunk Pacific railway system went into the hands of a Receiver,

and by Order in Council P.C. 517, of the 7th of March, 1919, and Order P.C.

447, of the 13th of March, 1919, ratified and confirmed by 9-10 George V, chap-
ter 22, the Minister of Railways and Canals was appointed government
Receiver, and acted in that capacity until the 27th of May, 1927, when, by
Order in Council P.C. 1011, the receivership was ended and the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway Company resumed its normal legal existence.

Since the 12th of July, 1920, by virtue of Order in Council, P.C. 1595, the

management of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company has been entrusted

to the directors of the C.N.R.

VII

To March 31, 1926, Canada had spent for the National Transcontinental

Railway $169,294,876.56, and for the Quebec Bridge, a necessary incident of the

system, $21,706,664.49. (Annual report. Department of Railways and Canals
for the year ending March 31, 1926, p. 82.) There had also been advanced, in

assistance to the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, the sum of

$129,972,139.79, made up as follows:—

Loans prior to receivership $ 25,591,237 10

Bonds purchased 33,093,333 23
Loans during receivership (to 31/3/27) 51,981,541 99
Guarantee and coupon interest 19,306,027 47

Total $129,972,139 79

The country has therefore invested the sum of $310,974,680.84 for the pur-

poses of the Acts of Parliament above mentioned and the agreements made
pursuant thereto, namely: for the express purpose of encouraging the develop-

ment of Canadian trade and the transportation of goods through Canadian chan-
nels, and to secure a through rate on export traffic from the point of origin to

the point of destination, at no time greater via Canadian ports than via IJnited

States ports." (3 Edward VII, chapter 71, schedule section 42).
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VIII

The object of the National Transrontincntal Railway and its physical con-

ditions being as stated, and compensation having been paid in advance with a

view to securing low rates, it was neither unfair nor unreasonable to expect that

such rates would be published as would encourage the transportation of Cana-

dian trade through Canadian channels.

Yet the present rates on wheat on the Transcontinental Railway from

Armstrong to Quebec, are as follows:

—

In cts. In cts.

per 100 lbs. per bushel

.34^ .207

As compared with rates from Fort William to Buffalo and New York, as

follows:

—

In cts. In cts,

per 100 lbs. per bushel

Fort William to Buffalo (lake) .0401 .0276

Buffalo to New York (rail) -1517 .0910

Total $0.1978 $0.1186

This comparison shows at a glance that the present rate structure gives an

advantage of nine cents per bushel to the New York route.

Rates on Avheat on the National Transcontinental from Armstrong to Que-

bec were also compared w^ith rates for similar mileage west of Armstrong, as

follow'S:

—

In cts. In cts.

Miles per 100 lbs. per bushel

Calgary to Fort William 1,242 .26 .156

Saskatoon to Fort William 900 .24 .144

Armstrong to Quebec 957 .34i .207

The rates on grain and flour to Fort William are governed by the provi-

sions of the Crowsnest Pass Agreement Act, as amended by 15-16 George V,

chapter 52, section 3 (1925). These provisions do not apply east of Fort

William, but the figures quoted show that, on the National Transcontinental

Railway, the rates on grain are raised abruptly at Armstrong and act as a

barrier to prevent traffic from moving east thereof.

IX .

The results are reflected in the following figures from the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, giving the movement of wheat from Canada for export, via

United States and via Canadian channels:

—

Canadian Wheat exported from Canada to Overseas Countries during the Calendar Years
1924, 1925 and 1926, showing portions exported (a) Via United States Channels, and (b)
Via Canadian Sea and River Ports:

—

Calendar Years

(a) Via United States
Channels

(b) Via Canadian Sea
and River Ports

Bushels % of Total Bushels % of Total

1924 92,340,767 44-1 116,620,795 55-9
1925 129,688,215 GO-8 83,695,777 39-2
1926 127,354,641 52-6 114,578,214 47-4

Note.—During these three calendar years a large amount of Canadian wheat exported
from Fort William and Port Arthur to overseas countries via the United States, has been
re-routed from United States lake ports via the St. Lawrence canals for shipment at Montreal,
as follows:

—

Bushels
1924 16,645.000
1925 17,779,000
1926 15,794,000
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Adjustment sliould be made, in order to find the quantity of Canadian wheat shipped dur-
ing that period (a) via United States channels, and (&) via Canadian sea and river ports, as
follows:—

Calendar Years

(a) Via United States
Channels

(6) Via Canadian Sea
and River Ports

Bushels % of Total Bushels % of Total

1924 75,695,767 36-2 133,265,795 63-8
1925 111,909,215 52-4 101,474,777 47-6

1926 111,560,641 46-1 131,372,214 53-9

Statistics of former years are less favourable.

X

It is therefore obvious that these rates shut off Canadian rail competition

at Fort William, and force the traffic into lake vessels, which largely favour

Buffalo and New York because of the return cargo (coal, iron ores, etc.)

available for them at Buffalo but not at Canadian bay ports.

Canadian ports, elevators, railways, terminals and shipping interests lost

millions of dollars annually to their American competitors who thus secured a
considerable amount of our Canadian trade.

No reasonable surprise can be entertained at the keen disappointment of

the Prairies, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, when they saw their most
legitimate and sanguine expectations unfulfilled, and the aims and purposes of

Parliament, twice endorsed by the people of Canada in general elections (1904-

1908), nullified.

XI

Various interests injuriously affected repeated their efforts to secure redress.

In 1913, the Boards of Trade of Quebec, St. John and Halifax urged the gov-
ernment to equip their harbours with proper terminal facilities, and to pub-
lish on the Transcontinental railway a rate on grain and flour for export that
would enable the traffic to move thereon. The Hon. Mr. Cochrane, then Min-
ister of Railways and Canals, went to Quebec, and was so much impressed
that he promised the necessary financial assistance to equip the harbour with
an elevator of a capacity of 10,000,000 bushels. He partly redeemed his pro-
mise with an elevator of a capacity of 2,000,000 bushels, and later Parliament
voted large sums of money for extensive harbour improvements at Quebec, St.

John and Halifax.

In 1921, the Quebec Harbour Commissioners appeared before this Board,
and requested the lowering of the rate on grain and flour on the Transcon-
tinental Railway. The Board, then, had no jurisdiction on the Canadian Gov-
ernment or the Canadian National Railways.

In 1922, a special committee of the Senate was selected to inquire into the
causes of the diversion to the United States sea ports of the Canadian western
grain for export. The conclusions arrived at were as follows:

—

Your committee feel that it is their duty to report that they
recommend that the petition of the Quebec Board of Trade, as stated
in the Memorial of that Board to the Railway Commission, dated
February 3, 1921, hereto attached, be granted, and that the Government
be advised:

—
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To cause rates to be granted upon export grain over the Cana-

dian National Railways to Quebec, Montreal, Halifax, St. John

and Vancouver, such as would develop trade through the above

ports.

^'(2) As a corollary to the recommendation in paragraph 1 that

necessary elevator accommodation should be provided by the

Dominion at Canadian ports.

"(3) To arrange with the Marine underwriters or others in such

a way that the marine insurance rates from Canadian seaports

be as cheap as from United States seaports."

In 1923, the Government appointed a Royal Commission to inquire into

and report upon the subject of the handling and marketing of grain in Canada,

and other questions incidental to buying, selling, and transporting grain. The
Royal Commission made its report on the 7th of January, 1925, and attached

thereto a special report made at the request of the Royal Commissioners, by

one of their members Mr. James Guthrie Scott, of Quebec. The findings of the

Commission are at page 148 of their report, and read in part as follows:

—

''The Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada is the permanent

competent tribunal to which all demands for specific increases and

decreases of freight rates may be made, and from which definite rulings

may be obtained. In addition to this, we are aware of the fact that the

whole structure of freight rates in Canada will probably be examined
in the near future by the authority of Parliament, with a view to effecting

a readjustment more satisfactory to Canadians of the different parts of

Canada than the situation which now exists. We venture to state that

in the course of our investigation we have heard enough to convince us

of the urgent necessity of such a step being taken.

"In making these last remarks, however, we do so subject to this

important qualification. Mr. J. G. Scott of Quebec, one of the members
of this Commission, is himself a railway expert of long experience, both
as a railway builder and railway manager; and among other things he

has the experience of having handled export grain from Parry Sound to

Quebec. Mr. Scott gave evidence before the Senate Committee of 1922,

above referred to. Mr. Scott, as a result of his own experience and
expert knowledge, disagrees with the views expressed by Mr. Dalrymple.
Moreover he has certain specific recommendations to make concerning
the transportation of the w'estern grain crop at a much lower rate than
now prevails. While the other members of the Commission feel them-
selves bound by the limitation above referred to, they have requested
Mr. Scott to state his own views in the form of a memorandum to be
submitted to the Government with this report. Mr. Scott has prepared
his memorandum, and w^e have pleasure in handling it in, in order that

it may receive the attention of the Government and of Parliament."

XII

It is in these circumstances that, on the 5th of June, 1925, Order in Council

P.C. 886 issued, directing this Board to make a thorough investigation of the

rate structure of railw^ays and railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of

Parliament, with a view to the establishment of a fair and reasonable rate

structure which will, under substantially similar circumstances and conditions,

be equal in its application to all persons and localities, so as to permit of the

freest possible interchange of commodities between the various provinces and
territories of the Dominion and the expansion of its trade, both foreign and
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domestic, having due regard to the needs of its agricultural and other basic

industries, and particularly to the encouragement of the movement of traffic

through Canadian ports.

On the 7th of January, 1926, by Order in Council P. C. 24, this Board was
further directed, as a part of the general rate investigation above referred to,

especially to inquire into the causes of Canadian grain and other products being
routed or diverted to other than Canadian ports, and to take such effective action,

under the Railway Act 1919, as the Board may deem necessary to insure, as

far as possible, the routing of Canadian grain and other products through Cana-
dian ports.

The Board complied with these directions and, after due notice, during 113
sitting days, held preliminary hearings throughout Canada, and a final hearing
at Ottawa, during which all interested parties had a full opportunity of putting

on record evidence and argument pertinent to the issue.

XIII

The submission of the Quebec Harbour Commissioners has already been
outlined. In opposition thereto, the Canadian National and the Canadian
Pacific railways submitted that the suggested reduction in rates on the National
Transcontinental Railway is impracticable because,

—

1. Such a reduction would be met by equivalent reductions on American
lines and on other lines from the bay ports to the seaboard, leaving Quebec, for

instance, in the same relative position;

2. The diversion of Canadian grain and other products to American
Atlantic ports was not due to Canadian Railway rates, but to a combination of

factors, the most important of which was perhaps the supply of ocean tonnage;

3. Large wheat exporters favoured Fort William and Buffalo because of

their strategical position—wheat stored there being available to supply the

demand either from inland flour mills or from various European points of

destination, for which sailings are available on the American Atlantic seaboard,

but not on the St. Lawrence;

4. American Atlantic seaports possess three general advantages:

(a) Vessels come to them from all ports of Europe, and there are frequent
sailings to these ports. Grain is an excellent basic cargo for which
liners will quote a favourable ocean rate;

(b) Tramp vessels seeking charters lie off Norfolk, within convenient call

of any American Atlantic ports;

(c) Insurance rate is higher on hulls and cargoes out of Montreal than
New York.

5. Outside of the Canadian wheat pool, the majority of exporters are
located in New York where they are in close touch with the steamships and at
a better advantage for financial arrangements.

XIV

The testimonial and documentary evidence adduced by the railways can
be summarized as follows:

—

Since 1914 a considerable growth in liner and decline in tramp transporta-
tion have taken place, mainly due to an increasing tendency towards the con-
solidation of transportation facilities and their financial control. Formerly
tramp vessels were effective competitors, particularly in the carriage of sea-
sonable or bulk commodities. Liner companies have much more rapidly
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adapted themselves to the present day requirements of the trade in increasing

the size and speed of their ships, adopting motor ships and substituting oil for

coal as fuel. Tramps, with less capital, were unable to keep abreast with these

improvements, and lost much of their former power in the regulation of ocean

rates, whilst steamship conferences of liner organizations acquired greater

authority.

In 1925, sailings of liners carrying grain from United States Atlantic ports

to European points of destination numbered 3,826, including 1,515 sailings to

United Kingdom ports, and 1,071 to Antwerp, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Bremen
and Hamburg, namely 2,586 sailings in all requiring annually approximately

117,000,000 bushels of grain. The grain requirements of the 1,240 other sail-

ings of liners to France, Baltic ports, Norway and Sweden could not be ascer-

tained accurately, but it is safe to assume, it is submitted, that they took in

the neighbourhood of 60,000,000 bushels. In other words, the regular steam-
ship lines trading from the United States ports required 175,000,000 bushels
of grain in that year.

During the same period liners sailing from Montreal, Quebec and St. John
were as follows:

—

To United Kingdom and Irish ports 496
To Northern Continental ports 185
To Southern Continental ports 10

Total 691

This immensely greater amount of ocean liner tonnage operating out of

American ports would necessarily make rates to attract grain through Buffalo
to meet their requirements. The United States railway lines would co-operate
and maintain rates that would insure the movement over their lines of sufficient

grain to meet the requirements of the ports which they serve. It is therefore-
fore manifest that a rail rate reduction on grain to Canadian ports would not
attract the traffic to them nor change the relative situation. It would simply
reduce the earnings of the Canadian rail carriers who are compelled to move
a large volume of grain to St. John and Halifax during the winter months.

XV

These arguments are not new. They were strongly urged, with many
others, in 1903 when 3 Edward VII, chapter 71 was enacted, and they were
repeated at every rate inquiry held since: before .this Board at Quebec in 1921,

before the Railway Transportation Costs Committee of the House of Com-
mons, in 1922, before the Special Committee of the Senate, also in 1922, before

the Royal Grain Commission, in 1924, and before this Board in Vancouver and
Victoria in the fall of 1924.

Parliament, however, was not disturbed, and it is with a full knowledge
of all these facts that a provision was included as section 45 of the agreement
attached as a schedule to the National Transcontinental Railway Act, pro-

viding that the railway company should not divert the traffic or, so far as it

may legally prevent it, permit the traffic to be diverted to ports outside of

Canada, upon the ground that there is not a sufficient amount of shipping to

transport such traffic from or to such Canadian ocean ports.

It is quite obvious that grain, as other traffic, will follow the line of least

resistance, and will take the cheapest possible route to its point of destination.

The rail rate is not the only factor which acts as a deterrent to the grain being
routed through Canadian channels, but if all the other factors were favourable,

a differential of nine cents per bushel in the rail rate would certainly be, and is

a barrier preventing the grain from moving to the Canadain seaboard.
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Other factors have gradually disappeared. For instance, the lack of term-

inal equipment at the seaboard and of storage, grading and cleaning elevators in

the interior, west of Wninipeg. Harbour facilities at Quebec, St. John and Hali-

fax have been greatly increased and further improvements are presently under
way.

The grain statistics published by the Department of Trade and Commerce
give us a list of licensed elevators and warehouses in the interior for the year
1924-25. At page 34, the elevator capacity for Manitoba is given as 20,340,000
bushels; at page 94, that of Saskatchewan as 91,022,020 bushels; at page 124,

that of Alberta as 36,840,000 bushels, a total of 138,202,620. Most of these

country elevators are fitted with cleaning apparatus. In addition to that, there

are interior terminal elevators with the most up to date equipment. In the same
report, p. 72, we read the following: the terminal elevators at Fort William,
Port Arthur and Vancouver, and those in the interior at Saskatoon, Moose Jaw
and Calgary are equipped with cleaners of the most modern design, and are

able not only to clean grain, but to make practically every separation that is

required. They can operate twenty-four hours a day if necessary. They have
men specially qualified for operating the cleaners in order that the greatest

efficiency may be secured." The total drying capacity of all our western
elevators is 400,000 bushels per day, of which 270,000 is at Fort William and
Port Arthur, and 130,000 at the interior terminal elevators.

The construction of the Longlac cut-off also permits to take advantage
of the terminal facilities at Fort William for the traffic requirements of the

National Transcontinental Railway.

XVI

It was submitted that the exporter controls the destination of the wheat
and that his interests were better served in locating his wheat at Port Arthur
or Fort William, so as to be able to ship it at any time by the cheapest and
shortest possible route. The creation of the wheat pool, which handles a large

proportion of the crop, and which can afford to store great quantities at various

points of shipment, where there will be sufficient call, in the course of the year,

has largely altered this situation, and at Vol. 462, pp. 6467 and 6468 Mr. Kirk-

patrick admitted that such a change had taken place.

If an advantageous rate were given on the Transcontinental Railway, grain

exporters other than wheat pool could also make a greater use of the storage

facilities of the interior, and would have the opportunity of shipping to Quebec,

as well as to any other ports.

XVII

The shortage of tonnage on the St. Lawrence was also alleged to be another

serious obstacle. The same argument was used in 1924 against any rate reduc-

tion on grain for export via the Pacific coast ports. Yet, not very long

after the publication of a favourable rail rate, grain began to move westward
in large volume, and bottoms became available to carry it to Europe and the

Orient. It will be interesting to note that during the calendar year 1926, there

were from Vancouver 256 sailings to Europe alone, via the Panama canal, as

against 51 to all ports in 1921, namely an increase of five hundred per cent in

five years. This year, up to the 6th of July, 35,000,000 bushels of wheat were
shipped from Vancouver, and 5,800,000 bushels from Prince Rupert. The wheat
pool has now its own elevator at Vancouver and Prince Rupert, and expects

to ship a much larger quantity during the coming grain season, and from year
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to year thereafter. This would be at all times a striking record, but it is a par-

ticularly remarkable one in 1926 and 1927. Last year shipping was much dis-

turbed by the British coal strike, ships being used to carry coal, and this year

the unsettled conditions in China have greatly reduced our exports to the

Orient.

It is not unreasonable to expect that similar results will obtain in the east.

The preponderance of the world's tonnage is on the Atlantic, and European
purchasers are not very anxious to buy wheat in Vancouver to be delivered

in six weeks, when they can obtain delivery within two weeks from the Atlantic

seaboard. The movement of wheat is an economic question; it will move to

the world's markets by the cheapest possible route.

XVIII

Insurance rates are no doubt higher on hulls and cargoes to and from Brit-

ish North American ports than to and from United States Atlantic ports. They
do a certain amount of harm to Canadian trade and the St. Lawrence route,

inasmuch as they restrict somewhat the outside shipping which would otherwise

be desirous of trading through Canadian Atlantic ports. This discrimination

has already engaged the attention of the Canadian Government, the Imperial

Economic Conference, and the Imperial Shipping Committee. Before the Royal
Grain Inquiry Commission, on the 7th of March, 1924, Mr. Dalrymple, vice-

president in charge of traffic of the Canadian National Railways, at p. 10808.

said the following:

—

In the foregoing paragraph you will notice I have said ' regular

services,' but in addition of course there is also the tramp service, and
on account of the insurance in the St. Lawrence, the tramp invariably

charters his grain at one of these American ports, unless the inducement
is sufficient at the Canadian ports to enable him to offset his insurance

disability; this of course is simply a question of supply and demand for

tonnage, and is regulated according to circumstances."

Marine underwriters insert in their marine insurance policies a provision

which is known as the British North American Warranty Clause, whereby the

ship is insured under the condition that she will not ply to British North Ameri-
can ports, or if she does,, will be charged an additional premium, which varies

with the season.

At the instances of the Canadian Government, this matter was discussed

at the Imperial Economic Conference of 1923, and was referred for investiga-

tion and report to the Imperial Shipping Committee. A sub-committee was
appointed which proceeded to Canada, and held sittings at Halifax, St. John,
Montreal, Toronto, and Winnipeg. The committee then published an interim
report as a result of wd^ich Halifax was eliminated from the application of the
warranty clause on hulls, but not on cargoes. Some relief was also given to the

St. Lawrence by the extension of the summer season of navigation from the 15th
of May to the 31st of October, instead of from the 1st of May to the 31st of

September, as formerly. The month of October is a very important month,
having regard to grain shipments via the St. Lawrence. St. John, N.B., also

obtained a reduction of 50 per cent on the additional premium on hulls, but not
on cargoes.

The British North American Warranty Clause still obtains as regards car-

goes throughout Canadian ports and also as regards hulls, except in the port of

Halifax. In their reports, the Imperial Shipping Committee pointed out the
difficulties experienced in obtaining information concerning the amounts of

premiums collected, losses incurred on casualties in the river St. Lawrence or
45592—5
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eastern Canadian ports, as compared with the same in United States Atlantic

ports. This Board had the privilege, at a sitting held in Ottawa on the 2'5th of

March, 1926, of hearing Mr. Alexander Johnston, Deputy Minister of Marine
and Fisheries, called at the request of the Quebec Harbour Commissioners. Mr.
Johnston's statement is contained at Vol. 461 of our Record, pp. 6366 et s. At
page 6374, he said:

—

" As illustrating the difference between United States and Canadian
ports, the rates on two standard commodities may be cited. Canadian
flour shipped from New York is charged at the rate of 45 cents per $100.

The same flour shipped through the port of Montreal is charged at the rate

of $1 per $100, an increase of 105 per cent. Parcels of lumber shipped
from St. Lawrence ports in November pay a premium of 55 cents per

$100. The same shipment through United States ports will be charged a

premium of 12-V cents per $100, an increase of over 400 per cent. In mid-
summer the rate from St. Lawrence ports is 27^ cents per $100, an increase

over United States ports of 120 per cent."

And at page 6375:

—

" The differential cargo insurance rate as between New York and the

St. Lawrence is usually in the neighbourhood of 12^ cents per $100 of

insured value. Taking wheat as a standard cargo, and assuming a value

of $1.50 per bushel, the extra insurance works out at 12^- cents per 66
bushels, or roughly one-fifth of a cent per bushel." To this must be added
the additional premium on hulls.

The discrimination in marine insurance rates aft'ects particularly the tramp
vessels inasmuch as the additional premium charged to a tramp vessel for one

trip amounts to approximately two-thirds of the additional premium charged

to liners for the whole season. The premium spread over the whole season repre-

sents only an infinitesimal fraction of one cent per bushel of wheat carried by
the liners, but it represents a few cents per bushel of wheat carried by the tramp
vessels. The liners therefore receive a certain compensation inasmuch as this

discrimination acts as a deterrent to tramp vessels plying to B.N.A. ports, and
competition is thereby somewhat eliminated.

Directed as we are by Order in Council P.C. 24 to inquire into the causes

of Canadian grain and other products being routed to other than Canadian
ports, I cannot but submit that the marine insurance rates unjustly discriminate

against British North American ports, and are one of the causes of the diversion

of our Canadian trade to other channels.

It is not open to this Board to take any effective action under the Railway
Act, 1919, to remove such unjust discrimination. I would recommend however,
that renewed and emphatic representations should be made to the Imperial Gov-
ernment, the Imperial Shipping Committee, Lloyds' Insurance Underwriters, the

London Institute of Underwriters and such other English shipping and insurance
interests as may be involved, for the immediate deletion of the British North
American warranty clauses from marine insurance policies, and the removal of

all restrictions on hulls and cargoes failing which, the Canadian Government
should consider the advisability of assuming all insurance risks in Canadian
waters, and perliaps, as a corollary, the necessity of inaugurating a scheme
embracing shipping on all waters, foreign or Canadian.

But this discrimination in the marine insurance rates is only one factor, and
it is much less important than the differential in the rail rate from Armstrong
to Quebec. Even if the marine insurance rates were readjusted as desired, the

rail rate differential of nine cents a bushel would in itself and alone be enough
to prevent traffic from moving on the National Transcontinental.
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XIX

The railways submitted that if rail rates to Quebec were reduced, ocean

liner tonnage operating out of American ports would also reduce ocean rates to

attract grain through Buffalo, and that the United States rail carriers would
co-operate to insure the movement over their lines of suflficient grain to meet the

requirements of the ports which they serve; the situation would not be changed,

except that the earnings of the Canadian rail carriers would be considerably

reduced.

The present lake and rail rate from Fort William to New^ York is 11.86

cents per bushel. The applicants request a rate of eleven cents per bushel on
the National Transcontinental Railway from Armstrong to Quebec. It is highly

improbable that the American carriers w^ould find it worth w^hile to disturb

their rate structure just because the rate to Canadian ports has been brought
down to the level of the rates to the American ports.

The same argument was strongly urged against the issuance of Order 36769

on rates on grain and fiour to the Pacific coast for export; it was then alleged

that such an order would have the effect of diverting traffic from Fort William

and Buffalo to the Pacific coast and that American carriers would reduce their

rates to the Atlantic seaboard so as to retain it. Though a considerable amount
of grain and flour moved to Vancouver, American carriers did not disturb their

rates.

In the present instance, it would moreover be abundantly clear to all con-

cerned that these rates are ordered in compliance with the provisions of the

Statute of Parliament 3 Edward VII, chapter 71, and of the agreement entered

into pursuant thereto, particularly ss. 42 to 45 thereof; and f,lso in compliance

with the directions of Orders in Council P.C 886, of the 5th of June, 1925, and
P.C. 24 of the 7th of January, 1926; that the purport of this rate adjustment is

to provide, as far as possible, the routing of grain and other products through

Canadian ports; that if this rate wTre ineffective, or if other competitive rates

were reduced, this Board would have to consider the advisibility of ordering

further reductions with a view of obtaining the desired results.

XX

The probable effect of the proposed rates on the finances of the Canadian
National Railways was discussed at great length. Mr. E. P. Mallory, Director

of the Bureau of Statistics, Canadian National Railways, was heard and he

filed (exhibits 36-36A-36B-36C) estimates of the cost of hauling grain from

Fort William to Quebec, via Longlac Cut-ofT, showing an operating expense

per bushel of 19.93 cents, and including interest and depreciation on equipment,

an expense of 24.85 cents per bushel.

Mr. St-Laurent, K.C., on behalf of the Harbour Commissioners of Quebec,

criticised these estimates (Records, vol. 506, pp. 6090 ct s.) which had evidently

been prepared on the assumption that this was new traffic, which would have

to be solicited, loaded, carried and unloaded, as any other traffic, and therefore

they included items which should have been excluded. He submitted (p. 6100)

that the out of pocket expenses following the train, incurred for moving grain

from Armstrong to Quebec, over the Transcontinental, did not exceed 8.02 cents

per bushel.
4
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In this connection, it will be important to remember Mr. Lloyd's evidence
(Record, vol. 494, p. 1102 ct s.). Mr. Lloyd is the Assistant Controller and
in charge of the Statistical Department of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

" Mr. Flintoft: What would you say as to the possibility of getting
the cost of any particular commodity?

A. Well, we do not know; there has never been any system devised
yet by which you can get the cost of carrying any one commodity.

" Q. Mr. Lloyd, I want to know whether it is in your opinion possible

to work out the cost of carrying any particular commodity?
" A. It certainly is not possible to arrive at the cost of transporting

any individual commodity."

And, at vol. 495, pp. 1527 and 1528:—
" Q. Would you say that that ' average cost per gross ton mile '

would be a fair figure to apply to the cost of moving grain in train load
lots?

" A. I do not know what the cost of handling grain is.

Q. Is. there any information in your statistical department that will

give you that?
" A. We have nothing to tell us the cost of handling any commodity."

Mr. Mallory, himself, stated (vol. 501, pp. 4324-25) : You asked me, and
I gave you an estimate to the best of my ability. It is an estimate based
upon our best experience."

And at vol. 502, pp. 4355-56: ''You cannot find the cost of moving a com-
modity exactly, but if 60 per cent of your business is one thing, you are in a

fair way of arriving at a reasonable estimate."

The estimates filed by Mr. Mallory do not show the point beyond which
the traffic could not be increased without increasing the maintenance of way
and structure expenses, and it seems impossible to decide this important point

without additional inforrnation. The costs in connection with yard locomotive

maintenance, yard expenses and yard locomotive interest and sinking fund, as

submitted in Mr. Mallory's figures, were made on a train mile basis, using the

western region ratio; they are not as conclusive as if the actual costs of a

yard such as Redditt, which handles practically nothing but grain, had been

used. There is also an apparent inconsistency in taking the full train mile

ratio in computing maintenance, interest and sinking fund, while only one-half

of the train mile ratio is used in computing yard expenses. Further, the number
of grain cars required should be more accurately estimated by using the average

running time between Winnipeg and Fort W^illiam, excluding delavs at both

these points.

Mr. Mallory did not take much into account the inevitable charges carried

to-day by the National Transcontinental Railway, for maintenance and operating

costs, nor the volume of higher rated traffic which a better utilization of the line

would necessarily bring to it, viz: cattle, packing house products, eggs, butter,

cheese, etc., shipped from the prairies; and package freight, general merchandise,

machines and tools, furniture and other goods shipped to the prairies. Cana-
dian Pacific Railway officials told us that rates on grain to St. John for export

Vvere not in themselves profitable. Yet, they continue to carry grain to St

John because of the remuneration they get indirectly.

In my opinion, no accurate and definite conclusion can be drawn from the

information on the record as to the actual cost of moving grain in train load

lots from Armstrong to Quebec.
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XXI

But even if m rate of eleven cents per bushel from Armstrong to Quebec
were not in itself a profitable rate, I am of the opinion that the Board, in

determining a just and reasonable rate, must take into account the circum-
stances which accompanied the creation of the National Transcontinental and
the Grand Trunk Pacific railways, and the compensation in money already
received by these railways for the avowed purpose, if possible, of routing grain

and other Canadian products through Canadian channels.

It is true that the lease contemplated by the legislation of 1903 between
the Government of Canada and the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway was never
executed. This lease was only for the purpose of uniting under one manage-
ment the two trunks of this new Transcontinental Railway. To-day these two
railways are the property of the Government of Canada, and, under the
authority of 9 and 10 George V, chapter 13, they have been placed under the

management of the directors of the Canadian National Railways, appointed by
the Canadian Government. But section 2 of 3 Edward VII, chapter 71 is

still in full force and effect, and provides that the agreement entered into in

1903 is binding on His Majesty as well as on the railway company.
By Order in Council P.C. 1011, of the 27th of May, 1927, the receivership of

the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company was ended, and the company
resumed its normal and legal existence. Tlie shares are in the hands of the

Government of Canada. Therefore, the unification of these two railway lines

has been performed, not through the instrumentality of a lease, but through the

instrumentality of an Act of Parliament, enabling the Government of Canada
to acciuire the Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Companies.

XXII

I am quoting the following from the judgment of the Board in the West-
ern rates case, official edition, p. 36:

" As pointed out by Mr. Lafleur, the Grand Trunk Pacific under-

taking is in no sense that of an ordinary company. It is in every sense

a national work of great magnitude, the building of which to a very

large extent is controlled by Parliament itself. A large part of the

line forming part of the system—the National Transcontinental—is

owned and built by the country, and so far as the Grand Trunk Pacific

itself is concerned, 75 per cent of its cost is in turn guaranteed by the

Dominion, and the expenditure and work are subject to governmental
supervision. The building of the line and the whole enterprise not
only received the assent of Parliament, but the endorsation of the*

people of the country.

It is absurd to argue that such a company created under such
conditions is to be looked upon, as suggested in an argument addressed
to the Board, in the same light as any ordinary charter under which
a railway could or might be built, apart from all governmental recog-
nition or support, and which could be incorporated merely to prevent
a reduction in rates."

Are the Canadian people, the Parliament and Government of Canada
to-day less desirous of utilizing this railway system for the purpose for which
it was created?

The Act of 1903 was never repealed; the Canadian Government, author-
ized by Parliament, carried out its undertaking in constructing the National
Transcontinental Railway and in subsidizing the construction of the Grand
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Trunk Pacific Railway; when the Grand Trunk and the Grand Trunk Pacific

Raihvay Companies became unable to meet their obligations, Parliament
authorized the Government to acquire them for the purpose of carrying
out their undertaking; by Order in Council P.C. No. 24, of the 7th
of January, 1926, issued under the authority of the Railway Act, we are directed

to inquire into the causes of the Canadian grain and other products being
routed or diverted to other than Canadian ports, and to take such effective

action, under the Railway Act, as the Board of Railway Commissioners for

Canada may deem necessary to insure, as far as possible, the routing of Cana-
dian grain and other products through Canadian channels.

We have before us submissions from every section of the country in support
of the application of the Quebec Harbour Commissioners.

Is it not manifest that the people. Parliament and the Government are

still of the opinion that the National Transcontinental Railway should be
utilized for the purpose for which it was built.

XXIII

It is abundantly clear to me that grain will never move on the National
Transcontinental Railwa}'- so long as a prohibitive rate is allowed to continue.

A rate of 18.34 cents per hundred pounds, from Armstrong and Fort William
to Quebec, is not out of line with the rate on grain from Calgary to Fort Wil-
liam; it is also approximately on the level of the lake and rail rate from Fort
William to Buffalo and New York. Such a rate w^ould enable a shipper to

route his grain via the National Transcontinental Railway to Quebec without
any additional expense.

In my opinion the Canadian National Railways should be directed forth-

with to publish a rate of 18.34 cents per hundred pounds on all grain for export

from Port Arthur, Fort William, Westfort and Armstrong to Quebec, and to

comply with the provisions of 3 Edward VH, chapter 71 and the agreement
attached as a schedule thereto, particularly the provisions of sections 42, 43,

44 and 45 of the said agreement.

XXIV

Involved in the submission of the Maritime Provinces was an application

for an export rate on grain and flour to St. John and Halifax via the National

Transcontinental Railway consisting of a differential of one cent over the rate

to Quebec on the same railway.

On the 8th of April, 1927, Mr. Duchemin, counsel for the Maritime
Provinces, instructed by his principals, requested to be allowed to withdraw
the Maritimes case from the General Rates inquiry until such time as they

were able to ascertain the effect of the rates to be published under the provisions

of 17 George V, chapter 44. (Record Vol. 607, pp. 6701 et s.)

Mr. Duchemin's request was granted (ib. p. 6705). Therefore there is no

application before us on behalf of the Maritime Provinces.

EXPORT RATES ON GRAIN FROM GEORGIAN BAY PORTS TO
QUEBEC; AND EXPORT RATES ON PACKAGE FREIGHT

AND GENERAL COMMODITIES FROM TORONTO
AND POINTS WEST OF TORONTO TO QUEBEC

The Quebec Harbour Commissioners submitted that the export rate on grain

from bay ports to Montreal is 8.6 cents a bushel, and the rate on same to Quebec

is 9.1 cents a bushel; viz: ^ cent higher; that the export rate on general com-

modities from Toronto and points w^est of Toronto is tw^o cents per 100 lbs.

higher to Quebec than to Montreal.
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In winter, the ports of St. John and Halifax are put on the same basis as

the ports of Portland and New York. They request that Quebec and Montreal,

two summer ports, be put on the same rate basis.

In the construction of freight rates, there exists a practice, to some extent,

of disregarding actual distances, and enclosing numerous points within the same
group or blanket. This simplifies tlie publication of tariffs, to the convenience

of the carriers and shippers, and effects an equality of opportunity usually most
desirable; this is particularly true when the points in question produce or ship

the same commodity or derive their materials from the same sources.

Blanket or group rates were in effect long before the establishment of the

Board. The Board has frequently had occasion to consider established blanket
or group rates and has recognized repeatedly and approved the blanketing of

points, within reasonable limits, for the purpose of making rates.

The determination of the territory to be grouped together varies according
to the circumstances in each individual case. In the International Rates case,

by its Order No. 3251 dated July 2, 1907, the Board directed that the territory

be divided into groups.

In the Board's Judgment in the Western Rates Case, page 14, it is stated:

—

Group or blanket rates are in many instances necessary in the

public interest."

In the same judgment, at page 73, dealing with lumber rates, it is stated:

—

That the grouping of a number of stations at the one rate, particu-

larly as the hauls lengthen, is necessary, as must be obvious, since the

stepping up of the rates from station to station would produce rates

which, for the longer hauls, would be prohibitive and useless. Such
grouping is a recognized prmciple in tariff construction everywhere."

Again at page 82 of the same judgment dealing with coal rates, reference

is made to an arrangement in connection with mines on the Canadian Pacific

Railway along the Crowsnest line where the collieries are more or less bunched
into well defined groups and the group principle of ratemaking followed.

In the Eastern Rates Case Judgment, Volume \T, Board's Judgments,
Orders, Regulations and Rulings, reference is made at page 160 to territorial

grouping in connection with class rates. Again at page 178, in connection with

the movement of coal from the Niagara frontier, it is stated:

—

The per ton mile measure would also seem to be inappropriate, so

far as the country east and west of Toronto is concerned, owing to the

ramification of lines, the diversity of routes and the competition between
carriers both rail and water. The companies have subordinated mileage

to a system of geographical blocking of the territory, with an effort to

produce equality of rates to the fairly definable manufacturing groups,

and at the same time to provide for competitive conditions."

In Volume XII, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, page

69, the situation with regard to the grouping existing in connection with the

rates between Eastern Canada and points west of Fort William is dealt with.

The largest grouping arrangement existing in the freight rate structure and its

justification is there clearly set out.

The underlying principle, therefore, governing the blanket rate is to treat

all stations within a certain area or zone as in one group at a common rate.

In my opinion, the rate on grain and flour for export from Georgian bay
ports, and the rate on package freight and general merchandise from Toronto

and points west of Toronto to Quebec for export, should be made the same as

to Montreal for export.
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THE MOUNTAIN DIFFERENTIAL

Fully to appreciate what is involved in the question submitted in respect

of the mountain differential, it will be necessary to summarize tlie previous

applications and judgments of the Board in relation thereto.

The railway development in the United States, both east and west, pre-

ceded that in Canada. As the conditions were very similar in both countries,

the Canadian rates followed the lead given us by the neighbours to the South.

In the United States, generally speaking, there always have been three or more
sets of rates. In the East owing to a greater density of population and traffic,

the rates were lower.

On the Pacific coast and through the mountains, with a lower density of

population and traffic, the rates wore higher. An additional reason was the

higher cost of construction and operation.

The same custom was followed in Canada.

When the Canadian Pacific Railway Company built through to the coast,

rates were built, generally, on three different bases:

—

1. The Eastern rates from the head of the lakes to the Atlantic ocean;

2. The Prairie rates from Fort WilUam to the Rocky mountains;
3. The so-called, Mountain rates through to the Pacific coast; and in the

early days, both Prairie and Mountain rates were much liigher in proportion to

the Eastern rates than they are at the present time.

The first material change in this condition of affairs was the so-called,

Crowsnest Agreement of 1897, which, we are all aware, materially reduced the

rates on grain and flour going East, and on various commodities therein men-
tioned going West; but this did not affect the general rate structure, and while

there was some modification downward, as a result of the Manitoba agreement,

in 1903, yet the first general reduction of the Prairie and Mountain scales, as

compared w^ith the Eastern scale, was by the decision in the Western Rates
Case, in 1914, when the spread was very materially lessened, and the mountain
differential which was then on the basis of two miles in the prairies to one in the

mountain, w^as reduced to a mile and one-half in the Prairies to one in the

Mountains. Things remained practically the same until 1916, when by the

decision in the Eastern Rates Case, so-called, an increase was made, generally,

in the rates East of Fort William, but not in the West, which had the effect of

again lessening the spread between the two.

In March, 1918, by General Order of this Board No. 212, known as the

Fifteen Per Cent Rate Increase, rates all over Canada were increased, generally,

by fifteen per cent, and ten per cent in mountain territory, although in some
cases where the increase brought the rates on Crowsnest commodities above that

basis, the full fifteen per cent increase was not effective on certain commodities
in Western Canada.

By Order in Council, P.C. 1863, in August, 1918, practically all rates in

Canada were increased by twenty-five per cent; but in figuring out the rates,

the fifteen per cent advance of March was disregarded West of Foil William,

which meant that East of Fort William the two increases of March and .August,

put together, made forty-four per cent when the increase was only twenty-five

per cent in Western Canada. This again very materially reduced the spread

between the different sections.

The next change was by General Order of the Board No. 308, in September,

1920, known as the Forty Per Cent Rate Increase, when all rates in Canada were

increased by forty per cent from Fort William, east, and by thirty-five per cent

from Fort William, west. This, again, lessened the spread by five per cent.
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Representatives of provincial Governments and business organizations, both

in the prairies and Pacific territories, contended that discrimination existed

against them as compared with Eastern Canada.

Shoi-tly after the promulgation of General Order No. 308 of this Board,

various bodies, and among them the province of Manitoba, appealed to the Privy

Council asking that the said order be rescinded for various reasons set forth by
the appellants. The matter was heard by the Privy Council, and was dealt with

on the 6th day of October, 1920, by P.C. No. 2434.

The Board thereupon started an investigation, primarily to ascertain whether
or not the conditions had changed and whether the difference in rates, if any,

existing in a general way between Eastern and Wej;tern Canada amounted to

undue discrimination.

The province of British Columbia requested the elimination of the Moun-
tain scale of rates, asking that the Prairie scale be extended through to the

Pacific coast.

The matter was thoroughly discussed and evidence taken over the whole of

Canada, in which it was found that while there was a difference in rates between
eastern and prairie territories, the rates east of Fort William were held down
to a large extent by water and other competition, and that the prairies enjoyed
certain advantages therein mentioned, and it was held that no unjust discrimi-

nation existed which required correction.

In the case of the Mountain rates, however, a different view was taken.

Tiiere the rates were based upon a mile of Mountain territory being equal to a

mile and a half of Prairie territory, by which the actual rates were figured out

at from thirty to thirty-two per cent greater in Mountain territory than on the

prairies.

By General Order No. 366, effective August 1, 1922, this differential was
cut in two, and the rates are now figured on the basis of one mile of mountain
territory being equal to one and one-quarter of Prairie territory.

These figures, of course, only apply to class rates, and some commodity
rates built upon a percentage of class rates which reflect the mountain differen-

tial upon which, it is stated, about fifteen per cent of the total business to and
from British Columbia moves, the balance moving upon through Transconti-

nental or Commodity rates not affected by the mountain differential.

The Mountain scale, so-called, does not apply to grain and grain products

going to the Pacific coast for export.

The situation remained unchanged to this day. Request is now made by
the provinces of British Columbia and Alberta that the rates in the mountains

should be reduced to the level of the rates in the prairies. The evidence on
record clearly shows that the cost of operation in the mountains is higher than

in the prairies. The applicants submitted that if any additional cost is incurred

in carrying traffic through the mountains, it should be smeared over the whole

railway system. In my opinion the time has not yet come when effect could

be given to this contention.

The removal of the mountain differential would entail an estimated loss of

revenue of a million dollars a year to the Canadian Pacific, and probably as

much to the Canadian National.

In the language of Order in Council P.C. No. 886, the policy of equalization

of freight rates should be recognized to the fullest possible extent as being the

only means of dealing equitably with all parts of Canada, and as being the

method best calculated to facilitate the interchange of commodities between
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the various portions of the Dominion, as well as the encouragement of industry
and agriculture and the development of export trade. But Railway Companies
are also entitled to receive, in payment of the services they render, just and
reasonable rates which will produce sufficient revenues to enable them properly
to function and to secure the necessary capital to extend their railway facilities

to meet the requirements of a growing country like Canada; and such revenues
must be collected from those to whom services are rendered.

I am therefore of the opinion that the removal of the mountain differential

cannot be considered at present.

BOARD'S ORDER No. 36769 OF THE 2nd SEPTEMBER, 1925

On the 2nd of Septem'ber, 1925, under direction from the Chief Commissioner
and Mr. Commissioner Oliver, the Board issued its Order No. 36769 (file No.
30686.2) which read as follows: 'Hhat the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian
National Railway file tariffs, effective not lat^r than the 15th of September
1925, reducing the rates on grain and flour to Pacific ports within Canada for

export to the same rates, proportioned to distance, as such grain and flour would
carry if moving eastward for export."

An appeal to the full Board was taken by the Montreal Board of Trade,

and others, applying for the rescission of the Order and the reconsideration of the

case as part of the General Freight Rates Investigation.

A complaint was also received from the provinces of British Columbia,
Alberta and Saskatchewan to the effect that Order 36769 had not been complied

with by the railways, inasmuch as the Canadian Pacific Railway in computing

its rates on grain and flour from Calgary to Vancouver had assumed 124 miles

more than its actual mileage, having adopted the Canadian National Railway
mileage from Edmonton to Vancouver. The complainants submitted that the

railways should be directed immediately to file tariffs showing the proper rates

ordered by the Board.
Judgment issued on the 19th of December 1925 (Board's Judgments, vol.

15, pp. 333 et s.) At page 363 the matters involved were dealt with as follows:

—

1. That the motion to rescind or vary the Order be dismissed.

2. That, inasmuch as many interests which were not represented

before the Board when the case was heard have now been brought to our

attention, a further consideration of the whole matter should be had,

as part of the general freight rate inquiry.

"3. That, if the railways so desire, they be at liberty, at any time, on

proper notice, to move the Board to vary, or rescind, or modify the

Order, upon the ground that it is unduly burdensome to them, or for

any other reason they may desire to put forward, and be able to establish.

"4. That pending the final disposition of all the matters involved,

the existing rates should continue in force; until such time as the Board,

as a result of further mvestigation, orders otherwise."

In their submissions in the present inquiry, the railways urged that the

Order 36769 should be rescinded, and that the rate basis ordered by the Board
in its judgment of the 9th of October 1923 (Board's Judgments and Orders,

vol. 13, p. 173 et s.) should be restored.

"The provinces of British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan submitted

that the order should be upheld and that" the Canadian Pacific Railway should

be directed to compute its rates on its own actual mileage.

After hearing the evidence adduced and what was alleged by counsel on
behalf of interested parties, I am of the opinion that it would be unadvisable
to rescind Order No. 36769.
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We are directed by Order in Council P.C. 886 to establish a fair and reason-

able rate structure which would, under substantially similar circumstances and
'conditions be equal in its application to all persons and localities, so as to permit

of the freest possible interchange of commodities between the different provinces

and territories of the Dominion in the expansion of its trade both foreign and
domestic, having due regard to the needs of its agricultural and other basic indus-

tries, and particularly to the increased traffic eastward and westward through
Pacific Coast ports, owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient, and to

the transportation of products through the Panama canal. Order 36769 was a

step in the right direction, and it should be upheld.

The Canadian Pacific Railway in computing their rates under such Order
have adopted the Canadian National Railway mileage from Edmonton to

Vancouver, viz: 766 miles instead of their actual mileage from Calgary to Van-
couver, viz: 642 miles. Should they be allowed to continue to collect tolls on
the basis of this assumed mileage?

In looking at the map of British Columbia and the Prairie Provinces, it can

be seen at a glance that Edmonton and Calgary are the two gateways through
which the traffic moving from the Prairie Provinces to Vancouver must pass.

Heretofore, the rates from Edmonton to Vancouver were the same as the rates

from Calgary to Vancouver. On that basis, our two great railway systems

extended their lines into the prairies, built railway facilities, grain elevators, etc.

If the rates were lowered from Calgary to Vancouver, the Canadian
National Railway would lose a considerable amount of its traffic to its com-
petitor, and so railway and grain loading facilities would be rendered useless;

or else, the Canadian National Railway, with a view to retaining its traffic, would
be obliged to reduce its rates to the basis of the rates charged by the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Then, instead of the Canadian Pacific Railway assuming the

mileage of the Canadian National Railway, the Canadian National Railway
would assume the mileage of the Canadian Pacific Railway shorter line, entailing

a considerable loss of revenue to both railway systems.

Another anomaly would also be created. A shipment of grain via Canadian
National Railway to Vancouver, from a point at a given distance east thereof,

on account of this reduced mileage, would be carried at a lower cost than a

similar shipment to Fort William, from a point the same distance west thereof,

thus defeating the avowed purpose of Order 36769 which was to equalize the rate

to Fort William and Vancouver on grain and flour for export.

In computing rates on grain and flour to Vancouver for export, the Canadian
Pacific Railway should be allowed to continue to assume a mileage of 766 miles,

namely, the same as the C.N.R. from Edmonton to Vancouver.

I entirely adopt the reasoning of my learned Chief Commissioner as to the

•extension to Canadian Pacific Railwa}^ branch lines of the present Canadian
Pacific Railway main line basis of rates on grain and flour to Fort William,

and to Vancouver for export, and as to the directions given to other railways to

adjust their rates accordingly, and also as to the extension to the C.N.R. of

the provisions of s. XVII of the judgment in the Western rates case in. respect

of distributing tariffs, as well as to the disposition made in respect of Trans-
continental rates and terminal rates from Fort William and Vancouver.

I am also of the opinion that the application to reduce rates on grain west-

bound for domestic consumption to the level of rates on grain westbound for

export should be dismissed.

Ottawa, September 1, 1927.
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Commissioner Boyce:

I

By Order in Council, P.C. 886, dated June 5, 1925, the Government of

Canada directed this Board to make a thorough investigation of the rate struc-

ture of railway companies, subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament. There is

coupled with that direction an intimation that such rate structure should be
investigated, not only for the purpose of satisfying the Board and the Govern-
ment of Canada, that it is a just and reasonable structure of itself, but that it

shall be so examined, in relation to the conditions of Canadian foreign and
domestic trade, the expansion thereof, and other general subjects of national

economic importance, specified in the Order. It constitutes a spirited, cour-

ageous, and comprehensive effort, on the part of the Canadian Government to

meet problems of Canadian transportation generally, as related to further

development of Canadian trade, and the conservation of that trade, as far as

possible, through Canadian channels.

The inquiry, directed as to the rate structure, and with regard to the other

and broader subjects of economic importance, opened up the widest possible

field for investigation, and carried the Board into some regions beyond its ordin-

ary statutory power, and in deciding upon what action the Board should take,

upon the mass of evidence and argument before it in the inquiry, it will be

appropriate to analyze the Order in Council, to ascertain just what powers, if

any, the Board is asked to exercise beyond those with which it is invested under
the Railway Act.

This Board was constituted, under the Railway Act, 1903, and amending
Acts. Its functions are defined and circumscribed by, and are to be exercised

within the provisions of that Act, and not otherwise. Its jurisdiction within

that Act is of the widest possible nature; its discretionary powers almost abso-

lute in their breadth and freedom,

(C.P.n. Co. V. City of Toronto and G.T.R. Co. (1911), A.C. 4^1, C.R.C.

12, p. 378).

II

Order in Council, P.C. 886. directing the inquiry, is expressly restrictive in

this respect. An analysis of its terms emphasizes and makes it clear that it

intends and desires that the Board shall, in respect of all its investigations under
its terms, do so in virtue of its powers as, (in the language of the Order of Refer-,

ence (P.C. 886) ) the body constituted by Parliament with full powers under
the statute (Railway Act) to fix and control railway rates.

It is to be borne in mind that P.C. 886 is, as its first paragraph states, the

judgment of the Committee of the Privy Council upon the appeal of the pro-

vinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, by way of appeal from a Gen-
eral Order (No. 408) of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, dated

October 14, 1924, under which certain tariffs of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and the Canadian National Railways were disallowed and required to

be withdrawn from operation. The appeal involved the question of the validity

of the Board's ruling in said Order appealed against as to the non-application

of the Crowsnest Pass Act and agreement of 1897, as affecting the Board's juris-

diction under the Railway Act to fix just and reasonable rates.
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The order further recites:

—

(a) The pending appeal to the Privy Council of Canada from the Board's

Order No. 408, dated October 14, 1924, upon the application with respect to

and which involved the decision of the Board in respect of the application of

the Crowsnest Act and of the agreement thereunder;

(6) The necessity for the advice of the Supreme Court of Canada on ques-

tions of law arising in the said judgment, in order to enable the Committee of

Council to be advised as to the exact situation with reference to this question

of law and jurisdiction before finally disposing of this matter;

(c) The restoration of the Crowsnest Pass Rates, pending decision of the

Privy Council, referring to Order in Council, P.C. 2220, dated December 25,

1924;
(d) The recital of questions submitted by the Board to, and answered by,

the Supreme Court of Canada, on appeal to that Court from the Board's before

mentioned decision;

(e) That considerable variations in the rates applicable between the points

specified in the Crowsnest Pass Agreement has been brought about by tlie re-

establishment of Crowsnest Pass rates applicable thereto, prior to July 7, 1924,

and that it was urged that the establishment of these rates would disrupt the

rate structure built up under the control of the Board since its creation," with

consequent serious injury to trade relationship.

(/) That sources of supply have changed since the agreement (Crowsnest)

v/as made, and that certain commodities which were formerly shipped in large

quantities from Eastern Canada to the Prairie Provinces are now largely

supplied either by local industries or from British Columbia, to the detriment

of the latter province, if, as alleged, it was cut off from a large part of its natural

m.arket by the permanent restoration of the Crowsnest rates;

ig) That it was urged that the continuance of the Crowsnest rates (so-

called) would compel the Canadian National Railways to make similar reduc-

tions from all competitive points, and thus involve a serious loss in revenue to

them, which would have to be made up from other Government sources, and
further postpone the time when it would be possible to make any general rate

readjustment, or to solve satisfactorily the problem of the National Railways.
(h) After observing that the Crowsnest Agreement was made at a time

w^hen the Canadian Pacific Railway was the only comp.any having a through
line of raihvay extending through the Prairie Provinces and British Columbia,
and before the creation of the Board for the control of railways and rrilway
rates under the provisions of the Railway Act of 1903, and subsequent Acts, the

Committee observes that the underlying purposes of rate control, inaugurated
by the Railway Act of 1903, was to do away, as far as possible, with all

unjust discrimination and undue preference, and to secure a fair and reasonable

rate structure, which under similar circumstances and conditions would be equal
in its application to all perscms and localities.

The Committee then expresses the following opinions:

—

(1) That the policy of equalization of freight rates should be recognized to

the fullest possible extent, as being the only means of dealing, equitably, with all

parts of Canada, etc.

(2) That to give effect to this policy, a thorough and complete investigation

of the whole subject of railway freight rates in the Dominion should be carried

out by the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada

—

the body constituted

by Parliament icith full powers, under statute, to fix and control railway rates.

(3) As to grain and flour, it is desirable that the maximum cost of trans-

portation of these products should be determined and known, and that the

maximum established for rates thereon, as at present under the Crowsnest Pass
Agreement, should not be exceeded.
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(4) That before such investigation is undertaken, it is essential to insure
that the provisions of the Railwa}' Act, in reference to tariffs and tolls, and the
jurisdiction of the Board thereunder, he unfettered by any limitations, other
than the provisions as to grain and flour hereinbefore mentioned.

Upon the above basis, the Committee of the Privy Council pro«^ecds to
advise as follows:

—

That the Board be directed to make a thorough investigation of
the rate structures of railways and railway companies subject to the
jurisdiction of Parliament, with a view to the establishment of a fan
and reasonable rate structure, which will under substantially similar
circumstances and conditions, be equal in its application to all persons
and localities, so as to permit of the freest possible interchange of com-
modities between the various provinces and territories of the Dominion
and the expansion of its trade, both foreign and domestic, having due
regard to the needs of its agricultural and other basic industries, and in

particular to:

—

(a) The claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that

they are entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which they
enjoyed prior to 1919:

ib) " The encouragement of the movement of traffic through Cana-
dian ports;

(c) " The increased traffic westward and eastward through Pacific

coast ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient

and to the transportation of products through the Panama canaL
" The Committee further advise that legislation be introduced at the

present session of Parliament, making it clear that the provisions of the

Railway Act of 1919 in respect of tariffs and tolls shall, save in the

particular above mentioned, be operative notwithstanding any Special

Acts or Agreements and rem.oving all doubts as to the validity of tariffs,

heretofore filed."

Ill

The Order in Council fP.C. 886) is directly concerned with and results

from the disturbed rate conditions arising out of the judgment of the Board
with respect to the Crowsnest Act (1897) and agreement as varied by the

Supreme Court judgment, both above referred to, and with the recommendations-
and directions as to certain avenues of investigation which the Board should,

in the opinion of the Privy Council pursue, but always in the exercise of v/hat

jurisdiction the Board has, as regards all matters referred, under the Railway
Act as the body constituted by Parliament with full powers, under sl^tute^

to fix and control railway rates". It is evident that the matters are confined

to the review of the Canadian railway freight structure, with a view to making
such changes, or variations therein as the Board in the exercise of such powers,

as it has under the Railway Act, may think necessary, liaving due regard an.':

paying due respect to the consequential effect upon economic conditions aimed at,,

of a rate structure so built up. The rate structure is that referred to in para-

graph (e) of the quotations from the Order of Reference, ' the rate structure

built up under the control of the Board since its creation " and, as to which,

in the section referred to^ reference is made to some apprehensions that

such rate structure might be disrupted by the continuance of the Crows-

nest Pass Rates. The Committee further declares that it is essential that

the Railway Act and the powers committed to the Board thereunder,

should, before this investigation is undertaken be ''unfettered by any limi-

tations other than the provisions as to grain and flour ", and provides

(last clause) for legislation makijig it clear that the provisions of the
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Railway Act of 1919, in respect of tariffs and tolls shall, save in the T)a.r^i^ii!ar

above mentione<i (G;rain an-l flour) be operative notwithsfanrling any Special

Acts or Agreement-^, and removing all doubts as to the validity of the tariffs

heretofore filed. The Committee's advice in this respect was acted upon bv
Parliament, at the then pendinc; session, by the passage of chapter 52 (1925)

amending section 325 of the Railway Act.

With the changes made by this legislation, the powers of the Board, under
the Railway Act, to fix, determine and enforce just and reasonable rates, and
to change and alter rates rs changing conditions or cost of transportation may
from time to time require" the Board's jurisdiction became, as was intended,

unfettered, and it proceded after the passing of the amending legislation, with

the task of review o^ the rate structure, under the direction of the Order in

Council, but governed only as to its powers by the Railway Act. It was made
clear both by the Order in Council f nd the amending Statute, and is too much
of a truism to admit of any controversy whatever, that, in the circumstances
while the Committee of the Privy Council had jurisdiction to direct an inquiry,

the Board becomes seized of the inquiry and proceeds with it to its conclusion,

under the powers of the Railway Act. Where there is any conflict, of course
the Railway Act governs. There is no suggestion in the Order in Coined of

any different intention; on the contrary, that axiomatic proposition is in the

order itself.

IV

The present r&te structure, has been the subject of investigation protracted

over a period of 113 days session. That structure has been built up under the
control of the Board, and under the Railway Act since the formation of the
Board in 1904. As changes in transportation conditions have occurred and costs

of transportation have been varied, rates have, from time to time, been varied

to meet such changes and variations in costs, in all of which the Board's
functions, under the Act, to fix, determine and enforce just and reasonable rates,

and prevent unjust discrimination, have been exercised. As I view it the Board
can, in this investigation, broad, searching, and thorough though it has been,
perform no other functions than those I have mentioned and which are recognized

in the Order in Council. A review of the effect of the changes in the rate

structure by the changes in Crowsnest Pass legislation, as has been mentioned,
necessitated the review, and the filing of some 80 odd complaints, mostly of local

importance, has enabled the Board to make its review in the light of present pre-

vailing transportation conditions. The investigation made by the Board has
been in the public interest, and the evidence accumulated will be of great utility

to the Board and to the public.

V

One of the outstanding difficulties with which the Board is confronted in its

efforts, since its organization, to regulate and control Canadian freight rates,

and build up a system or a rate structure, which will, in all respects, under sim-

ilar circumstances and traffic conditions, be just and reasonable to all persons

and localities, has been, and is, the question of geographic disadvantage, or dis-

ability of some localities. It has been laid down as a principle that the Board's

functions do not extend to the removal, by adjustment of freight rates, of these

natural geographical disadvahtages, which, in a country of such enormous extent

and widely covered area, must naturally exist. This condition is specially

emphasized in the rate situation of the Maritime Provinces, and during tJie whole
course of the Board's existence, from time to time, the question of railway rates
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between the Maritime Provinces and the hirge market areas and distributing

centres of Canada has been a vexed question, which the Board was powerless

to remedy, because under its administration of the Railway Act it was not
possible to fix just and reasonable rates, fair to the railways, in providing rates

sufficient to give a fair return, and at the same time remove the geographical

disadvantages, under which the people of that important section of Canada are

suffering from. That question had to be dealt with by legislation, passed at last

session of Parliament—chapter 44 17-18 Cleorge V, 1926-7, following the Report
of the Royal Commission (issued since P.C. 886, and therefore removing that

subject from the consideration of this Board), dated September 23, 1926. The
recital, or preamble of that Act is worthy of study in this respect. It recites,'

inter alia, the following:

—

And whereas the commission has, in such report, made certain

recommendations respecting transportation and freight rates, for the

purpose of removing a burden imposed upon the trade and commerce of

such provinces since 1912, which, the commission finds, in view of the

pronouncements and obligations undertaken at Confederation, it was
never intended such commerce should bear: And whereas it is expedient

that effect should be given to such recommendations, in so far as it is

reasonably possible so to do xvithout disturbing unduly the general rate

structure in Canada:

The last lines, in italics, are important, showing that while the Parliament
of Canada felt that relief should be given against the burden imposed upon the

trade and commerce of such provinces, since 1912, which the Royal Commission
found, in view of the pronouncements and obligations undertaken at Confedera-
tion, it was never intended such commerce should bear. Parliament recognized

that, (a) the relief was not within the powers of the Board under the Railway
Act, and (6) that while it was expedient that effect should be given to the

recommendations and report of the Royal Commission, such recommendations
should be carried out, with due regard to the existing Canadian rate structure

and without disturbing such unduly. The legislation speaks for itself. It pro-

vides a reduction, in all tariffs, as from July 1 last, of approximately 20 per cent,

in the territory specied in section 2 of the Act. It also provides for compensa-
tion out of the public treasur}^, for all railways who participate in and contribute

to such tariff reductions, so that Parliament in removing the geographical dis-

advantages, to the extent of approximately 20 per cent of tariff rates, provides,

by special legislation, for compensation to the railways for the loss, which those

railways must bear, in the carriage of goods, under the statutory rates provided

by the Act, to the extent of 20 per cent of the tariffs in force before the first day
of July last under the Railway Act and built up by this Board as just and

reasonable rates for the railway service involved.

VI

Another problem involving study of geographical and economic conditions

is involved in the legislation passed by Parliament, with respect to rates on the

important commodities of grain and flour.

The wheat fields of Canada are far removed from the seaboard, east and
west, and the policy of Parliament, as expressed in its legislation of 1925, in

dealing with the Crowsnest Pass statutory rates, imposed by the legislation of

1897, and while removing from this Board, the binding conditions and recom-
mendations of that statute, and leaving this Board unfettered, not only as

regards Crowsnest Pass rates, provided by the original legislation and agreement

thereunder, but as regards any other Statutes and any other agreement, pur-
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porting to impose any such fetters upon the Board's jurisdiction to fix just and
reasonable rates on all traffic, it provided by the legislation of 1925, that the

rates fixed by Statute and agreement, as far back ixs 1897, when there was practi-

cally only one railway—the Canadian Pacific—operating in that territory,

should remain as special statutory rates as the only fetter to the juris-

diction of this Board; and the justification for such legislation lies in the fact

that as a matter of public policy, in the wisdom of Parliament, it was considered

essential " in order to encourage the further development of the groat grain

growing provinces of the West, on which development the future of Canada in

a large measure depends, that the maximum cost of transportation of these

products should be determined and kno\vn, and that therefore, the rates imposed
in 1897, as maximum rates on these commodities, within the territory limited by
the Act should not be exceeded." Again, it is to be observed that a territorial

limitation is imposed by the statute of 1925, so that outside of that territorial

limitation the Board's jurisdiction to fix, determine, and enforce just and reason-

able rates, and to change and alter rates, as changing conditions, or cost of

transportation may from time to time require, shall not be limited, or in any
manner affected by the provisions of

—

(a) Any Act of the Parliament of Canada; or

(b) Any agreement made, or entered into pursuant thereto; whether general

in application, or special, and relating only to any specific railway, or

railways; and further providing, that this Board should not have the

jurisdiction, or power, to excuse any charge of unjust discrimination,

or of undue, or unreasonable preference, on the ground that such dis-

crimination, or preference, is justified, or reciuired by any agreement
made or entered into by the company.

This important legislation deals with both geographical conditions, as to

location of the great grain-growing provinces in their relation to tide-water, and
also to the importance justifying Parliamentary interference, of fixing a standard

of rates, applicable to those important commodities, produced to a large extent

in those provinces.

VII

Another instance of geographical disadvantage, against which the Board has,

in the past, found itself without power to remove, is in British Columbia; and
lies in the necessarily increased operating costs to both railways, in transport-

ing freight and passengers in that mountainous territory. The facts are set out

so fully in the judgment of the Assistant Chief Commissioner that I need not

refer to them in detail. Effort has been made, on several occasions, to obtain

relief from what is called the Mountain differential which now consists of

increase in rates through that section. The basis has been reduced until the

differential now is upon the basis of one mile in the mountain section being

counted as a mile and a quarter under the prairie tariff. But, this d*iffieren-

tial exists by reason of different conditions existing in that territory" in-

volving higher operating costs than those which obtain in the prairie

section, and therefore, following the fundamental principles of rate mak-
ing and rate control, the increased rate fonning the differential against the

mountain section, and which averages from 15 to 17 per cent, has been main-
tained by the Board, as a just and reasonable rate, and, no change in conditions

having been shown in all that has been submitted in the mass of evidence and

protracted argument, upon tliis subject, in this investigation, must, in my opinion,

be maintained. It was contended, exhaustively, during the hearing, both in

46592—6
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evidence and argument, that by the terms of Confederation there was an implied

contract that the railway company should charge no higher tolls in one section

of territory than another through which the railway runs, and the Board was
strongly urged on that ground to remove the mountain differential and apply

the prairie basis of rates to the mountain section.

VIII

The subject of this mountain differential has been man}^ times the subject

of very strong pressure upon the Board by counsel for the province of British

Columbia, and counsel for the province of Alberta in previous applications.

I need add very little to what I have already said in this connection, as

regards the natural geographical disadvantages of British Columbia as regards

increased cost of railway operation, resulting in slightly increased freight rates,

especially as the subject has been very fully and very ably dealt w^ith in the

judgment of the Assistant Chief Commissioner. The greater portion of the

traffic of that province, some 85 per cent, moves under commodity rates, and, as

has been shown, only a small percentage is affected by it. The difference in

operating costs on both systems of railway operating through the mountains is

shoTO by the evidence, and cannot be controverted. The comparisons of such

costs of the two railways,, as between themselves and between them, respectively,

and the Prairie sections, are set forth in the judgment of the Assistant Chief

Commissioner.
The costs of the Canadian National which has the easier grades and longer

mileage, are not so large as those of the Canadian Pacific. In his judgment, re

Province of British Columbia vs. Canadian Freight Association, 30 C.R.C. p. 393
at p. 298 the learned Chief Commissioner of this Board, said as follows:

—

From the above it is evident that the tolls now in force were con-

sidered by the Board as just and fair, having regard to the conditions

prevailing, and recognizing what is known as the ' mountain scale for

which a figure greater than the prairie rate is charged, and there the

matter rests at the present time. Speaking generally, it is correct to say

that differences upon the lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway as between
grain rates east and west may be accounted for by this increased moun-
tain scale of one and a quarter to one, as against the prairie rate. The
easier gradients of the Canadian National Railway seem to afford no
reason for such difference upon the last-mentioned line."

From the above it would seem that the learned Chief Commissioner was of

opinion that while, in the circumstances shown, and which are clearly shown by
the evidence now before us in this investigation, higher costs of the Canadian
Pacific Railway operation of the mountain section appear to justify the dif-

ferential in rates, that factor does not apply to the Canadian National for the

reasons given.

I am of opinion, in agreement with the judgment of the Assistant Chief
Commissioner, that the circumstances which have justified the mountain dif-

ferential in the past decisions of the Board are still present, and that the Board
is not justified in making the change asked for in this feature of the Canadian
rate structure. It affects but a small portion of the traffic, and can be little

burden upon the traflic moving under it, but, on the other hand, its removal
would result in a serious financial loss to the railways which they are unable to

bear. The rate is as low as conditions will permit of. The conditions of carriage

are not substantially similar and equality is nevertheless maintained in the

basis of these rates, to the greatest extent possible, having regard to those dis-

similar conditions v/hich necessitate and justify the differential.
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All that was covered by the argument, and in evidence, has been before the

Board for many years, on several occasions, in the same, or different form. J

refer to the case of Attorney General for British Columbia v. (Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, 8 C.R.C. p. 346, which deals fully with this feature. Also

to the Western Rates decision, where it is also dealt with. It has also been

the subject of argument before His Majesty's Privy Council for Canada without

change.

There being no change of conditions, the rates built uj) and maintained,

upon the principle of fair return, and upon the consideration of increased cost

of operation, cannot be interfered with, unless the loss thereby entailed upon the

railways, which is estimated, in Mr. Stephen's evidence at $1,000,000 per annum,

is to be borne elsewhere. Such loss of revenue, as found in the Western Rates

Case cannot be smeared " over the whole system, or part thereof. The prin-

ciple upon which the whole rate structure, reviewed by us, has been built up since

the Board's organization must be adhered to, and I agree that it will not be

possible on wdiat is before us, to find any change of conditions which would iustify

the Board in removing this differential.

IX

The rates on grain from the prairie westward to the Pacific ports are open
for review m this investigation. They were the subject of a judgment of the

Board dated September 2, 1925, reported above ^30 C.R.C. 393). That judg-

ment was sharply contested by the Montreal Board of Trade, the railways and
others, and, after lengthy hearing before the Board, the decision was as set

forth in the report of that case:

—

31 C.R.C. p. 61.

That application is still open in this investigation, in all the features pre-

sented in it, for consideration. By the Order therein (Order 36769, dated
September 2, 1925) rates on grain and flour moving westward to the Pacific coast

for export, were put upon the same basis as though moving eastward for export,

which means that the Crowsnest rates, on grain and flour, fixed in 1925 as

applied to such commodities " moving from all points on all lines of railway

West of Fort Willinyyi, to Fort Williojn or Port Arthur over all lines now or

hereafter constructed by any company subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament ",

in the expressed language of the Act of 1925, amending section 325 of the Rail-

way Act, were applied also to grain and flour moving westward to the Pacific

for export.

The judgment of the Assistant Chief Commissioner upon that question

(31 C.R.C. pp. 97, 98 and 99), deals with the situation fully and, in my opinion,

conclusively, and I adopt his reasoning and conclusions.

There clearly was no power in this Board to extend the provisions of a

statute, expressly limited in its application, beyond the boundaries of that

limitation. The rates in question had been fixed by this Board as just and

reasonable rates by the judgment of the Board (XII Judgments, Orders, etc.,

p. 173) upon the ver>^ logical basis described at pp. 180-182 of that judgment;

the facts and reasons forming such basis being affirmed and present with us

to-day. If Parliament, in the exercise of its paramount authority, had willed

to extend the rates beyond the territory it expressly limited as to the territory in

which they should be applicable, Parliament in its supremacy, would have so

expressed itself, and then, and then only, would the Board's findings in the judg-

ment of 1923, of such rates as just and reasonable rates, have been over-ridden,

but Parliament made no such provision. The learned Chief Commissioner, in hi«»

judgment herein referred to and quoted (30 C.R.C. p. 393 at p. 398) states that
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^' it is evident that the tolls now in force were considered by the Board as just

and fair having regard to the conditions prevailing etc," Those conditions

still prevail; no statute atfects them; no ground existed for changing them, and
I am strongly of the opinion that the change sought to be made in their struc-

ture was not justified, and was beyond the power of the Board to make under
the circumstances.

I think, therefore, that these rates, as built up logically, as just and reason-

able rates, by the judgment of 1923, above cited, should now be restored.

No question of unjust discrimination can anywhere be applied as regards the

effect of these statutory rates upon rates in other localities. They stand by
themselves. The decision in B.C. Coast Cities v. C.P.R. 7 C.R.C. p. 125 is not

now in point. The Supreme Court of Canada (1925, S.C.R. 155) expressly held

that discrimination in rates authorized by Parliament cannot be regarded as

unjust or discriminator}^ and that it was quite within the power of Parliament
to provide that, on certain traffic on certain lines of railway, rates shall not
exceed stated amounts regardless of any discriminatory effect which the making
of such rates may produce. Being outside statutory territory this decision is

not affected by the legislation of 1925.

I am of opinion that the application of British Columbia for reduction of

domestic rates on grain should be dismissed. No case was made out to justify

the granting of the application.

XI
Another outstanding and much disputed feature of the inquiry was the

application by the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, joined in by counsel

for the province of British Columbia, to equalize throughout the west the rates

on grain and grain products, as between the main line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway and its branches, and to make applicable the rates so equalized to the

Canadian National Railways and branches thereof. Branch line commodity
rates have been permitted to be maintained at a figure slightly in advance of

main line rates on the same commodities. The reason for this principle is sel^

forth in the Western Rates Case 17 C.R.C. at p. 153 and in cases there referred to.

In Mr. Neal's evidence (Vol. 496, p. 2018 to 2026; 2063 to 2064; Vol. p.

2414 and 2461; Vol. 498, p. 2647 to 2660) he outlines with particularity, the dis-

tinctive operating conditions on branch lines, as compared with the main lines,

and shows the difficulties and increased cost of operation and distinctive features?

as to revenue between the two. This principle, however, has not been uniformly
acted upon by the railways, inasmuch as in the filing of tariffs of class rates there

appears to be very little, if any, difference between rates from branch line point?

as compared with main line points.

Grain rates in force for some branch line points on both Canadian Pacific

and Canadian National lines to Fort William, show increases over Canadian
Pacific Railway main line rates varying from 1 to 3 cents per 100 pounds, upon
approximately the same mileage. Again rates as between those tw^o railways
from points equi-distant from the common point of Fort William vary, but it is

contended that such variation is in itself, and in the absence of any express legis-

lation, no evidence of unjust discrimination, although for the same distance

and to a common market, because one railway has no control over neither does

it participate in the lower rate published by the other railway.

Ashland Fire Brick Co. v. Southern Ry. Co. 22 I.C.C. p. 118 at p. 120
(Case No. 3831).

But our own decision in Dominion Millers' Association in Eastern Ontario
milling in transit charge—Board's Judgments, etc., Vol. VII, p. 290 is not of the

same definiteness, although milling in transit charge and not the through rate,

was involved.
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I think, however, that regard must be paid to the legislation following the

appeal to the Supreme Court as to Crowsnest rates.

The Parliament of Canada has legislated with respect to rates on grain and
grain products, and the rates therefore on these products, f.pplicable to the rail-

ways within the territory, and under the conditions in the statute mentioned,

viz., the amendment of 1925, are binding upon this Board, and I feel that while

not expressly stated in the statute, the Board should give, under the circumstances,

the widest and most generous interpretation to the legislation, according to the

true intent, spirit, and meaning thereof, r.nd, I think, that it is within the intent,

spirit, and meaning of the legislation, especially having reference to the inter-

pretation to be given subsection 6 of what is now subsection 6 of section 325 of the

Railway Act, that the statutory rates should be preserved within the territory,

by the railways, subject to them, with uniformity and equality, and that, there-

fore, I would feel that the Board should endeavour to conform to it according

to its conception of its spirit and meaning.

I think that the intention of subsection 6 was to overcome the holding of

the Supreme Court, Crowsnest Appeal (1925) that rates put in under the Crows-
nest legislation stood as statutory rates and w^ere not subject to the charge of

unjust discrimination. Within comparable mileage groups, in the territory sub-

ject to the 1925 legislation, branch line rates are slightly higher than main line

rates—which, but for the legislation, I think is justified by traffic conditions on
branch lines. This is alleged to be. under the interpretation of subsection 6 of

the 1925 amendment, unjust discrimination, which the statute intends should be
removed. I think that effect might be given to this construction of the statute,

as regards these rates within statute covered territory. The details, or basis,

upon which this can be worked out, may present some difficulty. It is desirable

that there should be a scheme provided, which would do the most complete
justice, along the lines of uniformity and equality in these rates.

The Board's judgment in the 1922 general rates case, (Vol. 12, pp. 67 and
68) referred to the restoration of the Crowsnest rates on grain and grain

products. These rates, applicable to Canadian Pacific mileage groupings
remain as the stgmdard of Crowsnest Pass rates, subject to the conten-

tion that there should be no variation as between main and branch line

rates in the groupings, and that Canadian Pacific Railway Main line rates

since the legislation of 1925, should govern those groupings. The mean-
ing of subsection 6 of that legislation is perhaps capable of more th'in

one construction, but bearing in mind that by P.C. 886. it is a direction to'

this Board that Crow^snest maxima are not to be exceeded in fixing rates on these

basic products, and that any other adjustment as between north and south branch

line rates would be difficult, if not impossible to make having regard to that

direction, a basis is to be found by adopting Canadian Pacific Railway main line

rates within the statutory territory and directing that branch line rates be placed

on the basis of main line rates from points of equivalent mileage. Other rail-

ways in the territory should be ordered to so adjust their grain rates as to meet
the rate basis applicable to the Canadian Pacific Railway as the measure of such

rates on grain and flour. The Board is applying statutory rates, seeking equality

of treatment in such application, and I think that the rates so built up would
be just and reasonable in their application under these circumstances in a situa-

tion not free from difficult}^ and danger of injustice. I can foresee that there may
be differences and perhaps difficulties in the working out of an exact basis, which
will preserve exact equality and uniformity with respect to these rates. If such
arise, they must be adjusted, if necessary, by separate application, to meet par-

ticular cases of difficulty and confusion.
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XTI

The city of Quebec and the Harbour Commissioners of Quebec presented,
and strongly urged upon the Board, that the rates on grain and grain products,
from Armstrong and Port Arthur to Quebec, ail rail should be reduced. The
proposal, presented to the Board, was that a rate of a fraction over 11 cents from
Fort William to Quebec, should be declared by the Board to be a just and
reasonable rate on those products. The matter was strongly and exhaustively
argued, and in its presentation a great deal of ground was covered.

So far as Crowsnest rates are concerned, as fixed by the amending statute

in 1925, a reading of the plain wording of that amendment shows that the rates

on grain and grain products, fixed by statute, ceases at Port Arthur, and there-

fore cannot be applied east of there.

The language of the statute is:

—

But such rates shall apply to all such traffic moving from all points

on all lines of railway west of Fort William to Fort William or Port
Arthur, over all lines now or hereafter constructed by any company sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of Parliament."

Then it is urged that the Board should look at the National Trancontinental
Railway Agreement with the Government of Canada, chapter 71 (1903), and
the statute of 1903, as a traffic circumstance and be governed thereby. By
reference to the agreement it will be seen that in consideration of certain con-

cessions, involving large expenditures by the Government of Canada, the rail-

way company entered into the agreement; and section 42 of the Act is referred

to by counsel as supporting their argument in favour of the establishment of

these rates. Sections 42 and 43 of the agreement read as follows:

—

42. " It is hereby declared and agreed between the parties to this

agreement that the aid herein provided for is granted by the Government
of Canada for the express purpose of encouraging the development of

Canadian trade and the transportation of goods through Canadian chan-

nels. The company accepts the aid on these conditions, and agrees that

all freight originating on the line of the railway, or . its branches, not

specifically routed otherwise by the shipper, shall, when destined for

points in Canada, be carried entirely on Canadian territory, or between
Canadian inland ports, and that the through rate on export traffic from
the point of origin to the point of destination shall at no time be greater

via Canadian ports than via United States ports, and that all such not

specifically routed otherwise by the shipper, shall be carried to Canadian
ocean ports.

43. " The company further agrees that it shall not, in any matter

within its power, directly or indirectly advise or encourage the transporta-

tion of such freight by routes other than those above provided but shall,

in all respects, in good faith, use its utmost endeavours to fidfil the condi-

tions upon which public aid is granted, namely,—the development of trade

through Canadian cJtannels and Canadian ocean ports."

The statute, except as to ratification of the agreement, does not specify any
rates, or tolls; but, in section 42 of the agreement, it does specify ''that the

through rate on export traflfic from the point of origin to the point of destination

shall, at no time, be greater via Canadian than via United States ports, and
that ail such traffic not specifically routed otherwise by the shipper shall be

carried to Canadian ocean ports."

By clause 45 of the agreement of 1903 the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
Company covenanted with the Government to arrange to provide upon both

Pacific and Atlantic oceans, adequate ocean tonnage for the traffic on the rail-
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way, or the Intercolonial Railway, '-as may be agreed from time to time." This

covenant, incident to the leasing and operating of the Eastern Division, was
never performed in whole or in part.

The Crown in 1919 and prior thereto had been making advances or loans to

enable the Grand Trunk Pacific Company to carry on and to meet its interest

payments. Its operations had been confined to the Western Division. The
Crown gave notice to the company that it proposed to cease further advances,

whereupon the company gave notice that it would cease to operate the railway.

The Minister of Railways was appointed receiver of the company by Order in

Council (P.C. 517) dated March 13, 1919, ratified and confirmed by chapter 22

of statutes for 1919. The Minister, as receiver, operated the Western Division,

until turned over to the Canadian Is^ational Railways for operation. That rail-

way, however, assumed none of the obligations of the Grand Trunk Pacific, and

is in no way concerned with, or liable to perform, any portion of the agreement

of 1903. The receivership was terminated by Order in Council (P.C. 1101),

dated May 27, 1927, which recited the circumstances, and evidences the fact that

the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway is defunct. The Government could not there-

fore enforce any of the covenants or in any agreement it had made.

XIII

By chapter 52, 15-16 George V (assented to June 27, 1925) the powers of

the Board under this (the railway) Act to fix, determine and enforce just and
reasonable rates, and to change and alter rates as changing conditions, or cost

of transportation may from time to time require, shall not he limited or in any
manner affected by the provisions of any Act of Parliament of Canada, or by
any agreement made or entered into pursuant thereto, whether general in appli-

cation or special and relating only to any specific railway, or railways, and the

Board shall not excuse any charge of unjust discrimination whether practiced

against shippers, consignees, or localities, or of undue or unreasonable prefer-

ence, on the ground that such discrimination or preference is justified or required

by any agreement made or entered into by the company, etc." Rates on grain

and flour, however, are left under Act of 1897.

The wording of the section is plain and emphatic and incapable of any
misunderstanding as to its wide and general meaning and application. " Any
Act of the Parliament of Canada "—or, " any agreement made or entered into

pursuant thereto " must necessarily include, just what the word " any ^' means,
viz.. Crow's Nest Pass Act and Agreement; The Manitoba Canadian Northern
Agreement; The National Transcontinental Act and Agreement; and any other

Act of the Parliament of Canada, or any other agreement made pursuant thereto,

of the same or similar, rate fixing character. In the sense in which the word
any " is used it includes, with one exception " all " agreements or statutes.

I do not think therefore that the provisions of the Act of 1903 referred to,

are now binding upon this Board so as to limit its jurisdiction, under the Rail-

. way Act, to fix, determine and enforce just and reasonable rates, and to cliange

such rates as changing traffic conditions or costs of transportation may require.

I realize, however, that there is much force in what is set out in the iudgr

ment of the Deputy Chief Commissioner, in support of the export rate asked
for. The Order in Council under which we are directed to examine the present

rate structure, in effect by emphasizing the policy of equalization, and the

. encouragement of the carriage of Canadian products to and through Canadian
ports, I think lays upon the Board a duty to examine all features at present

prevailing under the present rate structure, and, if possible in the exercise of
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the Boards jurisdiction under tlic Railway Act, to mould rates in accord-

ance with the policy referred to. I am much impressed, having this in view,

with the view of the Deputy Chief Commissioner—and would agree in his con-

clusion that the present through export rate on grain to Quebec may be varied

as to the portion Armstrong to Quebec. The reduction proposed is a drastic

one, but it has in view a particular object of great national importance which

it is our duty to consider as a desirable change in the rate structure committed
for our examination. If any less reduction of the export rate referred to would
meet the conditions and provide the remedy I would prefer it having regard

to the financial position of the railways, but I realize that anything more than

the rate proposed would not meet the foreign rate. It is an export rate pure

and simple and as such is on a different plane than domestic rates. After very

anxious consideration of all that has been submitted, and of the broad sphere

of national conservation of such traffic referred for our consideration, I am con-

strained to accept the conclusions of the Deputy Chief Commissioner. The
rates to Maritime ports are quite in a different position and the reasoning as

to Quebec is confined to that outlet.

The rate may prove unproductive of the benefits expected to result from it.

I have some doubt about that, but I would prefer having regard to all the

important factors involved and as an export rate, to broaden rather than con-

tract the manner of dealing with it.

Grain finds its w^ay into the elevators at Quebec from the West by rail

and lake in increasing quantities as is shown by the following figures:-

-

Year Up to July 9 Total for the year

1923 923,804 3.733,936
1924 843,151 2.505,631
1925 326,241 2.441,288
1926 1.133,394 5.918.016
1927 3,389,060 8,000,000

(estimated)

It will be seen by the above table that there is a substantial increase in

the last four years, in the movement of this grain via the natural water chan-
nel, and that this substantial improvement through such natural channels, avail-

able for such traffic, has been effected, so far without any change in the gen-

eral rate structure as is involved in this application. It is to be hoped that the

reduction will stimulate further the export of Canadian grain through Canadian
channels, and divert such traffic from foreign channels.

XIV

The application on behalf of the Quebec Harbour Commissioners also asked

that the export rate on grain from Bay ports to Quebec and the rate on pack-

age freight and general merchandise from Toronto and points w^st of Toronto

to Quebec for export should be placed on the same basis as the rates to Mont-
real. This, in effect, it seems to me, links up Quebec and Montreal by the

same rates for export as is the case of St. John and Halifax. The rate on export

grain Bay ports to Montreal is 8.6 cents a bushel; to Quebec, Halifax and St.

John, 9.1 cents per bushel. Quebec now takes the rate of the far distant mari-

time ports, instead of the nearer port of Montreal.

The export rate on general commodities from Toronto and points west
thereof in the same grouping, is 2 cents per 100 pounds higher to Quebec and
Montreal. I think that these might be equalized as above. In that respect I

concur in the view of the Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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XV

Grain rates, Fort William to Montreal and Quebec, during the season of

navigation, are low and conducive to substantial movement. The outlet from

St. Lawrence ports iS; of course, useless after navigation closes. The lake rate

since 1st June last has declined from 7\ cents per bushel down to 6 cents per

bushel. Up to a period between the 15th July and the 1st August between

forty and fifty lake steamers have discharged grain cargoes at Quebec.

The rates on export wheat. Bay ports to Halifax, St. John and Montreal,

respectively, with distance of haul, as compared with similar factors of haul

from Buffalo to New York, are as follows:

—

Miles Per Bushel
C.N.R. Midland to Montreal 383 8.60
C.N.R. ]\Iidland to Halifax 1.183 9.10
C.P.R Pt. McNieol to St. John 836 9.10
Erie R. R. Buffalo to New York 425 9.10

The rates include elevator charges.

The export rate on wheat, Midland to Montreal, is practically the same as

the Buffalo-New York rate, viz., 8.60 for 383 miles, as against 9.10 for 425
miles.

To ship grain in winter from Canadian bay ports to Halifax and St. John
for export as ballast in Canadian passenger ships via Canadian railways
involves a haul of 1,183 miles to Halifax, and 836 miles to St. John, as against

425 miles Buffalo to New York, at the same export rate, which means that the

Canadian railways receive about three-tenths of a cent per ton mile, a losing

rate, and the American railways about three-quarters of a cent per ton mile for

the hauls or a 40 per cent advantage to the American railways in getting the
wheat on an ocean vessel for export. To this 40 per cent disadvantage to Can-
adian railways by this route is to be added the advantage of New York, and
American Atlantic ports offering similar export rates from Buffalo, in more
readily securing ocean tonnage as required, a profitable rate, and for the quan-
tities of the shipments desired to be made.

After the close of navigation grain in storage at Buffalo commands, on
an average, a slightly higher price than at Bay ports, because of the facility

with which it can go forward according to the exigencies of the export grain

trade. The western farmer, patriotic though he is, can hardly be expected to

pay for his patriotism by a reduced return from his shipment due to these

natural conditions, and he is not unnaturally silent as regards any vigorous

claim that his wheat shall follow Canadian channels to and through a Canadi^^n
seaport. His interest in obtaining the best price available for his wheat is the

interest of this country at large and must be protected. To lower the Canadian
rail rate to the seaboard at further loss to the Canadian railways, would not

meet the difficulty of ocean tonnage. The loss to Canadian railways would be

without compensatory features because of ocean shipping conditions; and it is

manifest that a reduction in Canadian rail rates from bay ports to Canadian
ocean ports can be readily met, under the figures above set forth, by American
railways, who can easily reduce their rates on their shorter and more profitable

haul to their Atlantic ports where ocean tonnage is plentiful and retain the

business, the net result attained being added to Canadian carriers.

Halifax and St. John, as winter ports, handle the grain stored at bay ports,

under competitive rates with American railways. I think it is reasonable to con-

jecture that any lowering of present rates, by .any route, to those Canadian
ports, would promptly be met by American competitive railways, who have the

additional advantage of greater volume of ocean tonnage.

I do not agree that the suggestion of such possible action on beh;df of

United States competitors is entirely imaginary. United States lines and trans-

portation systems are keenly alive to the situation and would noturally
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endeavour to maintain the traffic they have and which flows to them through
channels now open. Can it be said that the lowering of inland Canadian freight

rates, upon grain and flour with a view of diverting the traffic to Canadian
ports that American ports now enjoy, will induce American transportation lines

to surrender that trade quietly and without opposition to Canadian transporta-

tion systems? If they do, they are departing from what is a very ordinary
course as between highl}' competitive systems, for the securing and retention

of traffic. That the competitive situation, as between the Port of New York
and that of the ports of the St. Lawrence is not overlooked, but that on the

contrary is being anxiously and critically scrutinized along the lines and with

the objects indicated above, is apparent from the commercial publications of

the day. The following c|Uotation, from an article appearing in the New York
Journal of Commerce, of July 6, 1927, evidences the activity and watchfulness
of those interested in the port of New York:

—

" Says Preferences JIivert Canal Trade

barge operators ask inquiry into discriminations against new york
" An efl'ort is to be made by members of the Barge Canal Operators'

Association to induce the various commercial organizations of the port

of New York to use their influence to bring about an investigation of

discriminatory practices held to be responsible for the diversion of a large

volume of traffic from the New York State Barge canal to botli the St.

Lawrence and Mississippi, it was learned yesterday.

'"'The port of Montreal', J. H. Muller, manager of the Canal
Division of the Transmarine Lines, said yesterday, ' is now handling
much of the grain traffic which might be expected to come through the

Barge canal to New York under ordinary circumstances. Last seasc-n

Montreal handled some ninety million bushels as against New York's
twenty million bushels. This diversion is due mainly to the special

inducements offered at Montreal."

There is no threat in the above suggestion. It is merely what might
naturally be expected from business interests, called upon to face a situation

which threatens their interests. It would not be surprising, or unusual, from a

business point of view if reductions of rates in Canada on that particular cla^s

of traffic were met by reductions in American inland rates of transportation.

The shorter route to ports more easily available, and where ocean tonnage is

more plentiful, would tend to retain the trade in the present channel, while

inflicting loss of revenue to the Canadian railways engaged in the traffic, and
which loss would be a burden upon those railw^ays, and, possibly ultimately

to the Canadian people. Such a result is to be carefully guarded against in

deciding upon the most eflicient methods to promote and conserve the carriage

of our Canadian traffic through Canadian ports.

The exports of Canadian grains via United States ports, and of American
grain via Canadian ports, are shewn by exhibit F.H. 213, and since 1923, may
be summarized as follows:

—

CANADIAN GRAIN VIA UNITED STATES PORTS

1926 1925 1924 1923

New York 79,324,9^3 92,307,498 67,651,332 75,123,035
Philadelphia 14,789,559 23,241,704 20,140,052 22,136,364

14.435,370 10,24\635 15,398,606 17,162,665
Boston 4, 867, 948 4,620,343 4,0 5,728 9,880,504
Norfolk 699,500 330,525 2,985,520 1,414,857
Portland 7,532,166 6,370,130 7,504,222 18,877,713

Total (bush.) 121,619,456 137,111,835 117,695,462 144,595,138
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AMERICAN GRAIN VIA CANADIAN PORTS

W. St. John
St. John

34,933,799
19.'), 003

2,9r)8,088

975,920

51,890,226
198,333

4, 184,979
713,268

68,659,959
1,.385, 675
1,2.39,786

514,645

33, 704,.531

741,017
1,491,007

113,088

Total (bush.) 39,063,410 56,986,806 71,800,065 36,050,243

The larger percentage of Canadian grain exported via American poits goes

through New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, while most of the American
grain for export through Canadian ports comes to Montreal.

The 1926 figures above quoted show, in the detail figures in the exhibit,

that in the season of navigation at the port of Montreal (May-November)
37,216,414 bushels of Canadian grain found its wav to New York, 3,057,484 to

Philadelphia, 5.540,308 to Baltimore, 2,166,819 to Boston and 330,913 to Norfolk,

a total of 48,611,938 bushels—while there were diverted to IMontreal for export

during the same season, 34,933,799 bushels, and Quebec 195,603 bushels, a total

of 35.129,402 bushels of American grain, or 13,482,536 bushels in favour of

American ports.

The figures (1926) for winter months (January to April and December)—
when St. Lawrence ports were closed—show that 73,007,518 bushels of Canadian
grain were exported through /American ports while 3,934,008 bushels of American

grain found its way through the ports of St. John and West St. John. This

would be grain from contiguous North Western States of late shipment—or in

storage at St. John for shipment on orders.

The conclusion is fairly obvious. The Canadian grain was shipped lake and
rail, during lake navigation—to strategic bay ports, there to be ready to go

forward for export, at any time, it was sold, and the facilities of getting ocean

tonnage suitable for tlie carriage of the bulk sold at an American or winter

port, as against those offering at our maritime ports, plus the shorter haul to the

seaboard, and better ocean rates, would be the important factors causing the

diversion to the nearest ocean port, for the quicker, more suitable and more
economical ocean shipment ^-here available. The farmers and exporters of wheat
are concerned with the routing of shipments for export via the shortest and
most feasible route, having regard to the requirements of market conditions

—

and geography and climate favour tlie .American ports for this trade. Canadian
railways have met a New York and Atlantic coast rate from Buffalo—by hauling
wheat to St. John and Halifax, 836 and 1,183 mJles respectively at the same
rate as American railways receive for hauling it 425 miles, and yet the wheat
goes to American ocean ports, because the methods of selling and conditions

of the grain export business send it there, and I am not so conversant with the

intricacies of tlie export grain business to be convinced that any change would
result in those methods of carrying on that business, from making further cuts

in freight rates—already unrenmnerative, or in attempting by low, unremuncr-
ative and experimental rates to endeavour to open up new channels, and inspire

or induce new methods of marketing export grain through those channels. Upon
what is before us I would not be inclined to take the risk involved in the hope of

attaining the object desired.

The subject is of wide importance and presents many angles for deep con-

sideration. While it may be found that a solution of all the problems involved is

not to be found in drastic reductions of inland freight rates to the Canadian
Seaboard, or in the enlargement of facilities for handling grain and flour at one
or more Canadian ports, investigation into and comment upon the whole situa-

tion would not be out of place even though such may but serve to indicate the

extent of the difficulties and complexities with which the grain movement is
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surrounded as regards every effort to induce the transport of these commodities
at least in larger volume tlian at present, to Canadian ocean ports, and reduce

the passage of that traffic through American channels to American ports.

Those difficulties, in my opinion, are concerned more nearly with, amongst
others,

—

(a) The nature and complexity of the grain export business within itself,

and the futility of attempting to alter, or vary, the basis upon which
such business is carried on, without great danger of loss in the Canadian
grain business, which would be visited upon the western farmer;

(b) The danger involved in providmg measures tending to prevent the

free shipment of Canadian grain and grain products through all normal
and economic channels available to the Seaboard, having regard to the

nature and intricate character of the grain business, and of hampering
the free marketing of shipments to the markets of the world, in quan-
tities, at times and seasons, and at the best prices obtainable therefor,

without causing such a loss to the producing farmers and the Canadian
trade generally;

(c) The uncertainty and unreliability, to the Canadian grain merchants,
in landing suitable ocean tonnage available by liner or tramp steamer,

for the shipments he sells overseas in the quantities and at the times,

when, by the exigencies of the trade, such must be transported to the
overseas buyer.

The increase of elevator capacity and facilities, at ocean ports, and the

cutting down of inland freights to the Sea are not, of themselves, factors to aid

in the solution of such a diiiiculty. There moist be attracted, to our Canadian
ports, ocean tonnage in sufficient quantities, and of a character suitable for the

grain export business, and readily available thereto according to the character

of that business. It is not unnatural that the United States of America, with a
population of more than ten times that of Canada, and with a vastly larger

import trade, should attract to its ports ten times more ocean vessels tlian from
the ports of Canada. These vessels look for the return cargo. As regards grain,

the ^' liner " would appear to be more suitable for ocean shipment than the
" tramp because, the former is looking for smaller consignments, of " parcels

"

of grain, while the tramp " can only be utilized for full cargoes. If Canadian
grain were to move in one stream; as it were, to one or more ocean ports in

Canada, the " tramp would probably serve the business, if sufficient " tramp
tonnage could be secured, but the grain business is not carried on in that way.
The grain is sold, as it is required overseas, not in large shipments as a rule,

but in "parcels," that induce a liner to accept, at a low rate, as ''stiffening'^

cargo, for its return trip; but which a tramp " steamer would not take, except

at an excessive rate.

While Great Britain is the largest buyer of Canadian, grain and flour,

and there is necessarily a large cargo business handled by large exporters, by
tramp steamers making full cargoes out of it, the Canadian grain and flour

export business, as a rule, is not carried on, by large cargo shipments. There
may be fifty dift^erent countries bidding for our grain and flour and there is

keen competition for the business of the Canadian grain exporter. The -ship-

ments making up the large exportation, distributed as they are, to many
countries, are not full cargo shipments; but are in quantities suitable to the

requirements of the trade of the country of destination. They are not carried

by tramps, but are largely " parcel " shipments carried by liners. As Cana-
dian trade expands, more ocean tonnage will, in the natural course, be attracted

to the Canadian ports, east and west; but unless, and until it is certain that
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ocean tonnage is as readily available, at a Canadian port as at an American
port and, at rates, which would be as profitable to the Canadian farmer, I do

not see that the lowering of inland freight rates to the Seaboard, or large

expenditures at ocean terminals are of themselves of conducive benefit in decid-

ing upon economic changes in channels of transportation to the Seaboard.

XVI

Some American grain finds its way through natural channels, rail, lake-

and-rail, in open season,, to the Port of Montreal. There is an outcry against

it, as is indicated by the quotation from the " New York Journal of Com-
merce " which I have quoted. Therefore, what Canadians are complaining
of, as regards Canadian grain finding its way to American ports, Americans
are complaining of as regards thcijr wheat finding its way to the St. Lawrence,
though in lesser quantity, for shipment through a Canadian port. In both
cases, in the dim light we have at present, upon the intricacies, complexities,

and highly sensitive refinements of the export grain trade, the traffic would
appear to foUov^ natural and economic channels to the sea, and whether those

channels can be closed by either country, and the traffic of each country
diverted to its own channels involves broader and more extended and search-
ing scrutiny of all factors and elements involved than is possible in this

inquiry, under the limited powers of the Board.

XVII

Under the Railway Act, the duty of this Board is to determine W/hat are

fair and reasonable rates for transportation services performed. That duty
is affirmed by the Order in Council now under consideration, and is more
specifically made clear, if that were necessary, by Order in Council P.C. 2434,

dated October 6,, 1920, upon an appeal from an Order of the Board of Sep-

tember 6, 1920, and known as The Forty Per Cent Increase Case." From
that Order in Council I extract the following clause:

—

" In connection with this appeal it must be observed that one of

the duties, if not indeed the principal task, of the Board of Railway
Commissioners, is to determine upon application, what are fair and
reasonable rates to be charged from time to time for the various ser-

vices performed by public utilities under the jurisdiction of the Board.
In such determination there must of course be taken into account, as

has been done in the present case, all relevant circumstances such as

changes in the scale of wages, and the cost of materials, the effect of

competitive means of carriage, whether by lake route or by lines to the
south, and such other facts as may be established and as are found
pertinent to the issue by a lawfully constituted judicial tribunal. For
the purposes of this work the Commission not only has the advantage
of hearing the evidence and following the cross examination^ but brings
to bear the experience of its own members, extending in many cases
over a considerable number of years, and the familiarity with railway
problems thus acquired. It has, in addition, at its disposal a permanent
staff of expert officials trained in the various branches of the work of
the Board and able to advise the Commissioners in the many intricate
and more or less technical subjects that are before the Board for adju-
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dication. It follows tliat a decision of the Board so arrived at as to

what may constitute under all the circumstances a fair and reasonable

rate, could not, except for extraordinary cause, be usefully reviewed

by Your Excellency's Advisers. Indeed, for Your Excellency's Advisers

to take upon themselves to weigh the evidence adduced and substitute

their own judgment for the judgment of the Board upon the question

of fact arising on the issue and to be determined upon such evidence

would defeat the purpose for which the Board of Railway Commis-
sioners was created and would in the end be highly prejudicial to the

public interest."

Under the Order in Council, from which I have quoted, the Board is

directed, in arriving at what constitutes a fair and reasonable rate, to ignore

the requirements of our great National Railway System, and therefore to base

same upon the requirements of the Canadian Pacific Railway—a privately-

owned railway corporation. I quote the following language:

—

What constitutes a fair and reasonable rate should now be

arrived at without reference to the requirements of the Canadian National

System and Your Committee recommends that the Order in this case

be referred back to the Board to be corrected in its findings in such

manner as to determine what are fair and reasonable rates without

taking into account at all for the time the Order shall be in effect,

the requirements of the Canadian National System."

It has been intimated by the learned Chief Commissioner, in the course

of this inquiry, that this direction should continue to bind the Board. While
I receive his ruling, with deference and respect, I cannot quite recognize the

cogency of it, as it appears to me along the lines of the argument of Mr.
Eraser, K.C., counsel for the Canadian National Railways, that the Order

in Council from which I have quoted, is no longer directory of the functions

of the Board as regards ignoring the requirements of the Canadian National,

and that, in this inquiry, the Board should apply principles of fair returns to

all railways concerned, without regard to the fact that one of them is nation^

ally owned. I think the Canadian National Railway as a great national rail-

way system in Canada, giving the most efficient and satisfactory service over

a very large mileage in this country, is entitled to have conserved to it, just

and reasonable rates, built upon the same principles as those which, uitder the
Railway Act, the Board applies to privately owned railways.

However, for the purposes of this enquiry, I will deal shortly with the

financial situation of the Canadian Pacific Railway, while reserving my views as

above.

The surplus of the Canadian Pacific Raihvay Company as shown by Mr.
Lloyd's evidence, is, for 1926, $7,462,825. The average net surpluses of that

railway, during three quinquennial periods, as shown in Exhibit No. 155, in Mr.
Lloyd's evidence, are as follows:—

It is to be observed, that in round figures the average net surplus for the

period of 1916 to 1920, being war years, was $2,500,000 less than the average net

surplus for the preceding quinquennial period. In the period from 1921 to 1925,

the average net surplus had dropped by over $6,000,000 in the average, so that

during those latter years, upon average net earnings exceeding $37,000,000 there

was but an average net surplus per year of $1,300,000, while in the quinquennial

AVERAGE NET SURPLUS

1911-1915
1916-1920 (War years)
1921-1925

Average
$10,035,801 on net earnings of $38,349,937

7,636,353 on net earnings of 40.364.573
1,377,635 on net earnings of 37,072,892
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periods 1911-15 there was an average net surplus of over $10,000,000 on average

net earnings of $38,000,000, or about the same as for the last period quoted. And,

during the war years, embraced in 1916 to 1920, the average surplus was in round

figures $7,600,000 upon average net earnings of over $40,000,000.

While working expenses and taxes have grown from an average of $77,199,518

for the quinquennial period 1911-15 to an average of $151,205,536 in the quin-

quennial period of 1921-25 (reflecting the large increase in wages, material and

all costs of operation resulting from the war) net earnings—$38,349,937 as

average for the first quinquennial period while increased in the second to an

average of $40,364,573, in the second, are reduced in the third period (1921-25)

to $37,072,892, or over a million dollars less than the average of the first, and
over three million dollars below the average of the second quinquennial period.

Fixed charges have increased from an average of $10,533,236 in the first period,

to $13,869,487 average in the last period shown.

The amount of property investment made by the Company in the railway

and equipment must be considered and is a vital factor in determining the

necessities of the railway upon which to base just and reasonable rates, having

in view, in the making of rates the principle of fair return, upon such railway

property, held and used for railway service. This is set forth also in quin-

quennial periods, in Exhibit 156, filed upon Mr. Lloyd's examination. That
Exhibit shews the following figures relative to average percentage of surplus

earned to the investment in such property held and used:

—

EXHIBIT 156, AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF SURPLUS TO INVESTMENT

During the first quinquennial period the average was 1.417 per cent upon a

property investment for over $700,000,000 average. During the period 1916 to

1920, containing war years, that average percentage was reduced to .910 per cent
on an average property investment of $830,000,000. Such a shrinkage might be

anticipated as the result of war periods, but, for the quinquennial period of 1921
to 1925 the average surplus had again shrunk to .149 per cent on a property
investment, average, of $920,000,000.

The question of " fair return ", upon property value, held for and used in

the service of transportation has been the subject of consideration and direction

wdthin its jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as outlined in

Mr. Lloyd's evidence, volume 493, pages 1022, et seq.

Section 15 (a) of that Act passed in 1920, upon the advice of the Commis-
sion, provided as follows:—

'Tn the exercises of it^ power to prescribe just and reasonable rates,

the Commission shall initiate, modify, or adjust such rates so that carriers

as a whole—or as a whole in each of such rate groups or territories as the
Commission may from time to time, designate—will, under honest, efficient

and economical management, and reasonable expenditures, for mainten-
ance of way, structures and equipment, earn an aggregate annual net

railw^ay operating income, equal, as nearly as may be to a 'fair return'

upon the aggregate value of the railway property, of such carriers held
for and used in the service of transportation."

For the two years beginning March 1, 1920, the Act fixed the ''fair return"
upon the property value at 5i per cent. The Commission was allowed by the

Average
1911-15
1916-20
1921-25

1.417 on property investment of $708,293,054
.910 on property investment of 839,122,140
.149 on property investment of 921,814,800

XVIII
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Act to add an extra of 1 per cent of the property value to make provision,

in whole or in part for improvements or betterments chargeable against capital

account. This was done and the percentage fixed at 6 per cent during this

period. At the present time, the rate has been fixed at 5J per cent, which has

been in force since 1922. I see no reason why Canadian railways should not

be allowed to earn a similar rate upon the value of its property held and used

in the service of the public. If transportation service is to be maintained in

this country in a state of efficiency, suitable for the purposes of the traffic in

all parts of the country which it has to carry, I think it is a reasonable busi-

ness proposition, which will appeal to all classes using or being served by the

railways, that such a percentage of fair return should be followed in this

country.

It is axiomatic that no railway cornpany, or public utility, can give efficient

service to the public at a loss. This Board has always recognized the principle

of fair return, and applied that principle, in a fair and just manner, as circum-

stances have permitted in fixing and enforcing just and reasonable rates. The
present learned Chief Commissioner of this Board emphasized that principle in

the following remarks quoted from a speech made by him before the Board of

Trade in the city of Calgary, Alta., on November 17, 1924, shortly after he

assumed office:

—

" One thing I would like to say to you, something which goes prac-

tically without saying, is that the transportation systems of our country

require a certain amount of revenue to carry on their work, they require

a certain amount of revenue to carry on that work successfully and in

a way which will justify the activities in which they are engaged, and
enable them also to branch out in the future, so that parts of the country
which are as yet untouched by systems of transportation may be brought
into the circle, thereby adding to the productive area of the country, and
building our prosperity upon a broader and a firmer foundation.

" It goes without saying, I remark, that the transportation interests

of the country must be looked at, and we cannot by cutting off here and
cutting off there, however much it may be desired, alleviate the burdens
which may be placed upon individual localities; we cannot pursue that

course beyond a certain point.
" Let me stop at this point long enough to say that just where that

point is, is a matter of inquiry. That inquiry is not an easy one to make;
it is one which covers the whole transportation system, which is a varied

system, which has many intricacies, which is made up of many com-
ponent parts, which has lines of different kinds, all under its jurisdic-

tion; all of these details are involved in coming to a conclusion as to

what amount in the aggregate is a fair return for the railways to make
in order that they may carry on honestly, fairly and prosperously. I

leave that subject just with this remark, that I am thoroughly convinced
that there is not one of you who will not see perhaps more easily and
more quickly than I see it, that carrying relief beyond a certain point,

where reduction in freight rates hinders the effective working of our

transportation systems, would instantly reflect itself in a lowering of the

business life of the country because of a lack of the facilities of which we
would be thereby deprived.

And at Regina, Sask., on November 19, 1924, the learned Chief Commis-
sioner further emphasized this fundamental principle of ratemaking in the fol-

lowing language:

—

" In the first place there is this phase of our national life, in con-

nection with the commercial and transportation interests which must be

ever borne in mind, and which I preface with this remark, with which
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I think we will all agree, I have never yet been where the most violent

attacker of our transportation systems has taken the ground that these

systems should not be allowed to have rates sufficient to reimburse them
for their running expenses and a fair return for the money invested.

" We must remember, gentlemen, that there must be levied upon the

traffic of the country, the passenger and freight traffic of the country, a

sum sufficient to pay for the service which is being rendered, to pay a

fair return upon the money which has been invested in them, both

by those who may hold stock in the privately owned company, and the

rest of us who are all stockholders in the great Canadian National Rail-

ways."

I entirely commend and subscribe to the principle stated above, and I

confidently present it, for practical application, especially, in the ])resent

inquiry where it is important that it should be recognized in dealing with the

whole Canadian Railway Rate situation.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in its average return for the quin-

quennial period of 1921-25, only obtained a " fair return " on its investment

of $921,000,000 odd, during an average of 255 days in each year; so that, as

Mr. Lloyd points out, on an average of 110 days a year, for five years, the public

has practically the free use of the railway's transportation facilities below cost.

The average return, upon the investment as is shown, has been steadily decreas-

ing, and lately, as shown by results, for the month of May and June, the

decrease has been marked.
For the month of May, 1926, the net revenue was $2,448,876. For May,

1927, the net revenue was decreased over the previous year, for that month bv
$417,245. There was a decrease in revenue of $278,397 in 1927 (May), and
there was an increase in expenses of $138,848, resulting in the net decrease

noted above. Then taking the six months 1927, to June 30, the figures are as

follows:

—

SIX MONTHS TO JUNE 30

Revenue Expenses Net
1927 $88,842,564 $75,830,264 $13,012,300
1926 85,227,780 71,271,099 13,956,687

Inc. $ 3.614,778 Inc. $ 4,559,165 Dee. $ 944,387

The revenue for six months to June 30, 1927, was the largest since 1920. The
expenses for six months to June 30, 1927, were the heaviest since 1920. With
a decrease in net revenue, in 1927, for six months, of nearly $1,000,000 over
that of 1926, and with the uncontradicted evidence that no fair return has been
realized by this railway company, upon the present basis of rates, the apt and
emphatic warning of the learned Chief Commissioner in the quotations I have
made are very pertinent, and a matter of practical application of the basic

principle of rate control to existing conditions.

The gross earnings for the month of July, submitted to the Board, shew a

reduction of $559,000 as compared with Julv, 1926. The gross earnings for

July, 1926, were $16,049,000, as compared with $15,490,000 for July, 1927,
leaving the difference stated, as decrease.

XIX

It is pointed out in Mr. Lloyd's evidence, and in statements furnished by
the railway company at the request of the Board, that annual wage increases
have had to be made, which will decrease the revenues of the company by
$5,000,000 per annum. The effect of these, is already beginning to be felt, and is

46592—7
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reflected in the increase of expenses, in the month of June and more so, in July.

Ordinary business management, honest and efficient as it must be, would require

in the face of this statement, that drastic economies be practiced to meet falling

revenues, and which economies must necessarily involve a curtailment of the

transportation service available to the public, to meet the financial ability of

the railway company to furnish it. The requirements of the trade of this country

make imperative, as one of the inducements, for the free and satisfactory inter-

change of commerce, between all parts of this country, that transportation ser-

vice should be kept and maintained in a highly efficient state, and therefore the

aim and spirit of the Order in Council cannot, in my opinion, be obtained by

fixing, under the disguise of just and reasonable rates, rates which are unpro-

ductive, unremunerative, and, which furnish so inadequate a return that railway

companies must retrench instead of expand their service placed at the disposal

of the public.

Having regard to above general financial conditions of this railway, as

shown by its statements filed with the Board, and to the demands insistently

made upon it, in this investigation, for extensive changes in the rate structure,

under various headings, which would involve large rate reductions, the estimated

figures, as closely as they can be obtained of losses in revenue, under the different

heads, of the proposals made, for such changes, may well be referred to. With

a falling revenue, the estimated situation of this railway, as from the end of;

the year 1926, to be faced is as follows:

—

Surplus — 1926 $7,462,825

Deduct wage increase—annual—arranged Bince 1926,

and not otherwise provided for $5,000,000

Deduct C.P.R. estimate of increase in fixed charges,

over 1926 750,000

Deduct estimate of loss in revenue of branch line

grain rates reduced to main line basis, eastbound,
based on year 1926 949,573

Loss in revenue (est.) resulting from westbound
export grain rates to Pacific being reduced to

C.P.R. main line basis to Fort William, based on
1926 521,849
Loss (est.) if mountain differential removed
(Stephens' evidence) L000,000
Est. loss consequent upon rates on grain. Fort
William to Quebec, St. John and Halifax being
reduced as suggested and Company were required
to meet reduction of 1 cent only in Buffalo

—

New York rate 700,000

Total loss of revenue (annual est.) $8,921,422
Deficit or shortage in amount required to pay
fixed charges and dividends—annual 1,458,597

$8,921,422 $8,921,422

It will be seen, that although the company's figures are estimated, and
apprehensive only, and, it is to be hoped will, in the result, not prove so gloomy,
the result of any such rate reductions as are sought and which were pressed upon
this Board, as changes which ought to be made in the Canadian railway freight

rate structure, can only be regarded with serious apprehension as regards the

possibility of this railway company being able to furnish adequate railway ser-

vice, such as would increase and not reduce the transportation facilities of this

country, in terms of the spirit and meaning of the Order in Council. No business

organization could contemplate such changes and drastic reductions in revenue,

without measuring the time when it would have to cease to do business. For a
rate controlling Body, as this Board is, created by Parliament, for the express

purpose, as recited in the Order in Council, of fixing, determining, and enforcing,

just and reasonable freight rates, based upon the principle of fair return, to make,

or to reconmiend, reductions, or readjustments in freight rates, which would
bring any one railw^ay company, giving vast transportation service in this country
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to a state of financial condition wlicre it has to face the possibility of a deficit,

or shortage, in amount required to pry fixed charges and dividends of nearly one

and one-half million dollars annually, would be entirely subversive of the prin-

ciples of its constitution, of the higliest interests of this country and of the true

spirit and meaning of the Committee of the Privy Council, which delegated to

this Board the duty of investigating the whole freight rate structure.

XX

Now, what is to be the result, if any such changes, as those involving these

large reductions in revenue are mf.de? It may be said, as regards the estimate

of loss in revenue of $949,573, resulting from the equalization of rates on grain

and grain products to main line rates, that if the reason for so doing is an unjust

discrimination, its effect upon the revenue is not a factor for consideration in

removing the discrimination.

If that be the case, the result will be serious enough. It vrould prr.ctically

leave the railway company without any reserves and consecjuently without any
fair return upon the value of its property used in transportation service. Such
a situation as that was emphatically dealt with by the Board, as recently as

February this year, in the case of the Bell Telephone Company of Canada,
reported volume XVI, Judgments, Orders, etc., of the Board, p. 230, where
rates of public service were placed upon a basis of return, which would leavp

a surplus of 2 per cent over all charges and dividends. The whole loss of

revenue involved must be made up somewhere, so that the railway company
may be maintained and assured, in a position, in which it can give tlie trans-

portation service expected of it, and to expand that service, as the trade of

this country increases and its commercial conditions require. That is a vital

necessity, as a consequence of the opinions of Council in submitting the matter
of the whole freight rate structure for investigation, and I am sure, from
reading of the Order in Council that no such calamitous results as those indi-

cated were for a moment contemplated, in referring such a matter to us for

investigation. From what sources then is this deficit to be made up? It can-

not be smeared " over the whole freight rate structure. It is not, practic-

able to do so. That was decided as far back as the Westei'n Rates Case 1914

and is a sound proposition. It would mean that those not enjoying, and not
served by the special features involved in the changes would have to pay tlieir

share in freight rates, now found to be just and reasonable, by increase thereof.

If there is to be a general freight rate increase throughout this country, on a
general percentage basis, that will be a result which I fancy was not in con-

templation of the Privy Council in remitting the inquiry to this Board Such
would have the same results as above outlined. The rates must of themselves
at the time of their creation, be found to be just and reasonable and on the

basis of yielding a fair return. It is palpable, that this Board would be entirely

forsaking its functions if it w^ere to act upon any different principle. The
Board cannot guess wdiere loss of revenue such as this is to be made up neither

would it avail, or would it be a proper, or reasonable exercise of its functions

to build up and put into force rates involving such results of financial loss

and put them into force with the pious hope, whether believed in or not, that

the loss or revenue entailed would be made up somewhere, at some future time,

and in the meantime cripple the transportation companies, prevent adequate
and efficient railway service and inflict injury upon the shipping public and
obstruct the free interchange of commerce to the detriment of the public. Such
a result, disastrous, as it will undoubtedly prove to be to the interests of thi^-

country, cannot be contemplated, under the circumstances presented to us and
plainly exhibited in this inquiry. We must start on a sound basis and then

build on it.

4G592-7i
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XXI

The foregoing observations apply with equal force to the financial require-

ments of the Canadian National Railways. That National System is entitled,

in common with all other railways, to have its rates maintained and assured to

it, under the Railway Act, upon the same principle of fair return. The dicta

of the Chief Commissioner, upon that principle, which I have quoted, is an
affirmation of all the decisions of the Board upon the question, and forms a

cardinal "principle of rate building and rate control, and must be urdvcrsally

respected and applied. Because the National Railway is owned by the people

of this country is no excuse, or justification, for relaxing that principle, to

the detriment and loss of that railway system, which loss must be borne and

paid in additional taxation by Canadian people, thus arrogating to this Board
tax imposing functions in abuse of its powers.

XXII

There are many subjects involved in the inquiry to which I have not

referred. They are referred to elsewhere in the judgments of the Board. I

have endeavoured to express my opinion upon some of the outstanding ones,

and my views, as regards those subjects, while general, are based upon what is

before us in evidence and argument.

I am opposed to the removal of the mountain differential rates, and to

the extension of Crowsnest rates, or any export rates built upon, or on a parity

with those rates, from Armstrong, Fort AVilliam or Port Arthur to the Maritime
ports and those applications fail, and should be dismissed.

As to export grain rates westward to Pacific ports, for the reasons stated

I think that the logical basis of rates is that prescribed by the Board in its

1923 judgment I have referred to. If these rates were to be put upon the

same basis as rates eastward to Fort William, Canadian National mileage,

Edmonton to Vancouver, should govern the Canadian Pacific rate Calgary to

Vancouver, viz., 766 miles.

I am willing, under the special circumstances shewn, though with some
misgivings, that the Canadian National Railways be ordered to publish a

tariff showing a rate of 18.34 per 100 pounds on export grain from Port
Arthur, Fort William, Westfort and Armstrong, Ontario, to the city of Quebec,
and that all railways file tariff's showing the same export rates to Quebec port

as to Montreal on export grain from bay ports, and all export traffic from
Toronto and points west thereof.

In making these observations I have endeavoured to keep in view that the

investigation required to be made by the Order in Council of the Canadian
freight structure calls only for the conclusions of the Board as the body con-

stituted under the Railway Act with full power to fix, determine and enforce

just and reasonable rates No question of public policy is within the scope

of the investigation, as I read the Order in Council, because no such questions

are within the Boards functions as defined by the Railway Act. If I am right

in this view, this Board, within its jurisdiction, is asked to review the rate

structure, and imder the powers it possesses under the Railway Act, to make
such changes in that structure as it considers will best fulfil the requirements

of the Act. If involved therein, or arising thereout, questions of public policy

present themselves, they are not for this Board to consider or pass upon; the

duty of the Board is confined to its administrative functions under the Act
as that Act is made binding upon it by the paramount power of Parliament.

The Order in Council, as framed, invokes and requires the full performance of

those duties.

August 12, 1927.
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Commissioner Lawrence:

I concur in the judgment of the majority of the Board in re^^pect to the

differential mileage allowed the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in the

Mountain district.

In evidence at p. 2312, Vol. 497, Mr. Neal of the Canadian Pacific Railway

.states: ''The actual total lift westbound from Medicine Hat to Calgary is

2,319.96 feet, and eastbound it is 937.87 feet." He also states at p. 2313 that

"the actual fuel consumption on the Britisli Columbia district for the year

1925 was $546,674. That is, the fuel consumption in pusher service, making
total pusher expenses $672,133.63."

At pp. 1935-1955, Vol. 496, Mr. Neal outlined in detail the tonnage that

could be handled over each subdivision Vancouver to Calgary. He also gave

particulars of the tonnage that could be handled over each subdivision west from
Calgary to Vancouver. At pp. 1932-1933, in answer to a question Mr. Neal
.stated that the average equivalent gross tonnage per train which a 210 per cent

engine would handle from Calgary to Fort William is 2723 tons, while the same
class engine between Calgary and the coast would pull 1,554 tons, making allow-

ance in each case for the use of pusher engines in the territory where these

engines were used.

At pp. 1970-71, Vol. 496, the following evidence in regard to expense is sub-

mitted by Mr. Neal:

—

''A further cause of expense in the mountains is the differential in

rates of pay "as compared with the prairie rates. In other words, it costs

for wages for train and engine crews to haul a train 100 miles, based on
the rate of pay at the mountain rate, $31.60 as compared with $27 for the

same service on the prairie. Other classes of employees in British

Columbia receive a premium over the Prairie rates, as has already oeen
mentioned in the case of train crews. For example, agents are paid 6

per cent more, relief agents 4.4 per cent more, and despatchers and
operators 8 per cent more.

"The speed of trains is retarded by Mountain conditions as compared
with the prairie^. This is not due alone to grades, but to general operat-

ing difficulties which exist in the mountains, such a^ curvature, necessity

for cautious running, and more frequent inspection of equipment en
route. The results include increased fuel consumption, and in many
cases extra wages in the shape of overtime.

'The average speed of freight and passenger trains, according to

working timetables is as follows.

—

''Vv'est of Calgary: Summer, 11.1 miles per hour

—

''Mr. PiTBLADo: Is that freight?—A. This is freight trains. Summer
11.1 miles per hour. Winter 11.3 miles per hour.

"East of Calgary, 17.8 miles per hour in summer; 13.6 miles per

hour in winter.

"Passenger trams, west of Calgary 23.9 miles per hour. East of

Calgar}' 34.7 miles per hour.

"Q. Is that }x)th summer and v/inter?—A. Yes, sir.

"Q. Besides the extra wage cost and the smaller average size of train

in the British Columbia district; it is our experience that fuel consumption
is proportionately higher than in the case of train movements in what
we usually speak of as level country. To place comparison on a uniform
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basis which can be used for measuring transportation and engine efficiency

on all parts of the system, it is customary to compute the number of

pounds of coal consumed per 1,000 cciuivalent gross ton miles. On the
prairie districts in 1925 it was from 88 to 126, and in British Columbia
164. That is taking the maximum and minimum figures."

Many more figures might be quoted from the evidence in respect of the

expensive operation in this district, but I think the above figures are sufficient

to show that tiie cost of operation in the Mountain district is greater than that

on the Prairies.

I think that, under the circumstances, the application to remove the

mountain differential and apply the prairie basis of rates to the Mountain
section should be dismissed.

BRANCH LINES

I quote the following excerpt from the evidence of Mr. Neal at pp. 2018-

2010, Vol. 496:—

Q. We have heard a good deal from time to time as to the move-
ment from branch line points as compared with main line points. What
would you say as to the different conditions that apply as between

branch line points and the main line?—A. Well, relatively, a branch line

movement, from my knowledge, I would say is more expensive, because

there is more picking up, or peddler service, compared to the total

traffic movement that there is on the main line. By that I mean, that

if you have got one way freight train, and ten through freight

trains, your average cost necessarily is lower than if you have got

nothing but way freight trains, and on most branch lines you have
got nothing but way freight or pick-up trains, or switch trains, what-
ever you want to call them. They are more expensive, because instead

of getting out of their initial terminal and going right through to their

objective terminal, they have to stop at every station and switch off or

take on cars, so that branch line operation, necessarily, is more expen-
sive, on a unit basis, than main line operation.

" Also there is this fact that by virtue of there not being such den-

sity of traffic on branch lines, they are not maintained at the high main
line standard, either as to bridges, or rail, or ballast, because the traffic

is not there, therefore, you cannot operate the heavy locomotives on
those branch lines that you operate on the main line. And that means
more trains, more engine men, conductors and trainmen, and more
wages, and more coal, so that branch line operation, in this respect,

is obviously higher than your main line operation is.

" Q. In comparison with the traffic?—A. Yes. And, at the same
time, you must remember that on these branch lines there must be some
train service maintained even when your traffic is light. You cannot
close them up entirely, and, under winter operating conditions, it is

necessary to keep the line open although you may only operate three
trains a week. The line must be maintained, it. must be kept open, and,
therefore, that element in your tonnage cost of operating that branch
line is a considerably larger factor than it is on your main line where
you are operating a number of passenger trains, and perhaps a con-
siderable number of freight trains."
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From the above quotation, and the amount of revenue involved, namely
$949,573, I think that there should be a higher rate on the branch lines than
on the main line, particularly on the branches north of the main track, but will

concur in the judgment of my colleagues that the rate on branch lines be
reduced to that of the main line track for the reasons set out by them.

RATES—NATIONAL TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILWAY

I agree with the judgment of the Assistant Chief Commissioner in respect

to extending the Crowsnest rate east from Fort William, Westfort and Arm-
strong, Ontario to Quebec.

However, owing to the speci:il circumstances and conditions, I am disposed,
thouoli with a great deal of hesitation, to agree that the application of the
Quebec Harbour Commission may be granted; provided however, that such
reduction is confined entirely to grain for export, via the city of Quebec, and
not further extended or taken as a fair and reasonable rate in any district.

Also, that all railways file tariffs sliowing the same export rates to Quebc'C as

to Montreal on export grain from Bay Ports, and on all export traffic (from

Toronto and points west thereof.

I concur in the judgment of the Chief Commissioner in regard to the

following questions:—
(a) Transcontinental rate scale;

(b) Terminal Tariffs;

(c) Different standard mileages, east and west;

(d) Domestic grain rates to British Columbia.

Ottawa, September 10, 1927.
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Commissioner Oliver:

Conclusions regardino; certain matters which were considered by the Board
during the General Freight Inquiry.

(1) Rates Eastbound on Grain and Flour from the Prairies to Lake Supe-
rior ports.

(2) Rates Westbound from the Prairies to Pacific ports.

(a) Grain and Flour for Export.

(6) Merchandise rates (both ways),
(c) Grain and Flour for Domestic use.

(3) Rates from the Prairies to Atlantic ports on Grain for Export.

I

RATES EASTBOUND ON GRAIN AND FLOUR FROM THE PRAIRIES
TO LAKE SUPERIOR PORTS

On July 8, 1925, the Board of Railway. Commissioners made two Orders
in pursuance of certain amendments to Section 325 of the Railway Act of 1919,

which had been Assented to on June 27, 1925.

The most important of the amendments in question provided that rates on
grain and flour moving from all points west of Fort William to Fort William
or Port Arthur, over all lines of railway then or thereafter constructed by any
company subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament, should be governed by the

provisions of the agreement made pursuant to Chapter 5 of the Statutes of

Canada, 1897, generally known as the Crow's Nest Act.

In respect of this provision, the Board ordered that the Railway Com-
panies affected,

—

File such tariffs effective within fifteen days from the date of this

Order as may be necessary to implement the provisions of the s&id Sec-

tion 325 of the Railway Act, 1919, as amended".
The second Order of the same date referred to a provision of the 1925

amendment to Section 325 of the Railway Act of 1919, which removed the rates

on westbound traffic from eastern Canada to the prairie west on certain com-
modities, from control by the terms of the Crow's Nest Act to control by the

Railway Board.
In respect of this provision of the Act the Board ordered that,

—

On the commodities aforesaid, the Canadian Pacific and the Cana-
dian National Railway Companies restore, effective within 15 days from
the date of this Order, the rates which were in force on July 6, 1924".

The purport of the first-mentioned Order was to require that rates .which

were being charged on grain and flour eastbound to Fort William that were
higher than those fixed by the Crow's Nest Pass Agreement, should be reduced
to the level of the rates fixed bv that Agreement, within fifteen davs, that is

by July 23, 1925.

The purport of the second Order was to permit the railways to increase

their rates on certain commodities westbound from certain points in eastern

Canada to western Canada to a level considerably above those provided by the

terms of the Crow's Nest Agreement. This Order also became effective on
July 23, 1925.
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In the result, the Order permitting! tlie railways to increase westbound com-
modity rates was promptly honoured, and the increases became effective on
July 23, 1925. But there was no like action in respect of the Order for the

equalization downward of eastbound rates on grain and flour; and, at this

date, the rates on grain and flour eastbound to Fort William are exactly the

same as on June 27, 1925, when the Act of Parliament was assented to, and
as they were on July 8th ol that year, when the Order of the Board in pursuance
of the Act was made.

On July 31, 1925, the Attorney (leneral for the Province of Saskatchewan
wired the Board giving instances oi rates on grain from points in that province
then being charged, which were above the maximum permitted by the terms of

the Board's Order of July 8, 1925, and asking that the Board take steps to secure

the enforcement of its Order, by the reduction of these rates. Similar protests

were received from time to time from other parties to the like effect. The prov-
ince of Saskatchewan is the one most vitally interested in the compliance of

the railways with the Order of the Board, both because it is the largest grain

producer, and because it is in that province that inequaJlities of rates are chiefly

complained of.

Not only have the railways not made any changes in their eastbound grain

rates since the Order of July 8, 1925, was issued, but on the several occasions

when the matter was being publicly considered by the Board, they have argued
in defence of that position that the rates now existing do as a matter of fact,

conform to the terms of the Crow's Nest Act.

If I have been able to understand their argument, it was—First, that the

Crow's Nest rates as established by the Act, varied in their per mile charge
from various shipping points to Fort William, therefore a standard mileage
could not apply throughout the area aft'ected by the Order, and that the vary-

ing rates then and now in force were in fact in compliance with the Board';?

Order of Jilly 8, 1925; and—Second, that the railways were entitled to charge

higher rates on branch lines and secondary trunk lines than were permitted by
the Crow's Nest Agreement on the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Under Sections 314, 316, 317 and 319 of the Railway Act, the Board is

empowered to require equality of tolls and facilities on the part of the railways.

In these Sections it is provided that,

—

(a) There shall be equal tolls for equal service;

(b) The Board is empowered to determine what constitutes equality of

service;

(c) Wherever there is a difference between the tolls charged the people of

diftcrent districts for similar services by any railway,, the burden of

proving that the lower tolls do not amount to an unjust discrimina-

tion,
—

" shall lie on the Company."

There can be no doubt that the Sections of the Railway Act above referred

to make specific provision for equality of rates,—that is a standard milea(5e

rate,—over each railway system; subject to such variations as in the opinion of

the Board are justified by conditions; the burden of proof of justification for

any such variations being specifically placed upon the railways.

Whatever may have been the facts as to variation of grain rates for equal

service under the Crowd's Nest Agreement,—which applied only to the Canadian
Pacific Railway and was made before the Railway Board was constituted,

—

there is no room for difference of opinion as to the express terms of the Act
of 1925 in its application to all railways west of Fort William, or of the duties

and powers of the Board under its provisions. The amendment changes ?ub-i

section (5) of Section 325 of the Railway Act of 1919, and adds the following

proviso,

—

Rates on grain and flour shall, on and from the passing of this Act.

be governed by the provisions of the Agreement made pursuant to Chapter
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5 of the Statutes of Canada, 1897, but such rates shall apply to all sucii

traffic moving from all points on all lines of railway west of Fort William

to Fort William or Port Arthur, over all lines now or hereafter constructed

by any Company subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament."

This proviso of the new subsection (5) of Section 325 of the Railway Act
places all lines of railway west of Fort William in the position of a single sys-

tem, subject to the statutory grain rates of the Act of 1897.

The amendment of .1925 then adds subsection (6) to Section 325, a'-^

follows:

—

" The Board shall not excuse any charge of unjust discrimination,

whether practised against shippers, consignees or localities, or of undue
or unreasonable preference respecting rates on grain and flour governed

by the provisions of Chapter 5 of the Statutes of Canada, 1897, and by
the Agreement made or entered into pursuant thereto, within the terri-

tory in the immediately preceding subsection referred to, on the ground

that such discrimination or preference is justified or required by the said

Act or by the Agreement made or entered into pursuant thereto."

The obvious purpose of subsection (6) is to place all the railways included

in the proviso of subsection (5) in exactly the same position as to control and

adjustment of grain and flour rates by the Board; while the proviso itself

expressly states tlie standard to which all the grain and flxour rates affected by
such subsection (6) shall be adjusted.

I can only understand this subsection to be a definite instruction to the

Board to establish a single standard mileage rate on grain and flour from all

prairie points to Fort William. Unless such equalization were intended, there

would not seem to have been any purpose to be served by Parliament in passing

the proviso of subsection (5), and still less in passing subsection (6), which
applies only to it.

C.P.R. Main Line Rates the Standard

The amendment of 1925 having provided for uniformity of eastbound grain

rates throughout the prairie west, the question remained, suggested by the con-

tentions of the railways, as to whether the lower per mile rate on the Canadian
Pacific Railway main line, as it was in 1897, or the higher per mile rate on
certain of the branches of that date, should be taken as a rate basis under the

Board's Order of July 8, 1925. So far as the Canadian Pacific branch lines in

Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan were concerned, the per mile rates on
grain and flour were and still are no higher than those on the main line. But
on the Prince Albert and Edmonton branches of the Canadian Pacific in 1897,

the rates were somewhat higher. These two branches were leased lines. They
were not the property of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Because they were
under lease for a comparatively short term, the rates were temporary in their

nature and were, during the period of lease, kept at a level above those on the

main line and on other branches. The Prince Albert branch passed from the

control of the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1908. The Edmonton branch has
since been acquired by it. On both lines all rates except those on grain and
flour are now on the same per mile basis as on the Canadian Pacific main line.

Under such circumstances, it does not appear to be arguable that the

standard mileage rate for the whole west should be fixed on the bases of the

temporary rates on two branch lines, instead of on the rates on the main line,

which, with the exception of a short period under special legislation, have
remained fixed at the same level ever since the Act of 1897 became effective.

Whether or not the proviso of subsection (5) and its supplementary sub-
section (6) are accepted as a definite instruction to the Board to establish a
single mileage standard of grain and flour rates in the territory west of Fort
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William, there can be no doubt that under the provisions of the sections of the

Railway Act hereinbefore referred to, and the amendment of 1925, the Board
has full power to establish such a standard. In my opinion the interests both

of the grain producers and of the railways can best be served by its establish-

ment.

The suggestion has been made that because the proviso of subsection 5 of

the Act of 1925 states that rates on grain and flour shall ''be governed by the

provisions of the agreement made pursuant to chapter five of the Statutes of

Canada, 1897," the Board has not the power to readjust the rate groupings on

the C.P.R. main line. If the rates which were in existence and were recognized

in the reductions made by the Crowsnest Act of 1897 are in fact beyond the

Board's power of readjustment, then tlie abnormal rates on the Prince Albert

and Edmonton branch lines prevailing in 1897, and long since abandoned, must
be reinstated. Their alteration must also be beyond the power of the Board.
This contention is in direct opposition to the expressed intent both of the

proviso of subsection 5 and of subsection 6 of the Act of 1925. The proviso of

subsection 5 declares that the Crowsnest rates shall prevail throughout the

prairie region and subsection 6 specifically empowers the Board to adjust those

rates so that they shall not be discriminatory. Under the provisions of sub-

section 2 of section 317 of the Railway Act the Board has always permitted the

railways to group stations for rate making purposes, as an exception to the

specific provisions against discrimination contained in section 314. It is not

conceivable that the Board has the power to establish rate groups and has not

the power to readjust them, so as to reduce their necessarily discriminatory

features as much as possible.

Branch Line Rates

•

In regard to the second contention of the railways that they are entitled

under the anti-discrimination provisions of the Railway Act to charge higher

rates on branch lines and secondary trunk lines than those fixed by the Act
on the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, they argued that as actual

costs of haul were somewhat greater on branch lines and secondary trunk lines,

because of these lines being of less perfect construction than the Canadian
Pacific main line, they were entitled to charge higher rates for grain traffic

moving over them.

The question of charge for railway service has two sides. The customer
who creates the traffic must be considered in framing the railway rate structure

as well as the railway that hauls it. Unless traffic is created, there can be no
railway earnings in hauling it. So that in fixing railway rates, it frequently

becomes necessary in the interests of railway customers, to make an equal
charge for two similar services of quite unequal cost of haul. If there are two
adjacent business centres ser\^ed by separate railway systems or by different

lines of the same system, the cost of railw^ay operation to the one place being
greater than to the other, if the charge for railway service were based on the
respective costs, the centre paying the higher freight rates must lose business,

while its competitor would gain. In such case, the railway serving the place

of decreasing business, correspondingly must lose traffic. Therefore, in the

interests of the railways as well as of their customers, the principle of equaliza-

tion of rates on the basis of equality of service, instead of on equality of cost,

and having regard only to difference in mileage, has been established and uni-
versally accepted. Further in regard to mileage, it is a definitely and univer-
sally established practice that where there are two or more railway lines giving
service to a certain point, the mileage rate on the shortest line governs the rates

over all the lines concerned
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It is a fact that there are basic differences between the rates in central

Canada and the prairie west; also betw^een those of the prairie west and British

Columbia. Recent legislation has established a basic difference between iht

rates in the Maritime Provinces and those in central Canada; but within those

great divisions there are no differences of rates either passenger or freight, no

matter what the difference in the cost of construction or operation of the vari-

ous lines may be. Except in the case of the regional divisions above mentioned,

the principle of equal charge for equal service, without regard to local differ-

ences in the cost of the service, is recognized throughout the railway rate struc-

ture of Canada. The sole exception is in the case of grain rates in the prairie

west.

Owing to le^s substantial and therefore less costly construction on bran,ch

and secondary trunk lines than on the main lines of the two chief railway systems

on the prairies, the powerful, and therefore heavy, locomotives used on the main
lines cannot be used on these branch and secondary trunk lines. The Canadian
Pacific Railway uses a locomotive of 210 per cent rating and upwards on the

main line but on the other lines the maximum is 155 per cent. This of itself

means higher cost of actual haul on the branches; and the higher cost of haul

on lines of a lower standard of construction is the basis of the demand by the

railways for higher rates on these lines than on the main line.

It is of couise a fact that the haulage of a ton of freight over a cheaply

built bra.nch, upon which only locomotives of minimum power can be used, and
where traffic is delivered or picked up from station to station, must be more
costly per ton than the haulage of heavy through trains by powerful locomotives

over well built main lines. Besides the volume of traffic on the main line cuts

down the overhead as it is not cut down on the branch. Considered as a

separate enterprise, there is probably not a branch line in the prairie west that

would show a profit on operation at present, or even at much higher, rates. And
yet botb railway systems are increasing their branch mileage from year to year.

The fact is that a main line without banches would be as unprofitable as

branches without main line connections. The long main line haul under highly

favourable conditions is what gives the railroads their net returns. But a single

main line in such a region as the Canadian west could not secure enough traffic

along its location alone to profitably employ the costly facilities which it pro-

vides. In, order that the main line may be profitable it must have traffic and it

can only get sufficient volume of traffic by means of branches. The railway
system is made up of its main line and branches, each playing an equall}^

important part in the general scheme of producing profit by giving service. It

is not possible to disassociate on.e from the other and produce the desired result.

Of necessity the branch Ime mileage on the prairies is immensely greater

than that of the main lines. Between Lake Superior and the Rockies, the two
great Canadian railway systems have 14,360 miles of branch and secondary
trunk lin,es, as compared with 2,764 miles of main line. To penalize producers

served by branch and secondary trunk lines, as compared with those served by
main lines, to the extent of one to three cents per 100 pounds on their grain is

to strike at the very root of production, when every interest of the nation demands
its increase.

Class rates on merchandise, commodity rates generally and express and
passenger rates, as well, recognize main line and branches of each railway system
as a single unit for purposes of operation, and rate making. In every case the

per mile rate applies without regard to whether the traffic affected moves over

main lines or branches. Coal, lumber and grain are commodities locally pro-

duced in the prairie provinces. The values are low compared with tonnage. The
two former are carried at the same per mile rate over main and branch lines

throughout the prairie west. No reason was given during the hearing why grain
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should be treated differently. The standard, if not the only, reason given for

branch line construction in tlic west is the grain traffic. It would seem to be an

inequitable rate adjustment if the grnin, which was the occasion of the braneli

being built were to be the only traffic hauled over it at a per mile rate higher

than that prevailing on the main line.

In my opinion no evidence was brought before the Board at any time during

the lengthy an,d numerous hearings that were given, which showed any such

difference betwcn the actual cost of haul over branch and secondary trunk lines

and over the main lines in the prairie west, as would justify the difference in

grain rates which were the cause of complaint by the Provinces of Saskatchewan
and Alberta.

On this statement of facts and in view of the further fact that the Canadian
Pacific Railway was the contracting party in the agreement of 1897 and was
then the only system having a line across the whole prairie region, in my opinion

the Boaxd, in giving effect to its Order of July 8, 1925, would not be justified

in adopting any other rate basis than that which applied in 1897, and which now
applies to the Canadian Pacific Railway main line between Fort William an,d

Calgary; having regard however to the fact that the Board has full authority

under sub-section (6) to adjust such existing inequalities in mileage rates as

may be found to exist between points along that line; and to fix proportionate

rates from points at greater distances from Fort William than were covered by
tlie original Crowsnest Agreement.

Adjustment of Main Lines Rates

As already stated on July 31, 1925, the Attorney General of Saskatchewan
filed with the Board by wire a protest against the rates on eastbound grain then

being charged by the railways, which, he asserted, were in excess of the limita-

tions imposed by the Act of 1925 and made effective by Order of the Board of

July 8 of that year. This protest from the Government of the Province most
affected by the eastbound rates on grain, definitely raised the question as to what
these rates should be.

On the filing of the protest of the Province of Saskatchewan, in my opinion

it became the duty of the Board to define the rates which, by the Order of

July 8, it had declared to be in force after July 23, 1925.

As the rates in force on the date that the Order was issued have not been
altered by the railways up to the present time, in my opinion it has now become
the duty of the members of the Board to state as definitely as may be con-
venient what in their opinion, the rates should be.

The purpose of the Crowsnest Act of 1897 was to reduce rates and that

having been done, the effect was to constitute these rates as reduced a fixed

maximum. The question of the equalization of rates did not arise until the Rail-
way Board was established and empowered by the Act of 1903. The primary
reason for the existence of the Board, as defined in the Act, was that it should

be the means of securing due and reasonable equalization of rates.

In accordance with accepted railway practice, the present adjustment of

grain and flour rates on the Canadian Pacific Railway main line eastbound to

Fort William gives or purports to give a proportionate reduction in the per mile

rate a.s the mileage from Fort William increases. Following are the grain rates

in cents per 100 pounds from points on the Canadian Pacific Railway main line,

Winnipeg and west, with the intervening mileages. Each point given is the

most westerly of the group taking the rate shown:

—
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From

Winnipeg
liurnside
Brandon
Griswold ....

Broadview. .

.

Qu'Appelle. .

.

Moose Jaw. .

.

Parkbeg
Swift Current
Maple Creek.
Kininvie
Gleiclien
Calgary

Miles

420
63
70
24

107
59
75
34
76
84
108
71

52

To

Fort William

,

Winnipeg
Burnside
Brandon
Griswold
Broadview. .

.

Qu'Appelle. .

.

Moose Jaw
Parkbeg
Swift Current
Maple Creek.
Kininvie
Gleichcn

Cents

Altliough the rates from the several stations in the same group are not m
fact equal in regard to mileage, and therefore a.re in violation of the express

terms of Section 314 of the Railway Act, under the provisions of Section 317
such grouping of several stations under the same rate may be permitted at the

discretioi^ of the Board. Sub-section (2) of Section 317 says,

—

'The Board may by regulation declare wha.t shall constitute sub-

stantially similar circumstances and conditions or unjust or unreasonable

preferences, advantages, prejudices or disadvantages, within the meaning
of this Act''.

These station groups vaxy on the main, line from three in the 24 miles

between Brandon and Griswold, to fourteen between Griswold and Broadview
in 107 miles. While it is no doubt quite reasonable that several grain shipping

stations should be grouped together under the same rate, it does not seem fair

that one group should cover 24 miles, as in, the case of Brandon to Griswold and
the adjoining group 107 miles, as in the case of Grisw^old to Broadview. The
material result of the smallness of the Brandon-Griswold group is that five or

six important grain producing points located westward from Griswold are and
have been paying one cent per 100 pounds over and above the rate their mileage

from Fort William entitles them to. That is, they have been included in the

next westerly group, which being further from Fort William, pays a cent per

100 pounds higher rate.

The present groups are no doubt as they were in 1897, and the Board has

full power to maintain them. But, in my opinion, as already stated, the Board
is instructed by the express terms of sub-section (6) of the amendment of 1925
to remove such extreme instances of discrimination as the one above noted.

In connection with the subject of the readjustment of existing groups, I

desire to point out that a difference of one cent per 100 pounds in the price of

grain delivered at two adjacent railway stations, means that business interests

located at the station where the higher price is being paid, of necessity enjoy
an important advantage over their rivals of the next station six to ten miles
distant, at which, owing to the higher rail rate to Fort William, the lower price

musi be paid. This condition, occurs in all cases as between the station at

whicti one group ends and that at which the next group begins. It is a .con-

dition which cannot be a.voided; but I desire to offer a suggestion by w^iich it

may be minimized. If the groups were cut in half as to size and doubled in

number, the difference in rates from one group to another would be only half a
cent. This would reduce the respective advantage and disadvantage of the rival

towns at meeting points of the several groups to a point at which it would not
be so seriously felt. I desire to point out that with the more intensive business

methods of to-day, a difference in grain prices of a cent per 100 pounds, as

between two adjacent railway stations (and towns) means a great deal more
than it did twenty years ago. I do not see that the change to smaller groups
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would make any serious difference to the railways, while I believe that it would

be of very great advantage to the section of the public directly affected by the

prscnt sharp differences in. rates.

I note that on the Edmonton. Dunvegan and British Columbia Railway,

now operated by the Government of Alberta, there is in most cases a difference

of only half a cent from group to group, instead of one ceAt as the length of haul

increases.

Fully ninety per cent of the grain of the prairies west is produced in the

area lying between Winnipeg on the east and the railway centres of Edmonton,

Calgary, and Lethbridge in the west. This area is served by six railway lines

over which traffic moves from the three western centres mentioned to converge

at Winnipeg on the way to Fort William. From Moose Jaw on the Canadian

Pacific main line, the Outlook branch extends northwesterly to Lacombe which

is on the most direct rail line connecting Calgary and Edmonton. This con-

stitutes a seventh line over which grain moves eastward as far as Moose Jaw
under the same conditions as on the six through lines. As the Canadian Pacific

main line is one of the six through lines and as the comparative distances and

traffic conditions generally are similar on all, the rates on that line constitute

a standard by which the rates on the parallel lines may conveniently be

measured.

The existing and accepted Crow's Nest rate from Calgary to Fort William

is 26 cents per 100 pounds. The rate from Winnipeg to Fort William on all

lines is 14 cents. That is, there is a difference of 12 cents between the rate

from Winnipeg and the rate from Calgary to pay for the longer haul of 832

miles. This main line haul from Winnipeg to Calgary is divided into 12 sec-

tions or groups which would average between nine and ten stations to a group,

but actually vary from three to fourteen stations to a group.

The rate steps up one cent per group as distance from Fort William
increases, until the rate of 26 cents is reached at Namaka, fifty miles east of

Calgary. The 26 cent rate applies to all stations beyond Namaka, as far west

and including Calgary.

There is a secondary through line of the Canadian National Railways
paralleling the Canadian Pacific main line from Winnipeg to Calgary, which
crosses from south to north of the Canadian Pacific at Regina, crosses the

South Saskatchewan at Dunblane, and reaches Calgary by way of Drumheller.
This line is of considerably longer gross mileage than the Canadian Pacific

main line, but its rates must be governed by the competitive conditions on that
line. Therefore, the length of line between Winnipeg and Calgary, if cut into

twelve groups corresponding to the twelve groups on the Canadian Pacific main
line, with the difference in rate of one cent per group, would effectively equalize

rates on that line of the Canadian National system with those on the Canadian
Pacific Railway main line.

Three of the through lines which diverge from Winnipeg converge again

at Edmonton. They are the Canadian National main line, 792 miles; the

Dauphin-Warman-Battleford line of the Canadian National system, 826 miles
and the Canadian Pacific Winnipeg-Edmonton line, 848 miles. These three

lines have an average length of 822 miles from Winnipeg or ten miles less than
the Canadian Pacific main line, Winnipeg to Calgar>\ The rate from Edmonton
to Fort William is 26 cents per 100 pounds, the same as from Calgary by all

three lines. The length of haul to Fort William by the shortest Canadian
National line is 1,227 miles, as compared with 1,243 from Calgary by the
Canadian Pacific main line. Divided into 12 groups for rate purposes between
Edmonton and Winnipeg on the Canadian National main line, the groups would
average 66 miles each; on the Canadian National line by way of Warman, 69
miles each and on the Canadian Pacific secondary trunk line, 70 miles. On the
Canadian Pacific main line the 12 groups average somewhat less than 70 miles.
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While the distance between stations vary, there is an average of approximately

ten stations to seventy miles. There seems to be no reason why stations on

the three lines converging at Edmonton should not be divided into twelve

groups of equal or approximately equal length on each line, or if the step up

of half a cent were adopted instead of one cent, then into twenty-four groups

of approximately five stations each.

Lethl)ri(l<2;c, the most southerly of the three western railroad centres men-

tioned is 1,256 miles from Fort William by way of the most southerly through

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. By that line it is 836 miles from Winni-

peg. Although this is four miles further from Winnipeg than Calgary, Leth-

bridge has a 25 cent rate to Fort William, as compared with Calgary's 26 cents.

This comes about because of the short cut from the Canadian Pacific main line

at Dunmore to Lethbridge which gives it the same actual rail distance from

Winnipeg as Glcichen on the Canadian Pacific Railway main line, which also

has a 25 cent rate. As already stated, the rate by way of the shorter line

governs and Lethbridge gets the benefit in this case.

Although the secondary through line between Lethbridge and Winnipeg

is as long as the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway to Calgary, the rate

to Lethbridge fixes the maximum that can properly be charged points east of

Lethbridge. This condition would be met by dividing the south line distance

between Winnipeg and Lethbridge into eleven groups instead of twelve. In

that case the average length of a group would be seventy-six instead of seventy

milesi as on the main line.

In Manitoba and to some extent in Eastern Saskatchewan the adjustment
of rates on connections and branch lines has been made on the basis of the

Crow's Nest rates. The like adjustments in the regions further west would
have to be made after due consideration of each case, having regard on the one
hand to mileage distance from Fort William and on the other to the stress of

competition. There is no reason to suppose that the difficulties which have
been overcome in making rate adjustments in accordance with the Crow's Nest
Agreement on branches and connections in Manitoba, cannot equally be over-

come, in making similar necessary adjustments in Sackatchewan and Alberta.

It is a recognized principle in adjusting railroad rates that the longer haul
is entitled to the lower rate per mile. The graduation of rates from Winnipeg
westward accords with this principle. The fourteen cent rate per 100 pounds
for 420 miles from Winnipeg to Fort William is equal to .0333 of a cent per 100
pounds per mile or two cents per bushel per 100 miles. The twenty cent rate per

100 pounds from Moose Jaw, 820 miles, is .0244 of a cent per mile, or 1.464 cents

(a shade under one and a half cents) per bushel per 100 miles. The twenty-six
cent rate per 100 pounds from Calgary, 1,243 miles, is .0209 of a cent per mile or

1.256 cents (a shade over H cents) per bushel per 100 miles.

Longer Distance Rates

Lethbridge is situated on the Canadian Pacific line which extends through
the Crow's Nest Pass. There is a large area of important grain producing terri-

tory along that line extending for over seventy miles west of Lethbridge. That
area is entitled to share according to mileage in the advantage enjoyed by Leth-
bridge because of its short connection with the main line. A 26-cent rate at

present applies to the four stations west of Lethbridge within a distance of 32
miles. Beyond that distance the rate is increased to 27 cents for five stations

within the next 36 miles and then to 28 cents. It would appear that the group
now taking the 26-cent rate should extend as far west of Lethbridge as Cal-
gary is west of Gleichen w^hich is at the end of the 25-cent group on the main
line, or fifty-one miles, instead of thirty-two miles west of Lethbridge, and that

the next group carrying the 27-cent rate should be of approximately the aver-

age length of seventy miles.
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The same rule would properly apply to the branch extending sixty-five

miles soutliwestcrly from Lethbridge to Cardston.

The grain profhicing area lying west of Calgary and tributary to the Can-
adian Pacific main line for a distance of thirty-four miles, including six stations,

has a group rate of 27 cents per 100 pounds. At a distance of forty-two miles

from Calgary the rate becomes 28 cents. This latter increase is not warranted

by the mileage, but as there is little or no grain production at or beyond that

point, the material result is not important.

There is an important grain producing area on the Canadian National main
line immediately west of Edmonton and on tlie nearly parallel Whitecourt
branch. For approximately seventy miles west of Edmonton on both linos, the

maximum rate as fixed by the Act of 1925 and as ordered by the Board, sliould

not be more than 27 cents. But instead, on the main line, in the first grouping

of 13 stations in sixty miles, the rate is 28 cents, a step up of two cents instead

of one cent as is the case east of Edmonton. On the second grouping of 11

stations in forty-eight miles, the rate is 29 cents and on a third grouping of two
stations in five miles, which includes Edson, the divisional point next west of

Edmonton and 133 miles distant, the rate is 30 cents. This makes a difference

in rate of 4 cents per 100 pounds in 133 miles westward from Edmonton which
is 2 cents per 100 pounds more than the rates on the Canadian Pacific main line

for the like distance. As the stations at which these rates govern are on the

main line of the Canadian National Railways to Vancouver, there can be no
contention that there is an extra cost of haul because of track, traffic or any
other conditions.

On the AVhitecourt branch the like rates prevail. The first group west of

Edmonton, 9 stations in fifty-five miles, takes a 28-cent rate; the next group of

2 stations in five miles takes 29 cents, and the third group of 7 stations in forty-

six miles, including the terminus at White court, 107 miles from Edmonton,
takes a 30-cent rate, which is two cents per 100 pounds more than the mileage

from Fort William warrants.

On the Athabasca branch of the Canadian National which extends north-

erly from Edmonton, the first group of 12 stations in sixty-six miles northward
from Edmonton pays a 28-cent rate and the remaining 4 stations in twenty-
eight miles pay a 29-cent rate. In this case the excess rate is one cent per 100
pounds for the whole branch.

On the St. Paul de Metis branch of the Canadian National, which extends

127 miles northeasterly from Edmonton, the first station 14 miles from Edmon-
ton, pays a 27-cent rate, but the second station at 22 miles is one of a group of

10 stations in seventy-three miles which pay a 28-cent rate. The remaining five

stations on the branch pay 29 cents. The excess rate in- this case is one cent

per 100 pounds throughout.

In the case of all four Canadian National lines above mentioned,—the main
line west of Edmonton and three branches,—the first group increase beyond
Edmonton is not one but two cents, while on both the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way main line and the Crowsnest line, the group increase beyond both Leth-
bridge and Calgary is onlv one cent. In my opinion this is plainly in defiance

of the Board's Order of July 8, 1925.

The Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Columbia Railway extends north-

westerly from Edmonton to Wembley in the Grande Prairie District of the

Peace River country. This railway is owned and operated by the Government
of the Province of Alberta, but having been, built under Dominion Charter, it

is under the jurisdiction of Parliament and therefore its rates are subject to the

Act of 1925 and to the Board's Order of July 8 of that year. Since November
11, 1926, the eastbound grain traffic of this railway has been routed to Fort
William over the Canadian National Railways. Dunvegan Yards within the

city of Edmonton, near by and connected with the Canadian National main
4(.592—

8
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line, is the southern terminal of the Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Col-
umbia Railway. From that point to Fort William the rate is 26 cents per 100
pounds.

The groups and rate from, but not including, Dunvegan Yards to the term-
inus at Wembley, are as follows,

—

Group

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14

15

16

3ns Miles
Rates

in

cents

10 52 28
7 40 29
3 30 29i

4 13 30
4 17 30^
3 13 31
3 12 3H
3 14 32
3 14 321
4 25 33
3 28 33^
3 20 34
5 22 34^
3 21 35
3 22 35§
2 15 36

The total distance from Dunvegan Yards to Wembley is 417 miles.

The amendment of 1925 to the Railway Act says,

—

" Such rates (Crowsnest rates) shall apply to all such traffic (grain

and flour) moving from all points on all lines of railway west of Fort
William to Fort William and Port i^rthur, over all lines now or hereafter

constructed by any company subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament."

The Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Columbia Railway was constructed

to Grande Prairie City by a company chartered by and therefore under the

jurisdiction of Parliament. It became the property of the Government of

Alberta by foreclosure of mortgage against the company. The extension from
Grande Prairie City was built by the Alberta Government after foreclosure,

but under and subject to the powers conferred by the Charter. Therefore the

Board's Order of July 8, 1925, applies to that railway.

The rail distance from Winnipeg to Moose Jaw on the Canadian Pacific

Railway main line,—upon which the Crowsnest rates are admittedly effective,

—is 400 miles. The difference in rate between the two points is six cents. From
Moose Jaw to Calgary the rail distance is 433 miles and the difference in rate

is also six cents. By averaging the respective mileages between Winnipeg and
Moose Jaw and between Moose Jaw and Calgary, and applying that average to

the mileage from Edmonton to Wembley, the difference in the Fort William
rates as between Edmonton and Wembley is limited to six cents instead of ten

cents as at present. The proper rates from intervening points can be arrived

at by dividing the 63 existing stations into 12 groups of four to six stations each,

with an increase in rate of half a cent per 100 pounds from group to group as

mileage from Fort William increases.

The Central Canada branch of the Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Col-
umbia Railway leaves the main line at McLennan, 262 miles from Edmonton and
extends to Whitelaw west of Peace River, a distance of eighty-six miles. As
this branch was built under Provincial Charter and without Dominion aid, the

Board's Order of July 8, 1925, does not apply to it. It is being operated in

conjunction with the Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Columbia Railway by
the Railways Department of the Alberta Government.
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The Provincial Government also owns and operates the Alberta and Great
Waterways Railway which extends three hundred miles from Car})ondale Junc-
tion on the Edmonton, Dunvegan and B.C. line to McMurray on the Atliabasca

river. That Government also owns and operates the Lacombe and North Western
Railway, which joins the Canadian Pacific Calgary and Edmonton line at

Lacombe and extends northw^esterly some fifty or sixty miles. These two lines,

operated_ by the Provincial Department of Railwavs, are also outside the scope

of the Board's Order of July 8, 1925.

Effect on Railway Revem es

A great deal of time was occupied during the several hearings by the

endeavour of the railways, in evidence and in argument, to establish, first,

—

that the general application of equalized rates as provided by the amendment
of 1925 would so reduce their revenues that their welfare would be seriously

prejudiced; and second,—that the present rates on grain and flour were in them-
selves unprofitable.

It may fairly be estimated that the difference between the earnings of the

railways because of the discriminatory feature of the tolls at present collected

and what their earnings would have been had the Board's Order of July 8, 1925
been obeyed, has meant to each of the two great systems an average of more
than one million dollars during each of the two crop years since the amendment
of 1925 w^as passed. The amount is large enough and the result of the shifting

of that much of the burden of cost of transportation of western grain to market,

as betwen producer and carrier, is sufficiently far reaching, to constitute the

matter a national problem of major importance.

On behalf of the Canadian Pacific Railway reference was made to the fact

that the Interstate Commerce Commission of the Un.ited States was authorized

by Congress to allow rates that W'ould enable the raihvays of that country to

earn 5J per cent on the value of the railwaj^ property. The property invest-

ment of the Canadian Pacific Railway, as at the end of 1925, was stated by Mr.
E. E. Lloyd, Assistant Comptroller, to be $939,849,107. The average invest-

ment for the past five years was $921,814,800. The average net eaj-nings of the

system for the five years 1921-1925 was $37,072,892 per year, which provided

a rate of only 4.022 per cent and was therefore $15,931,450 per year short of

what he claimed the company w^as entitled to.

Mr. Lloyd emphasized this position by stating that on the present average
earnings, "there is an investment in the railway property of $277,068,852, which
is not earning any return whatever".

In further emphasis of the same point, he said that the average net earnings

$37,072,892, onlv lepresents a fair return on the investment (average) of

$921,814,800 for 255 days of each year, 'Svith the result that the public has had
the free use of our transportation facilities for 110 days of each year".

Mr. Lloyd further estimated that with the rate for money at five per cent,

any industrial enterprise has a right to a surplus of two an,d a half per cent

above fixed charges and dividends. With this addition the Company was
entitled to a surplus of $23,045 370. On these calculations instead of an
average earning of 37 millions as at present, they were entitled to earn 76
millioD.s. Or in other words, instead of the fraction over 4 per cent which the

Canadian Pacific actually earned m 1925 on nearly a billion of property invest-

ment, it was entitled to earn something over 8 per cent.

The rates charged for transportation service are the source from which
railway revenues are chiefly derived. If there is merit in the Canadian Pacific

contention that they are entitled to an 8 per cent dividend on their total pro-

perty investment instead of the fraction over 4 per cent which the present rates

give them, the obvious and only remedy is the doubling of the railway rates, not
only in the prairie west but throughout Canada.

46592—81
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The Congress of the United States iias taken the responsibility of fixing a

standard of railway earnings in that country, to which the Interstate Commerce
Commission is subject. The Parliament of Canada can do the same whenever
it is so minded. Tlic Railway Act does not empow^eT and its terms do not con-

template the empowering, of the Board of Railway Commissioners to make
general increases or decreases of rates merely of its own motion.

In the past on extraordinary occasions, the Government, acting under

Parliamentary authoiity, has instructed the Board to make general increases in

railway rates. No such authority has been conferred upon the Board in the

present case. On the contrary, the Order in Council of June 5, 1925, under

which the general freight rates enquiry was held, expressly directs the Board to

esta.blish equalized rates both eastward and westward. And the Act of June

27, 1925. also expressly directs that rates on grain and flour eastbound from the

prairies to Fort William be equalized to a standard already fixed by legislation.

In the face of these facts, the suggestion by the Canadian Pacific Railway that

they are entitled to twice their present earnings on all their lines throughout

Canada, cannot be accepted as a reason for maintaining prairie grain rates

eastbound at a point one to three cents per hundred pounds higher on 84 per cent

of its prairie system than the statutory rates which admittedly apply on the

remaining 16 per cent. Even assuming that the Company are entitled to earn

8 per cent on their total property investment, as they assert, the fact that they

thereby have a claim for increased ra.tes against the users of all their lines

throughout the Dominion cannot fairly be offered as a reason for the main-

tenance of alleged discriminations in respect of grain rates, against the people

of a section of a section of the Dominion,—tha.t is the grain producers along

branch railway lines in the prairie west.

In the course of his evidence Mr. Lloyd ^^conservatively estimated" the

present value of the railway property only, not including land or outside assets,

at $1,500,000,000, or one-third more than its investment value as showm in the

Company's books. Having regard to the attitude of Counsel for the railway as

to earnings on the full value of the property investment of the Company, know-
ledge of the sources from which the values comprised in this property investment

are derived becomes necessary, especially in view of the estimate of value over

and above the amounts actually showm. The common stock, preferred stock,

debentures and debenture stock, 10 year bonds, Algoma Branch bonds, etc.,

upon which interest or dividends are paid, amounted at the end of 1925 to

$648,893,470. This is the amount of money actually invested in the Company.
Intcicst on the interest-bearing securities comprised in this investment varies

from 4 to 5 per cent. In no case is over 5 per cent interest paid. No interest

is paid on $290,945,637 of the total property investment upon which the earn-

ings paid over 4 per cent in 1925. This non-interest-bearing ''property invest-

ment" of the Company comprises surpluses irom all sources "ploughed back into

the property", as Mr. Lloyd said. It includes besides raihvay earnings, pre-

miums on stock issues, earnings on special income account, sales of lands, town-
sites, etc.

From the foregoing it appears that of the property valuation amounting
to nearly a billion dollars, upon which the company claims the right to earn a

total of eight per cent, a little over two-thirds represents money invested and
nearly one-third comes from undistributed profits and cash and land bonuses.
It also appears that the average net earnings for the past five vears of

$37,072,892 approximated fairly closely to 5| per cent on $648,893,470 of

capital actually invested as of 1925.

An exhibit filed by Mr. Lloyd show^ed that the net earnings of 1925 were
$40,154,774 (the highest earnings since 1917 and three millions over the five-
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3'ear average), and the surplus for the year was $3,010,315. The company's
annual report for 1926 gives the net earnings for that year as $44,945,126, and
the net surplus for the year as $7,402,824.

If the question before the Board were the sufficiency of the railway

revenues, it can scarcely be successfully argued that a reduction in revenue

following upon rate equalization and amounting to one and a half to two mil-

lions a year, would wipe out the suiplus of three millions in 1925 or that of

seven millions in 1926.

Responsibility as to Wage Increases

In the course of the hearing Counsel for both railways used the argument
that wage increases now under consideration, or recently granted to various

classes of employees, would amount to from five to seven millions of dollars

for each railway system, and that in view of tliis increase in operating costs

their revenues should not be further reduced by the equalization of eastbound
grain rates as ordered by Parliament. When wage increases granted by the

railroads to their employees are used in argument against the removal of an
instance of alleged rate discrimination, in my opinion the Board is, in effect,

being asked to assume a measure of responsibility altogether outside its juris-

diction. The fact that no details of the present or proposed wage agreements

were brought to the attention of the Board, either in evidence or in argument,

would seem to clearly establish that as the view also held by the railways. So
long as the several wage agreements are a domestic matter between the rail-

roads and their employees, they are not in my opinion, properly subject to the

consideration of the Board. And if they are of such an amount that it becomes
necessary to pass increases in w^ages on t/O the public by a general increase in

rates, that must be a subject for consideration by the Government and instruc-

tion to the Board, as on former occasions when it was held that general wage
increases were to be met by general rate increases.

In this connection I desire to submit, first that to order a general rate

increase for any cause except when specially authorized by the Government,
is not within the jurisdiction of the Board as contemplated by the Railway Act,

and second that a condition which might be held to warrant a general rate

increase cannot be used to justify the maintenance of an existing case of rate

discrimination.

Receipts from Land Bonus

Among the items which make up the 940 million dollars of property invest-

ment of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, as at the end of i925, are
the net revenues derived from sales of agricultural lands in the prairie west
and also an estimate of value of the lands still held, being part of the original

184- million-acre land bonus. The statement of land and properties contained
in the Canadian Pacific report for 1926 show? that the company held at the end
of that year, 4,292,000 acres of selected agricultural land in the prairie west. Of
this amount 158,000 acres valued at $10 an acre was in Manitoba; 1,314,000
acres in Saskatchewan, and 2,406,000 acres in Alberta. The lands in the two
latter provinces were valued at $12 per acre. There was besides in Alberta
52,136 acres of irrigable land valued at $30 an acre and 361,863 acres valued
at $40 an acre. The total value of these lands is given as $62,000,000.

It also appears from the company's several annual reports that up to and
including the year 1926, sales of both ordinary agricultural and irrigable land
have amounted to $182,000,000. The sums thus derived have been charged
with various expenditures, so that the net amount as shown in the books is

only a comparatively small part of that amount. But that is the amount that
the agricultural settlers of the prairie west have paid or are in process of paying
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the railway company. And it is from them or from other such settlers that the

company expects to get the $62,000,000 at which it values the remainder of its

agricultural and irrigable lands. The total of $244,000,000 is what the agri-

cultural population of the west has paid, is paying, and is expected to pay in

aid of the construction and operation of the Canadian Pacific Railway, over

and above bearing their equal share of the general burden of taxation borne

by the people of the rest of the Dominion in respect of bonuses paid the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway in cash and in constructed line. In this connection it may
be mentioned that although the average price of unsold agricultural lands in

Saskatchewan and Alberta is placed at $12 per acre, the actual price

of such land as sold in the years from 1912 to 1924 inclusive, averaged from

$15 to $17 an acre. Although the land belonged to and was granted by the

people of the whole Dominion, it is the fanning population of the west only

that actually has provided and is providing the money. And the money is

paid for land from which they produce the crops that give the railway its traffic

It was clearly established during the hearing that the earnings on the

transportation of grain, chiefly wheat, was the great source of net revenue,

directly and indirectly, of both railways. Statutory rates on grain were pro-

vided in 1897 to encourage the development of grain growing on the prairies,

as a means to national prosperity. The results have magnificently justified the

policy of that date. By the Amendment of 1925, Parliament reaffirmed and
extended the policy of 1897. In my opinion it is for the Board to see that full

effect is given to the intent of Parliament. Increased volume of traffic is the

great need of the railways of Canada. Rates that are 'believed to be unjust,

because they are unequal, can only tend to decrease production and thereby

decrease traffic.

.4s to Profits on Grain Rates

As to whether the present grain rates are profitable to the railways; it was
established by reference to the official traffic returns made by the railways

themselves, not only that the net earnings per mile of line were higher in the

western grain traffic region than is the region east of the Great Lakes, but also

that it was during the months of heaviest grain movement that the net returns

were highest. This applied to both railway systems. It was also shown that

the net returns were higher in the years of largest crop. In view of these facts,

it does not seem possible to accept as proven the first contention of the rail-'

ways that the present grain rates are, in themselves, unprofitable.

In this connection it becomes necessary to point out that while the Amend-
ing Act of 1925 provided for the equalization downward of eastbound grain
rates, it also permitted a saabst.antia'l increase on the westbound rates on a con-

siderable list of important commodities of heavy tonnage, moving from eastern

to western Canada. The amendment of 1925 released the rates on these com-
modities from the statutory limitations of the Crowsnest Act. The Board by
its second Order of July 8, 1925, already mentioned, authorized substantially

increased rates on those commodities.
From July 23, 1925, the railways have been enjoying and the consumers

of the west have been paying these increased rates. There can be no doubt that

Parliament intended this gain to the railways, as granted by the Board, in

respect of the westbound traffic mentioned, should be considered as an offset

against any possible temporary loss foiUowing upon the equalization of the east-

bound grain rates, until increased production had made up such loss, if any were
actually incurred.

At this date the railways have for nearly two years, been in the full enjoy-

ment of these increased westbound commodity rates
;
but, during the same period,

have been permitted to maintain the higher discriminatory grain rates that the
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amendment of 1925 was intended to reduce. If there is to be consideration of

the question of loss to the railways because of the extension and proper applica-

tion of the Crowsnest rates on grain, in my opinion there must also be an equal

consideration of the gain to them resulting from the increase of westbound com-
modity rates released from the limitations of the Crowsnest Act.

Further, in regard to the contention of the railways as to the injury to their

financial position that must result from the equalization of all present east-

bound grain rates to a Canadian Pacific main line basis, it must be admitted
that if there were only to be a fixed amount of grain to haul, from the prairies

to Fort William each year, certainly a decrease in the grain rates must cor-

respondingly decrease the revenues of the rai'lways. But that is as far from the
nctual condition as it is possible to conceive. Having regard to the area of

vacant cultivable land readily available and the present distribution of popula-
tion throughout the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, it is safe to say
that given crop and market conditions sufliciently favourable, the area of wheat
production in those provinces would be doubled within five years.

It was urged upon the Board by the railways that increased density of

traffic, which means increased volume of tonnage, w^as an important factor in
reducing the actual cost of haul. The breaking up of new ground—the increase

of cultivated acreage and therefore of railway traffic,—whether by the man
already in occupation, or the new arrival, is a matter of judgment for each
settler. Given the assurance of a reduction in the cost of getting his grain to
market, the settler is encouraged to increase his acreage of cultivation. But the

settler hauling his surplus grain to a certain railway station^ who knows that
another settler, circumstanced as he is but who hauls to a different station, gets

his grain to market at a lower cost, is not thereby encouraged to increase his

acreage. And if he understands that that condition is to remain notwithstanding
an Act of Parliament to the contrary, he is definitely discouraged by the feeling

that he is being treated unfairly.

If increase of tonnage and consequent density of traffic mean to the rail-

ways what they represented to the Board that they did mean during the sev-
eral hearings, the quickest and easiest way to get that desirable increase of

tonnage is by a proper equalization of the grain rates eastbound,—and west-

bound as well—thereby removing the sense of injustice now felt by so large a
proportion of the farmers of Saskatchewan and Alberta, and encouraging them
by a sense of receiving fair treatment to do their best for themselves, which
by increase of production means best for the railways, according to their own
showing.

This further fact, it seems to me, is also worthy of attention. Canada's grain

export is such a large proportion of her total trade that its increase or decrease

is a matter of serious national interest. A transportation policy that would
involve a continuance of discriminatory grain rates,—or an increase of present
standard rates as suggested by the railways,—could not fail to have a far-

reaching effect to the detriment of the national welfare and prosperity by tend-

ing against increased production.

United States Grain Bates

During the course of the hearings in the rates case, it was persistently urged

by the railways that as grain rates were somewhat higher in the Western United
States than in the Candian west, that was proof that the Canadian rates

were unduly low. It does not appear to me that the comparison is fortunate,

from the railway point of view. In the northwestern States, with which the

comparison is made, wheat is the chief cash crop of the farmer, as it is in the

Canadian west. The cash returns from his wheat is the measure of his buying

power and of his material success. The cost of rail haul to market is an impor-

tant factor in his operations.
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Throughout the cliicfly grain-growing regions of the United States a serious

condition of agricultural depression admittedly prevails. The Fordney Tariff,

actually in force, and the McNary-Haugen Farm Relief Bill which passed both
Houses of the United States Congress at its latest Session and was only prevented
from becoming law by the President's veto, are not merely local admissions, they

are national assertions, of the wide-spread character and the seriousness of that

depression. Failing legislative relief, or indeed because of the depression itself,

there is and has been in progress a campaign to decrease production in the

grain growing States.

Decreased returns of the railways which serve these States reflect the result

of this condition of depression and campaign for decreased production. Given
such a condition of mind amongst the farmers of the Canadian west as has
prevailed for some years and still prevails throughout the grain-growing regions

of the United States, and the two Canadian railroad systems would be showing
much less favourable returns than at present. Conditions which so affected the
railways would of necessity be reflected in the general financial state of the

country.

The difference in situation between the grain rates in the two countries

since the War, has been that in Canada there was a moderate maximum, fixed

in the first place and afterwards reaffirmed by Parliament, which guaranteed

to the producer in advance what the cost of the rail movement of hisi crop

would be. Except for the discriminations complained of, which are the subject

of present consideration, this gave him an assurance against exploitation that

encouraged and enabled him to meet other difficulties with better spirit and
therefore with greater success.

In the United States the Interstate Commerce Commission is by legislation

permitted to allow such rates as will enable the railways to earn from 5^ per
cent to 6 per cent on their capital investment, measured by reproduction cost.

In pursuance of this instruction, it would appear that the Commission has laid

an undue share of the burden of general transportation costs on the basic pro-
duct of grain, which in proportion as it gives purchasing power, causes the

movement of other traffic. The producer in the United States suffers material

injury from the higher grain rates thus imposed and his resentment is no doubt
a factor in creating the state of mind which has found expression, as already

stated, in the Fordney Tariff, in the McNary-Haugen Farm Relief Bill and
in decreased railway earnings. To yield to the demand of the railways for a
continuance of the present discriminatory rates—or for a general increase of

grain rates, which they also urged with great insistence—would, it appears
to me, create a condition of mind amongst the grain growers of the Canadian
west similar to that now existing throughout the grain growing regions of the

United States and with the same or even more damaging results to the railroads

themselves and to the country at large. It is to be remembered that the export
grain trade of Canada forms a much larger proportion of her total trade than
is the case with the United States. For tfhat reason it does not follow because
United States business is generally prosperous while agriculture is depressed,

that Canada could maintain her present prosperity with western agriculture in

the same condition of depression as it is in the United States.

Recommendation

Under all these circumstances, I am of opinion that an Order of the Board
should issue requiring the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Canadian National
Railways and the Edmonton, Dunvegan and British Columbia Railway to file,

withiri a stated time, for the consideration of the Board, tentative rate schedules
applying to all their lines under the jurisdiction of Parliament, with maxima
conforming to the standard now in force on the main line of the Canadian
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Pacific Railway between Winnipeg and Calgary, but with that distance divided

in twenty-four groups of approximately equal mileage and having an increase

of half a cent from group to group westward from Winnipeg. Such tentative

schedules to be amended as the Board may consider necessary to give effect to

the terms of the Act of 1925; and thereafter to be declared effective at such time

and under such circumstances as may be decided by the Board.

II

RATES WESTBOUND FROM THE PRAIRIES TO PACIFIC PORTS

The General Freight Rates Enquiry was held under the terms of an Order

in Council of June 5, 1925, (P.C. 886) ; the directive section of the Order in

Council reads as follows,

—

" The Committee therefore advise that the Board be directed to make
a thorough investiga.tion of the rate structures of railways and railway
companies subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament, with a view to the

establishment of a fair and reasonable rate- structure, which will, under
substantially similar circumstances and conditions be equal in, its appli-

cation to all persons and localities, so as to permit of the freest possible

interchange of commodities between the various Provinces and Territories

of the Dominion, and the expansion of its trade, both foreign, and domestic,

having regard to the needs of its agricultural and other basic industries,

and in particular to,

—

(a) The claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that

they are entitled to the restoration of the rate bases which they enjoyed,
prior to 1919;

(6) The encouragement of the movement of traffic through Canadian
ports

;

(c) The increased traffic weistward and eastward through Pacific

coast ports, owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient and to the

transportation of products through the Panama Canal".

The subjects covered by sub-section (c) included three leading features of

special interest to Western Canada,—

•

(1) Export rates on grain and flour westbound from the prairies to Pacific

ports;

(2) Class rates on merchandise and other commodities between the coast

and the prairies;

(3) Domestic rates on grain and flour from the prairies to British

Columbia.

Grain and Flour for Export

The first rate schedules established by the Canadian Pacific Railway on the

completion of that line in 1886 were higher in the mountain region between

Canmore and Vancouver than for like distances between, Canmore and Fort

William. These differences were made by the railway and allowed by the

Railway Commission after its organization in 1903, on the ground that the

higher cost of operation in the mountains than on the prairies warranted higher

rates on that section of the line. When the National line was built to Van-
couver it was allowed the same class rates per mile for mountain haul (from
Edson westward), as the Canadian Pacific Railway. When the export grain,

rate westbound was established, the same principle was recognized on both

roads, and the per mile rate was much higher from prairie points on westbound
tlian on eastbound grain traffiic.
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From time to time steps towards equalization of mountaiu with prairie

rates were taken, chiefly on representations made by the Province of British

Columbia. At the date of the Order in Council of June 5, 1925, (P.C. 886),

the westbound grain rate was 22^ cents per 100 pounds to Vancouver from

Calgary, 642 miles, and from Edmonton 765 miles, as compared with 26 cents

from both points to Fort William, a distance of 1,243 miles from Calgary and

J,227 miles from Edmonton. At the same date, the ''mountain differentiar' on

merchandise and other commodities moving under class rates between the

prairies and the coast was "one-and-a-quarter to one." That is, in calculating

what the class rate on any commodity would be, the actual mileage in the

prairie region was taken, but in the British Columbia section one quarter was

added to each actual mile.

The rate on grain and flour for domestic use in British Columbia was 41|

cents per 100 pounds as compared with 21 cents for export, from Calgary and

Edmonton to Vancouver, with a correspondingly increased rate from more

easterly prairie points.

Canadian Pacific Railway Westbound Rate

In regard to export grain rates westbound, the situation requires special

explanation.

An Order of the Board was issued on September 2, 1925, as follows:

—

" That the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National Railway
Companies file tariffs, effective not later than the 15th day of September,

1925, reducing the rates on grain and flour to Pacific ports within

Canada for export to the same rates proportioned to distance as such

grain and flour would carry if moving eastward for export."

The Order was the result of a hearing which had taken place in Vancouver
on November 5, 1924, before the Chief Commissioner and Commissioner Oliver.

This sitting was held in pursuance of an Order in Council of date October 2,

1924, which authorized a hearing and "effective action" in regard to export-

grain rates westbound on an appeal of the Provinces of British Columbia and
Alberta from a decision of the Board dated June 30, 1922.

Immediately following the issue of the equalizing Order of September 2,

1925, an appeal was entered by the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Montreal
Board of Trade and a number of allied and associated interests. The appeal

was heard in Ottawa on September 29, 1925 by the full Board. On December
19, 1925 decision refusing the appeal was rendered by Mr. Deputy Chief Com-
missioner Vien, which was concurred in by the Chief Commissioner and Com-
missioner Oliver. Not having secured the approval of a majority of the Bo-ard,

the appeal failed a.nd the Order of September 2, 1925 was therefore confirmed.

The Canadian National system had given due effect to the Order by reducing

their westbound rates on grain from the prairies to Vancouver to the same per

mile rates as prevailed on grain traffic over their main line to Fort William.

The Canadian Pacific Railway had made some reduction in their rates, but

instead of computing westbound rates on actual mileage from prairie points

on their main line to Fort William, they had taken the eastbound mileage basis

of the National main line (which wias at that time and still is, the subject of a

special complaint before the Board), and had added a computed (non-existent)

130 miles. Calgary is 642 actual miles from Vancouver. Red Jacket on the

Canadian Pacific main line is 646 miles from Fort William; it pays an 18

cent rate. Therefore under the Board's Order of September 2, 1925, Calgary is

entitled to an 18 cent rate to Vancouver. But the rate schedule actually

charged by the Canadian Pacific from Calgary to Vancouver is 21 cents.
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Two crops have moved under these rates. It is estimated that the gain to

the Railway Company by its failure to fully comply with the Board's Order
has been not less than from one half to three quarters of a million dollars on

the amount of each crop actually moved.

United Front of Railways

Althoug;h the action of the Canadian National Railways differed from that

of the Canadian Pacific in regard to the Board's Order of September 2, 1925,

during the numerous hearings, and in the argument, both railways united in their

demand that grain and flour rates westbound from the prairies should be higher

than those permitted by the Board's Order above mentioned.

In regard to both grain and merchandise rates, the railways rested their case

entirely on the alleged greater difficulty and therefore greater cost, of railway

operation and maintenance through the mountains than on the prairies. But
although they were united in that presentation, owing to radical differences in

the physical character of the lines of the two systems between the prairies and
Vancouver, in order to reach a proper conclusion it is necessary to consider

them separately. Besides it is also necessary to consider the changed traffic

conditions which have arisen as the result of the construction of the second line

of railway from the prairies to Vancouver.

The Canadian Pacific Railway was built over the shortest available route

between the two oceans and incidentally between the prairies and the Pacific.

That was the objective,—and it was achieved, but at the cost of crossing two
high summits, reached by steep gradients, in the Rocky and Selkirk ranges.

There might have been something to be said for special local,—as distinguished

from through,—rates that recognized excess costs of railway operation in the

mountains before export traffic from the prairies had developed. But when
the prairies had been linked with the coast by a second railway, built over a

longer route than the first for the express purpose of avoiding high summits
and steep gradients, and when westbound export traffic from the prairies had
developed so that for the crop year, 1923-24, fifty-three million bushels of Can-
adian wheat went overseas from Vancouver, as compared with sixty-one millions

from Montreal, the question of traffic rates between the prairies and the Pacific

ports had obviously ceased to be of merely local and had become of national

importance.

The fundamental purpose of the pioneer railway was to link ocean to ocean
by the shortest route. The corresponding purpose of the Canadian Northern
Railway, now the National main line to Vancouver, was to give the western
portion of the grain producing prairies access to the nearest tidewater with the

lowest reasonable rates, while also connecting eastern and western Canada by
a competing railway service.

It is clear that unless rates are adjusted to admit of traffic moving with a

proper degree of freedom between the prairies and the coast, the purpose of the

construction of the Canadian Northern line to Vancouver has not been achieved,

and the money paid from the Dominion treasury to secure its construction is in

large measure thrown aw^ay.

Contentions of C.N. Railway

In support of the contention that operation through the mountains on the

Canadian National main line to Vancouver was so much more difficult and
costly than on the prairie as to justify higher westbound grain rates and a moun-
tain differential on merchandise eastbound from the coast, counsel for that
railway submitted a statement showing the number of cars at present being
hauled by one locomotive westbound from Biggar to Port Mann, which is the
western end of the Canadian National tracks. Connection between Port Mann
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and Vaniwuvcr, 16.9 miles, is made over Great Northern railway and Van-

couver Harbour Commission tracks. The statement showed in detail that thp

present average maximum train haul by one locomotive, rated as having 38 per

cent capacity, is forty cars, wuth average loads of 37 tons each. It was also

shown that this locomotive performance compares favourably with that on lines

generally on the prairies, other than the main lines of the two competing

systems^ also with that on many lines in Ontario and the Maritime Provinces,

where the locomotive performance is no better,—and in many cases not as good

—as it is shown to be on the mountain section of the Canadian National line.

The statement mentioned also show^ed that the present average maximum
train haul on the National line from Biggar eastbound to Fort WiUiam is 66

cars. This is 16 cars per train more than the westbound average and there-

fore shows a much greater profit on the operation. But the rated locomotive

capacity required to produce that result was an average of 54.6 per cent, 16.6

points greater than the average of the locomotives used in the westbound

traffic. This comparison of locomotive performance eastward from a mid-

prairie point and westward from the same point establishes beyond argument

the similarity of basic physical conditions as related to operation between the

prairie and mountain sections of the Canadian National main line. The higher

summits in and near the mountains are more than balanced by the deeper

depressions below the prairie level, plus the rise over the Laurentian plateau on

the way to Fort William.

Counsel for the National Railways argued that as operation in the moun-
tains was presently at an actually higher cost than on the main line on the

prairies, therefore a higher grain and merchandise rate over that section was
warranted. But costs on the main line eastward are exceptionally low because

the largest locomotives hauling the longest trains and therefore giving the most
economical service are used. Not many years ago the maximum locomotive

haul eastw^ard was no greater than it now is westward and the costs were cor-

respondingly higher than at present, but the rates were the same. The changed
traffic conditions came about by reason of large capital expenditures on the

main line and also on extensive and modern terminals at Fort William.

Possibly the volume of trafl^c westw^ard from the prairies does not yet war-
rant the large capital expenditure that would be required to put the line in the

same condition for carrying heavy locomotives as the line eastward and so

secure reduction of the cost of haul westbound to the level of that eastbound.
To attain that result terminal facilities at Vancouver comparable to those at

Fort William would also have to be provided. From time to time no doubt
measures will be taken to place the westbound track and terminals in the same
condition to handle westbound traffic as economically as that eastbound on the

main line is now handled.

In the meantime, until such capital expenditures on the main line west
bring it up to the operating standard of the main line east, there is no reason
from a comparison of operating costs why rates on the main line west should
be higher than on the branch lines east of the mountains, where the present

operating costs are at least as great. The branch and secondary trunk line

mileage east of the mountains is 85.5 per cent of the total mileage of the system
between Lake Superior and the Rockies.

No evidence was brought forw^ard to show that the elevations or gradien.ts

on the line in the mountain regiion were such as would prevent the Canadian
National main line from Edson -westward to Port Mann from being operated as

economically and efficiently as that part from Edson to Fort William is now.
A comparison between the gradients and elevations to be overcome by railroad

traffic westbound from Edson,—where mountain rates begin,—to Vancouver
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and eastbound to Fort William is valuable in this connection. Figures as to

elevation and distance are taken from the time tables:

—

Rise Miles
A vcrago
feet 1o
mile

Westbound—
Edson to Obed 577 feet

504 feet

2G8 feet

35
02
24

16-4
8-12

IMGSwift Creek to Albreda

Total adverse rise against westbound traffic, 1,349 feet in 3 sections totalling

121 miles. Average 11 feet to the mile.

Rise Miles
Average
feet to
mile

Eastbouxd—

•

Clover Bar (8 miles east of Edmonton) to Uncas
Saskatoon to Lcross

304 feet

630 feet

371 feet

15

138

34

20-26
4-56
10-91

Total adverse rise between Edson and Winnipeg 1,305 feet in 187 miles,

an average rise of 6.97 feet to the mile on the adverse grades as compared
with 11 feet to the mile on the adverse grades from Edson westward.

The average rise per mile is so small in both cases that the difference

between eastward and westward is negligible, while the maximum gradient in

both cases is the same, four-tenths of one per cent, except for 3,700 feet near
Albreda which has a one per cent upgrade westbound, partly compensated for

by 2,400 feet of five-tenths of one per cent down grade. The difference of '\A

feet in the gross rise between the mountain and the prairie sections is not
important.

But comparison must be made between the " mountain section between
Albreda and Port Mann and the prairie " section between Winnipeg and Fort
William in order to be complete. The distance is approximately the same in

both cases, say 425 miles. From Albreda there is a descent in level to Port
JNIann of 2,680 feet, with no material adverse grade intervening. From Winnipeg
to George, the summit station towards Fort William, there is a gross rise of 903
feet in 352 miles, making the total adverse rise against eastbound traffic between
Edson and Fort William 2,208 feet, as compared with a total rise of 1,349 feet

between Edson and Vancouver. That is, there is a greater total adverse rise

by 859 feet against traffic eastbound from PMson to Fort William than west-

bound from the same point to Vancouver, while the maximum adverse gradient

is four-tenths of one per cent both ways to the summit of the pass in the Rockies

and one-half of one per cent beyond, except for the short distance as mentioned
at Albreda.

Contentions of CP. Raihvay

As already stated while both railways were united in the demand for main-
tenance of the mountain differential on merchandise and the present rates on
grain from the prairies for doriiestic use at the coast, the position of the Cana-
dian Pacific differed from that of the Canadian National in regard to export

grain rates. While the Canadian National had complied with the Board's
Order of September 2, 1925, the Canadian Pacific had not; counsel claiming
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that the greater difficulties of mountain operation on the Canadian Pacific main
line caused forty per cent of increased costs as compared with prairie operation,

and therefore justified the railway in not reducing its export grain rates west-
bound to the per mile level of the eastbound rates over their main line as ordered
by the Board.

The shorter line of the Canadian Pacific between Winnipeg and Vancouver
compels the more southerly route. The difference in distance in favour of the
Canadian Pacific, as compared with the Canadian National, is 93 miles. The
general slope of the western region of Canada is from south to north, therefore

the elevation of both the plains and mountains is greater on the southerly than
on the northerly railway route. With the higher elevation the country is more
rugged and railway construction and operation correspondingly more difficult

both on the plains and in the mountains.

On the Canadian Pacific main line, the Rocky and Selkirk ranges lie

between Canmore on the east and Revelstoke on the west. The distance
between is 195 miles. The elevation of the railway pass through the Rockies at

Stephen is 5,332 feet above sea level,—52 feet more than a mile. Distances and
elevations are taken from the railway time tables and are sufficiently accurate
for comparative purposes.

Prairie rates have always applied on all Canadian Pacific lines from Can-
more easterly. It is at the entrance to the Rockies, 67 miles west of Calgary
and 55 miles eastward of the summit. To decide how far mountain conditions
justify higher rates on grain westbound than eastbound, it is necessary to com-
pare operating conditions west and east from Canmore, because it is on the

special difficulties west of that point that the railway rests its claim for a
" mountain differential " in class and commodity rates. If operating conditions

do not demand a difference in class and commodity rates east of Canmore, then
they cannot be held to justify rates on grain above the prairie scale to or from
that point.

To clear the ground for due consideration of difficulties of operation in the

Rocky and Selkirk ranges, a comparison between the conditions westbound
from Revelstoke to Vancouver and eastbound from Medicine Hat to Fort Wil-

liam may first be made. From Revelstoke westward to Clan William, 9 miles,

there is an adverse rise of 324 feet and a pusher is used. From Clan William
the railway follows the waters of the South Thompson and Fraser rivers to

Vancouver. From Tappen to Notch Hill, 9.2 miles, there is a rise of 533 feet

and a pusher is used. From Savona to Wallachin, 7 miles, there is a rise of

96 feet. A pusher is used there only when traffic is heavy. There is an adverse

rise of 85 feet in four miles from Thompson to Gladwin. This is an average

gradient of four-tenths of one per cent. A pusher is not used but full tonnage

is reduced from Wallachin to North Bend, on account of this grade.

Although the time-table shows a continuous decline in elevation from 493

feet at North Bend to 103 feet at Ruby Creek, the evidence given by the rail-

way was that the maximum tonnage westbound was also reduced between
those points.

The several adverse gradients as shown by the time-table aggregate 1,038

feet, of which 953 feet is in three pusher grades, totalling 26 miles. The
decrease in elevation between Revelstoke and Vancouver is 1,482 feet, distance

380 miles.

Eastbound from Canmore to Winnipeg, pushers are required on heavy
traffic from Suffield to Bowell, 127 feet rise in 7 miles; Medicine Hat to Dun-
more, 230 feet rise in 7 miles; Regina to McLean, 390 feet rise in 24 miles and
Broadview to Perceval, 78 feet rise in 7.5 miles. Besides the four pusher rises

there are important adverse rises against eastbound traffic of 143 feet from
Cummings to Cross, 38 miles; of 129 feet in 14 miles from Sidewood to Car-
michael and from Moose Jaw to Belle Plaine, 136 feet in 17 miles.
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As the country is undulating in character all the way from Medicine Hat
to within 100 miles of Winnipeg, there are of course a number of minor adverse

grades that need not be considered. Adverse gradients as shown by the time-
table amount to 1,226 feet of which 825 feet is in four pusher grades of 45.5
miles. Total distance Medicine Hat to Winnipeg is 656 miles. The decrease
in elevation between Medicine Hat and Winnipeg is 1,409 feet.

From Winnipeg to Fort William the distance is 420 miles. Winnipeg is

772 feet above sea level and Fort William 617 feet. From Winnipeg easterly

to Lowther, 106 miles, the grade rises 439 feet. From Keewatin to Kaith, 243
miles, the grade rises 498 feet, a total rise of 937 feet in 349 miles. There arc

no pushers used and the up grade does not exceed four-tenths of one per cent.

The total adverse rise Canmore to Fort William is 2.264 feet with 45.5 miles

of pusher grade as compared with 1,038 feet with 26 miles of pusher grades

Revelstoke to Vancouver.
Mr. W. M. Neal, Assistant to the Vice-President in charge of Canadian

Pacific operation and construction, gave a statement of comparative engine

performance between divisional points westbound and eastbound, using the

standard engine of 210 per cent rated capacity, maximum trainload on level

track 3,500 tons.

Westbound—
Revelstoke to Kamloops 2.070 tons, with pii^her for 9 miles,

Revelstoke to Clan William,
and another 9.2 miles, Tappen
to Notch Hill.

Kamloops to North Bend 2,701 tons to Wallachin, with pusher
for 5 miles from Savona to

Wallachin.
(This tonmage reduced to 1,500 tons, Wallachin to North Bend,

89 miles, because of adverse
grade near Lytton. No pus'her

used beyond Wallachin.)
North Bend to Vancouver 1,500 tons to Ruby Creek, 48 miles,

and
3,500

tons Ruby Creek to Vancou-
ver, 81 miles.

Eoutbound—
Calgary to Medicine Hat 2,709 tons, with pusher Sufheld to

Bowell, 6.9 miles.

Medicine Hat to Swift Current 2,800 tons with pusher Medicine
Hat to Dunmore, 7.1 miles.

Swift Current to Moose Jaw 2,866 tons. By using a "turn-
around" train from Swift Cur-

rent to Secretan, the tonnage
from Secretan to Moose Jaw
is increased to

4.065

tons during the grain rush.

Moose Jaw to Broadview 2,867 tons to Regina, and from
Regina to Broadview,

3,255

tons by using a pusher for

24.1 miles to McLean.
Broadview to Brandon 3,396 tons, with pu.^^her Broadview

to Percival, 6.5 miles.

Brandon to Winnipeg 3,118 tons from Brandon for 40

miles east, to Sydnev. By
u«^ing a " turn-around " trnin

from Brandon to Sydnev the

train load Sydney to Winni-
peg is

increased to 4,200

tons during the grain rush.
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Easlboimd—Concluded
Winnipeg to Kenora..
Kcnoni to Ignaoe.. ..

Ignace to Fort William

3,116 tons.

2,916 tons.

3,116 tons. No pushers or " turn-

around " trains u.sed eastbound
Sydney to Fort William.

The statement by Mr. Neal shows considerable disparity in locomotive

performance between the eastbound and westbound hauls. The performance

is especially low in the westerly section from Wallachin to Ruby Creek, both

east and west of North Bend, although the differences in track elevation strongly

favour westbound traffic. While a difference in elevation of 465 feet in 93
miles, between Sydney and Winnipeg enables the 210 per cent locomotive to

haul 4,200 tons or 700 tons above the rated maximum, notwithstanding that

there is a net drop of 674 feet from Wallachin to North Bend, there is a reduc-

tion from. the train load of 2,701 tons that left Kamloops to 1,500 tons for the

89 miles of remaining distance to North Bend. From North Bend to Ruby
Creek, with a drop of 390 feet in 48 miles and no adverse grades shown on the

time-table, the maximiun load is 1,600 tons. Although closely questioned on
the subject, Mr. Neal gave no specific reason for this low performance.

From Kamloops westerly both the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian
National closely follow the waters of the Thompson and Fraser rivers. Some-
times both tracks are on the same side of the stream. The statement submitted

by the Canadian National Railways, as already mentioned, showed that from
Kamloops to Port Mann the locomotive performance on that road compared
favourably with the eastbound movement from the prairies to Fort William.

It was stated that a locomotive of 50 per cent rated capacity can haul from
Kamloops Junction to Boston Bar, corresponding to the Canadian Pacific

division Kamloops to North Bend, 58 cars of 37 tons load or a train load of

2,146 tons. From Boston Bar to Port Mann the same locomotive hauls 65
cars with a load of 2,405 tons. The Canadian National locomotive perform-

ance westbound from Kamloops Junction to Boston Bar is only exceeded in

eastbound performance by four out of the ten main line divisions east of Biggar;

and that from Boston Bar to Port Mann by only one, that from Rivers to Win-
nipeg.

The Canadian Pacific line from Vancouver to Kamloops was built many
years ago when economy in construction was more important than maximum
haulage capacity. The Canadian National was built to meet modern conditions

and needs of railway traffic. This is clearly established by the disparity in

locomotive performance over the two closely parallel lines from Kamloops to

Vancouver.
In the course of his evidence, while speaking of the effiiciency of operations

between W^innipeg and Fort William. Mr. Neal said,

—

" When I first went west, if we moved 400 cars a day east from
Winnipeg, we -thought we had done a good day's work; and if we got

them to Fort William in three days it was good work. * * * * As
crops increased we rehabilitated tlie line until we move up to 1,500 cars

a day east of Winnipeg and put them through to Fort William in 30 to

36 hours."

" The traffic which is handled through these large facilities in the

west outside of the grain rush period, could be moved just as easily with
the facilities which we liad 20 years ago as With what we have at the

present time, and without the millions of dollars of expenditure for

double track, grade reduction, revision of line, increased and improved
yards, elevators and rolling stock which we were compelled to under-

take in order to cope with the growing fall grain movement."

* * *
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" For instance North Transcona Yards, with over 100 miles of track

and a capacity of 12,000 cars,—one of the most modern yards on the

continent, is only used in handling revenue traffic for from two to three

months of the year. During tlie balance of the year it is mainly used

for storing empty grain cars.

''The Bergen cut-off from Bergen to Transcona, a distance of 16.5

miles of double track fully e(iuippcd with block signals was built entirely

on account of the grain movement and for from 8 to 9 months of the

year is used principally for storing idle cars."

In this connection it was further stated that the doubling of the track from

Winnipeg to Fort William had cost thirteen million dollars and the recent

enlargement and improvement of the Fort William Yards over $200,000. West
of Winnipeg to Swift Current the main line is double tracked nearly all the

way, upwards of 500 miles.

Very large capital expenditures were necessary on the Canadian Pacific

main line east to make possible the large locomotive haul and consequent
economy in operation shown in Mr. Neal's evidence. Obviously, like expendi-

tures are necessary to the handling of the westbound traffic with equal economy.
The locomotive performance over the parallel Canadian National line is evi-

dence that the physical conditions permit of such improvements being made.
But even under present conditions, the haulage is quite as economical over the

line from Revelstoke westw^ard as it was over that from Medicine Hat eastward
before the large capital expenditures spoken of by Mr. Neal were made, and
when the rates over the Canadian Pacific main line east were the same as they
are now.

W^hile haulage conditions from Revelstoke westward are not as favourable
as on the main line eastw^ard from the mountains, they compare favourably wdth

those on the secondary trunk and branch lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway
on the prairies. An important secondary trunk line of the Canadian Pacific

gives direct connection between Edmonton and Winnipeg. The distance is 848
miles. This connection leaves the Calgary and Edmonton branch at Wetaskiwin
forty miles south of Edmonton and joins the main line at Portage la Prairie,

fifty-six miles west of Winnipeg. The rate, Edmonton to Fort William, is the
same as from Calgary by way of the main line, 26 cents per 100 pounds.

Speaking of that line, Mr. Neal said:—
''We do not maintain our line up there to such a high standard as

we do the main track. . . . Owing to track conditions we use 155

per cent locomotives instead of 210 per cent as on the main line."

He gave the locomotive performance on the line, Edmonton to Winnipeg,

as follows:

—

Hardisty (1st Divisional point out of Edmonton) to

Wilkie 2,132 tons, with pusher from Hard-
isty to Rosyth, 6 miles.

Wilkie to Saskatoon 2,200 tons.

Saskatoon to Wynyard 2,066 tons.

Wynyard to Brodenbury 2,170 tons.

Bredenbury to Minnedosa 1,317 tons, with pushers Millwood
to Binscarth, 7.6 miles, and
Birtle to Solsgirth, 8 miles.

(These are permanent pushers

when traffic is moving in

volume.)

From Minnedosa the maximum train load is 3,500 tons, but a pusher is

used for 2.2 miles from Minnedosa to reach a summit from which there is a

fall of 941 feet in 76 miles to Portage la Prairie. From Portage la Prairie on
46592-9
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the main line to Winnipeg there is a drop of 90 feet in 56 miles and the maximmn
train load is 4,000 tons. These figures show the great difference between loco-

motive performance on branch and secondary trunk as compared with main
lines. On the Canadian Pacific between Fort William and Canmore the branch
and secondary trunk lines are 84 per cent of the system.

Mountain Section of C.P.R.

The summit of the Kicking Horse pass in the Rockies on the main line of

the Canadian Pacific is 5;332 feet above sea level,—52 feet over a mile. Can-
more where the mountain differential becomes elTective on westbound traffic is

4,296 feet above sea level. All WTstbound merchandise traffic reaches Canmore
at prairie rates. Calgary, the largest city and most important junction point

on the Canadian Pacific between Winnipeg and Vancouver, is 3,438 feet above
sea level. Medicine Hat, 176 miles east of Calgary, on the main line, is 2,181

feet above sea level. Lethbridge at the terminal of the Aldersyde branch, 126

miles south of Calgary, is 2,987 feet above sea level. All traffic from Medicine
Hat or Edmonton to the Pacific coast must reach Canmore by way of Calgary.

From Lethbridge all through freight passes by way of Calgary and Canmore.
To find the measure of disability as to traffic conditions suffered by the Cana-
dian Pacific on its main line between the section Canmore and westerly, where
the mountain differential is effective, and Canmore and easterly, where prairie

rates prevail, it is necessary to compare the elevations and gradients to be over-

come in each case.

From Medicine Hat to Canmore the rise is 2,115 feet with a pusher grade
for the first 15 miles out of Medicine Hat. From Lethbridge to Canmore the

rise is 1,309 feet. Between Edmonton and Calgary there is a summit at Cross-

field. The rise from Edmonton to Crossfield is 1,430 feet and from Edmonton
to Canmore 2,308 feet. In surmounting these rises westbound to Canmore,
merchandise pays only prairie rates. Therefore there is no warrant for more
than prairie rates on grain from prairie points as far westerly as Canmore.

From Calgary to Canmore the distance is 68 miles and the difference in

elevation 758 feet. From Canmore to the summit the distance is 55 miles and
the rise is 1,036 feet.

The performance of a 210 per cent locomotive from Calgary through Can-
more to the summit and beyond to Field was stated by Mr. Neal to be 1,365

tons, with pusher service Louise to Stephen, 6 miles; from Medicine Hat to

Calgary with pusher Medicine Hat to Bowell, 15.6 miles, 1,700 tons. The use

of a pusher for 15 miles out of Medicine Hat on westbound traffic under prairie

rates may fairly be balanced agamst the use of one for six miles under the

mountain differential at the summit of the pass.

As the case stands on the evidence brought before the Board, westbound
freight arrives at the summit of the pass in the Rockies under traflic conditions

no more disadvantageous to the railway than those under which it reaches

Canmore.
From the summit of the Rockies, the elevation drops 2,900 feet in 77 miles

to Beavermouth. No adverse grades are shown on the time table.

From Beavermouth to Glacier, the high point of the Selkirk range,, the dis-

tance is 22 miles. Of this distance 2 miles has a 1.7 per cent gradient; 8^ miles

a 2.2 per cent and 6 miles .95 per cent (shade under 1 per cent). The
remaining 5^ miles is at normal gradient. The load limit for a 210 per cent

locomotive with pusher for the 22 miles, is 1,050 tons.

From Glacier to Revelstoke there is a drop in elevation of 2,282 feet in the

distance of 41 miles with no adverse gradients shown on the time-table.

From these comparisons it would appear that the only section of the Cana-
dian Pacific main line Which offers adverse conditions against westbound traffic
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over those found on prairie lines, is the section of 22 miles from Beavermouth
to Glacier, and of that distance only 101 miles has abnormal gradients; as grades

of one per cent frequently occur on the prairies.

From Beavermouth to Vancouver the total adverse rise including that over

the Selkirks is 2,383 feet, with 48 mile^ of pusher grades as compared with 2,264

feet of adverse rise between Canmore and Fort William, with 45.5 miles of

pusher grades.

For the distance from Beavermouth to Glacier, 22 miles, the reduced tonnage
which the locomotive can haul undoubtedly adds to the cost of operation of the

railway, over that on the prairie main line. How far the adverse rise over the

Selkirks is offset by the mile of drop from the summit in the Rockies to the coast,

with the addition of the drop on the west side of the Selkirks corresponding to the

rise on the east side, was not brought out during the hearing. The railways held

strongly that a favouring grade does not give benefit proportioned to the

extra costs in operation resulting from an equal adverse grade. Counsel for

the provinces held strongly that there was very material advantage in, a down
grade. Without accepting in full the contentions of either party, there would
seem of necessity to be some advantage in such a preponderance of down
grades—over one mile—from the summit of the pass in the Rockies to the

coast, as would balance some part of the disabilities imposed by the excep-

tionally heavy grade for lOi miles between Beavermouth and Glacier.

While it is universally accepted that there is a material advantage in rail-

way operation over a line which avoids steep grades, there may be a situa-

tion in which it is more economical to use a pusher on a short steep grade than
to lengthen the line sufficiently to allow the rise to be overcome without its

use. The longer line will usually involve greater capital cost and must include

increased maintenance charges proportioned to the additional miles. This no
doubt is why so many pusher grades a.re used on the prairie section of the

Canadian Pacific Railway main line. Maintenance charges on a line of the

first class are now placed at a yearly average of about $2,000 a mile. No doubt
these cost factors were considered by the company when in the first place it

was decided to cross the Selkirks in order to get the shortest line from coast

to coast, instead of following the Columbia river around from Beavermouth
to Revelstoke as might have been done, but with an in,creased length of haul

of possibly 100 miles.

However far the adverse operating conditions between Beavermouth and
Glacier may be minimized b}^ the considerations above mentioned, it is a fact

that a large and important traffic from coast to coast is carried at rates which
not only do n,ot recognize any mountain differential but are generally miuch
lower than the rates to prairie points for much shorter distances from Mont-
real and Toronto, over routes that do not approach, much less cross, the moun-
tains. On steel bars, iron and steel pipe, electric fixtures, paper, tools, lin-

oleum, rope, glass, tinware nested, and no doubt many other commodities, the
rates from Montreal to Vancouver range from 65 cents to $1.45 per 100 pounds.
The rates to Calgary compare with those to Vancouver as follows:

—

On steel bars, 65 cents Montreal to Vancouver and to Calgary $1.81 per
100 pounds; on linoleum, Montreal to Vancouver, $1.25, and to Calgary, $2; on
rope, Welland, Ontario to Vancouver, $1.30, and to Calgary, $2. Many other
commodities taking through rates show a like differential in favour of,—not
against—the mountain haul.

During the rates hearing it was shown that in very few cases was the
through rate to Vancouver higher than that to Calgary, and in no case was the
difference proportioned to the lesser mileage to Calgary, taking no account of
the claimed greater cost of the mountain haul.

46592—9^
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It is also worthy of note that mountain difficulties do not prevent the opera-

tion of a passenger train which makes the shortest time across the continent of

any train on any line in North America.

The grain rate of 26 cents per 100 pounds, Calgary to Fort William, 1,243

miles, is .0209 of a cent per 100 pounds per mile, or 1 .254 cents per bushel per 100

miles. A grain rate of 18 cents per 100 pounds from Calgary to Vancouver, 642
miles, would be .028 of a cent per 100 pounds per mile, or 1.68 cents per bushel

per 100 miles. The present 21-cent rate Calgary to Vancouver is .0327 of a cent

per 100 pounds per mile, or 1.962 cents per bushel per 100 miles.

The western part of Southern Alberta is more highly productive than the
eastern. Its westbound grain traffic centres at Calgary. At the 21-cent rate,

Calgary to Vancouver, that traffic now pays an average of over one half more
per mile than it would pay if it went to Fort William at the 26-cent rate, and
would pay one-third more per mile than the Fort William rate, if it were hauled
from Calgary to Vancouver for IS cents per 100 pounds.

Mountain Construction and Maintenance Costs

Higher maintenance costs in the mountain region west of Canmore than
eastward on the prairies was strongly urged by the Canadian Pacific as a reason

for higher rates on the mountain than on the prairie haul. That these costs

were, on the whole, higher was strongly disputed by counsel for the provinces.

In any case a railway must be maintained in all its parts, or it cannot serve a

useful purpose for any part. It is obviously unfair to charge exceptional costs

of local maintenance to the freight traffic of a certain section, when the special

maintenance in question is just as necessary to and is used as fully by through
traffic of all kinds as by local freight traffic. Construction costs are in the same
position. The cost of construction of each part of a line is necessary to and must
be carried by the earnings on the traffic of the whole line, whether the cost of

construction or of maintenance of any part be either great or small. The excep-
tionally high costs of construction and subsequent improvement of the lines over
the Laurentian plateau north of Lakes Huron and Superior, have never been
reflected in special rates over that section of either line between Montreal or,

Toronto and Winnipeg.

Situation of Wheat Producer

So, long as traffic was in its greater part local between the prairies and the

coast, as it* was for many years, whether there was a mountain differential or

not was chiefly a matter of local concern. But when wheat for export is the

main feature of the traffic between the prairies and the coast, the national

interest becomes the dominant factor. Wheat is Canada's principal export.

On increased wheat production Canada in large measure rests her expectations

of prosperity and greatness. The wheat area extends 900 miles from east to

west. It is narrowest in the extreme east and widest in the extreme west. Pro-

duction is much more fully developed in the eastern than in the western part.

Therefore the region of future expansion must be in that part of the prairies

which, for geographic reasons, should find its most economical access to tide-

water at the Pacific coast.

Canada's wheat fields are further from either ocean than those of any
other country competing in the world's market, therefore a low cost of haul for

its wheat to both seaboards is more imlportant to Canada than to any other

country. Canada must place her wheat on the world's market at a price that

will compete with the offerings of other countries. If she cannot do that she

cannot sell, and if she cannot sell—and at a profit to the producer—she cannot
produce for export. In all cases the cost of transportation is paid by the pro-

ducer in the price he receives for his wheat. Therefore the variation of each
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cent or fraction of a cent per bushel in the cost of transportation is reflected in

the returns which the producer receives and is again reflected in the measure
of his activities towards increase of production. The great world market for

wheat is in western Europe. The western Alberta producer is further from that
market by direct eastern route than his fellow farmers in Eastern Manitoba by
the width of the whole wheat growing region and the cost of rail haul through
it. From Vancouver the ocean distance to Liverpool is three times that from
Montreal. Whether his wheat moves east or west, there is an initial disad-

vantage of greater actual distance from the principal market against production
in Alberta; while the national interest imperatively demands that production
.shall be increased in that region to the limit that the world market will take
at a price that will meet costs of transportation and enable the farmer to suc-

cessfully continue and to expand his operations. Therefore the lower the rate

by which the wheat of the western part of the prairie region reaches the nearest

seaboard, the better for Canada, provided that the railways receive the fair

cost of haulage as compared with earnings for like services elsewhere in Canada
—no less and no more.

When the subject of through rates, Montreal and Toronto to Vancouver
was under consideration during the hearing, it was urged by eastern shippers

and agreed to by the railways, that rates to Vancouver, so low that they did

not recognize mountain conditions, were justified as a means of enabling eastern

industry to hold its place in the British Columbia coast market against world
competition and thereby profitably expand production to the benefit of the
country at large.

If the national interest demands that rates across the continent which dis-

regard mountain conditions and mileage as well must be given to the manu-
facturing industries of eastern Canada in order to enable them to hold the trade
of Canada's Pacific coast against world competition from overseas, it would
seem to be equally in the national interest that the wheat farmer of Alberta
and eastern Saskatchewan who must also meet world competition—not in Canada
but overseas in Asia and in Europe—shall not be prevented from doing so by
the maintenance of rail rates to the Pacific based on conditions which are not
recognized in the case of the eastern manufacturer.

National Advantage in Retaining Wheat Traffic

There is a further phase of the situation regarding westerly grain traffic

that was brought to the attention of the Board during the hearing. If Canada's
total overseas export of grain were carried by her own transportation facilities

to her own seaports, whether it went west or east from the prairies would be a

matter of merely local concern. But when successive crop years show much
the larger volume finding United States ports over United States routes from
Fort William easterly, instead of Canadian seaports over Canadian routes and
using Canadian traffiic facilities, the matter becomes one of national as well as

of local concern. Canada has built three lines of railway between Atlantic

navigation at Montreal and the prairies. She has also made practicable through
navigation from Fort William to INIontreal by a costly canal system and besides

has a short-cut lake-and-rail connection by way of McNicol and Midland on
Georgian Bay to Montreal.

Comparatively little use is made of the through rail lines from Fort William
for grain traffic. The great bulk of the eastbound grain goes forward from
Fort William by water and is. held in storage in the interior or at Fort William
during the four months period of closed navigation on the lakes. Of that which
leaves Fort William by water, the smaller part takes the Canadian lake-and-
rail route by way of McNicol and Midland to Montreal. Another part goes to

Colborne on Lake Erie to be transferred to smaller boats by which it reaches
Montreal through the Canadian canals. But by far the largest part takes the
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United States lake-and-rail route by way of Buffalo to Uni .ed States Atlantic

ports. For the past five and a half crop years, the distribution of Canadian
export wheat, in bushels, has been as follows:

—

Crop Year
Pacific
Ports

Canadian
Atlantic

United States
Atlantic

17,829,000
53,809,000
23,992,000
52,954,000
18,007,000

69,044,000
72,980,000
44,723,000
69,963,000
37,456,000

129,871,000
141,079,000
75,071,000
142,174,000
90,992,000

1923-24

1925-26
1926-27 (J year) :

These figures show that considerably mjore than half of our total wheat
export crossed the Atlantic from United States ports, and of the total amount
that went eastward both by water and rail, nearly two-thirds took the United
States instead of the Canadian route Grain tr&ffic more than any other builds

up the port from which it is shipped and of course pays toll to the carriers who
take it there. The ninety million bi.shels of Canadian wheat of the crop of

1926 that went overseas from United States ports by the end of January, 1927,

paid United States c^^rriers and dealers a bulk sum of between eleven and twelve

million dollars. Grain shipped from the prairies to our Pacific ports pays toll

only to Canadian railways and builds up Canadian ports; while eastbound, our
export wheat traffic is internationalized on the bf.sis of nearly two bushels through
the United States to slightly over one through Canada.

Rail rates that are unduly unfavourable to traffic on the short haul from,

the prairies to the Pacific necessarily divert it to the long haul eastward, to the

benefit of United States ports in the proportion of two to one as compared with

Canadian. But not only so; there are times when the facilities of the port of

Montreal are so heavilj^ taxed by the present flow of grain that an increase of

the easterly movement by the placing of higher rates against that to the Pacific

would simply send, not two-thirds of the thereby increased easterly traffic, but
the whole of the increase, to United States ports, by United States routes.

In this connection it is to be remembered that the maintenance of the standard
of Canadian wheat in the world's market has an important bearing on its basic

price. The maintenance of that standard has for many years been the subject

of special legislation and careful administration. Grain passing through Can-
ada's Pacific ports and through her Atlantic ports as well, is under Government
supervision until it is in the hold of the ship. But grain that goes into a Buffalo

elevator is then and there beyond Canadian Government control and is subject to

manipulation in respect of its grades that would be illegal in Canada and is

detrimental to the reputation, and therefore the market value, of Canadian grain

generally, however profitable it may be to the dealer who is handling it.

Advantage in Winter Movement

An important feature of the grain traffic to Pacific ports as compared with
that to Fort William is that it is not subject to the same seasonal conditions.

Fort William is closed for four months of the year while Vancouver is open the?

year round. The eastward grain rush that follows harvest closes abruptly on
the closing of navigation in the first half of December. This situation was dis-

cussed during the hearing and it was stated that on the Canadian Pacific thje

whole western personnel and machinery are built up to cope with the peak period
of the grain movement eastward which lasts for from three to four months from
the beginning of threshing in late August until the close of navigation in early

December. In September to December 1925 the eastern movement on the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway from Winnipeg ran from 750 to 1,091 cars a day, while
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for the succeeding months it ran from 185 to 281 cars a day. The state-

ment was made that assuming facilities were used to full capacity during the

four autumn months, they were from two-thirds to three-quarters idle during
the balance of the year. To tJiat extent the working force had to seek other

employment, and the money that was invested in the extra track and rolling

stock was earning no return. Seasonal conditions regarding lake traffic east-

bound cannot be changed; but just so far as the grain traffic by way of the

Pacific coast is developed, it makes possible the profitable employment of men
and rolling stock that would otherwise be idle during the winter months, to the
benefit of the country generally and of the railways as well. Of itself this

would appear to be a substantial reason against discriminatory westbound rates.

Merchandise Rates (Both Ways)

The contention of the railways in support of the maintenance of the

"mountain differential" on merchandise moving under class rates both ways
within the western mountain region was based on the same grounds as their

demand for increased westbound grain rates, namely excess difficulties of opera-

tion, maintenance and construction in that region as compared with the prairies.

The prairies sell grain and buy merchandise. The grain movement is both

eastward and westward to either ocean. The merchandise movement to the

prairies is from both oceans or from the industrial centres adjacent to them.
The eastbound rate on grain is statutory and the claim is made on behalf of

the prairies that conditions being as they are, the westbound rate should not

be higher. Similarly the claim is made that under existing conditions, merchan-
dise rates from Pacific ports and cities to the prairies should not be higher pei(

mile than those from Eastern Canadian cities and seaports. The mountain
differential which applies throughout the region between the Pacific and the
prairies increases by approximately 15 per cent the rates to westerly prairie

points over those on similar merchandise coming from the east.

While the mountain differential applies westbound from the prairies to

the Pacific as well as eastbound from the Pacific to the prairies, chief considera-

tion was given during the enquiry to the traffic eastbound. Partly because the

bulk of the movement that comes under the mountain differential in the region

between the prairies and the coast is in that direction and partly because the

question of mountain conditions adverse to westbound traffic was very fully

dealt with in connection with export grain rates.

The only important difference between the adverse conditions against

westbound traffic and that eastbound is that the rise, or lift, eastbound is from
sea level to the summit of the passes in the Rockies, whereas westbound traffic

reaches these summits by a comparatively short rise from the high level of

the prairie plateau adjoining the mountains. The region covered by the moun-
tain differential extends on the Canadian Pacific main line from Vancouver to

Canmore, 575 miles, and on the Canadian National main line from Vancouver
to Edson, 642 miles. Under the mountain differential between Vancouver on
the west and Canmore and Edson on the east, each actual mile is reckoned as

a mile and a quarter. That is the 575 miles, Vancouver to Canmore, becomes
719 miles, and the 642 miles Vancouver to Edson becomes 802 miles when the

class rates used on the prairie are applied.

Eastbound Conditions on C.N.R.

On the National the traffic conditions eastbound resemble those westbound
except for the longer uphill pull. The summit is at an elevation of 3,720 feet.

The total adverse rise on the National from Vancouver to the summit, 483
miles, is less than 4,000 feet. The maximum adverse grade is one half of one

per cent, except that between Swift Creek and the summit, 56 miles, where
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there are sections in which the maximum grade is seven-tenths of one per cent.

The adverse rise or lift on the Canadian National main line from Winni-
peg to Edson at the western limit of the region of mountain differential is over

4,000 feet in 925 miles with a maximum grade of four-tenths of one per cent.

From Fort William the rise is over 5,000 feet. On lines of the National system
on the prairies other than its main line, it is compelled to overcome elevations

and gradients quite as adverse as those eastbound in the mountain region. For
instance on its Saskatoon-Calgary line from Drumheller eastward the lift is

720 feet in 28 miles with a 1.3 per cent grade for | of a mile and one-half of

one per cent and over for 17J miles. From Drumheller to Calgary westbound
the lift is 1,185 feet in 84.4 miles with a seven-tenths grade for half a mile

and a half of one per cent and over for 22^ miles. Drumheller is an important
coal producing point. Coal, a commodity taking a comparatively low per ton
rate, is shipped over these adverse grades in large volume to all prairie points

and merchandise is carried both ways at strictly prairie rates.

In the Province of Ontario the National through line to Windsor rises

753.9 feet in the first 48 miles from Hamilton, an average of 15.7 feet to the

mile. The main line Toronto to Sarnia overcomes a rise of 965 feet in the first

forty miles from Toronto, an average of 24.62 feet to the mile. The Sudbury
line rises 778 feet in the first 29.2 miles from Toronto; an average of 26.67
feet to the mile. The North Bay line rises 748 feet in the first 23.3 miles from
Toronto; an average of 28.44 feet to the mile. The Hamilton-Woodstock line

rises 493.3 feet in the first 11.4 miles from Hamilton, an average rise of 43.27
feet to the mile. The most extreme rise eastbound in the mountain region on
the National main line is 1,118 feet from Swift Creek to the summit, 56 miles,

an average of slightly less than 20 feet to the mile. Notwithstanding the

adverse conditions on these particular lines in Ontario, traffic over them is not

penalized by differential rates. Not only so, but throughout the Ontario and
Quebec region, as defined by the raihvays, the class rates average substantially

low^er than those which prevail on the prairies, to which the mountain differ-

ential is added on traffic between the Pacific coast and the prairies.

Eastbound Conditions on C P.R.

On the Canadian Pacific Railway the summit is 5,332 feet above sea level

and the total adverse rise Vancouver to Stephen was stated by Mr. Neal of the

Canadian Pacific to be 10,288 feet. The distance is 520 miles. The summit of

the Canadian Pacific pass in the Rockies is 1,612 feet higher than thai on the

National. Besides there is the rise of 2,282 feet over the Selkirks from Revel-

stoke to Glacier which does not occur on the National. Therefore, the condi-

tions regarding eastbound traffic in the mountains as compared with westbound

traffic on the prairies is less favourable on the Canadian Pacific than on the

Canadian National.

The performance of a 210 per cent locomotive eastbound Vancouver to

Stephen, was given by Mr. Neal as follows:

—

Miles. Tons.

Vancouver to Ruby Creek 81 3,500

Ruby Creek to North Bend 48 1,500

North Bend to Wallachin 90 1,400

Wallachin to Kamloops 32 2,686
Kamloops to Sicamous 84 2,712

(wi*h pusher Chase to Notch Hill, 13.9 miles)

Sicamous to Revel^toke 44.8 2,650

(with pusher Taft to Clan William, 15.2 miles)

Revelstoke to Glacier. . 41 1,330

Glacier to Golden 50.2 1,330

Golden to Leanchoil (with pusher) 18.2 1,330

Leanchoil to Field 17 1,400

Field to Stephen (with pusher) 14 525
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On the figures as given the average train load from Vancouver to tlie summit
is 1,851 tons for o20 miles with 81 miles of pusher assistance, as compnred with

2,340 tons on the like calculation from Winnipeg to the summit, with 20 miles

of pusher assistance.

While the figures indicate more favourable conditions westbound on the

prairies than eastbound in the mountains on the main line of the Canadian
Pacific, a comparison between mountain and prairie conditions mw^t include

branch and secondary trunk lines, in order to be complete. Regarding cost of

operation on prairie branch lines, Mr. Neal said:

—

" Our branch line construction and maintenance would not justify

operation of 210 per cent locomotives Our line Mclfort to

Regina would probably carry 155 per cent engines

Regarding the secondary trunk line from Wetaskiwin on the Calgary and
Edmonton branch to Portage la Prairie on the main line, Mr. Neal stated that

the maximum train load for a 155 per cent locomotive from Millwood to

Binscarth, 7.6 miles, was 750 tons, therefore a pusher was required permanently.

From Birtle to Solsgirth, 8 miles, on the same division, a pusher was alsoj

permanently required. The Canadian Pacific branch Langdon to Drumheller
had a rise of 925 feet in 43 miles from the Knee Hill terminus, with a number
of .65 per cent adverse gradients, and three adverse velocity grades of 1.3,

1.6 and 1 per cent respectively. The chief purpose of this branch is to haul

coal from the Drumheller mines, for distribution throughout the prairies at

strictly prairie rates.

The Canadian Pacific main line comprises slightly less than 16 per cent of

the system between Fort William and Canmore.
On the Toronto, Sudbury line in Ontario the Canadian Pacific has a rise

of 942 feet on the first 35.5 miles out of Toronto; on its Orangeville branch,

1,074 feet in the first 52 miles, and on its Owen Sound branch 1,363 feet in the

first 52 miles out of Toronto. As in the case of the Canadian National, there

is not only no differential against any class of traffic over these lines, but they
share in the" lower rates enjoyed by eastern lines as compared with rates in the

prairie west.

Surplus of Westbound Freight

Before the flow of grain from the prairies to the coast began, when the bulk

of the traffic through the mountains was eastbound in lumber, fish, fruit, etc., its

handling meant a double movement of locomotives and empty cars for a single

and expensive movement of freight.

Present conditions are that the principal movement, chiefly grain is from
the prairies to the coast. The condition v/ould seem to be much like that at

Fort William in which the preponderance of eastbound traffic automatically

takes care of that westbound.
On the Canadian Pacific line the summit west of Fort William is at Kaith,

and the rise is 967 feet in 53 miles. On close questioning regarding the effect

upon westbound traffic' of the somewhat sudden rise from the shore of Lake
Superior to the Laurentian summit, the evidence of both railways was in agree-

ment that owing to traffic conditions the difficulty because of the adverse
physical features, was negligible. From the fact that the immense preponder-

ance of the traffic was eastbound—grain to the lake-head—there was usually

ample locomotive power arriving from the west to take care, on its return to

the west, of the lesser tonnage of westbound merchandise traffic. If, for any
reason, that was not the situation, when a heavy train had to be moved west-

ward for the Canadian Pacific, an extra engine took a part of the train up the

hill to Raith and left it there to be picked up by the other part of the train

when it came along, the extra engine returning to Fort William without serious

loss of time. It was agreed by the representatives of both railways that in
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either case owing to trafiic conditions as described, the westbound operation

of that section of the two systems was not burdensome. The maximum liaul

of a 210 per cent locomotive from Fort William to Raith was stated to be
1,427 tons.

The endeavour was made by both railways to show that the movement of

grain westward did not take place at the same periods of the year as lumber
and other commodities moved eastward to tlie prairies and therefore that the

railways did not benefit by the westward taking care of the eastward flow as

was the case at Fort William. On the other hand, the trafiic both ways at Fort

William is essentially seasonal, the port being completely closed for four months
in each year and the grain rush being confined to a four months' period in the

fall. The port of Vancouver is open the year round and the grain movement
to it is spread over a much longer period than that to Fort William.

That the preponderance of trafiic is now westbound was universally agreed

and as well that in earlier years when the mountain differential was established,

it was in the opposite direction. On that statement of facts, it is clear that the

condition which was in largest measure assumed to be justification for the

mountain differential does not now exist.

Through Rates Eastbound

Through rail rates from the Pacific coast to central Canada on com.modities
which originate at the coast and are distributed for consumption throughout
central Canada—not for export—are on a basis similar to that which governs
through commodity rates westbound from Montreal and other eastern points to

Vancouver. Although the length of haul Vancouver to Montreal is mere than
four times that from Vancouver to Calgary, and is over the same tracks from
sea level to the summit of the pass in the Rockies, there is no recognition of

adverse mountain conditions in those through rates. But a comparison of

distances, together with rates, shows clearly that the rates on these same com-
modities to prairie points are in fact a recognition of the principle of mountain
differential " as applied to merchandise traffic from the coast to the prairies

under class rates.

Following is a comparison of carload rates from Vancouver to Montreal,
Toronto and Calgary, the distance Vancouver to Montreal is 2,885 miles, to

Toronto 2,706 miles and to Calgary 642 miles.

Commodity To Montreal To Toronto To Calgary

cts. cts. cts.

Lumber 90 881 50
Rice, cleaned or milled 115^ 115i 98
Fish (canned-boxed) 105 (min. 70,000 lbs.) 105 98
Fish (canned-boxed) • 138 (min. 40,000 lbs.) 138 98
Wood pulp (dry) 107i 50
Hides (green) 125 125 98

105 75 98
Fish (dried, smoked or salted) 13U 13U 98
Berry Baskets (k.d. flat) 114 1071 50
Conduits (creosoted, wooden) 90 881 98
Mop Broom handles 128 1051 59
Potatoes 110 110 56

Haulage Conditions Over Laurentian Plateau

Comparison has been made between haulage conditions within the prairie

and mountain regions respectively. But prairie conditions are not properly in

question in considering justification for the "mountain differential". In prac-

tical effect it is an extra charge upon the prairie consumer in respect of goods
reaching the prairie from the Pacific region, and is only properly comparable
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with the charge made in respect of like goods reaching the prairie from the

Atlantic region. The extra charge on traffic from the west has been permitted

because of alleged extra difficulties and costs of haul from the west as compared

with that from the east.

Traffic reaches the prairies by all rail to Winnipeg, which is near the

eastern limit of the prairies, or by lake to Fort William and by rail to Winnipeg.

During four months of the year the lake-and-rail route is not available, and all

traffic must take the all-rail route. Even during the season of open navigation

the merchandise traffic, which moves under the higher class rates, largely takes

the all-rail route. The Laurentian plateau lies between North Bay and Fort

William just as the Rockies and Selkirks lie between Vancouver and Calgary.

Conditions on the Canadian Pacific main line Montreal to Fort William are

properly comparable to those on the main line Vancouver to Calgary. A
detailed statement of the haulage performance of a 210 per cent locomotive,

Montreal to Fort William, was given by Mr. Neal as follows:

—

Tons,.

Montreal to Smiths Falls 2.436

Smiths Falls to Chalk River 1,600

Chalk River to North Bay 1,270

North Bay to Cartier (with pusher Markstay to Cartier, 57.8 miles). 2.300

Cartier to Chaploau 1.290

Chapleau to White River 1,292

White River to Schrieber 1,170

Schrieber to Fort William 1,320

The average is 1,584 tons per train with 57.8 miles of pusher assistance,

as compared with an average of 1,851 tons, Vancouver to Stephen, with 81
miles of push(!r assistance. The total adverse rise to be overcome, Montreal
to Fort William, is 11,389 feet, as compared with 10,288 feet Vancouver to

Stephen. To make another comparison; the distance from Cartier to Fort
William is 520 miles, the 'same as from Vancouver to Stephen. For that dis-

tance the maximum haul is 1,268 tons without pusher; or from North Bay to

Sciirieber, 500 miles, the maximum is 1,513 tons with pusher for 57.8 miles.

Differential Westbound to Prairies

Although the actual per mile costs of railway operation on the Canadian
Pacific Railway from Montreal to the prairies is approximately the same as

from Vancouver to the prairies, a differential of 130 miles has been established

in favour of the haul from the east on both railways. This differential applies

on the rail haul from Fort William in respect of lake traffic, as well as on the

all-rail haul from Montreal. Instead of the class rates from Montreal to

Winnipeg on the Canadian Pacific being charged on 1,411 miles, they are

charged only on 1,281 miles, and instead of the like rates from Fort William
to Winnipeg being charged on 420 miles, they are charged only on 290 miles.

The situation therefore is that traffic from the east to the prairies is carried

130 miles for nothing, while traffic from the west to the prairies pays on 144

miles more than the actual haul. As between traffic from the east and from
the west, there is a double differential, while the actual operating conditions

do not appear to give reason for any difference whatever.
The second differential against the haul from the west is to some extent

cancelled by the distributing rate from Vancouver as a wholesale centre. But.

during the hearing, it was agreed by both railways that the cancellation of the

"mountain differential" would mean a substantial reduction in their respective

revenues. The actual amount of loss can only be estimated. Whether it

would be more or less than half a million the amount is large enough to be of

serious interest both to the railways, to prairie consumers and to the dealers

who desire to supply the merchandise affected by these rates.
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The Order in Council under which the general rates enquiry took place is

explicit in stating that the rate structure to be established as a result of the

information secured, shall, under substantially similar circumstances and con-

ditions, be equal in its application to all persons and localities. The question

of which party shall lose or gain as the result of its conclusions as to what is

an equal application of rates, is not, I respectfully submit, within the responsi-

bilities of the Board in this case.

Grain and Flour for Domestic Use

The rate from Calgary on grain and flour for home consumption in British

Columbia is 41 -V cents per 100 pounds, f s compared with the present rate of 21

cents per 100 pounds for export. It was urged by th,e Province that this rate

was unduly high, and was especially burdensome on the dairy and poultry

industries of the lower main land and Vancouver Island, which must depend in

largest measure on imported feed for their stock. On the part of the province

of Alberta it was urged that a lower rate would permit the profitable marketing

of a proportion of the low grade or damaged grain that from time to time results

from unforseen and unfavourable seasonal conditions, and that, at present rates,

finds no adequate demand.
Both rf.ihvays opposed the application for lower rates on grain and flour

for domestic use. They were supported in this position by a representative of

the Canadian Millers' Association, who argued that if grain for domestic use

were permitted to reach the west at export rates, it would be possible for United
States millers on the Pacific coast to profitably import it for mixing purposes

and thereby enable them to compete more successfully in the foreign markets
with Canadian mills. It appeared from the evidence that export rates on grain

from the prairies to Vancouver do not apply if the grain is destined for the

United States.

It is an accepted principle in railroad rate making that export and domestic
rates on any certain commodity, being based on different conditions as to

marketing, may properly differ in amount for the like per mile service. Therefore,

the export grain rate from the prairies to British Columbia ports cannot be
accepted as fixing the standard rate on grain required for domestic use within

the province. At the same time, as British Columbia produces less wheat in

proportion to population than any other province, the question of rates from the

prairies on grain and flour for local consumption is of greater importance to

every section of the people there, including those engaged in the various forms
of agriculture, than to those of any other section of the country. Therefore,

they ask for rates on grain and flour for domestic use that shall be as favourable

to them as the lowest accorded any of the other provinces.

From prairie points eastbound to Fort William, there is no difference in rail

rates between grain and flour for export and for domestic use. The consuming
population at the lake head who thus get the benefit of an export rail rate o^
their domestic supplies, is not large enough to be considered as a factor in the

case. But the major portion of the grain consigned to Ontario and Quebec
points, leaves the lake head by boat, not by rail, and reaches the lake and river

ports of these provinces by the same means. In this way the greater part oi

the two larger provinces of th*e Dominion containing two-thirds of the total

population of the country, may receive the bulk of their domestic supply of

wheat and flour, either actually at export rates,—as in the case of all cities on
the water front, including Toronto, Montreal and Quebec,—or at those rates

with local distributing costs added for delivery at interior points from the most
convenient lake or river port.

Under these circumstances Counsel for British Columbia contended that the

rate of 41^ cents per 100 pounds from Calgary to Vancouver for domestic use
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was excessive and discriminatory. It appears from the published Governrnent

returns that aside from the cost of sacking; jrrain exported to Japan and China,

the grain and flour from the prairies used in Yokohama and Hong Kong fre-

quently paid no greater total freight rate from prairie points than that used in

Vancouver and Victoria.

The all-rail export rate Fort William to Montreal is 34-^ cents per 100 pounds.

The domestic rate is 37^ cents which is three cents over the export rf^te. The
rail distance Fort William to Montreal is somewhat more than one-half greater

than that between Calgary and Vancouver. There would not appear to be any

reason why the difference between export and domestic rates on grain of export

standards from prairie points to Vancouver should be greater than that between
domestic and export rates on the longer haul, Fort William to Montreal.

Without discussing the merits of the contention of the Canadian Millers'

Association against equalizing domestic and export rates to Vancouver, as they
are now equalized to Fort William, it would seem that a differential rail rate of 3
cents per 100 pounds would be as much protection against the overseas com-
petition of United States Pacific coast millers as Canadian millers can reasonably
claim to be entitled to at the sole cost of the people of the province of British
Columbia, where the consumption of flour,—exclusively the product of Canadian
mi-lls,—per head of population is greater than in any other province of the
Dominion.

Export Rate for Grain below Export Quality

Although a domestic rate three cents per 100 pounds over the export
rate from prairie points to Vancouver v/ould be the same difference between
domestic and export rates as now prevails on the all-rail grain movement from
Fort William to Montreal, it would not put the respective populations of Van-
couver and Montreal in the same relative positions as to cost of their domestic
supplies, because central Canada generally, including Montreal, in fact gets

the bulk of its domestic supply by rail and water at the export rate.
'

As already mentioned, special representations were made to the Board on
behalf of the poultry and dairy industries of the lower mainland and Van-
couver Island sections of British Columbia in regard to their need of cheap feed
grain. It was also brought to the attention of the Board that while Alberta under
normal conditions produces the highest quality of wheat, oats, barley and other

grain, from time to time a more or less considerable proportion of the crop of

these grains is damaged by exceptional seasonal conditions and thereby rendered
unfit for export. The bulk of this damaged or low grade grain can be used as

feed for cattle, hogs and poultry; and if there is live stock of these classes

locally in sufficient numbers to consume it, there is some salvage on what would
otherwise be total loss. But unfortunately, in the sections of the prairie region

wdiere wheat is the principal crop, the number of live stock is generally limited.

Also, when unfavourable seasonal conditions occur, they are usually quite general

in character and the supply of grain thereby rendered unfit for export is beyond

the local demand; resulting in serious loss to the producer. Damaged grain

is not as suitable feed for live stock as sound grain, but if it can be secured at a

sufficiently lower price, it answers the purpose fairly well and will be used

accordingly. The present domestic rate of 41^ cents per 100 pounds practically

excludes such grain from use by the poultry and dairy farmers of the coast

region and compels them either to pay the full price for grain of export quality,

with the 41i cent transportation cost added, or to buy corn imported by ship

from the Argentine. Either way the country suffers an economic loss and their

difficulties in carrving on their operations are materially increased.

With the view of adjusting freight rates so that "Under substantially similar

circumstances and conditions" they shall be—so far as may be reasonably
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practicable—
'
Equal in their application to all persons and localities, so as to

permit of the freest possible interchange of commodities between the various
provinces and territories of the Dominion", as directed by the Order in Council
which authorized the General Freight Rates Enquirv, it was suggested that
while domestic rates substantially higher than those for export might properly
be established in respect of grain of export quality, it would in some measure
equalize the advantage which central Canada now enjovs in respect of its
domestic supplies, if grains of all varieties which are below milling or export
quality were allowed export rates from the prairies to Pacific points as all
grades of all grains are allowed to Fort William.

The feed value of low grade or damaged grain is not sufficient to allow the
British Columbia consumer to pay a price that will enable the producer to haul
to the railway station and pay the present domestic rail rate as well, in competi-
tion with corn from the Argentine, delivered by ship in Vancouver. The rail-
road therefore altogether loses the haul on this grain, while the producer loses
the selling value of the grain and the British Columbia poultry and dairy farmer
pays his money for a foreign supply.

All grain shipped to Vancouver is officially graded at Calgary or Edmonton.
The difference between the grades is well defined and universally recognized. The
several grades are hauled in difTerent cars and stored in different elevator bins
at Vancouver. The milling and export grades of wheat do not go below No. 4
Northern. In the case of oats and barley export grades do not go below No. 3
C.W. (Canada Western). All grades of wheat below No. 4 Northern and all'

grades of oats and barley, rye and flax below No. 3 C.W. are only useful for
local feed purposes.

The transportation of grain of these lower grades at export rates would not
by any means place the consuming population of British Columbia in the same
favourable position in regard to their domestic food and feed supply as that at

present enjoyed by the people of central Canada, but it would be in that direction

and would be of substantial advantage to the prairie producer and to the

railway as well.

Because of the facts and conditions as above stated I am of opinion that

action should be taken to bring about results as follows,

—

(1) The Canadian Pacific Railway be required to comply with the Order
of the Board of September 2nd 1925, by reducing the export rate on
grain and flour from prairie points on their main line to Vancouver
to the per mile rate now in force from prairie points on their main
line to Fort William.

Also that if in pursuance of an Order of the Board, changes are made in

their export rates on grain and flour from prairie points to Fort William
on the main line of the Canadian Pacific, the export rates west-

bound should forthwith be made to conform with such changes.

(2) The Canadian National Railways be notified that when any changes
are made in the per mile export rates on grain and flour, on the main
line of that system from prairie points to Fort William, the same per

mile rates are to be made effective forthwith from prairie points to

Vancouver.

(3) That the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways be notified

to amend their class rates applicable in the region between Canmore
and Edson on the east and Vancouver on the west to the level of actual
mileage.

(4) That the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways be notified
that rates on grain and flour for domestic use shall not be more than
3 cents per 100 pounds higher from prairie points to Vancouver, than
the rates from the same points on grain and flour for export.
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Provided that the rate on ^rain l)elow export quality, that is wheat of

a quality below the grade of No. 4 Northern, and other grains below

the grade of No. 3 C.W. (Canada Western) shall not exceed the export

rate.

RATES FROM THE PRAIRIES TO ATLANTIC PORTS ON GRAIN
FOR EXPORT

The Order for a General Freight Rates investigation dated June 5, 1925,

(P.C. 886) was supplemented by a further Order (P.C. 24) dated January 7,

1926, by which the Board was directed,

—

^'Especially to enquire into the causes of Canadian grain and other

products being routed or directed to other than Canadian ports; and to

take such effective action under the Railway Act, 1919, as the Board of

Railway Commissioners for Canada may deem necessary to ensure as

far as possible the routing of Canadian grain and other products through
Canadian ports."

The wheat crop of Canada for the season of 1925 was estimated by the

Dominion Bureau of Statistics at 411,375,000 bushels of which 384,047,000
bushels was produced west of the Great Lakes. Canadian Customs returns show
wheat exports for the crop year ending July 31, 1926, amounting in round figures

to 275,000,000 bushels; of which 53,000,000 bushels went overseas from Canadian
ports on the Pacific; 90,000,000 bushels from Canadian Atlantic ports;

122,000,000 bushels from United States Atlantic ports and 10,000,000 bushels

to the LFnited States for consumption there.

Canada's barley crop of 1925 amounted to 112,000,000 bushels, of which

94,000,000 bushels was produced west of the Great Lakes. Total exports were
34,000,000 bushels of which 14,000,000 bushels went from Canadian and 20,000,-

000 bushels from United States seaports—roughly forty-tw^o per cent from
Canadian and fifty-eight per cent from United States Atlantic ports. Of the

total export Britain took 25,000,000 bushels or almost seventy-five per cent.

Exports of oats amounted to 33,000,000 bushels of which 28,000,000 went
overseas by Canadian and 5,000,000 bushels by United States Atlantic ports.

Canadian ports received eighty-four per cent of the oat traffic and United States

ports sixteen per cent. Britain took almost exactly half the total export.

The total exports of Canadian barley and oats from United States ports

equalled in tonnage twenty million (20,000,000) bushels of wheat.

The principal purchasers of Canadian wheat of the crop year 1925-26
were:

—

III

United Kingdom
Irish Free State.

Belgium
France .

Netherlands.. ..

Germany
Sweden
Italy

Greece
United States .

.

Japan
China

Bushels.

198,402,001

1,645,317

10,749,600

3,008.538

9,851,546

4.928,339

1.166,711

8,630,666

1.651,413

10,464.(H1

12,927.933

7,689,834
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Twenty other countries purchased quantities of less than one million

bushels each. British imports, which were for distribution to other countries

as well as for home consumption, amounted to 72 per cent of our total wheat
exports.

Wheat is Canada's most important export both in total tonnage and gross

value. In the period corresponding to the Canadian crop year 1925-26 Argen-

tina exported 87 million, United States 74 million, Australia 54 million, Hun-
gary 11 million, Jugo Slavia 10 million and India 6 million bushels of wheat.

That is to say, within recent years, Canada has become the leading wheat
exporting country of the world. The United States and Russia each produce

more wheat, and in, former years exported more than Canada. But since the

beginning of the Great War, Russia's exports have been negligible, while exports

from the United States have decreased, owing to increase of population without

corresponding increase of production.

Wheat is a most desirable cargo for ocean shipping. Under modern con-

ditions it is cheaply and easily hanclled both into and out of the ship. It is not

readily subject to damage and cannot- damage other cargo. It always has a

gold value and can always be conveniently used to fill out a shipload. Taken,

altogether, it is probably the most desirable commodity that any country can

offer in large volume to ocean carriers. Therefore wheat traffic through any
certain ocean port is a means of attracting shipping and trade generally to that

port, to the vast benefit of all dependent or associated interests, including the

railways which serve the poits. The fact tha.t Canada is the principal pro-

ducer of the commodity which gives this desirable ocean traffic would seem to

offer Canada an advantage in world commerce which, as shown by the trade

returns, she does not, in actual fact, enjoy.

So far as the grain movement from the western part of the prairie region

to the Pacific coast is concerned, the United States plays no part. The haul

is by Canadian railways to Canadian ports only.' But in the case of the move-
ment from the eastern part of the prairies to the Atlantic coast. United States

transportation interests and seaports evidently play the dominating part.

Following are the totals for the past eight years of Canadian wheat
exports through Atlantic ports with the respective percentages passing through

the ports of each country:

—

Year Total
Bushels

Canadian
percentage

United
States

percentage

1918-1919 56,972,757 64-6 35-3
1919-1920 61,369,052 78-7 21-2
1920-1921 86,387,488 36-6 63-3
1921-1922 134,837,740 25-8 74-2
1922-1923 198,916,079 34-8 65-2
1923-1924 214,060,314 33-7 66-3
1924-1925 119,794,384 37-5 62-5
1925-1926 212,128,279 42-2 57-7

From these figures it is plain not only that the United States receives the

benefit from the handling of the major portion of Canada's eastbound export

wheat traffic, but that this condition is in large measure stabilized and that

radical measures are necessary if any important change is to be brought about.

Canada has the shortest all-rail haul and the shortest ocean haul from the
prairies to Liverpool. She has three rail lines from the prairies to the St.

Lawrence ports. She has the only actually serviceable all-water route from
the head of the Lakes to the Atlantic ports. She has the shortest lake-and-

rail haul between the same poin,ts. Notwithstanding these advantages, and
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the vast expenditures tliat have been made to provide them, during the crop

year 1925-26 Canada paid to United States interests for the transportation

of 122 million bushels of her export wheat to United States seaports, not less

than 15 million dollars ($15,000,000), and besides sacrificed the vast trade

benefit that went to the United States because of that diversioA of wheat

traffic.

In the year 1925 the total number of transatlantic liners arriving at Mont-
real was 1,040, having a total cargo capacity of 4,744,793 tons, or an average

of 4,562 tons per vessel. The volume of Canadian wheat, oats and barley

shipped overseas through United States Atlantic ports in the crop year 1925-

26 would have provided full cargoes for 1,000 ocean vessels of 4,300 tons each.

There are many reasons tending to bring about this result, but the two

most important and outstanding are, first, the lower ocean rates available at

United States Atlantic ports for wheat as return cargo because of the vasti

volum.e of merchandise tonnage reaching these ports and second, the period ofl

closed navigation to the St. LawTence ports, and the consequent longer rail haull

during that season to the Maritime ports. Of the two the former is much thef

more important.

The ''Pull" of United States Ports

So long as Canada exported a less tonnage of wdieat than she imported
of merchandise, she had no difficulty in retaining the export traffic in her
own grain. Montreal was the seaport that, being farthest inland, was the most
suitable point for distribution of merchandise throughout all westward Canada.
The problem then was to get wheat to Montreal for export in sufficient volume
to balance the imports of merchandise and so cheapen the ocean rate on the
latter. As the Canadian grain surplus for export was not then suffi.cient, the
constant endeavour w-as to divert export wheat of the United States from its

own ports to that of Montreal. It was chiefly with that object in view that
the Canadian canals were deepened to 14 feet, that the Canada Atlantic Rail-

vvay was extended to Parry Sound and that, by the building of elevators at

Tiffin by the Grand Trunk and at McNicol by the Canadian Pacific on
(Georgian Bay at its southeastern extremity, these ports were established as

transfer and storage points on the lake and rail route from Duluth, Chicago
and Fort William to Montreal; as Buffalo had already been established on the

route from the same lake head ports to New York.
The conditions of twenty to thirty years ago do not prevail to-day. In

1890 Canada exported two and a half million bushels of wheat of which only

422,000 bushels was of home production. In 1904 she exported 23,000 000
bushels of which 17,000,000 bushels was home production, and in the year
1925-26 she exported 275,000,000 bushels of wheat of home production only,

while United States wheat to the amount of 26,000,000 bushels was handled
tlirough Canadian ports during the same i)eriod. It is of course gratifying that

Canada has been able to I'ctain such a considerable amount of the traffic in

United States grain. But shipment of 26 million bushels of United States

wheat from Canadian ports does not compensate Canada for the loss of the

haul of 122 million bushels of Canadian wdieat that was shipped from United
States ports in the same season especially in view of the fact that of the United

States w^heat shipped through Canadian ports, the part that was brought to

Montreal by United States lake carriers—by far the larger proportion—con-

tributed practically nothing to Canadian earnings either by lake or rail.

Montreal is Canada's natural eastern outlet for her export grain. It can

be brought from the lakehead (Fort William and Port Arthur), to Montreal
by the lake and canal route, by the shorter and quicker lake and rail route, or

by either one of two all-rail routes. For the amount of grain sufficient to

fill the vessels bringing merchandise and seeking return cargo, Montreal has a

46592—10
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material advantage over any or all of the United States Atlantic ports. Up to

the amount of the tonnage of her incoming merchandise, Montreal gets a return

rate on an equal tonnage of outgoing freight. Whatever outgoing vessel tonnage

is not ocicupied by other cargo, can be filled with grain at return cargo rates.

Naturally a vessel which has brought a profitable cargo of merchandise to

Montreal, can take return cargo at a rate below that whieh a vessel that came

out light for the purpose of loading with grain on the return trip, could afford.

As the great commercial port of Canada, Montreal receives an immense tonnage

of merchandise, proportioned to the needs of the country, and to that extent,

whatever it may be, is able to handle Canada's export grain traffic. But Can-

ada's import tonnage is by no means equal to her export tonnage when grain

is' included. And for the grain that is over the amount of the return tonnage

available in the vessels outbound from Montreal, a one way rate must be paid

for the ocean voyage if it is loaded at that port.

Following are the shipments overseas by w^ay of Atlantic ports, during the

crop year 1925-26:

—

C^^dian-
^^^^^^^^

Montreal 74,660,253

Oiiphpp 3,095,dd4

r%oh\i 10,963,458

Halifax : 834,339

89,553,384

United States—
Bushels.

New York 75,424,890

Philadelphia 16,931,010

Baltimore 12,516.907

Norfolk, Va 335,874

Boj^ton 3,146,690

Portland 5,592,270

113.947,641

In store at United States Atlantic ports on July 30, 1926 1,888,404

In bond for grinding and export 16,841,000

The above figures regarding wheat exports appear in the report of the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Those regarding the United States are from the

United States Department of Commerce report.

The United States Atlantic ports have a larger tonnage of incoming than
of outgoing cargo. The difference increases from year to year as population
increases while the area of w^heat production does not. The United States

Atlantic ports have need of wheat in constantly increasing volume to give

return cargo to the vessels bringing them merchandise. Consequently while

there is a limit to the volume of grain that Montreal can take as return cargo,

there is practically no limit to the amoimt that the United States can take at

return cargo rates.

Rates by Inland Water Route

During the season of navigation of 1926, the lake and canal rate from the

lake head to Montreal was 9.60 cents per bushel, and to Quebec 10.20 cents.

But in addition to the transportation charges by vessel and rail on grain

taking the lake-and-rail route from the prairies to the Atlantic seaboard, there

are storage and transfer charges at each point where bulk is broken.

On the lake and eanal route there are elevator, storage and sundry charges

at Fort William amounting to 1.53 cents per bushel and an additional charge

for lake insurance and wharfage at Montreal of .49 of a cent. Adding these

amounts to the boat rate makes the cost, lake and canal route. Fort William to
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Montreal for the year 1926, 11.24 cents a bushel with Colborne transfer from
lake to canal sized vessels: 11.37 cents with Buffalo transfer and 11.62 cents

through without transfer, or an average of 11.41 cents by the all water route

to Montreal, or 12.01 cents to Quebec.

By lake and rail through the Bay ports, there would be the same elevator,

storage and sundry charges as on grain going all water, of 1.53 cents per bushel

at Fort William, an average lake rate (season of 1926) of 3.01 cents; lake

insurance and elevator charge at Bay ports .44 of a cent, rail rate to Montreal
8.6 cents and wharfage at Montreal 0.18 of a cent, a total of 13.86 cents, Fort
AVilliam to Montreal.

By way of lake and rail through Buffalo to New York there would be the

same Fort William charges of 1 .53 cents per bushel, an average lake rate (season

1926) of 3.67 cents, lake insurance and elevator at Buffalo, .44 of a cent, rail

rate Buffalo to New York 9.1 cents; F.O.B. New York 1 cent, total 15.76 cents

per bushel. To Philadelphia and Baltimore the rate would be 0.3 of a cent less

than to New York, or 15.46 cents per bushel.

This comparison gives Montreal an advantage of 4.35 cents per bushel in the

all-water rate and 1.9 cents in the lake and rail rate over New York. The fact

that notwithstanding this advantage in inland freight rates. New York handled
as much Canadian wheat as Montreal, while Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Norfolk, Virginia, handled an additional 26 million bushels, is evidence that, in

spite of more favourable inland rates, overseas shipments of wheat by way of

Montreal under present conditions are limited by the amount of return cargo
tonnage available at that port.

Marine Insurance Rates

Rates of insurance on vessels and cargoes play a large part in diverting
traffic from or directing it to any certain seaport or group of seaports. Mr.
A. Johnston, Deputy Minister of Marine, told the Board during the enquiry
that tramp vessels (not liners) trading into the River St. Lawrence during the

summer months are penalized to the extent of an additional U per cent insurance
premium, as compared with New York on value of vessel (not including cargo).

For the period from November 1st until the close of navigation, there is a further

penalty of 1 per cent. A tramp vessel valued at $500,000 and insured for that

amount, will, if it arrives in Montreal for a cargo during the summer months,

have to pay an extra premium over New York of $6,250. In the months of

November or December, the extra premium would be $11,250 for the trip. These
conditions apply to both Montreal and Quebec and to St. John as well, but not

to Halifax.

Insurance rates on cargoes from North Atlantic ports to the United King-

dom are as follows:

—

New York, Boston and Portland

Halifax and St. John
Quebec
Montreal

The rates from New York, Boston and Portland are for the year round.

From Montreal and Quebec these rates apply only from the opening of naviga-
tion to October 15th. Beyond that date, up to the close of navigation, rates

range from 5 cents to 271 cents above those mentioned.
The Imperial Shippino- Committee on Marine Insurance Rates in its 1925

Report, estimates that on wheat from St. Lawrence ports to the United King-
dom, the insurance premium over the New York rate on hull and cargo amounts
to approximately 5 per cent of the ocean freight.

The marine insurance of the world is largely in the hands of ''Lloyds" having
headquarters in London, England. The attitude of that organization towards

4S592— lOi

121- cents per $100
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Canadian traffic may bo gathered from a warranty form appearing in the 1925
Report of the Imperial Shipping Committee on Marine Insurance Rates. This
warranty must be signed as a condition of securing insurance at standard Atlan-

tic (that is New York) rates. It is as follows:

—

" Warranted not to enter or sail from any port or place in British

North America on the Atlantic coast, its rivers or adjacent islands, except

the port of Halifax, and for bunkering purposes only the ports of Louis-

burg and Sydney, or to enter or SF.il from any port or place north of 50
degrees North Latitude on the Pacific coast of America, its rivers or

adjacent islands."

The penalt}^ of additional premium (amount varying at the discretion of

Lloyds) , must be paid if the vessel sails to any port excluded by the warranty.

Since the date of the report Prince Rupert has been removed from the black
list. Halifax was included until 1925.

In the General Rates Enquiry the Board was instructed to find and take
suitable action on the facts. But the comparative weight of what appear to be

contradictory facts can only be correctly estimated if their foundation and
relationship is understood. Assuming that marine insurance charges are based

on a fair estimate of vessel risks, it is difficult to appreciate the situation which
demands an insurance penalty on the cargo of a vessel destined to Halifax, while

the vessel itself is relieved from penalty; or that permits a vessel to enter Louis-

burg harbour for coal, but does not permit her to load or discharge cargo while

doing so. Especially having regard to the fact that over 200 years ago Louisburg
was established as the French naval base on the North Atlantic largely because
of its superior accessibility^ and safety. It is equally difficult to understand on
what principle Portland, Maine, is given the same rates for the same season as

New York, while St. John, only 250 miles further easterly on the same coast, is

so heavily penalized as to hulls and cargoes, and limited as to seasons. The
Canadian Pacific and Allan Lines had 871 winter sailings from St. John between
1908 and 1924 and in that period had only one wreck.

It would seem reasonable that the St. Lawrence ports should pay extra insur-

ance rates for short periods at the opening and closing of navigation, but it is

difficult to see why the vessel that at the eastern end of her summer voyage passes

through the narrow waters that lead either to Liverpool, Glasgow, London or the

Danish, Swedish or German western Baltic ports without extra insurance, must
pay a penalty at the western end of her voyage on the wider, calmer and as well

lighted waters of the Bay of Fundy or the Gulf and River St. Lawrence. Vladi-

vostock, Siberia, is closed by ice in winter. But vessels may sail to or from that

port between May 1st and November 1st without penalty.

Whether or not in the future it may become possible to remedy in whole or

in part these adverse conditions of marine insurance, their present existence has

an important bearing on ocean grain rates, both from our St. Lawrence and our

Maritime Province ports. There can be no doubt that they have been very
effective in keeping vessels other than liners (which carry much lighter insurance

rates) aw^ay from all Canadian Atlantic ports and thereby are in considerable

measure responsible for the extent to which Canadian grain has been diverted

to United States seaports.

Liners sometimes run light one way ; and sometimes tramps bring as well as

take cargo. But, speaking generally, if Canada is to recover a dominant position

in the export of her own grain, it must be through the attraction to her ports in

larger measure of vessels seeking one way cargo, in other words, tramps.

The insurance penalty imposed on tramp vessels and applicable to all Cana-
dian Atlantic ports except Halifax, is serious enough, but its indirect effect in

tending to exclude such vessels from the St. Lawrence route, is even more
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important in connection with the one way grain traffic. So long as conditions

remain as they are, the insurance penalty on both hulls and cargoes must bo
"absorbed" by the inland rates.

United States Ocean Traffic needs Canadian Wheat

Of 264 million bushels of wheat which reached the lake head from the

prairies in the crop year 1925-26, all but ten million bushels went forward by
the lake and canal or lake and rail route. This included the portion to be

milled in Canada both for domestic consumption and for export as flour. The
fact that of the amount that w^'is forwarded for export overseas only 90 million

bushels went through Canadian ports while 122 million bushels w^ent forward
for export through United States ports, is evidence that although Canada has
the only lake and canai route to her St. Lawrence ports and the shortest lake

and rail route as well, these combined do not give her sufficient advantage over

the United States to enable her to retain the export of her own grain. Rather it

indicates very clearly that as long as Canada depends solely on those routes,

she must divide her export grain traffic with the United States and take the

smaller share.

The conditions of thirty years ago are now reversed. Then the United
States had more outgoing wheat than incoming merchandise, while Canada had
less wheat than merchandise. The navigation of the upper lakes is common
to both countries. The Buffalo-New York route was the great outlet for

export grain from the northwestern States. When Canada needed wheat to

give return cargoes to ships bringing merchandise to Montreal, she was able by
deepening the canals ancl establishing rail connection with the Georgian Bay
ports, to attract some share of United States wheat for that purpose from the

Buffalo-New York route. Now that the United States needs Canadian wheat
to give return cargoes to vessels bringing merchandise to her Atlantic ports,

she is able to attract a large share of it from the Canadian lake-and-canal and
lake-and-rail routes to the Buffalo-New York route. How great is the need of

the United States seaports for Canadian grain as return cargo, is shown by a

comparison in bushels, of exports of Canadian and of United States grain of all

kinds by w^ay of United States Atlantic ports during the year 1926, as given

in the 1926 report of the Montreal Harbour Board, as follows:—
United States Grain. Canadian Grain.

New York 20,138.626 79,159.096

Boston 282.255 4.542,953

Philadelphia 6,832,016 14,789.631

Baltimore 10.857.472 14,436,550

Norfolk 460,619 669,500

The records of the past nine years prove conclusively that if Canada is to

hold even a fair share of the export traffic in her own grain, she must supplement
whatever advantage there may be in her lake-and-canal and lake-and-rail routes
by the effective use of her three railway lines which give connection between
the wheat fields and the St. LawTence ports in summer and the Maritime
Province ports in winter.

The Georgian Bay ports

Regarding the lake situation: The big carriers of the upper lakes are too
large to go through the St. Lawrence canaJs. They carry from the lake head
to the Canadian ports on Georgian Bay or to Colborne and Buffalo on Lake Erie.
At the Bay ports they transfer for rail haul to Montreal; for local storage and
forwarding in summer for domestic consumption, or to Maritime Province and
New England ports in winter. At Colborne transfer is made from the upper
lake carriers to smaller vessels of canal size for forwarding to Montreal or
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Quebec. At Buffalo transfer may be made as at Colborne to the canal route
to Montreal; to the rail route to New York, Philadelphia, Bailtimore or Norfolk,
or into storage for winter forwarding as the liners arriving at those ports
need return cargo. The lake haul to the Bay ports is much more
direct and therefore shorter than to Buffalo. A vessel can make three round
trips from the lake head while she is making two to Buffalo. But return cargo
of coal may be had on the Buffalo route whi'le none is available on the Bay
ports route. Consequently the differenice in length of lake haul is not reflected

in a correspondingly lesser lake rate to the Bay ports.

The rail haul from the Bay ports to Montreal is considerably shorter than
that from Buffalo to New York. The rate to Montreal is 8.6 cents as com-
pared with the New York rate of 9.1 cents. While the St. Lawrence is closed,

grain for export must take the longer haul to the open winter ports. Thel
rate from the Bay ports to Boston, St. John and Halifax is the same as from
Buffalo to New York. Quebec is not a winter port. It is only 170 rail miles

from Montreal while the winter port of Boston is 340 miles, St. John 481 and
Halifax 848 miles. Notwithstanding the much shorter distance to Quebec and
the fact that it is not a winter port the rate from the Bay ports to Quebec is the

same as to Boston, St. John and Halifax. It would seem fair, as the winter

ports of Boston, St. John and Halifax are grouped under one rate although the

length of haul varies so widely, that the summer port of Quebec should be

grouped under the same rate as Montreal, especially when the difference in

distance between the two summer ports is so much less than the average

between the several winter ports. In actual fact grouping is discrimination,

but if for good and sufficient reasons it is necessary in the case of the winter

ports, both Canadian and foreign, the same reasons it would seem should be

sufficient to place the two summer ports of the St. Lawrence in the one rate

group.

The winter rail haul from the Bay ports to St. John and Halifax is much
greater than to the United States ports of Portland, Boston, New York, Phila-

delphia or Baltimore. Rail rates from the Bay ports to Canadian and United

States winter ports are the same. As a purely business matter when there

are the same rates for different lengths of haul, the railways naturally prefer

to route the grain to take the shorter haul. There is an exception in the case

of St. John to the amount of the grain needed as return cargo by Canadian
Pacific liners discharging at that port. But beyond that amount the rule

holds.

It is to be noted however, that in the case of haul to a Canadian port,

the Canadian railway gets the whole cost of haul to the port, and the return
haul, if any, as well, while it only gets a share of the earnings on the haul to

a United States port. On grain delivered at New York from the Bay ports,

one-third of the haul would be in Canada and two-thirds in the United States.

At a rate of 9 cents a bushel from the Bay ports to New York, the Canadian
roads would get 3 cents for 200 miles and the United States roads 6 cents for

400 miles. In hauling to St. John the Canadian Pacific gets 9 cents over the
line of 837 miles and the Canadian National would get the same for the longer
haul of 1,025 miles to the same port, or for a haul of 1,215 miles to Halifax.

With the completion of the new Welland Canal, now in progress, the
large vessels of the upper lakes will be able to come to the eastern end of

Lake Ontario. There they will have to transfer either to smaller vessels of
canal size by which the grain will reach Montreal, or to elevators for storage
and rail haul, as at the Georgian Bay ports. The Canadian transfer point
may be Kingston, Brockville or Prescott, as it now is at Colborne on Lake
Erie. But Oswego is on the United States side of Lake Ontario, opposite
Kingston, situated as conveniently to the Canadian route as Buffalo is to
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Colborne. It is 100 miles nearer New York and Boston by rail than Buffalo.

The new condition will not be materially different from the present, so far as

the possibility of New York sharing in the export traffic in Canadian grain

by way of the lake route is concerned.

Quebec as an Ocean Port.

From Winnipeg, which is the most easterly grain assembling point on the

prairies, the National line to Montreal, by way of Nakina, Capreol and

North Bay is 1,357 miles. The Canadian Pacific by way of Fort William is

1,411 miles from Winnipeg to Montreal, and the Transcontinental to Quebec

is 1,350 miles. From Montreal to Quebec the rail distance is 170 miles. Of

the two St. Lawrence ports, Montreal has every facility for handling liner

traffic. Having the advantage of the lake-and-canal and of the lake-and-rail

haul as well, together with the all-rail haul and complete harbour facilities, it

will always have abundance of wheat on hand to provide return cargoes for

vessels bringing merchandise, whether liners or tramps. But for vessels seeking

one way cargo, Quebec has important advantages over Montreal. It is a

tidal port, with sufficient depth of water at all seasons to float any but the

very largest ocean vessels. It is 165 miles nearer the open sea than Montreal,

and therefore a vessel saves practically two days on the round trip by
loading at Quebec. It is open both earlier and later than Montreal. In only

three years between 1890 and 1926 inclusive was the last outward bound ocean

sailing from Quebec earlier than December. The respective dates w^ere Novem-
ber 24th, 25th and 27th. Of the twenty-three December dates, eight were

between the 10th and the 21st, and twelve earlier than the tenth. In 191S the

last ocean sailing from Quebec was on January 11th. It is fair to say that

the. respective dates of the late sailings rather reflect the insurance than the

navigation conditions. In the same years, of the first arrivals from the sea,

twenty were in April, the dates ranging from the 15th to the 27th. The latest

arrival in May was on the 5th, in 1923. There is a saving in pilotage charges

from Quebec to Montreal and the insurance rate on outbound cargo is slightly

less. AH vessels to and from Montreal must pass Quebec, therefore whatever
risks there are in St. Lawrence navigation are less to Quebec than to Montreal
by that much.

The ocean distance from New York to Quebec is under 1,400 miles while

the distance from New York to Liverpool is over 3,000 miles. Therefore a

vessel which discharges a merchandise cargo at New York and is unable to

get a return cargo there, would, under ordinary conditions, find it more profit-

able to make the 1,400 mile trip to Quebec light in order to get a cargo of grain

to Europe than to make the more than 3,000 miles return trip to Liverpool
or other European port without cargo. The marine insurance penalty against
Canadian ports on incoming vessels and on outgoing cargoes would of course
to a considerable extent counterbalance the natural advantages of Quebec until
they are removed or substantially decreased.

Quebec as a Forwarding Point

Quebec is favourably situated as a forwarding point for grain to the Mari-
time ports. By the National lines the rail distance from Quebec to St. John is

493 miles and to Halifax 660 miles. From Montreal to St. John by the National
is 634 miles and to Halifax 842 miles. By the Canadian Pacific the rail distance

from Montreal to St. John is 481 miles and to Halifax (using the National line

from St. John) 760 miles. The Canadian Pacific system has no line of its own
between St. John and Halifax. Quebec is therefore 100 miles nearer Halifax than

by the shortest line from Montreal and only 12 miles further from St. John than
by the Canadian Pacific short line across the State of Maine.
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Although Quebec has the shortest rail haul from the prairies to the Atlantic
seaboard and has special advantao;es for the handling of outgoing ocean traffic,

the present rail rate of 20.7 cents a bushel on wheat from Fort William prevents
grain from moving by that route. It is true that the rail rate to New York is

21.3 cents; but an all-rail rate of 21.3 cents to New York does not mean any-
thing when the lake-and-rail rate is only 15.76 -cents and when there is ample
wheat in storage at Buffalo and ample shipping seeking wheat cargoes at New
York.

Quebec handled only three million bushels of wheat in 1926. All of this
came by the lake-and-canal route through Montreal and was the largest volume
shipped through Quebec in any season. All the grain of all the west could be
carried through the Canadian cr.nals to the St. Lawrence ports. The lake-and-

canal rates to Montreal are over four cents a bushel lower than the lake-and-
rail rates to the United States Atlantic ports, but not one-third of the total volume
01 export grain takes the lake-and-canal route.

The advantages of the lake-and-rail route are evidently sufficient to over-
come in large measure the cheaper rates of the lake-and-canal route. No doubt
these advantages are chiefly in the shorter time required to move grr.in froim

the lake head to the ocean port by the lake-and-rail route. The difference

is from a week to ten days; the lake-and-rail trip taking a week or under and
the lake-and-canr.l two weeks or over. Owing to rapid and radical fluctuations in

wheat prices in the world's markets, and to even more rapid and radical fluctua-

tions in ocean rates of transportation, the prompt and certain movement of wheat
from the point of production to the consuming market is in the highest degree
important to all interests concerned. AVith the crop movement suspended by
winter conditions on the lakes for from four to four and a half months of each

year, the urgency of prompt and certain movement is greatly increased.

As lake-and-rail gives greater certainty and speed of grain movement than
lake-and-canal, so all-rail gives still greater certainty and speed over lake-and-
rail. It is reasonable to assume that if grain were forwarded all-rail direct from
the producing areas to Quebec at rates truly competitive with those to New York,
the more prompt and certain delivery thereby made possible would tend to

balance in some degree the advantages now enjoyed by New York and thus tend

to swing so much of the Canadian traffic by the Canadian route.

The fact that during the crop year 1925-26 over ten million bushels of wheat
was moved eastward from the lake head by rail is evidence first that the long all-

rail haul is practicable, and second that circumstances may be such as to make it

profitable to shippers even at the present non-competitive rates.

A feature of the lake-and-canal haul that tends strongly to throw the grain

traffic by way of Buffalo and New York is the fact that in the fall grain comes
forward in its largest volume to Buffalo and the Bay ports for several weeks after

the ocean movement from Montreal has become negligible. Vessels leaving Fort

William can get insurance for the outbound trip up to December 12th. This lake

insurance is good on eastbound cargoes until arrival at destination, up to say
IJecember 20th. Very little grain is loaded in Montreal after November 20th.

Therefore, for the last month during the very peak of the movement on the lakes,

t/he St. Lawrence outlet is in effect blocked, for if the grain does reach Montreal
after November 20th, it must go into storage as it would have done at the Bay
ports or Buffalo.

All Rail to Quebec

Grain from the prairies reaches the navigation of the Great Lakes at Fort
William over four railway tracks from Winnipeg. In the crop year 1925-26

this movement amounted to 264,000,000 bushels of wheat, 36,000,000 bushels

of barley and 40,000,000 bushels of oats, with rye and flax besides. There is
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no such rapid movement of such a volume of grain to any other port in the

world as that which occurs at the twin lake ports of Fort William and Port

Arthur in the three months after harvest and before the close of navigation in

each year.

There are three lines of railway from Winnipeg to Quebec. The evidence

given by both railways was that their respective western equipments and

organiziitions were fully employed durinp; only one-third of the year while the

grain movement was greatest between harvest and the close of navigation on

the lakes; and that during the remaining two-thirds of the year two-thirds of

their equipment was idle and their organization disrupted for lack of traffic.

The prairie grain producing area extends over 850 miles westward from

Winnipeg or over 1,250 miles from Fort William. The average rail haul on the

grain reaching Fort William is approximately 800 miles. Taking the several

railwav points 400 miles west of Winnipeg respectively as centres of the grain

production, the average length of rail haul to Quebec would be 1,750 miles, as

compared with present average haul of 800 miles to Fort William. The all-

rail haul from the prairies to Quebec would thus be 150 miles or one-fifth more

than twice as far as the present rail haul to Fort William. Clearly the equip-

ment that was able to haul 264 million bushels of wheat 800 miles, using it to

capacity one-third of the year, must be adequate to haul less than half that

amount (122 million bushels that went forward to United States ports), 950

miles further during the remaining two-thirds of the year.

There can be no question that Canada has ample railway equipment to

forward her total grain crop to her own ports and does not need to divide either

the traffic or the earnings with the railways or lake carriers of the United States.

The only question is that of competitive rates, all-rail and lake-and-rail.

Rail Rates, Prairies to Quebec

It is an accepted principle in railway rate making that the longer haul

pays the lower per mile rate. The distance from Winnipeg to Fort William is

420 miles and the wheat rate is 8.4 cents a bushel or two cents a bushel per 100

miles. From Moose Jaw the distance is 818 miles and the rate is 12 cents a

bushel or slightly under 1^ cents a bushel per 100 miles. From Calgary the

distance is 1,250 miles and the rate 15.6 cents a bushel, or practically 1^ cents

a bushel per 100 miles. These are the rates now actually paid on the grain

actually moved. Therefore it may reasonably be assumed that for any haul

over 1,250 miles, 1^ cents a bushel per 100 miles is a fair proportionate rate.

All grain eastbound from the prairies passes through Winnipeg. Therefore in

comparing rates to the seaboard Winnipeg may properly be taken as a common
point. From Winnipeg to Quebec is 1,350 miles. On the present Calgary-Fort
AYilliam basis, the rate from Winnipeg to Quebec would be 16.875 cents, or for

ease in calculation say 17 cents per bushel. To get a proper comparison between
the all-rail rate to Quebec and tlie lake-and-canal and lake-and-rail rates, it is

necessary to add the rail rate Winnipeg-Fort William to the rates from Fort
William to the seaboard. Allowing the minimum long haul rail rate for the

distance from Winnipeg to Fort William, 5^ cents a bushel would have to be

added to the lake and rail rate from Fort William to New York, to get the

rate properly comparable with the all-rail rate from Winnipeg to Quebec. On
that calculation the present rate from Winnipeg to New York is 21 cents per

bushel. There would thus be a margin of four cents a bushel between the sug-

gested all-rail rate to Quebec and the present lake-and-rail rate to New York.
Ocean rates vary greatly. In 1926 the ocean rates from Montreal to Liver-

pool ranged from 5.2 cents to 9 cents in May, and 8.2 cents to 9 cents in

August to from 9 cents up to 24 cents in- November. From St. John they ranged

from 9 cents in January to 6.7 cents in March, 1926. These were practically
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liner rates. An addition of 4 cent? a bushel saved from the inland haul should

be sufficient to bring ve^^sels seeking one way cargo to the port of Quebec, while

the advantage of certain and speedy delivery from prairie points would be an
inducement to shippers to use that route.

Rail Rates to Maritime Ports

Quebec is a summer port with an average open season of seven and a half

months. When Quebec is closed the alternative Canadian route is by way of

the ports of St. John and Halifax. From Winnipeg the rail distance to St. John
by way of the National Railway and the Quebec Bridge is 1,825 miles and to

Halifax 1,990 miles. By way of Montreal the distance by the National lines

is 1,980 miles to St. John and 2,145 to Halifax. By way of the Candian Pacific

through Montreal, the distance from Winnipeg to St. John is 1,892, and to

Halifax (using the National lines from St. John), 2,170 miles. The all-rail

route from Winnipeg by way of the Quebec Bridge to St. John, is 67 miles

shorter arid to Halifax 180 miles shorter than the shortest line by way of

Montreal.

The continuation of the suggested Winnipeg-Quebec per mile rate to the

Maritime Ports would give a rate of 22.75 cents a bushel to St. John and 24.875

cents to Halifax. As these rates would both be higher than the present 21 cent
lake-and-rail rate Winnipeg to New York, they would not be effective in

attracting traffic to the Canadian ports. Although Halifax is 550 miles and
St. John 300 miles nearer Liverpool than New York, the trend of traffic to the

greater port and the discriminatory marine insurance rates are more than suffi-

cient to cancel the advantage of a somewhat shorter ocean voyage. If Canadian
overseas traffic is to pass through Canadian seaports it must rea.ch these ports

by inland rates that will be actually competitive with those to United States

ports. Therefore, the grain rates from Winnipeg to St. John and Halifax must
be not more than the present New York rate of 21 cents a bushel.

A 21 cent rate from Winnipeg to St. John and Halifax,—^to equal the present

New York rate,—would only leave a margin of four cents to pay for the rail haul
from Quebec to the ocean ports. This would be substantially below the sug-
gested per mile rate Winnipeg to Quebec, and would be a very low rate for a

one way haul.

But in case of a merchandise cargo arriving in winter at the port of St.

John or Halifax for distribution throughout Canada by rail, it would be good
business for the railways to bring empty trains from Montreal or Quebec to

meet and transport that merchandise to its destination. Therefore it would be
much better business to meet the merchandise at the winter port with a train

loaded with grain at even a three or four cent rate from Montreal or Quebec.

For the empty train that would earn nothing would cost at least two thirds as

much to run as a fully loaded train of sa}^ 40 cars of wheat that at four cents a

bushel would earn $2,000 on the trip from Quebec or Montreal to the ocean
port. If conditions were established so that shippers could get prompt and
certain delivery of grain either from transfer storage at Quebec, or from primary
shipping points on the prairies to St. John and Halifax at a rate that was in

actual fact competitive with that to New York, there is every reason to believe

that a much larger part, if not the whole of the winter merchandise traffic of

Canada could be attracted to those ports.

During the year 1925-26 St. John attracted nearly 11 million bushels of

wheat from the Bay ports against competitive rates from the same ports to

Portland and Boston, and from Buffalo to New York, Philadelphia and Balti-

more. This was possible because the wheat provided return cargo for vessels,

—

chiefly Canadian Pacific liners,—bringing merchandise to St. John, during the

period while the St. Lawrence was dosed.
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A competitive all-rail sen-ioe from the prairies direct throughout the
winter would give such an advantnt^je to shippers in meeting the fluctuations

of the world market by actual deliver}', that ocean vessels bringing merchandise

to the Maritime ports could always be assured of return cargoes. If suflicient

transfer storage, such as exists at Fort William, were provided at Quebec, grain

could be moved forward all-rail to that storage at all seasons. During tlie

period of closed navigation it could go into storage (as it now does at Fort
William and Part Arthur) to await the opening of navigation on the short

ocean haul; and if in storage there, it could be readily pushed forward to St.

John and Halifax as required to give return cargo to vessels bringing merchan-
dise to those ports.

An established movement of wheat through the Maritime ports would be
the meains of bringing merchandise cargoes. But wheat cannot and ^vill not be

routed by shippers through those ports unless the rates by which they are

reached are in fact competitive with those to other ports. The export traffic in

wheat is highly specialized and the difference of a fraction of a cent in transporta-

tion costs, if facilities are equal, is sufficient to divert shipments of wheat from
or to any certain route.

Avoiding Seasonal Break in Flow of Grain

It is of course obvious that the railways could not deliver the season's crop

at Quebec within the same four months that they are able to deliver it at Fort

AViliiam. because of the somewhat more than double length of haul. But if the

]'ates to St. John and Halifax as well as to Quebec were effectively competitive

with those to New York, there would be no reason why they should be required

to do so. No doubt there will always be some rush of grain to the lake front

in the fall. The domestic and export milling requirements of the central

provinces can be supplied most cheaply by the lake route. The liners arriving

at Montreal during the first months of the new crop movement, up to the close

of St. Lawrence navigation, can as well or possibly better be given their return

cargoes by that route. The pressure from the farms will always tend tow^ards

an early forward movement. It might be that during the peak of the fall rush

to the lake front, there would not be sufficient equipment for the all-rail haul

as well. But that condition could only continue for a short time. The grnin

that leaves Fort William after say mid-October—or possibly even earlier—is

not expected to reach the seaboard for immediate consumption in Europe. The
reason for the rush in that case as already stated, is to get the wheat into storage
cast of the lakes, so that it may go forward for consumption at the dealers'

discretion during the winter. If there were competitive all-rail rates to oper
Canadian ports for the year round, it could just as well remain in the farmer's

granary or in the country elevator during what is now the rush season, to go

forward at any tim.e during late fall and winter, or the following summer as the

market conditions might seem to suggest. The element of " gamble " in regard

to the third of the crop held west of the lakes by the freeze-up under prpsent
rate conditions, would thus be cut out to the vast benefit of all legitimate

interests. The extra costs of rehandling and winter storage incident to present
conditions would also be cut out and Canada would be on a level with other

countries in getting her wheat to market, except for her long extra hnul to the

seaboard. That; of itself, is handicap enough, and demands that every other

cost and difficulty, so far as possible, shall be eliminated. The national interest

demands that the most important national export shall reach the consuming
market under the most favourable conditions and at the lowest possible cost.

Canada has three lines of railway from the prairies to the St. I.awTence
ports, two to St. John and one to Halifax. The three lines cost not loss than
100 million dollars each. Neither of the three carries traffic approaching capacity
at any period of the year. All are kept open to traffic at all seasons.

^
It would
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seem to be elementary good business that the two-thirds of the western railway
equipment now lying idle during two-thirds of the year should be employed
in moving over the lines of railway not now being used to capacity, to Canadian
ports, also largely idle, the Canadian wheat that now helps so largely to swell

the business of United States railways and to bring ocean traffic to United
States ports.

Track Conditions

It is no doubt a fact that the two through lines of the Canadian National
from Winnipeg to Montreal and Quebec respectively, and from Quebec to St.

John, with the one line from Moncton to Halifax are not at present conditioned

to carry the heavy motive power which gives the maximum profit on long haul

traffic as the lines westward from Fort William have been. But it would
seem difficult to find good reasons for a policy that built two national lines

of railway at a cost of 100 million dollars each and then allowed them to fall

short of achieving the primary reason for their construction, for lack of being

put in condition to economically carry the traffic that we ourselves have made
available, but that is being carried by our neighbours and trade competitors.

The gradients on both lines throughout are such as to admit of maximum haul

provided the road bed is conditioned to carry modern heavy locomotives.

The main line of the National system is fully conditioned from Edmonton
to Sioux Lookout at the junction of the branch to Fort William, and the Foit
William branch is equally conditioned. From Sioux Lookout to Quebec direct,

or by way of Nakina and Capreol to Montreal, is practically 1,100 miles. If it

v.-as good business to fully condition the track from Edmonton to Fort William,

L250 miles, in order to hand the grain traffic over to the lake carriers there, it

would surely be better business to fully condition the shorter mileage on the line

from Sioux Lookout to Quebec, in order to retain as large a share of the haul
as possible to the railway, and give a measure of service that is not practicable

by the lake route. AVhat is applicable to the line from Sioux Lookout to Quebec
is equally applicable to the lines from Quebec to St. John and Halifax. If they
are not in condition to carry heavy grain trafiSc they ought to be. For unless

they are so conditioned the grain cannot be carried with profit at the rates that

are necessary to bring it by that route. What had to be done between Calgary
and Edmonton and Fort William, in the matter of track improvement must be

done between Sioux Lookout and the St. Lawrence and Maritime ocean ports

if equal results are to be achieved. Until the tracks are put in shape for heavy
long haul traffic operation must show a much less satisfactory return than it

otherwise would, but that is not a reason why operation at competitive rates

should be delayed.

Earnings on all Rail Haul

As to railway earnings from the suggested all-rail routes: To give Quebec
a differential over New York sufficient to bring tramps seeking one way cargo,

or to give St. John and Halifax rates so equalized with New York that they

would attract both liners and tramps for round trip business, would mean a

rate at the present per mile minimum for the long haul to Fort William, so far

as traffic to Quebec was concerned, and somewhat below that figure for the

winter traffic beyond Quebec to St. John and Halifax. This would mean a

somewhat lower rate per bushel per mile than the average now earned on the

traffic to Fort William, but on the other hand it w^ould mean a much larger

gross earning on the number of bushels hauled than at present. It would in

fact mean, if Canada were to retain the whole of her wheat traffic now passing

by way of United States ports, that the traflfic earnings now being paid to

United States lake carriers and railroads would be paid to the Canadian rail-

ways and that they would have in addition the earnings on the increased
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mcrcliandise traffic corning to Canadian porls, because of the export \\licat

directed to and through them. It is these resultant earnings on merchandise

traffic that are the chief occasion of the intense rivahy for wheat traffic by

United States railroads and seaports. A reduction of rates from the prairies

to Canadian seaports would not affect the existing rates to Fort William on

the traffic taking the lake route.

Idle Equipment Earns Nothing

The suggestion that the all-rail grain rate from Winnipeg to Quebec should

be reduced to the level of that per mile from Calgary or Edmonton to Fort

William was strongly opposed during the enquiry by both railway systems.

It was freely admitted that a large proportion of Canada's grain was providing

earnings for United States carriers, and aiding traffic through United States

seaports, while from one half to two thirds of western Canadian railway equip-

ment was idle and railway organization disrupted for lack of traffic during

seven to eight months of each year. No suggestion was offered as to the

improvement for Canada of present conditions by way of the lakes. But it

was asserted, first, that grain could not be carried profitably at the rate men-
tioned, and, second that if the rates were reduced on the Transcontinental

from Winnipeg to Quebec, United States railroads would make corresponding

reductions which would cause losses to the Canadian railways in respect of

their present traffic and leave the Canadian ports no better off in regard td

overseas traffic than they are today.

As to the measure of profit on the present long haul grain rates: The annual
statements of both railways are evidence that the grain traffic as a whole is

their most important source of net revenue. This could not be if the large

volume that takes the long haul and therefore the low rate were carried at an
actual loss. It is of course a fact that the rate on a tqn of wheat does not carry

the same share of the gross overhead of the railway as a ton of first class mer-
chandise. But it does carry some share of that gross overhead. There are not
enough tons of merchandise to carry the total overhead. But there are so many
more tons of grain taking the long haul than of merchandise, that the part of the

overhead carried by each ton of grain possibly in the total makes up a larger part
of the overhead than is provided by the lesser total of merchandise tonnage at

the higher rate. In any case it is a part of the total earnings which is necessary
to produce the net profit.

Of course the higher the rate paid by the grain, the greater the share of the

overhead which it carries. But if the rates, or other traffic conditions are such'

that production cost or market price will not permit the grain to pay that rate,

the grain does not move. The wheels do not turn. There are no earnings. The
men are not employed. There is no contribution to the gross overhead. That
is the position of the railroads of Canada in respect of the 122 million bushels
of Canadian wheat shipped overseas through United States ports between July
31, 1925, and August 1, 1926, upon which United States lake carriers and United
States railroads earned a gross amount of fifteen million dollars.

United States Retaliation

As to the possibility of United States railroads reducing their grain rates

following a reduction over the Transcontinental from Winnipeg to Quebec.
Having secured the flow of the bulk of Canada's export grain eastbound through
United States ports and over United States railwaj^s, it can only be expected
that determined efforts will be made by United States interests to hold the

traffic that they now enjoy. Whether their endeavour will take the form of

competitive or retaliatory rates,—or some other form,—Canada must be pre-

pared to accept the situation. The alternative is to give up her own traffic in

her own product after having spent several hundred million dollars in canals
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and railways for the purpose of holding that very traffic. Whatever measures
are taken by the United States carriers to retain their present hold on the
Canadian grain traffic must be accepted as evidence of the value of the traffic

to them and therefore at least equally to Canadian interests.

If the New York rate were substantially lowered it would become necessary
to correspondingly further lower the Winnipeg-Quebec and Maritime port rate.

There is no doubt that the United States railways find the present rail rate from
Buffalo to New York very profitable and that they could afford to cut it sub-
stantially without losing money. But if they knew that any cut they made
would be followed by an equal cut in the rate jto Quebec, they might think it

wise not to make any rate cut, and be satisfied with the share of the traffic that
because of certain favouring conditions will come to them in any case while
retaining present rates. As already stated, a fair measure of competition in grain
transportation is desirable. But Canada's eastbound grain traffic which at one
time was the subject of United States competition, has now become too largely

subject to United States domination for Canada's good, either nationally or as

a mere matter of plain business.

Conditions of Railway Employment '

There can be no doubt that the present system of rushing to get as much
as possible of the prairie wheat crop across the lakes in the fall is essentially-,

uneconomical. In order to meet the rush, the railways have to make an invest-

ment in motive power and rolling stock three times greater than would otherwise*

be required to forward grain to the lake front. Interest on cost and loss from,

depreciation must be provided for by the year,—not by the period of useful

service. But the most serious disability imposed upon the railways by the pre-

sent seasonal character of the grain traffic is in the annual disorganization of

their working forces. Wages can only be paid out of earnings. Where there are

no earnings there can be no wages. Consequently the organization that is built

up each year to take care of the peak movement, is pulled down and sacttered as

soon as the peak is passed. Railway labour necessary in the movement of traffic

mu:>t be highly paid. The railway man's calling demands the best that is in the

best men. Measurably continuous employment is a first necessity in building

up and maintaining an efficient organization of such men. Under present condi-

tions that is something the railways cannot offer to the men specially engaged
for the peak movement. Consequently they must either pay higher than normal
wages or accept the services of less efficient men while the movement is on. To
equalize the grain movement throughout the year instead of concentrating two-
thirds of it within less than four months w^ould seem to be in the best interests of

both the railways and their employees. The cash annually paid out to United
States lake and rail carriers of Canadian grain would mean a great deal to Canada
if paid throughout the year to Canadian railways; as it must be if the grain goes

overseas through Canadian seaports in winter as well as in summer.

The Case Shortly Stated

A short restatement of the situation regarding the export of Canadian grain

by Canadian Atlantic ports may be given as follows:

—

(1) Canada has three routes from the prairies to the Atlantic:

—

(a) Lake-and-Canal
;

(b) Lake-and-Rail

;

(c) All-Rail.

(2) As water haul under ordirary conditions is fundamentally cheaper than rail haul,

the lake-and^canal and lake-and-rail routes are used and the all-rail route ignored.

(3) The United States Jake-and-rail route by way of Buffalo to New York, Philadelphia

and Baltimore compete^j effectively with the Canadian lake-and-canal and lake-and-rail

route to Montreal.
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(4) The immen£;ely greater number of ocean vessels bringing merchandise from Europe

to United States Ath.ntic ports than to Montreal creates a proportionately greater demand
for grain as return cai^o at these ports than at Montreal.

(5) Ocean rates fluctuate with traffic conditions. There being greater demand for return

grain cargoes at New York than at Montreal, ocean rates are lower and the advantage of

Montreal in the lower rates by the lakc-and-canal and lake-and-rail routes is thereby can-

celled.

(6) Canada has a greater tonnage of export wheat than of import merchandise. The
excess of wheat over merchandise tonnage takes the New York route, because by doing so it

gets a return ocean rate.

(7) The all-rail rates from the prairies to the seaboard are maintained at a level that

excludes the grain traffic from the railways and therefore excludes it from the Canadian
Atlantic ports beyond Montreal, which mu&t depend upon railway service to share in that

traffic.

(8) The lakc-and-canal and lake-and-rail routes are subject to certain disadvantages as

compared with all-rail :

—

(tt) In the short period between the commencement of grain delivery after harvest and
the close of navigation on the St. Lawrence, the slower movement by lake and rail

in large measure cancels the advantage of lower rates.

(b) The transfer, storage and incidental charges by lake-and-rail bring the total cost

from prairie to seaport up to the level of a fair long-haul all-rail rate.

(c) Lake navigation is closed for from four to four and a half months during the year.

(d) Because of closed navigation on the lakes, there is a rush to get the grain a-cross in

the fall which adds to the actual cost and introduces an extra speculative element.
(e) Grain that does not get across the lakes in the fall is held out of world consump-

tion for the winter and may miss the best market. In any case it meets the com-
petition of new Australian and Argentine wheat during the following summer.

(9) The same per mile rail rate that Alberta grain now pays for the haul to Fort Wil-
liam would give a total cost of haul to Quebec substantially below the present lake-and-
rail cost to IS^ew York.

(10) With Quebec's advantages as an ocean port that margin might be expected to be
sufficient to attract vessels seeking one-way cargo.

(11) Grain could be stored at Quebec during the season of closed navigation as it now
is at Fort William, the railways getting the haul tliat now goes to United States lake and
rail carriers.

(12) Grain in store at Quebec could be readily forwarded to St. John or Halifax as

required to give return cargoes of grain to vessels bringing merchandise to those ports.

(13) By using the rail haul from the prairies to the St. Lawrence ports in summer and
to the Maritime ports in winter, the railways would earn the money that is now paid to

United States vessels and railways; Canadian producers would be in reach of the world's

markets throughout the year; the rush and congestion that now occurs in the fall season
would be avoided; the producer would save paying for winter storage until he desired to

sell; the railwavs could [[ive contimiou.^> employment to their operatins men, and while
their profit on the haul per bushel would be less, their gross earnings would be greater and
probably their net profit as well.

(14) Of tJie 4^ million tons of grain which left Canada at Fort William in the past

crop season to be carried oversea? throusi'li L'nitcd States seaports, Canadian railways had
hauled it an average distance of over 800 miles. United States carriers earned over 15

million dollars in takinc: it from Fort William to the seaboard. The question is,—Can the

railways which hauled the grain to Fort William afford to haul it 9.50 miles further for that

amount of money? If not, Canada has several hundred million dollars worth of railways
on hand that are not fulfilling the purpose for w'hich they were built. But if they can, and
do. Canada, the greatest export producer of the commodity in greatest and most assured

world demand, will have a leverage in world trade that =hould be of immense benefit to

the coimtrv as a whole, as well a« to the seaports, railways and farmers immediately
concerned.

Under the directing; Orders in Counril of June 5. 1925 (P.C. 886) , and Janu-
ary 7, 1926 (P.C. 24) , I beg to recommend:—

(1) That a through rate on grain and grain products be established from all prairie

points to Montreal and Quebec, made up as follows: .0208 of a cent per 100 pounds per
mile to Winnipeg and 28 cents per 100 pounds from Winnipeg to Montreal and Quebec
(equal to li cents a bushel per 100 miles).

(2) That a throug'h rate be established from prairie points to, St. John and Halifax
made up of .0208 of a cent per 100 pounds per mile to Winnipeg and 34 cents per 100
pounds flora Winnipeg to St. John; or ^14^ cents per 100 pounds from Winnipeg to Halifax.
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(3) That from Quebec and Montreal a rate be established of 6 cents per 100 pounds
to St. John or 62 cent^ per 100 pounds to Halifax. This rate to include transfer charges at

Quebec or Montreal.

Ottawa, August 22, 1927.

IV

REASONS FOR DISSENT FROM SECTIONS 1, 2 AND 4 OF ORDER 448

The conclusions above expressed were arrived at before Order No. 448
came before the Board for consideration. As the terms of the Order do not
conform to these conclusions in so far as sections 1, 2 and 4 are concerned, I

was therefore debarred from formally assenting to sections 3 and 5 of which
I found myself able to approve.

Now that the considered opinion of the majority of the Board has been
expressed in the terms of the Order, it appears to me desirable that there should

be as full an understanding as possible, of the conditions so created. As the

only member of the Board having intimate personal knowledge of the con-

ditions affected by Sections 1 and 2 of the Order, I take the responsibility of

stating those conditions as I understand them.

Grain Rates, Prairies to Fort William

Section 1 assumes to give effect to the Act of Parliament of June, 1925,

amending the Railway Act, which stated that in adjusting eastbound grain

rates from the prairies to Fort William in conformity with the agreement made
under the Crow's Nest Act;

" The Board shall not excuse any charge of unjust discrimination,

whether practised against shippers, consignees or localities, or of undue
or unreasonable preference respecting rates on grain and flour governed
by the provisions of Chapter 5 of the Statutes of Canada, 1897, and by
the Agreement made or entered into pursuant thereto, within the terri-

tory in the immediately preceding subsection referred to, on the ground
that such discrimination or preference is justified or required by the

said Act, or by the Agreement made or entered into pursuant thereto."

It has been admitted that the grouping of stations as to rates on the C.P.R.
main line constitutes discrimination in fact. As the groups stand to-day, con-

firmed by the Board's Order No. 448 it is estimated that the railway is able to

collect from certain of the producers along and in the neighbourhood of its

main line contrary to the intent of the Act, sums amounting to upwards of half-

a-million dollars in each season of good crop, while other producers similarly

situated as to railway service, but differently situated as to rate groups, are

served at the proper rate.

I take the view that in assuming to give effect to the intent of Parliament
it is the duty of the Board, and within its power to remove these discrimina-

tions by equalizing the rate groups, although that would reduce the earnings

of the railway.

By the terms of the Board's order, the discriminations existing on the Can-
adian Pacific Railway main line are expressly extended to all Canadian Pacific

branch lines,—necessarily producing like discriminations on the branches as on

the main line.

Affecting lines of the National Railway the Order says,

—

" All other rail-

way companies adjust their rates on grain and flour to Fort William, Port

Arthur, Westport and Armstrong to the rates so put into effect by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company." While it is true that this part of the Order

can fairly be read to require that the rates on all National lines shall conform
to the rates on the C.P.R. main line (including present discriminations), it can
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also be read to permit the Canadian National to adjust the rates over its shorter

lines in accordance with the longer mileage on C.P.R. branch lines. As the

latter reading will give the higher rate, in all cases that will give that result

it can only be expected that the railway will read it in that way. In such cases

the producers affected will of course fail to receive the benefit of what I under-

stand to be the direction of Parliament to the Board.

Section 1 of Order 448 puri)orts to repeat the Board's Order of July 8,

1925, (which was ignored by the railways). In so far as Order 448 is complied

with, in some degree and in some cases there will be reductions of grain rates

eastbound; but for the reasons above stated, I am unable to consider Section 1

of the Board's Order 448, as conforming to the terms of the Act of 1925, or ot

the Railway Act itself, or as granting the measure of relief in rates to Western

grain growers contemplated by the Act of 1925.

Grain and Other Rates, the Prairies to Vancouver

By section 2 of General Order 448, the Board confirms the Canadian
Pacific Railway in its defiance of the Board's Order of September 2, 1925, by
which the railways were required to reduce their export rates westbound to

Vancouver, to the level of rates eastbound to Fort William. By the finding

expressed in section 2 prairie producers served by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way main line and tributary branches to Vancouver, must pay the same charge

for the haulage of their grain 642 miles, that producers served by the C.N.R.
main line and tributary branches pay for their haulage of 766 miles to the same
port. The grain producers served by the C.P.R. main line and branches are

thereby subjected to a discriminatory rate of 2 cents per 100 pounds, as com-
pared with producers on the Canadian National Railways main line and tribu-

tary branches.

The Order in Council under which the General Rates Enquiry was held,

declared the purpose to be the establishment of rates that would " permit of

the freest possible interchange of commodities between the various provinces

and territories of the Dominion and the expansion of its trade both foreign and
domestic." Besides export grain rates from the prairies to Pacific ports, there

also came within the scope of the above direction consideration of the domestic
rates on grain and flour from the prairies to British Columbia, and the rates

on merchandise moving in either direction between Alberta and British Col-

umbia.

Objection was taken by the representatives of the two provinces chiefly

concerned to the domestic grain rate of 41^ cents per 100 pounds from Calgary
and Edmonton to Vancouver, as being excessive in comparison with the present

export rate of 21 cents per 100 pounds from the same points to Vancouver.
Objection was also taken to the " Mountain Differential," whereby class rates

on merchandise moving over either railway system pays on an excess mileage
of li to 1 on 524 miles of the C.P.R. and on 642 miles of the C.N.R. main lines.

The effect of Order 448 is to confirm these discriminations.

The Order for the General Rate Enquiry (P.C. 886), dated June 5, 1925,

directs the attention of the Board to three particular matters, of which the fol-

lowing are the first and last,

—

''(a) The claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that

they are entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which thev enjoved
prior to 1919."

"(c) The increased traffic eastward and westward through Pacific

Coast ports, owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient, and to the

transportation of products through the Panama Canal."

In regard to the subject mentioned in paragraph (a) ; after several months
had passed, the matter was taken out of the hands of the Railway Board and

46592—11
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placed in those of a Special Commission which duly investigated and reported.

Upon the Commission's report Parliament took action during its recent session,

and cut internal and outgoing Maritime Province rail rates 20 per cent below
the rates then existing; with the provision that whatever loss was incurred by
the railways would be paid out of the national treasury.

Up to 1919 rail rates in the Maritime Provinces had been below the average
in the rest of Canada. The railway returns showed a loss. It was assumed
that if the rates were levelled up the loss would disappear. This was done. The
result was a general disarrangement of business conditions in the Maritime
Provinces, which again necessarily resulted in increased losses to the railways.

The legislation of last session was an endeavour to repair the damage that had
been done by the rate increases of 1919.

Section (c) of the specific instructions to the Board, relates especially to

the two most westerly provinces. The rates there are admittedly higher for

equal service, than anywhere else in the Dominion. The Board was expressly

permitted (not instructed) by the Order, to level down these admittedly higher

rates. The majority have declined to do so.

In the result it appears that equality of rates as expressed in the Order in

Council, is understood by the majority of the Board to mean that rates from
ap])roximately 15 to IQO per cent above normal in the two most westerly pro-

vinces should be stabilized at that level as a measure of equalization, while in

the three most easterly provinces Parliament has found it necessary to level

down rates to 20 per cent below normal.

Considering these facts I am compelled to take the view that Section 2 of

the Board's Order 448 is rather a defiance of tlian a compliance with the Order
in Council (P.C. 886) under which the general freight rates enquiry was held.

Grain Rates, Bay Ports to Quebec

Section 5 of the Board's Order 4.48 places Quebec on the same export rate

level as Montreal as to grain from Georgian bay ports, and merchandise from
Toronto and points west. Although the rail haul is 170 miles farther to Quebec
than to Montreal I consider this a proper application of the principle of blanket-

ing rates to competitive ports of export, as in the case of the present grain rates

from Bay ports to Boston, 679 miles; Portland, 677 miles; St. John, 1,025 miles

and Halifax, 1,215 miles by C.N.R., or to Boston, 709 miles; or West St. John,

837 miles by C.P.R. The rate is 15.17 cents per 100 pounds in all these cases

and was also the rate to Quebec; while the rates from Bay ports to Montreal
339 miles, was 14.34 cents per 100 pounds. This will now also be the rate to

Quebec, 510 miles.

Grain Rates, Fort William to Quebec

Section 4 of Order 448 reduces the all-rail rate. Fort William and Armstrong
to Montreal and Quebec, from 34-J cents per 100 pounds on wheat, and 33 cents

per 100 pounds on other grain, to 18.34 cents per 100 pounds on all grain to

Quebec, only. While I entirely approve of the reduction ordered in the rate to

Quebec, I am unable to see how that reduction made to Quebec, only, does not

constitute discrimination against Montreal, as expressly prohibited by the Rail-

way Act; as the rail distance is practically the same by the National lines from
Fort William and Armstrong to both Montreal and Quebec. If it is proper—as

I believe it to be—to blanket Quebec with Montreal in regard to rates on export

grain from the foot of the lakes, although the rail haul is 170 miles farther, I

cannot agree that Montreal should be excluded from the reduced all-rail rate

from the head of the lakes to Quebec. The railway from Quebec to Winnipeg
was built in fulfilment of a definite national policy. It may well be that in

order to give due effect to that policy it should carry export grain at exception-

ally low and therefore discriminatory rates, but having regard to the terms of the
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Act which authorizes the existence and defines the duties and powers of the

Board, and further having regard to the terms of the Order in Council under
which the General Freight rates enquiry was held, I am compelled to believe that

the establishment of such discrimination in rates as that provided in section 4

of Board Order 448 is a responsibility of Parliament, and is not within the

present powers of this Board. As I understand the matter, the Board has power
to prevent, but has not been given the power to create discrimination in railway

rates.

Grain Rates to Maritiine Ports

Section (b) of the special instructions contained in P.C. 886 directs the

Board to establish fair and reasonable rates that will have regard to,

" (b). The encouragement of the movement of traffic through Cana-

dian ports."

By a further Order in Council (P.C. 24), dated January 7, 1926, the Board

was directed,

" Especially to inquire into the causes of Canadian grain and other

products being routed or diverted to other than Canadian ports, and to

take such effective action under the Railway Act, 1919, as the Board

of Railway Commissioners for Canada may deem necessary to ensure,

as far as possible, the routing of Canadian grain and other products

through Canadian ports."

I assume that in reducing grain rates from Armstrong to Quebec, as pro-

vided in Section 4 of Order 448, the majority of the Board sought authoriza-

tion for that action in the specific and emphatic references to the routing of

grain and other products through Canadian ports as above quoted from the

two Orders in Council, P.C. 886 and P.C. 24. If these Orders are to be accepted

as meaning what they plainly say, they are intended to apply to St. John and
Halifax, as well as to Quebec, and cannot be excluded from application to

Montreal. To take action under their authoritj^ in regard to Quebec and to

fail to do so in regard to St. John and Halifax is in my opinion, to disregard

their evident intent, and to fall very far short of creating a condition that can
reasonably be expected to achieve the purpose expressed in the directing orders.

Traffic moves to and from Canada through United States ports the year
around. The St. Lawrence is closed to ocean traffic during four and a half

months of each year. During that period ocean borne traffic to and from
Eastern Canada must pass through United States ports so far as Quebec and
Montreal are concerned. To reduce rates on grain from the prairies to Quebec
can only materially alter the situation if rates that will effectively compete with
the lake and rail route to New York are carried through to St. John and Hali-
fax. Order 448 makes no change in the rates to St. John and Halifax hitherto
prevailing. Therefore those ports are as securely locked against Canadian
grain traffic as before the Quebec rate was reduced, or as they were when
Orders P.C. 886 and P.C. 24 w^ere issued. The fact that wheat can reach Quebec
from Fort William at 11 (eleven) cents per bushel means nothing during more
than one-third of each year, if it is not able to reach St. John and Halifax at
a rate that is effectively competitive with the gross rate from Fort William to
New York of approximately 15 cents a bushel. The establishment of a rate com-
petitive with New^ York to St. John and Halifax is clearly within the powers of
the Board.

Therefore, in my opinion, the establishment of an 11 cent rate to Quebec
IS not even an approximate fulfillment of the directions expressly given in the
Order in Council of January 7, 1926.

Ottawa, August 30th, 1927.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 448

In the matter of the Order in Council, P.C. No. 886, of June 5, 1925, requiring

the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada to make a full and
complete investigation into the whole subject of railway freight rates in

the Do7ninion of Canada.

File No. 34123

Friday, the 26th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Olhtr, Commissioner.

Whereas by Order in Council, P.C. No. 886, dated the 5th day of June,

1925, this Board was directed to make a thorough investigation into the rate

structures of railways and railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of Par-
liament, with a view to the establishment of a fair and reasonable rate structure

which will in substantially similar circumstances and conditions be equal in

its application to all persons and localities, so as to permit of the freest possible

interchange of commodities between the various provinces and territories of the

Dominion, and the expansion of its trade, both foreign and domestic, having
due regard to,

—

(a) the claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that they are

entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which they enjoved prior

to 1919;

{b) the encouragement of the movement of traffic through Canadian ports;

(c) the increased traffic westward and eastward through Pacific Coast
ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient and to the trans-

portation of products through the Panama Canal.

And whereas by Order in Council, P.C. 24, dated the 7th day of January,

1926, the Board was directed, as a part of the general rate investigation above
referred to, especially to inquire into the causes of Canadian grain and other

products being routed or diverted to other than Canadian ports, and to take
such effective action under the Railway Act, 1919, as the Board may deem
necessary to ensure, as far as possible, the routing of Canadian grain and other

products through Canadian ports.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
Montreal, Windsor, Toronto, Moncton, St. John, Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon,

Edmonton, Calgary, Kelowna, Vernon, Kamloops, Vancouver, New- West-
minster, Chilliwack, Victoria, and Prince Rupert, in the presence of counsel arid

representatives of the provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime Provinces, and the Canadian
Pacific and Canadian National Railway Companies, the following among other
associations and Boards of Trade were represented at various sittings of the
Board or submitted their representations in writing, namely: The Boards of

Trade of New Westminster, Prince Rupert, Chilliwack and district, Kamloops,
Calgary, Moose Jaw, Saskatoon, Prince Albert, Estevan, Regina, Brandon,
Yorkton, Winnipeg, Toronto; Ontario Associated Boards of Trade, Cochrane,
Montreal, St. John, Halifax, Charlottetown, Moncton and Sydney; the Victoria
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Chfimber of Commerce, Western Cjinada Fruit and Produce Exchange, Cana-
dian Council of Agriculture, Retail Merchants' Association, Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association, Hamilton Chamber of Commerce, Canadian Njitional

Millers' Association, Canadian Lumbermen's Association, National Dairy

Council of Canada, Fruit Branch, Department of Agriculture of Canada, Live-

stock Producers of Canada, Live Stock Exchange of Toronto, Quebec Harbour
Commissioners; Chamber of Commerce, Joliette, Quebec; Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association and Canadian Freight Association.

The Board orders as follows, namely:—
L That the rates on grain and flour from all points on Canadian Pacific

branch lines west of Fort William to Fort William, Port Arthur and Westfort
be equalized to the present Canadian Pacific main line basis of rates of equi-

valent mileage groupings (the rates governed by the Crowsnest Pass agreement

not to be exceeded) : that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company publish

rates in accordance with the above direction, and that all other railway com-
panies adjust their rates on grain and flour to Fort William, Port Arthur, West-
fort, and Armstrong to the rates so put into effect by the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, such changes to become effective on the twelfth day of

September, 1927.

2. That the rates on grain and flour from prairie points to Vancouver and
Prince Rupert for export shall be on the same basis as the rates to Fort William,

but. in computing such rates, the distance from Calgary to Vancouver via the

Canadian Pacific Railway shall be assumed to be the same as from Edmonton
to Vancouver via the Canadian National Railway, namely, 766 miles.

3. That the provisions as to distributing tariffs, set out in section XVIT. of

the judgment in the Western Rates Case, shall, instead of being limited to the

Canadian Pacific Railway, as provided therein, be extended so as to apply to

the Canadian National Railway as well; the necessary amending tariffs to be
effective on the twelfth day of September, 1927.

4. That the rate of 34J cents per 100 pounds on wheat and 33 cents per

100 pounds on other grain for export from Port Arthur, Fort William, Westfort,

and Armstrong, Ont., to Quebec as shown in Supplement No. 32 to Canadian
National Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-447 be, and they are hereby disallowed;

and the Canadian National Railway Company is hereby directed to publish

and file in substitution thereof a tariff showing a rate of 18.34 cents per 100
pounds on all grain for export from Port Arthur, Fort William, Westfort, and
Armstrong, Ont., to Quebec. Such changes to become effective on or before,

but not later than, the twelfth day of September, 1927.

5. The Board further orders that all railway companies subject to its juris-

diction be, and they are hereby required to publish and file tariffs showing the
same rate to Quebec as to Montreal on,

—

(a) Grain from bay ports for export;

(b) All traffic from Toronto and points west thereof for export.
Such changes to become effective on or before, but not later than the twelfth
day of September, 1927.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

46592—12
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APPENDIX
I

Certified copy of a Minute of a Meeting of the Committee of the Privy Council,

approved by His Excellency the Governor General on the 5th June, 1925.

P.C. 886

The committee of the Privy Council have had under consideration the final

disposition of the petition to the Governor in Council of the Governments of the

provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba by way of appeal from a

General Order No. 408 of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada
(hereinafter referred to as the ''Board")? dated the 14th day of October, 1924,

under which certain tariffs of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and Can-
adian National Railways were disallowed and required to be withdrawn from

operation.

In and by the said petition the petitioners seek to have the above-mentioned

general order of the Board rescinded and further to have the discrimination

which would be created by the reinstatement of the tariffs disallowed by the

Board removed by lowering other rates to the level of the rates in effect on
Crowsnest commodities, so-called, prior to the effective date of the said order.

Upon the hearing it appeared that the petitioners had appealed to the

Supreme Court of Canada to have determined certain questions of law and juris-

diction of the Board arising in connection with the Board's general order above
mentioned. The committee, being of the opinion that, whatever the power of

council might be in the premises, it was essential that it should be advised as to

the exact situation in reference to these questions of law and jurisdiction before
finally disposing of this matter, and that the operation of the said general order

of the Board should be postponed pending the outcome of the said appeal to the

Supreme Court, recommended in part that the said general order of the Board
be varied so as to provide that the tariffs therein referred to should again become
operative and remain in effect until further order of the Board following the
decision of the Supreme Court of Canada on the said appeal to it. Effect was
given to this recommendation by the issue of Order in Council (P.C. 2220) dated
the 25th day of December, 1924.

It appears that the Supreme Court of Canada, after argument in which
were heard not only counsel for the present petitioners and the railway com-
panies interested, but also counsel for the province of Britiish Columblia, the
Maritime Province^, the cities of Edmonton, Alberta, and Saskatoon, Saskatche-
wan, and Brantford, Ontario, and after reserving judgment, directed that the

questions submitted to it be answered as follows:

—

Question 1. Whether, as a matter of law, the Board is empowered, under the

jurisdiction conferred upon it by the Railway Act, or otherwise, to authorize

railway rates upon the railway of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
in excess of the maximum rates referred to in the Crow's Nest Pass Act,

being chapter 5, 60-61 Victoria, Statutes of Canada, and in the Agreement
therein referred to, upon the commodities therein mentioned.

Answer. No.

Question 2. If the court shall be of the opinion that the Crow's Nest Pass Act
or Agreement is binding upon the Board . of Railway Conomiissioners fon

Canada, then, according to the constmction of the Crow's Nest Pass Act,

section 1, clause {d), and the Agreement made thereunder,

—

(a) 1. Are the rates therein provided applicable to traffic westbound from

Fort William and from all points east of Fort William now on the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company's raihvay?

Answer. No.
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(a) 2. Are such rates confined to westbound traffic originating at Fort Wil-
liam and at such points cast of Fort William as were, at the date of the

passing of the Act and (or) the making of the Agreement, on the com-
pany's line of railway?

Atiswer. Yes.

{b) Are such rates applicable to traffic originating at points east of Fort

William which were, at the date of the passing of the Act and (or) the

making of the agreement, on any line of railw^ay owned or leased by
or operated on account of the Canadian Pacific Railway?

Answer. In order that the traffic provided for by clause (d) should fall under

that clause it must originate at Fort William or some point east thereof

which at the date of the agreement was ''on the company's railway?

(c) Are the rates therein provided applicable to traffic destined to points

west of Fort William which are now on the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company's railway, or on any line of railway owned or leased by or

operated on account of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company?

Answer. In order that the rates prescribed in clause (d) should apply the

destination of traffic otherwise within that clause must be a point wdiich

was, at the date of the Agreement, on the company's main line or on

(some) line of railway throughout Canada owned or leased by or operated

on account of the company."

(d) Are such rates confined to traffic destined to points west of Fort Wil-
liam which were, at the date of the passing of the Act or the making
of the Agreement, on the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's rail-

way, or on any line of raihvay owned or leased by or operated on
acount of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company?

Answer. Yes.

Question 3. Whether, as a matter of law, the Board is empowered, under the

jurisdiction conferred upon it by the Railway Act, or otherwise, to authorize

rates upon the Canadian Pacific Railway on grain and flour from all points

on the main line, branches or connections of the company west of Fort
William, to Fort William and Port Arthur, and all points cast beyond the

maximum rates specified in tlie Crow's Nest Pass Act and Agreement, and
referred to, in chapter 41, Statutes of Canada (1922).

Answer. No.

Upon the hearing before Your Excellency in Council it appeared that the

re-establishment of the rates provided for in the Crowsnest Pass Agreement
upon the limited list of commodities and between the points specified therein

had brought about considerable variations in the rates applicable thereto prior

to the 7th day of .luly, 1924, and it was urged on behalf of a large section of

the Dominion, and in particular by counsel for the cities of Edmonton, Alberta,

and Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and the Maritime Provinces, as wcW as repre-

sentatives of responsible trade organizations in the provinces of Ontario and
Quebec that the establishment of these rates would disrupt the rate structure

built up under the control of ' the Board since its creation, with consequent
serious injury to trade relationships throughout the Dominion.

It was also urged that sources of supply had changed since the Agreement
was made and that certain commodities which were formerly shipped in large
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quantities from Eastern Canada to the Prairie Provinces are now largely sup-

plied either by local industries or from British Columbia, which latter province,

it was alleged, would be cut off from a large part of its natural market by the

permanent restoration of the Crowsnest rates.

It was further urged that the continuance of the Crowsnest rates (so-

called) would compel the Canadian National Railways to make similar reduc-

tions from all competitive points, and thus involve a serious loss in revenue to

them which would have to be made up from other Government sources and

further postpone the time when it would be possible to make any general rate

readjustment or to solve satisfactorily the problem of the National Railways.

The committee observe that the agreement in question was made at a time

when the Canadian Pacific Railway Company was the only company having

a through line of railway extending through the Prairie Provinces and British

Columbia, and before the creation of the Board for the control of railway rates

under the provisions of the Railway Act of 1903 and subsequent Acts; and

further, that the underlying purpose of the rate control inaugurated by the

Railway Act of 1903 was to do away as far as possible with all unjust dis-

criminations and undue preferences, and to secure a fair and reasonable rate

structure, which, under substantially similar circumstances and conditions

would be equal in its application to all persons and localities.

The committee are of the opinion that the policy of equalization of freight

rates should be recognized to the fullest possible extent as being the only means
of dealing equitably with all parts of Canada, and as being the method best

calculated to facilitate the interchange of commodities between the various por-

tions of the Dominion, as well as the encouragement of industry and agriculture

and the development of export trade.

The committee are further of the opinion that to give effect to this policy,

and considering the submissions made by counsel and important trade organiza-

tions representing different provinces and localities in the Dominion as to the

disadvantages that would be suffered by such provinces and localities by any
partial or incomplete consideration of the freight rate structure, a thorough
and complete investigation of the whole subject of railway freight rates in the

Dominion should be carried out by the Board of Raihvay Commissioners, the

body constituted by Parliament with full powers under statute to fix and control

railway rates.

The committee are further of the opinion that as the production and export

of grain and flour forms one of the chief assets of the Dominion, and in order

to encourage the further development of the great grain growing provinces of

the West, on which development the future of Canada in large measure depends,
it is desirable that the maximum cost of the transportation of these products
should be determined and known, and therefore are of opinion that the maxi-
mum established for rates on grain and flour, as at present in force under the
Crowsnest Pass Agreement, should not be exceeded.

The committee are further of the opinion that, before such investigation is

undertaken, it is essential to ensure that the provisions of the Railway Act in

reference to tariffs and tolls, and the jurisdiction of the Board thereunder, be
unfettered by any limitations other than the provisions as to grain and flour

hereinbefore mentioned.

The committee therefore advise that the Board be directed to make a
thorough investigation of the rate structures of railways and railway companies
subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament, with a view to the establishment of a
fair and reasonable rate structure, which will, under substantially similar cir-

cumstances and conditions, be equal in its application to all persons and locali-

ties, so as to permit of the freest possible interchange of commodities between
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the various provinces and territories of the Dominion and the expansion of its

trade, both foreign and domestic, having (hie regard to the needs of its agricul-

tural and other basic industries, and in particular to:

—

(a) The claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that they are

entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which they enjoyed prior

to 1919;

(b) The encouragement of the movement of traffic through Canadian
ports

;

(c) The increased traffic westward and eastward through Pacific coast

ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient and to the trans-

portation of products through the Panama canal.

The committee further advise that legislation be introduced at the present

session of Parliament, making it clear that the provisions of the Railway Act
of 1919 in respect of tariffs and tolls shall, save in the particular above men-
tioned, be operative notwithstanding any special Acts or agreements and
removing all doubts as to the validity of tariffs heretofore filed.

The committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.

(Sgd.) E. J. LEMAIRE,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

II

BOARD OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR CANADA

Notice to the Public

In compliance with the instructions to this Board contained in Order in

Council P.C. 886, dated June 5, 1925, by which the Committee of the Privy
Council made final disposition of the petition to the Governor in Council of the

Governments of the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, by way
of appeal from General Order No. 408 of the Board of Railway Commissioners
for Canada, which Order in Council, among other things, recites that,

—

" The committee are of the opinion that the policy of equalization of

freight rates should be recognized to the fullest possible extent as being

the only means of dealing equitably with all parts of Canada, and as

being the method best calculated to facilitate the interchange of com-
. modities between the various portions of the Dominion, as well as the

encouragement of industry and agriculture and the development of export

trade.

The committee are further of the opinion that to give effect to this

poficy, and considering the submissions made by counsel and important
trade organizations representing different provinces and localities in the

Dominion as to the disadvantages tliat would be suffered by such pro-

vinces and localities by any partial or incomplete consideration of the

freight rate structure, a thorough and complete investigation of the wliole

subject of railway freight rates in the Dominion should be carried out by
the Board of Railway Commissioners, the body constituted by Parliament
with full powers under statute to fix and control railway rates.

" The committee are further of the opinion that as the production

and export of grain and flour forms one of the chief assets of the Domin-
ion, and in order to encourage the further development of the great

grain-growing provinces of the West, on which development tlie future
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of Canada in large measure depends, it is desirable that the maximum
cost of the transportation of these products should be determined and
known, and therefore are of opinion that the maximum established for

rates on grain and flour, as at present in force under the Crowsnest Pass
Agreement, should not be exceeded.

The committee are further of the opinion that before such investi-

gation is undertaken it is essential to ensure that the provisions of the

Railway Act in reference to tariffs and tolls, and the jurisdiction of the

Board thereunder, be unfettered by any limitations other than the pro-

visions as to grain and flour hereinbefore mentioned.
" The committee therefore advise that the Board be directed to make

a thorough investigation of the rate structures of railways and railway
companies subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament, w^ith a view to the

establishment of a fair and reasonable rate structure, which will, undei
substantially similar circumstances and conditions, be equal in its appli-

cation to all persons and localities, so as to permit of the freest possible

interchange of commodities between the various provinces and territories

of the Dominion and the expansion of its trade, both foreign and domes-
tic, having due regard to the needs of its agricultural and other basic

industries, and in particular to:

(a) The claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that

they are entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which they
enjoyed prior to 1919;

(6) The encouragement of the movement of traffic through Canadian
ports

;

(c) The increased traffic westward and eastward through Pacific

coast ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient and
to the transportation of products through the Panama canal";

—

The Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, in order to effect and
carry out as expeditiously as possible the directions of the above in part recited

Order in Council, keeping in view the specific instructions contained therein,

hereby requests the public, both as individuals and organizations, as well as

provincial, municipal and civic authorities. Boards of Trade, Chambers of

Commerce; Trade, Industrial and Labour organizations; firms, companies and
individuals, including shippers and carriers, as follows:—

(a) To submit to the Board any statement of facts under which it is

claimed that unjust discrimination, or undue preference, or unfair

treatment exists in connection with the rates of freight charged upon
any commodities; or in the treatment of any person, city or province
by any railway company:

{b) To set forth the grounds upon which it is claimed on behalf of the

Maritime Provinces that they are entitled to the restoration of the rate

basis which they enjoyed prior to 1919;

(c) To make submission as to the encouragement of the movement of

traffic through Canadian seaports:

It is recommended that all submissions filed pursuant to the above sugges-
tions be printed or legibly typewritten, and at least twenty copies thereof be
forwarded to the secretary of the Board at Ottawa, not later than the 15th

day of August, 1925. All statements and memoranda so filed will be open to

public inspection at the office of the secretary of the Board. Persons inspecting

the same will be permitted to take copies thereof, and to reply thereto by
statement filed with the secretary of the Board not later than the 1st day of

September, 1925. Not less than twenty copies to be filed. All memoranda
and statements filed in pursuance of the above are for the consideration of the
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Board in the matters involved, beinp; intended as an aid and guidance to the

Board in its investigation, but are not to be received in lieu of evidence upon the

matters therein dealt with.

Testimony now before the Board in cases already heard and in which no
decision has been given is not to be repeated. New and material evidence in

such cases may be submitted in the usual way.
The purpose of the above request is to put the Board, as early as possible,

in possession of any and all complaints against the existing rate structure

which may be put forward for its consideration in the investigation to be held

pursuant to the directions contained in the Order in Council, and to specifically

direct the attention of the Board to the subject matter of such complaints,

with a view of considering what changes, adjustments and redistribution in

rate incidence, in accordance with the law, may be necessary to correct the

defects complained of, and to secure to the fullest possible extent the equaliza-

tion of freight rates, so as to deal equitably with all parts of Canada, as weill

as to facilitate the interchange of commodities between various portions of the

Dominion and to encourage industry and agriculture and the development of

export trade.

The Board desires to enter upon such investigation with the least prac-

ticable delay, and to conduct the same ifi a manner most calculated to secure a

complete and systematic development of all. facts material to the inquiry with a

minimum of disturbance to business and traffic conditions generally.

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary.

Ottawa, July 9, 1925.

III

Certified to be a true copy of a Mimite oj a Meeting of the Committee of the'

Privy Council, approved by His Excellency the Governor General on the

7th January, 1926,

B.C. 24

The committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

January 6, 1926, from the Minister of Railways and Canals, representing that

the committee of the Privj- Council has had under consideration the advisabil-

ity of encouraging to the fullest extent the movement of Canadian grain and
other products through Canadian ports.

The minister states that by Order in Council (B.C. 886), dated June 5,

1925, the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada was directed to make
a thorougli investigation, already imder way, of the rates structures of railways

and railway companies subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament with a view
to tlie establishment of a fair and reasonable rate structure which will, under
substantially similar circumstances and conditions, be equal in its application
to all persons and localities, so as to permit of the freest possible interchange

of commodities between the various provinces and territories of the Dominion
and the expansion of its trade, both foreign and domestic, having due regard

to the needs of its agricultural and other basic industries, and in particular to:

(a) the claim asserted on behalf of the Maritime Provinces that they are

entitled to the restoration of the rate basis which they enjoyed prior

to 1919;

(b) the encouragement of the movement of traffic through Canadian ports;

(c) the increased traffic westward and eastward through Pacific coast

ports owing to the expansion of trade with the Orient and to the

transportation of products through the Panama canal.
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Tlie committee of the Privy Council therefore recommends that the Board
of Railway Commissioners for Canada be directed, as a part of the general

rate investigation above referred to, especially to inquire into the causes of

Canadian grain and other products being routed or diverted to other than
Canadian ports, and to take such effective action under the Railway Act, 1919,

as the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada may deem necessary to

ensure, as far as possible, the routing of Canadian grain and other products
through Canadian ports.

The cormnittee submit the foregoing for Your Excellency's approval.

(Sgd.) E. J. LEMAIRE,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
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In the matter of Order in Council, P.C. No. 886, of June 5, 1925, requirimj the

Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada to make a full and com-
plete investigation into the Rate Structure of Railways and Railway
Companies subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament.

(File No. 34123.)

IN THE MATTER OF VARIOUS INDIVIDUAL SUBMISSIONS AND APPLICATIONS PRE-
SENTED TO THE BOARD IN THE GENERAL FREIGHT RATE INVESTIGATION.

It is set out in the judgment of the Chief Commissioner that in addition
to the issues raised in the submissions from the various provinces, there were
•some eighty individual submissions presented to the Board, not involved in the
matters dealt with by the Board's judgment, which would be disposed of in a
separate schedule. These individual submissions were received from all parts
of the country and related to the rates on various commodities and with vary-
ing territorial application. In some cases discrimination was alleged, and in

other instances reductions in rates were applied for. Some of the applications
were developed orally at sittings of the Board at various points, and others are
on the record to be disposed of on written submissions.

Subsequent to presenting same, a number of parties making submissions
wrote the Board asking that they be considered withdrawn. A list of these

follows:

—

File Number.

34123.4.2 —Dominion Foundries and Steel, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

34123.7 —Salada Tea Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

34123.9 —Canada Western Cordage Co. Ltd., New Westminster, B.C.
34123.14.2—Guy Tombs, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

34123.21 —Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
34123.22 —Northern Ontario Light & Power Co. Ltd., Cobalt, Ont.
34123.27 —Bird & Son, Hamilton, Ont.

34123.28 —H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

34123.41 —Grande Prairie Board of Trade, Grande Prairie, Alta.

34123.43 —Cassidy's Limited, Winnipeg.
34123.49 —Niagara Falls Branch, Can. Manufacturers' Ass'n.

34123.54 —Schofield Paper Company, Saint John, N.B.
34123.56 —Canadian National INlillers Ass'n., Montreal, Que.
34123.73 —South Shore Board of Trade, St. Lambert, Que.

303
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There were a number of submissions which expressed general views on
rate and transportation matters, but which did not raise specific issues, or,

where certain rates were alluded to, the matter was not developed in sufficient

detail. While what is stated in these submissions, worded in general terms, has
been noted and considered, they are not being herein specifically dealt with,

•except that in some cases the questions raised in these general submissions are

covered by other submissions that are dealt with in the judgment of the Board
or the report which is contained herein. The submissions coming under this

•category are as follows:

—

File Number.

34123.5 —Canadian Council of Agriculture, Winnipeg, Man.
34123.8.2 —Ontario Fruit Growers' Associations, St. Catharines, Ont.

Niagara Peninsula Fruit Growers' Association, St. Catharines, Ont.

St. Catharmes Chamber of Commerce, St. Catharines, Ont.

34123.13.2—United Farmers of Manitoba.
34123.14 —Canadian Lumbermen's Association, Ottawa, Ont.

34123.19 —Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, Montreal, Que.
34123.20 —Board of Trade of the City of Toronto, Ont.

34123.29.1—Cochrane Board of Trade, Cochrane, Ont.

34123.31 —Vegreville Board of Trade, Vegreville, Alta..

34123.36 —W. 0. Sealev, Hamilton, Ont.

34123.40 —Fort William Board of Trade.
Port Arthur Board of Trade.

34123.52 —Dominion Fuel Board, Ottawa, Ont.

34123.71 —Montreal Board of Trade.

34123.72 —Tisdale, Sask., Board of Trade.

In some of the submissions the questions that were raised related to inter-

national rates from points in Canada to destinations in the United States. The
decision of the Board is that the submissions that raised the question of inter-

national rates will be dealt with apart from and subsequent to its disposition

of the matters coming under the heading of the General Freight Rate Investiga-

tion. Submissions coming under this heading are as follows:

—

File Number
34123.2.2 —Associated Shippers of New Brunswick, Hartland, N.B.
34123.8.1 —Fitzsimmons Fruit Company, Ltd., Port Arthur, Ont.

34123.14 —Canadian Lumbermen's Association, Ottawa, Ont.

34123.14.1—Gillies Bros. Ltd., Braeside, Ont.
34123.19 —Canadian Pulp & Paper Association, Montreal, Que.

34123.47 —American Cyanamid Company, Niagara Falls, Ont.

The matter of joint rates is raised in certain submissions and the decision

of the Board is that same will be dealt with subsequently, and independently

of the General Freight Rate Investigation. This refers to the following:

—

File Number
34123.20 —Board of Trade of the City of Toronto, Ont.
34123.50 —Nestle's Food Company (Inc.) New York, N.Y.
34123.70 —John P. Stevenson & Co., Toronto, Ont.

The question of rates on iron and steel commodities is to be dealt with apart
from the General Freight Rate Investigation. Tariffs filed by the carriers revis-

ing the rates on iron and steel articles to be effective December 1, 1926, were
suspended by Order No. 38462 dated November 27, 1926, and the matter is

standing for hearing. This has reference to submissions of the British Empire
Steel Corporation and others, as well as being referred to in file number 34123.4
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(the Steel Companv of Caniida, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.) ami file number
34123.20 (Board of Trade of the City of Toronto, Ont.).

While the issues raised in the submissions from the various provinces are

dealt with in part in the judgment of the Board, and in other respects in the

report which follows herein, there are some rates that were referred to that

are not dealt with in detail, or specifically, herein, although in this connection

it may be stated that the record has been read and considered.

With regard to the balance of the individual submissions, the Board con-

curs in the conclusions arrived at by the Chief Traffic Officer, whose report

follows:

—

Report of the Chief Traffic Officer

File 34123.1

Submissions of the Saskatchewan Stock Growers' Association, the Saskatchewan
Live Stock Board, the Western Stock Growers' Association, and of Counsel

for the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, re rates on
live stock.

The Saskatchewan Stock Growers' Association and the Western Stock
Growers' Association forwarded written submissions under date of July 9 and
October 5, 1925, respectively, in the form of resolution passed by their associa-

tions. Both resolutions were in the same language as follows:

—

" Whereas the prices received by the producers of live stock, whether
such live stock is marketed in Canada or exported, are controlled by
prices prevailing in export markets, and which the cost of transportation

to such export markets operates to reduce by that amount the prices

received for live stock at the point of shipment.
" Therefore be it resolved by the Saskatchewan Stock Growers' Asso-

ciation in annual convention assembled, that the executive be instructed

to bring these facts to the attention of the Dominion Government, rail-

way companies and the Board of Railway Commissioners, when the new
freight rates are being drawn up, and further, that all bodies concerned
be strongly urged to regard live stock as being at least as fully entitled

to basic commodity rates as grain and flour in the new freight rate,

structure."

The Saskatchewan Live Stock Board filed written submission under date
of September 11, 1925, in which they expressed the opinion that the following
changes were necessary in order to foster the live stock industry:

—

''A reduction of the charges on cattle for export to approximately
pre-war rates, and a corresponding reduction on horses.

" A reduction on rates on shipments of horses, cattle, sheep, swine
and poultry to local and Eastern markets to approximately pre-war rates.

" An adjustment of the local rates on horses to conform more closely
to rates on cattle.

" A renewal of the privilege of completing loading of stock at primarj^
provincial markets."

That portion of the written submission of counsel for the province of Sas-
katchewan, dated May 3, 1926, which deals with rates on live stock, reads :~

" That in order to permit of the freest possible interchange of com-
niodities between the various provinces of the Dominion and the expan-
sion of its trade having due regard to the needs of the basic industry of
agriculture, the existing tariffs covering the movement of cattle, hogs,
sheep and horses be examined with a view to:

47647—

U
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" (a) Equalizing the rates presently published for the movement of

these commodities within prairie territory to the basis of the rates for

similar movements in eastern territory.

" {b) Reducing the rates on cattle, hogs and sheep from stations in

the prairie provinces to Montreal and stations west thereof for consump-
tion in eastern Canada, and to the ports of Montreal, Quebec, St. John
and Halifax for export.

" (c) To a closer approximation between the rates for the movement
of horses and cattle within prairie territory. The movement is largely

of range horses of low value, not exceeding that of cattle. At present it

costs the producer $1? more per car of 20,000 pounds to ship horses of

this type than cattle from Maple Creek to Moose Jaw.

[d] Providing wider privileges for the completion of loads en route

to and at primary markets. When cars of cattle, hogs or sheep less than

minimum weight are received at primary markets under the present regu-

lation, the local buyer has practically no outside competition, as a result

of which the producer receives a substantially lower price for his product.
" (e) The encouragement of finishing live stock on the farms and in

the feedlots of the west by the maintenance of a low rate on feeder stock

from primary markets to such farms and feedlots."

In the written submission of counsel for the province of Manitoba, dated

August 21, 1925, it is set out:

—

" That mixed farming has become a very important industry in

Manitoba: that with the increased volume of business, lower rates out-

ward should prevail on cattle, sheep, hogs and dairy produce of all kinds."

The submission and argument of counsel for Alberta was largely confined

to an application for reduction in the rates on cattle, hogs and sheep from
Alberta points to Vancouver.

The submissions of the various live stock associations, and of the province

of Saskatchewan, were developed at sittings of the Board in Regina, June 21 and
22, 1926. At the final hearing in Ottawa further evidence was put in, as well as

argument. Numerous exhibits were also filed. While the evidence, exhibits

and argument have all been carefully read and considered, it is not proposed to

comment in detail upon all the exhibits and evidence.

The various applications for a reduction in the live stock rates are all based

on the ground that this is a very important industry, and the necessity exists of

doing everything possible to make it favourable for live stock to be produced,

which includes as low freight rates as it is possible to obtain; in other words,
reduced rates are applied for based on the alleged needs of the industry, and
nowhere in the record will there be found any evidence adduced to the effect

that the rates now current on live stock, in themselves, or as compared with
rates on other commodities, are unreasonable.

At the Regina sittings various representatives of the live stock industry

appeared. Mr. Wylie made some comparison of the conditions as they existed

in the early ranching days, that is, prior to 1905 or 1906, and as they are to-day.

He stated under the old conditions there was practically no expense and no
taxation, and while, at that time prices were not high, owing to the small expense

of production, he expressed the opinion that they were better off under those
conditions than to-day. At present the cost of production is a good deal heavier
by reason of cost of fencing and equipment, and one of the greatest factors in the
increased cost is due to the necessity of purchasing a larger area of what is

known as owned land as against grazing lands which were rented prior to 1905
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from the Dominion Government at 2 cents per acre, to which was added a pro-

vincial tax of 1-J cents, making a total rental of 3J cents per acre per annum.
He stated the cattle producer was not receiving a satii^factory price and, therefore,

needs assistance through reduced freight rates. Figures were given showing
estimates of cost of raising cattle, but admittedly these figures would show a

material variance in different localities, so that there is nothing conclusive on
the record as to the situation as a whole in this respect.

Mr. Learmonth stressed the desirability of finishing feeding cattle in Sas-

katchewan rather than shipping them out of the province and to Eastern Canada
for finishing. He gave statistics concerning the production of live stock and the

handling of feeders. He stated:

—

" The present feeder rates help to stimulate feeding and although the

volume is a long way from ideal, the assistance to the feeder is both of

importance in helping Ijim to secure his stock and after he has finished it

to help him to secure a stronger price on the best markets."

Mr. Learmonth 's only submission as regards the freight rates was the state-

ment. It would surely be encouraging to the feeder to have the present rates

favourable and lower rates to eastern points on finished cattle either for con-

sumption or for export."

Mr. Wright, President of the Western Canada Live Stock Union, dealt

particularly with the export situation and referred to the competition in Great

Britain with Argentine chilled beef and the war between the Argentine producers

and i^^crican packers as affecting tlie market in Great Britain for Canadian
finished cattle. He stated the miners' strike in England last year had seriously

affected the Canadian cattle trade. He also referred to the important outlet for

Saskatchewan surplus cattle in the United States after removal of its tariff

against Canadian cattle in 1900, and the severe curtailment in that trade follow-

ing the year 1919 in which the United States Government again imposed the

tariff against Canadian cattle.

Mr. Robertson, Live Stock Commissioner of the province of Saskatchewan,
stressed the extent and importance of the live stock industry and the necessity

of doing everything possible to make it favourable for live stock to be produced.
He pointed out that while there had been a marked development in the live stock

industry in the last twenty years, the development during the last ten years
has been slow, and in the period last named there has not been the progress
expected. He stated there were several factors contributing to the conditions

existing in recent years, the principal one being the upsetting of things caused
by the deflation after the war. He stated that in 1920 the price of cattle under-
went a deflation that was so serious that it crippled the finances of stock
raisers and put many of them out of business, and others will require a con-
siderable period of prosperity to recover.

At page 7550 Mr. Robertson stated, after giving statistics as to estimated
value of live stock and live stock products:

—

" These figures indicate that the live stock industry has been pass-
ing through, and is still passing through a period of depression, and as

the permanent prosperity of this country depends upon agriculture, and
the permanent success of agriculture depends on the growing of live

stock it behooves every allied interest to give the live stock industry
every possible assistance, and the railways of Canada can play a very
important part by granting the very lowest possible freight rates. In
fact, it is to their interest to assist the stock men of Western Canada
and the live stock industry in general to the utmost of their ability,

and there is considerable evidence to show that they are alive to the
situation."
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In the various submissions it is apparent that the live stock industry

recognizes that the railway companies have been of considerable assistance.

In the written submission of the Saskatchewan Live Stock Board, dated Sep-

tember 11, 1925, it is stated:

—

" It is recognized that the continuance of the successful raising of

live stock is of the greatest importance to the well being of the prov-

ince, in fact, is of national importance, is evidenced by the efforts put

forward by Dominion and Provincial Governments and the transpoi:-

tation companies."

Mr. Robertson stated (page 7555) :

—

" That the railways are far sighted and broad minded is evidenced

by the fact that they in other ways do considerable for the encourage-

ment of the growing of live stock. They play their part in promoting

better live stock on the farms by carrying pedigreed breeding stock

at half rates, carrying live stock to provincial exhibitions free one way,
encouraging better live stock through the operation of better live stock

trains, encouraging Boys' and Girls' Swine Clubs, assisting drought

areas by reduced rates for the transportation of fodder, and in various

other ways. All these are important and indicate a proper appreciation

of the importance of developing this basic industry."

Again at page 7575 he stated:

" The railway companies have always, when they were approached
to do anything for the encouragement of better live stock, shown a

willingness to co-operate."

The reduction sought in the rates on cattle, hogs and sheep from prairie

points to Eastern Canada for consumption there, or for export, is on the ground
that any reduction in the toll will be of just that much assistance to the live

stock industry.

With regard to rates locally between points in Western Canada on cattle,

hogs and sheep, exhibits were filed showing that up to 50 miles rates in prairie

territory are the same or lower than in Eastern Canada; beyond 50 miles the

rates in prairie territory are higher than in Eastern Canada, the differences

in the case of cattle, hogs and sheep ranging from 1 to 4^ cents per 100 pounds.

Equalization with Eastern Canada with respect to these local movements of

cattle, hogs and sheep between points in prairie territory, is applied for.

With regard to horses, exhibit F.H. 154 shows no uniformity as between
points in prairie territory and in Eastern Canada, the rates in cents per 100

pounds being:

—

Miles Eastern Prairie

10 7 6^
lU
17

25 m
50
75 :. in

24
21

100 26
150 29 29^

33200 341

300 43 41

400 46

500 52 5U
600 ; 59*

66^
80

57J
61700

800 66

900 94 71

1000 i02| 1h\
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The reduction ai)i)lied for in the rates on horses was more particularly

for shipments from prairie points to Eastern Canada. It was stated that

there is a market for range horses in the Maritime Provinces and for heavy
draft horses in Ontario. It was set out that there was a surplus of horses

for which there was no local demand in the west, consequently they are very

low in price. While the low value of the horses was referred to, there arc no
specific figures on the record making comparison as to value between horses

and cattle. On referring to the Canada Year Book, 1926, page 227, under the

heading of Estimated Numbers and Values of Farm Live Stock in Canada,
by provinces, 1922-1925," the following data are found regarding horses and
cattle in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta:

—

Province 1922 1923 1924 1925 1922 1923 1924 1925

No. No. No. No. 000 000 000 000
Manitoba

—

$ S $ $
Horses 374,632 362,407 369,722 359,839 31,599 23,265 23,055 24,815

252,245 253,715 263,577 233,273 10,589 10,170 10,248 10,229
Other cattle 488,495 437,990 446,705 487,472 12,302 9,952 10,069 13,525
Total cattle 740,740 691,711 710,282 720,745 22,891 20,122 20,317 23,754

Saskatchewan

—

Horses 1,143,502 1,137,301 1.170,745 1,169,952 76,978 59,931 70,245 77,217
Milch cows 456,006 403,813 468,151 496,502 18,405 15,645 19,194 20,357
Other cattle 1.146,780 1,131,274 1,060,716 1,002,909 26,064 24,1.33 24,396 26,076
Total cattle 1,602,786 1,535,087 1,528,867 1,499,411 44,469 39,778 43,590 46,433

Alberta-
863,316 829,143 861,537 849,939 36,630 33,439 33,038 36,393
392,037 410,242 4.33,528 460,722 14,724 15,808 16,332 18,318

Other cattle 1,261,005 1,110,682 1,188,468 1,066,007 26,124 25,253 27,114 27,635
Total cattle 1,653,043 1,520,924 1,621,996 1,526,729 40,848 41,061 43,446 45,S#3

There is nothing to indicate specifically whether or not this includes the

range horses referred to.

It was stated there were large numbers of these horses of little value iin

Western Canada and it was urged that something should be done to stimulate

their movement to some market where they could be disposed of. Mr. Wyliei

stated that there was a market in Quebec and that they were moving there in

considerable volume at present, but that it was more or less a speculative

business. At page 7480 the following discussion took place:—

•

By Mr. Watson:
" Q. I do not want to impose on Mr. Wylie, but I am interested in

this horse business. Have you any idea what these horses would be
worth in the province of Quebec, what could be got for them?—A. I do
not know what they are getting for them, but they are coming up here

and buying them at a very cheap rate and taking them down there, and
they keep coming to get more, so I suppose it must be remunerative to the
people who are engaged in it.

" Q. So that the present rate is not an obstacle to the horses moving?
—A. I say much larger numbers would go, in fact, I do not know but
what we would move them all, that are here, in time, especially if a few
thousand are taken to Europe. The older animals would be taken to
Quebec probably, because there seems to be a great market there for these
light horses."

The carriers point out that the question of reduced rates is approached
entirely from the standpoint of assistance to the live stock industry. They refer

to the assistance that they gave to the live stock industry in 1921, following the
serious condition existing in 1920 as result of the post-war deflation. At that time
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the industry was in a very serious condition and effective August 15, 1921, the

railway companies reduced the rates on cattle, hogs and sheep locally in both
Western and Eastern Canada by taking off all the increase in rates authorized

by the Board effective September 13, 1920, while from Western to Eastern Can-
ada a reduction of 20 per cent was made. This action had the effect of making a

greater reduction from the peak level of freight rates, in the case of live stock,

than has yet taken place with respect to other commodities, except in the case

of the Crowsnest grain rates which are statutory. The carriers point out that

there has been a marked improvement in the live stock industry since 1921, and
they refer to exhibit No. 23 filed by counsel for Saskatchewan, being 6th Annual
Live Stock Market and Meat Trade Review for 1925, in which the following

appears:

—

It would appear that after a long period of depression the live stock

industry has once again entered upon a cycle of prosperity and, given
normal pasture and feed conditions during the next few years, cattle,

sheep and swine production should more than compensate for the post-

war depression.
" Markets were remarkable for the absence of sharp and wide fluctua-

tions, so common in other j^ears. The autumn marketing period was out-

standing by virtue of the comparative ease with which the increased sup-

plies went into consumption and the unusual steadiness to price levels.

No gluts nor drastic price reductions occurred, a condition which can be
credited to few autumn runs in the history of our marketings. This unique
situation as regards cattle was attributed to a very excellent demand for

stockers and feeders to turn the big crop of winter feed into money, and
an improved consumptive demand for beef for both home and export trade.

It is estimated that the average price on the rank and file of cattle

marketed during the last three months of the year was from 90 cents to

$1.35 per hundred higher than during 1924, and this on a run containing

an increased offering of lightweight cattle, very heavy marketings of female
stock, and fewer strongweight cattle than during the previous year.

Country buyings of export cattle were relatively heavy in 1925 and a much
smaller percentage of weighty stock reached the market than would have
been the case had country buyers been less active. Demand was so good
that during the autumn prices paid for weighty stock for export were often

out of line with British market values.
" Heavyweight cattle, a class which normally has not proved economic

of production, came back to trade popularity during the year, due to the

shortage of beef tonnage and the small supplies of good weights: This'

class enjoyed a similarly strong season in the United States and sold at

times better than the smaller stock.

Prospects are encouraging. No surplus of beef stock exists in any
of the chief producmg countries and world consumption based on pur-

chasing power should more than hold the present rate. Reference to

English, Irish and United States statistics indicates no heavy production
for 1926-1927.

The hog situation in Canada in 1925 was remarkable for strong and
steady prices on a pretty good run, and a very noticeable improvement in

the general quality of the offering. It is estimated that the per head value

of hogs of good bacon weights and quality was a full $7 higher than during

the previous year. Short supplies on the British market from Denmark
and the United States contributed to the good price movement and our
export of 86,000 head to the Pacific Coast states of the United States was
a buoyant factor. But among the chief reasons for the improved market
was a generally higher standard of quality in the select and thick smooth
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classes, combined with a better export pack, and a regained reputation

among British consumers, as producers and manufacturers of high quality-

export bacon.
" During 1925 we were able to materially narrow the spread in price

between the best grades of our product and the best of the Danish. On
December 31 we were down to $1.25 difference as compared with $2.50

in 1924 and $3 in 1923. This promises well for the future, indicating as it

does that the improvement in the quality of our hogs and the product is

progressive and this has proved a big factor in expanding sales and
making new customers.

Market prospects may be considered as very favourable. Den-
mark docs not promise any marked increase in production. Her big

effort of 1924 is reported as having been uneconomic and is not likely

to be repeated. The most recent statistics regarding United States pig

population and littering prospects show very little improvement and the

consumption of meats in the United States is increasing by 250,000,000

pounds annually. According to reliable authorities there is not much
chance of any material increase in export surplus from that country.

Ireland's climatic conditions at the close of the year were not such as to

promise any increase in Irish contribution.
" As regards sales prospects, it is expected that industrial conditions

in Europe will continue to improve. The United States consumer is

maintainmg a most astonishing purchasing power. In both instances, a

permanently high standard of living is apparent and there are no pros-

pects for a return of consumption in Great Britain and the United States

to pre-war volume."

The 7th Annual Live Stock Market and Meat Trade Review for 1926 is

e at hand, and from same the followmg is quoted:

—

" The live stock market during 1926 lacked the stimulating effect of

steadily rising prices, yet compared quite favourably with that of the

previous year when the market was strongly on the upturn and was con-

sidered as being the strongest for all classes of live stock since as far

back as 1900. The rank and file of cattle showed even better prices than

in 1925, and at the same time were greater in volume. Had export quality

and weights of cattle received as strong recognition as did the ordinary

run, the market would have been without parallel.

" Many depressing and abnormal factors entered into the export

situation but a broad domestic demand accounted for generally good
average prices paid on all public stock yards in the Dominion. Of the

seventeen grades of cattle listed in the statistical section of this report,

only two showed lower average prices in eastern markets, while in the

west, every grade showed higher averages as compared with those of

1925. In some instances, grades were higher by from 75 cents to $1.75

per hundred.
" Unfortunately, however, the export classes of cattle sold on a

market which showed steady declines during the last half of the year. This

is particularly true of those offered on the eastern markets or bought at

country points in Ontario, after the fed-stock was exhausted. After July,

the outlet for cattle of export w^eights revealed a steadily growing price

weakness, and that class ended the year without the usual strong demand
for the Christmas trade.

The British market, our chief outlet for heavy cattle, showed con-

siderable weakness, and sales failed to provide a reasonable margin of

profit over costs which were high on account of keen competition from
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the domestic trade during the fed-cattle period. Later on in the year,

shipments overseas were sharply curtailed. The depressing factors

which affected our trade in the British market included the miners' strike,

which greatly reduced the buyers' purchasing power and as well devel-

oped a shortage of fuel, which in its turn instituted a preference xor ready-
cooked meats. The disagreement as between the various companies in

Argentine introduced a price-cutting war in frozen and chilled meats,

and as a result, bargain prices prevailed. This situation reacted very
strongly on the market for fresh beef, and as well, in view of the uncer-

tainty of the issue, more or less discouraged the demand for store cattle,

which was already suffering from the effects of a prevalence of foot and
mouth disease.

" Our other important export outlet, the United States, while allow-

ing for a heavier movement than during the previous year, showed a

similar situation as in Canada between the top grades of cattle and the

general run. As a result, sales of fat cattle on that market were gener-

ally at comparatively poor price levels, whereas the lower grades showed
relatively high values. Records indicate that the top for Alberta range
steers at Chicago was $8.90 in 1926, as compared with $11.50 in 1925.

On the other hand, cows, heifers, bulls and oxen consignments had a top

of $7 as compared with the lower top of $6.75 for t!he previous y\ear.

Reflecting the general trend of the United States market, the spread in

price on Alberta cattle was the narrowest since 1914 and unfortunately

was such as to be unfavourable on the top end.
" Despite the deadness in heavy cattle during the latter part of the

past year, the market has since early in 1925 shown steady recovery

from the depression which then prevailed. Early in the new year there

was strong evidence of further improvement with re-establishment of the

better grades of steers at very fair prices.
^' Most of the abnormalities which depressed the market of 1926 have

disappeared. Our prospects for a better trade with Great Britain have
improved with the settlement of the coal strike and the consequent indus-

trial betterment within that market. As regards the United States market,
the situation offers much encouragement."

The carriers referred to the fact that they had in numerous ways assisted

the live stock industry, some reference to which on the part of witnesses for the
live stock industry has already been referred to herein. At page 4658 (Vol. 502)
Mr. Watson stated:—

" In all these submissions there is no claim that our rates to-day on
live stock are unreasonable or that the railways have not in the past
given this particular industry preferred treatment and service in every
possible direction, but on the contrary the attitude and action of the rail-

ways has been voluntarily and favourably commented upon by those
who have the greatest knowledge and deepest interest in this particular

traffic."

Reference was also made to exhibit 19, filed by counsel for Saskatchewan,
being proceedings of the 13th Annual Convention of the Western Canada Live
Stock Union, held at Saskatoon, December 10, 11 and 12, 1925, and on page 108

thereof, being portion of address by J. H. Auld, Deputy Minister of Agriculture,

province of Saskatchewan, the following appears:

—

^' Transportation companies, on the other hand, could show, I have
no doubt, that the movement of traffic is much more costly since the

war, and that either higher rates or more business or both of these, are
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necessary in order for them to carry on, so that if in deciding when freight

rates are equitable we are to consider both the railways and their patrons

we may have considerable dihiculty.
" We can only point out the facts, however, as they affect the live

stock producer, recognizina; at the same time that the railway companies
are as indispensable to the success of agriculture as agriculture is to

them. That they are alive to the importance of agriculture, and the live

stock industry, is clearly demonstrated by the way in which the railways

have recognized it in their policies.

" Let me mention some of the things which the railways in Western
Canada are doing to encourage the live stock industry:

—

1. Half rates on all pedigreed stock. This rate was granted ex-

clusively in Western Canada for many years, and only within the last

three years have railways in a few of the States of the United States

granted similar concessions.

2. Carrying live stock to provincial fairs and expositions free one
way.

" 3. The Canadian Pacific in the early days presented the farmers
with purebred bulls free of charge, and in later years, through live stock
trains, have distributed purebred bulls free of freight charges, and also

returned scrub bulls to market free of charge.

" 4. In order to help the live stock industry, freight free distribution

has been made of fodder crop se^ds through fodder crop cars.

5. Encouragement has been given to the raising of bacon hogs b}^

assistance to boys' and girls' bacon hog clubs in the three Prairie Prov-
inces, including prizes and free trips for the winning team in each Province
to the Toronto Royal Winter Fair.

6. Better live stock trains have been run for many years demon-
strating the desirability of the use of purebred sires.

" 7. Half rates on stockcrs have been given to encourage winter feed-

ing and finishing of cattle.

8. The railways have also given assistance in the movement of

both stock and fodder during the drought years, when they absorbed
one-third of the charges on hundreds of carloads of fodder and returned

live stock free of charge from points where they had been shipped for

wintering."

Counsel for the province of Saskatchewan referred to exhibit F.H. 99 con-

taining statements produced by the Canadian Pa(;ific Railway pursuant to

request of counsel for Saskatchewan, page 46, which is a statement of earnings,

etc., on various commodities, in carloads, carried during 1925, and in the case

of live stock the fig-ures are as follows:

—

Tons
Tons

one mile
Average

haul
in miles

Revenue
Rate per
ton mile

S c.

Lines east of Port Arthur 287,817 95,814,778 333 1,516,064.35 lo8
Lines west of Port Arthur 409,951 137,433,919 335-2 2,264,326.62 1-65

With regard to the above figures Mr. Lloyd of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, Vol. 494, page 1165, stated that while these showed a rate per ton per mile

on lines east of Port Arthur of 1.58 cents as compared with 1.65 cents on lines

west of Port Arthur, there was included in the lines east figure about 33,000,000
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tons one mile of live stock which moved through from Western to Eastern

Canada, and which was carried at a rate per ton mile of 1.16 cents, and the

balance of the live stock on eastern lines, being the local movements in the east,

was carried at a rate per ton per mile of 1.81 cents as compared with per

ton mile rate of 1 .65 cents on lines west of Port Arthur. The ton mile statistics,

however, do not reflect any existing differences in average hauls or car loading.

Exhibit F.H. 242 ma,de comparison of minimum carload weights of live

stock and other commodities between points in Canada, showing that while

with respect to other commodities, minimum weights have materially increased

over a period of years, there has been no increase whatever in tlie carload

minimum weight for live stock and, as a matter of fact, there has been a decrease

in the case of hogs and sheep in single deck cars.

Exhibit F.H. 244 shows car mile earnings on representative movements of

various commodities, and in connection with cattle and hogs the car mile earn-

ing from prairie ]')oints to Eastern Canada ranges from 9 to 14 cents, as com-
pared with Canadian Pacific Railway figures for the year 1925, (exhibit F.H. 99,

page 9) of 23.81 cents on lines east, 21.98 cents on lines west, and 22.69 cents

total lines east and lines west.

Exhibit F.H. 243 indicated the nature of special live stock train service on

western lines of Canadian National Railways as an example of the special

service accorded to live stock which, being a perishable traffic, requires expedited

service and extra switching at terminals in many instances.

With regard to many other low grade commodities, on account of heavier

loading than live stock, car mile earnings are very appreciably higher, and with
regard to many of such commodities, practically any type of railway equipment
can be used, while live stock requires special equipment, and it is stated on the

record that the percentage of empty haul as compared with loaded haul, in the

case of live stock cars, is at least double that of other cars. In view of the

very low average loading of live stock and the fact that it requires to be given
expedited despatch and prompt handling on arrival at destination, there would
seem to be no question that the handling of this traffic involves a greater cost

per unit than in the case of other traffic. An additional expense in the handling
of live stock traffic is the cost of the facilities for feeding, stock pens, etc., that

are necessary at loading stations and en route.

Reference has been made to differences in the rates applying locally in

Eastern Canada as compared with the local movements in Western Canada. In

this connection what is stated in section XIII of Board's Judgment in the appli-

cation of the Calgary Live Stock Exchange, Vol. XIII, Board's Judgments,
Orders, Regulations and Rulings, page 233, (at pages 245-7) is particularly rele-

vant. Aside from the differences in rates there are other factors with respect

to which the advantage is with the local movements in Western Canada. For
example, between points in Western Canada as well as in the case of shipments
from Western Canada to Eastern Canada, reduced return transportation is

granted to the attendant or owner, who has travelled in charge of the shipment,

at one-half the regular first class fare. Between points in Eastern Canada there

is no provision for reduced return transportation. In any rate comparison this

has to be taken into consideration. Again there is the special reduced basis of

rates applicable in Western Canada on stockers and feeders which witnesses for

the live stock industry admitted was a very important concession; there is no
similar arrangement in Eastern Canada. Equalization as applied for would
involve complete equalization and it would seem very questionable, from the

record, if this would not result in disadvantage to Western Canada.

With regard to horses, witness for the carriers at page 2764 of Vol. 498

pointed out that the pre-war relationship between the rates on horses and cattle

was restored on August 16, 1923, that is. that the then current rates on horses were
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reduced, the reductions varying from 14.7 to 16.3 per cent. It is also set out

that the carload movement of horses from Western Canada to Eastern Canada
via Canadian Pacific Railway during the last five years was as follows:

—

and it was alleged that these figures, which included shipments via Canadian
Pacific Railway only, indicated that substantial progress is being made in the

marketing of horses in Eastern Canada. Reference is made to their greater

value on the average and the greater liability which the railway assumes under

the provisions of its live stock contract.

The reduced rates applied for, in the case of live stock, are not based on the

allegation and evidence that the rates are not in themselves reasonable. Counsel

for the province of Saskatchewan stated (Vol. 506, page 6223) :

—

" I am simply suggesting that, having regard to the importance of

the development of this industry, and the almost unlimited extent to

which it can be developed in Western Canada wdth favourable markets,

and the fact that there are no markets to-day for our surplus cattle to

speak of, except in the old country, any encouragement that can be given

by reduction of rates on cattle for export, combined with the reduction

that has already been received on the ocean rates, would be of great

assistance."

At page 6490, Vol. 507, counsel for the province of Manitoba stated:

—

I am not going to attempt to show that the cattle rates are in

themselves unreasonable. I do not think I can, and' I do not propose to

take up time doing it. I am frank to confess that I could not do it."

He did, however, suggest equalization as between local rates in Eastern and
Western Canada.

One thing is very clear from the record and that is, there are a great many
factors which affect the live stock industry to a much greater extent than the

freight rate, as ^dthout any alteration in freight rate most marked changes
have taken place in the industry and violent fluctuations in price.

In 1920 and 1921 the live stock industry was in a very serious condition,

yet the rates thereon were not considered by the Board to be unreasonable as

railway rates, having in view cost of railway operation and general level of

freight rates. While, therefore, in 1921 the Board did not feel justified or see on
what grounds it could order a reduction in rates; as a result of round-table

conference and to assist the industry in the serious condition then existing, the

carriers made the reduction in rates which has already been referred to herein.

In other w^ords, there has been a substantial reduction in the rates that were
then considered in themselves to be reasonable, and there is nothing on the

record indicating that there has been a change in railway cost of operation or

other conditions of such a character as would now justify the Board in finding

that the present rates on live stock, embracing as they do the substantial reduc-
tions referred to, should be further reduced. Further, I do not consider that a
case of unjust discrimination has been made out.

With regard to rates from Alberta points to Vancouver, such evidence as
was adduced does not, in my opinion, warrant any direction as to reduction in

these rates.

The submissions also asked for additional stop-off privileges, but this fea-
ture of the matter was not sufficiently developed in evidence and on the record
to enable it to be here dealt with intelligently.

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

Cars

143
228
510
443
711
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File 34123.1.1

Application o]

The Eastern Canada Live Stock Union for—
1. Reduction in minimum carload weights on mixed cars oj live stock.

2. Reduction oj 25 per cent on stockers and feeders shipped from
market to country points.

Heard at Toronto, January 14, 1926.

I

Reduction in Minimum Carload Weights on Mixed Cars of Live Stock

This is an application for a reduction between points in Eastern Canada
in the minimum carload weights, as published in the tariffs of the carriers, applic-

able on cars containing a few head of cattle mixed with other live stock. The
question concerns single deck cars, and consequently the various minimum
carload weights quoted herein v/iil refer to single deck cars not over 36 feet 6
inches in length. Excluding horses, which are not here concerned, the minimum
carload weights as required by the provisions of the tariffs now in effect are:

—

Straight Carloads.—Cattle, 20,000 pounds; Calves (under 6 months old),

14,000 pounds; Sheep or lambs, 14.000 pounds; Hogs, 16,000 pounds.

Mixed Carloads.—^When live stock is shipped in mixed carloads, charges

for the entire carload are assessed at the highest carload minimum weight

applicable on straight carloads of the class of stock the car contains.

While the minimum carload weights applying on straight carloads of one

kind of live stock only are also above set out, this being necessary to a proper

understanding and interpretation of the provision as to mixed cars, there is no

question here at issue or complaint of any kind as to the minimum weights for

straight carloads; it is only the rule as to mixed carloads that is involved and
the application is, that for the rule requiring the application of the highest

minimum weight on a mixed carload, there should be substituted a rule pro-

viding the following scale of minima:

—

In mixed cars containing 1 or 2 cattle, 17,000 pounds; 3 or 4 cattle, 18,000

pounds; 5 or 6 cattle, 19,000 pounds; over 6 cattle, 20,000 pounds.

Summarizing briefly the position taken by the applicants, it is stated

that the chief characteristic of agriculture in Ontario is a system of diversified

mixed farrciing under which there is a lack of specialization in the raising of one
class of live stock, resulting, therefore, in two or three classes of stock offering

for shipment and consequently necessitating the shipment of a large number
of mixed cars.

The importance of mixed car movements to the Union Stock Yards, Toronto,

was emphasized by the submission of figures showing that during the past

five years approximately 50 per cent of the total cars of live stock received

there have been mixed loads. It is stated this is approximately double the

proportion of mixed cars that move to the larger United States yards. This

does not mean, however, that approximately 50 per cent of the total movement
into Toronto is affected by this application, because it does not embrace mixed
cars that 'contain no cattle or mixed cars containing over six cattle, which have
constituted the bulk of the total mixed car shipments. This is clearly illus-

trated by the figures submitted by applicants showing an analysis of the mixed
ear receipts at the Union Stock Yards, Toronto, for a three months period, viz.,

the months of October, 1923, March and August, 1925, which it was stated
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were chosen because they represent characteristic lip^ht, medium and heavy

movements into Toronto, in so far as cattle are concerned. These figures are:

—

Mixed cars containing over 6 cattle 1,243 58-4%
Mixed cars containing 5 or 6 cattle 136 6-4

Mixed cars containing 3 or 4 cattle 92 4-3

Mixed cars containing 1 or 2 cattle 52 2-4

Mixed cars containing no cattle 605 28-5

Total 2,128 100-0%

It will be noted that of the total mixed cars, during the period in ques-

tion, 13.1 per cent would be affected by the minima applied for in this applica-

tion.

It is alleged by applicants that the shippers cannot, as a rule, afford to ship

less than six head of cattle in cars with hogs, calves or sheep, as the inclusion of

the cattle results- in raising the minimum weight from 16,000 pounds to 20,000

pounds, which, it is claimed, imposes .'in excessive cost for the transportation

of these small lots of less than six cattle.

These small lots of cattle offered for shipment in mixed cars with other

stock consist largely of three types, described as (a) reasonably well finished

butcher or export animals; (b) springer cows, which usually consist of dairy

cows that are about ready to freshen, and (c) what are called stockers or feed-

ers, i.e., an animal not properly finished for butcher purposes, usually steers

and two-year-olds, and which are desirable for the farmer who buys a few
more cattle than he raises in order to finish them. When not accepted and
included in the mixed loads, these cattle frequently find their way into other

trade channels; the disposition of same by types as above described being (a)

sold to the local butchers, and is one of the principal sources of supply of the

local butcher in the smaller communities; (b) bought by local farmers; (c)

sold locally to farmers engaged in feeding and finishing cattle. The conten-

tion of applicants is that this results in some loss of traffic to the carriers, also

that it tends to narrow the market of the farmer, or as described by applicants

—

" the railway loses the opportunity to carry them; the farmer who has them to

sell loses the opportunity of the best market." Not all these cattle go to these
other trade channels. In many cases it simply means they are held over at the
shipping point for a few days until others offer, so that there is a larger number
available for shipment. Frequently they are also shipped in the small numbers
of 2, 3 or 4, as illustrated by the analysis of mixed loads already quoted herein.

The railway companies oppose this application. They point out that this

live stock traffic all moves under special commodity rates appreciably lower than
the classification basis; further, that the minimum carload weights provided in

connection with these special commodity rates for straight carloads of live

stock, except in the case of cattle, are lower than contained in the Canadian
Freight Classification as approved by the Board. Ordinarily where special

commodity rates are established the minimum carload weights prescribed in

connection therewith are higher than eontained in the Classification, so that
in according live stock a minimum weight the same or lower than contained
in the Classification it has received exceptionally favourable treatment.

Another objection of the carriers is that the universal rule regarding mixed
carloads of live stock, or any other freight, not only in Canada but also in the

United States, is that the highest minimum weight of any article or com-
modity in the mixed car governs. The rule applied for on live stock is a

departure from the rule that has always applied on this traffic, as well as from
the rule obtaining with regard to all other commodities, and they submit there

is no reason wh}^ live stock should not receive the same treatment in mixed
carloads as other commodities. That the applicants understand the situa-
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tion as to this mixing rule, is indicated by the statement of Professor Leitch

at p. 519 that " the mixed car rules under which our carriers operate are the

usual mixed car rules found in railway transportation."

It may be here noted that the granting of mixed carload privileges,

whether it be on live stock or other freight, has the effect of permitting

shippers to assemble less than carload lots of different articles or commodi-

ties of sufficient volume in the aggregate to make up a carload quantity,

and such mixed shipment, instead of being charged for at the respective

less than carload rates appertaining to the different articles in the mixture,

is accorded the benefit of the carload rate, the only restriction being that

the carload rate shall be that applying on the highest rated article in the

mixture, if of more than one class, and that it shall be subject to the highest

minimum carload weight applicable on any of the articles contained in such

mixed carload. Obviously, any other arrangement would actually accord to

articles or commodities shipped in less than carload quantities more favour-

able treatment than when the same traffic is shipped in a straight carload;

an anomaly which surely would be unreasonable and indefensible.

Dealing with the statement of applicants that if the proposed minima

were adopted many cars now shipped at 16,000 pounds would undoubtedly be

transported at 17,000, 18,000 or 19,000 pounds which, in addition to being of

benefit to the shipper, would also mean additional revenue to the carriers; Mr.
Ransom pointed out that cars now moving at 20,000 pounds would be reduced

to 19,000, 18,000 and 17,000 pounds, which is admitted by Professor Leitch

(p. 547). Mr. Ransom contended the applicants' proposal would result in loss

of revenue to the carriers.

With regard to the difficulty in at all times collecting full carloads of live

stock at one station, Mr. Ransom referred to the tariff provision of the

carriers which permits a part carload loaded at one point to be stopped in

transit for completion of load at a charge of $3 per car for each stop, the

carload weight and rate from original point of shipment to final destination

being accorded.

Professor Leitch stated (p. 541) he considered "the minimum weights

for straight carloads of stock are, considering the amount and character of the

animals themselves, pretty reasonable." I do not understand it is alleged

by applicants that the rule as to mixed carloads is unreasonable per se; but
it is claimed it at times works some hardship on the shipper and a more
favourable rule is consequently applied for.

This application has its origin in the fact that in the special commodity
tariffs the minimum carload weight for hogs is 16,000 pounds, while on cattle

il is 20,000 pounds, and a brief history concerning the establishment of the

reduced minimum weight on hogs would consequently seem to be particu-

larly relevant to the issue here. In the Canadian Freight Classification first

approved by the Board in 1904 (also previously in force) cattle, hogs and
calves (six months old or over) were provided with a carload minimum weight
of 20,000 pounds; sheep and calves (under six months old) 18,000 pounds.

The mixed carload rule provided that cattle loaded with calves, hogs or sheep
would be charged at the weight for cattle. This classification provision has

remained unchanged and is contained in Canadian Freight Classification 17,

the current issue, approved by General Order No. 421 dated July 17, 1925.

The tariffs publishing special commodity rates on live stock carried the

same provisions as to carload minimum weights until 1907, when the minimum
weight on sheep and lambs was reduced to 14,000 pounds. This change was
brought about as a result of eomplaint of packers in Toronto regarding the

minimum weight applicable to Buffalo under the Official Classification, and
it was urged that the Buffalo packers had an advantage in buying in Canada.
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This competitive situation led to the adoption of the reduced minimum on
the Canadian movement. In 1909 the minimum weight of calves (under six

months old) was also reduced to 14,000 pounds.

There were contemporaneously in effect special tariffs naming still lower
rates on hogs to packing-house points for packing and reshipment." From
1903 (the earliest tariff on file) to 1906 the carload minimum weight under
these tariffs was the same as in the otlier tariffs referred to in preceding para-

graph, viz., 20,000 pounds. In September, 1906, a change was made in these

tariffs, providing that the hogs would be billed at an estimated weight of

20,000 pounds, with a provision stipulating that on arrival at destination,

provided actual weights were in all instances furnished to receiving agent of

the railway by consignee, charges would be corrected to actual weight at

destination subject to minimum of 16.000 pounds. There was a further con-

dition, viz., that this arrangement only applied to a list of packers, as shown
in the tariff, who had advised the railway company they desired to avail

themselves of this arrangement and agreed that they would permit a repre-

sentative of the railway to examine their books at the packing house, in order

to verify from time to time the weights furnished to railway agents. This
arrangement continued in effect until September, 1910. The special basis of

rates on live hogs for packing and reshipment was made because there was
originally intended to be the reshipment out again in the form of packing-

house products for export to foreign countries, and it w^as the desire of the

railways to assist and encourage the exportation of hog products from Canada
in competition with packers in the United States.

In 1909, Mr. H. P. Kennedy, a live stock shipper at Peterborough, com-
plained to the Board that as an independent shipper he was discriminated

against in the matter of freight rates by reason of the lower rates in favour of

the packers. The foundation of his complaint was that the preferential freight

tariff enabled the packers to overbid their competitors in buying and to under-

sell them in the local meat market. The carriers admitted the discrimination.

In the meantime, there had also been a change in the situation, in that no
longer was the output of the packing houses all reshipped, and in the larger

cities much went into local consumption and some packers had retail stores

(Davies of Toronto had at that time over 30). Conferences took place between
the carriers, shippers and packers, with the result that the discrimination was
removed by the publication of new commodity tariffs which were general in

their application. One of the concessions made by the carriers at this time
was to extend generally the minimum weight provision for hogs as formerly
contained in the special packers' tariffs. In 1920 the 16,000 pounds minimum
on hogs was made absolute; as in fact, for all practical purposes, it had been
since 1910.

Tliis is the reason for the existence in the special commodity tariffs of a

minimum weight on hogs lower than the Classification basis, which is an excep-
tion to the general rule under commodity tariffs, and I do not consider that a
reduced minimum weight having its origin under such circumstances should be
the basis from which to approach the question of minimum weights on mixed
carloads of cattle and hogs, quite aside from the general principle governing
mixed carloads, as already herein referred to.

As already outlined, the applicants' whole case here rests, not on the ques-
tion of the reasonableness of the mixing rule per se, or from a transportation

standpoint, but solely from the standpoint of the shipper and the allegation

that it imposes an excessive cost for the transportation of small lots of six

cattle or less when included in the mixed car. Does the rule impose an
excessive cost? I, have taken for tlie purpose of computation the 15i-cent rate
named by applicants as governing into Toronto from the territory from which
the bulk of the mixed cars originate; the computation on any other rate gives

47647—2
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the same relative result. On a straight carload consisting of twenty cattle the

charge is 20,000 pounds at 15-2- cents or $31, which makes the transportation

cost $1.55 per animal. On a car of hogs the charge is 16,000 pounds at 16^
cents, or $24.80. Under applicants' proposition, if two cattle are included with

the hogs the charge will be 17,000 pounds at 15^ cents, or $26.35, or $1.55

(representing the difference between $24.80 and $26.35) for the transportation

of the two cattle, or 77^ cents per animal, which is exactly one-half the cost

of transportation per animal in a straight carload. Applicants' proposition

produces exactly the same results where four or six cattle are included, viz.,

transportation per animal for one-half the amount paid in the case of a straight

car of twenty cattle. Of course, with more than twenty head in a straight

carload the figures would be slightly altered, but as numerous straight cars are

shipped with twenty head the illustration is a fair one. To put it another

way, and merely illustrating the one instance, applicants' proposition involves

adding up to 2,400 pounds additional weight in the car and paying for only

1,000 pounds additional.

In the case of the straight car illustrated, the charge per animal is $1.55.

Under the carriers' present mixed carload rule the inclusion of cattle makes the

transportation cost per animal as follows:

—

1 animal $6 20
2 animals 3 10 each
3 animals 2 06 "

4 animals 1 55
"

5 animals 1 24 "

6 animals 1 03
"

The record does not indicate whether there are many instances where only single

animals are offered, and only 2.4 per cent of the mixed cars contained two
animals or less. Where three animals are included the charge approaches that

for shipments in straight carloads; in the case of four animals it is the same, and
with five or six animals it is less. In this connection it is interesting to note

that of the mixed car shipments only 10.7 per cent contained cattle ranging
from three to six in number, and yet the charge per animal of these cattle in

said mixed cars is the same or lower, when four or more are included, as the

charge per animal in straight carloads, and the latter is admitted by applicants

as being pretty reasonable In other words, although shipper can obtain

transportation for three to six cattle included in a mixed carload at practically

the cost per animal when shipped in straight carloads, the privilege is not being

very largely availed of.

I do not consider the rule applied for should be directed, the principal reasons

for this conclusion being:

—

1. It would produce the anomaly of a charge per animal in less than car-

load quantities of cattle, included in mixed carloads, lower than when the same
animals are shipped in straight carloads.

2. It would do violence to universal and long-established rules governing
mixed carloads.

Is not the shipper of groceries, hardware, furniture, iron and steel, or any
other commoditj:^ and who just as frequently as the live stock shipper has to

contend with a similar mixed carload rule, entitled to the same treatment?

3. The adoption of the suggested rule would, I submit, to be. consistent,

have to be extended also on live stock in other sections of the country and on
other commodities.

4. I do not consider it proven that the present rule imposes an excessive

transportation cost.
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II

Reduction of TwENTv-Fivf: Per Cent in Rates on Stockers and Feeders

Shipped from Market to Country Points

Application is made for a reduction in rrcight rates of 25 per cent on stockers

and feeders between points in Eastern Canada. Stockers and feeders consist of

cattle which are not sufficiently finished or fattened to be ready for tlie butcher

block or the export market. In many instances it is more profitable for some
farmers to produce and ship the partially finished animal than the fully grown
animal. In other eases, farmers find it profitable to purchase, in excess of

what they themselves raise, quantities of these feeders or stockers and finish

them. Apparently in some districts, or portions of them, the feeding conditions

are more favourable to the production and shipping of the feeder, while other

sections, or portions of them, are more favourable for the purchasing and

shipping in of the feeder for finishing. Again, in some cars shipped by the

farmers to the primary^ markets there may be some animals that can profitably

be further finished. Quantities of these feeders are sold and purchased locally

in or contiguous to the feeding districts, but the bulk of them, according to the

record, are purchased at the primary market in Toronto and shipped out to

Ontario points, within approximately a radius up to 150 miles, for finishing.

It is explained that the advantage of buying these feeders in the primary market
is that the farmers have varying ideas and desires as to the kind of feeder most
profitable for their particular condition, and, therefore, want different kinds of

cattle; and that at the primary market the incoming shipments are classified

and graded, and the purchaser can consequently obtain there the kind of cattle

desired. Professor Leitch, witness for the applicants, stated with regard to

the reduction of 25 per cent in freight rates applied for (p. 531)

:

''It would have this effect: It vrould encourage feeders to use the

central market for the purpose of their requirements for feeding purposes^

because there w^ould be a lowering in the cost of getting a car from the

central market to their home station. If that is encouraged, if the reduc-

tion is .sufficiently large so that it would be a factor in determining a

feeder whether he siiouid go to the market and take all the advantages
of that market, or try to get his cattle at home, something that w^ould

meet his travelling expenses or his keep while he is at the market, it would
sw^ing him over to using the market. And it would also tend to make a
keener demand at the market for feeder and stocker cattle, and un-
doubtedly encourage the moving of those cattle in from the country."

A. number of witnesses, being parties engaged in the feeding and finishing of

cattle in various representative districts, stated that in their opinion the reduc-

tion in rates applied for would increase appreciably the volume of this traffic.

Applicants stated the Ontario counties supplying the best finished cattle,

also those in wdiich feeding is practised to the greatest extent, are Ontario, Wel-
lington, Waterloo, Bruce, Huron, Crey, Perth and Middlesex. The counties of

Ontario, Wellington and Waterloo are stated to be within approximately a 55-

mile radius of Toronto, and the counties of Bruce, Huron, Grey, Perth and
Middlesex within a radius of from 75 to 150 miles. An analysis was submitted,

distinguishing between these two groups of counties, of the number of head
of cattle shipped into Toronto and the number shipped from Toronto, showing
that a much larger percentage w^as shipped out from Toronto to the group of

47647-2i
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counties within the 55-mile radius than to the further distant group. The
figures are:

Percentage shipped out
of the total number

shipped in

A.
55-mile
group

B.
75-150-nule

group

1920

per cent

30
13

53
58

per cent

10
4
16
15

1921

1922
1923

The opinion was expressed that if the primary market were used exclusively

for supplying feeders in all the feeding and finishing areas, it would possibly

result in shipments therefrom approximating 60 per cent of the number shipped
in; consequently, the above figures indicate that the counties in group B "

obtain the largest percentage of their feeders locally. It was, therefore, sug-
gested by applicants that through a substantial reduction in freight rates on
feeders from the primary market there was an opportunity for the railway
companies to materially increase their business in this traffic to the counties

in group " B However, when asked by counsel for the applicants if the
decrease in freight rates applied for would result in as large a percentage of the
movement from Toronto to Group " B " counties as now exists to group ''A"

counties, Professor Leitch stated (p. 536):—
I would not expect it unless the rates were put on an absolute

parity; that is, if the Middlesex rates or Huron rates were made equal to

Waterloo or Wellington."

In other words, unless a fixed rate is established which is the same to all these
feeding counties, entirely irrespective of distance, there would not, in the opinion
of Professor Leitch, be a movement to group " B " points comparable with that
to group ''A The application, however, is for a reduction of 25 per cent
from all rates.

It seems obvious that with regard to stations some considerable distance

from Toronto the local supply of feeders would largely be disposed of locally,

where there also exists a demand for them, because if they are shipped into

Toronto and then back from Toronto, two freight rates are involved, and it would
appear that in many instances even nominal freight rates both ways would still

leave an advantage in favour of the local supply. However, in this connection
there is the statement that large numbers of feeders in these districts are pur-
chased from Western Canada, Winnipeg and west, on which there are no special

reduced rates in force, or applied for, below the regular live stock rate. This
indicates the existence of market conditions that are not altogether, at least,

influenced by the rates from the primary market at Toronto. Very little

necessity, apparently, exists for the reduction in rates applied for to the counties
in group ''A", the following discussion (at p. 545) being pertinent to this:

" Mr. Flintoft: Would you suggest. Professor Leitch, that the same
concession is necessary for those nearby points that only pay 14J cents,

or a less rate?—A. The business is developing new under the present rate,

from 13 to 144 cents. It is not so necessary for them, but I qualified that
again by saying that practical considerations probably would not admit
of giving a certain scale of rates at 50 miles, and then a reduction.

^* Q. There are difficulties about that, are there not?—A. Yes."
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As supporting the application for reduced rates in Eastern Canada, refer-

ence was made by applicants to the reduced rates published by the carriers on

stockers and feeders in Western Canada. The carriers state there is an entire

dissimilarity of conditions; that in the West, as compared with the East, a

relatively much smaller percentage of the cattle are finished there; that the

distances hauled are considerably greater both into and out of the primary

markets of Winnipeg, Calgary, etc.; that the same conditions in regard to mixed

farming do not exist, and the reduction in the West was established to assist

the live stock industry there and encourage mixed farming in Western Canada.

Mr. Todd, a member of the executive of the Eastern Canada Live Stock Union,

agreed with the foregoing statement a?^ to diflerences in distance; admitted that

the East has natural advantages over the West, and that the conditions as to

mixed farming are not the same. It was not alleged by applicants that dis-

crimination exists because there is a reduced basis in the West below the regular

live stock rate and not in the East; their application is in essence founded on

the submission that if a reduction was good for the West, a similar reduction

would be good for the East. A mere difference in rate, particularly in different

sections of the country, does not necessarily result in discrimination which is

unjust. There is nothing on the record indicating that the Ontario live stock

farmer or shipper is in any way hurt by the arrangement in Western Canada
referred to.

" The Board has recognized that differing conditions, competitive

conditions, etc., have brought about differing rates and rules in different

sections.

In speaking of rate adjustments in the West, it has been said that

particular facts of the section in which the rate adjustment is made must
be considered, and it does not follow that the arrangement operative

in the West would be a criterion of discrimination in connection with a

complaint as to a different rate adjustment east of the Lakes. Re
Freight Tolls, 21 Can. Ry. Cas., L5S, at p. 174. Manifestly, the same
principle applies when the comparison is concerned with a rate or prac-

tice existing in Eastern Canada."—Board's Printed Judgments and
Orders, Vol. XIII, No. 18, at p. 245.

Applicants put into the record figures showing the number of feeders and
stockers shipped from Toronto to points in the eight counties above named, as

follows:

—

1920 20, 600
1921 12,300
1922 37,300
1923 48,509

According to the reports of the Public Markets, Limited, controlling the

Union Stock Yards at St. Boniface, Man. (Winnipeg), the disposition of

stockers and feeders from those yards for the years for which we have the data

is as follows:

—

Year
Manitoba,

Saskatchewan,
Alberta

East South Over-
seas

Total

1917
1918

1019
1920
1921
1922
1923

1924

l925

36,323
41,958
28,315
19,751
13,532
15,926
21,067
18.159
17,821

17,096
15,647
5, 103

31,265
7,580

39,699
32.421
40,935
55,318

20,495
44,047
105,696
65,8.35

39,700
84,543
65,629
46,261
40,832

8,341
3,341
4,410

73,914
101,652
139,114
116,851
60,812
140,168
127,458
108,696
118,381
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Reference was made by applicants to reduced rates on feeders from the

St. Boniface Yards while there is no reduction in the rates from the Union Stock

Yards at Toronto. It will be observed, so far as the St. Boniface Yards are

concerned, that the shipments under reduced rates to destinations in Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta are not as heavy as they were some years ago, viz.,

1917-18-19, and it will be further noted that the shipments to the East, i.e..

Eastern Canada, and to the South, i.e., to United States points, are very much
heavier than to the prairie points, yet it is only to the latter that reduced rates

are in effect. For example, taking 1925 as illustration, 17,821 cattle moved at

reduced rates to stations in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta; 55,318 moved
under the regular live stock rates to Eastern Canadian points; 40,832 at the

regular live stock rates to United States points; and 4,410 were shipped over-

seas. Attention is directed to the large number of cattle shipped from the Win-
nipeg Yards to Eastern Canadian points at the regular live stock rates, indicat-

ing that there exists market conditions, not influenced by freight rates, which

govern the movement of stockers to Ontario feeding grounds; because, of course,

the rates from Winnipeg are naturally, on account of greater distance, very

much higher than are the rates from the Toronto market, which are merely

nominal rates in comparison with the Winnipeg rate, on account of the shorter

distance. Attention is also directed to a comparison between the shipments

from Toronto yards to country points under the present rates, and from Winni-
peg yards to Manitoba, 'Saskatchewan and Alberta under the reduced rates.

It will be noted that to the eight counties specifically referred to by applicants

the shipments from Toronto exceed in number those from Winnipeg to prairie

points.

Applicants readily acknowledge, and of course it is perfectly patent, that

a 25 per cent reduction in freight rates would mean a considerable loss in the

earnings of the carriers, but they affirm that in their opinion the stimulus to

the industry and increased business flowing from the reduction in rates would
shortly actually increase the earnings of the carriers. Submissions of this same
character are frequently made to the Board. The record is most inconclusive

as to what increase in the trafi^ic in feeders would actually ensue from the

decrease in rates applied for. If reduction is made in the rates of 25 per cent,

then, in order for the carriers to obtain, not an increase in earnings, but
exactly the same gross earnings as they did before the rates were reduced, they
would require an increase of 33^ per cent in the volume of the traflfic. With
this increase of 33 1 per cent in the volume of the traffic handled, the carriers

gross earnings therefrom \rould be exactly the same as before the reduction was
made; but would it be seriously suggested that their net earnings would be the

same; or in other w^ords, that it w^ould cost nothing at all to supply and haul

one-third more cars of this highly perishable traflBc, which requires special

equipment and expedited handling? This point might be enlarged upon, but I

do not think it necessary, beyond to say that, in my opinion, some fallacy

exists in some submissions of this character that are from time to time placed
before the Board.

The railway companies pointed out that the general level of rates oh cattle,

sheep and hogs is relatively lower than on other traflfic. This condition was
brought about in the following manner: Under the Board's General Order No.
308, dated September 9, 1920, rates generally in Eastern Canada were increased

40 per cent, effective September 13, 1920. As a result of subsequent orders direct-

ing reductions in rates, the present position is that the rates on certain so-called

basic commodities (as described in paragraph "A," page 77, Board's Printed
Judgments and Orders, Vol. XII) are now on a basis of 17^ per cent over the

rates in efi'ect prior to September 13, 1920, while rates on other traffic—with one
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or two exceptions—arc on the basis of 25 per cent over the rates in effect prior

to September 13, 1920. However, with respect to the rates on cattle, sheep and
hogs, these were reduced in August, 1921, by restoring them to the rates in

effect prior to September 13, 1920; in other words, all the increase of that date

was taken off. This was brought about, not under Order of the Board, but as

a result of a conference between the Canadian live stock interests and the

carriers, held in Ottawa at the instance of the Board, and the reduction was
made by the carriers in order to assist in preserving the basic industry of live

stock, which found itself in a very distressing and depressed condition in 1921

as a result of post-war conditions. Having regard to all the circumstances, the

Board did not feel warranted in 1921 in directing this basis of rates on live

stock, but it was at the suggestion of the Board that the conference took place

with a view to seeing if, under the exceptional conditions then prevailing, the

carriers would accord special treatment in the matter of rates on live stock,

without it being looked upon as establishing a precedent with regard to rates

generally. The reduced rates then established have been continued in effect,

although it is well known, and admitted on the record, that there has been a very

great improvement in the condition of the live stock industry since 1921. For
example, in the Sixth Annual Live Stock Market and Meat Trade Review for

1925, issued by the Dominion Department of Agriculture, it is stated: "It
would appear that after a long period of depression the live stock industry has

once again entered upon a cycle of prosperity, and given normal pasture and
feed conditions during the next few years cattle, sheep and swnne production

should more than compensate for the post-war depression." As illustrating the

rates on live stock, there is shown below a few comparisons for representative

distances, of 80 and 120 miles, of the revenue per car on cattle with other freight,

and there has been taken for this comparison, not the rates on higher grade
freight, but the rates on the cheapest and lowest grade commodities which
are handled by the carriers.

Commodity

Cattle
Cinders
Su.r);ar beets
Beet pulp
Ice
Brick
Bituminous coal

Sand and gravel

Moulding sand

Ai^ricultural limestone

Rubble stone

Fertilizer

Min,
weight

lb.

20,000
60,000
40,000
60.000
60,000
50,000
60,000
80,000
60,000
80,000
60,000
80,000
60,000
80,000
60,000
80,000
40,000

80 miles

100 lbs.

15|
10

6

7

7

11

7i

n
m

101

Per 25 p.c.

red.

31 00
60 00
24 00
42 00
42 00
55 00
48 00
64 00
4.3 50
58 00
63 00
84 00
51 00
68 00
54 00
72 00
42 00

23 25

120 miles

Per 25 p.c.

00 lbs. car red.

c. S %

19 38 00 28 50
12 72 00
9 36 00

11^^ 69 00
9 54 00

13 65 00
9 54 00
9 72 00

8f 52 50

8f 70 00
12^ 75 00

100 00
10 60 00
10 80 00
11 66 00
11 88 00

50 00

With regard to many of the commodities above named, pracncally any type
of railway equipment can be used. So far as live stock is concerned, this requires

special equipment, in respect to which the records of the carriers in 1921 show
that their percentage of empty haul, as compared with loaded haul, in the case

of live stock cars was double that of other cars. There is also the \'«ery low
average loading of live stock; and the fact that it requires to be given expedited
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dispatch, also prompt handlino: on arrival at destination. I think there can be
no question but that the handling b}^ the carriers of live stock traffic involves a
greater cost per unit than in the case of other traffic.

This application, however, does not attack the present rates on live stock

or allege that they are unreasonable or discriminatory. Ther-e was an entire

absence of any evidence of this character. Such reference as was made to rates

by witnesses for the applicants may be summed up in the statement of Mr. Todd,
of the Eastern Canada Live Stock Union, that he considered they had received

fair treatment in the matter of rates. Professor Leitch, at p. 540, stated: ''Con-

sidering the necessities of the live stock traffic, and the special equipment that is

moved, it is moved at an extremely reasonable rate." This application, there-

fore, has as its foundation the submission that the live stock industry would be

stimulated by the granting of the reduced rates applied for. However, before

directing a reduction in the rates, it seems to me the Board would have to be
satisfied that the present rates, either of themselves or in comparison with other
traffic, are unreasonable, and I can find nothing on the record that would furnish

any justification for such a conclusion being reached.

File 34123.2

Complaint of J. Troop McClelland, Lunenburg, N.S., re rates on Potatoes from
points in Prince Edivard Island and New Brunswick to destinations in

Nova Scotia.

Written submission was made to the Board by Mr. J. Troop McClelland,

Lunenburg, N.S., dated July 14, 1925, containing the suggestion that readjust-

ment of freight rates in the General Freight Rate Investigation should resjult

in reductions in rates on potatoes from Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick
points to destinations in Nova Scotia. At sittings of the Board at Moncton April

8, 1926, Mr. McClelland was not present or represented. The railway company
put on the record its statement, and a copy thereof was sent to the applicant, from
whom there has been no further communication or submission. The railway com-
pany stated that the scale of rates applicable on this traffic in the territory here

in question was the same as in effect throughout all territory j^ast of Westfort,

Armstrong, Sarnia and Windsor and that no argument had been adduced showing
that the rates were discriminatory or unreasonable. These rates were reduced
July 1, 1927, under the provisions of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and
no further action by the Board at this time seems necessary.

File 34123.2.1

Smithers District Board of Trade, Smithers, B.C., re rates on Potatoes.

There is on the record the wTitten submission of Smithers District Board
of Trade, dated August 3, 1925, and the reply of Chairman Ransom of the

Canadian Freight Association under date February 15, 1926, on behalf of the

carriers, copy of w^hich is shown as having been forwarded to the Smithers

District Board of Trade. The matter was not further developed by oral sub-

mission at the sittings of the Board in Vancouver or Prince Rupert, where
various features of the General Rate Investigation were spoken to.

The Smithers District Board of Trade refer to an '' inequality in freight

rates working against the farmers of this district in the matter of freight on
potatoes and vegetables to Prince Rupert." They cite rate of 20 cents per 100
pounds on potatoes, carloads, from Ashcroft to Vancouver, 203 miles, as com-
pared with rate of 29^ cents from Moricetown to Prince Rupert, 204 miles, and
30j cents from Smithers to Prince Rupert, 226 miles.
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There is in effect, covering the movement of potatoes in carloads between
points in British Columbia, a mileage scale of rates, and it is this mileage scale

which is applicable from Moricetown and Smithers to Prince Rupert. The
same mileage scale is the normal rate applicable from Ashcroft to Vancouver.
However, there is in effect a special competitive commodity rate from Ash-
croft and other points in Southern British Columbia to Vancouver, which is

lower than the normal mileage scale applicable in British Columbia. The rail-

way states the reduced rates in Southern British Columbia were established to

enable British Columbia vegetable growers in that section to meet competition

in Vancouver from adjacent United States territory; that the existence of these

competitive rates has no bearing or influence on the moveinent of potatoes from
Smithers or Moricetown to Prince Rupert; that is to say, there is no compte-

tition in the Prince Rupert market with potatoes shipped from the Ashcroft
district or from United States territory.

The Railway Act contains specific provisions authorizing a reduced charge

on traffic handled to meet competitive conditions without necessitating corres-

ponding reduction in normal rates, and it has been held in numerous decisions

of the Board that comparison as between competitive rates and normal rates

is no evidence of the unreasonableness of normal rates per se. There is no
specific complaint before the Board against the normal mileage scale applicable

on potatoes and vegetables in British Columbia, and the reasonableness of this

mileage scale per se, which, it is noted, is a substantial reduction from the 8th

class rates which would be applicable under the provisions of the Canadian
Freight Classification in the absence of lower commodity rates, is not attacked.

File Nos. 34123.3 and 34123.16

Submissions of the Town of Simcoe and the Canadian Canners, Ltd., re so-called
" Town Tariff Class Rates.''

The town of Simcoe, by written submission dated August 8, 1925, in

•response to circular of the Board dated July 9, 1925, asking for statement of

facts under which it is claimed that unjust discrimination exists in connection

with freight rates, set out that in 1920 complaint had been lodged with the

Board that the inhabitants of the town of Simcoe w^ere obliged to pay higher

freight rates on goods going in and out of Simcoe than accorded to other places,

and application was made for an order directing the railway companies to give

residents of the said town as favourable rates as the companies accord to other

places. The application was refused by Order of the Board No. 30822 dated
March 20, 1921, and the judgment of the Board in respect thereto is set out
in Vol. X of Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, page 500.

It is stated b}^ the town of Simcoe that the same state of affairs still exists,

•which the Board is asked to rectify. Chairman Ransom of the Canadian
Freight Association, on behalf of the carriers, pointed out that this was a revival

of the application refused in 1921, and as the town of Simcoe rests its case on
the submissions made at the previous hearing the carriers would do the same.
In reply to Mr. Ransom the town of Simcoe wrote the Board on January 14,

1926, as follows:—
" In this matter we are enclosing herewith copy of letter dated

December 31, 1925, received from Mr. G. C. Ransom, Chairman, Can-
adian Freight Association.

" We are calling your attention particularly to this letter because

Mr. Ransom seems to have been under the impression that the Town
made an application for lower freight rates.

This is scarcely correct. What the town really did was to reply to

the circular letter of the Board, bearing date the 9th of July, 1925, issued
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by the Board by virtue of Order in Council, P.C. 889, dated June 5, 1925,

regarding freight rates in Canada and asking municipalities to submit to

the Board any statement of facts v.nder which it is claimed that unjust

discrimination or undue preference or unfair treatment existed in con-

nection with rates of freight charged upon any commodities or in the treat-

ment of any person, city or province by any railway company, etc., and
our letter of August 8, 1925, was in reply to such request, and for the

information of tlie Board, it desiring such infonnation f.s municipalities

had to give. We simply desire to make ourselves clear in the matter so

that there may be no misunderstanding."

The Canadian Canners, Ltd., in written submission dated July 23, 1925,

named thirty points at which they operate factories in Ontario in the territory

west of Toronto, Niagf.ra Falls and Bridgeburg. The points enumerated are not

so-called town tariff points (list of the latter being given in the judgment above

referred to) and they alleged that unjust discrimination exists on class traffic

between such points as are not accorded the town tariff or schedule "A" basis,

which should be corrected at this time. In a further submission dated November
29, 1926, the Canadian Canners referred to the points in the above described

territory at which they operate factories, and stated that with respect to ship-

ments moving between such points they are compelled to pay standard mileage

class rates. They attach an exhibit showing comparison between the standard
mileage and schedule ''A" class rates, but the actual differences in rates paid are

not, in many instances, those represented by this comparison, for the reason
later outlined herein. It may be here noted that the schedule '^4'' and standard
mileage scales are identical up to 35 miles.

The Canadian Canners point out that while the same standard mileage class

rates are applicable in the territory east of the above defined territory, i.e. east

of Toronto, the towns given the special town tariff rates seem to be so equally

distributed that there does not seem to be the same cause for complaint as in the

territory west of Toronto. They further state:

—

" This company owns and operates a number of factories east of

Toronto at points which are not accorded town tariff or schedule ''A'^ rates,

but the situation is such that the long and short haul clause of the Rail-
way Act of 1919 can be applied and, as a result, no great injustice is done
at the present time."

They also state that after careful consideration of their submission of July 23,

1925, they do not ask for the publication of town tariffs from all of the thirty

points previously enumerated, and, therefore, modified their application to a
request that these rates should be published from Aylmer, Simcoe, Strathroy,
Burlington, and Forest.

It is stated above that the actual differences in rates paid is not reflected in

a comparison between the standard mileage and schedule ''A" class rates. Taking
the case of Simcoe this cannot be more clearly indicated than by quoting the
following excerpt from the Chief Traffic Officer's report of January 28, 1921,
which was adopicd as the Board's judgment in the previous application of the
said town:

—

" It should be understood that the application of the town of Simcoe
is by no means so far reaching of itself as might appear on its face. In
the first place the ''town" tariff and the Standard are identical up to 35
miles. Secondly, to and from all points east of Toronto, Simcoe is already
on the same footing as all other points west of Toronto under the grouping
system outlined in the International Rates Case. This was admitted by
applicants. Further, since the rates of the ''town" tariffs apply in both
directions, that is to say, to as well as from 'the distributing centres, it
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follows that Simcoc has the iidvantagc of those rates to all the points west

of and including Toronto enumerated in the list given above; also, under

the long and short haul prin('ij)le, to directly intermediate stations not in

the list until the standard rates thereto become the lower. For example;

the 1st class rate from Simcoe to Barrie, which has a ''town" tariff, is 66

cents (6I-2C.). The three next intermediate points are Thornton, Cookstown
and Beefon which arc not "town" tariff points. The standard rate to

Beeton is 70 cents (65c.) , and to Cookstown and Thornton 73 i cents (68c.)

,

but they get the benefit of the 66 cent (61ic.) Barrie rate.

''The tariff is plain on this point, reading as follows:

—

'Rates to and from intermediate points; Shipments between
points on the G.T.R. System. . . . not specified herein will be

charged standard mileage rates. . . . subject to rates shown
(herein) as maxima between stations directly intermediate.'

" The only additional advantage that Simcoe would secure, if its

application were granted, would be the substitution of the "town" scale for

•the standard tariff to and from other points west of Toronto over 35 miles

distant which do not fall within this arrangement."

In connection with above excerpt, the present rates are shown in brackets,

a reduction in the rates having been made since the date of the said report.

The situation is similar with respect to the other points from which town tariff

rates are now^ applied for. For example, the standard 1st class late from Forest

to Beamsville is 72 cents, but the actual rate is that of the St. Catharines "town"
tariff, namely, 65 cents. From Forest to Wiarton, which is a town tariff point,

the 1st class rate is 65 cents; Hepworth, Tara and Chesley are intermediate

points and the standard rate 1st class would be 75^ cents to point first named and
72 cents to the other two stations, but the rate paid is the 65 cent Wiarton rate

as maxima. The town tariff scale, if applied from Forest to Hepworth and Tara,
would be 65 cents 1st class, which is the same as is actually now in effect under
the maxima above referred to. Similarly, from Strathroy to Jordan the standard
1st class rate is 68 cents, but the actual rate is that of the St. Catharines town
tariff, namely, 6I-2 cents, and the town tariff basis from Strathroy to Jordan
would also be 6H cents, so that there would be no reduction here. From Aylmer
to Tecumseh and Belle River the standard 1st class rate is 65 cents but the rate

that would be paid is that to Windsor, namely, 58 cents, and the application of

the town tariff scale from Aylmer would make no lower rate than 58 cents to

Tecumseh and Belle River.

The present class rate situation is that there are certain town tariff points

to and from which schedule "A" class rates apply; there are other centres which
have been given special class tariffs which, while "special," are not on the "town"
tariff or schedule "A" basis; and between those points that these two classes of

tariffs do not operate as maxima, under the long and short haul provisions of the
Act, the standard mileage class rates apply. The origin of the special class;

tariffs is explained in the previous judgment herein referred to. Parry Sound being
taken as an illustration.

There would seem to be no question that there is an element of discrim-

ination in favour of the centres that have these so-called town tariffs. Those
here in question had their origin in competition between the Grand Trunk and
Great Western of former days. With regard to discrimination of this char-

acter, the following extract from the Board's judgment in the Western Rates
Case is relevant:

—

" It has also to be borne in mind that any special rate, such as those

contained in to-wn tariffs or commodity rates, of necessity results in some
discrimination. Commodity tariffs, under which the large bulk of the
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country's merchandise moves, work a two-fold discrimination. In the
first instance a discrimination in favour of shippers of a particular class

of merchandise from points where the volume moving justifies a com-
modity rate as against shippers of the same commodity at points where
no commodity rate exists; and, secondly, a discrimination in favour of

the article carried at the commodity rates as against articles of a kindred
nature which might come more or less into competition with the article

moving under the commodity rate. The effect of the town tariff is to

give an advantage, of course, to a distributing centre as against similar

stations within the area in which goods are distributed under a town
tariff scale.

Discriminations of this class are undoubtedly those which require

the elasticity of treatment which, as pointed out by the former chairman,
the Hon. A. G. Blair, the Act is framed to permit."

The town tariff points are the same now as they were twenty years ago;

there has been no enlargement or additions. The solution of the matter is not
to be found by the addition of the five points here applied for, as it may be
assumed with some certainty that any additions directed would be followed

by further similar applications and there are other non-town tariff points that
furnish equal and greater tonnage than some of the points covered by the

present application.

There are no data at present available to the Board which would indicate

the actual detriment existing, if any, under the present rate adjustment, and
from the fact that the present rate situation is one that has existed for half a
century, and the only complaint with regard thereto has been the one applica-

tion in 1920 and the present application, it might be assumed that there has
not been any great measure of hardship or detriment. Numerous towns from
which the town tariff scale is not applicable have had very substantial indus-

trial development, while, on the other hand, there has been a decline in indus-

trial development in certain towns from which the town tariff scale is applic-

able. To measure the effect of any alleged detriment^ it would be necessary to

have detailed records of the traffic actually moving, showing points of origin

and destination, and the actual differences in rates, when the extent of the
differences could be determined.

In the previous judgment of the Board it is stated:

—

" The discrimination might, of course, be rectified by abolishing the

town " tariffs, as such, in favour of a uniform class tariff everywhere
within each territory of the various scales. There jnight be three ways
of doing this

;
by raising the distributing scale to the level of the Stand-

ard, a step which would undoubtedly be strenuously opposed by the

manufacturing and jobbing interests; or by making the distributing

scale the Standard, thus reducing what is now the Standard; or by a

compromise between the two. Clearly, however, a system that in a

lesser degree has been established for over half a century would demand
very careful consideration."

A uniform class rate tariff for general application throughout the territory

would seem the most desirable from an ideal rate standpoint, and it would, of

course, remove all ground for alleged discrimination, but I do not consider any
such revision should result in diminishing in the aggregate the revenues of the

carriers, and this would involve both increases and reductions. It seems to me
that all interests affected should have an opportunity of expressing their views

on any such proposition before final action. It would require a most exhaus-

tive and lengthy study of the rates and traffic movements and much data that

are not available to the Board on this record, so as to approach, in the final
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adjustment, a parity witli the present revenues of the carriers on this traffic.

Further investip;ation might also reveal difficulties in the working out of a

uniform adjustm.ent along the lines suggested, having in mind the circumstances

surrounding the establishment of the present schedule " A " basis and its rela-

tionship to the question of international rates.
•

In my opinion, the present situation should not be changed until there is

evidence of a more widespread <lemand for it, together with evidence showing
clearly what detriment actually exists under the present rate situation and
what real necessity there is for making the change.

Files 34123.3.2 and 34123.3.1

Submissions of the Northern Canning Company, Nev) Liskeard, Ont., and the

New Liskeard Board of Trade, re rates on canned goods.

Submission of the Windsor Canning Company of St. Johns, Que., re rates on
canned goods.

The submissions and applications in these two cases are so closely related

that they may properly be dealt with together.

The representations of the Northern Canning Company, supported by the

New Liskeard Board of Trade, are covered by written submissions. In letter

dated August 11, 1925, the Northern Canning Company, who pay fifth class

rates on their shipments of canned goods in carloads, point out that their com-
petitors in southern Ontario enjoy commodity rates lower than the class rates

to Montreal and points east thereof. Competing in the same markets, the

canning company state it is important that their rates be placed upon the same
basis as other points, and they consequently apply for commodity rates with
the understanding that, in the event of the Board authorizing the cancellation

of the present existing commodity rates, the rates from New Liskeard would
get the same treatment." In supporting letter from the New Liskeard Board of

Trade dated November 17, 1926, they ask for the establishment of commodity
rates from New Liskeard " until a complete cancellation of all commodity
rates is affected."

The Windsor Canning Company, St. Johns, Que., in letter dated August
18, 1925, point out that their competitors in Ontario enjoy commodity rates on
canned goods to the large distributing centres, while from their plants at St.

Johns and Napierville the class rates are charged and they have been refused

commodity rates, consequently the Board is asked to direct the establishment
of commodity rates from applicant's plants so as to remove the unjust discrim-

ination against them. The matter was spoken to at sittings of the Board in

Montreal on January 8, 1926. The question of unjust discrimination was
raised by Mr. Windsor, Managing Director of the Windsor Canning Company,
and the following discussion took place (Vol. 449, p. 294-295) :

—

Mr. Flintoft: There are two ways of removing it. Either reduce
Mr. W^indsor's rates to the lower basis or bring the others up. We say
the proper method is to bring the lower basis up.

"Commissioner Boyce: That is, abolish the commodity rates.

The Deputy Chief Commissioner: Are you satisfied with that?

Mr. Windsor: No, I do not want to go against my confreres in

Ontario. I submit that canned goods should be moved as cheaply as

possible. I would not want to go on record as saying that I want to

cancel the commodity rates. All I say is that I want the same rates as

they have."

Chairman Ransom, of the Canadian Freight Association, on behalf of the

carriers, filed an exhibit of rates making various comparisons-. The commodity
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rates are only in effect from Western Ontario points to Montreal, Ottawa and

points east thereof, and to this territory, with the exception of Ottawa, the rates

from St. Johns, Que., are appreciably lower than from the western canning

points. However, this is not particularly relevant, because the favourable geo-

graphical location of St. Johns produces this result, and it is, of course, entitled

to any benefits flowing from its favourable location with respect to the destina-

tion territory in question. A brief historical summary concerning these com-

modity rates seems necessary in order that their origin and the present rate

situation may be readily understood.

Canned fruits and vegetables, in carloads, are rated fifth class in the Cana-
dian Freight Classification, and the normal rates thereon are consequently the

fifth class tariff rates. For many years there have been in effect from canning

points in Ontario to Montreal and points east, special commodity rates lower

than the fifth class rates. These commodity rates appear to have originated

with the canneries around the bay of Quinte, in competition with the St.

Lawrence waterway, followed by accretions as canneries were established at

other western Ontario points, with the object of maintaining all on some system

of rate equality. These commodity rates to Montreal and Ottawa operated as

maxima to intermediate direct line points. To points in the province of

Quebec, outside of Montreal, the usual proportioned arbitraries were added to

the special commodity rates to Ottawa and Montreal. To the Maritime Pro-

vinces the rates pivoted on the then most easterly canning point, Napanee,
whence the fifth class tariff rate was charged, and to this rate certain additions,

lower than the fifth class rate difference, were made from canning points west
thereof to St. John; other points in the Maritime Provinces taking the fifth

class rate difference above the St. John rates. These rates were modified and
increased under the judgment of the Board in the Eastern Rates Case in 1916,

Vol. VI, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 133 (reference

to canned goods being found at p. 172). In that judgment it is stated, with

regard to the rates authorized to St. John, which is the point upon which the

rates to Maritime territory are built, that they " have no particular basis."

The various percentage increases and decreases, to which rates generally have
been subjected since 1916, have also applied to these special commodity rates.

Effective April 14, 1924, the carriers published tariffs reducing all class rates

between points in the Maritime Provinces and stations in Ontario. To St.

John and Halifax, the reduction was a flat decrease approximating from five to

six cents per 100 pounds, fifth class, from all Ontario points; to Sydney the

reduction was approximately nine cents, fifth class. This reduction was made
in class rates only, commodity rates remaining unchanged. The effect of this

class rate reduction in 1924 was that the normal fifth class tariff rates, from
canning points Hamilton and east to certain stations in Quebec and all points

in the Maritime Provinces, became the same or lower than the special com-
modity rates, owing to the slight difference previously existing. From other

canning points west or south of Hamilton, where the difference previously exist-

ing w^as greater, the commodity rates remained somewhat lower than the class

rates to certain destination territory, although even from these points to some
of the eastern territory the class rates became the same or lowxr than the

commodity rates.

While, therefore, commodity rates formerly were in force from these Ontario

canning points to all territory Montreal and east, material changes have been
brought about under the circumstances above set out. Mr. Ransom's exhibit,

already referred to, showed a comparison between the fifth class rate and the

commodity rate, as existing in 1919 and at present, from typical shipping points

to the principal centres Montreal and east as far as Sydney, N.S., and Tignish,

P.E.I. In 1919 the fifth class rate in all cases exceeded the commodity rate.

At present from Napanee and St. Catharines the commodity rate has been
superseded by the class rate to stations Mont Joli, Que., and east. From Belle-
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ville, Bowmanville, Oshawa and Hamilton the commodity rate has been super-

seded by the class rate to stations I^iviere-du-Loup and east. A comparison
is given below in the case of Belleville, Oshawa, Hamilton and Windsor:

—

FROM BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

To

October 18, 1919

C'oiiiin

rat e

5th
class

5th
class

exceeds
Comm.
by

September 16, 1925

Comm
rate

5th
class

5th
class

exceecb
Comm.

by

Comm.
rate

exceeds
5th

class by

Montreal, Que
Ottawa, Ont
Sherbrooke, Que
Quebec, Que
St. Louis, Que
Riviere-du-Loup, Que
Mont Joli, Que
St. John, N.B
Halifax, N.S
Mulgrave, N.S
Sydney. N.S
Tignish, P.E.I

24
24
32i

34
37 >-

40
43
44i

46

1

49
52

541

29
24i

341
36*
39
42
44i-

46*
47^
50^
53
56^-

30
30

42i

47
50
54
55i

58

6H
65

68

36^
301
43

45i
49
50
52i

54
55^
58
59i

58

u

^
10

FROM OSHAWA. ONTARIO

October 18, 1919 September 16, 1925

5th 5th Comm.
To class class rate

Comm. 5th exceeds Comm. 5th exceeds exceeds
rate class Comm. rate class Comm. 5th

by by class by

Montreal, Que 27i
27i

361
37^

40
43

461
47^
49
52
54 i

57

33
29
39
40
43
46^
49
50*
52
54*
57^
60^

5|
I2

2i
2h
3

3^
2*
3

3

2h
3

3^

34i
34i
45i

47
50
54
58
59i

6U
65
68

7U

4U
36i

49
50
54
54

551
58
59i

6U
63
61*

7

2

31
3
4

Ottawa, Ont
Sherbrooke, Que

St. Louis, Que

Mont Joli, Que 21

H
2

31
5
10

St. John, N.B
Halifax, N.S
Mulgrave, N.S

FROM HAMILTON, ONTARIO

October 18, 1919 September 16, 1925

5th 5th Comm.
To class class rate

Comm. 5th exceeds Comm. 5th exceeds exceeds
rate class Comm. rate class Comm. 5th

by by class by

Montreal, Que 29
29
37§
39
42
44§
47^
49
501
53

561
59

34i

33
40
42
44*
47^

50)
52
53
56*
59"

62

5h
4

2h
3

2)
3

3

3

2b
Sh

2h
3

36§
36*
47
49
52i

551
59§

6U
63
66*

701
74

43

4U
50
52.^

55.^
55i

58
59i

6U
63
65
63

6^
5

3

3^
3

Ottawa, Ont

Quebec, Que
St. Louis, Que '.

. .

.

Mont Joli, Que U
2

U
2\

41
11

St. John, N.B
Halifax, N.S

Sydney, N.S
Tijrnish, P.E.I
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FROM WINDSOR, ONTARIO

To

October 18, 1919

Comm.
rate

5th
class

5th
class

exceeds
Comm.
bv

September 16, 1925

Comm
rate

5th
class

5th
class

exceeds
Comm.
by

Montreal, Que
Ottawa, Ont
Sherbrooke, Que
Quebec, Que
St. Louis, Que
Riviere-du-Loup, Que
Mont Joli, Que
St. John, N.B
Halifax, N.S
Mulgrave, N.S
Sydney, N.S
Tignish, P.E.I

35
35
44
45
46i

49
52
53
54i
57i

60§
63

43
42
49

501
53

56^
59

60^
62
65

671m

44
44
55

561
58
6U
65

661
68
72

751
79

54

521

6U
63

661
68

701
72
74

75^
74

10

8^
61

6§

There is also on file a communication from the Eastern Canadian Pre-

served Foods Traffic Association, dated March 3, 1926, in which reference is

made to the application of the carriers to the Board in 1919 for authority to

cancel the commodity rates and permit the class rates to apply. As will be

noted, from what is above set out, the commodity rates had a considerably wider

application in 1919 than they have at present. No decision was rendered by the

Board in that case and this association submits that no order should issue with

respect thereto at this time.

Since that case was heard the railways have refused to establish com-
modity rates from new canning points in a num.ber of cases, with the result that

there is now before the Board the complaints of the Northern Canning Com-
pany and the Windsor Canning Company.

Canned goods, in carloads, are also being shipped from Chesterville and
Brockville to destinations Montreal and east at class rates. There is, there-

fore, now the anomalous situation that some shipping points are paying class

rates; others enjoy commodity rates. There is the further anomaly that while

comrnodity rates lower than the class rates apply to Montreal and certain

Quebec destinations east thereof ; to still further distant destination territory in

Quebec and the Maritime Provinces the full 5th class tariff rate applies from
canning points Hamilton and east, while from canning points west and south

of Hamilton there is no uniformity, the class rates applying in isome cases and
commodity rates in others. In this connection it may be pointed out that for

the longer hauls, all-rail, from Eastern Canadian canning points to stations in

Western Canada, the 5th-class tariff rates apply. All movements of canned goods
from canning points in Quebec pay class rates. The class rates apply for all

movements between points in the province of Ontario, except that eastbouud
the Montreal-Ottawa commodity rates apply as maxima. To destination ter-

ritory, with Montreal and Ottawa as the western boundary, and extending east

to approximately Quebec city, commodity rates apply from nearly all the can-

ning points in Ontario; class rates apply from Quebec canning points to this

territory. East of Quebec city and to all points in the Maritime Provinces

class rates apply from canning points Hamilton and east; from canning points

south or west of Hamilton the class rates apply to some of the destination

points in this territory while in other cases commodity rates apply. AVhen the

same traffic carried through Montreal and on to the Maritime Provinces pays
class rates, there would seem to be no very good reason why the class rates

should not apply to Montreal. The various rate changes have resulted in the
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wiping out of a great many of the commodity rates, and where the hitter still

remain there is no uniformity in their application and discriminations exist.

In my opinion, the carriers should be authorized to cancel what commodity
rat^s remain, placing the whole of this traffic on a class rate basis. I anticipate

this may result in a complaint from certain canning points alleging the neces-

sity for commodity rates to Montreal on account of competition with foreign

importations of canned goods, but any such complaint, if made, can best be

dealt with separately; there are no data on the record here that would enable the

Board to form any opinion as to this.

File 34123.3.3

Complaint of Quality Canners of Canada, Ltd., Windsor, Out., re alleged dis-

crimination against the county of Essex in the matter of freight rates on
Canned Fruits and Vegetables to various Canadian consuming centres.

Heard at Windsor, Ont., January 12, 1926.

This complaint alleges that there is an unjust discrimination against the

county of Eissex in the matter of freight rates on canned fruits and vegetables to

various Canadian consuming centres. As developed by complainants, it

requires to be dealt with under different headings.

I

With respect to consuming centres in the Maritime Provinces, it is alleged

that a handicap has been placed against Essex county " through discriminatory

freight rates, brought about by the various changes in rates which have been

put in effect from time to time in favour of other producing centres, without
corresponding reductions or changes in rates applying from points in Essex

county." Changes in rates effective April 14, 1924, are specifically referred to.

The statement of complainants, above quoted, that changes in rates were made
from other producing centres without corresponding changes from points in

Essex county, is illusory. In order to obtain a proper perspective of the rate

situation, a brief historical summar>^ seems necessary.

Canned fruits and vegetables, in carloads, are rated oth class in the Cana-
dian Freight Classification, and the normal rates thereon are consequently the

5th class tariff rates. For many years there have been in effect from canning

points in Ontario to Montreal and points east, special conmiodity rates lower

than the 5th class rates. These commodity rates appear to have originated with

the canneries around the Bay of Quinte, in competition with the St. Lawrence
waterway, followed by accretions as canneries were established at other west-

ern Ontario points, with the object of maintaining all on some system of rate

equality. These commodity rates to Montreal and Ottawa operated as maxima
to intermediate direct line points. To points in the Province of Quebec, outside

of Montreal, the usual proportioned arbitraries were added to the special com-
modity rates to Ottawa and Montreal. To the Maritime Provinces the rates

pivoted on the then most easterly canning point, Napanee, whence the 5th class

tariff rate was charged, and to this rate certain additions, lower than the 5th

class rate difference, were made from canning points west thereof to St. John;
other points in the Maritime Provinces taking the 5th class rate difference

above the St. John rates. These rates were modified and increased under the

judgment of the Board in the .Eastern Rates case in 1916, Vol. VI. Board's
Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 133 (reference to canned goods
being found at p. 172). In that judsment \i h stated, with regard to the rates

authorized to St. John, which is the point upon which the rates to maritime ter-

ritory are built, that they '4iave no particular basis." The various percentage
increases and decreases, to which rates generally have been subjected since 1916,
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have also applied to these special commodity rates. The situation as existing

prior to April 14, 1924, was, therefore, that from canning points east of Toronto
the special commodity rates to Maritime Provinces were slightly lower than 5th

class tariff rates, while from the canning points in western Ontario and
Essex county the commodity rates represented a greater spread, or reduction,

under the 5th class rates, than from points east of Toronto. Effective April 14,

1924, the carriers published tariffs reducing all class rates between points in the

Maritime Provinces and stations in Ontario. To St. John and Halifax, the

reduction was a flat decrease approximating from 5 to 6 cents per 100 pounds,

5th class, from all Ontario points; to Sydney the reduction was approximately
9 cents, 5th class. This reduction was made in class rates only, commodity
rates remaining unchanged. The effect of this class rate reduction in 1924 was
that the normal 5th class tariff rates, from canning points Hamilton and east

to certain stations in Quebec and all points in the Maritime Provinces, became
the same or lower than the special commodity rates, owing to the slight difference

previously existing. From other canning points, west or south of Hamilton,
where the difference previously existing was greater, the commodity rates

remained somewhat lower than the class rates to certain destination territory,

although even from these points to some of the eastern territory the class

rates became the same or lower than the commodity rates. This is illustrated by
taking typical shipping points as follows:—

FROM

To

Niacara
Falls

Com. 5th
Rate class

Simcoe

Com. 5th
Rate class

Aylmer

Com. 5th
Rate class

London

Com. 5th
Rate class

Windsor

Com . 5th
Rate class

Plaster Rock, N.B....
Edmunston, N.B
St. Leonards, N.B . . .

.

Woodstock, N.B
Oottrell, N.B
St. Andrews, N.B
St. Stephen, N.B
Fredericton, N.B
McAdam, N.B
St. John, N.B
Riviere-du-Loup, Que.
Mont Joli, Que
St. Anselme. Que
Chipman, N.B
Campbell ton, N.B. . .

.

Bathurst, N.B
Moncton, N.B
Sackville, N.B
Amherst, N.S
Londonderry, N.S
Truro, N.S
Halifax, N.S
New Glasgow, N.S
Trenton, N.S
Tracadie, N.S
Mulgrave, N.S
Point Tupper, N.S.. .

.

lona, N.S
North Sydney, N.S...
Sydney, N.S
Tignish, P.E.I
St. Eleanor, P.E.I
Summerside, P.E.I
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
Mount Herbert, P.E.I.
Tracadie, P.E.I
Bear River, P.E.I
Elmira, P.E.I
St. Rose, Que
St. Therese, Que
Lachute, Que
Grenville, Que
Montebello, Que
Buckingham, Que
Angers, Que

61i

55i

591
61|

6U

} 63

70h

74

74

46^

6H

58

59^
•=58

6U

63

*65

*66^

*65

*63

*65

*45^

63

58
611
63

63

65

5U
63

*6H

65

661

68

*68

*m

*68

*49

63

58

6U
63

63

68

70^

72

*70h

68

*70h

50

63

58

6U
63

63

661

6U
65m

70h

72

*70^

68

*70h

50

72

75i

79

72

79

53

70h

66|
68

661

70h

72

74

75|

*74

72

*74r

54

* 5th Class lower than Commodity rate.
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The class rates have, from time to time, been subjected to changes, both

increases and decreases, but the change has been made from all points; the same
is true of the speciai commodity rates, so that any suggestion that changes in

rates "have been put in effect from time to time in favour of other producing

centres without corresponding reductions or changes in rates applying from
points in Essex County" is not a correct statement of the facts.

Complainants made comparison as between Essex County and Bowmanviile

with respect to shipments to St. John, N.B. Their submission states:

—

"Prior to April 14, 1924, the movement of canned fruits and veget-

ables from producing points in Ontario to the consuming centres in the

eastern provinces of Canada was governed by commodity rates on carload

shipments with a minimum weight of 40,000 pounds per car. The said

rate from points in Essex County to St. John, N.B., is 66-^ cents per 100

pounds or $266 per minimum carload shipment, in comparison with 59^
cents per 100 pounds from Bowmanviile, Ontario, to St. John, N.B., or

$238 per minimum carload, an advantage to Bowmanviile, owing to geo-

graphical position, of $28 per carload shipment. Prior to April 14, 1924,

the fifth class rate, which applies on shipments of Canned Foods in

minimum carloads of only 24,000 pounds, was 61^ cents from Bowman-
viile, Ontario, to St. John^ N.B., as compared to the commodity rate on
40,000 pound carloads of 594 cents per 100 pounds; therefore all ship-

ments were made in 40,000 pound carloads at the lower vaie. On the

above mentioned date, however, a reduction was made in the class rates

whereby the rate from Bowmanviile, Ontario, to St. John, N.B., for

example, was changed from 61 ^ cents to 55^ cents per 100 pounds on
shipments of only 24,000 pounds, thus making the total cost for a mini-

mum carload shipment $133.20, whereas the commodity rate of 66^ cents

per 100 pounds on 40,000 pounds carloads is still the lowest rate effective

from points in Essex County, with cost per carload of $266, or a differ-

ential in favour of Bowmanviile and against Essex County of $132.80
per carload shipment, owing to the change in the class rate, as compared
with the differential of only $28 per carload prior to Apri'l 14, 1924,

when the commodity rates were the lowest rates in effect."

The difference in carload minimum earnings, under the commodity rates,

should read $30 instead of $28 as stated by complainants, made up as follows:

—

From Windsor, 40,000 lbs. at 66^cts. per 100 lbs. equals $ 266 00
From Bowmanviile, 40,000 lbs. at 59 cts. per 100 lbs. equals 236 00

Difference $ 30 00

Complainants state this differential in favour of Bowmanviile has been
increased to $132.80 per carload, but this figure is arrived at by comparing
unequal carload quantities. A fair comparison, under the present rates, is

given below:

—

1st. If a car of 24,000 lbs. is shipped:

From Windsor (rate 70) cts.) S 169 20

From Bowmanviile, (rate 55^ cts.) 133 20

Difference $ 36 00

2nd. If a car of 40,000 lbs. is shipped:

From Windsor, (rate 66^ cts.) S 266 00
From Bowmanviile, (rate 5.5| cts.) 222 00

Difference $ 44 00

47647-3i
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Examples of alleged discrimination were given by complainants as
follows:

—

Miles Rate
Essex county OVindsor) to St. John 1,047 GtiJ- cts,
Bowmanville to Halifax 1,051 58 cts.
Trenton and Belleville to Sydney 1,241 59^ cts.
Essex county (Windsor) to St. John 1,047 66^ cts.

The rates here under consideration are built up on a system of grouping
of destination territory by the addition of arbitraries over the St. John rate,

and mere mileage comparisons in connection with rates so constructed, are,

therefore, not conclusive, and especially is this the case where different points of
origin and different points of destination are used as the basis for comparison.
Practically similar comparison to that here given by complainants might have
been made at any time during the many years these commodity rates have
been in force. To make a proper comparison, the same destination points
require to be taken. The following comparison is given in exhibit No. 2 filed

by complainants with their written submission of August 13, 1925:

—

From Miles

To St. John

5th class

rate
Com.
rate

Per ton per mile

5th class Com.

1,047
773

cts.

70i
55^

cts.

59

cts.

1-34
1-43

cts.

1-27
1-52Bowmanville

There is a slight error in mileages given by complainants, the correct

figures being, from Windsor 1,033 miles and from Bowmanville 765 miles,

but this would not affect the comparative rdationship of the rate per ton
per mile. It will be observed that the rate from Windsor produces a lower

earning per ton per mile than the rate from Bowmanville, indicating a taper-

ing of the rate for the longer mileage. Reference has already been made
to the rates beyond St. John, in the Maritime Provinces, being built up on
a group system by the addition of arbitraries, which results in a diminishing

mileage influence. This is illustrated by the following comparison:

—

From To Miles

Windsor St. John. . 1,033
1,312

Sydney.... 1,465

Bowmanville St. John 765
Halifax 1,044

1,197

Rate

5th class Com.

cts. cts.

701 661
72 68

75h 751

55^ 59

58 60

6U 67^

It will be observed that the 5th class rate from Windsor to St. John. 1,033

miles, is 70^ cents, and to Halifax, 279 miles further, it is increased by 1^

cents, and to Sydney, 432 miles further, it is increased 5 cents. From Bow-
manville to Halifax the 5th clasis rate is 2^ cents over St. John, and to Sydney
6 cents over, for corresponding increases in mileage. A similar comparison
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to that given in complainant's exhibit No. 2, a})ove mentioned, taking Hali-

fax as a point of destination and Trenton and Windsor as shipping points,

is given below:

—

From Miles

To Halifax

5th class Com.
l*er ton per mile

5th class Com.

Trenton 982
1,312

cts.

55^,

72

cts.

58

68

cts.

M3
109

cts.

M8
103Windsor

No discrimination is apparent as between Windsor and Bowmanvillc or

other shipping points, as far as relates to the arbitraries added to the St.

John rate to points beyond, similar rate treatment being accorded all ship-

ping points in this respect. Similarly, to St. John proper, which is the pivotal

point, unjust discrimination against Windsor, as compared with other ship-

ping points, having in mind class rate differences and distance, is not indi-

cated. Measured by the class rate spread, which would be applicable in the

absence of special commodity rates, it might be argued that Windsor enjoyed
a favourable rate adjustment.

Complainants claim that the spread formerly existing between Windsor
and points east of Toronto, under the commodity rates, enabled them to

compete successfully with other eanning points for business in the Maritime
Provinces, and that the widening of the spread now prevents competition.

They did not, however, produce any evidence showing what detriment to their

business had resulted from changes in the rates. When an argument is

advanced, based on asserted detriment to business resulting from changes in

rates, some concrete evidence in support thereof should be furnished. It is

not sufficient proof to merely point to the changes in rates. It was for this

reason that, at the hearing of this case at Windsor, the Board requested com-
plainants to furnish a detailed statement showing their carload shipments to

destinations Quebec and eastward for the last four or five years, which was
promised. This statement was never furnished.

II.

Complainants submitted that if, on account of its geographical position,
higher rates were justified from Essex county to eastern Canadian points,

the shippers of Essex county were entitled to the advantage of their geo-
graphical position and shorter mileage via United States routing to points in

Western Canada, by the granting of lower rates than are applicable from
other points in Ontario to Western Canada. Complainants stated that:

—

. . cannery points east of Toronto are placed in the position
whereby they not only secure the exclusive benefit of the markets of the
E_astern Provinces through lower freight rates, but are permitted to ship
via longer mileage hauls to AVestern Canada at exactly the same rate of
freight as applies via the short haul from Essex county points to Western
Canada. For example:

—

Windsor to Winnipeg via U.S.A. routing is 1,199 miles.

Windsor to Winnipeg via Canadian routing is 1,459 miles.

Deseronto to Winnipeg via Canadian routing is 1.357 miles.

Belleville to Winnipeg via Canadian routing is 1,341 miles.

St. Catharines to Winnipeg via Canadian routing is 1,346 miles.
Niagara Falls to Winnipeg via Canadian routing is 1,357 miles.
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Mileages given by complainants are incorrect. The proper short line mileages
should be:

—

Windsor to Winnipeg via U.S.A. routing, 1,149 miles.

Windsor to Winnipeg via Canadian routing, 1,415 miles.

Deseronto to Winnipeg via Canadian routing, 1,275 miles.

Belleville to Winnipeg via Canadian routing, 1,255 miles.

St. Catharines to Winnipeg via Canadian routing 1,272 miles.

Niagara Falls to Winnipeg via Canadian routing, 1,285 miles.

No commodity rates are in force from Eastern Canadian points to stations

in Western Canada applying on canned goods moving all-rail. The 5th-cla'Ss

tariff rates apply on carload shipments. While the complaint covers only
canned goods, it is obvious that whatever principle is found to be properly
applicable on this traffic would have to be extended to all other classes

of traffic moving under class rate tariffs; on the grounds set out by com-
plainants, a different principle could not consistently apply on canned goods
than on traffic generally. Practically the same contention as here advanced by
complainants was brought before the Board in 1912, in the application of the
Dominion Sugar Co. Ltd., for readjustment of rates on sugar, in carloads, from
Wallaceburg, Ont., to Winnipeg and other Manitoba points. This application

was dismissed and the judgment of the Board in the matter is to be found in

Vol. 1, Board's printed Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 507.

The following excerpt from this judgment is particularly relevant here:

—

^' The consideration of the attack upon the existing rate basis

requires some attention to be given to the geographical situation of Wal-
laceburg, since it is contended that the existing rate basis does not take

due cognizance of the geographical advantages possessed by Wallace-
burg. Wallaceburg is located 542 miles west of Montreal. At present,

the rate on refined sugar from Montreal to Winnipeg over the Canadian
lines is the same as from Wallaceburg to Winnipeg, viz., 71 cents per

hundred pounds in car lots. When the short line rail mileages are taken,*

it appears that from Montreal to Winnipeg is 1,420 miles, while from
Wallaceburg to Winnipeg is 1,429 miles. By way of lines through the

territory of the United States, the distance by way of Sarnia, Manitowoc,
and Duluth to Winnipeg is 1,028 miles, which is made up as follows:

—

Pere Marquette to Manitowoc, 319 miles.

Soo Line to Duluth, 331 miles.

Duluth, Missabc and Northern and Canadian Northern to Winnipeg, 378
miles.

On shipments to points in the Northwest, the Canadian lines

blanket the territory from Montreal to the Detroit and St. Clair rivers.

. . . It is, therefore, an established practice to give over a territory

extending over 500 mile? west from Montreal a blanket rate to points in

the Canadian Northw^est.

As has been indicated, Wallaceburg is 542 miles west of Montreal.

Furthermore, it is by rail connections through United States territory

392 miles nearer Winnipeg than is Montreal. As to the allegation that

Wallaceburg has certain geographical advantages, it is apparent that in

regard to its proximity to the lakes, as well as to its mileage through the

United States to Winnipeg, it does possess certain geographical advan-

tages. Without developing the point, it may be recognized that in

respect of water-borne transportation and the competition arising in

connection therewith, Montreal also has geographical advantages. As,

however, Montreal was not heard in the present case, it is unnecessary
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to attempt to estimate the comparative value of the water advantages
possessed by the two points.

In so far as the advantage of rail situation is concerned, the Board
must take cognizance not only of the rail mileage through United States

territory, but also of the actual route which must be traversed by rail in

Canada. The Board must recognize the existing rail conditions in Can-
ada as it finds them, and it therefore appears that while Wallaceburg is

over 500 miles west of Montreal, it is as a matter of fact 9 miles farther

from Winnipeg by the Canadian route than is Montreal. For all prac-

tical purposes, they may from the standpoint of Canadian railway mile-

age be regarded as equi-distant from Winnipeg."

The blanketing of a territory extending for 500 miles west of Montreal is

above referred to. This situation was reviewed by the Board in re Freight

Tolls, 1922, Vol. XII, Board's printed Judgments, Orders, Regulations and

Rulings, p. 61, and at p. 69 the Board stated:

—

" W^ith reference to rates between Eastern Canada and points west

of Fort AVilliam, a different situation is found to exist. Instead of terri-

torial groupings in Ontario, as in the case of the rates between Ontario

and the Maritime Provinces, the rates are blanketed to and from the

whole territory Montreal to Windsor and Sarnia, inclusive, Sudbury to

Niagara Falls, all intermediate points and all lateral lines. The reason

is apparent—the water lines operate from Montreal, calling at inter-

mediate points to Sarnia, at a common rate to the head of the lakes,

while the westernmost points, such as Sarnia and Windsor, can reach

St. Paul and thence W^estern Canadian points with a short mileage via

Chicago. From and to points east of Montreal it has been the practice

to add an arbitrary to the Montreal rate. Montreal, through its geo-

graphical situation at the head of ocean navigation and as the terminal

of the western river and lake routes, is a natural breaking point. This
group with its blanket rate takes in a large area—Montreal to Windsor,
555 miles—Montreal to Sudbury, 444 miles—Niagara Falls to Sudbury,
337 miles—Windsor to Sudbury, 480 miles. The distance from Montreal,

the most easterly point, to Fort W^illiam, the head of lake navigation

and the rate breaking terminal between Eastern and Western Canada,
is 997 miles. From Windsor, the most westerly pwDint, the distance is

1,032 miles."

The Board further stated in its judgment " the blanket rate covering this

territory is justified by the governing conditions outlined." As stated by the
Board, recognition must be given to the existing rail conditions in Canada and
of the actual route which must be traversed by rail in Canada. By the route

traversed by the Canadian rail lines, the haul from Windsor is in excess of that

from other Canadian shipping points within the same blanket territory,

examples being:

—

Windsor to Winnipeg, 1,415 miles.

Montreal to Winnipeg, 1,355 miles.

Deseronto to Winnipeg, 1,275 miles.

Belleville to Winnipeg, 1,255 miles.

Toronto to Winnipeg, 1,208 miles.

Hamilton to W^innipeg, 1,246 miles.

Niagara Falls to Winnipeg, 1,283 miles.

London to Winnipeg, 1,305 miles.
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The granting of complainants' request would not only precipitate com-
plaints from other sliipping points with shorter mileage to Western Canadian
points, but involve a tearing down of the present rate structure between Eastern

and Western Canadian points. The present adjustment has been found equit-

able by the Board, and that it is generally satisfactory is evidenced by the

absence of any other complaints having been received concerning it. No unjust

discrimination as against Windsor or shipping points in Essex county exists^

and the Board would not be warranted in disturbing the present situation on
the record before it.

Ill

In addition to the all-rail rates, reference was also made to the rail and
water and all-water rates from Ontario to Western Canadian points. The
rail and water rates on canned goods, at the time this case was heard,

were based on a uniform reduction of 6 cents less than the all-rail rates, so

that the same general blanketing arrangement is seen to exist here. Complain-
ants refer to an all-rail rate to the head of the lakes of 57 cents, rail and water
51 cents, and all-water 47 cents. The first two figures are not the published

rates, but represent the proportion applying east of the head of the lakes on the

through rates. The all-water rate is that charged by the boat lines from water
ports of call and is not within the jurisdiction of the Board. It was stated that

the water lines were also taking, at the 47 cent rate, shipments from nearby
inland points such as Grimsby. Beamsville, Vineland and St. Catharines, and
absorbing out of their earnings, the cost of the rail haul from the inland points

to the lake port, and it appears from complainants' representations that a
similar absorption was not made by the boat lines with respect to their traffic

from points in Essex county. It was suggested that the division between the

boat lines and the rail carriers of the through rail and water rate was too gener-

ous to the boat lines, thus enabling them to grant concessions to producers in

certain districts, and it was submitted that " the railroads should accordingly

share the responsibility for the discriminations which result therefrom, and
be obliged to take such steps as may be necessary to rectify the unfair situation

arising therefrom." The action of the boat lines in absorbing the rail charge

from nearby inland points to lake port deprives the rail carriers of their long

haul on this traffic, and it is surely obvious that the railway companies do not

view with complacency the loss of this traffic. The Board has held:

—

Division of a through toll as between connecting carriers on hauls

over two or more lines is a matter of domestic concern, and so long as a

through toll is not unreasonable it does not matter to the public how it

is divided." West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, Vol. VIII, Board's

Printed Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 28.

However, it is not apparent that the action suggested by complainants

would supply a remedy. Some of the boats operating have no connection w4iat-

ever with the rail lines, that is to say, they do not participate with the rail

carriers in the rail and water movement. They operate direct from the lake

ports to the head of the lakes, and not only take such traffic as they can secure

at these lake ports, but also handle traffic from nearby inland points, which is

carried to the lake port by motor truck or rail. There is a boat line known as

the Tree Line operating in this territory, and they are handling a considerable

proportion of the canned goods that are moving all-water to the head of the

lakes. I am informed they are sending their trucks back into the interior, but

the extent of the trucking or the amount they are absorbing is not known. With
the evident object of endeavouring to meet this competition, it is noted that
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effective April 22, 1927, the carriers 'n^iueA a tariff naming a special competitive

rail and water rate of 41 cents per 100 pounds on canned fruits and vegetables,

in carloads, from stations in Ontario to Fort William and Port Arthur, applic-

able on traffic destined beyond. This, of course, applies from Essex county

points and makes their through rate to Winnipeg 98 cents per 100 pounds,

which is 10 cents less than the former rail and water rate of $1.08, and 6 cents

less than the rate all-water of $1.04, to which complainants referred as being

applicable from the lake ports, and certain inland points through the absorp-

tion alluded to.

IV.

Complainants cited certain rates from United States points, namely, Canton,
Ohio, and Pittsburgh, Pa., to Winnipeg, and from Baltimore, Md., to Quebec,
and made mileage comparisons with Windsor. They also refer to an all-water

rate from California points to St. John and Halifax. Mere mileage compari-
sons of this character are of little probative force, because comparison is made
between rates constructed under entirely different conditions. These inter-

national rates are governed by a different classification and rate structure from
that existing within Canada. With respect to the movement from Canton and
Pittsburg to Winnipeg, with distance? as cited by complainants, of 1,313 and
1,321 miles respectively, only approximately 66 miles of the haul is within

Canadian territory under this Board's jurisdiction. No evidence was adduced
or allegation made that canned goods are actually moving from these United
States points to destinations indicated; the rates are merely the class rates that

apply on any traffic taking the same class in the governing United States

classification. Before any showing of unjust discrimination could be predicated

on any such comparisons, it would be necessary to have evidence showing
whether complainants are in any way detrimentally affected thereby.

V.

It was further alleged by complainants that unjust discrimination against

them, in the matter of rates, has resulted from the establishment of the com-
modity rates at present in effect from British Columbia canning points to West-
ern Canadian destinations. They stated:

—

" We further respectfully beg to draw the attention of your Honour-
able Board to the fact that further undue discrimination has resulted

against the producers of Essex County owing to the changes in freight

rates on canned foods from British Columbia producing points to the

Prairie Provinces, which were made effective under date of March 19,

1924. For example, the fifth class rate on canned foods from Nelson,

B.C., to Winnipeg, Manitoba, is $1.92 per 100 pounds (on minimum car-

loads of 24,000 pounds), as compared with the fifth class all rail rate

from Essex County to Winnipeg of $1.14 per 100 pounds. However,
under date of March 19, 1924, special commodity rates were put into

effect whereby on shipments of 40,000 pounds the rate from Nelson to

Winnipeg was made $1.10 per 100 pounds and on shipments of 60.000

pounds the rate was reduced to 98 cents per 100 pounds, whereas no
change has been made in the rates from Essex County points, conse-

quently Nelson, B.C., can now land its products in Winnipeg, Man., at

98 cents per 100 pounds, as compared with $1.14 all rail or $1.08 lake and
rail from Essex County to Winnipeg, whereas prior to the British Col-

umbia reduction made effective in March, 1924, the rate to Winnipeg
was lower from Essex County than from Nelson, B.C. The same com-
parative difference applies on shipments from all British Columbia
producing points to the various consuming markets of the Prairie Pro-
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vinces, so that by concessions in freight rates granted in March, 1924,

to the B.C. producing centres on shipments to the Prairie Provinces, a

severe handicap was placed against the producers of Essex county."

Complainants state the fifth class rate from Nelson to Winnipeg is $1.92

per 100 pounds. This is incorrect, as the fifth class rate is $1.56 per 100 pounds.

Taking the example cited by complainants the present rate situation is:

—

From Miles

To Winnipeg

C.L.Min.
24,000
lbs.

Rate
per ton
per mile

C.L. Min.
40,000
lbs.

Rate
per ton
per mile

C.L.Min.
60,000
lbs.

Rate
per ton
per mile

1,091
1,415 A.R

R.&W.

c. per 100 lbs.

132
114

98

cts.

2-42
1-61
1-38

c. per 100 lbs.

110
cts.

201
c. per 100 lbs.

98
cts.

1-80

A.R.—All rail. R. & W.—Rail and water.

The matter of rates on canned goods, in carloads, from British Columbia
canning points to distributing centres in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba,
as compared with rates from Eastern Canadian points to the same destinations,

was before the Board and carefully considered in the application of Mr. J. C.
Hodgson, Chairman, Transportation Committee, Jam Section, Canadian Manu-
facturer's Association, and it is very fully gone into in the judgment of the

Board dated June 11, 1925, Vol. XV, Board's printed Judgments, Orders,

Regulations and Rulings, p. 162. The Board found that it was not shown that

there was unjust discrimination or undue preference, and there is nothing on the

present record that would warrant any change in the considered judgment of

the Board at that time. In this connection attention may be directed to the

fact that the rail and water rates from Eastern Canadian canning points are

10 cents lower than those existing in 1925, when this judgment was written.

VI.

Complainants requested that the Board direct

the establishment of a policy of freight rates similar to that which
is in effect throughout the United States, and which permits of reason-

able competition at all the principal consuming or distributing centres

throughout their country in marketing the products of agriculture from
the various producing centres in the Union, which policy has succeeded
in preventing the possibility of discrimination against any particular

producing centre or district."

In this connection complainants filed exhibit No. 4 reading as follows:

—
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EXHIBIT No. 4

United States Class and Commodity Rates—Tariff References

From To leage 5th cla.ss Tariff
freiRht rate reference

c. per 100 lbs.

75 m C.F.A. 231A.
99 19 C.F.A. 231A.
138 22 C.F.A. 231A.

Commodity
freight rate

271 17 Soo Line.
237 17 G.F.D. 32500. .

5th class

freight rate
54 m Nor. Pac.
72 16 M.R.C. 879.

162 25 M.R.C. 879.

Commodity
freight rate

160 14 Soo Line.

zoo 22 TT Ti Q9(;nnKj.r .U. OiiOUU.

5th class

freight rate
177 25 C.F.A. 224.

225 27 C.F.A. 224.

301 31 C.F.A. 224.

257 23i C.F.A. 223.

382 28i C.F.A. 231A.
537 34^ C.F.A. 224.

5th class Com.
rate rate

251 23 15^ Soo Line.
186 23 15^ G.F.D. 32500.

49 15^ None
179 22 19 (C.F.A. 256B Class)
156 23 19 (B/4 525M Comm.).
111 18^ None (C.F.A. 256B).
25 12^ 121 (C.F.A. 223 Class).
61 16 12^ (B/4 525M Comm.).

Rochelle. 111...

Hoopeston, 111.

DeWitt, 111....

Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Kewaunee, Wis

Arlington, Minn.
LeSuer, Minn. .

.

Wadena, Minn. .

.

Cobly, Wis. .

.

Marengo, Wis.

Holland, Mich
Benton Harbour, Mich.
Mackinaw City, Mich.
Decatur, Ind
Hoopeston, 111

Algoma, Wis

Kewaunee, Wis
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Theresa, Wis
Peoria, 111

Bloomington, 111. .

.

Alexander, 111

Clay City, Ind
Elnora, Ind

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Chicago, 111.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Detroit.
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit,

Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich.

Milwaukee, Wis.

.

Milwaukee, Wis.

.

Milwaukee, Wis.

.

E. St. Louis, 111..

E. St. Louis, 111..

E. St. Louis, 111..

Terre Haute, Ind
Terre Haute, Ind

.

The complainants state the rate comparisons given in this exhibit demon-
strate that it is the policy in the United States to make commodity rates to

enable different producing sections to compete with one another in reaching
various consuming centres on an approximately equalized freight cost. The
exhibit does not, on its face, bear out this contention, and unfortunately, this

phase of the matter was not very fully developed on the record. The exhibit

contains numerous errors in mileages. There is shown below the mileage given
on the exhibit and the correct figure, the latter being the rate basing mileage on
which the 5th class rates named are constructed.

From

Sturgeon Bay.

.

Wadena, Minn.

.

Benton Harbor.
Mackinaw City
Decatur
Hoopeston
Algoma
Kewaunee
Sturgeon Bay.

.

Peoria
Bloomington. .

.

Alexander
Elnora

To

Chicago
Minneapolis. .

.

Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Milwaukee
Milwaukee
East St. Louis
East St. Louis
East St. Louis
Terre Haute.

.

Com-
plainants'

figure

271
162
225
301
257
382
537
251
186
179
156
111

61
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The carriers pointed out that in this exhibit movements from stations in

Central Freight Association territory to Chicago were compared with movements
from Western Trunk Line territory to Chicago, and they stated that, generally

speaking, all rates on canned goods in Central Freight Association territory

are on the class rate basis, while from Western Trunk Line points the western
roads have published some very subnormal rates. The class rates applying in

Central Freight Association territory are graduated, increasing with additional

mileage, and there is no recognition of an equalized freight rate which ignores

mileage. With the meagre information before the Board a conclusive opinion

as to the value, if any, of the comparisons, as supporting complainants' con-
tention of United States policy, is precluded. It is not shown whether or not
the- various stations are points ifrom which canned goods are moving in volume
to the destinations indicated, or, if so, whether there is competition in the

same kind of product. Taking first, Chicago, as a large consuming centre,

there is shown the class rates which apply from Roclielle, Hoopeston and DeWitt,
111, in Central Freight Association territory, and comparison is made with the

commodity rates applying from Sturgeon Bay and Kewaunee, Wis., in Western
Trunk Line territory. The rates from Rochelle, Hoopeston and DeWitt are

stated by complainants to be the lowest rates available from short haul points

to Chicago, and it is difficult to understand why, under a policy of approximate

equalization in rates, there is a lower rate from S(;urgeon Bay, 257 miles, than
m effect from Rochelle, 75 miles, and it would seem that in comparison wun CuC

17 cent rate for 257 miles, the shipper paying 19 cent rate for 99 miles and 22
cent rate for 138 miles, would feel discriminated against, and from points in

Central Freight Association territory of greater distance the disparity would
be still more marked. With regard to shipments to Minneapolis, it is noted

that there is a commodity rate of 14 cents from Colby, Wis., 160 miles, as

compared wdth the class rate of 16 cents applying from LeSeur, Minn., 72 miles;

a similar comparison being Marengo, Wis., to Minneapolis, Minn., 255 miles,

22 cents, as compared with Wadena, Minn., to Minneapolis, 149 miles, 25
cents. The intra-state and interstate comparisons of rates to Detroit indicate

increasing rates for increasing mileage, but a difference in the rate scales

intra-state as compared with interstate. A policy of equalization is not evident
in these comparisons.

More information than is on the record would be necessary to form any
concluded opinion as to what the rate comparisons really do demonstrate; on
the face of it, a departure from any policy of approximate equalization of freight

rates from all producing centres is apparent, and disparities and inequalities are

also noted.

Complainants then state that

—

. . since the experience of the United States haS: demonstrated

the necessity and practicability of granting equal opportunity for market-
ing in the various consuming centres the products of the farms in the

different producing territories, through the scientific application of both
class and commodity rates to equalize the freight cost, and thus eliminate

discrimination against any producing section, that there is every justi-

fication for the prompt issue of an order from your Board for the im-
mediate removal by the railroads of the discrimination now effective

against the products of the county of Essex, Ontario, through the present

unfair scale of freight rates, and for the early substitution of a revised

basis of class and commodity rates which will permit of the products

of the farms of Essex county being shipped to all the principal consuming
centres in both the eastern and western markets on an approximately

equalized freight cost basis with the products of the other producing

sections of the Dominion.''
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As alr^dy pointed out, the circumstances surrounding the United States

rates cited ivere not fully put on record, but the brief analysis above made does

not demonstrate a scientific equalize t ion of freig;ht cost in the United States.

There is no such policy in effect in the United States within the knowledge of

this Board. Complainants made some rate comparisons which are very incon-

clusive, but made no reference to any decisions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the rate regulating tribunal in the United States. The position

in the United States is very clearly set out in various decisions of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission over a long period of years, citations from a few

of these cases being quoted below: —
" The Commission may not require carriers to equalize natural ad-

vantages, such as location, cost of production, and the like."—Colorado
Fuel & Iron Co. v. Director General, 57 I.C.C. 253, 255.

" The Commission has repeatedly held that it has no authority to

equalize economic conditions or so to adjust rates that compensation is

made to one producing region for its natural disadvantages as compared
with another producing region with which it desires to compete."—Inland
Empire Shippers League v. Director General, 59 I.C.C. 321, 338.

^' It is not the duty of carriers, nor is it proper, that they under-
take by adjustment of rates or otherwise to impair or neutralize the
natural commercial advantages resulting from location or other fav-

ourable condition of one territory in order to put another territory

on an equal footing with it in a common market. Each locality com-
peting with others in a common market is entitled to reasonable and
just rates at the hands of the carriers serving it and to the benefit of

all its natural advantages. If this result in prejudice to one and
advantage to another, it is not the undue prejudice or advantage for-

bidden by the statute, but flows naturally from conditions beyond
the legitimate sphere of legal or other regulation." Inland Empire
Shippers League v. Director General, 59, I.C.C. '321, 338.

" That rates should be fixed in inverse proportion to the natural

advantages of competing towns^,, with the view^ of equalizing com-
mercial conditions as they are sometimes described, is a proposition

unsupported by law and quite at variance with every consideration of

justice. Each community is entitled to the benefits arising from its

location and natural conditions, and any exaction of charges unreason-

able in themselves or relatively unjust, by which those benefits are

neutralized or impaired, contravenes alike the provisions and the policy

of the statute."—Inland Empire Shippers League v. Director General,

59, I.C.C. 321, 338.

The Commission can not require carriers to adjust rates for the

purpose of equalizing natural or commercial disadvantages."—Natchez
Chamber of Commerce v. Director General, 60 I.C.C. 397, 400.

" The Commission may not require carriers to equalize natural

advantages, such as location, and cost of production."—United Iron

Works Co. V. Director General, 61 I.C.C. 33, 35.

" It is not the province of the Commission to make adjustments

which will offset the , natural advantages or disadvantages of one

localitv as compared with another."—Harrisonburg IMilling Co., v.

A.A.R:R. 52, I.C.C. 63, 72.

Regulation of commercial competition, is not the Commission's

function; that is to say, its powers do not extend to the preservation

of rates in order to enable one point or community to compete on
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approximately equal terms with another irrespective of other trans-

portation factors."—Natchez Chamber of Commerce v. L. & A. Ry.
52, I.C.C. 105, 122, 123.

" There is no obligation at law upon defendants to take up the

burden of equalizing natural disadvantages and no power or authority

is vested in the Commiss^ion to compel them to do so."—United States

V. S.V. Ry. Co., 53, I.C.C. 607, 616.

^' A carrier cannot be compelled, to disregard distance between
two competing cities for the purpose of putting the two cities on a

commercial equality."—New York Produce Exch. v. Baltimore & O.R.
Co., 7 I.C.C. 612.

It is the province of the Commission to interfere, and secure, if

possible, a fair adjustment in cases of unreasonable rates or unjust dis-

crimination, but the Commission has no more authority to place com-
peting millers in different states upon precisely the same footing than it

has to equalize conditions in all localities and in every industry."

—

Mayor and Council of Wichita, Kas. v. M.P.R.R. 10 I.C.C. 35, 40.

" Natural advantages of location are neither to be enlarged or mini-

mized by the Commission, whose duty and purpose is to secure just and
reasonable transportation rates, as nearly equal as possible for all locali-

ties and individuals, having due regard to differences in circumstances

and conditions."—Enterprise Manufacturing Co. v. Georgia R.R., 12

I.C.C. 451, 456.

" Equalization of commercial advantages and disadvantages through

regulation of rates from competing points of production, irrespective of

the transportation services performed, is not the function of the Com-
mission."—Western Coal Rates, 80, I.C.C. 383, 461.

It is not the duty of carriers, nor is it proper, that they under-

take by adjustment of rates or otherwise to impair or neutralize the

natural commercial advantages resulting from location or other favour-

able condition of one territory in order to put another territory on an
equal footing with it in a common market. Each locality competing
with others in a common market is entitled to reasonable and just

rates at the hands of the carriers serving it and to the benefit of all its

natural advantages. If this result in prejudice to one and advantage
to another, it is not the undue prejudice or advantage forbidden by the

statute, but flows naturally from conditions beyond the legitimate sphere
of legal or other regulation."—Commercial Club of Omaha v. C.R.I. &
P.R. Co., 6 I.C.C. 647, 675.

The position in Canada, under the provisions of the Railway Act and
the powers of the Board, is well defined in decisions in various cases over a
long period of years. The proposition that a producer's geographical location

should be equalized in the freight rate is something which transcends the

powers or functions of the Board.

" The Board has no power to regulate tolls for purpose of equaliz-

ing cost of production or geographical, climatic or economic conditions."

Imperial, etc., Co. v. C.P.R., 14, C.R.C. 375; Hudson Bay Mining
Co. V. C.N.R. Co., 16 C.R.C. 254; Canadian China Clay Co.
V. G.T.R. Co., 18 C.R.C. 347; Western Retail Lumbermen's
Assn. V. C.P.R. et al, 20 C.R.C. 155; Dominion Millers' Assn.
V. Can. Frt. Assn., 21 C.R.C. 83.
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" It is axiomatic, not only in this country, but in others, that rate-

regulating bodies cannot overcome by an adjustment of freight rates

the natural advantage which one competing locality has over another."

Complaint of Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills Ltd. re rates on

paper from Sturgeon Falls and Espanola, Ont., to Toronto and

other destinations, Vol. XII, Board's printed Judgments and

Orders, p. 268, at p. 275.

On the record a case for revision in rates has not, in my opinion, been

made out, and the complaint should, therefore, be dismissed.

File No. 34123.3.4

Submission of The Canadian Tobacco Groivers Co-operative Company, Ltd.,

Kingsville, Ont., re freight rates on products grown by the farmers in Essex

County.

This submission consists of a resolution passed by the Board of Directors

of the company above named, supporting the complaint made by the Quality

Canners of Canada, Ltd., re alleged discriminatory freight rates applying against

sliipments of products of Essex county. The matter was not further enlarged

upon or specifically dealt with as far as the above-named company is con-

cerned. The complaint of Quality Canners of Windsor has been fully con-

sidered and dealt with under file 34123.3.3.

File No. 34123.4.1

Application of the Poge-Hersey Tubes, Limited, Toronto, Ont.

I.

REQUESTING REDUCTION IN RATES ON WROUGHT IRON PIPE, CARLOADS, FROM APPLI-

CANTS' MILL AT WELLAND, ONT., TO WESTERN CANADIAN POINTS

Applicants base their request on the allegation that the rates on wrought
iron pipe, carloads, to certain western Canadian destinations, from Pittsburg, Pa.,

and Lorain, Ohio, discriminate against Welland, Ont., and are preferential to

Pittsburgh and Lorain, at which points there are pipe mills with which the

applicants have to compete on shipments from Welland. As illustrating the rate

situation complained of, the applicants set out the following comparison of all-

rail rates:

—

(Rates per 100 lbs.)

To
From

Pittsburgh
From
Lorain

From
Welland

From
Welland

$1 62

1 86
1 41

1 60
1 96
1 96
1 79
1 96
1 83
1 42
1 47
1 80
1 15

$1 62
1 86
1 41

1 60
1 95
1 95
1 74
1 95
1 83
1 42
1 47
1 80
1 15

$2 00
2 00
1 92
1 83
2 27

2 27
2 03
2 27
2 27

1 95
1 98
1 98
1 98

Edmonton, Alta
Lethbridge, Alta

Nelson, B.C $2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00

Rossland, B.C
Fernie, B.C
Trail, B.C
Revelstoke, B.C
Kipp, Alta

Wetaskiwin, Alta
Coutts, Alta
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As, however, there ore numerous commodity rates in effect from Welland
which are not shown in the applicant's comparison, it is essential, for the proper

consideration of this matter, to have the entire rate comparison set out, and
this is shown below:

—

To

Calgary, Alta
Kdmonton, Alta
Lethbridge, Alta. .

.

Medicine Hat, Alta
Kipp, Alta
Macleod, Alta
Wetaskiwin, Alta. .

.

Coutts, Alta
Nelson, B.C
Rossland, B.C
Trail, B.C
Fernie, B.C
Revelstoke, B.C...

162

186
141

160
142
147
180

115
196

196
196
179

183

162
186
141

160
142
147

180
115
195
195

195
174

183

200
200
192
183

195

198
198

198
227
227
227
203
227

171

171

162
154

165
166

166
166
195
195

195
174

195

5 6

200
200
200
200

194
194
194
194

I 8 9 10

165-^ 1801 16U 1761
165i 180^ 16U 1761
1561 172^ 152-1

144^
168^

148i 163-^ 1591
1591 175^ 1551 17U
160^ 178^ 156^ 1741
1601 178-i 1561 1741
\m\ 178^ 1561 1741

\m 207^ 185^ 2031
189^ 207i 1851 203^
189-1 207

i-
185.^ 2031

168 i 1831 1641
1851

1791
189^ 207§ 203^

It is necessary to explain these various rates, which are shown in cents per 100 pounds, and cover
wrought iron pipe, in carloads.

Columns 1 and 2 show the rates from Pittsburgh and Lorain, respectively, on all sizes of pipe.

Columns 3 to 10, inclusive, show the various rates in effect from Welland.
Column 3 shows the 5th class all-rail rates applicable on all sizes of pipe.

Column 4 shows commodity rates all-rail on pipe over 4" in diameter.
Column 5 shows all-rail commodity rates for all sizes of pipe.

Column 6 shows lake-and-rail rates for all sizes of pipe.

Column 7 shows combination of rail and water rates to Fort William and Port Arthur, and rail rate

thence to destination, on pipe over 4" in diameter.
Column 8 shows the combination rail-and-water rate to Fort William and Port Arthur, thence rail to

destination, on pipe 4" and under in diameter.
Column 9 shows combination of all-water rate to Fort William and Port Arthur, thence rail to destin-

ation, on pipe over 4" in diameter.
Column 10 shows combination of all-water rate to Fort William and Port Arthur, thence rail, on pipe

4" and under in diameter.

With regard to the rates from Pittsburg and Lorain to the Alberta destina-

tions cited by applicants, these are controlled by rates established by United
States carriers. A rate of $1.15 is published from Pittsburgh and Lorain to the

Pacific coast, and applies as maxima to intermediate territory, including Sweet-

grass, Mont., which is at the boundary between Montana and Alberta, and in

this way the rate of $1.15 to Coutts, the Canadian boundary station, is arrived

at, and the rates thence to Alberta destinations are the full 5th class rates added
to the Coutts rate. The rates to the British Columbia destinations shown are

also based on similar combinations. From Pittsburgh and Lorain, therefore, the

Canadian carriers make no reduction in their rates, but charge the normal class

rate from the Canadian boundary point to destination.

In explanation of the special commodity rates from Welland, wiiich are lower
on the pipe over 4 inches in diameter than are published on the pipe when 4
inches and under in diameter, Mr. Ransom, on behalf of the carriers, explained

that some years ago they established special commodity rates on the pipe 4-

inches and over in diameter for the reason that at that time there wa& no duty
on pipe of that diameter coming into Canada from the United States, and the

carriers had been requested to provide commodity rates on the pipe on which
there was no duty to assist the Canadian manufacturers in meeting United)
States competition. Mr. Ransom pointed out that there had been a change in

the situation, and at the present time there is a duty of 30 per cent on pipe 10
inches or less in diameter, and 15 per cent when over 10 inches in diameter, so

that based on an average price of pipe of 5 cents per pound, the duty on pipe
formerly entering free was now $1.50 per 100 pounds, when 10 inches or less in
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diameter, and 75 cents per 100 pounds wlien over 10 inches in diameter. The
railways, however, had continued their line of demarcation at the pipe over

4 inches in diameter.

As already pointed out, the through rates from Pittsburgh and Lorain are

made up of the combination of the rate of $1.15 established by the United States

carriers to the Montana-Alberta boundary point, plus the regular class rate of

the Canadian carrier thence to destination. Obviously, through rates estab-

lished in this manner are appreciably lower to destination points reasonably con-

tiguous to the boundary point than they are to points of greater distance where

the higher local rates of the Canadian carrier from the boundary point come into

play. Of the eight Alberta destinations cited by applicants, Coutts is the

boundary point and, of course, shows a much lower rate than any of the other

destination points, but it is doubtful if any of this traffic goes to Coutts proper.

Lethbridge, Kipp and Macleod are within a 100-m.ile radius of Coutts, andi

Medicine Hat and Calgary within a 200-mile radius. The other two Alberta

destinations named, viz., Edmonton and Wetaskiwin, are in the northerly por-

tion of the province, and all of the rates from Welland to the two latter destina-

tions are lower than from Pittsburgh and Lorain, except the regular 5th class

rate from Welland. In the case of Calgary, there is one rate from Welland lower;

to Medicine Hat four rates from Welland are lower. Similarly, in the case of

the British Columbia destinations cited it will be observed there are lower rates

available from Welland. If a similar comparison w^ere taken out covering a great

many other destinations in western Canada situated north of the Canadian Pacific

Railway main line, it would show tliat Welland has the advantage in rates.

Before it would be possible to form any conclusion as to what rate disparity

actually exists, as between Welland and the United States points named it would
be necessary to have regard to the rates applying from Welland on the traffic

as it actually moves. For example, rates on pipe over 4 inches in diameter are

lowTr than on pipe 4 inches and under. What proportion of applicants' pipe moves
under the lower rates? The rates based on combination of the rail and water rate

to the head of the lakes are lower than the published through all-rail and lake-

<'ind-rail rates; wdiat proportion of applicants' tonnage moves under these rates?

The rates via all-w-ater route to the head of the lakes, thence rail, are still low^er

than the combination last mentioned; what proportion of applicants' tonnage

moves on these rates? Applicants submitted no data on these points. They
merely confined their submissions to rate comparisons based on the highest rates

published from Welland; viz., the all-rail rates, and without this being accom-
panied by an analysis of the rates actually paid, having in view the numerous
lower rates available, such rate comparisons are not very helpful and are most
inconclusive. There is on the record the undisputed statement of Mr. Ransom
that the bulk of the pipe moving to western Canada is over 4 inches in diameter;
further, that during the summer season the most of the pipe moves all-w^ater to

the head of the lakes. These statements, uncontradicted on the record, indicate

that much lower rates than cited in applicants' comparison filed with the Board
are actually being paid on a considerable portion, at least, of the traffic moving.

Mr. Ransom contended that importations from the United States were
negligible, the Canadian carriers having, as evidenced by the special commodity
rates published, established rates to assist shippers in meeting United States

competition. In rebuttal of this statement, applicants stated ^hat customs and
excise statistics for the period January 1 to November 30, 1925, show imports

to the value of $63,683. This information, standing by itself, and being all that
was submitted on the record, conveys very little meaning, because there is no
information before the Board as to whether, in proportion to the total wrought
iron pipe consumed in the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, the figures

named represent a small or a large percentage. It seems to me it can be assumed
that there is bound to be a certain amount of wrought iron pipe imported from

47647—4
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the United States, as probably there are varieties of pipe manufactured there

that are not made in Canada. Mr. Middleton, representing the applicants,

stated they did not manufacture 12-inch pipe. There is shown below a state-

ment of imports of tubing, as specitied, from United iStates enjtered for con-
sumption in the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia and the Port of

Vancouver, during the calendar year 1925, these figures being obtained from the
Department of Customs and Excise.

STATEMENT OF IMPORTS OF TUBING AS SPECIFIED FROM THE UNITED STATES
ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION IN THE PROVINCES OF ALBERTA AND BRITISH
COLUMBIA AND THE PORT OF VANCOUVER DURING THE CALENDAR YEAR 1925

Province Province of Port
Item of British of

Alberta Columbia * Vancouver

$ $ $
Wrought or seam less iron or steel tubing pla in or galvanized , threaded

24,351 9,362 9,362
Wrought or seamless iron or steel tubing plain or galvanized,

threaded and coupled or not, 10 in. or less in diameter, n.o.p..

.

31,523 25,972 4,229

55,874 35,334 13,591

* Including the Port of Vancouver.

Of the total imports into British Columbia of $35,334, $13,591 was through
the port of Vancouver, and it is unlikely that the Vancouver importation has
any bearing in connection with the rates here under discussion. There is no
information showing, in connection with these United States importations, what
proportion went to destinations where the rates from Pittsburgh and Lorain
may be slightly lower than some of the rates available from Welland.

In connection with this matter, the Board has, in numerous cases, stated

that with regard to rates to meet competition—market, rail, or water—or to

develop traffic, the railway companies have a discretion and may vo'luntarily

establish rates lower than could be justifiably directed or compelled by the

Board. See Mount Royal Milling and Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Mont-
real, Que., re rates on cleaned rice, Montreal to western Canada, Board's printed

Judgments and Orders, Vol XV, page 58, and citations therein quoted. Aside
from the position taken by the Board, as above referred to, and the fact that

the applicants have not in any way attacked the present rates from We'lland as

being unreasonable per se, I am of opinion, in view of the rate situation herein

set out, and for the other reasons mentioned, that the applicants have not made
out a case that would warrant the Board directing a reduction in the present

rates from Welland.

II

(a) REQUESTING LOWER EXPORT RATES TO MONTREAL THAN TO AMERICAN ATLANTIC

SEAPORTS ON WR0T7GHT IRON PIPE AND PIPE FITTINGS

Application is made that on the commodities named there should be estab-

lished from Welland an export rate to Montreal lower than to New York or

other United States Atlantic ports. Normally, the export rate to Montreal
would be lower than to New York, but from southern Ontario territory served

by American railways they establish on export traffic to New York during the

summer months competitive tariffs, applying to New York the same rates as are

published to Montreal. The whole situation regarding this competitive terri-

tory in southern Ontario and the export rates therefrom to Montreal v. New
York, was before the Board and is fully covered by the Board's judgment
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dated April 18, 1923, found in the Board's Printed Judgments and Orders, Vol
XIII, No. 3, page 19. For the reasons fully gone into in that judgment, the

suggestion of applicants is one that could not be given practical effect to.

{b) RATES ON WROUGHT IRON PIPE, C.\RLOADS, FROM WKLLAND TO CANADIAN
ATLANTIC PORTS, FOR FURTHERANCE TO NEWFOUNDLAND OR THE ISLANDS OF

ST. PIERRE AND MIQUELON

This matter was not included in the original application, but was brought
up at the sittings of the Board in Toronto. There are special commodity rates

quoted from Welland to Montreal, Quebec and Canadian Atlantic ports on
wrought iron pipe, in carloads, destined to Newfoundland or the islands of

St. Pierre and Miquelon, and applicants stated they were unable to take advan-
tage of these rates unless shipments constituted a carload or more and it is

seldom they are able to sell a straight carload of pipe at one time in Newfound-
land. As a result, they stated, their business was in less than carloads, which
subjected it to the paj^ment of domestic L.C.L. rates, whereas if they had the

privilege of putting L.C.L. shipments for Newfoundland in with carloads of

pipe for export to other countries they would be in a position to compete with

Pittsburgh and Lorain mills. Their application, therefore, was that they be
accorded the privilege of carload rates on mixed carloads of pipe from Welland
to the Canadian Atlantic ports, part of the carload being for furtherance to New-
foundland and the balance exported to British or foreign countries. It would
appear from the record that there is some misunderstanding on the part of appli-

cants. The carload rate on wrought iron pipe from Welland to St. John and
Halifax for export is 30 cents per 100 pounds. This same rate is also published
from Welland to Saint John and Halifax when the traffic is destined to New-
foundland or the Islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon and, further, in the tariff

quoting the rates last named a provision is now published reading:

—

"Mixed Cars.—Shipments for furtherance to Newfoundland and the

Islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon may be accepted in mixed cars ^ath

shipments for export to British and foreign countries (not including

the United States), Cuba, the Insular Possessions of the United States

and the Panama Canal Zone, and charges thereon assessed at the car-

load rate applicable on traffic for furtherance to Newfoundland or the

islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon, subject, however, to the highest

minimum carload weight."

The applicants appear to have, therefore, exactly the arrangement they
are contending for, so far as relates to shipments from Welland to St. John and
Halifax. The rate to North Sydney for furtherance to Newfoundland is 35
cents per 100 pounds, and there is no rate published to North Sydney when for

export to British and other foreign countries. To Montreal there is some
difference, in that the special commodity rate from Welland on pipe for export
to British and foreign countries is cents, while when for furtherance to New-
foundland the rate is 28 cents, so that under the mixed car provision in the
tariff as above quoted the mixed carload to Montreal would take the 28 cent
rate, but it would not be subjected to payment of domestic L.C.L. rates, as

referred to by applicants. As stated, there appears to have been some mis-
understanding on the part of applicants, but, in any event, without the matter
being more definitely developed on the record it is not clear that applicants arc

contending for anything further than is already provided bv the tariff.

47647-4i
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III

ALLEGING DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WELLAND IN FAVOUR OF MONTREAL IN RATES
TO VARIOUS POINTS IN QUEBEC

This portion of the application was withdrawn at the hearing in Toronto.

IV

REQUESTING REDUCTION IN RATE ON V^ROUGHT IRON PIPE AND PIPE FITTINGS,
CARLOADS, FROM WELLAND TO IfAMILTON

On wrought iron pipe and pipe fittings, carloads, from Welland to Hamilton,
the class and commodity rate is the same, viz., 18 cents per 100 pounds. Appli-

cants point out that on the same commodities from Montreal the class rate to

Hamilton is 43 cents, and the commodity rate 35 cents, or 81.4 per cent of the

class rate. The contention of applicants is set out in the following statement

(p. 639) :—
" It is our contention that we should be accorded the same treatment

as our Montreal competitors, and since the commodity rate, Montreal to

Hamilton, is approximately 81 per cent of the fifth class rate, we consider

we should have a rate, Welland to Hamilton, of 14J cents, which is

approximately on the same percentage basis."

It is not contended by applicants that a lower commodity rate from Welland
to Hamilton is necessary to meet Montreal competition, Mr. Middleton, repre-

senting the applicants, stating they could get the order in Hamilton as against

Montreal. Mr. Middleton stated (p. 641) :—
" Our application for a commodity rate, Welland to Hamilton, is not

made with the idea of meeting Montreal competition, but merely asking
for an equality of treatment, to which we believe we are justly entitled."

In other words, the essence of applicants' submission is that if the commodity
rate from Montreal is 81 per cent of the class rate, ^' equality of treatment "

entitles them to a commodity rate from Welland that is 81 per cent of the
class rate. If commodity rates generally were constructed on a fixed percentage
of the class rate there would be force in the applicants' position, but no such
basis governs the commodity rates in effect; they are governed by numerous
and varying conditions, and, in the majority of cases, bear no particular relation

to the class rates. The commodity rates from Montreal on the articles here

in question are not uniformly SI per cent of the class rates to all destination

points to which such rates are published. Further, taking a few shipping points,

the class rate and the commodity rate on iron and steel articles, carloads, to

Hamilton is given below.

Per "ent
To fin cents per 100 lbs.) that

Hamilton, Ont. commodity
from 5th class Commodity rate is

rate rate of the
class rate

43 35 81-40

Belleville, Ont 32 30 93-75

29 271 94-83

301 30 98-37

18 18 100-00

34^ 30 86-96
W»llnTiH Ont 18 18 100- 00
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Applicants' position, carried to its logical conclusion, would obviously

involve an entire revision of all the commodity rates on iron and steel articles

from all shipping- points—of which only a few are above named—to all points

of destination. It will be noted that St. Catharines is in the same position as

Wolland; also, that Belleville, Collingwood, Sarnia and Walkervillc—as well as

other points not shown—have rates appreciably in excess of 81 per cent of the

class rate.

As to the actual burden of the rate to Hamilton, Welland pays 18 cents and
Montreal 35 cents. In other words, Montreal pays a rate, in competing with

Welland in the Hamilton market, which is 94 per cent greater.

Subsequent to hearing of this case the carriers filed tariffs proposing a

revision of the rates on iron and steel articles, efTective December 1, 1926. On
application of various interested steel companies these schedules were suspended

by Order No. 38462, dated November 27, 1926, and the matter stands for hearing

and will be dealt with independently of the disposition of the various issues

involved in the General Rate Investigation.

V

COMPLAINT re MINIMUM CARLOAD WEIGHT ON WROUGHT IRON PIPE AND FITTINGS

IN CANADIAN FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION NO. 17

In Canadian Freight Classification No. 17 the carload minimum weight on
wrought iron pipe was revised from 24,000 to 36,000 pounds; no change being
made in the ratings. Classification 17 was prepared by a special classification

committee composed of representatives of both the shippers and carriers, and
this special committee in turn arranged conferences with the interested shippers

in the various lines of trade, with the object of drawing up a classification

satisfactory to all interests. Thereafter, the classification was submitted to the

Board and ample opportunity given for the filing of complaints by individual

shippers who had not been able to agree, or' who objected to what had been
recommended by the special joint committee, after which the Board held sittings

in various places to hear the submissions of the parties in respect to those items

to which there was any objection. No representations were received by the

Board from any source objecting to the revision in the carload minimum weight
on wrought iron pipe. Classification 17, with such modifications as were pre-

scribed in the judgment of the Board, was approved by General Order No. 421,

dated July 17, 1925, and became effective September 21, 1925.

Applicants protest against the revision of the carload minimum weight on
this pipe from 24,000 to 36,000 pounds. Only a limited volume of the pipe

moves under the class rates subject to the classification minimum weight, as the

largest percentage of it moves under lower special commodity rates at carload

minimum weights, varying from 40,000 to 80,000 pounds per car, and regarding

which there is no complaint before the Board.

The minimum carload weights shown in Classification 16 were established

a great many years ago, when both the carrying capacity of cars, and, in many
instances, the commercial conditions, were quite dissimilar to those existing to-

day. One of the principles of revision of the classification has been t-o increase

minimum carload weights, where this is pos-sible, having regard to the interests

of both shippers and carriers. The physical minimum, or in other words the

weight representing the quantity which can be loaded into a standard car, is

not here in question, as the pipe can be loaded to in excess of 80,000 pounds
per car, applicants stating they have loaded cars to as high as 110,000 pounds.

What is involved is the question of the commercial minimum, viz., that mini-

mum which takes into consideration trade requirements, conditions of manu-
facture, distribution and consumption.
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Applicants readily admit that the larger points can easily take the revised
minimum weight, and the application is, therefore, based on the ground that it

will possibly work some hardship in shipping to the smaller communities and
jobbers. Mr. Middleton stated (p. 647):

" I admit, sir, that the raising of the minimum is not very objection-
able in connection with shipments to the larger centres like Toronto,
Hamilton, or Montreal, but the fact that there have been, as I stated,

28 cars between the effective date of the tariff and the end of the year
goes to show that certain jobbers must order 36,000 pounds often to get
a reduced rate of freight."

Representative of the carriers drew Mr. Middleton's attention to the fact
that on many other articles a corresponding revision had been made in the
minimum weight, and at pp. 647-8 the following discussion took place:

—

''Mr. Flintoft: Mr. Middleton, do you not think that these small
jobbers in the small centres will adjust themselves in time as they have
in regard to other lines. We have heard this same story time and again
about not being able to sell as much as the minimum carload, but, as

Mr. Ransom says, they are adjusting themselves to the new conditions.

''Mr. Middleton: Possibly they will, and I sincerely hope they
will, sir, but the fact that there has been so many cars that have not run
up to the minimum, so far, is fairly good evidence that they had not
adjusted themselves at the present time."

Mr. Middleton stated that from September 21, when Classification 17
became effective, to December 31, 1925, they had shipped from Welland 28
cars of pipe containing less than 36,000 pounds. He was asked to file a state-

ment showing the details of these, which has since been received. The destina-

tions, and number of cars to each, are shown below.

To No. of Cars To No. of Cars

Hamilton : . . . . 4 Peterboro 1

Chatham 2 Rockfield 1

Montreal 1 Brampton 1

London 5 Kirkland Lake 1

Toronto 1 Caledonia 1

Kitchener 2 Grimsby 1

St. John 1 South Porcupine 1

Edmonton 1 Prairie Siding 1

Three Rivers 1 Notre Dame des Anges. . .. 1

Grand Mere 1

It will be noted that a considerable number of these cars moved to points

to which Mr. Middleton stated the present minimum weight is not very objec-

tionable, e.g., Hamilton, London, Montreal, Toronto, etc. I would only con-

sider the last eight cars in the list as coming under the heading of the grounds

of this complaint, and the weights shipped in these instances ranged from 24,600

to 31,140 pounds per car.

Classification is of necessity a matter of averaging. Whatever minimum
weight is fixed, there will be cases where there will be difficulties, at times, in

making up that weight. Under the circumstances, it w^ould be unreasonable

to establish a carload minimum w^eight based solely on the quantity that can
be taken by the smallest communities or jobbers and disregard entirely the

weight that can be readily shipped to the larger points, and all the other con-

siderations that are ordinarily weighed in arriving at a conclusion as to a fair

and reasonable minimum carload weight.

The present minimum weight is the same as provided for many other iron

and steel articles of an analogous character and, in my opinion, is a reasonable

commercial minimum and should not be changed. This is in line with the
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decisions reached by the Board in similar cases before it when Classifica-

tion 17 was under consideration, and in this connection reference nriay be

made particularly to Sections 22 and 32 of the Board's jud^nment dated June 23,

1925, re Classification 17, found in Volume XV, No. 10, of the Board's Printed

Judgments, Orders and Rulings.

File 34123.4.3

Application oj the Trussed Concrete Steel Company of Canada, Limited,

Walkerville, Ont.

Heard at Windsor, January 12, 1926

I

rOMMODITY RATES FROM WALKERVILLF. TO WESTERN CANADIAN POINTS ON CORRU-
GATED IRON, STRUCTURAL STEEL BEAMS, STEEL WIRE MESH, STEEL LATH,

AND WIRE REINFORCING FABRIC, IN CARLOADS

At the present time class rates apply on carload shipments of the commo-
dities named from Walkerville to western Canadian points. Fifth class applies

on steel wire mesh, steel lath, and wire reinforcing fabric, while 6th class applies

on structural steel beams and corrugated iron, plate or sheet. On the corru-

gated iron 5th class applied at the time this application was submitted to the

Board in August, 1925, and the rating was reduced to 6th class in Canadian
Freight Classification No. 17, subsequently effective.

As developed by the applicants, the issue here presented deals with the

question, not from the standpoint of the present rates being alleged to be unrea-

sonable per se, or discriminatory, but on the premise of establishing rates from

Walkerville based on the alleged needs of the Walkerville industry in relation

to competition from St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn. Applicants stated there

was not involved the question of discrimination as against other Canadian
manufacturers or Canadian shipping points and, in substance, their complaint

was solely in regard to competition with St. Paul and Minneapolis. The infor-

mation submitted by applicants as to the rates, and the relative advantages or

disadvantages in the production of these articles at Walkerville as compared
with St. Paul and Minneapolis, was not developed on the record with any defi-

niteness, and was very inconclusive. They stated the rate from Walkerville to

Winnipeg averaged approximately $20 per ton, and from St. Paul $10.85 per

ton, and as to production costs the only statement on the record is that at p. 482,

reading:

—

We have material which we assume our competitors can manufac-

ture at $90 a ton, this assumption being based on the cost to our com-

pany in the States, basing it on like costs. At 30 per cent duty they

would lay that down at AVinnipeg at $114 a ton placed, freight $10.85,

or approximately $124.85. Our cost laid down in Winnipeg is about

$5.85 more than that from St. Paul or Minneapolis on the same pro-

ducts."
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The Fcite sitiiation is set out below

Rate Rate in

From To Miles in cents cents per
per 100 lbs. ton per mile

St. Paul (

Walkerville

Winnipeg 457

1,415

A—48
B— 57
A—101

B—114

210
2-49
1-42
1-61

A—Applies on corrugated iron and structural steel beams.
B—Applies on steel wire mesh, steel lath and wire reinforcing fabric.

It will be noted applicants gave a laid-down price at Winnipeg from St.

Paul of $124.85 per ton, and stated their cost is about $5.85 more than that,

which would be $130.70. They take an assumed production cost at St. Paul of

$90 per ton, but have made an error in calculation of the duty and freight. At
30 per cent duty, this item amounts to $27 per ton, and the St. Paul-Winnipeg
freight rates to $11.40 and $9.60 per ton on the 5th and-6th-class items, respec-

tively, making the laid-down cost $128.40 and $126.60, respectively, but which
is based merely on an assumed production cost, as to the accuracy of which the

record is devoid of evidence; and further, no information whatever was given

as to production cost at Walkerville.

According to the record, the competition, up to the present time at least,

has been potential rather than actual, as the applicants stated they had been
able to keep these products from coming in from the United States, although it

is alleged that in doing so they are not showing a profit on the Winnipeg
business.

The rate from St. Paul and Minneapolis to Winnipeg is very largely con-

trolled by the United States carriers, as the Great Northern and Northern
Pacific railroads have their own direct lines between these points. The benefit

of establishment of commodity rates from Walkerville could, therefore, be
nullified by the United States carriers making a reduction in the rate from St.

Paul and Minneapolis to Winnipeg, with the result that the applicants would
be in no better relative position.

However, aside from the foregoing, taking the points concerned, I am of

opinion that an analysis of the mileages and rates fails to furnish evidence that

the rates from Walkerville are unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory. It

will be observed it is 1,415 miles from Walkerville to Winnipeg as compared
with 457 miles from St. Paul. The rates per ton per mile are approximately 50

per cent greater from St. Paul than from Yvalkerville, indicating full allowance

for tapering of the rate on the longer haul from Walkerville. The difficulty of

establishing a rate adjustment which would annihilate Walkerville's disad-

vantage in geographical location of 958 miles, or over 200 per cent greater

distance than St. Paul from the Winnipeg market is, I think, obvious. There
is also the fact that Walkerville, and not St. Paul and Minneapolis, is. getting

the Winnipeg business. In my opinion, a case has not been made out warrant-
ing a direction that the rates from Walkerville should be reduced.

II

COMMODITY RATES ON STEEL LATH, IN CARLOADS, FROM WALKERVILLE TO EASTERN
CANADIAN POINTS

Under this heading the applicants stated there w^re no commodity rates on
steel lath, carloads, from Walkerville to eastern Canadian points. All that they
advanced in support of this application was that there is a commodity rate on
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this product to British Columbia coast points, and that steel lath competes with
wooden lath, the classification ratings being 5th and 10th class, respectively.

Tlie applicants did not develop their case to any greater extent than this. The
commodity rate to the British Columbia coast is a competitive rate as againi^t

Panama canal water route. As far ))ack as the Board's records go, the steel

lath has been rated 5th class and tlie wooden lath 10th class. There has never
previously been any complaint. Nothing was adduced showing relative values;

whether the volume of steel lath produced is increasing or clecreasing, and if

decreasing to what extent this is actually influenced by wooden lath. There
may be other considerations apart from the question of the rate that have a

bearing on the situation. It was not stated what reduction in rate would be
necessary to meet the alleged competition. The«e and other considerations are

particularly relevant, but no evidence is before the Board in respect to them,
and on the record I recommend dismissal of this application without prejudice

to the right of the applicants to renew it and develop their case with such defi-

niteness and completeness as will enable an intelligent conclusion to be reached.

Ill

COMMODITY RATES ON STEEL WIRE ?>1ESH AND WIRE REINFORCING FABRIC FROM
WALKERVILLE TO EASTERN CANADIAN POINTS

This steel wire mesh and wure reinforcing fabric is laid down in the making
of concrete roads, reinforcing same to prevent cracking and to provide strength

for heavy traffic. The competition for this purpose is with wdre fencing, which
is laid double. In their submission dated August 26, 1925, applicants set out

that there was a special basis of 4th class L.C.L. authorized on wire

fencing, while their commodities were charged 3rd class. There is a mis-

understanding here as all these commodities are rated 3rd class L.C.L. With
respect to carload shipments of wire fencing there were special commodity rates,

and in 1923 the wire reinforcing fabric and steel wire mesh was provided with

the same carload commodity rates as the fencing. However, on October 19,

1925, subsequent to the filing of submission of applicants, which referred only

to the L.C.L. rates, the carload commodity rates on the wire fencing and the

wire reinforcing fabric were cancelled and the class rates now apply. There is,

therefore, no discrimination at present with regard to the rates on these com-
modities, all taking 3rd class L.C.L. and 5th class C.L. Applicants were
unaware of the tariff situation and I would infer from the record that when this

was explained to them at the hearing they pressed their case no further under
this heading.

File 341 23. 4. 4- File 34123 .45—File 34123 .48^File 34123.53

Submissions of Bntish Empire Steel Corporation, Limited, Sydney, N.S.

In letter dated March 3, 1926, from the British Empire Steel Corporation,

Limited, on file No. 34123.45, Mr. Mclsaac stated they were co-operating with
the Maritime Rights Committee in connection with the General Freight Rates

Investigation, but that it wa.«^ their intention to place before the Board their own
position. In this connection Mr. Mclsaac stated:

—

Your suggestion that we co-operate with the presentation to be

made by the Maritime Rights Committee, which is in the hands of Mr.
J. L. Ralston, K.C., is quite in order. I may say that we have already

been co-operating with these people, and as our interests are almost

identical there is every reason that we should, and, as suggested in your
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letter, we shall continue to co-operate with them. It is our intention,

however, to place before the Board our own position, if we are given the

opportunity to do so, but this will not detract from the Maritime Rights

Committee's position, but will, we hope, substantially support it."

At the final hearing, and subsequent to passing of the legislation known as

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, Mr. Duchemin, on behalf of the Mari-
time Provinces, withdrew their subm.issions and case from the General Freight

Rates Investigation, and stated that, if necessary, after the full effect of the
Maritime Freight Rates Act was determined, they could re-submit an amended
submission if desired, to be dealt with subsequent to and apart from the General
Freight Rates Investigation.

I do not understand that the submissions of the British Empire Steel Cor-
poration were withdrawn, but I do not consider their submissions can be at this

time dealt with as part of the General Freight Rates Investigation. Their
submissions cover a wide range of matters, such as rates on coal, coke, iron and
steel, various other commodity rates, class rates, etc.

The matter of coal rates is being dealt with separately by the Board pur-
suant to Order in Council, and no doubt whatever action may finally be taken
in connection with the coal rates would have some bearing on the question of

rates on coke. With regard to rates on iron and steel commodities the decision

of the Board was to deal with same subsequent to and apart from the General
Freight Rates Investigation. Rates on explosives were modified, as a result of

Order of the Board, subsequent to the submission filed by the British Empire
Steel Corporation. A great many other rates, to which they alluded are affected

by the reduced tolls provided by the Maritime Freight Rates Act.

As some of the items are to be dealt with apart from the General Freight

Rates Investigation, and others are affected by, and the rates reduced under, the
legislation, it would seem impracticable to deal with the British Empire Steel

Corporation's submissions in their present shape and as a part of the General
Freight Rates Investigation. It will be some little time yet before the full effect

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act can be analyzed. There will probably be
controversy with respect to some of the tariffs filed under the authority of that

Act, and further time may elapse before decisions will have been reached and
any amendments necessary effected with regard to such matters. The basis of

submissions as now on file will be largely altered.

I consider, therefore, that subsequent to the matters of coal rates and iron

and steel rates being dealt with, and the effect of the Maritime Freight Rates Act
and new tariffs filed thereunder finally determined, the British Empire Steel

Corporation should then, if desired, file formal complaint under the general rules

and procedure of the Board. In case complaint is subsequently filed I do not

think it necessary that new exhibits throughout be furnished, as the British

Empire Steel Corporation could refer to those portions of exhibits already filed

which might be relevant to any new complaint made, and they could submit type-

written corrections in other instances where necessary.

File 34123.6

Regina Board of Trade—Yorkton Board of Trade

The representations of the Regina Board of Trade, covered by written sub-

mission under date of August 23, 1925, and spoken to at sittings of the Board
in Regina, June 23, 1926, Vol. 465, commencing at page 7748, dealt with:

1. Class rates from Fort William to prairie distributing centres.

2. Class rates Minnesota Transfer, etc., to Canadian prairie points.

3! Commodity rates British Columbia points to Regina and Winnipeg.
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One, refers to the question of Fort William terminal rates, which is dealt with

in the judgment of the Board.

Two, deals with international rates which are to be dealt with outside of the

Oeneral Freight Rate Investigation.

The third point sets out that in regard to certain eastbound commodity

rates from British Columbia points, the City of Winnipeg enjoys the same rate

as Regina, while with respect to commodity tariffs applying from Eastern Cana-
dian points the rate to Regina is in excess of that to Winnipeg.

With regard to the eastbound commodity rates from British Columbia
points, canned goods, canned salmon and rice are specifically referred to. With
respect to canned goods, the situation as to these rates is fully set out in judg-

ment of the Board dated June 11, 1925, in application of J. C. Hodgson, Chair-

man of the Transportation Committee, Jam Section, Canadian Manufacturers'

i^,ssociation. Vol. XV, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 162.

It is therein stated that the rates from British Columbia canning points are on
a competitive basis. The following excerpt from judgment in question is par-

ticularly relevant as explaining the situation with respect to these rates:

—

The rates from British Columbia canning points to the distributing

centres above referred to are on a competitive basis. The rate which is

specially significant is that from Vancouver to Winnipeg. This being
on a competitive basis, it, in turn, influences the rate adjustment from
other points in British Columbia.

" For many years, eastbound rates on specific commodities from
points in British Columbia—recognized as Pacific Coast terminals—to

certain points in Western Canada as well as to destinations in Eastern
Canada have borne a relationship to the rates on like commodities from
the corresponding terminals in the State of Washington. The result is

that rates from British Columbia points have thus been held down to a

basis low^er than what is provided for under the regular scale of the

Canadian Freight Classification.
" Under these competitive conditions, the rates from Vancouver to

Winnipeg are influenced and controlled by the rates published by Ameri-
can lines, such as the Great Northern and Northern Pacific from Seattle

to Winnipeg. The Vancouver-Winnipeg rate is a competitive one and the

tariff so indicates, the rate being described as a competitive rate. The
Seattle-Winnipeg rate on canned goods is $1.42^: per 100 pounds, minimum
40,000 pounds, and $1.26i, minimum 60,000 pounds. As a result of this

and arising out of competitive reasons, there are these two sets of rates

and minima applying from Vancouver to Winnipeg.
" The competitive situation thus outlined has further influence in

regard to the movement in British Columbia. The Winnipeg rates oper-

ate as a maximum carrying the rate of $1.26^, with minimum 60,000

pounds, back to Regina and Saskatoon. The Vancouver-Winnipeg rate

also applies as a maximum on Mission and Haney, shipping points on
the main line of the Canadian Pacific directly intermediate to Vancouver,
at distances of 41 and 26 miles respectively.

" From Vancouver to Calgary, the regular fifth-class rate applies,

regardless of the carload minimum w^eight; and the Calgary rate is also

published to Edmonton. Rates to other points between Calgary and the

destination territory to which the Vancouver-Winnipeg rates apply as

maxima are keyed with relation to the differences between the Calgary
and Winnipeg rates.

" The rate adjustment from Vancouver, created under the conditions

above described, necessitated a similar arrangement of different sets of

rates and minima to the same destination territory from interior British

Columbia points, in order to put the canners there on a basis relative to
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the Coast canners. Therefore, frorn Nelson, Brilliant, Vernon, Kelowna,
Penticton and Kamloops to Winnipeg, the 24,000 pounds minimum carries

the fifth-class Pacific distributing rates. The rates established for the

40,000 and 60,000 pound cars are based on the same percentage of the

fifth-class Pacific distributing rates as the commodity rates, from Van-
couver to the same destinations bear to the fifth-class terminal rates.

To Regina, the rates are established on the same basis, and to Saskatoon
the Regina rates are applied. From Oliver, the rates are uniformly based
on 2 cents per 100 pounds, over Penticton.

From the interior British Columbia points to Calgary, the fifth-class

Pacific distributing rates apply, and this is also the basis of rates to

Edmonton for cars of 24,000 pounds minimum. The rates to Edmonton
for the 40,000 pounds and 60,000 pounds miidmum are, in the case of

Kamloops, the Calgary rate, and from the other representative interior

shipping points they are based on the same difference under the fifth-

class distributing rate as in the case of Kamloops.
" The situation throughout, then, from British Columbia points east-

bound, involved in the present application is a competitive one arising

out of conditions developed in connection with competing American lines,

and this situation reacts not only on the Vancouver to Winnipeg move-
ment but also on the rate adjustments from interior and intermediate

points."

Under the provisions of sections 314 and 329 of the Railway Act competitive

tariffs may be published by the railway companies and may specify tolls in

respect to which the long and short haul clause, under the provisions of the Act,

is not applicable; that is to say, if there is a special competitive condition existing

between Vancouver and Winnipeg, a competitive rate may be published to Winni-
peg which is lower than that applicable to intermediate points where the same
competitive conditions are absent. It will be noted, with respect to these canned"

good rates, that the rates compelled by the competitive situation at Winnipeg
are extended as maxima to intermediate points, although the same competitive

condition does not exist in some of this intermediate destination territory. The
effect, however, is to place Regina on an equality with Winnipeg as to these

rates, and as the distribution from both Winnipeg and Regina is under the town
tariff mileage scale, the result is that both Regina and AVinnipeg receivers of

these canned goods pay the same rate inbound and they can both distribute the

same distance east or west from Regina or Winnipeg on exactly the same rate

basis.

A similar competitive situation prevails with respect to the eastbound com-
modity rates on canned salmon.

So far as rice is concerned, a competitive situation also exists here, although

the competition is of a different character than prevails in the case of canned
goods. The situation as to rice rates is very fully set out in the Board's Judg-
ment in the application of the Mount Royal Milling and Manufacturing Co.,

Limited, Montreal, Vol. XV, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and
Rulings, p. 43. The Winnipeg and Regina rate is the same for the reasons set

out in this judgment at page 48.

A competitive situation exi&ts at Winnipeg with respect to the rates on the

commodities herein mentioned which, as a matter of fact, docs not exist at

Regina, although the latter point is accorded these competitive rates as maxima.
Under such circumstances, before the Board could direct a further reduction

below the normal rates to Regina, and which would be lower than the com-
petitive rates applying to Winnipeg, applicant would require to make out a case

for such reduced rates by the submission of evidence of the unreasonableness
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per se of the rates charged from Vitncouver to Regina. No such evidence was
submitted, nor does the record point to the existence of any unjust dis-

crimination.

In concluding their submission as to commodity rates, applicants also ask

for the establishment of commodity rates from Eastern Canada to conform
with the commodity rates now in force from British Columbia [xjints. The exact

contention of applicants in this connection is not clear. Speaking generally, it

may be stated that there is no competitive situation existing with respect to

rates from eastern Canadian points to Winnipeg and Regina that is at all

analogous or comparable with the competitive situation as between Vancouver
and Winnipeg. Nothing was adduced alleging that there is any competitive

situation at Regina which would warrant the establishment of special competi-

tive rates from eastern Canadian points of origin to that point which would
be the same or no higher than the rates to Winnipeg, which is 357 miles east

thereof. This phase of applicant's submission was not developed in their oral

representations at the Regina sittings.

There w^as a communication from the Yorkton Board of Trade dated October

23, 1925, endorsing the submission of the Regina Board of Trade.

File 34123.8

Complaint of Associated Growers of British Columbia, Limited

This comiplaint was first heard at Vernon, B.C., on July 7, 1926, at which
time Mr. W. M. Scott, traffic manager for the association, read and filed his brief.

In this brief the opinion was expressed that the freight rates on fruit from
the Okanagan valley to prairie points were unreasonably high and statements
were filed giving comparison of rates in both the East and West in an attempt
to show the disadvantage of the Okanagan shippers.

It was claimed that, despite the high rates charged, there had been continued

increase in production; believed at present to be greater than that of the Niagara
peninsula.

Attention was directed to the fact that in Eastern Canada shippers have
approximately seven million consumers within comparatively short distances

from points of production, while the nearest markets to the Okanagan are

Calgary and Vancouver; that the largest market was in Winnipeg, some 1,100

miles distant, and it was claimed as unreasonable that the Ontario grower should

be able to reach this Winnipeg market at a considerable rate advantage.

Reference was also made to the disadvantage in export rates.

It was further claimed that the railways are making excessive profits from
the carriage of fruit, and this phase of the case w^as enlarged upon at the

hearing in Ottawa to which I will refer later. Cost of operation is, of course,

\

an important factor, but the traffic department in establishing rates endeavour
to make them such as will move traffic, having regard to competition, actual and
market, without going into operating costs. In rate cases the cost question

naturally arises in defence of the reasonableness of the rates which are attacked.

Treating the rate situation, first from a tariff standpoint.

Originally the rates on fruit to prairie points were based in the following

manner: the shipping and destination territory was divided into groups of 100

miles and the central point in each group was used as a basing point. Twin Butte

being used as the western boundary of destination territory. Conmiodity rates

were then established on a general basis considerably lower tlian the class rate,

and use was made of certain constructive mileages.

These rates were subject to the various increases and reductions, but in

1922 when there was a change in the Pacific standard by reducing the mileage
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differential, the rates in the fruit tariff were adjusted to reflect the change. At
present the Pacific distributing basis applies as maximum in connection with
these fruit rates.

On sheet one of exhibit one filed at Vernon, comparison is made between the

''ommodity rate on apples from Okanagan Landing with the fifth class rate from
Fort William for equivalent distances. The basis of class rates from Fort
William was prescribed in the Board's judgment in the Western Rates Case and
is based on constructive mileage to Winnipeg. No such basis applies from the

Okanagan district.

On sheet two of the exhibit a comparison is made between commodity rates

on apples from Okanagan Landing and commodity rates on the same traffic

from Fort William for equivalent mileage.

There is no movement of apples originating at Fort William and if any such
traffic reaches that point by water, the volume must be very limited, and a mere
comparison of rates where there is no movement is of little value.

On the third sheet of exhibit one comparison was made between commodity
rates on fruit, carloads, from Okanagan Landing, with rates from Hamilton
for equivalent distances. 1 find, however, that the points shown as destinations

from Hamilton, are all flag stations, to which there would be no movement.
On sheet four of the exhibit, comparison is made between the rate on apples, i

carloads, from Vernon to Winnipeg, of $1.13 for 1,177 miles, with the rate from
J

Grimsby of 85 cents for 1,286 miles. The rate to Kenora from Grimsby is also

shown on this sheet, but it is merely the Winnipeg rate applied as maximum.
The relation between the commodity rate and the 5th class rate on apples, is,

however, in favour of Vernon shippers, for example:

—

5th. class

Commod-
ity rate
on apples

Reduction
from class

ratt

$ cts. $ cts. %
1 65 1 13 31-5

Grimsby to Winnipeg 1 14 85 25-4

Sheet five of exhibit No. 1 is of no value for the reason that the mileages

shown are incorrect:

—

Welland to Heron Bay is 688 miles, not 780 miles.

Hamilton to North Bay is 256 miles, not 360 miles.

St. Catherines to Nicholson is 557 miles, not 519 miles.

On sheet six of exhibit No. 1 comparison is made between rates from
Vernon and Kelowna with rates from Hamilton. The distance from Hamilton
to Vaudreuil is 349 miles, which approximates the distance from Vernon and
Kelowna to Calgary, and the distance from Hamilton to Megantic is 543 miles

as shown.
The rates from Hamilton to Montreal and intermediate points are subject

to water competition and the rates to points east of Montreal, being built on
arbitraries, necessitate a lower basis of rates, but as there is no water competi-

tion in the movement from the Okanagan District, I do not think this is a proper

comparison. However, it is a well-known fact that certain rates in Eastern

Canada are lower than those in the West.
The rate on apples from Kelowna to Winnipeg is $1.13 per 100 pounds. In

making rates on fresh fruits and vegetables from British Columbia the rail-

ways have worked, as in the case of other commodities from British Columbia,
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on the basis of flattening out the ratc.>^ to long haul points, and this $1.13 rate

has been blanketed back as far as Morse, a distance of 472 miles west of Winni-
peg. West of Morse the normal basis is applied. The normal freight rate on
apples, in carloads, to Winnipeg v*ould be $1.43 from Kelowna, or a difTerence

of 30 cents per 100 pounds. To Brandon the normal rate on apples would be
$1.32 as against the $1.13 rate applied. There is undoubted competition at Win-
nipeg with the American shippers in the State of Washington, from which this

same rate of $1.13 is applied, while the same lines publish from Washington to

St. Paul a rat€ of $1.28 per 100 pounds, although the haul is some 300 to 500
miles greater than from Kelowna to Winnipeg. The base figure for the present

rate to Winnipeg is 75 cents per 100 pounds, which was the rate then applying
from Washington point? to St. Paul, so that there has been an increase of 53
cents per 100 pounds in the St. Paul rate compared with the increase of 38 cents

to Winnipeg during the same period.

In connection with the claim that there was competition in Manitoba
with low grade apples from Eastern Canada, Mr. Flintoft, in examination of

Mr. Stephen, Volume 498, Page 2932, presented figures as to the movement of

carloads of apples and fresh fruit from British Columbia as compared with

Ontario to Manitoba and Saskatchewan for the year 1926. To Manitoba, where
the competition is claimed, the figures were as follows:

—

To

From
British Columbia

From
Eastern Canada

Apples Fresh fruits Apples Fresh fruits

Winnipeg 329 99 22 24
Portage La Prairie 17 3 Nil Nil

54 16 4 2

The shipments from Eastern Canada shown above include some grapes

which are not shipped from British Columbia. These figures do not indicate

very serious competition.

At pages 8644 and 8645, Volume 467 of the evidence, during the cross-

examination of Mr. Scott by Mr. Flintoft, it was admitted that the Okanagan
shippers relatively to their competitors as far as the prairies are concerned,
have a commanding position, also that the competition in Eastern Canada was
not with the Canadian grown fruit, but with fruit brought in from American
points under transcontinental rates. In this case it was shown that the duty
on American apples was 30 cents per box or about 75 cents per 100 pounds. It

was argued that the production costs^ plus duty, were lower in the We^^ern
States than in the Okanagan District. It was also admitted at pages 8639 and
8642, Vol. 467, that there was no competition at Calgary and Okanagan ship-

pers had the monopoly at Edmonton.
The export rate on apples from Vernon to Vancouver i? 40 cents per 100

pounds, the distance being shown by complainant as 342.9 miles. It was
argued that this rate was unreasonable as compared with an export rate

of 39i cents from Grimsby to St. John, a distance stated to be 713 miles.

The Canadian Pacific Railway distance, Vernon to Vancouver, via Sica-

mous, is 381 miles, and the shortest distance Grimsbv to St. John, (H.G. & B. and
C.P.R.), is 869 miles.

The 39i cent rate from Grimsby is the 5th class export rate, but it is quite

improper to make comparison with St. John, for the reason that this rate is

made in competition with movements via other seaports, being but 2 cents

higher than the rate to Montreal. The basis of export rates from Ontario
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was prescribed by Order of this Board No. 586, dated July 25, 1905, and such

Order established from the Niagara peninsula, rates based on 70 per cent of the

current ChicagiO-New York rate, with a lower basis on shipments to Montreal
(the Philadelphia basis).

The comparison should properly have been made with the export rate

from Grimsby to Montreal, which is 37;| per 100 pounds, the distance being 384
miles, or practically the same as the Canadian Pacific distance from Vernon to

Vancouver via Sicamous.
Having regard to the general rate difference in British (Columbia the 40 cent

rate does not seem to be unreasonable as compared with the rate to Montreal.

Reference was also made to the export rate on apples via eastern ports,

and it was contended that if a lower rate was granted it would encourage greater

volume via such ports. The present rate of $1.50 applies to Montreal, Quebec,

St. John, Halifax, Portland and Boston and is the same rate as applied to

Montreal, Toronto, etc., for domestic use.

The distance from Vernon, B.C., to Montreal, is 2,594 miles, and to St. John,

3,060 miles, and this rate certainly compares favourably with the Winnipeg
rate of $1.13 per 100 pounds, which, of itself, is a low rate. It is not claimed

that export shipments of apples will be increased, but merely that part of the

trfiffic will be diverted from Pacific to Atlantic ports. I fail to see any merit in

this contention, and the rate is now on such a low basis that I could not consist-

ently recommend a reduction.

At the hearing in Ottawa on December 7, 1926, exhibit 122 was filed and
described as follows:

—

Statement showing gross revenue, cost of operation and net profit

on movements of 1926 fruit and vegetable crop August 8 to November 24,

from the Okanagan valley of British Columbia."

The statement covers 4,822 cars and shows considerable net profit on move-
ments to various territories. The figures under the heading " Freight Revenue "

were stated to be arrived at as follows:

—

Kelowna was taken as a representative shipping point. The average mile-

age was determined from actual movements to the four western provinces, and
the point having mileage approximate to the average was taken as a base for

each province. For British Columbia, Vancouver; Alberta, Medicine Hat; Sas-

katchewan, Moose Jaw; Manitoba, Portage la Prairie. Fort William and
Kenora, where movement was small, were included with Manitoba.

For Eastern Canada, Montreal was taken as the representative point and
export shipments were also shown via Atlantic and Pacific ports. The charge

per car to the representative point was then multiplied by the number of cars

shipped to the particular province and the result was shown as freight revenue,

lor example:

—

The charge per car to Medicine Hat was shown as $275, the number of

ears, 868, and $275 multiplied by 868 produces $238,700, which is shown as the

freight revenue for Alberta shipments.

The cost of operation was arrived at by using 17-^ tons content, and 30 tons

tare, per car, or 47^ tons loaded weight, and multiplying this by the miles in

each operating district over which the traffic would pass to obtain the gross ton

miles. These latter figures were then multiplied by the cost per gross ton mile

shown at page No. 51 of exhibit F.H.-99.

For empty car movements, the number of cars was multiplied by the 30
gross tons (tare) and applying the percentage of empty to loaded car move-
ments for 1925 as given on page 36 of exhibit F.H.-99.
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The method of arriving at the representative point in each province, and
the mileage used, is more particuhirlv described by Mr. Scott on page 17479,

Vol. 487, as follows:—

" In arriving at a destination, such as Medicine Hat, Alberta, I took
into consideration shippina; points such as Penticton, Summerland, etc.,

which a«: you know are soutli of Kelowna, also destinations that we move
to in Alberta, and the mileage, at least the average mileage, is arrived at

by taking all shipping points as against all destinations, and we get

Medicine Hat as a basis to compute my figures.".

Again at page 17480:

—

''The total of 832 miles from Kelowna to Moose Jaw is mine; that

contains 262 in British Columbia, 460 in Alberta, and 110 in Saskatche-
wan."

Again at page 17481:

—

The average struck was 823, so Vv'e took Moose Jaw on account of

the 832 miles."
'' Kelowna to Portage la Prairie is the average mileage which I

figured out at 1,175 miles. The actual average mileage to Manitoba is

1,163 miles and by taking out the figures on mileage we found 1,175,

which gives us Portage la Prairie, so we used Portage la Prairie as the

basis."

Mr. Fraser at page 18319, Vol. 489, stated that so far as the Canadian
National lines were concerned, the refrigerator care used in this fruit business

were all rented and that the cost was 2 cents per mile. He also stated that the

empty car movement was 100 per cent and the Canadian Pacific Railway like-

wise stated that their empty car movement was 100 per cent.

On January 28, 1927, exhibit 122-B was filed, follow^ing request of Mr.
Fraser, which showed revised figures for part of the season's shipment, on the

basis of 100 per cent empty car movement and 2 cents per mile rental for Cana-
dian National shipments. It was admitted in evidence that the statement w^as

based on Canadian Pacific Railway cost figures, but because of the operating

advantage of the Canadian National Railways, it was considered a fair basis

to apply.

Based on 100 per cent empty car movement the figures in exhibit No. 122

would be considerably changed. For British Columbia, the cost of operation

would amount to $124.13 per car, instead of $93.80 as shown, or a profit of $45.87

per car, instead of $76.20, and the total operating cost for British Columbia
would be $61,692.61, instead of $46,618.60. If the 2 cents per mile rental for

Canadian National shipments was added, the cost of operation via that line

would be further increased.

In the movement eastbound some errors in mileage have been made and
lake operations have been included; for example, Kelowna to Moose Jaw has

been divided:

—

British Columbia, Kelowna to Field 262 miles
Alberta, Field to Swift Current 460 miles
Saskatcliewan, Swift Current to Moose Jaw 110 miles

Total 832 miles

The proper figures should be:

—

British Columbia, Kelowna to Field 250 miles

Alberta, Field to Swift Current 464 miles
Saskatchewan, Swift Current to Moose Jaw 110 miles

Total 824 miles

47647—5
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All of the movements from Kelowna via Canadian Pacific Railway would
include 28 miles of lake operation, not included in the average operating costs
shown in exhibit F.H.-99.

The gross ton mile costs S'hown in exhibit F.H.-99, for operating districts,

are for all traffic, and Mr. Lloyd testified that it was impossible to figure the
cost of moving any particular kind of traffic. It was further shown that the
gross ^ ton miles included caboose miles and non-revenue freight miles. Also
that to cover the company's requirements the system figure of .00323 per gross

ton mile s-hown on page 51 of exhibit 99 should be increased by 84.5 per cent or

to .00596.

At page 1522, vol. 495, Mr. Lloyd stated:—

I have nothing to guide me whether non-revenue traffic is greater
in one district than in another district. I have got it by lines East and
lines West."

In view of the fact that it is impossible to segregate all costs by districts,

further that costs of ^ carrying any particular kind of traffic cannot be deter-

mined, it follows th'at the figures shown in Exhibit No. 99 do not indicate

actual cost of moving fruit traffic and exhibit No. 122 cannot, therefore, be
considered as in any way conclusive.

The fact, admitted by complainants, that fruit produced in the Okanagan
has had a steady increase; that shippers are in a commanding position as far as

the prairies are concerned, with the possible exception of Winnipeg; and that

the competition at this point is principally with shipments from the State of

Washington, where any change in rate will immediately be reflected; also the

fact that the fruit business is seasonal traffic, requiring special equipment, and
service only second to passenger service, leads me to the belief that the general

basis of fruit rates from the Okanagan should not at the present be disturbed.

File 34123.10.

1

T. H. Estabrooks Co. Ltd., St. John, N.B.

What is here involved relates to rates on tea and is tied up with the rates

under suspension by Order of the Board No. 37572, dated May 10, 1926, which
stands for hearing at next sittings of the Board in Western Canada and cannot,

therefore, be disposed of at this time.

File No. 34123.12

Submission of the City of Winiiipeg and the Winnipeg Board of Trade.

At the hearing of this case in Winnipeg on June 15, 1926, Mr. Preud'homme
stated the complaint was one of discrimination; that Winnipeg had not been
given the benefit of its geographical position; that in 1881 the city made an
agreement with the Canadian Pacific to encourage the establishment of a
distributing centre. By this agreement the company were to have tax exemp-
tion forever and was also paid a bonus. Shops and stockyards were to be estab-

lished and this undertaking was carried out, but that the real purpose of the

contract was the establishment of a distributing centre, which the railroads, at

the time, recognized.

It is claimed that the distributing business at Winnipeg is gradually falling

off and Exhibit No. 3, showing an index of wholesale houses and manufacturers
for 1907-1926, also exhibit No. 4, a statement of failures, were filed in support of

the claim of depression in business. It was also claimed the rates permitting

Eastern competition were partly responsible for this depression.
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Mr. Prcutriiomme stated the rale shoukl not break at Port Arthur, but at

Winnipeg, which was the lo^^ical phiee, and t-hat the differential should be no
more than at Port Arthur. The word differential, as used throughout this case,

means the difference between the through rate and the combination of rates to

and from an intermediate point. Exhibit No. 6 was filed for the purpose of

showing the increase in differentials from 1914 to 1922, and exhibit 6-A, the

increase of 1926 over 1917. Exhibit No. 7 shows a decrease in the differential

at Fort William as compared with an increase at Winnipeg. Exhibit No. 12

was filed for the purpose of showing switching operations involved at Winnipeg
in the movement of a through car in and out of Winnipeg, as compared with a

carload for local delivery, and Mr. Preud'homme stated he considered a reason-

able charge for the extra service would be 6 cents per 100 pounds. At page
7233, Vol. 464. Mr. Flintoft in cross-examination:

—

Q. Can you tell us how traffic moves from the East to Winnipeg,
for instance carload or less than carload?—A. You mean in our Exhibit
here?

Q. I mean in the ordinary course of business?—A. Practically all

carload.

Commissioner Oliver:

" Q. Those figures I was asking about related to carloads, not less

than carloads?—A. They are based on 5th class carload rates.
^' Q. Both through to Winnipeg and then from Winnipeg to other

points as to carloads?—A. Yes.
" Q. Has it anything to do with Less than Carloads?—A. Nothing.

Mr. Flintoft:

Q. That is what I was following up. Take traffic out of Winnipeg
to a point such as Yorkto^n for instance, how does it move?—A. To a

great extent in carloads."

At page 7237, et seq., the following discussion took place concerning the

movement of this 5th class carload business in and out of Winnipeg.
" Q. The question was whether there were any direct shipments from

Eastern points to points on the Prairies other than the distributing

points named on the Tariff. You said no, not in any great quantity. Am
I correct in saying that you would consider the quantity would be
negligible?—A. To outside points I would say yes, to other than dis-

tributing points.
" Q. Other than distributing points?—A. Yes.
" Q. Therefore the competition is felt under the present rates as

regards the distributing points which are in the tariff?

—

A. Yes.
" Q. Instead of shipping goods to Winnipeg, they are shipped

directly on the through rate to distributing points, and from there dis-

tributed to local points?—A. Yes.

"Mr. Flintoft: Q. Mr. Newson, from these other distributing

points, they are distributed in less than carload lots?—A. Yes.
" Q. Practically altogether?—A. Practically altogether.
" Q. Just the same as they are from Winnipeg?—A. Yes.
" Q. I suppose your competition is with those Western Distributing

points?—A. Eastern points.
" Q. You do not worry about the competition of the Western Dis-

tributing points?—A. I would not say that we do not worry about it.

Q. Will you say that the movement of traffic in carload lots from
the East to any of those local points is negligible?—A. To local points

other than the distributing centre?

47647-5J
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Q. You would hardly expect to sell at a point like Saskatoon in

competition with a distributor there?—A. Yes, we would.

Mr. McEwen: Q. Why do you say that?—A. Because the whole-

salers here and the other houses import more than they can possibly do
at a point like Saskatoon.

''Mr. Symington: Is your idea, that you are prepared to compete
with any place on the prairie, provided the extra service which the rail-

ways render by reason of having to switch their goods here is charged
at a proper rate?

"Mr. Newson: Yes.

''Mr. Symington: That is, your complaint is that the differential

now established between shipments in carloads to Western points by the

East is too high compared with the services the railways render?—A. Yes.
" Q. And it should be reduced to a differential roughly equal to the

switching charges, which you put at 6 cents, as compared with shipments
through?—A. Yes.

"Mr. Flintoft: Q. Would you mind telling the Board how ship-

ments are made into Winnipeg? I suppose they come in on bill of lading

and delivery of shipment is taken?

" Mr. Newson : Yes.
" Q. And the wholesale distributing house, when it gets an order from

a local point further west, makes a new L.C.L. shipment with a new
bill of lading?—A. If it is a Less than carload order, yes.

" Q. Or even a carload order?—^A. Yes.
" Q. An entirely new transaction?—A. Yes."

Mr. Preud'homme, in presenting his argument, Vol. 507, page 6699, stated

that the city of Winnipeg had made a joint submission with the Winnipeg Board
of Trade asking for a reduction in the combined rate on movements from eastern

points to Winnipeg and movements out from Winnipeg to common points in

the West, as compared with the through rate from Eastern points to the same
point; that the' submission dealt onl}^ with movements in carload lots to

what are recognized as distributing points. To quote:

—

" We make that submission for the reason that since the horizontal

increases were made Winnipeg has been failing as a station of competi-

tion with Eastern jobbers and wholesalers; the jobbers and wholesalers

in Winnipeg have found it difficult to hold their own. The city has felt

that in its municipal finances. The city of Winnipeg has also felt thie

strain of competition to which I referred a minute ago. If I need any
excuse for being before this commission, that is the reason I am asMng
you to examine the position of Winnipeg as compared with that of the

units further west."

The applicants abandoned their request to have put in effect the same
differential as existed at Port Arthur and stated at page 6607:

—

" So that in assuming the attitude we have taken and asking for

only a part of what we think we should have, we are taking into con-

sideration the interests of the West in addition to the interests of the

railways so far as their revenues are concerned and our own interests so

far as the railway service is concerned We have been forced

to come for something because of the effect which the horizontal

increases have been having upon the business outlook in Winnipeg.

I quite admit, and nobody can help admitting that we are asking for a
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chancre on no very scientific basis, we are simply asking for some means
of putting ourselves back in the position in which we were before these

horizontal increases came into effect."

At page 6708:—
" We are asking for the through rate which the eastern house gets

to the Western point plus 6 cents being a fair charge for the switching

which is necessary to be performed in Winnipeg."

At page 6709:

I know you made some suggestion to Mr. Pitblado about it being

simply carrying out what existed when the Traders' tariffs were in

existence. It is not exactly the same. As you will remember we say

we are asking this as an alternative to what we otherwise should have,

that is, the breaking of the rate at Winnipeg, and the consideration of

the effect which it might have at this time. We are asking this, which
is, perhaps, a clumsy expedient, but it is better than the other. That is

the way I will put it. We say we are asking for it not only for our-

selves but for all Western points as well."

The evidence which I have quoted shows that the movements to the

smaller points in the West are practically all L.C.L., and that the carload

movements would be to the larger centres which themselves are distributing

centres. Winnipeg being the largest and oldest distributor, also being located

at the Eastern end of the distributing territory, would be in a better position

than any one of the other distributing centres to make use of this rate arrange-

ment if granted. It would enable Winnipeg to place cars of 5th class goods at

other distributing centres in competition with the East, but if branch houses
were established, there would be introduced direct competition at such centres.

Mr. Flintoft's examination of Mr. Newson, quoted above, showed that
this 5th class traffic would come into Winnipeg on a bill of lading and delivery

would there be taken. On the outward movement an entirely new contract

would be made and a new bill of lading issued.

This must necessarily be the only method possible as the car does not
come to Winnipeg and go forward to another destination, it is unloaded and
the contents put mto stock; and the car that goes forward is an entirely new
shipment made up from goods received in various cars and at various times.

It is not a stop-off arrangement.

It is claimed that if the through all-rail rate is applied from Eastern
Canada to final destination, plus 6 cents, Winnipeg can successfully compete
with eastern jobbers.

In actual practice, however, the railway will not receive the through all

rail rate, plus 6 cents, on the majority of the business. The carload traffic

largely moves to Winnipeg on lake and rail rates, or all water to Fort William,

and it would be impossible to identify the outward contents of cars to ascertain

the rate paid into Winnipeg. The only thing the railway could do, if the pro-

posed arrangement was made effective, would be to charge on the outward
cars, the difference between the all rail rate to Winnipeg and the all rail rate

to destination, plus 6 cents.

Take Moose Jaw as a final destination; the actual contents might consist

of 5,000 pounds which had paid an all rail rate of $1.14 to Winnipeg and 19,000

pounds which had paid lake and rail rate of $1.08. The freight to Winnipeg
would be $262.20.

The all rail rate, Eastern Canada to Moose Jaw, is $1.61, and the charge

on 24,000 pounds at that rate, plus 6 cents, would be $400.80.

The railway should properly receive, under the proposed arrangement, as

charges Winnipeg to Moose Jaw, the difference between $262.20 and $400.80,
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or $138.60, but as they could not identify the contents which paid the different

rates, they could only charge 53 cents per 100 pounds (the difference between
$1.14 and $1.67) or $127.20.

If the inward car was all water to Fort William, thence rail, the charge to

Winnipeg would be 24,000 pounds at $1.08 or $259.20. The outward charge
would be $127.20 or a total of $386.40 which is the charge at the all rail rate of

$1.61 to Moose Jaw.

The railway in this case would not receive the six cents proposed to cover

switching at Winnipeg, but charges at the through all rail rate only.

The proposed arrangement, if made effective, would cause a serious loss of

revenue, and based on shipment through Winnipeg, the reduction would be as

follows:

—

Destination Reduction

Portage La Prairie 7 cts.

Brandon 9 cts.

Regina 9 cts.

Moose Jaw 7 cts.

Yorkton Sets.
Saskatoon 9 cts.

Fstevan 6 cts.

Weyburn 7 cts.

Swift Current 11 cts.

Medicine Hat 11 cts.

Redcliff 8 cts.

Calgary 6 cts.

Lethbridge 9 cts.

Camrose 8 cts.

Edmonton 6 cts.

Red Deer 6 cts.

There are a number of factories located in Winnipeg, some of which manu-
facture goods rated at fifth class in carloads. Under the proposed arrange-

ment there would be nothing to prevent the inclusion in these outbound cars of

such goods. Furthermore, goods are received from the south and part of these

might also be included. Under these circumstances, the railway company would
only receive a proportionate rate on busines which originated in Winnipeg or

was imported from the United States.

Similar cases have been before the Interstate Commerce Commission and I

quote below from their decisions:

—

"The theory of equalizing jobbing rates by equalizing the in and
out rates from competing jobbing centres is impracticable, even if it

might be assumed that the rate factors necessary to bring about such
equalization would alwavs be fair and reasonable.''—Hutchison Traffic

Bureau vs. C.R.I. & P. Railroad, 43 I.C.C. 689, 693.

" The question of rates to and from jobbing points has been and
is continually being pressed on our department by complaining shippers.

The desire of jobbers located at various points is to have rates into and
out of their particular point classed so that through rates to consuming
territories shall be the same no matter through which point the traffic

moves. It is well settled that undue prejudice and disadvantage against

a distributing point cannot be predicated merely upon the fact that the
combination of inbound and outbound rates exceeds the combination via

a competitive distributing point."—Rates on Knitting Factory Products,

25, I.C.C. 634-639.

" The Commission cannot because of the disability of some particular

territory which prevents it from competing with others on even terms,

require carriers to accord rates unreasonably low."—1915 Western Rates
Advance Case, 35, I.C.C. 497, 624.
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" Regulation of commercial competition is not tlie Commission's
function; that is to say, its powers do not extend to the preservation of

rates in order to enable one point or community to compete on approxi-

mately equal terms with another irrespective of other transportation

factors."—Natchez Chamber of Commerce vs. L. & A. Railway et al, 52,

I.C.C. 105, 123.

Mr. Preud'homme admits that his proposal is not on any very scientific

basis and is perhaps a clumsy expedient. In my opinion it is more than that,

it is unworkable and impracticable and contrary to any rate practice in Canada.
I have shown that the railway will not receive the all rail rate from Eastern

Canada to destination, plus six cents, on all traffic, and probably on very little

of the traffic; that the railway would not only sufTer a serious reduction in the

present rates on traffic from Eastern Canada, but would also not receive their

proper rate on goods manufactured in Winnipeg or imported from the United
States. The proposal would also destroy the present distributing rate arrange-

ment on carload business and would, I believe, benefit Winnipeg only.

I therefore recommend that the application be dismissed.

File 34123.13.1

City of Quebec

This submission had reference to agreements between the city of Quebec
and the Quebec and Lake St. John and Great Northern Railway Companies of

Canada (now part of Canadian National Railways) and the obligations of the

railway company flowing from such agreements. At sittings of the Board Janu-
ary 19, 1927, Vol. 492, page 739, the counsel for the city of Quebec suggested

that consideration of this matter be postponed to a later date and dealt with
as an independent issue outside of the matters involved in the General Freight

Rate Investigation.

File 34123.14.1

Complaint of Gillies Brothers, Ltd., Braeside, Ont.

This is a complaint alleging that, with respect to various increases in rates

since the pre-w\ar period, the advances in rates on lumber from the Ottawa
valley, and Braeside in particular, are disproportionate to the increases in

lumber rates generally. The complaint covers rates between points in Canada,
also from points in Canada to United States destinations. Complainant's written

submission is dated August 14, 1925, and the matter was also spoken to at

sittings of the Board in Ottawa January 5, 1926.

The complaint is launched in very general terms and was not very specifically

developed at the Ottawa sittings. As to an increase in the rates from Braeside
disproportionate to the increases generally, reference was made to the increase

from Pacific coast mills, and within western Canadian territory. It is a fact

that under the Orders authorizing rate increases, and particularly Order in

Council P.C. 1863, July 27, 1918, many eastern rates were increased to a

greater extent than western rates. This does not indicate that, as a result, the

eastern rates are to-day necessarily higher than in Western Canada, and there

was nothing put on the record, either by the complainant or the railway com-
panies, making such a comparison. The disparity in the amount of increase

permitted in the W^est as compared with the East w\as not confined to lumber,

but was applied generally to all commodities. Further, by P.C. 1863, lumber
rates were increased by a specified percentage of 25 per cent, but with a maxi-
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mum increase of five cents per 100 pounds, so that the increases would, in some
cases, be disproportionate, in that a rate of 16 cents would be increased 25 per
cent, or to 20 cents, while a rate of 50 cents would only be increased by live

cents, so that if this is what is meant by disproportionate increase, then, of

course, it is a fact, but it applied generally throughout the territory and is

not evidence of unjust discrimination. As already stated, specific comparisons

as evidence of alleged discrimination were not put on the record. At the

Ottawa sittings complainant stated that a further submission would be filed

dealing with this phase of the matter, but this has never been forwarded.

In regard to the rates from Braeside to Ottav/a, Montreal and Toronto,

referred to by complainant, the carriers state they are on the same basis, or

lower, than from other Canadian points to the same destinations, and no evidence

was adduced by complainant indicating that to common markets, other points

of similar mileage therefrom are provided with lower rates than published from
Braeside. With regard to the rates from Pacific coast mills, there are special

competitive conditions existing here which have had the practical effect of creat-

ing a maximum, rate beyond w^iich the rail carriers could not go if any of this

traffic is to be secured for rail movement.

Complainant contended that the rates on lumber should be based on a fixed

or uniform rate per ton per mile, applied to this lumber traffic over the country

as a whole, and regardless of length of haul, and apparently the fact that rates

are not to-day so constructed is also embraced in complainant's allegation

regarding a disproportion in rates. For example, complainant pointed out that

the rate per ton 'per mile for a haul of 500 miles was lower than for a haul O'f

175 miles, and it was suggested that the present rate per ton per mile, as applied

for the longer distances, should be used in connection with the shorter hauls, the

result of which would be to reduce all the present short haul rates. There are

a great many so-called long haul rates with varying rates per ton per mile, and

it is not clear from complainant's submission what particular long haul rates

he contends should be taken as the basis from which such reductions should

be worked out. In this connection, however, it may be pointed out that it is a

long recognized principle of rate-making, not only in Canada, but other countries,

rhat where special or competitive conditions do not exist, the rate per ton per

mile normally decreases with increasing length of haul. This is not a principle

of rate-making that governs only in connection with lumber, but has general

application to all classes of traffic, so that if what is here suggested by complain-

ant is logical as applied to lumber, the same principle should govern other

traffic as well, which would involve a very radical departure from long estab-

lished and current rate-making principles. Unless the carriers' revenues were

to be very materially reduced, complainant's theory could only be worked out

by some readjustment that would, in the aggregate, provide approximately the

same revenue for the carriers as they obtain to-day. Aside from the fact that

such an adjustment would disrupt the present freight rate structure and meet
with much opposition, the proposition here put forward is not considered to be

a practicable one.

So far as the complaint relates to rates from Canadian to United States des-

tinations, the matter of international rates is to be dealt with outside of the

General Freight Rate Investigation.
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File 34123.18

Application of Dominion Sugar Company, Limited, Chatham, Ont., for a reduc-

tion in mileage rates on Sugar Beets to Chatham and Wallaceburg,

Ont.

Heard at Windsor, January 12, 1926.

This application is for a change in the mileage scale of rates on sugar beets

which was prescribed by the Board's Order No. 31709, following judgment of

Mr. Commissioner Boyce, concurred in by Chief Commissioner Carvell.

In the first paragraph of my report of October 19, 1921, I quoted my
instructions from the Assistant Chief Commissioner, in the following language:

—

He suggests that I work out a table of rates for consideration to

show what can be done in the way of constructing a mileage scale not

exceeding 35 per cent."

Owing to the diversity of specifics, I found it impossible to produce a reason-

able scale based exactly on 35 per cent, and the examples given in the fifth

paragraph of my report make this apparent. A rate was fixed lor the 25 mile

group (minimum) of 4^ cents per 100 pounds; for the 86-90 mile group, 7^ cents;

and for the 96-100 mile group, 8 cents per 100 pounas; the rates for the other

groups being reasonably scaled; all of which is explained in my report. The
scale, was, however, considered a reasonable one for use of all railways and to

replace the discriminatory specific rates which bad been charged in the past.

The Canadian Pacific Railway had no specific rates, and effective August
12, 1918, traffic over that line was moved on mileage rates. The Grand Trunk
also on that date moved traffic on mileage rates into Chatham and Wallace-
burg, but had specific rates for distances 91 miles and over into Kitchener. I

have worked out a scale based on 25 per cent mcrease of the average specifics

and mileage rates for the various groups, which is given below under column
A," and also show the present scale of rates under column " B."

Distances Column Column
"A" "B"

^ ^
5 5

6^ 5§
Over 60 and not over 75 miles 7i 6

7 6§
71 7

71 7h
8 8

Over 95 and not over 100 miles 7h 8
8 81
8 Sh

Over 110 and not over 115 miles 71 9

9 9

It will be seen that changes in rates would be necessary to avoid violation

of the long and short haul clause. The rate of 7 cents for group 75-80 miles must
be increased to 7^ cents, and for the groups 95-100 and 110-115 miles from 7-k

cents to 8 cents. When this is done the rates of Column ^'A" would be the same,

or higher, than present rates for distances up to 100 miles. For group 100-110

miles they would be ^ cent lower, and for group 110-115 miles 1 cent lower.

A:S stated in my report, no data as to the effect of the revised scale could

be furnished as we were not in possession of any information as to the tonnage
moving from the different mileage groups.
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Applicant has now submitted figures for the movement of the 1924 crop, and
I observe there was no movement of more than 100 miles over the Michigan
Central, Pere Marquette, Canadian Pacific, or Chatham, Wallaceburg & Lake
Erie railways, and on the Canadian National Railways less than 5 per cent of

the traffic was moved for distances greater than 100 miles. If rates as shown in

column ''A" were applied, the total freight charges on the 1924 crop would be
very much higher. As further example of the reasonableness of the present
scale of rates on sugar beets, I give below comparison of mileage scales, on low-

grade commodities, and it will be observed that the scale for the sugar beets
is in many cases lower. It should be especii^lly noted that the mileage rates on
sand and gravel, which were not increased under General Order No. 308, are in

some cases higher than the scale for sugar beets.

Miles

Not over 10 miles
Over 10 and not over 20
Over 20 and not over 25
Over 25 and not over 30
Over 30 and not over 40
Over 40 and not ovei 45
Over 45 and not over 50
Over 50 and not over 60 .'

Over oO and not over 70
Over 70 and not over 75
Over 75 and not over 80
Over 80 and not over 85
Over 85 and not over 90
Over 90 and not over 95
Over 95 and not over 100
Over 100 and not over 110
Over 110 and not over 120
Over 120 and not over 125

Sugar
Beets

9^

Agricul-
tural
Lime-
stone

10
10

10

Coal
Cinders

10
10

10>m
111

12

12
12

Rubble
Stone

91
91

11

11

11

Sand
and

Gravel

31

4i
41
4!

il
5f
6i

n
7\

7f
71

8i

The Dominion Sugar Company asked for a reduction in rates based on

77^- per cent of the present scale, which they state would reflect the 10 per

cent decrease under General Order No. 350. I have shown that the scale now
in effect was not based on 35 per cent increase, except in certain groups, and that

the balance of the rates were reasonably scaled. The net result was much
less than 35 per cent over the rates in eft'ect on August 12, 1918.

Applicant attached a statement of freight charges paid under the present

scale, and also what would have been paid under the rates of August 12, 1918,

and submitted that the increase amounted to 47.7 per cent on the crop move-
ment of 1924.

On this crop movement the increase on the C.N., CP. and P.M. railways

amounts to, approximately, 17 per cent, and the large increase in the Michi-

gan Central movement is due to the fact that single-line specifics were at one

time applied for joint hauls, while the mileage scale prescribed by the Board
was for one-line movement only, with a deduction to and from junction point

on joint movements. This is the common practice in connection with all

mileage scales.

The increase on the Chatham, Wallaceburg and Lake Erie Railway was
due to the fact that the rates on that line were abnormal, running as low as

H cents and 2 cents per 100 pounds, and the total mileage of the railway

brings it w^ithin the first two group of the mileage scale. Rates of this company
were disregarded in my calculations.
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The miieage scale is for uniform application by all companies in sub-

stitution for other mileage scales or specifics, and while it does not give the

C.N., CP. and P.M. the percentage increase allowed by the Board on other

commodities, it does remove discriminations and abnormally low rates and, on
the whole, I consider it a reasonable scale, which up to 100 miles is the same
or lower than if based on 25 per cent over an average of all the rates of 1918,

except those of the C.W. Sc L.E. I, therefore, recommend that the application

be dismissed.

File 34123.19.1

Submissions of the Canada Paper Company, Ltd., et al, re rates on Paper and
and Paper Products

This submission was presented by Guy Tombs, Limited, on behalf of

—

Canada Paper Company, Limited,
Donnacona Paper Company, Limited,

Howard Smith Paper Mills, Limited,

Laurentide Company Limited,
Belgo Canadian Paper Company Limited,

and relates to the rates on paper and paper commodities from Windsor Mills,

Grand Mere, Crabtree, Donnacona and Shawinigan Falls, Que., to points in

Ontario; and also, so far as the Canada Paper Company, Ltd., is concerned,

alleged discrimination in the adjustment of the rates from Ottawa to the Mari-
time Provinces as compared with the rates assessed from Windsor Mills, Que.,

to Ontario points.

It is set out that for a number of years, prior to the so-called 15 per cent

increase in freight rates authorized in 1917, rates from mills of complainants

to Ontario points were maintained on fixed arbitraries over the current rates

in effect from Ottawa as follows

—

Windsor Mills Sets.
Grand Mere 3 cts.

Shawinigan Falls 3 cts.

Crabtree 2 cts.

Donnacona 4 cts.

whereas these differences are now at a higher figure, owing to the disruption of

the relationship by the various percentage increases in rates since 1918. The
restoration of rates from these points by the publication of the same arbitraries

over Ottawa as were in effect prior to the Eastern Rates Case, is asked for.

It was urged by complainants that recognized differentials or arbitraries

should be preserved, and in this connection reference was made to Order in

Council P.C. 1863 and certain Orders of the Board. In Order in Council P.C.

1863 dated July 27, 1918, it was set out that in establishing the freight rates

therein ordered, while established rate groupings and fixed arbitraries were not

required to be used, their use was desirable, if found practicable, even though
certain rates might result which would be lower or higher than would otherwise

obtain. It will be noted the obsen^ance of differentials was not made manda-
tory.

Again, in Board's judgment in connection with General Order 308 of Sep-

tember 9, 1920, it was stated that while the principle of percentage increases

must necessarily disrupt rate relationships between points of production, it was
considered important in the working out of the tariffs that such recognized

differentials as referred to should be preserved so far as may be practicable.

Speaking generally, arbitraries or differentials were advanced in the same ratio
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as other rates, and the former rch\tionship, as existing before the year 1917, has
never been restored in these cases. It was suggested by complainants that in

some instances former differentials or arbitraries had been restored, but there is

nothing on the record before the Board amplifying this statement or showing
the character of the rate or rates where it is alleged former relationships have
been reinstated. These relationships have not been reinstated in the case of

rates on paper and paper commodities, and it is not only from the shipping

points that are here in question, and specifically named, that the arbitrary

or differential is in excess of that existing previous to 1917, but, on the other
hand, the same situation prevails from the numerous other shipping points

named in the tariffs. The granting of applicants' request would, therefore, be
far-reaching in its effect, because such action could not be confined to the ship-

ping points herein named, but would have to be extended without discrimin-

ation to the many other numerous shipping points set out in the tariffs. While
the rate relationships have been changed, for the reasons named, not only in

respect to the commodities here in question, but with regard to other traffic

and in many parts of the country, there is not on the record here a case proving

any unjust discrimination in the present rates as between the various paper
shipping points.

I do not think the references to maintenance of differentials, as given in P.C.
1863 and the Board's judgment in connection with General Order 308, which
were issued in 1918 and in 1920, respectively, and in respect to which there has
been no complaint to the Board previous to filing of this submission in the

General Rates Inquiry, can now be invoked at this late date w^ith any great

probative force.

I consider that, if there should be any revision of the present conmiodity

rates on paper commodities, it should be from the standpoint that the present

rates are either unreasonable per se, or unjustly discriminatory as against cer-

tain shipping points and in favour of others. The matter is not now on the

record before the Board in this shape. Obviously any readjustment of these

rates should be on a record that would bring before the Board, as parties to it,

all interested shippers.

Since the filing and hearing of this submission the Maritime Freight Rates

Act, 1927, has been put on the statutes, and section 8 of said Act reads:

—

The purpose of this Act is to give statutory advantage in rates to

persons and industries in the three Provinces of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island, and in addition upon the lines in the

Province of Quebec mentioned in section two (together hereinafter called

"select territory"), accordingly the Board shall not approve nor allow

any tariffs which may destroy or prejudicially affect such advantages in

favour of persons or industries located elsewhere than in such select

territory."

There are points in the Maritime Provinces making shipments of paper

commodities under the commodity tariff that is here under attack,, but the

record does not contain information showing just what specific paper com-
modities are manufactured at these Maritime Province mills or whether the

same commodities are manufactured at mills of complainants, and it would,

therefore, be necessary to be furnished with considerably more data than are on

the record, before there could be determined the question as to whether, in

view of the provisions of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, changes could be

made in the rates from mills of complainants without affecting the advantages

created by the statutory rates in favour of shippers at points in the Provinces

of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
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References were made to importations of paper commodities from certain

United States points, and exhibits filed showing rates between certain United

States points, and from United States points to Canadian points, but the record

was not sufficiently developed under this heading to enable any conclusive

opinion to be passed thereon in so far as it would have any bearing on a

readjustment of the rates between Canadian points.

File 34123.25

Atlantic S^igar Refineries, Ltd., Montreal, Que. British Columbia Sugar Re-
fining Company, Vancouver, B.C. Dominion Sugar Company, Ltd.,

Chatham, Ont.

In connection with the Board's Circular dated July 9, 1925, re presentation

of submissions dealing with the General Freight Rate Investigation, the Atlantic

Sugar Refineries, Ltd., under date of August 12, 1925, made wTittcn submission
re rates on sugar. As a result thereof, submissions were subsequently filed by
the Dominion Sugar Company, Ltd., Chatham, Ont., and the British Columbia
Sugar Refining Company, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C., w^hich, in substance, stated

that if there was to be a reduction in the rates on sugar froFi St. John, N.B.,

they would apply for similar reduction. The question of sugar rates was also

spoken to during the course of the sittings in the General Freight Rate Investi-

gation.

Later, the Atlantic Sugar Refineries, Ltd., stated their submission was
intended to support and agree in principle with the representations of the Mari-
time Provinces, and it was not their desire to proceed further in the matter
individually. The Maritime case was withdrawn from the General Rates
Enquiry as referred to in more detail in the judgment of the Board. There
has also since been placed on the statutes the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927.

Under the circumstances I consider that no changes in sugar rates should
be directed by the Board at this time.

File No. 34123.26

Submission of Canadian Retail Coal Association, Brantford, Ont., re rates on
Coal and Coke from Niagara Frontier

The Canadian Retail Coal Association, Brantford, Ont., in written sub-

mission dated August 12, 1925, refer to rates on coal and coke from the Niagara
frontier to points in Ontario, and draw attention to the difference between rates

on anthracite and bituminous coal. They state the rates on anthracite coal vary

from about 5 to 20 cents per ton more than on bituminous.

They further submit:

—

" We believe further that your Board should consider at this time a*

general reduction of the rates on both anthracite and bituminous, not

only that they may be equalized, but that they may be reduced to a level

w^hich represents the earning pow^r of the rate on most other commodi-
ties, for, as it has been shown in the past, we believe that it is still the

case that the coal traffic bears more than its share of the revenue derived

from the freight department of our railroad companies."

They also ask that an examination be made of the rates on coke which

appear to them " to be excessive looking at it from the basis of the present rate

on coal, because the difference in bulk does not warrant such a difference in the

rate." This submission was not further developed orally before the Board at

the final hearing, of which applicant had notice.
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What is intended or meant by applicant's suggestion that both anthracite

and bituminous coal rates " be reduced to a level which represents the earning
power of the rate on most other commodities " is not understood, unless it has
the same meaning as the statement immediately following that ^' as it has been
shown in the past, we believe that it is still the case that the coal traffic bears

more than its share of the revenue derived from the freight department of our
railroad companies." The Board is unaware of the foundation or basis of appli-

sant's allegation that the rates on coal are disproportionate to the rates on other

commodities, having in view the many factors which enter into consideration

in the fixation of freight rates. This allegation would require to be fully devel-

oped in evidence before the Board before it could be seriously considered as a

statement of fact, and no such evidence is before the Board.

With respect to the proportional rates on coal and coke from Niagara and
other United States frontier points to stations in Eastern Canada, the existing

differences as between anthracite and bituminous coal and coke have been
created by differences in treatment under the various increases and decreases

authorized or directed as result of railway operating costs in recent years.

Uniformity in rates as between anthracite and bituminous coal was main-
tained until August 1, 1922. Effective on that date, by judgment of the Board
dated June 30, 1922, and its General Order No. 366, of same date (Vol. XII,

Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 61), a reduction was
directed in the rates on bituminous coal by rescinding the increase authorized

thereon by General Order No. 308 of September 9, 1920, but no reduction was
at that time directed in the rates on anthracite coal, and this accounts in full

for the difference now existing, to which applicants have drawn attention.

Following the Board's Order of 1922, above referred to, the present appli-

cants took up with the Board the question of rates on anthracite coal, and
under date of November 16, 1922, were advised by the Secretary of the Board
as follows:

—

I am directed by the Board to state that the list of basic commo-
,

I

dities set out in its judgment of last June on which reductions applied,

was accepted by the Board only after careful consideration; that the

question of including anthracite coal in the reductions was very care-

fully considered when the Board was considering this Rate Judgment,
but as it was decided to follow the list of commodities proposed to and
published in the Report of the Special Committee, anthracite coal was,

after full consideration, not included.

" By reference to the Board's judgment, the reasons why, on the

existing state of facts, the Board did not feel justified in giving a differ-

ent and more extended list will be noted."

Again, in 1924 the applicants took up the matter of these anthracite coal

rates, and on January 5, 1925, they were written to by the Secretary of the

Board as follows:

—

"Referring to your letter of the 27th ultimo herein, I am. directed

by the Board to ask you if you would be good enough to advise it what
difference in condition now exists as compared with the conditions of

1922 AffRch, in your opinion, would justify the difference in treatment as

between anthracite and bituminous coal from that which was provided
for in the Board's General Order No. 366 of June 30, 1922.

What you are asking for is the re-opening of a matter already
dealt with by the Board, and, therefore, if is incumbent upon you to set

out in more detail the reasons for the reopening asked for.
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I ixUo eiicloj^c you, under the Board's direction, a copy of Mr. G. C.

Ransom's letter of the 2nd inst., for your consideration."

They replied under date of January 8, 1925, as follows:

—

I have your letter of the 5th inst. relative to this matter, together

with copy of Mr. G. C. Ransom's letter dealing with the same matter,

and wish to state that we will advise you later as to what steps we intend

to take in connection with our application."

The next submission from the applicants is that at present under consider-

ation, namely, under date of August 12, 1925.

With regard to the differences between rates on coal and coke, these com-
menced with Order in Council P.C. 1863 dated July 27, 1918, which directed

increases in rates on coke which were, with respect to rates 50 cents per ton and
over, some\Vhat higher than the increases directed on coal. When rates were

increased in 1920 under the provisions of General Order 308 dated September

9, 1920, a specific increase on coal, lower than provided for commodities gener-

ally, was stipulated, but this exception was not made in the case of coke. The
disparities in rates were brought about under these circumstances.

The general level of rates in Eastern Canada has remained on the basis as

effective August 1, 1922, following the Board's General Order 366 dated June

30. 1922. I do not consider these rates should be subjected to any direction by
the Board at the present time.

File No. 34123.28.1

Eastern - Canadian Preserved Foods Traffic Association—re rates on Canned
Goods, in carloads, from Eastern Canadian points to stations in the

Prairie Provinces.

The Eastern Canadian Preserved Foods Traffic Association filed written

submissions dated August 12, 1925, and January 17, 1927. In that first men-
tioned they submitted:

—

(1) The rates now charged for carload movement of canned food
products from points in Eastern Canada to points in Western Canada
are unreasonable and unduly discriminatory, to the extent that they
exceed relatively the rates on carload shipments of the same commodi-
ties applicable from Vancouver and interior British Columbia points to

markets in the Prairie Provinces.

" (2) Also that the rates now charged on the same commodities in

carloads from Fort William, Port Arthur, and Westfort, Ontario, to

points west of Winnipeg, Man., to and including interior British Colum-
bia points, are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed the ratio

which rates to Winnipeg bear to the standard mileage scale. In other
words, the system of making rates from Fort William westward beyond
Winnipeg tends to increase the rate per ton per mile with the increase
in distance, rather than decrease, which is the established principle in

rate-making."

In respect to the first point, the question of rates applying on carload
mo\Tments of canned goods from points in Eastern Canada to points in Western
Canada, as compared with rates on the same traffic from British Columbia
canning points to distributing centres in the Prairie Province, and the claim
that there is unjust discrimination with respect to the rates from the Eastern
Canadian shipping points, was before the Board in the application of Mr. J. C.
Hodgson, Chairman, Transportation Committee, Jam Section, Canadian Manu-
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facturers' Association, and after hearing and careful consideration of the record,

the Board issued Order No. 36561 dated July 3, 1925, refusing the appUcation.

The matter is fully gone into in judgment of the Board dated June 11, 1925,

Vol. XV, Board's printed Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 162.

The finding of the Board in that case was summarized as follows:

—

" (1) The arrangement whereby the two sets of minima apply from

British Columbia points to Winnipeg is brought about by competitive

conditions.

" (2) These competitive conditions have a bearing upon the interior

and intermediate points.

" (3) While these competitive conditions do not apply westward

from Aylmer, this point, and other Ontario points, has the advantage

of water competition which is not open to the movement from British

Columbia points.

"
(4) The special competition complained of by the Eastern ship-

pers is on the longer mileages. It is not shown that the difference in

treatment, bearing in mind the circumstances which have brought about

the existing conditions, amounts to unjust discrimination or undue prefer-

ence in regard to the longer mileages from the East.

(5) The allegations that the existing rate structure has subjected

Eastern shippers to a detriment by permitting the British Columbia

shippers to cut into the business was not established."

No new or material evidence is before the Board on this record which

would warrant any modification in the decision of the Board in the case of the

application referred to. In this connection attention may be directed to the

fact that since the judgment of the Board alluded to was rendered, and since

the submissions of the Eastern Canadian Preserved Foods Traffic Association

were filed with the Board, the carriers published, effective April 22, 1927,

a rail and water competitive rate on canned goods from stations in Eastern

Canada to Fort William and Port y\rthur, applicable on traffic destined beyond,

of 41 cents per 100 pounds, the effect of which reduces the rail and water rates

from Eastern Canadian canning points to stations in Western Canada 10 cents

per 100 pounds below the rates existing in 1925, when the Board's decision was
rendered.

In applicants' submission of January 17, 1927, they requested the estab-

lishment of reduced rates from Fort William westbound to the principal dis-

tributing centres in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. This might be con-

sidered as a technical distinction from their application for reduction in the

rates liom Eastern Canada, but for all practical purposes no such distinction

can be drawn, as the readjustment oi rates westbound from Fort William is tied

up with the question of through rates from eastern Canadian points, and the

traffic does not originate at Fort William.

The second point of the applicants' submission deals with the rates charged

from Fort William to points west of Winnipeg, which they allege are unreason-

able to the extent that they exceed the ratio which rates to Winnipeg bear to

the standard mileage scale. This submission deals only with the rates so far

as canned goods traffic is concerned, and the question they raise, with respect

to its application to all rates westbound from Fort William to points west of

Winnipeg, is disposed of in the judgment of the Board under the heading of
" Terminal Rates
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File No. 34123.28.2

Sub^nissions of Eastern Canadian Presented Foods Traffic Association and Can-
adian Canners Limited, with regard to export rates on Canned Goods
jrom Ontario points to Canadian Atlantic Ports.

The written submissions of the Eastern Canadian Preserved Foods Traffic

Association and the Canadian Canners Limited (hereinafter referred to as the

applicants) dated August 11, 1925, and December 29, 1926, respectively, deal

with export rates on canned goods from Ontario points to Canadian Atlantic

ports. Particular reference is made to the rates from Niagara Falls, N.Y.,

to New York, and from Niagara Falls, Ont,, to Montreal, St. John and Halifax.

The 5th class rates, applicable on canned goods, in carloads, for export, are as

follows:

—

Niagara Falls, N.Y

Niagara Falls, Ont.

From To

New York
[Montreal.
iSt. John.

.

[Halifax...

The 32 cent rate from Niagara Falls, N.Y., to New York, applies from
stations in the Buffalo group and a zone including points located 30 miles east

of Buffalo; for example, it applies from Ray, N.Y., 366 miles from New York.

The present basis of export class rates from Ontario points was established

by Orders of the Board Nos. 586 and 641, dated July 25 and September 4, 1905,

respectively. Applicants state that conditions and rates have materially

changed since. The rates have changed, in that all rates throughout Canada
and the United States have been increased since 1905 as a result of the increased

cost of railway operation. The reduced purchasing power of the dollar, as

compared with 1905, is reflected in all business activities. Applicants did not

in any way elaborate what change in conditions is alleged as apart from the

change in rates.

Reference is made to an increase in the differential between Niagara Falls,

N.Y.. and New York, and Niagara Falls, Ont., and Montreal, as existing in 1905
as compared with the present; or in other words, what is meant is the difference

then and now. Applicants state in 1905 there was a spread of 3 cents to

Montreal; 5 cents to St. John, and 6 cents to Halifax. At present the spread

is cents to Montreal and 7^ cents to St. John and Halifax. There is nothing

particularly significant in this change to which applicants draw attention. The
same condition is reflected throughout the whole freight rate structure of the

country as a result of the increased rate level as compared with 1905. With
respect to the canned goods rate in question, the rate from Niagara Falls, N.Y.,

to New York in 1905 was 16 cents, to-day it is 32 cents. From Niagara Falk,

Ont., to Montreal it was 19 cents in 1905 and is to-day 37h cents. To St. John
and Halifax the rates were 21 and 22 cents, respectively, in 1905; to-day the

rate is 39^ cents to both points.

Applicants admit the difference in conditions existing in that portion of

the United States here referred to as compared with Canada. The Eastern

Canadian Preserved Foods Traffic Association state:—

•

They (the carriers) state that we have ignored entirely the impor-

tant factors which had to be taken into consideration in fixing rates as

between Niagara Falls, N.Y., and Ameiican ports and Niagara Falls,

47647—6
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Ontario, and Canadian ports. Taking Montreal as an example for the
Canadian port; we know of no factor that enters into the making of these
rates that differs other than a density of traffic, which of course we
appreciate is in favour of the American roads."

The Canadian Canners state:

—

. . We appreciate that American lines have somewhat lower
rates on account of density of traffic and that their rates cannot be taken
always as a criterion for our freight rates."

The population of the state of New York is greatly in excess of the whole
population of the Dominion of Canada, and the United States railways have
the advantage of density of traffic, more favourable operating and climatic con-
ditions, and cheaper fuel.

It was stated by applicants that many of the United States canneries are

located at points adjacent to the seaboard, whereas in Canada, owing to

climatic conditions, canning is confined largely to inland territory. However,
no details were given, so that there is nothing on the record showing what
canning points in the United States are exporting canned goods or what rates

they are paying; similarly, there is nothing showing what Canadian canning
points are shipping canned goods for export. There are numerous canning
points in Ontario located much closer to the Canadian seaboard than Niagara
Falls, Ont. Whether canned goods are shipped from Niagara Falls, N.Y., for

export, is not stated. The rates from Niagara Falls, Ont., were not attacked

as to the unreasonableness of the rates in themselves, but on the allegation that

competition makes it desirable that there should be something lower than the

present rates. Applicants did not, however, make any specific application and
there is nothing on the record showing what rates they consider necessary from
a competitive standpoint. Quite aside from the Board's limitations with
respect to establishing rates to overcome geographical disadvantages of location

—which the applicants state they appreciate—the record would still be incom-
plete. How much export business is done by United States canneries adjacent

to the Atlantic seaboard? What proportion of this might applicants reasonably
expect to share? Are there other considerations apart from the question of

rate that have a bearing on the situation? What reduction in rates would be
necessary to give applicants an opportunity of competing? Any reduction

made might be insufficient, therefore of no use and simply a paper rate. All

these would be considerations particularly relevant, but no evidence is before

the Board in respect to them.

During the season ot lake and river navigation, Ontario shippers of canned

goods forward a large share of their shipments from the canneries located at,

and adjacent to, the water ports, via water lines to Montreal at lower rates

than applicable by rail movement, reference being here made to domestic as

well as export traffic.

While the submissions of applicants relate only to canned goods, inasmuch

as the 5th class export rates apply thereon, under the basis of export class rates

established from Ontario points by Orders of the Board in 1905, as already

herein referred to, subject to subsequent increases authorized, the question would
involve consideration of the whole Ontario export rate structure as it could not

be dealt with as to canned goods alone. This is clearly indicated by the com-
munication from The Canadian Industrial Traffic League, dated March 3, 1927,

supporting the submissions of applicants. The Traffic League suggest a com-
plete revision of the Board's Orders of 1905. Those Orders dealt not only with

export rates to Montreal, but also to New York and other United States Atlantic

ports. The Orders prescribed revised station groupings and percentages, from
Ontario points, with respect to rates based on percentages of the Chicago-New
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York rate. Niagara Falls, Ont., is in the 70 per cent group and the Traffic

League suggests that the territory cast of Port Dalhousie-Port Colborne be

regrouped at 60 per cent, which is the same as the Niagara Falls-Buffalo

group; with modification in other groups as well. The Niagara Falls-

Buffalo group was 60 per cent at the time of issuance of the Board's Orders,

and the entire situation was then carefully considered before the Ontario station

groupings and percentages were prescribed. Between Buffalo or Niagara Falls,

N.Y., and New York, the entire haul is over single line United States carriers,

while from the Canadian territory there is involved a haul over Canadian
carriers and across the international bridge before it reaches the lails of United
States carriers, and what is a reasonable rate in the one case is not the criterion

of a reasonable rate in the other.

I do not consider there exists any change in conditions—certainly it is not
indicated on the record here—that would warrant any revision at this time of

the Board's Orders of 1905 with respect to basis of export rates.

File No. 34123.29

Submissions of the Quebec Board of Trade

By written submission dated August 14, 192o, tlie Quebec Board of Trade
endorsed the application of the Quebec Harbour Commission which is dealt

with by the judgment of the Board.

Attention was also drawn in this written submission to the class rates from
Quebec to Amos, Que., which, it was submitted, should be equalized with other

class rates in effect from Quebec to points of similar mileage, and the compari-

sons given are shown below:

—

FROM QUEBEC

To Miles 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 10 Classes

S S $ $ $ $ S $
Newcastle, N.B 430 0-97 0-841 0-74 0-6U 0-49 0-45^ 0-361 0-34i per 100 lbs.

Cobourp, Ont 433 0-97 0-84i 0-74 bU- 0-49 0-451 0-36^^ 0-34i
Amos, Que 432 1-30 113' 0-97 0-8U- 0-65 0-6U- 0-451 0-43

The rates above quoted from Quebec to New Castle and Cobourg are on the

basis of schedule ''A", which was prescribed by Order of the Board No. 3258,

dated July 6, 1907, for application from certain specified points from which there

were published special local class tarifls known as town tariffs, subject, of course,

to the subsequent general increases under various Orders of the Board. While
Amos is specifically referred to, a similar rate situation exists with respect to

stations on the same line east or west thereof, as well as in other territory. The
territory in question is not within that prescribed by the Order in question as

schedule "A" territory. It may be further stated in this connection that even
within schedule ''A" territory there are a great many rates that are not on the

basis above referred to, for the reason that, as stated, said rates are published
only from specified town tariff points. For example, from Wallenstein to

Mattawa, Ont., 430 miles, and taking only for comparative purposes the first

and fifth class rates, they are $1.04 and 52^ cents per 100 pounds, respectively,

while from Goderich to Stralak, 431 miles, the firr^t and fifth class rates are

$1.33 and 66^ cents per 100 pounds, respectively. It will, therefore, be observed
that the rate disparities pointed out by the Quebec Board of Trade also exist

in other portions of Eastern Canada, and even from certain points of origin in

schedule "A" territory.

47647—6.i
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From the standpoint of shipping goods from Quebec to Amos in competition

with such distributing centres as Montreal or Toronto, the rate advantage is

with Quebec, the comparison being as follows:

—

TO AMOS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 Classes

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
From Toronto 1-69 1-471 l-27i l-06i 0-841 0-8U 0-dU 0-59^ Per 100 lbs.

From Montreal 1-39 1-22 i-m 0-87^ 0-68 0-6»)i 0-49 0-47

From Quebec 1-30 1-13 0-97 0-81.^ 0-65 0-611 0-45i 0-43 <<

What is here involved, is, in principle, not dissimilar from what is raised

in the submissions of the Town of Simcoe and the Canadian Canners Limited,

re so-called town tariff class rates, files numbers 34123.3 and 34123.16, which
are separately reported on herein. For the reasons set out in the report in

the cases last named, and in the absence of the matter having been developed
in more detail, I do not consider any direction should issue in the matter at "this

time. It is a question that would open up a wide field and would require a

most exhaustive and lengthy study of the rates and traffic movement and much
data that are not available to the Board on this record.

File 34123.30

Moose Jaw Board of Trade

The written submission of the Moose Jaw Board of Trade, dated August
13, 1925, may be summarized as follows:

—

1. Opposition to any discrimination as between jobbing centres in West-
ern Canada.

2. That the provisions of Classification No. 17 should be adhered to by
all parties both in spirit and letter, it being stated it was the inten-

tion of carriers to issue commodity tariffs overriding certain provi-

sions of the Classification, which will be favourable to the City of

Winnipeg, but will offset the geographical advantages that the job-
bing centres in Saskatchewan bear to the consumer.

3. That merchandise classifying 5th class and higher, in carloads, should
move under class rates and not under commodity rates.

4. Special consideration of the live stock industry in Western Canada
and freight rates thereon.

Dealing with the above points seriatim.

1. This has reference to the matter of terminal rates from Fort William,
i^diich is dealt with in the judgment of the Board.

2. Applicants did not develop this point of their submission. There is no
evidence, or even allegation, that the provisions of Classification 17 are not

adhered to. With regard to commodity tariffs overriding certain provisions

of the Classification, it may be stated that it is a very general practice

throughout the country to publish commodity rates which are on a lower basis

than would be provided under the classification rating and the class rate tariff

and, certainly, these are in the public interest. The provisions of the Railway
Act as to unjust discrimination apply with equal force to commodity rates

as to class rates. No evidence was submitted as to commodity rates which,

it is alleged, favour Winnipeg, and are unjustly discriminatory against ship-
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ping centres in Saskatchewan, and it may be that this also has reference to the

matter of Fort William terminal rates. The matter not having been developed,

it cannot be further dealt with.

3. Nothing was submitted by ajiplicants under this heading as to why
commodity rates should not be permitted on traffic classifying 5th class, and

in the absence of this point being developed by the applicants, the matter

cannot be further dealt with.

4. The question of live stock rates is separately dealt with in connection

with file 34123.1.

File No. 34123.32

Submissions of Estevan Board of Trade; Brandon Board of Trade and Civics,

and Counsel for Province of Saskatchewan, re rates on Lignite Coal

from the Souris Valley Field in Southern Saskatchewan.

This matter was heard at sittings of the Board in Regina June 22, 1926,

Vol. 464, pages 7600 to 7655, and argument of counsel for province of Sas-

katchewan is in Vol. 506, pages 6199 to 6208.

As I read the evidence and the argument it is not urged that there should

be any change in the present rates on lignite coal from the Souris Valley dis-

trict unless there is to be a modification in the rates from Alberta points to

prairie destinations east of Moose Jaw and Regina.

At page 7641, Vol. 464, the witness being Mr. Hawkinson, Secretary of the

Saskatchewan Coal Operators' Association, the following discussion took
place:

—

"Mr. McEw^en: Your main contention I understand is this, that

whatever adjustment is made in rates on coal the same differential in

regard to rates on your coal should be maintained?—A. That is right.

"Mr. Woods: You are not asking for a greater differential as

compared with Alberta lignite than now exists?

"Mr. McEw^en: No, that is correct."

At page 7646, reference here being made to rates from Alberta mines as

compared with those from the Souris Valley district, the following is found:

—

" Mr. Flintoft: You do not complain of the present rate relation-

ship Mr. Hawkinson?—A. Not very strenuously. We could stand a
lower rate."

In argument, at page 6206, Mr. McEwen stated:

—

" I did not particularly urge for lower rates in connection with

the movement of this coal, at Regina, and I am not going to urge it

now unless there is going to be some reduction of rates in basic com-
modities. If during the course of this investigation the Board comes to

the conclusion that basic commodities should be granted some reduc-

tion in rates, then I wish this coal matter taken into the consideration

of the Board, and facts in connection with it which were brought out at

Regina borne in mind, that is, the relative value of this coal with other

coals, and the fact that there must be some differential in the rates on
this particular coal and in the rates on which coal of a higher grade
moves."

And the following discussion is also found at pages 6206-7:

—

"The Deputy Chief: When you speak of rates on other basic

commodities being reduced what do you mean by that, what other com-
modities have you in mind?
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Mr. McEwen: The province of Alberta has made an application

with regard to reduced rates on coal, and the rate which they want is

one which will move their steam coal particularly to the city of Win-
nipeg. That is the great market for Bienfait lignite coal.

"The Deputy Chief: Is what you have in mind to say that if

the rate from Drumheller to other points were reduced you would like

a similar reduction.
^' Mr. McEwEN : We would like the same spread maintained

between our rates and their rates."

The Board has before it, separate from the General Rate Investigation,

the question of coal movement from Alberta to Ontario. I assume that any
action taken in that regard would have a bearing on the rates on coal from
Alberta mines to prairie destinations also, and consider that the whole ques-
tion of rates on coal should, if necessary, be dealt with at a later date and
independently of the General Freight Rate Investigation.

File 34123.33

Lethbridge Breweries, Ltd., Lethbridge, Alta.

What was involved in this submission was disposed of by Order No.
36911, dated October 12, 1925.

File 34123.34

Chamber of Commerce of Joliette, Que.

This is a request that Joliette be grouped with Montreal for rate-making
purposes with respect to traffic between Joliette and stations west of Montreal
in Ontario, also Western Canada. The matter was spoken to at sittings of the

Board in Montreal on January 8, 1926, Vol. 449, pages 304-341.

Joliette is situated on both the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National
Railways, northeast of Montreal. From Montreal to Joliette via Canadian
National Railways, the distance is 37 miles, and via the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way 55 miles. It was stated by Mr. Guibault, K.C., representing the town of

Joliette, that the distance via the Canadian National Railways from Ottawa
to Montreal, as compared with Ottawa to Joliette, is about 13 miles farther

to the point last nam^ed, and, in view of this small difference in mileage, it was
submitted that Joliette might properly be grouped with Montreal for rate

making purposes. As a matter of fact, the difference in mileage is 20.4
miles. Representatives of the railway companies stated that with respect

to traffic between Joliette and points in Ontario, this would not be routed via

Ottawa, so that, based on the mileage via which traffic is handled, there is a

considerably greater difference in mileage than represented merely by taking

the difference from Ottawa as between Montreal and Joliette. Further, when
computing mileage via Ottawa to points in western Ontario the distance from
Joliette is actually greater than through Montreal. Via the Canadian Pacific

Railway, the distance from Joliette. to Toronto via Montreal is 399 miles, and
via Ottawa, 406 miles. Via the Canadian National Railways, the distance

Joliette to Toronto via Montreal is 371 miles and via Ottawa 374 miles. The
distance Toronto to Montreal is 334 miles via the Canadian National Railways
and 344 miles via Canadian Pacific Railway.

With regard, however, to the class rate traffic, the rates between points

west of Montreal and stations east and south of Montreal are not predicated
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on a strict mileage basis. The territory is grouped, and under any group rate

system, mileage is not the sole controlling factor, as numerous stations with

varying mileages are included in the same group.

To and from points in Ontario and stations in Quebec, west and east of

Hull, and cast and south of Montreal, on the lines of the Canadian National and
Canadian Pacific companies, the grouping of territory was defined and pre-

scribed by the Board by its Order No. 3258, dated July 6, 1907, in the so-called

International Rates Case. The grouping and scaling there fixed was as

follows:

—

To-
Aylmer 4 cents 1st class over Hull.

Gatineau to Buckingham, inclusive 6 cents 1st class over Hull.

East of Buckinjjham Junction to and including St. Augustine; north
and south of St. Thcreso Junction to and including St. Jerome
and St. Eustache 8 cents 1st class over Montreal.

St. Therese Junction to Ste, Rose, inclusive 4 cents 1st class over Montreal.
St. Vincent de Paul to .Toilette, inclusive 4 cents 1st class over Montreal.
Lanoraie to Three Rivers, inclusive, including Berthier 8 cents 1st class over Montreal.
East of Three Rivers to Quebec, inclusive 10 cents 1st class over Montreal
East and South of Montreal to and including St. Rosalie, St. Johns,

St. Isidore, Howick Junction and Cecile Junction 4 cents 1st class over Montreal.
Doucets Landing, Victoriaville, Dixville and east of St. Rosalie,

also south of points named in preceding group (C.P.R. Group
to correspond) 8 cents 1st class over Montreal.

East of Victoriaville to Point Levis 10 cents 1st class over Montreal.

As a result of the percentage increases in rates since 1907 the first class

rate bases over Hull or Montreal are now higher than above set out.

With reference to rates between Eastern Canada and points west of Fort
William, the present station grouping in Eastern Canada was last under review
by the Board in 1922, and some modification was prescribed, see re Freight Tolls,

1922, Vol. XII, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, pages 69

and 70. With respect to rates to and from Western Canada, Joliette, 37 miles

from Montreal via the Canadian National Railways, is in the same group
with other stations on the Canadian National Railways at distances from
Montreal varying from seven to seventy-two miles. On the Canadian Pacific

Railway, Joliette is in the same group with other stations situated at distances

from Montreal varying from 22 to 101 miles.

Most adjustments of rates on a group basis result in some inequalities

when distance alone is considered, but such inequalities are not of necessity

unreasonable or unjust. Under any group adjustment, lines must be drawn some-
where, and the difference in distance between the most distant point in one group
and the least distant point in the next more distant group, must be compara-
tively small; further, it necessarily follows that even within the same group,

rates to the nearer points on the edge of the group are lower, distance considered,

than to or from other points in the same group. Under these circumstances, in

considering adjustment of group rates, difference in distance between selected

pomts cannot be regarded as controlling, and the reasonableness of such rates

must be judged by average conditions, because a comparison made between
specific points in one group, and nearby points in another group, does not reflect

the relation as a whole.

Inasmuch as there are no stations east or south of Montreal that are

included in the Montreal group, it is obvious that the addition of Joliette to

the Montreal group would involve an entire regrouping of said territory. It

would also involve an appreciable reduction in the revenue of the carriers as,

if Joliette were added to the Montreal group, there are numerous other stations

that would have to be similarly included. Then, again, stations just east or

south of the newly constructed ^Montreal group would, of course, demand a
revision of their rates. Groups long maintained are presumably fair, and should
not be disturbed unless substantial justice requires it. The present group
arrangement has not been the subject of complaint from other points or territory
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in the province of Quebec, and I do not consider on the record here that a
direction should be made for any change of such far-reaching character as

would be involved by giving effect to the application.

File 34123.37

Application of Central Creameries, Limited, Calgary, Alberta, for reduction in

rate on butter, carloads, from Calgary to Vancouver.

This is an application for a reduction in the current rate on butter, in car-

loads, from Calgary, Alberta, to Vancouver, B.C. The application was first

covered bv written submission dated August 14, 1925; it was spoken to at

sittings of 'the Board at Calgary on the 2nd of July, 1926 (Vol. 467, pages 8380-

8397) ; and at the final hearing on March 29, 1927, argument on this application

was submitted by counsel for the province of Alberta (Vol. 505, pages 5716-

5719).
In the written submission, and at the Calgary sittings, applicant alleged

that, the present rate is excessive and stated this was evidenced by the rate

published by the Canadian Pacific Railway on eggs, in carloads, from Vancouver
to Edmonton. In other words, the rate on eggs, last mentioned, was stated by
applicant to be the basis of his allegation that the present rate on butter from
Calgary to Vancouver is excessive.

In the Canadian Freight Classification, eggs are classified fourth class, car-

load minimum weight 24,000 pounds; butter is classified third class, carload

minimum weight 20,000 pounds. The fourth class rate from Vancouver to

Calgary is $1.10 per 100 pounds, and to Edmonton it is $1.25 per 100 pounds.

The third class rate from Calgary to Vancouver is $1.45 per 100 pounds, but a
commodity rate of $1.37 per 100 pounds is in force on butter, in carloads, from
Calgary to Vancouver. The Canadian National Railway publish a number of

competitive commodity rates from Vancouver to Edmonton and Calgary on the

basis of the lower Vancouver-Calgary class rates on the same articles. Effec-

tive November 26, 1924, the Canadian National Railway published a com-
petitive commodity rate of $1.10 per 100 pounds on eggs, in carloads, from Van-
couver to Edmonton. The Canadian Pacific Railway met this competition by
publishing the same rate. The situation is that, with respect to commodities
moving in volume, there is a parity of rates maintained between Calgary and
Edmonton, and Vancouver. The distance from Edmonton to Vancouver via

Canadian National Railways is 766 Miles, and via Canadian Pacific Railway,
836 miles. From Calgary to Vancouver via Canadian Pacific Railway is 642
miles and via Canadian National Railways is 996 miles. The provisions of

section 329 of the Railway Act enable the Canadian Pacific Railway to pub-
lish a competitive rate from Edmonton to Vancouver to meet that of the

Canadian National Railways, without applying it to or from intermediate

points; similarly, it permits the Canadian National Railways to publish via its

longer mileage from Calgary to Vancouver, competitive rates on the same basis

as established by the Canadian Pacific Railway between the same points.

The Railway Act specifically authorizes the establishment of competitive

rates which shall not be subject to the long and short haul clause under the

provisions of the Act and the Board has always held, and it is set out in

numerous Judgments that have been issued from time to time, that such com-
petitive rates, made under conditions which vary in almost every instance and
are frequently very much below the normal basis, cannot properly be taken
as a yardstick by which to measure the reasonableness of rates per se. If they
could, then all the numerous higher normal rates in effect on commodities sim-

ilarly classified could be immediately condemned and the result would make for

a rigidity in the freight rate structure of the country that would be extremely
detrimental to the shipping public.
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While it was stated at the Calgary sittings (page 8383) that the application

concerned solely the rate on butter between Calgary and A'ancouver, and did

not include points outside of Calgary, in the course of the argument it was
suggested that the matter be considered from the standpoint of reducing the
classification rating on butter, in carloads, from third to fourtli class, or the same
rating as applicable on eggs. This, of course, would make the reduction applic-

able throughout Canada, east and west. While some comparison was made
between eggs and butter, with respect to value, the matter was not fully devel-

oped and the record furnishes nothing conclusive on this point. They are not
commodities which compete with each other. Applicants expressed their will-

ingness to have the carload minimum weight on butter in the Freight Classifica-

tion increased to 24,000 pounds. With regard to this proposition of applicants,

however, it may be stated that when Canadian Freight Classification No. 17

was before the Board for approval, a carload minimum weight of 24,000 pounds
was proposed on butter by the carriers, but this met with much opposition both
in Western and Eastern Canada and the 20,000 pounds minimum was continued;

so that obviously applicants are not in agreement with many other shippers of

butter with respect to the matter of carload minimum weight. The classifica-

tion rating on butter was fully considered at that time and the present rating

was held by the Board to be justified (see Judgment re proposed Canadian
Freight Classification No. 17, Volume XV, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regula-
tions and Rulings, at page 199).

On the record here, the Board would not be warranted in directing any
rhange in either the classification rating, or the present commodity rate on butter

from Calgary to Vancouver, it not having been shown that the latter is unrea-
sonable 'per se.

File 34123.37.1

Submission of National Dairy Council of Canada for reduction in freight rates

on Butter and Cheese.

The National Dairy Council of Canada filed with the Board a printed

submission dated August 15, 1925, making application for a reduction in freight

rates on butter and cheese. This application, so far as it relates to the rates

on butter from points in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta,

was spoken to at sittings of the Board held in Winnipeg on June 14 and 15, 1926.

The application was endorsed by counsel for the provinces of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan and Alberta, also by the Canadian Council of Agriculture. Appli-

cation for reduced rates on butter was included in the separate submissions filed

by counsel for the three provinces named, which will be herein considered and
dealt with along with the submission of the National Dairy Council. The sub-

mission of counsel for the province of Manitoba dated August 21, 1925, set

out:

—

" That mixed farming has become a very important industry in

Manitoba; that with the increased vohmie of business, lower rates out-

ward should prevail on cattle, sheep, hogs and dairy produce of all kinds."

The supplementary submission of counsel for the Province of Saskatchewan
dated Ma}' 3, 1926, read as follows with regard to butter:

—

" That prevailing rates on butter, eggs, poultry and poultry products

moving from points in the Province of Saskatchewan for consumption in

Canada and to Montreal and Vancouver for export are excessive having
in mind the increased production and the volume of these commodities,

the ever increasing exportable surplus, the lower prices obtaining in
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domestic and export markets, the substantial increases in rates allowed
during a period of falling prices, the competition of other countries in

our own and export markets and the desirability as stated in Order in

Council P.C. 886 of assisting the basic industry of agriculture.

The Government of the province of Saskatchewan asks:

—

" (a) Lower commodity rates on butter, eggs, poultry and poultry

products moving to Toronto, Montreal, and all points east for domestic
consumption.

"(b) Special export rates lower than existing rates on butter, poul-

try and poultry products to Montreal and other eastern points for

export.
" (c) A special commodity rate on butter from Saskatchewan

stations to Pacific coast points for export to Japan and other Far Eastern
points, and to Great Britain through the Panama canal.

" (d) That local rates on butter, eggs, poultry, and fresh meats east

and west be equalized, the prevailing rates being from 6 per cent to 57
per cent higher in prairie than in eastern territory."

The printed submission of counsel for the province of Alberta asks:

—

" 5. That in order to ensure the freest possible interchange of com-
modities between the provinces of Canada and the expansion of its

trade, having due regard to the needs of the basic industry of agriculture,

there should be made effective a special commodity rate on butter from
Alberta shipping points to cover minimum car shipments of fifty

thousand pounds and twenty-four thousand pounds to Montreal and
other eastern Canadian points, and also to Pacific coast points, on such

a basis as will enable the Alberta producer to compete favourably in

these markets.
" 6. That in order to encourage the movement of traffic through

Canadian seaports there should be made effective a lower rate on butter

via Montreal and other Atlantic ports than at present exists and that a

favourable export rate on butter via Pacific coast points should be estab-

lished and made effective. Exhibit 12 shows what the export rate on
butter would be to Vancouver based on the rate in effect on the same
commodity from Toronto to Montreal for export."

Additional evidence on behalf of the province of Alberta was submitted
at Calgary on July 2, 1926 (Vol. 467). The evidence of witness for the rail-

way companies was given at Ottawa, March 10, 1927 (Vol. 502, p. 4680-4701).
The argument of counsel for the province of Alberta is in Vol. 505, p. 5688-

5697; that of counsel for the province of Saskatchewan in Vol. 506, p. 6191-
6199; and that of counsel for the province of Manitoba in Vol. 507, p. 6491-2.

In his argument at page 5688 (Vol. 505), counsel for the province of Alberta
defined and confined the scope of his submission, as already above quoted, as
follows:

—

" Now, the next one that I am taking up is the rate on butter to
Vancouver, and that will be found at Nos. 5 and 6 of the particular
items of Alberta's Case, but I want to point out to the Board that I am
confining, so far as this argument goes, my application to the rate to
Vancouver on butter, although the language of sections 5 and 6 is some-
what broader than that."

Reference is made to the desirability of assisting the basic industry of
agriculture and encouraging the movement of traffic through Canadian ports.
A good deal of evidence was given, and a considerable number of exhibits were
filed, showing the position and development of the dairy industry in the three
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Prairie Provinces. Exhibits 8, 9, and 10, filed by the National Dairy Council,

contain statistics showing the production of creamery butter, but do not show
the value. The figures given below, showing the production and value of

creamery butter for the three Prairie Provinces, are taken from the records of

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. With regard to the quantity of production

in pounds, there are only a few very minor differences for some of the years

between the figures in these exhibits and the records of the Bureau of Statis-

tics:—

MANITOBA

Year
Creamery 1? utter

Lb. $ Cents per lb.

1900 1,557,010
1,561,398
2.050,487
5,839,667
6,574,510
7,050,921
8,436,962
8,268,342
7,578,549
8,541,095
10,559,601
10,730,060
12,632,814
13,663,312

292,247
388,427
511,972

1,693,503
2,038,109
2,595,472
3,897,476
4,350,693
4,282,731
3,253,057
3,603,491
3,662,444
4,160,707
4,909,958

18-76
24-87
24-96
28-99
31- 00
36-80
46-19
52-61
56-51

38 08
34- 12

3413
32- 93
35- 93

1907
IJIO

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1924
1925

SASKATCHEWAN

1900
1907
1910
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1924
1925

143,645 29,362 20-44
132,803 36,599 27-55

1,548,696 381,809 24-65
3,811,014 1,055,000 27-68

4,310,699 1,338,180 31 04
4,220,758 1,575,965 37-33

5, 009, Old 2,221,403 44-34

6,622,572 3,495,172 52-77

6,638,656 3,72?, 140 56-14

7,030,053 2,552,698 36-31

8,901,144 3,066,573 34-45

10,867,010 3,632,377 34-42

13,543,001 4,378,106 32-32

15,946,233 5,855,979 36-72

ALBERTA

1900
1907

1910
1915
1916
1917
1918

1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1924

1925

601,489 123,305 20-49

1,507,697 362,782 24 06

2,149,121 533,422 21-82

7,544,148 2,021,448 26-79

8,521,784 2,619,248 30-72

8,943,971 3,414,541 38-17

9,053.237 4,025,851 44-46

11,822,890 6,132,733 51-87

11,821,291 6.555,509 55-45

13,048,493 4,543,007 34 81

15,417,070 5,126,844 33-25

17,868,853 5,891,186 32-96

22,339,857 7,059,630 31-15

19,630,101 6,959,059 35-45

Figures for 1926 are not available.
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With regard to the province of Manitoba, Mr. L. A. Gibson, Dairy Com-
missioner, stated (Vol. 463, p. 6966) that, " This year the way it is going at the

present time we will show a larger increase than in 1925, probably a million

pounds more, probably fourteen and three-quarters or fifteen million pounds
for 1926." Mr. Reid, Dairy Commissioner for the province of Saskatchewan,

stated (Vol. 463, p. 6978) :—
" During the first five months of 1926 there were 5,109,809 pounds

of butter manufactured. This is an increase of 31.3 per cent over the

same period for 1925, and there is every indication of a large increase for

the whole year, and we expect the total make for 1926 to be approxi-

mately 17,000,000."

Counsel for the National Dairy Council read into the record letter from
the Dairy Commissioner of the province of Alberta, in which the following

statement appears (Vol. 463, p. 6999) :

—

" You will note that there was a temporary reduction in last year's

output, but if the records that we have for the cream supplied to cream-
eries during the month of May may be taken as an indication, we should

this year have an increase of somewhere between twenty and thirty per
cent in the creamery butter output for 1926 over that of the previous

year."

Exhibit 4 shows exports of Canadian butter to Great Britain and value for

the past six years as follows:

—

Year ending Dec. 31— lb. $

1920 2,735,328 1,568,318
1921 4,705,564 1,91c, 012
1922 17,527,607 6,429,378
1923 4,365,597 1,519,849
1924 15,236,116 5,405,608

Fiscal year ending March 31, 1926 18,110,399 6,747,115

There is also shown exportation of Canadian butter from the port of Van-
couver as follows:

—

Year ending March 31— lb. $

1922 348,678 129,837
1923 483,264 190,681
1924 1,494,019 526,737
1925 1,847,854 646,291
1926 1,268,899 479,047

The exhibit further states:

—

" In dealing with the exportation of Canadian butter via Vancouver
the development of a market in Japan is worthy of note. This is shown
by the following figures from the Dominion Bureau of Statistics:

—

EXPORTATION TO JAPAN

Year ending Dec. 31— lb. $

1920 448 270
1921 5,351 2,445
1922 219,270 90,986
1923 382,007 149,306
1924 566,708 207,901

Fiscal year ending March 31, 1926 306,308 126, 52y

The following is taken from exhibit 8 prepared by Dairy Commissioner
Gibson of the Department of Agriculture, province of Manitoba.

The amount of creamery butter shipped out of the Province to

points in Eastern Canada, the Old Country and a few shipments to Cal-
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gary and Vancouver—400 fifty-six pound boxes to each car—is as

follows:

—

Carloads Year
1921

1j22
1923
1924

1925

Year
1915.

1916.

1917.

1918.

1919.

1920.

50
68

96
175
153

134

Carloada

108
115
180
198
315

AVith regard to the province of Saskatchewan, the following is contained in

exhibit 9:

—

A review of the above figures showing a substantial and regular

increase from year to year in creamery output each year from 1920 to

date must be accepted as conclusive evidence of the stability of the

dairy industry in the province.

During the first five months of 192G there were 5,109,809 pounds
of butter manufactured. This is an increase of 31.3 per cent over the

same period for 1925 and there is every indication of a large increase

for the whole year.

''A further evidence that dairying is not only here to stay but will

assuredly continue to gain in favour and \olume of production may be
found in the increased number of farmers patronizing the creameries of

the province from year to year. The following are the number of

creamery patrons for the past six years:

—

1920 20,000
1921 22.000
1922 28,000

1923 36,000
1924.... 38,000
1925 45,000

" The reports for the current year to date also show the industry
in a strong position.

" Below is shown the amount of creamery butter shipped out from
Saskatchewan 1916 to 1925 with the percentage increase and per cent of

total make exported:

—

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PRODUCTION EXPORTED

Year

1916.

1917.

1918.

1919.

1920.

1921.

1922.

1923.

1924.

1925.

Exported
from

Saskatchewan
1,000,000
1,500,000
2,425,000
2,600,000
3,318,500
3,830,000
5,000,000
7,000,000
9,500,000
12,357,744

Percentage
of total

make exported
23
35-6
48- 4
39-2
49- 9
54-4

56 1

64-4
69-9
77-4

Similar details are not on record for the province of Alberta, but it is

stated (exhibit 10) that some 3,000,000 pounds were exported in 1925.

Exhibit 11 covers a statement of imports of butter as follows:

—

STATEMENT OF IMPORTS OF BUTTER FROM THE UNITED STATES. AUSTRALIA
AND NEW ZEALAND, ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION IN CANADA DURING

TH7> FISCAL \EARS ENDING MARC:H. 1924. 1925 AND 1926

Fiscal ear
United States Australia New Zealand

Pound Value Pound Value Pound Value

1924 165,801
23.853
73,930

$57,564
10.567
29.118

1,296.707
162,848

2,342,966

$512,888
59.579

928,395
1925
1926 2,485,502 $910,814
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STATEMENT OF IMPORTS OF BUTTER FROM AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION IN CANADA FROM OCTOBER 1, 1925,

TO APRIL 30, 1926

Country Lb. Value

Australia 2,863,998 $1,047,145
New Zealand 2,876,142 1,151,549

Reference was made to the curtailment of the exportation of butter to the

United States on account of the Fordney. Tariff, but detailed figures were not

given. According to the Canada Year Book 1925, page 476, exports of butter

from Canada to the United States, years 1922 to 1925, were as follows:

—

Year Lbs.

1922 3,032. d39
1923 2,423, 08o
1924 6,394,927
1925 3,437,690

Reference was also made to the probable increase in importations from Australia

and New Zealand as a result of the trade agreement brought into operation

October 1, 1925, which reduces tiie duty from Australia from 4 cents to 1 cent

per pound, and from New Zealand from 3 cents to 1 cent per pound. It was
admitted, with regard to the importations from Australia and New Zealand,

that this butter had entered Canada at the period of year when Canadian
production was practically at a standstill and the prices usually high, and that

a very negligible quantity was marketed in the Prairie Provinces. In his

argument at page 6196, Vol. 506, counsel for the province of Saskatchewan
stated: "There is no dangerous situation at present, I think, with regard to

imports of i^ustralian and New Zealand butter." Later returns covering im-
portations of butter into Canada, as taken from monthly report of trade of

Canada, are as follows:

—

From From
New Zealand Australia

lbs. lbs.

January, 1927 729,288
February, 1927 1, .563, 184 56,000
March, 1927 1,710,688 234,808

4,003,160 290,808
Twelve months ending March, 1927 4,904,536 801,324

The volume of importation represents a small figure when compared with the
total production of butter in Canada, which is given as 269,494,967 pounds for

1925.

Some data were submitted relating to cost of transportation of butter to

Great Britain from other competitive butter producing countries, namely,
Australia, New Zealand, Denmark, Argentine, Russia, Sweden and Netherlands,

but there w^as some question as to the accuracy of some of the figures and they
were not conclusive. In any event it transcends the functions and power of the

Board to endeavour to adjust that portion of the through transportation repre-

sented by the rail freight rates in Canada, and change them from time to time,

so that the Canadian producers' cost of transportation to Great Britain would
not exceed that from competing countries; and, furthermore, the proposition

would be impracticable, owing to the rates by water transportation from such
countries being subject to constant fluctuation, as well as the wide variance as

between different competing countries.

Dealing further with the position of the industr^^, Mr. Reid, Dairy Com-
missioner for Saskatchewan, and who is also Secretary of the Saskatchewan
Dairy Association, stated (Vol. 463, p. 6978) that the figures showing a sub-

stantial and regular increase from year to year in creamery output must be
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accepted as conclusive evidence of the stability of the dairy industry in the

province. Again, p. 6992, Mr. Reid replied to inquiry of Deputy Chief Com-
missioner as follows:

—

"The Deputy Chief: Q. AVould you ^ay that the Dairy industry i?

a profitable industry as a whole, but that there might be instances of

people who on account of conditions under which they operate or on
account of their attitude towards it, lose money; but on the whole the
Dairying Industry is a paying proposition, is it not?—A. I would say
undoubtedly it is a paying proposition.

'

While the price of butter has declined considerably from its peak price,

it is stated the cost of production has also been reduced. Mr. McKay, Manager
of the Manitoba Co-operative Dairies, at page 7026, Vol. 463, stated: "fie
(the farmer) is receiving more to-day in proportion than he was at the high
period, because at the high period operating costs were also high." He also

stated at page 7025 that the cost of manufacture has decreased in the last four
or five years.

With regard to that portion of the submission relating to " the encourage-

ment of the movement of traffic tlirough Canadian ports," it may be pointed out

that in so far as this involves the question of adjusting rates so as to divert the

export movement of butter through Canadian ports instead of through U.S.
ports, there is no allegation or evidence that any of this export butter traffic

moves through other than Canadian ports.

Taking typical shipping points, the situation with regard to the butter

rates here in question may be summarized as follows:

—

From

To Vancottver
(Rates in cents per 100 lbs.)

1915
Peak,
1920

Present ra^ e

Class Com.

91

91
142
147

154

154
23U
2481

145
166
201

251

137
137

1921
221

Edmonton

From

To Montreal
(Rates in cents per 100 lbs.)

1915
Peak.
1920

Present rate

Local Export

Calgary 194

194

154

108

345
345
277^
200

3071
307^
2471
1781

246
246
210
101

M oose Jaw

Generally speaking, in comparison with other traffic moving under class or

commodity rates, butter has not been subjected to any greater increase and
has received equal decreases since the peak in 1920. The very gratifying

and marked development of the dairy industry in the three Prairie Provinces

was pretty fully set out on the recorcl by counsel for the applicants and above
summarized. There was some discussion as to whether the development of the
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industry had been hampered by the freight rates on butter. On this point the

following excerpt from the record is quoted (Vol. 403, p. 7037 et seq.) :

—

"The Deputy Chief: Mr. Scott, I wonder if you w^ould follow me
along this line, and if you do not I would like to invite your views on the

subject. When the Order in Council ordered us to do our best to encour-

age the interchange of commodities, and the development of the agri-

cultural industry^ we received submissions from the various sections

of the country, and particularly from the agricultural industry, contend-

ing that the rates are injurious to their welfare. In this instance we have
received a submission, the first part of which exemplifies the wonderful

developments that have taken place in the dairy industry in the west in

recent years, and I invite your view on this point—the rate which is

being charged by the transportation companies is in no way detrimental

to the development of the industry, not only from the point of view of

competition, but from the point of view of hindrance to further develop-

ment of the mdustry as well. Therefore, so far as I can follow the argu-

ment, it would seem to me that the whole thing boils down to a question

of the reasonableness of the rates in themselves as compared with the

services rendered by the transportation companies, and in that respect

I do not believe that the Order in Council helps us very much unless

you can show that the rates in themselves at the present time hinder
the development of the industry, or hamper it in its competition.

"Mr. Scott: I cannot say that the rates that now exist are so high

that they are preventing development, because that is not the fact. The
dairying industry is growing very fast. Our reason for emphasizing
that growth and that development is, because it is a recognized principle

in rate making, that the greater the volume the lower the rate. If the

rates were fair when we had a much less volume, now that the volume
has increased as much as it has, we are entitled to lower rates.

"The Deputy Chief: I follow you there. I think this exemplifies

it so much more, that the problem boils itself down to a question of com-
paring rates enjoyed by the transportation companies on butter and
other darying products, as compared with rates charged on other com-
modities. Is that not the case?

"Mr. Scott: Yes.

"The Deputy Chief: And that is fairly a question of the reason-

ableness of the rates, in itself?

"Mr. Scott: Yes."

At page 7027, Vol. 463, Mr. McKay, Manager of the Manitoba Co-opera-
tive Dairies, being the witness, was asked by the counsel for the province

of Manitoba whether the reduction made in freight rates on butter in 1922
had any effect, and the witness replied: "Well, that is a very difficult question

to answer definitely."

In his printed submission, counsel for the National Dairy Council stated:

—

"According to the principles of rate making the volume of the

commodity moving and the value of the commodity are two important
elements to be considered in estimating the reasonableness of the rates

charged by a railway company for hauling the commodity in question.

"During the past few years the production, consumption in Can-
ada, and the exportation from Canada of butter has greatly increased,

therefore the volume of butter transported by the railways has also

greatly increased.

"During the same time the price of butter in Canada has been

greatly reduced and the railway rates for hauling butter in Canada for

both domestic consumption and export have been greatly increased."
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It will be noted reference was made to increases in freight rates during the same
period of time that the price of butter has been materially reduced. Similar

reference is made in the submission of counsel for Saskatchewan. For
example, basing on the wholesale price of butter per pound in Winnipeg, it was
stated ''the wholesale price to-day is 8 cents per pound iess than it was in 1918
before any increases were put in effect by the railways" (Vol. 463, p. 6963).
To take 1918 as the base for price comparison does not place the situation in

proper perspective, for the reason that prices of commodities advanced very
materially, and were in force a considerable period of time before freight rates

were advanced. The first freight rate increase after 1914 took efTect March 15,

1918, followed by further increases in August, 1918, and September, 1920,
with reductions January 1, 1921, and December 1, 1921. There was a subse-
quent decrease in August, 1922, on a limited list of certain basic commodities,
but this did not affect butter. The price movement, in the case of butter, is

already shown herein in connection with the statistics as to production, but is

reproduced below for ready reference:

—

Year

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1921
1925

Average value in cents per pound

Manitoba Saskatchewan

28-99 27-68
31-00 31-04
36-80 37-33
46-19 44-34
52-61 52-77
56-51 56-14
38-08 30-31
34-12 34-45
34-13 34-42
32-93 32-32
35-93 36-72

Taking Manitoba, the price had advanced from 28.99 cents in 1915 to 46.19
cents in 1918 before there was an increase in freight rate; in the case of Sas-

katchewan the advance during the same period was from 27.68 to 44.34 cents;

and in Alberta from 26.79 to 44.46 cents. The peak prices were reached in

1920.

Freight rates fixed to bear a relationship to the fluctuations in the price of

commodities w^ould have no permanency, nor would they necessarily have any
relation to the cost of service, or other factors that are controlling in the estab-

lishment of rates, and this has never been accepted as a valid or proper prin-

ciple of rate-making. The following excerpt from the Board's judgment in the

complaint of the National Dairy Council of Canada on behalf of the Manu-
facturers's section of the Alberta Dairymens' Association re freight rates on
butter east and west of Calgary and Edmonton (Vol. XII, Board's Judgments,
Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 146) is particularly relevant on this point:

—

'The application was, in substance, the contention that because

the selling price of butter li;id gone down since the rates were increased

the rates should be accordingly reduced.

'The principle of charging what the traffic will bear is one of the

factors which has been recognized in connection with rate regulation. At
the same time, it has not been accepted as the only factor. If a reduc-

tion in the price of a commodity is to automatically bring with it a

reduction in the rate, it would logically follow that an increase in the

price of a commodity would automatically carry with it an increase in the

rate. This principle has not been accepted by the Board as valid. The
47647—7
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mere ability of an article to pay, aside from the question of whether the

increase in revenue to be derived from the increased rate is justifiably

necessary, is not a conclusive justification for an increase in rate. In the

increase in rates which ('anada has had to face, the increase in rates

was not made at the same time as prices went up. A considerable period

of time elapsed before the rates were increased, and the justification

for the increase was the increased cost to which the railways v/ere sub-

jected.
"

Exhibit 12 filed by the National Dairy Council shows export and domestic

rates from prairie points to Montreal and Vancouver on a wide range of

articles. This comparison does not provide the Board with anything deter-

minative as to the reasonableness of the rates on butter. Generally speaking,

there is no analogy whatever between the articles compared, which are widely

different in character, take different classification ratings, and have a wide

range in values, although the values were not shown. For example, obviously

quite different factors would be considered in establishing commodity rates on
such articles as returned empty carriers, scrap paper, scrap rubber, stone,

potatoes, lumber, bags and bagging, iron or steel angles or bars, paper bags,

cereals, and many others enumerated, than would be given weight in the fixa-

tion of rates on butter. The majority of the articles enumerated are not of a

perishable nature and are handled in ordinary box car service. The conditions

with regard to the handling of butter are quite dissimilar, as it is a commodity
that must be handled in refrigerator cars that are specially cleaned for the

purpose. A comparison with packing house products leaves out of considera-

tion that the carload rating on the latter is 5th class as compared with 3rd
class on butter. The present classification rating on butter was under con-

sideration by the Board when Canadian Freight Classification No. 17 was
before it for approval, and the Board found that the present rating was justi-

fied (Vol. XV, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 199).

In exhibit 13 compiled by Mr. Shiels for the Western Canada Dairy
Association, numerous computations and comparisons were shown, and there

were set out statements of what it was alleged the rates on butter would be
if based on the gross ton mile cost figures of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
plus 50 per cent to provide for special equipment and profit. Under Mr. Shiels'

method of calculation he produced rates very much below those now in force.

Mr. Shiels stated that he had used the gross ton mile figures shown in state-

ment produced by the Canadian Pacific Railway, pursuant to request of counsel
for British Columbia (exhibit F.H. 98, p. 17) ; for the tare weight of the car

a figure of 20 tons had been taken; and that nothing had been included to

cover the return empty haul. The gross ton mile cost varies in the different

railway operating districts and it developed that in computing the cost, say
from Calgary to Montreal, Mr. Shiels had not used the operating district

mileage of the railway for the various districts, and subsequently an amended
exhibit was filed. Mr. Shiels stated the ''plus 50 per cent" was allowed to cover
railway operating costs which were not allocated between districts and, there-

fore, not included in the gross ton mile figures supplied by the Canadian Pacific

Railway; profit; cost of special equipment; and "those items that I did not
understand." Later, at the final hearing, a second amended exhibit was filed

in which the calculation was based on a tare weight of 31 tons.

Counsel for the railway pointed out that when computing gross ton mile

cost figures on any particular movement, they have to be applied first on the

gross ton miles hauled in the loaded movement, and then there has to be added
to this the gross ton mile cost for the tare weight of the car for the percentage

relationship of empty to loaded freight car miles by districts. This is illus-

trated at page 57 of exhibit F.H.98, in conjunction with the data shown on
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page 56 of tlic same exhibit. While a tare weight of 20 tons was first taken

by Mr. Shiels, and later, a second amended exhibit was filed, based on tare

weight of 31 tons, the railway stated the average tare weight of the refrigerator

cars used in this butter traffic is 62,000 pounds, without ice, and 69,000 pounds

with ice; further, that so far as this particular movement is concerned, returned

emptv car haul would represent approximately 75 per cent of the loaded car

haul.'

With regard, however, to the gross ton mile figures supplied counsel for

British Columbia and used by Mr. Shiels in this exhibit, Mr. Lloyd, Assistant

Comptroller of the Canadian Pacific Railway, under cross-examination by
counsel for British Columbia, pointed out that these were not a proper measure

of the actual cost of handling revenue freight traffic, or any basis for comput-
ing a freight rate, for the reason that they did not include certain items of

operating expenses—some $12,000,000—that were not allocated as between

districts and, consequently, not included in the gross ton mile figures shown in

exhibit F.H. 98; that they included caboose gross ton miles, also the gross

ton miles of the non-revenue freight handled, which is 15 per cent of the

freight gross ton miles on western lines and 10 per cent on eastern lines, and
which is an overhead on the revenue traffic; that they did not include anything

for fixed charges, dividends, or anv requirements over and above operating

cost. On February 1, Vol. 495, p."^ 1490, exhibit F.H. 169 was filed by the

Canadian Pacific Railway, showing that by making the necessary deductions,

and to provide for net earnings at a rate of 5.75 per cent, the gross ton mile

figures supplied counsel for British Columbia represented only 54.2 per cent

of the requirements, or, as applied to freight traffic, it would be necessary to

increase the total system gross ton mile cost figure for 1925 of .323 cents by
84.5 per cent.

Then, it must be further borne in mind that this is an average " ;gross

ton mile figure for all commodities ranging from sand to silk. Obviously,

such average figure could not be used without modification, up and down, when
applied to particular commodity movements. The proposed rates submitted
by yir. Shiels cannot, therefore, be given any weight, containing as they do
so many elements of error. Counsel for the National Dairy Council stated

he was not prepared to suggest that the rates should be those shown by Mr.
Shiels (Vol. 463, p. 7116) nor did he say what he considered the rates should

be. During the argument, counsel for the province of Saskatchewan was asked
what he submitted the rates to Montreal should be, and he stated he was not
])repared to answer that question, but he did suggest that consideration might
be given to a reduction in the carload minimum weight of 50,000 pounds which
applies under the commodity rates.

As already referred to herein, in his argument counsel for the province

of Alberta confined his application to the rates on butter to Vancouver, and
after alluding to the exhibits filed at Calgary, in which suggested rates were
set out, asked the Board to direct its consideration to what he described as

an alternative suggestion which he put lorword, urging that it had much merit
behind it. His proposition was as follows: Butter classifies 3rd class in car-

loads; the 3rd class standard mileage rate London to Montreal, 455 miles, pro-

duces a rate per ton per mile of 4.68 cents. The 3rd class standard mileage

rate Calgar>^ to Vancouver, 642 miles, produces a rate per ton per mile of 5.33
cents. He stated, I am not making any point as to our being entitled to a

less ton mile rate on account of our longer mileage; I am taking it as though
they were the same mileage." 5.33 cents is 14 per cent higher than 4.68 cents,

so that taking the standard mileage rates as a comparative basis, east and west,

the ton mile basis in the west is 14 per cent higher than in the east, conse-
quently the rate on butter from Calgary to Vancouver should not be higher

47647—8
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than 14 per cent more than the eastern rate per ton per mile. He next tookj

wliat he described as the commodity rate on butter from London to Montreal
which produced a rate of 2.94 cents per ton per mile, 14 per cent of which
equals .41 of a cent; 2.94 cents plus .41 cent equals 3.35 cents, which rate

per ton per mile would produce a rate from Calgary to Vancouver of $1.08
per 100 pounds, which is the rate applied for.

The London-Montreal calculation should have been based on 444 mile.-,

instead of 455 miles, which would make the comparison 4.61 cents and 5.33
cents, the latter figure bemg 15^ per cent higher. Similarly, the butter rate,

2.94 cents, should be 3.02 cents, and 15^ per cent higher would produce a rate

per ton per mile of 3.48 cents to make the rate Calgary to Vancouver $1.12 per
100 pounds instead of $1.08.

If this proposition is sound and logical, and a proper rate-making basis for

constructing a rate on butter from Calgary to Vancouver, then the same prin-

ciple wwld be equally sound and logical—and no doubt demanded—in con-
structing rates on other commodities, as well as class rates, consequently it

seems necessary to ascertain what the effect of this proposition would be, if

given a wider application. Without setting out the calculations in detail, it may
be stated that taking the same standard mileage rate comparisons, east and
west, as above illustrated for 3rd class, it is found that, expressed in cents per

ton per mile, the situation is:

—

West higher
than East

1st Class 29-1%
2nd Class 23 %
3rd Class 15^%
4th Class 3 %
5th Class 17h%
6th Class 51%
7th Class U%

West lower
than East

lOth Class 11%

The same principle here urged, when applied to other commodities, will be
found to produce some rather marked anomalies. For example, green hides are

rated 5th class, while dry hides are provided in the classification with a rating

one class higher, namely, 4th class. The present rates, and the rates that would

be produced under the proposition here advanced, are as follows:

—

FROM CALGARY TO VANCOUVER

Drv hides Green hides
Class '4th 5th

Present rate $ 1 10 98 cts.

Rate as per above proposition 68| 66 cts.

Instead of the rate on the higher classified article, namely, dry hides, being

12 per cent over that on green hides as at present, the difference would be

reduced to 4 per cent; the proposition reduces the dry hides rate 38 per cent,

while the reduction brouo;ht about in the case of green hides is 33 per cent. The
reductions would not only be substantial, but also inconsistent.

The same proposition applied in the case of two articles taking the samSe

clf)Ssification rating works out as follows: Eggs and dry hides are both classi-

fied 4th class, in carloads; applying the same calculation as taken in the case of

butter, and using the London to Montreal export rate as the base, the situation

^vould be that whereas from Calgary to Vancouver the present rate on both eggs

and dry hides is $1.10 per 100 pounds, the rate produced on dry hides would be

684 cents per 100 pounds, and on eggs $1 per 100 pounds, so that while both
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these commodities take the same classification rating, and at present the same
rate per 100 pounds, from Calgary to Vancouver, the dry hides rate under the

proposition here advanced would become only 682 per cent of the rate on the

other article similarly classified and at present taking the same rate. This result

is brought about by reason of the difference existing between the export rates on

eegs and dry hides, in carloads, from London to Montreal, which are 67 cents

and 46 cents per 100 pounds, respectively, and used as the basis under the

formula proposed by counsel for AllxTta.

However, there is another anomaly, namely, that if the domestic, rather

than the export, rate from London to Montral is taken as the base, the same
calculation would make the rate on both eggs and dry hides from Calgary to

Vancouver 93 cents per 100 pounds. In the case of eggs this is 7 cents lower

lhan the rate of $1 produced by taking the London-Montreal export rate as the

base: while in the case of dry hides it is 24 J- cents greater.

Therefore, to take the London to Montreal export rates as the basis for

butter, and some other articles, it produces a lower rate from Calgar>^ to Van-
couver, than w^ould be obtained by taking the London to Montreal domestic rate.

The same principle applied to the cia&s rates, 1st to 7th class, from Calgary
to Vancouver, w^ould produce rates lower, except on 3rd and 7th class, than the

nrairie town tariff distributing class rates. The comparison follows:

—

FROM CALGARY TO VANCOUVER

1 2 3 4 5 G 7

Rate as per above proposition
2 19

1 671

1 83
1 56

1 45
1 26

1 10

93
98
84^

84
711

59

53^

PRAIRIE TOWN TARIFF

1 89 1 58 1 26 95 86 72 50

The proposition here advanced, worked out in its wider application, would
not only make drastic reductions in rates to Vancouver, but involve a reduction

in rates between prairie points themselves. With regard to 10th class rates, the

proposition would not work at all, because the western rate per ton per mile is

.•^.dually 11 per cent lower than that of the east. It is not clear from the record

why London to Montreal was taken as the basis for comparison. Exhibit 12 in

printed submission of counsel for province of Alberta showed a rate based on
the Toronto-Montreal rate, which was quite a different figure from that pro-

posed in argument. It might have been advanced with equal force that Windsor
lo Montreal should have been taken as the basis for comparison, because it

has a mileage of 555, which is more nearly comparable with 642 miles than

the London figure of 444 miles. Taking Windsor, instead of London, it T\T)uld

produce quite different figures throughout, and on butter from Calgary to

Vancouver would produce a rate of {SI.04 per 100 pounds. The difficulty about
this theory is that no two eastern basing points will produce the same
results. Aside from the drastic reductions in rates and irailw^ay

revenues that would result from the adoption of this proposition in its

Vv'ider application, and the inconsistencies it would produce, as well as being

impracticable of application to certain traffic, I do not see wherein it has any
merit as a proper principle of rate-making. It is well known that the relation-

ship between the classes under the eastern scale is different from that of the

47467-8i
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west. What was described as a commodity rate on butter from London to

Montreal is the 3rd class rate applyifig on export traffic, governed by the United
States Official Classification. The export rates from Ontario points to Mont-
real are all of a competitive character and are built up on prescribed percent-

ages of the Chicago-New York rate, which were directed by the Board in 1905
following a lengthy investigation—Orders 586 and 641 dated July 25 and Sep-
tember 4, 1905, respectively. So far as the domestic class rates from London
to Montreal are concerned, these also are subject to special conditions which
resulted in the scale of rates prescribed by the Board in 1907 in the so-called

International Rates Case (Order 3258 dated July 6, 1907). I do not consider

either the export or domestic class rate from London to Montreal, established

under the conditions referred to, provide any proper basis for computing rates

from Calgary to Vancouver.
Counsel for the National Dairy Council, also the province of Saskatchewan,

submitted that the increased volume of the butter traffic warranted a reduction

in rates; that the volume of the commodity moving is one element to be con-

sidered in estimating the reasonableness of rates. Volume is one of numerous
elements, particularly on commodities moving in large quantity. While there has

been an increased volume of butter traffic, relatively, the entire volume of the

butter traffic is very small. In exhibit F.H. 98, pages 49, 50 and 51, there is

shown originating freight by districts, on the Canadian Pacific Railway for

the year 1924. The originating tons of butter and cheese were 3,282 in Mani-
toba, 3,194 in Saskatchewan, and 8,259 in Alberta. The total originating freight

the same year in these districts amounted to 3,066,385 tons in Manitoba, 2,834,386

tons in Saskatchewan, and 4,006,181 tons in Alberta. The butter and cheese traffic

represented a little less than ^''Jioo of 1 per cent of the total originating tonnage

in the three districts. Butter is not the only commodity in respect to which
there has been increased tonnage handled by the railways in recent years. I do

not consider that the increased volume of butter traffic warrants a revision of

the rates thereon from that standpoint.

With reference to the carload minimum weight of 50,000 pounds applying

in connection with export commodity rates to Montreal, it was suggested by
counsel for Saskatchewan that if this were reduced to 40,000 pounds, it might
enable some of the smaller creameries to take advantage of the rate who cannot
do so now, but the matter was only touched upon in his argument without any
additional details. Counsel for the National Dairy Council stated (Vol. 463,

p. 7031) that they were not complaining about the 50,000 pounds minimum
weight or contending that it was too high, but merely pointing out the carload

earning on this weight as an argument that the rate should be lower. I do not
consider the question of carload minimum weight was sufficiently developed
to w^arrant a direction at this time that a change be made therein.

The classification rating on butter was considered and the present rating

held to be justified in 1925 (Vol. XV, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations

and Rulings, p. 199). The class rates are as prescribed by the Board. Rates
lower than these normal rates are now in force on shipments to Vancouver,
also to Montreal, for export. From the standpoint that the rates should properly

be viewed, namely, other rates in the same territor}^ or betw^een the same points,

with due regard to differences in classification ratings and the character of the

traffic, I do not consider that on the record a case has been made out warrant-
ing a direction for a reduction in the rates on butter from prairie points to

Vancouver or Montreal and other eastern Canadian points.

While rates locally on butter in the West, also in Eastern Canada, w^ere

embraced in the broad wording of the submissions, this portion of the case was
not developed in evidence or argument. The same remarks apply to cheese
rates w^hich were referred to in the printed submission of the National Dairy
Council.
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File No. 34123.38

Complaint.^ of the Essex County Corn hnprovevicnt Association, the Essex
County Developvient Association, the Essex County Livestock Improve-
ment Association, Harrow Fanners' Co-operative Association, Township
of Colchester South, Essex Board of Trade and Cottam Board of Com-
merce, alleging discrimination in freight rates on products of Essex

County.

The soibmissions of the above-named organizations were in the form of

resolutions requesting that the Board investigate alleged discriminatory freight

rates at present in effect covering transportation of the products of Essex county,

and grant such relief as might be necessary to enable shippers of Essex county
to compete with products produced in other sections of the country. The sub-

missions were no more definite in character than here outlined. The matter
was set for hearing at Windsor, January 12, 1926, and counsel for Quality
Canners stated that the various associations were interested only in so far

as their connection with the canning business was concerned, and that their

submissions should, therefore, be considered as supporting the complaint of the

Quality Canners of Canada, Limited. The latter complaint is covered by file

34123.3.3 and fully considered and set out in report which has been made under
that file.

File 34123.39

Prince Albert Board of Trade

The submissions of the Prince Albert Board of Trade support those of

certain other Boards of Trade, etc., and are, therefore, covered by the decisions

arrived at with regard to such submissions, consequently, it is unnecessary^ to

report more specificallv here on the submissions of the Prince Albert Board of

Trade.

File No. 34123.42

Submission of Dominion Textile Company, Limited, Montreal, re rates on
Cotton Piece Goods

By written submission dated August 24, 1925, the Dominion Textile Com-
pany, Limited, ^Montreal, pointed out that there are commodity rates in effect

on cotton piece goods from Marysville and St. John, N.B., to various points

in Quebec and Ontario, whereas on cotton piece goods shipped from Montreal,
Magog and Quebec, Que., the class rates apply, there being no lower com-
modity rates in effect from the points last named, as in the case of Mar>'sville

and St. John, N.B. The Textile Company stated this appeared to them to be a
discrimination in favour of Marysville and St. John, N.B. The matter was not
further developed orally at the final hearing.

The Maritime Freight Rates Act. 1927, required a reduction effective July
1, 1927, in the existing rates from Marysville and St. John, N.B., to points
in Quebec and Ontario, and section 8 of said Act reads:

—

" The purpose of this Act i? to give statutory advantages in rates
to persons and industries in the three provinces of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island, and in addition upon the lines in the
province of Quebec mentioned in section two (together hereinafter called

"select territory''), accordingly the Board shall not approve nor allow
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any tariffs which may destroy or prejudicially affect such advantages in

favour of persons or industries located elsewhere than in such select

territory."

In view of provisions of said Act, it is not apparent that any change can
now be made in the rates from Magog, Quebec, or Montreal, without affecting

the advantages created by the statutory rates, in favour of the shippers at

Marysville and St. John.

File 34123.55

Canadian National Millers Association, Montreal, Que.

The written submissions of the Canadian National Millers Association

dated March 1 and December 2, 1926, deal with the matter of rates on grain

and grain products from Fort William to Montreal. No direction is being made
by the Board at this time with regard to said rates.

File 34123.57

Application of Weyburn Bottling Works, Weyburn, Sask., et al., for reduction
in rates on returned shipments of containers used in the transportation of
non-intoxicating beverages.

This is an application submitted by counsel for the province of Saskatche-
wan in letter dated April 15, 1926, on behalf of the Weyburn Bottling Works,
Weyburn, Sask., and a number of other bottling companies in Saskatchewan,
and was spoken to at sittings of the Board in Regina, June 23, 1926, Vol. 465,.

pages 7813-7818. The matter is really one of classification, rather than rates.

The application relates to returned shipments of containers, consisting of

glass bottles, in cases, which have been used in the transportation of non-intoxi-

cating beverages. There is a substantial movement throughout the country of

returned empty second-hand carriers; such as bags, barrels, kegs, drums, bottles,

boxes of various kinds, egg cases; tinned biscuit, cracker and confectionery

boxes, carboys, banana crates; acid, ammonia, carbide, gas and soda water
cylinders, etc., and in respect to these returned empty second-hand containers,

there is provision in the Canadian Freight Classification for a lower rating than
applies on the same articles when shipped new. The regulations surrounding
these returned shipments provide that when offered for shipment as returned
empty packages they must have been used in the transportation of a regular

consignment and are being returned to the consignors of the original filled

packages via the same line over which they were originally shipped, otherwise
they will be charged at the regular rates for new packages. Obviously, the cost

of transporting these containers, when returned empty, is no less than when they

are shipped new. The rating on new bottles of the character here under con-

sideration is 3rd class, L.C.L., and the returned empties are provided for at the

lower rating of 4th class, which is the lowest rating provided in the Canadian
Freight Classification for any type of these empty carriers; a great many of

the empty containers are provided for at 3rd class. The position of the railways

has always been that the low rating on returned empties has been a voluntary
concession on their part. In the revision of the classification, which was com-
pleted and resulted in the issuance of Classification No. 17 about two years ago,

it had been the original intention of the railways to cancel the rating on returned

carriers; that on all other articles or commodities no distinction is made between
new and old, and they saw^ no good reason why the same rating should not

apply on old containers as new containers. However, this proposition met with
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considerable objection from some of the interested shippers and finally the pro-

vision for these empty carriers, as found on pages 68 and 69 of the classification,

was agreed upon in conference between representatives of the railways and the

shippers before the Special Classification Committee, which was, in itself, a

joint committee composed of representatives of the railways and the shippers.

Request is made that provision be made for the return of the particular

containers, described in this application, at one-half of the 4th class rates, it

being alleged that a rate similar to that herein requested is in force between

certain United States points in the states of Montana and Minnesota. It was
stated that the outgoing shipment of soft drinks weighs about 75 pounds per case

and the returned shipm.ent of empties weighs practically two-thirds of the

weight of the outgoing shipment, and a comparison was drawn between these

and returned shipments of oil barrels or drums, it being stated that the latter

were only approximately one-sixth of the outgoing weight as compared with
returned empties here in question. Reference was also made to the return of

drums used in shipping carbonic acid gas which weigh 150 pounds outward and
100 pounds when returned, and on the latter it was stated rates were accorded

that were practically one-lialf of the 4th class rate. The foregoing represents

practically all that was submitted on behalf of the applicants, so that it will be

noted that the matter was not very fully developed.

As far as relates to the returned carbonic acid gas cylinders, the reduced

rates referred to by applicants, and which were higher than one-half of the

4th class town tariff rates applying on applicants' shipments, were cancelled

effective July 1, 1926, and they now pay the same rates as those charged on the

containers used by the applicants. A comparison between the outward weight,

and the weight of the returned empty package, is not, in itself, particularly

relevant, as there are a great many varieties of returned empties, as already
specified herein, and a considerable variation in the weights of the goods shipped
therein. As against the comparison cited by applicants, it might be noted
that gas cylinders weighing 109 pounds when shipped out full, weigh 99 pounds
when returned empty, and another size weighs 220 pounds when full and 200
pounds when returned empty, and the 4th class rating is applicable on the

returned movement.
With regard to the lower rates said to be in effect in the states of Minne-

sota and Montana, the tariffs, of course, are not on file with this Board, and
there is nothing on the record indicating the territorial application of said rates

or the articles they apply on. The Western Classification is in effect through-
out the northern United States territory west of Chicago and in this classifica-

tion new bottles are rated 3rd class, L.C.L., and old bottles 4th class, L.C.L.
The lower rates said to be in effect in certain sections of this territory are,

apparently, covered by some special tariff provision, the circumstances con-

cerning which are not within the knowledge of the Board.
The provisions of the Canadian Freight Classification apply throughout

Canada, and while there are no complaints from any other interested shippers

outside the province of Saskatchewan, any change in the classification provision
would have general application throughout the country, and could not be
consistently confined to the specific containers covered by this application. The
question at is^ue, therefore, is far-reaching in its effect and covers a greater

volume of traffic in other sections of the country than in the Province wlicre the

application originates. No evidence whatever is on the record alleging that
the present rating is in itself unreasonable, or that it imposes any hardship upon
the industry. Evidence of this character- would be very much more material
than any of the submissions that were advanced in support of the request for

reduced rates.

On what is before the Board on this record the applicants have not made
out a case which would warrant any change being made.
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File No. 34123.58

New Westtninster Board of Trade

There were no written submissions filed by the New Westminster Board of

Trade, their representations beino; made at sittings of the Board held in New
Westminster on July 15, 1926 (Vol. 471, pages 11364 to 11451).

Speaking generally, the representations made at the hearing in question

will be covered by the disposition of the case of the province of British Columbia.

There was an exhibit filed giving comparison, of rates on various kinds of

paper from New^ Westminster to Eastern Canada, as compared w^ith rates on
same commodity from Eastern Canada to New AVestminster, and this showed
some differences. For example, on wrapping paper, carloads, from New West-
minster to Merritton, Ont., $1.47; Merritton, to New Westminster, $1.20. With
regard to tissue paper, not printed, it was stated the rate from New Westminster
to Merritton is $2.81-^ and Merritton to New Westminster $2.08^, but there was
an error in this exhibit, as the rate New Westminster to Merriton is the same
Fis in the opposite direction, namely, $2.08^. With regard to bond, writing,

drawing and lithographed paper, the westbound rate is $1.20, and .eastbound

there is no commodity rate, the regular class rate of $2.81-| governing. There
was discussion as to qualities of paper made by eastern manufacturers and
those at the coast, also competition in prairie markets, although, as to the latter,

the matter was not fully developed. There has never been any recognized

parity of transcontinental rates, under which the rate eastbound has been exactly

the same as that established westbound on the game commodity, or vice versa.

The individual transcontinental commodity rates are governed by numerous and
varied competitive conditions. If there is any westbound transcontinental rate

on a commodity, that is alleged to be discriminatory against the shipper of the

same commodity eastbound from the Pacific coast, it should be the subject of

specific complaint, when the matter could be fully developed, as there is not

sufficient on the record of proceedings here to enable the matter to be intelli-

gently dealt with.

There were some references to express rates which are outside the scope

of the present inquiry.

File No. 34123.60

Kamloops Board of Trade
^

There were no written submissions filed by the Kamloops Board of Trade,
their representations being made at sittings in Kamloops on July 8, 1926 (Vol.

467, pages 8665 to 8725).

At pages 8667-8670,, Mr. A. M. Tyrrell, representative of the Maple Leaf
Milling Company, submitted that on account of the sparse settlement of that

portion of the Canadian National Railways between Kamloops and Jasper,

there should be established from Kamloops to stations on this portion of the

Canadian National line L.C.L. rates that would represent a reduction of 50 per
cent from the current rates, and give this portion of the line what might be

called colonization or settlers' effects rates. A similar rate arrangement was
not requested from Kamloops to stations on Canadian National Railways west
thereof, nor from Kamloops, either east or west, to points on the Canadian
Pacific Railway. At page 8671, Commissioner Oliver inquired as to the situa-

tion on the Canadian National Railways line from Redpass Junction to Prince

(xeorge, and the answer was that distribution to this territory was made from
Edmonton. A comparison as to the extent of population or development along
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that portion of the line embraced in the application, as compared with other
portions of the line, is not on the record. The request was not based on any
allegation that the rates applied for would be no higher than would be proper
and reasonable rates per se; they are asked for purely as a measure of assistance

to settlers in that district. The position taken by counsel for the Canadian
National Railways is set out at page 8675 as follows:

—

" Mr. Fraser: As I understand, what they want is a reduction in

distributing rates L.C.L. from Kamloops and intermediate points up to

Jasper. I would like to have a look at the record before answering. But
generally speaking it would seem to be rather a novel departure, that on
a newly constructed line we siiould have a lower basis of rates than when
the line is older. Usually, quite the reverse is the case. My understand-

ing is that these distributing rates are the ordinary distributing rates in

effect in British Columbia. It would seem to be a difficult thing to work
out a lower basis of rates from this particular section of the country

than obtains in all the rest of British Columbia. You know of course

what would happen, the day after they were made effective, Mr. McGreer
would be right after us, saying;, ' Here you are with your unjust dis-

crimination, we must have the same basis of rates.'

It would seem to me practically speaking an impossibility under
the Railway Act, but I would like to take the complete record and go

carefully and sympathetically through it, and if necessary reply in detail

later on."

In view of previous decisions of the Board as to its powers under the

provisions of the Railway Act, I consider that the granting of an applica-

tion on the basis here made, for a restricted territorial application of rates,

transcends the jurisdiction of the Board in respect thereto.

At page 8677, Mr. C. F. Bickford, Manager of the Kamloops Canneries,

Ltd., made a somew^iat similar representation on behalf of shippers of berries

by express from the Clearwater district, about 86 miles north of Kamloops on
the North Thomj^son river, to British Columbia coast and prairie points. The
Board has already ruled that express rates are not within the scope of the

present General Freight Rates Investigation.

Mr. Bickford made reference to rates on canned goods, in carloads, from
Kamloops to Vancouver. At page 8680 he asked that there be considered the

difference between the present rate and w^hat it was about three years ago,

and stated " At that time we had a rate which, on the 60,000 pound car, was 7

cents better than our competitors in Kelowna. Recently, as you probably
know, a zone rate was put in which took that 7 cent advantage away from
Kamloops." A check of the tariffs fails to indicate that there has, at any time,

been a difference of 7 cents between Kamloops and Kelowna with respect to

rate on canned goods subject to carload minimum weight of 60,000 pounds.
Prior to July 1, 1924, there was a commodity rate with carload minimum
weight of 40,000 pounds, and the rates to Vancouver were, from Kamloops 53
cents and Kelowna 60 cents. Effective July 1, 1924, the tariff was amended,
continuing the rates just named, subject to carload minimum weight of 40.000
pounds, but also establishing for the first time a new rate of 45 cents per 100
pounds from Kamloops, Kelowna, Vernon and Penticton, subject to carload
minimum weight of 60,000 pounds. It will, therefore, be noted that from the
inception of the commodity rate subject to carload minimum weight of 60,000
pounds, there was not a difference of 7 cents between Kamloops and Kelowna
as stated by Mr. Bickford. With respect to commodity rates subject to 60,000
pounds minimum, the shipping territory seems, from the inception thereof, to
have been blanketed at the same rate, and there is nothing on the record
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here that would enable a conclusion to be formed as to whether or not this

is an unreasonable arrangement. It is a situation that existed when the rates

were first put in, and has since continued, and the matter would require to be

more thoroughly developed before any intelligent or conclusive opinion as to

the reasonableness thereof could be formed.

It is noted from the tariff that a grouping arrangement also exists with

respect to canned goods rates eastbound to prairie points, under which Kam-
loops is in the same group as Armstrong, although there is a difference in

mileage in favour of the latter, and it was stated that the greater proportion

of shipments from the Kamloops plant were made to prairie points (page 8682).

Beginning at page 8685, Mr. Creighton Campbell made reference to the

transcontinental rate situation, under which rates to coast points were lower

than to intermediate territory, which included Kamloops. The decision of the

Board on the general question of transcontinental rates obviates the neces-

sity of the matter being separately discussed here.

Pages 8695 to 8710, Captain T. H. Worsnop made some representations as

to passenger rates. This is a matter that is to be separately dealt with accord-

ing to the reading of the record at page 8709.

At page 8711, rates on coal from a number of points to Kamloops were
quoted, and it was pointed out that the rate per ton per mile was higher from
the nearer points than from the points of origin that were a longer distance

from Kamloops. It has always been a well recognized principle of rate-making
that there is a tapering of the rate per ton per mile as the distance increases.

Aside from pointing out that this tapering did exist, there was no specific

complaint made as to the coal rates, and the matter was not sufficiently devel-

oped to be further dealt with here.

Commencing at page 8713, some reference was made to the rate on wool,

carloads, from Kamloops to Weston, Ont., it being stated that there had for-

merly been a rate of $2.14 per 100 pounds and the present rate is $2.34. The
matter was not specifically developed, but it is assumed that the representa-

tion could be considered in the light of an application to restore the lower

rate, in order to benefit the wool grower. The representative of the railway

company stated that a few years ago representations had been made that the

sheep raisers were in a somewhat similar situation to the hog and cattle

raisers on account of post-war deflation in prices, etc., and the carriers agreed to

temporarily establish a reduced rate to assist the industry; that this reduced
rate was put in effect at various periods extending over two or three years,

and then had been dropped and the normal rate allowed to apply. Wool, in

carloads, is rated 5th class, and the normal rate thereon from Kamloops to

Toronto is $2.34. There is no allegation on the record that this rate is

unreasonable per se, and on what is on the record I do not see that the Board
would be warranted in making any direction. The Board has held in numerous
judgments that, with regard to rates to develop traffic, the railway com-

panies have a discretion and may voluntarily establish rates lower than

could be justifiably directed or compelled by the Board.—Application of the

Mount Royal Milling and Mfg. Co., Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. XV,
page 58. Application of District Board of Trade, Coalhurst, Alta., for sta-

tion facilities, Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. XIII, page 260. National

Dairy Council of Canada, re freight rates on butter. Board's Judgments and
Orders, Vol. XII, page 149-150. Red Deer Valley Coal Operators' Associa-

tion, Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. X, page 66-70.
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File 34123.65

Canadian National Millers Association, Montreal

This submission, filed under date of July 15, 1926, dealing with milling-in-

transit in connection with grain ex lake ports for milling at interior Ontario
points, has been subsequentiv disposed of by issuance of the Board's Order No.
38264, dated October 15, 1926, on complaint of the Wolverton Flour Mills Com-
pany, St. Marys, Ont.

File 34123.66

Application of the Alberta Wholesale Implement Association, Calgary, for a
commodity rate on hinder twine to points in Alberta that does not exceed
the transcontinental rate on twine to Vancouver; and that arrangements
be made by the Railway Companies to permit a stop-over privilege on
through cars of farm machinery shipped to small towns.

The matter of transcontinental rates is dealt with in the judgment of the

Board.

Application was also made for a stop-over on carloads of machinery for

partial unloading.

According to the submissions read into the evidence at the Calgary hear-
ing on July 3, 1926, the stop-over would build up carload movement and more
evenly distribute it and would give smali towns a better implement service.

It w^ould also facilitate delivery of goods well in advance of the harvest and
build up volume to the railway.

There could be no building up of carload movement since the intention is

to divide carloads between two or more consignees. No evidence was offered,

nor w^as it alleged, that the arrangement requested would increase sales and,

therefore, I fail to understand how volume would be built up for the railway.

At page 8575, in reply to question of Mr. Commissioner Oliver, the ser-

vice desired was illustrated as follow^s:

—

'Tor instance, a dealer in Bassano and a dealer in Gleichen, we
will say, would each wish to take a carload of goods to be shipped from
Fort William. The car would be billed to Gleichen^ with stop-over at

Bassano. The Bassano dealer would take out his portion of the goods

and the car would go on to Gleichen taking the through rate to Glei-

chen.

It was stated such an arrangement was at one time in effect in the United
States and that a stop-over was charged. No tariff reference was given as

authority for such an arrangement in the United States, nor was evidence

offered as to the period effective. Complainant expressed the opinion that there

should be one stop-off and that a charge of $5 would not be unreasonable.
At page 8581, Vol. 467, Mr. Flintoft brought out the point that in handling

machinery in the manner suggested there w^ould be two consignees located at

different points and stated:

—

''One of the fundamentals of the contract of carriage is that you have
a shipment consigned to one person at one place. He is asking to have
a car consigned to two persons at two different places."

Partial unloading of carload freight in transit is not permitted on any
commodity in any part of Canada. To establish the arrangement requested on
farm machiner^^ would have the effect of applying carload rates on less than
carload movements and would lead to similar applications in connection -^nth

other commodities.
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The present method of distributing farm machinery is to ship in carloads to

wholesale centres and distribute in less than carloads to surrounding towns.

It is claimed that to points distant from the wholesale centres the service is slow

and expensive. It is not necessary to distribute from wholesale centres. If

orders are secured along one line they may be distributed by paying the carload

rate to the first destination, and L.C.L. rates for the balance, under new con-

tract. Taking the example given by complainant, under the present tariff

a carload of farm machinery may be shipped to Bassano at the carload rate to

that point, a portion unloaded, and tlio balance forwarded in the same car to

Gleichen at the L.C.L. rate and under a new contract.

The present movement for these points would probably be carloads to Cal-

gary and back-haul at L.C.L. rates to Bassano and Gleichen.

I can see no reason for giving special treatment to farm machinery and
recommend that this s'lpplication be dismissed.

File No. 34123.68

Board of Trade of Prince Ruvert, B.C.

There were no written submissions filed on behalf of the Board of Trade
of Prince Rupert and their representations were made at sittings in Prince

Rupert on July 30. 1926, Vol. 472, pages 11756-11782. At pages 11757 and

11761 it was set out that Prince Rupert, although further distant from Edmon-
ton than is Vancouver, should be recognized as entitled to equality with the port

of Vancouver, but just w^hat necessitated this submission is not apparent, because

with respect to import or export traffic through Prince Rupert, it is on an
equality with Vancouver in the matter of rates. At pages 11759-11764-11778

reference was made to rates on fish, but the rates in question are express rates

which are outside the scope of the present investigation. At pages 11768-69

reference is made to express rates on cream. At page 11763 reference is made
to rates on potatoes, which is the matter dealt with and covered by report on
file 34123.2.1. At page 11778 some fish rates were quoted, but the matter was
not developed. It was indicated tliat the rate on frozen fresh fish from Prince

Rupert to eastern Canadian points was higher than the rates on smoked fish

from Maritime Province points to Prince Rupert, but the two commodities take
different classification ratings and the conditions concerning their transporta-

tion would, in some respects, be dissimilar, and the record does not indicate

what is being urged or alleged with regard to the rate comparisons given. There
was a reference to the rate to New York being lower than to Toronto and Mont-
real, but these rates are subject to competitive' influences under which the rate

from Prince Rupert to New^ York is maintained on a parity with the rate from
Seattle to New York.

At pages 11760-11766-11771 to 11776 reference was made to coal rates, and
there is also on the file letter under date of November 16, 1926, from the Saun-
ders Ridge Coal Co. Ltd., Mercoal, Alta., in this connection. The complaint
here is against a rate of $4.40 per net ton in effect from Luscar and Cadomin,
Alta., to Prince Rupert. It is pointed out that at one time the rate was $3.40

per net ton, but the present rate of $4.4.0 per net ton shows as having been in

effect since May 23, 1923. The rate in question is published as a competitive
rate which is not applicable as maximum from or to intermediate stations. The
competition in Prince Rupert appears from the record as against movement by
water from Vancouver island and the state of Washington. It is stated the coal

is being barged into Prince Rupert by independent towing companies at a rate of

$2 a long ton as compared with the rail rate of $4.40 on a short ton from Alberta.
The rate of $4.40 was not in any way attacked on the ground that it was an
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unreasonable rate per sc, but the substance of the su))missi()n was that the rail-

way could probably increase its coal traffic from Cadomin to Prince Rupert if

the present rate were reduced $1 per ton. The rate of $4.40 per net ton from
Cadomin to Prince Rupert, 876 miles, produces a rate of .502 cents per ton

per mile, and as indicating that this rate, which, as already stated, is tariffed as

a competitive rate, is on a low basis, it may be stated that the Pacific freight

scale for this mileage would be $6.80 per net ton and the Prairie scale for the
same distance would be $5.30 per net ton. It is not cl(;ar to me on what grounds
the Board could direct a further reduction in a competitive rate of this character,

which is already materially below the normal coal rates authorized for similar

distances, particularly in the absence of any allegation on the record that the
rate is unreasonable per se. The rate yields a very low figure per ton per mile.

Ottawa, September 12, 1927.
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Application of the Canadian National Railways under sections 19 and 51 of the

Railway Act for a rescission of Order No. 39349, dated July 14, 1927,

with regard to publication by the Canadian Pacific Railway and Cana-
dian National Railways of through rates via Saint John and Ste. Rosalie

Gateways as they now have via their own lines direct.

File No. 34285

JUDGMENT
Chief Commissioner McKeown:

This is an application under section 51 of the Railway Act to rescind the
Board's Order No. 39349 of date the 14th day of July, 1927, whereby the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company and the Canadian National Railways were
directed to publish forthwith joint tariffs naming rates to stations west of the
Maritime Provinces via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction, the same as pub-
lished between the same points via the Canadian National Railways direct, such
tariffs to cover all traffic and to have the same territorial application as existed
on June 30, 1927.

Instead of complying with the terms of the order, the Canadian National
Railways have launched two applications, one before this Board for the rescission
of the order; and the other for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Ca^iada
challenging the jurisdiction of the Board to make the order referred to. The
grounds relied upon in support of the application to the Board are as follows:

—

1. That the Canadian National Railways are most vitally affected
by the said order in that our revenues will be most seriously affected and
that the benefits that should accrue to the National Railways by reason
of the expenditure by the Government of large sums of money in the
construction of railway? and railway facilities in the Maritimes will to a
large extent be lost, and these benefits will be handed to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company without any corresponding benefit or advan-
tage to the public.

At the time Order 38275 was issued, it is to be presumed the rates
referred to and put into effect pursuant to that order were fair and
reasonable rates and nothing has since occurred in our opinion to make
these rates unreasonable.

The principle of the Railway Act has always been that the Board
shall fix, determine and enforce just and reasonable rates, and all the

423
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important judgments of the Board on rate cases have expressed that just

and reasonable rates must not only be fair from the standpoint of the

public but from the standpoint of the railway corporations as well.

The Board has issued this order calling for a material reduction in

rates without any hearing and without giving the National Railways an
opportunity to argue that the proposed rates are not fair and reasonable.

2. The reduction referred to in the preceding paragraph has been
brought about by the enactment of the Maritime Freight Rates Act since

said Order 38275 was passed.

The Canadian National Railways claim that no argument to

other rates can be based upon the reduction in rates provided for in the

Maritime Freight Rates Act of 1927 because these reduced rates are

declared by sections 7 and 8 of that Act to be statutory and preferential

rates and not based upon any principle of fair return to the railway

company for services rendered in the carriage of traffic.

The movement of freight via St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction gate-

ways is not a preferred movement " under the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, and the Canadian National Railways submit that the operation of

that Act should not be enlarged by the Board under General Powers con-

ferred on the Board by the Railway Act.

3. At the time the said Order 38275 was passed there might have
been some argument based upon the interest of the public in the main-
tenance of the St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction gateways, but we
maintain that no such reason now exists by reason of the fact that under
tariffs recently filed in accordance with said Maritime Freight Rates
Act, the Canadian National Railways have made provision for the absorp-

tion at destination of switching charges that formerly had to be borne
by the shipper or consignee.

The question of the St. John and Ste. Rosalie gateways has been regarded

by the eastern Maritime Provinces as one of great importance inasmuch as it

provides a competitive route to the West, and from the time when the construc-

tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway gave rise to the advantages of such

competition, or at any rate from the date on which this Board began to function,

now over twenty-three years ago, rates have been continued under which such

competition was possible. About seven years ago gradually the curtailment

of such privilege began and has been followed up by the Canadian National
Railways, until it has now culminated in a condition which is depriving the

people of the three Maritime Provinces of a competitive route and the many
advantages arising therefrom. The history of the course pursued by the Cana-
dian National Railways in this regard may be summarized as follows:

—

Late in 1925 the Canadian National Railways issued supplement to their

Tariff C.G. Rys. C.R.C. No. 1364 applying on lumber and other forest products

from points in the Maritime Provinces to stations in Quebec and Ontario, the

effect of which was to eliminate the alternative routing via St. John and Ste.

Rosalie Junction in so far as destinations common to, or in other words reached

by, both the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways.
A similar Supplement was issued to their Tariff C.G. Rys. C.R.C. 1352

naming class rates from maritime points to stations in Quebec and Ontario.

Upon complaints from various parties orders were issued suspending these

proposed supplements pending hearing by the Board. Thereafter, the matter
was heard at sittings of the Board held in Montreal, January 8, 1926, following

which, Order No. 38275, dated October 19, 1926, issued disallowing the provisions

of said Supplements in so far as they proposed to eliminate routings via St. John
and Ste. Rosalie Junction.



The effect of this order was to restore the situation, as to these tariffs, as

it liad existed for a great many years, namely, that there was a parity of rates

via the following routings: First, Canadian National Railways direct; Second,

Canadian National to St. John thence Canadian Pacific; third, Canadian
National to Ste. Rosalie and thence Canadian Pacific Railway.

In this connection it may be stated that there were also tariffs applying

on trathc other than that above specified, from Maritime Province points to

stations in Ontario, with respect to which the St. John and Ste. Rosalie gate-

ways had been eliminated at varying periods as far back as January, 1921.

No complaint had been made to the Board concerning such change in these

tariffs prior to, or at the time of, the sittings of the Board in Montreal, January

8, 1926, which was followed by the issuance of Order 38275. Subsequent to

issuance of order just named, complaint was received concerning the other tariffs

referred to, and this matter has been standing for hearing by the Board.

With respect to traflic from Maritime Province points to stations in Western
Canada, namely. Port Arthur, Ont., and wTst, for a great many years past, in

fact ever since the creation of this Board in 1904, the rates applied via St.

John and Ste. Rosalie gateways. Subsequent to the final co-ordination of the

various lines now comprised in the Canadian National system, the situation

prior to July 1, 1927, has been that the same rates applied to points in W^estern

Canada via: First, Canadian National Railways direct; second, Canadian
National, St. John, then Canadian Pacific; third, Canadian National to Ste.

Rosalie Junction thence Canadian Pacific Railway. No attempt was made to

change this situation—consequently, of course, no complaint was before the

Board—until July 1, 1927, when in issuing tariffs purporting to be in compliance

with the Maritime Freight Rates Act, the Canadian National Railways elim-

inated tlirough rates from Maritime Province points to stations in Western
Canada through the St. John gateway, and published rates through the Ste.

Rosalie gatew^ay that were higher than the rates via their own line direct.

With respect to the tariffs to Ontario points, set out in Order 38275, the

change made pn July 1, 1927, by the Canadian National Railways in alleged

compliance with the Maritime Freight Rates Act, eliminated the St. John gate-

way, but continued rates through Ste. Rosalie Junction, thence Canadian
Pacific Railway, which, with few exceptions, are the same as the rates published

by the Canadian National lines direct.

The changes made on July 1, 1927, as above set out, were brought to the

attention of the Board, and it was considered upon looking into the matter
involved, that the tariffs filed were not in compliance with the Maritime Freight

Rates Act, and consequently Order 39348, dated July 14, issued directing the

Canadian National Railways to forthwith publish tariffs of through rates via

St. John and Ste. Rosalie, from points in the Maritime Provinces to stations

in Canada beyond eastern lines, said through rates to be those in existence

between such points on June 30, 1927, less approximately twenty per cent, as

provided in section 3, of chapter 44, 17, George V.

In this connection the Board also had in mind the contention and inter-

pretation of the Canadian National Railways, as to the provisions of section 4,

subsection 1, paragraph B, of the Maritime Freight Rates Act reading: " Traffic

moving outward, westbound, all rail—From points on the eastern lines west-

bound to points in Canada beyond the limit of the eastern lines at Diamond
Junction or Levis; for example, Moncton to Montreal—the twenty per cent

reduction shall be based upon the Eastern lines proportion of the through rate

or in this example upon the rate applicable from ^loncton west as far as Dia-
mond Junction or Levis." It was realized that in view of the wording of that

portion of the Act above quoted, and the method of division of the through rate

as between the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways, questions
would probably arise as to whether the rates that might be established in obed-
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ience to Order 39348, were or were not in compliance with the Act, and consider-

able time might ensue before these issues could be finally disposed of.

It is not apparent that the Maritime Freight Rates Act contemplated any
change in the tariff situation of long standing with regard to alternative routings

through St. John and Ste. Rosalie Junction. The plain intention of the Board
that these gateways, and parity of rates through them, should be maintained,
is indicated by its Order 38275 and judgment in connection therewith, conse-
quently Order 39349 was issued directing that the Canadian National Railways
be directed to publish forthwith joint tariffs, naming through rates from points

in the Maritime Provinces to stations west thereof, in Canada, via St. John
and Ste. Rosalie Junction, which will be the same as published between the

same points via the Canadian National Railways direct, such tariffs to cover
all traffic and the same territorial application as existing June 30, 1927.

At the hearing on the 7th inst. a question was raised regarding last clause

of Order 39349 reading: ^' such tariffs to cover all traffic and the same territorial

application as existing June 30, 1927." It may be here stated that the order

covers the traffic and the same territorial application as existing June 30, or

in other words, the word all " has the same meaning as here used as the word
same." Order 39349 has no application with respect to the tariffs to Ontario

points, other than those referred to in Order 38275, which matter is still standing
for hearing.

The argument is advanced by the Canadian National Railways that com-
pliance with Order 39349 will necessitate their making a much greater reduction

than 20 per cent in their eastern lines proportion, as stipulated by that portion

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act which has already been quoted.

Illustrations given by a witness called on behalf of the Canadian National
Railways, figured a reduction in one instance of over 38 per cent under the

terms of the order and presented other instances much exceeding 20 per cent.

The impropriety as well as the validity of the order was assailed for that reason.

But these calculations so presented are without solid foundation. They rest

firstly upon the supposition that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company will

make no reduction in its portion of the haul—thereby compelling the full reduc-

tion upon the Canadian National's part thereof.

There is now, and for some years has been, on file with the Board a general

concurrence by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, No. W. 86, certifying

that the Canadian Pacific Railway (lines Port Arthur, Ont., and west thereof)

assents to and concurs in all joint tariffs and supplements that may be published

and filed by the Canadian National Railways (lines Westfort, Ont., Armstrong,

Ont., and east thereof) in which the Canadian Pacific Railway Company is

named as a participant, in so far as such schedules contain rates or regulations

which apply within Canada, to or via (not from) the latter company's points,

thereby making itself a party to such joint tariffs and supplements and agree-

ing to be bound thereby. There is also on file with the Board the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company's general concurrence, No. E. 85, certifying that the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company (lines Westfort, Fort William, Ont., and
east thereof) assents to and concurs in all joint tariffs and supplements thereto

that may hereafter be published and filed by the Canadian National Railways
(lines Westfort, Ont., Armstrong, Ont., and east thereof) in which it is named
as a participant, in so far as such schedules contain rates or regulations which
apply within Canada, to or via (not from) the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany's points, and thereby making itself a party thereto and agreeing to be
bound thereby.

We therefore have the expressed agreement of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way to participate in a joint tariff at the rates directed by Order 39349, and
its plain and unqualified concurrence in the issuance of such joint tariffs, and,
secondly, when counsel for the Canadian National Railways contended that
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in the publication of joint tariffs such as directed by Order 39349 they would

be compelled to make an appreciably ^?reater reduction than 20 per cent in what

they designate (following the expression used in the Maritime Freight Rates

Act) as the eastern lines proportion of the through rate, they overlooked the

fact that when through rates are modified, the divisions of same between car-

riers are also frequently modified. This argument was based on the assumption

that there would be no modification in the through rates as between the car-

riers, which may or may not be so. Division of through ratings by the carriers

is a matter primarily left for settlement between them, but in the event of the

failure between the companies interested to agree as to the apportionment of

a through rate on any joint traffic, the Board may apportion such rate between
such companies. (Section 337, Railway Act, 1919, subsection 3.)

What is here involved is the question of joint or through rates from local

points on the Canadian National Railways in the Maritime Provinces to stations

on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Such joint tariffs have been here-

tofore in effect between these two companies with routing via St. John or Ste.

Rosalie Junction, or in other words the two points last named have been the

point of interchange between these two companies with respect to this joint

traffic. The Canadian Pacific Railway cannot of itself, and never could, pub-
lish joint rates from local points on the Canadian National Railways in

the Maritime Provinces. Under the provisions of the Railway Act a joint tariff

must always be issued and filed by the initial company, in this instance the
Canadian National Railways, and the other company or companies parties to

such joint tariff, in this instance the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, by
general or specific concurrence filed with the Board signifies assent to and con-
currence in such joint tariff. (Section 336, Railway Act, 1919.)

The concurrence of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in the order

complained of is, and has been, in full force ever since such order was made.
From the above it seems clear that the apprehension shown by the Canadian
National that the full incidence of the reduction will fall on its part of the line,

is wholly groundless, for not only by the formal occurrences above mentioned
now on file with this Board, but by assurances of counsel given in open court
and of record before us, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company is obligated

to bear its proportion of the reduction, and acquiesces in a joint tariff naming
rates on the same basis as published by the Canadian National Railways via
their own lines direct.

It is complained that the Board, without any right to do so, has included
the Canadian Pacific in the order. Had it not been for the course taken by the
Canadian National Railways, Order No. 39349 need never have been made. It

is obvious that in describing the routing and directing the course of the move-
ment, necessarily the order involves the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
for its line is concerned in the haul. Its recorded concurrence in the subject

matter of the order, and its acquiescence in the terms thereof, would seem to

render inapt and ineffective any argument against either the propriety or the
validity of the order based upon such inclusion.

Mr. Flintoft, who appeared for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
at the hearing, supported the contention of the Governments of the provinces
of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, that preferred rates should apply to joint

traffic through St. John and Ste. Rosalie and advised that the Canadian Pacific

Railway was prepared to meet its share of the reduction.

Objection is made to the order on the ground that it is unnecessary and
that the Canadian National Railways can take care of all traffic within the
territory involved at rates which will put the residents of those localities in no
disadvantageous position. This is a matter of principle which concerns itself

with the desirability of allowing tariffs which prevent competition, and the
Board's view in this respect was indicated by the order of the 14th of October,
1926.
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While the passage of the Maritime Freight Rates Act directed the can-

cellation of all existing tariffs within the select territory, it did not order any
change in otlier traffic conditions, and did not in any way affect the standing

or validity of the last mentioned Order No. 38275. When the Maritime Freight

Rates Act became operative the order last mentioned continued in effect, with

all the force and validity of a duly isued order of this Board. Without any
application for its rescission, the Canadian National Railways by the tariffs

w^iich it filed ignored and contravened its provisions, and the effect of Order

No. 39349 is to ensure that such provisions be caried out. It was stated during

the argument that the latter order was made ex parte, as if some innovation were
being then caused, or some rights invaded. The fact of the matter is, that

the remedy sought by such order was necessitated because of the summary
withdrawal by the Canadian National Railways, of privileges long enjoyed

by the residents of the lower provinces and without notice set aside by the

tariffs filed and suspended. The passage of the Maritime Freight Rates Act
has not resulted in a change of conditions so as to necessitate a revision of

the view entertamed by the Board when it made Order 38275. From that stand-

point nothing has been urged which would justify rescinding the order com-
plained of. But it is further argued as a matter of interpretation of the Act in

question that the provisions of subsection 4 above quoted, compel the construc-

tion that the preferred movement described by the Act is limited to traffic

moving through Diamond Junction or Levis. I am not convinced that such
construction is the necessary or proper one. . As pointed out frequently during
the argument, the purview and scope of the Act as revealed in the preamble,
and specifically stated in section 8, seems to be wholly at variance with the

idea that any advantage existing at the time of its passage in favour of the

Maritime Provinces was to be abrogated or curtailed. The subsection in ques-

tion speaks of traffic moving " from points on the eastern lines westbound to

points in Canada beyond the limits of the eastern lines at Diamond Junction

or Levis." The expression beyond the limits of " can, and I think should

be construed to mean a distance further than the distance over such lines to

Diamond Junction or Levis. Such construction seems much more reasonable
than to read it as confining the movement to carriage solely on the Canadian
National Railway to the points indicated. The use of that expression is attribut-

able to the fact that Diamond Junction and Levis are the mileage limits o^ the

rate reduction upon movement over the Canadian National, but it is one thing

to use that expression for the purpose of limiting the rate reduction upon such
movement, and thereby to determine the quantum of such reduction; and it is

quite another thing to say that the full benefits of such reduction, are to be
confined to traffic passing through those points. The example given in the

subsection is not necessarily to be read as confining the movement to ".he Cana-
dian National Railway lines, for it is remembered that no other road is compelled
to participate in the reduction. And where the concluding words of the sub-

section speak of '^the rate applicable from Moncton West as far as Diamond
Junction or Levis", it is to be noted that it does not say from Moncton West
to Diamond Junction or Levis " as would naturally be the wording if the

reduction were to be confined to the lines of the Canadian National Raihvays.

The expression " as far as " carries the obvious meaning of being equivalent in

distance, and I therefore think that as a matter of law we arc not bound to

come to the conclusion that such movements are only those over the line of

the Canadian National Railways.

I am consequently of the opinion that the applicants are not entitled to

succeed in their motion to rescind this order, either by reason of any new facts

developed since Order No. 39349 was issued by the Board, or on the ground

that the preferred movement must be confined to the lines of the Canadian

National Railways.
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It was suggested during the argument that the interpretation of certain

sections of the Act being disputed, leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of

Canada from the Board's d>ecision might be given by way of a stated case

raising the questions of interpretation which were argued before the Board.
I am not in favour of such course. Tiie question of jurisdiction is here, as

always open to appeal, but as to questions of law involved as apart from juris-

diction, I think the same might well be determined by this Board and that

such determination should be conclusive, in accordance with section 11 of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act.

There remains further the question of the jurisdiction of the Board to make
the order complained of. This has been raised by motion for leave to appeal
to the Supreme Court of Canada, and the same was to some degree dwelt upon
at the hearing before the Board on the seventh instant.

It is apparent that if the Board sliould adopt the view that the reasons in

support of the order which is now challenged have ceased to exist, and for that

cause the order should be rescinded, the necessity for adjudicating upon the

question of jurisdiction in regard thereto, would be removed. But the Board
has not come to that conclusion. Any decision which the Board may make
upon the question of jurisdiction is open to appeal to the Supreme Court of

Canada, and proceedings are now pending to determine this important matter.

In whatever way the Board might view its powers in this respect, an appeal
by one party or the other to this dispute would likely be taken, in order that
this may be conclusively determined. It therefore seems to be the proper course

to leave this crucial question in all its phases to the Supreme Court of Canada
for decision. If it should transpire that the passage of the Maritime Freight

Rates Act has denuded the Board of the jurisdiction in this respect bestowed
upon it by the Railway Act, its above pronouncement upon the other questions

argued in this application becomes of no effect. On the other hand, if full

jurisdiction still abides within the Board to dispose of this motion, decision to

that eifcct by the Supreme Court makes further application to this Board
unnecessary under present circumstances, since all other matters properly within

the Board's jurisdiction touching this application are hereby determined.

The motion to rescind is dismissed.

September 12, 1927.

Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien and Commissioners Boyce and Lawrence
concurred.

McLeax, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

As set out in the reasons for judgment of the Chief Commissioner, Order
No. 38275, of October 1, 1926, went after hearing and issuance of a considered
judgment. This Order was in the names of the Chief Commissioner, the Deputy
Chief Commissioner and Mr. Commissioner Boyce. This order had not been
changed or modified when the Maritime Freight Rates Act became operative,
nor was it modified or changed by the legislation in question.

The scope of Order No. 39349, of July 14, 1927, is set out in the reasons for

judgment of the Chief Commissioner. This order went in the names of the
Chief Commissioner, the Deputy Chief Commissioner and Mr. Commissioner
Boyce. Briefly, Order No. 39349 may be taken, in my opinion, as reaffirming
and implementing Order No. 38275. The principle of the original order not
having been modified, it is not apparent why the order reaffirming it should be
rescinded.
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Order No. 39348, of July 14, 1927, deals with the interpretation to be given
to the Maritime Freight Rates Act, in respect of the question whether the pre-

ferred movement described by the Act is limited to the Canadian National
lines. The Chief Commissioner in his reasons for judgment holds that it is

not so limited. This is a question of law on which his opinion prevails, under
section 12, subsection 2 of the Railway Act.

September 9, 1927.

Commissioner Oliver:

The condition which is confirmed by Order No. 39349, and which was the

subject of the appeal by the Canadian National Railways, is that traffic originat-

ing on the lines of the Canadian National Railway system in the Maritime
Provinces and in Quebec east of Diamond Junction and Levis, and destined to

points in Canada reached by Canadian Pacific Railway lines westward of the

railway junctions mentioned (whether also reached by Canadian National
Railways or not), may be routed on the order of the shipper and without addi-

tional cost to him, over the lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway from St.

John, in New Brunswick, or from Ste. Rosalie, 38 miles from Montreal (points

common to both Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways), to points

of destination, instead of being carried by the Canadian National Railways all

the way to destination on that system, or to the junction with the Canadian
Pacific system nearest to the point of destination, if consigned to a point not
reached by the Canadian National Railways.

In the interchange of traffic each railway gets its share of earnings from
the total haul, based approximately on its proportion of the total mileage. It

is the business of each railway to get as large a share as possible of the gross

haul and therefore to have the point of interchange as far from the point of

shipment and as near to that destination as possible. Order No. 39349 arbitrarily

fixes St. John and Ste. Rosalie as points of traffic interchange between the two
systems which serve the Maritime Provinces and give rail connection between
those provinces and the rest of Canada.

The Canadian National, in order to be entirely on Canadian territory, is

compelled to take the detour north of the state of Maine. For this reason both

its lines are somewhat longer than the Canadian Pacific connection which cuts

across the state of Maine from Megantic, Quebec, to McAdam, New Bruns-
wick. From Moncton, New Brunswick, which is the point on which the National
system in the three Maritime Provinces centres to say Toronto as a typical

western point, is 946 and 980 miles respectively by the two Canadian National
lines, while it is 900 miles by the Canadian National to St. John and thence by
the Canadian Pacific, a difference in favour of the latter route of 80 and 46
miles respectively, as compared with the Canadian National lines. Although
the haul is longer by the National lines, the shorter mileage by the Canadian
Pacific governs the rate. Therefore, the extra haul over the National lines is,

and always has been, at the cost of the railway, not of the shipper.

It may be that the compulsory interchange at St. John was established in

the belief that because of the somewhat shorter haul a more prompt service

would be given, although at the same rate. It does not appear to me that the

possibility of a more prompt service, because of a haul shorter by between 40
and 80 miles in a total distance of 900 miles, could be justification for allowing

the earnings which would otherwise come to the National being diverted to the
Canadian Pacific, merely because that was the desire of the shipper. It would
appear to me that to allow such diversion of traffic from the road upon which
it originated under such circumstances, makes possible the introduction of con-
siderations that do not properly pertain to the railway service, and cannot tend
towards the maintenance or increase of efficiency in that service.

In the case of the interchange at Ste. Rosalie it will be observed that no
question of greater promptitude of service because of shorter haul can arise.
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In that case the Canadian National has hauled its Maritime Province freight

over its longer line to a point from which it commands access on equal or more

favourable terms as to mileage with the Canadian Pacific Railway to all points

in and w^est of Montreal, whether in the central or western provinces. In

Ontario the Canadian National serves a larger number of points than does the

Canadian Pacific. There are very few points of importance in that province

served by the Canadian Pacific that are not also served by the National. And
yet, under Order No. 39349, the National may be compelled to turn over to the

Canadian Pacific at Ste. Rosalie the freight which it has hauled to that point

for delivery at all points west of Montreal touched by the Canadian Pacific.

While the National, which originated the traffic, gets the earnings on the haul

of, say, 650 miles from Moncton, the Canadian Pacific gets the earnings on the

remainder of the haul of, say, 350 miles to Toronto, and an average of 100 miles

more in southern Ontario beyond Toronto. At the same time, there can be no
suggestion that the National is not equally well equipped in every particular

to give the service required, and on that ground, and in accordance with usual

railway practice, is entitled to the total haul and total earnings.

In the case of freight destined from the Maritime Provinces to the prairie

west, under Order No. 39349 it may also be diverted at Ste. Rosalie from the

National to the Canadian Pacific. In its connection with and in the w^est, the

National is equipped to give the Maritime shipper as good service as the Cana-
dian Pacific. From Halifax to Ste. Rosalie is 765 miles; from Sydney is 918
miles; from Moncton, 577 miles; and from Campbellton, 424 miles. From Ste.

Rosalie to Winnipeg is 1,472 miles; to Saskatoon, 1,952 miles; to Edmonton,
2,321 miles; and to Calgary, 2,296 miles. So that while the National system
upon which the traffic is originated gets the earnings on 765 miles of haul from
Halifax to Ste. Rosalie, the Canadian Pacific gets the earnings on 1,472 miles

from Ste. Rosalie to Winnipeg, on 1,952 miles from Ste. Rosalie to Saskatoon,
on 2,321 miles to Edmonton, or 2,296 miles to Calgary. That is to say, on freight

originating at Canadian National points in Nova Scotia and destined for prairie

points, the Canadian Pacific Railway gets the earnings on approximately two
miles of the total haul for each mile of haul by the Canadian National.

Not only is there no advantage to the shipper in a shortening of haul

between Ste. Rosalie and Winnipeg by taking the Canadian Pacific Railway line

at Ste. Rosalie, but in fact the all-Canadian National line from Moncton and
therefore from all Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island points and as well

from New Brunswick points northwest of Moncton, is shorter to Winnipeg than
the combination route by way of Ste. Rosalie. From Moncton to Winnipeg
by the National line and the Quebec Bridge is 1,806 miles, while from Moncton
by Canadian National to St. John and thence to Winnipeg by Canadian Pacific

is" 1,974 miles, or by way of Ste. Rosalie 2,047 miles. But by Order No. 39349
the shipper may order his freight by the longer route, the National losing the

benefit of the haul for approximately two-thirds of the total distance. At a
time when a compulsory reduction has been made on freight rates over the Cana-
dian National lines within the Maritime Provinces (the burden of any possible

resulting loss being laid upon the Dominion Treasury), it appears to me to be
important that the railway should be permitted to earn all that it fairly and
reasonably can by the service which it is equipped to give over the rest of its

system to its patrons in those provinces.

The following is the mileage by which the Canadian National Railways
and the Canadian Pacific Railway respectively give service to the Maritime
Provinces:—

CAXADIAX NATIONAL RAILWAYS
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island
New Brunswick

1,027 miles
254

1,309
"

Total 2,950 miles
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In addition the Canadian National has 543 miles of line in Quebec east
of Levis and Diamond Junction, a total of 3,133 miles.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
New Brunswick 666 miles
Nova Scotia 292

,
Total 958 miles

In New Brunswick the Canadian National has almost twice as much mile-

age as the Canadian Pacific and in Nova Scotia more than three times as much.
If the two systems were on an approximate equality as to mileage in the

provinces affected, and if the compulsory interchange of traffic at St. John
and Ste. Rosalie applied equally to both, the condition would be as fair for one
system as for the other. But, first, the respective mileages of the two systems
are not approximate in equality and second, Order No. 39349 is directed only
against the Canadian National. It does not require the Canadian Pacific to

turn over traffic to the Canadian National on the order of the shipper.

The privilege of routing long haul traffic away from the railway upon which
it originates is sometimes spoken of in connection with Order No. 39349 as a

form of competition. I am unable to see how it constitutes competition in the

accepted sense of the term, provided there is—as it must be supposed there is

—

efficient operation of the Canadian National Railways. Competition between
railways occurs when both have the opportunity of rendering the same service.

There is active competition between the two railway systems at St. John because

St. John i? served by both. Therefore St. John has no interest in Order No.
39349. The same is true of Fredericton, Woodstock, Grand Falls, Edmundston
and other less important points touched by both railways.

Shippers at points served by the Canadian National and not reached by
the Canadian Pacific Railway, -are enabled by Order No. 39349 to route their

long haul freight over the Canadian Pacific Railway from St. John or Ste.

Rosalie, but it is difficult to see how that is going to react in greater efficiency

in that part of the service for which, under existing conditions, they must be

dependent on the Canadian National Railway system. It gives them a weapon
by which the National may be injured, but I am unable to see how it provides

an adequate remedy for inefficiency of service, if such exists.

In accordance with the foregoing statement of facts, as I understand them,

I find myself unable to assent to Order No. 39542, which refuses the rescission

of Order No. 39349, for the followmg reasons:—

1st. That the effect of Order No. 39542 is to continue and confirm a traffic

condition which is contrary to the generally accepted principle that the railroad

upon which traffic originates is entitled to the long haul earnings on that traffic.

2nd. That the traffic conditions imposed by Order No. 39349 are inherently

and seriously detrimental to .the earnings of the Canadian National Railway
system.

Srd. That ''The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927," has created a new
traffic condition under which the burden of losses on operation of the Canadian
National Railway system in the Maritime Provinces is placed directly upon the

National Treasury, and therefore it becomes more necessary than before that

the system as a whole shall be permitted to earn the maximum of which it is

capable, and to that extent lighten the added burden imposed on the Dominion
Treasury by '' The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927."

4th That no substantial advantage accrues to the people dependent on the

service of the Canadian National Railways in the Maritime Provinces because
of the disabilities against that system continued and confirmed by the Board's
Order No. 39542.

Ottawa, September 14, 1927.
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ORDER No. 39542

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railways, under

Sections 19 and 51 of the Railway Act, 1919, for an order rescinding Order

No. 39349, dated July I4, 1927, directing the Canadian Pacific Railway

Company and the Canadian National Railways to publish forthwith,

joint tariffs, naming through rates from points in the Maritime Prov-

inces to stations west thereof, in Canada, via Saint John and Sainte Rosalie

Junction, which will he the same as published between the same points via

the Canadian National Railways direct; such tariffs to cover all traffic

and the same territorial application as existing June 30, 1927:

Monday, the 12th day of September, A.D. 1927. -

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

,
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
A. C. Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held at Ottawa,

September 7, 1927, in the presence of counsel and representatives for the appli-

cants, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the province of New Brunswick,

the province of Nova Scotia, the Halifax Board of Trade, the Montreal Board of

Trade, the Canadian Manufacturers' Association and the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association, the evidence offered and what was alleged,

—

The Board orders: That the application be, and it is hereby, dismissed.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39504

In the matter of the application of the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company,
hereinafter called the " Applicant,'' for permission to reinstate, on less

than statutory notice, mileage rates on lumber as described in Section

1, Group ^^A,'' of its tariff C.R.C. No. 817 on the same basis as formerly
contained in tariff C.R.C. No. 737, when for furtherance to United States

points.

File No. 34822.13

Tuesday, the 30th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Ui^on its appearing that through clerical error the said mileage rates in

Tariff C.R.C No. 737 were not reissued in Tariff C.R.C No. 817 applicable on
traffic for furtherance to United States points,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant be, and it is hereby, permitted to file

Supplement to the said Tariff C.R.C. No. 817 to correct such error, upon three

days notice ; a reference to the number and date of this order to be shown on the

title page of the supplement.

S. J. McLEAN,
, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39509

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions'

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927:

File No. 34822.13

Tuesday, the 30th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the Supplements to tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway
Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George
V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and"
they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section

3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several,

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set

out in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs men-
tioned in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 2 to C.R.C.
802 . 7;74

Supplement 3 to C.R.C.
812 779

Supplement 1 to C.R.C.
813 776

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39510

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927:

File No. 34822.9

Tuesday, the 30th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Quebec Oriental Railway, Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44) , and
set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.
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2. And tlic Board hereby certifies tliat the normal tolls which but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set

out in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs men-
tioned in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

207 135, 166

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner,

ORDER No. 39511

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927:

File No. 34822.9

Thursday, the 30th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the supplements to tariffs filed by the Atlantic Quebec and Western
Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

(17 George V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order,

be, and they are hereby approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of

section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which but for the

.said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several,

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set

out in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs men-
tioned in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 1 to

193 183

Supplement 1 to

199 127, 173

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39534

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.14

Tuesday, the 30th day of August, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the supplements to tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway Com-
pany, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V,

chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they

are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of

the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in Column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.Nu. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 3 to

596 433
Supplement 1 to

611 G. C. Ransom's 256

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39514

In the matter of the complaint of E. D. Smith & Sons, Limited, Winona, Ontario;
Canadian Canners Limited, Hamilton, Ontario; Carnation Milk Pro-
ducts Company, Liwvited, et al, against the proposed cancellation of G. C.
Ransom's C.R.C. No. 343, covering rates on canned goods from Ontario
points to Fort William and Port Arthur, Ontario.

File 35457

Friday, the 2nd day of September, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.
C Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon consideration of the submissions by complainants and the reply of

G. C. Ransom, of the Canadian Freight Association, and upon the report and
recommendation of the Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That Supplement No. 1 to G. C. Ransom's Tariff,

C.R.C No. 343, be, and the same is hereby, suspended, pending hearing by the

Board.
H. A. McKEOWN,

Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39533

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.14

Friday, the 2nd day of September, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

That the supplements to the tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway
Company under section 3 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George
V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and
they are hereby approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3

of the said Act.

That the cancellations, under the provisions of section 3 of the said Act,

of the several tariffs set out in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the cor-

responding tariffs mentioned in column 1, be, and they are hereby, approved,
namely:

—

Schedule
Column 1

C.R.C.No.

Supplement No. 1 to

595

Supplement No. 1 to

614 G. C. Ransom's
Supplement No. 2 to

622

Column 2
C.R.C.No.

540

110

531

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39523

In the matter of the application of the Express Traffic Association of Canaday
hereinafter called the ''Applicant Company," for appi^oval of the Express
Classification for Canada No. 7, on file with the Board under file No.
4397.85:

Saturday, the 10th day of September, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon its appearing that the said Classification No. 7 is issued for the pur-
pose of consolidation, without change in ratings from previous issue, and upon
the report and recommendation of the Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Express Classification for Canada No. 7,

be, and it is hereby, approved.

H. A. McKEOWN,
C hief Commissioner.
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Re inquiry by the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada into the cost

of transportation of coal from producing points in Western Canada to

consuming points in Ontario, under P.C. 225, dated February 15, 1926.

File No. 27425.90

REPORT

To His Excellency the Governor General in Council:

In compliance with the directions of Order in Council P.C. 225, of date
the 13th day of February, 1926, advising that,

—

" the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada be requested to
immediately inquire and report to the Government upon the question
of the cost of transportation of coal per ton in full capacity train-load
quantities for such seasonal movement as above mentioned from pro-
ducing points in Western Canada to consuming points in Ontario, sucli
inquiry and report to show as nearly as practicable the particular cost
of such movement, both exclusive and inclusive of the costs that would
have to be incurred by the railways in any event and whether any extra
or additional coal movement take place as the result of special rates or
not, and both exclusive and inclusive of the element of profit to the
transportation companies; to the end that the Government shall be
informed as nearly as may be what rate or rates per ton for the trans-
portation by railways of coal from producing points in Western Canada
to consummg points in Ontario would pay the actual cost of the said
movement (both exclusive and inclusive of overhead, superintendence,
and allowance for operative profit) respectively (a) from an operating
standpomt and eliminating the costs that would have to be incurred in
any event as above mentionerl, and (6) inclusive of the same."

The Board submits as follows:

—

It was hoped that prompt co-operation would ensure quick disposition of
this reference, and to facilitate the same, on the 19th day of Februarv, 1926
the Board forwarded copies of the Order in Council to the Canadian National
and the Canadian Pacific Railway CompMiies asking their submissions in
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respect thereto. Beyond formal acknowledgment no reply was made, and on

the 24th day of February, 1926, this matter was spoken to by Mr. Woods,
counsel for the province of Alberta, during the hearing of the General Freight

Rate Investigation, and he formally submitted request for certain information

to the railway counsel and was thereupon directed to file his submissions in

writing and send them to the railway companies concerned.

On the 9th of March, 1926, Mr. Lawson, for the province of Ontario, applied

to the Board for an order directing the Canadian National Railways and the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company to furnish statistical information sub-

divided into fifteen heads, which application was set for hearing before the

Board on the 30th day of March, 1926, thereby providing an interval during

which it was expected that the data asked for would be under way. At the

request of the province of Ontario this hearing was adjourned until the 16th

day of April following, in order to give further time for preparation.

On the day last mentioned, the Board settled the particulars then asked
for and in dispute, and directed that the railway companies supply the sam.e

by the 1st day of July then next, such date havinp; been represented as the

earliest possible period at which the data required could be collected, and after

which it was directed that summary application be made to the Board to fix a

date for hearing, which, if then applied for, and the parties been ready, could

have been set, and the matter disposed of a year ago.

The Board after a period which to it seemed sufficient, namely on the 14th

day of July, 1926, drew the attention of the railway companies to the fact

that they were to supply information by the 1st day of July, after which formal
application was to be made to fix a date for hearing, and as no such application

has been made immediate attention to the matter was requested. Further
information was supplied, but on the 10th day of September, no application to

set the matter down for hearing having been presented, the auditors acting for

the province of Ontario were asked by the Board to state whether all the infor-

mation mentioned at the preliminary hearing on the 16th day of April, 1926,
had been furnished, and when the province would be prepared to make applica-
tion to the Board to fix a date for hearing. Thereupon the Board was notified

by letter on the 17th day of September, 1926, that the province would not be
in a position to take the matter up until the 1st of November then next. During
the m.onth of November, the Bell Telephone Case was being heard, and the
final hearing in the General Freight Rates Investigation had been set for the
30th November.

It may be said that the railway companies in justification of delay on their

part, urged that their expert traffic officers were busily and continuously engaged
taking out data for the General Freight Rates Investigation and could not be
withdrawn from that work. On being released from the larger hearing, they
gave immediate attention to the data required for this inquiry.

But from all this, it is apparent that notwithstanding the parties at various
times were urged by the Board to expedite preparation of their schedules, lack
of information prevented them from bringing the matter before the Board for

hearing prior to the commencement of the final hearing of the General Freight
Rates Investigation, which began on the 30th November, 1926, and continued
until the 30th April, 1927. During that hearing, namely on the 10th day of
December, 1926, Mr. Woods made application to interrupt the proceedings for
the purpose of taking up the Coal Inquiry, but in view of the fact that many
counsel were present from all over Canada engaged in the former case, the
importance of which demanded unbroken attention, it was deemed unwise to
accede to such request.

Necessity for instant attention on the part of all the Board to the questions
involved in the General Freight Rates Investigation, and their determination
before the 1st of September instant, prevented decision in this matter until the
former was disposed of.
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The compelling necessity of hearing and promptly deciding the questions

involved in the Telephone Inquiry and the General Freight Rates Investigation

forced postponement of several matters of great importance to different locali-

ties, and on completion of the Telephone Inquiry and the Freight Rate Inves-

tigation, it was necessary to instantly assign three members to the disposition

of such matters insistently demanding attention, while the remaining three mem-
bers, namely the Chief Commissioner, the Assistant Chief Commissioner, and

Mr. Commissioner Oliver, at once took up the reference from the Privy Council

in its Order, P.C. No. 225.

On the 26th day of May, 1927, all parties in interest met at a hearing

before the Board's Chief Traffic Officer, at which various details were presented

and discussed, and the matter was finally presented to the Board on the 7th

day of June last and completed on the 13th day of that month.
After full consideration and study of the evidence and exhibits placed

before the Board, figures were arrived at which furnish the best answer the

Board can give to the various phases of the inquiry submitted in the order.

The opinion of the three members, however, is not unanimous. That of the

Chief Commissioner and the Assistant Chief Commissioner sets

—

The out of pocket cost at $ 7 22 per ton
The inclusive cost at 10 07 per ton
Inclusive cost plus the element of profit, at 12 20 per ton

In the opinion of Mr. Commissioner Oliver the same are as follows

—

The out of pocket cost at $ 6 50 per ton
The inclusive cost at ) Unable to draw definite conclusion
Inclusive cost plus profit ) from evidence submitted.

Attached hereto are the detailed reasons and calculations upon which the

above opinions are based.

Respectfully submitted,

(Sgd.) H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner

(Sgd.) S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

(Sgd.) FRANK OLIVER,
Ottawa, September, 1927.

REASONS

The Chief Commissioner:
The Assistant Chief Commissioner:

In preparation for this- inquiry, the Provincial Governments most particu-

larly concerned, namely those of Ontario, Alberta and Saskatchewan, sought
expert advice upon the question under investigation, and have submitted the

testimony of Mr. George W. Oliver, Avhose evidence and the exhibits presented
•by him, are relied upon as conclusive in regard to the questions at issue. The
railway companies rest upon the testimony of their traffic officers in support of

figures in some respects considerably different from those presented on behalf

of the provinces.

Their methods of calculation differ so materially that it is not feasible

to compare them step by step, but nevertheless, certain basic items are com-
parable, and making every allowance for different data used, a figure can be
arrived at, to which the calculations of each can be brought for consideration.

Order in Council P.C. 225 directs

—

(1) A report on the cost of transportation of coal in full capacity train-

load quantities for the period of the year when the rolling stock of the railways
is not mobilized for the transportation of the grain crop in Western Canada;

47583—1§
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(2) the seasonal movement of coal is one spoken of as being from the
producing points in Western Canada to the consuming points in Ontario;

(3) there is to be ascertained as nearly as practicable " the particular "

cost (a) exclusive of the cost that would have to be incurred by the railway in
^ny event; {b) inclusive of the cost that would have to be incurred by the rail-

way in any event;

(4) and both exclusive and inclusive of the element of profit to the trans-
portation companies.

In summary, what is asked for, as we understand it, is,

—

(1) The out-of-pocket cost;

(2) The out-of-pocket cost plus the coal traffic's share of the cost incurred
•in any event, the latter cost being diluted by the added ton mileage resulting
from the coal movement; and

(3) Also item (2) plus the element of profit.

In round numbers, the Canadian National has figured on 10,000 box cars
•being available for a seasonal movement between January 15 and July 15, and
the carriage of approximately 1,000,000 (1,016,272) tons during that period.

Mr. Oliver, the expert witness for the province of Ontario, did not take
into consideration any particular volume of coal. He intimated that he did

not consider cjuantity was an important factor, and he dealt with coal in this

movement as being traffic intermingled with other traffic and not with train-

load movements. In evidence, at p. 8842, he said that coal would never be
handled in exclusively solid trains. While the expert for the Canadian National
•assumed that 1,000,000 tons could be handled with the equipment available

on the off peak movement, he testified that he could not be sure the equipment
would be available to carr>^ this amount every year.

In reporting on the question of cost, it must be noted that it is impossible

•to get at the exact cost of a particular movement in railway traffic. All that

can be done is to approximate cost ; and as emphasized by the experts in connec-

tion with the present investigation the element of opinion is very important.

Mr. Mallory, for the Canadian National, at p. 9175, stated that what was
asked for in this case was " altogether unique in railroad experience, and that

while the railway desired to do everything it could to assist in obtaining the

information, its submissions were not to be understood to be advancing a method
which will find the cost of any given commodity." At p. 9174, he sets out

that the accounting rules prescribed for railways by regulative bodies in the

United States and Canada apparently have not been formulated with the object

of ascertaining such cost data as are here asked for. He states other railway

statistics so far developed have not made cost accounting possible to the extent

that rates may be safely based on the results." Mr. Oliver, the expert for the

•province of Ontario, stated, at p. 8994, that it was not claimed that the exact

cost had been ascertained in his studies, but that what had been done was to

set forth information which would be helpful to the Board in determining the

out-of-pocket costs. Mr. Oliver's studies were limited to out-of-pocket costs.

At p. 8898, he stated, In a study of this sort it is impossible to secure accurate

•results; all you can get is a range of costs."

It may be noted that in striking two bases of out-of-pocket comparison
which he names A " and " B ", and which are referred to later, there is a

spread of 15 per cent between these two bases which were set forth as dealing

with a maximum and a minimum. As bearing on the results set out in the

•provincial submissions as basis A " and basis B," some comments are

necessary. Basis B " which gives an out-of-pocket cost of $6,087 is based
upon the idea that there will be 100 per cent empty mileage westbound. In

submitting this basis " B ", Mr. Oliver queries this as being excessive, stating
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" it is not altogether certain that additional coal business from Alberta to

Ontario will result in 100 per cent empty movement."

In the interchange between Central and Western regions in 1926, 25,218

loads moved east and 17,541 moved west. The average loads per month east

v/ere 2,101; west, 1,450. If further analysis of the loads is made it will be

found that in 1926 the months January, February, March and December took

13,171 loads. In 1926, of 10,211 empties moving westbound 7,322 moved in the

months of April, June, July and August.

The Canadian National, whose figures are above set out, estimates 100

per cent empty car movement westbound. On conditions as they exist, and
unless there is a change which has not yet so far taken place, the nature of the

traffic to and from the west, being, in the main, bulk traffic out and higher

valued less bulky traffic inbound, of necessity creates a disparity in terms of

•empty mileage; and there is no evidence which warrants the conclusion that

for some time at least the coal movement eastbound will be offset by loaded

car movements westbound.

Mr. Oliver^ for the Provincial Covernments, based his calculation upon a

movement of coal from:

—

(a) Drumheller to Toronto—1,991 miles.

[b) Edmonton to Toronto—2,002 miles.

In estimating the movement, Mr. Oliver takes a load of 36 tons. Mr.
Mallory, for the Canadian National, takes a load of 33.4 tons. This average
of 33.4 tons is worked out on the special movement of coal which actually took

place in 1925-26. The use of 33.4 tons as a divisor in working out cost per

ton instead of 36 tons makes a difference of about 8 per cent. The 30-ton box
car has an axle load gross capacity of 51^ tons, the average tare of these 30-ton

box cars being 17.5 tons. This leaves a maximum load of 34 tons for the so-

called 30-ton box car.

It was testified that one reason why there was a preponderance of 30-ton

cars used in the special movement above referred to was that the province of

Alberta was desirous of getting smaller loads which w^ould be more readily

distributed; and it is intimated that there would be no difficulty now in getting

heavier loads. This, again, is a matter of opinion on which no data are avail-

able. Pending development of traffic, the only safe measure of what will move
per car is what has already moved in the special case referred to.

Mr. Oliver has confined himself to an estimate of out-of-pocket costs only,

and has figured the problem in two ways.

Basis A.—Using the cost ascertained by his method of hauling the loaded

car east, and the empty car west, as shown by his analysis, and.

Basis B.—Using the ascertained cost of hauling a loaded car east and
assuming an equal hauling at equal cost for returning the empty car

west.

Following the accepted method of railway accounting, he subdivides the major
expenses of the operation into:

—

A. Maintenance of way and structures.

B. Maintenance of equipment.

C. Transportation.

D. Taxes.
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And taking every car of coal carried, he allots expenditures to each based upon
the four major divisions immediately above noted, and arrives at results thus:

—

Maintenance of Way and Structures.
Maintenance of Equipment
Transportation
Taxes

2002

Edmonton to
Toronto

1991

Drumheller to
Toronto

Basis A. Basis B. Basis A. Basis B.

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

30 85 30 85 30 68 30 68
59 27 66 56 60 84 68 18
88 84 111 30 95 47 118 15
2 02 2 02 2 08 2 08

180 98 210 73 189 07 219 09Totals (1 car)

Dividing each of the above totals by 36 (the number of tons in each car) he finds a tonnage cost of:

5 03 5 85 5 25 08

The above is submitted on the part of the provinces of Ontario and Alberta

as the out-of-pocket costs of the movement, exclusive of overhead, superintend-

ence and operating profit. Mr. Oliver in his calculations makes use of statistics

furnished by the Canadian National Railways for the year 1925, based on a

division between freight and passenger expenses following formulae approved by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, while Mr. Mallory calculates upon the

ascertained operating statistics of the year 1926.

The opposing figures arrived at by Mr. Mallory as out-of-pocket costs are

$7.52, per ton, including 26 cents per ton wage increase, as against Mr. Oliver's,

$6.08.

The substantial dispute between them arises from costs assigned to Mainten-
ance of Way and Structures, and Maintenance of Equipment, w^iich in Mr.
Mallory 's computation work out to a figure of $4.09 per ton; wdiile Mr. Oliver

ascribes only $2.74 to those heads.

The first item of expenditure above alluded to, namely maintenance of way
and structures, is divided into over thirty separate accounts. It is put forward
that many of these items of subdivision are not affected by the volume of

traffic prissing over the road. In a cost study directed to out-of-pocket expenses

incurred in a given movement, only such as are affected by user need be given

attention. Those which are '^constant*' so-called, and not affected by the volume
of traffic, do not influence the result, here sought.

In the science of railway accounting, formula have been worked out,

and are now in current use, by w^hich the primary expenses involved in each
major account have been analyzed and their incidence properly classified. A
careful investigation into the maintenance of way and structures expense of

railways has been made by the American Engineering Association and has
resulted in setting up what is know^n as the Yager formula, which is com-
monly accepted as a proper basis of calculation in this respect, and. tables

issued pursuant to such formula show each major account broken down into

primary accounts, and the proportion whereby each primary account is affected

by user.

The formula shows that fourteen of the thirt}^ odd individual accounts
into which the whole expense of maintenance of way and structures is divided,

are unaffected by use. The other items are affected in varying percentages.

In the figures presented, Mr. Oliver has e^liminated the item of superintend-
ence, which under the formula is charged twenty per cent for use.
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In sixteen of the several items under which, according to the formula, user

must be calculated upon, Mr. Oliver has followed the percentages allotted in the

formula, and figures that the full charge ascribable to the movement in ques-

tion under this head should average 21.4 cents per 1,000 gross ton miles. To
arrive at this result he takes as his basis a total expense of $11,789,393.97

furnished by the Canadian National Railways as the full charges to freight

service on the movement involved, on the basis of overhead and profit; and
the percentages, subtracted because user is not affected by the movement, reduce

such total by $3,767,634.38, and thereby works out a resulting cost per thou-

sand gross ton miles of 21.4 cents. The gross ton mileage made in transporting

a car of coal from Edmonton to Toronto, 2,000 miles, based on a load of 36
tons and a tare weight of 18 tons, amounts to 108,108 gross ton miles, and a return

empty haul on a tare weight of 18 tons amounts to 36,036 tons, giving a total

of 144,144. Multiplying the last figure by 21.4 cents produces a cost of $30.85
per car as the proportion of maintenance of way and structures expenses charge-
able to each car of coal transported from Edmonton to Toronto inclusive of

1-00 per cent empty haul, and at 36 tons a car, he puts it at .852 per ton.

And by the same method of calculation the movement from Drumheller to

Toronto, and return, amounts to $30.68 attributable to this maintenance of way
and structures account, showing again an expense of .85 per ton.

Mr. Mallory ascribes an expen>o of $1.12 under this head. He computes
the number of shipping days from January 15 to July 15; the cars shipped per

day; the average gross tons per car eastbound; the loaded freight car miles; the

empty freight car miles; the total freight car miles; the revenue ton miles; the

tare ton miles; and the gross ton miles including caboose mileage. His study

is based upon the expenditures in 1926 on that part of the main line over which
the coal will move, and combining the actual tonnage moved in 1926 with the

new tonnage to be produced by the suggested movement, gives him a total of

11,289,964 tons, and a new total expense of $6,255,881, making the new cost per

gross ton thousand of 55.4 cents, being in terms of the Yager formula, 29.8 cents

constant and 25.6 cents variable, or affected by user.

Mr. Mallory gets his figure thus :
—

From actual results, he takes the gross ton mileage moved over this portion

of the road in 1926, which is 7,001,157,000 tons, and the actual cost of main-
tenance of that part of the line which was $5,157,947.12.

The above expense is by the formula, divided into constant 65.25 per cent,

and variable 34.75 per cent, giving as follow^s:

—

Constant $3,365,560 50
Variable 1,792.386 62

To move the additional coa'l traffic involves both additional gross ton mileage
and additional costs. The added revenue gross ton mileage on the coal move-
ment is 4,288,807, and the actual cost (1926) of moving a thousand revenue
gross ton miles over this portion of the road was 73.7 cents, of which there was:—

Multiplying the additional revenue gross ton miles (4,288,807) by the per-

centage of variable cost above, namely 25.6, he gets the additional cost of

$1,097,934 being out-of-pocket cost, and arrives at an inclusive cost of $2,375,999
by multiplying the above 4,288,807 by 55.4 new cost per revenue gross ton
miles.

Total $5,157,947 12

Percentage Constant
Percentage Variable

48.1
25.6
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To this $1,097,934 as above, representing the additional, or out-of-pocket
cost, under this head, attributable to the increased movement and to the in-

clusive costs as well, he adds terminal expenses of $34,729 and $94,848 making
a complete expense under this head of:

—

Additional . Inclusive

$1,097,934 00 $2,375,999 00
34,729 00 94,848 00

$1,132,663 00 $2,470,847 00

which figures divided by the number of tons to be moved (1,016,272) produce
the additional or out-of-pocket cost of $1.12 per ton, and the inclusive cost

of $2.43 per ton.

Mr. Oliver admits the superiority of Mr. Mallory's method of computation,

but says that the maintenance figures included in the latter's study are based
upon expenditures in 1926 on the main line, and show a higher cost than is stated.

He points out that the part of the line over w^hich the coal would move shows
a lower cost per ton mile than does the entire western region.

It will be noticed that the calculations of the Canadian National Railways
are based on the figures for the year 1926, while Mr. Oliver has used the figures

for 1925 which were given to him by the Canadian National Railways.

Apart from these diiferent data employed by the two experts, it is to be
noted that as far as Mr. Oliver is concerned his calculations on the A and B basis

above explained, estimates only out-of-pocket costs, whereas Mr. Mallory adopts

a two-fold calculation which he terms "additional " and " inclusive

By his first calculation termed " additional," he assumes simply the added
cost of the railway result from the movement, while by his second calculation

designated " inclusive," he augments the former estimate by the addition of the

coal traffic's share of the general cost, in order to assist the Board to comply with
the instructions of the Order in Council.

Continuing the comparison of the two methods, it is noticed that the group-

ing of the major accounts is the same in both instances, namely, A—Maintenance
of Way and Structures, B—Maintenance of Equipment, C—Transportation, and
D—Taxes.

From Mr. Mallory's calculations for the movement which he specifies from
Drumheller to Rosedale, reduced to a per ton basis, are

—

Total Cost Cost per Ton

Additional Inclusive Additional Inclusive

$

1,132,663
3,019,612

$

2,470,847
3,150,754

283,389
3,795,497
477,344
334,167
366,402

$ cts.

1 12

2 97

$ cts.

2 43
3 10

28
3 73
47
33
36

11 70

3,143,104 3 09

87,178
262,634

08
26

7 52

The above figure, $7.52, mentioned as additional is comparable with basis

B of Mr. Oliver, namely, $6.08.
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To bring the comparison closer, Mr. Oliver's figures and those of Mr.
Mallory may be placed side by side, using those of the latter as taken in basis

B, and showing in terms of individual tons, as follows:

—

Mr. Mallory Mr. Oliver

Maintenance of way and structures $1 12 $0 85
Maintenance of equipment 2 97 1 89
Transportation 3 09 3 28
Taxes 08 06

7 26 6 08

If the wages adjustment be added to Mr. Mallory's figure of $7.26 above, it

gives $7.52 shown in his calculation. If such should materialize, Mr. Oliver's

should be raised to $6.34 by such addition.

It is seen from the above that the difference in cost presented is involved

in the two major accounts of maintenances of way and structures, and main-
tenance of equipment.

The above analysis of the two methods of dealing with the first of the

above accounts leads to the conclusion that the course pursued by Mr. Mallory
is the safer to follow. A difference of 27 cents per ton exists betweeen them.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company's figures are based upon a million

ton movement, but as its cars are large, it calculates on 26,316 cars with a con-

tent of 38 tons per car and a tare of 19 tons. It estimates an approximate 50

days round trip from the mine to Toronto and return, including loading, which is

put at four days, and a return westbound empty movement. It computes the

number of trains necessary to haul this load, and allots the expense of each train

under its system of accounting, and arrives at a cost from Lethbridge to

Toronto, 1,988 miles, and Knee Hill to Toronto, 2,126 miles, thus:

—

Out of Pocket Total or Inclusive
From Costs Costs

Lethbridge $7 60 $16 24
Knee Hill 8 31 17 78

Included in the figure of $7.60 and $8.31 is an item reading, " Net Revenue
Loss per ton account of replacement of U.S. coal 31." This should be at once
dropped from the calculation, leaving the figures at $7.29 and $8 respectively.

Also their itemized outlay involves two accounts as follows:

—

Miscellaneous transportation items $555,887
Non revenue 6er\nce costs 825,291

$1,381,178

In discussing the freight car mileage repairs, a theory was advanced by
Mr. Oliver based on studies he had made in the United States railway statistics.

Taking a freight car mile repair cost of 1.40 cents on the Canadian National,
he held that the 1.40 cents would apply, on the average, to about 328 miles,

and that beyond there would be a rate of .07 cents per car mile. This is based
on the theory that damages to cars are much greater in terminals than in road
hauls and that there is a tapering on the road hauls. On the other hand, Mr.
Mallory took the position that damages to cars were greater on the road hauls.

The average haul on the Canadian National in Western Canada is 596 miles.

Applying the 1.40 cents per car mile to the haul of 328 miles and of .07 cents
to the item of 268 miles, which makes up the balance of the 596 mile haul, there
is thus worked out an average of 1 .09 cents per car mile.

The actual freight car mile repair costs on western lines amounted to

$5,684,393. The total car miles on western lines amounted to 465,220,864, and
this at 1.09 cents would give a total of $5,070,907. This is 11 per cent below
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the total expenses; and the allowance made per car mile by Mr. Oliver should,

therefore, be corrected by at least 11 per cent.

The figures used bv Mr. Oliver were those of 1925. The Canadian National

figures were those of 1926. It was contended by the railway that the 1926 figures,

in addition to being the latest available, gave a fairer presentation of cost. Mr.

Oliver stated he did not think that the 1926 figures would make much difference

in the results arrived at. INlr. Mallory estimated there would be about 5 per cent

difference. This may be applied to the figures set out in Mr. Oliver's tabular

summary.
The item of Wage Adjustment, which was disputed, appears to be the one

which may reasonably be included in the total.

As already pointed out, the nature of the subject matter involved of neces-

sity places a great deal of dependence upon the varying factor of individual

judgment. Various items which are admitted to have a bearing on cost must

remain in the opinion stage.

O.C.S. (On Company's Service) material will be affected to some extent by

the proposed coal movement, while this is conceded, it is contended that the effect

cannot be measured exactly. In the Yager formula, the item of Superintendence

is estimated as being 20 per cent, variable with use. In Mr. Oliver's com-

putation, this factor is not taken as being applicable to the Alberta coal move-

ment. He stated, however, in evidence (pp. 9035-36) , that if a million tons were

moving this would change the situation and something should be added to super-

intendence.

It is contended by the Canadian National that the item of freight repairs

per car mile is vitally affected by the nature of the car equipment, whether

wooden box cars predominate, etc. Mr. Oliver, in evidence (p. 8960) ,
recognized

that box car repairs were higher than on other freight cars. He said this was

a matter of judgment, and he did not offer any opinion as to how much higher

the cost was in the case of box cars. Obviously, in comparisons with freight

car repair costs in the United States, the nature of the rolling stock affects

the results arrived at. The effect of box car equipment is an important one on

the Canadian National.

,

In dealing with the method of applying freight car mile repair costs, Mr.
Oliver, at p. 9621, while strongly upholding this method which he used, stated

that the degree of difference between short and long hauls was not established,

and it was also undecided as to what was the proportion properly assignable

to terminal and road haul.

In further explanation there are attached table ''A" showing the Canadian
National computations as well as Mr. Oliver's computations on Basis ''A" and
Basis " B ", and table " B "—a revise of Mr. Oliver's Basis B ". The reasons

for the revisions are shown in the text as well as in the footnotes to table " B ".

TABLE "A"

Canadian
National
per ton

Provinces

Basis "A" Basis "B"

$ cts.

1 12

2 97
3 09

$ cts.

0- 852
1- 690
2- 654

$ cts.

0- 852
1- 894
3-283

•058•058

7 18

26

7 44
08

7 52 5-254 6-087
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TABLE "B"—Revisions as indicated
Basis "B"
revised

Maintenance of way and structures $ -90 (a)

Maintenance of equipment 2-04 (a)

•099 (b)

Transportation 3-537 (a)

Summary S 6-576

Add taxes -058

Add wage adjustment -26

Add5%(c) -328

$ 7-222

Foot-Notes to Table *'B"—
(a) Loading of 33-4 tons as a divisor.

(b) Included in the item of maintenance of equipment as submitted in the analysis for the Province,
is the figure -902 for fraught car repairs. As already pointed out, this should be increased by 11% or •099c.

(c) The additional 5% is to place the 1925 figures on a comparable basis with those of 1926. See
statement given above.

Total operating expense per ton, as figured by the Canadian National Rail-

way under out-of-pocket cost is $7.44. The item of Taxes brings this up to

$7.52. In addition to this, it claims that the following items should be included

in out-of-pocket costs:

Per ton

(a) Interest and depreciation on equipment $0 07

(6) Loss on imported coal traffic due to displacement of Alberta product 1 37

(c) Profit on operating cost to provide all income charges and reserve. 3 18

These do not, in our opinion, come within the scope of the out-of-pocket

costs to which the Board's attention is directed.

There is no formula measuring the necessary and proper relation between
out-of-pocket costs and operating costs. The onl}^ information which the Board
has before it is that supplied by the railway. Consequently, it would appear to be

justifiabie to make use of the ratio between out-of-pocket, or additional cost

and inclusive cost, which the railway itself presents in the figures submitted.

The grand total of ^'additional" cost is $10.62 per ton as compared with

$14.82 per ton in the case of the ''inclusive" cost. This is a differential of 39.5
per cent. Taking the figure of $7.22, as shown, and adding thereto 39.5 per cent,

the result is $10.07.

In connection with the element of profit, evidence was given by Mr. Oliver

in regard to applying the operating ratio. This is to be applied to the "inclusive"

cost (evidence Oliver, p. 9159). Reference was made to the 5J per cent return in

the United States. Mr. Oliver stated it was necessary to have a 70 per cent to 75

per cent ratio. He stated that if such an operating ratio were applied to operal -

ing expenses, it wou'ld produce a rate which would yield a sufficient amount to

pay the operating expenses and taxes, and vield a fair return on value. (Evid.

pp. 9156-58).

The witness stated that in the Lake Cargo Coal Rate Case in the United
States, he applied a 60 per cent ratio. Generally, he said, the ratio was the only

quickly available way of working out a rate which would yield a degree of profit.

The Canadian National has suggested a 70 per cent ratio. If the 70 per cent

ratio were applied to the "inclusive" rate of $10.07 in order to obtain an ele-

ment of profit, the result would be $14.38 per ton. It appears justifiable to take
the operating ratio of the Canadian National for 1926, viz. 82^ per cent. Apply-
ing this to the computed "mclusive" cost of $10.07, the result is $12.20 per ton.
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SUMMARY

The computations submitted by the undersigned in response to the directions

of the Order in Council are as follows:

—

(1) Out of pocket cost $ 7 22 per ton
(2) "Inclusive" cost 10 07 per ton
(3) "Inclusive" cost, plus the element of profit 12 20 per ton

(Sgd.) H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner,

(Sgd.) S J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

September 9, 1927.

Commissioner Oliver:

By Order in Council (P.C. 225) dated February 13, 1926, the Railway
Board was instructed to hold an inquiry and report to the Government upon
the cost of transportation of coal per ton in full capacity train load quantities

during the period of year when the rolling stock of the railways is not mobilized
for the transportation of the grain crop of Western Canada;

^^To the end that the Government shall be informed as nearly as may
be what rate or rates per ton for the transportation by railways of coal

from producing points in western Canada to consuming points in Ontario

would pay the actual cost of the said movement (both exclusive and inclu-

sive of overhead, superintendence and allowance for operating profit),

respectively, (a) from an operating standpoint and eliminating the costs

that would have to be incurred in any event as above mentioned; and
(b) inclusive of the same."

Pursuant tO' orders of the Board the Canadian Pacific and Canadian
National Jlailways submitted detailed estimates of costs of transportation of

coal from Alberta points to Toronto. The Canadian Pacific statement showed
separately the "Direct or out-of-pocket costs'' and also the "Total or inclusive

costs" of transportation from the Knee Hill and also from the Lethbridge mines.

The Canadian National statement showed "Total costs," with "Additional"

and "Inclusive" costs stated separately, for transportation from Drumheller to

Toronto.

An estimate of "Out-of-pocket cost" of transporting coal from Drumheller
and also from Edmonton over the Canadian National Railway system to

Toronto was submitted jointly by the Provinces of Ontario and Alberta. It was
on the application of these provinces for a special rate on domestic coal that

the inquiry was ordered. E. P. Mallory, Director of the Bureau of Statistics

for the Canadian National Railways, S. W. J. Liddy, Chief Statistician for

the Canadian Pacific Railway, and G. W. Oliver of Chicago, rate expert for

the provinces of Ontario and Alberta, gave evidence at the public hearing by
the Board in regard to the statements severally submitted by them, and were
subjected to cross examination by the several counsel engaged in the enquiry.

The total "Additional cost " of transporting a ton of coal from Drumheller

to Toronto is given by the Canadian National Railways as $10.62. The total

" Direct or out-of-pocket " costs of transporting a ton of coal from Knee Hill

to Toronto is given by the Canadian Pacific Railway as $8.31. The total " out-

of-pocket expenses " of transporting a ton of coal from Drumheller to Toronto
by the Canadian National Railway lines is estimated by the expert for the

Provinces of Ontario and Alberta as $6.08.

The Canadian Pacific calculation is based on an assumed movement of

1,000,000 tons of coal from Knee Hill to Toronto, 2,127 miles in 26,315 carloads,
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averaging; 38 tons, and having an average tare (weight of empty car) of 19 tons.

The Canadian National calcuhation is based on a movement from Drumlieller to

Toronto, 1,991 miles, of 1,016,272 tons of coal in 30,400 carloads, averaging

33.43 tons and having an average tare of 18.7 tons. The estimate of the Pro-

vincial expert is based on individual car performance, with an average 36 ton

load and 18 tons tare, and is derived from information received from the rail-

ways as to 1925 operations. The statements of the railways are based on the

operations of 1926. Drumlieller and Knee Hill are the names of the principal

stations of the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific railway systems in

ihe same coal field. In all three estimtes the cost of returning the empty cars

to point of loading at Drumheller and Knee Hill respectively is included.

In order to arrive at a fair understanding of the cost estimates of the rail-

ways and the provinces it is necessary to compare them by using the figures

which purport to show the transportation costs from and to the same points.

As the haul from the Drumheller field (which includes Knee Hill) to Toronto
is the only one in regard to whicli all three of the parties—that is both railways
and the applicant provinces —have submitted estimates of transportation costs,

it offers the best basis of comparison. The difference in length of haul to

Toronto from the Drumheller, Edmonton and Lethbridge fields is not important.

OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS

In the Canadian Pacific Railway statement submitted to the Board the
" Direct or Out-of-pocket costs " per ton from Knee Hill to Toronto are

itemized as follows:

—

Cents per ton

^laintenance of way and structures .702
Maintenance of work equipment .047
Maintenance of loco)notives .(559

Maintenance freight train cars 1.580
Yard transportation expenses .517
Trainmen's wages .523
Enginemen's w^ages , ,481
Road fuel 1.062
Water for road locomotives .062 /

Lubricants, supplies and engine house expenses for locomotives .180
Train supplies and expenses .152
Coal door e?ipense .028
Miscellaneous transportation items .048
Superintendence, printing, stationery, and general .136
Wage rate increase .227
Non revenue service cost .907
Taxes, revenue, jManitoba and Saskatchewan .078
Net revenue loss, per ton account replacement of United States coal.. .310

$8.31

The Canadian National Railways itemized the ''i^dditional cost " per ton
of the proposed coal movement as follows:

—

Maintenance of way and structures

:

—

-

Road 1.081
Terminal 034

Maintenance of equipment

:

—
liocoiuotive repairs .849

Freiglit car repairs 2.122
Transportation:—

Wages of enginemen .475
Wages of trainmen .491

Fuel 1.0.35

Other locomotive supplies .091

Train supplies and expenses .237
Yard expenses .390
Other transportation expenses .371

Wages adjustment .258
Taxes, revenue, Manitoba and Saskatchewan .085
Interest and depreciation on equipment .074
Loss on imported coal traffic due to disjilacement by Alberta product.. 1.37
Profit on operating cost to provide all income charges and revenue 3.18

10.62
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The per ton cost of coal transportation from Drumheller to Toronto is given

by the rate expert for the provinces itemized as follows:

—

Maintenance of Avay and structmes .852

Steam locomotive repairs -809

Freip;lit train car repairs -902

Shop macliinerv. Avork eqiiipmeni, injuries to persons 183

Yard expenses 419

Enginemen and trainmen—wages .930

Fuel 1.293

Water 083
Lubricants, sui)plies and engine house expenses .210

Train supplies and expenses .219

Casualty expenses 129

Taxes -Or^S

Total 6.087

The list of accounts submitted by the Canadian National Railways com-

prises much the same items as that of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the

calculations are on the same general bases, but the grouping of the details differs

in several instances.

The expert for the provinces made his calculation on a per car basis, with a

view of approximating as closely as possible to the actual per ton cost of the

coal to be moved, whether the volume were large or small. His grouping of

accounts was. mainly in accord with that of the railways, but did not include

all the charges made by them. Accounting methods approved by the Interstate

Commerce Commission of the United States were accepted as standard by all

three experts. They were followed throughout by the rate expert of the prov-

inces, but not in all instances by the railways.

Both railways give in detail the power required to move trains over the

several divisions of each system with the tonnage per train, the mileage in which

pushers are required and the movement of empties westward after the coal season

has closed. For the movement from Fort William east, the Canadian Pacific

Railway divides the six months coal movement into two parts, winter from
mid-January to mid-March, and summer from mid-March to mid-July. Heavier
loading is calculated for the summer than for the winter season. From Lang-
don, Alberta, to Fort William the Canadian Pacific loading per train varies

from 2,013 to 3,894 tons. From the mines at Knee Hill to Langdon on the main
line, the load is 1,215 tons. East of Fort William the summer load ranges from

1,329 to 2,070 tons per train. The winter tonnages over the same line range from
1,095 to 1,899 tons. The Canadian National estimates an average train load

of 1,926 gross tons between Drumheller and Armstrong, and 1,738 tons between
Armstrong and Toronto. It will be noted that the Canadian Pacific Railway
estimate differs from that of the Canadian National Railways in that, because
of heavier loadings, fewer trains are required to remove the same volume of

coal. Therefore gross train costs are proportionately less. The Canadian Pacific

Railway haul from Knee Hill to Toronto is 136 miles longer than that of the
Canadian National Railways from Drumheller to Toronto.

The Canadian Pacific gives the cost of coal for road fuel by districts as^

follows: Alberta, $3.96 to $3.78; Saskatchewan, $3.78; Manitoba, $4.12; Algoma,
$5.03; Ontario, $5.02 per ton. The Canadian National gives the cost of coal

as $4.17 in the Western region (west of Armstrong) and $5.05 in the Eastern
region. The cost of haul from the mine is not included in these figures in

either case.

In the provincial estimate the cost of coal is placed at $5.12 per ton west
of Armstrong and $5.55 east of Armstrong. This is the ratio of enginemen's
•estimates to Fuel Department's figures for the year 1925 as reported by Can-
adian National Railways for that year.

In dealing with the numbers of accounts and masses of figures necessary

to correctly estimate the per ton cost of a 2,000 mile movement of coal, there

is room for very considerable divergence of view as to wliat should or should
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not be considered as out-of-pocket costs. '\ Also as to the grouping of accounts

•that should be made for purposes of calculation. In the form of accounts sub-

mitted and in the evidence of their experts, it was, in my opinion, made quite

clear that there was a serious misunderstanding on the part of both railways

in regard to the enquiry as it had been ordered. The order was passed nearly

•sixteen months before the hearing of the Board began on June 7th of this year.

Therefore there was ample time for full consideration of, and compliance with,

its purposes.

Instead of submitting properly checked cost accounts of actual services

during a stated period, as a basis of estimate and comparison for the considera-

tion of the Board, the railways—except in the case of engine and trainmen's

•wages and fuel costs—submitted estimates, which generally speaking were the

•assessment of a proportion—arrived at by various methods of calculation—of

the gross cost of each particular service employed in the coal movement, against

that movement.
I am unable to consider this course as conforming to the terms of order

•P.C. 225, which expressly asks for a report that would " show as nearly as

•practicable the particular cost of such movement."
The order says: ''There appears, however, to be good reason to believe

that so far at all events as the movement of coal from producing points in

•Western Canada to consuming points in Ontario is concerned, the cost of the

same would be very considerably reduced if this movement takes place at a

time of the year when the rolling stock of the railways is not mobilized for the

transportation of the grain crop of Western Canada, and it appears desirable

that the cost of transportation thereof for seasonal movement as above men-
tioned should be ascertained." The order as above quoted, sets out plainly

that the movement upon which an estimate of cost is desired is a special move-
ment taking place under special circumstances and conditions. Therefore
•unless these special circumstances and conditions are considered in arriving at

•the estimate, the intent of the order has not been fulfilled.

An estimate of railroad costs is of necessity a very technical matter in

regard to which only the accounting department of the railways themselves
•have information. The Board is therefore confined to a consideration of the

.figures submitted by the railways and by the rate expert of the provinces, in

reaching its conclusions.

The Canadian Pacific Railway statement of " out-of-pocket costs " as sub-
emitted, comprised eighteen items. In the case of twelve of these items the

•estimates of the two railways and of the provincial expert were not far apart.

Accepting these twelve estimates for purposes of calculation and comparison,

they stand as follows:

—

ESTIMATES COMPARED AND TENTATIVELY ACCEPTED

Respective estimates of train movement costs in cents per ton:

—

Canadian Canadian Ontario
Pacific National and
Railway Railways Alberta

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

0.523 0.491
0.481 0.475 0.93
1.062 1.035 1.293

Water 0.062 0.000 0.083
0.180 0.091 210
0.152 0.184 0.219
0.515 0.390 419
0.047 0.000 0.183
0.659 0.849 0.809

227 0.260
0,028 0.053 000
0.078 0.080 0.058

4.014 3.908 4 204
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The foregoing estimates based on the calculation that an increased traffic

of approximately 30,000 carloads distributed over a six months period, would
•require additions to the working forces at station and terminal yards and in

•repair shops in proportion to that increase in volume of traffic. If the inquiry
were directed to the period of the year when all the railway forces are working
•to capacity, that method of calculation would be more nearly correct. But in

this instance the inquiry is directed to the cost of increasing the traffic during
•the period when owing to shortage of traffic and therefore of employment, it is

necessary to reduce the working forces as much as possible. In order that
•there may be efficient operation, under present traffic conditions, a working
force must be employed at all stations and yards affected by through traffic.

While this force is increased or decreased with the rise or fall of traffic, there is

a permanent establishment that cannot be dispensed with if the railway is to

be operated. Clearly no part of the cost of this permanent establishment of

•station or yard employees is properly chargeable to the additional traffic of the

suggested coal movement. But in the estimate submitted by both railways
the coal movement is charged with a full share of the total annual cost, with
the cost of the special movement added. For " Yard transportation expenses "

the Canadian Pacific assesses 51.5 cents against the coal movement. Details

•of these costs are given as to wages of switch tenders and yard crews per hour;
engine hours for movement; cost of fuel per hour and other yard expenses,

together with salaries of additional yardmasters, clerks, checkers and call boys
rendered necessary by a million ton movement in six months.

Wage increases following upon negotiations between the railways and their

•several classes of employees, and chargeable to the coal movement are esti-

mated by the Canadian Pacific Railway at 22 . 7 cents per ton. The Canadian
National estimate is 26 cents per ton. The difference between the two esti-

mates is probably the amount already allowed for by the Canadian Pacific

.Railway in their estimate of trainmen's wages. As the several wages negotia-

tions were not concluded at the date of the hearing by the Board, information

as to the actual amount of the several wage increases is not in hand or avail-

-able. But as wage increases necessarily become part of the transportation

•costs, so far as made they must ultimately be included. For purposes of cal-

culation the estimate by the railways of wage increases may be accepted as

part of the transportation cost, subject to the same considerations and limita-

'tions as above mentioned in regard to station and yard expenses.

The Canadian Pacific charges 6.2 cents per ton for cost of water. This
•charge for water for locomotives employed in the coal movement is not based
<on quantity of water actually supplied or its actual cost. In the accepted

system of railway accounting a percentage upon the fuel cost is assessed as cost

•of water. This is no doubt entirely proper in fairly apportioning the total

cost to the various services, but docs not relate even remotely to the out-of-

•pocket cost of supplying water to locomotives engaged in a particular service.

In actual practice it is not conceivable that within the capacity of the means
•of supply there is an appreciable added cost because of water needed b}^ the

locomotives hauling up to 30,000 coal cars during six months over and above the

ordinary traffic. The fuel cost of pumping the additional water must be the

whole out-of-pocket cost. The Canadian National Railways includes, ''water"

with " other locomotive supplies

Coal door expense and taxes on earnings are two items of cost chargeable

solely to the suggested coal movement. Coal doors are strong squares of rough
boards necessary in the case of box cars loaded with coal to block the doorway
inside the car on each side and so protect the actual door of the car.

The Canadian Pacific states the cost of coal doors at $1.10 for each of 26,316

cars or $28,948 which on an estimated shipment of one million tons would be

.0289 of a cent a ton. The National states the cost of doors as $1.80 per set of
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three. To equip the 30,400 cars necessary to ship 1,016,272 tons of coal with

coal doors would cost 154,720 or .0538 of a cent a ton.

The provinces do not make any separate allowance for coal doors.

Both railways base their calculations regarding the coal movement on a

six months period from January 15 to July 15. The Canadian Pacific estimates

the time taken on the round trip including loading and unloading at fifty days.

The Canadian National estimates sixty days. Coal cars would be expected to

make three round trips in the coal service. Therefore the number of coal doors

required should not be the number of carloads hauled but the number of cars

employed, which would be one-third of the number of loads in each case. The
cost of coal doors is therefore over-estimated.

As no additional equipment is proposed in connection with the special

coal movement, there would be no added property taxation. But the provinces

of Manitoba and Saskatchewan eacli levy a tax upon railway revenues. In

Manitoba the cost is 2 per cent of the gross earnings, and in Saskatchewan 3

per cent. The Canadian Pacific estimate of taxes by the two provinces, based

on earnings of $9 per ton on the proposed million ton movement is $78,750 or

.078 of a cent per ton. The National estimate is .08 of a cent per ton, practically

the same. The estimate of the Provinces is based on earning of $6 per ton and is

.058 of a cent per ton.

ESTIMATES ACCEPTED IN PART

Five additional items, headed respectively "Miscellaneous Transportation,"

"Superintendence, Printing and Stationery," "Non-Revenue Services," "Mainten-
ance of Freight cars," and "Maintenance of Way and Structures," appear in the

Canadian Pacific Railway statement as part of the out-of-pocket cost. The
Canadian National Railway statement includes "Other Transportation Expenses."
This includes the same details as the "^liscellaneous Transportation Items," and
"Superintendence, Printing and Stationery" of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
with a number of others besides. There is no item of "Non-Revenue Services"

in the Canadian National Railway statement, but it includes "Maintenance of

Freight Cars" and "Maintenance of AVay and Structures."

The Canadian Pacific Railway assesses 64.8 cents per ton against the

coal movement under the heading "^liscellaneous Transportation items." These
items include (1) Payment of additional help for despatching trains; (2) Addi-
tions to number of station emplovees; (3) Additional station supplies and
expenses; (4) Signal and interlocking operation; (5) Crossing protection; (6)

Telegraph and telephone operation; (7) Clearing wrecks; (8) Damage to pro-

perty; (9) Damage to 'live stock on railways; (10) Loss and damage to freight;

(11) Injuries to persons. The assessment appears to be on a train mile basis.

The total cost of each item of expense is divided by the total number of train

miles on the system. The amount of expense per train mile is then charged
against the train miles of the coal movement and the result is given as the

out-of-pocket cost of these several expenses properly assessable against that
movement. The Order under which the coal enquiry is being held contains the

following definition of its purpose: —
"Such inquiry and report to show as nearly as practicable the

particular cost of such movement (both

exclusive and inclusive of overhead, superintendence, and allowance for

operating profit),"

It is quite clear that an assessment of a share of the total cost of the
services mentioned based on the train miles necessar>' in the coal movement
does not show the "particular cost of such movement." No evidence whatever
vas offered by the railways as to actual increase in the cost of the several items

47583—2
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covered by the heading " Miscellaneous transportation items" to result from the
coai movement. In regard to the first six items in the list it would seem entirely

reasonable that as these services are now and must continue to be fully provided
for, the business of operating an average of say four additional through trains

a day each way for a six months period would not add apprecialbly to these
several costs. Charging these items of account against a special service is

one of the instances of departure from the methods of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Mr. Liddy, expert for the Canadian Pacific Railway, stated in his

evidence that by the I.C.C. ''station employees are put in as an overhead";
they would therefore be excluded from the estimate of out-of-pocket costs

by the terms of the order for the enquiry.

In the Canadian National Railway statement, the most nearly correspond-
ing item is entitled "Other Transportation Expenses." It includes the following

particulars; (1) Superintendence; (2) Despatching Trains; (3) Station Employ-
ees; (4) Weighing, Inspection and Demurrage Bureau; (5) Station Supplies and
Expenses; (6) Engine House Expenses—Train; (7) Signal and Interlocker Oper-
ation; (8) Crossing Protection; (9) Drawbridge Operation; (10) Stationery and
Printing; (11) Other Expenses; (12) Operating Joint Tracks and Facilities

—

Dr.; (13) Operating Joint Tracks and Facilities—Cr.
; (14) Insurance; (15)

Clearing Wrecks; (16) Damage to Property; (17) Damage to Live Stock on
Right of Way; (18) Loss and Damage—Freight; (19) Injuries to Persons.

It will be observed that this list specifically includes all the particulars con-

tained in the Canadian Pacific Railway item and a numiber of others besides.

It also includes Superintendence, Printing and Stationery," which appear as

a separate charge in the Canadian Pacific Railway list. Notwithstanding the

greater number of items included, the Canadian National Railways charge against

the coal traffic in respect of this item is 37 . 1 cents per ton.

The five latter items in the lists of both the Canadian National Railways
and Canadian Pacific Railways which relate to casualties of various kinds, are

radically different in character from the preceding items, which relate only to

station expenses. The cost of clearing wrecks, damage to property, loss and
damage to freight and injuries to persons would be properly chargeable against

the traffic which caused the losses. They are absolutely ascertainable after the

event, but not before. An estimate of costs under these headings may properly

be made; but in making it the damage caused by or resulting to through train-

loads of coal cannot be figured on the same basis as that occurring to average
traffic. A thirty-eight ton carload of coal is worth say $133 at the mines.

That is the measure of possible claim by the shipper in case it were lost by
derailmient or otherwise. A car of grain would be worth to the shipper any-
where from $1,000 to $1,800 while merchandise might run into many thousands.

To charge the coal traflfic with the same average costs of damage as cars con-

taining all kinds of goods is certainly unwarranted.

The estimate of the provinces contains an item entitled '' Casualty Ex-
penses." This item assumes to provide for the costs that may be expected to be
incurred because of casualties to cars, engines or persons and is assessed against

the proposed coal movement at 12.9 cents per ton.

Under the heading ^' Superintendence, Stationery and Printing," the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway makes a charge of 13.6 cents a ton against the coal move-
ment. As already stated the Canadian National Railways specifically includes

these items in its charge for " Other Transportation expenses" against which is

charged a total of 37.1 cents per ton, as compared with the Canadian Pacific

Railway charge for a shorter list of similar expenditures of 64.8 cents per ton.

In view of the fact that the Canadian National Railways charge which included

these items is so much less than that of the Canadian Pacific which did not
include them, it would not seem that the Canadian Pacific Railway charge 78.4
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cents per ton under the two headings, " Miscellaneous Transportation Items,"

and Superintence, Station, Printing, Traffic and General," as comparcHi with

37.1 cents per ton by the Canadian National Railways, for a longer list while

including the same items, can be justified.

The item of Non-Revenue Service Cost " appears in the Canadian Pacific

Railway list as a charge of 90.7 cents a ton against the proposed coal movement.

It does not appear as a separate item in the estimates submitted by the Canadian

National Railways, or the provinces. The Canadian Pacific Railway expert

stated that this charge included the cost (not otherwise charged) of transport-

ing coal from the mine to the point at which it was usqd. As the cost at the

mine of the coal to be used in the proposed movement, and the quantity as

well, was given by both railways it would seem that there could have been no

serious difficulty in getting a sufficiently accurate estimate of the actual cost

of moving the necessary fuel required ior the movement from the mine to the

points of use. Instead of this being done a maze of involved calculations was
submitted to the Board. While no doubt these calculations were in themselves

mathematically accurate, in the result they purported to show that while the

cost of the coal necessary to move the trains that would carry one million tons

from Knee Hill to Toronto, and return them empty to Knee Hill, would be $1.06^
per ton of coal moved, the cost of hauling from the mine the coal used as fuel

in moving these trains, plus the small amount necessarily used in the various

yards, would be $0,907 cents for each ton of coal moved, or only 15^ cents per

ton less than the first cost of the coal used. Under the accepted system of rail-

way accounting the movement of fuel coal is an overhead charge. It is in the

same class as the transfer movement of passenger cars, gravel for road ballast,

and railway material of all kinds. It is charged as O.C.S., On Company's
Service."

In the estimate of the provinces the fuel cost is given as at the point of use

—

that is, including the O.C.S. cost—as $1,293 per ton of coal moved. The Cana-
dian Pacific Railway fuel charge is $1,062 giving the cost of coal at the mine.
As the calculations of the provincial expert were based on figures given him
by the Canadian National Railways, and as his estimate was the cost at point
of use, it would seem to be fair to allow^ the Canadian Pacific Railway the differ-

ence between their cost at the mine and his cost in the tender as the proper
O.C.S. charge in respect of the necessary fuel haulage. This would reduce the
Canadian Pacific Railway charge of 90.7 cents a ton for " Non-Revenue Ser\ice
Cost " to 23.1 cents a ton.

The Canadian National Railway does not list an item of " Non-Revenue
Service Cost " against the coal movement presumably because the proper pro-

portion is included in other costs assessed against that movement.
Maintenance of freight cars to be used in the coal movement is charged by

the Canadian Pacific Railway at 158 cents, by the Cnadian National Railw^ays
at 212,2 cents, and by Ontario and Alberta at 90.2 cents per ton.

It will be observed that the difference in estimate of cost of maintenance
of freight cars betw^een the two railway systems and between them and the

provinces is greater than in the case of any other cost item. The Canadian
National Railways figure is 56.2 cents per ton above that of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and $1.22 per ton above that of the provinces.

The only charge proper to be made against the coal movement in respect

of freight cars under the terms of the enquiry is the cost of repairing damage
suffered while engaged in moving coal eastward or in being returned empty
westward. Neither the statements submitted by the railways nor the evidence

of their experts purported to give an estimate of the actual cost of repairs to he

made because of damage which might reasonably be expected to be so suffered.

•It is the business of a railway to keep its rolling stock in a state of efficiency

and therefore it must be reconditioned from time to time so far as that is

47583—2i
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economically advisable. The costs that have been incurred in reconditioning

freight cars is included in their estimated costs by both systems. There is no
means of finding how much of the total cost is actual repairs and how much is

cost of reconditioning; but there is no doubt that the greater amount of recon-

^ditioning necessary because of the age and service of a large part of its equip-

ment handed over by the former owners to the National, is the chief reason

for the difference in car maintenance cost as between the Canadian Pacific

.Railway and the Canadian National Railway.

In cross examination the Canadian National Railway expert said that the

'National System had more wooden frame box cars than all the class 1 rail-

roads in the United States put together. He stated further, on page 9460 of

the evidence, that owing to certain regulations imposed by the American
Railway Association governing the interchange of cars between railroads and
in connection with safety appliance standards, the draft gear on box cars, in fact

all kinds of cars, have to be up to a certain standard." He said: "We still

•have a certain number of cars that have to be adjusted to conform to those

standards, which come into effect sometime late next year or early in the year
following." He stated that 28,127 wooden box cars had already been equipped
with metal draft arms, and that 6,000 still remained to be equipped within the

time limit of about a year and a half. He further said that in the assignment
of all freight car repairs he distributed the cost of such repairs on a car mile

'basis irrespective of the distance of the haul, or variance in distance of haul.

This evidence would seem to establish beyond question that the cost basis of

freight car repairs taken by the Canadian National Railway includes so much
-more than actual wear and tear, loss or damage likely to be suffered by freight

cars in the proposed special coal movement, that in fact the estimate does npt
•conform even remotely to the conditions expressed in the Order for the inquiry,

and, therefore, cannot properly be accepted by the Board.

The Canadian Pacific Railway estimate of " Maintenance Expenses of

Freight Cars " is on the same basis as that of the Canadian National Railway.
The total cost assigned to maintenance and repairs of freight cars is divided

•by the number of freight car miles travelled throughout the system. The coal

•movement is charged with the proportion of the total cost that its mileage bears

•to the total freight car mileage. Clearly that method of calculation does not
•conform to the terms of the Order for the enquiry, and leaves the Board with-

«out the means of arriving at the actual out-of-pocket cost for the special coal

•movement. The order does not ask for the average cost of car repairs through-
out the system. It asks for a finding of the actual cost of a long haul move-
ment in train load quantities, chiefly during the summer season, of a class of

freight of very low first cost and of minimum liability either to give or receive

damage.

It was argued strongly, by the expert for the provinces that freight cars

were more subject to damage when engaged in short haul than in long haul work,
and that damage was less likely to occur when empty than when loaded. As
the coal movement would be in through trains on a two thousand mile haul,

there would be a minimum of shunting, which he held was a very important,

if not the chief, cause of damage to freight cars; also, that, as half the move-
ment would be returning empty, the probability of damage would be still further

reduced. This view was not accepted by the experts of the railways; but the

fact remains that it is a definite principle of railroading that the longer the haul
the lower the per mile rate. It is not conceivable that this principle would 'be

so fully accepted if there were not some substantial operating advantage in

the long haul; to which the enquiry was specifically directed. The fuel, wage,
and maintenance of way costs per mile do not decrease as length of haul
increases. Therefore the saving in cost on the long haul must be in other

expenses, of which freight car repairs is by far the greatest.
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Box cars carrying coal do not need to be kept in the perfect interior con-

dition that is necet^tiary in tlie case of the grain traffic. Tliat is. a car that

might be absolutely unfitted for use in hauling wheat might be perfectly good

for hauling coal. In view of the class of traffic and the conditions under which

it would move, it is obvious that repair costs of freight cars engaged in the

coal movement could not possibly be ec^ual to the average on the system. The
expert for the Provinces assigned 90.2 cents per ton as the fair cost of freight,

car repairs in the coal movement. As the estimates of the railways arc-

obviously not on a basis that is in accord with the terms of the Order for the

encjuiry it seems to me that the estimate of the expert for the provinces may
fairly be accepted as the nearest approximation to the fact.

To the account " Maintenance of way and Structures " the Canadian
Pacific Railway charges 70.2 cents, the Canadian National Railway 111 cents,

and the provinces 85.2 cents per ton. This amount covers cost of keeping

roadway, track, bridges and buildings in good condition for service. Costs of

conditioning, improving, extending or enlarging are also included. While a

share of the cost of maintenance proportioned to actual wear and tear caused

by the passage of say 100 loaded and 100 empty trains a month for a six-months

period is properly chargeable against tlie proposed coal traffic, it is quite clear

that costs which provide for a reconditioning, improving, extending or enlarging

—and which might be properly chargeable against the coal movement if it

were being considered as a part of the general traffic—are not properly charge-

able against it as out-of-pocket costs when it is being treated as special traffic.

Owing to the constantly increasing weight of locomotives and railway cars,

both freight and passenger, there is an extra burden of cost for reconditioning

of track and road bed laid upon the railways. This cannot fairly be charged

as Maintenance of Way costs against the coal traffic, as these expienditures

would have to be made whether there was coal traffic or not.

The details submitted by the railways do not show to what extent thq
costs of reconditioning, extending, enlarging, or improving are included in their

estimate. Therefore, sufficient information is not available from them to the

Board to warrant a definite conclusion as to what the charge under that heading
should properly be.

The expert acting for the provinces of Ontario and Alberta offers the basis

of calculation of costs of w^ear and tear from use contained in the 1923 report)

of the American Railway Engineering Association as a suitable method of

arriving at the share of the total cost of maintenance of way and structures

proper to be assigned to actual use by the proposed coal movement. In view
of the' fact that it is the policy of both systems to improve the condition of

their respective roads as thoroughly and as rapidly as may be found practic-

able, it is not possible to accept in full the figures of the Canadian National
(Railway—so largely in excess of those of the Canadian Pacific Raillway—as

'being properly chargeable to out-of-pocket costs of the coal movement.
As the estimate of the expert of the provinces is above that of the Canadian

Pacific Railway and below that of the Canadian National Railway, it would
seem reasonable to accept his figures as a fair estimate of the out-of-pocket,

cost of road maintenance properly chargeable to the coal movement.
For the reasons above given the foregoing five items of the estimates sub-

mitted by the railways in my opinion cannot, in accordance with the terms of

the order for the inquiry, be accepted in full. They are as follows:

—

C.P.R. C.N.R. 0. & A.

1. 64.8 37.1 12.9
2. 13.6 00 00
3. 90.7 00 00
4. . . 1 . 58 . 2.12.2 90.2
5. Maintenance of way and structures.... 70.2 1.11 85.2

3.97.3 3.60.3 1.88.3
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In respect of No. 1 of these items, in my opinion it would be proper to

allow the Canadian National Railways estimate of 37.1 cents which covers
items Nos. 1 and 2 of the Canadian Pacific Railway estimate. In the case of

No. 3 I would substitute for the Canadian Pacific Railway estimate—there being
no corresponding Canadian National Railways estimate—the amount of the
difference between the coal cost as given at the mine by the Canadian Pacific

Railway, and in the tender of the locomotive as given by the expert of the
provinces, 23.1 cents a ton. In the case of Nos. 3 and 4 I would accept the
estimate of the expert of the provinces as conforming most nearly to the terms
of the inquiry as ordered.

If the railway estimates of these five items were amended as suggested they
would stand as follows:

—

C.P.R. C.N.R. O. & A.

1. Miscellaneous transport items 37.1 37.1 12.9
2. Superintendence, printing, etc 00 00 00
3. Non revenue service 23.1 00 00
4. Maintenance freight cars 90.2 90.2 90.2
5. Maintenance of way and structures 85.2 85.2 85.2

2.35.6 2.12.5 1.88.3
Total of cost items as tentatively accepted. 4.01.4 3.90.7 4.20.4

Total out of pocket cost 6.37.0 6.03.2 6.08.7

ESTIMATES NOT ACCEPTED

The Canadian National Railways estimate contains an item of 7 cents a

ton for ''Interest and Depreciation on Equipment". As no additional equipment
is required in the proposed coal movement it is not apparent that this item can

be properly chargeable. Interest accrues without regard to use, and the same
is true of depreciation by lapse of time. As repairs and renewals are amply
provided for in the items for repairs and maintenance it does not appear that

the claim for a further allowance for interest and depreciation as an out-of-

pocket cost against the proposed coal movement can be successfully supported.

No corresponding item appears in the estimate of out-of-pocket costs of the

Canadian Pacific Railway or of that of the provinces.

The Canadian National Railways estimate of "Additional Costs" to the

railway of the proposed coal movement concludes with an item ''Profit on
Operating Cost to Provide all Income Charges and Reserve, $3.18 per ton".

While this might be a proper charge against any movement considered as a

part of the general traffic of the system, it was not made clear during the hear-

ing upon what ground it was charged as an out-of-pocket cost against the

special coal movement which was the subject of the inquiry. I am of opinion

that it should not be considered in connection with a finding as to out-of-pocket

costs.

The Canadian Pacific Railway statement contains an item; "Net Revenue
Loss per ton Account Replacement of United States Coal, 31 cents per ton".

The Canadian National Railways has a corresponding item; "Loss on Imported
Coal traffic due to Displacement by Alberta Product, $1.37 cents a ton".

It was stated by the Canadian Pacific Railway expert that the railway

•earned an average of 98 cents a ton on its haul of United States anthracite to

Ontario points, that the rate per ton per mile was 1.12 cents, and that the

average profit on the haul of each ton w^as 31 cents, which was ten per cent

above the average net profit per ton on the freight traffic of the system.

It was stated by the Canadian National Railways expert that the earning

of that system on United States anthracite was $1.58 per ton. The average

haul was 136.63 miles. The average haul on Alberta coal distributed from
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Toronto would be 93.02 miles. The sross loss of earnings on tlie displacement

of 1,016,272 tons of United States coal would be $1,609,775, which would be

reduced to $1,388,080 by tlie saving because of the shorter distribution haul

of Alberta coal. No estimate was given of the profit to the railway on the

present earning of $1.58 per ton on United States coal. Obviously these figures

have no relation to the cost of transi)()rting coal from Alberta to Ontario, and

do not even purport to show the net loss to the railway from transporting

Alberta instead of United States coal.

It was not made clear by what process of reasoning the railways arrived

at the conclusion that the displacement of United States anthracite in Ontario

by Alberta domestic coal became part of the out-of-pocket costs of transporting

Alberta coal to Ontario. While it is a matter entirely proper for the considera-

tion of the railways themselves, it does not seem to me to have any part in

the inquiry as ordered. If the railways in opposing the application of the

provinces for such reductions in the coal rate from Alberta as would enable

coal to be moved, are entitled to set up the possible results of the partial or

total exclusion of United States coal resulting from the movement, the interested

provinces would seem to be as fully entitled to set up the increased disburse-

ments to Canadian railway employees that would follow the movement; the

general benefit to Canada in improvement of her balance of trade; the employ-

ment of additional miners in Canada, with greater wage disbursements and
consequently increased purchasing power tending to improve the traffic of the

railways themselves in its most desirable features. But the inquiry was directed

to matters of fact only, while these—together with the question of loss to the

railways from the exclusion of United States anthracite—can only be matters

of argument so far as the inquiry was concerned.

For the reasons given I am unable to accept as proper subjects for con-

sideration in this inquiry the estimates submited by the railways as follows:

—

1. Interest and Depreciation on Equipment (7 cents per ton) by Canadian
National Railways only;

2. " Profit on Operating Cost to Provide all Income Charges and Reserve

($3.18) by Canadian National Railways only, and

3. " Loss on Imported Coal Traffic due to Displacement by Alberta Pro-
duct 31 cents by Canadian Pacific Railway, and $1.37 by Canadian
National Railways.

RECOMMENDATION

The order for the inquiry asked for a report on the cost of transporting

coal from Alberta mines to Ontario consuming points. The estimates submitted
by the railways and by the experts of the provinces only dealt with costs of

transportation from the mines to Toronto. There were no estimates of the cost

of distribution to other points. Toronto is of necessity the chief point of distri-

bution for what may be called southwestern Ontario, as Ottawa would be for

southeastern Ontario. The haul to Ottawa would be approximately 40 miles
longer than to Toronto. In northern Ontario there are a number of important
consuming points situated on the lines of one or other, or both, of the two-

railway systems, and therefore available to be served by a haul from the mines
much shorter than that to Toronto or Ottawa. Sudbury on the Canadian Pacific

Railway is 260 miles nearer th6 mines than Toronto; North Bay on both roads

is nearly 200; Cobalt, Haileybury, and New Liskeard on the Temiskaming and
Northern Ontario are nearly 300, and Cochrane on the Canadian National
Railway is 440 miles nearer the mines than Toronto. There are a number of

other important consuming points in northern Ontario at approximately similar

distances from the mines.
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It was suggested on the part of the provinces that a blanket rate should
be fixed covering the several groups of Alberta mines which produce domestic
coal, and all consuming points throughout Ontario. Such a rate would mean
that Cochrane, Sudbury and similarly situated points, notwithstanding their

much shorter haul, would pay the same rate as Toronto and Ottawa, while
those cities would pay the same rate as more distant points throughout southern
Ontario.

As the demand for coal at points beyond Toronto or Ottawa in the more
densely populated part of Ontario must of necessity be greater than that in the
shorter haul territory of Northern Ontario, the blanket rate would properly
be higher than the minimum Toronto rate. No suggestion was offered as to

what the proposed blanket rate should be. Assuming that it is desirable to

apply such a rate, the Board lacks direct evidence on which to base a finding.

But, in support of the claim made by the Canadian Pacific Railway in respect

of loss on United States coal that might be displaced by the proposed movement,
it was stated that their average earnings on coal hauled from the United States

boundary to points throughout Ontario was 98 cents a ton, of which 31 cents

was profit. In default of means of finding what proportion of the remaining
67 cents of earnings was out-of-pocket costs and how much overhead, for pur-

poses of calculation an equal division might be made. If 34 cents a ton paid
the out-of-pocket costs of distributing United States coal from points on the

boundary throughout Ontario, it should equally pay the like costs on Alberta
coal distributed from Toronto and Ottawa. In the summing up herein of

admitted out-of-pocket costs the Canadian Pacific Railway rate from Knee
Hill to Toronto is placed at $6.37 per ton; which for the actual haul of 2,127
miles is equal to a shade under 30 cents a ton per 100 miles. The Canadian National
Railway Rate from Drumheller to Toronto is placed at $6.03 a ton. Thie

average of the rates of the two systems, therefore, would be $6.20. Adding 30
cents a ton for the additional haul necessary to reach all Ontario points, Nipigon,

Nakina and easterly.—would give a blanket rate of $6.50 a ton. This rate should

in my opinion also cover points in Quebec within 100 rail miles from Ottawa;
and also points on the National Transcontinental and branches in northern
Quebec eastward to, end including, La Tuque.

As Montreal, the principal coal consuming point in the province of Quebec,
is a very short distance beyond the suggested range of distribution from Ottawa
under the blanket rate, and as Quebec city, the second greatest coal consuming
point in the province, is no further by rail from the coal mines than Montreal, an
additional 25 cents a ton might in my opinion be made to cover that part of

the province of Quebec not covered by the $6.50 rate, to extend as far eastward

as, and including, Levis and Diamond Junction.

RECORDING INCLUSIVE COSTS

By the terms of Order in Council (P.C. 225), the Board was directed to

find the actual cost of the proposed coal movement both exclusive and inclusive

of overhead, superintendence, and allowance for operating profit; [o] eliminating

the costs that would have to be incurred in any event, and (b) inclusive of the

same.
In their estimate, as submitted, the Canadian Pacific Railway placed their

inclusive " costs at $17.78 cents a ton. The Canadian National Railway placed

theirs at $14.82. The difference of estimate between the two railways is so wide
that they cannot in themselves lead to any clear conclusion. The expert who
appeared for the Applicant Provinces was able to render a measure of useful ser-

vice to the Board in checking the railway estimates; but his attention had been
centred on the question of out-of-pocket costs to such an extent that he wajs-

unable to give consideration to the figures of inclusive costs submitted by the
railways.
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The fact that no coal moves from Alberta mines to Southern Ontario points

under the present rate of $12.70 a ton, would seem to leave even the lower

figures of inclusive " costs as estimated by the Canadian National Railway
without practical value in relation to any possible coal movement from Alberta

to Ontario.

The out-of-pocket cost of a special movement under specially favourable

conditions nmst be less than the corresponding cost of an ordinary freight move-
ment of equal volume under ordinary conditions. It does not appear, however,

that in the case of the coal estimates any allowance was made for the specially

favourable conditions under which the movement would take place. The Cana-
dian Pacific Railway estimated that the "out-of-ipocket" and "inclusive costs"

were the same in (1) Engine and Trainmen's Wages; (2) Road Fuel; (3) Water;
(4) Train Supplies and Expenses; (5) Coal Door Expense, and (6) Revenue
Taxes, a total of $2.38 a ton. In (1) Maintenance of Work Equipment, (2)

Yard Transportation Expenses, and (3) Lubricants, Supplies and Engine House
Expenses for Locomotives the total out-of-pocket costs was placed at 76.8 cents

a ton and the inclusive costs at 81.6 cents. On a total out-of-pocket cost of

$3.14 per ton covering nine items which included all the principal direct trans-

portation expenses, except freight car repairs, the inclusive cost was only 4.8
cents a ton greater. So far as these nine items of cost are concerned it must be
considered to be established that there was no special reduction in the figures

because of the special conditions that would surround the coal movement, and
therefore it may fairly be assumed that there was no reduction in the other
figures submitted for that or any other reason. It must also be assumed that
should a coal movement be established as a special traffic and should it increase
so that it became a part of the general business of the railways', thie- estimat(i
of cost of the nine items mentioned would not thereby be increased.

The remaining items of the C.P.R. Statement, directly connected with trans-
portation are:

—

Out of pocket Inclusive

... $ 659,546 $ 803,256
1,580,805 1,859,034
702,167 2,006,190
648,800 879,825
136,935 891,861
907,290 1,279,515
227,272 320,513

$4,862,851 $8,840,794

In the case of Maintenance of Locomotives, Maintenance of Way and
Structures, and Wage Increases the out-of-pocket costs given above have been
tentatively accepted in the calculation herein made, but exception was taken
to the estimate of out-of-pocket costs in the other four items, for reasons already
given. Further consideration of these particular inclusive cost figures would not

seem to be likely to lead to conclusions of serious value without more detailed

information than is at present available as to the complete basis upon which
they are founded,

INCLUSIVE COSTS ARE NOT ALWAYS EARNED

While there are wide differences between out-of-pocket costs of trans-

portation and maintenance, and overhead costs including superintendence, there

is no sharp dividing line between, which enables them to be separated with abso-

lute uniformity. Regarding a considerable portion of railway expenditure it

must always be a matter of policy as to what items of cost shall be charged to

each service. Superintendence and all forms of overhead, including bond interest,

must be paid for as well as out-of-pocket cost before there can be any net return.

If railway rate making were a mere matter of dividing the gross cost including
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superintendence, maintenance, interest and all other factors of overhead amongst
the number of tons carried or expected to be carried per mile it would be a very
simple matter. The fact is, however, that railway rates are not and cannot be

calculated in that way.

The difference in value of any commodity at two separated points is the

reason for its movement from one point to the other. If the cost of moving is

greater than the difference in vfJue, the commodity cannot and does not move.
On articles of manufacture in producmg which skilled labour forms a large part

of the cost the difference in value between the points of production and con-

sumption is usually very considerable, and a comparatively high transportation

rate can be p^id. On the other hand the raw materials upon which skilled

labour is employed and the food, fuel and other prime human necessities required

by that labour are of comparatively low initial values in proportion to tonnage;
and the lower their cost when they reach the point of consumption the better the

opportunity that is offered for the successful employment of skilled labour. If

the railroads charged the same rates on hides and wool or on flour and coal as

are willingly paid on boots and blankets the hides and wool would have cost

too much to be made into boots and blankets, there would be no workers to buy
and use flour and coal, and consequently no traffic for the railway. Therefore

railway rates are not and cannot be based on a uniform per ton per mile cost.

In fixing the rate to be charged for transporting any particular commodity
between any two points there must always be a question of judgment, first, as to

what are the out-of-pocket costs to be covered, and, second, how much of the

overhead, that is, superintendence, maintenance, general expenses, etc., should be

covered by that particular traffic over and above the out-of-pocket costs. If a

certain traffic can pay more than its per ton share of the gross overhead it may
fairly be required to do so. On the other hand if a certain movement is for good
and sufficient reasons desirable the fact that the rate which will allow it to be
moved is not sufficient to bear its full per ton share of the gross overhead does

not debar such a rate from being installed. This is the principle upon which rail-

way freight rates are classified and numbered from one to ten. It is the chief

reason why certain commodities pay double the first-class rate while other articles

are carried at vvhat is called a "commodity rate" which may be less than that

of the lowest or 10th class. Tenth class freight pays approximately one quarter

as much per ton for a haul of the same mileage as first class, and 5th class

approximately half as much.

In the course of the General Rates enquiry it was stated by Mr. Watson
in his evidence for both the Canadian National Railways and Canadian Pacific

Railway that the through rates on numerous commodities from Montreal to

Vancouver were only expected to pay part of the gross overhead. During the
same enquiry Mr. Mallory for the Canadian National Railways gave figures

showing that lumber was hauled from Vancouver to Montreal at a rate per ton
considerably below the gross per mile cost. During both the General Rates
Enquiry and the Coal Enquiry it was stated by witnesses for the Canadian
Pacific Railway and reaffirmed by the solicitor appearing for the company,
that the passenger and allied services of that system did not pay any part of the

net revenue. No figures were available to show whether these services did or did

not in fact earn their per ton per mile share of the gross cost. During the

General Rates Enquiry Mr. Mallory, director of statistics for the Canadian
National Railways, at page 4207, volume 501 of the record, said that in the

year 1925 the p_assenger, sleeper, diner, mail, express, baggage and milk services

of that system had shown a loss over eight million dollars. That is, they had
earned eight millions less than their per ton per mile share of the gross cost.

The fact that the through rates Montreal to Vancouver or Vancouver to Mont-
real, or that the passenger and allied services on both systems do not earn their
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equal per ton per mile share of the gross cost of operation and up-kecp of the

system is not held to be a reason wliy they should be discontinued. On the

contrary the fact that their surplus earnings over net cost of operation help to

pay the cost of supervision, maintenance and overhead generally, is a good

reason why they should be efficiently maintained in the public service which

they render; always with the view of increasing the proportion of their contri-

bution to overhead charges, as that becomes economically practicable. It would
not better the financial position of either railway system if its passenger services

were allowed to be seriouslj^ reduced in efficiency with a view of making that

service carry its full share of the overhead, for that would be the surest way to

reduce earnings and make the financial position worse. Or, on the other hand,

if the charges were increased so that the services now rendered could, or would,

not be as fully used as at present the earnings would thereby be reduced, and
the losses correspondingly increased.

The capital investment in the railroads and their equipment has been made.
It is considered better to have that equipment fully employed in productive and
constructive traffic even at rates that do not in themselves show a profit, rather

than let it be idle or partly idle because of lack of productive traffic that cannot
move because the rate will not i)ermit.

EARNINGS ON GROSS INVESTMENT

The Canadian Pacific Railway estimates of " Inclusive Costs " in respect of

the movement of one million tons of coal from Knee Hill to Toronto is $11,281,276

or $11.28 per ton. To this " inclusive " cost the following is added:

—

Profit—Actual Revenue Basis (40.69 per cent) $5,267,228
Profit—Fair Return Additional (10.93 per cent) 1,233,043

The accompanying explanation is as follows:

—

If it be assumed that passenger traffic just pays its way, and that

net earnings are 100 per cent attributable to freight, it follows that since

in 1926 the freight earnings were $141,205,619 and the net earnings

$44,945,127 that an allowance to the total costs of 46.69 per cent must
be made to provide an earning equivalent to the average received from

all traffic. For the year 1926 the company produced but 4,660 per cent

rate of return on investment. If the rate of return of 5| as adjudged
fair in the United States be taken in calculating the allowance for profit,

an additional allowance of 10.93 per cent to costs is necessary."

Whether the term ^' operating profit " used in the order for the enquiry can
be considered as referring only to the $11.28 per ton given as the " inclusive

costs " without any special allowance for profit, or to the $17.78 which is the

rate the coal traffic would have to bear if the stated objective of the company
as to profit is to be realized, there is no question as to the definite assertion of

a claim as of right to a rate that will give 5^ per cent profit on the company's
gross investment—that is, on the total value of the company's property.

Foundation for this claim is sought in the action of the United States

Interstate Commerce Commission in setting up 5| per cent as the standard limit-

ing the profits of United States railw;iys. In regard to the application of this

standarcl to Canadian railways I desire to express the opinion, first, that rail-

road conditions in Canada both as to financing and system of operation differ

so radically from those in the United States that an effective comparison can-
not be made; second, that so far ps has been established, no railroad in the
United States has yet earned that measure of profit; and third, that the rate of

profit, as stated, was to be based on an independent valuation of the property
of the railways that has not yet been, and in all probability never will be, made.
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As to the latter point: Five and three quarters per cent is substantially

above the present day value of money. The net earnings of a railway are what
give its value to the property. If the net earnings are above normal the value

of the investment will be correspondingly above normal. Under those circum-

stances obviously investment value will increase as net earnings increase and
no matter how much the net earningvs are increased they can never overtake

the investment value on a 5^ per cent basis. Clearly if the standard of profits

set by the Interstate Commerce Commission is to mean anything in the regu-

lation of rates—as has been assumed—its valuation of the property on which
the rai'lways are to be permiitted to earn up to 5| per cent interest cannot
be based on earnings. Some other basis must be arbitrarily arrived at. This
has not yet been done. Until it has been done the reference of the United States

Interstate Commerce Commission to 5| per cent earning offers no foundation for

the suggestion that Canadian railways should be permitted to earn 5| per cent

on their own valuation of their own property.

The rates necessary to produce any fixed return on the investment value

of a railway must depend in large measure upon what properties or classes of

property are considered railway investment within the meaning of the order

which assumes to set up a percentage limit of earnings. On the same subject

during the general rates inquiry the solicitor for the railway argued that what-
ever was the fair value of the property owned by the company of whatever kind
or however acquired was the amount upon which it was entitled to earn the

ideai 5| per cent profit. That is, that the company was entitled to earn its

profit on property^ whether land, money or completed railway, that it had
received as bonus, and as well upon the increase in value that for convenience is

called "unearned increment," together with the surplus of earnings over operat-

ing costs and dividends paid, that had been ''ploughed back into capital." In

the general rates inquiry the total book value of the property of the Canadian
Pacific Railway was placed at over 900 million dollars, ^but Mr. Lloyd who
gave evidence as the financial expert of the company stated that he estimated
the actual value at $1,500,000. In other words that the "unearned increment"
not shown by the books amounted to two-thirds more than the book value.

As considerable amounts of "unearned increment" are included in the book
values upon which the company claims the right to earn 5| per cent there seems

to be no logical reason why on the same principle from time to time the book
values might not fairly be increased to take in a part, or the whole, of the 600
millions of stated values not now shown in the books, as the sum upon which
the company would be entitled to earn a return of 5f per cent.

In discussion on this point during the general rates inquiry it was pointed

out on behalf of the railway that the surplus earnings "ploughed back into

capital," were absolutely the property of the company, to be disposed of at its

discretion, and that the company might have distributed these surpluses in

dividends had they seen fit. Having turned the money back into the company
it was not less their property, and therefore they were entitled to earn dividends

on it. All this will be freely admitted. There must of course be general

commendation for the course of the company in using its surplus in building

up its property instead of increasing the dividends to its shareholders beyond
a reasonable return on their money. If the railway were a private business

enterprise it would be free to make its choice as to the disposition of its surplus

earnings. But it is a public utility, financed in considerable measure from the

public funds, and subject to public control as to its rates and in other matters.

Had the surplus earnings of the past been distributed in dividends to share-

holders there would have been insistent demands for rate reductions th.at could

not have been ignored. That the value of the company's property is so much
greater than the total investment in its bonds and stocks does not appear to me
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to be a sound argument in support of such rates as will give a return of 5J per )

cent as contended by the company, whether on the gross valuation as shown in
(

the books or on a still greater estimated value.

FINANCIAL IMPORTANCE OF COAL MOVEMENT

Canada imported from the United States in 1926 2,584,000 tons of anthra-

cite at a cost of $20,852,000, if the li^ures of the Canada Year Book are correct.

The cost at point of purchase was roughly $8 a ton. To this must be added the

average cost of transportation to the Canadian boundary. Of the total amount
of anthracite imported from the United States not less than two million tons

found its market in Southern Ontario and in the city of Montreal.

Alberta has coal in unlimited quantity and of a quality particularly well

suited for the domestic needs that are now supplied by anthracite. No coal

moves, or can move, from Alberta to Ontario to compete with United States

anthracite at present rail rates. The railroads agree that they have equipment
now idle during six months of every year to enable each to haul a million tons

of coal from Alberta to Ontario within the six months period. Assuming that

Montreal' and Southern Ontario take two million tons of United States anthra-

cite a year and that the Canadian railroads get an verage of $1.50 per ton for

hauling it, their total earning is $3,000,000. Canadians of Southern Ontario
and Montreal pay to United States miners 16 million dollars for 2 million tons

of anthracite coal, plus the cost of haul to the boundary, and then pay Canadian
railroads, say, 3 million dollars for distributing it.

At an average f.o.b. cost at the mine in Alberta of say $3.50 per ton with a

rail rate of $6.50 there would be a distribution of $20,000,000 of Canadian
money amongst Canadians for the same service.

Having the necessary equipment on hand to move the coal, the railways
could not fail to benefit both directly and indirectly from the movement even
though the rate did not pay the per ton per mile share of overhead of either

of the two systems. There would seem to be at least as good reason for hauling
domestic coal from Alberta to Ontario at a rate that would yield 'less than
''inclusive" costs, as there is for hauling passenger, express and mail trains over
the same tracks under similar conditions.

While, the importation of anthracite coal from the United States was less

in 1926 than in 1925 by 1~: million tons, the importation of bituminous increased

by over If million tons in the same period. How far this indicates that bitu-

minous has replaced anthracite for domestic use in Canada does not appear
from the records, but there can be no doubt that there has been considerable

such replacement.

It does not appear likely tliat coal from Alberta can ever compete with

United States bituminous in the Central provinces for industrial use because of

the low cost of mining in the United States and the short rail haul to those pro-

vinces. The high cost of mining anthracite and the diminishing supply are the

conditions that create the possibility of developing a traffic in domestic coal

between Alberta and Ontario. Although Alberta domestic coal is lower in heat

units and therefore in theoretical per ton value than anthracite, the absence of

soot and low percentage of smoke which occur in its consumption put it in a

different class from bituminous and constitute it a competitor with anthracite

for household use.

Ottawa, September 9, 1927.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 449

In the matter of the consideration of the question of a uniform code of regula-

tions governing the testing of hearing and eyesight of railway employees

required to take such tests; and the General Order of the Board No. 94,

dated July 2^, 1912, made herein.

File No. 1750.17

Thursday, the 8th day of September, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

In pursuance of the powers vested in it under section 287 of the Railway-
Act, 1919, and of all other powers possessed by the Board in that behalf; and
upon reading the submissions filed on behalf of the Railway Association of
Canada, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, the Order of
Railroad Telegraphers, the Order of Railway Conductors; and upon the report
and recommendation of its Chief Operating Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the railway companies subject to the jurisdiction
of the Board adopt and put into force, not later than the first day of December,
1927, the rules set forth in the schedule hereto annexed, under the heading,
" Uniform Rules Governing the Determination of Visual Acuity, Colour Per-
ception, and Hearing of R'ailway Employees"; and that the said General
Order No. 94, and General Orders Nos. 103, 240, 378, and 387, dated respec-
tively July 24, 1912; April 9, 1913; June 21, 1918; April 13, 1923; and
January 8, 1924, made herein, be rescinded.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

469
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UNIFORM RULES GOVERNING THE DETERMINATION OF VISUAL
ACUITY, COLOUR PERCEPTION, AND HEARING OF

RAILWAY EMPLOYEES

1. Each person selected to make examinations must first pass the examina-
tion under an oculist or optometrist designated by the company, such oculist

or optometrist then to instruct candidate on the use of the instruments requisite

for such examination and certify to candidate's qualifications as an examiner.

2. Each examiner shall be provided with

—

(a) a set of Snellens test types, with at least three cards of each size of

letters shown in different combinations (a single line on each card)

for testing acuteness of vision;

(b) an American Railway Association standard reading card for testing

near vision;

(c) a Holmgren or Thompson colour-selection test and instructions for

use of same;

(d) a " Williams " lantern, or one similarly constructed, and instructions

for use of same;

(e) a pair of spectacles or shade for testing each eye separately;

(/) a triple-grooved trial frame, with one pair of plus two diopter lenses,

one pair of plus one diopter lenses, and one pair of plane glass roundels;
and

ig) blank forms for examinations and certificates.

3. Examinations shall be conducted in a well-lighted room or car in which
a distance of twenty feet can be measured from test type, or face of lantern,

to candidate. Shades or curtains shall be provided in order to darken room
or car for lantern test.

4. In testing vision, colour perception, and hearing only those concerned
in such test, other than the examiner and candidate, shall be permitted to be
present.

5. (a) The result of each examination must be shown on a prescribed form,

one copy to be preserved for reference by the examiner, and other

copies as required to be forwarded to officers concerned for inspection,

record, and file.

(6) Officers concerned must keep proper check, to ensure re-examination
of all employees when due, must see that all employees who should
be examined by an oculist or optometrist under the rules are required

to take such examinations promptly, and that glasses provided are

approved by those designated under clause 13.

(c) Examiners will, upon request of candidate, issue to each person who
passes a satisfactory examination a certificate to that effect, and will

if desired furnish employees who fail to pass, a written statement of

their rating and cause of failure.

(d) Local officers must report to the (each railway to fill

in officer to whom report shall be made) all cases wherein an employee
appears to be disqualified, giving full information as to result of

examination.

(e) Oculists or optometrists will report result of their examinations to the
officers concerned.

6. All applicants for entrance to service under the standards specified,

except for classes E and F, must take such examination without the use of
glasses for distant vision.
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7 With the exception of applicants for entrance to service under classes

A. B, and C, glasses for near vision may be used by all those undergoing exami-

njition for entrance to service, promotion, and re-examination.

8. When the distant vision of an employee can be improved appreciably

by the aid of glasses, he must wear them while on duty.

9. All employees who are required to wear glasses to brin^ distant vision

up to the standards specified must wear them at all times while on duty, and

must carry a duplicate pair for use in emergency, and will be exammed with

each pair.

10. All employees, excepting those indoors, who are required to wear glasses

for distant vision while on duty must use the spectacle or automobile goggle

form, and those indoors should preferably use the spectacle form.

11. Automobile goggles, fitted with glass which will not injuriously affect

either acuteness of vision or colour perception, may be used by employees in

engine or freight train service for the protection of the eyes, but the use of

amber glasses by firemen while firing locomotive, as a guard against temporary

fire blindness, shall be permitted and should be encouraged.

12. Glasses required to bring either near or distant vision up to standards

specified must be approved by the oculist, optometrist, or examiner designated

by the company. )

13. Applicants having a squint, or who are cross-eyed, shall not be accepted..

Examiners who suspect a case of double vision should use some simple test to

determine its presence.

14. Enginemen and motormen who have less than 20-40 vision in either eye

without glasses must be examined by an oculist or optometrist designated by
the company.

15. Enginemen and motormen failing to pass indoor tests for acuteness of

vision shall, upon request, be examined by a committee of two appointed by
the General Superintendent, such committee to recommend the service to which
they may be assigned.

16. Where promotion standard is not specified, employees applying for

transfer from one kind of service to another, or being promoted, must pass
entrance examination of class they desire to enter, except that those who have
been injured in service, or who have been in continuous service for at least two
years, may be transferred to positions of switch tenders and occupations under
class F; also from one position to another under class E, upon passing the

respective re-examination standards.

17. Employees who revert from class D to class C by direction or consent
of the company will be re-examined under class D standard.

18. The test type should be in good light, the bottom of the card about on
a level with the eye. Place the candidate twenty feet from the card, and ask
him to read the type with both eyes open, then cover one of his eyes with a card
or shade held firmly against the nose, taking care not to let it press against the
eyeball, and instruct him to read with the other eye such type as may be
indicated. Each eye shall be tested separately.

(a) Examiners are reminded that the normal-eyed should read the
twenty-foot (or 6-metre)

,

letters at 20 feet, in which case the visual
power should be expressed by the fraction 20-20. Should a candidate
be unable to read the twenty-foot letters at 20 feet, but be able to
read the thirty-foot letters, the result should be indicated by the frac-
tion 20-30. If he can only read the forty-foot letters, record should
be 20-40, etc.

48284— 1

A
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(6) The candidate, as provided in rule No. 7, must be able to read the

print in para£!;raph No. 2 of the Standard Card at a distance of from
fourteen to eighteen inches to pass the test. Further tests should be
made by having the candidate read written train orders.

19. Applicants for entrance to service in classes A and C will undergo addi-

tional test to ascertain if far-sighted to the extent of two diopters. Examiners
will use combinations in trial frames representing plane and convex lenses,

varying the test so that the candidate's former experience or knowledge obtained

from others may be valueless. If an applicant reads v/ithout difficulty the

twenty-foot letters at 20 feet through convex lenses of 2D he will not be con-

sidered satisfactory.

20. Examiners shall adhere to instructions laid down by Holmgren or

Thompson in using colour-selection test, and shall examine the colour sense of

each eye separately. Further examination shall be made with Williams lantern,

or one similar^ constructed, in the manner specified by Dr. Williams.

21. (a) Applicants who have defective colour sense shall not be accepted
into the service in any of the classes specified in following standards.

(b) Employees who have defective colour sense shall not be retained in any
of the classes specified in the following standards, except in positions

to be designated by the company where they will not be required to

use or determine the colour of signals.

22. No employee shall be disqualified from service by reason of defective

colour sense without an examination by an oculist designated by the company.

23. In examination of hearing (which shall be with human voice) each
ear shall be tested separately, and the candidate should not see the movement
of the examiner's lips.

24. Applicants for entrance to service must be able to hear and repeat an
ordinary conversation, or names and numbers, spoken in a conversational tone,

at a distance of 20 feet, in which case the hearing should be expressed by the

fraction 20-20. When conversation can be heard at only 10 feet, the hearing

should be expressed by the fraction 10-20.

25. Employees will not be retained in any of the classes specified if hear-

ing is less than 15-20 in one ear and 5-20 in the other, or less than 10-20 in each

ear, except in positions to be designated by the company, where the defect will

not prevent the proper and safe performance of their duties.

26. Employees included in the standards of vision must be re-examined
as follows:

—

(a) all classes as nearly as possible within two years after the last previous

examination

;

(6) employees in engine, train, or yard service who are required to wear
glasses to bring distant vision to standards specified, and all employees
who have less than 20-70 vision in either eye without glasses, must be
re-examined annually;

(c) after any accident in which they are concerned, which may have been
caused by defective vision, colour sense, or hearing;

(d) after any serious accident or illness, or severe inflammation of the
eye or eyelids;

(e) before promotion. This does not mean that a freight conductor should
be examined previous to his appointment as passenger conductor, or

an engineman in freight service previous to appointment in passenger
service, but that freight brakemen shall be examined before being pro-
moted to freight conductor, and firemen being promoted to engineer;
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(/) employees with lieariii^ less than 20-20 in either ear must be examined
annually, or more frequently if deemed necessary; . and

(g) for an individual employee at such periods as may be designated by
the company's Chief Medical Officer.

27. (a) Employees in classes A and B who are examined by a committee
shall be given an outside or field test. A bracket pole with two dolls,

or two straight poles (spaced the same distance as dolls on the standard
bracket pole), carrying four standard semaphore arms and lights, will

be used. A clear sky background, t-ests to be made standing.

(6) In making the tests candidates shall approach the signals from a point
where they are unable to see them, and not be credited with, being
able to read signals unless they can promptly call changes as made in

position of arms and colour of lights.

(c) The tests with and without ghisses shall be made at distances varving
from 5,000 to 200 feet.

(d) Committee to record the different distances at which the employees
being examined can promptly see the signals, and shall forward this
information, together with their recommendations as to the service to
which he may be assigned, to the General Superintendent.

Standards of Visttal Acuity

indoor tests
Class A

Enginemen, Motormen, Firemen, Motormen's Helpers, Road Service.

Entrance to Service.—Not less than 20-20 in each eye tested separately
w^ithout glasses. Must not accept a plus 2D lens, nor use glasses for near vision.

Promotion.—Not less than 20-30 in one eye and not less than 20-40 in the
other without glasses.

Re-examination.—Not less than 20-30 in one eye and not less than 20-40
in the other w4th or without glasses.

Class B
Enginemen, Motormen, Firemen, jNIotormen's Helpers, Yard or other ser-

vice designated by the company.

Entrance to Sennce.—Same standard as for class A.

Promotion.—Same standard as for class A.

Pe-examination.—20-30 in one eye, regardless of vision in the other, with
or without glasses.

Class C
Brakemen in passenger, freight, or yard service, Yard Helpers, Switch

Tenders.

Entrance to Service.—Not less tlian 20-20 in each eye tested separately
without glasses. Must not accept a plus 2D lens, nor use glasses for near vision.

Promotion.—Isoi less than 20-30 in one eye and not less than 20-40 in the
other without glasses. (From class C to class D.)

Re-examination.—^oi less than 20-30 in one eye, and not less than 20-40
in the other, with or without glasses; or 20-20 in one eye regardless of vision
in the other, with or without glasses.

Class D
Conductors in passenger, freight, or yard service, Yardmasters, Yard T'ore-

men. Train Baggagemen.
Entrance to Service.—Not less than 20-30 in each eye without glasses.



Re-examination.—Not less than 20-40 in one eye and not less than 20-50 in

the other, with or without glasses ; or 20-30 in one eye and not less than 20-70

in the other, with or without glasses; or 20-20 in one eye, regardless of vision

in the other, with or without glasses.

Class E
Station Agents and Telegraph and Telephone Operators concerned with the

movement of trains, Signal Foremen and Maintainers, Signalmen, Bridge and
Track Foremen, Drawbridge Tenders, Car Inspectors.

Entrance to Service.—Not less than 20-30 in one eye, and not less than

20-40 in the other, with or without glasses.

Re-examination.—Not less than 20-40 in one eye and not less than 20-70

in the other, with or without glasses; or 20-30 in one eye regardless of vision

in the other, with or without glasses.

Class F
Crossing Flagmen, AVatchmen, Gatemen.

Entrance to Service.—Not less than 20-40 in each eye, with or without
glasses.

Re-examination.—Not less than 20-50 in one eye and not less than 20-70
in the other eye with or without glasses; or 20-30 in one eye regardless of vision
in the other, with or without glasses.

FIELD TESTS

Class Without Glasses With Glasses

Class A

Enginemen, Road Service By day, sunlight
Or by day, if cloudy with

clear atmosphere
By night

200, 400 and 2,600 feet...

200, 400 and 2,000 feet...

200, 400 and 2,000 feet

200, 400 and 5,000 feet

200, 400 and 4,000 feet

200, 400 and 4,000 feet

Class B

Enginemen, Yard Service By day or night 200, 400 and 800 feet 200, 400 and 2,600 feet

ORDER No. 39556

In the matter of the complaints of the Pacific Terminal Elevator Company,
Limited, the Council of the Grain Exchange Divisioji of Vancouver

Merchants' Exchange, the Vancouver Board of Trade, Calgary Grain
Exchange, Calgary Board of Trade, and the Province of Alberta against

proposed Special Tariff C.R.C. No. 71 of the Canadian Freight Associa-

tion, in so far as the same affects rides and charges for car demurrage
on bulk grain consigned to public terininal elevators at Va7icouver.

File No. 35476

Thvrsday, the 15th day of September, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeoavn, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading the submissions filed in support of the complaints and on
Ijehalf of the Canadian Freight Association,

—
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The Board orders: That Agent Thompson's Tariff C.R.C. No. 71 be, and

it is hereby, suspended in so far as tlie same affects rules and charges for car

demurrage on bulk grain consigned to public terminal elevators at Vancouver,

pending a hearing by the Board.
H. A. McKEOWN,

Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39584

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.13

Wednesday, the 14th day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and it is hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

Column 1

C.R.C. No.

Supplement 2 to

974

Schedule
Column 2
C.R.C. No.

725

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39585

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.14

Wednesday, the 14th day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.Q., Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company, under

section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),

and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.
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2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C. No. CR.C.No.

Supplement 1 to

606 462, 593

Supplement 2 to

620 531

Supplement 2 to

621 531
623 492

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39586

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.9

Wednesday, the 14th day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the Atlantic, Quebec and Western Railway Com-
pany, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V,

chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and it is

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1 Column 2
CR.C.No. CR.C.No.

Supplement 1 to

194 162

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39607

In the matter of the application of tJw Michigan Central Railroad Company,
hereinafter called the ''Applicant Company'', under Section 323 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for approval of By-law passed at a meeting of the

Finance Committee of the Board of Directors of the Applicant Cow.pany,

on September 7, 1927, authorizing 0. R. Bromley, Traffic Manager, in

respect of both passenger and freight traffic; L. W . Landman, Passenger

Traffic Manager, or James W. Switzer, General Passenger Agent in

respect of passenger traffic; Edward W. Brunch, Assistant Freight

Traffic Manager, and E. F. Lcuchtmann, Chief of Tariff Bureau, in

respect of freight traffic, from time to time to prepare and issue tariffs of

the tolls to be charged in respect of the Applicant Company's railway;
and also authorizing the said 0. R. Bromley, Traffic Manager, to issue

from time to time, on behalf of the Applicant Company, powers of attorney
appointing agents other than officials of the Applicant Company to fde

tariffs of freight and passenger tolls in the form prescribed in General
Order of the Board No. U, dated July 30, 1908.

Case No. 3276

Tuesday, the 20th day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLeu\n, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

The Board orders: That the said by-law be, and it is hereby, approved;
and that Order No. 31250, dated July 11, 1921, be rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39609

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927.

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 21st day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. Boyce, K.C, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),

and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and it is hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.Xo.

Supplement 2 to

E-4318 G. C. Ransom's 110, 340

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39614

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927.

File No. 34822.13

Wednesday, the 21st day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company,
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter

44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 3 to

806 744

Supplement 2 to

824 G. C. Ransom's 110

. S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39619

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.14

Wednesday, the 21st day of September, A.D. 1927

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. Boyce, K.C., Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company, under

section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),

and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and it is hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.
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2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.-

Supplement 2 to

607 G. C. Ransom's 110

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39622

In the matter of Tariffs, and Suppletnents to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.15

Wednesday, the 21st day of September, A.D. 1927

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal and Rail-

way, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V,

chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and it is

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies tliat the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effecti^'e in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. CR.C.No.

Supplement 2 to

163 G. C. Ransom's 110

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39624

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.16

Wednesday, the 2lRt day of September, A.D. 1927

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

A. C. Boyce, K.C, Co7nmissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and it is hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

SciiEDULE

Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. CR.C.No.

Supplement 2 to

128 G. C. Ransom's 110

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39632

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.9

Tuesday, the 20th day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the supplements to tariffs filed by the Atlantic, Quebec and AVcstern

Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

(17 George V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order,

be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of

section 3 of the said Act.
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2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls whieli, bub for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in tlie several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs .mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1

C.R.C. No.

Supplement 1 to

193
199

Column 2
C.R.C. No.

183

127, 173

3. And the Board orders that Order No. 39511, dated August 30, 1927, made
herein, be rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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Application of the Canadian Canners Limited, of Grafton, Ontario, for an order

under Section 185 of the Railway Act, for an order directing the Canadian
National Railways to construct a spur line to serve their warehouse on
Lot 22, Concession A, Township of Haldimand, just north of the old

Canadian National right-of-way.

File 2G825.G2

Heard at Ottawa on Tuesday, December 1, 1925.

JUDGMENT
Commissioner Boyce:

The applicants have a cannery, a warehouse, on lot 22, concession "A",
township of Haldimand, close to what was Grafton Station, on the line of the
Canadian Northern Ontario Railway, between Cobourg and Brighton. They
acquired the property from The Grafton Canning Company, Limited, and that
company, under the terms of an agreement dated October 1, 1912, with the
Canadian Northern Ontario Railway Company, had a siding constructed from
the main line of the railway to, and serving the premises of the Grafton Canning
Company. The applicants took title to the premises since, and subject to the

siding agreement above referred to. The agreement is on file.

It may be important to note the terms of the agreement, which are,

substantially, as follows: viz.:

—

(a) The licensee (Grafton Canning Company, Limited) may con-
struct a siding connecting with the railway, as shewn on plan, and the

railway will furnish to the Licensee, the requisite rails, fastenings, spikes,

and switch materials, which shall remain the property of the company;
(b) The licensee, under the supervision, and to the satisfaction of

the Railway, agrees to perform all work requisite for such construction,
including grading, ditching, cattle guards, culverts, bridging, fencing, and
ballasting, and furnish all ties, stop and safety blocks and other tilings

necessary, except the equipment, and lay the track on the siding from the
junction point over its entire length, and pay all expenses connected there-

483
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with except cost of equipment. The company agrees to do this work at

licensee's request, if the licensee deposits estimated cost thereof plus
10 per cent subject to accounting as to balance when actual cost is ascer-

tained
;

(c) The licensee, during ilie continuance of the agreement, pays
rental for the use of the equipment and for services of the company's
employees on the siding, at the rate of one dollar per year, and pays all

expenses to the company of signals, safety appliances, signalmen, and
other like expenses occasioned to the company, by reason of the existence
of the siding; and a further sum (clause 6- (a) ) to cover a portion of the

cost of the perishable material and labour, expended by the company
in the work of constructing tlie siding, which sum the company shall

re-pay to the licensee by an allowance of one dollar per car for each and
every car shipped inwards and outwards over said siding, and upon
which the earnings of the Company shall exceed $10 per car exclusive

of any switching charge, and upon which all- freight and other charges
have been paid, until the aggregate of such allowances of one dollar per

car shall be sufficient to repay the licensee the sum of $300, which it is

required to deposit, in advance, without interest, but no longer, and not
otherwise;

{d) The licensee to secure the right of way required for siding out-

side of the right of way of the Company, and indemnify the Company
against all claims for compensation; damages, or depreciation, by the

construction, or operation, of the siding, made by the owners or occupiers

of the land, or other lands, and agrees to pay and indemnify the Com-
pany against taxes, rates, and assessments, connected with the siding,

and the property required therefor;

(e) The licensee agrees to route freight shipped to or from, any part

of its premises, and destined to, or coming from any point reached by the

Company's railway or connections, to be shipped over the Company's
railway

;

(/) The company's officials to control the terms and manner of

using the siding, subject to non-interference, with the proper use thereof,

in the licensee's business;

ig) The company may extend the siding to reach other industries,

and may use the siding when not required by licensee's traffic, free of

charge, and upon compensation fixed by the Company, and paid to the

licensee permit other parties to use it, provided such user does not inter-

fere with the licensee's traffic;

(h) The licensee to observe all rules and regulations of the company
respecting the use of the siding as therein set out

;

(i) Should the use of the siding, or part thereof, be, at any time

obstructed, or destroyed, on which there may be any loss to buildings,

goods, or other thmgs of the licensee, or injury thereto, by reason of the

operation, repair, or construction of the company's railway, whether by

negligence or not, the licensee would have no remedy against the company
or its agents;

(j) The licensee to indemnify the company against all claims, etc.,

(and waives all personal claims) of whatsoever description, arising out

of, or incidental to the user of the siding, or the construction, maintenance,

or operation thereof;

(k) The licensee not to transfer, or sublet, any rights or privileges,

except with the written consent of the company's general manager, or

superintendent;

{I) Provision for remedy in case of non-payment of rental;
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(m) Agreement to continue in force foi" one year, and thereafter at

the will of the parties. Termination by either party on giving to the

other two calendar months' notice;

in) Upon the termination of the agreement, all material anrl works
on the company's land connected with the siding shall remain th(! propi^rty

of the company, with incidental provisions;

(()) Provision for service of notice under the agreement;

The agreement is, to all intents and purposes, in the form of the

standard agreement used for spur facilities applied for under Section

181—with variations to suit particular conditions.

After the Grand Trunk Railway lines, inter alia, those of the Canadian
Northern Railway System, were amalgamated with and became part of the

Canadian National Railway System, the siding referred to was operated by the

Canadian National Railways, which had then, in consequence of such amalga-
mation, two lines of railway nearly parallelling one another at Orafton, viz:

the Grand Trunk Railway line to tlie south, and the line of the Canadian
Northern Ontario to the north. The distances between tlie two lines of railway

being approximately 1,500 feet. The estimate of cost of construction of the

siding asked for, including cost of right of way, incidental expenses and land

damages, as found by the Board's engineer, is |8,320. One of the natural conse-

quences of the amalgamation of the two railway lines into one system and
under the management of one directorate was the inauguration of a policy of

avoidance, where possible, and in the interests of economy, of duplicating lines,

and the abandonment of those portions of parallel lines wdiich it was found
unnecessary to maintain. In the year 1923, the Canadian National Railway
System decided to abandon, and did abandon, railway service on the part of the

old Canadian Northern Ontario line on which Grafton Station was located,

between Cobourg and Brighton, and as a consequence left applicants without
siding facilities.

A statement filed by the railway company shows that it effected a saving

of $30,739 annually by the retirement of track between Cobourg and Brighton.

The application now before the Board, is in the form of a letter from the

late Mr. D'Arcy Scott, counsel for the applicants, dated August 4, 1925, and
is in the following form:

—

''Ottawa, August 4, 1925.

''A. D. Cartwright, Esq.,

Secretary, Railway Commission,
Ottawa, Ontario.

^'Re Canadian Canners Ltd., C.N.R. Spur, Grafton, Ontario

"Dear Sir,—My clients, the Canadian Canners, Limited, have a

warehouse on lot 22, concession "A", township of Haldimand, county of

Northumberland, just north of the old Canadian National Raihvays
right of way. This warehouse has been the property of my clients, or tlie

predecessors in title, for many years. At one time it was served by a

spur from the old track of the Canadian National Railways, but that

track w^as lifted some years ago, and the Southern or Grand Trunk Rail-

way track has since been used for all trains. By the lifting of the

Canadian National Railways track, my clients are left without the rail-

way facilities they used to enjoy. I beg to enclose a plan, in triplicate,

showing the old right of ^Vay, the present track, and a spur lino, which
we want constructed from the existing track to our warehouse at Grafton.

I, therefore, beg to apply, under section 185 of the Railway Act, for an
order directing the Canadian National Railway to construct this spur

line, as shown on the enclosed plan.
4867&-2
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am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Fraser, counsel for the

Canadian National Railways.

"I might say that we have failed in our efforts to get the Railway

Company to build this spur line for us at its own expense, as I submit,

under the circumstances, it should do.

''Yours very truly,

*'(Sgd.) D'ARCY SCOTT."

The railway company's answer to the application, is as follows, viz.:

—

''Montreal, September 16, 1925.

"A. D. Cartwright, Esq.,

Secretary, B.R.C.,

Ottawa, Ontario.

"Dear Sir.-

^'File No. 26825.62; Application of the Canadian Canners, Limited,
Grafton, Ontario

"Replying to the above application; we made an offer to the

Canadian Canners in the usual terms, which were that if they would
provide the necessary right of way and bear the cost of grading, we
would supply the switch, rail, fastenings, and ties and lay the same,

charging therefor the very nominal rental of $5 per annum, and assuming
the cost of future maintenance and repairs.

"If this is not satisfactory, an order for its construction under
section 185 can be made, upon the applicants depositing the estimated

cost of all the facilities, which will be rebated in the usual way, after

which the railway will own the right of way on which the spur is con-

structed.

"I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Scott.

"Yours truly,

"(Sgd.) A. FRASER."

This answer of the railway company having been duly served upon counsel

for the applicants, he replies, under date September 24, 1925, as follows:

—

"I have received from Mr. Fraser a copy of his letter to the Board
of the 16th instant. I note that Mr. Fraser is willing that an order should

go under section 185, provided my clients deposit a sum equal to the

estimated costs of supplying the facilities. If this were a new facility

the terms suggested by Mr. Fraser might be considered reasonable, but
under the conditions respecting this matter, which are set out in my
letter of August 4th last, I submit the railway company should be ordered

to provide the spur at its own expense. We had satisfactory facilities

before the Canadian National Railways was lifted. The company, hav-
ing seen fit of its own volition to take away the railway line which served

our factory, it should, at its own expense, provide a new line connecting

our factory with its present tracks, which are old Grand Trunk Railway
tracks. This facility can be supplied by building the spur line shown on
the plan filed with my letter of August 4th.

"The Board has power to order an industrial spur under section 185,

under whatever terms it deems just. Under present circumstances, it

would not be just to put any of the expense upon the Canning Company,
or to call for a deposit from that company to cover the cost of the con-

struction of the spur.
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"Unless the l^ounl is prepared to ji!;r:int \is the order jipplied for, on
the facts submitted, I ask that this matter be set down for hearing, at

Ottawa, at the earliest possible moment, in order that it may be discussed

before the Board.

"I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Fraser."

Mr. Scott's reply being brought to the attention of the railway company,
Mr. Frascr rejoined, under date October 5, 1925, as follows (referring to Mr.
Scott's answer, just quoted)

:

"We will construct a spur on the usual terms, provided his (Mr.
Scott's) clients will sign the spur track agreement, and, if not, and he
wishes to proceed under section 185, we will ask the Board to follow its

usual custom, have an estimate made by the Board of the work, and
have the amount deposited by the Canning Company."

A copy of that rejoinder was sent to Mr. Scott.

Upon these formal presentations, the application came before the Board
for hearing.

The prerequisites of the jurisdiction of the Board to make any order, under
section 185 of the Railway Act, are the following, viz.:

—

(a) The industry established, or to be established, is within six miles of

the railway.

(t>) The owner thereof desires to obtain railway facilities in connection

therewith, but

(c) Cannot agree with the company as to the construction and operation

of a spur or branch line from the railway thereto; and,

(d) the Board being satisfied of the necessity for such spur or branch line

in the interests of trade;

It was strongly urged by Mr, Scott that because the applicants had enjoyed

siding accommodation from the Canadian Northern Line—the predecessor in

title of the Canadian National Railways— (which does not appear to be in

any way bound by the agreement) the latter should, when it took up the track

with wiiich that siding was connected, substitute another siding, at its own
expense, connecting applicant's warehouse with the southern, or old Grand
Trunk tracks, now Canadan National, and he invoked section 185 for this

purpose.

Mr. Scott, however, admitted (Record Vol. 445, p. 2446) that the railway

company had, in law, the right to take up its tracks and discontinue the service

at any time, and this Board has so ruled.

Rossland Board of Trade v. Great Northern Ry. (Red Mountain Case),

28 C.R.C., 24.

Again, in the same case (Board's Judgments, etc., XV, p. 126).

If there were enforceable conditions in the spur agreement with the Graf-
ton Company, to which I have referred, which involve any such liability (and
I have been unable to find any) such would be the basis of an action in the courts

sounding in damages for breach of the agreement, and this Board would still

be without jurisdiction for the reasons stated in the cases cited.

Another difficulty that confronts applicants as regards such contention is

that contained in a clause of the a,ii;reement, which reads as follows (Siding

Agreement, October 1, 1912) :

—

"Clause 9:

" Should the use of the siding or any part thereof be at any time or

times obstructed or destroyed, or should any buildings, goods, or other
things of the licensee, or other parties placed thereon, be in any manner
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injured or lost by reason of the operation, repair, or reconstruction of

the company's railway, either by the negligence of the company, or its

servants, or otherwise', the licensee shall not, by reason thereof, have any

claim or demand against the company, or its agents."

It is clear that the use of the siding contemplated by the agreement was

destroyed by the fact of change in operation of the company's railway, to wit:

the cessation of the operation with which the spur connected, and, if this agree-

ment is binding upon the present parties, this clause would appear to specially

exempt the railway company from any liability for the cessation of the opera-

tion of the spur.

Mr. Fraser, for the railway company, argued that the inability to agree
"

alle2;cd bv Mr. Scott, in his application, was not as to ordinary terms of agree-

ment under section 181, but resulted from the refusal of the applicants to con-

sider or accept any agreement, other than that the railway company should

build and maintain the proposed new spur entirely at its own expense- -thus

giving applicants a new spur, free of cost to applicants as to construction and

maintenance. This was Mr. Scott's contention, in his original application and

throughout his argument.

Mr. Fraser also argued that the meaning of the Vv^ords " cannot agree " in

section 185 was either that the railway company would not agree to construct

a spur at all, or would only do so on terms both unreasonable and unfair, and

that because neither of these elements are present in the present case, it cannot

be said that the industry " cannot agree with the company " and, therefore, the

Board should not entertain an application under section 185. He further sub-

mitted that the Board must be satisfied that the spur is:'' an absolute necessity

i.e. " that the industry is unable to carry on its business without the spur ".

He contends that the question of convenience, or saving of cartage charges, or

making it easier for the industry, are not factors in determining the necessity

for the spur under the section invoked; that it must be apparent that there is

a real necessity " before the Board can or should act. He points to the fact,

as supporting his contention, that the {jbsence of the spur, after it had become
useless by abandonment of the main line with which it was connected, cost the

industr}^ but $700 for teaming for one year; that the industry has been (^on-

ducting the business for nearly three years without a spur, which, he agreed,

indicated that the business could reasonably be conducted without a spur, and,

consequently, there was no necessity therefor. Mr. Fraser submits that the

application should be dismissed on these grounds.

The position and rights of the applicants quoad the spur facility tliereto-

fore enjoyed by them as successors of the Grafton Canning Company under
the Siding Agreement quoted, with the Canadian Northern Ontario Railway
Company, which had ceased to operate, and whose property had been taken
over by the Canadian National Railways, should now be considered. The old

Siding Agreement had expired. Both the industrial concern (licensee) and the

railway company, parties to it, had passed out of existence, and the agreement
itself had expired. There was no agreement between applicants and the present
railway company for the operation of the siding. That the railway company
(Canadian National) had the right, in law, to abandon the line with which the
spur had formerly been connected is beyond dispute. Counsel for applicants
admits it. Therefore, the situation, at the time of the abandonment, at that
time, by the Canadian National Railways, was that the applicants were with-
out spur facilities, and there was no obligation, express or implied, upon the
I'ailway company, when operating its southern line (the old Grand Trunk Rail-
way) to furnish it. The position was as if there had been no siding quoad th?
Canadian National, and the applicants were left to exercise their remedies,
under section 181, by agreement, de novo, with the company, or, failing agree-
ment, under section 185, by application to this Board, if they were in a position
to make such application under the latter section.
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Under (lie cir('lu^^tan('C^ I have set out there was, in fact and in hiw, no
right existing in applicants, to any siding accommodation, wlien the old railway
line had been taken up. The applicants must have recognized this. Their con-
duct, as shown by the evidence, indicated that they did. Before the connection
was severed, there w'as, first, verbal notice from the railway company to the

vice-president and chief eastern operating manager (Mr. Sam Nesbitt) of the
( Ira fton Canning Company, to the effect that the operation of the spur would
be discontinued for tlie reasons stated, and there is evidence that Mr. Nesbitt
concurred in the suggestion as a sound one. Then, after connection with the

spur had been severed, and by telegram dated August 16, 1923, the applicants

protested against the removal of the spur. The applicants took no further steps

to endeavour to assert before this Board, or anywhere else, any rights they

might have thought they had, to judge from the wording of their application

now before us. I refer, in passing, to remedies such as those provided under
sections 33 or 35 of the Railway Act, which, had there been any such right as

that now asserted, were available to applicants. The spur was removed
in* August, 1923, and, without further complaint, and without taking

any proceedings whatever, the applicants teamed to and from their

warehouse to tiie southern track, with which they now seek spur connection,

and that teaming arrangement applicants have enjoyed as a connection with

the railway ever since—a period of two years—before their application to this

Board of August 4, 1925, and for nearly two years since that date.

I think it is clear, upon the evidence, that the application to this Board
stated to be under section 185, was for an entirely new facility, by a new indus-

try (as to owner) by a new party, and for connection with an entirely new rail-

way. As regards the railway company, the applicants, in applying to the Cana-
dian National for such siding accommodation, were in the same position as any
other new industry applying for the like facility, and, because of that, they
could not expect, and could not receive, any different treatment, than could,

under the Railway Act be accorded by this Board to the hundreds of new indus-

tries in the same position as to needing siding accommodation. If section

316 (a), (5), (6), and (7) means anything, it prohibits, as an undue or unreason-

able preference, the granting of just what the applicant asks for in his applica-

tion. If the Board, on these facts, acceded to applicant's request, it would, by it^^

order, give to the applicant, an undue and unreasonable preference over the

hundreds of industries making applications for siding accommodation.
Extended comments as to the necessity for the spur does not seem to be

important in view of the railway company's offer to provide it on terms, cer-

tainly not unreasonable, and in many respects less onerous than the original

agreement as to the spur on the Canadian Northern line.

The original spur track w^as built under an agreement to which the Cana-
dian National was not a party. It provided spur connection with another rail-

way and it did not assume the obligations of its predecessor—the Canadian
Northern—and the Canadian National having the right, in law, to discontinue

the operation of the northern line, when it acquired it, and having, after notice,

abandoned it, that abandonment of that line effected a termination of the

agreement, and left the applicants without any right to obtain, free of expense

to it, siding connection with the southern line. That remedy is what the appli-

cant ijisists upon, and invokes, section 185, for that purpose, and its failure to

agree with the railway company was its failure only to get the railway company
to accede to that contention and construct a new spur, and operate it, free of

any expense to the applicant, wlio refused to accept any of the terms. The
parties have never, it seems, negotiated as to terms and never failed to agree

on terms. The applicant, in effect, says to the railway company " you took up
your tracks, disconnected our spur, leaving us without facilities, and you mu'^t
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give us, free of expense, entirely a new siding connecting with a new line which
you have acquired." That means that there is no agreement possible, as to
construction and operation of the spur asked for, and there never were any
negotiations for any such an agreement, in which the parties failed to agree.
The applicants merely insisted, and before the Board still insist on what they
conceived were their rights, to have spur connection with the southern track,
free of expense to their institution, for the former facility, as to the northern
line, which had been discontinued. It is, clearly, no function of the Board to
make an agreement for the parties; neither is it a part of its functions to deter-
mine that one negotiating party, or another, is unreasonable in its views as to

terms, or in its lack of elasticity in meeting the counter proposals of the other.

But, that is not the case here. The applicant invokes section 185 for the pur-
pose of endeavouring to avoid any agreement, which is just what that section

does not contemplate. The applicant further insists, under this section, that
the Board shall exercise—or assume—a jurisdiction under that section to give

applicants an unjust and unreasonable preference as to facilities within the
mischief legislated against in section 316 of the Railway Act. Its allegation

that it cannot agree with the railway company, means nothing more, in the

circumstances, than that it is unable to get the railway company, by agree-

ment, to transgress the provision of section 316, by getting the railway company
to agree to furnish facilities to its industry, upon terms, which it is not required

to furnish to any other industry. The failure to get the railw^ay company to

agree to such an arrangement does not, I am convinced, put either party in a

position where they can come to this Board, invoke section 185 of the Railway
Act, and, if successful, put this Board in the invidious position of ordering the

Railway Company to supply facilities contrary to the Railway Act, as to undue
and unreasonable preference in the granting of facilities. The claim of the appli-

cants that they have a right to spur connection with the southern line, because

the northern line was abandoned, cannot be justified in law or in fact. I think

their remedies, so far as the jurisdiction of this Board extends to them, are con-

fined to that section which they have invoked. They have either made out a

case for relief under that section, or their application fails.

In the light of the evidence and arguments of counsel at the hearing, the

position taken by applicants, as above set forth, is made clear. I quote from
the record. Vol. 445, pp. 2445-6:—

Commissioner Boyce: By reason of the change, in the amalga-
mation of the two roads, the Canadian Northern ceased to be used?

" Mr. Scott: Yes.

" Commissioner Boyce: And you then wanted the spur connection

with the old Grand Trunk?

''Mr. Scott: Yes.

^' The Deputy Chief Commissioner: That is because you are

unable to agree?

" Mr. Scott: Yes. • •

" Commissioner Boyce: You are unable to renew the agreement?
" Mr. Scott: This is no good to us, because there is no track there.

" Commissioner Boyce: You want a similar agreement?

''Mr. Scott: We do not think we should have a similar agreement.
I think they would give us a similar agreement if we would pay for the
construction of the line, but our point is that we have not had the service
there, and they having removed the main line over which we had the
service, and substituted another new line, it is their duty to give us
facilities down to that new line.
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" Commissioner Boyck: You would not expc-'t to p;et better terms

over the substituted spur than you got over that for whieli you made
the agreement?

Mr. Scott: Well, we come to the Board because we want the facili-

ties, and we say that under th(>se conditions we should not be made to

pay for it. We had the facilities on their main line track, and they

removed that track.

''The Assistant Chief Commissioner: Which they had the legal

right to do.

''Mr. vScott: Yes, as a result of that w-e are left up in the air, and

we ask that they put us back in the condition we were in before, by givi!^g

us a spur line from the main line."

And, at pages 2447-8;

" Commissioner Boyce: You had an agreement with the railroad

and they discontinued their operations on the main line, as they had a

right to do. Now then, thev gave you facilities on the other line, did

they?
" Mr. Scott: No, we have not got facilities on the new line.

" Commissioner Boyce: You haul?

" Mr. Scott: Yes.

" Commissioner Boy'Ce: Now^ you want the facilities?

" Mr. Scott: Yes.

" Commissioner Boy'ce: It is a question of terms?

" Mr. Scott: Here is a plan shewing the situation. They are now
using this line and w^e have to team down to this station. We want a

siding put in, and we say that because of the change being due entirely

to their convenience, they should put us back to where we were and give

us the service without cost of construction to us.

" The Deputy Chief Commissioner: How much a year did you pay
for the old siding?

Mr. Caldwell: A dollar a year.

"The Deputy Chief Commissioner: Were there any switcliing
charges?

" Mr. Scott: I do not think so.

" Mr. Caldwell: No; a dollar a year and no switching charges.

" Mr. Scott: We will be very glad to do that, if they will construct
it for us."

And, at pp. 2452-3:

" The Assistant Chief Commissioner: As to the terms, I think you
agree with me that the siding, after it has been constructed, was in the
same position, qua the company's right at law, as the track connected
w^ith it.

"Mr. Scott: I think so. I think it became part of the company's
track.

" The Assistant Chief Commissioner: So far as the portion of the
track on the land of the Canadian Canning Company is concerned, it is

simply an easement.

" Mr. Scott: Yes.

" The Deputy Chief Commissioner: Did vou trv to reach an agree-
ment with the railway?

48676—3J
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^' Mr. Scott: Well, we did in this way; that we said we would like

this built and we would like them to pay for it, and they said they would
build it if we would pay for it."

PP. 2454-5:

Commissioner Boyce: You make this application because you are

unable to agree with the company?

"Mr. Scott: Yes; because we do not agree with the company; we
are unable to agree with the company.

The Deputy Chief Commissioner: That is, that you cannot agree

—not that you will not agree?
" Does the Act say you can come' to the Board in such case?

"Mr. Scott: We are unable to agree. W^e say, 'we want you to

build it for us,' and we are unable to agree.

" The Assistant Chief Commissioner: The terms of the agreement
are the terms upon which you have had connection with the railway, or

spur facilities in the past. Those are the terms upon which the railway

company says they are willing to give you facilities; but you say you will

not agree to those terms.

"Mr. Scott: We are unable to agree. We do not think it is right

under the conditions, that we should be asked to pay for it.

" Commissioner Boyce: Why do you say that? Your attitude is

that, because you had spur facilities with a railway which has gone out

of existence and is no more use to you—the successor of that railway,

or the railway into which that railway with which you had connection

has become absorbed, should give you free spur facilities; is it that?

" Mr. Scott: You say it has gone out of business?

" Commissioner Boyce: It has been absorbed.

"Mr. Scott: It has been absorbed. It is part of the Canadian
National—for their own benefit and for the saving of money to them-
selves they have made a certain change. It was no good to us, and we
say ' If you are making this change for your own benefit, and are going

to save money out of it, you should put back this spur.'

^' Commissioner Boyce: It is a claim for a substitution. By reason

of the absorption of the Canadian Northern by the Canadian Nationals,

you say they should give you the facilities on the Canadian Nationals,

which you formerly had on the Canadian Northern.

"Mr. Scott: Yes, that is the reason why we are asking the Board
under the Branch Lines Clause, to depart from the usual practice and
put all the expenses on them, because we say these are special circum-

stances, and it is not like the case of a new line to be built."

P. 2463:

"Mr. Fraser: I said in my reply that an order should be made
under section 185, upon the usual terms, but I am not going to suggest to

the Board that section 185 should not properly be invoked in a case of

this kind. The history of section 185—and I have it from the gentleman
who drew the section—is this: in the old days the railways were very
lax about granting applications from industries for spur lines. They were

all built in the old days under agreement prior to section 185 being

passed, and it created a great deal of trouble, and Mr. Blair, then Minis-
ter of Railways, requested that a section be drafted to give the Board
power to compel the railways to put in spur tracks and to stop the

deliberate refusals, without giving reasons, which had become prevalent
at that time, and section 185 was drafted. I think I am entitled to say
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now that the intention of that section was to just about bahmcc the

conditions which were conunon in spur track agreements."

In its letter of September 24, 1925, quoted herein, Mr. Scott, counsel for

applicants, said:

—

I note that Mr. Fraser is willing that an order should go under
section 185, pro\'ided my clients deposit a sum equal to the estimated

costs of supplying the faciliti(>s. If this were a new facility the terms
suggested by Mr. Fraser might be considered reasonable, but under the

conditions respecting this matter, which are set out in my letter of

August 4 last, I submit the railway company should be ordered to provide

the spur at its own expense. We had satisfactory facilities before the

Canadian National Railway was lifted."

* * ^^ * *

" Under present circumstances, it would not be just to put any of the

expense upon the Canning Company or to call for a deposit from that

company to cover the cost of the construction of the spur."

And, throughout the hearing counsel for applicants took the same posi-

tion, as shown by the citations from the record, the effect being, as I have
before stated, to refuse any agreement and to ask this Board, under section

185, to make an order compelling the railway company—without any deposit,

or other terms imposed, to construct and operate the new siding asked for, at

its own expense. I see no such power under section 185, nor does it appear
that section 185 was put into the Railway Act to make possible any such

Order. It is quite a novel interpretation which is sought to be put upon the

section, as was stated by the Chairman (the Assistant Chief Commissioner)
at the conclusion of the hearing, in the following language; p. 2473:

—

"The Assistant Chief Commissioner: Mr. Scott has raised a new
question in connection with section 185—it is new as far as my recol-

lection goes—namely that, having had an application for an Order
under that section for forced construction, the cost would be on the

railway.
" ]\ly recollection of the general procedure is otherwise, but a

number of points have been raised which will have to be given con-
sideration."

Mr. Scott admitted, p. 2455, that the applicants are asking the Board,
under section 185, to depart from the " usual practice " and put all the expense
ui)on the railway company for the reasons he gave in his letter quoted, and
at the hearing.

What is asked by the applicants is a remedy, under section 185, which
this Board, in exactly similar circumstances, has found itself unable to grant
for want of jurisdiction.

Re Hunter Bros. Ltd. and G.N.R. XV Board's Judgments, p. 126.

It would scarcely be consistent, or proper, for this Board to refuse the one-
application, because it had no power to grant it, and by applving section 185m this case, find a way to do, indirectly, what it has ruled it cannot do directly.
W^e were asked at the hearing, by counsel for applicants (p. 2455) " to depart
jrom the usual practice" in order to grant the relief asked under what are
" special circumstances," but which " special circumstances " are almost identi-
cal, if not quite identical, with those in the case above cited, where the Board
refused the application for relief.

I do not think that section 185, of the Railwav Act was, bv its language,
intended to be invoked for any such purpose. Its intention is ciearlv, I think,
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to aid tlie Board's jurisdiction to maintain, as it is required to do, under sec-

tion 316, equality as regards facilities and to clothe it with power to prevent

any undue or unreasonable preference such as is prohibited by that section.

Prior to the passing of the 1903 Railway Act there was no such section. Rail-

ways could })ut in spur tracks, or sidings, as they wished, or grant such facility

to one industry and refuse it to another, and there were, as is natural, many
complaints as to the abuse of a discretion left wholly to the railways. Had
section 185 (section 226 of the old Act) not been enacted, this Board would
have been crippled in the important function I have referred to.

If effect were now to be given to the application before us the result would
be that the applicants would be granted, in the circumstances shown (if I have
correctly assimilated them) by the Board undue and unreasonable prefer-

ence " contrary to the spirit, if not the letter of section 316.

I think that the jurisdiction of the Board, under section 185, should, in

every case, be very cautiously exercised to guard against the possible abuse
of its intention. All the circumstances under which the section is invoked
should, in every case, be most rigidly and critically examined, and relief should

only be granted under it where, after a careful sifting of the circumstances it

is found that all the prerequisites of the section, hereinbefore set forth, are

present, and, in addition to that, that the application is one in which, according

to the true intent, meaning and spirit of the section, and to correct abuse, or

remedy unfair and unequal treatment, the permissive and discretionary and
auxiliary jurisdiction thereby granted to the Board, ought properly to be exer-

cised. It was enacted as a remedy against unjust, over-bearing, and unequal
treatment in the matter of granting or placing of facilities by railways. Its

promiscuous or indiscriminate application may work out to entire opposite

results. For instance, as is alleged in this case, a spur or siding may be ordered
under the section; the applicants depositing the money required by the order

and the facility put in. The investment of the applicants is repaid under the
terms of the order under this section, on a wheelage basis, by the railway
company who is then the owner of the spur. The industry is then shut up,
either by insolvency or, as is alleged in the evidence, to be the practice, or

necessity of the applicants in the course of their business, and to legitimately

advance it, is bought up and closed down to remove competition, and the rail-

way is left with a spur—long or short—on its hands, which it has paid for out
Df its tolls, and those tolls not being only confined to those payable directly

from the operation of the spur. (Hepworth Silica Brick Co. v. G.T.R. 18

C.R.C. 9; affirmed by the Supreme Court, 19 C.R.C. p. 365.) If, as is reason-
ably possible, this happens in the case of 100 or more sidings, the loss to the

railway will be enormous; to the industry nothing. Again, as is referred to in

the argument, (p. 2467) the exercise generally and indiscriminately, of juris-

diction under section 185, may make it profitable to industries operating under
agreements, to cancel those agreements and come to the Board under this

section, and, in the result I have instanced, in the end get the spur facilities

at the expense of the railway company. It was plainly told us by counsel

for the railway company that the applicants had intimated to the railway

company that it would do that very thing if order be made under section 185,

and this statement met w^ith no denial from applicants, their counsel merely

observing " We can deal with that when it arises." Further, p. 2467, the same
matter was referred to as follows:

—

''The Deputy Chief Commissioner: You mean in cases where
they have made an agreement, that there is a possibility of their opening

the door, and that the Canners may cancel the agreements under which

the spurs have been operated and apply to the Board for forced con-

struction?
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''Mr. Fraser: Yes.

"Mr. Scon-: That can bo dealt with when the question arises.

''The Deputy Chief Commissioner: Then, if we naake an Order

we open the door.

"Mr. Scott: But, you have it in your hands to control each indi-

vidual case, if there is any subsequent application of that kind, of which

I know nothing.

"The Assistant Chief Commissioner: We can deal with each

individual ease on its own merits."

Another result that would follow the making of an order under section 185,

in these circumstances, would be that where ever sidings had existed on lines

absorbed into the Canadian National Railways System, the operation of which
had been discontinued by the railway company, or wherever and whenever any
other railway company abandoned a portion of its line as part of its policy

of operation, or for other reasons, it would be open to all industries on the lines

so abandoned, to make similar applications, upon the same state of facts, and
would, in that event, be entitled to similar orders, or, those industries would be
discriminated against, and accorded different treatment. In the first instance

the Board's judgment in the Hunter Case would be over-ridden by itself, and
in the alternative case, there would be a contravention of section 316, permitted

by the Board. If, in such instances, such industries had already made the usual

siding agreements on the new line, it would be hard for the Board to refuse

their claim for similar treatment, if they cancelled those agreements and applied

to the Board under section 185.

My view^ is that section 185 is, because of the circumstances, and for the
reasons given, not applicable to the conditions, and that no order should be
made under it on the facts presented in this application. Such conditions were,
I think, clearly not contemplated by the section, which is entirely discretionary
as to its application. Can the Board find, as a fact, that the applicant "cannot
agree with the company" as to the construction and operation of the facility

referred to? In the face of the facts admitted, and by the written statement
of applicants' counsel, before cited, that "if this was a new facility the terms
suggested by Mr. Fraser might be considered reasonable . . . but under the
conditions ... set out in my letter of August 4 last, I submit the Railway
Company should be ordered to provide the spur at its own expense " and that
(same letter) "under present circumstances, it would not be just to put any of the

expense upon the Canning Company, or to call for a deposit from that company
to cover the construction of the spur," coupled with the statement of counsel

of the applicants (p. 2455) that "We are asking the Board under the Branch
Line Clauses, to depart from the usual practice/' in making the order asked
for; having regard to the Board's decision in the Hunter Case, and to the strict

observance by the Board of the provisions of section 316, it seems to me that the

Board would be stretching section 185 beyond its intent, spirit and meaning,
if it found, in what took place, that "the parties cannot agree as to construction

and operation". The applicants based their application upon a misconception
of their rights. Quoad the Southern line—and under the ruling in the Red
Mountain and Hunter Cases, this was a " new^ application," and, therefore, they
admit that the terms suggested by counsel for the railway company "might be
considered reasonable." That, I think, disposes of the Board's discretionary

power under section 185. In the face of it I think it cannot find that the appli-

cant "cannot agree" with the company, and if it cannot find that, there is

w-anting a prerequisite to the exercise of any jurisdiction under section 185.

The applicant clearly can agree—because the applicant so plainly states, but
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will not agree, or consider any agreement because it declines to recede from a
contention, which I think is erroneous, in fact and law, and which has prevented
it from attempting to agree to tcrmh?, which but for such erroneous impression
it admits ''might be considered reasonable", and, I think, would have been
agreed to without much question. I think that the terms offered by the rail-

way company were and are reasonable, in the circumstances. In the light of

disillusionment as to what the applicant erroneously conceived to be its rights

(and I do not suggest that the applicant did not honestly believe in them),
there seems to be no disagreement between the parties at all, and it follows

that no case has been made out for relief under the section under which the

application is made, notwithstanding that the railway company, in its answer,
suggests that application should be made under section 185. The Board must
decide whether that section may properly be invoked, and one of the important
prerequisites to the exejcise of the discretionary powers conferred by the

section, viz.: the fact that the parties cannot agree, being absent, no order can
properly be made under it.

The application fails and must be dismissed.

Ottawa, September 28, 1927.

The Deputy Chief Commissioner and Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

]\!cLean, Assistant Cmief CoMMiFisioNER:

Application was made for construction under section 185, said construction

to be at the expense of the railway; that is to say, an attempt was made to have
the application placed under section 185, while at the same time rendering it

free from the provisions of the section in respect of deposit, etc. Wider con-

siderations were, it is true, raised as to the obligations alleged to be involved.

These have been given a most careful and acute analysis in the reasons for

judgment of Mr. Commissioner Boyce.

Without the slightest disparagement of the reasoning set out, I have to say

that I do not, at the present juncture at least, find it necessary either to concur

in or dissent therefrom. As I read section 185 and as I refer to what has been,

I understand, the Board's uniform practice under the section—which practice is

important as making clear the interpretation of the Board—the application to

have the construction at the railway's expense has no standing under section

185, and I, therefore, agree that the application should be dismissed.

September 1, 1927.

7/1 the matter of the application of the Oity of Owen Sound and the Great Lakes

Elevator Company for a revision^ of the apportionment of the cost of

construction; and also for a reapportionment of the cost of m.aintenance

of the interswitching facilities between the Canadian Pacific Railway
and the Canadian National Railways, at Owen Sound, Ont.

File 6718.23

JUDGMENT
The Chief Commissioner:

This is an application presented by the city of Owen Sound and the Great
Lakes Elevator Company for a revision of the apportionment of the costs of

construction and a reapportionment of the cost of maintenance made under the

Board's Orders numbers 33594 and 38116, having to do with tl^ establishment
of interswitching connections between the Canadian National Railways and the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company at Owen Sound by means of a bridge
across the Sydenham River, and the necessary alteration of, and addition to,

Package occasioned by such orders.
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By the Board's Order No. 33594 of date the 27th day of April, 1923, inter-

switching facilities were directed, and as regards the costs occasioned by the

operations, which is the matter here discussed, the order provides thus,

—

3. That the cost of constructing the said interchange tracks be

))orne and paid one-third by the applicant and one-third by the Cana-
dian National Railway Company; the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
l)any and the Owen Sound Elevator Company each to pay one-sixth of

the cost thereof.

" 4. That the Canadian Pacific Railway Company maintain that

portion of the tracks lying on the eastern side of the harbour, up to the

southern side of Tenth street; ;dl other track maintenance, including

tiie maintenance and rebuilding when necessary of the trestle bridge

across the harbour, to be borne equally by the applicant and the Cana-
dian National Railway Company; and the maintenance, and the present

or future protection of the crossing of Tenth street to be borne by the

applicant.

5. That the cost of adjacent or abuttal land damages, if any, be
borne equally by the applicant and the Canadian National Railway Com-
pany."

Reference to the order discloses that the interchange was directed to take

place on the western side of the harbour according to plans filed with tlie Board,
and involved building 3,700 feet of trackage facilities. On the 18th day of

October, 1925, an application was made by the city council of Owen Sound and
tlic Board of Trade of that city, for a change in the interswitching order, No.

33594, asking that the location of the interchange track be changed to the

eastern side of the river. Such application was listed for hearing and the matter
developed at a sitting of the Board held at Owen Sound on the 3rd of December,
1925, attended by counsel for the city of Owen Sound, the Canadian Pacific

and Canadian National Railways, the Dominion Transportation Company, the
Great Lakes Elevator Company Limited, and certain property owners on the

western side of Second avenue. No opposition was offered to the proposal to

change the interswitching operations to the eastern side of the river, which was
understood to involve trackage amounting to 6,000 feet, absorbing 1,160 feet of

Canadian Pacific Railway Company's tracks for that purpose, which necessi-

tated building new team tracks and loading facilities in substitution for what
was taken from the Canadian Pacific for the common use, as well as a furtlier

extension of 220 feet of track for siding and loading purposes.

Thereupon Order No. 37156, dated December 28, 1925, was made in amend-
ment of the original Order No. 33594, so as to permit of the change of location

of the interchange tracks from the west to the east side of the river, and to

approve the location as submitted, as well as to authorize the construction of

certain team tracks by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to meet the

changed situation. Paragraph 3 of such Order 37156 reads as follows:—
3. That the Canadian Pacific Railway Company be, and it is

hereby, authorized to construct team tracks on Marsh street (First

avenue East) as shown in red on plan O.B. 878 dated 28th November.
1925, filed; the cost of such tracks to be kept separate from the cost of

the interchange facilities, and to be paid for by the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company and the city of Owen Sound, as they may agree. Any
dispute between the parties to be referred to the Board for settlement."

Order No. 37156 did not purport to deal with the general costs of the under-
taking apart from what is set out in paragraph 3 above quoted.

When the matter was called for hearing, counsel on behalf of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company agreed to the change providing no extra cost was
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imposed upon that company, and remarked that it was their view that they

should not be called upon to contribute to any extent to the cost of the work,

but being assessed under the former order they were not now raising any objec-

tions thereto, and after conference with the city, they had outlined the terms

on which their assent to the change had been given.

Counsel for the Canadian National Railways said that they were quite

prepared to fall in with the views of the city that interchange tracks be on the

eastern side of the. river, but opposed any suggestion that they should be called

upon as part of the scheme to bear any portion of the cost of providing the

Canadian Pacific Railway with facilities at the other end of the yard. At the

conclusion of the argument the Board announced that the order for the change

would go at once and as far as the question of costs was concerned it would be

settled with as little delay as possible.

The following extract from the record of the proceedings before the Board
may be noted:

—

''Mr. Birnie: On behalf of the elevator company I would just like

to explain our interest in the present hearing. The original order was
made largely in contemplation of the elevator being erected. When that

order was made the elevator was gone ahead with, it has been erected

and is now full of grain. The crying need we at present have is for

interchange facilities; we are losing business every day by the delay in

this matter. We are perfectly satisfied with the original order and have
no desire in any way to change it. On the other hand, we have absolutely

no objection to the proposed change, on one condition, that it does not

unduly delay the actual construction of the interswitching. I should

like to impress upon the Commission the absolute necessity for immediate
interchange facilities for our elevator."

(Vol. 445—p. 2504)

"Mr. Cameron (for city) : Before you adjourn it is understood that

the order goes and the railway companies can commence the construction

of the bridge at once?

"Chief Commissioner: To-morrow morning if they want to.

"Commissioner Lawrence: They may commence this afternoon."

Order No. 37156 followed such hearing directing as above detailed. Sub-
sequently by application to the Board on January 20, 1926, the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, requested that Order No. 37156 be amended to

provide that the cost of construction of new team tracks and lead, which it

had to provide in substitution for the trackage which became part of the inter-

change works be included as part of the general cost of the work. It will be
remembered by the provisions of Order No. 33594 the work was to be paid as

follows: One-third by the city of Owen Sound, one-third by the Canadian
National Railways, and the remaining third equally between the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company and the Owen Sound Elevator Company. The
Canadian Pacific Railway Company's application was submitted to the city

solicitor of Owen Sound and to counsel for the Canadian National Railways,
inviting their submissions, which were duly filed of record, and thereafter

further Order No. 38116, dated September 16, 1926, was made, directing that

Order No. 37156, of date the 12th of December, 1925, be amended by striking

out the third paragraph thereof, and substituting therefor the following:

—

"3. That the Canadian Pacific Railway Company be, and it is

hereby, authorized to construct the team tracks and lead thereto on
First avenue East (Marsh street) between 11th street East and 13th

str(iet East, as shown in red on plan O-B-878 dated November 28th, 1925,
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on file with the Board under file No. 6713.23; the cost thereof, less the

cost of 220 feet of track, and tlie value of its existing team track on

First avenue East, south of 11th street East to form part of the general

cost of the work provided for under the said Order No. 33594 and this

order."

And the following was added to said Order No. 37156 as section 5 thereof:

—

'^5. That the Canadian Pacific Railway Company maintain at its

own expense the new tracks which it is authorized to construct under
paragraph 3 hereof, and that the Canadian National Railways maintain
the interchange and connecting tracks on First avenue East, south of

11th street East, and also the track connecting with the Canadian
National Railways on the west side of the river, including the bridge

over the same; the expense of such maintenance to be borne and paid

in equal shares by the Canadian National Railways and the city of

Owen Sound, save and except the expenses of maintenance and operation

of any present or future protection at the said crossing to be borne by
the city."

Alter the issuance of said last mentioned order, and on the 20th day of

October following, the city of Owen Sound through its solicitor alleged that no
notice was received by the city of Owen Sound or by himself that any applica-

tion for the change in Order No. 37156 was to be made, and contended that it

should have had notice and opportunity of stating its position in regard to the
matter; and further advised that the city of Owen Sound was emphatically
opposed to clause 5 above quoted. Following such protest, further representa-

tion was received from the Great Lakes Elevator Company Limited regarding
the last mentioned orders, alleging unfairness had been done to the city and
also to itself, and asking that further investigation be made. After the matter
had been developed by further correspondence, and due notice been given, it

was brought on for hearing at the city of Ottawa on the 12th day of July last,

at which time and place representatives of all parties were heard. Mr.
McCarthy, K.C., appeared for the city of Owen Sound and for the Great Lakes
Elevator Company in support of a motion to alter the terms of apportionment
of the cost of construction, as well as of maintenance. As regards the elevator

company, he contended that it should not be burdened with any of the costs of

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's team track, even if contributing to

any of the costs of the interchange facilities. He argued that the jurisdiction of

the Board to impose any burden upon the elevator company under an order of

this nature is in doubt, and referred to the judgment of Chief Commissioner
Carvell as expressing doubt in that particular. As far as this branch of this

application is concerned, it may be said at once that section 253 of the Railway
Act empowers the Board to determine what company or compel nies, or other

corporations, or persons, and in what proportion the cost of making any such

connections as are here ordered shall be borne, and thus seems to settle this

question conclusively. The practice of the Board has been in conformity with

the terms of the present order, and I think no serious question can arise in that

particular. (See also section 39 of the Railway Act.)

As to the fairness of such order, from the correspondence on file, the obser-

vation of Chief Commissioner Carvell in his judgment, that the Owen Sound
Elevator Company is the moving spirit behind the application, is completely

justified, and Mr. McCarthy's observation that as far as the city of Owen
Sound is concerned being the Applicant, that the Board is without jurisdiction

to saddle them with any portion of the cost " in the light of the judgments of
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tlie Board, must be negatived. It being clear that the Board has full jurisdic-

tion to deal with the matter as indicated in the Order, the only question that

remains is the justice ^nd fairness of the apportionment made by the original

order, and as subsequently amended.
All interests have benefited by these works. A perusal of the record shows

that without the interswitching facilities the elevator would never have been

erected—or so it is stated. Under tlie original order, 3,700 feet of track includ-

ing the present, were to be constructed. Under the revision consequent upon

changing the switching from the western to the eastern side of the river, 6,000

feet of track including the bridge track, had to be built, and of this amount 2,300

feet were necessary to provide the Canadian Pacific Railway Company with

team tracks in lieu of the tracks given up by that company. The new arrange-

ment resulted in giving to the Canadian Pacific railway company 220 feet more

team trackage than it gave up. and the order requires that this 220 feet be

constructed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company at its ow^n expense,

leaving 2,080 feet to be added to the general scheme. It is fully established that

the city was aware of the change which was being made ia the Canadian Pacifi-c

Railway Company's trackage and facilities. It made no protest in regard to

the division of costs specified in the original order, nor did it ask that the

increase in the trackage made necessary by the arrangement between the city

and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to move the interchange from west

to east, and the expense of providing a new location for the company's team
tracks should alter the proportional liability as allocated between the city and

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. It is, I think, reasonable that the

cost of construction of team trackage necessary to put the latter company in the

same position as it was prior to the interchange facilities being ordered, be made
a part of the general cost of the work. Having regard to the change of location

it would seem that no unnecessary changes in the incidence of construction or

maintenance costs are made.
By the original Order No. 33594 of April 27, 1923, the construction cos+s

are allotted—one-third to the city, one-third to the Canadian National Rail-

ways, and the other third equally between the Canadian Pacific Railway and the

Elevator Company.
By the order appealed from. No. 38116 of September 16, 1926, construction

costs remain under the same allotment and the expense of construction of

facilities necessary for the Canadian Pacific Raihvay Company to replace what
is taken from it, for interswitching purposes, is put into the general cost of the

work—and only to the extent of trackage so built—a further construction of 220

feet is to be paid for by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
And so far as the costs of maintenance are concerned, no change has been

made. Under both orders the Canadian Pacific Railway Company was, and is,

obliged to maintain its own trackage, and the Canadian National Railway?
and the city are to bear equally the cost of all other maintenance, except that

of the 10th street crossing and its protection, which both orders have placed

upon the city.

Regarding the whole situation, I do not think any fairer allotment can be

made than that which is set out in the orders under review. Statis^tics were
filed showing the number of cars handled through the interchange for the respec-

tive companies. They show that more cars were switched for the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company than for the Canadian National Railways, but it is

difficult to judge from that fact which line derives the greatest benefit. State-

ments were put in showing the number of cars received from the Canadian
National Railways, by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for Canadian
Pacific haul; also cars interswitched to the Canadian National Railways by the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company for Canadian National haul; also cars

handled via the Canadian National to Owen Sound and interswitched for
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placing in Owen Sound, as well as cars hauled via the Canadian Pacific Railwaj"
to Owen Sound and interswitched to the Canadian National Railways for

placing in Owen Sound; and in all of these it appears that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company has a numerical advantage. It is contended by the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company that a large amount of traffic formerly

tributary to its line has, througli interswitching, been diverted to the Canadian
National Railways, but that little traffic is received from the latter which would
not have been enjoyed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in any event,

and as to elevator traffic, it is pointed out that of a total of over 900 car?

received up to the end of last October by the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany from the elevator, over 450 cars were for export and not quite 350 for

local points. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company claims thatf if the

elevator had not been constructed, undoubtedly it would have received the haul

on most of the grain traffic from either Port McNicoU or Goderich, as the.

shippers would have filled their requirements out of the gr-iin stored in elevators

on Canadian Pacific tracks, routing by the Canadian Pacific line; and it al-.o

points out the fact that out of 346 local cars, 316 were for Canadian Pacific

points.

It is difficult to w^eigh the disadvantages or advantages in connection with

interswitching in evenly balanced scales, but on the wdiole I think it is not shown
that the orders made are unjust or unfair in any respect, nor that the same
should be rescinded or varied, and the application is dismissed.

Ottawa, September 30, 1927.

The Assistant Chief Commissioner and Deputy Chief Commissioner con-

curred.

ORDER No. 39677

In the matter of the application of the City of Owen Sound, in the Province of

Ontario, and the Great Lakes Elevator Company^ hereinafter called the

''Applicants", for an Order amending the Order of the Board No. 3S116,
dated September 16, 1926, in respect of the apportionment of the cost of
constructing interchange tracks between the Canadian, National Rail-
ways and the Canadian Pacific Railway at Owen Sound, by means of a
bridge across the Sydenham River, as well as a reapportionment of the

cost of maintenance.

File No. 6713 2.S

Thursday, the 6th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
July 12, 1927, in the presence of counsel for the applicants and the railway
companies, and what was alleged,

—

The Board orders: That the application be, and it is hereby, refused.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Application of Guy G. Porter Co., Limited, Perth, N.B., re clear bill of lading

of shipments of sacked potatoes from. C.P.R. and C.N.R. points in the

Maritime Provinces to domestic and foreign points.

File No. 16453.4

The application in this ease as set out in the applicant company's letter is

as follows:

—

^' We are making large shipments of sacked potatoes from Canadian

Pacific Railway and Canadian National Railways points in the Maritime

Provinces to domestic and foreign points. We have considerable trouble

with claims by the consignees regarding shortages or discrepancies

between the number of sacks loaded and unloaded.

It would be a decided advantage for us to obtain clear bills of

lading from the railway, specifying the number of sacks of potatoes

loaded in each car. We presume this would necessarily cause the railway

to check contents of car as loaded. Under such conditions where a shoi-t-

age occurred, we would like to have a clear bill of lading, and the con-

signee would, of course, have the option of filing a claim against the

carrier.
" We understand that C.P.R. circular ElB, second revised page 22,

under bills of lading section No. 20, provides as follows:

—

' Shippers loading carload shipments of package freight direct

to car on public team tracks at other than flag stations, are entitled

to clear bills of lading without notations as to ^' shipper's count more
or less etc'

" We have several potato warehouses situated at C.P.R. and C.N.R.
loading points, where there are station agents, and we have been trying

to obtain a clear bill of lading for shipments from such points. Our
warehouses at these points are on a continuation of a team track; i.e.,

there is a public loading wharf, and the track is continued to the ware-
house. When the car is loaded, it is placed alongside of the warehouse,
and loaded direct through the loading door into the car. We don't pay
any annual rental or charges on the track at our houses, except in one
instance where the track is on our own land.

Under the above conditions, we requested the C.P.R. last spring

to give us a clear bill of lading specifying the number of sacks in each
car. W^e received advice from the C.P.R. and note from their reply as

follows:

—

' When potatoes are loaded from a potato warehouse served by
a public team track, same will be regarded as if loaded from ware-
house situated at a private siding and the same conditions would
apply on public team track or private siding located at flag station.'

" We would like to know definitely if we are entitled to clear bills

of lading as we requested, under the circumstances given above. We
also have warehouses at flag stations, but presume we would not be
entitled to clear bills of lading from them.

We thought this would be a matter on which you could" enlighten

us as there must be a definite ruling on it."

Copies of the application were sent to the Canadian National Railways,
and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, with a request to advise the

Board what stands in the way of consummation of an arrangement whereby
shippers may be furnished with clear bills of lading under the terms of the

agreement between the carriers and various shippers' organizations which was
arrived at in 1916, and in respect to which the Board, under date of January
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17, 1917, was furnished by Chairman Ransom (under his file No. 72-1) with

copy of circular No. 12l/issued by the Canadian Manufacturers' Association

to its members, dated December 26, 1916, outlining the arrangement arrived at

in this connection.

The answer of the Canadian National Railways is as follows:

—

" I note that these people in the first and fifth paragraphs of their

letter to the Board, cite the fact that they ship potatoes from Canadian
Pacific Railway and Canadian National Railways points. By paragraph

6 I would infer that their trouble is with the Canadian Pacific.

We furnished these people last May with seals and when they

applied same to cars we would issue clean bills of lading, as outlined in

Canadian Freight Association circular No. 121, December 26, 1916,

and copy of circular to shippers dated January 1, 1917, which have been
further qualified under Freight Association minute 13132 of April last.

Copies of all communications are attached, including a copy of the

docket which again brought this matter before the Freight Association.

It is my opinion that the only satisfactory way of giving shippers

of potatoes clean receipts is by the use of the railway's or private seals

by the shippers. In some cases potatoes are teamed to the railway cars

and loaded on team tracks, but as a general rule they are loaded through
the private warehouses of the owner, which may be adjacent to private

sidings located on the lessee's land, or in some cases on railway land,

and again they may be adjacent to siding, a portion of which is used for

team tracks.
^' You will, therefore, see the difficulty of checking cars under these

circumstances. I would strongly urge the adoption of the shipper seal-

ing the cars.

" For vour information, however, I would like to refer to the Board's

Order 23990, C.F.A. 617, dated July 16, 1915, wherein the Dominion
Atlantic Railway was ordered to furnish clean receipts for apples loaded

at w^arehouses within 100 yards of an agency station. Potatoes, how-
ever, are more of a rural commodity than apples, which are assembled

to a large extent at central points, while potatoes are shipped, to a fairly

large extent at least, from non-agency points, and it is most desirable,

both from a railway and a shipper's point of view, to have a uniform
practice. It is on that account that we recommend sealing by the

shippers, and clean bills of lading signed by the railway."

Circular No. 121, Canadian Manufacturers Association (Incorporated),

Toronto, December 26, 1916:

—

" Notice to Shippers and Consignees

The railways in Eastern Canada will discontinue the practice of

checking freight on private sidings on and after January 1, 1917. In

consequence of this, shippers who have private sidings may make the

following arrangements:

—

A. The railway will give clean bills of lading for cars loaded on
private sidings under the following conditions:

" B. Claims under these bills of lading will be investigated and
dealt with exactly in the same manner as they are at present.

C. Shippers may use their own seals that are satisfactory to the

railways, or will be furnished by the railways seals consecutively num-
bered. These seals are to be applied by shippers to all sides and end
doors as soon as loading is completed, and a record kept thereof for
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comparison with seal record at destination. Instructions should be sent

to consignee to take record of all seals on cars on arrival, so that they

may be compared with the seal record at loading point in event of

claims for shortage.

D. Lake and rail inland traffic will be checked by the railways

at port of delivery to the boat lines, and if a shortage is discovered the

shipper will be notified at once so that records may be compared and

responsibility placed. If freight checks in full to the boat lines, where a

clear bill of lading has been given and a shortage develops between port

of delivery to boat lines and destination, the railway will assume the

responsibility.

E. Lake and rail export traffic will be checked by the railways at

port of delivery to boat lines, and if a shortage is discovered the shipper

will be notified at once, so that records may be compared and respon-

sibility placed. If freight checks in full to the boat lines, where a clear

bill of lading has been given and a shortage develops between port of

delivery to boat lines and the seaboard, the railways will assume the

responsibility.
" F. All export traffic will be checked by the railways at seaboard,

and if a shortage is discovered the shipper will be notified at once, so

that records may be compared and responsibility placed. If freight

checks in full to the steamship company, the responsibihty of the inland

carriers ceases. In case of shortage at destination the matter will be

one for adjustment between the owner, steamship and insurance com-
panies.

" G. The railways will, on request of consignees, promptly send a

representative to certify as to condition of goods received in damaged
condition.

" H. The railways will, in case of claims for shortage, send a repre-

sentative to check shipper's and (or) consignee's records.
" 1. If a defect is found in a seal record, or if on completion of the

unloading of any car a discrepancy is found, goods checking over short

or damaged, consignees must notify the local freight agent of the carrier

railway at once, in order that steps may be taken to investigate same.
" J. The railways will continue, as at present, to check the loading

or unloading of merchandise traffic on team tracks.
" K. If railway seals are used, application for additional seals

should be made to the local agent at least ten days before supply is

exhausted."

Extract from Minutes of Freight Committee Meeting, Canadian Freight

Association, Toronto, Ont., April 28-29, 1926:—
" 13132. Bill of lading, clear, Issuance of, on Traffic Loaded on

Private Sidings (See Minute 12973, etc.).
" Sub-Committee appointed under Minute 13055, recommend that,

effective June 1, 1926, carriers decline to furnish clear bills of lading
for shipments loaded on private sidings, except where the shipper

executes the following agreement:

—

^ In consideration of your company giving us clear bills of

lading for shipments loaded on our private siding, we agree to be
responsible for any shortage on shipments forwarded under the

seals supplied us, provided the cars are delivered with such seals

unbroken.
^ This agreement does not relieve the railways from conduct-

ing investigation and dealing with any shortage on the same basis

as would govern on shipments receipted by the railways shippers-

load and count.'
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The above a^reenuMit will also apply where shipi)ers supply their

own seals if clear bills of lading are desired.
" Recommendation adopted and lines interested announced that

they would innnediately circularize their agents in accordance there-

with, sending copy of circular to Chairman Ransom."

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company referred the ai)plication to the

Canadian Freight Association and stated that reply would be made by Mr.
G. C. Ransom, chairman of that association.

Under date of ]March 28, 1927, Mr. Ransom advised the Board,

—

That the railways arc prepared to carry out the agreement made
with the Canadian Manufactui'crs' Association whereby shippers may
be furnished with clear bills of lading under the terms of the agreement
between the carriers and various shippers' organizations, as furnished

the Board in letter referred to in your communication —
to which the applicant company replied that,

—

This application was not for potatoes loaded on our private ware-
house sidings. In our letter to the Railway Board dated January 10,

1927, we pointed out that our warehouses were located on public team
tracks, that is, the track was continued by the public team wharf to our

warehouse. There was one exception to this where the track was on our

own land.

We are not familiar with the agreement with the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association referred to in your letter.

Would you kindly give us particulars of this agreement, particu-

larly as it would apply to potato shipments in packages in carload lots,

loaded from our warehouses."

On the 13th of May, 1927, ?»Ir. Ransom sent to the applicant company a

copy of the Canadian Manufacturers Association's circular No. 121.

Under date of July 16, 1927, Mr. Ransom filed with the Board a copy of

his letter of July 13, 1927, to the applicant company which is as follows:

—

^' In reference to yours of May 18, wherein you advise the main
point to decide is just what constitutes a })rivate siding. The railways

have always taken the position that warehouses located as is yours are,

in reality, private sidings and they have always been treated as such.

The Board of Railway Commissioners in their Generai Order No. 230,

placed warehouses or elevators abutting on team tracks, in the same
category as private sidings. There are many warehouses located along

the railways throughout C;inada in the same position as yours, and they

have always been and are now being treated as private sidings insofar

as concerns switching of cars and issuance of bills of lading for traffic

loaded or unloaded thereon."

The matter was referred to the Traffic Department of the Board and the

following is a copy of its interim report of July 23, 1927, which was communi-
cated to the applicant company with a statement that the Board would be

pleased to receive wTitten exceptions, if any, taken by the applicant company;
the same to be filed within fifteen days from the 20th of August, 1927:

—

" Report

^' It is stated by coini)lainant that his warehouse is located on an

extension of the team track. The space opposite his warehouse is there-

fore for his particular use and would not be used by other parties as a
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team track. Such being the case, the kK'ntion of the warehouse must,
I think, be considered as being on an industrial track, which in inter-

switching, car service, etc., is treated as a private siding.
" In my opinion the shi])])cr is not entitled to have loading checked

by the agent and should make use of seals in accordance with the

arrangement made between the railways and shippers and covered by
Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Circular No. 121, dated Decem-
ber, 26, 1916."

RULING
No exceptions having been filed, the Board has directed that the report

of the Traffic Department issue as its ruling in the matter.

Ottawa, September 30, 1927.

GENERAL ORDER No. 451

In the matter of the consideration of the question of lowering crossing sign,s so

that theij may be more readily ilhiminated by the lights of approaching

motor cars and, therefore, more readily visible.

File No. 30245

Wednesday, the 21st day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed on behalf of the Railway Association of Canada,
the Pere Marquette, Canadian Pacific, and Canadian National Railway Com-
panies, the Department of Public Works of the provinces of Prince Edward
Island, New Brunswick, Manitoba, Alberta, and British Columbia, the Depart-
ment of Highways of the provinces of Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, and
Saskatchewan, th» Michigan Central Railroad Company, Great Northern Rail-

way Company, and Industrial Accident Prevention Associations, Incorporated;

and upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Engineer,

—

The Board orders: That " The Standard Regulations of the Board Affect-

ing Highway Crossing Signs, as amended May 4, 1910," be, and they are hereby,

further amended by adding the following section, namely:

—

''10. (a) Signs shalL be painted white with black letters; shall

generally be placed not more than 15 feet from the track, with the edge
of the sign as close to the travelled portion of the highway as possible;

and shall be at right angles to the highway, facing approaching vehicles.

"(6) On straight level approaches, highway crossing signs shall be
not less than five feet, nor more than six feet six inches, above the
travelled portion of the highway, the said distance to be measured to the
low part of the sign, as shown on the diagram dated September 1, 1927.

Under other conditions, the same may be varied as necessary to give

the best possible aspect from approaching vehicles both night and day.
"(c) Where there are grades and curves on tlie approaches, the line

of sight and illumination shall be the first consideration, and highway
crossing signs shall be so placed as to be readily illuminated and visible

from both sides of the track when users of the highway are a reasonable
distance away."

And it is further ordered: Tliat the new standard be substituted for the
existing work as and when replacements of crossing signs are necessary.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 450

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. 151, dated November 8,

1915, approving the Regulations Governing Baggage Car Traffic in

Canada; and the application to amend the said Order to make such regu-

lations applicable to Canadian Government Railways.
File No. 23328

Saturday, the 24th thiy of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C., Commissioner.

Upon reading the application and what is alleged in support thereof,

—

The Board orders: That the said General Order No. 151, dated November
8, 1915, be amended by striking out the words other than Government Rail-

ways in paragraph 1 of the operative part of the said order, making the same
and subsequent orders dealing with such traffic applicable to Canadian Govern-
ment Railways.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39655

In the matter of the application, of the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company,
hereinafter called the " Applicant Company, for permission to make
correction in proportionate rates to Truro, Nova Scotia, published in its

tariff C.R.C. No. 81S, to provide that the rates arc competitive and are

not applicable betiveen intermediate points.

Thursday, the 29th day of September, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Yien, K.C., Deputy Chief Covvinissioner.

Upon its appearing that an error has been made in tl.e applicant company's
tariff C.R.C. No. 813 in not showing proportionate rates in Item 10 of the said

tariff as being competitive, which would tend to make rates lower than applying

via Canadian National Railways,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby, per-

mitted to publish and file, on three days' notice, a supplement to its tariff

C.R.C. No. 813, providing that rates shown in Item No. 10 of the said tariff

are competitive and not applicable between intermediate points.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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Application of Jas. McDonnell Company, Limited, Montreal, Que., for ruling

that hay shipped to Canadian ports for cattle feed on board ocean liners

should receive the same privileges as export hay. ,

File No. 26776.3

REPORT OF W. E. CAMPBELL, CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER OF THE
BOARD, DATED JULY 28, 1927

There was some ambiguity in the development of this application. Appli-
cants' letter of January 26, which initially brought the matter to the attention
of the Board, referred to hay intended to be used for cattle feed as entitled to

the same privilege " as export hay. In further letter of March 18 applicants
set out that the domestic and export rates are identical to nearly all winter
ports in Canada from the different shipping points, so we have no complaint
At the hearing in Montreal on May 12 (Vol. 513), counsel for the applicants
stated at page 8711: There is no question of rate this was repeated at page
8712. My understanding of what is involved, therefore, is the question of free

time allowed for unloading cars of hay intended for feeding cattle on board
ship and the demurrage charge made after expiration of such free time.

At the present time the Canadian Car Demurrage Rules, as published in
Agent Collins' Tariff C.R.C. No. 4, are being applied. These rules allow 48
hours for unloading and after the expiration of the free time allowed the demur-
rage charge is $1 for each of the first two days or fraction thereof of a day, and
$5 for the third or each succeeding day. There is an exception under which
five days' free time shall be allowed at Montreal and all tide-water ports for
unloading lumber and hay for export, but this exception has not been applied
as this hay is not looked upon by the carriers as being export traffic in the
usual application of that term under the railway tariffs.

As distinct from the demurrage rules in the tariff referred to, there are pub-
lished car demurrage regulations on carload traffic at tide-water ports, also
Montreal; for example, in Canadian National Railwavs Tariff C.R.C No
E-1205, item 467, it is set out:—

" On carload traffic for export to British and foreign countries,
mcludmg Newfoundland, but excepting the United States, which originates

509
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on the Canadian National Railways and connections within 400 miles

of seaport, and on which the Canadian National Railways has received

a road haul, 10 days' free time will be allowed from date of arrival (see

Notes 1 and 3). On traffic originating on the Canadian National Rail-

ways or connections over 400 miles from seaport and on which the Cana-
dian National Railways has received a road haul, 15 days' free time will

be allowed from date of arrival. (See Notes 2 and 3.)

On carload traffic for furtherance by water to ports in New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, or the United States which
originates on the Canadian National Railways or connections, and on
which the Canadian National Railways has received a road haul, 5 days'
free time will be allowed from date of arrival. (See Notes 1 and 3.)

''Note 1.—Free time to be computed from first 7 a.m. following date on
which notice of arrival is sent or given party to be notified. After expira-

tion of free period named, car demurrage will be charged at the rate of

$1 per car per day or fraction thereof. Sundays and full legal holidays

(Dominion, provincial or municipal) will be excluded when computing
free and ca^^ demurrage periods.

''Note 2.—Free time to be computed from first 7 a.m. following date

on which notice of arrival is sent or given party to be notified. After

expiration of free period named, car demurrage will be charged at the

rate of $2 per car per day or fraction thereof. Sundays and full legal

holidays (Dominion, provincial or municipal) will be excluded when
computing free and car demurrage periods.

" Note 3.—Barrels, boxes, or other containers in carloads used for

packing export shipments at seaports, also bunker coal in carloads which
originates on the Canadian National Railways or connections, and on
which the Canadian National Railways has received a road haul, ten days'

free time from date of arrival will be allowed when for export to British

and foreign countries (see Note 2) and 5 days' free time from date of

arrival when for furtherance by water to ports in New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, or the United States. (See Note 1.)"

It was stated that the car demurrage regulations above quoted were made
effective on account of the uncertainty of the ship's sailing as well as uncer-

tainty in transportation to the port, and on this account the free time allow-

ances, as set out in the tariff provision, were provided. The applicants point

out that the difficulties just mentioned surrounding the movement of export hay
and as a result of which the special consideration is given equally attach to

the transportation of hay used for feeding cattle on these ocean steamers, that is

to say, there is just as much uncertainty with regard to the time in transporta-
tion to the port and equally, of course, as much uncertainty as to the date of

sailing of the steamer, with the result that this hay for feeding cattle on ocean
steamers is subjected to exactly the same circumstances, as far as delay is

concerned, as export hay. While I do not feel that this hay should, in an
ordinary sense, be considered as export traffic, at the same time, for the purpose
of delay and assessment of car demurrage, I feel there is great force in the
parallel drawn by applicants, and that hay billed to the Canadian ports for
feeding cattle on ocean steamers should be accorded the same car demurrage
regulations as provided for export traffic, and that direction to the carriers issue
accordingly.

This report is issuing as the judgment of the Board in this matter.

Ottawa, October 21. 1927.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 453

In the matter of the application of Jas. McDonnell Company, Limited, of

Montreal, Quebec, for a ruling that hay shipped to Canadian ports for

cattle feed on board ocean liners should receive the same privileges as

export hay.
File No. 26776.3

Friday, the 21st day of October, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Montreal,

May 12, 1927, in the presence of counsel for the applicant company and repre-

sentatives of the Canadian Freight Association and the Canadian National

Railways, and what was alleged; and upon the report and recommendation of

its Chief Traffic Officer,—

The Board declares: That hay billed to Canadian ports for feeding cattle

on ocean steamers should be accorded the same car demurrage regulations as

provided for export traffic.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39696

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Canners, Limited, of Grafton,
in the Province of Ontario, hereinafter called the ''Applicants^', under
Section 185 of the Railway Act, 1919, for an Order directing the Cana-
dian National Railways to construct a spur line to serve their warehouse
on Lot 22, Concession A, of the Township of Haldimand, in the Province
of Ontario, just north of the old Canadian National right of way.

File No. 26825.62

Monday, the 3rd day of October, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

A. C. BoYCE, K.C, Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,
December 1, 1925, in the presence of counsel for the applicants and the railway
company, and what was alleged; and upon reading the further written sub-
missions filed,

—

The Board orders: That the application be, and it is hereby, refused.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

4937C—
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ORDER. No. 39705

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railway Company,
hereinafter called the "Applicant Company'', under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its St. Paul Southeasterly Branch from the junction with the

Coronado Subdivision of the Canadian Northern Western Railway Com-
pany at mileage 120.85, St. Paul, Alberta, to the present end of steel at

mileage I4I - 73 at Plk Point, Alberta, a distance of 20.88 miles.

File No. 11929.49

Tuesday, the 11th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

cm-red in by its Chief Engineer, and the fihng of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its St. Paul South-
easterly Branch from the junction with the Coronado Subdivision of the Cana-
dian Northern Western Railway Company at mileage 125.85, St. Paul, Alberta,

to the present end of steel at mileage 141.73 at Elk Point, Alberta, a distance

of 20.88 miles.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39709

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.23

Wednesday, the 12th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the Canada and Gulf Terminal Railway Com-
pany, imder section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V,
chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and it is

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the
said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the tariff

approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the tariff set out in column 2 of

the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariff mentioned in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2

CR.C.No. CR.C.No.
Supplement 2 to

32 25

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDKl^ No. 39725

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplevients to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.13

Wednesday, the 12th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chiej Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chiej Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2

CR.C.No. C.R.C.Xo.

Supplement 3 to

813 776
Supplement 1 to

820 777
Supplement 1 to

825 490,491,780

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39726

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.5

Wednesday, the 12th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Cominissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Inverness Railway and Coal Company,
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter

44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be. and they are

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several
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tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out in

column 2 of the said schedule,

column 1.

Column 1

C.R.C.No.

Supplement 3

22
Supplement

22

to

4 to

opposite the. corresponding tariffs mentioned in

Schedule
Column 2

C.R.C.No.

17

17

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner

ORDER No. 39727

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927.

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 12th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),

and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 2

CR.C.No.

E-3219

E-4250

f E-3219
E-3221

^ E-3224

. E-3990
E-3992
E-4558

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

Column 1

C.R.C.No.

Supplement 1 to

E-4308
Supplement 1 to

E-4312

Supplement 1 to

E-4324

E-4335
E-4336
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ORDER. No. 39728

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
File No. 34822.14

Wednesday, the 12th day of October, A.D.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

1927.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, chapter 44),
and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Column 1

C.R.C.No.

Supplement 3

594
Supplement

595
Supplement

615
Supplement

622
624
625

Supplement
625

Schedule

to

2 to

1 to

3 to

1 to

Column 2

C.R.C.No.

580

540

263, 264, 522

531
509
313

313

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39729

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions
of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.15

Wednesday, the 12th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal and
Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927
(17 George V, chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order,
be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of
section 3 of the said Act.
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2. And the Board hereby certifies that tlie normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out in

column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned in

column 1.

Schedule
Column No. 1 Column No. 2

Supplement 2 to C.R.C. No.
C.R.C. No. 157 152

Supplement 1 to

C.R.C. No. 159 153
Supplement 1 to

C.R.C. No. 168 42,43,119
C.R.C. No. 169 117

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39730

In the matter of Tariffs, and Siipple77ients to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927

File No. 34822.16

Wednesday, the 12th day of October, A.D. 1927,

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway Com-
pany, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V,
chapter 44), and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they
are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of

the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out in

column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned in

column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2

C.R.C No. C.R.C. No.

Supplement 2 to

121 115
Supplement 1 to

124 116
Supplement 1 to

133 29, 30,85
134 83

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39734

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the Maritime
Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).

File No. 34822.9

Wednesday, the 12th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That tariff C.R.C. No. 209 filed by the Quebec Oriental Railway Com-
pany, under section 9 of the Maritin:ie Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the
said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the said

tariff C.R.C. No. 209, are the tolls contained in tariff C.R.C. No. 208.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39724

In the matter of the application of the Express Traffic Association of Canada
for approval of Supplement 1 to the Express Classification for Canada
No. 6, on file with the Board under file No. 1^397.86. ,

Thursday, the 13th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Supplement 1 to the Express Classifica-

tion for Canada No. 6, on file with the Board under file No. 4397.86, be, and it

is hereby, approved, subject to and upon the condition that the following pack-
age requirements in connection with radio instruments and parts, on page 4 of

the supplement, be eliminated, namely:—
"(Boxes other than wooden, exceeding 65 inches outside dimensions,

must be reinforced with a framework of wooden strips.)"

The proposed supplement to be published as Supplement No. 1 to the Express
Classification for Canada No. 7.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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GENERAL ORDER No. 452

In the matter of the Regulations for the Transportation of Explosives and Other

Dangerous Articles by Freight, prescribed and approved by General

Orders Nos. 203, 204, and 206, dated respectively August 11 and Sep-

tember 7, 1917;

And in the matter of the application of the Canadian Explosives, Limited, for

an Order amending paragraph 7 of Shipping Container Specification

No. 13.

File No. 1717.44

Tuesday, the 18th day of October. A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

and reading what is filed in support of the application,

—

The Board orders: That the said paragraph 7 of Shipping Container
Specification No. 13 be, and it is hereby, amended by adding the following para-

graph, namely:

—

{d) A triple disc-closing device, consisting of one steel disc not

less than 0.016 inch thick between two felt paper discs not less than
0.055 inch thick each, of 2^ inches in diameter, secured in a circular

depression in the head of not less than 2^ inches in diameter and J inch

deep, by means of two semi-circular flaps sheared within this depression

in such a manner as to be leak-proof."

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39754

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions)

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).
File No. 34822.13

Wednesday, the 19th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner,

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement 2 to the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company's Tariff

C.R.C. No. 823, filed under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927,

be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section

3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which but for the

said Act would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the said

Supplement 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 823, approved herein, are the tolls contained

in G. C. Ransom's Tariff C.R.C. No. 111.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39755

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to'Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Art, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter .

File No. 34822.14

Wednesday, the 19th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 609, filed by the Temiscouata
Railway under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the
said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which but for the
said Act would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the said
Supplement 2 to C.R.C. No. 609, are the tolls contained in G. C. Ransom's
Tariff C.R.C. No. 111.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39756

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 19th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien_, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4319, filed by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act,

1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of

section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which but for the

said Act would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the said

Supplement 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4319, are the tolls contained in 0. C.

Ransom's Tariffs C.R.C. Nos. Ill and 340.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39757

In the matter of Tariffs, and Svpplernents to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

oj the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).

File No. 34822.15

Wednesday, the 19th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 164, filed by the Fredericton

and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime
Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions

of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which but for the

said Act would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the said

Supplement 2 to C.R.C. No. 164, are the tolls contained in G. C. Ransom's
Tariff C.R.C. No. 111.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39758

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.16

Wednesday, the 19th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariff filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway Com-
pany, namely, Supplement 2 to CR.C No. 129, under section 9 of the Maritime
Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions

of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which but for the

said Act would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the said

Supplement 2 to CR.C. No. 129, are the tolls contained in G. C. Ransom's
Tariff CR.C. No. 111.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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RESOLUTION OF THE MANITOBA LEGISLATURE RE PLACING OF
SIGNALS AT LEVEL RAILROAD CROSSINGS

File No. 27214

I, John William Fleming, Clerk of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba,
do hereby certify that on the 20th day of April, A.D. 1926, the following Resolu-

tion was passed by the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba:—
Whereas, a large number of accidents are taking place at railroad

crossings involving a serious loss of life; and

Whereas, much of this could be avoided by an effective system of

signals set at said railway crossings;

Therefore Be It Resolved, that this House is of the opinion that
the time has come for the placing of signals at level railroad crossings,

and that the Railway Commission be petitioned on this question, request-
ing them to require the railroad company to establish an effective system
of signals at such crossings and public highways; and

Be It Further Resolved, that the Attorney General or someone
representing him, should as soon as possible make representation to the

Board of Railway Commissioners at one of their sittings on this ques-

tion."

Winnipeg, Man., April 27, 1926.
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ORDER No. 39818

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).
File No. 34822.23

Wednesday, the 19th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Tpiomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Tariff C.R.C. No. 31 and Supplement 1 to the said tariff, filed by
the Canada and Gulf Terminal Railway Company, under section 9 of the
Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approyed, subject to the
provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said ActV

2 And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would haye been effectiye in lieu of the tolls contained in the said
tariffs approved herein, are the tolls contained in the Tariff C.R.C. No. 27.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39783

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions
of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W.

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 26th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas \ien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company undersection 9 the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and set out in cSnHthe schedule to this order be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to theprovisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said \ct
523
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2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but- for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned

in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1

C.R.C.No.

Supplement 2 to

E-4312
Supplement 3 to

E-4320 G.

Supplement 3 to

E-4324

C. Ransom's

Column 2

C.R.C.No.

E-42o0
(256

(287

E-3219
E-3221
E-3224
E-3990

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39784

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter ^)

.

File No. 34822.16

Wednesday, the 26th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway Company,
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and set out in column
1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the

provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

Said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in cohnim 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2

C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 2 to

124

Supplement 2 to

133

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

503r.6
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ORDER No. 39785

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Art, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter

File No. 34822.13

Wednesday, the 26th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chicj Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and set out in column 1 of

the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the

previsions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1

C.R.C.No.

Supplement 4 to

812
Supplement 2 to

820
Supplement 2 to

822 G. C. Ransom's

Supplement 2 to

825

Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Column 2

C.R.C. No.

779

777

256

[490

^491
[780

THOMAS VIEN,

ORDER No. 39786

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions
of the Maritime Freight Kates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.15

Wednesday, the 26th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal and
Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927,
and set out ni column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and thev are hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of^he said Act.
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2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2

CR.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 2 to

159 153
r 42

Supplement 2 to -^43
168 [119

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39787

hi the matter of Tariffs, and Supplcjntnts to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.14

Wednesday, the 26th day of October, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien^ K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company, under

section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and set out in column 1 of

the schedule to this order, be, and tliey are hereby, approved, subject to the pro-

visions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2

C.R.C.No. CR.C.No.

[263
Supplement 2 to ^264 •

615 522

THOMAS VIEN,

Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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Application of the Township of Russell, Ontario, that Cambridge Station on

the New York Central Railroad be restored as a regular agencij,

and

Consideration of complaints against the agent of the New York Central Rail-

road Company at St. Albert Station, Ont.

File No. 4205.405

JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:
By application dated the 8th day of April, 1925, the New York Central

Railroad Company and the Ottawa and New York Railway Company asked
from this Board permission to establish a freight and passenger agency station,

to be known as St. Albert, at a point on the Ottawa and New York Railway
about midway between Chrysler and Cambridge stations, and approval of plans

of the location of said station and of the proposed buildings: and by Order No.
36337, dated May 1, 1925, the Board approved the location and details of the

applicant companies' proposed station at St. Albert.

On the 24th of April, 1925, the said railway companies made further appli-

cation to the Board for permission to withdraw their agent from Cambridge
station and to place him at the proposed new station at St. Albert, and to make
Cambridge a non-agency station. Accompanying such request was a statement
of the freight and passenger revenue for Cambridge station for the years 1922,
1923, and 1924, showing as follows:

—

Year Passenger Freiglit Total
1922 $1,,531 75 $2,561 52 $4,093 27
1923 1.196 72 5.099 80 6.296 52
1924 1,159 06 7.968 85 9.127 91

There also accompanied the application a letter from Messrs. Ewart, Scott,

Kelley & Kelley, solicitors for the railway companies, addressed to the Assistant
Secretary of the Board and reading as follows:

—

" We duly received your letter of April 9, your file 33958, relating

to the application dated April 8 of the New York Central Railroad Com-
pany and the Ottawa and New York Railway Company for permission
to open a new station at St. Albert on the Ottawa and New York Rail-
way.

527
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We arc now instructed that, as part of the proposed new arrange-

ment, the company desires to withdraw the agent at present at Cam-
bridge station, which is only 1.44 miles north of the new proposed station

of St. Albert, and to place this agent at St. Albert, leaving Cambridge

station a non-agency station. We enclose herewith application for this

purpose, together with statement of freight and passenger returns at

Cambridge for 1922, 1923, and 1924.
^' We are instructed that the change has been undertaken at the

earnest request of the township authorities and that the opening of the

new station will be a convenience in general to the people of the town-

ship.
" We are forwarding a copy of this letter and of the enclosed appli-

cation to Mr. Meilleur, the township clerk."

In supposed compliance with the regulations of the Board concerning the

closing of agency stations, a copy of the application was sent to Mr. J. P. Meil-

leur, the township clerk of the municipality of Cambridge, as stated in the

letter just quoted, and Mr. Meilleur replied thereto acknowledging receipt of

the application to withdraw the agent then employed at Cambridge station and

to place him at the proposed new station at St. Albert, adding:

—

" I must say that on account of the present condition of things, the

views of the company are receiving the greatest approval as it is evident

that this change will be of the greatest advantage to both the company
and the public at large."

With these documents on file, the Board made its order, No. 36355, dated

May 6, 1925, granting leave to withdraw the agent then employed at Cambridge
station and to place him at the proposed new station at St. Albert. On July

29, 1925, the Board was notified by the solicitors for the railway company that,

as a result of a request by persons resident in the vicinity of Cambridge station,

from which station the company was recently permitted to withdraw its agent,

the company has appointed a caretaker, who will be constantly at the station

for the convenience of those who continue to ship from that point.

Early in the year 1926 difficulties arose, involving shipments from the

two stations, claim being made that certain commodities shipped at Cambridge
were unfairly credited to St. Albert, and other complaints were also made which,

for the purposes of this case, it is unnecessary to detail.

As a result of representations made to the Board, one of its inspectors

visited the locality and gathered details from which it was learned that when
Cambridge was closed as an agency station, Mr. Albert Foucher was employed
as caretaker at a salary of $25 per month, to look after the cleaning, heating,

and lighting of the station, and in conversation with Mr. Bordeau, clerk of the

township of Russell, it appeared that the closing of Cambridge station as a

regular agency was effected, as he alleged, without consulting or advising any
person at Cambridge station, or the authorities of the township of Russell,

wherein Cambridge station is located.

From the records of the Board, this is the first intimation of any irregu-

larity in procedure as regards closing Cambridge as an agency station, but it

now is admitted that what was alleged by Mr. Bordeau, the clerk of the town-
ship of Russell, is true, and that the notice of closing which should have been
sent to him was in error sent to Mr. Meilleur, clerk of the adjoining township
in which the new station of St. Albert is located, whose ready acquiescence in

the suggested change is on record.

The present situation is that Cambridge is maintained as a non-agency
station with a caretaker, as above stated, and the new St. Albert station, 1.44
miles north of Cambridge, is maintained as an agency station.
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From the communications on file, as well as from what took place before

the Board at the hearing on October 4 last, it is apparent that a great deal of

feeling has been aroused over the situation, and representatives from both

localities are insisting that their rights be protected and enforced. It is con-

tended with considerable show of reason that the move has been a satisfactory

one for the railway company. It has filed a summary comparative statement

of the receipts at St. Albert and Cambridge stations as follows:

—

SUMMARY COINIPARATIVE STATEMENT

Freight

July 1925 to July 1927:

St. Albert-
Forwarded $27,741 57

Received 11,650 16

$39,391 73

Cambridge

—

Forwarded $ 8,490 75

Received 7,083 11

$15,573 86

Excess at St. Albert $23,817 87

Total of both stations $54,965 59

July 1923 to June 1925:

Cambridge

—

Forwarded $12,861 14

Received 3,318 00

Total $16,179 14

Increase since the change 38,786 45

Passenger

July 1925 to June 1927:

St. Albert $2,683 29

Cambridge, to May, 1926 1,072 52

Excess at St. Albert $1,610 77

Total of both stations $3,755 81

Cambridge 2 yrs. before change 2,242.31

Increase since the change $1,513 50

From the above, it seems that the total income of both stations is not suffi

cient to justify an agent at each place, having regard to the revenue require-

ments laid down by the Board's General Order No. 54, but it is evident that a

large increase in business has ensued during the last two years. It is not the

policy of the Board to direct stations to be established within two miles of each
other, but there is no objection on that ground to a railway company estab-

lishing agency stations as close to each other as it may deem expedient. If an
application be made to close either one of these stations, it will be dealt v/ith

on its merits, having regard to all the facts disclosed, and to the general prac-
tice of the Board. But General Order No. 119 is specific in directing that

—

whenever a railway company, subject to the jurisdiction of the Board,
intends to remove a regular station agent, it shall first notify the local

municipality or Board of Trade of its intention to apply to the Board
for an order permitting such removal. Such application and notice
shall state the grounds on which such removal is sought to be justified

and shall, in each instance, show the gross earnings at • he station in
question from passenger as well as freight traffic and express business
during the previous year.

" And it is further ordered that no regular station agent shall be
removed until such removal be first authorized by the Board."

Admittedly, the requirements of this order have not been carried out, and
in the circumstances it is impossible for the Board to justify the closing of Cam-

51151-li
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bridge as an agency station. It is to be noted that while the application of the

companies of April 24, 1925, was for permission to withdraw the agent then

employed at Cambridge, and to place him at the proposed new station at St.

Albert, and for permission to make Cambridge a non-agency station, yet Order

No. 36355, made on such application, is confined to granting leave to with-

draw the agent then employed at Cambridge station but says nothing about

making Cambridge a non-agency station.

It might be argued that leave so granted to withdraw the agent then

employed at Cambridge station involves the closing of Cambridge as an agency
station, and even if everything else were regular and the only difficulty in con-

nection with the matter concerned the wording of the order. No. 36355, this

could be easily remedied but in view of what is stated above, if the order be
construed to mean permission for permanent withdrawal of the agent at Cam-
bridge, such interpretation cannot be supported.

Under Order No. 36355 it is open to the companies to withdraw the agent
then at Cambridge and place him at St. Albert, but at the present time at any
rate, the effect of such order must be confined within those limits. It is not
necessary, nor advisable, to withdraw permission to transfer the agent from
Cambridge station to St. Albert and, therefore. Order No. 36355 stands. But
on this application the order of the Board must be that Cambridge be con-
tinued as an agency station, and that an agent be forthwith appointed thereat.

Ottawa, November 8, 1927.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean, Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien,
and Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

Complaint of the Dominion Shuttle Company, Limited, of Lachute Mills, P.Q.,

with regard to freight rates on crossarms from the West to eastern points.

File No. 34180
JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:
The Dominion Shuttle Company, Limited, has submitted a complaint rela-

tive to freight charges on shipments of crossarms from British Columbia to

eastern points. It is set out that as crossarms are made from British Columbia
fir, the eastern manufacturer has to bring his raw material from the latter

province, for which a lumber rate prevails, and when shipping the manufactured
product from his factory he pays freight upon same according to class rates,

as more fully explained below.

Contrasted with, this, and as a concession to western shippers and manu-
facturers, crossarms, both plain and creosoted, are now shipped eastward under
a commodity rate which is the same as the lumber rate above referred to. It

is consequently put forward by the complainant that the effect of the above
concession is to preclude that company from competing with the western manu-
facturer in supplying the eastern Canadian market, as the w^estern manufac-
turer ships manufactured crossarms under a commodity rate and complainant
is compelled to pay a class rate when shipping the same articles from Lachute,
at which point its mills are established. It is suggested in the complaint that
all crossarms, both treated and plain, be placed under a class rate.

As the case developed under wTitten submissions, it was asserted that very
little of such traffic moved from the west under the conditions detailed, but it
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was shown tliat from thirty to forty cars move from the west to the east yearly

over the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's line, and with reference to tlie

movement Mr. Flintoft stated as follows:

—

" However, the present rate basis from British Columbia is a com-

petitive one. If the Board should order the removal of crossarms from

the list of articles taking lumber rates from British Columbia points to

Eastern Canada, the United States transcontinental tariffs from Seattle

and other shipping points on the Pacific coast in the United States to

Eastern Canada would still remain in effect. This would place the

manufacturers in British Columbia at a disadvantage and would not be of

any particular benefit to the complainants."

And in a letter to the Board in general answer to the complaint, Mr.

Flintoft submitted that

—

There can be no question as to the reasonableness of the rates

from Lachute, which are on the basis fixed by the Board in its various

decisions, commencing with the Eastern Rates Case. This being the

case, if there is unjust discrimination, the only way in which it can pro-

perly be removed is by the raising of the rates from British Columbia
points. However, as pointed out in my previous letter, these latter rates

are on a competitive basis and cannot be disturbed without driving the

traffic into American channels."

A further answer filed by the British Columbia Lumber and Shingle Manu-
facturers, Limited, sets out that the basis of rate making on lumber and other

forest products of the west has been the result of numerous conferences over

a long period of time between the railway companies and the lumber associa-

tions, and the classifications, generally speaking, with one or two exceptions,

have been concurred in both by the Canadian and the American railways which
move forest products from northwest producing districts; that such classifica-

tions or groupings are not only national but international in scope, and, if the

application of the Dominion Shuttle Company be concurred in, it would com-
pletely upset the whole basis of rate making on forest products from Pacific

coast points; and that from an economic standpoint the principle of manufac-
turing the product at the source of supply effects a considerable saving to all

interested. They challenged the statement that crossarms are a further manu-
factured product, alleging that they require no more expensive process than is

the case with many other clear lumber products, the rates on which are not
attacked.

Upon the issue as thus joined, the matter was given a hearing, first at

Montreal on January 7, 1926, before the Chief Commissioner, the Deputy Chief
Commissioner, and Mr. Commissioner Boyce. Mr. Wynne, who appeared for

the complainant, amplified the complaint by stating that not only do the cross-

arms come from the west under a commodity rate, but the western manufac-
turer is allowed to ship them in mixed carloads with other lumber, and the
benefit of the commodity rate is preserved to him under such conditions, whereas
the eastern manufacturer is not given that advantage. He claimed that the
commodity rate eastward was originally a concession made to the western
manufacturer to encourage an infant industry, and now the tariff should revert
to the basis from which that concession was made. It was emphasized that
crossarms are nearly all made from British Columbia fir, that the western manu-
facturer because he can send mixed carloads under commodity rates, can ship
them in small quantities and put them upon the eastern market at a lower rate
than complainant can furnish them in practically close proximity to its factory,
as it has to pay class rates on its output, in addition to the expense of bringing
the raw material from British Columbia.
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In answer to the Deputy Chief Commissioner, Mr. Wynne said that the

commodity rate under which the western manufacturer ships his product east-

ward is 90 cents per 100 pounds, whereas the class rate which complainant has

to pay is $1,482- P^^ 100 pounds.

The commodity rate eastward applies from British Columbia to destina-

tions Winnipeg and east, and it has been in effect from the year 1906, since

which time several tentative suggestions have been made to the railways con-

cerning this situation, but without avail.

Mr. Flintoft in reply emphasized the competitive nature of the rate as

against the American railways, and after hearing thus far, the matter was
adjourned until the Board's session in Vancouver, whereupon it was resumed
at the latter city on July 14, 1926, before the Chief Commissioner, the Deputy
Chief Commissioner, and Mr. Commissioner Oliver.

Mr. Giles, who appeared thereat for the Dominion Shuttle Company, con-

tinued the criticism of the commodity rate, claiming that the British Columbia
manufacturers should be subject to the same tariff as eastern manufacturers as

regards crossarms, and that the latter should be given the proper classification

to which they rightly belong. He stated that the ordinary price of crossarm
lumber in Vancouver, best grade, is about $32 per thousand, board measurement,
and when manufactured into crossarms they are sold at $50 per thousand,
making a diflerence of $18, or 25 per cent, higher than the ordinary price of

lumber which carries a commodity rate. He contended that crossarms are a

part of pole line equipment and should be put on that rate basis, which is

much higher than the commodity rate accorded to crossarms, emphasizing the

impropriety of the present commodity rate and claiming it to be injustice that
crossarms manufactured in British Columbia should move under such rate,

while the same article manufactured in the east is compelled to pay the class

rate.

He pointed out that the rates on pole line equipment, L.C.L., Vancouver to

Lachute, w^hich is the seat of the complainant's factory for crossarms, is $2.81^,

4th class, and in carloads, $1.48^, 10th class, and yet the British Columbia arm
manufacturers are given the privilege of shipping manufactured crossarms at

the 90-cent commodity rate, as against the rate from the east to Vancouver
of $1.32; and top pins or insulating pins from the Atlantic to the Pacific

carry a classification on which $1.46 per carload is payable, and $2.81^ L.C.L.

lots; that the British Columbia shipper is privileged to send mixed carloads

of crossarms and lumber to eastern points, and then reship at L.C.L. rates

giving the instance of a mixed carload to Montreal, at which point crossarms
could be taken out and reshipped on the following rates:

—

To Montreal, under a commodity rate of 90 cents; and from Montreal,

L.C.L., to Lachute, for instance, 27^ cents, 4th class, making a total

of $1.17i ;

whereas L.C.L., 4th class, from Vancouver to Montreal has an established rate

of $2.81^^ which, however, he has no use for, as under the present commodity
rate he can reduce the cost to $1.17^ as above illustrated.

Mr. Flintoft explained that the reason for putting crossarms in the latter

list was to put the British Columbia manufacturer on a relative equality with

American competition, and showed that the same rate prevails from Oregon to

Montreal, and Vancouver to Montreal, namely 90 cents.

The question which is before the Board for decision is, whether under all

the circumstances detailed the commodity rate of 90 cents should be considered

unjust and discriminatory in view of the conditions above outlined, and of the

fact that the higher class rate is imposed upon the same article shipped from

eastern factories. The whole defence of the commodity rate rests upon the

fact that the 90-cent rate from the west must be considered in the light of
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competition with the American railways which, as ah^eady stated, quote a

90-cent rate. If the complaint of the Dominion Shuttle Company be acceded

to, it seems to me that it could have no other effect than to transfer the car-

riage of this commodity from Canadian railways to the lines running through

American territory, and this, I think, the Dominion Shuttle Company itself

would deprecate.

If the situation presented itself without this disturbing feature, equable

dealing between the eastern and the western manufacturers might influence the

Board to acquiesce in the remedy here sought. But it is clear that such remedy
would not in any degree relieve the situation complained of, inasmuch as the

crossarms would continue to move into eastern territory at the rate complained
of, but carried by American railways. The situation presents itself as an
instance in which competitive rates must be allowed if the traffic is to be con-
sei'ved to the Canadian carrier. Compliance with, the submissions embodied
in complainant's presentation would not, in the view of the Board, in any way
change the relative situation between the eastern and the western crossarm
manufacturers, but would only result in diverting the traffic in the way above
indicated.

In its submission the complainant company stated as follows:

—

" The members of the Commission will note that we do not apply
for any reduction in rates; our appeal is that the fundamental principle

of rating be upheld, which we understand to be, that where raw material
has been subject to a manufacturing process it becomes enhanced in value
and is necessarily and justly subject to a higher freight rate than would
apply on the raw material, and that it should no longer be classified as

subject to the commodity rate."

For the reasons above indicated, I think this application must be dismissed.

Ottawa, November 17, 1927.

Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien and Commissioner Oliver concurred.

Application of Mr. George Brassard, of Atlee, Alberta, for an outlet from his

buildings to the road diversion between Sections 4 ci'^d 5, Township 22,

Range 7, West 4ih Meridian, Province of Alberta, on Bassano-Empress

line of the Canadian Pacific Eailway Company.

File No. 18863.51

JUDGMENT

Chief ComiMISSioner McKeow^n:

By Order of the Board No. 27008, made the 12th day of February, 1918,

permission was given to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to divert the

road allowance at the eastern boundary of the northeast quarter of section 5,

township 22, range 7, west 4th meridian, in the province of Alberta, and to con-

struct at grade the said road diversion across its tracks at mileage 44.4,

Bassano Subdivision; and to close within the limits of its right of way the
diverted portion of the said road allowance, as shown on the plan and profile

on file with the Board.
This application was assented to by the Department of Public Works of

the province of Alberta, and such diversion was accordingly carried out.

The applicant, George Brassard, is now, and at the time the order referred

to was made, the owner of certain property adjoining such road allowance, and
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his farm buildings were then situate at a point north of where the road allow-

ance so diverted joined the road as originally laid out, so that such diversion

had no effect upon his access to the road in question.

In August, 1925, Mr. Brassard made application to the Board for an outlet

to the main road as diverted, from the place where his farm buildings are now
located. It appears that between the time of the diversion and the date of

such application, Mr. Brassard moved to the south of where he then lived

and much nearer the railway track, and now asks that a road be furnished to

give him access to the highway, crossing the lands of an adjoining proprietor,

Mr. Hovey, who is now living in the United States, and with whom the applicant

has had some negotiation for that purpose. It is no part of Mr. Brassard's

claim that the diversion of the road has compelled the move on his part, but

that it has been occasioned by the present lack of water at the place where his

buildings were originally lo(3ated, thereby compelling him to move to the vicinity

of a slough where he has been fortunate enough to find water in sufficient quan-
tity. If this move were necessitated by the diversion of the road, which was
done at the request of the railway company as above described, then I think
there would be some basis for applicant's claim, but such is not the case, and
it therefore cannot be sustained upon that ground.

From the record it does not appear that any complaint was made by him
at the time of the diversion, but apparently it was satisfactory to him, and as

above expressed, the present situation which he now complains of arises because
of his recent rearrangement of farm buildings.

It is undoubtely the fact that the diversion was made in compliance with

the law, and that the responsible department of the province of Alberta was
a consenting party to such change.

The matter was listed for hearing at Calgary and due notice was sent to

Mr. Brassard, as well as to the railway company, but at the hearing no one

appeared on behalf of the applicant. His lack of representation at the hearing

made it necessary for the members of the Board of their own motion to more
carefully scrutinize all the circumstances connected with the alteration. Mr.
Walker, K.C., appeared for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, but it

cannot be said that anything further was added to the information than obtain-

able from the files of the Board.
From the plans filed, it appears that Mr. Brassard's dwelling-house at the

time the order was made was close to the highway and north of the point where
the diversion joins such highway as originally laid out. Now, however, inas-

much as he has changed his dwelling-place considerably to the south, for the pur-

pose before indicated, he finds himself at a distancre from the diverted highway,
and the fact is that between the location of his present dwelling and such
diverted road another property intervenes. But it is also the fact that if the
road had followed the original road allowance, he would still have easy access
thereto, and it is to connect the road allowance as originally laid out with the
road as diverted that this application is made.

I cannot see upon what principle the Board could move in granting this

application. It is of course the circumstance of the road allowance being
diverted that gives colour to the claim. But at the time no disability or incon-
venience attached to the location of Mr. Brassard's farm buildings from the
fact of the road being diverted. For reasons, not by any means attributable
to the railway company, he has been compelled to move his building. So far
as I know, the Board has never been asked to grant relief for that reason, and
I think the application must be dismissed.

Ottawa, November 18, 1927.

Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien and Commissioner Oliver concurred.
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ORDER No. 39847

/n the matter of the application of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company,
hereinafter called the Applicant Company,^' under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its rehabilitated main line from a point near Obed, Alberta,

at mileage 35.13, Brule Subdivision, westerly to a point near Dyke, a

distance of 25 .97 miles; and also its new connection, 3.97 miles long, to

a point on the Canadian Northern Alberta Railway, near Solomon,
Alberta—a total distance of 29.94 miles.

File No. 33483.2

Friday, the 11th day of November, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-
cmTed in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of tlie necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,
authorized to open for the carriage of traffic its rehabilitated main line from a
point near Obed, Alberta, at mileage 35.13 Brule Subdivision, westerly to a

point near Dyke, a distance of 25.97 miles; and also its new connection, 3.97
miles long, to a point on the Canadian Northern Alberta Railway, near Solomon,
Alberta—a total distance of 29.94 miles.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

'1

ORDER No. 39853

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.16

Saturday, the 12th day of November, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 132, filed by the New Bruns-

wick Coal and Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight

Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of

subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement 1 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. 132, are the tolls contained in Tariffs C.R.C. Nos. 109 and 112.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39859

In the matter- of Tarijfs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).

File No. 34822.13

Saturday, the 12th day of November, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, under

section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and set out in column 1 of

the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the

provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
C.R.C.No. C.R.C.No.

Supplement 4 to

806 744
Supplement 3 to

817 737
Supplement 4 to

817 737
Supplement 5 to

817 737

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39860

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.14

Saturday, the 12th day of November, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.
C. LawrencEj Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 621, filed by the Temis-
couta Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act,

1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2

of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 3 to

Tariff C.R.C. No. 621, approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C.
No. 531.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39861

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U)

.

File No. 34822.15

Saturday, the 12th day of November, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 167, filed by the Fredericton and
Grand Lake Coal and Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime
Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions

of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement 1 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. 167, approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariffs C.R.C. No.
147 and 149.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39862

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter J^I^)

.

File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 12th day of November, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Jlates Act, 1927, and set out in column 1 of

the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the

provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Boai-d hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out
in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
CR.C.No. C.R.C. No.

Supplement 1 to

E-4304 E-4175
Supplement 1 to (E-4134

E-4322 /E-4203

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39879

In the matter of the application of the Toronto Terrninals Railway Company,
hereinafter called the " Applicant Company," under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its high level main lines between Berkeley Street and Logan
Avenue, in the City of Toronto and Province of Ontario.

File No. 588.51

Monday, the 14th day of November, A.D. 1927.

Thomas Vibn, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Engineer, and the filing

of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of the revised loca-

tion of the Toronto Viaduct east of the Don, in the city of Toronto and province

of Ontario, and from Berkeley street, mileage 1.13, to Logan avenue, mileage

2.7.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39881

In the matter of the application of the Nipissing Central Railway Company,
hereinafter called the " Applicant Company," under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic the

extension of its line of railway from Cheminis, mileage 32.3, iri the Town-
ship of McGarry, District of Temiskaming, and Province of Ontario, to

Rouyn, mileage 58.7, in the Township of Rouyn, County of Tcmis-
cammgue, and Province of Quebec.

File 11014.25

Friday, the 18th day of November, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Engineer, and the filing

of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,
authorized to open for the carriage of traffic the extension of its line of railway
from Cheminis, mileage 32.3, in the township of McGarry, in the district of

Temiskaming, and province of Ontario, to Rouyn, mileage 58.7, in the town-
ship of Rouyn, in the county of Temiscamingue, and province of Quebec.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39904

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railway Company,
hereinafter called the ''Applicant Compamj", under Section 276 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its line from St. Felicicn to Dolbeau.

File No. 14953.42

Tuesday, the 22nd day of November, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,
authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its line of railway
from St. Felicien to Dolbeau, in the county of Lake St. John and province of

Quebec, mileage to 26.6.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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Application of Queens Central Agricultural Society No. 70, N.B., for an Order,

of the Board directing that switching charges made by the Canadian
Pacific liailway Company from East St. John to West St. John, N.B.,
be reduced from three cents per one hundred pounds to one cent per one
hundred pounds.

File No. 23414.22

JUDGMENT
Chief Commissioner McKeown:

The Central Agricultural Society No. 70, of Queens county, N.B., has peti-

tioned the Board that the switching charge imposed by the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company for transferring export freight from East St. John to West
St. John, a distance of approximately 5^ miles, be reduced from three cents per

100 pounds to one cent per 100 pounds; and further complain that the rate of

7i cents per 100 pounds imposed upon the same movement of hay for feeding
i

cattle, shipped from West St. John, is excessive.

i

The first ground of such complaint is joined in by the Prince Edward
I

Island Potato Growers' Association, and is also joined in by the Bathurst Com-
I

pany. Limited, and representatives of all these bodies, as well as of the rail-

I

ways, appeared before the Board at a hearing held in St. John, N.B.

I

Freight destined for export through West St. John, originating in Prince
Edward Island and at eastern points on the Canadian National Railways, is

delivered by such railway company to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
at East St. John and carried by the latter company to West St. John, where it

is handed over to the various steamship lines.

The case presented on behalf of the two latter petitioners concerns the
movement of potatoes from Prince Edward Island, and forest products from
the plant of the Bathurst Company, Limited, at Bathurst, N.B. Comparison
was made between the switching charge of three cents per 100 pounds here com-
plained of, and the switching charge for like service at Halifax, and this phase

I

of the subject is dealt with later. It developed that the potato consignments
from Prince Edward Island were handled by Mr. Clark, who explained that
when he started buying potatoes he purchased them on terms f.o.b. West St.M John, for at that time there were no proper facilities at East St. John for hand-W Img traffic of that nature. But at present there is no difficultv in handling
potatoes through east side warehouses under the control of the Canadian
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National Railways, which would avoid transference to the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company and the switching charge complained of. But as he bought
f.o.b. West St. John, he was in a position to take the same to that point if ship-
ments there were more expeditious, or if any other good reason presented itself,

but if unloaded on the east side there was that much more in it for him, for the
switching charge was not exacted. This feature of the discussion concerned the
propriety of imposing the charge against the association when the cars were
unloaded at the East St. John warehouse, but Mr. Clark contended that as he
bought them f.o.b. West St. John it was his privilege to take them wherever
he pleased after purchasing.

Mr. Dcwar, who appeared for the Potato Growers' Association, complained
of the charge, especially when the goods are unloaded at East St. John. That,
however, seems to be a matter of arrangement between consignor and con-
signee, with w^hich the Board is not called upon to deal.

The Bathurst Company, Limited, contended that the Canadian National
Railways should absorb the switching charges on pulp and paper from East to

West St. John, and asserted that there is discrimination against the Maritime
Provinces by the Canadian National Railways in refusing to absorb the switch-
ing and handling charges on export and import traffic at St. John, N.B., in face

of the fact that such switching and handling charges on export and import
traffic originating at or destined to stations Quebec and west are not assessed

against the shipper. As a result of this presentation, the question is submitted
in two different aspects—first, from the standpoint of the discrimination so

alleged, and secondly, the alleged excessiveness of the charge, which the appli-

cants support by a comparison with the charge for the same service at Halifax.

It was alleged by Mr. Waldon, of the Canadian National Railways, that

the export rate on the Bathurst Company's products from Bathurst to West
St. John is in proper relationship with that from Bathurst to Halifax and Mont-
real, and with rates west of Montreal or Quebec to the latter ports, and he said

that in naming the rates on pulp and paper they had in mind the additional

charge necessary for switching, and endeavouring to line up the rates with that

in view. He brought to the attention of the Board the fact that the Canadian
National Railways are compelled to pay 3i cents per 100 pounds to the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company for unloading traffic from the cars to the sheds

at West St. John, and if compelled to absorb the switching charge it would
mean an outlay of 6^ cents out of a 14^ and 15^ cent rate on pulp and paper
respectively, from Bathurst to West St. John. He did not deny that the charge

is pretty steep, especially for unloading traffic from the car to the shed, but his

company is compelled to pay it, and it could not consider any reduction, point-

ing out that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company receives for its S^-mile

haul, and unloading, 6^ cents, against 11-^- or 10^ cents to the Canadian National
Railways for the 214-mile haul from Bathurst to East St. John.

As regards the question of discrimination, based upon an absorption of

handling and switching charges west of Quebec, he pointed out that competi-

tion compels such action on the part of the Canadian National Railways, that

where such competition exists it is allowed to meet the same, and must meet it,

to hold the traffic. The tariff in the latter locality is built up on the assumption
that the whole territory west of Quebec is a competitive area, and no distinc-

tion can be made between manufacturers located at strictly competitive points

and one who would be at some distance from that point. It does not seem that

the complainants have established their case from the standpoint of discrimina-

tion.

In regard to the comparison between switching costs at Halifax and St.

John, it was shown that the switching movement at the latter city is a particu-

larly expensive one involving a haul up a 1.7 per cent grade, the heaviest in
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the New Brunswick district, necessitating a limit load per engine of 499 tons.

The movement is also over a bridge which cost $878,000, and there are move-

ments involving three or four terminals in the operation.

Without a parity of circumstances being shown, it is inconclusive to rely

upon a variance in rates in different localities in proof of unjust or unreason-

able treatment, and this holds with reference to interswitcliing as well as in

regard to other movements. At Halifax, the Canadian National Railways have

two ocean shipping terminals: one at North street, about a couple of hundred

yards from the interchange point between the Canadian National Railways

and. the Dominion Atlantic Railway, and the second on the other side of the

city, beyond the four-mile switching limit, and known as the Ocean terminal.

The Board s Order No. 35457 of August, 1924, provides that the charge

by the Canadian National Railways for switching ex-water, or for furtherance

by water, to and from the Dominion Atlantic Railway, between Halifax yard

and the North street deep-water terminal, should be one cent per 100 pounds,

or not less than $3 per car on 7th, 8th, and 10th class commodities, and $5 per

car on all other traffic, and that the Dominion Atlantic Raihvay Company
should absorb half of such charge.

In the opinion of the Canadian National Railways it became necessary to

put in the same rate to its ocean terminal, a distance of over four miles, as that

which prevailed in regard to interswitching and handling of its freight between
the Dominion Atlantic Railway and the deep-water terminal at North street,

for the reason that otherwise none of the freight so plentifully delivered by
the Dominion Atlantic Railway to the Canadian National Railways would
find its way to the ocean terminal, but all would be delivered at the North
street terminal at the very small switching cost there prevailing. The Board
gave no direction as to the amount chargeable for interswitching at the ocean
terminal, beyond the four-mile interswitching limit, but provided that, if an
equality was made by the railway between the switching charge as regards the

two terminals, and upon publication by the Canadian National Railways of

the same switching charge throughout as prevails in regard to the nearer ter-

minal, the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company should make the same absorp-

tion as previously referred to. But it did not direct the Canadian National
Railways to put in the one-cent charge.

It is therefore apparent that no real comparison can be instituted between
the three-cent charge in St. John and the one-cent charge to the ocean terminal

at Halifax. If any comparison prevails, it is between the charge as regards
the North street deep-water terminal at Halifax, which is 200 yards distant

from the interswitching point, and the West St. John situation. Regarding it,

however, from the latter standpoint, there does not appear to be ground for

alleging discrimination, in view of the very dilssimilar circumstances attaching
to the several movements.

From what is known as the Island yard at East St. John, where most of

the interchanging takes place, there is a distance of 6.99 miles to West St.

John, while from Mill Street station the distance is 5.60 miles. A record put
in for the year 1925 shows that there were interchanged at Mill street outward,
4,540 cars, and inward, 5,738 cars; and at the Island yard the interchange out-
ward was 13,900 cars, and inward 10,635 cars. It is thus seen that most of the
freight is hauled a distance of almost seven miles.

Special conditions, which need not be further elaborated here, such as the
difficulty of the up grade, the numerous terminal movements, and the difficul-

ties attending upon deliveries at ocean steamers, seem to me to justify the
three cent per 100 pounds charge, for it will be noted that the local switching
rate established in 1919, for switching within a single terminal, has a minimum
of 4-^ cents on the 8th class traffic, to which potatoes belong.

51756—2
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I think this portion of the petition must be dismissed.

There remains, however, the further question of the charge of 7^ cents

per 100 pounds imposed upon a like movement of hay for feeding cattle,

exported at West St. John. This complaint is also pressed upon our attention

by the Central Agricultural Society of Queens county, and I think it has reason

for so doing. In support of the 7i-cent rate, a distinction was drawn by the

railway company between hay for feeding purposes and hay for export. Never-

theless, I think it should not exceed the 10th class switching rate of 4^ cents

established in 1919. While it is true that this rate was published for a single

terminal, I am, however, of opinion that such rate, even with the number of

terminals involved, cannot be said to be out of the way.

It was contended by the Agricultural Society that the movement of traffic

from the St. John River district to West St. John could be simplified by making
the interchange at Fairville, thereby avoiding the haul into St. John and a

return haul to Fairville and thence to West St. John. It will be remembered
that the traffic involved originates on the line of the Canadian National Rail-

ways along the St. John river, w^iich latter company has running rights from
Westfield to St. John over the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's line. The
agreement between the two companies when such rights were given cannot be
wholly ignored. It was therein specifically provided that their interchange of

such traffic be made at St. John, Physical difficulties now present themselves
to interchanging the same at Fairville, arising from the fimitations and fre-

quently congested condition of the yard. It may be that increasing business

will compel a rearrangement in this particular, but the facts now before the

Board would not justify an order compelling the change necessary to meet the
situation complained of.

It is common knowledge that within a few months the harbour of St. John
has now become nationalized and is now under the control of a commission
which, undoubtedly, will take cognizance of all shipping charges and be in a
position to make representations concerning them, with a full knowledge of

everything involved. If any of the questions here dealt wdth should again be
brought to the attention of the Board, further consideration will be given them.

The application to reduce the interswitching charge from East St. John
to West St. John, on export traffic, must be dismissed.

The switching charge of 7^ cents per 100 pounds for the above-described
movement of hay for feeding cattle, shipped from West St. John, should be
reduced to 4^ cents per 100 pounds.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean:
I agreed in the dispositions set out in the reasons for judgment of the Chief

Commissioner.

Ottawa, November 19, 1927.

Application of the Department of Highways of the Province of Nova Scotia

for an order directing payment out of the Railway Grade Crossing Fund
of 40 per cent of the actual cost of the work of erecting advance warning
signs at a distance of three hundred feet from railway crossings in the
province at some three hundred crossings.

File No. 27214.15

The Department of Highways of the province of Nova Scotia, through its

Chief Engineer of Highways, advised the Board that the department had under
consideration the erection of warning signs at a distance of three hundred feet
from all railway crossings and filed a blue-print showing the proposed sign. It
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was stated that tlie si^ns were estimated to cost $6 each or $12 per crossing in

place; that there would be some three hundred crossings taken care of in the

province; and the department applied for 40 per cent of the actual cost of the

work.

RULING

The application was carefully considered by the Board and the Secretary

was instructed to write the Chief luigineer, Departn:ient of Highways, Nova
Scotia, as follows:

—

Referring to your letter of August 16 last in connection with the

application of the Department of Highways for the province of Nova
Scotia for a contribution from the Grade Crossing Fund in aid of the

instalment of advance warning signs. In this connection I am directed

to point out that the question arises as to the Board's power in regard to

the instalment of advance warning signs which are outside the right of

way and on the highway.
" The Board's understanding is that it has no jurisdiction to order

the railway company to erect signs outside the right of way, and, conse-

(luently the erection of advance warning signs three hundred (300) feet

from the railway crossing is something within the scope either of provin-

cial or municipal jurisdiction.

Under date of April 27, 1921 (Board's file 27214.1), the Secretary-

Treasurer of the Ontario Motor League asked for information on various

points in connection with protection at crossings. Reference was made
in this connection to a sitting of the Board at which this matter was
discussed in Toronto, especially from the standpoint of motor traffic.

The query was placed before the Board, and subsequently a letter was sent

to the Secretary of the Ontario Motor League by the Board, under date
of May 14, 1921, in which the following language was used: ' The Board
has so far not been advised of the action taken by the other provinces
in respect of the matter of a standard protective sign. Since the signs

would have to be placed upon the highway, outside the right of way of

the railway, the Board would have no jurisdiction to deal with them,
the highway falling within either the jurisdiction of the municipality or

the province.'

''Under date of September 12, 1923 (Board's file 27214.3) a letter

was written to the Board by the Ontario Motor League in which a request

was made that the Board should obtain an amendment to the Railway
Act giving power to the railway companies to place their warning signs

at a distance of approximately three hundred (300) feet from railroad-

highway crossings. At a meeting of the Board in the Chief Commis-
sioner's office on September 20, 1923, the matter was discussed and the

following decision arrived at:—
' That the Secretary should write the Ontario Motor League

in reply to its application, stating that the Board has grave doubts

as to its jurisdiction to order the placing of railway crossing signs

beyond the limits of the railway right of way, to which limits the

Board has always been of opinion that its jurisdiction under the

Railway Act is confined. It should be suggested to the applicants

that they take the matter up with the Department of Justice at

Ottawa, with a view to amending legislation, as a change in the law
would, in the opinion of the Board, be necessary to confer such
jurisdiction upon it.'
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" On the Board's file 26782.18, which dealt with the question of

protection at Loretteville, P.Q., under the Board's direction the applicants

were written to on April 29, 1924, and informed that the highway warn-
ing signs are not upon the right of way or within the jurisdiction of the

Board and therefore application was to be made to the authorities con-

trolling the highways, for the erection of the signs.

I am further directed to state that the Board, not having power
to direct the erection on the highway of a protective device, outside the

limits of the railway right of way, it follows that it has no power to

direct a contribution to be made to it, when it is voluntarily undertaken
by provincial or municipal authority."

To which the Chief Engineer, Department of Highways, replied:

—

" I note that it is not possible for the Board of Railway Commis-
sioners to make a contribution. My understanding is that, under the

present laws, railway companies are bound to erect a warning sign

within the right of way. As traffic conditions on highways have so

changed in recent years as to make this warning practically useless, it

would seem to me that the law should be amended so as to compel rail-

ways to erect warning signs which will properly advise the traffic which
the highways are now carrying."

In a subsequent letter he states:

—

" I would like to point out that where the grade crossing has not
been eliminated, the advance w^arning signs which we are erecting will,

without doubt, prevent many accidents, and while the cost is small, they
will add greatly to the safety of the travelling public. We, therefore,

believe that if it is at all possible your Board would be justified in making
a contribution towards the cost.

" If I may, without presuming to dictate, I would like to point out

that in the case of many grade crossing eliminations by using either

subways or overhead crossings, a considerable portion of the work is

very often outside the right of way of the railway, and you are, there-

fore, making contributions towards the cost of work done outside the
right of way.

" We would like your Board to give this matter further considera-

tion, as we believe there is merit in our claim."

The matter was given further consideration by the Board, the result of

which was communicated by the Secretary to the Chief Engineer, Department
of Highways, as follows:

—

" I am directed to state that ' crossing ' as defined in the grade cross-

ing section of the Railway Act (Sec. 262) expressly provides for the

elimination of rail level crossings by the elevation or depression of the

railway or highway, as the case may be, a considerable portion of which
work no doubt is very often outside the right of way of the railway, as

you state. This distinguishes subways or overhead crossings, by means
of which rail level crossings are eliminated, from the erection of warning
signs constructed on the highway some three hundred feet from the right

of way. The statute authorizes a contribution for ' any other work
ordered by the Board to be provided as one work of protection, safety,

and convenience for the public . . . and I am directed to state

that these warning signs certainly tend to the protection, safety, and
convenience of the public at crossings where installed, and are, there-

fore, within that part of the wording of the Act.
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" I am fuithcr directed to state that the diHieulty is that it must be

a work ordered by the Board to be provided, and consequently, until the

Board modifies its former ruVm^ that it has no power to order the erec-

tion of these warning signs, it would seem to follow, as pointed out in

the Board's letter to you of the 3rd inst., that it is also without power

to direct or authorize a contribution from the fund towards the cost of

constructing such signs."

Ottawa, October 31, 1927.

ORDER No. 39913

In the matter of the Order of the Board No. 39556, dated Septe7nber 15, 1027,

suspending, pending a hearing by the Board, Agent Thompson's Tariff.,

C.R.C. No. 71, in so far as the same affects rides and charges for car

demurrage on bulk grain consigned to public terminal elevators at Van-
couver. File No. 35476

Thursday, the 17th day of November, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Vancouver
on the 19th of October, 1927, in the presence of representatives of the Van-
couver Harbour Commissioners, Vancouver Grain Exchange, Vancouver Board
of Trade, provmce of Alberta, Calgary Board of Trade, and Canadian Freight

Association ; and its being stated that interested parties have reached an agree-

ment as to a substituted rule to take the place of that under suspension bv
Order No. 39556,—

The Board orders: That the said Order No. 39556, dated September 15,

1927, be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39911

fn the matter of the complaint of Woodtvards, Limited, and the Retail Mer-
chants' Association of Canada against the proposed advance in rate on

perfumes in Canadian Freight Association Tariff C.R.C. No. 256;
And in the matter of the Order of the Board No. 37540, dated April 20, 1926,

suspending the said amendment to tariff pending a hearing by the

Board. '

File No. 34439

Monday, the 21st day of November, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistayit Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the complaint at the sittings of the Board held in Vancouver,
October 19, 1927, in the presence of representatives of the Retail Merchants'
Association of Canada and the Canadian Freight Association (Western Lines),
and what was alleged; the reissue of Item 300-A of the said tariff as originally

IKiblished being consented to on belialf of tlie complainants, provided the word
" perfume " be used instead of " perfumery ",

—

The Board orders: That the said Order No. 37540, dated April 20, 1926,
be. and it is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39914

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
hereinafter called the Applicant Company," for authority to close the

station at Kipp, in the Province of Alberta.

File No. 24141

Thursday, the 24tli day of November, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the apphcation at the sittings of the Board held in Leth-
bridgc, October 27, 1927, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of

the applicant company, the District Board of Trade of Coalhurst, the village

of Coalhurst, and residents of Kipp and district adjacent thereto, and what was
alleged; and upon the report and recommendation of the Chief Operating
Officer of the Board and its Division Engineer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to close the station at Kipp, Alta., as an agency station, and to

erect a passenger shelter to accommodate local passengers; and that the appli-

cant company be required to maintain at Kipp the business track, to serve the

elevator, stock yards, and grain loading platform, and to handle carload traffic;

l(jcal passenger trains to stop on flag for the accommodation of passengers.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39966

In the matter of the Order of the Board No. 37173, dated December 18, 1925,

authorizing the Canadian National Railway Company to carry traffic

over that portion of its Loverna Westerly Branch from mileage 104.06
ivesterly to Hemaruka, a distance of fifty miles: provided trains operated

over the said line be restricted to a rate of speed not exceeding twelve

miles an hour.

File No. 15832.24

Wednesday, the 30th day of November, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Cornmissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Chief Engineer, and tlie filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Loverna West-

erly Branch from mileage 104.06, Dodsland Subdivision of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Branch Lines Company, to Hemaruka, Alta., mileage 154.06, a distance

of fifty miles.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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OUDKK No. 39963

In the matter of Tariffs and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Aet (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.16

TiiiRSDAV, the 1st day of December, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 124, filed by the New;
Brunswick Coal and Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight

Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby approved, subject to the provisions of sub-

section 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 3 to

Tariff C.R.C. No. 124, approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C.
No. 116.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39964

In the matter of Tariffs and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Art, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.15

Thursday, the 1st day of December, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 159, filed by the Fredericton

and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime
Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is liereby, approved, subject to the provisions

of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 3 to

Tariff C.R.C. No. 159, approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C.
No. 153.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39969

In the matter of Tariffs and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.14

Thursday, the 1st day of December, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tariffs filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company, under .

section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and set out in column 1 of

the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the

provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.
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2. And the Board licreby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1

C.R.C. No.

Supplement 2 to

601

Supplement 3 to

601

Column 2
C.R.C. No.

(433

(438

(433

(438

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39970

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter J^J^).

File No. 34822.12

Thursday, the 1st day of December, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement 3 to C.R.C.
No. E-4312, approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C. No. E-
4250.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 39971

In the matter of Tariffs, and Supplements to Tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter
File No. 34822.13

Thursday, the 1st day of December, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, filed by the Dominion
Atlantic Railway Company, under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection
2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement 3 to Tariff
C.R.C. No. 820, approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C. No.
777.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 39974

In the matter of the application of the Express Traffic Association of Canada
for approval of Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E.T. 694, cover-

ing regulations for the transportation of acids and other dangerous
articles by express, on file ivith the Board under file No. 1717.12.

Friday, the 2nd day of December, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed in support of the application, and the report

and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the said Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
E.T. 694, filed by C. N. Ham, Chairman, Express Traffic Association, covering

regulations for the transportation of acids and other dangerous articles by
express, be, and it is hereby, approved.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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Application of Balfour, Guthrie Warehouse Co. Ltd., Vancouver, B.C., re absorp-
tion of unloading charges over applicant Company's dock at Vancouver,
B.C., C.N. Rys., and C.P.R. Co.

File 33564.4.

JUDGMENT
McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

Complaint was made by the Balfour, Guthrie Warehouse Co., Ltd., of Van-
couver, B.C., in the following terms:

—

We should be obliged if you would inform us if the interpretation

of their tariff by the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways
is correct in the following instance:

—

" As a wharf company, we have been handling shipments of flour to

the Orient for some years and until September, 1925, had no trouble in

collecting unloading charges from the railways. In August, 1925, we
understand that the Trans Pacific Westbound Conference, which is com-
posed of the principal steamship lines running to the Orient, made a
ruling that they would only absorb handling charges (from dock to ship)

at certain wharves and for some reason the wharf we operate was
omitted.

" We continued to handle flour by these steamers and have been try-
ing to get our wharf reinstated as a terminal wharf, so far without suc-
cess; and have been unable to collect handling charges on a large ton-
nage of flour. The railways also have declined to pay full unloading
charges, and it is this point we are anxious to clear up.

" According to clause B, subsection D, section 3 of Canadian Pacific

Railway Company's Tariff No. W 5297, the railway company will absorb
unloading charges of 40 cents per 2,000 pounds on Grain and Grain Pro-
ducts. This tariff was changed; but by your Order No. 36108, dated
February 19, 1925, the change was suspended until further notice; and in

Supplement No. 33 to Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff No. W 5297,
clause C, subsection D, it states the railway company will absorb unload-
ing charges at Vancouver not in excess of 40 cents per 2,000 pounds.

Upon presentation of our accounts for unloading cars, the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway declined to pay 40 cents per 2,000 pounds as per

52860 553
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tariff, and would only pay 20 cents per 2,000 pounds, stating that as the

steamship company had refused to pay the wharf charges they were sup-

posed to absorb, the railway company would only pay 50 per cent of

their absorption.
" We enclose copy of letter from J. G. McNab, Foreign Freight

Agent, Canadian Pacific Railway, to the Canada Grain Export Company,
the shippers of most of the flour we have handled, which gives the rail-

way company's views; and it is on this point that we are asking for your
ruling

;

Is the charge of 40 cents per 2,000 pounds correct, or can the rail-

way companies decide for themselves what amount they will pay?"

Informal correspondence and discussion took place between the Board's

officers and the railways in an endeavour to arrive at a settlement of the mat-
ter. Thereafter, the railways were written to by the Board as follows:

—

I beg to enclose you herewith, under direction of the Board, a copy
of a letter dated September 28th, 1926, from the Balfour-Guthrie Ware-
house Company, Ltd., Vancouver, which has reference to the question of

absorption of unloading charges at Vancouver under the terms of your
companies' tariffs, namely, Canadian Pacific Railway C.R.C. No. W-2788,
and C.R.C. No. W-2755''; Canadian National Railways C.R.C. No. W-
432 and C.R.C. No. W-434. This matter has been the subject of informal

correspondence and discussion between the Board's Chief Traffic Officer

and Messrs. Kirkpatrick and Foreman.
" Reference is made by the Balfour-Guthrie Warehouse Company to

a change in the practice of the railway companies in September, 1925.

So far as the terms of your companies' tariff are concerned, there was no
change made therein on or about the date in question; they were the same
then, since and for some time previously.

" The Board's understanding of the matter is as follows: Previous

to 1925, the steamship lines were absorbing the handling charges of the

various dock companies and the railway companies were absorbing the

unloading charges made by the dock companies. The actual cost of

unloading was not ascertained and made in each case, but through agree-

ment between the dock companies and the railway companies the latter

accepted bills covering a uniform unloading charge of 40 cents per ton,

on grain products.

" Some time in 1925, the steamship lines refused to continue the

absorption of handling charges except in the case of declared home docks.

The Balfour-Guthrie Warehouse Company's dock is not included as a

home dock. The service performed by the Balfour-Guthrie Company is

in no way changed, but because their total charge has been altered

—

apparently a forced condition—the railway companies, without any
change whatever in their tariff provisions, are now refusing to absorb in

excess of 20 cents per ton on traffic handled direct from cars to ship's

sling over the Balfour-Guthrie Warehouse Company's dock, which is 50
per cent of the amount that was formerly absorbed under the terms of

exactly the same tariff provisions. The situation is understood to be as

follows:

—

" In the case of so-called home docks, the railway companies are

absorbing unloading charge of 40 cents per ton in all cases whether (1)

the cargo is handled from car to place of rest on wharf and subsequently

from said place of rest to ship's sling, or (2) handled direct from cars to

ship's side without being deposited at place of rest on wharf.
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" In the case of the Bulfoiir-Gutlirie Warehouse Company's dock,
tlie railway companies arc absorbing unloading charge of 40 cents per
ton where the traffic is handled from car to place of rest on wharf and
subsequently from said place of rest to ship's sling; but absorbing only
20 cents per ton when the traffic is handled direct from cars to ship's side

without being deposited at place of rest on wharf.

" As stated, the absorption of 40 cents per ton has been a flat allow-

ance heretofore. In the case of the Balfour-Guthrie Warehouse Com-
pany, the railway companies' position now seems to be that that absorp-
tion must be contingent upon the fulfilment of certain conditions by the
dock company, namely, the assessment of a separate handling charge.

^' I am instructed to advise you that in the view of the Board no v«uoh

distinction or qualification with respect to the absorption of unloading
charge is justified, nor is it sanctioned by tariff, and the difference in

treatment is considered as constituting an unjust discrimination on the
part of the railway companies. I am further directed to ask whether,
in view of the Board's views as expressed herein, instructions will be
issued placing the Balfour-Guthrie Warehouse Company's docks as from
September, 1925, in the same position as other dock companies with
respect to the matter of absorption of unloading charges?

" I am further directed by the Board to ask you for your company's
reply within one week from the date hereof."

Further representations were made by the railways who asked that if the
view^s they set out were not accepted by the Board they should have an oppor-
tunity of presenting their position before the Board in formal hearing. In view
of the provisions of section 19, subsection 2, of the Railway Act, the matter was
set down for hearing.

The railways contended, in substance, that the tariff concerned had to be
construed in the light of practices and agreements existing. The question of the

practice of steamship companies in regard to the arrangements existing does not
appear to be one which it is necessary to go into in the present application.

The provisions of the tariffs must speak for themselves.

Further, the contention of the railways that the applicant was not perform-
ing the entire work necessary in order to obtain the absorption of 40 cents, there-

fore, the railways were justified in limiting the absorption to 20 cents per ton
of 2,000 pounds, is not a tenable position, unless the tariff provides for this.

The sum involved, represented by the difference between the absorption of

20 cents per ton of 2,000 pounds, and the 40 cents w^hich it is contended should
be absorbed, amounts, according to an exhibit filed by .counsel for the appli-

cants, to the following figures:

The matter is entirely one of the legal rate provided for in the tariff. The
evidence submitted has been considered, and the tariff has been subjected to

further analysis and consideration. The only conclusion at w^hich I am able to

arrive is that the legal rate was 40 cents; and I am, therefore, of opinion that a
declaratory order should issue accordingly.

December 1, 1927.

Canadian Pacific Railway .

Canadian National Railways

$3,286 62

427 21

Commissioners Oliver and Lawrence concurred.
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Application of the Township of East York and the Corporation of the Town of

Leaside, for a contribution from the Railway Grade Crossing Fund
towards the cost of the construction of the subway authorized to be con-

structed under the Canadian Pacific Railway tracks at Leaside, Ont., by

Order of the Board No. 38US, dated November 22, 1926, and that the

Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railway Companies contribute

to the cost of the proposed subway.

File No. 34833

JUDGMENT

Chief Commissionek McKeown:

By Order of the Board No. 38443, dated November 22, 1926, authority was
given to the township of East York and the corporation of the town of Leaside

to construct and maintain a highway, known as the East York-Leaside viaduct,

crossing the Canadian National Railways by the East York-Leaside bridge,

and also the Canadian Pacific Railway by means of a subway under its tracks,

as shown on the plans thereof filed with the Board. Leave was reserved under

said order for the applicants to move for an order directing the two railway

companies above named to contribute to the cost of the said viaduct, and also

to move that payment of part of such cost be ordered from the Railway Grade
Crossing Fund.

Pursuant to such leave, application was made to the Board for contribu-

tions from the railways, as well as from the Railway Grade Crossing Fund, and
the matter was listed for hearing at Toronto on November 14, 1927, and upon
being called applicants stated that, with the permission of the Board, they
would proceed only under the application for a contribution from the Railway
Grade Crossing Fund.

Proof was directed by applicants to establish that in respect of the crossing

in question at rail level, the same was in existence as part of a public highway
prior to the construction of said viaduct, and prior to the 1st April, 1909.

Various plans and conveyances were submitted to the Board to establish this

contention, and such evidence was supplemented by oral testimony on the part
of municipal officials and others in a position to speak of the conditions of such
crossing prior to the date last above mentioned.

The application for contribution by the railways was the subject of dis-

cussion between counsel representing the corporations and the applicants, with

the result that this feature of the application to the Board was withdrawn. No
one appeared to contravene or criticize the testimony submitted on behalf of

the application for contribution from the Railway Grade Crossing Fund. It

appeared from the testimony and by the plans submitted, that the line of the

Ontario and Quebec Railway Company, whose rights are now merged in the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company, ran over lots 12 and 13 in the third con-

cession east from Toronto bay, in the township of York, through property pre-

viously owned by William Lea and John Lea, and it is upon the dividing line

between such lots that the crossing in question is located. The evidence dis-

closes that a farm lane had for years existed, crossing over the point in ques-
tion as a part of the line of travel from Don Mills road to Bayview avenue.
It was called Lea's lane, and was of varying width, and at the hearing before
the Board the burden of proving that such lane was a public highway was
assumed by the applicants.

In support of such contention, there was put in evidence an agreement
bearing date November 15, 1892, to which the owners of the land through which
the lane passed were parties, and to which the Ontario and Quebec Railway
Company aforesaid was also a party.
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The substance of the agreement as far as respects the present application

was that the last-named company covenanted and agreed with the owners of

the property that it would, prior to tlie 31st day of December, 1893, establish

a station (to be named and known as Leaside Junction) within certain limits

plainly indicated on a sketch attached to the agreement, and a little to the west

of the crossing in question where tlie line of railway ran through the lands

owned by William Lea. The agreement contained certain other provisions

agreed to by the railway company, not necessary to be detailed here, in favour

of the inhabitants of the locality immediately interested.

Following such covenants on the part of the railway company, the then

owners of the land over which such line passed bound themselves by such agree-

ment to,

—

" to permit and allow the general public to use the said level crossing

over the railway at the point marked 'A' on the said sketch and also

the lane along the north side of the said lot No. 12, as at present laid

out as well as any extension thereof which may be made by the said

tenant or trustees or any person or persons whomsoever claiming title

by, through or under them oi' any of them either north or south of the

right of way of the said railway in any direction through the property

of the said tenant or trustees or any other property controlled by him
or them as such trustees for the purposes of a roadway to and from the

said proposed station and grounds adjacent thereof so that the public

shall have the free and uninterrupted right at all times hereafter to travel

upon the said lane with or without horses, carriages or other vehicles to

and from the said proposed stations and grounds adjacent thereto. Pro-

vided always that the said tenant and trustees shall not be bound under
this agreement to give such j'ccess to the general public over that portion

of the said lane above referred to lying on the southerly side of the blue

line shown on said sketch and marked with the letter 'B' until after the

expiration of three years from the date hereof

Reference to the plans filed and put in as evidence shows that " the said

level crossing over the railway at the point marked 'A' on the said sketch " is

the crossing which applicants contend is a public crossing within the meaning
of the Railway Act.

Further conveyances were submitted amplifying the situation above
described, but the agreement above mentioned is the foundation for applicants'

claim that the lane in question was dedicated to the public. From the terms
of such agreement it cannot be questioned that the owners of the land at the
time agreed and covenanted in the most formal manner possible, to dedicate,

and did thereby dedicate, to the public the lane in question.

In further proof testimony was submitted showing a large volume of travel

over such lane and crossing immediately subsequent to such dedication and
continuously thereafter. It was further shown that the railway station known
as Leaside Junction was erected according to promise by tlie railway company,
that the lane and crossing were used by the general public going to and from
said station, that the town of Leaside expended from $800 to $1,000 annually
on the lane or road, including the crossing, as upon any other road in the muni-
cipality; that Leaside, although not a large town, has industrial plants employ-
ing from 1,500 to 3,000 people, and that hundreds of them use the road in ques-
tion going to and returning from work day by day. That the use of the road
by automobiles is open and continuous. That the public money was expended
on said lane, including the crossing, the same as on all other streets in Leaside,
and to give egress and ingress from and to the station for freight and express
and traffic of all kinds, and that no objection had ever been heard in regard to
anybody using the road who desired to do so, but that it was used with the full

acquiescence of the previous owners.
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While from the nature of the application no one has appeared before the

Board to adduce proof contradicting the statements niade by witnesses, or to

contest the inference drawn from the documents submitted, yet it is apparent,

I think, that the documentary evidence and verbal testimony before the Board
satisfactorily establishes the fact that the crossing in question was a public

crossing and in existence prior to the 1st day of April, 1909, as part of a public

highway, and consequently that applicants are entitled to a contribution from

the Railway Grade Crossing Fund according to its terms.

Under existing statutory provisions, the Board is justified in directing con-

tribution to an amount not exceeding 40 per cent of the cost of actual construc-

tion in providing for the protection, safety, and convenience of the public at

such crossing, and not exceeding the sum of $25,000.

The viaduct in question is a very expensive one, having regard to the statu-

tory limitation, no close calculation is necessary to estimate the amount which
the Board is justified in allotting. Features of special difficulty presented them-
selves in the work, the cost of the whole scheme including the subway being

placed at $975,000, but as far as this feature of the application is concerned
the following testimony seems conclusive:

—

The Assistant Chip:f Commissioner: What I want to get at is

this: If we see fit to make a grant, what would be the basis for it?—A. I

think I can answer your question coixipletely in this way, Mr. Vice-

Chairman. The cost I have given you, except for the last four items,

takes care of the subway only, between the north and south part of it.

That is, $148,525. But I think it would be proper to at least include

the grade from the north down to the subway as part of the subway cost.

That is always done in subway work.

Q. All I meant was that if a percentage were granted, the amount
over the $148,000 would not help us.

—
^A. The part to the north would

cost $148,000."

Assuming the sum of $148,000 to be the amount which can be considered
by the Board as the cost of the actual construction of the work contemplated
by the Act, it is apparent that legal sanction exists for the payment of $25,000
to the applicants as a contribution from the Railway Grade Crossing Fimd
appropriation, and I am of opinion that an order should issue to that effect.

Ottawa, December 19, 1927.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

ORDER No. 39999
*

In the matter of the application of the Balfour-Guthrie Warehouse Company,
Limited, of Vancouver, British Columbia, for ruling of the Board as to

the interpretation of the provisions of Canadian National Railways
Tariffs C.R.C. No. W-432 and C.R.C. No. W-434, and Canadian Pacific

Railway Company's Tariffs C.R.C. No. W-2788 and C.R.C. No. W-2755,
with respect to the absorption of unloading charges on flour exported over

the Applicant Company's dock at Vancouver.
File No. 33564.4.

Tuesday, the 6th day of December, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Covwiissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Vancouver,

October 19, 1927, in the presence of representatives of the applicant company
and the railway companies, and what was alleged,

—
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The Board declares: That, under the i)rovisions contained in Canadian
National Railways Tariffs C.R.C. No. W-432 and C.R.C. No. W-434, and Can-
adian Pacific Railway Company's Tariffs C.R.C. No. W-2788 and C.R.C. No.

W-2755, the al)sori)tion of unloading charges which should have been made by

the said railway conii)anies with respect to flour exported over the applicant

company's dock at Vancouver, British Columbia, was 40 cents per 2,000 pounds.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

GENERAL ORDER No. 454

In the matter of the application of The Railway Association of Canada, on behalf

of Member Lines, for extension of authority under Section 345 of the

Railway Act, 1919, to permit the granting of free transportation over all

lines in Canada to the Lieutenant-Governors and Members of the Pro-

vincial Cabinets of the various Provinces.

File No. 496.26.7.

Wednesday, the 14th day of December, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading the application and what has been filed in support thereof,

—

The Board orders: That the railway companies subject to the jurisdiction

of the Board be, and they are hereby, permitted, until further order, to issue

free transportation in the following instances, namely: Over all lines in Canada,
to the lieutenant-governors and members of the provincial cabinets of the

various provinces.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40050

In the matter of the application of the Canadian Northern Railway Company,
hereinafter called the '^Applicant Company'\ under Section 216 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic that

portion of its Acadia Valley Branch from mileage zero, at the junction
with the Mantario Subdivision at mileage 136.3, to Acadia Valley, a
distance of 2J, .60 miles; also the ivest leg of the loye at the said junction,
a distance of 0.23 of a mile.

File No. 29460.10

Wednesday, the 21st day of December, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
C Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-
curred in by its Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,
authorized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its Acadia Valley
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Branch from mileage zero, at the junction with the Mantario Subdivision at

mileage 136.3, to Acadia Valley, a distance of 24.60 miles; also the west leg

of the wye at the said junction, a distance of 0.23 of a mile.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

December 12, 1927.

Dear Sm:— ^

File S5618

Referring to attached Circular No. 215, I am directed to ask the railway

companies to state forthwith what steps they are taking and are prepared to

take to prevent a recurrence of accidents of this nature.

Yours truly,

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary

J
B.R.C.

December 12, 1927.

CIRCULAR No. 215

Re Head-on Collisions

I am directed to call your company's attention to two very serious accidents

that have occurred recently, a head-on collision in each case, at the meeting
point, which was arranged by train order, Form A, there being an instruction

issued in each case that the train in the superior direction take the passing

track.

The Board is of the opinion that railway companies would be well advised

to seriously consider placing very severe restrictions on the issuance of orders

reversing the right to track of trains at the meeting point.

By order of the Board,

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretary, B.R.C.
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Application of Dominion Sugar Company, Limited, Chatham, Ont., for an
adjustment of rates on Sugar Beets, in carloads, to Chatham and Wallace-
burg, Ont., so as to remove alleged discrimination in favour of Raymond,
Alta.

File No. 29996 15

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER

This report is issuing as the

Judgment of the Board in This Matter

The matter was developed by written submissions filed by the applicant

and the carriers, and thereafter the applicant stated it had nothing further to

add and requested that after reviewing the material filed the Board render a

decision without a hearing. The matter stood for consideration after the

Judgment of the Board, re General Freight Rates Investigation.

Some years ago a sugar factory was constructed at Raymond, Alta., and
operated for a time, but was afterwards dismantled as the enterprise turned

out to be a failure. In 1925 the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company established a

plant at Raymond operated in the name of the Canadian Sugar Factories,

Limited, and effective September 25, 1925, the Canadian Pacific Railway pub-

lished specific rates on sugar beets, in carloads, from various stations on its line

to Raymond. Rates are published to Raymond from some 48 points. These are

on the same basis as the mileage scale of rates applying on sugar beets from
Ontario points to Chatham and Wallaceburg, except in the case of nine shipping

points located 20 miles or less from Raymond from which the rates in effect are

lower than the Eastern Canadian scale. For movements up to 20 miles the

comparison between the Eastern Canadian scale and the rates established by
the C.P.R. to Raymond is as follows:

—

Not over 12 miles
Over 12 and Bot over 15 miles
Over 15 and not over 20 miles

Eastern
Canadian
Scale

To
Raymond

Alta.

Rates in cents per 100 pounds

4h
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The carload minimum weight applicable with respect to the Eastern Cana-
dian rates is 40,000 pounds; the rates to Raymond are subject to a carload
minimum weight of 50,000 pounds.

Shortly after the publication by the C.P.R. of these rates to Raymond, the
applicant filed its initial submission with the Board making application for
an adjustment of rates on sugar beets to Chatham and Wallaceburg, Ont., so '

as to remove the present alleged discrimination in favour of Raymond, Alta.
j

It is only with respect to the hauls 20 miles and less that discrimination is

alleged; for hauls exceeding that distance the rates are the same to Raymond,
Chatham and Wallaceburg.

It is unnecessary, for the determination of this case, to deal with the i

question of the reasonableness of the rates applicable for the movement of '

sugar beets in Eastern Canada, for the reason that this is a matter which has
j

already been considered by the Board. Upon an application made by the
;

Dominion Sugar Company in 1920 for a reduction in the rates charged on sugar i

beets, the Board issued judgment dated October 25, 1921 (Vol. XI, Board's
Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 289) and by Order No. 31709,
of same date, prescribed a scale of mileage rates which the carriers were

:

directed to publish in lieu of the rates then in force. Subsequently, as a part
j

of the General Freight Rates Investigation, the present applicant applied for a
'

reduction in the rates established pursuant to Order 31709. This application
I

was heard at Windsor, Ont., January 12, 1926, and was dismissed for the
|

reasons set out in the report of the Chief Traffic Officer, whose conclusions

were concurred in by the Board (Vol. XVII, Board's Judgments, Orders,

Regulations and Rulings, p. 375). I

It is alleged by applicant that with respect to hauls up to 20 miles the
rates into Raymond are unjustly discriminatory against Chatham and Wallace- :

burg and unduly preferential to Raymond. Shipments of sugar beets to Wallace-
j

burg move over the lines of the P.M. and C.W. and L.E. Railways; the C.P.R.
has no line to this point. Chatham is served by the lines of the C.P.R., C.N.,
P.M. and C.W. and L.E. Railways. The only line reaching Raymond is the
C.P.R. Obviously there can be no charge of unjust discrimination in the rates

charged sustained with respect to the movement over the lines of the P.M.
and C.W. and L.E. Railways into Wallaceburg, nor with regard to the move-
ment into Chatham over the lines of the C.N., P.M. and C.W. and L.E. Rail-

ways, for the reason that these carriers do not publish or participate in rates

lower than applied to the movement to Wallaceburg and Chatham. It is no
evidence of discrimination on the part of these carriers to point to the fact

that the C.P.R. publishes a different rate into Raymond. This point has been
considered and ruled upon by the Board in a number of cases.

In 1917, there was before the Board for consideration, complaint of the 1

Dominion Millers' Association alleging that mills in Ontario were discriminated ]

against in connection with the milling in transit stop-off charge of 2 cents per : i

100 pounds made in Eastern Canada by the Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific
|
i

Railways, on grain ex-lake, whereas the charge in certain parts of Ontario and i|

the Canadian Northwest was 1 cent per 100 pounds. For reasons fully set out
'

in the judgment (Vol. VII, Board's 'Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, <

p. 290) , the Board found there was discrimination on the part of the Canadian
| ft

Pacific Railway
;
that, with regard to the Grand Trunk Railway, there was no

I

ri

discrimination, and in its judgment, the Board stated:— i

" It is contended by the Grand Trunk that as it does not charge the

1-cent rate, no allegation of discrimination against it can be maintained.

The Grand Trunk was a participating carrier in G.T.P. tariff No. 63,

C.R.C. No. 122, effective December 6, 1915. This tariff is concerned

with a movement over Grand Trunk Pacific, Canadian Government
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Railways, and Transcontinental Railway to points in Ontario, Quebec,
and' Maritime Provinces, on ^rain and grain products, and carries the

provision for 1 cent milling-in-transit from the West. This tariff which
was effective December 6, 1915, was cancelled by supplement, September

1, 1917, whereby instead of the through rate the rate is the combination

of the rates on Armstrong. However, this is noted as carrying with it

no changes in rates.

The Board has, however, both in its decisions in the Eastern Rates
Case and in the Western Rates Case recognized the Grand Trunk Pacific

as being distinct from the Grand Trunk Railway. This being so, the

charge for milling-in-transit on the Grand Trunk Pacific is not a measure
of alleged discrimination on the Grand Trunk."

In Judgment of the Board dated December 17, 1921 (Vol. XI, Board's

Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 389), the question of milling-

in-transit arrangement on grain was further dealt with, and in said judgment
the Chief Commissioner made the following reference to the above cited case:—

" In the month of February, 1917, application was made by the

Dominion Millers' Association and others asking that the rate in Eastern
Canada on grain milled for domestic use be reduced to 1 cent per 100

pounds, the same as that charged in Western Canada, my understanding
being that the rate for export was 1 cent per 100 pounds both in the

East and in the West. After very lengthy hearings and argument, the

Board delivered judgment on the 3rd day of October, 1917, directing the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company to reduce the rate in the East to

1 cent per 100 pounds, as there was discrimination under the then exist-

ing conditions, holding that, as the Grand Trunk had no railway in the

West (the Grand Trunk Pacific being in law a separate entity), the

charge of 2 cents by that company was not discriminatory and no order

was made with respect to that railway."

Later in the same judgment, the Chief Commissioner states:

—

" I entirely concur in the principles enunciated by this Board in its

judgment of October 3, 1917, hereinbefore referred to, viz., that, as the

Grand Trunk Railway Company did not operate in Western Canada,
the charge of 2 cents made by it in the East was not discriminatory,,

and I also agree with the Board that, because one railway may charge
a different rate from a competitor, it is no evidence of discrimination."

In the case of the Hagersville Crushed Stone Company vs. the Michigan
Central Railroad (Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, Vol.
\T, p. 417) it is stated in the Board's judgment:

—

The Board has more than once ruled that the rate charged by one
railway is not necessarily a measure of what another railway should
charge."

In the Board's ruling in the application of the Department of Public High-
ways, Ontario, re rate on stone from Hagersville to Fletcher and Tilbury, Ont.,
(n-er the line of the Michigan Central Railroad (Vol. XIV, Board's Judgments,
Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 321), it is stated:

—

" It is noted that reference is made to a rate of 90 cents per ton,

charged by the Canadian Pacific Railway for a somewhat similar dis-

tance. The rate charged on one railway is not necessarily the measure
of the rat€ to be charged on another railway."
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In complaint of the National Dairy Council of Canada, re rates on butter

(Vol. XII, Board's Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 144), the

judgment sets out:

—

"A toll obtaining on one railway cannot be claimed to be unjustly

discriminatory simply because a toll on another, which is put into effect

for competitive reasons, is lower, it being within the discretion of the

carrier whether it shall meet competition or not."

Even with regard to rates on the same line of railway, a difference in rates

on different parts of the line does not necessarily constitute unjust discrimina-

tion, and to carry the illustration further, there may be, without unjust dis-

crimination, over the same portion of the same line, a difference in rates where
the movements are in the opposite direction.

As the result of various freight rate investigations by the Board, particu-

larly the Western Rates Case in 1914; re Freight Tolls, 1922; and the General
Freight Rates Investigation, in respect to which judgment issued in September,

1927, it is a matter of general knowledge that there are differences in the rates

on the same traffic for similar distances in different parts of the country, and
that this does not constitute unjust discrimination of the character forbidden
by the Railway Act. The following citation from Vol. XVII, Board's Judg-
ments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, p. 323, is pertinent in this connec-
tion:

—

The Board has recognized that differing conditions, competitive
conditions, etc., have brought about differing rates and rules in different

sections.

In speaking of rate adjustments in the West, it has been said that

particular facts of the section in which the rate adjustment is made must
be considered, and it does not follow that the arrangement operative in

the West would be a criterion of discrimination in connection with a

complaint as to a different rate adjustment east of the Lakes. Re Freight

Tolls, 27 Can. Ry. Cas. 153, at p. 174. Manifestly, the same principle

applies when the comparison is concerned with a rate or practice existing

in Eastern Canada. Board's Printed Judgments and Orders, Vol. XIII,
No. 18, at p. 245."

However, in the case of the C.P.R., there is a difference in rates as above
set out, and where it is alleged, as here, that there is unjust discrimination, the

matter requires consideration from the standpoint as to whether the difference

amounts to an unjust rate discrimination. If it does, then I consider the Board
should order the discrimination removed by increasing the rates into Raymond,
rather than directing a reduction in the rates in Eastern Canada which, in the

case of the other carriers already named, are not in any sense discriminatory,

and, further, were prescribed by the Board and subsequently recently reviewed
and held to be reasonable. The C.W. and L.E. Railway, for example, points

out that it handles three times the volume of sugar beet traffic to that of the

C.P.R. in the east; that the sugar beet traffic represents approximately 40 per

cent of its total tonnage; that for several years the company has not been able

to pay the interest on its bonds, nor to pay taxes and interest on floating debt.

With regard to the rates into Raymond, the Canadian Pacific Railway, in

its reply to the submissions of applicant, states:

—

The contention of the railway companies is that the conditions

are not substantially similar in the two cases. It is difficult to under-

stand in what respect the present applicants can be regarded as being

unduly prejudiced by the fact that from certain points into Raymond,
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Alberta, tliere is a somewliat Iowcm- basis of rates than from points of

similar mileap;es into Chatham, Ontario—tlie two territories bein^^ over

2,000 miles apart.

It is obvious that industrial development in Western Canada is

in the public interest, and further that the establishment of a su^ar beet

industry at Raymond will prove an important factor in furthering the

development and prosperity of the agricultural community in southern

Alberta. Moreover, such development in Alberta has numerous difficul-

ties to combat as compared with southern Ontario. The ran^e of agri-

cultural development is limited by prevailing climatic conclitions and
the absence of industrial markets, such as consume practically the entire

agricultural products of Ontario. Irrigation must be resorted to in

southern Alberta to insure a crop, whereas the natural moisture is ample
for the purpose in the Chatham district.

Under these circumstances it is submitted that, as has been held

by the Board in numerous cases, the railway company is justified in

putting into effect a basis of rates to assist in the development of this

Alberta industry.

Moreover, it may be pointed out that Chatham has a lower rate

basis applicable upon its out-bound products than for similar mileages

from Raymond, This is shown by the following table:

—

From From (For same distance)
Chatham, Ont. Mile.s Rate Raymond, Alta. Difference favor

To Rate Chatham

Toronto 176 34| 30 4|
Kingston 339 47 56 9

Ottawa 423 m 65 \2l

Montreal 510 c4 74 20

St. John, N.B 985 70^ 111 4n

" The applicant is able to market the greater portion of its product in the large
wholesale and industrial centres of the east, which are not open to the refinery at
Raymond, which caters to a much more sparsely settled community."

With regard to the nine points from which the rates into Raymond are

lower than the eastern scale, the railway states:

—

"All these points are on the prairie, in a dry district where roads

are alw^ays passable and the railway is subject to motor competition.

For the longer distances where this condition does not exist, the rates

are the same as in the east."

The applicant states it markets approximately 20 per cent of its refined

sugar at points Winnipeg and as far west thereof as Regina. With reference

to its Wallaceburg factory, applicant states:

—

" The fact is that this plant, located at an advantageous shipping

point on the Great Lakes, would be able to compete with the product of

the Raymond refinery quite successfully at Winnipeg, itself a very
important distributing centre, and more or less successfully at several

of the other points west of Winnipeg, if the rates given the Raymond
refinery on sugar beets were not justly discriminatory. The Board
has more than once enunciated the principle that geographical advantages
or disadvantages should not be eliminated through the medium of

unfavourable or favourable freight rates. The Raymond rate schedule
on sugar beets is a clear instance of the entire elimination, as far as

affects the western markets, of the geographical advantage hitherto pos-
sessed by the Wallaceburg refinery."
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To illustrate this disadvantage, applicant filed exhibit "D" comparing the

combined rates on the raw material and the refined product to western points

from Raymond with those from Chatham and Wallaceburg. Quite a number of

the points shown in this exhibit are west of Regina, which applicant states is

practically the westerly limit of its shipments, so that as far as these points are

concerned the comparison is merely a " paper " one. Winnipeg is the important

market in the west so far as applicant is concerned, and it is sufficient for this

record to confine the comparisons to that point. The comparison of applicant

is as follows:

—

From
Raymond, Alta.

From
Chatham & Wallaceburg

Beet
Rate
(A)

Refined
Sugar
Rate

Total
Rate

Beet
Rate
(B)

Refined
Sugar
Rate

Total
Rate

Per Cwt. Per Cwt. Per Cwt. Per Cwt. Per Cwt. Per Cwt.

.25 $1.11 $1.36 .45 $1.14 $1.59

(A) Based on minimum beet rate of 2ic per cwt. or 50c per ton with an extraction of 200 lbs.

of refined sugar per ton of beets.

(B) Based on minimum beet rate of 4ic per cwt. or 90c per ton with an extraction of 200 lbs.

of refined sugar per ton of beets.

The refined sugar rate of $1.14 shown from Chatham and Wallaceburg to

Winnipeg is the all-rail rate. It is asserted in the submission of the C.W. and
L.E. Railway that from Wallaceburg the great bulk of the sugar moves by
water to the head of the lakes; that the all-rail movement is negligible. The
published rate via water from Wallaceburg to the head of the lakes is given as

32 cents. In connection with applicant's exhibit, it is noted that the rate of

$1.11 shown from Raymond to Winnipeg is not that now in force, which is 93
cents. The comparison set out by the railway company is as follows:

—

FROM RAYMOND, ALTA.

To

Rail
Mileage
from

Raymond,
Alta.

Beet
Rate
(A)

Per cwt.

Refined
Sugar
Rate

Per cwt.

Total
Rate

Per cwt.

783 .25 .93 $1.18

FROM WALLACEBURG, ONT.

To

Rail
Mileage
from

Wallaceburg,
Ont.

Beet
Rate
(B)

Per cwt.

Lake
Rate
to

Fort
William

Rail Rate
beyond
Fort

William
Per cwt.

Total
Rate

Per cwt.

1419 .45 .32 .57 $1.34

(A) Based on minimum beet rate of 22C per cwt. or 50c per ton with an extraction of 200 lbs.

of refined sugar per ton of beets.

(B) Based on minimum beet rate of 4^0 per cwt. or 90c per ton with an extraction of 200 lbs.

of refined sugar per ton of beets.
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There is an error in the mileages given, the correct figures being 1,421 miles

from WaUaceburg and 759 miles from Raymond.
I do not consider a comparison of this character, of the combined rates

on the raw and refined products, furnishes evidence of unjust discrimination

in rates. I do not think a case could be found where the average freight rate

on all the raw material brought in by one factory would be exactly the same
as to some other factory engaged in manufacturing the same product. The
applicant estimated that approximately 50 per cent of the 1925 crop would be

moved by rail, the balance being trucked. Applicant estimated that approxi-

mately 65 per cent of the beets they use are grown within a 20-mile radius of

their nearest plant.

With regard to the raw material rate based on an extraction of 200 pounds
of refined sugar per ton of beets, the figure used to Raymond is based on the

rate applying for distances not over 12 miles, while the figure used to Chatham
and WaUaceburg is based on the rate applying for distances- up to 25 miles.

Assuming that exactly the same mileage scale governed into Raymond as to

Chatham and WaUaceburg, the average rate on the raw material would not

be the same into the three points unless each plant received exactly an equal

tonnage from points taking the same rate. If the average haul to one plant

was 25 miles and to another 35 miles, there would be inequality in the total

average inward rate on the raw material, consequently, under the argument and
contention of applicant, as set out in this exhibit, there would be discrimination

in the rates against that plant which paid the highest average rate on its raw
material, although the scale of rates in force was exactly the same in each case.

If the difference in rates here complained of constitutes unjust discrimina-

tion, then the logic of the applicant would, it seems to me, point to an unjust

discrimination against Raymond and undue preference in favour of Chatham
and WaUaceburg, with regard to the rates on their outbound product. The
rates on refined sugar from Raymond are on a higher scale than from Wallace-
burg and Chatham, owing to differences between the rate structures in the

two territories, which have been dealt with by the judgments of the Board in

the Western Rates Case; re Freight Tolls, 1922; and the recent General Freight

Rates Investigation.

There is nothing on record showing the percentage of beets moving into

Raymond by rail for hauls under 20 miles, as compared with the percentage
hauled over that distance. Applicant stresses the preponderance of its move-
ment from the short haul points. The situation into Raymond may, or may
not, be quite different, but as to this the record contains no data.

As developed by applicant, the question involves alleged discrimination

only with respect to that territory in which these companies compete in the

marketing of the refined sugar, namely, between Winnipeg and Regina, inclusive.

The applicant's principal markets are in Eastern Canada, to which territory it

is stated Raymond does not ship, and, again, in the West, there is not com-
petition in all the territory. There is nothing on the record as to the volume
of refined sugar shipped from Raymond into the territory between Winnipeg
and Regina. From the standpoint of discrimination, as developed by appli-

cant, there would be involved only the question of rates on raw material, the

product of which is marketed in competing territory, whereas the application

is for an adjustment of all the rates on sugar beets in the east for distances

up to 20 miles, and which applicant states represents the preponderance of its

sugar beet traffic. There is no discrimination with respect to the bulk of the

territory in which applicant markets approximately 80 per cent of its product.

The exhibit of applicant shows a combined rate of $1.59 from WaUaceburg
to Winnipeg, which represents a rate per ton per mile of 2.16 cents. The com-
bined rate from Raymond is $1.18, or a rate per ton per mile of 3.90 cents.

53459-2

J
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The combined rate from Wallaceburg, per ton per mile, is 55 per cent of the
combined rate per ton per mile from Raymond. As indicating that the Wallace-
burg rate is on an appreciably lower basis, even allowing for tapering of the
rate per ton per mile on account of increased distances, it may be pointed out
that the 5th class rate, per ton per mile, under the standard mileage tariff in

Western Canada, is 2.92 cents for 759 miles, as compared with 2.35 cents for

1,421 miles. Under the standard mileage tariff in the West the tapering of

the rate produces a ton mile figure for 1,421 miles which is 80 per cent of that
for 759 miles, while, under the comparison of applicant, its rate is only 55
per cent.

The all-rail rate on sugar from Wallaceburg to Winnipeg produces a rate

per ton per mile of 1.60 cents, as compared with 2.45 cents per ton per mile
from Raymond; in other words, the Wallaceburg rate per ton per mile is 65
per cent of that from Raymond, as compared with 80 per cent under the

standard mileage scale in the West for corresponding mileages. While the fore-

going figures show that with regard to the all-rail rates on refined sugar from
Wallaceburg and Chatham to W^innipeg, they are on a basis which is' lower

than in effect from Raymond, this leaves entirely out of consideration the much
lower rate available by water from Wallaceburg, on which, it is stated, the

bulk of the traffic moves to the West, and which, as properly pointed out by
applicant in that portion of its submission previously quoted herein, is due

to its advantageous location as a shipping point by water to destination on the

Great Lakes.

I do not consider applicants have proven that the difference in rates con-

stitutes unjust discrimination, and, therefore, recommend that the application

be dismissed.

W. E. CAMPBELL,,
Chief Traffic Officer.

Ottawa, December 6, 1927.

Application of the Canadian National Railways for an Order recommending to

the Governor in Council the abandonment of operation of that portion

of the Sutton Subdivision of their railway, between Stouffville Junction
and Mount Albert, where it crosses the Bala Subdivision, a distance of

15.29 miles.

File No. 34992

JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:
This is an application under section 19 of chapter 13 of the Statutes 9-10,

George V, incorporating the Canadian National Railway Company and respect-
ing Canadian National Railways. The section in question provides:

—

"19. (1) With the approval of the Governor General in Council,
and upon the recommendation of the Board of Railway Commissioners,
the company may abandon the operation of any lines, or parts of lines,

of railway and incidental works, the operation or continued maintenance
whereof has, in the opinion of the Board, become unnecessary or inex-
pedient through duplication or other economical considerations; and
with the consent of a majority in value of the registered securitv holders
affected may dismantle or dispose of the lines of railwav or works so
abandoned."
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The Board is asked to approve the abandonment of the operation of a part

of what is known as the Sutton Subdivision of the Canadian National Railway

Company, which runs from Stouffville, a junction point on the Uxbridge Sub-

division, northward to Sutton and Jackson's Point, a distance of 26.91 miles,

involving tlie total abandonment of such subdivision from Stouffville aforesaid

to the point where the Sutton Subdivision crosses the Bala Subdivision of the

company's lines, a distance of 15.29 miles, and an alteration in the service

from the last-named point northward to the end of the line as described here-

after.

The service at present from Stouffville throughout the subdivision, namely
from Stouffville to Sutton, is a tri-weekly mixed train provided for freight and
passenger service, which runs northward from Stouffville on Tuesday, Thurs-
day, and Saturday of each week, returning the same day. In addition to

involving a complete discontinuance of operation from Stouffville to Mount
Albert, a point about 2? miles south of the crossing of the lines of the two sub-

divisions, the passenger service is wholly withdrawn from operation on the

northern section, namely, from the point of such crossing to Sutton aforesaid.

The proposal contemplates a continuation of the freight service southward
from the point of crossing to Mount Albert, for the accommodation of the mer-
chants of the last-named place, under which arrangement the rails from the

junction point to Mount Albert will be treated as a spur line to the latter place;

and northw^ard from such point of crossing to Sutton, a tri-weekly freight ser-

vice will be afforded to Toronto over the Bala Subdivision.

It thus appears that passenger service is to be wholly withdraw^n from the
localities along the entire line of the Sutton Subdivision, and freight service

reasonably sufficient continued from Mount Albert north to Sutton, while south
of Mount Albert no such service is to be provided.

It is pointed out in support of the application that the proposed abandon-
ment and rearrangement of service will effect an annual saving of about $14,000.

Dealing first with the northern portion of the subdivision, over which
freight service is to be continued, it may be said that notwithstanding a some-
what longer distance is involved in routing freight over the Bala Subdivision
than by the present direct line to Stouffville, nevertheless the tri-weekly service
to be continued provides reasonable accommodation for that branch of the
public need, and no lessening of the present service is contemplated or will be
put into force; but the tri-weekly passenger service now afforded on the
northern portion of the line is to be wholly withdrawn. As far as concerns
Sutton and Jackson's Point, it is noted that both these localities are imme-
diately served by a radial line over which there is satisfactory daily service to
Toronto.

The withdrawal of the above passenger service will affect two stations on
this part of the subdivision, namely, Baldwin, a distance of 3i miles from
Sutton, and Brownhill and Zepher crossing, which stations are less than 2i
miles from stations on the Bala Subdivision over which passenger service is

afforded.

From the above, it appears that carrying out the proposal embodied in

this application has practically no effect upon the freight service over the
northern portion of the subdivision, namely, from Mount Albert to Sutton and
Jackson's Point, and very little effect upon the passenger service over that part
of the line.

Turning now to the southern portion of the subdivision, the operation of
which is to be wholly discontinued if this application is given effect, it may be
said that the present service is, as above remarked, a tri-weekly mixed train,

passenger and freight, northward from Stouffville on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday of each week, returning the same days; and the distance from Stouff-
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ville Junction to where it crosses the Bala Subdivision is 15.29 miles. Within

that distance there are non-agency stations as follows:—
Ballantrae, with annual earnings of about $4,000.

Vivian, the revenue of which is less than $1,000.

Powells, a stopping place for passengers.

This part of the Sutton Subdivision runs through a farming community
and is a connecting link between the Uxbridge Subdivision at Stouffville and
the Bala Subdivision, the connection with which is about 2^ miles north of

Mount Albert.

Ballantrae is 5i miles from Stouffville Junction and about 6^ miles from
Vandorf, a station on the Bala Subdivision, and the withdrawal contemplated
will necessitate travel to either one of these last-named places to secure railway
service. It is at this point that the greatest inconvenience occurs. Northward
from Ballantrae the lines of the Sutton and Bala Subdivisions converge, so that

at Vivian not over 2^ miles separate it from Pine Orchard, a station on the
Bala Subdivision. The distances from these stations to be abandoned to the
Uxbridge Subdivision on the one hand, and the Bala Subdivision on the other,

are reasonable distances for hauling produce to a steam railway. It is said

that during 1926 the company handled from Ballantrae and Vivian combined,
nine cars of vegetables, a material decrease from former years because of the
competition of motor traffic.

Evidence was given as to the convenience of railway service to Mussel-
man's Lake and the Eaton Club Farm, but both of these places are reasonably
accessible from Stouffville Junction and are easily reached by motor travel.

Mr. Morgan Baker, reeve of the township of Whitchurch, in which Ballan-

trae is situate, while opposing the withdrawal, questioned whether it would
affect any industry at the present time, but w^as of opinion that in the years to

come business might suffer. Ballantrae is said to have a population of less than
one hundred, with annual earnings to the railway company of about $3,500.

It was also urged that the work of the Toronto and North York Roads
Commission would be interfered with by the withdrawal of the service, as the

broken stone necessary for macadamizing could not be carried to the point

where the work is now being done. But the volume of traffic involved, spoken
of as from five to six hundred cars within the next three years, is not from a

railway standpoint of serious import; and while, naturally, all of the inhabitants

of the localities concerned are opposed to the abandonment of any part of the

service, nevertheless neither from the standpoint of personal inconvenience, nor
from the standpoint of revenue accruing to the railway company, can any
effective opposition be urged by comparison with other sections of the country
similarly circumstanced.

Assuming that it is right for the Board to acquiesce in applications of this

kind when demanded, because of economical considerations, there appears to

be no reason here disclosed why the recommendation sought for should not be

made in the present case.

During the hearing, it was urged that certain financial assistance had been

given to the road in question when the same was under construction by the Lake
Sim^coe Junction Railway Company. Evidence on the part of witnesses for the

different townships was so indefinite that no undertaking to continue operation

by the railway company, or its successors, could be inferred. A copy of an

agreement between the last-named company and the township of Whitchurch,
in the form of a bond from the former to the latter, has been filed by counsel

for the last-named township. The only provision contained in such bond bear-

ing upon the matter at issue is as follows:

—

" and further that the said company will, as soon as the said railway is

completed, establish a station within two miles of the present site of the

Ballantrae post office
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Apart altogether from the question of the binding force of this obligation upon

the Canadian National Railway Company, it cannot be affirmed tliat abandon-

ment of the service such as is here proposed, is a breach of this bond, and from

that standpoint nothing seems to stand in the way of the present application.

Having regard to all the circumstances involved, both as regards the rail-

way company and the localities, and the convenience of all parties interested, I

am of opinion that the operation of that portion of the Sutton Subdivision of the

applicants' railwav between Stouffville Junction and Mount Albert, where it

crosses the Bala Subdivision, a distance of 15.29 miles, has become unnecessary

and inexpedient by reason of the economical considerations involved, and that

its abandonment be recommended to the Governor in Council.

Ottawa, December 22, 1927.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

ORDER No. 40071

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railways, herein-

after called the "Applicants " under Section 19 of the Statutes of Canada,

9-10 George V, Chapter 13, for an Order recommending^ to the Governor

in Council the abandonment of operation of that portion of the Sutton

Subdivision of their railway, between Stouffville Junction and Mount
Albert, where the same crosses the Bala Subdivision, a distance of 15 .29

miles.

File No. 34992

Friday, the 23rd day of December, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean. Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Toronto,

November 14, 1927, in the presence of counsel for the township of East Gwil-
limbury, the township of North Gwillimbury and Georgina, the township of

Whitchurch, and the applicants, and what was alleged,

—

The Board orders: That the abandonment of operation of that portion of

the Sutton Subdivision of the applicants, between Stouffville Junction and
Mount Albert, where the same crosses the Bala Subdivision, a distance of 15.29
miles, be, and it is hereby, recommended to the Governor in Council for approval.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

Application of the Canadian National Railways under Sections 39 and 51 of
the Railway Act, that the Board review the question of allocation of the

cost of construction and maintenance of the overhead bridge authorized

to be constructed by Order No. 29923, at Main street, Toronto, and direct

that such portions as the Board may deem proper be borne by the City

of Toronto and the Toronto Transportation Commission.
File No. 24822

JUDGMENT
Chief Commissioner McKeown:

By the Board's Order No. 29923, dated the 3rd day of July, 1920, the

Grand Trunk Railway Company was required to reconstruct a bridge over its

tracks at Main street, in the citv of Toronto, and to construct the approa^'hes
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to such bridge in the manner set out in the order. Apart from the cost of

surfacing said bridge and its approaches, and the necessary curbing, the expense
of the undertaking was imposed upon the railway company. Such bridge and
approaches were required to take the place of the bridge then existing at that

point, and which had been built by the railway company under a certain agree-

ment between the township of York and the said railway company of date
June 25, 1884.

The bridge built under the agreement above referred to, eliminated a level

crossing over what was known as Dawes road, in the township of York, by the

rails of the Grand Trunk Railway Company, and the said road or highway
was then diverted and straightened so as to form a more direct line of travel

from the township of York to the city of Toronto. By subsequent extension

of boundaries, the bridge and road in question are now within the limits of

the city of Toronto. The bridge which was so replaced had been built prior

to the creation of this Board, and it carried a width of 25 feet, of which 5 feet

constituted a sidewalk.

Order No. 29923 was made upon the application of the city of Toronto.

The condition of affairs which rendered the erection of a bridge necessary in

1884 was, because of the inconvenience and danger to the public of a level

crossing at the point in question, in view of existing and increasing traffic. The
reconstructed bridge, as it at present stands, carries a very large volume of

pedestrian and vehicular traffic and is used also by the street car lines of the

Toronto Transportation Commission. By Order of the Board No. 32956, dated

October 10, 1922, the last-named company was granted temporary permission to

cross with its street railway the line of the Grand Trunk Railway Company,
upon said highway—that is, upon the bridge in question. Such Order, No.
32956, was made " pending decision of the Board upon all matters involved in

the application of the railway company herein, that the Board review the

question of the allocation of the cost of the bridge at Main street aforesaid ".

As stated in the order immediately above referred to, the Grand Trunk
Railway Company made apphcation to the Board under sections 51 and 39
of the Railway Act, that the Board review the question of the allocation of

the cost of the bridge as settled by such order.

The bridge erected under the agreement of 1884 was not intended to carry,

and did not provide for the carriage of street car traffic, but it is clear from
the evidence taken at the hearing in the year 1919, preceding Order No. 29923,

that the probability of the street cars being operated over the new bridge was
not lost sight of.

As above pointed out, the bridge now carries the tracks of the Toronto
street railway, and under these conditions, as well as for other reasons, the

railway company (now the Canadian National Railways) asks for reallocation

of the cost of construction as determined by Order No. 29923 which, it will be
remembered, imposed upon the railway company the whole expense of recon-

struction.

After the lapse of considerable time, namely, on March 19, 1925, the

application for review of the allocation of costs was heard before the Board
comprising the present Chief Commissioner, the Assistant Chief Commissioner,
Mr. Commissioner Boyce and Mr. Commissioner Lawrence who, after considera-

tion, were unanimously of opinion that the application for such rehearing should

be allowed, for reasons set out in the judgments delivered pursuant to such

application.

The judgment of a majority of the Board, written by Mr. Commissioner
Boyce, reported in the Board's Orders and Judgments, etc.. Vol. 15, p. 413,

sets out with clearness the reasons which have influenced the Board to grant

the rehearing, and inasmuch as the same are already of record, it is unnecessary
in disposing of this application to restate the same any further than is required
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for an understanding of the conditions under which tlie Order of the Board,
No. 29923, following the judgment of the then Chief Commissioner, was issued.

The portions of the judgment of the late Chief Commissioner extracted by Mr.
Commissioner Boyce, as well as by the present Chief Commissioner in a separate
judgment written by him, indicate that in the allocation of costs now complained
of, conditions were taken for granted which a closer examination of the facts

proves to have been misunderstood. Following such judgment and the Board's
Order No. 29923, rehearing was allowed and listed for the November, 1927,

sittings in Toronto, and the application was there heard before the Chief
Commissioner and the Assistant Chief Commissioner.

As the matter now presents itself to the Board, I think it must be looked
upon de novo from the standpoint of the allocation of the cost of a bridge built

in substitution for the one previously existing which, by reason of the increased
volume of travel, had become inadequate to meet the traffic requirements of

the present day.

As already stated, the entire cost of the new structure, apart from its

approaches, and provisions for widening same, was imposed upon the railway
company. When a matter of this kind is disposed of by a considered judgment,
one is reluctant to reopen the same for further argument, especially after the

lapse of the period which intervenes between the date of the order and the

present time. But while this is so, it will be noted that request for opportunity
to move for a review of such allocation was made by the Canadian National
Railways as early as June, 1922. Various reasons have interfered with the

progress of the motion, but one is not for that cause debarred from giving

consideration to the matter.

Coming then to the merits of the case, the governing facts are these: Under
its agreement with the township of York, the railway company built a bridge

which was accepted as being in compliance with the terms of the agreement
dated June 25, 1884. Such bridge eliminated the theretofore existing level

crossing substituting an overhead therefor, and simultaneously the line of the

street was altered for reasons unnecessary to be amplified. Until increased

travel had taken place to a very large degree, and methods thereof had
materially changed, the bridge so erected under such agreement stood as

a satisfactory solution of the traffic problem at that point, but under
changed conditions the city of Toronto, whose extended boundaries include

the bridge in question, appeared before the Board and for good and sufficient

reasons secured Order No. 29923 directing that the then existing bridge be

replaced by a new one to be constructed under the terms and specifications set

out therein, and it is to be noted that the bridge at that time in place, under
the finding the late Chief Commissioner Carvell, " while physically solid and
capable of carrying whatever traffic may be offered, on account of being only

25 feet wide, 5 feet of which is taken up with sidewalk, has not the necessary

capacity to take care of the traffic offering

It is shown by the judgment of the learned Chief Commissioner, reported

in the Board's Orders and Judgments, etc., Vol. 10, p. 245, and succinctly pointed

out in the judgments allowing the rehearing, that the Board considered itself

bound by the judgment in the Hamilton case so frequently referred to in the

previous judgments, or at least that such judgment indicated the policy of the

Board and, as a matter of principle, should be followed. In its material part

it is proved that the facts in this case, supposed to be identical with those of

the Hamilton case, were misconceived, and the judgment cannot be supported
upon that ground. It is not necessary to question the principle of the Hamilton
judgment, which is to the effect that where a street is severed obligation rests

upon the railway company effecting such severance to make the same good in

all particulars, but that is not the point that arises here. What concerns the
Board at present is the proper allocation of costs of an overhead bridge, origin-
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ally built under circumstances above alluded to as a separation of grades,

perfectly sound in all parts and well equipped for the conditions under which

it was built, having become through increased volume of travel unable to cope

with traffic conditions of the present time and for that reason imperatively

requiring enlargement. I cannot think that under such conditions the whole

cost of reconstruction should rest upon the railway company. It is increased

traffic pertaining to the street, not to the railway, which necessitated recon-

struction of the bridge, and under such conditions it is in my view improper to

say that the full incidence of the cost occasioned by measures necessary to take

care of such increase should be placed upon the railway company.

Argument against the present allocation was presented on behalf of the

Canadian National Railways, founded upon the agreement of 1884 between

the township of York and the Grand Trunk Railway Company by which the

first bridge was constructed, the pertinent section of which reads as follows:

—

That they will build and maintain an overhead bridge for the public

use at the point, also shown on the said plan and profile the length and

w^idth of the bridge, the grades of the approaches and their width and

the protection to be made shall all be such as is also mentioned in said

specification and profile annexed hereto and signed as aforesaid.

That the road shall be made as provided in said specification plan

and profile.
" That the company will keep the roadway except at the bridge in

repair for a period of four years from the date hereof, the bridge, its

embankment, approaches and guards- they will always maintain and
keep in good order repair—that is, so long as the new road is used as a

public highway ".

It was contended under the authority of Sharpness New Docks, etc., vs.

Attorney-General et al, A.C. 1915, p. 654, that the railway company, to use the

expression of the late Chief Commissioner Carvell in his judgment, " had dis-

charged its liability when built up to the requirements and had passed the

inspection of the Commissioners appointed to look after it, and that all they
could be called upon to do in the future was to support, maintain and keep in

sufficient repair the bridge which they had been ordered to construct

The effect of the Privy Council's judgment in this case was discussed in the

Hamilton judgment at pp. 32, 33, 34, and 35 of the Board's Orders and Judg-
ments, etc., of the year 1920. Attention was directed to section 39 of the Rail-

way Act, and it was pointed out that there is no corresponding section in the

railway law of England. I am in accord with the position taken by the Board
in that particular and, for the reasons there outlined, in view of the provisions

of the last-named section of the Railway Act, I think this Board is free to

allocate the costs of the present structure as it may think proper under the
provisions of the Railway Act, unhindered by the judgment of the Privy Council
referred to.

In view of the fact that the sums appropriated and set aside by Parliament
to aid actual construction work for the protection, safety, and convenience of

the public, in respect of highway crossings of railways at rail level, are limited

to those in existence on the 1st day of April, 1909, it is not open to the Board
to order any contribution from the Railway Grade Crossing Fund in assistance
of this undertaking, the full expense whereof must be borne by the parties

immediately in interest, namely, the Canadian National Railways, the city of

Toronto, and by the Toronto Transportation Commission which makes use of

the bridge in question for its street railway tracks.

I think the proper allocation of costs should be that sixty per cent thereof
should be borne by the Canadian National Railways, thirty per cent by the
city of Toronto, and ten per cent by the Toronto Transportation Commission.
December 24, 1927.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.
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OBSERVANCE BY CARRIERS OF DIRECTIONS GIVEN ON BILLS OF
LADING BY SHIPPERS AS TO THE ROUTING OF TRAFFIC

Complaints of the Office Specialty Manufacturing Company, Limited, New-
market, Ont., the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, the Acadia

Sugar Refining Co., Limited, Halifax, N.S., et al, against the Canadixin

National Railways.
File No. 26602.66

This question originated with communications from the Office Specialty

Manufacturing Company, Limited, Newmarket, Ont., who complained that the

Canadian National Railways had ignored routing instructions endorsed by them
on shipping bills and bills of lading, said routing instructions being in accordance

with provisions as to routing published in applicable tariffs. The complainants

desired the Board to issue direction to the carriers to honour their specified

routing in every case. They stated that all they were asking was a confirmation

of the right which they had enjoyed for many years, it being set out that it

was only within a comparatively recent period that the railway company had
ignored, and were continuing to ignore, their routing instructions.

After consideration, the Office Specialty Manufacturing Company were

advised that the specific question raised had not been brought to the Board's

attention before as a subject for formal adjudication; that the matter would
appear to be of general importance and had not been sufficiently developed to

place it in shape for a ruling by the Board; and that the railway companies
generally would have the right to be heard before final disposition by the Board.

It was further pointed out that, if the complainant company desired to have the

matter submitted for hearing, they should make application, setting out in what
way they were being detrimentally affected by the action complained of. Sub-
sequently the complainants filed formal complaint which was served upon the

Canadian National Railways and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
The Canadian National Railways, in their reply, raised a number of issues,

amongst others, that shippers were not damaged in the sense that there was any
difference in rate by reason of failure to carry out routing instructions, and that

traffic which originates at local stations on their lines and can be handled as

cheaply and expeditious^, by the line originating the traffic, should pay that

line the maximum revenue which can be earned through the employment of the

maximum line haul of the line originating the business.

The power of the Board to deal with the matter complained of was also

raised in the reply from the Canadian National Railways.
In the reply of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company it was stated that

it was quite in accord with the contention that full regard should be given to the
shipper's routing instructions.

At a later date representations were also made to the Board; by other parties

concerning failure of carriers to honour routing instructions endorsed on bills of

lading. The Dominion Atlantic Railway Company complained of its loss to the

Canadian National Railways of traffic routed via their line which that company
did not turn over to them.

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association stated the matter was one that
had corne to their attention on a number of occasions recently and also had been
the subject of some correspondence with the Canadian National Railways.

The Canadian Industrial Traffic League referred to the complaint of the
Office Specialty Manufacturing Company and pointed out that they had knowl-
edge of other instances of noncompliance of carriers with shippers' routing
instructions and that the matter had been receiving their attention for some
time.

Communications along similar lines were received from the Acadia Sugar
Refining Company, Ltd., Halifax, N.S., and Moirs Limited, Halifax, N.S.
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On May 9, 1927, the Board issued to railway companies under its juris-

diction, Circular No. 212, reading as follows:

—

''Railway Companies under the jurisdiction of the Board are directed

to show cause why a general order should not issue requiring all such

Railway Companies to observe and perform the directions given on bills

of lading by shippers, as to the routing of traffic, when routing is open

under the traffic in force.

''I am further directed to state that all railway companies are

required to file, within twenty days, their respective submissions showing
cause against such an Order, after filing of which the matter will be set

down for hearing at a convenient date."

Replies were received from numerous carriers to the effect that it/ had always

been their practice to protect routing instructions given on bills of lading by
shippers and that they had no objection to issuance of proposed order. No
company filed representations objecting to the proposed order.

Chairman Ransom of the Canadian Freight Association, Montreal, replying

to the Board's circular on August 3, 1927, on behalf of the carriers, members of

that association, which covers the majority of the Canadian railways, stated:

—

"Our committee, on investigating, find that all railw^ays are now
observing routing instructions) on shipping orders and bills of lading where
traffic moves over two or more lines, when such instructions provide

routing via junctions shown in carriers' tariffs. In regard to what we
term local traffic, that is shipments moving between stations on one line,

we must seriously object to an order being issued directing the carriers

to handle traffic via any circuitous route that the shipper may see fit to

select. As an illustration, the rates between Montreal and Toronto are

based on the direct line mileage, and w^e contend that it is manifestly

unfair to the Railwaj^s to ask them to handle traffic between these two
cities via North Bay and Ottawa at the established rates, without an
additional charge for the extra service performed, should the shipper for

any reason of his own desire traffic to move via such circuitous route.

"We trust that on due consideration of what is said herein, the Board
will conclude that no order is necessary."

On August 11, 1927, the Dominion Atlantic Railwaj^ Company stated that

in that territory the Canadian National Railways were continuing to ignore

routing instructions, resulting in loss of revenue to that company, such situation

being in conflict with Mr. Ransom's representation to the Board that the railways

were observing routing instructions on shipping orders and bills of lading. The
Dominion Atlantic Railway Company were requested to send a copy of their

communication to Mr. Ransom for the further consideration of the matter by his

committee, and, under date of December 13, 1927, Mr. Ransom wrote the Board
as follows:

—

''In further reference to yours of December 1, file 26602.66, re Board's

Circular No. 212. The representatives of the Canadian Railways have
instructions that they must observe shippers routing orders on bills of

lading and shipping orders where traffic moves over two or more lines.

These instructions, however, are occasionally not carried out and in that

manner they are no different than many other instructions which, through
error, are sometimes not observed. These diversions we assure you are

not intentionally made and when through error or oversight a diversion is

made of a shipment that deprives one line of revenue that they would
have received had the routing instructions been carried out, the carrier

responsible for the error attempts to adjust the matter with their
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connection by giving them an unrouted car to make good the loss. This

particular case which has been brought up by Mr. Comeau has been

referred to the traffic officers of the Canadian National Railways for their

attention."

Ruling

In view of the foregoing, the Board is of opinion that the instructions issued

by the carriers, as contained in the representations made by Mr. Ransom, do not

appear to need to be implemented by an order of the Board.

Ottawa. December 30, 1927.

GENERAL ORDER No. 455

In the matter of the application of the Bureau of Explosives for an Order

amending the Eequlations for the Transportation of Explosives and Other
Dangerous Articles by Freight, in so far as they affect the construction

of wirebound boxes for the transportation of matches, as prescribed by
General Orders Nos. 203, 204, and 206.

File No. 1717.35

Tuesday, the 20th day of December, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed on behalf of the Bureau of Explosives, the

Railway Association of Canada consenting,

—

The Board orders: That paragraph 1836 (c) of the Regulations for the

Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles by Freight be
struck out and the following substituted therefor, namely:—

1836. (c) All individual containers must be placed in outside pack-
ages complying with specification 6 or 6a. Such outside containers shall

have plainly marked thereon the words " Strike Anywhere Matches,"
and in addition shall show the name of the manufacturer and the brand
or trade mark under which such matches are manufactured and dis-

tributed to the trade. If the matches are manufactured in a foreign

country, the name of the foreign manufacturer shall be printed in

English."

2. And the Board further orders that the following specifications be, and
they are hereby, approved, namely:

—

Shipping Container Specification No. 6a

WOODEN BOXES, WIREBOUND

For provisions and restrictions governing the use of these containers, see

packing requii'ements in freight regulations.

Effective January 1, 1928

GENERAL REGULATIONS

1. Boxes constructed for use under this or any supplementary specification
must be in full compliance therewith.
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2. All inside containers authorized in the regulations to be packed in these

boxes must conform with all requirements prescribed, and be packed or cushioned

to prevent loss or damage.

MATERIAL

3. (a) All lumber used in the manufacture of boxes under this specifica-

tion must be well seasoned and commercially dry,

(6) This lumber, also, must be reasonably sound, free from decay, dote,

large knots, slanting shakes, and cross grain. All defects that materially lessen

the strength, expose contents to damage, or interfere with proper assembly of

parts of container must be eliminated.

(c) Cleats and battens must be free from objectionable knots and also

free from cross grain which runs across the piece within one-half the length of

itself.

(d) Binding wires must be annealed steel, and of gauge not less than
specified.

GROUPING OF WOODS

4. The principal woods used for boxes are classed for the purpose of these

specifications in four groups:

—

White pine

Norway pine

Aspen (Popple)

Spruce
Western (yellow) pine

Cottonwood
Yellow poplar

Balsam fir

Group 1

Chestnut
Sugar pine

Cypress
Basswood
Willow
Noble fir

Magnolia
Buckeye

White fir

Cedar
Redwood
Butternut
Cucumber
Alpine fir

Lodgepole pine

Jack pine

Southern yellow pine

Hemlock

White elm
Red gum
Sycamore

Hard maple
Beech
Oak

Group 2

N.C. pine

Douglas fir

Group 3

Pumpkin ash
Black ash
Black gum

Group 4

Hackberrv
Birch
Rock elm

Larch (tamarack)

Tupelo
Maple—soft or silver

White ash

Hickorv

5. Sides, top, bottom, and ends must consist of lumber from Groups 2, 3;

or 4 woods, except as provided for in paragraph 10, and graded as prescribed.

6. Cleats and battens must consist of lumber graded as prescribed.

DIMENSIONS OF PARTS

7. Boards must conform to requirements for thickness specified in para-
graph 10, except that variation of not exceeding inch thereunder is allowed
up to 10 per rent of the area thereof. Adjacent edges must be cut true and be
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in close contact. Boards must average not less than 4 inches in width with a

minimum width of not less than 2^ inches. Variation of inch is allowed

from cross section measurements specified herein, for cleats, battens, and handles.

Dimensions of length, width, and height are outside measurements.

8. Cleats must have a thickness of not less than i inch and the sum of the

thickness and width nmst be not less than 1| inches.

9. Battens must have a thickness not less than that of the cleats and a

width of not less than 2^ inches.

10. All boxes made under this specification must consist of parts having

dimensions not less than those described below, in addition to conforming to

paragraphs 8 and 9, except as provided for in paragraph 7: Provided that slash-

grain lumber made from Group 4 woods may have the thickness reduced by
not more than 25 per cent.

Maximum Minimum Binding Wires

Thickness of lumber Battens Minimum Maximum

Gross weight of package
Ends

Sides,
top and Number Number

Steel
Wire Spacing

bottom Gauge

(pounds) (Inch) (Inch) (Inch)

3/16
3/16
1/4

1/4
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8

3/16
3/16
3/16
1/4
1/4
1/4
5/16
5/16
3/8

4 15 5

50 3 14 5

100 4 14 5

6100 3 14

200 2 6 14 6

200 2 5 13 6

300 3 6 14 7

300 3 5 13 7

400 4 5 13 8

Lumber from Group 1 woods may be used under the restriction that thick-

ness must be increased by not less than 25 per cent.

MANUFACTURE

11. All boxes specified herein must be as follows:

—

(a) Completely closed, free from all openings, and with all joints in close

contact, unless otherwise provided for.

(b) All parts must be cut true to size and form.
(c) Top, side, and bottom sections must be connected by three or more

binding wires, and also must be reinforced at both ends by cleats stapled to
boards. These cleats must fit together at ends in mortise and tenon or mitered
joints.

12. Wires.—Binding wires must be of annealed steel, of gauge specified in

paragraph 15, uniformly spaced, each wire being continuous once around the
box: Provided that wires of not less than No. 12 gauge, stapled as required by
paragraph 13, may be in sections, if one of the two loops at connecting ends of
sections is passed through the other and bent back securely against the box.

13. Staples.—Staples used on end binding wires must be not less than No.
16 gauge and 1^ inches long, and must be driven home astride the wires, through
boards and into cleats, and be anchored in the cleats. Staples used on inter-
mediate binding wires must be not less than No. 18 gauge, and must be driven
astride the wires, through boards, and be firmly clinched. All staples must be
spaced with centres not more than 2 inches apart for Group 3 and 4 woods,
1| inches for Group 2 woods, and 1^ inches for Group 1 woods, and staple
next adjacent to corners and edges must be not more than 1^ inches therefrom.
Staples are not required to be driven over binding wires into handles.
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14. Each end must be securely fastened on the inside to three end cleats,

and to all battens that are prescribed with staples not less than 16 gauge and

}| inch long, or with not smaller than two penny cement-coated wire nails

spaced not more than 2^ inches apart and not less than 2 inches from ends of

cleats.

15. Battens, when prescribed, must be spaced equally on outside of end

pieces, and be secured across the grain of the same. .

CLOSURE

16. In closing the box the ends of the binding wires must be drawn tightly

together and twisted with not less than three complete twists, and the twisted

ends to be forced flat against the side of the box parallel to the binding wires;

or, when binding wii'es have loops at each end, one loop must be passed through

the other and bent securely back against the side of the box.

MARKING

17. (a) Each box must be plainly marked with a symbol consisting of a

rectangle, as follows:

—

C.R.C.—6A*==*

The stars are to be replaced by figures to show gross weight for which the

box is intended.

(t>) The letters and figures in this symbol must be at least ^ inch high.

This symbol shall be understood to certify that the package complies with all

requirements of this specification.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40049

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railway Company,]
hereinafter called the '^Applicant Company'^ under Section 276 of the

Railvmy Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of traffic its

Turtlcford Southeasterly Branch from mileage zero at the junction with
the Turtleford Subdivision of the Canadian National Raihvays at mileage

56.2, to Rabbit Lake, Saskatchewan, a distance of 65.5 miles; also the

north leg of the wye at the said junction, a distance of .24 of a mile.

File No. 26653.10

Wednesday, the 21st day of December, A.D. 1927.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Coinmissioner

.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its iVssistant Chief Engineer, and the filing of the necessary affi-

davit,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company be, and it is hereby,

authorized to open for the carriage of traffic its Turtleford Southeasterly
Branch from mileage zero, at the junction with the Turtleford Subdivision of

the Canadian National Railways at mileage 56.2 to Rabbit Lake, Saskat-
chewan, a distance of 65.5 miles; also the north leg of the wye at the said

junction, a distance of 0.24 of a mile.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40081

In the matter of the application of the Malagash Salt Products, Limited, of

New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, for an Order directing the Canadian National

Railways and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to establish a rate

of 36-v cents per 100 pounds on salt, in carloads, from Malagash afore-

said to Temiskaming and Kipawa, Quebec.
File No. 29064.5

Tuesday, tlic 27tli day of December, A.D. 1927.

S. J. McLp:an, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is alleged in support of the application, and considering

the representations made on behalf of the railway companies before the Chief

Traffic Officer of the Board on December 19, 1927; and upon the report and
recommendation of the Chief Traffic Officer,

—

The Board orders: That the Canadian National Railways and the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company be, and they are hereby, required to establish,

effective January 2, 1928, a joint rate on salt, coarse or rock, in carloads, of 36^
cents per 100 pounds, from Malagash, Nova Scotia, to Temiskaming, Quebec;
the rate to be divided 17.7 cents for the Canadian National Railways and 18.8
cents for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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In the matter of the complaint of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association of

Ottawa, Out., against the rate of 34^ cents per 100 pounds charged on a
carload shipment of lumber from Brighton Siding, Que., on the Canadian
National Railways to Chatham, Ont., for Chatham, Wallaceburg and
Lake Erie Railway delivery on March 4, 1927.

File 26963.G0

JUDGMENT
Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean:

A car of lumber was shipped from Brighton Siding, Que., on the Canadian
National, to Chatham, Ontario, for C.W. and L.E. delivery. The carrier

charged 33 cents per 100 pounds, per C.N. Tariff, C.F. 209, C.R.C. 1364, plus

an additional charge of 1-^- cents per 100 pounds for C.W. and L.E. team track

delivery, making a total charge of 34^ cents. It is pointed out that while the

tariff does not provide a rate for Chatham, C.W. and L.E. delivery, there is

in the tariff cited a rate of 33 cents per 100 pounds, from Brighton Siding to

Wallaceburg, Ontario, C.W. and L.E. delivery via Chatham.
It is urged that Chatham, C.W. and L.E. delivery, is intermediate to

Wallaceburg and, therefore, the 33-cent rate should be the maximum. What is

involved is the legality of the 1^ cents difference per 100 pounds, depending
upon the applicability of the long and short haul clause.

Under the decisions of the Board which are summarized in the Armstrong-
Whitworth case, Vol. XII, Board's Judgments and Orders, pp. 250 et seq. it is

pointed out that the interswitching toll provides a means of making joint

rates within four miles of the point of interchange. On this basis then Chatham,
with C.W. and L.E. delivery and a mileage of 781 miles, has a joint rate of

34| cents, while the longer haul of 800 miles from Brighton Siding to Wallace-
burg has a joint rate of 33 cents.

The correspondence which has been interchanged recognizes, on the part
of the railway, the position of the Board that the interswitching toll constitutes
a part of the through rate, but it is submitted by the railways that this basis

would only be applicable when, the consignor indicated on his shipping instruc-
tions that delivery was required on the tracks of a carrier, other than the road
haul carrier, at destination. Whether such limitation is or is not properly applic-
able need not be gone into here. It is sufficient to say that the Board has on

583
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its files a certified copy of the bill of lading showing that.C.W. and L.E. delivery

at Chatham was indicated by the consignor; that is to say, the matter involved
falls within the limitation which the railway claims should be applicable.

Under subsection (5) of section 314 it is provided:

—

" The Board shall not approve or allow any toll, which for the like

description of goods, or for passengers carried under substantially similar
circumstances and conditions in the same direction over the same line or

route is greater for a shorter than for a longer distance, within whi^h
such shorter distance is included, unless the Board is satisfied that, owiag
to competition, it is expedient to allow such toll."

Under the decisions of the Board the rate which was charged for the delivery

on team tracks of the C.W. and L.E. at Chatham is a joint rate. In both cases

the traffic is interchanged between the Canadian National Railways and the
C.W. and L.E. at Chatham.

No competitive conditions have been established which come within the

discretion granted under subsection (5) of section 314. On the record the 33-

cent rate to Wallaceburg is the maximum.
January 5, 1928.

Chief Commissioner McKeown, Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien and
Commissioner Oliver concurred.

ORDER No. 40227

In the matter of the complaint of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, of

Ottawa, Ontario, against the rate of 34i cents per 100 pounds charged on
a carload shipment of lumber from Brighton Siding, Quebec, on the Can-
adian National Railways, to Chatham, Ontario, for Chatham, Wallace-

burg & Lake Erie Railway delivery, on March 4, 1927.

File No. 26963.90.

Wednesday, the 18th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner,

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon consideration of the written submissions of the complainant and the

Canadian National Railways, and the report of its Chief Trafiic Officer, and its

appearing that Chatham, Wallaceburg and Lake Erie Railway delivery is an
intermediate station to Wallaceburg, shown in the tariff under which the traffic

moved, the rate to Wallaceburg not being specifically indicated as competitive,

—

The Board Declares: That the legal rate applicable on the said shipment

was the rate of 33 cents per 100 pounds published to Wallaceburg, Ontario, the

said rate applying as the maximum to Chatham, for Chatham, Wallaceburg and
Lake Erie Railway delivery.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner..
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Application of the Village of Lamont, Alta., for Order opening the main crossing

of the 'Canadian National Railways' right of way which is opposite the

street known as First Street West, in the Village of Lamont, said crossing

being between the United Grain Growers' Elevator and the Alberta

Pacific Elevator.
File 30762

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

As the crossing in question has been the scene of two accidents, one fatal,

and has been the subject of correspondence, investigation and direction, it

seems proper to set out its history in essential detail.

The crossing in question, known as First street west, is a temporary private

crossing over the tracks of the Canadian National Railways at the village of

Lamont, Alta. On October 18, 1920, one, Robert Milsap, drove on to this cross-

ing, with the result that damage was done to his wagon and horses, and he him-

self was injured.

On the blue-print then filed, it appeared that First street west intersected

Railway avenue on the north, which is the street parallel to the railway tracks.

No road was shown on the plan from Railway avenue south. A temporary

private crossing from Railway avenue is shown as leading south from Railway

avenue to the southerly boundary of the right of way. The crossing appar-

ently serves various elevators and industries located on the right of way to the

south of the tracks, and it angles between structures on the right of way. There

is no street or highway shown south of the right of way and connecting there-

with. The crossing in question leads from the north, or town side, to the south

side between the Alberta Pacific Elevator and the Alberta Farmers' Co-opera-

tive Elevator.

It was pointed out in the report of the investigation then made by the

Board's Inspector that the injured man had apparently driven out from behind

or between the elevators where he had been unloading grain, so that the limited

view and the noise in connection with the movement of the wagon may have
been contributing factors.

Subseciuent to this accident, the attention of the raiway was drawn to

the danger of having a private crossing of this nature in existence over side

tracks and main lines, and inviting the attention of the company to the elimina-

tion of such dangerous private crossings. In response to this, the railway stated

that it was desirous of eliminating such private crossings, endeavouring at the

same time to avoid inconvenience as far as possible. Under date of March 26,

1921, the railway wrote in as follows:

—

" Replying to your letter of the 15th of February last, I enclose

herewith, for your information, a copy of a report dated 19th instant
from the vice-president to myself and would ask the Board's attention
particularly to the last paragraph thereof. I am to-day replying to Mr.
Hungerford, suggesting that all private crossings be closed wherever
possible and that in future under no circumstances shall any more be
opened up."

In reply, under date of April 27, 1921, on direction, the railway was written
to as follows:

—

" Replying to your letter of the 15th instant, herein, I am directed
to state that while the Board cannot possibly give the guarantee asked
for in your letter, it approved of the suggestion in this connection as set
forth in your letter to the Board dated March 26, 1921, provided that
the following words be added to the last sentence of the said letter

—

' without application to and approval by the Board.' "

64252—li
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Under date of June 10, 1921, the railway replied stating it it would govern

itself accordingly.

On February 5, 1924, a wagon was struck by a train on the crossing and

the driver was killed. In the report made by the Board's Inspector, it was
pointed out that the driver approached the track on the private crossing from
between the elevators or commercial buildings on the south side and drove in

front of the train; he was thrown forward between the rails and the engine

passed over him.

While there were apparently some features of negligence on the part of the

unfortunate deceased, at the same time it was pointed out by the Inspector

that the crossing was " on account of the elevators, coal sheds, etc., obscuring

the view to approaching trains ... a veritable man-trap. . . The
Inspector recommended that the existing private crossing should be closed and
various changes, referred to later, be made. It was stated that the council of

the municipality recognized the danger of the existing private crossing; that

it did not make any definite decision at the time, but that it was prepared to

discuss the matter with the railway officials after council meeting took place.

Following this, the matter was set down for hearing at Edmonton on June
13, 1924. Under date of June 9, there was forwarded to the Board a letter

from the Canadian National Railways reading as follows:

—

" With further reference to my letter of the 21st ultimo, relative to

conditions at Lamont:

We will arrange, after conferring with the representatives of the

town, to build a road giving entrance from the west end of the yard to

the elevators, and fix up the east end of the elevator track, so that they
can unload or load to teams; the temporary road just west of the United
Grain Growers' elevator opposite First street west, where the accident

happened on February 5, 1924, to be closed."

At the hearing at Edmonton, no one appeared for the municipality. Mr.
Fraser, for the railway, at Evid. Vol. 4^4, VP- 44^8-40, said that there had been
discussion with the representatives of the municipality, and they agreed that

the best thing to do was to close the crossing. Mr. Fraser referred in this con-
nection to letter from the general superintendent of the railway written May
26, saying that there had been a conference of the general superintendent, Mr.
Brown, and representatives of the railway with representatives of the muni-
cipality; that the representatives of the municipality had no objection to clos-

ing the crossing in question; but that in lieu of the road so closed they desired
to have a road leading from the east and west surveyed road. This is the road
on the south; and the railway stated that in order to construct it it would be
necessary to purchase about three-quarters of an acre of land to put in a 40-foot
road. The railway understook the maintenance of the road. A plan was filed

showing the work the railway was doing; and the Board requested that a com-
munication be filed by the municipality showing its concurrence in the arrange-
ment set out.

While the railway, on the representations made, understood that an agree-
ment had been arrived at with the municipality, difiiculties arose. The Board
was advised under date of August 8, 1924, that owing to the absence of a
member of the council of Lamont, it had been impossible at the council meeting
held to close the question up. Under date of September 22, 1924, the difficulty
of getting a final agreement was again placed before the Board by the railway,
which stated that the driveway along the elevator track had already been
graded and put into condition to facilitate team loading and unloading.
Further representation was contained in a letter from the railway dated Novem-
ber 17 which quoted from a letter of General Superintendent Brown of
November 5 reading as follows:

—
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" The town of Lamont seems to have some difficulty in holding a

council meeting on account of one of their councillors being out of town.

However, I have their assurance that when the road diversion is com-
pleted by us they would be quite willing for us to close the road in ques-

tion, and I am arranging accordingly."

Thereafter there was placed before the Board by the railway a copy of a
letter from the municipality dated December 5, addressed to J. E. Wilson,
Superintendent of the Canadian National Railways, Edmonton, Alta., saying
that a meeting had been held and that about,

—

" seventy-five per cent of the ratepayers present expressed themselves

very strongly against the proposed closing of the temporary crossing

just west of the United Grain Growers' elevator, feeling that the business

men of the town would suffer considerably in consequence, due to the

extra haul of freight and increased drayage charges. In addition, the
closing of the temporary crossing would necessitate farmers driving about
an extra two miles when coming to Lamont elevators or stockyards,

w^hich would have the tendency to divert business to other points, and
most of our business, as you are already aware, comes from the north
side of the track."

On direction, thereafter, the matter was looked into and reported upon
by the Board's Engineering Department. The Board's Engineering Department
recommended that First street west should be closed; but it did not agree

in the recommendation which had been made as to the closing of First street

east. The following w'ords are excerpted from the report:

—

In view^ of the fact that the closing of this crossing (First street

east) will involve the construction of a local track on the north side of

the main track, at an expense of about $2,000, I am of opinion that it

should be allow^ed to remain, and that the municipality should apply to

have crossing made into a public crossing. The company should be per-

mitted to close the crossing at First street west."

The section of the Board which held sittings in Edmonton on June 30,

1924, gave direction w^hich was embodied in the following communication to

the municipality, dated March 30, 1925:

—

Referring to the crossings of the Canadian National Railways at

First street east and First street w^est at Lamont Station, Alta., I am
directed to inform you that the Board having gone very thoroughly into

this matter has decided to permit the Canadian National Railway Com-
pany to close the crossing at First street west, but that the crossing at

First street east is to remain open; also that if further application is

made by the railw^ay company to close the crossing at First street east,

the municipal authorities will be duly notified before any action is taken
by the Board."

No order issued, as this was not a public highway.

Under date of May 22, 1925, a petition, which was received by the Board
on May 27, was sent forw^ard by the Board of Trade of Lamont stating that

the closing of the crossing in question had been a serious inconvenience to the

business community in general, and more particularly to the farmers east of

the tow^n desirous of shipping their produce from the town of Lamont ", and
they asked that the crossing be reopened.

Under date of June 9, 1925, the applicants were written to pointing out

that an application for the establishment of a public crossing over the railway
can only be acted upon by this Board when it is made by the proper authorities

of the municipality or province concerned who have control over the roads.
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Under date of Aug:ust 17, 1927, the village of Lamont, through its reeve

and secretary-treasurer, wrote complaining of the closing of the private cross-

ing, and emphasized the business inconvenience which it was stated was being

endured by this crossing being closed.

The situation then was, the closing of First street west after accidents,

investigation by the Board's Operating Department, a hearing, investigation by
the Board's Engineering Department, and ruling of the Board which has already

been set out.

In view, however, that there might be some new or material evidence to

present, the question was set down for hearing. The hearing took place in

Edmonton on October 12, 1927. The village of Lamont was represented, as

were also the Bawlf Grain Company, Limited, the Alberta Pacific Grain Com-
pany, and the United Grain Growers' Company.

What was emphasized at this hearing was the inconvenience, more especi-

ally the business inconvenience, existing on account of the crossing in question

not being opened. It was claimed that to have the crossing opened would lessen

the haul, give a more established road and firmer road-bed, and enable larger

loads to be hauled.

The railway pointed out the improvements it had made. These are covered

in a plan filed by the railway showing (a) the approach road running easterly

from the surveyed road at the west and south of the right of way; (6) the road

to be graded up about l^-foot fill parallel to the southerly boundary of the

right of way; and (c) a road for team loading. Plan also carries a notation

that the crossing on First street east was not to be closed. It was testified, on

behalf of the railway, that between $1,200 and $1,300 had been expended on

this work.

The crossing has been found by the Board's officials to be dangerous. A view

of the plan makes clear the restricted view existing and points out the danger;

and there are also elements of danger in respect of a crossing carried through

a yard. The railway has emphasized what it considers to be features of danger.

At the hearing, Mr. Harrison, of Lamont, who is a business man there, was
present on behalf of the council of the municipality, having been requested by
the mayor of the town to be present. At p. 10712 of the evidence, the following

discussion took place when Mr. Harrison was under cross-examination by Mr.
Owens for the railway.

Q. Do you think that, if that crossing is opened again, it would
be perfectly safe, or at least as safe as an ordinary road crossing?

A. No, it is not as safe as an ordinary crossing.
" Q. In other words, you would have to use more than reasonable

care?
" A. Yes, you would."

No doubt there would be added convenience to those doing business at

Lamont and, possibly, this might react to the increase in the volume of business

to the merchants of Lamont. On the record, the matter narrows down to busi-

ness convenience versus safety. As already pointed out, the Board of Trade
of the municipality was earlier notified that if it was desired to have a public
crossing opened up at the point in question there would have to be formal appli-

cation. No such application has been made. I do not think that, on thie record,
if such application were made we would be justified in granting it. The ques-
tion then arises, are conditions so different in respect of the private crossing as
to justify direction to reopen a crossing through the yards, to give access to the
elevators and other buildings south of the railway?

The Board, while balancing convenience and safety, must, if there is any
doubt, give added weight to safety. I think there is no doubt that the crossing
would be unsafe; and I am, therefore, of opinion that the Board would not Ije

justified in directing that it be reopened.
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Evidence was submitted to the effect that the roads constructed by the

railway in connection with the closing up of the crossing were not satisfactory.

The following statement was made at the close of the hearing by Mr. Brown,
the general superintendent:

—

It appeared by the evidence here that the road is very bad. I may
say to the Board that we are prepared to have these roads inspected,

both east and west at Lamont, and fix them up. But we have not had
any complaints that I know of in connection with them. The complaint
has been the opening of the crossing and not the condition of the road."

In accordance with this, investigation will be made as soon as the roads
permit, by the Board's Engineer in conjunction with the representatives of the

municipality and of the railway; and such recommendations, if any, as may be
necessary to put the roads in shape will be made by the Board's Engineer, and
the matter will thereafter, if necessary, be dealt with by order.

January 5, 1928.

Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver concurred.

Complaint of the Council of the Town of Wallaceburg, Ont., and the Township

of Harwich against proposed discontinuance of passenger service by the

Chatham, Wallaceburg and Lake Erie Railway Company between
Wallaceburg and Chatham, Ont.

File 35054

JUDGMENT
McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

In addition to the solicitors, there were notified in this matter the clerk of

the township of Harwich and the municipal representatives of the town of

Wallaceburg. The Board was advised by telegraphic communication, before

the hearing, that the town of Wallaceburg was not going to appear in the matter.

Counsel for the railway company indicated there was apparently a mistake in

connection with this, since it was the township of Dover which was really

interested. The matter stood and, later, in the course of the hearing, Mr. Mont-
gomery, the reeve of the township of Dover, appeared and presented his case.

As represented by him, what was desired by the municipality is that there

shall be a passenger car in the morning from Wallaceburg in time to accom-
modate the school children, and another in the afternoon for the purpose of

bringing them home. It was stated there were about fifty children attending
the schools in Chatham and some in the town of Wallaceburg. The request as

presented narrowed down to furnishing facilities for the school children and
for express.

At present, there is a bus line operated about a mile from the electric line,

and attempts have been made to operate a truck; but it is stated that on
account of the condition of the roads the service has not worked out satisfac-

torily so far.

The railway has ceased operating the passenger service but continues the

freight service. It represented that it would be impracticable to run a mixed
service which would give sufficiently well-timed movements as to permit the

school children to fit into the school hours.

Leaving aside the limitation of the Board's powers in regard to the matter
concerned, a subject which is dealt with in the Red Mountain Case—Rossland
Board of Trade vs. Great Northern Ry. Co., 28 Can. Ry. Cos., 21^, and Hunter
Bros. vs. Great Northern and C.P.R. Cos., 30 Can. Ry. Cas., 180, counsel for

the railway devoted his attention to its financial condition. He was of opinion
that the freight service afforded was of value and that as a freight proposition
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there should be some adequate return. The railway is endeavouring to make
arrangements with some of the steam roads so as to have the Chatham, Wal-

laceburg and Lake Erie Railway Company as a feeder in connection with

freight movements. The railway in running through the municipality parallels

the town line at a distance of about seven-eighths of a mile from it. The town

line is paved and gravelled from Wallaccburg to Chatham.

In the exhibits filed it is shown that there has been a constant decrease in

the passenger earnings. The number of passengers carried in 1921 was 196,885;

this fell in 1927 to 63,301. The total receipts from passengers in 1921 were

$62,820.96. There has been a sharp decrease ever since, with the result that

the 1927 figures stand at $16,271.58. That is to say, the revenues now are, in

round numbers, 26 per cent of what they were in 1921.

Exhibit No. 2 filed gives details in regard to the operating expenses. The

figures for operating expenses on the passenger side are $40,755. The total

operating expenses, both freight and passenger, in 1927 are $181,707. The fol-

lowing analysis of the expenses chargeable to passenger business was sub-

mitted:

—

Superintendents $1,437

Track labour 1,000

Sanding track 400

Bonding 300

Power plant equipment, overload 500

Repairs to passenger cars 5,878

Shop machinery expenses 1,000

Miscellaneous power 100

Power purchased, 40 per cent charged to passenger traffic 9,400

Passenger trainmen 8,939

Miscellaneous car service expenses 200

Ticket agent 720

Barn rent 1,221

Operation of signals 500
Derailments 200
Miscellaneous general expenses 500
Insurance 1,500

Damage to locomotives by low voltage 1,200

Time of freight trainmen, 15 per cent 2,400

(This is charged up on the point of delay caused by passenger
trains to railway, it being a single track.)

Delay in movement of cars, 10 per cent 3,160

This gives a total of $40,775, which was checked on the 1926 figures, which
had a revenue of $32,156 from passengers. The figures given are for the fiscal

year ending June 30.

The figures above include no contribution to taxes or fixed charges. The
taxes are about $6,000, while the fixed charges are $34,725.

Exhibit No. 2, already referred to, shows a deficit on freight and pas-

sengers for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1927, amounting to $53,459.

As pointed out at the hearing, the situation involved was one which aroused

sympathy because of the question of facilitating the attendance of school

children at the educational centres where work has been taken up by them;
at the same time it was intimated that, on the record of red ink figures which
was submitted, there was grave doubt whether the Board could do anything on
the passenger business side. By concentrating his presentation on the needs
of the school children, the representative of the municipality was, as I under-
stand it, admitting the unsatisfactory condition the railway was in from the

standpoint of general passenger business. The railway, I take it, would be
quite willing to continue the passenger service if there were any reasonable
expectation of getting a better return. The service for school children, which
is especially referred to, on the 30th of June, 1927, meant that the railway was
carrying twenty-four children daily each way, at an average of 7i cents each.
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On the record as submitted, the Board is not justified in making any order.

January 9. 1928.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

ORDER No. 40127

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).
File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4335, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the said

Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supplement
No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4335, to Cap de la Madeleine, Quebec, are those
published to Three Rivers, Quebec, in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C.
No. E-3992.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40128

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4308, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection
2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the said
Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the said Supple-
ment No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4308, approved herein, are the tolls con-
tained in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3219.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40129

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4319, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the said

Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 3 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. E-4319, approved herein, are those contained in G. C. Ransom's
Tariff C.R.C. No. 111.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to the provision con-

tained in the schedule named in paragraph 1 hereof, for fruits and vegetables,

canned, and apples, evaporated, in carloads, from Port Williams and Sheffield

Mills, Nova Scotia, to stations in Western Canada, the normal tolls which, but
for the said Act, w^ould have been effective in lieu thereof, are those published
from Aylesford, Nova Scotia, to the same stations in item No. 269 of Supple-
ment No. 21 to G. C. Ransom's Tariff C.R.C. No. 111.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40130

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter J^l^).

File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4318, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 3 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. E-4318, approved herein, are the tolls contained in G. C. Ransom's
Tariff C.R.C. No. 110, except as specified in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to the provision con-

tained in the schedule named in paragraph 1 hereof, for fruits and vegetables,

canned, and apples, evaporated, in carloads, from Port Williams and Sheffield

Mills, Nova Scotia, to stations in Western Canada, the normal tolls which, but
for the said Act, would have been effective in lieu thereof, are those published
from Aylesford, Nova Scotia, to the same stations in item No. 383 of Supple-
ment No. 50 to G. C. Ransom's Tariff C.R.C. No. 110.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40131

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter ^).
File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4316, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection
2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 1 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. E-4316, approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C.
No. E-3832, except as specified in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to the provision con-
tained in the schedule named in paragraph 1 hereof, for hoop, barrel (iron or

steel), the normal tolls which, but for the said Act, would have been effective

in lieu thereof, are those published on bar or band iron or steel in Canadian
Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3832; and that, with respect to tolls pub-
lished to Cap de la Madeleine, Quebec, the normal tolls which, but for the said

Act, would have been effective in lieu thereof, are those published to Three
Rivers, Quebec, in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3832.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40132

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act. 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).
File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant' Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4314, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the said

Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supplement
No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4314, are those published in Canadian Pacific

Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3468, except as specified in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to rates published in

the schedule named in paragraph 1 hereof, to Cap de la Madeleine, Quebec,
and Buckingham, Quebec, the normal tolls which, but for the said Act, would
have been effective in lieu thereof, are those published in Canadian Pacific

Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E^3468, as follows:—
To Cap de la Madeleine, P.Q.—the rate published to Three Rivers, P.Q.

To Buckingham, P.Q.—the rate published to Hull West.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40133

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter J^l^).

File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4314, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 4314, are those published in Canadian Pacific

Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3468, except as specified in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with regard to the rate published

in the schedule named in paragraph 1 hereof, to Buckingham, Quebec, the

normal toll which, but for the said Act, would have been effective in lieu thereof,

is the rate published to Hull West, Quebec, in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff

C.R.C. No. E-3468.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40134

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44); and
Order No. 39862, dated November 12, 1927.

File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4304, filed by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection
2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which would have
been effective in lieu of that published in the said Supplement No. 1 to Tariff
C.R.C. No. E-4304, to Gatineau, Quebec, is that published to Hull West, Quebec,
in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4175.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39862, dated
November 12, 1927, be, and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words
and figures, " Supplement 1 to E-4304 " and " E-4175 under columns 1 and 2
respectively, of the schedule.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40135

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.12

Saturday, the 7th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4304, filed by the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates

Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-

plement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4304, to Cap de la Madeleine, Quebec,

are those published to Three Rivers, Quebec; and to Gatineau, Quebec, those

published to Hull West, in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4304.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40142

In the matter of the application of the Neiv York Central Railroad Company

^

hereinafter called the "Applicant Company^', under Section 330 of the

Railway Act, 1919, for approval of its Standard Mileage Freight Tariff,

C.R.C. No. 3196, issued for the purpose of changing Cambridge, Ontario,

from a non-agency to an agency station, without any change of rate.

File No. 1067

Monday, the 9th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commii^sioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of its Assistant Chief Traffic Ofl&cer,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant company's Standard Mileage
Freight Tariff, C.R.C. No. 3196, on file with the Board under file No. 1067, be,

and it is hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to this order, to be
published in at least two consecutive weekly issues of the Canada Gazette.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40144

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44); and
Order No. 39727, dated October 12, 1927.

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the Uth day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-4312, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the
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Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-

plement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, approved herein, on railway equip-

ment, are those published in item No. 6, page 223, of Canadian Freight Classi-

fication No. 17.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39727, dated

October 12, 1927, be, and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words and
figures, " Supplement No. 1 to E-4312 " and " E-4250 under columns 1 and 2

respectively of the schedule.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40145

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 1^1^.); and
the Order of the Board No. 39783, dated October 26, 1927.

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-4312, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 2 Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, approved herein, are those published
in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4250, except items reissued
from Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, approved by Order No.
40144, and except as specified in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to rates published in

item 490A of the said Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, on oil,

fish, whale, or sea animal, the normal toll which, but for the said Act, would
have applied in lieu thereof, is 56 cents per 100 pounds.

4. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39783, dated
October 26, 1927, be, and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words and
figures, " Supplement 2 to E-4312 " and " E-4250 under columns 1 and 2
respectively of the schedule.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40146

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Mantime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W, and

the Order of the Board No. 39970, dated December 1, 1927.

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No.

E-4312, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-

plement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, approved herein, are those published

in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4250, except item 535 reissued

from Supplement No. 1, and approved by Order No. 40144, and item 490B
reissued from Supplement No. 2, approved by Order No. 40145.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39970, dated

December 1, 1927, be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40147

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the Uth day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-4312, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, are those published in Canadian
Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4250, except item No. 455 reissued from
Supplement No. 1, and approved by Order No. 40144, and item No. 490B
reissued from Supplement No. 2, and approved by Order No. 40145, and except
as specified in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to rates published in

item 565, on crushed sea shells, carloads, the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
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plement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, approved herein, are from St. John,

New Brunswick, as follows:

—

To

Toronto, Ont., 1

Dundas, Ont., [ 30 cents per 100 pounds

London, Ont., J

Windsor, Ont., 33 cents per 100 pounds.

And that, with respect to lumbermen's batteaux, scows, and warping tugs, in

carloads, published in item No. 75 of the said Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C.

No. E-4312, approved herein, the normal tolls which, but for the said Act,

would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supplement,

are the sixth-class rates in effect prior to July 1, 1927.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40148

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to. tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-4312, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company imder section 9 of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for

the said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement
No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, approved herein, are those published

in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4250, except item No. 455
reissued from Supplement No. 1, and approved by Order No. 40144; item No.
490B reissued from Supplement No. 2, and approved by Order No. 40145, and
items Nos. 565 and 75, approved by Order No. 40147, and except as specified in

paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to rates published on
cheese colour and cheese rennet, in carloads, in item No. 145 of the said Sup-
plement No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement, approved herein, are the third-class rates in effect prior to July 1,

1927.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40161

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W;
the Order of the Board No. 39725, dated October 12, 1927.

File No. 34822.13

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner,

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 820,

filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company under section 9 of the Mari-
time Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to

the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, approved herein, on railway equip-

ment, are those published in item No. 6, page 223, of the Canadian Freight

Classification No. 17.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39725, dated

October 12, 1927, be, and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words and
figures, " Supplement 1 to 820 " and 777 under columns 1 and 2 respectively

of the schedule.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40162

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44),'

the Order of the Board No. 39785, dated October 26, 1927.

File No. 34822.13

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 820,

filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company under section 9 of the Mari-
time Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to

the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, approved herein, on oil, fish, whale,

or sea animal, from Halifax, Nova Scotia, to stations in Ontario shown in item

No. 490A, is 56 cents per 100 pounds.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39785, dated

October 26, 1927, he, and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words and
figures, " Supplement 2 to 820 " and 111 ", under columns 1 and 2 respectively

of the schedule.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

54252—2
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ORDER No. 40163

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 4V ; CLT^d

the Order of the Board No. 39971, dated December 1, 1927.

File No. 34822.13

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls contained in item No. 490B of Supplement No. 3 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. 820, filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company under sec-

tion 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the

said Act, would have been applied in lieu of that published in the said Supple-

ment No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, approved herein, on oil, fish, whale, or

sea animal, in barrels only, from Halifax, Nova Scotia, to points named in

Ontario, is 56 cents per 100 pounds.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39971, dated
December 1, 1927, be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40164

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44); ct^^

the Order of the Board No. 39862, dated November 12, 1927.

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the toll published in Supplement No. 1 to C.R.C. No. E-4322,
filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Mari-
time Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the

provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of that published in the said Supple-

ment No. 1 to C.R.C. No. E-4322, from Chipman, Minto, and South Devon,
New Brunswick, to Fairville, New Brunswick, on logs and bolts, is 11 cents per

100 pounds.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39862 be, and it

is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40165

In the matter oi tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-4322, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, sub-

ject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Actj would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4322, approved herein, are those con-

tained in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4203, except as speci-

fied in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to rates on pulpwood
to Cap de la Madeleine, Quebec, contained in the schedule named in para-

graph 1 hereof, the normal tolls which, but for the said Act, would have been
in effect in lieu thereof, are those published to Three Rivers, Quebec, in Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4203.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40166

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter UJ-

File No. 34822.12

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-4322, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, sub-

ject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of that published in the said Sup-
plement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4322, approved herein, on mill refuse,

carloads, from Plaster Rock, New Brunswick, to Edmundston, New Brunswick,
is 5i cents per 100 pounds.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

54252—2J
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ORDER No. 40167

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 41^); and
the Order of the Board No. 39730, dated October 12, 1927.

File No. 34822.16

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 124,

filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway Company under section 9 of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, sub-

ject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 124, approved herein, on railway equip-

ment, are those published in item No. 6, page 233, of the Canadian Freight
Classification No. 17.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39730, dated
October 12, 1927, be, and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words and
figures, Supplement No. 1 to 124 " and 116 ", under columns 1 and 2 respec-

tively of the schedule.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40168

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44); and
the Order of the Board No. 39853, dated November 12, 1927.

File No. 34822.16

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the toll published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 132,
filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway Company under section 9 of
the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject
to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 1 to
Tariff C.R.C. No. 132, approved herein, from Chipman, New Brunswick, to
Fairville, New Brunswick, on logs and bolts, is 11 cents per 100 pounds.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39853, dated
November 12, 1927, be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40169

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime 'freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W, and

the Order of the Board No. 39861, dated November 12, 1927.

File No. 34822.15

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the toll published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 167,

filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Company under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved,
subject to the provision of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 1 to

Tariff C.R.C. No. 167, approved herein, from Minto, New Brunswick, to Fair-

ville. New Brunswick, on logs and bolts, is 11 cents per 100 pounds.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39861, dated
November 12, 1927, be, and it is hereby, rescinded.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40170

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44); CL^di

the Order of the Board No. 39729, dated October 12, 1927. >

File No. 34822.15

Wednesday, the 11th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 159,
filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Company under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby,
approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 159, approved herein, on railway equipment,
are those published in item No. 6, page 233, of the Canadian Freight Classifi-

cation No. 17.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39729, dated
October 12, 1927, be, and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words and
figures, Supplement No. 1 to 159 " and " 153 uiader columns 1 and 2 respec-
tively of the schedule.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40184

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44); and
the Order of the Board No. 39729, dated October 12, 1927.

File No. 34822.15

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean^ Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplements Nos. 2 and 3 to Tariff C.R.C.
No. 157, filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Company
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are
hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the
said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplements Nos. 2 and
3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 157, approved herein, are those published in Fredericton
and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. 152, except as specified

in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to rates published in

the said Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 157, on railway equipment,
approved herein, the normal rates are those published in item No. 6, page 223,

of the Canadian Classification No. 17; and that, with respect to rates published

in Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 157, on lumberman's batteaux, scows,

or warping tugs, approved herein, the normal tolls are the 6th class rates in

effect prior to July 1, 1927.

4. And the Board further orders that the said Order 'No. 39729 be, and
it is hereby, amended by striking out the words and figures, " Supplement 2

to 157 and 152 " under columns 1 and 2 respectively of the schedule.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40185

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-
File No. 34822.15

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 160,

Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 167, and Supplement No. 4 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. 168, filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake Coal and Railway
Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, be, and they are

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Supplement No. 1 to

Tariff C.R.C. No. 160, Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 167, and Supple-

ment No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 168, to Cap de la Madeleine, Quebec, approved

herein, are those published to Three Rivers, Quebec, in Fredericton and Grand

Lake Coal and Railway Tariffs C.R.C. Nos. 122, 149, and 42.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40186

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-
File No. 34822.15

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement Nos. 1 and 2 to Tariff C.R.C.
No. 169, filed by the Frederieton and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Company
under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supple-
ments Nos. 1 and 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 169, on potatoes and turnips, carloads,

approved herein, are as follows:

—

To Cap de la Madeleine, P.Q., the rates published to Three Rivers, P.Q.;

and to St. S. Jerome, P.Q., the rates published to Lachute, P.Q.—in Frederieton

and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. 117.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40187

In the matter of tariffs, and suppleinents to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.15

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 170,

filed by the Frederieton and Grand Lake Coal and Railway Company under
section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in item No. 50A
of the said Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 170, approved herein, on old

rails for melting or reroUing, to stations in Canada where through class rates

are in effect, are the 10th class rates in effect prior to July 1, 1927.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40188

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.12

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4310,
filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the said

Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supple-

ment No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4310, on gypsum board, approved herein,

when included with carloads of wall plaster, not to exceed 10 per cent of the

gross weight, are the 10th class rates in effect prior to July 1, 1927.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40189

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 4J^).

File No. 34822.12

Friday, the 13th day of January^ A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. E-4320,
filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the
Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject
to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in item No. 410A
of the said Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4320, approved herein,

is, from St. John, New Brunswick, the rate from St. Stephen published in

item No. 410 of G. C. Ransom's Tariff C.R.C. No. 256.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40190

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).
File No. 34822.12

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-433.5,

filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of tlie

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those pubhshed in the said Supple-
ment No. 2 to C.R.C. No. E-4335, approved herein, on potatoes and turnips, car-

loads, to St. Jerome, Quebec, are those published to Lachute, Quebec, in Canadian
Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3992.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40192

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.14

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean^ Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 615,

and Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 616, filed by the Temiscouata
Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927,

be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2

of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said

Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 615, and Supplement No. 3 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. 616, to Cap de la Madeleine, Quebec, approved herein, are those

published to Three Rivers, Quebec, in Temiscouata Railway Tariffs C.R.C. Nos.
263 and 531.

s. J. McLean,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40193

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

oj The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.14

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplements Nos. 1 and 2 to Tariff C.R.C.
No. 624, filed by the Temiscouata Railway Company under section 9 of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supple-

ments Nos. 1 and 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 624, on potatoes and turnips, car-

loads, approved herein, are as follows:

—

To Cap de la Madeleine, P.Q., the rates published to Three Rivers, P.Q.;

and to St. Jerome, P.Q., the rates published to Lachute, P.Q., in Temiscouata
Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. 509.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40194

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.14

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Tariff C.R.C. No. 627, filed by the Temis-
couata Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act,

1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the said

Tariff C.R.C. No. 627, approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C.
No. 563 of the said Temiscouata Railway Company.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40195

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).
File No. 34822.13

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 825,

filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company under section 9 of the
Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject

to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supple-
ment No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 825, to Cap de la Madeleine, Quebec, approved
herein, are the tolls published to Three Rivers, Quebec, in Dominion Atlantic

Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. 490.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40196

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U)-
File No. 34822.13

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in the tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic

Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act. 1927,

and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned

in column 1.

Schedule

Column 1 Column 2

CR.C.No. CR.C.No.

Supplement 2 to

783
Supplement 3 to

783
Supplement 4 to

783

738
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Column 1

Supplement 3 to

794
Supplement 4 to

794
Supplement 5 to

794

Column 2

725

Supplement 4 to

813
776

Supplement 6 to

817
737

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40197

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Martime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)
the Order of the Board No. 39784, dated October 26, 1927.

File No. 34822.16

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 125,

Supplement No. 3 to C.R.C. No. 132, and Supplement No. 2 to C.R.C. No. 133,

filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway Company under section 9 of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved,
subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of tolls named in the said Supple-

ment No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 125. Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
132, and Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 133, to Cap de la Madeleine,

Quebec, approved herein, are those published to Three Rivers, Quebec,
,
in New

Brunswick Coal and Railway Tariffs C.R.C. Nos. 88, 112, and 29.

3. And the Board further orders that the said Order No. 39784, dated

October 26, 1927, be, and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words
and figures " Supplement 2 to 124 " and 29, 30, 85 " under columns 1 and 2

of the schedule.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40198

In the matter of tariffs, and siipplejnents to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.16

Friday, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplements Nos. 1 and 2 to Tariff C.R..C.

No. 134, filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway Company under section

9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved,
subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supple-
ments Nos. 1 and 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 134, on potatoes and turnips, carloads,

approved herein, are as follows:

—

To Cap de la Madeleine, P.Q., the rates published to Three Rivers, P.Q.;

and to St. Jerome, P.Q., the rates published to Lachute, P.Q., in New Brunswick
Coal and Railwav Tariff C.R.C. No. 83.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief, Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40199

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.16

FRmAY, the 13th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 135,

filed by the New Brunswick Coal and Railway Company under section 9 of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved,

subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said

Supplement No. 1 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 135, on old rails for melting or rerolling,

to stations in Canada where through rates are in effect, approved herein, are

the 10th class rates in effect prior to July 1, 1927.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40230

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter

File No. 34822.13.

Wednesday, the 18th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 824,

filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company under the provisions of sec-

tion 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby declares that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supple-
ment No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 824, approved herein, are those contained in

G. C. Ransom's Tariff C.R.C. No. 110, except as specified in paragraph 3 hereof.

3. And the Board further certifies that, with respect to the tolls published

in item 80A of the schedule named in paragraph 1 hereof, from Port Williams

and Sheffield Mills, Nova Scotia, the normal tolls which, but for the said Act,

would have been effective in lieu thereof are those published from Aylesford,

Nova Scotia, in item 383 of Supplement No. 50 to G. C. Ransom's Tariff C.R.C.

No. 110.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40229

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.9

Thursday, the 19th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Tariff C.R.C. No. 206, filed by the Atlantic,

Quebec and Western Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight
Rates Act, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of sub-
section 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Tariff C.R.C. No. 206,
approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C. No. 205.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40231

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.13.

Thursday, the 19th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Tariff C.R.C. No. 828, filed by the Dominion
Atlantic Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act,

1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection

2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Tariff C.R.C. No. 828,

approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C. No. 766.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner,

ORDER No. 40238

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter

File No. 34822.23

Thursday, the 19th day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in the tariffs filed by the Canada and Gulf
Terminal Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, and set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order, be, and they are

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned
in column 1.

Schedule
Column 1 Column 2
CR.C.No. C.R.C. No.

Supplement 3 to

32 25
33 33i

Supplement 1 to

33 33^
35 33i
36 34

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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Application of the city of Quebec that the matter of grade separation at high-

way crossings on the Canadian Pacific Railway be considered.

File 35435
JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, Esq., K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This application was heard at Quebec on the 23rd of November, 1927, before

the Chief Commissioner, Messrs. Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver and
myself.

There appeared before us on behalf of the city of Quebec: Elisee Theriault,

Esq., K.C, M.P.P.; on behalf of the Canadian National Railways: C. V.

Darveau, Esq., K.C, and T. Waterston, Esq.; and on behalf of the Canadian
Pacific Railway: E. P. Flintoft, Esq., Assistant General Solicitor.

This matter originated with an application of the city of Quebec, in a

letter of the city clerk addressed to this Board on July 27, 1927, enclosing a

resolution of the city council dated July 22, 1927, to the effect that level

crossings of the railway lines in the streets of the city created a great danger
and interfered with the movements of the fire brigade, the police patfol, the

automobile and the other vehicular traffic, and caused considerable damage to

business and industries as the results of long delays.

The resolution further pointed out that serious and often fatal accidents

had taken place at these level crossings, and requested the Board of Railway
Commissioners for Canada to take the necessary steps with a view to solving

with the least possible delay this vital question upon which depended the

security of the citizens of Quebec and the development of their business and
industrial life.

These crossings are situated on the southwest side of the Saint Charles
river, on the Canadian Pacific Railway lines, over which the Canadian National
Railways have running rights, by virtue of an agreement.

At the hearing at Quebec on November 23, Mr. Theriault strongly urged
the point of view of the city in support of its application.
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Mr. Flintoft, on behalf of the Canadian Pacific Railway (Record Vol. 524,

p. 12540), conceded that these level crossings were very unsatisfactory, and
had given them serious concern; that they presented a difficult problem,
Inasmuch as they were immediately out of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Palais station, where both the railway and the highways are heavily travelled

over; that the level of the streets in relation to that of the St. Charles river,

in the immediate neighbourhood, does not allow the construction of subways;
and that the upgrade of the railway immediately out of the station, is another
obstacle that has to be overcome.

All parties agreed that this matter should be referred to the Chief Engineer
of the Board for investigation and report. The engineers of the city and of

the railway companies would co-operate with him to find out the most reason-
able solutioij, having regard to the safety and convenience of the public and of

the railway, and to the cost of the undertaking. A similar course was followed

in Montreal in May. 1927, and gave satisfaction.

I am therefore of the opinion that this matter should be referred to the

Chief Engineer of the Board who should be appointed and directed to make
an inquiry and report on the whole situation of level crossings in the city of

Quebec on the Canadian Pacific Railway lines, from the Palais station to the

limits of the city.

The Chief Engineer should report progress to the Board from time to

time, and in consultation with the city and the railway engineers should evolve

a scheme for the consideration of the Board.

The Board shall then take action, after due notice to all interested parties.

Ottawa, December 29, 1927.

Chief Commissioner McKeown concurred.

Application of the Woods Manufacturing Company, Limited, for an Order
determining the terms and conditions under which the Canadian National
Railways shall place and move cars on the siding westerly of the railway

company's tracks in the City of Toronto, and particularly for an Order
declaring that such contract shall not include any provision requiring the

applicant company to indemnify the railway company in respect of any
negligence of the railway company, its servants and agents.

File 26829.17

JUDGMENT
McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

There is involved in the present application the question of liability. As
set out in the draft agreement which the railway submitted to the applicant,

section 3 reads as follows:

—

''3. That the applicant shall assume the duty and obligation of

keeping said coal pits so covered, protected and maintained in every

possible manner as to prevent accident and causing of loss, injury and
damage to the property of the company, or to the person and property

of the company's employees and the agents, servants and workmen of

the applicant, and the applicant shall at all times indemnify and save

harmless the company from and against all claims and demands, loss,

costs, damages, actions, suits or other proceedings, by whomsoever made,
brought or prosecuted, in any manner based upon, occasioned by or

attributable to the existence of these presents, or any action taken or

things done or maintained by virtue hereof, or the exercise in any manner
of the rights arising hereunder."
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The applicant took the position that the indemnity should not be extended

to cover the negligence of the railway company or its employees.

By Order No. 27566 of August 17, 1918, provision was made under the

Branch Lines sections for the construction of a siding into the premises of the

Woods Manufacturing Company, Limited', east of Logan avenue, in the city of

Toronto. Subsequently an application was launched by the applicant setting

out the following:

—

"(1) That the applicant is the owner of certain lands fronting on
Logan avenue, in the city of Toronto, and abutting on the tracks of the

railway company in rear thereof.

"(2) That a siding has been constructed at the said point over six

pits or excavations used as coal hoppers.

"(3) That the railway company insists upon including in the terms

of a proposed agreement for the operation of the said siding over the

said coal hoppers a provision to the effect that the applicant shall at all

times indemnify and save harmless the railway company from and against

all claims and demands, loss, costs, damages, actions, suits or other

proceedings, by whomsoever made, brought or prosecuted, in any manner
based upon, occasioned by or attributable to the existence of the said

agreement.
''(4) The applicant is willing to indemnify the railway company in

respect of every matter or thing in connection with the operation of the

said siding and coal hoppers except the negligence of the railway com-
pany, its servants or agents, but the railway company claims to be

indemnified in respect of the negligence of itself or its servants or agents,

which the applicant is unwilling to do."

The powers conferred by the Railway Act in regard to branch line con-

struction are set out in sections 180 to 184, and 185 to 187 inclusive.

The applicant contends that under section 312, subsection (7), the railway

is not able to relieve itself from neglect or refusal to comply with the require-

ments of the section on the ground of any notice, condition or declaration, if

the damage arises from any negligence or omission of the company or of its

servants. The applicant's contention, as I understand it, is that the matter

is covered by section 312. The section referred to is concerned with the

general question of facilities. The provisions of the Branch Lines sections are,

in my opinion, separate and distinct in subject matter from section 312. The
breach which is involved in subsection (7) of section 312 is a neglect or refusal

to furnish facilities in compliance with the provisions of the Act; then, if any
such breach arises the remedy of the applicant is against the company by
action. It is then set out that in any such action notice, condition or declara-

tion, does not relieve the railway from liability for negligence.

Counsel for the railway took the position that the clause involved was fair.

He contended that an especial feature of danger was created by the construction

of the hoppers under the siding track and that, therefore, an es.pecial burden of

responsibility was placed upon the employees working under the siding in

question. He stated that he was not, in the present instance, raising the
question of the power of the Board to deal with the Siding Agreement, but
that he was willing to have the matter dealt with on its merits. Notwith-
standing this method of approach, it seems to me the fundamental matter is

the Board's power in the question.

The matter of principle involved is not new. The Board had before it

in 1924 the application of the Provincial Paper Mills, Limited, of Thorold,
Ont., for a ruling of the Board in the matter of a difference which arose between
the applicant and the Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Railway Company

56029—li
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as to proper form of siding agreement to govern the operation of the siding.

The matter was heard but no judgment was rendered, as it seemed expedient
to have the matter stand over for further consideration. An extension of time
was accordingly allowed, and thereafter the form of agreement which had been
proposed by the railway was accepted by the applicant. No decision having
been rendered in the matter, the action arrived at by consent is no necessary
criterion of the conclusion which should be arrived at in the present instance.

In the application of Carroll Bros., of Buffalo, N.Y., decided February 7,

1922, there was involved the request that the Board fix the charges for a siding

into the applicant's property. The siding in question had been built under
the Branch Lines sections of the Railway Act, now numbered sections 181 to

184 inclusive. It was claimed that the sums charged for rental on the siding

of the applicant were in excess of the sums charged for rental on the siding

of the competitor, and it was claimed that a question of unjust discrimination

and undue preference was involved, and that the Board, therefore, should deal

with the matter. Vol. XI, Board's Judgments and Orders, p. 4^5.

The judgment in question analyzed in some detail the provisions of the

sections dealing with branch line construction. It was pointed out at p. 467
that a great many applications come before the Board dealing with branch
lines to be constructed to serve industries in connection with which there is a
co-operative scheme of construction as between the railway and the industry,

and this is coupled with an annual charge. It further sets out that the terms
upon which a railway enters upon the construction are defined in the siding

agreement, which sets out a contractual basis agreed upon by the parties. Con-
tinuing, the judgment sets out that the Board has no power to compel the

construction of a branch line to serve an industry under sections 180 to 184

of the Railway Act. Application is then made under section 185, which pro-

vides for forced construction.

If the Board possessed powers under sections 180 to 184, the group of

sections given the caption of Branch Lines " in the Act of 1919, to determine
the conditions as to construction and operation—which, of necessity, includes

payments necessary in connection with such construction—when the parties are

not in agreement, it would have been unnecessary to confer on the Board the

power set out under section 185. If the Board has no power under the Branch
Lines sections to fix, at the outset, the terms as to co-operative construction

and cost of maintenance, then it also follows that the Board is without power
to revise the terms so agreed upon and fixed in a contractual arrangement (vide

pp. 468-469) . It follows that if the Board is without power to revise the terms
agreed upon and fixed in a contractual arrangement it is, in view of the frame-
work and provisions of sections dealing with branch lines, equally without power
to make an agreement under the Branch Lines sections 180 to 184 for individuals

who are not in agreement.

When reference is made to section 185, it will be found that summarizing
the conditions precedent to the Board's consent, it must be satisfied,

—

(a) that the branch line is necessary in the public interest;

(h) or that it will give increased facilities to business;

(c) and that it is satisfactory from an engineering standpoint.

The Board is empowered to deal with the cost of physical construction and
the repayment of same. Also, the Board has power to deal with the operation

and maintenance of the said spur or branch line, having due regard to the

requirements of the traffic and the safety of the public and of the employees
of the company.

Under the pertinent sections of the Railway Act, and for the reasons set

out, the only powers which the Board possesses in regard to the authorization
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or compulsory construction of branch lines, are those set out in sections 185

to 187. Section 186, dealing with the extension of a spur built under section

185, authorizes the Board to attach to such extension any terms and conditions

which it thinks just and reasonable. It is, I think, obvious that the terms and
conditions which are referred to are operating and engineering ones.

Sections 180 to 184 recognize the right of the railway to build branch lines.

The remedial portion of the Act, as contained in sections 185 to 187, is an
invasion of the field conferred upon the railway under sections 180 to 184.

Unless, therefore, there are explicit words contained in the remedial sections

conferring jurisdiction to deal with the determination of individual terms of a

proposed contract the Board is without jurisdiction; and so I am forced to

conclude in the present case.

January 9, 1928.

Chief Commissioner McKeown concurred.

Application oj the residents along the Canadian National Railways between
Winnipeg and Pinewood for an Order directing the Canadian National
passenger train running between Winnipeg and Duluth to leave Winnipeg
at a convenient hour for the farmers of the district.

File 35415.

JUDGMENT
McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

I concur in the disposition recommended by Commissioner Oliver and
agreed in by Commissioner Lawrence in regard to the train service, namely,
that the time of its departure from Winnipeg be made 7 p.m.

The question of the long distance sleeping-car business has been given con-

sideration. With the change proposed, sleeping-car passengers, Winnipeg to

Fort Frances, will be able to stay in the car at Fort Frances until the same
time as at present, for the reason that the departure from Fort Frances, either

to Duluth or Fort Frances, is not c'hanged. Day coach passengers for Fort

Frances will have to leave the train at 3.25 a.m., or as much later as the com-
pany provides for the train to arrive, unless they are allowed to occupy the

cars until departure either for Duluth at 6.50 a.m., or Port Arthur at 7.15 a.m.,

to whichever point the day cars are forwarded by outgoing trains.

The time-card in regard to this train has been extremely variable. In the

period from 1922 to 1926, this train has started at 5 p.m., 5.15 p.m., 6 p.m.,

6.45 p.m., and 8 p.m. In January, 1927, it started at 10.15 p.m., and at present

it is starting at 9.50 p.m.

Ajs pointed out in the reasons for judgment of Commissioner Oliver, the

installation of an oil electric car service between Winnipeg and Sprague is a

matter which is in the option of the railway.

On consideration, the change in service recommended should go into effect

on Monday, February 6, 1928.

January 19, 1928.

Commissioner Oliver:

This application was heard in Winnipeg on Wednesday, November 2, 1927,

by the Assistant Chief Commissioner and Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver.

The evening train for Fort Frances and Duluth leaves Winnipeg at 9.50

p.m. and arrives at Sprague at 1.40 a.m. (Sprague is 96 miles from Winipeg and
is the station in Manitoba nearest the international boundary on the Canadian
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National lino from Winnipeg; to Fort Frances and Port Arthur, with branch

from Fort Frances to Duluth. Pinewood " station is not s'hown on the railway

time-table.)

The complaint of the applicants was that the local service given by this

train between Winnipeg and Sprague was at hours that were very inconvenient

for the chiefly rural population of the region through which the railway passes,

most of whom had to drive considerable distances from the several stations to

reach their homes. The applicants asked that the hour of departure from Win-
nipeg be changed from 9.50 to 5 or 6 p.m.

The Canadian National Railways opposed the suggested change in the time

of departure because the present hour was more convenient for the patrons of

the road in the Rainy River settlement, at Fort Frances, at Port Arthur and
at Duluth.

It seems to be fully established that there is a clash of interest |t>etw1een

the population resident along the line between Winnipg and Sprague and that

resident at and near Fort Frances and beyond. An hour of departure that

would suit Fort Frances, Port Arthur and Duluth cannot posisibly be convenient
to the residents between Winnipeg and Sprague.

There is no doubt that the traffic to Fort Frances, Port Arthur and Duluth
provides a much larger revenue to the railway that that between Winnipeg and
Sprague. But a railway is built to serve the population along its line, as well as

at its terminals. Through business can only exist as local traffic builds it up.

Ordinarily a railway has a monopoly of the traffic in the country adjacent to

its line. That seems to be the fact in the case of the line from Winnipeg to

Sprague. It is also a fact that this section of the railroad was built for! the
especial purpose of providing accommodation for the section of Manitoba through
which it passed. Unless the railway gives the people in that area service, they
cannot be served.

After full consideration of the different features of the situation and of the

representations both of the applicants and of the railway, the Board's Chief

Operating Officer has recommended (December 28, 1927) that the time of depar-

ture from Winnipeg be made 7 p.m., with adjustment to correspond in the times

of departure from Fort Frances both to Duluth and Port Arthur.

At my request the Chief Operating Officer of the Board has also submitted
(January 12, 1928) an estimate of the cost of operation of an oil electric car

giving such a round trip service at $1,283 per month. This estimate is based on
figures furnished by the Canadian National giving the cost of operation of an oil

electric car between Ottawa and Pembroke, Ontario, a distance of 89.6 miles.

The Chief Operating Officer also found that if the through train were relieved

from all stops between Winnipeg and Sprague there would be a saving of forty-

two minutes in time on the run to Fort Frances and Duluth.

A return was submitted by the Canadian National Railways showing earn-

ings for sixteen months from July, 1926, to October, 1927, both inclusive, by
train No. 20 between Winnipeg and Sprague, averaging $1,500 per month. This
was the amount received for return tickets sold, as well as single trip tickets, but
did not take into account single trips tickets inbound, between Sprague and Win-
nipeg which would be part of the earnings of a car making the round trip. It is

reasonable to assume that if service were given at hours convenient to the people

a much larger business would be done. The statement of earnings submitted by
the Railway did not take account of express and mail services, ^he earnings from
which would also accrue to the suggested oil electric car.

I am of opinion that the residents of the region dependent for service on the

section of the National Railways between Winnipeg and Sprague are entitled to

service that will be of greatest benefit to them, after all the conditions have been
given reasonable consideration. I therefore think that the railway company
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should be required to readjust the timetable in accordance with the suggestion of

the Chief Operating Officer of the Board, of date December 28, 1927, or in the

alternative to put on an oil electric car service between Winnipeg and Sprague,

leaving Sprague in the morning and Winnipeg in the evening at such hours as

would be found most convenient for all concerned; this car to give passenger,

mail and express service to all stations between Winnipeg and Sprague.

Ottawa, January 16, 1928.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

Application of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for authority to con-

struct, maintain and operate branch line of railway to serve the

K.V.P. Grain Company, at Mile 77-8, Langdon Subdivision, to and
into the southeast quarter of Section 8, Township 29, Range 20, PF.^.M.

File 22370.96.1.
JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

The application as launched shows on the plan filed a proposed branch
line running northwesterly and connecting with a line marked as main line

to Knee Hill;" 33 feet south of the line so marked is a broken line south of

which the K.V.P. Grain Company has property for the purposes of its spur.

The proposed spur intercepts the broken line again at a point marked 2-4-20
on the plan, and from there to ^ 00 the property is shown on the book of

reference as owned by the Red Deer Valley Coal Company; that is to say,

at the point where the proposed branch line is shown as connecting with the

main line," as well as at the point marked 2 20, there is a distance of 33
feet south from the " main line " to the broken line above referred to, and the

book of reference recognizes this as being owned by the Red Deer Valley
Coal Company. Between the point marked 2 ^ 20 and the point marked

00, across which it is proposed to take the spur track, there is an area
of approximately one-twelfth of an acre.

The section of land in question has been before the Board in various

ways. In Application of the Red Deer Valley Coal Company, Ltd., for an
Order under Section 35, etc.. Board's Judgments & Orders, Vol. XVI, p. 22,

application was made for interpretation of certain portions of the agreement
existing between the Red Deer Valley Coal Company and the railway.

In connection with the carrying of the Canadian Pacific tracks through

the area in question, an agreement was entered into on July 24, 1922, between
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, on the one hand, and the North
American Collieries and the Red Deer Valley Coal Company, on the other.

The recital set out that the railway company had located a proposed line of

railway through section 8, and was desirous of connecting the said located line

of railway with the tracks of the Canadian National Railways in the south-

east quarter of section 9. It recited, further, that there was an agreement
between the parties that the railways company should, during the time cov-

ered by the agreement, have the right to reconstruct, maintain and operate

the mine spur of the coal companies upon certain terms and conditions here-

inafter mentioned.

Paragraph 1 provided for the reconstruction, repair and operation of the

mine spur.

Under paragraph 2, the railway company w^as obligated to rebuild the

mine spur in conformity with the Canadian Pacific standards, and to so main-
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tain it during the term of the agreement. It was set out that the steel at

present laid on the mine spur was the property of the Canadian National

Railways, and this was either to be purchased by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way or delivered by it to the Canadian National Railways.

Under paragraph 3, it was set out that the railway company " also agrees

to construct the sidings, passing track, and spur tracks shown in red upon
the said plan; and it was also recited that the railway company was to have

the use of the " middle and northerly tracks " between points specified.

Under paragraph 4, the trains and engines of the Canadian National and

the engines and cars of the coal companies that now operate the said mine
spur were to have precedence over the trains of the Canadian Pacific; and
the operation of all such trains, engines and cars are to be regulated in such

manner as the Chief Operating Officer of the Board of Railway Commissioners

for Canada may direct.

Under paragraph 5, the Canadian Pacific was not by virtue of this agree-

ment to acquire any title to any part of the property of the coal companies.

Under paragraph 6, it was set out that upon the termination of the

agreement, the tracks herein provided for, or a sufficient number of them,

will be left in place to enable the North American Collieries, Limited, to operate

in an efficient manner; and such tracks were to become the property of the

North American Collieries.

Under paragraph 7, the railway company agreed to construct and main-
tain, at its own expense, any necessary cross-over of the said tracks, when-
ever it may be necessary for the coal companies to cross the tracks of the

mine spur.

Paragraph 8 provided for a contribution of cost by the Canadian Pacific

to the installation of a rock conveyor. It does not appear to be necessary

to go into this further.

Paragraph 9 provided for indemnification by the Canadian Pacific, within

a defined area, in respect of damages arising out of operation of its trains and
engines during and after the removal of the pillars in the mine of the coal

companies, in a defined strip of territory.

Paragraph 10 set oiit that the covenants on the part of the railway com-
pany herein contained and accepted by the coal companies are in lieu of any
compensation to which they may otherwise be entitled under the provisions of

the Railway Act.

The agreement was to run for a period of ten years from the date of the

agreement, and thereafter from year to year until terminated by either party
by six months' notice in writing. Provision as to the person or persons on
whom the notice is to be served is made.

Under date of August 13, 1923, an agreement was made between the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company, of the First Part, and the Red Deer
Valley Coal Company, of the Second Part. This referred to the agreement
of July 24, 1922, and set out that the North American Collieries, Limited,

have ceased to have any interest in the coal property or mine spur referred to

in said agreement. It was set out that the parties had agreed to execute this

supplementary agreement in order to confirm the prior agreement, except in

so far as it is hereafter varied.

By paragraph 1, it is provided that the tracks which were referred to in

paragraph 6 of the earlier agreement shall, upon the termination of the agree-

ment, become and remain the property of the Red Deer Valley Coal Company.
Under paragraph 2, the railway company agreed to pay the sum of $4,000

to the Red Deer Valley Coal Company " for all rights and privileges conferred

upon the railway company under the terms of the said recited agreement, and
for the exercise of the railway company's powers upon the properties of the coal

companies thereunder."
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Paragraph 3 set out that tlie parties agreed that the covenants contained

in the said prior agreement should be binding upon and enure to the coal

company, its successors and assigns to the same extent as if said North American
Collieries, Limited, had been a party to the said agreement.

As pointed out, the portion of tlic property of the Red Deer Valley Coal
Company involved is not large. At the hearing in Calgary, the matter was
allowed to stand for negotiations between the parties. It is not necessary to

deal with the detail of these negotiations in the present connection, because no
agreement was arrived at.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company takes the position, in substance,

that while it admits there is nothing in the agreements of 1922 and 1923 which
expressly gives to the railway company the right to build spurs, at the same
time the railway in question is operated as part of the company's main line

from Langdon to Knee Hill. It is represented further that there is also nothing

in the agreement which restricts the railway's rights, and that the railway is

given the right to operate the portion of line in question as a railway; and it

is submitted that this gives the railway the right to do everything which is

incidental to the operation of the railway. Evid Vol. 521, p. 11317.

In a written communication on file dated July 14, 1927, it was claimed
by the railway that during the term of the agreement the coal mine's spur

must be considered as part of the railway; and it reaffirmed its position that

during the currency of the agreement with the coal company the Canadian
Pacific enjoys all rights in respect of the coal mine spur which it enjoys in

resj>ect of any part of its main line. It is contended that there is no question

but that the railway has a right, under the terms of the agreement, to build

an industrial spur off the main line in question.

The coal company set out inter alia that the agreement it has with the

Canadian Pacific does not provide for the building of other spurs off the

coal mine spur " ; and it is contended that the maintenance of the present

coal mine spur is only by way of compensation for its use. In the course

of argument (Evidence Vol. 521, p. 11336), counsel for the Red Deer Valley

Coal Company said:

—

" I submit upon argument that this line is a line which belongs to

my client, the coal company; that the only outstanding documents in

regard to it are the agreements to which the Board has been referred;

that the railway line falls under the category of a private line, and
that the railway company's rights in this line must be read and construed

according to what is within the four corners of the agreement."

At p. 11326, the following discussion in regard to the Canadian Pacific's

position took place:

—

''Assistant Chief Commissioner: You contend in substance that

the tracks you are operating at that point have all the attributes of a

main line, and that the authorities referred to are not controlling authori-

ties because you allege you do not have a spur track off which a spur

track is being constructed. That is the essence of your contention, is

it not?

''Mr. McCaig: That is the essence of it.

"The Assistant Chief Commissioner: That what is referred to is

a railway, not a private spur.

"Mr. McCaig: Not a private spur."

Representation was made by the K.V.P. Grain Company as to the urgency
of its need in regard to the branch line construction. It was represented to

them that such rights, if any, as might be conferred in respect of operation
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were tied up to the provision respecting the life of the existing agreement. The
Canadian Pacific is willing to take the order on these terms, and the situation

was clearly understood and accepted by the K.V.P. Grain Company who, in

common with the railway, understood that no rights as to damages would arise

from the termination of the agreement in accordance with the provisions set

out in it.

The status of the mine spur from the standpoint of spur versus main line

was gone into at the hearing. I do not go into it now as it does not appear
to me to be necessary in connection with the disposition which I consider must
be made.

Under the agreements referred to, the railway acquired no title to any part

of the property of the coal companies. The railway is operating under an
agreement, limited in point of time. Part of the property of the coal com-
panies is land. Under the Interpretation Section—section 2, subsection 15

—

of the Railway Act, land includes, inter alia, easement or servitude. An ease-

ment or servitude derogating, as it does, from the rights of ownership is not to

be a creation of mere inference. Under the definition of land above referred

to, the railway has power, under the provisions of the Railway Act, to expro-
priate an easement or servitude.

The Railway Act was amended in 1919 to include, inter alia, reference to

easement or servitude which I have above set out. There has not, to my
knowledge, been any application to the Board involving the compulsory taking

of an easement or servitude in respect of branch line construction, but I take

it that it is beyond doubt that the same formal requirements are applicable

here as apply in the case of the taking of land as ordinarily defined.

The railway had power to proceed under the Railway Act with the com-
pulsory taking of the necessary lands for right of way and other necessary

purposes through the property in question. Instead of doing that, it acted

under the agreement. In so far as there is an invasion of property rights of

the coal company by the railway, the scope of this must, I take it, be ascer-

tained from the agreement; and the extent to which such invasion of the

property rights of the coal company exists is a matter upon which the agree-

ment must be taken as speaking with authority.

The agreement defines the mine spur. It is clear that the railway has a

right to reconstruct, maintain, and operate this and, so operating, to move over

the necessary lands of the coal company. The railway also agrees to construct

the sidings, passing track, and spur tracks shown in red on the plan attached
to the original agreement; and it is set out that, in respect of the tracks so

referred to, the railway company is to have the use of certain tracks and the

coal company of other defined tracks. The railway, in respect of the sidings,

passing track, and spur tracks referred to, has the right to operate oVer the
necessary portions of the coal company's lands, and to this extent limits the

rights of ownership of the coal company; but under the agreement now stand-

ing between the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the Red Deer Valley

Railway Company the latter agrees to the limited easement or servitude thus

created.

There is nothing on file or on the record which specifically shows or. reserves

any right of or to the railway to build a spur track within the area involved in

the present application, such spur track being off the coal mine spur which is

designated by the Canadian Pacific as the main line."

It does not seem to me justifiable by inference to extend an agreement and,

therefore, in my opinion, it is beyond the power of the Board to rule that the
railway has such reserved rights of easement or servitude over and across the
land in question as would justify granting the order asked for, such order
involving an affirmation of the right of the railwav to carry the spur in ques-
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tion on tlio ImikI and over the line of the coal company without compensation.

If the company still desires to construct a spur or branch line, authorization for

the construction of same may be given. The burden will, thereafter, be on the

railway to acquire, by compulsory taking, the necessary right of way either by
acquiring land or sueh easement or servitude as may be necessary to connect

the proposed spur line with the line of the railway shown on the plan.

January 17, 1928.

Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver concurred.

Application of the residents who live in subdivision of farm lot No. 102, imme-
diately south of the Essex Terminal Railway Siding, Ford City, Ont., per
Messrs. Frederick Kerby & Co., Windsor, Ont., for an Order temporarily
opening up the crossing provided for in Order No. 16962, dated July 3,

1912, on application of E. N. Richards and George H. Bennett, in order

to give residents communication with Ford City until such time as an
Order will issue granting a crossing on Central Avenue.

File 13227

Application of Cyril Eraser and A7nos Ellwood on behalf of themselves and
other owners and ratepayers of the Town of Ford City, County of Essex,

Ont., per Messrs Rodd, Wigle & Whiteside, Windsor, Ont., for an Order
authorizing the construction of a highway known as Strabane Avenue, in

the Town of Ford City across the lands of the Grand Trunk Railway
Company (C.N.R.) and across the lands of the Essex Terminal Railway
in the Town of Ford City, so as to give them an outlet to the Front street

of the toum.

File 13227

Application of the Town of Ford City, Ont., per Furlong, Brackin, Furlong
Riordon, Windsor, Ont., that the municipality be added as an applicant

for authority to construct Strabane avenue across the Canadian National

Railways and the Essex Terminal Railway, in the town of Ford City,

Ontario.

File 13227

Application of the Corporation of the Town of Ford City, Ontario, for an Order
directing the Canadian National Railways to provide and construct a
suitable highway crossing where Central avenue, Ford City, intersects th&

lands of the said railway.

File 33728

Application of the Corporation of the town of Ford City, Ontario, for an Order
directing the Essex Terminal Railway Company to provide and construct

a suitable highway crossing where Central avenue. Ford City, inten^sects

the lands of the said railway.

File 33843

JUDGMENT
McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

I

The applications set out above involve the question of highway crossings

in Ford City. The first three are concerned with the request to open up a
crossing on the line of Strabane avenue. This involves crossing the tracks of
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the Essex Terminal Railway and of the Canadian National Railway. It is

claimed that there are rights of crossing over the railways in question. The
applications in regard to Central avenue also involve crossing over the tracks
of the Essex Terminal Railway and of the Canadian National Railway. The
crossings may be said to be alternative. Considerations of the matters affecting

these crossings, although taken up in separate hearings, are somewhat inter-

woven. Consideration will be given, in the first instance, to Strabane avenue.

II

It is necessary to set out at some length questions pertaining to the status

of Strabane avenue.

Under date of December 31, 1909, application was made by Evariste Nomore
Richards and George H. Bennett, of the city of Windsor, for an order directing

the Grand Trunk Railway to provide and construct a suitable farm crossing

over this railway intersecting farm lot 102 in the First concession of the town-
ship of Sandwich East, in the county of Essex, Ontario. It is intimated in

the application that a farm crossing had at one time existed, but that this had
been closed, thereby depriving the applicants of the proper use of their land.

The crossing in question is the crossing which is involved in, and a necessary

part of, the highway if Strabane avenue produced is to be carried over the

tracks of the railway.

In the reply of the applicant Richards, under date of February 17, 1910,

it is stated that he takes title to the land involved through one Askin, who had
a farm crossing at the point where the present applicant asks for a crossing;

and he intimates that he has no access to the land in question except by the

permission of an adjacent lot owner, and that this involves travelling a round-

about route.

The application was heard in Windsor on March 25, 1910, before Chief

Commissioner Mabee, Assistant Chief Commissioner Scott, and Commissioner
Mills.

In judgment rendered at the hearing by Chief Commissioner Mabee it was
stated that the crossing had been closed up without authority, but that at

the same time, by reason of the changed conditions, it did not appear that it

would then be proper to order another crossing at the place asked for. It was
recited that when the title passed from Askin to the present owner there was
no crossing at the point at which the crossing was now applied for, but that

there was apparentlj^ a legal crossing on the other side of the lot jointly with

one Labadee.
This crossing is only 210 feet from the point at which the crossing was

asked for in the hearing in question.

The judgment then continues: " It does not seem to us that the purchaser,

taking title with a knowledge that there was no crossing at the point in ques-

tion, and that it had been closed up for many years, and that there was upon
the ground and in the conveyance a right to a crossing at the other side of the

lot that it would be proper for us at this time to order the crossing asked for

The decision so rendered was, however, without prejudice to the present

or any future owner of the land making an application for the re-establishment

of the old crossing opposite Strabane avenue. Order No. 10073, of March 25,

1910, issued accordingly.

Under date of October 21, 1911, the same applicants came before the Board
asking that a direction go to the Grand Trunk Railway to reopen, reconstruct

and provide a suitable farm crossing from the lands of the applicants to a street

known as Strabane avenue. One reason given for the application was that the

use of the lane along the easterly line of the farm lot in question had been
refused to them by Labadee, who claimed ownership.
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In an affidavit on file of December 11, 1911, it is stated that the crossing

in question had been open and in use until about the year 1889.

The application was spoken to in Windsor on June 22, 1912, and the matter
was heard before Assistant Chief Commissioner Scott and Commissioner McLean.

In the decision rendered at the hearing by Assistant Chief Commissioner
Scott it was stated that as a result of inspection on the ground by members of

the Board who heard the case there was evidence of some kind of a cros.?ing

over the railway at the point in question, and it was decided that a crossing

in the nature of a farm crossing " should be given to the applicants, who
were to do the work at their own expense. It was set out that like all other

farm crossings there must be gates, and the gates must be kept closed. The
obligation of the Railway Act in this respect was set out.

Order No. 16962 of July 3, 1912, issued implementing this judgment.

A communication from the Grand Trunk Railway, dated December 18,

1922, in referring to said Order 16962, set out that at the time the order was
made the applicants owned land at both sides of the railway. It was stated

that these parties had since sold the land on the south side of the railway
tracks to the Ford Motor Company. It was claimed that there had been con-

siderable trouble to the railway on account of the crossing being used by the
general public, regardless of the notice to the effect that the crossing was not a
public one. It was said that the parties owning land in the subdivision south
of the Essex Terminal Railway were using the crossing to reach the property to

the north, and that they appeared to be desirous of converting it into a public

crossing, to which the railway objected. Application was made for an order

under section 51 of the Railway Act to rescind said Order No. 16962.

The attention of the railway was drawn to the fact that no service of

application had been made upon the parties interested. Thereafter the Board
was notified that copies of the application had been served on Messrs. Richards

a^d Bennett, and also on the Ford Motor Company. Service was acknowledged

by these parties, and no objection having been taken by them. Order No. 34558

of December 13, 1923, issued rescinding Order No. 16962.

Ill

Under date of July 12, 1925, an application in regard to Strabane avenue
was launched by certain landowners in the town of Ford City. The applicants'

solicitors stated that, The owners and inhabitants just south of Strabane
avenue, in the town of Ford City, believe, rightly or wrongly, that their

interests are being sacrificed by the town to the interests of real estate operators

and they have determined to ask the Board to consider their situation and the

question of opening up of Strabane avenue so as to give them an outlet to the

Front street of the town." The application asked for an order authorizing

the construction of a highway known as Strabane avenue across the lands of

the Grand Trunk Railway (now the Canadian National Railways), and across

the land of the Essex Terminal Railway. It was recited in paragraph 2, that

at the time of the granting of Order 16962 of July 3, 1912, establishing a farm
crossing over and across the lands of the then Grand Trunk Railway, the

road had been in constant use by the inhabitants of Ford City, and it was
intimated that when the Grand Trunk was constructed a crossing had been
allowed, which, it was claimed, had never been closed.

The Essex Terminal Railway, in its reply, denied the existence of the

crossing in question. It was stated that the company had never permitted a

crossing of any kind at the point in question, and had endeavoured to keep
trespassers off its property.
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IV

The matter was set down for hearing at Windsor, December 18, 1925,
before Chief Commissioner McKeown and Commissioner Lawrence. The hear-
ing was extended in order to enable the municipality to be joined as a party,
and thereafter the necessary additional parties having been notified, the matter
was set down for hearing at Windsor before Assistant Chief Commissioner
McLean and Commissioner Lawrence.

Most assuredly crossing conditions in Ford City are, in various ways, in

an unsatisfactory shape. Putting the matter mildly, it would appear that in

the desire to have a rapid opening up of and sale of subdivided property, there

has not been adequate consideration on the part of those subdividing in regard
to the highway needs of those who are destined to live on the subdivided lots.

The fact that ready means of egress and ingress would necessitate the crossing

of railway tracks already in place has apparently not been given due weight
by those interested in disposing of the subdivisions. While it is proper that
the highway crossing needs should be considered, it must be borne in mind
that in opening up crossings over railways various questions must be con-
sidered, e.g., the needs of the public, the effect of the crossing on the operation
of the railway, questions of public safety and the well established principles

of the Board in regard to factors affecting distribution of cost.

As to the operation of the railway, interference with it on behalf of the

public must be reasonable. Railways operating under Dominion charter are

given powers in the general interest, and an unreasonable exercise of power
against the railway ma.y, and will interfere with the carrying out of operating

service in such a way as will best serve the general public.

At Strabane avenue there are, on the Canadian National, six tracks, 510
feet south of the most southerly track of the Canadian National are the tracks,

three in number, of the Essex Terminal Railway. From the northern limit of

the right of way of the Canadian National to the southerly limit of the Essex
Terminal is a distance of 690 feet. It is on record that on the Canadian
National there are seven high speed passenger trains daily, except Sunday.
There are twelve eastbound freights, and eleven westbound freights; and in

addition there is a volume of switching.

The application as launched is for a level crossing. It may as well be

frankly said that such a condition as exists at the point of crossing is utterly

unfitted for any type of level crossing, whether by watchman, beil and wigwags,

or gates. The situation is too dangerous a one to justify the contemplation of

a level crossing for a moment.
This still leaves the question of the division of cost.

It was pressed very strongly by the counsel for the different parties at the

hearing in Windsor last December that there were prior and reserved rights of

highway use at the crossing in question. I do not consider it necessary to go

at any considerable length into this phase of the question. Admissions of

counsel and rulings of the Board on similar matters are all that I consider

necessary to direct attention to here.

In the application already referred to, which stated that almost from the

time of the opening up of the farm crossing in 1912 the crossing was used as

part of a highway, no doubt this is a fact. I think there was no sustained

objection to the position that the crossing had, in fact, been used for highway
purposes.

Counsel for the applicants and for the town of Ford City stated that work
had been done on the highway in question. This, no doubt, is so; but when
asked under what authority had the farm crossing become a highway, he
answered " none whatever." Evid Vol. 524, pp. 12756-12757. He stated that

he had been speaking more of the land on either side of the crossing, and the
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work that had been done on either side. He spoke of the road running south
from the Grand Trunk having become a highway, and then continued, and
they perhaps trespassed on the crossing." The discussion which took place

pointed out that no sanction had been given by the Board converting the farm
crossing into a pubUc highway. Counsel said they were asking the Board for

this authority now, and that it would be made a public highway by by-law
as far as the town could act.

At both sides of the right of way, where the crossing is asked for, work
has been done on the highway; but this does not convert a farm crossing into

a highway. A farm crossing, under section 272, when it is given of right,

is a crossing " convenient and proper for the crossing of the railway for farm
purposes." A crossing under section 273, when it is of grace, is a crossing

which "the Board deems it necessary for the proper enjoyment of his land,

and safe in the public interest."

In Town of St. Pierre vs. Grand Trunk Ry. Co., 13 Can. Ry. Cas., 1,

there was involved what is sometimes referred to as the Simplex Avenue Crossing
case. Simplex avenue, in the town of St. Pierre, had been originally a farm
crossing, but at the time the application was before the Board in 1911 it was
used as a general public highway crossing. The Board ruled that the applicant

must reimburse the respondent for the cost of construction, maintenance and
protection of the crossing, k grant was allowed out of the Grade Crossing

Fund. Protection by gates and watchman was directed.

In 1914 the Board had before it an application to open up Park avenue
over the tracks of the Canadian Pacific Railway, in the city of Montreal.
This was a farm crossing upon which had developed a heavy volume of traffic.

It was converted by the Board into a public highway crossing; and protection

being necessary from the outset, the expense of said protection, subject to

contribution from the Grade Crossing Fund, was placed upon the applicant.

City of Montreal vs. C.P.R., 18 Can. Ry. Cas., 50.

Where a crossing originated as a farm crossing it continues to hold that

status, notwithstanding the increase m the volume of traffic. The increase in

the volume of traffic does not make it into a public highway. It is a crossing,

under the Railway Act, for a particular purpose, and must obtain the sanction

of the Board before it is legalized as a highway. It therefore comes under the

operation of the junior and senior rule. Reference to the effect of this rule may
be noted in the City of London v. Grand Trunk Ry. Co. (Ashland Avenue Cross-

ing Case), 20 Can. Ry. Cas., 21^2. Reference may also be made to Town of Ford
City V. Grand Trunk Illy. Co., 20 Can. Ry. Cas., 1; City of Lachine v. Grand
Trunk Rly. Co., 18 Can. Ry. Cas., S85.

V

To bring the crossing within the reasoning of the Town of St. Pierre case,

and also the Park Avenue case, so far as contribution from the Grade Crossing
Fund is concerned, it might be necessary to deal with the question of whether the

rights in respect of a farm crossing existing, and stated to have been in existence

and enjoyed until 1889, still remained and were effective in 1909. Under sub-

section (2) of section 262 of the Railway Act, power to contribute out of the

Grade Crossing Fund is limited to highway crossings of railways at rail level in

existence on the first day of April, 1909.

Leaving this phase of the matter to be dealt with in case of need, the situ-

ation is that whatever expense protection may involve at the point in question,

the burden of such expense must be borne by the applicant municipality subject
to such contribution, if any, as it may be possible to give out of the Grade Cross-
ing Fund. Protection at the point in question should be by a subway.
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VI

When th€ application in the Central Avenue ease was heard, judgment was

reserved. Subsequent to this, the parties were written to as follows:

—

" Referring to the crossing application of Ford City, as above referred

to, which was heard at the sittings of the Board in AVindsor on the 17th

inst., I am now directed by the Board to write the municipality of Ford

City, and the railway company, as follows:

—

The Board has before it various crossing applications involving the

opening up of crossings across railways at points where there is a more or

less congested condition of railway traffic.

" It is contended by the municipality that the crossings are necessary,

in order to afford access to existing subdivisions. It is contended by the

railway company that the crossings asked for are, in various instances, in

dangerous situations so far as the safety of the public using the highway
is concerned; and that, in addition, the opening up of some of the crossings

would put a serious obstacle in the way of the necessary and proper use

of railway facilities. It is contended that traffic has de^'eloped in such a

way that in at least one instance the railway will need to add more tracks

to the existing number now on the ground.
^' The Board has to look at the matter from various standpoints:

''(1) There is the question of reasonable convenience of the parties

desirous of obtaining access by new highway crossings to various sections

of the municipality.

"(2) There is the very important question whether the crossings as

asked for would, if opened up, be reasonably free from danger in respect

of the traffic, vehicular or pedestrian, using the crossing.

''(3) There is the fact that the railway has the right to use its right

of way in connection with the handling of traffic, this neoessitating laying

down upon such right of way such number of tracks as may properly be

necessary.

" (4) There is the fact that in connection with such use of its right of

way by the railway it must be borne in mind that Ford City is a munici-

pality whose trafiic importance is steadily increasing; therefore it is

neither in the interests of the municipality nor of the railway that any-

thing should be done which would interfere with the reasonable use of the

railway facilities, with a view to development and prompt handling of

traffic.

" As pointed out, the Board has had before it various applications

from the municipality. It seems to the Board that the matter should not

be approached piecemeal. It is in the interests both of the municipality

and of the railway company that some definite plan should, if possible, be

worked out, so that the municipality can adjust its street development to

such plan; and the railway will also have this plan before it in connection

with the expansion of its railway facilities.

" The Board, therefore, recommends that a conference be held, at a

convenient time, to be attended by the engineering representative of the

municipality and the engineering representatives of the railway or rail-

ways concerned. The Board's Engineer will also co-operate in the con-

ference. The matter to be considered is what is necessary in regard to

crossings over the tracks of the railways operating in Ford City, and the

best way of working out what is reasonably necessary.
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" It should be borne in mind in said conference that in all probability

it will be necessary to bear in mind in connection with the opening up of

crossings, if such opening up seems advisable, that there should also be

constructed highways parallel to the railway right of way or rights of way,
so as to prevent unnecessary reduplication of crossings."

Subsequently, the Board was advised that the matter of the rearrangement
of the Essex Terminal tracks was under consideration between the railway on
the one hand and representatives of the Ford xMotor Company and Ford City on
the other. With this understanding, the matter was allowed to stand for further

development. The negotiations in regard to the rearrangement of the Essex
Terminal tracks have come to naught; and at the bearing in Windsor the Board's
Order No. 37255 of January 22, 1926, which iit issued in this matter was, by
consent, rescinded.

At Central avenue the town of Ford City has no rights of crossing, farm
crossing or otherwise, over the tracks of the Essex Terminal and the Canadian
National Railways. At Central avenue the Canadian National has six tracks.

Between the most southerly of the Canadian National tracks and the most
northerly of the Essex Terminal tracks there is a distance of 250 feet. The
Essex Terminal has three tracks. Between the northerly limit of the Canadian
National right of way and the southerly limit of the Essex Terminal right of way
is 425 feet.

In the discussion at the hearing in this case counsel for the municipality

expressed the opinion that the municipality was willing to pay the cost of pro-

tection at the present time until such a time as some other means could be

arranged such as a subway. Eind. Vol, V- iOOl. Again at p. 1007 he uses

the following language:

—

There is no doubt of it being a subway proposition in the near

future, say in the next five years. If a crossing could be established with

some reasonable protection in the meantime, I thinlc in five years there

will be a subway crossing."

VII

A level crossing either at Strabane avenue or Central avenue is out of the

question. It is recognized that a subway either at Strabane avenue or Central

avenue will be costly. Without going into detail, it would appear that Central

avenue would be the less expensive. If the town desires to take a crossing on
Central avenue it may do so by providing a subway at its own expense. The
Board's Engineer recommends Central avenue as being a crossing preferable to

Strabane avenue; and he is also impressed by the necessity of Central avenue
being a subway crossing.

If, as suggested by the Board in the letter above quoted, there should be an

atemi>t to work out some general plan, the Board would welcome any progress

that can be made in this regard.

The views above expressed in regard to Strabane avenue and Central avenue
will clear up this phase of the situation.

Ottawa, January 27, 1928.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

5«029-2
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Complaint of the Northern Bolt, Screw Wire Company, Owen Sound, Ont.,

et al, against cancellation of import rates on wire rods, in carloads, from
Montreal.

File 27007.12
JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

Under date of December 22, 1927, the Report of the Board's Chief Traffic

Officer, attached hereto, was submitted for consideration. Before final action

was taken on the matter, a submission was made on behalf of the Steel Company
of Canada, by Mr. Dean, who stated there were various matters which he

considered material to a presentation before the Board and which had not been
submitted. He asked permission to file this additional material, copies of same
being saipplied to the parties in interest, their rights of reply being reserved.

He also pointed out, further, that the delay could not prejudice any one,

inasmuch as the St. Lawrence navigation was closed.

In view of these representations, action in the matter was temporarily

withheld. Under date of January 11, 1928, Mr. Dean submitted the detailed

statement of the Steel Company of Canada which he had been permitted to

file. Submissions have been made by various parties, including not only the

shipping interests but also the Canadian Freight Association, by its chairman,

Mr. Ransom.
The matter has been given further consideration and it now appears that

the time is ripe for action. I am of opinion that the Report of the Chief
Traffic Officer of December 22, 1927, and the supplementary report of January

26, 1928, should go as the judgment of the Board.

January 30, 1928.

Chief Commissioner McKeown concurred.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER
W. E. CAMPBELL

Subsequent to my report dated December 22, 1927, with the consent of

the Board, further submissions were made in writing by the Steel Company
of Canada, copies of which were sent to the other parties interested. Written
submissions were thereafter filed by Mr. Marshall, manager of the Trans-
portation Department of the Board of Trade of the city of Toronto, on behalf

of the complainants, also by Chairman Ransom of the Canadian Freight

Association.

The submissions of the Steel Company of Canada were in the nature of

amplifications of their oral representations at the sittings of the Board. Careful

consideration has been given to the statements made in the written submissions

filed subsequent to my report, and brief comment made herein with respect

to some of the points made.
It is alleged that the proposed increased import rate on wire rods will

place them on the recognized basis governing import rates; that if any lower

basis is recognized it may affect the general import and export rate structure.

There are, as admitted on the record, some exceptions from the so-called,

recognized basis of import rates. Inasmuch as it is stated the question of

these particular rates on wire rods was first taken up with the railways in

1924 and the latter took no action towards increasing them until 1927, it may
be assumed that they were not looked upon as affecting the general question of

import rates.

It is noted from the representations made, that while the importation of

wire rods from the United States is decreasing, importation from Europe has
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increased in the last two or three years due, it is stated, to low prices, which
in turn is brought about by the availal)ility of cheap labour there. The Board
can deal with the reasonableness of rates from a rate standpoint, but cannot
go beyond this in an effort to deal with economic or other considerations.

Import rates, where at variance with domestic rates, are lower than the

latter. They are in the nature of proportional rates, the traffic having already

borne a transportation charge. The domestic rate, plus terminal charge, is the

maximum, and to provide for this, on account of the import tariff being governed
by the Official Classification, a rule is carried in the import tariff stipulating

that the domestic rates, plus terminal charges, will apply if lower than the rates

shown therein. The import rates in effect on wire rods prior to November 30,

1927, were the domestic rates previously published thereon, plus ninety cents

per gross ton for Montreal Terminals.
As stated in my previous report, it is not alleged by the carriers that the

rates are being increased for the reason that the former import rates were
unremuneratve or unreasonable per se, and considering the matter from a rate

standpoint I do not consider, for the reasons already set out, the increase

proposed in the import rates has been justified.

Ottawa, January 26, 1928.

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER, W. E. CAMPBELL

Complaint was made to the Board by the following firms against proposed
cancellation by the carriers of import rates on wire rods in carloads from Mont-
real:

—

Northern Bolt Screw and Wire Company Ltd., Owen Sound, Ont.

Frost Steel and Wire Company Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Laidlaw Bale Tie Company, Hamilton, Ont.
B. Greening Wire Company, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Graham Nail Works, Toronto, Ont.

Toronto Wire and Nail Company, Toronto, Ont.

P. L. Robertson Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Milton, Ont.

Canada Metal Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

The Board of Trade of the city of Toronto also made representations, on behalf

of its interested members, against cancellation of the rates. The rates in effect

previous to November 30, 1927, and the increased rates proposed by the carriers,

which are complained of, are shown below.

From Montreal, Que.

To
Miles.

Rate to
Nov. 30,

1927, per
gross ton.

Proposed
rate

per gross
ton.

Toronto 334
373
375
498

$4 80
4 80
.5 20
5 80

$6 60
6 60
6 60
7 90

Hamilton
Milton
Owen Sound

The carriers do not claim that the rates are being increased for the reason

that the former rates were unremuncrative. According to their statement on
the record, their action in increasing the rates was solely as a result of allegation

of certain Canadian manufacturers of wire rods, that the import rates that were
56029—2i
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in effect were detrimental to the Canadian manufacturer. The carriers state

that upon such representation they decided to make the proposed changes in rates

with the idea of endeavouring to protect Canadian manufacturers of wire rods.

These wire rods are the raw material from which the various complainants

manufacture numerous articles such as nails, tacks, screws, bundling wire, box
straps, strapping wire, bolts, fence wire, hay wire, bale ties and various other

grades of wire for most commercial purposes. The various complainants allege

that they will be detrimentally affected, to a serious extent, by the proposed

increase in these import rates. They refer to competition at Montreal, as well

as keen competition from Europe in certain lines of these finished goods through

both Atlantic and Pacific ports. It is alleged, and statements were made and an
exhibit filed in support thereof, that the western Ontario manufacturer is at a

rate disadvantage with the Montreal competitor at the seaboard. According to

the record, the complainants obtain a certain proportion of their raw material

(wire rods) from Canadian manufacturers, and some is imported, and both the

question of price and quality enters into the matter. It was contended that for

certain purposes the foreign rods were different in quality and more desirable,

but on this point the statements were somewhat conflicting, it being asserted by
the representative of the Steel Company of Canada that they are manufacturers
of wire rods, as well as of the finished products made therefrom, all of which are

drawn from their own rods. Representatives of the complainants stated there

was a greater wastage, in some cases, when the Canadian rods were used.

Representatives of the Steel Company of Canada, who are opposing the posi-

tion taken by complainants, and are in accord with the proposition to advance
the import rates, states their position as being that they do not see any reason
why the Canadian carriers should maintain lower import rates on wire rods from
Montreal than are in effect from any other North Atlantic port; that they are

simply asking that the carriers establish from Montreal the same basis of rates

as would be applicable from Baltimore, which has the lowest rate basis of any
United States Atlantic port.

Mr. Marshall, representing the Toronto Board of Trade and complainants,
stated that if it was a question of protection of the Canadian manufacturer, the

rates should be continued as protection to the complainants, w^ho are under a

distinct disadvantage as compared with their competitors at the seaboard.

Considering the question from a rate standpoint, the former and proposed
import rates on wire rods from Montreal, and the rates per ton per mile, are as

follows:

—

From Montreal

To Rate
per gross

ton.

Rate per
gross ton
per mile.

Miles.

Rate to November 30
1927

Toronto, Ont
Hamilton, Ont. .

.

Milton, Ont
Owen Sound, Ont.

334
373
375
498

$4 80
4 80
5 20
5 80

1 43c.
1 28c.
1 38c.

1 16c.

Proposed.

Toronto, Ont
Hamilton, Ont
Milton, Ont
Owen Sound, Ont

334
373
375
498

$6 60
6 60
6 60
7 90

1 97c.
1 76c.
1 76c.
1 58c.
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There are in effect commodity rates on wire rods from Hamilton, Ont., as

follows:

—

To.

From Hamilton.

Mile?
Rate

per gross
ton.

Kate per
gross ton
per mile.

Brantford
Collingwood .

.

Gananoque

—

London, Ont.

.

Milton, Ont. . .

Niagara Falls.

Owen Sound. .

.

St. Catharines
Samia
Toronto
Walkerville. .

.

25
108
225
76
21
44
160
33
135

39
185

$1 50

The mileages are not comparable, but taking some of the rates from Hamilton
and tapering the rate per ton per mile for the longer mileage in proportion to

the tapering under the standard mileage tariff for 6th class—the rating applicable

on wire rods—it shows the rates that have been in effect from Montreal to be
on a basis very closely approximate to the commodity rates from Hamilton.

Comparison may also be made with rates in effect on wire rods, carloads,

from Sydney, N.S., prior to July 1, 1927, when they were reduced under the

Maritime Freight Rates Act. The rate to Toronto was $6.60 per gross ton, which
is the same as the increased rate proposed from Montrei.1. The rate from Sydney
to Owen Sound was $7.90 per gross ton, or the same as the proposed rate from
Montreal.

With regard to the reference to maintenance of a parity of rates from Mont-
real and Baltimore, it may be stated that there is not a parity throughout in

respect to import traffic from these two ports. The rates from Montreal are in

some cases higher, in others lower, than from Baltimore.

From a rate standpoint, I do not consider the increased rates proposed are

justified, and my recommendation is that the Board order the carriers to rein-

state the rates that expired on November 30, 1927.

Ottawa, December 22, 1927.

Complaint of Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau against Rule contained in Tariffs

of the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Rilways, covering Stop-off

and Reshipping Arrangements on Lumber, which provides that said Arrange-
ment will not apply when the Stop-off point and final destination are both

located within the same group of Terminals.
• File No. 8641.47.

JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:

On behalf of the complainants it is contended as a matter of law, that rates

under Special Freight Tariffs filed pursuant to section 331 of the Railway Act, are

not legal rates if objected to, until a hearing is had and decision is given. In
other words, that objection to such rates filed pursuant to subsection 3 of section

331 necessarily acts as a stay of procedure in connection with the enforcement of

such rates, and the same are ineffective until the question of their propriety is
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disposed of. Mr. Cook reasons that if, in the face of objections filed, the Board
allows such rates to be effective, it then in effect is determining the matter and
declaring the rates in question to be proper and lawful, and a subsequent hearing
like the present would be an application for a reversal of the Board's previous
decision, and that such procedure was never contemplated nor intended by the
Act.

He contends that the more reasonable and proper construction in working
out the Act is, that objections when made cast upon the railway the burden of

justifying the rates complained of which, he says, cannot be done except at a
hearing and, therefore, the reasonable interpretation of the statute is that there
should be no change in the tariff until such matter is definitely determined.

The Railway Act provides:

—

"331. (1) Special freight tariffs shall be filed by the company with
the Board, and every such tariff shall specify the date of issue thereof and
the date on which it is intended to take effect.

"(2) When any such special freight tariff reduces any toll previously
authorized to be charged under this Act the company shall file such tariff

with the Board at least three days before its effective date, and shall,

for three days previous to the date on which such tariff is intended to take
effect, deposit and keep on file in a convenient place, open for the inspec-

tion of the public during office hours, a copy of such tariff, at every station

or office of the company where freight is received, or to which freight is

to be carried thereunder, and also post up in a prominent place, at each
such office or station, a notice in large type directing public attention to

the place in such office, or station, where such tariff is so kept on file:

Provided that the Board may by regulation or otherwise determine and
prescribe any other or additional method of publication of such tariff

during the period aforesaid.

(3) When any such special freight tariff advances any toll pre-

viously authorized to be charged under this Act, the company shall in

like manner file and publish such tariff thirty days previously to the

date on which such tariff is intended to take effect: Provided that where
objection to any such tariff is filed with the Board, the burden of proof

justifying the proposed advances shall be upon the company filing said

tariff.

''(4) When the foregoing provisions have been complied with, any
such special freight tariff, unless suspended or postponed by the Board,
shall take effect on the date stated therein, as the date on which it is

intended to take effect, and the company shall, thereafter, until such

tariff is disallowed or suspended by the Board or superseded by a new
tariff, charge the toll or tolls as specified therein, and such special freight

tariff shall supercede any preceding tariff or tariffs, or any portion or

portions thereof, in so far as it reduces or advances the tolls therein."

It is argued that such special freight tariff does not come into effect until

the objections filed with the Board, as provided in subsection 3, are disposed of.

The section has never been so interpreted by the Board. This provision has

been in effect for nine years, and during that period hundreds of special tariffs

have been filed and always been dealt with in the way in which the one now
discussed is being treated, namely that on complaint received, the Board has

exercised the right to either suspend the tariff, or to allow it to go into effect as

in the present case, and when so requested has set down the objections to be

argued and formally disposed of, as provided in subsection 4. The concluding

part of this section seems to contemplate action in harmony with the course

pursued by the Board. In speaking of the effective date of such tariff it says

—
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" any such special freii^ht tariff, unless suspended or postponed by the

Board, shall take effect on the date stated therein as the date on which
it is intended to take effect, and the company shall thereafter until such
tariff is disallowed or suspended by the Board, or superseded by a new-

tariff, charge the toll or tolls specified therein, etc."

It is not suggested that a procedure uniform for many years can render

effective a course which is in contravention of the statute, but I am not con-

vinced that the Board has misdirected itself in this regard. I am of opinion

that the uniform procedure of the Board has dealt with these tariffs in

accordance with the intent and wording of the statute, and consequently this

motion must be dismissed, as recommended in the report of the Chief Traffc

Officer.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

Ottawa, January 30, 1928.

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER, W. E. CAMPBELL

In the tariffs of the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways
covering stop-off and reshipping arrangement on lumber, carloads, for dressing,

resawing, kiln-drying or sorting and reshipment, there was added, effective

August 2, 1926, a rule stipulating that the stop-off and reshipping arrange-
ments in question would not apply when stop-off and destination points are

both located within the same group of terminals.

On July 13, 1926, the Canadian Lumbermen's Association wrote the Board
outlining their objections to the said rule and applied for an order suspending
same. It was set out that this rule would materially affect the users of the

arrangement provided for by these tariffs at various points, it having been
the practice of the carriers, at some point at least, to apply the stop-off and
reshipping arrangement covering movements that would be prohibited under
the added rule.

Subsequently, a communication from the Canadian Shippers' Traffic

Bureau dated July 24, 1926, was received by the Board on July 28, in which this

bureau also applied for suspension of the rule referred to. The Traffic Bureau
also set out its reasons for the application, which are later referred to herein.

Consideration was given by the Board to the submissions of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association and the Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau, as w^ell

as to the rules and provisions set out in the tariffs in question, apart from the

additional rule proposed by the railways, and to which exception and objection

was taken. Without quoting in detail the relevent rules, which are fully set

out in the tariffs, it may be stated that the decision of the Board was that the

tariffs were explicit and the wording thereof made clear that the point where
the transit arrangement for kiln-drying, resawing, dressing, etc., was allowed,

was a point intermediate to the destination; that lumber consigned to Toronto,
for example, on arrival there, is at its destination; that it would not be open to

the shipper or consignee to contend that, under the tariffs, they had the right to

single out one point in Toronto terminals and have the resawing, etc., done
there and then have the lumber reshipped to another point in Toronto ter-

minals, at the same time claiming that the second Toronto terminal was the

final destination. The same question might arise as to a movement within the

same terminal. In other words, it was held that the provisions of the tariff did

not justify breaking up a destination point in the manner suggested by com-
plainants so that one point in the same terminal or group of terminals would
be treated as intermediate to another point in the same terminal or group of

terminals under the provisions of the transit arrangement; that the contract of
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carriage from the initial point of shipment has ceased on arrival at the desti-
nation and any movement thereafter to another point in the same terminal or
group of terminals would be subject to local switching charges. The Board
further held that the fact that the Railways had apparently allowed something
to be given which was not covered by the existing tariffs, was not the proper
measure of what the tariffs permitted by the explicit terms thereof.

The Board has previously ruled that "Tariffs are to be construed accord-
ing to their language, and the intention of the framers and the practice of the
carriers do not control "—application of the Robin Hood Mills, Limited, Board's
printed Judgments, Orders, Regulations and Rulings, Vol. XI, page 477. The
Interstate Commerce Commission have enunciated the same principle:

—

"Tariffs are to be construed according to their language. The
intention of the framers and the practice of the carriers do not control.

Newton Gum Co. vs. C.B. & Q.R.R. Co., et al, 16 I.C.C., 341."

"Tariffs are to be construed according to their language and the
intention of the person who framed the tariff, or the arbitrary practice

of carriers thereunder, may not be looked to as authoritative con-
struction thereof. Pacific Coast Biscuit Co., vs. S.P. & S. Railway Co.,

et al, 20 I.C.C., 549."

The parties were informed, therefore, that the Board was of the opinion
that a prima Jade case for suspension had not been made out. Subsequently
the Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau requested that the matter be set down
for hearing by the Board and it was spoken to at sittings in Toronto on
November 16, 1927. The Canadian Lumbermen's Association withdrew their

objections to the rule and are not now a party to the complaint. It was stated

that objections made by lumber dealers in Montreal had also been the subject

of discussion with the carriers and there is no complaint from them on the

record here. The Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau are representing in this

complaint, the following firms:

—

T. H. Hancock, Limited,

Robert Bury & Co., (Canada), Limited,

Shreiner & Mawson,
The Boake Manufacturing Co., Limited,

Neilson Magann Lumber Co., Limited,

all of Toronto, Ont.

On behalf of the carriers, it was stated that the incorporation of rule com-
plained of in the tariff, was designed to stop the practice which had been

allowed at some points and to restore the practice which prevailed when the

stop-off and reshipping privilege was first established, which excluded from the

application thereof, what really are only reswitching movements; that the

privilege claimed is not accorded in the case of any other commodity so that

it is not discriminatory to withdraw it in the case of lumber; that to contend

that the terminal points are being discriminated against in favour of inter-

mediate points is to overlook the essential nature of the transit privilege which

was intended to relieve intermediate points from the application of burdensome
combinations of rates.

It was stated that transit arrangements on lumber were established many
years ago to take care of bona fide dressing of lumber at mills intermediate to

point of origin of the lumber and ultimate destination, and were granted because
of the impracticability of having such mills located at all points of origin of

the lumber; that the arrangements have spread to include other processes such

as sorting and kiln-drying which also cannot effectively be carried out at the

large number of shipping points at which lumber originates. The carriers

submitted that the milling of a car of lumber at a point such as Toronto and
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the disposition of the same lumber within the same terminal, or at the ultimate

destination to which the car was originally consigned, was never undertaken

in granting the transit privilege; that such a service places an undue burden
on the carriers at terminals which are taxed in taking care of the traffic

handled therein.

The Canadian Shipper's Traffic Bureau, hereinafter referred to as the

complainant, submitted numerous rea^^ons in support of their application for

withdrawal of the rule here in question, and a substitution therefor of the

transit privilege where the stop-off and destination points are located within the

same terminal or group of terminals. Careful consideration has been given

to these various submissions, and those that were particularly stressed are

specifically referred to herein.

Complainant stated the rule takes away the practice that was permitted

by the carriers, and the privilege which was enjoyed by the s'hippers and con-

signees, and consequently provides a substantial advance in the charge for

transit privilege on lumber w^hen the stop-off point and final destination are

both within the Toronto group of terminal stations.

The complainant's statement in this respect is correct. The rights of the

shippers under the terms of the tariff have, as above set out, been ruled upon
by the Board, and the question as to the reasonableness of said tariff provisions

and the rule complained of is herein dealt with.

Complainant alleged that the rule in question results in unjust discrimina-

tion against consignees in Toronto, and undue preference in favour of shippers

outside of Toronto, inasmuch as the Toronto assignee is denied the right to tran-

sit in Toronto on lumber originating at points outside of Toronto, when such lum-
ber, after processing, is delivered to customers in Toronto. It was further

alleged by complainant that there is unjust discrimination resulting from the

fact that under the grouping arrangement on which the lumber rates are based,

a ix)int beyond Toronto, say Oakville, may take the same rate as Toronto, so

that a shipment accorded transit arrangement in Toronto and reshipped to

Oakville would take the same rate as Toronto, plus a stop-off charge, while a

similar shipment processed in Toronto and subsequently shipped to another

siding in Toronto would be assessed the Toronto rate plus a switching charge

in excess of the one cent stop-off charge. In the one case, the shipment is at its

final destination, namely, Toronto, and the subsequent switching movement is

a new transaction and the combination of rates applies, said combination
naturally being in excess of the through rate to a point beyond which is in the

same rate group as Toronto. The transit privilege could not be denied at

Toronto when the lumber is reshipped to an outside destination beyond without

discriminating against Toronto as a dressing point in transit. It is necessary,

therefore, to permit the transit arrangement in Toronto on lumber reshipped

to points beyond to avoid discrimination between localities. I do not consider

the application of the transit arrangement when the shipment goes beyond
Toronto, and denial thereof when the traffic, after reaching Toronto, its final

destination, stays there, constitutes unjust discrimination. All other points are

treated the same as Toronto, namely, that lumber reaching its final destination

is denied transit arrangement at that point. All points are accorded transit

arrangement when the lumber Ls reshipped, under the terms of the tariff, to

other points beyond the transit station. When the traffic, which is here in

question, reaches Toronto it is at its final destination, and when the consignee

later sells the material to a customer at the same destination and desires to

make delivery by ordering a car from the railway and having it switched, such

switching service or movement is in lieu of, or in the equivalent of, a cartage

service, for which a reasonable switching charge is justifiable. The tariffs

covering milling in transit arrangements on other traffic contain a similar rule
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to that here objected to, which has never been the subject of complaint to the

Board. Transit privileges were never granted except for the purpose of permit-

ting such transit at a point intermediate to the final destination. Transit

"

implies that a commodity is first carried to a milling or manufacturing point

where a commercial process is performed, and the resulting product is moved
on to other destinations. It may here be noted that the Interstate Commerce
Commission have similarly defined the transit privilege, Empire Coke Co. vs.

B. & S. R.R. Co., 31, I.C.C., 573. The Interstate Commerce Commission also

state in F. W. Stock and Souvs vs. Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway.

31 I.C.C., 153:—

The theory of transit is service at some point between the points

of origin and destination of the traffic and in the direction of the move-
ment of the traffic to the point of final destination. A back-haul is con-

trar>^ to the purpose of transit and sihould generally be permitted only

to meet unusual situations, and when to do so, does not resu'lt in unjust

discrimination or other violations of law."

With regard to denial of the transit arrangements on shipments into

Toronto and subsequently handled in switching movement, in lieu of trucking,

to consignee's customer there, there is no discrimination as between various

consignees in Toironto as the switching charge is applicable for all such move-
ments from one siding to another after arrival at destination; further, there is

no discrimination as between Toronto and other points as a switching charge is

applicable at all points for movement from one siding to another after arrival

at destination. I do not consider it would be reasonable to require the carriers

to accord transit privilege to cover such movements in order to enable the con-

signee, by saich means, to make delivery of his goods to his various customers
in the same city, who are provided with or located convenient to sidings, at

such a nominal charge, in lieu of a cartage service. To allow a switching move-
ment under sucli circumstances would involve haulage at heavy terminal cost

for distances up to sixteen or eighteen miles for a rate of merely 1 cent per 100

pounds, minimum $5 per car. Complainant stated that the cost of tenuinal

service might be no greater in such cases than is involved when the traffic iis

reshipped under the transit arrangement to points outside. No definite state-

ment or evidence on this point appears on the record, but, as already set out

herein, the transit arrangement could not be denied at Toronto in the case of

traffic destined to points beyond without involving discrimination as between
localities.

I do not consider the rule complained of is unreasonable, and consequently

reconmaend that the complaint be dismissed. I have not herein dealt with legal

questions submitted by complainant or any issue beyond what was covered by
the written submissions that were on the record and set down to be spoken to

at Toronto sittings.

Ottawa, January 6, 1928.

Complaint of Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau re Item 649 in Canadian
National Railways Tariff C.R.C. No. E-875, and Item 1355 in Canadian
Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4257, covering Switching Charges on*

Lumber, in carloads, between points within Toronto Terminals.

(File No. 21700.37)
JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:

This application was made before the complaint set out in file No. 8641.47
was disposed of, in which representation was made against a rule in the tariffs
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of the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways covering stop-off and
reshipnient arrano;cments on lumber, to the effect that such arrangement will

not apply where tlie stop-off point and final destination are both located within

the same group of terminals, and it was thereunder further argued that it is

illegal to enforce such charges before hearing and disposition of the objections

filed.

Neither of these contentions was upheld in dealing with the complaint

under file No. 8641.47, and there is consequently nothing to be considered in

this matter except the question of the reasonableness of the switching charge.

This has been thoroughly covered by report of the Chief Traffic officer, with

whose conclusions I am fully in accord. No legal question presents itself other

than that which has been previously dealt with under file No. 8641.47 and
therein dismissed.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

OnwA, January 30, 1928.

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER, W. E. CAMPBELL

In their tariffs containing charges for local switching services at various

stations, the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways publish

switching rates on lumber, carloads, minimum weight 45,000 pounds, between
points in Toronto Terminals. Toronto Terminals are divided into groupings

as described in the tariffs, and the switching charges in question vary from 2-|

cents to 5 cents per 100 pounds according to the movement involved between
the various groups comprising the terminal. These rates were established by
the Canadian National Railways on August 4, 1926, and by the Canadian
Pacific Railway on October 15, 1926. Prior to the dates named, the local

switching rates applicable under the tariffs for the movement of lumber between
points in Toronto Terminals varied from 4^ cents to 7^ cents, so that the

items now in effect represent a substantial reduction from the former local

switching rates. Complainant alleged that little or no lumber traffic had moved
under the former rates.

The item in the Canadian Pacific Railway tariff stipulates that these

lower rates are applicable only on shipments on which that railw^ay has received

a road haul. The item in the Canadian National Railways tariff is not so

restricted at present, but the representative of that railway stated it was their

intention to amend the tariff, making a similar restriction at Toronto, and also

with respect to a corresponding item covering local switching on lumber between
points in the Montreal Terminals. It was stated that when these lower
switching rates on lumber were published, it was the intention, at both Toronto
and Montreal, to stipulate that they only applied on traffic on which the com-
pany had received a road haul; that on traffic on which a road haul had not

been received, the company was, it was contended, reasonably entitled to the

normal local switching rates that apply for movements that are not otherwise

specifically provided for, and as already above set out.

The complainant stated it would not object to the current switching rates

on lumber for team track deliveries, but would like said rates reduced for

private siding deliveries, also in the case of switching service involving two line

movement, i.e. a car originating at a point in Toronto Terminals on the

Canadian National Railways and sw^itched to the Canadian Pacific Railwy for

delivery at some point in the Toronto Terminals on their line, or vice versa.

Objection was also taken to the restriction of these switching rates to ship-

ments on which the Company had received a road haul.

The complainant alleged that the current switching rates on lumber are

too high, and, in support of this, filed an exhibit making comparisons with
switching rates on other commodities for various movements within Toronto
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Terminals. Some of the comparisons do not show a higher switching charge
per car than in the case of lumber, when the stipulated minimum weight is

taken into consideration, but in otlier cases there are switching rates cited

which are lower than applicable on lumber. A mere comparison of switching

rates on lumber and for specified movements in the case of dressed meats,
packing house products, live stock, batteries, etc., unsupported by a showing of

the conditions under which the lower rates are maintained, does not furnish any
evidence that can be accepted as proof that the switching rates on lumber are

unreasonable pe?' se. In the case of these local switching movements, in many
instances, each one of them has its individual characteristics, and further, the

nature of the switching service varies as well as the cost thereof. Representa-
tive of the carriers stated that some of the switching rates referred to might be
considered analogous to a reforwarding rate as the carrier obtained two or

three hauls, and consequently there were special conditions attaching to the

lower switching rates with which comparison was made. There is no question

of competition involved because the commodities provided with the lower
switching rates do not in any way compete with lumber. However, the record

is devoid of any definite or detailed evidence as to the conditions surrounding
the various switching movements that were compared, or as to the cost of the

switching service. The switching rates in question were not prescribed 'by the

Board so that it has no data from any previous record, and nothing was adduced
on the record in this case, that would enable the formation of an opinion as

to the reasonableness per se of the lower switching rates to which complainant
alluded. Some of them are lower than any rate that has ever been prescribed

by the Board.
There is nothing on the record indicating that the reduced switching rates

on lumber are in any way disproportionate to the cost to the railway for the

service performed thereunder. The switching service involves the movement
through congested terminals with a heavy operating expense, and it has always
been maintained by the carriers, and it has not been demonstrated to the con-

trary, that the cost of such movements within terminals is as great—if not
greater—as for road haul movements of similar mileage. The rates here in

question are appreciably lower than the rates for road haul movements of

similar mileage.

I do not consider a case has been made out that would warrant the Board
in directing a reduction in the switching rates published in the items specifically

covered by this complaint, namely, item 649 in Canadian National Railways
Tariff C.R.C. No. E-875 and item 1355 in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff

C.R.C. No. E-4257, covering switching charges on lumber, in carloads, between
points within Toronto Terminals, and recommend, therefore, that the com-
plaint be dismissed.

Ottawa, January 10, 1928.

Awlication of the City of St. Thomas, Ont., for an Order relieving the city

from the payment of any portion of the cost of providing watchmen or

protection at the crossing of the London and Port Stanley Railway on
Talbot street, St. Thomas, Ontario.

File 25542.37

JUDGMENTT
Commissioner Lawrence:

This matter was heard in St. Thomas on December 15, 1927. Mr. A. A.

Ingram appeared for the city of St. Thomas, and Mr. T. G. Meredith, K.C.,

and Mr. J. E. Richards appeared for the London and Port Stanley Railway
Company.
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Order No. 29860, dated July 15, 1920, issued upon the application of the

Corporation of the City of St. Ttiomas for the purpose of allowing the said

corporation to operate one-man street cars for a period of three months. The
order provided that the cost of protection at Talbot street crossing should be
divided equally between the Corporation of the City of St. Thomas and the

London and Port Stanley Railway Company.
Upon the application of the city of St. Thomas, Order No. 31085, dated

June 8, 1921, issued, granting leave, pending further order, to operate the
" P-A-Y-E " one-man operated cars of the St. Thomas Street Railway over

the London and Port Stanlev Railwav on Talbot street, in the said city of

St. Thomas.
At the hearing in St. Thomas, December 15, 1927, Mr. Ingram stated, at

p. 12853 of the evidence. Vol. 524:—

At the time this Order (No. 29860) went into effect, my instruc-

tions are that the total cost of the crossing protection was paid by the

London and Port Stanley Commission; and I am arguing that as the

order in question was made purely for the purpose of protecting the

operation, of one-man cars over this crossing, and that was the only
reason why the city at that time was charged with any portion of the cost.

" Commissioner Lawrence: The crossing was protected previous

to that last order, during the same hours as at present, from 5 a.m.

until 12 midnight, and the railway company paid the full cost.

"Mr. Ingram: Those are my instructions. The railway company
paid the total cost at that time. Then the city ceased the operation of

its one-man cars, over this crossing on the 15th February, 1926, and our
contention is that since that time the applicants should be relieved

from any payment of any further cost in connection with it. I am
submitting that the London and Port Stanley Railway Company
should be placed in the position of showing that the city should pay
part of that cost since February 5, 1926."

At p. 12857—

"Mr. Meredith: Mr. Chairman and Mr. Commissioner, as far

as I understand, and I am speaking just from instructions and not
from having examined the files, there was no order previous to the
order my friend speaks of, with regard to Talbot street. Perhaps you
may remember, or you may not, that at one time the railway was run by
the Pere Marquette and that it was only after their operations ceased that
the Port Stanley came into control as they now are. I do not know why
any consent was given to the order, if one were given, because it seems
to me to be entirely out of the usual practice. My understanding of the
practice is that whether there be street cars of the municipality running
over a steam road crossing or otherwise, bearing in mind that this road the
London and Port Stanley—which was constructed in 1852, before St.

Thomas was practically known, and bearing in mind the tremendous
growth of St. Thomas since that time, it is not the railway, the rail-

way is paramount, they have the first right. Any necessity for pro-
tection at any crossing in the city of St. Thomas over the London and
Port Stanley Railway, has been caused by reason of the increase in the
population, and the change in the method of traffic from horse and
wagon, to a considerable extent to the motors of to-day.

"Commissioner Lawrence: Is it your contention, Mr. Meredith,
that the railway is senior to Talbot street?

"Mr. Meredith: Oh yes, 1852, Mr. Commissioner.
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''Commissioner Lawrence: I know, but you have no evidence in

regard to when Talbot street was surveyed.

''Mr. Meredith: No, I have not, but this is a matter that as I

said when I spoke in the first place, I am speaking from instructions

quite recently received."

Again at pp. 12861-12862 it is stated:—

" The Assistant Chief: I am not positive that we have the benefit

of your position on that on file. You say that the city council takes
the position that its application was for the purpose of operating one-
man street cars, which have since been discontinued; and further that
the city being the senior organization should not be held responsible

for any part of the watchmen and protection of this railway crossing.

It has been pointed out by Mr. Meredith that in cases where it is not

well established that the street is senior, still we have made in various

cases the municipality participate in the cost. So that whatever be
the facts as to the seniority of Talbot street, that is not in itself an
answer to the proposition that there should be a division of cost.

"Mr. Ingram: No, I quite appreciate that Mr. Chairman, but
my submission was that in 1921 they had undertaken that cost and
they must be deemed, up to that point at any rate, to have considered

the conditions such that they were largely responsible for them and
should bear the cost. That since that, time there being no change in the

conditions, or if there have been, the onus is on my learned friend

to establish that to the satisfaction of the Board before they ask the

Board to shift the incidence of the cost of crossing protection. Then
with reference to discontinuing this protection after ten p.m., as recom-
mended by the engineer of the Board. I have no instructions from
my clients on that point and would hesitate to accede to the with-

drawal of any protection from 10 p.m. to 12 p.m. So that on that

point I would like to have the matter reserved until I could get instruc-

tions, before any order is made to change that.

"The Assistant Chief: How soon could you advise us?

" Mr. Ingram : Within two weeks.

"The Assistant Chief: As regards the period, Mr. Ingram, from
12 p.m. to 6 a.m. I take it that the city is not urging that?

"Mr. Ingram: No I am not urging that at all."

In regard to the discontinuing of the proteotion after ten p.m., Mr.
Ingram stated, as will be noted from the above citation, that we would like

to have the matter reserved until he would get instructions, and before the

close of the hearing he handed; in the following communication from the

mayor of the city of St. Thomas:

—

"December 15, 1927.
" Mr. A. A. Ingram,

St. Thomas, Ont.

" Dear Sir,

Re Crossing Protection at Talbot Street

I beg to advise that the city is of the opinion that this crossing

should be protected between the hours in question, that is, 10 p.m. to

12 midnight.
" Yours truly,

"(Sgd.) J. HANDFORD,
" Mayor."
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Under date of December 28, 1927, the Board received the following com-
munication from Mr. J. E. Richards, Manager and Treasurer of the London
and Port Stanley Railway:

—

''Answering your favour of December 20 which refers to the Talbot
street crossing protection at St. Thomas, would state that if the Board
considers it advisable to continue the watchman until 12 o'clock we are

quite agreeable to this arrangement and could do the work with two men
working nine hours per day, each at a cost of $90 per month.

" If you will refer to the statements furnished the Board as to the

railway traffic across Talbot street, from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m., you will find

that about hallf of those movements take place between the hours of 10

and 12 o'clock. Therefore, the movements after 12 o'clock will be very
limited and could be taken care of quite easily."

I take it that Mr. Meredith was not seriously arguing that the London
and Port Stanley Railway was senior to Talbot street, and I am of the opinion,

from what is on file, and statements made at the hearing in St. Thomas, that

Talbot street is senior to the railway. As there has been considerable change
in the traffic on Talbot street, and obligations placed upon the railway by
speed restrictions and flag protection by train crew, since the time the former
order was issued, I think that the city of St. Thomas should be required to

contribute a small percentage towards the cost of this protection, and would,
therefore, suggest that order issue requiring protectiorv by flagman, as at

present, at this crossing from 6 a.m. until 12 o'clock midnight, 70 per cent of

the cost of such protection to be paid by the London and Port Stanley Railway
Company, and 30 per cent by the city of St. Thomas. All movements on the

railway to be limited to six miles per hour; and all freight and switching move-
ments, between the hours of 12 o'clock midnight and 6 a.m., to be protected

by flagging by one of the train crew.

The above ratio of distribution of cost to date from February 15, 1926,

the time when the St. Thomas Street Railway ceased operation.

January 31, 1928.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

Application of the Rural Municipality of South Qu^Appelle No. 157 for protec-

tion at alleged dangerous crossing at McLean, Sask. C.P.R.,—Case 2109

JUDGMENT

McLea'N, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

There are six tracks which cross the highway at McLean. The north track

is a wood track which is said to be seldom used; the second track is the elevator

track; tracks 3 and 4 are main line tracks; and tracks 5 and 6 are sidings.

There are advance warning signs in place on each side of the crossing. All

freight trains passing McLean stop. It is an inspection point for the inspection

of trains. On account of the grade, McLean is a high point and freight trains,

of necessity, have to go more or less slowly at that point. There is also the

fact that it is necessary to run, two engines to get up over the hill. Passenger
trains Nos. 1 and 2 stop at McLean; Nos. 3 and 4 do not stop, nor do trains

Nos. 7 and 8. These latter trains run in the summer season only. As to tracks

Nos. 5 and 6 above referrc-d to, any cars left on both or either of these spurs

are, under regulations, kept 300 feet away from the boundary of the highway.
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The application was launched by the rural municipality of South
Qu'Appelle, No. 157, Sask.

In 1920, the highway was made a part of the main highway which the
}>rovince was taking over, maintaining and putting in form. It is admitted

that there has been increase of traffic over this main road. The extent to which
this has increased is not definitely set out.

At the hearing, there was discussion in regard to the construction of a

subway. This would involve a diversion some 1,200 feet in length. To be
more exact, the point where the subway is proposed to be located is 1,144

feet west of the boundary of section 13-18-16-2. This, in addition to the

construction of the diversion, involves the maintenance of a diverted road 2,288

feet long.

The question of drainage was adverted to and the province undertook to

have a study made in regard to the dfainage. The report made on behalf of

the Department of Highways of the province is that its engineers are convinced

that a subway at this point cannot be satisfactorily drained, and would be

impassable for a long period in the spring of the year and after very heavy rains.

The title of the road is and always has been in the province. When a road

is made a Provincial highway in the province of Saskatchewan, the total

burden of maintenance is on the province. It was submitted by the province

that under existing conditions the installation of bells and wigwags on each

of the running tracks would be a satisfactory method of taking care of the

situation at present, the other tracks being protected by the train crew.

Considerable discussion took place in regard to the question of seniority. It

does not appear to be necessary to go into this phase of the matter. It is

admitted that there was a highway crossing at this point prior to 1900. The
Board in dealing with matters of protection at highway crosisings has held

itself free to deal with division of cost, even where a highway came into

existence after the railway, and where conditions of traffic justify protection.

As above referred to, the diversion, if the roadway is built along the railway
on both sides, would be 2,288 feet; but, as is pointed out by the department in

a written submission, this location would involve a number of bad turns, and
it is altogether likely that if a subway were erected it would be found necessary

to build 3,000 feet of highway and purchase the right of way thereafter.

On the data submitted by the department, an estimate of the cost of the
diversion for the proposed subway, over and above what would be on the
present line of crossing, would be approximately one-quarter of a mile at $3,000
per mile, or $750. Maintenance costs would run about $25 per year. This
does not include the cost of the necessary lands for the right of way for the
diversion.

The Board in dealing with an application of the Canddian National Rail-
ways for an order directing that the wigwag signal installed at the crossing of the
Kingston Road, near West Hill, Townstdp of Scarboro, etc., file 9437.1202—
Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. XVI, p. 182, pointed out, at p. 184, that
while the Board had no power to order the Department of Highways for the
province of Ontario to contribute to the proposed rearrangement, yet "we have
the result that by improving the roads of that department more and more trafl&c

is carried, and we have to look to you as really the guardian of chat traflSc.

Aside from any question of jurisdiction, we expect you to implement your
guardianship by the assistance of the question of protection; that is looking
at it from the broad standpoint." The matter was allowed to stand for one
month from the date of the judgment (November 10, 1926) for consideration

by the Department of Highways of consent to contribution to the division of

cost. Subsequently under date of February 1, 1927, the department consented
to a contribution of one-third of the cost of installation as well as of main-
tenance; and Order No. 38742, of February 5, 1927, issued accordingly.
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Leaving aside any question of consideration of contribution to the cost of

the subway itself, the situation is that the capital cost of the province of the

diversion necessary to make use of the proposed subway would be $750; then,

in addition, there is the sum, not stated, to include the cost of the necessary land

for the right of way for the diversion; and the maintenance charges would be

$25 per year.

I am of opinion that a reasonable method of protection would be to have
bells and wi<2;wags protectintr the running tracks; on the other traks, protection

to be given by the train crew. It appears to me that a reasonable (livision of

cost would be 40 per cent of the cost of installation from the Grade Crossing

Fund; the balance of cost of installation to be divided equally between the rail-

way company and the province; the cost of maintenance to be on the railway.

In view of what has been set out, the matter may stand for six weeks for

the Department of Highways of the province to signify whether it will con-

tribute to the cost of installation on the basis above set out.

February 2, 1928.

Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver concurred.

Application of the Council of the Municipal Distnct of Lamcrton, No. 398, for

the construction of a subway at the crossing of the Canadian National!

Raikvays (Calgary-Tofield Branch), on the S.W . \ of Action 14-39-23,

W. 4 M-
File 10821.39

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

This matter was set down for hearing at Calgary (Evid. Vol. 521, p.

11300). While the application was made for a subway, the traffic conditions

do not, I think, justify the direction for installation of a subway at the point in

question.

As pointed out on p. 11302, in the statement of Colonel Parks, the parties

agreed to a relocation of the roadway, and improving the crossing by cutting

away the bank southwest of the crossing. This is as set out in Mr. Simmons'
memo, which is agreed in by Commissioner Lawrence. The work proposed will

cost approximately $650.

At the hearing, pp. 11304-11306, counsel for the railway took the position

that the railway . was senior and that the expense should be upon the munici-
pality.

Under date of March 15, 1911, application was made to the Board by the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, asking for sanction of the road diver-

sion at the point in question. The proposed diversion is set out on the plan
attached to the application. At the hearing, p. 11805, I pointed out that
according to the Board's records the highway was senior to the railway. Mr.
Pettit, one of the applicants, said that his recollection was that there was an
old trail existing before the railway went through. ^Ir. F. W. White stated the
road was there before the construction of the railway; that the road allowance
was not opened up; and that the applicants were using the old trail which went
through this property at the point where it was being asked a subwav should be
built.

My understanding is as I set out at p. 11306 in the following words:—
''Anyway, at this particular point, there was a trail and the diver-

sion in 1911 was made to change the route made by the trail;"
56029-3
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and it was stated that it was on account of tlic municipality not being able to
open up the road that the trail had been used.

The application made in 1911 and plan attached thereto make clear that
the diversion was in respect of the road allowance, and that the municipality
in respect of rights of crossing on the road allowance was senior. The railway
was constructed subsequent to Marcli, 1911. By section 260 of the Railway Act,

the cost of construction of the protection is on the railway.

February 2, 1928.

Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver concurred.

Application of Northern Electric Company, Limited, Montreal, Quebec, for a

ruling of the Board as to the charges properly applicable on certain ship-

ments of switchboards consigned to the Northern Electric Company,
c/o Alberta Government Telephones, Edmonton and Lethbridge, Alta.

File No. 33365.74

INFORMAL RULING OF THE BOARD

Section 3 (a) of rule 8 of Canadian Freight Classification No. 17 reads

as follows:

—

^' Unless otherwise provided in separate description of articles, a

shipment containing articles, of dimensions other than those specified in

section 3 (b) of this rule, the dimensions of which do not permit loading

through the centre side doorw^ay 6 feet wide by 7 feet 6 inches high,

without the use of end door or window, in a closed car not more than
36 feet in length by 8 feet 6 inches wide and 8 feet high, Sihall be charged
at actual weight and authorized rating, subject to a minimum charge of

4,000 pounds at the first-class rate for the entire shipment."

Applicant sets out that in respect of certain shipments the charges made
are considered to be excessive. The facts as set out are as follows:

—

" 1 box—switchboard weighing 620 pounds forwarded September 2, 1926,

to the Northern Electric Company, c/o Alberta Government Tele-

phones, Edmonton, Alta.
" 1 box—switchboard weighing 865 pounds.
" 1 box—telephone parts, weighing 19 pounds, forwarded September 24,

1926, to the Alberta Government Telephones, Lethbridge, Alta.

1 box—switchboard weighing 460 pounds forwarded September 25, 1926,

to the Northern Electric Company, c/o Alberta Government Tele-

phones, Lethbridge, Alta.

Charges paid by us on these shipments were on the basis of

first class rate, in accordance with item No. 58, page No. 106, Canadian

Freight Classification No. 17, but the railway company have in addition

charged on the basis of 4,000 pounds for each of the switchboards above

referred to, claiming that they are entitled to the collection of charges

on this basis, in accordance with provisions of section No. 3, rule No. 8,

Canadian Freight Classification No. 17.

At the time these shipments were forwarded, it was considered that

the preferable method of shipping them would be to have the boxes con-

taining the switchboards placed in an upright position in the cars. Pack-

ages were, therefore, labelled accordingly, and in order to comply with
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our wishes in this respect the railway company found it necess\ary to

supply cars higher than the average box car. Having supplied such cars

they billed us and collected charges on the basis above referred to.

" It is our contention that the provisions of section 3 of rule No. 8

do not apply in the present instance. The packages were not of dimen-
sions to demand the use of an end door or of a window, and could have
been quite easily loaded through the centre side doorway, 6 feet wide
by 7 feet 6 inches high, of an ordinary car, but could not have been stood

upright in the car, the inside height of which is only 8 feet."

Applicants considered it necessary to have the boxes containing the switch-

boards placed in an upright position in the cars. The packages were loaded

accordingly. The railway company, in order to comply with the requirements
of the applicant, had to use box cars higher than the average box cars.

Applicants contend that the packages could have been quite easily loaded

through the centre side doorway, the door space in the ordinary car being 6 feet

wide and 7 feet 6 inches in height. It is admitted, however, that the packages

in question could not have stood upright in the ordinary car, the inside licight

of which is only 8 feet.

Reference is made to " the use of end door or window " by the extract

from the clasisification above cited does not appear to be material. Loaded "

must be taken as meaning not only getting the article into the car, but also if

some special position or location is necessary in order to handle the article

through to destination, putting it in such position or location in the car. It

is admitted that to effect the loading necessary in connection with moving the

article to destination it was necessar^^ to have a larger car. Such loading could

not be effected in a closed car of the dimensions set out in the rule. The charge,

as assessed, is not in contravention of the rule.

Ottawa, January 25, 1928.

ORDER No. 40246

In the matter of the application of the Sydney and Louisburg Railway Company,
hereinafter called the "Applicant Company/' under the provisions of the

Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter for approval

of its Standard Freight Tariff C.R.C. No. 23, on file with the hoard under

file No. 34822 -8.

Saturday, the 21st day of January, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Assistant Chief Traffic Officer

of the Board,

—

It is ordered: That the applicant company's said Standard Freight Tariff

C.R.C. No. 23, on file with the Board under file No. 34822.8, be, and it is

hereby, approved; the said tariff, with a reference to this order, to be published

in at least two consecutive weekly issues of The Canada Gazette.

S. J. McLEAN.
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40254

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Kates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W

;

and the Order of the Board No. 39783, dated October 26, 1927.

File No. 34822.12

Monday, the 23rd day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the proportionate tolls published to Swastika, Ont., in Supplement
No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4324, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and
they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section

3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal proportionate tolls which,

but for the said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the

said Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4324, to Swastika, Ont., are as

follows:

—

From

Fredericton, N.B.
Grand Falls, N.B.
Plaster Rock, N.B.
Saint John, N.B.
St. Leonards, N.B.
South Devon, N.B.
Westfield Beach, N.B
West St. John N.B.
Woodstock, N.B.
Baker Brook, N.B.
Caron Brook, N.B.
Clairs, N.B.
Edmundston, N.B.
Green River, N.B.
Quisibis, N.B.
St. Basil.

St. Hilaire, N.B.
Sigas, N.B.
Theriault, N.B.

Classes in cents per 100 pounds

8 9 10

156

116i 78 75i 58i 57J

160i 1191 58i 57i

3. And tlie Board furthers orders that the said Order No. 39783, dated
October 26, 1927, be. and it is hereby, amended by striking out the words and
figures, ''Supplement 3 to E—4324" and " E—3219, E—3221, E—3224, E—3990,"

under columns 1 and 2, respectively, of the schedule.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40263

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 (i^orgc V, ('hnpter 44)-

File No. 34822.25

Monday, tlie 23rd day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published from Quebec Central Railway stations named,
to points in New Brunswick, in Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 974, filed

by the Quebec Central Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime
Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the pro-

visions of subsection 2 of sect-ion 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Supple-
ment No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 974, are those published in Quebec Central
Railwav Tariff C.R.C. No. 512.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40253

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.14

Tuesday, the 24th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the proportionate tolls to Swastika, Ont., published from Riviere

du Loup, P.Q., in Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 615, filed by the

Temiscouata Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates

Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of sub-

section 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal proportionate tolls which,

but for the said Act, would have been effective from Riviere du Loup, P.Q., to

Swastika, Ont., in lieu of those published in the said Supplement No. 3 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. 615, approved herein, are as follows:

—

Classes in cents per 100 pounds.123456789 10

138i 121J 103J 86 m 66i 50-i 51J — 50^

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

56029—4
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ORDER No. 40255

In tJie matter of tariijs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Aet, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.12

Tuesday, the 24th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the toll published in Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No.

E-4316, to Elk Lake and Silver Centre, Ont., filed by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, be, and it is

hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the

said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of that published in the said Supple-

ment No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4316, to Elk Lake and Silver Centre, Ont.,

was that published in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3832.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40256

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.13

Tuesday, the 24th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the proportionate tolls published to Swastika, Ont., in Supple-

ment No. 3 to tariff C.R.C. No. 825, filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway
Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they
are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of

the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the
said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said Sup-
plement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 825, to Swastika, Ont., are asloDows:—

From Classes in cents per 100 pounds
1 2 3 4 5 6789 10

Hahfax, N.S. . . . 160^ 139i 119^ lOOi 79i 72 57^ 58i — 57J
Middletown, N.S. . 192 163} 126| 95 79-i 70^ 73^ 69i — 70i

ySouTrN^s^'j^ '
-

H.. A, McKEOWN.
Chief Commission er.
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ORDER No. 40257

In the mutter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under tJie provisiom oj

the Maritime Freight Rates Ael, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No 34822.

Tuesday, the 24tb day of .Taimary, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C.., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in item No. 415A of Supplement No. 3 to Tariff

C.R.C. No. 822, filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company under section

9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved,

subject -to the provisions of subs^ect-on 2 of section 3 of the .said Act.

2. And the J:5oard hereby declares that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said item

No. 415x\ of Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 822, approved herein, are

those contained in J. C. Ransom's Tariff C.R.C. No. 256.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40261

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisio?is of
the Maritime Freight Rates Aet, 1927 (17 (Jeorge V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.16

TrE&DAY, the 24th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Com. mission er.

The Board orders:

1. That the proportionate tolls published to Swastika, Ont., in Supplement
No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 133, filed by the New Bnmswick Coal and Railway
Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rf.tes Act, 1927, be, and they

are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of

the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby ceitifies that the normal proportionate tolls

which, but for the said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published
in the said Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 133, to Swastika. Ont.,

approved herein, are as follows:

—

From Classes in cents per 100 pounds
1 2 3 456789 10

Cliipmaii^^N.B.) ^-(^j 1371 ^^^3 gg.i 751 571 531 _ 57^
Aorton, N.B. 3

^ .. -+ „ . _ 4

H. A McKEOWN.
Chiej Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40262

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs^ filed under the provisions

of the Maritime'Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.15

Tuesday, tlie 24th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the proportionate tolls published to Swastika, Ont., in Supple-

ment No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 168, filed by the Fredericton and Grand Lake
Coal and Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of

subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2, And the Board hereby certifies that the normal proportionate tolls

which, but for the said Act, would have been effective in lieu of tho&e pub-
lished in the said Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 168, to Swastika, Ont.,

are as follows:

—

Classes in cents per 100 pounds.

From 1 2 3456 78 9 10

Margsville, N.B 156i 1374- 116| 98^ 78 75i 57^ 58i — 57^

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDHR No. 40308

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.12

Tuesday, the 25th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Coiyimissioner

.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls from stations in New Brunswick to points on the Quebec
Central Railway, published in Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4324,

filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime
Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the

provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said

Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4324, approved herein, are those

published in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. E-3224.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40269

In the matter of the application of The Express Traffic Association of Canada
for approval of Supplement "D" to Express Classification for Canada
No. 7, on file luith the Board under file No. 4^97.90

Thursday, tlie 26th clay of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of the Assistant Chief Traffic Officer

of the Board,

—

It is ordered: That the said proposed Supplement "D" to Express Classifi-

cation for Canada No. 7, on file with the Board under file No. 4397.90, be, and
it is hereby, approved; tlie said Supplement to be published as Supplement No.
2 to the Express Classification for Canada No. 7.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40291

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Char)ter 44)-

File No. 34822.12

Monday, the 30th day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls on fertilizer and fertilizer material from West St. John,

New Brunswick, in item No. 275, and on lumbermen's supplies, published in

item No. 615 of Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, filed by the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight

Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions

of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said items

Nos. 275 and 615 of Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4312, approved
herein, are as follows: On fertilizer and fertilizer material, from West St. John,

New Brunswick, in cents per 100 pounds.

ToArundale, New Brunswick 14^
Belleisle, New Brunswick 14^
Cody, New Brunswick 15

Cumberland Bay, New Brunswick 15-^

Norton, New Brunswick 10

Scotch Settlement, New Brunswick 14^
Thorne, New Brunswick 14^
Washdemoak, New Brunswick 15

Young's Cove Road, New Brunswick 15

on lumbermen's supplies, the 6th clas- rates in effect prior to July 1, 1927.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40288

In the matter oj tariffs, and .supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime "Freight Rates Act, 1927 (il George F, Chapter U)

;

File.' No. 34822.15

Tuesday, the 31st day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls on lumbermen's supplies, published in item No. 277 of

Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 157, filed by the Fredericton and Grand
Lake Coal and Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight

Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions

of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, w^ould have been effective in lieu of those published in the said item
No. 277 of Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 157, approved herein, arc the

6th class rates in effect prior to July 1, 1927.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40290

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44);

File No. 34822.16

Tuesday, the 31st day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published on lumbermen's supplies, in item No. 277 of

Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 121. filed by the New Brunswick Coal

and Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927,

be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of

section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said A.ct, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said item

No. 277 of Supplement No. 4 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 121, approved herein, arc the

6th class rates in effect prior to July 1, 1927.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40292

hi the matter of tariffs, and suppleinents to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.1;^

Tuesday, the 31st day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published on lumbermen's supplies in item No. 615 of

Supplemient No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, filed by the Dominion Atlantic

Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927,

be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2

of section 3 of the said Act.

2 And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been in effect in lieu of those published in the said item
No. 615 of Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 820, approved herein, are

the 6th class rates in effect prior to July 1, 1927.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40293

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.13

Tl'esday, the 31st day of January, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the toll on bones, from Halifax and Aylesford to Windsor, Nova
Scotia, published in item No. 36 of Supplement No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 813,

filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company under section 9 of the Mari-
time Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the

provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of that published in the said item

No. 36 of Supplement No. 5 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 813, approved herein, is 22

cents per 100 pounds.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Application of the Dominion Millers' Association, Toronto, for an Order direct-

ing the railway companies to issue tariffs in accordance with the Board's
Orders Nos. 586 and 6^1, based on the reshipping rate from Chicago.

and

Complaint of the Dominion Millers' Association, Toronto, that the present

tariffs of the raihvay companies on the product of ex-lake grain milled

in transit and exported via New York discriminate in favour of Chicago,
Detroit, Toledo, Buffalo, etc.

File No. 666.1

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER, W. E. CAMPBELL
This Report is Issuing as the Judgment of the Board in This Matter

(All rates herein arc stated in cents per one hundred pounds, and the

term Bay ports as used herein, covers Port Colborne, Port McNicoll, Tiffin,

Midland, Goderich, Collingwood, and Depot Harbour.)

At a sittings of the Board held in Ottawa September 18, 1923, there was
heard the complaint of the Dominion Millers' Association with regard to export

rates on flour from Bay ports and interior Ontario milling points to New York.
There was involved the question as to whether the rates in force were in com-
pliance with the provisions of the Board's orders dated July 25 and September
4, 1905, and numbered 586 and 641, respectively. In a judgment dated April

19, 1924, the Board held that its orders of 1905 had not been violated in

respect of this traffic, and the complaint was dismissed by Order No. 35041,

dated May 8, 1924. A perusal of that judgment is of assistance, as it deals

Vv-ith some of the submissions again placed before the Board in the present

complaint. (See Volume XIV, p. 52, Board's printed Judgments and Orders).

By the Board's General Order No. 400 a reduction was made effective

May 26, 1924, in the rates on ex-lake grain when milled, bagged, cleaned or

clipped at Bay ports or in transit and reshipped for export to both Canadian
and United States seaboard ports. (Volume XIV, p. 74, Board's printed Orders

and Judgments.)
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On January 10, 1925, Mr. C. B. AVatts, secretary of the Dominion Millers'

Association, as^ked that the full Board hear his complaint which was set out
in his letter as follows:

—

On complaint of the Dominion Millers' Association in 1905 that
the rates from Ontario points to the seaboard were unfair and excessive
as compared with the rates from Chicago, the Board issued Orders No.
586 on 25/7/05, and on the request of the railroads No. 641 in September,
1905, that the rates from Ontario points are to be based on the percent-

ages fixed by the Board of the rate in effect from Chicago to the Seaboard
for export.

We claim that the rates in effect as shown in Canadian Pacific

Railway Tariff C.R.C. E-4119, Section 3, Supplement 4, page 3, from
Goderich and Port McNicoll, and Supplement 25, Canadian National
Railways Tariff C.R.C. E-447, section 5, page 10, from Midland, Port
Colborne, etc., arc not the percentages called for by the above orders,

based on the reshipping tariff from Chicago which is in effect, and on
which the traffic is carried.

Also that the rate from D-etroit, which is a 78 per cent point the

same as Goderich, is only 18^ cents while the rate from Goderich is 21

cents to New York. Philadelphia and Baltimore for export, and that the

rate from Port Colborne is IS-h cents although it is a 70 per cent point

and the rate should only be 16^^- cents as against 18^- cents from Detroit,

Toledo, etc.

We ask that an order of the Board be issued instructing the rail-

roads to issue tariffs in accordance with orders No. 586 and No. 641,

based on the reshipping rate from Chicago of 22J cents on grain and

23i cents on flour, being the rates now in effect and on which the traffic

is carried, instead of on the so-called local export rates, which are really

only paper rates.

We apply to the Board, under section 314 of the Railway Act,

to order the railroads to amend their tariffs, also on the ground that

their present rates discriminate in favour of Chicago, Detroit, Toledo,

Buffalo, etc., in granting a lower rate on the product of Canadian wheat
ground at those points than when ground at Port Colborne, Godericli,

etc., as those discriminatory rates are not only prejudicial to the interests

of the Canadian milling industry and to Canada, but to the revenues

of the railroads themselves."

This complaint was listed for hearing at Ottawa on March 17, 1925, but by
agreement between the parties the hearing was postponed until April 21. On
April 15 the Maple Leaf Milling Company, Limited, of Toronto, with mills

at various points, asked to be permitted to intervene and were allowed to do

so. Similar permission was given to the Western Canada Flour Mills Company,
Limited, whose head office is at Toronto, in response to their letter of April 17.

At the hearing on April 21 counsel for the Maple Leaf Milling Company stated

they desired to be heard regarding the rate from Port Colborne to New York
quite independently of the complaint of the Dominion Millers' Association, but

were not prepared to go on witli their case at that time. The submissions of

the Dominion Millers' Association and the railway companies were heard, and
it was arranged that the Maple Leaf Milling Company should be heard at a

later date. Obviously, the case could not be closed and a decision reached

prior to hearing the submissions of the Maple Leaf Milling Company who,

under date of September 9, asked that a date be set for a hearing, and the

matter was listed for the Ottawa sittings on September 29, 1925. At this sittings

Mr. George Lynch-Staunton, K.C., represented the Ontario Department of

Agriculture as interveners, and the Canadian National Millers' Association
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intervened in .-upiK)!'! of the a])pli(:iti()ii of the Maple Leaf Millin.u; Company.

Written briefs were also iiled with the Jioard subsequent to this liearinj^ by

various parties in interest.

Thereafter, the Boar<l had under consideration questions involved in the

General Freii^ht Rates Investii^ation and this matter was held in abeyance to be

dealt with at the same time, or subse(]uently.

A i!;reat many feature^, were referred to in the numerous written submis-

sions ami at these hearings, and while the various briefs and oflicial notes of

evidence have all been gone over and carefully considered it would be imprac-

ticable within the confines of report of reasonable length to fully anadyze and

comment upon all of the points alluded to, nor is such a course neces€'ar>'.

Mr. Watts stated he had some new evidence whic'h, if submitted to the

Board at the previous hearing in September, 1923, he felt might have resulted

in a different judgment being rendered by the Board. His contention, briefly

summarized, was that hi< previous complaint had been dismissed on the ground

that the tariff naming reshipping rates from Chicago, to which he askcNil that

the Board's orders of 1905 be applied, was not in existence when the orders were

made. Subsequently he had obtained additional information concerning these

rates to the effect that the reshipping rate established from Chicago to New
York in 1907 was the same as the local rate existing at the time, the latter being

increased 4 cents contemi)oraneously with the establishment of the reshipping

rate. Mr. Watts stated:—

" From the above, it would appear that it was a piece of clever

manipulation on the part of the railroad authorities by which they were
able to continue the rate of 14 cents on the shipments from Chicago but

at the same time increased the rates that were effective by the order of

the Board in 1905 in favour of Ontario millers."

In other words, he alleged that the orders of 1905 had prescribed rat^s .from

Ontario points based on the local export rate from Chicago; therefore, as the

reshipping rate subsequently established from Chicago was the same a-s the

local rate and the traffic substantially all moved east from Chicago on the

reshipping rate, the Board should now direct that the rates on ex-lake grain

from bay ports, milled in transit at Ontario mills and the product exported via

New York, be based on the percentages prescribed in the Board's orders of 1905
of the reshipping rate from Chicago as now in effect, or as changed from time
to time in the future. Mr. Watts stated at ]). 496.

"
. . . as I have stated in my case here, my contention is that

really the Board's order should be based on the reshipping rate which
was the original rate in effect when the order was given. Ca'llling it by
another name does not alter the fact that that was the rate in effect."

This contention was urged and repeated bv Mr. Watts a number of times. (See

notes of evidence. Vol. 440, Part 2, pp. 487-489, 496, 506, 509, and 518.)

If the rates now under attack had been prescribed by the Board based on
the local export rate from Chicago, and a change had been made, such as

described, under which the local rate had been converted into a so-called reship-
ping rate and continued at the same figure, the local rate as such being materially
increased, the contention that the reshipping rate should now be taken as the
measure of the rates from Ontario points would seem to have a great deal of
force and merit. That, however, is not the situation; and the contention of

Mr. Watts on this point is entirely falJacious for the follo\\ing reasons:

—

1. The traffic here in question is grain received ex-lake at the various bay
ports, milled there, or shipped to milling points in Ontario and there milled, and
the product reshipped to New York for export.

57063-1 i
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2. All that the Board's orders of 1905 did, so far as relates to export rates

from Ontario points to New York, was to change some station groupings and

j)crcentagcs with respect to rates then in existence which were based on per-

centages of tlie Chicago-New York rate. Rates then in force not based on per-

centages of the Chicago-New York rate, also, manifestly, any class of traffic

on which export rjites to New York were not at the time published from Ontario

points, were outside the scope of the orders.

3. There was no tariff in existence in 1905, nor was one issued as a result

of the Board's orders in that year, naming,

—

(a) ex-lake grain rates, from bay ports to New York for export;

(6) through ex-lake rates on grain from bay ports s^hipped to milling points

in Ontario, there milled and the product reshipped to New York for

export.

This traffic, therefore, was outside the scope of the orders.

4. There is still no tariff covering movement (a) above described. There
was no tariff permitting the movement (b) for ten years after the coming into

force of the Board's orders, the first tariff being issued December 15, 1915, fol-

lowing conference between Mr. Watts and representatives of the Grand Trunk
Railway. When this tariff was first issued, the rates publis'hed therein were
not based on the Chicago-New York rate, nor were the rates established the

percentages set out in the Board's orders of 1905 of either the local or the

reshipping rate from Chicago.

Inasmuch as rates on the traffic here involved were not even in existence

in 1905, nor until ten years afterwards, and when first issued were not based on
the Chicago rate, either local or reshipping, under the orders of 1905, Mr. Watt's
contention is palpably unsound in its initial promise that the rates under attack
were originally based on the Chicago local rate, and, as a corollary, this of

course, entirely nullifies any force that might otherwise attach to the argument
that the reshipping rate, rather than the local rate, should now be the basis of

tiie Ontario rates. Further, the rates now in force, and complained of, are those

which were prescribed by the Board in its General Order No. 400, dated May 14,

1924. It is further significant that Mr. Watts did not, following the first publi-

cation of these rates, which were the subject of conference between himself and
the railway, make complaint to the Board that they were not based on its orders

of 1905, either as respects the loca*l or the reshipping rate from Chicago; pno

such contention was set up until eight years later.

The information which Mr. Watts described as new evidence which might
have affected the Board's judgment of April 19, 1924, was not, in reality, new.
Full information concerning the establishment of the reshipping rate from
Chicago in 1907 was already before the Board and set out in summary form in

my report of December 14, 1923.

In addition to the contention above dealt with, it was alleged that dis-

trimination exists. The orders of 1905 having no application whatever, there

remain two ways of attacking the rates:

—

1. That they are unreasonable per se, and place an unreasonable burden
upon the commodity concerned as compared with other commodities;

or

2. That unjust discrimination exists.

There was no evidence directed to establishing a case under the first heading,

but Mr. Watts, as well as the interveners, attacked the present rates under the

second heading. As presented, the alleged unjust discrimination is measured
by mileage comparisons with rates between points in the United States in no
way subject to the control or jurisdiction of this Board. The rates from the
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Canadian Bay ports arc alleged to discriminate in favour of Buffalo, Toledo,
Port Huron, Detroit and Chicago. Below is shown a comparison of the export
flour rates, taking, in the case of the United States points (except Buffalo) , the
lower reshipping rates rather than the local rates; from Buffalo the rate is not
designated as a reshipping rate. From the Canadian Bay ports the mileage
is computed on the distance via Canadian National Railways to Buffalo, thence
average of 443 miles to New York. The mileage used from the other shipping
points is indicated.

Complainants point out that the rate from Port Colbornc is 2^ cents more
than from Buffalo although only 21 miles further; also, tliat Port" Colborne is

charged the same rate as Detroit, although a considerably shorter haul; further,

the rates from Goderich, Midland and Port McNicoll are higher than from
Detroit and Toledo.

There was not uniformity as to what was asked for by way of reduced
rates. The Maple Leaf Milling Company's submissions dealt only with the

rate from Port Colborne, from which point they desire a rate based on the per-

centage groupings authorized by the Board's orders of 1905 applied to the

reshipping rate from Chicago. This would be 70 per cent of 23^ cents, or a

rate of 16^ cents from Port Colborne to New York. Mr. Watts also asked
that the rates from the Canadian Bay i)orts be based on the percentage group-

ings of said Orders applied to the Chicago reshipping rate, which would make
a rate of 18^ cents from Port McNicoll, Tiffin, Midland and Goderich; 191-

cents from Collingwood; and 21 cents from Depot Harbour. However, in his

last brief, filed subsequent to the hearing, he states:

—

" The Ontario mills must have at least equal rates with their com-
petitors at Buffalo and elsewhere in order to get their share of the export

flour business."

Inasmuch as the cost of lake transportation to the Bay ports approximates that

to Buffalo, his statement means that the Buffalo-New York rate should also

apply as maximum from the Canadian Bay ports to New York, including milling

in transit privilege. As the stop-off charge for milling in transit is 1 cent, Mr.
Watt's proposal in reality means a rate 1 cent less from the Canadian Bay
ports than from Buffalo. Counsel for the Ontario Government pointed out that

in western Canada the rates on grain and flour are identical, and asked that

the same treatment be given in eastern Canada where there is at present

a difference in the rates on export movements to the various Atlantic ports,

the flour rate being higher than the grain rate. While the submissions of the

other parties related to the export rate from Bay ports to New York, counsel

for the Ontario Government included the Canadian Atlantic ports as well, also

the rates from Fort William. He stated that, so far as his client, the province

of Ontario, is concerned, it would not matter if the rate on grain was advanced
to the flour rate; that they would prefer to have the rates equal at the flour

rate than unequal at the present rate, whether this involved increasing the

wheat rate or reducing the flour rate.

To Xew York from
Chicago (avera<xe)

Detroit (C.N.-D.L. & W.) . . .

Port Huron (C.N.-D.L. & W.)
Toledo (Pennsylvania)
Collingwood
Depot Harbor
Goderich
Midland
Tiffin

Port McNicoll
Port Colborne
BufYalo (average)

Miles
982
G28
590
700
Oil
693
600
633
632
643
464
443

Kate
23.

i

m
18.\

22

24i
21
22
22
22
18^
16
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So far as relates to Toledo, Detroit, Port Huron and Chicago, while com-
parison was made by complainants of the rates from those points to New York
with the rates from the Canadian Bay ports, no evidence was adduced by them
as to the extent to which milling of grain is done at those points, or the volume
of flour shipi:>ed therefrom to New York for export; in fact, it was not alleged,

specifically, that the milling industry at those points detrimentally affected the

Ontario millers. No data whatever are on record concerning Toledo. With
respect to Detroit, counsel for the railways stated the Canadian lines are quite

willing to withdraw their concurrence in the rate, but that practically no traffic

was handled by them on it; that the Canadian Pacific Railway had not handled

a car for several years, and the Canadian National Railways handled nine-

teen cars in 1924. It was stated there was formerly a small mill at Port Huron,
but it was burnt, and there is at present no mill there. Mr. Watson stated

there- was practically no milling at Chicago, and in his last brief states:

—

I have before me particulars of all the wheat arriving at Chicago
by water since the opening of navigation this year, and also the dis-

position of the product, and the Central Inspection Bureau report that

they were unable to find any movement of the product of ex-lake wheat
from Chicago to New York for export. . . .The 1,858,000 barrels manu-
factured by Chicago mills was practically all for local consumption in

the United States, with the exception of a small lot to New Orleans for

export."

In any event, Chicago is not in as favourable a position, from a rate standpoint,

as the Ontario points because, according to the record, substantially the same
water rate governs to Chicago as to the Bay ports, and from Chicago to New
York the rail rate is, of course, higher than from the Bay ports and interior

Ontario mills.

With regard to Buffalo, complainants pointed out that the milling capacity

there has very materially increased during the last two or three years. It was
admitted by Mr. LaFerle, traffic manager for the Maple Leaf Milling Com-
pany, that this was in part due to a readjustment of milling centres in the

United States; e.g., the Pilsbury Company have established a large mill at

Buffalo, but this is a readjustment from one point to another in the United
States. Figures as to the disposition of the output of the Buffalo mills as

between domestic consumption in the United States and for export are not on
the record. As to whether Buffalo or Port Colborne has an advantage with
respect to milling and selling costs, or how they compare, no information is

given. Mr. Watson referred to a report made by the United States Tariff

Commission dated April 17, 1924, showing the milling and selling costs in the

United States amounted to 57.77 cents per 100 pounds as compared with 50.10

cents per 100 pounds in Canada, which would be equal to a difference of 15.03

cents per barrel, but there is nothing definite before the Board as to the

accuracy of these figures, or how they would apply to the specific points of

Buffalo and Port Colborne.

Mr. LaFerle stressed the necessity, from the standpoint of profitable oper-

ation of their Port Colborne mill^ of a rate approximating that from' Buffalo.

Eliminating Buffalo, the geographical location of Port Colborne places it at an
advantage, from the standpoint of the rail freight rate to New York, over other

Bay ports and interior milling points in Ontario; also the other United States

shipping points referred to. Port Colborne's alleged disadvantage, as com-
pared with Buffalo, is not the result of some entirely changed condition of the

freight rate structure that has taken place since the Maple Leaf Milling Com-
pany established their mill at tliat point, because the rate from Port Colborne
has, naturally, always been higher than from Buffalo. At present it is 2i cents

higher, but formerly there was a greater spread and it was cents. The pre-
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sent rate was established by the Board's General Order No. 400, dated May
14, 1924. It would seem obvious that the rail freight rate is only one of many
factors in connection with milling of grain and exporting of the flour. If the

freight rate were paramount and controlling, then, according to the record in

this case, Buffalo is the only point at which grain should be milled for export

via New York, because the transportation rate by water to that point is approxi-

mately as low as to any other point, and the rail freight rate thence to New
York is the lowest. Further, the rates from the other Bay ports and interior

Ontario milling points are also embraced in this complaint, but if the rates asked
for therefrom in the original submissions and at the hearing were granted by the

Board, Port Colborne would still have a rate advantage over all the other

Ontario points. This may account for Mr. Watts' contention, in his last brief,

that the Ontario mills require a rate equal to the Buffalo rate as maximum,
including milling in transit privilege which in reality would mean establishing a

rate from all Ontario points 1 cent less than from 13uffalo. Such a proposition

ignores the fact that the Buffalo rate is a rate in the United States which is

entirely outside the jurisdiction of this Board; that there is no evidence as to

whether or not it is a profitable rate to the railroads; that between Buffalo and
New York the entire haul is over single-line carriers, while the haul from the

Bay ports is not only a greater distance, as already indicated lierein—up to 50
per cent greater—but involves a haul over Canadian carriers and across the

International bridge before it reaches the rails of the United States carriers.

At the previous hearing of September 18, 1923, when asked if, because the

American railroads choose to give a rate of 16 cents from Buffalo to New York,
tlie Canadian railways are guilty of discrimination because they charge more
from the Canadian milf, Mr. Watts admitted that this position was not tenable

(pp. 2781-2).

It will, therefore, be observed that if, in the matter of the rate to New
York, Buffalo has a geographical advantage over all other points, similarly. Port

Colborne has a geographical advantage not only over all other Ontario milling

points, but also over the milling points in Western Canada. No discussion took
place regarding the position of the Canadian millers west of Fort William so far

as concerns the matter of their rates with respect to the movement of flour to New
York for export, of which a large tonnage is shipped by them, or how they
might be affected by the establishment of the rates here applied for. There is

no complaint before the Board regarding these rates, although it may well be
that to direct the rate adjustment here sought would be followed by a com-
plaint from that source. As illustrating tlie geographical advantage of Port
Colborne with respect to the shipment of flour via New York, taking grain

originating at, say, Maple Creek Sask., the approximate rate situation of the

Port Colborne mill and the western Canadian mill is as follows:

—

CASE 1

Grain miUcd in iranait in Wcfifern Canada and reshippcd to New York for export.
Maple Creek to Fort William 23. 00c.

Stop off en route for milling 1.00
Fort William to New York, via lake and rail 31.50

Total 55. 50c.

CASE 2
Grain cx Western Canada milled in transit at Port Colborne and reshipped to New York

for export.

Maple Creek to Fort William 23.00c.

Fort William fobbing 2.50
Lake rate, Fort William to Port Colborne 5.77 *

Insurance 0.42
Bay port elevation 1.25
Port Colborne to New York 18.50

Total 51.44c.
(* Average for 1924, as reported by Dominion Bureau of Statistics.)
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With regard to the contention that the rate from Port Colborne, as well as

other points, should be based on the percentages authorized by the Board's order

of 1905 applied to the Chicago reshipping rate as at present in effect, or as

changed from time to time in the future, the Board would require to be satisfied

that the evidence adduced warranted the conclusion that the present rates,

which it prescribed in 1924, are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed the

rates applied for. The Buffalo rate itself is not based on the established per-

centage of the Chicago-New York reshipping rate, otherwise it would be 1-1

cents instead of 16 cents. The possible result of any such direction by the
Board might be to order a rate from Port Colborne lower than from Buffalo.

For example, this Board has no voice or control over the Chicago-New York
rate. If successful representations were made to the United States carriers

that a reduction should be made in the Chicago-New York rate of, say, 2 cents,

and no change were made in the Buffalo rate, it would automatically establish

a rate of 15 cents from Port Colborne as compared with 16 cents from Buffalo

—an anomoly which requires no comment.

Even if the Board's powers and its opinion as to the reasonableness of the

present rates resulted in the view that a rate parity should exist as between
Port Colborne and Buffalo, bearing in mind that the Board has not the slightest

control over the Buffalo-New York rate, there is at once apparent the obvious

futility of the Board's being able to assure the maintenance of Port Colborne
on a rate parity with Buffalo and at the same time avoid ordering rates from
Port Colborne which might be absolutely unremunerative to the Canadian
carriers.

The rate from Port Colborne is 2^ cents over the^ Buffalo rate, and the

distance from Port Colobrne to Buffalo is 21 miles. In a recent case before

the Interstate Commerce Commission there was considered the rate on news-
print paper, in carloads, from Thorold, Ont., to New York. The rate com-
plained against was 33^2 cents per 100 pounds. This was found unreasonable
to the extent that it exceeded 29^ cents. Ontario Paper Co., limited, et al. vs.

Canadian National Railways, et al, 95 I.C.C. 66. Later, upon reargument,
the original finding was affirmed (102 I.C.C. 365) and (at p. 366) the Com-
mission stated:^

—

In point of distance Thorold's nearest competing point is Niagara
Falls, N.Y., about 12 miles away. The short-line distance from Niagara
Falls to New York is 443 miles, 1 mile less than from Thorold. For
about 97 per cent of the distance from Thorold shipments from that

point move over the same rails as those from Niagara Falls. It would
seem, therefore, that the fairest basis of comparison is afforded by the

rate of 26.5 cents on newsprint paper from Niagara Falls to New York
and that a rate 3 cents higher from Tliorold is ample to cover the extra

service required, involving use of an additional carrier and a crossing

of the Niagara river."

The rates here under attack are those to New York, the major portion of

the haul being over lines of United States carriers. Under Order in Council

P.C. 886, dated June 5, 1925, the Board was directed to make a thorough inves-

tigation of the rate structure and to particularly consider, amongst other things,

the encouragement of the movement of traffic through Canadian ports On
the traffic here under consideration the rail rates to Montreal are at present

lower than to New York, ranging from 1 cent at Port Colborne to 7 cents at

Depot Harbour. From Bay ports to St. John and Halifax the rates are only
1 cent over Montreal, and also, except in the case of Port Colborne, lower than
to New York, notwithstanding the much longer haul involved. Mr. LaFerle
stated that they also had the advantage of a rate via water from Port Colborne
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to Montreal during the season of navigation of 12-13 cents. The readjustment
of rates to New York here sought wouhl make the rates to that point lower than

the present rates to the Canadian ports, so that, without also reducing the latter

rates, it would tend to diversion of traffic away from, rather than attract it to.

Canadian ports. The present rates to Canadian winter ports yield the Cana-
dian carriers very low earnings. Deducting the stop-off charge, for the average

haul of 895 miles to St. John the rate yields an earning of 3.91 mills per ton

per mile, and to Halifax, 1,213 miles, an earning of 2.88 mills per ton per mile,

and, further, out of these rates, certain terminal charges are absorbed.

As here presented on the record, the case for the various complainant.-,

except that of the Ontario Government hereinafter dealt with, resolves itself,

largely, under the following headings:

—

1. It is alleged that discrimination in rates exists, and the measure of the

discrimination is comparison, based on mileage, with rates in the United States;

rates which are not in any way controlled by this Board; rates between points

in different territory and with no evidence as to the similarity of transportation

conditions.

2. Comparison with United States rates which, as regards some points,

appear to be largely " paper " rates, i.e., rates on which no traffic moves.

As regards the first heading, the Board has stated concerning comparison.-

between United States and Canadian rates that ''tolls fixed in the United
States are not the criteria of reasonable tolls in Canada

National Dairymen's Assn. v. Dominion Express- Co.; 14 C.R.C. 142.

Riley v. Dominion Express Co.; 17 C.R.C. 112.

Complaint of Dominion Sheet Metal Corpn., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., re

rate on Galvanized Sheets to Winnipeg, Man.; Board's printed Judg-
ments and Orders, Vol. XII, p. 290.

•' Mere rate comparisons are not conclusive. The Board has held

that no inference can be drawn from a mere comparison of distances

upon different portions of railways, and that any party raising complaint
of unjust discrimination upon a mere comparison of distance should show
the nature of the particular lines referred to, circumstances in relation

to cost of construction, maintenance and operation and business, and that

there is a material disproportion of rates as against the shorter lines

after due allowance is made for the circumstances just mentioned.

British Columbia Pacific Coast Cities v. C.P.R. Co., 7 C.R.C. 125, at

p. 143.

Canadian Oil Cos. v. G.T.R., C.P.R., and C.N.R. Cos., 12 C.R.C. 350, at

p. 354.

' Not mere mileage comparisons but also comparisons in respect

of condition of operation, cost of carriage, volume of traffic, etc., are

necessary.'
'' Mileage in many cases is one of the minor factors in striking a

rate.

Doolittle & Wilcox v. G.T. and C.P.R. Cos., 8 C.R.C. 10, at p. 11.

'' Under the body of regulation which is developed under the Railway
Act, mileage is not a rigid yard-stick of discrimination."

Complaint of Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd., re rates on paper
from Sturgeon Falls and Espanola, Ont., to Toronto and other destina-

tions; Vol. XII, pp. 276-7, Board's printed Judgments and Orders.
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Again, in the application of the Calgary Live Stock Exchange et al

re minimum carload weights on sheep, Vol. XIII, Board's printed Judgments
and Orders, at p. 237, dealing with comparisons with American rates and
l-)ra('tices, it is stated:

—

Unless it is apparent that conditions are to such an extent on all

fours as to establish identity of circumstances, rates and minima, existing

under another jurisdiction, are not necessarily conclusive as to what is

reasonable."

Concerning the second heading, in so far as comparison was made with rates

without it being shown in evidence that traffic was moving thereon, the follow-

ing is an excerpt from the Board's judgment in the complaint of the Spanish
River Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd., Vol. XII, Board's printed Judgments, and
Orders, at pp. 277 and 279:—

The matter of ' paper ' rates has been dealt with from time to

time in various decisions under the procedure of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

" A railway is not required to publish a rate over a certain line upon
a particular grade of coal where the mine produced nothing which can

be shipped under that rate.

McGrcw V. Missouri Pacific Ry. Co. (1901), 8 I.C.C.R. 630.

^' A mere paper rate never carried into effect cannot be availed of

as a basis to recover damages on the ground that such rate was unjustly

discriminatory.

Lehigh Valley Ry. Co. v. Railey ct al (1902), 112 Fed. Rep., 487.

^' Re Comparison made with grain rates to Galveston:

—

' It appears, however, that practically no grain is shipped to

Galveston for export and, therefore, the rates are paper rates and not

fairly comparable.'

Export Rates on Flaxseed, etc., 27 I.C.C.R. 246, at p. 247.

'* Rates alleged to discriminate in favour of St. Louis and Cincinnati

were stated to evidently exist unused and, therefore, were without preju-

dice to Kansas City.

Peet Bros. Mfg. Co. v. 111. Cent. Ry. Co., et al, 34 I.C.C.R. 634, at p. 637.

" ^A comparison of actual rates with paper rates affords a very
insecure basis for a finding of undue or unlawful prejudice against com-
plainants.'

Under the decisions, then, mere mileage comparisons, without detail

as to the traffic, if any, moving are not conclusive. Further, mere
^ paper ' rates under wliich no commodity is moving are equally incon-
clusive."

Counsel for the Ontario (Government contended that the present rate situa-

tion tended to cripple and destroy the local milling companies in Ontario, with
the result that this had an effect in the supply of bran and shorts for stock

feed that was detrimental to the livestock and dairying interests of the province.

His witness, Professor Leitch, of the Ontario Agricultural College, outlined the

effect of the by-products of the milling industry—bran and shorts—on livestock

production, and their necessity to supplement the Canadian-grown natural feed

crops, a supply of which is of vital concern, especially during the winter season.

He stated the small mills of Ontario rendered a most efficient service in the

distribution of bran and shorts to the farmers. He presented in considerable

detail information derived from studies made by the department with which
he is associated showing that a shortage of wheat offal during the year
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ending May 1, 1921, due to (locliiu^ in export nilUinjj; and consequent hisli

prices, accompanied by the substitution therefor of otlier supplemental feeds,

resulted in a heavy loss due to increased prices of rations and decreased quantity
of milk obtained from dairy cows through the use of a less satisfactory ration.

The net result was extra cash cost of feed accompanied by decrease in the milk
yield per cow. Similar unsatisfactory conditions obtained with respect to hog-

raising. Professor Leitch stated that the shortage in the year in question was
in no way due to the freight rates or any action of the railway companies,
but to caus-es absolutely beyond their control. It was an abnormal condition.

The record indicates a very large exportation of bran and shorts from Canada,
largely to the United States. It appears that there is never actually a shortage

in Canada in the sense that thd amount produced is less than the consumption,
but there is a brisk demand in the United States and the natural law of supply
and demand affects the price. For example, for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1924, the exportation of bran, shorts and middlings from Canada to the

United States totalled 230,452.000 pounds. Professor Leitch did not suggest,

nor is there any evidence showing, that the price of bran and shorts to the

farmer would be in any way affected or cheapened under the rates applied for.

Counsel for the Ontario Government appeared to be particularly pleading for

the smaller interior Ontario millers. It is evident that the mills so located that

they receive their northwest grain direct by water at their mill have a decided

advantage over the mills at inland points; e.g., at the hearing in September,

1923, at page 2773, Mr. Watts quoted' the following statement of Mr. W. B.

Wood:—

"At my mill in Montreal I can bring the wheat down all-water and
I can ship my flour to Europe at 15 cents per barrel less than any mill

in Ontario can touch it at."

Fifteen cents a barrel is equal to 7^ cents per 100 pounds. No discrimination

appears to exist, nor is any alleged, with regard to the rail freight rates from
these interior mills as compared with the Bay ports, and under the reduced
rates applied for there would be no difference in rate relationship; in other words,

what is applied for would not give the interior millers any rate advantage, or

place them in a position to better meet competition with these other mills than
they are in to-da5^

As to the contention that because the rates on grain and flour are identical

in Western Canada they should be the same in Eastern Canada, it was not
shown that the rate situation in Western Canada in any way reacts to the

detriment of the millers in Eastern Canada, or that the western miller has any
rate advantage over the cast in reaching competitive markets.

" The Board has recognized that differing conditions, competitive

conditions, etc., have brought about differing rates and rules in different

sections.'

'Tn speaking of rate adjustments in the West, it has been said that

particular facts of the section in which the rate adjustment is made must
be considered, and it does not follow that the arrangement operative in

the West would be a criterion of discrimination in connection with a
complaint as to a different rate adjustment east of the Lakes. Re
Freight Tolls, 27 Can. Ry. Cas. 153, at p. 174. Manifestly the same
principle applies when the comparison is concerned with a rate or prac-

tice existing in Eastern Canada."
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Application of Calgary Live Stock Exchange, et ol., re minimum carlond

weights on sheep; Vol. XIII, p. 245, Board's printed Judgments and
Orders.

Conditions in Eastern Canada surrounding the movement of grain and
flour for export are quite dissimilar from the conditions existing in western

Canada. This matter was fully gone into in the case of the application of the

Canadian National Millers' Association, covered by the Board's judgment
dated March 6, 1922, Vol. XII, p. 1, Board's printed Judgments and Orders.

It was there developed clearly that with respect to this export movement, rates

on grain in the east are controlled by conditions dissimilar to those controlling

the movement of flour. So far as the difference between the grain and flour

rates eastbound from Fort William is concerned, that is controlled by the rates

contemporaneously in effect from Duluth, Minneapolis and St. Paul.

On full consideration, my conclusion is that the rates under attack have
not been shown to be unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory, and that the

Board would not be justified in directing any further reduction in the rates

prescribed by its General Order No. 400 of May 14, 1924, and, therefore, recom-
mend dismissal of these applications and complaints.

Ottawa, November 11, 1927.

I concur.—H. A. McK., S. J. McL., T. V., C.L.

Application of Canadian Shippers^ Traffic Bureau for ruling of the Board that

the legal rate for lumber, in carloads, from Carleton Place to Toronto,

Ontario, is 17^ cents per 100 pounds as published in Canadian Pacific

Railway Company's tariij C.R.C. No. E.-3S18, betioeen Arnprior, Ontario,

and Toronto, Ontario.

File 26602.75.

This Report is Issuing as the Judgment of the Board in this Matter

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER W. E. CAMPBELL

Applicant submitted a freight bill for a carload of lumber shipped on June

10, 1927, from Carleton Place to Toronto. A rate of 18 cents per 100 pounds
was assessed and applicant asked for ruling of the Board declaring that the

legal rate is 17^ cents.

At the time this shipment moved, there was no specific commodity rate

published on lumber, in carloads, from Carleton Place to Toronto. The rail-

way charged the Ottawa rate of 18 cents, treating Carleton Place as inter-

mediate under the long and short haul clause. Applicant contended that the

Arnprior rate of 17^ cents should be assessed, alleging that shipments from
Arnprior are actually handled by the railway through Carleton Place and
Smiths Falls, thus making Carleton Place intermediate under the long and
short haul provisions of the Act. The route of actual movement of traffic

from Arnprior to Toronto was not specifically developed on the record, which
would be necessary before the Board could make a ruling in the matter from
the standpoint of the applicability of the long and short haul provisions of the

Act, section 329, subsection 3. However, it . is stated in applicant's letter of

October 24, 1927, that the carrier had agreed that a rate of 17^- cents should
be protected on the shipment in question, so that the carrier has recognized the

contention of applicant. Further, the railway company has, by supplement 97
to its tariff C.R.C. No. E-3818, effective September 3, 1927, provided that the

rates published on lumber from Arnprior will apply from Carleton Place to
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points west of Smiths Falls and south of MacTicr, Ont., unless the mileage or

specific rates from Carleton Place are lower. At the sittings in Toronto appli-

cant stated he was unaware that the company had, since the application was
filed, made the tariff provision above set out.

The matter having been thus disposed of so far as the specific shipment
covered by the application is concerned, and also so far as governs traffic in the

future, the application for a rulin^;- })('ing unnecessary, it should, in my opinion

l)e dismissed.

Ottawa, January 9, 1928.

ORDER NO. 40296

In the matter of the applieation of the Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau for a

niling of the Board that the legal rate for lu7nb&i\ in carloads, from
Carleton Place to Toronto, Ontario, is 17^ cents per 100 pounds, as

published in Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.K.C. No. E.-3818\

between Arnprior, Ontaiio, and Toronto, Ontario.

File No. 26602.75.

Wkdnesd.w, the 1st Day of Februarj-, A.T). 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeowx, K.C, Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Toronto,

November 16, 1927, in the presence of representatives of the Canadian Shippers'

Traffic Bureau, the Canadian Freight Association, Canadian National Railways,
and Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and what was alleged; and upon the

report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic Officer, and its appearing that

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company has, by Supplement No. 97 to its

tariff C.R.C. No. E.-3818, effective September 3, 1927, provided that the rates

published on lumber from Arnprior will apply from Carleton Place to points

west of Smiths Falls and south of MacTicr, Ont., unless the mileage or specific

rates from Carleton Place are lower,

—

The Board Orders: That the application be. and it is hereby, refused.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

Complaint of the Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau, Toronto, Ontario, re rate

charged on a carload shipment of lumber from Dutton, Ont., to Mont--
real, P.Q., for export.

File No. 35312
JUDGMENT

Chief Commissioner McKeown:
The complaint in this case sets out that the rate charged on a carload of

lumber shipped from Dutton, Ont., on the Pere Marquette Railway, stopped in

transit at Toronto for sorting, and subsequently rcshipped to Montreal, is:

(a) unreasonable, (b) illegal.

As regards (a), inasmuch as the complaint deals with the rate on a past
shipment and does not, as worded, deal with the question of a rate for the

future, the question for determination is wdiether the lawfully published rate

was assessed. This has been dealt with by the Chief Traffic Officer whos3
determination is that the rate as in effect at the time this shipment moved w^as

37^ cents per 100 pounds. I agree with his conclusions upon that point and
this branch of the subject require? no further consideration.
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(6) The grounds upon which it is claimed that tlie charge is illegal, are

thus stated by the complainant:—
The so-called export tariff on class rates of the Pere Marquette

Railway Company, C.R.C. No. 2512, which publishes a 35-cents 6th

class rate to Montreal, and which apparently is the rate herein assessed,

is illegal inasmuch as said tariff purports to be governed by official

classification No. 48, or reissues thereof and by exceptions to said classi-

fication or reissues thereof. The official classification is a foreign publi-

cation and under section 322 of the Railway Act the use thereof is

limited to traffic to and from the United States."

The section of the Railway Act referred to reads as follows:

—

"322 (1) The tariffs of tolls for freight traffic shall be subject to

and governed by that classification which the Board may prescribe or

authorize, and the Board shall endeavour to have such classification

uniform throughout Canada, as far as may be, having due regard to all

proper interests.

"(2) The Board may make any special regulations, terms and con-

ditions or order or direction in connection with such classification, and
as to the carriage of any particular commodity or commodities men-
tioned therein, as to it may seem expedient.

"(3) The company may, from time to time, wdth the approval of

the Board, and shall, when so directed by the Board, place any goods

specified by the Board in any stated class, or remove them from any one

class to any other, higher or lower class: Provided that no goods shall

be removed from a lower to a higher class until such notice as the Board
determines has been given in the Canada Gazette.

"{4:) Any freight classification and exception thereto in use in the

United States may, subject to any regulation, order or direction of the

Board, be used by the company wdth respect to traffic to and from the

United States."

In the written argument supporting his contention, Mr. Cook, counsel for

the complainant, says:

—

''My respectful submission is wdth regard to section 322, that there

is a duty cast upon the Board to have uniformity of classification all

other considerations being equal. And further the Board has no juris-

diction to allow of the use of any foreign classification except as men-
tioned in subsection 4 of section 322.

'T submit further that under the Act, which I contend is explicit

and plain as to when and where any foreign classification is allowable,

there is no jurisdiction in the Board to allow any such classification

except in the case of international shipments under subsection 4. The
use of any other classification in any other case is, I submit, unlawful

and should be supplanted by an all-Canadian classification."

The shipment in question did not move under tariffs governed by the so-

called official classification. There are export tariffs governed by such classi-

fication, but they are specifically authorized by order of this Board No. 586
of Jul}^ 25, 1905. The substance of this order requires that export rates from
Ontario be based on certain percentages of the Chicago-New York rate. It is

a fact that the Chicago-New York rates are subject to the official classification

complained of, but the Ontario rates take their validity from the order of this

Board above cited, and while as a matter of competition the Ontario rates

necessarily follow such classification, they do not derive their validity there-

from, but as above mentioned.
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The clear expression of the use ol" the official classification in respect to

traffic to and from the United States, and its use in connection with points in

Canada to Canadian ports, is to be found in the Ju(l,u;ment of the Assistant Chief

Commissioner in the complaint of Messrs. Graham (Company, Limited, Belle-

ville, Ont., reported in Vol. 6 of the Board's Orders, .Ju(ljj;ments, etc., at i)ap:e

266, as follows:—
''While the use of the Official Classification, as has been indicated,

is permitted with respect to traffic to and from the United States, what
the applicants are interested in is a movement from Canadian points to

Canadian ports.

''There has grown up on the ])art of the railways the practice of per-

mitting the use of the Official Classification from ])oints in Canada to

Canadian ports. The Canadian railways having ports on the Atlantic

seaboard have, for a great many years, carried overseas traffic under
special export tariffs largely based on those of the American carriers to

New York and subject to the Official Classification. The result of this

is to put the Canadian shipper on a parity with his American competitor

exporting by way of an American port, and thereby to ensure a parity

of treatment as between Canadian and American ports. The export rate

basis for Belleville is as set out in the order of the Dominion Millers'

Association application, issued July 25, 1905.

'This method of handling export business has been tied up to the

Canadian Classification by the provision that if the Canadian Freight

Classification and the Canadian domestic rate to the port, plus the port

terminal charge, provides a lower rate, this lower rate is not to be ex-

ceeded. That is to say, the Canadian shipper has the advantage of the

lower rate combination afforded by the use of the Official Classification

and the export tariff based on the New York rates, subject to the maxi-
mum afforded by the Canadian domestic tariff under the Canadian Freight

Classification, plus the port terminal charge."

There is also the charge at Montreal terminals of 4 cents, but this has no
bearing upon the issue. Taken throughout, none of the charges made in this

case rest for their authority upon the Official Classification, but upon the Cana-
dian Classification. These charges for the carriage complained of were imposed
under tariffs governed by the Canadian Freight Classification, and I am con-

sequently of opinion that the reasons set out by Mr. Cook in his argument can-

not prevail.

The application will, therefore, be disallowed.

Ott.\w^a, January 30, 1928.

Assistant Chief Commissioner •\lcT.ean concurred.

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER W. E. CAMPBELL

This complaint refers to a carload shipment of lumber made from Button,
Ont., on the Pere Marquette Railway, on or about February 15, 1927, con-

signed to Toronto for sorting in transit, and reshipped on or about May 11,

1927, via Canadian National Railways to Montreal for export. The real

question for determination by the Board is what was the legal rate applicable

on this shipment under tariffs then in force. The complainant does not

approach the question from this standpoint, but makes certain rate compari-
sons and arguments tending to show that the rate charged was unreasonable,

and makes application to the Board for a declaration that the rate charged,

namely, 35 cents per 100 pounds plus a terminal charge of 5 cents per 100
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pounds, was unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds a rate of 22 cejits plus

5 cents terminal charge. Unless the Board found as a fact, that the rate

legally in force at the time this shipment moved was that contended for, a,

finding of unreasonableness, clz sought, would be of not effect with regard to this

shipment.

Complainant is well aware, from previous judgments of the Board in cases

to which he has been a party, that the Board has declared it has not the power
to direct refunds with respect to past transactions if the legally published rate

was charged.

Application of Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau, re rates on wood-pulp
from Bathurst, N.B., etc., to Toronto, Ont., Board's Judgments, Orders,

Regulations and Rulings, Volume 10, page 135.

Application for ruling of the Board re charges on carload shipment of lumber
from Baptiste, Ont., to Grand Rapids, Michigan, Board's Judgments,
Orders, Regulations and Rulings, Volume 15, page 249.

The Board can prescribe and direct the publication of what it considers a

reasonable rate for the future, but this would have no retroactive application.

The application, as worded by complainant in his submission of June 7, 1927.

does not deal with the question of a rate for the future.

Mr. Ransom, for the carriers, stated their investigation developed that this

was the first car of lumber exported from Button for many years and, so far

as they were advised, there was no prospect of further shipments from that

point. Complainant alleged there might be further shipments. It developed

at the hearing that the complainant had made no application to the carriers

for establishment of a reduced rate from Button and Mr. Ransom stated the

carriers were prepared to consider such application if there was likely to be
further movements from Button or other points on the Pere Marquette Railway
from which export rates on lumber to Montreal are not published. Application

should be made to the originating carrier initially and, if a satisfactory rate is

not published, complaint may be made to the Board. Certain rate compari-
sons made by complainant would be pertinent to consideration by the Board
of a complaint following failure of the carriers, on application, to establish a

rate which complainant considered reasonable.

The provisions of the tariff authorizing dressing and sorting in transit on
lumber stipulate that on reshipment of lumber from stop-off point, through
charges to final destination will be based on application of the tariff rate in

effect on date shipment was forwarded from original point of shipment. On
February 15, 1927, the lowest published rate on lumber, in carloads, from
Button to Montreal was a combination of rate of 9^ cents, Button to Chatham,
as contained in Pere Marquette Railway Tariff C.R.C. 2463; plus rate of 23
cents Chatham to Montreal, as contained in Canadian National Railways
Tariff C.R.C. E-3475; plus 1 cent stop-off, Canadian National Railways Tariff

C.R.C. E-697; plus 4 cents for Montreal Terminals, Canadian National Rail-

ways Tariff C.R.C. E-663, making the aggregate charge 37-| cents per 100
pounds.

Complainant referred to a joint rate via Pere Marquette and Canadian
Pacific Railways on lumber, in carloads, from Sarnia to Montreal, for export,

of 22 cents. This rate is not in effect from Sarnia to Montreal on shipments

via Pere Marquette and Canadian National Railways, which was the route

travelled by the shipment here in question. There being no rate of 22 cents

from Sarnia to Montreal for export, via the route this shipment travelled, com-
plainant's contention that said rate was legally tariffed from Button to Montreal
via Pere Marquette and Canadian National Railways under the long and short

haul provisions of the Railway Act, obviously fails.
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Complainant referred, and objected to, certain export tariffs of the carriers

because they are "joverned by the Official Classification. So far as this is

relevant to this comphiint, the objection is academic because the rates charged

are contained in tarift's tliat are governed by tiie Canadian Freight Classifi-

cation, except that the charge for Montreal terminals is found in a tariff that is

governed by the Official Classification, but there were no conditions of the

Official Classification at variance with those of the Canadian Chissification that

actually had any bearing whatever with respect to this shipment.

I have not dealt with the legal submissions of complainant or issues that

were not set out in the record that was before the Board when this matter was
set down for hearing. I consider the complaint should be dismissed.

OmwA, January 9, 1928.

Complaint of Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau against rate of 23^ cents per 100
pounds charged on a car of lumber from Gravenhurst to Listowel,

(Canadian Pacific Railway delivery) which moved via Mount Forest,

Ontario.

File No. 34846

JUDGMENT
Chief Commissioner McKeown:

The complaint made on behalf of Messrs. Shreiner & Mawson of Toronto,

Ont., is that a certain rate charged on a carload of lumber shipped from
Gravenhurst to Listowel, over the Canadian National Railways, is unreason-

able. The facts in connection therewith are thoroughly set out in the report

of the Chief Traffic Officer hereunder, and need not be repeated here, except as

may be necessary to make the legal situation clear.

After shipment, recjuest was made that the car be transferred to the

Canadian Pacific Railway at Listowel, and having passed the junction point

before such instructions were acted upon, it was brought back to Mount Forest,

the nearest point of interchange, and was there delivered to the Canadian
Pacific Railway pursuant to such instructions. Dissatisfaction in connection

with the rate having been expressed, adjustment of the same was made, which
seemed to take care of the existing situation. But on behalf of complainants,

the Board has been asked to make a ruling as to the reasonableness of the rate

in question, and specifically to say that a rate in excess of 17 cents per 100
pounds on a shipment of lumber from Gravenhurst (Canadian National Rail-

ways) to Listowel (Canadian Pacific Railway) is unreasonable.

Certain decisions of the Board to the effect that it has no power to order

refunds in case of over charge are again challenged, and concerning this no reason

has been given whicli in my opinion, would justify the reopening of this ques-

tion which has been thoroughly settled by decisions of this Board. See the

Board's printed Orders, Judgments, etc. Vol. 16, p. 136, wherein an application

by the Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau for an order to disallow an alleged

unlawful rate imposed by the Canadian National Railway on certain carloads

of woodpulp from Bathurst, N.B., etc., to Toronto, was dealt with.

It is contended by Mr. Cook in his argument to the Board "that there is a

general principle of law involved in all cases where the Board is to decide upon
the facts as to whether rate? or tolls are unreasonable or unduly discrimin-

ative", and that such principle is that "the applicant is entitled in all case^

where rates or tolls are found to be unreasonable or unduly discriminatory, to

the ruling or declaration of the Board that such rates or tolls so found are unlaw-
ful, or that the legal rate was, or should have been He draws a distinction
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between rates which are "legal" and rates whicli are "lawful." The former he

defines as "created or permitted by hiw", and the latter being a rate 'Svhich

conforms to or is enforcible at law."

It seems to me that, as to the two branches of complainants' legal argu-

ment, the first one is met by the decisions of the Board above refered to; and

as to the second, the procedure of the Board is so clear as to permit of no mis-

apprehension.

The question of reasonableness of a rate, whether it be a joint rate or

otherwise, is a matter of fact and must be dealt with from that standpoint.

When any given rate is challenged as being unreasonable, the Board gives con-

sideration to the objections urged and, if they appear to be well founded and

it finds that the rate so challenged is as a matter of fact unreasonable it there-

upon disallows the same and substitutes therefor a rate which, in its view, is

reasonable, and thereafter unless altered, such rate is the legal rate to be charged

If, after such finding and declaration by the Board, carriers persist in charging

a higher rate, the same woud undoubtedly be illegal.

I agree with the recommendation of the Chief Traffic Officer that this com-
plaint be dismissed.

Ottawa, January 30, 1928.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER W. E. CAMPBELL
In this case shipment was made from Gravenhurst, June 11, 1926, via

Canadian National Railways, of a carload of lumber destined to Listowel,

which is also a point on the Canadian National Railways. Subsequent to ship-

ment, the railway was requested to divert the shipment to Canadian Pacific

Railway delivery at Listowel. There being no interchange between the

Canadian Pacific Railway and the Canadian National Railways at Listowel,

it necessitated the car being interchanged at some outside point short of desti-

nation. Before the railway effected the diversion, the car had reached Listowel

on the Canadian National Railways. It was brought back to Mount Forest

and there delivered to the Canadian Pacific Railway who handled it to Listowel.

The Board has already ruled that via the route the shipment moved, the

legal rate properly applicable Avas a combination of 15^ cents for Canadian
National Railways from (iravenhurst to IVIount Forest and 8 cents for

Canadian Pacific Railway from Mount Forest to Listowel, or a through rate of

23^ cents, plus $3 diversion charge. This information was conveyed to com-
plainant in letter from the Secretary of the Board dated November 5, 1926.

Complainant contended that a reasonable through rate would be 17 cents

per 100 pounds, and requested that tlic Board issue ruling accordingly, together

with recommendation that refund be made by carriers on basis of the 17 cent

rate. The Board's power to order refunds is most fully set out in its judg-

ment dated August 12, 1926, in application of the Canadian Shippers' Traffic

Bureau for an order disallowing alleged unlawful rates charged by the Canadian
National Railways on carloads of wood-pulp from Bathurst, N.B., Port Arthur,

Ont., etc., to Toronto, Volume XVL Board's printed Orders, Judgments and
Rulings, page 135. The legal rate having been charged, the Board cannot make
any order that would have retroactive application, and can only deal with the

matter of reasonableness of the rate for the future.

Complainant asked for a ruling of the Board that the rate charged is

unreasonable. The question of the reasonableness of the joint rate via the

route that this shipment was handled, namely, from Gravenhurst to Mount
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Forest via the Canadian National Railways and from Mount Forest to Listovvel

via the Canadian Pacific Railway, is purely academic, because if a through

joint rate were established, the traffic would not move via the route mentioned.

From Gravcnhurst to Listowel the distance via the Canadian National Rail-

ways direct is 180 miles and the published rate is I6-2 cents per 100 pounds.

Via the joint route through Mount Forest, the distance is 331 miles, or 151

miles greater, and the rate of single line carrier for such mileage would be 20

cents per 100 pounds. The complainant could have obtained a lower througli

rae if, at the time of shipment, instruction had been given the carrier to make
Canadian Pacific Railway delivery through junction point according the lowest

combination of rates, which would have been Guelph, making a combination
Cravenhurst to Guelph, Canadian National Railways, 13-2- ^^cnts, Guelph to

Listowel, Canadian Pacific Railway, S-h cents, total 22 cents.

It is not the practice of the cairiers to establish, nor has it been the

])ractice of the Board to direct, joint through rates for a sporadic movement
between two points, both of which are located on the same line of railway,

except to the extent that a joint rate is e.stablished through the medium of inter-

switching at those destination points where an interchange between railway

companies exists. So far as the record here indicates, this was a sporadic

movement. Where joint through rat(>s are not published, the through rate is

made up of a combination of the rates to and from the junction point and each
carrier provides by a tariff rule for a deduction in its rate to and from the

junction i^oint in connection with such through movements.
Joint through rates are not now in effect from Gravenhurst, on the Canadian

National Railways, to stations on the Canadian Pacific Railway. The
Canadian National Railways has its own line from Gravenhurst to Listowel.

For the movement of isolated cars of lumber, where joint through rates are not
in effect, the provision is as set out in the preceding paragraph hereof. I do not
consider a case has been made out warranting direction by the Board that joint

through rate applied for should be established, and recommend that the com-
plaint be dismissed.

I have not dealt with the legal submissions of complainant, or issues that

were not embraced in the record when it was set down for hearing.

Ottawa, January 11, 1928.

Complaint of Canadian Shippers^ Traffic Bureau against inclusimi of Rules in
recent Tariffs of Canadian National Railways defining '^Direct Routing"
of irhich Ride No. 5 on page 6 of Tariff C.R.C. No. E.-1256 and Rule No.
9 of Tariff C.R.C. No. E.-I244 representative.

File No. 26602.74.

and

Complaint of Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau account of Shreincr and Maw-
son, against the rate of 19^2 cent.s per 100 pounds, charged on lumber, car-'

loads, from Corinth, Ont., to Detroit, Michigan, claim is made that rate

under the long and short haul clause, should not exceed the 18h cent rate
in effect irom Elmira and Hawkestone, Ont.

File No. 26963.75.

JUDGMENT
Chief Commissioner McKeow^n:

The complaint under file No. 26602.74 concerns the definition of the term
"direct routing" in various tariffs restricting the same to the shortest distance

over the Canadian National Railways as provided in official distance table

Canadian National Railways No. D-22, C.R.C. No. E-881, supplements, etc.
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It is contended that the interpretation now put upon the term narrows its

meaning and constitutes an advance in such tolls for which, under section 331,

subsection 3, thirty days' notice must be given before it can take effect, and
that it renders rates to unnamed points unreasonable and unduly discrimin-

atory.

In the complaint filed under No. 26963.75 regarding a charge imposed by
the Canadian National Railways upon a car of lumber shipped from Corinth,

Ont. to Detroit, Michigan, it is contended that the charge was unreasonable and
unduly discriminatory on the grounds that ''tariffs publishing rates which are

not restricted as to route should apply to all intermediate points on lines other

than which are circuitous, as shippers cannot be charged with knowledge as to

the mileage via different lines or even the actual lines used by carriers who not
unusually carry via longer routes than the shortest for their own convenience."

In complainant's letter of the 5th of April following, he asks that the Board
give a ruling on this as ''simple matter of law" and says "it only remains for

the Board to say whether a shipper is to be charged with the knowledge of the

different divisions over which a carrier moves traffic under rates in connection

with which no specific route is published. .. .surely a question which presents

no great difficulty from a legal standpoint."

As pointed out in the report of the Chief Traffic Officer, the issue under
both these complaints is the same, and it is contended before the Board that

the long and short haul provisions of the Railway Act apply under such cir-

cumstances to all the routes available.

Dealing with the contention that the effect of the definition complained of

constitutes an advance on tolls on other routes, and tlierefore thirty days' notice

must be given before the same can take effect, a reading of the section in

question shows that its provisions deal with special freight tariffs filed as

therein described. Such filing is far removed from setting out the scope and
import of an expression used in a tariff already filed and approved. As a

matter of fact some diversion from the direct route has on occasion been per-

mitted, but it has uniformly been treated as an exception and the present action

by the railway company is to clarify the situation which, if regarded in the way
insisted upon by complainant, would result in great confusion, as there are

many diverse roads connecting different points, and it is hardly conceivable

that a rate reasonable under the direct route can be construed as necessarily

applicable to routes much more circuitous and difficult. In my opinion the

contention of the complainant in that regard cannot be upheld. These remarks
are applicable to the contention made under the complaint in file No. 26963.75,

and concerning both of them the provisions of the long and short haul clauses

of the Railway Act are invoked.

If the facts submitted showed that there had been in either instance an
infraction of this well understood regulation, the law forbidding same would
automatically apply. It goes without saying that certain facts establishing an
infraction must be shown before the case presented can fall within the section.

But the case made out by complainant fails to sustain such contention.

The report of the Chief Traffic Officer summarizes and deals with the facts

presented in support of the complaint, and I agree with him that as a matter
of fact, in neither instance has there been shown any contravention of the long

and short haul clauses, and such contravention not being established no question

of law arises for consideration.

The complaint must be deal with as indicated by the report of the Chief

Traffic Officer.

Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean concurred.

Ottawa, January 30, 1928.
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REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER, W. E. CAMPBELL
The issues in these two cases are so closely related that they may properly

be dealt with together. With respect to the matter of direct routing the

Canadian National Railways have incorporated in several tariffs a provision,

of which the following contained in their Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1244, is typical:—
Direct Routing—Rates published herein and in supplements hereto

applying:—

"(a) locally between stations on the Canadian National Railways;

(b) between stations on the Canadian National Railways and
junction points with connecting lines, on traffic originating or destined

beyond the Canadian National Railways;

are applicable only over the shortest distance of the Canadian National

Railways as provided in ofiicial distance table Canadian National Rail-

ways, iS^o. D-22, C.R.C. No. E-881, supplements thereto and reissues

thereof, except as may be otherwise specifically provided, or unless ship-

ments are otherwise handled for railway's convenience."

Until recently, no specific rule as to direct routing was shown in the tariffs.

The carriers state that it has never in the past been considered necessary' to

insert a rule of this character in their tariffs; that what it prescribes has
always been the practice; that recently certain parties, particularly the com-
plainant here, have contended that where a rate is published between two
points on the same railway, and there are numerous routes available, they
have the right, in the absence of any restriction or rule as to routing in the*

tariffs, to route traffic via any of said routes, no matter how circuitous the route-

may be, and regardless of the route over which the traffic is ordinarily handled
by the carrier, and, further, that the long and short haul provisions of the
Railway Act apply with regard to all such routes. The foregoing rule was,
therefore, published in order to make clear the construction that the railway
has always placed upon the tariffs.

Complainant stated (p. 12272) :—

Take from Toronto to Detroit, for instance, there are about forty

different ways of getting there, through different junctions."

A statement was filed by complainant showing some seventeen routes within

the forty alleged to be available, from Hawkestone, Ont., to Detroit, Michigan,
and at page 12296, complainant stated:

—

Under these seventeen routes, it would be possible to bring in as

intermediate, any point on and south of the Sarnia-Toronto line, that
is, of course, west of Hamilton. We maintain that a direct route is

in line where the general tendency is towards the desired destination."

The position taken by complainant is as stated by the carriers and set out in

the preceding paragraph hereof.

Taking the situation on the Canadian National Railways, with its network
of lines, particularly in Ontario, and a glance at the map readily shows how
far-reaching would be the effect, and the chaotic and circuitous handling of

traffic that the shipper might demand, if complainant's contention be considered

proper, and in the absence of specific provisions in the tariff as to the routing.

It may here be stated tliat, so far as the Board's records show, it has not

heretofore been claimed, except recently, by complainant and possibly one or

two others, that in the absence of a specific rule as to routing in the tariffs,

traffic should be handled as here contended for by the complainant. The
Board has never issued any ruling upholding such contention.
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In the construction, compilation and publication of freight rates, they are,

generally speaking, based on mileage or mileage groupings, except in the case

of competitive rates, and as the carriers are required, with regard to rates con-

structed on a mileage basis, to compute same based on their shortest mileage

between point of origin and destination, such rates have, therefore, been con-

sidered as applicable only over the shortest route, except as may be otherwise

specifically i)rovided, or unless shipments are otherwise handled for railway's

convenience, in which case the rates, based on shortest distance, also apply.

Take the rates from Montreal to Toronto, which are based on the short

mileage and, under the complainant's contention, in the absence of routing,

such rates would also apply from Montreal via North Bay to Toronto, which
is obviously a most unnatural and circuitous route. Complainant stated that
in the absence of a rule as published, shippers could route different cars shipped
from the same point on the same day, via different routes, so that they would
arrive at the destination on different days, which would be a convenience in

many cases to the consignee, and would avoid demurrage. There is no evidence
that in actual practice traffic has been so routed and handled.

The direct routing rule will have no effect so far as concerns the rates

specifically published between points of origin and destination as shown in the
liiriffs, but where there may be no rate specifically published from certain

intermediate shipping points, or to some intermediate points of destination,

on one of these many alternative routes, under the complainant's contention,

tliey would all be brought in under the long and short haul provisions of the

Railway Act. For example, in the case of the shipment from Corinth to

Detroit, there was a special commodity rate published on lumber of 18^ cents

from Hawkestone to Detroit. No commodity rate was published from Corinth
and the shipment was charged the sixth class rate, applicable on lumber, of

19i cents. Complainant claimed the Hawkestone rate should apply as maximum
under the provisions of section 329 of the Railway Act, subsection 3, with regard
to special freight tariffs, which states:

—

'^Greater tolls shall not be charged for a shorter than for a longer

distance, over the same line, in the same direction, if such shorter dis-

tance is included in the longer."

No evidence was adduced by complainant to prove that traffic from Hawke-
stone to Detroit is handled through Corinth. It was stated by the carriers that

traffic between the said points had never been handled through Corinth; that

that would be a most unnatural route via which to handle shipments between
the points named, and that consequently there was no violation of the long

and short haul provisions of the Railway Act because the shipment had not been
hauled from Hawkestone to Detroit over the same line (through Corinth).

Another advantage to shippers, under the complainant's contention, and with

unrestricted routing, would be with regard to shipments of lumber stopped off

for dressing, etc., in transit. If, between point of origin and final destination,

there was a point on one of the many alternative routes at which it was
desired to have the shipment dressed, etc., in transit, complainant contended

there should be no charge for haul out of direct run.

In other words, the principal advantages to the shippers, under complain-
ant's contention, as shown in the record, would be with regard to the inter-

mediate application of the rates from and to points where none were specifically

published, and avoiding out of line haul charge in other cases under the tariff

arrangement governing dressing, etc., of lumber in transit.

So far as relates to the intermediate application of rates, it does not require

effect to be given to the complainant's contention in order to do justice to

shippers with regard to the matter of the rate. With the published rule in the
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tariff, it would hv a notice to the sliii)|)er at Corinth that the rate from Hawke-
stone wouhl not. under the provision^ of section 329 of the Kail^jay Act, 1)C

applicable, and if the published rate from Corinth was found to be out of line,

the question could be taken up and the rate adjusted prior to shipment. Re-
ductions in rates can be made effective upon three days notice with regard to

tratric between points in Canada. 1 do not consider it necessary or desira})h'

that tariffs should be left entirely ()j)en as to routing, and the interpretation

here sought by complainant ])lac(>(l upon them in order to take care of the

isolated shipments from or to points which would thereby be brought in as

intermediate. Complainant cited various points between which commodity
rates on lumber are not specifically published. There is no evidence on the

record showing that lumber is actually moving between the points named. If

it is, the proper way to handle such cases is to arrange to have rates specifically

published where necessary. The I'ailway stated rates are specifically published

to destinations to which it is reasonably expected carload shipments will move,
and if there is likely to be a movement to other points not provided for, it will

publish specific rates on request of the shipper.

With respect to lumber dressed, etc., in transit, and charge for haul out

of the direct run, this is a matter that has already been dealt with by iha

Board's Judgment dated March 31, 1927, and General Order No. 440, dated
May 5, 1927, issued pursuant thereto. The judgment of the Board states in

this connection:

—

The justification for tiie collection of a charge for an out of line

haul, is the performance by the Railway of an additional service beyond
what is involved when the stop-off point is on the direct run—the direct

run being the route over which the traffic moves. When the stoff-off

point is on the route over which the traffic moves between point of origin

and final destination there is no justification for the charge."

General Order 440 disallowed rules contained in tariffs of the carriers

which provided that the out of line haul would be the difference between the

distance via the shortest route from point of origin to final destination, and the

shortest distance from point of origin to final destination via the stop-off point.

So far as relates to the suggestion of complainant that the rule may in

some way affect the movement of traffic, or manner in which the operating-

department of the railway has heretofore handled it, to the detriment of the

shipper, it may be observed that, as already set out, the rule has reference only

to rates and merely makes clear the practice which has heretofore prevailed;

further, the Railway is on record as stating that there is no intention whatever
to interfere with operating arrangements that will expedite the movement of

traffic in the interest of the public.

Complainaiit contended that to restrict shipments to the shortest route

should not be recognized; that the Interstate Commerce Commission will not
recognize it (p. 12276). Again at pages 12277-8. the following discussion took
place:

—

"Mr. Ransom: Do you know of any case in which the Interstate

Commerce Commission has given the sliipper the privilege of taking
eight cars that are consigned from one point to another and sending four

of them by a circuitous route to avoid arriving at destination at the same
time, and avoiding demurrage charges?

''Mr. Killixgray: We do not have to.

''Mr. Ransom: You mentioned that the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission recognizes what you are after.
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''Mr. Killingray: Surely. The Interstate Commerce Commission
as a matter of fact has always said the shipper has the right to route
his traffic. That covers the whole thing.

"Mr. Ransom: I think the proposition Mr. Killingray has advanced
is most ridiculous; he proposes that we split up our trains, take out three
or four cars, and take them by a long route through a congested terminal
like Toronto, in order to get train service for a commodity like lumber,
which is to be sent by a route that is going to delay it, and in some way
escape demurrage.

''Mr. Killingray: Not only does the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission recognize the right of every shipper to route his lumber, it also
recognizes that the carrier has no right to question why the shipper
should route it this way or that way.

''Mr. Ransom: I do not think the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion says that a shipper can send a car of lumber from Chicago to
Detroit through Battle Creek.

" Mr. Killingray: Of course you have the privilege of ignoring
that, and we have no comeback unless we are damaged."

Reference was also made by complainant to Fourth Section Order 8900 of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. A careful reading fails to show wherein
either the Fourth Section of the Interstate Commerce Act, or the order in ques-

tion, contains a direction to carriers in the United States, which, if also applied

in Canada, w^ould prohibit the publication by Canadian carriers of the rule

which is here objected to by the complainant. With regard to complainant's

statement that the Interstate Commerce Commission will not recognize the

restriction of shipments to the direct routes, this is not borne out by the record,

as rules that are actually in effect on tariffs which have been filed with, and
accepted by, the Interstate Commerce Commission, wdth respect to routing over

the rails of United States carriers betw^een points in the United States, are

practically the same as that here objected to. For example, in connection with
Canadian Pacific Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. W-2670, w^hich is filed with the

Interstate Commerce Commission under their number W-688, applying on
wood-pulp from certain stations in Canada to points in the United States, the

said tariff contains rules 4 and 5, reading as follows:

—

"4. Except as otherwise provided, under the rates named in tariff

and as amended, traffic while on the rails of the Northern Pacific Rail-

w^ay will move via the most direct route from point where received from
consignor or connecting line, to point where delivered to consignee or

connecting line, except that when for its convenience the Northern
Pacific Railway forwards the shipments . via other roytes, rates w^ill

apply."
"5. Except as otherwise provided, under the rates named in Tariff

and as amended, traffic while on the rails of the Minneapolis, St. Paul

and Sault Ste. Marie Railway will move via the most direct route from

point where received from consignor or connecting line, to point where

delivered to consignee or connecting line, except that when for its con-

venience the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway for-

wards the shipments via other routes, rates will apply."

Reference could be given to other tariffs of United States carriers which restrict

the routing over their lines to the direct route, with provision that the rates

will also apply where traffic is otherwise handled for carrier's convenience, or

otherwise specifically provided for.
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Complainant admitted that the carriers are at liberty to restrict their

rates to any one route. He stated, page 12298:

—

^'The railway has the right to restrict its rates to any one route,

but it should publish them in the tariff, and if the shipper wants another

route ho should be at liberty to come to the Board and ask for a reason-

able rate. These things all have to be decided upon their own individual

merits."

While contending, therefore, that in the absence of restriction as to routing,

any route in existence between point of origin and destination, regardless of its

circuity, is available, and while apparently desiring such condition, in some
cases, at least ,complainant at the same time recognizes the right of the rail-

way to restrict its rates to any one route, but states it should be done by publi-

cation in the tariff. This has been done by the incorporation in tariffs of the

rule complained of. However, complainant states the rule is not sufficiently

specific, because it rcciuires the shipper to check the shortest mileage, as found
in the official distance table of the carriers, to determine what route is available

under the rule in question. The practice for a great many years has been in

accordance with the rule that is herein quoted. Shippers all over the country,

and many who are shipping in larger volume than the clients of complainant,

are working under said rule, and no complaint has been received of any diffi-

culty they are experiencing. This rule is not confined to the tariffs applying

on lumber, in which the complainant is interested, but is published in numerous
tariffs applying on various other commodities, as well as in tariffs naming class

rates.

The railway bases its rates, except where competitive, as already stated, on

the shortest distance between point of origin and destination, and a provision in

the tariff stipulating that the rates are applicable only over the same route as the

rates are based on, except as may be otherwise specifically provided, or unless

sliipments are otherwise handled for the railway's convenience, in which case

the rates apply, I consider to be reasonable. Complainant admits the rail-

way's right to so prescribe routing, but objects to the rule on the ground that

it is not sufficiently specific. To meet the complainant's objection, it would
appear that the specific routing through the various junctions would have to

be set out in the tariff to cover the routing between each shipping point and
each destination. Of course, in some cases, such a method of indicating the

routing could be grouped as to certain shipping stations and certain destinations.

To conform, however, with this idea of complainant, would involve a most
cumbersome and confusing addition to the tariffs and, in some cases, the size

of the tariff would be augmented by many pages of routing instructions to pro-

vide, in effect, for the same method of handling as prescribed by the concise

rule that is here in question. I do not consider a case has been made out under
which the Board would be warranted in directing the cancellation or modification

of the rule in question.

The complaint with regard to the rate charged on the shipment from

Corinth to Detroit should be dismissed, there being no violation of the long

and short, haul provision of the Railway Act proven. The question of reason-

ableness for the future, of the rate charged from Corinth to Detroit, is not

involved in this issue, the complaint being directed to the legal charge on a

shipment which moved in 1924.

Ottaw.\, January 19, 1928.
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Application of the City of WijuJsor for a rehearing of its application for cross-

ing ivith a bridge the C.P.R. tracks at Wyandotte street.

This matter was set down for further hearing to enable the parties to make such

representations as they desire regarding:

1. Extra cost of Canadiari Pacific Railway third track.

2. Extra constmction cost by reason of the Citifs request that the bridge be

constructed the full width of the street.

File 3526.24.

Heard at Windsor, Ontario, December 13, 1927.

JUDGMENT
McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

I

Under date of October 25, 1926, judgment was rendered in the matter of the

application of the city of Windsor, Ontario, for the reconstruction of Wyan-
dotte street bridge, in that city. Thereafter, Order No. 38320, of October 29,

1926, issued.

This order provided that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company was to

reconstruct the said bridge, so as to provide a roadway 44 feet in width, with

two sidewalks each six feet in width; or, in the alternative, a roadway 46 feet

wide and two sidewalks each five feet in width. The applicant was to elect,

within ten days from the date of the order, whether it desired to have a structure

66 feet wide. The order continued:

—

'Tf so, such extra width to be provided by the applicant entirely

at its own expense as to the cost attaching to the additional ten feet,

and such items of cost as may attach thereto. Detail plans of the pro-

posed work to be submitted by the railway company to the applicant and
to the Engineer of the Board for approval."

By the order, 60 per cent of the cost of construction of the 56-foot bridge

was placed on tlie Canadian Pacific Railway Company; the balance on the

applicant. The cost of maintenance was to be borne and paid by the railway

company. The applicant, however, was to be at the expense of any covering

or surfacing on the substructure of any different construction or durability than
that provided at the time of the construction of the original bridge which, in its

judgment, might be necessary to take care of the traffic at the point in question.

II

Counsel for the railw^ay company sets out that the width of the right of

way, at the place in question, is 150 feet. Before the reconstruction of the

second bridge there w^ere two tracks under it. There is a space of 45 feet on
the east side from the centre line and 105 feet from the west. As set out, in a

communication on file from the railway, under date April 4, 1927, one of the

abutments is carried to a greater depth than the city thinks necessary for the

present purposes. It is set out, "that the abutment is carried to this greater

depth in order to provide against the possible construction in the future of a

third track". What is involved then is the question of additional cost arising

from additional depth of the abutment. It is stated that there are siding tracks

on either side of the bridge now, and that it is quite likely that within a very
short time the track in question will require to be run through. The plan fileti

shows the two main spurs between which there are the two tracks at the present

time. On the east side there are short abutments on the extreme property of

the boundary of the right of way. This is not changed. The difference in cost

involved is about $3,200.
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III

July 9, 1912, plans were plaeed hct'oi'e the Board .-liowing the proposed rc-

plaeenient at Wyandotte street, of the existing wooden bridge by >teel bridjj^e.

The plans proposed were approved l)y Orders No. 17096, of July 23, 1912, and
No. 20250, of August 30, 1913. Tiie replacement would have involved a

decreased vertical (dearance. This was objected to by the city, and the recon-

struction proposed, therefore, did not go on. In regard to this bridge, as pro-

posed and approved, no provision was made for division of cost, or was any
suggestion of any portion being placed on the city. The application provided

for an additional third track, under the bridge. The work of providing for this

third track would have cost substantially the same as is involved in the present

third track provision.

IV

The position of the railway, in the present instance, is set out at pages

12831 to 12834 of the evidence, which may be summarized as follows:

—

1. The width of the right of way, at the place in question, is 150 feet; 45
feet on the east side from the centre line, and 105 feet on the west side.

2. This right of way is on both sides of Wyandotte street, and the railway

has the right to cross Wyandotte street with the tracks.

3. The railway has put in, on the west side of the bridge, a deeper abut-

ment, in order to give room for a third track.

4. It is contended that the railway should not be limited in the use of its

right of way, and decisions of the Board in this connection are referred to. The
situation, as presented, is that there are 45 feet of right of way on one side of

W^yandotte street, then the width of the street, and then 105 feet of right of

way. The right of crossing on Wyandotte street comes from the sanction of

the Railway Committee in 1889. Counsel for the railway, referring to thi-

order, says:—
" We have the same right to cross at the lower level as we have on

the upper level having got that under an Order . . . of the Pi-i\-v

Council."

The right to carry a railway track across a street—proper authority having
been obtained—gives no property right in respect of the crossing in question,

other than by the creation of an easement, nor does it create any easement in

respect of tracks to be laid down in the future, and within a certain width.

Each track so to be laid down requires a separate sanction.

Following the position set forth by counsel for the railway, the railway

has the same right of crossing on the lower level as on the upper level. The
railway would have rights of crossing on the upper level only in so far as each

such crossing had been specifically sanctioned. The third track, which is now
before us, would seem to be a reasonable provision for future development,
and costs necessarily incidental to make provision for this third track, would
appear to be reasonable to incur.

I am of the opinion that the additional cost of the deeper abutment should

go into the total cost, and that the cost involved should be apportioned as pro-

vided for in Order No. 38320 of October 29, 1926, viz., 60 per cent on the rail-

^vay and 40 per cent on the city of Windsor.

V
The second matter involved is, the extra construction cost by reason of the

city's request that the bridge be constructed to the full width of the street.

As set out in summarizing the order, provision was made for a bridge 56
feet wide, it being in the option of the city to have a bridge 66 feet wide, the
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cost appertaining to the additional 10 feet being entirely on it. The nature of

the construction is such that a retaining wall is necessary for a bridge 66 feet

wide. A retaining wall would also be necessary for a bridge 56 feet wide. The
({uestion arises to what extent is the cost of the 66-foot structure, so far as

approaches are concerned, in excess of 56-foot structure. In regard to the

latter, as has been pointed out, the railway was to pay 60 per cent.

From the discussion which took place, it appeared that there had been

some misunderstanding, and it was suggested that the railway at one time was
averse to participating in the cost of the approaches. This was, however, set

at rest in the hearing. What is involved is about $13,000.

The situation then is that, subject to what has already been pointed out,

the order was for a 56-foot structure. Within the limits of the work necessary

for the construction of the 56-foot structure the cost was to be divided between
the railway and the city in the proportion of 60 per cent and 40 per cent. In

respect of the additional cost of the actual width of the 66 feet, all of this is

on the city. In the proportion of 60 per cent and 40 per cent for the 56-foot

structure, the railway's portion includes its contribution to the cost of the

approaches.

In the event of the parties being unable to agree on this phase of the

matter, it will be submitted to the Board's Chief Engineer for investigation and
report, and action thereafter by the Board.

Ottawa, February 11, 1928.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

Application of the Vancouver Milling and Grain Company re rates on poultry

and stock feed shipped ivith mixed cars of grain and grain products.

File 35122
JUDGMENT

jNIcLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

Application was made for a rearrangement in regard to the rates on which
live stock food and poultry food moves.

Under the rules referred to later, live stock food and poultry food, not

medicated or condimental, and containing not more than 20 per cent of

ingredients other than grain products, is subjected to certain rate arrangements
later set out.

The poultry food is spoken of as laying mash. It is a mixture of mill

grains (bran, middlings, ground oats, ground corn meal) ; beef scrap or fish

meal; sometimes soy bean meal or powdered milk.

Applicants say that at present they lose the benefit of the transit privilege

even on the part of the food which consists of grain by-products.

As the situation stands at present, if a miller loads, into a car entitled to

transit, ten bags of grain products intended for poultry food and two bags of

meat scrap, he would, under the existing tariff, be entitled to the transit rate

on the grain products, and 4th class rate on the meat scrap. If, however,

he mixes the ten bags of grain and two bags of meat scrap, and thereby pro-

duces twelve bags of poultry food, he is denied the transit privilege on any
portion thereof and must pay the 8th class rate on the whole shipment from
mill to final destination. The content of the car is exactly the same; but the

ingredients not being shipped in separate bags a higher rate is charged.
The rates in Eastern Canada, as compared with Western Canada, have as

their subject-matter in Eastern Canada live stock food and poultry food and
in Western Canada stock and poultry foods. There are common to both the
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provisions (a) that they are not medicated or eondimental; (b) that they con-

tain not more than 20 per cent of ingredients other than grain products.

Further analysis sets out the following:

—

Eastern Rule

1. On shipments both of transit and non-transit products;

2. The transit portion will be charged on the transit rate;

3. The non-transit portion will be charged at the local C.L. grain products

rate from the milling point;

4. The weight of the non-transit portion may be used in making up the

transit C.L. minimum weight.

Western Ride

1. Shipments other than Grain Products in bulk, in bags, or barrels only;

2. With milled in transit cars of fiour and other grain products;

3. Will be charged the carload rate from the milling point to destination

at the actual weight;

4. The total weight of all commodities in the car will be used in marking
up the carload minimum.

The laying mash may either be mixed by hand at destination, or mechani-
cally mixed at the mill and shipped out; the latter gives a better mixture of

more uniform quality and grade.

In the case of milling, malting, storage and cleaning in transit, as well as

in the case of stop-off on rough lumber for dressing, resawing, kiln-drying,

resorting or reshipment, arrangements as to rates continue notwithstanding

changes in the shipments out as compared with the shipments in. This is not,

of course, conclusive in connection with the particular facts before us, but is

interesting from the standpoint of analogy.

There is a difference in value as between the foreign ingredients—meat
scrap, fish meal, etc.—and the grain products; and the mixture so obtained has

some additional value over an equivalent amount of grain products. As set

out in evidence (p. 10878) . the foreign material which is included in the maxi-
mum of 20 per cent is worth from one-third to one-half more by weight than the

grain products factor. But, while the mill-mixed "mash" is somewhat more
valuable by weight than the grain products factor, it must be remembered that

in a ton of ''mash" the foreign products represent a maximum of 400 pounds.
On the evidence, the "mash" in which the applicants are interested had from
5 per cent to 10 per cent of foreign products, i.e. from 100 to 200 pounds.

As developed the foreign products have in Ontario, under tariff, the 8th

class rate, or lower, where the grain and grain products have a lower commodity
rate. The applicants propose that so far as they are concerned they should pay
the 4th class rate on the foreign products (p. 10914). Taking, for example, a

40,000 pound shipment of grain products from Leader, Sask., milled at Van-
couver, and destined to Kamloops, there would be, on a 20 per cent mixture,

38,000 pounds of grain and grain products and 2,000 pounds of poultry food.

The latter is charged an 8th class rate of 39 cents. What is proposed is that
there should be a transit charge on 39,600 pounds, and a 4th class non-transit

rate of 59 cents on 400 pounds non-transit material.

Reference was made by the railways to the Taylor Milling and Elevator
Co., case: Judgments and Orders, Vol. IX No. 5 p. 103. In this there waJ^

involved the classification of Chick Feed. The railways referred to this as

showing that the applicants, iti that case, were not allowed the privilege of

including L.C.L. shipments of poultry food with grain products at C.L. rates

bulking the whole to make up the minimum w^eight required for grain products.

The Board did hold that chick feed, shipped in carload lots, might not be mixed
with grain products on grain products rate.
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In the present instance, however, what is involved is not an application

for the carriage of poultry food on the grain products rate, but for the 4th class

rate on the foreign products.

As set out on pages 10876 antl 10914 of the evidence, what is being asked

for is that the addition of the foreign ingredients should not cause the appli-

cants to lose the benefit of the transit privilege in respect of the grain products.

On p. 10914, it is stated—

''We are not asking that the foreign or non-transit ingredients should

be handled at a cheaper rate; we are willing to pay for that on the

proper basis; but we do want to have the transit rate apply to the grain

products."

In substance, then, what is set out is that the applicants are willing to pay
the regular 4th class rate on the non-transit material, provided the grain con-

tent is given the transit rate.

I think this is reasonable and should be allowed.

February 13, 1928.

ORDER NO. 40328

In the matter of the complaints of the Northern Bolt, Screw and Wire Com-
pany, Limited, of Oiuen Sound, Ontario; the Frost Steel and Wire Com-
pany, Limited, The Laidlavj Bale-Tie Company, Limited, and the B.

Greening Wire Company, Limited, of Hamilton, Ontario; The Graham
Nail Works [Reg'd]

,
Toronto; Toronto Wire and Natl Company, Limited;

The P. L. Robertson Manufacturing Company, Limited, Milton; Canada
Metal Company, Limited, Toronto; and the Board of Trade of the City of

Toronto—against the proposed cancellation of import rates on wire rods

from Montreal.
File No. 27007,12.

Tuesday, the 7th ]3ay of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon hearing the complaints at the sittings of the Board held in Toronto,

November 16, 1927, the complainants, the Steel Company of Canada, Limited,

Hamilton, the Canadian Freight Association, Canadian National Railways, and
Canadian Pacific Railway Company being represented at the hearing, and what
was alleged; and upon the report and recommendation of its Chief Traffic

Officer,—

The Board Orders: That the Canadian National Railways and the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company be, and they are hereby, required to publish the

following import rates on wire rods, in coils, carloads, from Montreal, P.Q.:—

To
Toronto $4 . 80 per gross ton
Hamilton 4.80 per gross ton
Milton - 5.20 per gross ton
Owen Sound 5.80 per gross ton

minimum weight 30 gross tons, except when marked capacity of car is less, in

which case the marked capacity of car will be the minimum weight; but in no
case is the minimum weight to be less than 60,000 pounds.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40334

In the matter of tJie applieation of (lie Canadian, National Railways, liercin-

after eallcd the "Appliean(s^\ under Seetion 276 of the Railway Aet,

1919, for authority to open for tJie carriage of traffic that portion of what
is known as the Saskatoon Loop Line.

File No. 34971.2

Wednesday, the 8tli day of February,, A.l). 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLe.^n, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
Hon. Fr.\nk Oltvek, Commissioner.

Upon tlie report and recommendation of an engineer of the Board, con-

curred in by its Chief F^ngineer, and the filing of the necessary affi(hivit,

—

The Board orders: That the a})plicants be, and they are hereby, authorized

to open for tlie carriage of traffic that portion of the new main line through

the city of Saskatoon, in the province of Saskatchewan, known as the " Looj)

Line", comprising the following mileage: Main Loop line from junction with

Saskatoon Terminals Subdivision of the Canadian Northern Railway to junc-

tion with the Asquith Subdivision of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, a dis-

tance of 5.69 miles, crossing the Pheasant Hills Branch of the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, at grade, at mileage 4.84; north leg of wye at the junction

with the Saskatoon Terminals Subdivision, 0.39 miles in length; east leg of

wye at the junction with the Asquith Subdivision, 0.28 miles in length; con-

nection between the old Rosetow^n Subdivision at mileage 2.20, and the loop

line at mileage 5.41 of length 0.35 miles; connection between the old Rose-
town Subdivision at mileage 3.92 and the Asquith Subdivision, 1.58 miles in

length; crossover from the Asquith Subdivision to mileage 0.32 of new Rose-

town Subdivision, 0.06 miles in length—total mileage, 8.35 miles.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40342

In the matter of the application of the Council of the Municipal District of

Lamerton No. 398, in the Province of Alberta, hereinafter called the

'^Applicant'', vnder Section 256 of the Railway Act, 1919, for authonty
to construct a subway at the crossing of the Canadian National Rail-

ways (Calgary-Tofield Branch), in the Southwest Quarter of Section

l/f, Township 39, Range 23, West J^th Meridian, as shown on the plan

and profile dated June 9, 1927, on file with the Board vnder file No.

10821.39.

Wednesday, the 8th day of February, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Calgary,

October 28, 1927, in the presence of counsel for the applicant and the railway

company, and what was alleged; and upon the report of its Chief Engineer,

—

The Board orders: That the application for a subway at the point in ques-

tion be, and it is hereby, refused, but that the view at the said crossing be
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improved by cutting off the shoulder of the bank in the southeast angle of the

crossing and chiselling off the top of the bank on the west side of the track, so

as to improve the view for people approaching the crossing from the west; the

said work to be done by and at the expense of the railway company.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.

ORDER NO. 40351

In the matter of the application of the Vancouver Milling and Grain Campa/ny,
Limited, regarding rates on poultry and stock feed shipped with mixed
cars of grain and grain products.

File No. 35122.

Wednesday, the 8th Day of February, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.
C. Lawrence, Commissioner.
Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Van-
couver, October 19, 1927, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of ^

the Vancouver Milling and Grain Company, Limited, the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, and the Canadian National Railways, and what was
alleged,

—

The Board Orders: That the present regulation and rate covering stock

and poultry food shipped with milled-in-transit cars of flour and other grain

products, published by the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian National Rail-

way Companies as applicable in the territory Port Arthur, Armstrong, and
west thereof, be cancelled; and that, effective not later than March 11, 1928,

the following be substituted therefor, namely:

—

''When stock, and poultry food (not medicated nor condimental)

containing not more than twenty per cent (20%) of ingredients other

that grain or grain products, in bulk, in bags or barrels only, are shipped

with milled-in-transit cars of flour and other grain products, the grain

or grain products portion thereof will be charged at the transit rate, and
the non-transit portion will be charged at the local L.C.L. rate from the

milling point. The weight of the non-transit portion may be used in

making up the transit carload minimum weight."

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistaiit Chief Commissioner.

ORDER NO. 40340

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of

The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44)-

File No. 34822.14.

Thursday, the 9th Day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published on potatoes and turnips from Temiscouata
Railway stations to St. Jerome, Quebec, and Charlemagne, P.Q., in Supple-

ment No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 623, filed by the Temiscouata Railway Com-
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pany under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they

are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of

the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of those published in the said

Supplement No. 2 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 623, approved herein, arc as follows:

—

To St. Jerome, P.Q., those published to the same point in Temiscouata
Railway Tariff C.R.C. No. 492.

To Charlemagne, P.Q., those published to Lachute, P.Q., in the same tariff.

In the matter of tariffs, and supple7nents to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).

The Board orders:—
1. That the tolls published in tariffs filed by the Dominion Atlantic Rail-

way Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, and
set out in column 1 of the schedule to this order be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the tolls contained in the several

tariffs approved hereunder, are the tolls contained in the several tariffs set out

in column 2 of the said schedule, opposite the corresponding tariffs mentioned

in column 1.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40345

File No. 34822.13

Thursday, the 9th day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.
S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Schedule

Column 1

CR.C.No.
Column 2
CR.C.No.

Supplement 5 to

783 738

Supplement 5 to

812 779

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40352

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Aet, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter 44).

File No. 34822.13

Monday, the 13th day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:—
1. That the toll published on hay and straw from Truro, Nova Scotia, ex

College Bridge, New Brunswick, to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, in item No. 40 of

Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 813, filed by the Dominion Atlantic

Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927,

be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of sec-

tion 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the

said Act, would have been applied in lieu of that published in the said item
No. 40 of Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 813, approved herein, is 14

cents per 100 pounds.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Complaint of the Village of Erieau, Ont., against the Pere Marquette Railway
Company constructing extensions of tracks and switches and making
certain other changes at Erieau in connection with coal trackage and
storage, at the west end of the village which is a residential section, the

Council clmming that such changes should be limited to the east end of

the village;

AND

Application of the Pere Marquette Railway Co., for an Order permitting it ta

construct, maintain and operate three additional tracks on its right of

way across Second street and Fourth street and two additional tracks

across a street crossing the right of way of the PM. Rly., which street is

near to the Town Hall in the Village of Erieau, Ont., for the purpose of
enabling tJie so.id P.M. Rly. Co'y to afford proper shipping facilities to

the Lake Erie Coal Company, Limited.

File 35536.

JUDGMENT
Commissioner Lawrence:

A joint meeting was held at Chatham, Ont., on November 11, 1927, by
Mr. A. G. Blair, K.C., Counsel. Mr. H. A. K. Drury, Assistant Chief Engineer,

and Mr. M. J. McCaul, Inspector, representing the Board, and Mr. G. L.

Eraser, representing the Pere Marquette Railway Company, and Mr. J. G.
Kerr, K.C., for the village of Erieau, together with a number of property owners
affected.

The matter was heard at a sittings of the Board held at Windsor, December
13, 1927, before Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean and Commissioner Law-
rence. Mr. G. L. Eraser, solicitor, and Mr. D. J. Swope, Division Engineer,

appeared for the Pere Marquette Railway Company, and Mr. J. G. Kerr, K.C.,

appeared for the municipality of Erieau, as well as a number of private indi-

viduals affected by the application.

A joint inspection and conference was again held at Erieau, Ont., on Friday,

January- 20, 1928, when the railway company and the village of Erieau were

represented.

In view of what was submitted at the conference at Chatham, and at the

sittings of the Board in Windsor, and the inspection made on January 20, by

693
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Mr. Simmons, Chief Engineer, and Mr. Spencer, Chief Operating Officer, as

above set out, and their joint report in connection therewith, I think an Order

might issue requiring the railway company to locate its track scale on the new
lead near the depot, as s'hown on the plan on file, dated October 4, 1927, and to

construct one siding parallel to and on the south side of its main line west.frofn

the entrance to the new proposed yard, the said crossing not to be generally

used for the purpose of storing cars.

The three crossings connecting the north and south highways, one opposite

lot 76, one at Fourth street and one at Second street; the distance from the
crossing opposite lot 76 to Fourth street being 1,400 feet, and the distance from
Fourth street to Second street being 1,625 feet; and the plans accompanying
the application, modified as set out above to be approved.

The maintenance of the highway crossings authorized by the order to be

in accordance with the Board's plansi and specifications, and at the expense of

the municipality of the village of Erieau.

February 17, 1928.

Chief Commissioner McKeown, Assistant Chief Commissioner McLean,.
Deputy Chief Commissioner Vien, and Commissioner Oliver concurred.

In the matter of the complaint of the Dominion Millers' Association that the
present tariffs of the railway companies on the product of ex-lake grain
milled in transit and exported via New York, discriminate in favour of
Chicago, Detroit, Toledo and Buffalo.

File No. 666.1

JUDGMENT
Commissioner Oliver:

I have before me for signature an order dismissing the above complaint of

the Dominion Millers' Association, which was heard by the Board on April 21^

1925, and on October 2, 1925.

The order as drafted is not based on the written judgment of a member
of the Board, but on the report of the Chief Traflfic Officer.

I find on page 8 of the report of the Chief Traffic Oflftcer, " A comparison
of export fiour rates", in which he says:

—

From the Canadian bay ports the mileage is computed on the

distance via Canadian National Railways to Buffalo, thence average of

443 miles to Nev/ York. The mileage used from the other shipping

points is indicated.

To New York from Miles Rate
982 23i
628 m
590 18i
700 18i
611 22
693 24i
600 21
633 22

Tiffin 632 22
643 22
464

Buffalo 443 16

" Complainants point out that the rate from Port Colborne is 2^
cents more than from Buffalo although only 21 miles further; also that

Port Colborne is charged the same rate as Detroit, although a consider-

ably shorter haul; further the rates from Goderich, Midland and Port
McNicoll are higher than from Detroit and Toledo."
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On reference to the file I find that in a letter, dated February 22, 192t>,

D. A. Campbell, General Manager of the Maple Leaf Milling Company, made
the following statement:

—

" Under date of November 4, I wrote you pointing out in a general

way, item-s of general disrrimination against the milling of wheat in

Canada in favour of Buffalo, nud in particular referred to a case of rank

discrimination where the by-products of Canadian wheat ground in bond
in Buffalo, were taken by the Canadian National Railroad right through

Port Colborne, where our mill is located, througli Toronto and Montreal
to New England points, at a rate seven cents per 100 pounds lower than
the rate from our Port Colborne mill on the same traffic moving in the

same way "

" Buffalo mills continue to grind Canadian wheat in large volume,
using a rate 2^ cents a hundred cheaper than from our Port Colborne
mill, and I maintain that in the making up of the rate from Port Colborne
to New York for export, the percentage of the through rate granted to

the Canadian National Railroad gives them a revenue greater for the

service they perform, than an}^ other rate on any other export traffic in

North America
" We have represented to you that we should have a sixteen-cent

rate from Port Colborne to New York for export or the same rate as is

given the mills at Buffalo. If your Board decide against us in this case

you will give a further impetus to the milling of Canadian wheat in

bond at Buffalo."

A letter from C. B. Watt, Secretary of the Dominion Millers' Association,

dated November 10, 1927, appears on this file. Mr. Watt says:

—

" I am instructed to bring to your attention the fact that the exports

of flour from Canada during the last year declined over one millic>n

and a half of barrels from the previous year. . . . During the crop

year ending July 31, 1927, over 128 million bushels of Manitoba (Canada
Western) wheat were shipped to Buffalo and other United States lake

ports, while the total quantity of wheat shipped at the same time to all

Canadian lake ports, including Montreal and Quebec, was only 100,598,0(^0

bushels."

A comparison of rates and distances as given by the Chief Traffic Officer

from Canadian and United States points, shows the following:

—

Toledo

Miles

693
700

Rate

24im
633
628

6 cents
22
isi

600
590

3i cents
21

Buffalo
464
443

2* cents
18^
16

2i cents

All mills at points mentioned in both Canada and the United States draw
their wheat supplies from the same or similar sources and compete in the same
export markets. The milling industry is one of the most important in Canada,
and has been developed to such a degree that it is dependent on the export

58103—li
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market for its prosperity and further expansion. If the figures given by the

Chief Traffic Officer ai^ correct, the present export rail rates place the Canadian
mills at a definite disadivantage, as compared with their United States com-
petitors. Whether the serious decrease in export output in 1927 is a reflection

of the rate discrimination in favour of their competitors or not it shows beyond
question that the industry is not able to pay higher rates than their competitors

for equal service.

For the foregoing reasons, I am unable to agree with the Chief Traffic

Officer that the complaint of the Dominion Millers Association should • be

dismissed.

OiTAWA, February 18, 1928.

ORDER No. 40384

In the matter of the application of the Dominion Millers' Association for an
Order directing the railway companies to issue tariffs in accordance with

the Orders of the Board Nos. 585 and 641, dated July 25, 1905, and
September 4, 1905, respectively, based on the reshipping rate from
Chicago;

In the matter of the complaint of the Dominion Millers' Association that the

present tariffs of the railway companies on the product of ex-lake grain

milled in transit and exported via New York discriminate in favour of

Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, and Buffalo.

File No. 666.1

And in the matter of the application of the Maple Leaf Milling Company,
Limited; the Western Canada Flour Mills Company, Limited; the

Canadian National Millers' Association, and the Department of Agri-

culture of the Province of Ontario to intervene in the above matters.

File No. 666.1

Thursday, the 16th day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vibn, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa, April

21, 1925, and October 2, 1925, in the presence of counsel for and representatives

of the Dominion Millers' Association, Maple Leaf Milling Company, Canadian
National Millers' Association, the Department of Agriculture of the Province
of Ontario, Canadian National Railways, and Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany, and what was alleged; and upon the report and recommendation of its

Chief Traffic Officer

—

The Board orders: That the said application and complaint of the

Dominion Millers' Association be, and they are hereby, refused and dismissed.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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Application oj the City of Quebec, P.Q., for an Ord<'r authorizing the constrivc-

tion of a subivay under the Canadian Nntionnl Raikrays tracks on the

Charlesbourg Road, and dividing the cost of said construction and its

maintenance between the Canadian National Railways and the City of
Quebec.

File 26782.21.

JUDGMENT
Thomas Vien, Esq., K.C., Bevuty Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard at Quebec on the 22nd of NovembcT, 1927, betoix

the Chief Commis:sioncr, MM. Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver, and myt»elf.

There appeared before us: for the city of Quebec, Eugene Chapleau, Es(i.,

K.C., and Elisee Theriault, Esq., K.C., M.P.P.; for the Canadian National
Railways, C. V. Darveau, Esq., K.C., and T. Waterston, Esq.; for the citizens

of the city of Quebec, S. La.pointe, Esq., K.C.
At mileage 2.3 of the Canadian National Railways, Quebec district, Monlr-

real division, St. Lawrence subdivision, the Canadian National Railways line^

cross a public highway known as the CharIf>sibourg road. This cro.'^sing is witliin

the city of Quebec, Limoilou Ward, about two mjle*J west of Limoilou Junction
In October, 1922, our inspector Lalonde reported an accident that lifvl

occurred on the 3rd of the same month, whereby one person was fatally and four

persons seriously injured.

On the 13th of June, 1923, the Department of Highways for the province

of Quebec pointed out the dangerous conditions of this crossing, .and requested

that the railway company be directed to provide adequate protection.

On the 15th of June, 1925, the city of Quebec applied to this Board for an
order directing the construction of a subway and apportioning the cost of con-

struction and maintenance between the Canadian National Railways, the Que-
bec Railway, Liglit, Heat and Power Co., and the city of Quebec.

The Canadian National Railway objected that the crossing was not dan-

gerous; that the traffic was light on the railway; that a subway was unnecessary

and would be expensive: that if the city required it for the purpose of extewl-

ing the street raihvay system, it should be entirely at its own expense.

Numerous complaints and applications have been received since from sev-

eral interested parties, among whom Henri Lavigueur, Esq., M.P., Mr. Frank
Byrne, the Quebec Land Company, the Quebec Realty Co., Arthur Simaixl, Esq.,

N.P., all to the effect that the crossing is dangerous, the traflic heavy ami ai

subway urgently needed.

tIic mntter was set down for hearing and heard at Quebec on the 23rd of

January, 1926 (Record, vol. 450, p. 873). A number of witnessi-s appeared in

support of the applications and complaints; statistics of th.e traffic on the high-

way and the railway were filed.

The Quebec Railway, Light, Heat and Power Company, represented by
counsel, without opposing the construction of a subway, could not sec why they

had been brought into this matter, inasmuch as they were not using and did

not intend to use the crossing, nor the subway if it were built, and urged that

no part of the cost should be assessed against them.

Mr. Chapleau, on behalf of the city, was unable to show how the city could

compel the Street Railway Company to extend its system beyond the crossing,

and stated that if it was the intention not to order the Street Raihvay Company
to pay any portion of the cofet, he needed further instructions from the city

before urging the immediate construction of the subway (vol. 450, p. 885). He
therefore made an application for postponement which was granted.

On the 12th of May, 1927, the city asked leave to amend it« apip^Mcaition

so as to leave out the Street Railway Company and to provide for the app-or-
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tionment of the cost of construction and maintenance between the Canadian
National Railways and the city, after deducting a contribution from tlie Grade
Crossing Fund.

Estimates of the cost of the proposed work were also filed by the city, com-
municated to the railway company and analyzed by the Board's Engineers.

The railway company later submitted its own estimates amounting to $61,000,

iQcluding no allowance for temporary roadway.
The matter was then again set down for hearing, and heard at Quebec as

aforesaid.

The city of Quebec called as witnesses, among others, Mr. Henri Lavigueur,
ex-mayor, an import-ant business man, and a member of the House of Com-
mons for the county of Quebec; Mr. Joseph Samson, an ex-mayor, another
important business man, and member of the legislature of Quebec for the county
of Quebec Centre; Dr. Valmore Martin, then mayor of the city of Quebec; the
Hon. Adelard Turgeon, K.C., Speaker of the Legislative Council of Quebec,
director of the Quebec Light, Heat and Power Company, President of the Que-
bec Land Company and of the Nor-Mount Realty Company; Mr. Emile Bou-
chard, a citizen and an alderman of the city, and several others.

These notables were unanimout^ in saying that this crossing was dangerouS;

iiighly travelled over, and should be protected by a grade separation.

Some twenty years ago the north side of the St. Charles river was used as

farm land only, and had but one access to the city of Quebec, by way of the

Dorchester bridge, a toll bridge. The tolil gates have now been removed, Dor-
cliester bridge has been made free, a new bridge has been built. Limoilou has
become one of the most impoi'tant wards of the city, has a population oi over

23,000 and property valued for assessment purposes at $9,237,000. The Charles-

l>ourg road is, in part, a street of the city, the most important thorouighfare in

Limoilou, and the main artery leading from the city of Quebec to the back
country to the north, where very old parishes and settlements arb situated.

Since 1912, following its Good Roads policy, the provincial Government of

Quebec has improved it, and motor and other vehicular traftic on it has increased,

and is still increasing by leaps and bounds.
Traffic statistics were filed by Mr. Arthur Bergeron, an official of the pro-

vincial Department of Roads, Quebec, showing that during the week from the

1st to the 7th of August, 1927, there passed on the Charlesbourg road, a total

of 13,156 vehicles, or an average of 1,880 per day. It is among the seven or

eight most highly travelled-over highways in the province.

The Canadian National Railways submitted that the average number of

movements at this crossing was fifteen per day, and the largest number, twenty-
three; that arrangements were being completed for the enlargement of the coach
yard at the joint terminals, Canadian Pacific Railway Palais Station, which,
ir, was hoped, would take care of all the passenger equipment and passenger

trains of both the Canadian National Railway and the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way; that they intended to divert their passenger trains to the Palais Station,

which would reduce the average number of movements at this crossing to eleven

or twelve a day. They admitted that there was a very urgent demand from
the city and other interests for the construction of a tunnel (vol. 523, p. 12498).

Estimates of the cost of the proposed tunnel prepared by the railway

company and the city engineers practically agree, and amount to $61,000 (vol.

523, p. 12501). Estimates prepared by the Board's Engineer amount to $66,145
including land expropriations and damages.

The city requests that a contribution of 40 per cent of the cost of con-

struction should be granted from the Grade Crossing Fund, and that the bal-

ance of the cost of construction and the whole of the cost of maintenance
should be divided evenly between the city and the railway company, notwith-

standing the seniority of the city.
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The dangerous circumstances of this crossing and the urgent need of a
grade separation for the safety and convenience of the travelling public are

clearly established by the testimonial and documentary evidence produced.

If a grade separation is needed, as I think it is, it would be unwise, as sug-

gested by the railway company, to await the outcome of long and protracted

negotiations between the Canadian Pacific Railway and the Canadian National
Railway, mooted for over two years already, with no tangible result, in con-

nection with certain changes proposed at the Canadian Pacific Railway
Palais station, for the accommodation of additional Canadian National Rail-

way passenger trains. These alterations at best would only reduce the aver-

age railway movements at the crossing to eleven or twelve, and the maximum
to eighteen or nineteen a day.

I am therefore of the opinion that the application should be granted;

that the city should be authorized to build a tunnel under the Canadian National
Railway tracks at this crossing according to plans and specifications to be

approved by the Chief Engineer of the Board, who will also be charged with the

supervision of the work of construction; that a contribution should be granted

from the Grade Crossing Fund, not exceeding 40 per cent of the cost of the

actual construction work, nor the sum of $25,000; that the balance of the cost of

construction, and the cost of maintenance of the said grade separation should

be evenly divided between the city and the railway company.

Ottawa, February 21, 1928.

Chief Commissioner McKeown and Commissioners Lawrence and Oliver

concurred.

ORDER NO. 40392

In the matter of the application of the city of Quebec, in the province of Quebec,

hereinafter called the ''Applicant/' under Section 256 of the Railv^ay Act,

1919, for authority to construct a tunnel under the tracks of the Cana-
dian National Railways on the Charlesbourg Road, as shown on the plan

and profile on file with the Board under file.

No. 26782.21.

Friday, the 24th day of Februarj^ A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawtience, Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Quebec,

November 22, 1927, in the presence of counsel for and representatives of the

applicant, the Canadian National Railways, and residents of the city of Quebec,
and what was alleged,

—

The Board Orders:

1. That the applicant be, and it is hereby, authorized to construct a sub-

way under the tracks of the Canadian National Railways on the Charlesbourg
road, in the city of Quebec and province of Quebec, as shown on the plan and
profile on file with the Board under file No. 26782.21; detail plans of the pro-

posed subway to be filed for the approval of an Engineer of the Board.
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2. That forty per cent of the cost of constructing the said subway, but not

exceeding the sum of $25,000, be paid out of the Railway Grade Crossing

Fund; the remainder of the cost of construction, as well as the cost of main-
tenance, to be divided equally between the applicant and the Canadian National

Railways.

3. That the said work be done under the supervision and to the satisfaction

of the Chief Engineer of the Board.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

(Traduction)

Requite de la Cite de Quebec, P.Q., qu^ordre soit donne aux chemins de fer

Nationaiix de co7istruire un passage souterrain an croisement du chemin
de Charlesbourg, et que le cout de cette construction et son entretien soit

reparti entre le C.N.R. et la Cite de Quebec.

Dossier 26782.21.

JUGEMENT

Thomas Vien, C.R., Commissaire en Chef Suppleant:

Cette affaire a etc entendue a Quebec le 22 novembre 1927, en presence du
Commissaire en chef, de MM. les Commissaires Lawrence, Oliver et moi-meme.

Ont comparu devant nous: pour la Cite de Quebec, MM. Eugene Chapleau,
C.R., et Elisee Theriault, C.R., MP.P.; pour les chemins de fer Nationaux, MM.
C. V. Darveau, C.R., et T. Waterston; pour les Citoyens de la Cite de Quebec,
M. S. Lapointe, C.R.

Au milliaire 2.3 de la ligne des chemins de fer Nationaux, district de Quebec,
division de Montreal, subdivision St-Laurent, la voie du C.N.R. croise un chemin
public connu sous le nom de ''Chemin de Charlesbourg". Ce passage a niveau

est situe dans les limites de la Cite de Quebec, quartier Limoilou, environ a deux
milles de la jonction Limoilou.

En octobre 1922, notre inspecteur M. Lalonde nous rapportait un accident

survenu le 3 du meme mois, ou cinq personnes avaient ete gravement blessees,

dont ime mortellement.

Le 13 juin 1923, le ministere de la Voirie de la Province de Quebec nous
signalait ce passage dangereux et demandait un arret requerant la compagnie du
chemin de fer d'y installer une protection adequate.

Le 15 juin 1925, la Cite de Quebec deimandait a la Commission d'ordonner

la construction d'un passage souterrain, et de repartir le cout de cette cons-

truction et de son entretien entre les chemins de fer Nationaux, la compagnie
Quebec Railway, Light, Heat and Power, et la Cite de Quebec.

Le C.N.R. s'y objecta, pretendant que ce passage n'etait pas dangereux;

que la circulation sur le chemin de fer etait minime; qu'un souterrain n'etait pas

necessaire et serait dispendieux; que si la Cite en avait besoin pour prolonger le

reseau des tramways, ce devrait etre entierement a ses frais.
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Plusieurs plaintes et requetes nous furent adressees par diver?^ intc'resses,

entre autres par M. Henri Lavifriicur, M.P., M. Frank Byrne, la Quelx^c Land
Co., la Quebec Realty Co., et M. Arthur Simard, N.P., toutes a Teffet que cette

traverse a niveau est dangereuse, que le trafic y est considerable, et que la cons-

truction d'un souterrain est urgente.

L'affaire fut in»crite et fut cntendue a Quebec le 22 janvier 1926 (Voir Vol.

450, p. 873 de nos archives). Nombre de temoins comparurent au soutien de ces

requetes et de ces plaintes; des statistiques de la circulation tant sur le chemin
public que sur le chemin de fer furent produites.

La compagnie "Quebec Railway, Light, Heat and Power," par son pro-

cureur, sans s'opposer a retablissement d'un passage inferieur, fit valoir qu'elle

n'aurait pas du etre impliquee dans cette affaire puisqu'elle ne se sert, ni ne se

servira du passage en question, non plus que du souterrain, si on en construit

un, et soumit qu'elle ne devait etre assujetie a aucuns frais.

M. Chapleau, au nom de la Cite, ne fut pas en mesure de prouver que la

Ville pouvait forcer la compagnie des Tramways a prolongcr sa lignc au dela de

ce passage; il declara alors que si Ton n'avait pas I'intention d'ordonncr a cette

compagnie de contribuer aux frais de construction, il lui fallait des instructions

supplementaires de la Cite avant de proceder avec sa requete (Vol. 450, p. 885)

;

il demanda un ajournement qui lui fut accorde.

Le 12 mai 1927, la Cite demandait d'amender sa requete de fagon a retran-

cher les conclusions relatives a la compagnie des Tramways, et a conclure a la

repartition du cout de la construction et de I'entretien entre le C.N.R. et la Ville,

deduction faite d'une contribution prise a meme la Cais&e des Passages a niveau.

Des estimes du cout des travaux projetes furent produits par la Cit^, signi-

fies a la compagnie du chemin dc fer, et verifies par les ingenieurs de la Cora-

mission.

Puis cette cause fut de nouveau inscrite et fut entendue a Quebec comme
susdit.

La Cite fit comparaitre comme temoins, entre autres: M. Henri Lavigueur,

ex-maire, homme d'affaires important et depute du comtc de Quebec a la Chambre
des Communes du Canada; M. Joseph Samson, un autre ancien maire et homme
d'affaires important, depute du comte de Quebec Centre a la Legislature de

Quebec; le Dr. Valmore Martin, alors maire de Quebec; I'honorable Adelard
Turgeon, C.R., President du Conseil Lcgislatif de Quebec, directeur de h Quebec
Light, Heat and Power Co., president de la Quebec Land Co., et de la Nor-
Mount Realty Co.; M. Emile Bouchard, echevin de la Cite de Quebec, et

plusieurs autres.

Tous ces notables s'accorderent a dire que ce passage etait dangercux, tres

achalande, et qu'il devrait etre protege en supprimant la traverse a niveau.

II y a quelque vingt ans, la rive nord de la riviere St-Charles etait exclusive-

ment en culture, et n'avait qu'une voie d'acces a Quebec: le pont Dorchester, un
pent de peage. Les barrieres de peage ont ete abolies, le pont Dorchester est

devenu libre, un nouveau pont a etc construit. Limoilou est aujourd'hui un des

quartiers principa.iix de la Cite, avec une population de 23,000 ames, et des biens

imposables d'une valeur de $9,237,000.

Le chemin de Charlesbourg est, en partie, une rue de la Ville, la plus impor-

tante de Limoilou, et la principale artere allant de Quebec vers les campagnes

voisines au nord, ou se trouvent d'anciennes paroisses et de vieux ctablisse-

ments. Depuis 1912, le Gouvernement provincial de Quebec, suivant sa politique

de bons chemins, I'a pris a sa charge et I'a ameliore, et la circulation vehiculaire

s'est rapidement et considerablement accrue.
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Des statistiques de la circulation produites par M. Arthur Bergeron du
ministere de la Voirie de la Province de Quebec, dcmontrent que pendant la

semaine du ler au 7 d'aout 1927, 13,156 vodtures ont passe sur ce chemin, soit

une moyenne de 1,880 par jour. C'est un desi sept ou huit cheimins les plus

frequentes.

Les chemins de fer Nationaux representerent que les trains qui pa&sent a

cet endroit etaient, m moyenne, au nombre de 15 par jour, et au maximum, au
nombre de 23; qu'on etait a negocier un acte d'accord dans le but d'agrandir le

pare a wagons, au terminus conjoint, a la gare du C.P.R. au Palais; qu'on espe-

rait par ce moyen y loger le materiel roulant et tous les trains de voyagcurs du
C.N.R. et du C.P.R.

;
que si on amenait tous les trains de voyageurs a la Gare

du Palais, on reduirait a onze ou douze par jour le nombre des trains a ce passage.

lis admirent cependant que la Cite et plusieurs interesses demandaient avec

instance la construction d'un tunnel (Vol. 523, p. 12498).

Les estimes du cout de ce tunnel prepares par la compagnie du chemin de

fer et ceux prepares par les ingenieurs de la Cite s'accordent a peu pres, et se

chiffrent a $61,000 (Vol. 523, p. 12501). Ceux prepares par I'ingenieur de la

Commission se chiffrent a $66,145, y compris le cout de Texpropriation des ter-

rains et les dommages.
La Cite demande qu'une contribution de 40 pour cent du cout de la cons-

truction soit accordee a meme la Caisse des Passages a niveau, et que- la balance

du cout de construction, et le cout total de I'entretien, soient divises en parts

egales entre le compagnie et la Cite, nonobstant le droit d'anciennete de cette

derniere.

Les dangers que presente ce passage, et le besoin urgent d'y remedier par

la construction d'un souterrain, ont ete clairement etablis par la preuve testimo-

niale et documentaire faite en cette cause.

Si tel est le cas, comme je le crois, on aurait tort d'adopter la suggestion des

chemins de fer Nationaux et d'attendre la conclusion de pourparlers longs et

indefinis entre le C.P.R. et le C.N.R.
,
pourparlers qui durent plus de deux ans

sans resultats tangibles, relativement a certains changements proposes a la

station du C.P.R. au Palais afin de pouvoir y accommoder tous les trains de

voyageurs du C.N.R. Ces changements auraient I'effet tout au plus de reduire

le nombre des trains au passage en question, a 11 ou 12 par jour, en moyenne,

et a 18 ou 19 par jour, au maximum.
Je suis done d'avis que la requete devrait etre accordee; que la Cite devrait

etre autorisee a construire un tunnel sous les voies ferrees du C.N.R. a ce

passage, conformement a des plans et devis qui devront etre approuves par

ringenieur en chef de la Commission, lequel aura aussi la surveillance des travaux

de construction; qu'une contribution n'excedant pas 40 pour cent du cout reel

des travaux de construction, ni la somme de $25,000, devrait etre accordee a meme
la Caisse des Passages a niveau; que la balance du cout de construction, et

I'entretien du dit passage devraient etre divises entre la Cite et la compagnie du

chemin de fer, en parts egales.

Ottawa, 21 fevrier, 1928.

Appuye par le Commissaire en chef McKeown et les Commissaires Lawrence

et Oliver.
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(Traduction)

ARRET N° 40392

Esi consideree la reqiicte de la Cite de Quebec, dans la Province de Quebec, ci-

apres denommee la "Reqxierante,'^ en vertu des dispositions de Uarticle

256 de la Loi des chemins de fer, 1919, demandant qu'ordre soit donne de
construire un tunnel sous les voies des chemins de fer Natiomux di^

Canada, au croisement du chemin de Charlesbourg, tel qu'indique sur les

plan et profit produits au dossier de la Commission sous le

N° 2G782.21.

Vendredi, le 24ieme( jour de fevrier, A.D. 1928.

L'hon. H. A. McKeown, C.R., Commissaire en chef;

Thomas Vien, C.R., Commissaire en chef siippleant;

C. Lawrence, Commissaire;

L'hon. Frank Oliver, Commissaire.

Apres avoir entendu la requete a une de ses seances tenue a Quebec le 22
novembre 1927, en presence des avocats et des representants de la Requerante,
des chemins de fer Nationaux du Canada, et des residents de la Cite de Quebec*
vu aussi les allegues

—

La Commission Ordonne:

1. Que la requerante soit, et elle est par les presentes autorisee a construire

un passage souterrain sous les voies des chemins de fer Nationaux du Canada, au
croisement du chemin de Charlesbourg, dans la Cite ds Quebec, et Province de
Quebec, tel qu'indique sur les plan et profil produits au dossier de la Commis-
sion sous le No 26782.21; des plans detaillcs du passage souterrain projete devant
etre produits et soumis a I'approbation d'un ingenieur de la Commission.

2. Que quarante pour cent du cout des travaux de construction du dit souter-

rain, mais n'excedant pas la somme de $25,000, soit paye a meme la "Caisse des

Passages a niveau"; la balance du cout de construction, de meme que le cout de
I'entretien, devant etre divises entre la Requerante et les chemins de fer Nationaux
du Canada, en parts egales.

3. Que les dits travaux soient executes sous la surveillance et a la satisfaction

de ringenieur en chef de la Commission.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Commissaire en chef.
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Application of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Ottawa, for an Order,

under Sections 261 and 261)., of the Railway Act, requiring the Ottawa
Electric Railway Company, the Canadian National Railways, and the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company^ or some one or more of said com-
panies, to replace the existing Somerset Street Bridge, or viaduct, in the

City of Ottawa, which cariies Somerset street and the tracks of the

Ottawa Electric Railway Company over the tracks of the Canadian
Natio7ial Railways, and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, with

a bridge of sufjicient breadth and of such construction as will afford safe

and adequate facilities for all traffic on the said street, and for an Order
apportioning the cost of such new bridge between the said railways, or

between some one or more of them and the said Corporation, as the Board
may direct.

Case 396—Part 2.

JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

I.

By application, dated July 14, 1927, the city of Ottawa asked for an Order^

requiring the Ottawa Ellectric Railway Company, the Canadian National Rail-

ways, and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, or some one or more of the

said companies, to replace the existing Somerset street bridge, or viaduct, in

the city of Ottawa, which carries Somerset street and the tracks and right of

way of the Ottawa Electric Railway Company over the tracks of the Canadian
National Railways, and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, with a bridge

of sufficient breadth and of such construction as will afford safe and adequate
facilities for all trafiic on the said street.

An Order is also asked for, apportionimg the cost of such new bridge

between the said railways, or some one or more oi them, and the said corpora-

tion of the city of Ottawa, as the Board may direct.

It is set out that the existing bridge, over the tracks of the said railway

companies, whereby the Ottawa Electric Railway Company's tracks and right

of way are carried over the said railways, was originally constructed at the cost

oif the Ottawa Electric, and was, thereafter, enlarged at the joint cost of the

said company and of the applicant corporation, under Order No. 3684, of the

Board, dated March 13, 1907. It is represented that the bridge has fallen into

bad repair and is dangerous to traffic. It is also set out that it is of insufficient

breadth, and it will be necessary to remove it and replace it by a more modern
structure of greater breadth.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in answering, claims seniority at

the point in question, and therefore takes the position that it is exempt from

contribution to the cost of construction and maintenance of a new bridge. In

making its submission, it said it was not objecting to the application.

The submission made by the Ottawa Electric Railway Company, herein-

after spoken of as the Ottawa Electric, was as follows:—

" 1. The said bridge consists of a bridge built in 1907 whicih is a

roadway for vehicular traffic other than street car traffic, and adjoining

that on the north a bridge built about 1896 for street railway traffic, upon
which other vehicular traffic, as well as foot traffic, was permitted."

" 2. The said south bridge was built in order that the public, other

than the Electric Company's passengers, should not drive or walk on the
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company's north bridge which was i-'aid to be dangerous for such traffic,

and to supiDly a roadway equivalent to the hmeway which existed prior

to the Electric Company buying the said wooden bridge.

3. The Electric Company declares that it is the absolute owner of

the north bridge and approaches thereto and is not there solely [is licensee

or by permission and that such north bridge and approaches belong to

it absolutely subject to any right which the public other than the tram-
way-using public may have acquired through its constant use th'oreof

over a long period of years.

4. The present application is occasioned by the mcrease in vehicu-

lar and pedestrian traffic, the Electric Company's vehicles now compris-

ing less than 16 per cent of such vehicular traffic.

" 5. The effect of tlie Electric Company's franchise agreement with

the present applicant is that the car-riding public are burdened with

such extra expenditures as may be imposed on the ELectric iQompany
inasmuch as tlie Electric Company is entitled to have its .fares varied

from time to time so that it shall receive a just and reasonable return on
the value of its capital assets.

5a. The said passengers and the Electric Company will receive no
benefit from the proposed new bridge inas-much as the present nortli

bridge is adequate and safe for street railway traffic.

''6. The Ottawa Electric Railway has an investment of $31,918 in

the said bridges, which investment is a capital asset upon which the

company has borrowed money, and issued bonds, and upon which invest-

ment its revenue from fares must by law provide a reasonable return,

and which investment the present application proposes to destroy.

7. The company's sole obligations with respect to any bridge are

set forth in Section 20 of an agreement between the city and the said

company, dated June 28, 1893, whereby the company agreed to provide

the stringers on the underbeams of bridges traversed by the company's
railway, and in Section 20 (a) which provides that should any such
bridge require strengthening because of the operation of the said com-
pany's railway thereon, the company and the city shall bear the cost of

such strengthening in equal proportions.
" 8. All obligations and expenses relating to the construction, repair

and maintenance of any bridge other than the obligations set forth in

said Sections 20 and 20 (a) are obligations and expenses to be borne by
the city of Ottawa or by such other parties exclusive of this company as

this Board may deem fit.

" 9. If, as alleged, the company originally constructed at its own
cost the said bridges, then no principle was involved in such construction

nor was any precedent established thereby, the sole reason therefor being

that the city of Ottawa had no funds to assist in the said construction

and it was a matter of urgent public necessity for the company to extend

its transportation system fortliwith westward along the said street and
the company made such expenditure voluntarily and without prejudice.

10. The Order of the Board, dated March 13, 1907, was made at

a time when the volume and nature of traffic was radically different from

that now prevailing and such order was based upon conditions w'hich do
not now exist and npon a misapprehension of the effect of certain agree-

ments between the city and the company which were not referred to ^n

the evidence or argument at such time, or in ignorance thereof, and the

company should not have been ordered to pay any part of the coist pf

widening the said bridge.
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''11. There is nothing contained in the agreement between the city

of Ottawa and this company dated the 8th April, 1893, releasing the
present applicant from liability it might have had or may now have
respecting the construction, repair or maintenance of the said bridges,

or any bridge or bridges that might be constructed in its place, and the
-said Agreement simply stating that the agreement shall not be construed
as imposing any such liability, and this Company declares that the city

of Ottawa or others, and not the Company, always did have and still

have the sole obligation for the said construction, repair and mainten-
ance and that such obligation does not depend upon the said agreement
and is not imposed thereby.

" 12. The grade of the said bridge is unnecessarily steep and could
be reduced with safety."

The Canadian National Railways made a detailed answer claiming that,

under Agcreement with the Ottawa Electric, it was to be indemnified and saved
harmless from and against all liability to maintain, repair, alter, or re-con-
struct, the said bridge, or the approaches thereto. The Agreement in question,
which is referred to later, is dated August 21, 1896. The Canadian National
Railways also relied on the Judgment delivered by the late Chief Commissioner
Killam, in the matter of the said Somerst street bridge, dated March 13, 1907,
and of the Order No. 3684 of the Board of the same date. The Judgment and
Order in question are referred to later.

The parties had their attention drawn to the plans, and were asked to show
cause why Order should not go, within eight days, directing the performance of

the work, and reserving the question of distribution of cost for further Order,
after hearing, if such hearing was requested by any of the parties. This went
out on August 5, 1927. In the event it did not appear to be feasible to advance
the matter in this way, it consequently was set down for hearing.

In a supplementary written submission, dated August 17, 1927, the city of

Ottawa, by its solicitor, in asking for a date to be set for a hearing, stated that,

in the opinion of the Board of Control, the ratepayers of the city of Ottawa
should know the cost of the structure, and their proportion, prior to the work
being undertaken.

II

The plan, as submitted, shows a street 58 feet wide, 42 feet of which are

given over to vehicular and street railway traffic, and 16 feet for sidewalks. By
lowering the two railway tracks and providing, approximately, 20 feet overhead
clearance, it is proposed to reduce the road grade on the east approach to 4.91

per cent. There is no material change to the grade to the west approach. The
Board's Chief Engineer points out that the side clearances are standa.td and
that he can see no special objection to the overhead clearance being reduced, as

there appears to be no particular necessity for men being on the top of cars.

There are three openings concerned

—

(1) Champagne avenue, of which there is proposed a span of 22 feet

instead of 12 feet as at present;

(2) A span of 61 feet 10 inches over the Canadian National;

(3) A span of 32 feet over the Canadian Pacific;

The balance of the work will be made up of earth fills with necessary

retaining walls. It is proposed to lower the tracks on the Canadian National

to give a reduced clearance of 20 feet 6 inches. It was stated that the city

proposed to use stedl. It is understood by the Board's Engineering Depart-
ment that it is proposed to build with steel encased in concrete. It is reported
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that, if this is so, then this tyi)e of construction gives more peimanency than

bare steel, and it is just as good as a reinforced concrete, providing the encasing is

properly done. Reinforced concrete would require additional false-work, and
the steel construction, as also set out, would mean about 1^ feet lower at the

'highest point of the bridge. (McCallum p. 10329). The re-arrangements in

clearances, with their effects on grades would flatten the grade on top of the

bridge about 3-^ feet, (McCallum, p. 10329). The reduction of the vertical

clearances brings about a betterment in grades. As proposed this grade revi?^ion

deals only with the Canadian National end. There is no revision with respect to

the Canadian Pacific. What is proposed would give a better grade from the

east approach. A reduction of 3^ feet in the crown of the bridge has already

been referred to. In later communication of the Chief Engineer of the city, he
said it would give a reduction of at least 3 feet 9 inches.

The Canadian National, while taking the position that they had no
objection to the plans submitted so long as they were not called upon to con-
tribute, said that if they did contribute, they would prefer reinforced concrete

instead of steel; this preference being due to lower maintenance cost. The city

favoured steel as having cheaper construction cost.

In cross-examination, of the City Engineer, by Counsel for the Ottawa
Electric, the following developed (p. 10346-7) :

—

"Q. ... As far as the revision of grades is concerned, that deals with
the Canadian National end of it; there is no revision with respect to

the C.P.R.?"
A. Yes, it does not touch the C.P.R. at all."

"Q. And that is to get a better grade from the east approach, is it?"

"A. To get a better grade from both approaches. No, I beg pardon; the
grade is practically not changed on the approach where your under
bridge is, but it gets a better grade on the other end, and it helps to

cut down the crown about 3 feet 9 inches "

"Q. Then that is entirely a matter of highway improvement?"
''A. Yes."
"Q. And as far as the widening of the bridge is concerned that, as I under-

stand it, from wdiat you say, is due entirely to the road; the vehicular

and the pedestrian traffic over the bridge?"

"A. Yes, to meet the present needs."

"Q. Largely, I suppose due to the motor traffic?"

''A. Yes, nearly all the traffic is motor traffic now."

Ill

It is admitted by counsel for the steam railways that the bridge needs
renewal. Counsel for the Canadian National (p. 10347) says that the north

half, i.e. the lower portion, is not at all well maintained and is not in particu-

larly good shape, but can be made alright without being re-constructed. The
south half, which was built in 1907, he says is in pretty bad shape and requires

renewal.

In a written submission, dated June 18, 1927, which was submitted in con-

nection with the application of the city to restore the Somerset crossing at

grade, it was stated by the Canadian National

—

"
. . . . that there is no doubt but that the bridge in question is in a poor

state of repair and requires renewal, and when renewed full con-

sideration should be given to the present and future travel."

Counsel for the Canadian Pacific said, at p. 10323

—

''We will admit, as far as we are concerned, that the bridge needs renewal."
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Counsel for the Canadian National said, in the same connection

—

''I will admit that."

Counsel for the Ottawa Electric says (pp. 10233-4) the south approach

—

the part built in 1907—is in bad repair and needs something to be done; prob-

ably needs renewal. It is claimed the north bridge—the one built in 1896—is in

perfect repair, as far as any question of renewal is concerned, and that with

minimum repairs it will last an indefinite period. It is contended that the need

of change is due to increase in pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

IV

Exhibits filed dealt with the traffic on the bridge. Exhibit No. 8, filed by
the city, shows that for one week, June 22 to 29, 1927, there were 19,633

vehicular and street car movements. Of these, 4,721 were street car movements,
or 24 per cent of the total. This shows an average for a 24-hour period, in the

case of vehicles, other, than street cars, of 1,115-7 movements eastbound, and
1,014-57 westbound. The Ottawa Electric movements eastbound were 334-28,

and 340-14 westbound. Pedestrian movements were 790-7 eastbound and 807-85

westbound. The traffic, it appears, was fairly well balanced.

The eight hours, 4 p.m. to 12 p.m., are, in proportion to time, the heaviest

loaded in number of movements. In this period the following are the percent-

ages of the respective daily totals: vehicles, other than street cars, 45 per cent;

street cars, 38 per cent; pedestrians, 53 per cent. Reduced to smaller units of

movements, the following detail is available.:

—

Per Hour Per Minute

Vehicles, other than street cars 94,9 1.57

Street cars 24.8 0.41
Pedestrians 83.3 1.38

A further analysis of the total traffic for the average 24-hour period enables

the following comparisons of traffic density to be made:

—

Per Hour Per Minute

Vehicles, other than street cars 88.75 1.47
Street cars 28.09 0.46
Pedestrians 66.60 1.11

In the submissions made in the application for a grade crossing, already

referred to, the Canadian National filed a statement showing bridge traffic for

the forty-eight hours ending noon on June 4, 1927. This, when analyzed, gives

the following results:

—

Average Average Average
per day per hour per minute

Vehicles, other than street cars 3,277 136.5 2.60
Streetcars 673 27.6 0.49
Pedestrians 2,224 92.6 1.54

Vehicles, other than street cars, afford the following percentage subdivisions:

motors, 65-7 per cent; horse-drawn vehicles, 14-9 per cent; bicycles, 18-8 per

cent.

Exhibits Nos. 6 and 7 were filed by the Ottawa Electric, dealing with the

traffic count for four days, inclusive, July 21 to July 24, 1927. This showed
average daily crossings of motors and horse-drawn vehicles as 2,511, or 78-535

per cent of the total, while the average crossings of street cars, per day, was
681-5, or 21-465 per cent of the total. The details are given by days, and are

worked out on graphs. The percentages vary somewhat. Those that have
been given are the average. The highest per cent of street car crossings, in

proportion to total crossings of motor cars and horse-drawn vehicles, was on
Thursday, July 21, when there appeared 23-56 per cent; on Saturday, July 23,
the lowest figure was 19-29 per cent.
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The Vice-President of the Ottawa Electric, in examination (p. 10351 and
following pages), gave testimony regard exhibit No. 6, which covered the traffic

proportions, as illustrated in graphs, which have just been referred to. . . .

He also dealt with exhibit No. 7. He stated, in referring to exhibit No. 6, that

the street railway traffic over a 24-hour period was approximately 20 per cent

and submitted that the average peak would be about the same; i.e., when the

street railway traffic increases the vehicular traffic increases. The peak hours

are about noon and between five and six o'clock. Vehicular traffic is shown as

being especially high at noon and in the evening, with a smaller peak around
midnight. Motor traffic is stated, by him, to be about 65 per cent of the total

vehicular traffic at the peak.

Exhibit No 7., filed by the Ottawa Electric Railway, for the same period,

gave a grand total as follows, for the periods July 21 to 24:

—

Street cars 2,726
Horse drawn vehicles 614
Motor vehicles 9,430
Bicycles 1,128

Pedestrians 6,212

which produced, daily averages: street cars, 681 per day; horse-drawn vehicles,

153; motor vehicles, 2,357; bicycles, 282; and pedestrians, 1,553.

V

As has been pointed out, there are submissions from the railways in regard

to the unsatisfactory condition of the bridge, the Ottawa Electric, however,

contending that the portion of the structure it claims to be especially concerned

with is in good shape. The Board has had special tests made in regard to the

condition of the structure, using for this purpose not only its own engineers,

but also the experts of the Canadian Inspecting and Testing Company, Limited.

The reports submitted show that the matter has been gone into in great detail.

In regard to the Champagne Avenue subway, it was pointed out that rust

damage had affected the beams. In the case of the bridge over the Canadian
National tracks, the steel work is, in general, and apart from the design of the

structure for street car traffic, in very satisfactory shape. In the case of the

bridge over the C.P.R. tracks, the concrete piers supporting the structure have
a vertical crack, showing itself on the centre of the piers at each side of the

tracks. On the south side of the south street line, towards Breeze Hill avenue,

there is a large crack, which is said to be apparently caused by the side thrust

of the road hill. The beams of the structure are said to be in bad condition,

and the top and bottom flanges of the beams are badly affected by rust. It is

said that, evidently, the steel work has not been painted for some considerable

time, as the beams in their present condition are considerably coated with soot

and rust. Reference is again made to the entire steel work being weakened by
rusted condition, and the destruction by sulphur and gas.

Reports made by the Bridge Engineer of the Board may be summarized:—
(a) At Champagne avenue, the present state of the steel shows the beams

are over-stressed;

(b) The portion of the bridge which crosses the Canadian National, and
more especially the beams on the western side of the crossing, are

strained to a greater extent than is permitted, not only by the Standard
Specifications of the Canadian Engineers Standards Association, but

by almost every standard bridge specification. The over-stress referred

to is, however, stated by him not to be a cause for immediate alarm.

(c) As to the bridge over the Canadian Pacific, it is stated to be strained

beyond the point set by Standard Specifications.

.38103-2
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A further report, dealing with the vehicular portion of the bridge structure
openings sets out:

1. That the three steel openings, now used for vehicular traffic and foi*

electrical railway traffic are, at present, undergoing serious over-stress;
2. That all three steel openings require either repairs or additions or pre-

ferably renewal;

3. That if nothing is done in the near future to relieve its condition, this
portion of the structure will be in danger.

The Board's Chief Enginer reported as follows:

—

1. ''Herewith are Mr. Gagnon's reports on the steel work of the Somerset
street bridge, in which I concur. It appears that the floor beams at all

three openings require either extensive repairs or renewals;"
2. "As to the concrete and masonry walls, they are in much the same con-

dition as they have been for some years.

On the south side, the concrete retaining wall, starting from the east end,
is in good condition as far as the C.N.R. opening. Between the latter
and the C.P.R. opening, the wall was bulged and cracked in places
and requires repairs and renewal. On the north side, the wall between
Champagne street and the C.N.R. is out of line and has bulged some-
what. While it is not sightly, I am of opinion that it w^ill last for some
considerable time. Taken as a whole the masonry and concrete will

last sometime yet with reasonable repairs."

3. ''As to the road surface and its width, I quite agree with the officials that
the bridge requires widening. Under present conditions, west bound'
vehicular traffic has to cross the street car tracks at the foot of eacK
approach, and there is no room for a sidewalk on the north side of the
street, all of which makes for danger to users of the street. The city's

contention that the street should be widened, so that there will be room
for vehicular and pedestrian traffic north of the street railway tracks, is

reasonable."

Copies of the memorandum of the Board's Chief Engineer and of the reports

of its Bridge Engineer, went to the parties for the filing of their exceptions, if any.

The Canadian National stated it had no exceptions to make. The city of Ottawa^
re-emphasized the position taken in its application.

In referring to the statement of the Chief Engineer, that the masonry and
concrete will last for sometime yet with reasonable repairs, the comment was
made that very extensive repairs and renewals would have to be made at great

cost to make this structure absolutely safe for future traffic.

The Ottawa Electric submitted that it caused an inspection of bridges,

over which it runs, to be made annually by a competent Engineer.

The C.P.R. stated that it had no exception to take.

VI

The estimate made of the cost of the structure, as made by the city and
submitted by its solicitor, was $185,000. Included in this is a sum of, approxi-

mately, $35,000 to cover paving, sidewalks, which the city admits should be

borne by it. This figure has been checked by the Board's bridge Engineer, who
accepts it as correct. A reconstructed bridge structure, as distinguished from
a new structure, is estimated by the city's Engineer at $125,000.

Lowering the tracks of the Canadian National to give a vertical clearance

of 20 feet 6 inches, it is estimated by the Board's Engineering Department,
would cost $5,000. The following estimate of the effect still further reducing

the vertical clearances has been made by the Board's Engineering Depart-
ment:

—
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" Lowering of grade from that shown in tlie cityV application, re-

ducing clearance to 18 feet at both C.P.R. and C.N.R. bridge and lower-
ing C.N.R. tracks will flatten grade at the top by about 3 feet, and pvo-
vide a betterment in grade as follows:"

—

"City's proposed Kiade—east approach. 4.41 per cent; went approach. 4.97 per cent
"New grades by reduced clearance, east approach, 3.75 per cent; went approach, ."i.tiO

per cent"

"ESTIMATE OF SAVING IN (X)ST '

"Saving in cost

—

"Less height of abutments at bridge crossings and retaiuing walls
along north and soiitli sides of api)roachcs.
"Concrete $10,400 00
"Less fill j;t widened portion of bridge, north side J.OOO 00
"Less height of steel bents at C.X.K. crossing 100 00

$1.1,500 00
"Contingencies

.$ 1,500 00

$13,000 00
"Less extra cost of additional excavation required 4,000 00

"Net saving in cost § 9,000 00

VII

In the written submissions, cn file, and in material submitted in argument,
reference is made to the aji;reements entered into, between the Ottawa Electric
and the Canadian Pacific, the Ottawa Electric and the Canada Atlantic (the
predecessor in title of the Canadian National Lines) and the Ottawa Electric
and the city of Ottawa.

As already pointed out, the Board had before it, in 1907, an application

submitted by the city of Ottawa, for an Order directing the Ottawa Electric

and the Grand Trunk Railway Company, and the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, to submit a plan and profile for the purpose of widening the brid<^^

and approaches thereto constructed on Somerset street—a public highway in tlvc

city of Ottawa.

The agreements referred to were gone into with the usual care which
characterized the late Chief Commissioner Killam, and what is involved can-

not be better set out than by excerpting the following summarized statement

contained in his judgment, rendered March 13, 1907:—
By an agreement, in writing, bearing date of the 8th day of August,

1896, made between the Ottawa Electric Railway Company and the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company in consideration of the sum of eight-

hundred dollars paid by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company' to the

Electric Company, the last-mentioned company agreed from time to time

and at all times thereafter to ' indemnify and save harmless the Railway
Company from and against all liability to maintain, alter, repair, or

reconstruct the said bridge or the approaches thereto, and also from and
against all claims for damages of every kind or nature whatsoever, or for

any penalty imposed upon the said Railway Company by reason of any
defect or default in the said bridge or crossing or the approaches thereto

and the Electric Company further agreed that if it should at any time
become necessary to reconstruct the then existing bridge, or to alter the

same, plans of such alteration, or of the new bridge to be consJtnicteiL,

should first be submitted to and approved by the Railway Company;
and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company assigned ami set o\ier to

the Electric Company all the right of the Canadian Pacific Company in

or connected with the said bridge and the approaches thereto.
58103—2J
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" A vsimilar agreement was made between the Electric Company and
the Canada Atlantic Railway Company."

In summarizing the agreement between the Ottawa Electric and the city,

he used the following language:

—

By agreement between the Ottawa Electric Railway Company and
the city of Ottawa, bearing date the 8th day of April, 1895, the consent

of the city of Ottawa was given to the construction, maintenance and
operation by the Electric Railway Company of a double and single iron

street railway upon and along Cedar street and other streets in the city

for the unexpired portion of the term of thirty years just mentioned. By
the last-mentioned agreement certain privileges and benefits were con-
ferred upon the Electric Railway Company, and the company agreed to

construct a line of street railway from its then existing system in Ottawa
to the Experimental Farm, in the township of Nepean; and it was pro-

vided that nothing contained therein, or in the original agreement
between the city and the company or in the by-law of the city council

ratifying the original agreement or that of xApril, 1895, should be * con-

vstrued to impose any liability on the corporation for the construction,

repair or maintenance of the bridge on Cedar street, crossing the Canada
Atlantic Railway lines and the Canadian Pacific Railway lines, or any
bridge or bridges that may be constructed in place of same,' or sihould

be ' construed as an assuming by the corporation of the said bridges or

any or either of them.'
"

The judgment proceeding sets forth that the city of Ottawa had offered to

pay one-fourth o^f the expense. In the present application counsel for the city

emphasizes that this was a voluntary offer. The Chief Commissioner points

out that the steam railways contended that the necessity for the widening of

the bridge arose Wholly from its use by the Ottawa Electric and that on this

a^^pount and under their agreements they sihould be exempt from contribution.

He continued, " and in this view^, as between the three railway companies, I think
tlie contention of the former two companies is correct " It is pointed out that

—

^' Before the tracks of the Electric Railway Company were extended
over it, the bridge was quite safe and sufficient for the traffic. So far as

appears, it would, w^ith such repairs as time and use might have rendered
necessary, have still been safe and sufficient for the purpose."

He then refers to the provisions of the agreement between the Ottawa Electric

ai]d the city and finds that the Ottawa Electric should widen the bridge as asked
for, provision being also made for a contribution of one-fourth of the expense

by the city.

VIII

Under the decision above set out, while the agreement was one of the fac-

tors, probably the main one, the factor of changed conditions, in respect of the

congestion brought about by the street railway traffic, is specifically mentioned
in the judgment.

The Board in City of Windsor v. Canadian Pacific R\j. Co. (the Wyan-
diotte Street Bridge Case), 32 Can. Ry. Caseis, 26, had before it a question of

bridge construction arising under the obligations in this respect, which the rail-

way had assumed in obtaining its location through Windsor, and which had,

thereafter, been covered by an order of the Railway Committee of the Privy

Council. The Board in dealing with this case, wherein the element of agree-

ment entered, said that, under specific conditions, weight might be given to cer-

tain factors. These are not set out as an exhaustive statement. In so far as

they appear applicable to the present case they are as follows: (pp. 29-30)
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Congestion—that is to say, that while the bridge in existence may be strong

enough to bear all the traffic then moving, it may do so at the expense of con-

gestion. The Board may give weight to the question whether or not the life of

the existing structure has expired. In so far as it still has life, this may \xi

considered a:? bearing on the question of apportionment of cost—in the Citij of

Hamilton v. Canadian Pacific and Toronto, Hamilton rfc Buffalo Ry. Co., 20
Can. Ry Cases 159, the life in the existing bridge was lield w justify 30 per cent

being placed on the city. See also, 25 Can. Ry. Cases, 379 at p. 385; the Board
may take into consideration whether the increase in highway traffic is due to

changed status of the highway. In considering changes in traffic, due to tho

changed status of the highway, some weight may be given to changes in the

nature of the traffic itself; in this connection the situation existing in Windror
in res'pect of motor traffic was taken into consideration.

The bridge has still some life, which could be prolonged by repairs. An
estimate of from eight to ten years is given by the Board's Engineering Depart-
ment. There is congestion of traffics-automobile traffic being, in the main,
responsible. When Chief Commissioner Killam rendered Judgment, street car
traffic was the prime factor in bringing about congested conditions. The items

summarized in the Wyandotte Street Bridge Case may justifiably be taken into

consideration here. Steam railways have a longer life than electric railways,

operating over city streets, whose life is limited by franchise. The plans sub-
mitted seek a betterment of road conditions in respect of highway grades. This
betterment will bring the grades below 5 per cent. Unless in exceptional con-
ditions, and then at the expense of the applicant, grades, or grade separations

ordered by the Board do not go below 5 per cent.

Order for the consti;uction of the work asked for may go. Plans may bo
filed for approval of the Board's Engineer. As already indicated, the city is

responsible for the paving of the roadway and for the sidewalks. The city

should be responsible for the w^earing surface of the bridge. The balance of

the cost should be divided, 60 per cent on the Ottawa Electric and 40 per cent

of the city of Ottawa. The maintenance, other than as referred to above,
should be on the Ottawa Electric.

Ottawa, February 23, 1928.

Deputy Chief Comissioner Vien concurred.

Commissioner Oliver:

I

On May 27, 1927, the Corporation of the City of Ottawa applied to the

Board for an Order requiring the demolition and removal of the existing bridge

or viaduct on Somerset street over the tracks of the Canadian Pacific and
Canadian National Railways, and the restoration of the street at grade level.

The application was heard in Ottaw^a on July 7, 1927.

In support of the application the city of Ottawa asserted,

—

(1) . That the existing bridge had fallen into such state of disrepair that it

had become dangerous;

(2) . That street traffic had so increased that the bridge was not wide
enough

;

(3) . That railway traffic across Somerset street had decreased by reason of

changes in the operation of both railway systems, so that it would not now be

SG great a danger to highway traffic by way of a level crossing as it had been

when the existing bridge was built;

(4) . That under present condition? adequate protection could be given a
level crossing without serious inconvenience to the public;
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(5) . That since the present bridge was built, an overhead traffic bridge had
been built a short distance to the northward over the same railway tracks, on the
Richmond Road (Wellington street) which converges into Somerset street a short
distance west of the bridge, and is able to take the traffic (with some detour)
that now passes over the Somerset street bridge.

(6) . That the street railway now routed over the Somerset street bridge
could be routed by way of the Richmond Road viaduct without serious detri-

ment to its patrons.

The application of the city for the demolition of the bridge was opposed by
tlie Canadian Pacific Railway Company, by the Canadian National Railways,
by the Ottawa Electric Railway Company, by the West End Municipal Asso-
ciation and other sections of the citizens resident west of the bridge.

By Order dated July 12, 1927, the application for the demolition of the

present overhead bridge and the establishment of a level crossing was refused
by the Board.

II

Following upon the refusal of the Board to permit the demolition of the
bridge and its replacement by a protected level crossing, the city, on July 14,

1927 applied to the Board under Sections 257 and 264 of the Railway Act, 1919,

for an Order requiring the Ottawa Electric Railway Company, the Canadian
National Railways and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, or some one or

more of the said Companies to replace the. existing Somerset street bridge; at

tlie same time filing plan and profile of such bridge as it desired to have con-

structed in substitution for the existing bridge.

By Order of the Board a very complete examination was made to decide as

to the safety of the existing bridge. The final report of the Bridge and'

Structural Engineer of the Department of Railways and Canals, submitted on
February 3, 1928, says:—

^' Reasonable repairs could be made,— (1) to the steel in the bridge;

(2) to the timber in the bridge; and (3) to some portion of the concrete

above grade in the bridge, but there would still be left the repairs to be

carried out to the walls and foundations, these being the weakest parts

of the whole structure. It would indeed be very difficult and costly to

carry out repairs in the walls and foundations.
" Considering all factors, I am, so to speak, forced to state that the

life of the existing bridge with reasonable repairs appears to be a quan-
tity beyond estimation and one entirely dependent upon its weakest por-

tions, these, as stated above, being the walls and foundations. One could

possibly, as a last resource, venture a guess of from eight to ten years."

This report did not establish that a reconstruction of the bridge is a matter
t)f immediate urgency, so far as safety is concerned, but on the other hand, it

does not establish that the bridge is actually in safe condition. It is, however,
definite on the point that repairs are necessary if safety is to be maintained.

No limit is placed on the cost of necessary repairs. The evidence in the case

seemed to establish that vehicular traffic has increased to such an extent that

the present bridge is inadecjuate.

Ill

The subject of the distribution of costs of a new bridge amongst the several

parties concerned in or affected by the application of the city occupied the

attention of the Board during the greater part of the hearing of September 7,

1^27.
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The Canadian Pacific Railway Company claimed exemption from payment
of any part of the cost of the proposed new bridge on two grounds,— (1)
seniority of right; and (2) agreement with the Ottawa Electric Railway Com-
pany, dated August 8, 1896.

The Canadian National Railways claimed like exemption on the ground of

a similar agreement with the Ottawa Electric Railway Company, dated August
21, 1896.

The Ottawa Electric Railway Company claimed exemption from payment
of any part of the cost of the proposed new bridge on the grounds,

—

That the north part of the present bridge had been built by the Electric

Railway Company for its own purposes and at its own sole cost; that this was
the only part of the bridge used by the Ottawa Electric Railway; that it was
in fact a separate bridge and was adequate for the Electric Railway Company's
purposes; that it was in sufficiently good repair, and did not need renewal on
grounds of safety; and that the Ottawa Electric Railway Company should not
be compelled to contribute to the cost of a new bridge which was only rendered
necessary by the increase in vehicular traffic.

The Ottawa Electric Railway Company also claimed compensation for its

investment in the present bridge in case of replacement.

The claim of seniority of right made by the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany was based on the ground that as successors of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway, they had prior occupancy of the roadway at the bridge location. Dur-
ing the hearing on September 7, 1927, the railway company's counsel read into

the record part of a letter dated November 24, 1870, from Thomas Reynolds,

then managing director of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway, addressed to

Messrs. Sparks & Slater, owners of certain properties in that neighbourhood

through or near which the railway passed, in which he said: "The terms and
conditions contained in your letter, including the building and keeping of two
bridges over the cutting, is entirely to my satisfaction This letter was cited

as evidence that the route of traffic which was admitted to be then existing at

the site of the present Somerset Street bridge was only a farm and not a public

crossing. But there appears on the file what is duly certified as a true copy of

part of Map or Plan of the proposed extension of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway,—as shown on a duplicate,—examined and certified under 31 Victoria,

Cp. 68, Section 8, by T. Trudeau, Deputy Minister of Public Works, (dated)

Ottawa, July 7th, 1870 which shows the route of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa
Railway between its crossing of the present Preston street and its crossing of

the Richmond road.

Upon this plan is shown a road allowance crossed by the St. Lawrence and
Ottawa Railway, at the site of the present Somerset Street bridge. The site was
outside the then limits of the city of Ottawa and within a suburb known as

Rochesterville, which at that time was only partly subdivided. The road or

street allowance shown on the plan mentioned gave access to the Richmond
road, which was then the great highway extending westward from the city. It

was shown on the plan as being of the same width as the part of what is now
Somerset street between Preston and Rochester, and of which street it now forms
a part. It appears to me that the plan mentioned clearly establishes that the

St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway when built according to the plan on file, was
built subject to the reservation of the road shown thereon, and therefore must
be junior to the highway at this point.

In the Agreement of August 6, 1896, between the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company and the Ottawa Electric Railway Company regarding the bridge
new in question, the recital begins as follows:

—
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''Whereas the public highway in the city of Ottawa, formerly known
as Cedar street and now known as Somerset street, is and has been
carried over the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Branch of the Railway Com-
pany's line by means of an overhead bridge."

It would therefore appear that in accordance with the letter of Managing
Director Reynolds of November 24, 1870, a traffic bridge, as promised by him,
was duly constructed over the railway on the street shown in the plan, at the
sole cost of the railway.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company also claimed exemption from
payment of any share of the cost of repair, renewal or replacement of the
existing bridge under the terms of the Agreement already mentioned and dated
August 8, 1896. Sections 1 and 2 of this Agreement are as follows:

—

"(1). The Electric Railway shall and will from time to time, and at

all times hereafter, indemnify and save harmless the Railway Company
from and against all liability to maintain, alter, repair or reconstruct
the said bridge or the approaches thereto, and also from and against all

claims for damages of every nature or kind whatsoever, or for any
penalty imposed upon the said railway company by reason of any defect
or default in the said bridge or crossing or approaches thereto."

''(2). The Electric Company further agrees that if it should at any
time become necessary to reconstruct the present bridge, or to alter same^
plans of such alteration, or of the new bridge to be constructed, shall

first be submitted to and approved of by the Railway Company."

At a date after 1870 and before 1893, the Canada Atlantic Railway crossed

the roadway that is now Somerset street, (then Cedar street) ; and at its own cost

built an overhead bridge to carry the public traffic on that street across its

tracks. This railway maintained the bridge so constructed at its sole cost from
the date of its erection until August 21, 1896, at which date an agreement was
made with the Ottawa Electric Railway Company, identical in Sections (1) and
(2) with the agreement made by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company with'

the Ottawa Electric Railway Company, as already quoted. At a later date the

Canada Atlantic Railway became part of the Canadian National Railways
system, which at present owns and operates the tracks that were built by the

Canada Atlantic across Somerset street and is therefore successor in title to that

Company.

IV

At some date between the years 1870 and 1893 the village of Rochesterville

became part of the city of Ottawa. The western boundary of the city of Ottawa
then crossed Somerset street at the west end of the main part of the overhead

bridge. The western approach was in the village of Hintonburg.

By an agreement dated June 8, 1893, the city of Ottawa granted a fran-

chise to the Electric Railway Company to be operative for thirty years from

that date. In 1895 the Electric Railway Company desired to make certain

extensions to its lines on various city streets and also beyond the then city

limits westerly to serve the then village of Hintonburg, the Experimental Farm
and other points. An agreement was made between the city and the Company
making provision for these extensions, dated April 8, 1895. The powers granted

the Company were expressly limited by the date of expiry of the thirty years

franchise. A proviso in the agreement relieved the city from any liability,

—

"For the construction, repair or maintenance of the bridges on Cedar

(Somerset) street crossing the Canada Atlantic Railway lands and the
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Canadian Pacific Railway lands, or any bridge or bridges that may be
constructed in place of the same, or shall be constructed as an assuming
by the Corporation of the said bridges or any or either of them."

While the city in 1893 had become the owner of Somerset street as far as

the west end of the overhead bridge, it refused to exercise its rights on behalf of

the Electric Railway Company in respect of the necessary reconstruction or

replacement of the traffic bridges across the^railway tracks on that street. In
effect the city said to the Electric Railway Company,—''You may use Somerset
street for your tracks, but you must settle with the owners of the present bridges

over the steam railways on such terms as you can make witli them." The
Electric Railway Company secured authority from the Railway Committee
of the Privy Council to cross the tracks of the Railways,—there was then no
Railway Commission,—and made the Agreements of August 8, and of August
21, 1896, with the Railway Companies as to the replacement of the then existing

bridges by a bridge suitable to carry the Electric Railway traffic. The Ottawa
Electric Railway Company then demolished the bridges that had been built by
the railway and constructed an overhead bridge over both railway tracks for the

use of pedestrian and vehicular as well as street railway traffic, at the sole

cost of the Electric Railway Company.

V

On November 10, 1906, the city of Ottawa made application to the Board
of Railway Commissioners for an Order,—"directing the Ottawa Electric Rail-

way Company, the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, (which had
acquired the Canada Atlantic) and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to

submit a plan and profile for the purpose of widening the bridge and the

approaches thereto constructed by them on Somerset street." The city stated

that the widening asked for was necessary because the bridge had become
inadequate to carry the increased pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

By this application the city assumed responsibility for the accommodation
of traffic over the railway tracks which crossed Somerset street that it had
refused to accept in 1895 when the Electric Railway Company was first per-

mitted to use the street.

The reply of the Ottawa Electric Railway Company was that the bridge

was still adequate to carry the traffic.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company claimed exemption under the

Agreement with the Electric Railway Company, dated August 8, 1896.

The Board heard this application in Ottawa on January 31, ,1907. On
March 2, 1907, the Chief Engineer of the Board reported that the Somerset
Street Bridge should be widened by sixteen feet.

The Judgment of the Board was delivered by the then Chief Commissioner
Killam, on March 20, 1907. It provided,

—'That the Electric Railway Company
should widen the bridge by six-teen feet, according to plans to be approved by the

Board, and that the city should pay the Railway Company one fourth the expense

involved in the addition." In his reasons for Judgment it would appear that the

Chief Commissioner assessed one quarter of the cost of the bridge against the

city because it had offered to pay that proportion, and released the two steam
railway companies from any payment, "because of the terms of their agreements
with the Electric Railway Company.

There appears on the file a memorandum by Deputy Chief Commissioner
Bernier, dated Ottawa, March 20, 1907, in which he said,

—
"I have examined the

papers and read the evidence re the Somerset street bridge, Ottawa, and I

came to the conclusion that if the widening of it is considered a repair, the city
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of Ottawa and the Ottawa Electric Railway Company should bear the expense

in the proportion agreed to, but I see no evidence that the plans for such changes

or repairs have been submitted nor approved by the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, as stipulated in the Agreement of August 8, 1896."

Tliis comment by the Deputy Chief Commissioner would seem to indicate

that he was not convinced that the proposed widening was either ''Maintenance,"
" alteration", " repair " or '' reconstruction " of the then existing bridge. In

support of that view he instanced that the terms of the Agreement had not been
followed as to submission of plans.

VI

During the hearing of September 7, 1927, it was assumed by the railways
in argument that the Judgment of the Chief Commissioner relieving them from
contribution to the widening of the bridge in 1907 should be accepted as effective

in relieving them from any share of the cost of the presently proposed new
bridge.

It appears to me that the facts developed at the hearing of September 7
must be considered and as well the changes in governing conditions that have
taken place since the Agreements of 1896 were made, before such acceptance
should be given.

From the record of the hearing in January, 1907, and in the reasons for

Judgment given by the then Chief Commissiouer in March of that year, it does

not appear that he had become aware of the actual position in regard to the

question of seniority, as between the city and the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, as shown by the plan of July 7, 1870.

As the Order of March 20, 1907, for the widening of the bridge was neces-

sarily given before the work had been begun, the then Chief Commissioner could

not have known that in fact under the Order an entirely new bridge sixteen

feet in width was constructed. This bridge was entirely distinct from although

alongside of the then existing bridge that had been built by the Electric Rail-

way Company, and therefore was not in any sense a "repair", "maintenance" or

"replacement" of that bridge, as mentioned in the Agreement betwen the city

and the Electric Railway Company, nor was it a "maintenance", "alteration",

"repair" or "reconstruction" of the bridge that was the subject of the Agree-

ments of August, 1896, between the steam railways and the Electric Railway
Company.

The Agreement relieving the city from liability for cost of "construction,

repair, or maintenance of the bridges on Cedar street" in its terms was quite as

effective to protect the city as the railway agreements were to protect them.
But the city did not understand that either the city or the railways were pro-

tected in the case of the construction of the new sixteen foot bridge. When the

city offered to pay one quarter of the cost, its responsible authorities must have
believed that all four, parties were liable and that the cost should be equally

divided amongst them. Had this not been the city's belief, it would no doubt
have sought protection equally with the railways against any payment, as

would have been the duty of its authorities.

VII

It was brought out at the hearing of September 7, 1927, that there was no
substantial ground of complaint as to the condition of the original bridge built
in 1896-7 by the Electric Railway Company and still in use by it. The sole

complaint as to urgent need of repairs related to the adjoining sixteen-foot
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bridge built pursuant to the Board's Order of 1907. While the newer con-
struction of 1907 may have been to some extent dependent on the original

Electric Railway bridge, the latter was in no way dependent on the more
recently constructed sixteen-foot bridge.

The application to the Board by the city of Ottawa on May 27, 1927, for

the complete demolition of the present bridge, with the establishment of pro-

tected level crossings in its place, and the refusal of the application by the

Board, in my opinion altogether changes the respective positions of the several

parties interested in the Somerset street crossing of the railway tracks from
what they were when the application of 1907 was heard.

What was the village of Hintonburg in 1907 is now a part of the city of

Ottawa, so that the city is now responsible for the westerly approach to the
bridge and for the traffic beyond, as it was not in 1907.

The city as owner of Somerset street, and as the authority responsible for

the maintenance of traffic upon it in crossing the railway tracks, definitely and
in due form asked for the demolition of the bridge which it had in part paid
for. There seemed to the city authorities reasons that were sufficient warrant
to them for making the request, and they were quite within their rights in making
it. The Board had full power to grant, as well as to refuse the request. By
its refusal it relieved the city of the responsibility of choice in the matter and
thereby in effect compelled it to apply for authority to construct a new bridge,

which is the application now under consideration.

Under the circumstances, it would appear to me that the pre,sent applica-

tion must be dealt with on the fao.ts as they have been fixed by the Board's

refusal to permit the demolition of the bridge, having regard to the needs of

traffic on Somerset street and the interruption to that traffic that in the judg-

ment of the Board would be caused by the steam railways crossing tlie str^aet

on the level.

VIII

While it is a fact tliat the Electric Railway Company has paid for the

bridge by which it crosses over the steam railw^ay tracks on Somerset grtreeti,

and that the part of the bridge which it uses is still in sufficiently good condi-

tion to warrant its continued use for some years, the fact that it is in occupation

of a part of a roadway that the city is bound to keep open for highway traffic,

places it in a position that does not entitle it either to be repaid the amoimt of

its expenditures on the present bridge, or to be relieved of its fair share of the

cost of the proposed new bridge made necessary by the Board's Order of July 12,

1907.

Nothing w^as brought out either in evidence or argument to indicate that

the railways wdiere they cross Somerset street 'have any special rights or claim

to interrupt street traffic at that point. On the contrary the fact that both

railways in the first place provided overhead crossings at their sole cost, and
maintained those crossings for a period of twenty-six years in the case of the

Canadian Pacific Railway and for a somewhat lesser period in the case of the

Canadian National Railways, clearly establishes that both railways are in the

position of all other railways at street or highway crossings and subject to the

Order of the Board as to payment of their fair share of such crossing protection

as the Board may order.

IX

The application before the Board is by the city; it is opposed by the Elec-

tric Railway Company as well as by the steam railways, so far as sharing in

distribution of costs is concerned. The claim of the railways that by the agree-
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merits they hold with the Electric Railway Company they are to be indemnified

by the railway for any costs to which they may be put by the construction of a

new bridge on Somerset street, does not seem to me to be a matter that calls

for consideration by the Board. Section 35 of the Railway Act, 1919, empowers
the Board to enforce the terms of agreements between railways and between

railways and other persons or corporations. In case of breach of sudh agrieev-'

ments the Board is empowered after hearing, to make such order as may seem
" reasonable or expedient."

Ths Agreements of 1896 were made in respect of the transfer of the rights

of the steam railways in the overhead bridges which they had constructed to the

Electric Railway Company whic'h desired to replace them. The provisions

of the agreements saving the steam railways from future liability at the cost of

the Electric Railway Company were, and could only have been intended to be,

applicable to cases in whic'h the Electric Railway Company was altogether, or

would in some degree, be responsible for the circumstances that would require

the steam railways to incur costs. In the case under consideration it does not

appear to me that the Electric Railway can be held to be responsible in any
degree for the need of a new bridge. Under suc'h circumstances I am oif opinion

that it would not be either reasonable or expedient " that the Board s'hould

order the Electric Railway Company to pay the costs ordinarily assessable

against the steam railways for a new bridge that the city which owns the street

and from \\^hom the Electric Railway Company holds its rights, formally
declared was not necessary.

If under their agreements the steaf railways have a remedy against fhe

Electric Railway, it would seem to me that they should seek that remedy in the
courts at the proper time and not now at the hands of the Board in the terms of

the order to be issued for the construction of a new bridge.

X

On June 23, 1908, the Board ordered the construction by the Canadian
Pacific Railway of a viaduct for highway trafl&c on the Richmond road in the
city of Ottawa, over the Canadian Pacific and what are now the Canadian
National tracks. Somerset street and the Richmond road converge a ^hort" dis-

tance west of the present bridge and viaduct. The cost was to be paid in the
proportion of twenty-three-thirty-sixths (23/36) by the railways and thirteen-

thirty-sixths (13/36) by the city of Ottawa and the county of Carleton jointly.

That is to say the two railways paid slightly under two-thirds of the total cost.

On September 4, 1905, the Board ordered the Canada Atlantic Ralilway,

now the Canadian National, to construct a subway on Bank street in the city

of Ottawa. The Electric Railway was using Bank street at and before that

date. The cost was distributed as follows,—three-eighths (i) to be paid by
the Canada Atlantic Railway; three-eighths (f) by the city of Ottawa, and
one-quarter (i) by the Otawa Electric Railway Company.

On November 15, 1927, the Board ordered that in the case of certain grade
separations in the northwestern part of the city of Toronto the distribution of

costs should be as follows,—forty per cent from the Grade Crossing Fund up to

$25,000; ten per cent of the balance to be paid by the Toronto Transportation
Commission (Municipal Street Railway) ; the remainder to be paid fifty per

cent by the steam railway, and fifty per cent by the city of Toronto.

I am of opinion that the conditions warrant an Order— (1) for the con-

struction of a new bridge, of the character and capacity shown on the plan

submitted by the city on July 14, 1927; details to be subject to alteration

towards meeting the views of other interested parties as may be directed by the

Board; and (2) that the cost should be apportioned as follows—The maximum
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amount permitted by law to be provided from the Grade Crossing Fund; the

remainder to be divided equally between the steam railways and the city;

the share of the railways to be divided between them, in proportion to the
bridge &pace occupied by their respective tracks; the Electric Railway Com-
pany to pay half the amount charcgable to the city, if its tracks occupy a part

of the surface of the bridge.

Ottawa, February 29, 1928.

ORDER NO. 40417

In the matter of the application of the Municipal Corporation of the City of
Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, hereinafter called the Applicant'

\

under Sections 257 and 264 of the Railway Act, 1919, for an Order requir-

ing the Ottawa Electric Railway Company, the Canadian National Rail-

ways, and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, or some one or more
of the said Companies, to replace the existing bridge or viaduct at Somer-
set street, in the City of Ottawa, which carries the said street and the tracks

and right of way of the Ottawa Electric Railway Company over the tracks

of the Canadian National Railways and the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, with a bridge of sufficient breadth and of such construction as

will afford safe and adequate facilities for all traffic on the said street; and
apportioning the cost of such neio bridge betwen the said railway com-
panies, or between some one or more of them, and the Applicant, as the

Board may direct.

Case No. 396.

Monday, the 5th Day of March, A.D. 1928.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Thomas Vien, K.C., Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the application at the sittings of the Board held in Ottawa,

September 7, 1927, and September 8, 1927, in the presence of counsel for and
representatives of the Applicant, the Otawa Electric Railway Company,
Canadian National Railways, and Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and

what was alleged; and upon the report of the Bridge Engineer of the Board,

concurred in by its Chief Engineer, and reading the written submissions filed,

—

The Board Orders: 1. That the Applicant be, and it is hereby, authorized

to reconstruct the said bridge carrying Somerset street and the tracks of the

Ottawa Electric Railway Company over the tracks of the Canadian National

Railways and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in the city of Ottawa
and Province of Ontario, in accordance with plans to be filed for the approval

of an Engineer of the Board.
2. That the said bridge be fifty-eight feet in width.

3. That the Applicant bear and pay the cost of the construction of the

sidewalks and the paving of the roadway, the remainder of the cost of the said

bridge to be borne and paid sixty per cent by the Ottawa Electric Railway
Company and forty per cent by the Applicant; the cost of maintaining the bridge,

with the exception of the wearing surface thereof which shall b€ maintained

by and at the expense of the Applicant, to be paid by the Ottawa Electric Rail-

way Company.

S. J. McLEAN,
Assistant Chief Commissioner.
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Complaint of A. A. Wickenden of Trois-Rivieres, P.Q., per Arthur Bettez, M.P.,
with regard to the service given by the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany's gates at St. Maurice street, Trois-Rivieres, P.Q.

and

Application of the city of Trois-Rivieres, per Zephirin Lambert, for approval of

plan showing a proposed subway under St. Maurice street, Trois Rivieres,

P.Q.
File 9437.1089.

JUDGMENT

Thomas Vien, K.C, the Deputy Chief Commissioner:

These matters were set down for hearing and heard before Mr. Commis-
sioner the Honourable Frank Oliver and myself, at the Court House, Trois-

Rivieres, P.Q., on the 11th of January, 1928.

There appeared before us: for the city of Trois-Rivieres and Mr. A. A.
Wickenden, Arthur Beliveau, Esq., K.C.; for the C.P.R., L. de G. Prevost, Esq.,

solicitor.

In the city of Trois-Rivieres, a few hundred feet northeast of the railway
station, there is a level crossing of the Canadian Pacific Railway at St. Maurice
street. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company is successor in title of the

Commissioners of the Q.M.O. & 0. Railway Co., the North Shore Railway Co.,

and the St. Maurice Railway and Navigation Co.
This crossing is protected on both sides by gates operated from a tower,

under the provisions of Order No. 21866, of this Board, dated May 20, 1914.

In the course of the last two decades, the development of the city of Trois-

Rivieres has been enormous, due to the establishment of several new industries,

consequent upon the harnessing of water powers on the St. Maurice river; the

traffic on the railway and the highway has increased proportionately.

On the 18th of October, 1926, Mr. Arthur Bettez, M.P., and mayor of the

city of Trois-Rivieres, brought to the attention of the Board complaints that

he had received as to the dangerous circumstances of this crossing, and the

very serious inconveniences suffered by the public by the loss of time due to

the lowering of the gates for railway movements.
Detailed statistics of the railway and highway traffic per hour were taken

by the city, from 7 a.m. on the 28th of November, 1927, to 7 a.m. on the 30th
of the same month, viz., forty-eight hours, with the following results:

—

Pedestrians 3,809

Horse-drawn vehicles 302
Automobiles 418
Railway movements 770

During that period the gates were closed 648 times, i.e., an average of 13J
times per hour, and remained closed 1,061 minutes, i.e., an average of 22 minutes

per hour. The average is the same whether statistics from 7 a.m. to midnight
or from midnight to 7 a.m. are considered.

Such a situation at a crossing in the heart of a growing city is obviously

intolerable. The city now applies for an order directing that the highway be

carried under the railway.

At the hearing, on behalf of the complainant and of the applicant, Mr.
Beliveau stressed the urgency of such an improvement. Confronted with the

traffic statistics above mentioned, though it did not admit it as an absolute

necessity, the railway company could not deny the advisability of ordering a

grade separation in the interest of the city and of the railway.
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The main issue between the parties was the apportionment of costs, and
in connection therewith, the question of seniority was extensively debated.

The appHcant filed a deed dated November 15, 1879, whereby P. B.
Dumoulin, M.P., donated to the city his rights in the ground occupied by St.
Maurice street. In a letter on file, dated April 6, 1927, addressed to Mr. Bettez,
the city clerk states, however, that no by-law nor proces-verbal formally open-
ing this street could be found in the municipal records.

Mr. Beliveau admitted that the city was unable to establish the exact dat^
of the opening of the street or of the construction of the railway. In his opin-
ion, both had been established at the same time, in 1879 or thereabout. But
he submitted that there was at first only one track, when there are six now,
indicating clearly a considerable increase in business and revenues for the rail-

way company; that it was the operation of these six tracks which compelled
the city to apply for a subway; that the railway should therefore be called
upon to bear the larger part, if not the whole of the costs; that a contribution
should be granted from the Grade Crossing Fund of 40 per cent of the cost of
construction, and that the balance of 60 per cent of the cost of construction
should be divided in the proportion of 50 per cent on the railway company, and
10 per cent on the city (Record, pp. 280, 283).

The evidence adduced by the railway comi)any on the question of seniority

was hardly more conclusive. Mr. Frank Taylor filed as exhibit No. 1 a blue-
print of the original plan of location, deposited in the Registry Office at Trois-
Rivieres on the 23rd of April, 1875, whereon St. Maurice street is not shown;
and, as exhibit No. 2, a report made to the legal department of the Canadian
Pacific Railway on March 30, 1927, by Henry Irwin, a Quebec land surveyor,

giving all the information that the railway company had been able to obtain

with regard to this crossing. These documents reveal that though the Commis-
sioners of the Q.M.O. & 0. Railway had deposited their location plan in April,

1875, on the 20th of October, 1877, they purchased from Mr. P. B. Dumoulin
his rights and claims in the lands of certain streets in the city of Trois-Riviercs,

including St. Maurice street, " in order to construct thereon, possess and main-
tain the said Q.M.O. & 0. Railway ''; apparently in October, 1877, the railway

had not yet been built across St. Maurice street, and St. Maurice street existed

where the railway was to pass, or a street allowance of that name was at least

indicated on plans.

The Canadian Pacific Railway were unable to establish when the railway

was built. Mr. Taylor: " We have endeavoured to fix that date, sir, but we have

not been able to do it; we have had to deal with records of a railway company
that was defunct fifty years ago." (Record, p. 293.) No record could be found

of the first trains that moved, nor of any application by the city for leave to

pass St. Maurice street across the railway right of way (page 289).

Mr. Prevost submitted that the plan and Irwin's rej^ort established the

railway company's seniority; that if there was a doubt it should be intcrjireted

in its favour; that if the question of seniority were set aside, the Board should

follow the precedent established in the case of Boulevard Gouin (city of Mont-
real vs. C.P.R., 32 C.R.C., p. 245) wherein, after a grant from the Grade Cross-

ing Fund the costs were apportioned evenly between the city and the railway,

notwithstanding the seniority of the city. (Record, p. 316.)

In my opinion, no seniority has been established conclusively, and more-

over, it is not a decisive factor in the present circumstances. Since the initial

construction of the railway, the traffic both on the railway and the highway has

increased tremendously. In apportioning the cost of alterations of this kind,

weight must be given to certain specific factors, like congestion and the nature

of the traffic which creates it. The statistics above quoted shew that during a

period of forty-eight hours, 720 vehicles and 3.809 pedestrians passed on the

highway whilst 770 movements took place on the railway. The construction
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of a subway would materially add to the safety and convenience of the pedes-
trian and vehicular traffic; it would also be of great advantage to the railway
company which would no longer have to maintain gates and gatemen and could
freely move on its tracks. A subway would be equally beneficial to the city

and the railway.

I would grant the application and authorize the city to build, under the
tracks of the Canadian Pacific Railway at St. Maurice street crossing, a sub-
way, according to plans and specifications to be approved by the Chief Engineer
of the Board, who should also be charged with the supervision of the work of

construction; and, following the precedents established by the Board in the
Hamilton Bridge Case (20 C.R.C. p. 159) , in the King Street Bridge case, Ham-
ilton (25 C.R.C, p. 379), in the Wyandotte Street Bridge case (32 C.R.C, p.

26), in the Gouin Boulevard Crossing case (32 C.R.C, p. 245), and in the Car-
ling Avenue Crossing case, Ottawa, not reported (file 26727.162), wherein
traffic conditions were carefully weighed, a contribution from the Grade Cross-
ing Fund of 40 per cent of the cost of construction, not exceeding the sum of

twenty-five thousand ($25,000) dollars, should be granted, and the balance of

the cost of construction and the cost of maintenance should be apportioned
evenly between the city and the railway company.

Ottawa, February 27, 1928.

Commissioner Oliver concurred.

ORDER No. 40398

In the matter of the comylaint of A. A. Wickenden, of Trois-Rivieres, in the

province of Quebec, against the protection provided by gates at the cross-

ing of St. Maurice street by the Canadian Pacific Railway;

And in the matter of the application of the city of Trois-Rivieres for approval

of a plan showing proposed subway under the tracks of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company at St. Maurice street aforesaid.

File No. 9437.1089.

Thursday, the 1st day of March, A.D. 1928.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Hon. Frank Oliver, Commissioner.

Upon hearing the matter at the sittings of the Board held in Trois-Rivieres,

January 11, 1928, in the presence of counsel for the city and the railway com-
pany, and what was alleged,

—

The Board Orders:

1. That the city of Trois-Rivieres be, and it is hereby, authorized to con-

struct a subway under the tracks of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company at

St. Maurice street, in the said city, as shown on the plan and profile on file with

the Board under file No. 9437.1089; detail plans of the proposed structure to

be filed for the approval of an Engineer of the Board; and the work to be done

under the supervision of the Chief Engineer of the Board.

2. That forty per cent of the cost of constructing the said subway, but not

exceeding the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) , be paid out of the

Railway Grade Crossing Fund, the remainder of the said cost, and the cost of

maintenance, to be divided equally between the city of Trois-Rivieres and the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.
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Complaint oj the inhabitants oj Shawbridge, Piedmont and St-Sauveur dcs

Monts, county of Terrebonne, P.Q., with regard to the construction of the

National Railwaya Bridge over the 'provincial highway Montreal to Ste-

Agathe on the Railway Company's line between Montreal and Huberdeau,

and

Complaint of the Noi/al Automobile Club of Canada with regard to the construc-

tion of the underpass of the Canadian National Railways on the Montreal-
Ste-Agathe higJiway, a short distaiice from North Shawbridge.

(Case No. 637.)

JUDGMENT
Thomas Viex, Esq., K.C., the Deputy Chief Commissioner.

This matter was heard at Montreal on the 23r(l of January, 1928, before

Mr. Commissioner Lawrence and myself.

There appeared before us for the village of Prevost. Mr. Emilien Morin,
Secretary-Treasurer; for the Automobile Club, Mr. H. E. Walker; for the Cana-
dian National Rys., Alistair Eraser, E,sq., K.C.

This matter comes up upon an application as sot out in the title above. At
the hearing Mr. Eraser, on behalf of the C.N. Railways suggested that this matter

could be adjusted out of court, if all the interested parties were summoned to a

round-table conference.

He accepted the suggestion that the matter might be referred to the Chief

Engineer of the Board for the purpose of such a conference, and the preparation

of a plan of action.

The suggestion was accepted by all interested parties.

I a.m therefore of the opinion that this matter should be referred to the

Chief Engineer of the Board who should be appointed and directed to make
enquiry and to summon at Montreal or some other convenient place, all the

interested parties, including representatives from the municipality of Prevost,

and then evolve a scheme and submit it to the consideration of the Board.

After due notice to all interested parties, the Board shall then take action.

Ottaw^a, February 29, 1928.

Commissioner La^wrence concurred.

ORDER No. 40413

Thursday, the 1st day of March, A.D. 1928.

Thomas Vien, K.C, Deputy Chief Commissioner.

C. Eawrenci:, Commissioner.

In the matter of the complaint of residents of Shawbridge, Piedmont, and St-

Sauveur des Monts, in the county of Terrebonne and province of Quebec,
against the construction of a bridge over the provincial highway, Mont-
real to Ste-Agathe, on the Canadian National Railways, between Mont-
real and Huberdeau;

And in the matter of the complaint of the Royal Automobile Club of Canada
against the construction of the undercrossing of the Cayiadian Nat'onali

Railways, on the Montreal-St-Agathe Highway, a short distance from
North Shawbridge. Case No. 637.

Upon hearing the complaints at the sittings of the Board held in Montreal.
January 23. 1928. the village of Prevost, the Royal Au<»)mobile Club of Canada
and the Canadian National Railways being represented at the hearing, and
what was alleged

—

58103—3
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The Board orders thai, in pursuance of the powers conferred by Sections

62 and 69 of the Railway Act, 1919, Thomas L. Simmons, its Chief Engineer,

be, and he is hereby, appointed and authorized to make inquiry and report to

the Board upon the questions or matters arising in connection with tihe saiid

complaints; and that he may, under such appointment and authority, take evi-

dence and acquire the necessary information for the purpose of such report.

2. That on the filing of the said report, and before siieh action m.ay be
taken thereon as the Board deems proper, any party interested may make
written submissions to the Board in respect thereto.

THOMAS VIEN,
Deputy Chief Commissioner.

Application of the Consumers Glass Company, Limited^ Montreal, re freight
rates on glass bottles and jars, carloads, Montreal to points in Western
Ontario.

File 490.3

JUDGMENT
Thomas Vien, Esq., K.C, the Deputy Chief Commissioner:

This matter was heard at Montreal on the 12th of May, 1927, before Mr.
Commissioner Boyce, Mr. Commissioner Lawrence and myself.

There appeared before us: for the Consumers' Glass Companiy, MM. J. F.

Hamilton and F. P. Jones; for the Canadian Freight Association, G. C. Ransom,
Esq.; for the Canadian Pacific Railway Co., W. C. Bowles, Esq.; for the Cana-
dian National Railways, F. J. Watson.

The application is for an adjustment of rates on glass bottles and jars in

carloads, from Montreal to points in Ontario, so as to enable the applicant to

compete with bottles and jars imported from the United States and other coun-
tries.

Several exhibits were filed and witnesses heard on behalf of the applicant

and on behalf of the carriers.

After the hearing, the matter was referred to the Chief Traffic Officer of

the Board, who reported on the matter on the 26th of November, 1927. The
matter was then given full consideration, and I am of the opinion that the

rei)ort of the Chief Traffic Officer should issue as the judgment of the Board
in this case.

Ottawa, February 29, 1928-

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

REPORT OF CHIEF TRAFFIC OFFICER, W. E. CAMPBELL

Application is made by the Consumers' Glass Company for an adjustment

in rates on bottles and jars, in carloads, from Montreal to points in Ontario,

Toronto and west, on an equitable basis which will enable it to compete with

bottles and jars imported from the United States and other countries.

As the issue was developed by applicant, it is alleged that the rates to the

Ontario territory in question from glass manufacturing points in the United

States, as compared wiift Montreal, are unjustly discriminatory against Mon-
treal and unduly preferential to competitors in the United States. Applicant

filed exhibit ''A'' showing a comparison of the rates from Montreal, P.Q., Pitts-
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burgh and Washington, Pa., Wheeling, W. Va., Muncie, Ind., and Cohniibus
and Newark, O., to twenty-two destination points in Ontario, Toronto and
west. Tlie rates from the United States joints named are in all cases lower
than from Montreal, but in this connection it is noted upon analyzing the
exhibit that with respect to the 132 rates quoted from United States points, in

eighty-five cases the mileage from the United States point to destination is

less—in numerous cases appreciably so—than from Montreal to the same
destination. The rates quoted from United States points are the class rates

governed by the Official Classification and the United States scale of rates.

From Montreal, as well as other eastern Canadian manufacturing points of
these articles, namely, Hamilton and Wallaceburg, the regular 5th class tariff

rates, governed by the Canadian Freight Classification and the Canadian rate

scale, are applied. In the Canadian Freight Classification the ratings range
from Isit to 10th class, whereas the international rates are subject to the Con-
solidated Freight Classification (Official) with ratings provided from 1st to 6th
class, and, therefore, there cannot be uniformity in the scaling of the rates in

both cases- The Board has not initial jurisdiction over the rates from United
States points and, consequently, cannot prescribe, nor will the United States
carriers adopt, the use of the Canadian Freight Classification on international

traffic, and the remaining alternative, namely, to prescribe on international

traffic the use of the Canadian Freight Classification and Canadian rate scale

for that portion of the haul within Canada, would result in replacing the joint

through rate structure that has always existed by combinations of ratas to and
from the boundary. Any such proposition would meet with great opposition

from Canadian receivers and shippers on account of the substantial increase

in rates that would result therefrom. It has to be borne in mind that tliis

international rate structure, subject to the Official Classification, applies from
Canada to the United States as well as in the reverse direction; in other words,
the same rates apply in both directions. With regard to the Canadian rates

here in question, the 5th class approximates 50 per cent of the 1st class. Appli-
cant states that with respect to the rates governed by the Ofhcial Classification

the 5tii class is approximately one-third of the Ist c.la.ss rate, but a check of

some of the rates indicates no strict uniformity and shows 5th class rates rang-

ing from 35 to 40 per cent of the 1st class rate. Aside from these fundamental
differences in the two rate structures in question, and while glass bottles and
jars are rated 5th class in both the Canadian and Official Classifications, there

are many articles provided with a higher rating in the Official Classification

than in the Canadian Classification, and, on the other hand, numerous others

where the rating in the official Classification is lower than in the Canadian.

The matter of discrepancies in the Canadian rate structure as compared
with the international rate structure, was before the Board in the so-called

International Rate Case which was dealt with by order of the Board No. 3258,

dated July 6, 1907. There was there involved discrepancies in the east and
northbound freight rates from Canadian points on the St. Clair, Detroit and
Niagara river frontiers, as compared with those from the corresponding United

States frontier points, namely, Port Huron, Detroit and Buffalo; the Canadian
rates being the higher. The Board recognized that the conditions were affected

by the existence of companies in the United States independent of thosi' ojxt-

ated in Canada, and that the harmonizing of the rates was a matter of great

difficulty. The subject was one that engaged the consideration of the Board,

the carriers, and parties in interest, for a considerable length of time, and the

final adjustment directed 1st class rates from the Canadian frontier points

which would not be in excess of those from the corresponding; Unlited States

frontier points. For example, prior to the order above referred to, the 1st class

rate from Detroit to Toronto was 36 cents, and from Windsor to Toronto

40 cents. To INlontreal the 1st class rate from Detroit was 58V cents, and from
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Windsor the summer rate was 60 cents and the winter rate 70 cents. The
order in question prescribed a 1st class rate of 36 cents from Windsor to Tor-
onto and 58 cents from Windsor to Montreal. Under these adjustments there
were still discrepancies with regard to the lower classes. The rate situation as
made effective in 1908, pursuant to the order referred to, may be illustrated as
follows:—

TO TOKOXTO

1 2 ' 3 4 .5 6 7 8 9 10 ,

Detroit :U> 31 23 16 13 10 Official Classification
Windsor 3f> 32 27 23 18 16 13 14 — 11

\\'iiulsor o\c>r Detroit. . — 1 4 7 5 6

^rO MONTREAL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Dctioit 581 50i 39 27.! 23^ 19^ Official Classification
Windsor 58 51 44 36 29 27 26 24 — 21

Windsor over Detroit.. ^- I 5 8! 51 7i
Windsor under Detioit. I —

• — — - - ~
By reason of the various increases and reductions in rates made in both

the United States and Canada at various times since 191.6, the present rate

situation as compared with that existing in 1908, given above, is set out
below:

—

TO TOROXTO
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

D(>troit 79 67:^ 53 39i 28 22 Official Classification
Windsor 68 59^ 52^ 43 34^ 30| 27i 27J — 24

Windsor over Detroit.. — - — — 3i 62
Windsor under Detroit. 11 8 |- — — —

TO MQXTREAL
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Detroit 1101 97 74 55h 44 37i Official Classification
Windsor 108 95| 811 68 54 50 37i- 40 — 361

Windsor over Detroit. — — 7] 12^ 10 12J

Windsor under Detroit 21 l^ — — —
Wheeling, W.Va., is one of the points shown in applicant's exhibit ''A",

and to illustrate a comparison of the two rate structures there are shown below
the rates from Montreal and Wheeling to Grimsby, Ont., the distance being

approximateh^ the same from both points, namely, 384 miles from Montreal and
388 miles from Wheeling:

—

TO CRIMSBY
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Montreal 90 79 68 55^ 45^ 411 341 36^ — 301
Wheeling 991 85 661 50 35 28 Official Classification

Montreal over Wheeling. — — IJ 5|- 10 2 132
Montreal under Wheeling 91 6 — — — —
It will be observed that under these two rate structures, and for approxi-

mate distances, the 1st class rate from Wheeling is 9i cents higher than from
Montreal and the 2nd class rate is 6 cents higher. Then, by reason of the differ-

ences in the scales and the percentage relationship between the classes, the

rates from Wheeling are less for the 3rd and lower classes.

There was before the Board in 1909 a complaint from the Plymouth Cord-
age Company, alleging that the rates charged on binder twine, in carloads, from
Welland, Ont., to Canadian points west of Welland, were unjustly discrimina-

tory with respect to the rates charged on the same articles from Buffalo and
Auburn, N.Y., and North Plymouth, Mass., to the same destination points. It
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is set out in the judgment in that case tliat there was a rate of 10 cents per 100
pounds on binder twine, in carloads, from WcHand to Detroit and Port Huron;
at the same time the rate from Welhmd to Sarnia and Windsor was 18 cents.

From Buffalo to Sarnia and Windsor the rate was 10 cents as compared with 18
cents from W^elland. Fi-om Auburn through this territory there was a rate of

from 13 to 14 cents, which was lower than the rate from Welland to the same
points up to and includinjv Sarnia and Windsor. For reasons set out in the judg-
ment, the complaint as to discrimination was dismissed by Order No. 7897,
dated August 10, 1909.

With regard to the allegation of ai)plicant that the rates at present in force

unjustly discriminate against Montreal, the evidence adduced in su[)j)ort thereof

indicates that mileage is the yardstick by whic'h the discrimination is measured.
What has already been above briefly set out makes clear that with resi)ect to

two rate structures built up under iundamental basic differences, mere mileage

comparisons are not conclusive as to the existence of unjust discrimination or

undue preference, nor properly a measure by which to test or compare the rates

constructed under such circumstances.

Further, with respect to the rates and mileages that are on i-ecord here, jis

contained in exhibit "A" filed by applicant, it would appear that, so far as

concerns the United States shipping points and Canadian destinations named,
the rates are not altogether based on distance; or, if they are, the basing mile-

age is not that shown in the exhibit, and, in many cases, the rates are controlled

by shorter mileages than given, otherwise anomalies that are apparent wouhl
not exist. For example, an analysis of this exhibit shows from these United
States point a rate of 29^ cents for 239 miles and 29 cents for a greater distance

of 263 miles, as well as a rate of 29^ cents for 252 miles. Other anomalies in

this exhibit, with respect to rates from United States points, and taking the

mileages given, are shown below:—
Miles Rate Miles Kate
331 33 470 33
387 32 415 36
393 3H 41.5 3G
3r)6 31

337 30 4Io 35
411 34

350 34 413 33i

413 334
374 33 356 31

387 32 340 3lh

393 m 356 32

356 31 331 33
350 34

The mileages shown by applicant in exhibit "A'' are over rail routes. The
same rates as applicable via rail routes are published via water senices operated

across lake Erie, and via these latter routes the mileages from glass-producing

centres are much less than via the rail routes, for example:—
Miles

Pittsburp; to Ashtabula 125 Penna.
Ashtabula to Port Burwoll 51 Car Ferry
Port Burwell to London 70 CP.

246
Rail distance 402

Rail distance trreater by 156

Pittsburg to Ashtabula 128 N.Y.C.
Ashtabula to Port Maitland 00 Car Ferry-

Port Maitland to Hamilton .
.' 39 T.H. & B.

257
Rail distance 331

Rail distance greater by 74

58103-4
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Pittsburg to Conncant . .

Conncaut to Erioau . . . .

Erieau to Chatliam . . . .

Miles
}-y2

72
19

B. & L.E.
Car Ferry
P.M.

Kail distance
243
365

Kail distance greater by
Pittsburg to Conneaut . . . .

Conneaut to Erieaii

Erieau to Leamington

122
152
72
43 P.M.

Car Ferry
B. & L.E,

Rail dist
267
355

Rail distance greater by 88

The distances to Pittsburg, Pa., are:—
From Wasliii!gt(^n. Pn
From Wheeling, W.Va

32 miles
06 miles

It is not shown on the record to what extent mileage is the controlling

factor in the international rates here quoted; and if mileage is the factor, what
mileage scales are controlling. The anomalies, using the rail mileages in exhibit

''A" of the applicant, are already above set out.

Mr. Ransom, on behalf of the carriers, contended that while there may be,

with regard to gLass bottles and jars, in carloads, a lower scale of rates from
manufacturing points in the United States than applies for the same distances

from a manufacturing point in Canada (this condition resulting from the differ-

ences betw^een the two governing rate structures), this difference is more than
offset by the duty which the United States manufacturer is obliged to pay wdien

marketing his product in Canada, which ranges from 27^ to 32^ per cent, and
which Mr. Ransom estimated as being equivalent to payment by the United

States manufacturer of approximately $1.30 per 100 pounds, on top of his freight

rate, to get the bottles into Canada. He stated that regardless of any rate

adjustment a certain quantity of United States bottles will be imported into

Canada; in fact Canadian bottle manufacturers imported bottles from the

United States into Canada so as to have them in stock to fill out orders which
came to them for types of bottles which they do not manufacture. Mr. Ransom
also contended that the comparative quality of the goods made in Canada, and

those in the United States, had influenced the importation of the United States

articles in some cases, it being alleged that there had been instances of extensive

breakage of bottles of Canadian manufacture during the filling process. The
testimony on this latter point Avas conflicting, the applicant disputing state-

ments made by carriers.

With regard to the rates from Montreal, Mr. Jones, of the applicant com-
pany, stated (p. 8609) he was not asking, of necessity, for a reduction in these

rates, and there was no evidence adduced, nor was it contended, that the rates

from Montreal are unreasonable per se. Mr. Jones limited his submission to the

question of unjust discrimination with respect to the rates from United States

points. At page 8670 of the record the following discussion took place:

—

"The Deputy Chief: Therefore, your submission is limited to a
question of complaint against what you would call unjust discrimi-
nation?—A. Absolutely, sir. If our rates are too high I would ask you
to order them lowered. If the others are too low I would ask you to

raise them.

Q. You ask them put on an equality?—A. Yes.

Q. You w^ant the rates put on the same footing proportionate to

distance?—A. Yes."
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Furtlier, tlicrt' is not involved in this oas(> any claim of discriinination in

the rates from Montreal as compared with the rates from the other eastern
Canadian shipping points, namely, Hamilton and Wallaceburj^.

Applicant filed exhibit ''B" showing a few articles also classifying 5th Class,

in carloads, on which commodity rates lower than the clas>s rate are in force

between Canadian points. This exhibit has no probative force so far as relates

to the issue here, as the commodities shown therein do not in any way compete
with those of the applicant, and it does not follow that there is any discrimi-

nation merely because the rates are difTerent. With regard to practically every
article that is accorded special commodity rates, a different set of circum-
stances and conditions prevails; one case can seldom be an exact precedent for

another. Each traffic situation presents points of difference, and the particular

facts, circumstances and conditions existing in each case must be considered,

and the rates established based thereon. The result is that while the articles

may all take the same classification rating, the commodity rates thereon may
have a range of anywhere from 60 to 90 per cent of the class rate, and yet thi?

situation does not result in discrimination of the character prohibited b}^ the

Railway Act.

Exhibit "C, also filed by applicant, showed that from Dunkirk and Lock-
port, N.Y., to some half-dozen United States destination points, commodity
rates are in effect on glass bottles in carloads. No information is on the record

as to the circumstances and conditions surrounding the establishment of these

rates, and it is, of course, obvious, and has been so stated in various judgments
of the Board, that rates established between two points in the United States

are no criteria of reasonableness of rates betwen points in Canada.
Applicant referred to judgment of the Board, dated July 30, 1904, which

prescribed certain commodity rates on glass bottles, in carloads, from Wallace-
burg, stating that said rates had been prescribed to meet competition from the

United States and Germany, and that in 1919 the Board had issued an order

permitting cancellation of the commodity rates based on the claim that the

importation from Germany had been eliminated, and was restricted from the

United States. A perusal of the record in that case shows that the Board pre-

scribed certain rates on glass bottles in 1904 from Wallaceburg to London,

Kitchener, Hamilton, Toronto and ^Montreal. Subsequently, the railway com-
panies voluntarily added a number of destinations on the same basis, and then

considered it necessary to establish rates on relatively the same basis from

the glass manufacturing points of Toronto and Hamilton. From Montreal a

commodity rate was established to Walkervillc only, presumably to enable

competition with Wallaceburg for the distillery's business. The rates required

by the judgment in 1904 appear from the record to have been largely the result

of rebating practices antecedent to the Railway Act. In 1918 the carriers filed

amendments to their tariffs providing for cancellation of the commodity rates

from Toronto, Hamilton and Montreal, and also made application for rescission

of the judgment of 1904 so as to enable them to cancel the special commodity rates

from Wallaceburg. The tariff amendments were suspended by an order of the

Board and the matter was subsequent!}' heard at Ottawa, September 10, 1918, and
by order of the Board No. 28348, dated May 19, 1919, the companies were

permitted to cancel the special commodity rates and place this traffic on its

appropriate 5th class basis from all points. With regard to United States com-
petition, it appears from a perusal of the record in the 1918 case that the

evidence adduced by those opposing the cancellation of the commodity rates

was along the same lines as that which is before the Board here, and after full

consideration, the Board authorized the placing of this traffic on the oth class

basis between Canadian points.

58)03—4 \
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The Consumers Glass Company launched this application under the pro-
visions of section 317 of the Railway Act which, so far as is relevant to the
i:^^^ue here, states that "The Board may determine, as questions of fact, whether
or not traffic is or has been carried under substantially similar circumstances

and conditions, and whether there has, in any case, been unjust discrimination,

or undue or unreasonable preference or advantage, or prejudice or disadvantage,
within tlic meaning of this Act."

In this case there is, on the one hand, the question of rates entirely over
lines of Canadian carriers and between Canadian points, and, on the other hand,
international movements over different routes, where the initial, and in numer-
ous instances, the greater portion of the haul, is over the lines of carriers out-

side the jurisdiction of this Board. What has been stated by the Board in other

cases is pertinent here:—
In the submissions placed before the Board from time to time, it

has been contended that American rates shall be the criteria of reason-

ableness, where such rates are lower than Canadian rates. In Manitoba
Dairymen's Assn. vs. Dominion and Canadian Northern Express Cos., 1-1

Can. Ry. Cas, at p. 149, the following language was used:

—

^'As I construe the Railway Act, the Board must find its criteria

of the reasonableness of the Canadian rates within Canada."

At p. 148 of the same judgment, in dealing with the question of dis-

crimination, it was pointed out that the Board has already held

—

" That where the traffic compared moves over two different

routes, this precludes the mere reference to difference in mileage
rates being taken as prima facie evidence of discriminatory treat-

ment, and that this held with especial force where comparisons were
made with the rates of railways which are not subject to the Board's
jurisdiction."

In Riley vs. Dominion Express Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas., 112, p. 115,

it was said:

"Rates as arrived at in the United States are not the criteria of

reasonable rates in Canada unless the circumstances in both cases

are on all fours."

In re Telegraph Tolls, 20 Can. Ry. Cas., 1, at p. 6 it was said:

"The comparisons between rates in the United States and those

in Canada are informative but not conclusive. They have no

necessary conclusive bearing on the reasonableness of rates in

Canada."

Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. XVI, p. 148—Application of the

Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau re rates on woodpulp from Canadian
points to Toronto.

" Re Freight Tolls, Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. 12, p. 73:—
".

. . under the body of regulation which is developed under the

Railway Act, mileage is not a rigid yardstick of discrimination. Dis-

crimination in the sense in which it is forbidden by the Railway

Act is a matter of fact to be determined by the Board."

Complaint Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd., vs. C.P.R.

Co. et at, 28 Can. Ry. Cas., 100. See summary of decisions on page 109.

Canadian Oil Cos. vs. G.T., CP., and C.N.R. Cos., 12 Can Ry. Cas.,

350, at p. 354:—
"... a mere comparison of distances without consideration of the

peculiar circumstances affecting the traflftc is not the final criteria

of discrimination."

See also Hudson Bay Mining Co. vs. Gt. Nor. Ry. Co., 16 Can. Ry.
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Cas., 254, where the following; hanp;uag^e is used at p. 256:

—

"It does not of necessity follow that the rates of one railway arc

to be taken as a conclusive measure of what is reasonable to charge
on another railway. Dominion Sugar Co. vs. Canadian Freight Asso-
ciation, 14 Can. Ry. Cas., 188, at p. 192.

Not simply mileage comparisons, but also comparis{)ns in re-

spect of conditions of operation, cost of carriage, volume of traffic,

etc., would be necessary. And these to be conclusive would have to

point to similarity, if not to identity of conditions."

Reference may also be made to Edmonton Clover Bar Sand Co. vs.

G.T.P. Ry. Co., 17 Can. Ry. Cas., 95."

Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. XVI, p. 144—Application of the
Canadian Shippers' Traffic Bureau re rates on woodpulp from Canadian
points to Toronto.

'The Board has held that where the traffic compared moves over
two different routes, this precludes the mere references to differences in

mileage rates being taken as prima facie evidence of discriminatory

treatment. See complaint Sudbury l^oard of Trade re rates on
coal from Toronto to Sudburv—File 11479, cited in Canadian Oil

Cos., vs. G.T., CP., and C.N. Ry. Cos., 12 Can. Rv. Cas., 350, at p.

355."

Board's Judgments and Orders, Vol. XIII, p. 190—Complaint of A.

Farquharson, Fernie, B.C., re 'rates on logs from Fernie, B.C., to Cal-
gary, Alta.

No evidence was adduced during the hearing, or in the correspondence,
bearing on an alleged substantial similarity of traffic and operating conditions

in respect to the movements of traffic under the rates compared.

With regard to United States competition, applicant filed an exhibit show-
ing, over a period of years, the importation of glass carboys or demijohns,

bottles, N.O.P., decanters, flasks, jars and phials. This does not .show quanti-

ties, but shows the amount expressed in dollars. It was alleged the value of the

imports is increasing, but an analysis of the exhibit shows a fluctuation. For
example, the value of the imports from the United States in 1921 was $1,495,384,

which dropped in 1922 to $673,975, with increases in subsequent years, the

figure for 1926 being $1,062,367, which is still appreciably below the figiu-e for

1921. The total value of the importation from all countries for the year 1926

was $1,344,790, so that what is important is the United States competition, and

the case as developed by applicant is practically confined to the question of

United States competition. This exhibit, however, is not very conclusive for

the purpose of the issue here. In the first place, it includes articles of glass-

ware that arc not within the scope of the application, but the more important

point in respect to this exhibit is that it includes importations into the whole

of Canada, while there is only here in issue that portion of Ontario, Toronto and

west. The exhibit does not give any information as to this particular territory.

Treating the statistics as a whole, the carriers referred to substantial importa-

tion of articles included therein which are not covered by the application,

particularly carboys and demijohns. These statistics also include the impor-

tation of second-hand bottles collected at United States frontier jwints and

shipped into Canada, which the^ representatives of the carriers stated consisted,

for the year 1925, of 55 cars to London, 38 cars to Waterloo, and 170 cars to

Hamilton. Applicant stated (p. 8667) that with regard to the importation of

bottles and jars into the specific territory here in question, the carriers should

be in a much better position to supply such information from their records.
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The carriers filed an exhibit showing the number of carloads of new glass

bottles and jars shipped by applicant to Ontario points for the years 1925 and
1926- As this included all Ontario points, the exhibit has been analyzed so as
to make a comparison in the territory Toronto and west, and it shows that to

this territory api)licant shipped 134 cars in 1925 and 351 cars in 1926. Exhibits
were also filed by the carriers showing the glass bottles and jars (new)
received at points in Ontario during the years 1925 and 1926 from the three

Canadian manufacturing points, namely' Hamilton, Wallaceburg and Mon-
treal, also from United States points. The shipments from Montreal greatly

exceeded those shown in the other exhibit above referred to, which is accounted
for by the fact that there is another large manufacturer shipping bottles and
jars from Montreal, namely, the Dominion Glass Company, but who are not a
party to . this application. These exhibits also showed the shipments to all

Ontario points and have been analyzed so as to segregate those destined to

points in the territory Toronto and west.

Dealing with the territory in question, for the year 1925 there were shipped
from Hamilton, 662 cars; from Wallaceburg, 255 cars; from Montreal, 558
cars; and from United States points, 154 cars; or, in other words, 1,475 cars

from the three Canadian shipping points and 154 cars from United States

points. Hamilton and Wallaceburg are within this particular territory and,

of course, by reason of their geographical location, the rates from these two
points are very appreciably lower than from Montreal, which is 334 miles east

of Toronto. It will be noted that for the year 1925 Montreal shipped to this

territory 558 cars as compared with 917 cars from Hamilton and Wallaceburg.
For the year 1926, to the same territory, 918 cars were shipped from Hamilton
and Wallaceburg, 962 from Montreal, and 225 from United States points; in

other words, there were 1,880 cars from the Canadian shipping points and 225
cars from United States points. It is somewhat significant, as above noted,

that while Hamilton and Wallaceburg are within this territory, the movement
from these two i^oints in 1926 was 918 cars, w4nle from Montreal, with its much
greater distance, and higher rates, there were shipped 962 cars, as compared
with 917 cars from Hamilton and Wallaceburg and 558 from Montreal in the

l)revious year. In this connection, however, there is a statement in the record

that there is an extensive movement of bottles via truck from Hamilton con-

signed to points within a radius of 50 miles, principal destinations being Port
Colborne, Kitchener, Waterloo and Toronto.

The 154 cars shipped from United States in 1925 were consigned to the

following points:—
Cliatham 50 cars London 13 cars

Hamilton 6 " Toronto 9
"

Leamington 2 " Walkerville 74
"

The 1926 shipments from United States points w^ere as follows:

—

Chatham 57 cars Walkerville 71 cars

Leamington 50 " Windsor 4
"

London 25 " Waterloo 2
"

Toronto 16
"

With regard to the United States shipping points named by applicant, Mr.
Ransom stated that there had been no shipments of bottles from Pittsburgh

into Canada during 1925; that manufacturers at Columbus stated they had
not shipped a bottle into Canada for over two years; that manufacturers at

Newark stated they had only shipped 1 car into Canada during 1925, which

was destined to Toronto. There is nothing on the record showing whether or

not there were any shipments from Washington, Pa. Mr. Ransom stated the

50 cars shipped to Chatham in 1925 were consigned to Libby, McNeil & Libby

and purchased through the main offices at Chicago from manufacturers at

Wheeling, W. Va. The rate from Wheeling to Chatham is 32 cents per 100
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pounds, while the rate from Wallaccbiirg to the same point is 12\ cents, and
from Hamilton 30^ cents- It is stated the 13 cars for London were from
Muncie, Ind., from which point the rate is 31 cents, as compared witii 25
cents from Hamilton, and 27^ cents from Wallacebiirg. The 74 cars to Walker-
ville were consigned to the Walkerville distilleries and shipped from Alton, 111.,

at a rate of 38 cents, as compared with 24 cents from Wallaceburg, and 34\

cents from Hamilton. To all of the above-named points the rates from Ham-
ilton or Wallacebiirg are lower—in some instances very appreciably so—than

from the United States points.

Taking the destination points to which shipments moved from the United
States, an analysis has been made, lumping the years 1925 and 1926 together,

showing the origin of receipts of bottles, in carloads, via rail, which is shown
below:

—

To iramilton Walliiccbm <; Montreal I'liitcd States

Chatliam 24 ... :\ 107

Hamilton 'M i)6 (i

Leamintfton 141 ... .')4 iTi

London :m :U 242 38
Toronto 208 210 524 2')

Walki'iville 149 7.3 23.-) 145
Windsor 20!) 7 120 4

Waterloo 4.5 oO 77 2

1,264 385 1.300 370

An analysis of the evidence, particularly that concerning the movement
of the traffic and the rates in force, suggests a number of questions with regarfl

to which, unfortunately, the record is devoid of answer. The application does

not specifically set out what rates are alleged to be required, but requests an
adjustment in rates from Montreal " on an equitable basis which will enable
us to compete with bottles and jars imported from United States." The record
indicates successfid competition from Montreal into this territory, not only

with respect to shipments of United States origin, but also those originating

at the glass manufacturing plants located within said territory. Taking Chat-
ham, for example, if the bottles move from Wheeling, W.Va., at a rate of 32
cents, rather than from W^allaceburg, from which point the rate is 12-J cents,

or from Hamilton at a rate of 304 cents, then what rate would be necessar>'

from Montreal to enable the manufacturer there to compete with the United
States manufacturer? If the rate controls the m.ovement from United States

]ioints, why has the movement been restricted to eight points in the whole ter-

ritory, Toronto and west, when relatively the same rates apply throughout this

territory? . It is obvious from the record that the actual rate competition

which applicant meets in this territory is from Hamilton and W^allaceburg;

that there are factors aside from the freight rate which influence the marketing
of these articles.

During the years 1925 and 1926 there were shipped to London 35 cars

from Wallaceburg, from which point the rate is 27V cents; 38 cars from United

States points from which the rates range from 30 to 34 cents; and 242 cars

from Montreal at a rate of 50 cents. During the same years to Walkerville

there were shipped 73 cars from Wallaceburg at a rate of 24 cents; 145 cars

from United States points at rates varying from 28 to 31-V cents; 149 cars from

Hamilton at rate of 344 cents; and 235 cars from Montreal at rate of 54 cents.

The fact that during the year 1926, 962 cars were shipped from Montreal to all

points Toronto and west, while to this same territor\', with appreciably lower

rates, only 918 cars were shipped from Hamilton and Wallaceburg, is signifi-

cant as bearing on the rate situation as it atlects the actual movement of the

traffic.
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Upon careful consideration of the whole record, I do not consider appli-
cants have made out a case which would warrant direction from the Board
modifying the present rates from Montreal (and any action taken in that
direction would undoubtedly react on the rates from Hamilton and Wallace-
burg), and recommend that the application be refused.

Ottawa, November 26, 1927.

Application of the Canadian National Railways, under section 188, for
permission to close as an agency station the station at St. Pauls, Ontario-

File, 4205.454
JUDGMENT

McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner:

St. Pauls is an Agency Station, on the Stratford Division, Main Line, of
the Canadian National Railways, 5 -08 miles west of Stratford and 4-98 miks
east of St. Mar^^'s Junction.

The application was launched by the railway, on April 28, 1926. In the
answer submitted, it was suggested that the matter be deferred for a period
of one year, in order that opportunity might be given to show the true useful-
nesis of the station to the territory tributary to it. The matter was allowed
to stand accordingly. It was thereafter set down for hearing at Kitchener,
Ont., on December 16, 1927 The respondents expressed the desire that another
year's extension should be given. The earnings, as submitted, were as follows:—

Year Total Passenger Express Milk
1922 $13,180 $4,280 $ 931 $2,900
1023.. 9,547 3,034 751 2.974
1924 23,470 1,711 922 2,731
1925 9,144 1,892 892 2,730
1926 7,979 2,150 1,018 2,225
1927 9,300 3,422 988 2,200

The figures for 1924 included, approximately, $14,000 received from inbound
road material. The figures for 1927 are for eleven months, ending November;
the December figures are not available. If extended on the basis of December
being an even one-twelfth of the total, this would give, approximately, $10,500
of a total.

It is to be noted that since 1922 there has, with the exception of 1924

—

which is not characteristic—been a steady downward movement. There is com-
paratively little freight and the bulk of it is inbound; and, the important items

of earnings, as shown in the summary above, are passenger, express, and milk.

No exception was taken by the respondents to the statement, as shown in the

figures, and it was stated that their appearance was simply to ask " That this

station, so to speak, be given a further chance and extension of time."

The railway proposes, if the order is granted, to instal a caretaker. As set

out in the notes of evidence, a caretaker is to take care of the lights, keep the

station clean and warm, receive freight and put it in the shed; also put express

packages in the shed.

In discussion with the railway, as to the work which the caretaker would
do in connection with the express, the following developed in the notes of hearing

(pp. 12911-12) :—
'' Commissioner Law^rexce: Could any information be furnished in

regard to handling outbound express? If a caretaker was appointed and
if he could receive the express parcels before train time? I realize that

farmers coming in with butter and eggs to ship by express, might come
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in and the train be lialf an hour hite, or even if it was on lime, if they
coiil'd leave the shipment, witli some person to take chiirgc of it; coul<l

anytliing be done in regard to that?

The Assistant Chief Commissioner: Would your caretaker handle
a package if brought in and left there? He would put it in the shed,

but would there be any res'ponsil)ility on the caretaker to hand it over
to the baggageman?

"Mr. Fish: The caretaker woukl be responsible for packages, to see

that it was put on the train, but not for the handling of the money. He
would put it in the shed.

''The Assistant Chief: It could be handled by the caretaker from
the shed to the car?

''Mr. Fish: Yes and vice versa. It could be put in the shed and
then put on the train by the caretaker.

"The Assistant Chief: I understand that inbound the duty is on

the caretaker to put the stuff in the shed.

" Mr. Fish: Yes.

"The Assistant Chief: And if a man comes with a case of eggs

to be shipped out, it is left there with instructions and then the train

comes in and the caretaker takes it to the train giving the instructions

and the bill is made on the train?

'' Mr. Fish: Yes, I don't think there would be any trouble about the

caretaker putting the express on and taking it off and putting it in the

building uncier proper shelter and care."

As to tickets, thest) will not be sold by the caretaker, but people can buy
return tickets on the train. Milk is carried by means of baggage car service.

Under what w^as proposed by the railway there would be no facilities for the

purchase of milk tickets, at St. Pauls. It w^as suggested by Mr. Commissioner
Lawrence that some arrangement might be made for the sale of milk tickets.

Counsel for the respondents stated that, if the caretaker " were able to sell

milk tickets, as suggested, it would be a great convenience to the people shi])-

ping out of here The railway stated that most of the people who ship milk

are in St. Marys, or Stratford frequently; that these were their shippmg point.<,

and it was suggested that it would be no hardship upon them to purchase their

milk tickets at Stratford or St. Marys. Persons desirous of obtaining cars

would, under the proposed arrangement, telephone to the agent at St. Mars's,

or the agent at Stratford; the latter point is stated to be the natural billing

station for St. Pauls. Attention was specially directed to the question as to

what arrangements, if any, could be made in respect of milk tickets. The
Board is now advised by the railway, as follows:

—

Mr. Pratt, regional counsel at Toronto, notified ^Ir. W. E. Goodwin,

counsel for the township of Downie, that Mr. F. P. Houck, general

merchant at St. Pauls, is willing to accept the milk ticket agency if the

station at this point is not continued as an agency. Mr. Goochvin

acknowledged Mr. Pratt's communication and stated that he would

transmit the information to his clients."

On consideration of the limited earnings and their downward trend, as well

as of the limited freight movement, it would appear that the application has

been justified. On the freight movement, the tonnage inl)oun(l, for the twelve

months ending November, 1927, amount to 633, of which, approximately, 50 per

cent moved in June and August. The tonnage outbound amounted to 185, which
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was rather fluctuating in monthly amount. In September there were no outward
shipments; in March and April there were 2 and 6 tons respectively. This left

an average of approximately 19-6 tons per month, or about two-thirds of a

car. The passenger, express, and milk traffic undoubtedly will face some factors

of inconvenience under the rearrangement. As to passengers' ability to purchase
tickets, either single, or return, on the train, should work out with reasonable
satisfaction. The express business moving to St. Pauls will, of course, have to

be prepaid. The arrangements proposed in regard to milk tickets should work
out with reasonable satisfaction. The station at St. Pauls, it must be remem-
bere<:l, is about one and one-quarter miles from the main Provincial Highway.
This highway passes through St. Marys and Stratford and between St. Pauls
and it there is a good gravel road.

Ottawa, February 29, 1928.

Commissioner Lawrence concurred.

ORDER No. 40368

In the matter of the application of the Canadian National Railwaijs, herein-

after called the "Applicants'\ for permission to reissue, on less than

statutory notice, revised supplement to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1196, to

correct error in Supplement 6 thereto.

File No. 27612.35

Satltiday, the 18th day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon its appearing that in issuing Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No.
E-1196, the applicants through clerical error made changes in routes and rates

not authorized, and it. being advisable that correction be made as soon as pos-

sible,

—

The Board orders: That the applicant be, and they are hereby, permitted

to reissue Supplement No. 6 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-1196, on one day's notice,

but not earlier than February 27, 1928: Provided that similar authority is

given by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40381

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W.
File No. 34822.9

Monday, the 20th day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Tlie Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Tariff C.R.C. No. 207, filed by the Atlantic,

Quebec and Western Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight
Rates Act, 1927, be, and thej^ are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of

subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.
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2. And tlic Board hereby ccrtilics tliab the iionnal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Tariff C.ll.C. No. 207,

approved lierein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C'.R.C. No. 137.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40382

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).

File No. 34822.9

Monday, the 20th day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLeaNj Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published in Tariff C.R.C. No. 217, fded by the Quebec
Oriental Railway Company under section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates
Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby, approved, subject to the provisions of sub-

section 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal tolls which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of the said Tariff C.R.C. No. 217,

approved herein, are the tolls contained in Tariff C.R.C. No. 141.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

ORDER No. 40383

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions

of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter W-
File No. 34822.12

Monday, the 20th day of February, A.l). 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board orders:

1. That the tolls published on paper mill wrappers from Edmundston,

New Brunswick, to Beaupre, Quebec, in item 60 of Supplement No. 3 to Tariff'

C.R.C. No. E-4314, filed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company under

section 9 of the Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and they are hereby,

approved, subject to the provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the

said Act, would have been effective in lieu of that published in the said item

No. 60 of Supplement No. 3 to Tariff C.R.C. No. E-4314, approved herein, is

39i cents per 100 pounds.
H. A. McKEOWN,

Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER No. 40391

In the matter of the General Order of the Board No. 188, as amended by
General Order No. 248, prescribing the regulations for the Uniform
Maintenance of Way Flagging Rides for Impassable Track, for the

observance of every railivay company within the legislative authority

of the Parliament of Canada.
File No. 4135.55

TnrRSDAY, the 23rd day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C, Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

C. Lawrence, Commissioner.

Upon reading what is filed on behalf of the Niagara, St. Catharines and
Toronto Railway Company and the Canadian National Electric Railways, and
the report and recommendation of the Chief Operating Officer of the Board,

—

It is ordered: That the following Regulations for the Uniform Maintenance
oi Way Flagging Rules for Impassable Track be, and they are hereby, pre-

scribed for the observance of the said Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto
Railway Company and the Canadian National Electric Railways, in lieu of the

rules approved under the said General Order No. 188, dated April 23, 1917, as

amended by General Order No. 248, dated August 19, 1918, namely:

—

Rules

1. A yellow flag by day, or a yellow light by night, on the right-hand side

of the track, indicates track or trolley wire is in bad order, or men at work 800
feet in advance, and train must operate at six miles an hour until it passes the

same kind of signal on the left-hand side of track; and when men are at work
during stormy, foggy, or smoky weather conditions, flagmen must be placed in

addition to the signals referred to.

2. Before undertaking any work which will render the main track impass-

able, or if rendered impassable from any cause or defect, trackmen, bridgemen,

or other employees of the company shall protect the same as follows:

—

(a) Send out a flagman in each direction with stop signals at least

—

1,000 feet in daytime, if there is no down grade towards the obstruction

within one mile, and there is a clear view of 1,000 feet from an
approaching train;

1,500 feet at other times and places,, if there is no down grade towards the

obstruction within one mile;

2,000 feet if there is a down grade towards the obstruction within one

mile.

(6) The flagman must, after going the required distance from the obstruc-

tion to insure full protection, take up a position where there will, be an

unobstructed view of him from an approaching train, if possible, of 1,000 feet.

The flagman must display a red flag by day and a red light b}^ night, ajnd

remain in such position until recalled or relieved.

3. Trains stopped by flagman, as per rule 2, shall be governed by his

instructions and proceed to the working point, or working point signal, as the

case may be, and there be governed by signal or instructions of the foreman

in charge.

4. When train order or bulletin protection is to be provided, a flagman must
be sent out as per instructions in rule 2; flagman protection to remain until
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confirmation is received of protection being provided ])y train order or bul-

letin. The defective or working point must tlien be marked l)y signals ])laced

in both directions as follows:—
(a) Yellow flags by day and in addition ycUow li<j;hts by night, 800 feet

from the defective or working j)()int; red flags by day and in adtlition red

lights by night, 400 feet from the defective or working ])()int, on the same sicle

of the track as the motorman of an a])pr()aching train, and tliere is a clear view
of at least 1,000 feet.

5. When weather or other conditions obscure day signals, night signals

must be used in addition.

6. Flagmen must each be ecjuipped for day time with a red flag, and for

night time and when weather or olhei* conditions obscure day signals, with a

red light and a white light and a supply of matches.

And it is further ordered that the foregoing rules be printed in the working
time-tables of the said railway companies for the guidance of all employees.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Cojnmissioncr.

ORDER No. 40400

In the matter of tariffs, and supplements to tariffs, filed under the provisions of
The Maritime Freight Rates Act, 1927 (17 George V, Chapter U).

File No. 34822.13.

Thursd.\y, the 28th day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

The Board Orders:

1. That the toll on fish, dry, in carloads, from Yarmouth, N.S., to Halifax,

N.S., published in item No. 35 of Supplement No. 7 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 794,

filed by the Dominion Atlantic Railway Company under section 9 of the Mari-
time Freight Rates Act, 1927, be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the

provisions of subsection 2 of section 3 of the said Act.

2. And the Board hereby certifies that the normal toll which, but for the

said Act, would have been efTective in lieu of that published in the said item

No. 35 of Supplement No. 7 to Tariff C.R.C. No. 794, approved herein, is 27^-

cents per 100 pounds.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.
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ORDER NO. 40403

In the matter of the application of the Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Rail-

way Company, hereinafter called the "Applicant Company/' under Section

276 of the Railway Act, 1919, for authority to open for the carriage of

traffic that portion of its line of raihvay between Portage Road and Winery
Road, in the City of Niagara Falls, Province of Ontario, a distance of

4,795 feet:

File No. 3498.40.

Tuesday, tho 28th day of February, A.D. 1928.

Hon. H. A. McKeown, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Upon the report and recommendation of it? Chief Engineer, and the filing of

the necessary affidavit,

—

The Board Orders, That the applicant company be, and it is hereby, author-

ized to open for the carriage of traffic that portion of its line of railway along

Lundy's Lane, between Portage road and Winery road, in the city of Niagara

Falls, township of Stamford, and province of Ontario, a distance of 4,795 feet.

H. A. McKEOWN,
Chief Commissioner.

CIRCULAR No. 217

February 17, 1928.

Re the Matter of Elevation of Station Platforms

File 35412

Referring to this matter which has been the subject of investigation and
report through the Board's Operating Department, I am now directed to^ ask

your company to show cause T\dw the Board sthould not adopt the standard of

5-inch elevation, with a time limit fixing the date at which all platforms must
be brought to that standard.

I also enclose you herewith, copy of a memorandum of the Board's Chief

Operating Officer, dated the 4th instant, in this connection.

By order of the Board,

A. D. CARTWRIGHT,
Secretory.

February 4, 1928.

Memorandlm for Deputy Chief Commissioner

As requested by you some time ago I have looked over a number of differ-

ent railways, and I find that the actual conditions of station platform elevations

vary considerably as between railways, and, in some ca,ses, as between stations

on the same railway.

The Grand Trunk Western has a standard which varies from rail level to

5 inches above, with two or three exceptions at terminals where the platforms

arc at 11 to 15 inches above the rail.

The New York Central has rail level and tie level according to diff^eirent

grades of their stations.
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The J), ami H. for all new work is rail level filled out to within a few iiichc.^

of the rail; this is explained as an easement of the diflicvdiy in trueking across'

to a second track, and to get away from the space between curb and rail into

which they have found people stepping both entrainin<!; 'uid dct raininfj;, also

when walking across the tracks.

The T.H. and B. is S-inch elevation at local stations; rail level :it tlicir

Hamilton terminal.

The M.C.K. has standard of rail level, but actually in exisU-nce there are

])latforms at tie level as well as rail level, ^ome of the variations being l>rought

about by change in elevation of track during ballasting and other maintenance
operations.

The C.N.R. show a standard plan 5-inch elevation, but have a great many
statioiLs on different parts of their system that are at rail level, some slightly

below it and others between rail level and o-inch elevation.

The C.P.R. ha;s a 5-inch standard which has been worked to with very few
exceptions. This I understand is due to the fact that the standard was adopted
years ago, and in renewals, etc., it has been provided.

The N.Y.('. in Canada varies between rail level and tie level, as illustrated

by investigation on the line between Montreal and Valleyfiehl. Wr. Scott's

letter just received shows that the company's proposal to raise all their plat-

forms there to rail level will not be quite accomplished this year ae= their rail

relaying will not quite cover all the line this year. There will be two stations,

St. Timothee and Cecile Junction, to be dealt with in the program of 1929.

There is attached to the file memoranda shcnving variation in the height

from top of rail to first tread of the steps of passenger cars. This you will notice

varies betwc^en 13 and 22 inches.

I have not up to the present discussed with the Railway Car Department
the reason for the variation in its steps above the rail, but 1 would like to do so.

I have no heisitation in saying that I think the most satisfactory elevation

for station platforms is 5 inches above rail level.

I would sugge-t that the Board consider w^iether railway comp:>nies should

not be asked to show why the Board should not adopt the standard of 5-inch

elevation, with a time limit fixing the date at wliich all platforms nni-t b

brought to that standard.

(Sgd.) GEO. SPENCER,
Chiej Operatrng Officer.

CIRCULAR No. 218

Februaiy 20, 1928.

Appointment and Withdrawal of Aejents

File 4205.450

Referring to correspondence as to whether the portion of inter-line traffic

accruing to the connecting railway should not be considered as part of the

figures upon which arrangements as to station agents should be based, the

Board has decided that the inter-line trafific, and all revenue traffic of what-

ever origin, should be considered as part of the figures upon which the justifi-

cation of the rearrangement as to station agent at any particular point should

be based.

By order of the Board.

A. D. CARTWRICHT.
Secretary.
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